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THE FRENCH ARMY ON CAMPAIGN:

AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR OPERATIONS IN MOROCCO.

BY E. ASHMEAD BARTLETT,
AUTHOR OF ' PORT ARTHUR : THE SIEGE AND CAPITULATION.'

IT is long since there has
been an opportunity of follow-

ing a French army on active

service, and therefore consider-

able interest attaches to their

operations against the Arabs
round Casa Blanca, which may
throw some light on the con-

dition of their military forces,
and perhaps give some clue as

to how France would fare in a

European war.

The troops in Morocco do
not belong to the Conscription
Army of France, with the

exception of two batteries

of artillery, the squadron of

Chasseurs d'Afrique, and two

companies of engineers. They
consist of colonial troops, espe-

cially raised for service in

Algeria, Tunis, and Tonkin, ac-

climatised to Northern Africa,
and accustomed to active service

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCVII.

or to conditions approximating
it very closely ; therefore it may
be argued that their conduct
in camp and in the field is no
criterion of the condition of the

Conscription Army of France

proper, or of the spirit which
animates it. But making due
allowance for this, the divis-

ions of a great army trained

under a common system by
officers of the same school and
with similar traditions cannot

vary to any great extent ; and
the conduct and spirit of the

troops in Northern Africa are

likely to reflect with fair accu-

racy the condition and esprit
de corps of the camps on the

German Frontier. The officers

of France's colonial forces are

drawn from different branches
of her army, and thus their

leadership and bearing, both in

A
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camp and in face of the enemy,

may be taken as typical of the

whole corps of French officers.

The army of Casa Blanca is

one of the most picturesque
that has ever taken the field,

and seldom has a general had

under his command represent-
atives of so many different

nationalities and creeds. The

cavalry is made up of a squad-
ron of Chasseurs d'Afrique,
who are Frenchmen recruited

in Algeria, and who serve their

term of service either in the

Chasseurs or Zouaves; one

squadron of Spahis, who are

native Algerian Arabs trained

as cavalry, are excellent light

horsemen, good scouts, and
trained to fight as mounted

infantry; and one hundred
Goumiers. These are Arabs of

pure blood, who were enrolled
as volunteers for service in
Morocco : many of them are of

good standing and have con-
siderable property in their own
country. Love of adventure
and the hope of loot bring them
to the front. They provide
their own horses and kit, but
are supplied with carbines and
rations, and receive three francs

per day. They are commanded
by their own caids, assisted by
French officers who belong to
the Bureau d'Arabes. The
Goumiers are handsome, small-
boned, wiry men : they can go
all day without food or water,
and delight in the roving life,
the dangers and hardships of
warfare. Their horses theytend as their

children, allow
them to wander in their tents
by day and to sleep by their
sides at night. Their pictur-

esque appearance, their chival-

rous conduct, and their evident

delight in their work, win all

hearts, and make them the

favourites in camp and brave

comrades in the field. Every
Goumier goes into action in a

distinctive costume, and they

sweep down upon the enemy in

a gay, fluttering, irregular

line, purple, yellow, green,

red, white, and gold blending
and glittering in the sun like

a fallen rainbow. Every man
wears a head-dress of his own
design, and, strange to observe,
in Morocco were a number of

those high straw hats similar

to those in which the Korean
nobleman parades the streets of

Seoul. They are the finest of

natural scouts, and form a

perfect screen to cover the ad-

vance or the retirement of an

army. At first their utility
ended with scouting, for when
attacked by large hordes of

Moors they became excited
and of little use, riding hither
and thither, firing aimlessly
and at impossible ranges from
the saddle. But after two or
three weeks' strenuous work
in the field a great change
was manifest, for the French
officers worked a transforma-
tion, and the Goumiers de-

veloped from a disorganised
mass of irregular horsemen
into a trained body of men
who, while losing none of the
natural scouting and predatory
habits of the children of the
desert, were able also to fight
after the manner of mounted
infantry. When attacked, the
advance parties dismounted,
sent back their horses, took
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advantage of any cover, and
astonished the Moors by the

steadiness and accuracy of their

fire. This was a great achieve-

ment to those who know the

difficulty of inducing an Arab
to dismount in action ; and
that such changes, involving
not only military training bufc

of an organic character, should

have been effected in so short

a time, reflects equal credit

on the perseverance of the

teachers and on the sagacity
of the pupils. The French
know well how to train native

troops, and the drill-sergeant
has an inexhaustible supply of

raw material to draw from in

Algeria, Tunis, and perhaps
later from Morocco itself. Like
all Arabs on hostile expeditions,
the Goumiers ride mares, for

the Arab and Barb stallions

too often betray their pres-
ence to the enemy, and render

surprise impossible.
The infantry of Drude's army

consists of three battalions of

Tirailleurs and three of the

Foreign Legion. The Tirail-

leurs are mostly recruited from
the towns of Algeria. They
wear the red fez, zouave jacket,

baggy trousers, cloth gaiters,
and boots

;
are officered partly

by Frenchmen and partly by
natives, but the latter cannot
rise above the grade of lieu-

tenant, and are usually pro-
moted from the ranks as a
reward for long service and
good conduct. The war estab-

lishment of a French battalion
consists of four companies of

250 men each
; but the bat-

talions at Casa Blanca are by
no means up to full strength,

many men being left behind in

Algeria. The commander of a

battalion is the commandant,
who has under him a major,
who corresponds to our adjut-
ant ; each company is com-
manded by a captain, who
is mounted when on active

service, and has two French
lieutenants and two officiers

indigenes. The French officers

are seconded from the line, and

employment in the Tirailleurs

is much sought after, for it

brings increased pay with

opportunities for active em-

ployment in the colonies, and

only picked men who know
their work thoroughly are

selected.

The whole establishment of

the Foreign Legion consists of

four regiments of three bat-

talions each. This corps is the

lineal and only descendant of

the old soldiers of fortune and
hired mercenaries of the Middle

Ages. It is open to all comers,
and its ranks are filled with
volunteers of all nations. The
recruit enlists for five years, is

trained in Algeria, and can re-

engage until he has reached a

certain age. During peace he
receives no pay except a trifling
allowance for tobacco, but on
active service this sum is in-

creased to fifty centimes per
day, part of which goes to-

wards his messing, and at the
end of fifteen years' service he
is entitled to a pension of from
600 to 800 francs a-year. The

Foreign Legion, in the eyes of

those unacquainted with its

true composition, has gained a

somewhat unenviable notoriety,
and there is a very prevalent
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belief that its ranks are filled with those of former days I

with fugitives from justice,
will quote one instance to show

'
'

the excellent behaviour of the
whose only alternative to im-

prisonment in their native land

is service under a foreign flag,

where their antecedents will

not be too closely inquired into.

Now all this is greatly ex-

aggerated, and the facts are

simple. No man who is known
to have been convicted of a

crime, either in France or in

the land of his birth, can be

admitted into the Legion ;
and

although there may be a small

minority whose "
pasts

" would

not bear investigation, any
habitual criminal would soon

be discovered and dismissed.

The Legion, composed of the

adventurers of all nations, is

naturally no kid-glove body of

warriors whose morality in

peace and war is above re-

proach. It would be just as ab-

surd to depict them as a body of

saintly Crusaders (if such ever

existed), as to denounce them
as a band of criminals. They
possess all the good and all the
bad qualities of the adventurers
of all ages, and, following the
usualcourse, prove themselves of

infinitely more trouble in times
of peace than in times of war.
On campaign they are in their

natural element: it is for the

hope of active service that they
enlist, and if the spoils of

opulent cities and the fair

daughters of their vanquished
foes are no longer allowed them
by right of conquest, many a
looted chicken, horse, and cow
in Northern Africa proves that
the spirit of the old freebooter
still lives, though the perqui-
sites are mean when compared

Legion on campaign. An
officer told me he had seen as

many as 300 men from one

battalion in cells at one time

in Algeria (chiefly for drunken-

ness), yet during the time I was

at Casa Blanca there was only
one court-martial a paltry

affair, in which a Legionary
threatened to go for a native

corporal of Tirailleurs. French-

men predominate in the Legion,
Germans come next in propor-

tion, and the balance is dis-

tributed amongst the nations.

Thus in the ranks of the

French army of Casa Blanca,

fighting side by side, carrying
the great message of civilisa-

tion and of a higher morality
to the Mohammedan, I met an

English captain, an English
sergeant-major, a German lieu-

tenant, a Servian colonel, an

Italian, an officer who was half

Scotch and half French, and a

Tonkinese lieutenant, a sturdy,
cheerful little warrior who
greatly resembled a Japanese.
There were yet other types, for

I have only mentioned those
with whom I was personally
acquainted. Thus, while the

delegates of the Powers for-

gathered at The Hague to

advance the divine injunction
of peace on earth and good-
will towards men, and passed
unanimous resolutions declar-

ing as wrong and unchrist-
ian the bombardment of un-
fortified towns, their fellow-

countrymen, equally numerous
and equally representative, were
assembled at an isolated little
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port on the Moroccan coast,

expressly for the purpose of

doing that which the Peace
Mission was summoned to stop,
and actually bombarded a de-

fenceless town at the very
moment the resolution was
carried. This seems to prove
that, although his conscience

may be more readily pricked,
man himself has altered but

little, and still takes as keen
a delight in the slaughter of

his fellow-men as ever. Now,
however, his primitive brutal-

ity is tinged with hypocrisy,
and he no longer plays his

favourite game whole-heartedly
and without arriere pens^e, but
endeavours to ease his con-

science by the appointment of

abortive Hague Tribunals,
whose usual achievement is to

confirm, justify, and add to the

legitimate rules of war certain
new and hideous methods of

destruction which have sprung
into existence since a former
conference.

In the early days of the
French operations before Casa

Blanca, it was evident to the
onlooker that all were new to

their work and took the keenest

delight in it. Thus, when the
Arabs attacked on August 18,
the camp was a scene of bustle,

excitement, and no little confu-

sion, because every man in the

army, from the oldest colonel
to the humblest private, was
pleased beyond measure that
the serious work of his life had

really commenced in earnest.
But when the first charm of

novelty had passed, calmness
and perfect discipline became
the order of the day ; and if the

troops in Morocco are any
criterion of the Army as a

whole, the latter is a most

perfect military machine. In

fact, the French troops give you
the impression of being over-

trained, too machine -
like, too

methodical, and too certain in

all their movements. Every
officer and man seems to know
his exact position on the chess-

board, and falls into his place
as if by some natural instinct.

The movements of the cavalry,

artillery, and infantry are

always admirably carried out.

The extensions, open order

work, keeping in touch, and

reinforcing the firing line, are

done to perfection by the in-

fantry and with a minimum
of words of command ; the

cavalry always seem to choose

the psychological moment to

advance or to retire ;
and

the artillery is invariably in

position when its services are

needed. Every part of the

machine goes like clockwork,
and if a section gets out of

gear the whole must stop until

the defect is remedied. This

perfection of centralisation and
control may be necessary and

admirable, but it certainly
leads to lack of initiative on
the part of the units which

comprise the whole
;
and I

should say that the French

Army of to-day is as much
hide-bound by formula and the

arithmetic of the drill-book as

was our own army previous
to the South African War.
This was seen over and
over again in the operations

against the Arabs : there was
often a failure to take up
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the most suitable ground on checked it. No order was sent

the part of the company com- to them to move forward and

manders, who seemed loth to thus the Arabs passed withm

move their men a yard out of a few hundred yards of the

the alignment without a firing line unmolested; and

definite word of command; when driven back by the fire

often a failure to hold the of the warships, they actually

true crest of a ridge, an error repassed the left of the French

which led to so many disasters line without a shot being

in South Africa ;
and in many fired.

engagements there seemed to On llth September General

be a lack of elasticity and Drude captured the Arab camp
failure to take advantage of at Taddert. The infantry had

changes in the enemy's move- reached the last ridge overlook-

ments. Although there was ing the Arab camp, and the

plenty of dash among the enemy, utterly demoralised,

individual units, there was could be seen streaming out

little shown in the handling through the tents with their

of the army ;
but this may be laden pack-animals. It only

partly due to the exigencies of needed one short quick rush to

the political situation, and the finish the business, but at the

fear lest any of the wounded critical moment the firing-line
should fall into the enemy's received orders to halt until

hands. To quote one or two reinforcements had come up
instances : on 3rd September and the artillery had prepared
Colonel Blanc's force halted on the way by a bombardment. It

the hills close to the sea near
Sidi Mounin, and was attacked
in force by the Arabs. Between
the crest of the hill, onjwhich
the left face of the square

was obvious that this plan had
been previously decided upon,
and, lacking elasticity, there
could be no departure from it.

Every man had to be in posi-
should have rested, and the tion before the final advance
sea-shore, was a strip of open could be sounded, an admir-
ground about a mile wide, able and safe method, no doubt,
The Arabs, under cover of the but which enabled the enemy
ridge in front, moved to the to make good his escape with
left flank, and swept across most of his baggage and all
this narrow strip to gain the

rear, in a solid mass five or six

his horses.

As the enemy retired, there
hundred strong. Seldom have was a fine opportunity for a
infantry had a more glorious rapid advance by the French
target. Unfortunately, how- cavalry, weak

*

ever, the Tirailleurs were not though they

n numbers
were; but al-

>ted on the true crest, but though every one was calling
for ^m and it was evident*v

b(*lnd

thl8movement'ble to the humblest private that
m Unted tro Ps * Deeded,

f

v ,very men who might have the cavalry were nowhere to
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be seen. They had been sent

back to keep up communica-
tion with the second column
and with the camp. Of course

it is one of the oldest and
soundest rules of war to keep
up communication between

your different bodies of troops ;

but in fighting a people like

the Arabs it is not always
necessary, for they attack the

flanks in small parties merely
to cause a diversion, and as

the French were always in

sufficient force to fight their

way back, they might well

have ignored their rear.

Thus, on the day of the cap-
ture of Taddert, the cavalry
were entirely wasted to satisfy
the dictates of a time-honoured

military formula.

The French have always
possessed the true cavalry
spirit great dash, a love of

good horses, and a partiality
for the sabre; and although
they were often held back in

Morocco for sentimental con-

siderations, whenever an op-

portunity presented itself they
charged the enemy with all

their old-time vigour, and noth-

ing could have been finer than
their shock tactics. On the
other hand, they were fre-

quently at fault in scouting;
often when covering the ad-

vance or retirement, or pro-

tecting the flanks of the army,
they failed to occupy the true
crest lines and best covering
positions, and allowed the

enemy to come close up before

he was discovered. They
seemed to think it was more

important to keep in touch
with their own infantry than

with the enemy, and there was
little realisation of the true

functions of cavalry in cover-

ing the advance of an army.
Frequently the whereabouts
of the Arabs, although within
a few short miles of the camp,
were quite unknown, although a

proper cavalry reconnaissance
would speedily have disclosed

them. How far this was due
to defects in their training and
how far to orders, it is difficult

to say. There was such an
aversion in France to sacrific-

ing the life of a single French-
man in Morocco, that General
Drude was often obliged to

hold back his men merely to

avoid the small losses which
are bound to result from any
action in war. When the

Goumiers arrived on the scene

there was far more enterprise
shown in reconnaissance work,
because there were no senti-

mental considerations about

losing a few men of Arab blood

a morality of utility rather
than of Christianity. But the

impression left on the mind is

that the French cavalry have
been trained rather for shock
tactics than for use as mounted

infantry, and this is borne out

by the superb dash with which

they hurled themselves on the

Moors whenever they had a
free hand. There was a lack of

cohesion in the cavalry move-

ments, owing to the fact that

Goumiers, Spahis, and Chas-
seurs were under separate com-

manders, who generally acted

independently of one another ;

and it was not until the worst
of the fighting was over that
a young cavalry colonel was
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sent from Algeria to assume every day for a month, .
_nd

airy and I think the result

must have come as a surprise

to most soldiers and to all

artillerists, always a confident

and self-satisfied corps. Ac-

cording to most of the pre-

conceived theories of modern

warfare, it is impossible for

bodies of cavalry to manoeuvre

in the open, exposed to full

view, anywhere within effective

range of modern artillery. The

gunner with his superb quick-
firer will tell you that, given
fair conditions, nothing can

live within his power of de-

struction. Yet how different

is the result in actual practice !

The French artillery has en-

joyed a great reputation ever

since the little Corsican hon-

oured that branch of the service

with his magic personality : the

French have possessed a first-

olass quick - firer with fixed

ammunition for eight years
before any other Power adopt-
ed it, and their gunners are

very efficient. Yet with every
advantage of training and
modern science, the despised
Arab horsemen were able to
attack again and again in

large bodies within decisive

ranges, suffering compara-
tively little loss, when, accord-

ing to the gunners' calcula-

tions, they should have been

utterly destroyed. The French

A I
W

i QJl
atteri

?f'
the 12th

and the 18th, at Casa Blanca,
L addition to mountain-guns,

they were in action almost

field-guns were assisted by
those of the Gloire, yet this

tremendous shell -fire inflicted

comparatively small loss, and

never once deterred the Arabs

from attacking, if one can

judge by the number of horses

left dead on the ground. A
rapidly moving target is so

difficult to pick up, and the

range has to be so constantly

changed, that, except for an

occasional lucky shell which

gets home, cavalry can man-
oeuvre almost scathless, at

least, this was the case in

Morocco. The French shrap-
nel carries three hundred

bullets, and should burst ten

metres above the ground,
when the area of destruction

is twenty yards wide and two
hundred and fifty deep. The
Moors were not slow to dis-

cover this, and adopted the

plan of advancing in small
bodies some twenty or thirty
yards apart, so as to localise

the effect of the shells. At
first the gunners, new to the

conditions, and shooting for
the first time under fire, were
very much at fault, especially
in judging distance. They use
no range-finders, and all dis-

tances are judged by the

officers, many of whom could
not have been very highly
trained in this important art
Tt 8nould be said in Justice
that the French are accus-
tomed to shoot in massed bat-
teries, where the range is
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quickly picked up by one or

two trial shots. General
Drude himself said, "You
must not judge the shooting of

our artillery by what you see

single guns or a section doing :

they are accustomed to shoot
in massed batteries, and I

guarantee they will destroy

anything in a few minutes
within reasonable range."
This is, no doubt, true, and
whenever possible the guns
were used together at Casa

Blanca, when on occasions

they would have done far

better work against a mobile

enemy like the Moors had

they been more scattered.

Here again the loss of initia-

tive which results from too

much machine - like training
was visible. There was often

a failure to seize the best

target, or to move a gun
rapidly from one point to

another to take advantage of

a change in the enemy's posi-
tion. The handling of the

guns was excellent, consider-

ing the gunners only serve

for two years, and belong
to the ordinary Conscription
Army of France. They served
their guns accurately and

coolly, often under a heavy
and concentrated rifle-fire, for

the Moors never missed an

opportunity of shooting at the

guns, caissons, and limbers.

If a battery is to be properly
handled, everything depends
on the officer in charge. If

he gives the objects and

ranges calmly and accur-

ately, his gunners, if properly
trained, will serve their gun
correspondingly well, no mat-

ter what the conditions. A
gun's team, although com-

posed of individuals, has but

one nervous system, the centre

of which is found in the offi-

cer in command, and the state

of his feelings vibrates through
all ranks and sets the scale

of efficiency or the reverse.

If an officer is the least bit

nervous and flurried, and is

obviously guessing wildly at

distances and objectives, then

every man will become in-

fected with the same spirit,

and the battery might as well

be in store. In a highly-

strung race like the French,
the need for calm and good
officers is very great, and
those for the artillery cannot
be too carefully selected.

From what I saw in Morocco
I feel certain that it will be

practical for cavalry to charge
artillery if they ever catch a

battery in* the open unpro-
tected by infantry. Cavalry
charging artillery in position,
in a very open formation, and

gradually closing in as they
near their objective, will suffer

very small loss, if one can draw
a moral from the experience of

the Arab horse. The French
take this view, and have armed
their artillery with the carbine,
so that at the last minute

they may fight as infantry if

they are suddenly overwhelmed

by a charge of cavalry. I was
told they learnt this lesson

from our experiences in the

South African War, after

seeing how frequently our

artillery was captured by the

Boers.

The French infantry have
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always been renowned for their

marching powers, and the

troops in Morocco did nothing

to belie their reputation. To

watch the Tirailleurs and

Foreign Legion returning to

camp after a long and trying

day in the hot sun, marching
over rough and stony ground,
was a revelation. The French

soldier, when in full marching
order, carries a pack on his

back which, with his rifle

and ammunition, weighs sixty

pounds and towers above his

head. Yet in Algeria they
think nothing of marching
forty or fifty kilometres a-day
over stony ground thus

equipped. It seems impossible
to tire the Tirailleurs, who,
accustomed to the climate

and to bad going, would out-

march any troops in the world.

The fire control of the French

infantry is good, but the shoot-

ing is very bad. No range-
finders are carried, and all

distances are judged by idle

guesses, which vary according
to the views of the individuals
who give them. I never saw
more miserable shooting, with
more wretched results, than
that of the French against
the Arabs. The men seemed

utterly unable to get the

range, or even approximately
near it ; and this was not due
to nervousness or excitement,
for the Foreign Legion and the
Tirailleurs are always models
of precision and calmness in
face of the enemy. The shoot-

ing of the Foreign Legion was
better than that of the nat-
ive troops, and improved very
considerably as the men be-

[Jan.

came accustomed to the atmos-

pheric conditions and gauged
the speed of rapidly moving
horsemen. When troops shoo*"

badly the primary fault lies with

the officers who have neglected
to train them. There is the

school who maintain that strict

accuracy in shooting is not

essential in modern warfare,

and that as long as a certain

field is swept with fire, the

results are likely to be better

than if every man is shooting

accurately at the wrong range.
This theory may contain an
element of truth, especially in

a European conflict, where

troops will fight en masse, and
victories will be gained by
weight of numbers regardless
of sacrifice. But it was
lamentable to see Arab horse-

men riding about in almost

complete immunity within six

to eight hundred yards of lines

of steady infantry, and there

really was some ground for the
claim of the Bed Caid that
he could make bullets melt in
the air. The French officers

and non-commissioned officers

control the fire with great care,
seldom if ever allowing the
men to use their magazines,
and if there is the least tend-

ency to shoot wildly or to
waste ammunition it is im-

mediately checked. Many
French officers believe that
a magazine is unnecessary,
and merely tends to make men
excited and leads to a hopeless
waste of ammunition. This
may be sound reasoning, but
surely there may come moments
in a great engagement when
the side which can pour in a
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terrific magazine fire for a few
moments will have a great
and decisive advantage. I am
rather inclined to think the

French under-estimate the im-

portance of rapid guns from
a consciousness that their

magazine is vastly inferior to

that of the other first - class

Powers. The Lebel is made
on the old Winchester system,
and the cartridges are con-

tained in a second chamber
underneath the barrel: they
must be inserted separately,
a long and troublesome process,
and the magazine is apt to

jam and cannot be easily
remedied. There is a cut-off,

and the soldiers tell you the
rifle shoots admirably as a

single-loader. The French use

their machine-guns as separate
units, and the battalions do
not have machine-gun sections.

The mitrailleuse and the

ammunition are carried on
mules. The cartridges are

contained in little clips of

twenty-five, the loader insert-

ing another clip as the last

cartridge of the former enters

the breech, and thus there is

no delay in the continuity of

fire. This system has one

great advantage for the

mitrailleuse, for although very
complicated, it hardly ever

jams owing to [the cartridges

getting out of the straight,
for the loader can examine

every clip of twenty-five before
he inserts them. The few
occasions on which I saw them
in action, the shooting was
good, and the range was picked
up quickly.
The work of the ambulance

in the field was not very satis-

factory, but the surgeons and
stretcher-bearers were new to

their work, and it is a severe

test to dress wounded men for

the first time under fire. There
seemed to be a certain lack of

system and control. For in-

stance, the field ambulance
should establish some central

dressing
- station to which all

wounded can be immediately
taken to receive first aid. The
French surgeons, however, ride

all over the field, and are very
difficult to find : thus when a

man is hit, he has often to wait
a long time before a surgeon
can be found to attend him.

There was often a lack of

stretchers, and the wounded
had to be carried out of action

on rifles bound together by the

long cloth cholera-belts which

every French soldier wears.

The wounded are carried long
distances in panniers slung on
either side of mules, arranged
to take cases either sitting or

The French Army is very
keen, and the officers make a

lifelong study of their profes-

sion, which represents their sole

interest in life. A French camp
is a model of neatness and good
arrangement ;

and there are

probably no troops, not even

excepting the Japanese, who
know so well how to make
themselves comfortable on a

campaign. I never saw men
better fed, and the natural ex-

cellence of the food was im-

proved by superlative cooking,
which makes such a vast differ-

ence in the health, spirits, and
comfort of men on campaign.
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Every Frenchman is a born

cook : he takes a delight in his

art, and no matter how tired

he may be after a day's outing,

he will bestow just the same

care and attention on his food.

In this respect the French re-

semble the Japanese, and are

vastly superior to our own men
in the culinary art. A British

soldier is generally too lazy or

indifferent to bestow much at-

tention on his food, and would
rather eat it half-cooked than

bother to wait for it after a

long day's work. He has no
natural aptitude for preparing
a savoury meal out of insuffi-

cient material, like the French-

man, and where a British sol-

dier would starve a French
soldier would thrive. If the

French start out on an expedi-
tion carrying three days' pro-
visions per man, he will carefully

preserve each day's allowance
;

whereas no penalty will deter
the British soldier from eating
his as he wills. The French
have a curious belief that
all their material is absolutely
the best : they never speak
of a gun or rifle or a machine-

gun without prefixing the ad-

jectives splendid, perfect, or

euperb. This is certainly an
excellent characteristic, for it

must give them confidence in
action.

The modern French officer
differs in no manner from the

types which have come down
from the Napoleonic wars, and
a study of individuals is inter-

esting, as showing how little
the character of the people
changes with its history. The
French officer is still, as he has

always been, a model of dash-

ing bravery, ever ready to ex-

pose himself to the enemy's fire

and to head a charge with

drawn sword for the sake of

glory and la belle France. The

officers, whether on the staff or

in the ranks, always stand up
under fire, and disdain to take

cover, like our own at the be-

ginning of the South African

War. This bravado sets a fine

example to the men
;
but it

proved to be too costly against
skilled marksmen like the

Boers, and finally died a

natural death. The average
casualties among the French
officers in Morocco have been

high, because they stood up
exposed to the fire of the Arab

sharpshooters when their men
were lying down. This was

unnecessary, and the French
will learn, as we have learnt,
that it is even more important
for an officer to guard his life

from useless danger than it is

for the men
; and as long as

the latter do not require an

example, it is the duty of every
officer to do his utmost to

preserve his life. The French
still retain all their love of

showy actions and glory. It is

individual example which they
admire most, and any officer

who has in any way distin-

guished himself in the face of
the enemy becomes a popular
hero, and his deeds will long be
the talk of the camp. In this

respect they are the exact re-
verse of the Japanese, who
absolutely sink individualism,
and look upon all officers and
men as parts of a machine,
ascribing the credit for success
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or the responsibility for failure

to the entire army, not to the

general who happens to be
in command. The Japanese
soldier is just as content to

serve under one general as

under another, for individuals

count for nothing with him,
with the exception of his

Emperor, who represents both
his country and his religion.
Thus they see nothing strange
in rushing to certain destruc-

tion, leaving their generals and
colonels smoking cigarettes,

drinking tea, and warming
their hands by the fire, in the

perfect safety of bomb-proof
shelters, because they realise

some one must be left behind
to ensure the success of the

attack. But the French soldier

would hardly see the logical
side of the matter, or under-
stand the reason for leaving
his senior officers in safety
while he rushed to death or

glory. His character is such
that he might feel he was

betrayed, and thus he would
not advance with confidence.

I also doubt if any French
officer would remain for a
moment in shelter while his

comrades were rushing to

destruction, for his fiery char-
acter would compel him to

place himself at the head of

his men and take his chances
in the firing-line. Thus we see

the essential difference in the
character of the fiery Gaul
and the philosophical Oriental.

The French have ever been the
same. Why were Napoleon's
marshals, with the exception of

Massena and Davoust, nearly al-

ways unsuccessful when given

independent commands? Be-
cause they had won their way
to the front more by reck-

less heroism and showy actions

than by clear thinking on the

battlefield. As long as the

master mind was there, to order

and utilise this bravery in the

right way and at the right

moment, all went well ; but
when the Emperor was absent,
the cool - brained Wellington
or the strategical Archduke
Charles had little difficulty in

beating his lieutenants. A
European war would probably
breed another batch of French
commanders cast in the same
mould as those of one hundred

years ago, and unless some
master-mind is there to control

and make use of the wilder

spirits, the result is likely to

be disastrous to France. The
French Army is very critical

of its leaders, and every officer

is summed up immediately and
a value placed on him. If some
colonel has been put in com-
mand of a force for the day
and is engaged with the enemy,
every officer and man watches
to see how he acquits himself,
and the same evening his every
action will be discussed and
criticised round the mess-table
and camp-fire. The French
soldier does not go into action

trusting blindly to his super-
iors : he is partly his own
general, and he compares the
movements of his commander
with what his own would have
been had their positions but
been reversed. There is a

stupendous amount of gossip
always floating through the
ranks and camps of a French
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army, and most extraordinary Frenchman makes no effort

*'
-v,f. it and in- to conceal his feelings, where-

as the Englishman despises

^'believed by some and dis- emotion. After an engage-

SriSSd^SL. With such ment the only confidence ever

a hghly strung, imaginative vouchsafed by an English sub-

race evils might result from

this cause. If, in the event

of a war with Germany, on

the eve of some great engage-
ment a rumour was circulated

altern is, "I was in a d d

funk." Not so with the French-

man: he will describe, in the

minutest detail, all his sensa-

tions from the moment the

that the Government had been engagement commenced to the

changed, or that the French moment it was over.

had been defeated elsewhere,

the result on the troops en-

gaged might be serious, for

the Frenchman would think

of these things : he cannot

concentrate his mind purely
on the task before him. He is

too intelligent and quick-witted
to make an ideal warrior.

It will be surprising if there

is any permanent bond of

friendship between France and

England : the characteristics

of the two races are so distinct

and apart that there is sure

to be an underlying antipathy,
for each nation retains those
customs and qualities it admires
most. How often have I heard
Frenchmen complain of the

Englishman's coldness, aloof-

ness, and apparent lack of

sympathy with those around
him. I asked a Frenchman
to describe an English officer

felt frightened he will tell you
so; if he felt brave you will

also hear about it. I remember
a young surgeon coming up to

Colonel L and myself and

telling us in all seriousness to

notice that he was binding up
wounded men under fire in just
the same manner as he did in

hospital! I think the French
are almost more concerned in

action in analysing their own
feelings and in watching the

behaviour of those around them
than in actually defeating the

enemy.
The French have very little

sporting instinct, as we un-
derstand the term, and that
is why they are so cordially
disliked by all native races,
for if the sporting instinct is

absent, its place is generally
taken by a certain cruelty of

disposition. I remember one
in the Foreign Legion to me. instance which particularlyHe is tall, fair, silent, and struck me as showing the gulf

unbridgeable
cold, like all English," was the the unbridgeable gulf
reply.

'

you introduce an which separates the English
and French character. To-
wards the end of the opera-

a~ tions, when some of the tribes
before the Englishman has re- had sent in delegates to nego-oovered from the first horror tiate for terms, General Drude

v Tg
-J
myJ>ther tonSue issued ord<*s that any Moors

spoken beaidan Vma /var T<U~ t j J '

Englishman to a Frenchman,
the latter has said half a dozen
pleasant and polite things

jpoken besides his own. The found carrying arms within
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ten kilometres of the town
would be shot. The following

day I accompanied a small

body of French troops on a re-

connaissance, and a party of

Goumiers, who were scouting
ahead under Lieutenant

,

suddenly stumbled upon twelve
mounted Arabs and thirteen

on foot. The mounted men
rode off and escaped, but the

Goumiers charged the thirteen

on foot, killing seven and

capturing the other six. The
lieutenant galloped back to

his captain, saluted him with
his blood-stained sword, and

reported his exploit. A mo-
ment later the six ragged,
miserable, half-starved Moors
were brought in. Now these

men, having been caught in

arms, were liable to be shot ;

but as the only weapons found

amongst the whole thirteen

were one broken Martini-Henry
rifle, three old jingals, and a

bayonet stuck on the end of a

stick, but five out of the thir-

teen could have been armed,
and they in this harmless
manner. Under the circum-

stances, as seven had already
been killed, the others might
very reasonably have been

spared. An English subaltern

having captured six men under
such circumstances, and know-

ing the order in force, would

probably have thrown away
the four useless guns and

brought them into camp as

unarmed, so that they might
be spared. His sporting in-

stinct would have prompted
him to do this, especially as he
had killed seven in the charge.
But the French do not see mat-
ters in this light. The six un-

fortunates were brought before

the captain, who spoke a few
words to them and then struck

each man with his whip. Ten
minutes later they were led off

to the flank in line holding
each other's hands, and as

they walked they were shot in

the back by the Goumiers in

a very haphazard manner, for

there was only one executioner
for each man, and consequently
it took many shots before they
were dead. Then their bodies

were burnt. I had no idea of

their approaching fate, and just

previously had given one of

them my horse to hold. This
act was justifiable under the

terms of the proclamation, but

considering all things, it was

unnecessary, especially as the

tribe were negotiating the

terms. Yet these actions were

performed by men who were

always the most charming
companions and close personal
friends. It simply marks an-

other difference in the character
of the races. Lieutenant

,

who had performed this feat,
became quite a hero in con-

sequence.
A great deal is written on

the loose discipline of the

French Army, and the unsatis-

factory relations existing be-

tween officers and men ; but
the discipline of the Army of

Morocco was excellent, and the

relations between them could
not have been on a better basis.

The troops gave very little

trouble, and, as already said,
there was only one court-martial

during the time I was at Casa
Blanca. The men seemed to

have the greatest respect not

only for their officers, but also
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for their non-commissioned because of your political
^

views

i' in perfect harmony for continually passed over, though

e benefit
P

of the whole' A a first-rate officer, because he

French soldier has easy access had the misfortune to bear

fo Ms officer. There is far an old Breton Catholic name

less formality than in our These abuses lead to a great

army and I have frequently deal of discontent. I believe

seen an officer standing with there is a strong desire for

his hand on a man's shoulder, war, there is nothing un-

giving him friendly advice, natural in this, since it will be

as if he were an equal. The found in all armies whose offi-

offioers take the greatest in- cers are worthy of the name,

terest in the welfare of their as it is felt that war will

men, and do their utmost to sweep away many of the ex-

make the company or troop isting evils, and lead to rapid

a comfortable and agreeable advancement and quick pro-

home. I do not think the motion.

reported loose discipline need How would the French Army
be taken very seriously. Such of to-day fare in a war with

tales are the work of hired Germany? That is a quest-

agitators and political wire- ion every Frenchman asks

pullers, a small minority of himself, and that is the prob-
whom must be found in every lem he is anxious, yet half

conscription army. In times of fears, to put to the test. The

peace their voice is heard, but Army will enter on the en-

during war a wave of patriot- counter in a very different and
ism quickly sweeps them from more healthy spirit than in

the arena. On active service 1870: there will be none of

good discipline asserts itself the arrogance of assured sue-

automatically, and officers and cess, and consequently lack of

men soon get to know one preparation; and no talk of

another, for all are engaged a promenade to Berlin. The
in a difficult and dangerous Army will march to the front

game, and it is in the inter- resolute and determined to do
ests of all to mutually assist its best, and knowing it is

one another. Naturally there staking the last die on France's
are evils and abuses in the existence as a first-class Power,
French Army, and the most for another failure would let

apparent are political favour- loose a flood of anarchy, and
itism and slowness of promo- lead to the breaking up of

The long and weary her institutions, with complete
years of service in the lower social disruption. The spirit of
grades are enough to try the the Army would be the same as
patience of Job, and they are that of Napoleon's troops whenidered worse if you know they set out for the campaignyou have been neglected either of 1815. "We marched to
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Waterloo," said General Foy,
"
all of us without fear, most of

us without hope." The struggle
will be a grim one, and will be
decided in the first few weeks
of the war. If the French Army
can find a great chief in whom
it has confidence, and if it gains
any success, however small, at

the start, it will be certain to

give a splendid account of it-

self. But preliminary disaster

might lead to serious results.

With modern fortresses and

weapons, it is almost impossible
for a nation to be overwhelmed
and invaded as France was in

1870. Defensive positions can
be rendered so strong, and
modern armies, consisting as

they do of entire nations in

arms, are so large, that it is

almost impossible to surround
them and force them to sur-

render, even though greatly
outnumbered, as was shown
in the great engagements in

Manchuria. The French will

probably fight a strictly de-

fensive campaign along the
line of their chain of frontier

fortresses, and the opening
weeks of the war may see a
number of murderous but in-

decisive engagements which
would speedily convince both
countries that the only solution
of the conflict was an equitable
peace. The French would be

quite satisfied with an indecisive

campaign : their honour would
be upheld, and it would prove
they were not entirely at the

mercy of Germany, and liable

to be invaded at any moment.
It is difficult to see why Ger-

many should object to giving
France a free hand in Morocco,
as she has no paramount in-
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terest there herself, and the

more France is occupied in

Northern Africa the better it is

for the peace of Europe. That
was a view taken by Prince

Bismarck. There are many
who attribute the disasters of

1870 largely to the wars in

Algeria which preceded that

year, for the French officers

became demoralised by the life,

and the bonds of discipline
were weakened by consequent

irregular warfare and careless

habits acquired in the field

against the Arabs. It is not

likely the same story will be

repeated in Morocco ; but if

France continues her forward

policy, it must eventually lead

to the employment of a great
number of officers and men, and
weaken her hands in Europe.
The French consider 100,000
men would be required to sub-

due the country, and although
at first sight this seems a high
estimate, it is probably very
near the mark when the char-

acter of the warfare, the nature
of the country, and the necessity
for numerous small garrisons
are considered.

The great conscription armies"^

of the Continent cannot be

held back for ever from flying
at each other's throats, and
sooner or later we are bound
to see another European war.

The impression left on the

mind after following the opera-
tions in Morocco is that the

French Army had been trained

for an entirely different species
of warfare, and that it had
some little difficulty in accus-

toming itself to the conditions

of savage irregular fighting.
Thus they were inclined to
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over-estimate their task, and

to ascribe higher qualities to

their opponents than their

prowess warranted. Although
the enemy was the Arab, it is

not too much to say that every
French officer and soldier went
into action with a very different

foe in mind, and that he re-

garded his dreary marches over

the stony plains in Morocco
and his fights with the Moors
as a dress-rehearsal to a war
with Germany, which each in

his heart regards as inevitable.

The Frenchman never talks of

any other possible enemy than
the German. How often have
I heard them say, "Ah, if we
were fighting the Germans we
should not do so-and-so, but
here it does not matter."

"Yes," says the artillery
officer with a sigh, stroking
his beloved quick-firer, "we

should have attacked Germany
four years ago, when our artil-

lery was so much better than
hers : then we would have had
an enormous advantage, but

now she is steadily re-arming."
Their minds are ever con-

centrated on this absorbing
problem of France's future;
and those who imagine that
the spirit of enmity is dead, or

that the wrongs and humilia-
tions of 1870 have been for-

gotten or forgiven, would be

completely disillusioned after a
brief campaign with the troops.
No French soldier's honour can
rest until that horrible night-
mare in his country's story has
been in some measure atoned
for or avenged, and that is

why the little army of 6000
men fighting the Arabs in
Morocco was so critical of it-

self and its commanders.
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OLD GALWAY LIFE.

RECORDS AND RECOLLECTIONS.

THE reign of law and order,
as evidenced by the holding
of assizes, was not established

in Connaught known com-

prehensively as "The Wild
Territories

"
till after the

accession of James I. That
monarch commanded his judges
to go circuit there, as in all

other places within his newly
acquired dominions. Accounts
of some of the hardships which
those early ministers of justice
had to endure on their pro-

gresses through the western
wilds have come down to us.

Inns were unknown, and they
had to depend on such hospital-

ity as was proffered them, and
which was not always, it would

seem, very gratefully received.

Thus a certain Judge Jacob
who went circuit through
Connaught in 1613 found

quarters at the house of some

person of quality, where he was
well entertained, though we are

told "after the fashion of the

country." From this we may
infer that, though the viands
were abundant, the manner of

dressing and serving them
was of the simplest. In par-
ticular there would appear to

have been a lamentable lack of

condiments, either because the
chatelaine was not versed in

the higher culinary arts, or
because there was a difficulty
in procuring such savoury ad-

juncts in those remote regions.
The worshipful judge took the
matter much to heart, and

exclaimed wrathfully,
"
Oh,

misery of miseries, must I eat

my venison without the proper

spices, a thing which never

happened me before !

"

Another judge, named Speke,

travelling through Connaught
a few years later, had to take

up his abode for one night at

a house the owners of which
were far from wealthy. They
did their utmost, however, for

their illustrious guest, and

provided him with a sumptuous
supper. But when the judge
sought his chamber at night,
he found that the bedclothes,
instead of being of the fine and
delicate texture to which he

was accustomed, were coarse

and rough. He refused in-

dignantly to lie underneath
the shaggy coverings, and sat

up all night beside the turf fire

that blazed upon the hearth, be-

wailing his hard fate, and con-

soling himself from time to

time with the ejaculation, "O
my king, what do I not suffer

in thy service !

"

Occasionally, however, the

trouble was more serious. In
1629 John Lynch FitzKichard,
the Mayor of Galway, failed to

meet the judge upon his arrival

in state at that town and to

escort him to his lodgings.
The assizes were held in the

disendowed abbey of St

Augustine, just without the

walls, which had been given
over to the judges of assize

and jail delivery for that
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much incensed at the i

to himself and his high office,

immediately upon taking his

seat upon the Bench fined John

FitzRichard 100 for his non-

attendance. Now the Mayor
of Galway was a great person-

age in those days, being not

only chief justiciar
of Galway

and of the Liberties that ex-

tended two miles round about,

but also Admiral of the Port

and Bay with all its creeks

and harbours, even to the

Isles of Aran, and entitled to

have a sword borne before

him on all public occasions.

Furthermore, the charter,

which had been granted to

the town by Queen Elizabeth

not long before, specially de-

creed that if any one should

speak "undecently and un-

reverently" of the Mayor, he

should be punished
"
according

to the quality of his fault and

offense." John FitzRichard,
no doubt, considered the judge's

high-handed action extremely
" undecent and unreverent," for

he was no sooner informed

thereof than he came out hot-

foot to the abbey, and after

rating the offending judge
soundly for his temerity, he
fined him 200 for presuming
beyond his office. History does

not relate whether either or

both fines were paid.
The assizes so late begun

did not long continue. From
1641 till 1660 Ireland was
given up to civil war, anarchy,
and bloody reprisals ; and
though commissions were from
time to time issued to the

judges to go circuit as in
more peaceful times, yet with
commendable prudence they

from

Charles II. 's first acts

his restoration was to appoint

judges to go circuit once more

in "The Wild Territories."

Even then, however, the course

of the western judiciary did

not run altogether smooth.

Sir Jerome Alexander and Sir

William Anson having both

been elevated to the Bench

upon the same day, a violent

dispute as to precedence took

place between them, and pro-

ceeded to such lengths that

Sir Jerome sent Patrick

D'Arcy, the doughty leader of

the Connaught Bar, to chal-

lenge his rival to mortal com-

bat. The Irish legal profession,

throughout all its ranks, was

famed, from its earliest incep-

tion to within living memory,
for its readiness to fight duels,

and we may feel convinced

that D'Arcy went upon his

behest very willingly. Sir

William had a high military

record, for he had commanded
one of Cromwell's far-famed

regiments of Ironsides. In-

stead, however, of displaying
the martial spirit to be ex-

pected of him, he declined the

combat, and applied to the

Court of King's Bench for an
information against D'Arcy.
The information was refused,
and D'Arcy, infuriated at such

contemptible behaviour, de-

clared his intention of horse-

whipping his lordship upon
the first occasion of their

meeting. Sir William was so

alarmed by the threat that he
deemed it prudent to put the
Channel between himself and
his fiery opponent ; nor did he
return to Ireland for several
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years, till stout Patrick D'Arcy
lay in his grave and his horse-

whip was no longer to be
feared.

Galway had had her full

share of troubles during the

fierce years of the Civil War.

Having espoused the Royal
cause, the town was invested

by Sir Charles Coote, and
sustained a nine months' siege
both by sea and land, being,

indeed, the last place within
the realm that held out for the

king.
" The ancient Citie of the

Tribes
"

only yielded at last

under stress of famine, and on
terms highly favourable to the

besieged. The inhabitants who
had made such stout resistance

were guaranteed not only their

lives but the undisturbed pos-
session of whatever houses and
lands they might own within
the town and its liberties.

The terms thus solemnly
concluded were shamefully
violated. After two years of

oppression and illegal exac-

tions, the Government in Dub-
lin sent down peremptory
orders to Coote that all the

native inhabitants of Galway
were either to remove them-
selves and their families out of

the town or else to be forcibly

deported. The mandate was
obeyed with such expedition
that within three weeks Coote
was able to report that the

required clearance had been

effected, and that none of the
Irish inhabitants remained
within the walls save a few
who, either from sickness or
old age, together with the in-

clemency of the weather, it

was the month of November,
had been unable to remove,

and to whom he had therefore

granted a gracious permission
to remain. In reply to this

communication another de-

spatch came down from Dublin,

desiring that even those few to

whom dispensation had been

given should be removed as

soon as the season permitted.

Henry Cromwell, the Lord

Deputy, drew a glowing picture
of the town, thus left empty
and desolate. He writes of it

as " a town consisting of many
noble buildings, most of them
of marble, and that for situa-

ation, voisenage, and commerce
which it had with Spaine, the

Strayts, West Indies, and other

places, noe town or port in the

three nations (London excepted)
was more considerable." It

must be borne in mind, how-

ever, that the object of this

high encomium was to induce
the inhabitants of Liverpool
and Gloucester to accept the

houses and lands of the dis-

possessed inhabitants of Gal-

way, in lieu of compensation
due to them for losses they had
sustained in the Civil War, and
a seller's description of the

wares he desires to dispose of

is apt to be somewhat highly
coloured.

Charles II. was no sooner

restored to his fathers' throne

than he issued an order that

the loyal people of Galway,
who had suffered so much in

his cause, should forthwith be
reinstated in their former habi-

tations. The Merry Monarch
was, however, more prodigal in

his promises than concerned
about their fulfilment. Among
the despoiled was the whilom
head of our family, Robert
Martin of Boss, whose town
mansion in Galway had been
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bestowed upon a certain Ed- his, however, no word was said ;

to hU Majesty's general order, and fourth generation,
Mid to

o obtain a special warrant, break out with increased acer-
. .
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und* the Vn7s own sign! bity and bitterness a full cen

manual, directing that his tury later.

property should be given up
to him. With this important
document in

waited upon

Eobert Martin had three

sons, who do not seem to have

he been held in very high esteem

by their contemporaries, since

there was a saying current

his pocket,

Eyre and de-

manded immediate possession. w

According to his own account concerning them,
' From Jas-

of the interview, however, Eyre per, James, and Nimble
^

Dick,

laughed him and his pretensions good Lord, deliver us!"

to scorn, and roundly declared these, Jasper inherited what re-

mained of the family possessions
and became our forebear; James

that he did not value the king's

order at eighteenpence. Foiled

in his first attempt to recover

possession of his property,
Robert Martin hastened to lay
information of this treasonable

utterance before the Lords

Justices of Ireland, and Eyre
was forthwith summoned to

appear at the bar of the Irish

House of Commons, of which
he was himself a member, to

answer for what he had said.

Eyre duly appeared, and
made defence that the words
attributed to him had been dis-

torted out of their proper mean-

ing, and had only been spoken
in jest; and after some delay
and consultation, his brother
members not only acquitted
him of the charge laid against
him, but passed a handsome
eulogy upon him for his in-

tegrity and his loyalty to his

Majesty's person. Of the resti-

tution to Robert Martin of the

died and left none behind him ;

and Nimble Dick, the youngest
and the most able, made up
in amplest measure for all that

had been reft from his father

by the vast domain which he

in his turn, in the hurly-burly
of confiscation and spoliation,
secured for himself.

The wilds of lar-Connaught
and Connemara, lying between
the Atlantic and the great
lakes of Lough Corrib and

Lough Mask, cut off from all

the rest of the world, and

nearly as pathless and un-
travelled in those days as the
central deserts of Africa, had

belonged time out of mind to

the O'Fflaherties "the feroci-

ous O'Fflaherties," for deliver-

ance from whom the citizens of

Galway used in ancient days to

pray. The last chieftain of the
old race had borne a part in

property which was lawfully the bloody deeds of 1641, and
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was therefore hunted down
within his own territories, when
the hour of vengeance came,
like a beast of prey. He was
discovered hidden, with his wife,

in an underground burrow with-

in a wood, both in most miser-

able plight. He was dragged
out and conveyed to Galway,
where he was put to an igno-
minious death, whilst the huge
tract that had belonged to him
and his people was seques-
trated by the Government, and

granted, almost in its entirety,
to Richard Martin, on the

understanding seemingly that

he should bring the tribesmen

into subjection. The task was
the more easily accomplished,
as between civil war and tribal

feuds those mountain fastnesses

had been wellnigh depopulated.
Richard Martin thus became

possessed of a huge dominion,

extending over more than a

quarter of a million acres,

a wild and barren region of

towering mountains, moorland

wastes, lakes, and deep inlets

from the Atlantic, so tangled

together that, when viewed
from one of the loftiest summits
within it, the prospect has been
likened to a sea full of high
mountains and ridges of land.

He and his descendants ruled

over this great tract for close

upon two hundred years.
When James II. landed at

Kinsale on his last forlorn ven-
ture to retrieve his crown,
Richard Martin was over fifty

years of age. None the less he

accepted a captain's commis-
sion in the regiment which Lord
Bofin raised in the west of Ire-

land for that prince's service,
and fought for him at the

Boyne and at the last disas-

trous overthrow at Aughrim.
And here I would like to say
that some of Nimble Dick's de-

scendants, settled now in one
of the Greater Britains beyond
the seas, have pointed out to

me that in a previous paper I

did their ancestor an injustice.
Nimble Dick did, it is true, re-

ceive a full pardon from Dutch
William and was confirmed in

the possession of his estates ;

but the pardon was granted to

him not for any base act of

betrayal upon that last fatal

field, but for saving the lives of

some English officers of dis-

tinction who were taken pris-
oners in the Bloody Hollow on
the hillside at Aughrim, where,
in the earlier hours of the battle,

the English gave way before the

Irish, and it seemed for a while

that victory would incline to

the Irish side.

Yet in whatever manner
Nimble Dick won and held his

vast domain, there was none
the less a bitter price to be

paid for it, even the life of his

first-born. He married Kath-
erine French, of another of the

old Galway tribal families.

She and her eldest son,
" Robin

the Brave, Robin the Beauti-

ful," as he is called in the old

Irish ballad that tells of his

tragic fate, were specially de-

voted to each other, with a

bond of the closest and ten-

derest affection. Richard Mar-
tin had made a home for him-
self at Birch Hall, within his

newly acquired estates, whilst

the O'Fflaherties, dwelling some
half - dozen miles away at

Lemonfield and Aghenenure,
upon the edge of Lough Corrib,
looked on with sullen ill-will at

the stranger ruling over their
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ancient patrimony.
;

More than but
*j ^^

life ;
but as he never went abroad

without a guard, mounted and

well-armed, he was able to ren-

der a good account of himself,

and to give back as good as he

got. It came to young Robin's

ears, however, that O'Fflahertie

of Lemonfield, head of the clan,

had spoken insultingly of his

mother; and on the spot, hot-

headed and impetuous, he

mounted his horse, and with-

out telling any one of his pur-

pose, he rode off alone to the

home of his enemies to demand
satisfaction. The O'Fflahertie

of that day was an old man,
but he was to the full as ready
to accept the challenge as

Robert Martin was to give it
;

and it was decided that the

duel should take place then and

there, and should be fought, as

duels were customarily fought
at the time in Galway, on

horseback, and with the sword.

Robin took up his station

with his back to a shrubbery,
which he deemed screened him
from attack in that quarter.
Unknown to him, however,
and also, it would seem, with-
out the knowledge of his ad-

versary, an illegitimate son
of old O'Ffiahertie's crept in

amongst the bushes, and just
as the signal for the combat to

begin was given, he leaped out
and stabbed Robin deep in the
back. The hapless young fel-

low fell forward on his horse's

neck, and the frightened
animal galloped off for home.
Mortally wounded though he
was, Robin contrived to cling
to the saddle till more than
half the distance was covered,

empty saddle and

reins naturally created alarm,

and a search-party, headed, it

is said, by his mother, came out

to look for the young heir.

They found him lying dead

where he had fallen, stabbed

traitorously from behind. His

mother, frantic with grief,

raised an altar upon the spot
where he was found, a portion
of which remains to this day,
and which is still called

Leacht - Kathleen - na - Frinsie,

or the monument of Katherine

French. Upon it she caused

to be graven her bitter male-

diction on those who had slain

her darling :

" May there be neither luck

nor prosperity, but ever wail-

ing and distraction, and may
there never be a rightful heir

in the place where the murder
of young Robert Martin was

perpetrated."

Another humbler memorial
arose beside this record of a

mother's passionate love and
of her despair. According to

an ancient Irish custom, every
wayfarer who, upon the anni-

versary of the deed, passed the

spot where a noted murder had
been committed, cast a stone

upon the place where the dead
had lain, and passers-by at
other times would also add to

the heap in token of their

sympathy, so that before long
a goodly cairn was raised.

Nimble Dick himself sought
a more practical revenge.
Warrants were issued against
all who had had a hand in the

murder, but, secure in those
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western wilds, they laughed
legal process to scorn, and
went out on their keeping, as

the phrase was. It meant,
not that they maintained

themselves, but that they
lived at free quarters upon
those who either sympathised
with them or were afraid to

refuse the shelter and supplies
demanded. Two years later,

being still at large, they were

solemnly outlawed, and the

Earl of Pembroke, Lord Lieu-

tenant of Ireland, at the in-

stance of Richard Martin, issued

a proclamation against them

upon the 10th of October 1707,
which may still be read in the

Irish State Records. Twenty
pounds reward was offered to

any one who should apprehend
and secure the bodies of Bryan
Flaherty Fitzdonnel, Edmond
Flaherty, Patrick Flaherty, and
John Joyce, or any one of them.
All Queen Anne's loyal and

loving subjects were com-
manded to use their utmost
endeavours to assist in bring-

ing them to justice, and dire

penalties were denounced

against any who should there-

after entertain, harbour, or re-

ceive them.
The altar and the cairn were

still standing in the old days
that my aunts could look back
to. Somewhere, however, in

the earlier years of the last

century a Captain O'Fflahertie,

marching with his men from

Oughterard to Galway, was
told of the existence of the

monument, and turned aside

up what had by that time
become an old and unfre-

quented road to visit it. His
ire was great on reading the

inscription a true case of

the cap fitting not his own
but his ancestors' heads, since

Katherine French's vehement
denunciation named no names
and brought no charge against

any specific individual. As
the readiest means of getting
rid of this evidence of his fore-

bears' guilt, he ordered his

men to demolish the memorial
and to throw the fragments
into an adjoining bog. The

peasantry, to whom the altar

was sacred, looked on in horror

at the work of destruction, and
after the soldiers were gone a

young girl went down into the

bog and recovered a fragment
of the broken stone that had a

portion of the inscription still

legible upon it. She kept the

relic hidden under her hearth-

stone for many years, and gave
it up at last, when she herself

was an old woman, to a de-

scendant of Nimble Dick's who
came to visit the spot, in whose

possession it still remains. Yet
to this day the Irish-speaking

country folk dwelling there-

about can tell in their own

tongue the story of young
Robin's murder and his mother's

curse upon his slayers, cor-

roborating with most singular

accuracy both the family tra-

ditions and the legal docu-

ments that exist concerning
the tragedy.
Nimble Dick lived to a patri-

archal age, being upwards of

ninety when he died. He was
succeeded by his second son,

Anthony, who left no record

behind him save his name and
coat of arms above the altar in

the ruined and roofless chapel
of Killanin, above our lake,

where the generations of the

Martins lie. After him came
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Tour, an indispensable under-

taking for every young man of

fashion in those days, and re-

turned to Galway when he was

just of age. A handsome, hot-

headed, gallant young beau,

and a very considerable dandy,
he made himself remarkable in

his native county by affecting

French fashions of dress and

of speech. He was even then

a noted duellist, and was after-

wards accounted the best

swordsman of his day in Ire-

land, no mean praise at a

time when every Irish gentle-
man wore his sword at his

side, and was ready to use it

on the smallest provocation.
There was quartered at this

time in Galway the 6th Regi-
ment of Infantry, now the

Royal Warwickshire Regiment.
According to the fashion of the

day of calling a regiment after

its commander for the time

being, it was known as the
Hon. General Dormer's Regi-
ment of Foot. This gallant

corps had originally been a
Dutch regiment that is to say,
it had been raised in England
for service in Holland, and had
come over with William III.

when he made his memorable
descent upon the English coast.

It had done stout service at the

Boyne and at Aughrim, and
had formed part of the force
with which Ginkell, pressing
on after the last-named battle,
had captured Galway some
forty years before. A regiment
with such a record was likely
to have retained some of its

old political proclivities. It

may reasonably be surmised,
therefore, that there was a
certain ill-will between it and
the young magnate, who made

26

in due course his son, another

Robert Martin, who was a

mighty troubler of the peace

in his day.
The Penal Laws were en-

forced in their fullest rigour

in the earlier part of the eigh-

teenth century, and of the many
grievous disabilities which the

Roman Catholics in Ireland

laboured under, none was more

oppressive than the enactment

which forbade any Catholic

either to keep a school or to

teach in one. It accordingly
became the custom amongst
Catholicsof position and wealth,
all legal prohibitions notwith-

standing, to send their sons to

be educated upon the Continent.

Young Robert was sent abroad

like the rest, and received most
of his schooling at Louvain,
that seat of learning being no
doubt chosen because another
member of the family, of an
older generation, Francis Mar-
tin of the Dominican Order,
had already found a refuge
there. He had been banished
from Ireland, like all priests of

the Roman Church, by Crom-
well, and having entered the

University of Louvain, he had
become Regius Professor of

Holy Scripture there. We are
told of him, however, that he
was not only distinguished for
his learning, but also for the
contentious qualities of his

race, the litigious Martins being
famed amongst the tribes of

Galway, and that he was al-

ways in legal hot water of some
sort or other. At - Louvain
Robert Martin fell under Jacob-
ite influences, and became an
ardent adherent of the house
of Stuart. His education being
completed, he went the Grand
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no secret of his sympathy with
the rebel cause, and that such
ill-will had a share in bringing
about the tragedy that ensued.
Some of the officers of the

regiment were amusing them-
selves one day in the billiard-

room of a coffee-house in the
Main Guard, the thoroughfare
leading to the West Gate. They
were lounging at the window
when Robert Martin, dressed

according to his wont in the
latest French fashion, came
down the street. In particu-
lar, it would seem that his hat
differed in shape from the hats

commonly worn in Galway at

that time, and excited the offi-

cers' ridicule. They jeered at

him as he came along, calling
out " Macaroni ! Macaroni !

" a
word somewhat equivalent to

fop ; and as he passed beneath
the window, one of the officers,

whether by misadventure or

design, spat upon his head.

Maddened at the outrage,
which was considered absol-

utely unpardonable in those

days, Robert Martin rushed up
the stairs. He appeared in

the doorway of the billiard-

room, his drawn sword in his

hand, demanding furiously
where was the rascal who had

spat upon him. The officer in

question, a Captain Edward
Southwell, according to his

own evidence, given later, an-
swered that it was he who had
done it, but that he had not
intended any affront, and he
offered to apologise. But as
Mr Martin was by no means
appeased by this amende, and
none of the officers was armed,
Captain Southwell offered to

go to the barracks for his

sword, when he would be ready

to give Mr Martin any satis-

faction he desired. Disregard-
ing him, however, the latter

turned fiercely upon another of

the party, a Lieutenant Henry
Jolly, who caught up a chair,
whether to defend himself or

to attack Robert Martin is not

quite certain. Young Martin
made repeated lunges through
the bars of the chair, running
the unfortunate lad through
and through, and killing him
on the spot. He immediately
gave himself up to justice, and
was lodged in the town bride-

well to await his trial on the

capital charge.
The occurrence naturally

created great excitement in

Galway, and public feeling ran
so high in favour of the young
squire of Connemara, in view of

the insultwhichhehad received,
that the dead man's relatives

petitioned that the venue might
be changed to Dublin, alleging
that a fair trial was not to

be had in Galway. This was

accordingly done ;
and in con-

sequence of the high position of

the accused, and the interest

which his case occasioned, the

trial took place at bar that is

to say, before the whole array
of judges composing the Court
of the King's Bench. Not

only the prisoner, but also the

jury who were to try him, were

brought up from Galway. Un-

fortunately, only a very meagre
and garbled report of the trial

has come down to us: the
evidence for the prosecution is

only given imperfectly and in

part, and of the evidence for

the defence we have no account
whatever. Yet it is plain that
there must have been a good
and valid defence, pointing, as
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far as may be gathered,
to

Lieutenant Jolly having at-

tacked the prisoner first with

some weapon other than a

SWOrd, probably either a

chair or a billiard-cue. Sev-

eral witnesses were examined

on the accused's behalf, and

the testimony of one of them

in particular, we are told, had

great weight with the jury.

At any rate, and apparently
with the full concurrence of

the court, they returned a

verdict of not guilty. It is

further clear that this verdict

was approved of by the Govern-

ment, for a curious letter is

still extant in the Public

Records, from the English
Government to the Lords

Justices of Ireland, directing
that hi the event of Robert

Martin's being found guilty of

the charge preferred against

him, he was to be reprieved till

the pleasure of the Crown was
known.

Lieutenant Jolly was buried

in the old collegiate church of

St Nicholas in Galway, where
a small mural tablet still

records his name

" NEAR THIS PLACE LYES THE BODY OF

HENKY JOLLY,

LIEUTENANT OF GRENADIERS IN THE
HONBLE. GENERAL DORMER'S

REGIMENT OF FOOT."

It says nothing of the manner
of his death, and casts no im-

putation upon his slayer.

" With the dead there is peace."

[Jan.

head of the Jacobite movement

in the west. The gentlemen
of Connaught were Jacobites

almost to a man, but for the

most part they contented them-

selves with giving the cause

their sympathy and good

wishes, without any more

active participation therein.

Thus we hear of one notable

gathering at the Athenry
Club. The members of that

institution met at the club-

room one evening to dine to-

gether. After the dinner some
convivial spirits determined to

make a night of it, and they
continued on into the small

hours, consuming much good
claret and rum - shrub, the

favourite beverage at that

time of Irish country gentle-
men. Towards five in the

morning, when it may not un-

charitably be supposed that

he had drunk rather more
than was good for him, John

Kelly of Fedane gave the
somewhat oddly worded toast

of "The Glorious Pretender."

Athenry returned a member to

the Irish Parliament, and John

Blakeney of Abbert, M.P. for

the borough, was amongst the

company present. He may
have thought that he would be
called to account for the night's
proceedings, for he protested
angrily, and told Kelly that
he must be mad. Kelly, how-
ever, only sprang to his feet,

waving his glass above his
head and shouting

"
King

James ! King James III. !

"

The Earl of Athenry had
been present at the dinner, but,
1*1 .1 1T> k * AT * ^Robert Martin s after-career like a sensible man, had gonewas not less tempestuous than to bed in an adjoining room at
an earlier staSe <* the prooeed-
ings. John Blakeney rushed in

f .oame to be recognised as the
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to him, crying,
" The gentlemen

are gone mad, and are drink-

ing the Pretender's health !

"

Lord Athenry leaped out of

bed, and hurrying into the

club-room, he commanded the

company to disperse forthwith
and go to their respective
homes, expressing at the same
time his surprise at what he
had been told of their con-

duct. Thereupon Thomas Burke
started up and said passion-

ately,
"
By God, my lord, it is

what is in your lordship's own
heart, if you would but let it

be known!"
The matter reached the ears

of the authorities, and they
deemed it of sufficient import-
ance to summon John Kelly
and Thomas Burke to Dublin,
where both were bound in the
sum of 100 to be of good
behaviour for the future.

The drinking of toasts and

shouting for King James might
be all very well, but when
Prince Charlie landed in Scot-
land to recover his father's

crown, no man in Galway
moved "hand, tongue, or pen"
on his behalf. Robert Martin

alone, it would seem, despair-

ing, no doubt, of bringing
about any armed rising in the
west of Ireland, set out, since

he might do no more, to strike

a stout blow himself for the
cause which he had so deeply
at heart. As his opinions and
tenets were well known, he
feared that he might be ar-

rested on the way, and deemed
it prudent to journey in dis-

guise. Attired in a rough and
common garb, he made his

way across Ireland to a small

seaport town upon the north

coast, from which he had made

arrangements to cross to Scot-

land. On reaching the har-

bour, however, he found that

the vessel in which he was to

embark was not ready to put
to sea; and whilst he waited,
he went into a waterside tavern
to procure a meal. In an un-

guarded moment he ordered a

dish of a choicer sort than the

humble frequenters of the inn

were in the habit of calling
for. The host's suspicions were

aroused, and keeping a vig-
ilant watch upon his guest as

he ate, he caught a glimpse of

dainty lace ruffles tucked away
beneath his coarse outer cloth-

ing. Convinced now that the

new-comer was other than he
would have it appear, mine host

slipped out and lost no time
in giving the authorities a hint

about the suspicious stranger
beneath his roof. Kobert
Martin was promptly appre-
hended, and, for the second
time in his life, found himself

lodged within jail walls. This
second incarceration was a

most fortunate incident for

him. He was kept in custody
for some time ; but as nothing
definite could be proved against
him, he was at length released,

though not till the Young
Pretender's ill - starred ven-

ture had ended in disastrous

failure, and it was too late to

join his confederates across

the water.

Shortly after his return from
this abortive expedition Kobert
Martin conformed, nominally
at least, to the Protestant re-

ligion. This course was prac-

tically forced upon all land-

owners by the Penal Laws, as

otherwise they held their

estates at the mercy of any
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Martins of their town resid-

ence, and was an old cam-

paigner, bred in a stern mili-

tary school. He had served

under the Duke of Cumberland

against Prince Charlie and his

Highlanders, and had borne a

conspicuous part in the final

crushing defeat of Culloden.

Though he had spent his boy-
hood in Galway, he had been

absent from his native town
for many years, and now re-

turned to it imbued with the

great importance of the task

which had been entrusted to

him that of holding this far

western outpost for King
George against the enemies

who swarmed around, both
within and without the town.
To Stratford Eyre every Cath-
olic was a Jacobite, a rebel,

and a smuggler, and he came
to his new post with a mind
attuned to see traitors, plots,
and prospective landings on
all sides.

Robert Martin had made his

chief place of residence at Dan-

gan, some two miles out of the

town, and splendidly situated

upon the Galway river. A
topographer of that day tells

us that it was considered one
of the finest places within the

kingdom; and he lived there
in the state and with the hos-

pitality befitting the owner of

Connemara. Stratford Eyre
stood for Protestant ascend-

ancy, for the maintenance of
the Penal Laws, and the su-

premacy of the English Gov-
ernment; Robert Martin, his
late conversion notwithstand-
ing, for the old Catholic pro-
prietors, the native-born Irish,
and the lost cause of the
Stuarts. Each man was ab-

30

Protestant informer who might
be pleased to file what was

termed a bill of discovery

against any one of them. It

is indeed hardly understood or

remembered nowadays how in-

iquitous and grievously unjust
the Penal Laws were. In our

branch of the family another

Jasper Martin, grandson of the

one previously mentioned, and

the son of his father's first

marriage, likewise conformed,
and ousted his father from the

possession of the estate. By
the deed of settlement drawn

up between them, he cove-

nanted to allow the old man a

certain yearly rent-charge upon
the property, and, in addition

to some other perquisites, the

use of a stipulated number of

linen sheets, and of three silver

cups to drink out of. Coming
down to later days, my grand-
mother was a Roman Catholic,
and could remember as a tiny
girl driving to mass with her

parents in a carriage drawn
by oxen. No Catholic at that
time was allowed to possess a
horse worth more than 5, and
any Protestant could claim to

purchase the animal from him
for that price. There was a
well -remembered case where
a Catholic gentleman, riding a
valuable young horse, was thus

challenged, and rather than
yield his mount up, drew his

pistol and shot it dead.
To return, however, from

this digression. Two years
after the Scottish rebellion in
1747 Colonel Stratford Eyrewas appointed Governor of

Galway and Admiral of Con-
naught. He was a great-
grandson of Edward Eyre,
M.P., who had deprived the
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solutely loyal and devoted to

the side which he believed to

be the right one, but fiercely
intolerant of all that opposed
him. Between two men of

such temperaments, of such

family traditions, and of such

opposing views, the peace was
not likely to be long kept.
One of Colonel Eyre's first

proceedings after taking over

his new command was to send

up a report on the defences

of the town to Dublin Castle.

These appeared to be in a

somewhat deplorable condition.

Several months previously, he
reminded them, the Lords
Justices had ordered 140 to

be expended on making seven

pairs of new gates, but for so

far no money had been sent

down even to procure the ma-
terial needful for making them.
In the meantime the gates were
in effect continually open, for

the Quay Gate had fallen down
altogether, and the others had
no locks, and "were all to

pieces." This, however, might
have been deemed of the less

consequence, inasmuch as there

did not appear to be any par-
ticular reason why any one
who desired to enter or leave

the town unobserved should
trouble themselves to pass

through the gates at all. The
walls were bulging, and could

easily be scaled, Governor Eyre
went on to state, whilst it was
only at the hazard of their

necks that the sentinels and
reliefs could walk along them.
There was one breach in the

walls, a hundred and fifty
feet long, right down to

the ground; and innumerable
smaller breaches and holes,

large enough for the passage

of hogsheads, had been made
in the walls next the quay
and river to enable smugglers
to run contraband. These,

however, the energetic Gov-
ernor had already had closed

up, as well as several doors

and windows opening to the

waterside, through which people

gained admittance to the town
after the gates were shut. How
it was possible to shut the

gates at all, considering his

previous account of their con-

dition, Stratford Eyre did not

explain. The two powder
magazines, he continued, were

very insecure and unsafe places
to keep ammunition in, since

they were loftier than any of

the surrounding houses, and
so very conspicuous that they
could be distinguished from
the other buildings a mile off,

added to which they were not

bomb -
proof. On his arrival

he had found a most indolent

garrison : no officer lay on

guard, and there were neither

rounds nor patrols. All that

he had altered, however, and
had indeed found abundant

occupation for the whole gar-
rison when off duty in clearing
the walls and ramparts, which
were in a most neglected con-

dition, and the embrasures
choked with dirt and weeds.

The barrackmaster hired out

the king's bedding, whilst the

soldiers of the garrison had
to go without. The deputy-
barrackmaster had harboured
two French officers immedi-

ately before the late rebellion,
and lived in an old disused

barrack by the riverside, very
convenient for such disloyal

purposes.
It would not seem as if the
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Government had shown them- ing the

selves very enthusiastic at the Galway.

prospect of the expenditure mayor

governing body of

All put together,

sheriffs, and corpora-j-i.J.t y wj ---
/ *

.

letter Stratford Eyre protests young a assuming His

vehemently that his estimates name O Hara, wnicn will

had not included a single item give you a specimen of his

which was not imperatively principles (the true Milesian

Tnd urgently required for the breed).",
So wrote Governor

security of the town. As proof Eyre, giving us at the same

of the condition of helpless time an insight into his own

inefficiency to which the gar- principles and idiosyncrasies.

rison was reduced, he proceed- One sheriff was a beggar, the

ed to relate that for the last other a shoemaker and a poor
one at that. Of the aldermen

one was a broken dragoon,
and another a son of my Lord

We must conclude that the

twenty - four hours they had

fully expected a hostile land-

ing. It had turned out, how-

ever, that the sails which had Tyrawley's footman,

alarmed them were only a

vessel from Liverpool, laden Castle Government listened to

with rock-salt, making for the Colonel Eyre's representations

port and chased by a Spanish in so far at least as to provide

privateer,which had overhauled him with the gates which he de-

and captured her within the clared he so urgently needed, for

bay, whilst the garrison were his next step was to order the

unable to render any assist- gates to be closed and barred at

ance. There were ninety-three four o'clock, only leaving the

pieces of ordnance upon the wickets open for the ingress and

walls ;
but of these all save five egress of foot-passengers. The

were dismounted, and of those inhabitants protested, not un-

five the carriages of four were naturally, against the incon-

broken and rotted. The blame venience which this regulation
for the ruinous condition in occasioned, and the mayor and
which he had found every- corporation waited upon the

thing, Stratford Eyre roundly Governor to present him with

averred, rested with the mayor a numerously signed memorial
and corporation, who lived requesting that the obnoxious

upon the revenues of the town, ordinance might be rescinded,
and made grants to each other They had bearded the lion in
and to their friends out of the his den, and the irate Governor
tolls and customs, which, ac- was not slow to avail himself

cording to the ancient charters, of the opportunity of giving
should have been expended on them a piece of his mind. He
paving the streets and keep- began by pointing out that the
ing the defences in repair. He names of several known and
went on to give Mr Wayte, avowed Catholics were at-

secretary to the Lord Lieuten- tached to the memorial, and
ant, some information regard- he reminded them that by the
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Articles of Galway these were
one and all disqualified from

living within the town, or even

in the Liberties thereof. He
expressed his surprise that

magistrates, whose business it

was to see the laws carried

out, should countenance such

persons, and even be content

to append their signatures to

a paper jointly with them.
" Banish these avowed enemies

of our present happy establish-

ment hence, Mr Mayor, and
there will be no occasion for

gates here. If the gates in

time past have been kept open,
and all order and discipline

neglected, it has proceeded
from the non-residence of the

Governor. Lastly, gentlemen,"
he wound up, "I put you in

mind of the conditions on
which tolls and customs are

granted to you. Repair the

breaches in these walls and

pave your streets."

It was hardly to be expected
that the townspeople of Gal-

way would rest content with
the reception which the

Governor had accorded to

their deputation, and steps
were immediately taken to

have the memorial laid before

the Lord Lieutenant. In
answer to a communication
from his Excellency, Stratford

Eyre sent up another lengthy
despatch, justifying himself for

his refusal to comply with the

request. The complaint against
him, he declared, was entirely
a party matter, and he had
proof that the mayor and
sheriffs who had signed the

petition had received presents
to " nose

" and insult him.
The early

-
closing regulation

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCVII.

inflicted no hardship upon
respectable folk engaged in

lawful trades, but only on
those who desired to carry on
nefarious practices under cover

of the darkness. On two

nights in the previous week
the Papists, all his vigilance

notwithstanding, had suc-

ceeded in running no less than
2000 worth of India goods.

Galway, he reminded his Ex-

cellency, was in no sense a

thoroughfare, but an extreme

point, since beyond it to the

west lay only the wilds of lar-

Connaught and Connemara,
where there were neither roads

nor wheeled vehicles, and into

which no one desired to travel.

All produce brought into the

town from that side came in

on back -loads, and as the

wickets were large enough to

admit any horse or cow, and
stood open till ten in summer
and nine in winter, there was
no hindrance to trade in that

quarter. Both the water-gates

opened on the quay; and all

custom-house business ceased

at nightfall. It could there-

fore only convenience French
recruiters and smugglers for

whom Galway had hitherto

been a general rendezvous
to keep them open any longer.
As regarded the other gates,
the Abbey Gate faced upon
Lough Corrib, and nothing
but turf and water came into

the town that way. Only
private i. e.

,
illicit brewers

would desire to draw either of

these commodities home after

dark. The chief entrance to

the town was by William's

Gate, which looked towards
Dublin and civilisation, but

C
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even there no real inconven, vot^ -jf^X*
mischief

and carriers put up

without
^ ^eastern

suburbs, /a?*!
1

^ with-

a night without the walls, and

it was most desirable that their

bales and casks should be ex

for some UIJLU.O {jt*o^.

The Lord Lieutenant, how-

ever, did not take so alarmist

a view of the situation as did

Stratford Byre, and he grac-

iously acceded to the inhab-

itants' request that the gates

might stand open till eight

o'clock. The people of Galway
were naturally much elated at

the victory they had won, and

they decided, in token of their

appreciation of the services he

of a crowd rushing in through

the gates, if they were set wide

after dark, and overpowering
the garrison. If Galway were

once in the enemy's hands, it

would be impossible to recover

it without a train of artillery ;

the small outlying garrisons

at Gort, Headfort, and Lough-
rea would most certainly be

surprised and captured too;

the whole province would rise,

and such a success in the west

would vastly embolden other

disaffected parts of the king-
dom. In fact, King George's
crown remaining secure upon
his head seemed, in the worthy
Governor's estimation, to de-

pend in large partupon thegates
of Galway being closed betimes.

Finally, and with the most cog-
ent of all reasons, he wound up
his reply,

" Within the Liberties

lives Robert Martin, a danger-
ous, murdering Jacobite, who
can bring in twenty-four hours
to the gates of this town eight
hundred villains as desperate
and as absolutely at his de-

Wages of Sin foi

ancing the Faction." Ready

money being probably some-

what scarce in Galway at that

date, contributions would seem

to have been made in kind and

not in coin, for the mortified

Governor notes in his next

letter that "this same Robert

Martin gave him two fat beefs
"

as his share of the levy.
Mr Martin and his doings

did indeed supply Stratford

Eyre with abundant employ-
ment for his pen. He became
more and more convinced that

mischief was brewing at Dan-

gan, and more determined to

get to the bottom of it. Not

very long afterwards he re-

ported that the success of

France and Spain was openly

prayed for in the Catholic

chapels; whilst to such insol-

ence had the Catholics grown
that one had struck the sheriff,

whilst some went so far as

to interest themselves in the

election of the town magis-
trates, and others appeared in
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the streets wearing plaid vests

evidently a badge of disloy-

alty, and a flagrant violation

of a bye-law made some two
hundred years before by the

corporation, when Galway was
an English colony, from which
the Irish were excluded, "that
neither O nor Mac shall strut

ne swagger through the streets

of Galway." More serious still,

however, the Governor pro-
ceeded to narrate, several

officers who had borne arms
for the Pretender appeared
openly in the town, and a

certain Sarsfield, a near kins-

man of Robert Martin's, who
had fought in Lally's regiment
at Culloden, was at that moment
on a visit to his relative at Dan-

gan. Furthermore, the alert

Governor had apprehended an
individual wearing a military

garb, with a plaid vest in addi-

tion, who gave his name as Tom
Daly. The mayor and deputy-
recorder, however, had refused

to hold him to bail, and so,

Stratford Eyre writes bitterly,
a man who he verily believed

to be of Martin's set, and upon
some ill design, had slipped

through his fingers.
For his own part, Colonel

Eyre entertained no doubt as

to the business which had

brought these officers of the

Pretender's ill-fated army to

Galway. A ship was even
then lying at the quay in Gal-

way, being fitted out by
" the

memorable Mr Martin." No
information was to be obtained
as to her destination or lading,
but the Governor was convinced
that she was intended to carry
recruits into France, and that
these were even now being col-

lected under the eyes of the

Government by the Prince's

emissaries. All ordinary chan-
nels of information failing,
Stratford Eyre presently re-

ported that Dennis Macnamara,
at that time an inmate of Gal-

way jail, was willing to turn
informer. Macnamara was

temporarily separated from his

wife by the unfortunate mis-

chance that, instead of being
lodged with himself, the lady
had been apprehended as a

vagabond in Meath, and was

just then occupying free

quarters at Trim. Colonel Eyre
applied to have her trans-

mitted to Galway, as Mac-
namara assured him that if she
were set at liberty she would

prove most useful in prowling
about the back regions at

Dangan and picking up infor-

mation as to what Mr Martin
had in hand, and that she would
arouse less suspicion than he
himself would, were he to act

in like capacity. In token of

good faith, however, Macna-
mara was willing to remain in

jail whilst his wife was set at

large. This was the less self-

sacrifice on his part, as Galway
jail would appear to have been
rather an agreeable place of

resort just then, and in especial
much frequented by those whom
Stratford Eyre designated as
" Martin's set,"

Accordingly the Governor
was able within ?a month to

send up to Dublin further

valuable information which
Macnamara had gathered for

him, and which he had deposed
to on oath. The gentleman in

the plaid waistcoat, whom the

mayor and deputy
- recorder

had suffered to go free, was
not Tom Daly, as he had given
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out, but another of the Sars-

fields, Mr Martin's relatives,

all of whom were in the French

service. He had dined at

Dangan the night before he

was taken up, and there was a

close alliance between him and

Mr Martin. He was extremely

angry at having been arrested,

and had declared that if he

could but meet the Governor

some distance from the town

he would use him ill. Mr
Martin was also furious about

it, and had said that he would

draw upon the Governor, were

he not in a public character,

a respect for dignities which

one would perhaps hardly have

looked for in headlong Robert

Martin. The gentleman with

the plaid waistcoat had come

to Galway to raise men for the

French service. He had visited

the jail,
and had given a sailor

confined there for debt nineteen

English shillings and bidden

him follow him. Several men
were lying snug in and about

the town waiting for Mr
Martin's ship to be ready to

put to sea, and several others

were occupying quarters in the

jail whilst waiting for that

event. One of these latter,

with whom Macnamara had
struck up a friendship, had
tried to persuade him to come

too, and the captain of the ship
had sent a message to the jail

to encourage any young fellow

to go on board, promising that
if they were clever fellows they
would be sure of getting com-
missions in France

; or, if they
preferred it, they would get
good pay on board the ship,
and be free besides to make
what they could in running con-

traband. The turnkey of the

iail had been won over, and was

to join the ship at Cork. Darby

Brennan, Mr Martin's servant,

concerning whose detention in

jail there will be more to relate

directly, had told Macnamara

that he himself was going in

the ship, and that there were

thirty guns and a chest of all

arms belonging to her lying in

and about Dangan. The Sars-

field who had fought at Cul-

loden was also to sail in her.

She was to carry men and pro-

visions to Nantes and Bordeaux,
and on her way south was to

take in a large consignment of

butter at the Burren of Clare,

a somewhat strange place to

ship such a commodity, seeing

that, according to an old saying,

there is supposed to be on that

rocky waste neither wood to

hang a man, water to drown

him, nor earth to bury him.

The vessel was to carry a letter

of marque, and to capture any
ship which attacked her, if she

were able to do so, but she was
not to chase any other vessel

unprovoked.
On receiving this intelligence

Colonel Eyre summoned the

coast officers stationed in Con-
nemara and on the Burren to

Galway, and bade them keep a

vigilant look-out for the ship,
and a watchful eye upon all

gatherings near the coast, and

upon any strangers who might
be observed hanging about
there. He was compelled to

send for them, he explained in

a further letter to Secretary
Wayte, because any letter

which he had written to them
would certainly have been in-

tercepted ; and he took occasion
to point out the inconvenience
from which Galway suffered in
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not having a post three times
a-week, which most places in the

kingdom were favoured with.

The ship presently fell down
the river to start upon her

voyage. Through some mis-

chance, however, she sustained

a crush which broke some of

her timbers, and she had to

put back for repairs, which
were likely to occupy some
time. Stratford Eyre promised
the Government that when she
was once more ready for sea,

he and his underlings would

keep a vigilant watch upon
her, and do their utmost to

defeat the illegal purposes of

those who owned and who
manned her. We hear no more
of the ship, and may assume
that she set sail with her

freight of wild geese and pro-
visions and butter, and the
Governor speedily had more

personal matters to engage his

attention.

Robert Martin had, as al-

ready stated, conformed to

the Protestant religion, and

amongst the valuable privileges
and immunities which he there-

by secured, not the least was
the right to carry and possess
arms. It chanced, however,
that he had occasion to send a

gun and pistol to a gunmaker
in Galway for repairs, and he
intrusted them to his servant,

Darby Brennan, already men-
tioned, to convey them thither.

Brennan was a Roman Catholic,
and as he was crossing the

bridge over the river to the
West Gate of Galway he was
challenged by the sentry, and
committed to jail on the charge
of unlawfully carrying arms,
whilst the gun and pistol were
handed over to the Governor.

Upon the morrow Colonel Eyre,
who had in the meantime dis-

covered to whom the weapons
rightfully belonged, sent them
out to Dangan by a messenger
named Hanly, together with a

somewhat curtly worded com-
munication to the effect that

the Governor returned Mr
Martin his arms, though in

strictness they were forfeited,

as he did not desire to be

peevish to any gentleman, but
that he would recommend
him for the future to put his

arms into the hands of persons
not liable to be questioned.

Hanly was back within the

hour, firearms and all, having
been bundled neck and crop
out of the house by Robert

Martin, whose wrath had boiled

over on hearing of his servant's

arrest, and upon receiving the

Governor's advice how to con-

duct himself in future. Hanly,
indeed, reported that he had in-

dulged in many threats against
himself and his master, and
had seemed quite wild with

rage. Mr Martin came into

Galway and bailed out his

servant, whose tongue had

wagged so loquaciously in jail,

and a night or two afterwards

the Governor was roused from
his slumbers to receive a letter

from him, in which he per-

emptorily ordered him to send

the arms to their original des-

tination, the gunmaker's within
the town. But the Governor
had got his back up in his turn,
and in reply he sent the deputy
town major out with a verbal

message to the effect that the

weapons had been tendered to

Mr Martin once in courtesy,
but as he had refused to receive

them on those terms, the Gover-
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nor would now detain

right, and had lodged

t^~, .y;ir^r:
ZdSKS s^^rsiES> <3 E,r. tor Ib. .rf <M.d btalt Str.llord

*Lv7 of hi. ., .. M- Eyr.wM not .low tompond
the challenge, andrecovery

lows :

" ROBERT MARTIN, Esq., Plaintiff.
" STRATFORD ETRE, Esq., Defendant.

"By the Lords Justices of Assize for

the Connaught Circuit.

" The Defendant is hereby required

to appear before us at 8 o'clock, in

Galway, on the 6th of April, to

answer the Plaintiffs bill for 5

sterling, being the value of one gun
and one pistol, being prosecutor's

property, which defendant took and

converted to his own use.

"Dated, March 1748."

Both sides having been

heard, the court decided that

the arms belonged by rights
to Mr Martin, and that they
must be given up to him.

The Governor, deeply morti-

fied at the result of the trial,

set out for London to consult

with his superiors how he

should act if similar difficulties

were to arise in the future.

Robert Martin, however, was
far from thinking that the

legal victory which he had
won atoned for the affront

which had been put upon him

by Colonel Eyre. He no sooner
learnt whither his enemy had
betaken himself than he forth-

with set out in pursuit, rejoiced
to have a chance of meeting
him on neutral ground, where
his "public character" would
be no bar to demanding the
satisfaction usual amongst
gentlemen. By chance he

to the challenge, ana in a

moment a deadly conflict was

being waged in the thorough-
fare. Martin pressed in fierce-

ly upon his antagonist, who

fought on the defensive. Both

were skilled swordsmen, and

for a time neither gained any

advantage, but at last Robert

Martin succeeded in beating
down the Colonel's guard, and

wounded him severely in the

body.
Stratford Eyre fell to the

ground, bleeding profusely,
and was carried off to his

lodgings ;
whilst a jubilant

correspondent wrote to a friend

in Galway that "Mr Martin
had given the Governor the

most unmerciful dhrubbing
that ever was heard of in the

streets of London." Happily
the wound, though serious,

proved not to be mortal.

After this crowning triumph
Robert Martin settled down
into more sober ways, and soon
afterwards married Bridget,

daughter of Lord Trimleston,
a very stately and high-born

dame, who never condescended
to stir abroad from Dangan
save with four horses to her

carriage and outriders to pre-
cede her. It is possible, how-
ever, that the condition of the
roads in lar - Connaught at
that day may have had some-

thing to do with bringing the
caught sight of Colonel Eyre lady to this determination.
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THE TRENCHES.

BY 105.

" This remains the tactical problem of all ages, how to get men enough
together within efficient killing distance of their enemy."

'War and the World's Life,' p. 97.

"I WISH that organ would

dry up ! It puts me off

so that I can't read this

thing."

"Yes," responded Major
Swann

;

" the first time it

came and played 'Sing me
to Sleep

'

outside here, it

seemed rather a jest. But
the organ -

grinder's sense of

humour must be getting less

keen: he doesn't know when
we've had enough. I've sent

a messenger outside to move
him on."

The organ droned on outside

for a minute or so, and then

stopped rather suddenly in the
middle of a pathetic note, as
if some of the tune had been
bitten off.

As you may perhaps have

guessed, it was at the War
Office : the speakers were

Captain Marshall and Major
Swann, who sat at large
desks on opposite sides of a

large room cheerfully hung
round with a fair array
of drawings and maps, con-

spicuous among which was one

showing British possessions and
colonies in red. The former
officer seemed to have a lot

of correspondence to deal with,
for big bundles of papers were
piled on one side of the table,
and he would from time to
time pick one up, untie the

red tape which confined it

like a belt, look through a

letter, write something, and
then throw the bundle into a

big basket which stood on
the floor by him. Major
Swann seemed to have to

do with plans and drawings
rather, for there were many
rolls of them on his desk and
some spread out on an adjacent
table : besides, there were cases

of shallow drawers labelled

with names of fortresses and
barracks. The man of plans
was engaged at the moment
in measuring and comparing
some particulars, using divid-

ers and rule, occasionally re-

ferring to a sheet of notes,

evidently, from his knitted

brows, a troublesome thing to

understand or settle.

Rather a keen-eyed man, this

Swann. Not much hair left on
his head ; but what there was,
fair and curly. Gold-rimmed

glasses, behind which a quiz-
zical expression occasionally

gleamed. You could see when
he stood up that he was broad-

shouldered and energetic-look-

ing. Not an office man, you
would think

; as a matter of

fact, he had spent a good deal

of his time on the Indian

frontier, and again on design-

ing and constructing roads and

bridges, work in which there
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he'll just about make
nerve and resource

than is always ad-

It had pleased the Powers Don't go away when he comes

that Be, however, to think it I'll probably need your moral

a good idea to bring in a man support; and, besides, you can

with field experience to deal remind me of an engagement if

with questions concerning the he gasses too much.

design of military buildings and "Another of your inter-

Not, indeed, that the viewers! I suppose I shan t
so on.. , ,

military chiefs are wont to get any work done, remarked

undervalue experience,
- it is Marshall; "dojou

want me

the political people who can't to take notes?

see the value, because in their

own line it isn't wise to be

too practical, but it isn't

always easy to find the round yellow

peg to fit the hole. Major hand.

Swann was nothing loth. He
rather liked living in London,

though he would sometimes

say that if he only tried to

come too punctually he would

acquire a daily
- bread - face

like other toilers. "Regular
habits are one road to per-
dition in the Service," he

would say.
Marshall sighed, "Some of

these old stories are awfully

complicated. This began by
being a question about drain-

pipes; and here has some one

managed to switch it off on
to a disquisition about carrier-

pigeons, and I can't quite
make out where the pipe ends
and the pigeon begins ! I wish
to goodness they'd stick to one

subject !

"

" Some of the big bosses
think too much about their

fads, and too little about the
main question," rejoined Swann.
"By the bye, a propos of

At this moment the door

opened, and another man came
in rather hurriedly, holding a

slip of paper in his

He approached the

senior officer.
"
Say, John

Henry, when are you going
to let us have the designs of

Queen's Battery? The old

man is asking after them, and

anyway I've got a return to

make out showing how things
are getting on."

"Well, Harris," responded

Major Swann (affectionately
known as John Henry), after

making some inquiries down a

speaking - tube, "they're trac-

ing them in the drawing room.
You'll have them in a day or

two. I suppose there isn't

any frantic hurry?"
"
Only that they're going to

have another pow-wow, and
alter the scheme, I suppose.
I must say Defence Policy
changes a bit too quick for

me. No sooner have we got
a programme safely finished

and sometimes no more than
started than a new Board of

Admiralty comes in or some-
that, I've got a man coming thing, and it's all got to
to see me about a patent be done again. I must say
drain-excavator this morning, the Admiralty usually move
He's American, I fancy; and mighty slow, but when they
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do change their minds, it's

like an earthquake or a cata-

clysm. Now, according to my
scheme "

"You don't seem to have
much to do, Harris," broke in

Marshall, heaving a big bundle
of papers into his basket,
and carefully lighting a pipe.

"Thought you had a fight on
with the finance people !

"

" Cruel fellow you are, Mar-

shall, to remind me of so pain-
ful a subject. I had a hint

that it would be better to

declare peace if I didn't want
to get disliked. What I say
is, how can one keep up one's

profesh while polishing the
seat of one's pants on an office

chair, unless one does a little

fighting now and then, if it's

only on paper ? But the hatchet
is buried, the tomahawk rusts

forgotten ! By the bye, are

any of you fellows going to

the manoeuvres ?
"

" Look here, my lad," inter-

jected Major Swann, "I'm
rather busy just now. Do you
mind holding your Strategy
Board in the next room.
There's an American josser

coming to see me about a
machine of his, and I haven't
had time to read up the papers
he sent me about it yet."

Harris went out again,
somewhat hurt, perhaps, for
he had rather a good conceit
of himself; and silence fell on
the room for a while.

Presently a messenger came
in with a piece of paper.

" The
gentleman seems in a hurry to
see you, sir."

"All right, Take these

papers away."
The newcomer was a keen-

faced, rather restless -looking
citizen of the United States.

He advanced and shook the

Major warmly by the hand.

The latter motioned him to a

chair.
" Glad to see you, sir. They

didn't know much about

things upstairs, though they
were mighty polite ;

but I

managed to make them under-

stand at last that I wanted to

see the man who deals with
these things, and hadn't merely
come to talk. You will be in-

terested in this here machine,

Major. It's just about the

latest and cutest idea in trench-

ing machines trench along

through any darned thing :

just set it to the width and

depth, and it'll go along any
distance you please, and you
can follow up with the pipes
as fast as your men can lay
them."

"
Oh, I understand quite well

that the machine is intended
for cutting out drain or irri-

gation trenches ; but I want
^to know a little about its pace
and weight, and how it is

drawn, and what it will cut

through, and all that."
" See here, sir

;
that machine

will just move right along by
its own power through pretty
well any sort of soil, same as

if it was butter. It'll heave
out the stuff into a dump-cart
if you like, or else it'll leave it

alongside the trench, handy for

you to put it in again when

you're ready. Now, I reckon
if your department were to try
one of them, they'd soon quit
usin' any sort of hand work
for trenchin'. Cuts better and

quicker, and you don't need
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stuff we can supply pretty

well any sort of cutting tools,

and don't mind takin' chunks

out of any sort of rock, short

of what needs blasting any-

way.
"Ought to be pretty handy,

Mr Emery, if it will do all

that," said Swann; "but you

know what a Government De-

partment is, fair to moderate-

ly slow taking up new ideas.

First of all, they'll want me

to report all about it, and refer

back two or three times for

more particulars;
then some-

body will suggest referring to

a committee, then the commit-

tee has to be appointed and to

meet, then the committee will

talk and may make experi-

ments, and get out volumes of

statistics and, finally, they'll

find out there isn't any money
to buy one till next year."

"
Well, sir, I'm not afraid of

your red tape. I did imagine

you would understand the

masheen, of course
"

"I don't see," said Major
Swann, a little nettled, "why
you wanted to come and see

me, if that's all. Of course,

we're always pleased to ex-

plain anything you want to

know, but we have all partic-
ulars of your machine in the

papers you sent, haven't we?
Of course, I can't tell you
what may be decided."

"Well, see here, Major.
Your durned old War Office

moves mighty slow, and it sort

of seemed to me that calling
round might hustle things a
bit. Your War Department
needs something to aid its

man sees a good thing he s

right on to it like a perching

cassowary. I did reckon from

your face that you see some

good points about it: isn t it

so?"
"Well, you mustn t ask me

to give myself away, Mr er

Sandpaper. It seems to me

sound enough, but in an office

like this there are a good many

people all to have their whack

about an invention. I suppose

you wanted us to take it up as

an invention? And then we

usually get the local officers to

experiment with it and report,

and it all takes time."

"Reminds me a bit," ejac-

ulated the visitor,
" of the

young fellow who said on the

Morning After that he only

needed a Glass of Water and

a few Kind Words. I thought

you might be able to give me
some idea what chance there

was of getting orders."
"
Oh, I know it's disappoint-

ing; but Governments move

very, very slow, else perhaps
it would not be so well worth

while getting Government con-

tracts. However, I did want
to ask you one or two things.

Our mechanical people thought
one or two of the dodges rather

ingenious. Just a moment :

I'll unroll the drawing. Now
would you explain to me what
that spiral spring does ?

"

"That little whing- whang
with the butterfly-nut? Oh!
that's ..."

They were lost in a maze of

technicalities, and perhaps we
won't trouble to follow them.
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"Do you know?" remarked
the elder officer, "that man
will come and sit on the door-

step every day till something
happens. I think it's a good
thing. . . . By Jove ! I think

it's a great thing. I see an
idea. Marshall, I believe there

are possibilities, but (gloomily)
I suppose that means send-

ing it to the Inventions Com-
mittee."

"To the Grave of Inventions,
eh ?

"
said Marshall. " Do they

ever say anything except No
further action recommended^

or

too expensive, or something
really solid and British like

that ? Keep calm, and let your
illusions cool off. I don't know
what it all was, as I've been

trying to straighten out a Pay
case while you've been con-

fabulating with that hairy -

headed man. Tell me about it

as we go across to lunch. By
the bye, did you go to see the

new Gaiety piece ?
"

CHAPTER II.

It was drawing towards

evening, and the noise seemed
inclined to subside. At the

farmhouse amidst the trees,

where the General had made
his headquarters, certainly the

roar of battle had never come
near enough to be really dis-

turbing : the heavy concussion
of the big guns, the screech of

shell, the rattle of musketry
all day, had been merged into

a sort of dull rumble, like a

heavy thunderstorm reverber-

ating, rising, and falling, but
not that crashing, rending,

ear-splitting tornado of sound
which reigned on the battle-

field itself. Generals have too

much to think of to expose
themselves in the day of battle

to so many upsetting influ-

ences. It is sufficient to come
out and view the development
when all the combinations have
been made.

Centre of a great nervous

system as it was, there were a

good many people going to and
fro round that house of the

many telephone wires. Officers

would ride up and dismount

every now and then, and there

were a group of orderlies out-

side to look after horses and
take messages.

Inside, in the sitting-room,
where chairs and a conglom-
eration of impedimenta had
been shoved unceremoniously
to one side, a youngish man in

khaki uniform was standing
at the long table under the

window. A big drawing was
set out before him, consisting,

apparently, of a number of

separate pieces fixed down by
drawing-pins. Coloured pen-
cils, rulers, and some saucers

of ink lay on a side table, with
his belts and gear. It was a

large-scale map. He held a

telephone to his ear, and was
at the same time consulting a

sheaf of papers and making
notes. Presently he put down
the telephone, and taking up a
small box, began to sort out
and stick in little flags here
and there on the map, red
and blue, the former marked
with various names.
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SSSf&'ZSPl Cation plotted

marked out a sort of series of

ridges and hills on this side

course reports keep coming in.

I'm not very sure about the
J. L\JL fL V>W i

and that, between which there cavalry.
The elder man went in again,

was open ground. There were

some blue lines, too, indicating closing the door softly.

streams, and an occasional

splash of green or blob of

black.

He sighed a little and mut-

tered to himself, "They don't

seem to have got much for-

rarder. I wish we knew more

about that section on their right

centre ;
but I don't suppose we him on the telephone,

shall ever get a proper sketch Bald-headed and spectacled,

for it now"; and then appar- Colonel Anson did not at all

ently inconsequently, "Poor give the impression of a bril

chap !

"

The fact

Williams resumed the tele-

phone.
"Oh, by the way," said

Colonel Anson, looking in

again, "just try and catch

the chief engineer and get

him to come here."

"Very good, sir; I can get

liant strategist, and yet he was

was that the the Chief of Staff of this great

sketches of the enemy's pos- army, the man who calculated

ition which the topographical out the moves necessary to

fulfil his General's plan of
officers had been sent out to

get were not all perfect. One
of them had got killed before

he had finished, and the party
sent out in search of him had

brought back a very imperfect
sketch only.
The door from the inner

room opened, and an elder

man looked in. He was tall

and thin, a dark burnt face with

prominent nose and deep -set

sharp eyes more or less con-

cealed by heavy gold-rimmed
glasses. He looked very weary,

General's plan

campaign. Indeed, the more
brilliant and dashing the

general, the more cool and

calculating does his principal

general staff officer need to

be. A little mistake may ruin

everything. Anson had been

known from time immemorial
as The Professor a professor,
mind you, who was a terror

to the superficial soldier, he
had such a way of penetrating
by some searching remark into

the depths of the shallow one's

but moved briskly, and spoke ignorance.
with a certain crisp decisive- There are so many things to

ness which would at once draw be thought of in running a
attention.

"Are you about ready, Wil-
liams? The General wants to
look at the map. He's been

campaign. If it is easy to

order troops about, things like

finding where they go to, keep-
ing track of what happens,
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and giving them what they
want, those need an eye; and
behind the spectacles there was
indeed a sharp eye.
The General it was, of

course, Axe was a man of

a very different temperament,
quick and bluff, but nervous.

He excelled in an intuitive

grasp of the situation and in

judgment of men. Wont as

he was to set them hard tasks,
his power of putting in a few
words what he wanted done,
and his unfailing appreciation
of good work, made him a born
leader. To look at, he was
rather short and tubby, spruce
and tough, a hard rider to

hounds in peace, and one who
held on like a burr in war.

The General's temper was
somewhat ruffled when he
came in. Indeed it was not

surprising, for, as Williams had
been heard to remark, affairs

had not got much forrarder

during the day, and the re-

ports of the Ordnance and

Supply officers had shown that
affairs were not going ab-

solutely like a machine. One
can imagine the difficulties in

getting up all the stores that

may be wanted, but a trifling

oversight may upset big plans.
" I can't make out why they

were such idiots. Any fool

could guess we'd need more

picks and shovels !

" he was

remarking as he came in.
" Let's see that big map.
Give me a pair of dividers,
and tell me the scale."

The two men bent over the

map for a few minutes, then
Anson said,

" I think it makes
clear what I was saying.
Unless we can manage to

establish ourselves closer to

some bit of their line, I don't

see how we are to break it."

"Yes, but you know your-
self that time is everything.
We simply can't afford to stay
here facing them until their

fleet has time to get up the

coast. Of course, it's only a

possibility; but if they did

get there, we'd be absolutely
diddled. I haven't an army
to detach."

"Well,"responded the other,
"
supposing we played the hold-

ing game, spread out the troops

quietly along the front, and
sent off Vigner's Division with
some extra mounted infantry
to try and get round. Get out

the general map, Williams.
With luck it might have a

good moral effect. I've got
a man in my department
who knows every inch of

the country, used to have
some sort of carrier business

hereabouts. It would be a

chance."

"It would be a chance,"
echoed the General ; "but from
what Vigner told me you
didn't talk to him, did you?
his men aren't worth much at

the moment. They had it

pretty hot, and I'm afraid

their losses have been rather

heavy. Have you the casualty
returns ?

"

" No ; the casualty returns
are not in yet. Shall I tele-

phone ?
"

"No; I'm not sure that we
can't manage something." He
studied the map again.
"That's the key of the posi-
tion !

" and he put his finger
on a place where a rise in the

ground was indicated.
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"
Ah, here's Spofforth !

"

And in fact it was Colonel

Spofforth who came in at this

moment. The chief engineer
looked fatigued and rather

overdone. He had spent a

tiring day. Away from the

battle, his business had been

mainly with the organisation
of his supplies and his mach-

inery. The handmaid arm, it

is true, does not often fight

battles, but it sometimes con-

tributes a good deal towards

winning them. Without water
an army cannot exist for long :

it is the engineer's province
to provide water. If the trans-

port cannot get up supplies
fast enough, it is the engineer
who organises the railway
service. When the enemy's
fire waxes too deadly, it is he
who plans the trenches, and
with mine and gabion makes
slow but sure approaches.

"Spofforth, it seems as if

this were going to be a sort
of siege affair your depart-
ment, I think. I want your
views as to what you're pre-
pared to do. Don't say it's a
matter of space and time !

"

"Thank you, General, but

perhaps you will excuse my
saying I'm not quite au fait
with the situation. I've had
to spend nearly all my day at

the Park seeing to demands of

stores and a lot of pure busi-

ness, which doesn't show yet ;

but we've got some useful

things just come. Perhaps, if

Colonel Anson would show me
on the map ?

"

The three heads bent over

the map, Anson explaining,

quoting figures of the men
available (he had a wonderful

memory for figures), pointing
out what reports he had of the

enemy, giving a sketch of the

day's fighting.
The chief engineer nodded

at intervals. "I suppose," he
said at last, "if we could put
some approaches through dur-

ing the night towards that

place I have my finger on, it

would make a good base for

to-morrow's attack ?
"

"If the enemy don't move
their guns," said Anson.

"They're bound to stick to
that salient," said the General

;

"it commands their line."

"Well, sir, I think the

trenching machines that have
just been got ready they're
in my Park might do the
trick. If I might use your
telephone it would save time.
Start from the point just
north-east of Harrods' Store,

there's a strong post there,
I think you said?"

CHAPTER III.

(From our Correspondent.)

advantage gained on either
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may the kaleidoscope of war
be shaken and the picture be

changed. The pattern of the

struggle is indeed intricate.

Battles are waged not merely
between men, but between op-

posing generals. Uncle Toby
manoeuvred his forces on the

bowling-green ; even so do gen-
erals shift them on the map,

and the orders go out by
telegraph, and the men march,

they fight, they struggle, the

guns roar : wounds, carnage,
it is all but part of the

working out of a calculation :

men, guns, battalions, com-

panies, horse, foot, and artil-

lery, all are merely the bits

which go towards making up
the pattern. The machine has

begun to dominate war, but
the directing power is in the

general's brain, and it is be-

tween generals that the game
is played. The machine ! . . .

But it seems such a simple, al-

most obvious notion to evolve a

machine that shall dig trenches,
that shall be able to move

unconcernedly across open
ground where no man can
show himself scatheless, secure

under its turtleback of steel,

inconspicuous, minding all the
hail of lead as little as rain,

patient. They have nicknamed
it The Snail, but it can burrow
forward like a mole !

Last evening we correspond-
ents were, for the first time,
allowed a little freedom to go
forward and see the disposi-
tions. Up to now, as you
know, we have but been al-

lowed to get as far as head-

quarters and the depots, and
have had to reconstruct the sit-

uation as best we might from

47

the meagre information vouch-
safed us by the Intelligence

Department. It was a strange

feeling to walk through the

quiet night, conscious how it

was charged with the electric-

ity of combat, soon to burst

again into din and struggle;
to pass along the line of emin-
ences which mark our position,

making detours now and then
to avoid the obstacles complex
wire arrangements ; looking
across the flat featureless plain
which separates us from the

entrenchments of our opponent
a level varied but by dim

shadows.
In front of us in the trenches

men sleeping, their arms at

hand : how many of them

sleeping to awaken for the last

time who can prophesy. Ad-
vanced again, sentries and

patrols, the screen which in-

terposes and guards against
efforts to pry into our disposi-
tions. Behind us in the woods
others, supports and reserves

a little wondering, perhaps,
what rdle they will have to

play on the morrow ; some
of them waking, thinking of

home and of you mayhap ;

some wakeful and restless,

some but who shall say how
each is affected by the thought
of fighting ! Behind the hill,

the guns, their muzzles poking
up grimly towards the sky.
The artillery are alert, for it is

they above all who must be

ready against any sudden
move across the plain. Farther
back again, the railway ; trains

faintly rumbling hither and
thither, distributing ammuni-
tion, stores, provisions, the

railway never seems to be idle.
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All this evening, indeed, the

troops have been moving again

in spite of their wearisome

day It has been a puzzling

business, this game of living

chess. Vigner's
Division is

now somewhere away on the

right, Klepside's
is near us,

Arkwright's away over there.

There seem to be regiments

everywhere,
men everywhere,

ready to move on.

Luckily I met a friend up at

thefront,CaptainCuthbert,with
whom I had made acquaint-

ance in the train coming here,

when he was carrying dis-

patches. An officer in charge

of dispatches is allowed some

extra room in the train to him-

self, and he was kind enough
to make space for a tired

correspondent. It is remem-

bered to his credit with a

grateful remembrance.
3

"Cuthbert," said I, "what

do you think about the sit-

uash? what's your regiment

going to do?"

"Oh, the same old game, I

suppose : going out and getting

potted at. What you scribes

call 'the hail of lead,' and all

that sort of thing : first digging
like a mole, and then sitting

in a beastly trench, and never

getting a chance to draw a

bead on the other people. This

time they say we're going to

make a real dart at 'em,

though. They've given us

each a picture of the trenches."

And he produced a neat little

map, showing, in zigzag lines,

a sort of scheme of approach
trenches.

"Going to dig all that?"

says I. "You'll have a bit of

a day's work. Your men have

[Jan.

all got picks and shovels, I

suppose?"
" Oh, my men are very nice

and snug down there in the

blindages. Quite a good egg,

the arrangement; come and

look. My dug-out's just down

beyond there
' Picnic Villa'

they call it. No, sir, we aren't

to do any digging. The ma-

chine takes on all that."

And above the moon is shin-

ing, pale ; scurrying clouds dim

her disc. But no; who cares

for the moon, with those search-

lights ceaselessly gleaming,

staring here and there, prying
out to discern anything moving
over the plain that separates

us from the enemy, that coveted

mile or so that must be crossed

before the day is lost or won !

Were it not for those flaring

lights, it would seem as if both

sides were resting, renewing
their strength against the

moment when the first gun
shall usher in the renewal of

the storm.

Resting ! No ;
there is a

new sound. Somewhere down
below something has begun to

be busy. Something is at work
amid the mists of the plain.

It is as if a little reaping-
machine had set out to cut

some ghostly corn. No, not

quite a reaping-machine more
like some mammoth death-

watch. It must be some

strange animal : something en-

dowed with life, for is not that

another calling to its mate ?

Cuthbert's little dug-out,
which he shares with the

other officers of his company,
is snugger than one might
suppose : these old hands know
how to take care of themselves,
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and if the grub is not very
rich, the company is very
cheery. It is agreeable to be

among these young fellows,
whose thoughts for the morrow
are mainly of the chances of

having a dash at the enemy,
and who display such a keen
interest in reminiscences of

other wars.

Sounds from without pene-
trate now and then, but they
tell me I can't see anything :

the mist has thickened, and
now the dark has come on,
that it would not be safe to

go dodging round, men keep-

ing guard at night are rather

apt to have short ways with

suspicious coves, you know.
We are getting sleepy, and so,

finally, we all turn in. They
remind me, who must stay
awake a little longer to write,
that we shall all have to be

stirring early enough anyway.
And so the night passes.
With the grey dawn some

one pokes in a head and warns
us to awake. An old hand
does not take long turning out,
and I know that it behoves me
to be about business, if I would
be in time for the overture.

The guns may be tuning up
soon. With a hasty God-

speed, I leave my friends and
am climbing the rise to near
where I saw the battery last

night.
From up here, as the mist

lifts, the country spreads out
like a great panorama : first,

the higher ground, whence they
tell me the enemy has been fir-

ing, looms forth. Wherever
the action is going, the direc-

tion and observation must be
done from somewhere over
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there, one can imagine some
sort of Intelligence reaching
forth antennae, groping more
or less blindly, for so it must
be in the fight, to tell what is

toward and carry back news
to the brain behind. It is too

far to make out anything by
mere vision.

The silvery mists linger over

the plain for a while ; gradually
the veils fade away : it reminds
one somewhat of observing
Mars, for through the mists

one begins to discern some-

thing like canals from up
here, that is : they show very
little from the enemy's side.

They are the trenches. And
as one sees more clearly one

recognises how regularly pat-
terned they are, one recalls

the little plan with its zigzag
lines. It is The Snail's work !

But all this has not been
done without casualty. There
are two or three battered

heaps still smoking. Those
bursts of fire which we heard
last night have not been with-
out some result : some of the

machines have been wrecked,
and some of the gallant drivers

have been sacrificed, but a

wonderful network of trench-

ing has been accomplished.
On our side, too, things are

moving. From here I can see

lines of men assembling and

melting away, moving off

slowly but surely into the

plain, vanishing, it would seem,
into the ground. They are

occupying the trenches.

At last ! One can imagine
a button being pressed some-
where. There is a burst of

battle away on the right. The

day has begun. . . .

D
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CHAPTER IV.

(From our Correspondent.)

The volume of artillery fire the little mound of sandbags :

has beln growing-it seems now and then something bursts,

feeble to describe it as a cresc- and the scene is shrouded in a

endo effect; howitzer and mor- cloud of smoke -it is a hand

tar belch forth projectiles
from grenade. Bit by bit, however,

their murky throats; with roar the little mound grows, some-

of explosion and scream of thing is gained,

shell overhead the air is full The pitiless whirl and smash

of noise, of things hurtling, of of shell and the incessant

rattle and bang. It is the bass thunder of the guns keep on :

of a thunderous concerto, in one's head whirls, and it seems

which the voice part is to be as if one's ear-drums must

taken by the rifle. burst. The intensity of the

Day has been creeping up, fighting is concentrating on

and now we see more clearly the ground in front of us.

across the plain. Like some And all the time a sort of

cloud-burst, the intensity of trickle of men is coming back

shell fire has concentrated on from the trenches : slowly mov-

the rising ground just opposite ing, this stream, the waste, the

us, and plume after plume of expended, stretchers bearing

smoke rises into the air as the back wounded to the dressing-

shell burst over where the stations.

enemy's trenches are, though It is a bludgeon business

we cannot distinguish them, when you come to close quar-

Preliminary bombardment they ters. I have seen men in the

say is a thing of the past, but trenches fighting with picks
this is not preliminary bom- and crowbars, with any con-

bardment : just as when, at venient weapon, in the heat of

the siege of San Sebastian, the hand-to-hand combat : a shovel

stormers lay down to let the in the hands of a strong man
hail of shell pass over them, makes a very fair substitute

so the function of the artillery for a cleaver. Fighting in the
fire is now to keep down the trenches is veritably a bloody
shooting of the defenders while affair.

our men creep forward and Look yonder. As if some-
draw nearer the doomed lines, thing has burst forth, a swarm
As we watch we can make out of black things scatters out
a swarm of dark figures, like from their cover. We are
ants from an ant-hill, crawl- hand to hand now. Here
ing forward, each carrying a and there gleams : they are
burden. bayonets. The line dashes
Some of them fall, some are forward, wavers, it is almost

dragged back to the trench, swallowed up in yellowish
some remain crouching behind dust : rifle and bayonet are
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doing their deadly work; men
dash up to the trenches, im-

pelled by the fury which urges
them to try and get at the

foemen concealed by the sod

cover: but the riflemen are

steady, each is ensconced in

his niche, each has a good
view over the ground from
his concealment : few reach
the trench, many gasp, stag-

ger, and fall as the rifle

speaks to them : the line thins,

straggles. My God! the at-

tack has failed !

A long and exasperating

struggle this, in front of the

salient hill, and yet we can
see that the Chief means to

make a desperate effort to

take it. Again and again men
are hurled at it with sand-

bag and rifle. Little clusters

form themselves behind the

painfully accumulated cover

here and there; but they are

isolated, at a standstill : it

seems as if plan had been
lost.

Only a while ago I told you
what wonderful trenching the

machine had done last night.
How is it no attempt has been
made to-day? No one quite
knows. Perhaps it is that
all the machines have been
knocked out, or else their cut-

ting gear is blunted, or else

the petrol supply has run out.

And yet, even while we are

asking, a fresh development
has taken place. A machine
is at work again. I can see

through my glasses a turtle-

backed affair pushing out from
the advanced trench, something
half concealed in a cloud of

dust, the same sort of cloud
which a motor makes on a

dusty day. The guns thunder

out, but the rushes of ants

have ceased for a while.

The machine has not been
idle. It has been eating for-

ward, a devious path enough,

slantingly so as to avoid the

plunging fire. It is drawing
nearer. But will it get near

enough to assault from ? Will
not the enemy ply their hand-

grenades with as deadly effect

as before ?

They are bringing up some
other clumsy-looking affair into

the advanced trench: men have,
of course, been occupying the

line and keeping up the fire,

but what is this to do?
It is a mortar, a childish-

looking thing of wood, hooped
like a barrel, mounted in a sort

of heavy perambulator. They
have jammed it in the trench.

Truly its range is small, no
more than a few yards, but it

is to throw something more
than a shell : a pinch or so of

powder will suffice to lift a sort

of portmanteau of dynamite, a

dangerous load truly, and it is

no wonder that the men are

withdrawn round the bend of

the trench and the artillery
fire concentrated to batter the

enemy's head cover while the

device is preparing. Once it

goes off prematurely, as a
crater in our trench testifies;

but we are not without a
second resort. Preparation
seems slow oh, how slow to

the man behind the field-

glasses. At last all is ready.
One hears nothing, one has
been all but deaf these hours

past any way; but a cloud,

scattering like the fingers of
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an outspread hand, announces

that the charge has attained

its target. Clods, boulders,

tatters of men and scraps of

timber soar into the air, pelt-

ing the ground with their

wreck. It has cleared that

trench, for but a hole in the

ground remains.

The stormers are ready. For
the last time they dash for-

ward : this time they lodge
themselves securely, they
empty their magazines along
the neighbouring trenches.

They have obtained a hold.

Vigner has been watching for

this moment, and has been

pouring his last reserves down
the arteries which feed his

front. The machine is work-

ing furiously, and picks and
shovels, entrenching tools and
bayonets, make the soil fly.
An approach is secured. The
enemy's reserves are too late to
drive them out. The hill is

taken !

It is needless to describe in

detail how our troops push
along the hill, once this com-

manding point is gained. It

is easy to rake the remainder
of the position, till at last the

moment for the general advance
comes.

We are in possession, and the

enemy has drawn off. Now
our weary men must hasten to

harry the rear - guard as it

strives to cover the retreat.

But many guns have been left

behind, and, alas! many, many
gallant men.
But there is no time to count

up fully the gains and losses of

the day. My part is to hurry
to the telegraph office and to

tell you as fully as they will

let me that we have pushed the

enemy back, we have gained a

stage on the road, we have
been able at last to cry" Check !

" War is a complex
and a terrible game. And the
end is not yet.
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THE SUB-LIEUTENANT.

BY 210.

THE war had lasted for nearly
a year, and the Islanders were

getting very tired of it. This

particular war had been im-

mensely popular to begin with.

Even the Labour members had

given it a lukewarm benedic-

tion. Here was a case of a

great big bullying Power

squeezing the life out of a

little nation a tenth her size.

Clearly a case in which it was

righteous for the Islanders to

interfere. But instead of dry-

docking their ships and calling
in their reserves, what must

they do but trust at first to

moral suasion and peaceful

protests. Teutonia and moral
suasion ! As well attack an
ironclad with a brad-awl as

expect her to listen to a pro-
test unbacked by fleets and
armies.

Now the Islanders are slow
to anger, but being angry, even
their rulers obey them. The last

straw, after months of futile

negotiations, was placed on the

Islanders' back by a certain

Teutonic cornet of horse named
Schultz, who barbarously did

to death an Islander named
Jones an inoffensive bagman
who, despite rumours of war,
was quietly pushing his firm's

wares in the Teutonic capital.
To him, sitting at his ease in

a cafe with a mug of cool lager
before him, one evening ap-

peared Schultz, the better for

drink and spoiling for a quarrel.

Says Schultz, "You verdomt

Islander, drink damnation to

your pig of a king." Jones,
meek man, protests; no use.

Schultz, amidst plaudits, tries

to force the liquor down his

throat. The slow Island temper
blazes out, and cornet Schultz,
to his infinite amazement, finds

himself lying on his back in a

pool of beer, stars twinkling
before an eye which will un-

doubtedly be black ere morn-

ing. "Wrathfully rising, he
draws his sword and transfixes

Jones, the point standing out
a foot or so beyond his poor
respectable back. For this

murder the cornet is sentenced
to one year's detention in a

fortress, afterwards reduced to

six months on account of " the

slight offered to the uniform
and the great provocation re-

ceived."

Jenkins's ears over again.
War at last is seen to be in-

evitable, and with " Remember
Jones "

for a battle -
cry, the

Islanders slowly make their

preparations. Democracy is as

much enraged by an outrage
upon one of its members as

ever was king by an aspersion

upon his title.

Then one bright summer
morning the Island hums like

a hive of angry bees with the
news that Teuton cruisers are

already summoning the Island's

trade, and that all ships flying
the red duster in Teuton ports
have been seized. It might
have been foreseen, it might
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have been prevented, but as a

fact it was neither.

Follows a formal declaration

of war, read with much pomp
from the summit of many
flights of steps. The naval

schools break up sine die, lieu-

tenants take up their war

appointments, the ports are

patrolled, and the fleets get to

sea.

Meanwhile the enemy throws
a tiny fraction of his hosts

upon shipboard, making use

of the shipping so kindly lent

to him by the Islanders. An
armada puts to sea, but once

more the weather, luck, and
an Island admiral keep the

white shores intact.

Such Teutons as reach the
beach have no further interest

in matters mundane; but the
bulk of them return in safety.
The Island admiral is killed

when on the point of victory,
and nothing catastrophical
takes place. Thenceforward
for many months a close

blockade of the great Teutonic
war harbours provides but
scant copy for the halfpenny
press. The Island stocks and
shares go down, war debt is

piled on, but their ports are

open and their trade flourishes.
Now let us have a look at

the blockading fleets. There
are two of them, one with a
base at a "certain spot" in
Daneland guarding the Belts.
This admiral has convoyed the
hundred and fifty thousand
fighting men of the Island to
the Daneland frontier, and this
little army, joining hands with
the Daneland little army, has
already fought in two bloody
encounters. The fighting is

equal, but that great giant,
whose little finger is thicker

than the loins of a host, Power
of Sea, pressing from the two

flanks, prevents much advance

of the Teuton millions. The
south of Daneland is overrun,
but no more, and nothing
Teutonic enters or leaves the

Sound, the Great Belt, or the

Little. Mare Balticum is mare
clausum.

On the other side the Frisian

rivers are closed too. Teuton
oversea trade is at a standstill.

Now and again some speedy
cruiser escapes the cordon and
sinks a few Island merchant-
men before sharing their fate.

Inshore are the light craft

of the blockaders destroyers,

torpedo-boats, 15-knot picket-

boats, the latest thing in sub-

marines. For them at all

times life is strenuous. The
Teutonic torpedo men are

chafing at inaction, and now
and again get leave to try a
fall with the enemy. Then
there is a spitting and a

cracking of small guns and a

firing of rockets. The quick
advent of a "scout" from the

ofling sends the Teutons scurry-
ing back. They are biding
their time, repairing their

ships damaged in the great
fight off Yarmouth, hoping to
wear out the Islanders and
their patience in the winter
storms.

The heavy squadrons of the
blockaders keep well away
out at sea, up and down, ever

changing their path for fear
of meeting Makaroff's fate,

ready for the instant sum-
mons by wireless from the

light craft inshore. Regularly
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they are relieved, a ship at a

time ; but the Island dockyards
are full, and repairs are slow.

"Not enough to make quite
certain," the admirals report,
and the Clyde and the Tyne
and the Dockyard mateys
(stung to a reasonable activ-

ity for once in their lives) vie

with one another in patching
and shifting and renewing.
So it goes on through the

winter, and the spring comes
round and the early summer,
and men shake their heads
and say it is a stalemate,

longing for peace.
In the fleet off the Frisian

Islands let us consider a cer-

tain torpedo - boat, No. 210.

She was a good boat, her

haggard lieutenant would tell

you, one of the best. Fairly
new, carrying three 18 - in.

torpedo-tubes, two of which
could be fired on either broad-

side, and three 3 - pounder
Hotchkiss guns. A Maxim
had also been mounted amid-

ships since the beginning of

the war, a useful weapon in

a scurrying midnight fight.
She could steam twenty -five

knots at a pinch, and rolled

like Gehenna in an earthquake,
as her sub said.

She had been a lucky boat
;

had been in and out of several
hot little scraps inshore with-
out losing a man killed, though
several of her original crew
were recovering from honour-
able wounds at Haslar. Dis-

reputable she looked, for there
was little time for painting in

those days ; but her skipper, a
two -

stripe lieutenant called

Mackinnon, and a first-rate

sailor, knew her to be staunch

and well - found, while the
anxious commodore of the
division of boats she belonged
to always felt a little less

anxious than usual when he
knew that 210 formed the

apex of the wedge, which as

night fell stood in and up the

broad river as far as they
might dare so far that when
very daring they could see,

under the searchlight's glare,
the great boom protecting the

harbour mouth within. It is a
river which flows some miles

into the sea after it has left

the land behind it. It runs
between treacherous, shifting
sands for three leagues or so

before it joins with the deep
water. Across the sands are

little rivulets of water, where

fishing -boats and small sail-

ing craft may find a way,
even at the lowest tide, if

they have a practised master.

These sands had taken toll of

the Islanders' flotilla : the

bones of two destroyers lay

bleaching one on Hohe reef,

the other on the Voslaap sand
and served as beacons to the

survivors. Mines there had
been at first, which had proved
equally damaging to either

side, blowing up on one and
the same day a Teuton cruiser

and an Island torpedo -gun-
boat. After that the Teutons
themselves removed what they
could, or sent them adrift down
the river, whence they went to

sea and blew up a Gallic mer-
chantman or two, being no
nice respecters of neutrals'

rights.
The Islanders, by the opera-

tion known as "creeping," had
removed most of the rest

; so
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that, apart from its uneasy

shoals, the river was as navig-

able as a river can be when all

its customary lights, buoys,

and beacons have been re-

moved.
On a sunny morning, an hour

after sunrise, towards the end

of May, you might have seen

210 slowly steaming out of the

river to where her parent ship

The Sub-Lieutenant. [
Jan -

behind it, and if there was

the smallest chance of getting

through I'd go for it. Those

fellows in the forts have got

so slack that they wouldn't

wake up till we were right on

top of it. But we could never

get through. It's no good

wasting any more torpedoes at

it either. They've got a light

wooden screen or something in

front of it which is bound to
lay rolling slightly in the easy
sea. She had been on duty explode a torpedo too soon tor

all night, and now had twelve it to do any harm."

hours in the second line, during
" The only chance would be

which time she had to coal

for it had been found essential

to coal even torpedo-boats at

sea and take in any ammuni-
tion and supplies which were

wanted.

The gunner was in charge
on the bridge, and in the little

wardroom the lieutenant and
his sub were making a very
mixed meal, which was either

an early breakfast or a latish

supper. The lieutenant seemed

thoughtful; presently, "They
seemed mighty quiet up the

river last night," he said.

"Yes," answered the sub, a

very tall, athletic-looking boy,
who would have had fair hair

and pink cheeks if he had been

undergraduate and not aan

torpedo-boat sub in war-time.

"Yes, sir, there were only one
or two picket-boats about, as
far as I saw, and that battery
on the point seemed too bored
to fire even when they had us
under the searchlight."
"Rum thing; don't under-

stand the beggars," muttered
the lieutenant. "If only we
could get through that d d
boom. I'd give a year's pay
to know what they were doing

to take the dinghy and go and

put some gun-cotton on it,"

said the sub.

"No, that would be no

good," the other answered;

"they'd spot you at once.

They've got used to seeing
our boats at long range and
don't waste ammunition now,
but they'd wake up fast enough
if a dinghy came drifting up
the river. There wouldn't be

one chance in a million that it

would get through."
"Well then, let me have a

swim for it, sir," laughed the

sub.
" Swim ?

"
. . . the older man

thought awhile. "By Jove,

why not? There might be a

chance. But they've got wire

hawsers out across the channel

just below the Bay on the
Haven side, with a netting on
the top, on purpose to stop

floating mines coming up, or

anything of the sort. You'd
have to take a raft -load of

gun-cotton with you to do any
good, and you would never get
it into the Bay on that side.

Those nets won't stop a

torpedo, we've sent several

through it, you know. Ban-
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bury in the Centipede was tell-

ing me about it the other day.
But they will stop anything
else. The only conceivable

chance would be to get round
under the Eckwarden shore.

It's shoal water right up to

the point there look at the

chart, dries right out at low

tide, in fact, though there are

six fathoms just round the

corner in the Bay. But the

tide runs like a mill - race.

You could do nothing even
if you did drift up past the

point."

They got out the already
well-known chart and pored
over it attentively.

"Let's see," said the sub;
"it's five thousand yards
across from one side to the

other. One couldn't swim it.

These nettings are only in the
Haven channel, ain't they ?

"

"Yes. You see it would
do no good getting into the

Bay by the eastern channel.

There's deep water, but it's

watched, and the Bay itself

is such a labyrinth of shoals

that one could hardly get
across to the Haven at night,
even in a picket -boat. 208
tried it a week ago, but it was
no use : she was spotted at

once, and had to run for it."

"Well, sir, I'll tell you what
I should like to do make Old

Mortality tow me there, and
then let her loose against the
boom."
The lieutenant laughed.

"You had better take Tiny
Tim and make a tandem of

them," he said.

The sub did not answer
; he

seemed lost in thought, and

presently had a long conver-

sation with the gunner and
the engineer warrant officer,

who both came in to feed when
the lieutenant went on deck.

Coaling was finished by ten

o'clock, the coal being slung
on board in sacks from the

derrick arm of the depot ship.
Then the anchor was dropped,
and all hands but the two
seamen on duty slept the sleep
of utter fatigue.
About four o'clock the lieu-

tenant woke up ;
both warrant

officers were snoring soundly,
but the sub was missing. He
tumbled out of his bunk and
went on deck, where to his

astonishment he found the sub
and an L.T.O. doing some-

thing to one of the forward

torpedoes, the stern end of

which, as far as the air-

chamber, was protruding from
its tube.

" What in Hades are you up
to?" he said, angry that his

already carefully adjusted

weapons should be touched
without his orders. The sub
looked sheepish. Mackinnon
examined closely the work the

two had been engaged upon.
It must be explained that

the propeller shafting of a

torpedo is hollow, forming an

exhaust-pipe for the air from
the engines. Into this orifice

the L.T.O. (which being inter-

preted signifies leading torpedo-

man) was fitting something
which looked like a thick

broom-handle, but was really
the pole or rammer used for

pushing the torpedo home in

the tube. This stave was now
wedged tight into the torpedo's
tail, and three external grooves
were cut in it, so as to allow
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nicknamed our three torpedoes.
the exhaust air to escape. A
spade-handle arrangement was The other two were Tiny Tim

swivelled on to the rammer's and Oliver Twist -because

end so that the handle could the one was a trifle small in

be grasped and held when the the gauge, and Oliver had a

rammer revolved with the gyro which never gave much

shafting. A light broke upon of a diagram made him_go
a

young
to be

"You
ought

Mackinnon.

scoundrel, you
court - martialled. Do you

really want to have a go ?
"

"Yes, sir, please."
" How are you going to work

these gadgets?"
The sub explained.
"Are those exhaust-holes in

the rammer big enough ?
"

bit queer towards the end of a

run. A sticky rotary valve it

was, I suppose, or else the bear-

ings of one of the gymbals
were too loose or too tight.

Why Old Mortality I can't say,

but it was not a bad name as

things turned out.

"We stood up the river at

nightfall, with a destroyer on

The stop -valve was turned either beam and half a dozen

on and the air hissed cheer- more spread out fan- shaped
behind.

fully out of the grooves A 't.b.' was always
Take the clamp off and see put in front as being less valu-

if she'll run."

The stop -valve was closed

while the L.T.O. took off the

clamp securing the propellers ;

then he screwed it open, laid

the water -
tripper flat, and

pulled back the starting lever :

the propellers whizzed round

viciously enough.
" Seems all right," said Mac-

kinnon. "That will do. Now,"
to the sub,

"
you'd better come

below and explain to me ex-

actly what it is you want to

try and do."

The sub told me the story

able if she discovered a mine-

field; also, of course, because she

would draw less water. It was
not long before we ran across

some of the Teuton boats and
had theusual perfunctory scrap;
but both sides had orders not

to engage seriously unless

the enemy became too enter-

prising, so we hauled off a bit

and lay quiet. It was a very
dark night, and the tide had
been flowing perhaps an hour
and a half. The searchlights
in the distance on either side

of the entrance to the Bay
when the war was over, and were blazing as usual, and
he a sub no longer and I helped to emphasise the black-

were sitting at our ease watch- ness. The moon was in its

ing the pretty procession of a first quarter and the sky was
summer's morning up and
down the Ladies' Mile.

"Mackinnon behaved like a

brick," he said, "once he had
got over the jar of my fiddling

cloudy, an ordinary sort of

warm, drizzling May evening.
At about ten o'clock we slung
Old Mortality over the side,

having first completed his toilet

about with Old Mortality with- inboard. The fakements that
out his leave. We had a lower- the L.T.O. and I had arranged
deck wag on board who had worked all right, but Mackin-
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non suggested one or two more.

At his suggestion we led a

lanyard from the starting lever

through a small wheel and
ratchet arrangement fixed on
near the end of the rammer,
like a window -blind clip, so

that the lever when pulled
aft stayed aft until the lan-

yard was released. The water-

tripper we wedged upright.
Mackinnon said that even with
the air-delay valve closed she

would run about six knots, and
he didn't suppose I could stand

being towed faster than that !

"I'm afraid this is all Greek,

though, to you ?
"

"If it was, I could under-

stand it better," I answered.
"But go on, please; I can fol-

low more or less."

"It's simple enough," he

said,
"

if you get the valves

into your head. First there's

the stop
- valve, which is the

valve nearest to the air-cham-

ber. This is simply a solid

piece of metal you screw up
and down with a kind of box-

spanner called a key. Then
there's the starting

- valve,
which is out of action till the

stop-valve is open. It's really
two valves, but don't bother
about that. When the start-

ing- or air-lever, as it's called

too, is pulled or knocked back-

wards, it opens its valve. If

the lever is pulled right aft as

far as it will go, it catches in a

cocking cam, and is held there

against the tension of a spring,
which is always trying to pull
it forward. The air -

delay
valve comes next, and is a

valve made a bad fit on pur-
pose, so as to allow a little air

to pass through when the other

two valves are open enough to

revolve the propellers slowly.
The object of this is to prevent
the screws racing when the

torpedo is in the air, between
the water and the tube. It's

not wanted in below -water

tubes, really. When the tor-

pedo strikes the water, the

water-tripper, which is a small

piece of steel sticking out at

right angles to the torpedo's
back, is knocked flat by the

water. The tripper works the

air-delay valve, and on being
knocked back opens this leaky
valve wide, and the torpedo
goes full speed ahead. The
chief thing I had to look out
for was not to cock my air-

lever, as if I had done that I

could only have stopped and
started my torpedo with the

stop-valve key a practical

impossibility from my position
at his tail. I could tell from
the tension of the spring when
I was getting near the cocking
point. See ?

"

I nodded dubiously, not being
so clear about it as I could

have wished.

"We took out the gyro," he

continued,
" and put ballast in

its place. Then we pumped
him up to 1500 lb., though he
was only marked for 1350. But
these E.G.F. air-vessels will

stand anything almost. The

safety-pin we decided to leave

in the pistol. I had to chance

something, and blowing up a
sandbank would have done no

good.
"I had on a thick layer of

sperm-oil, also a pair of shorts,
a sweater, and an old coat, in

the pocket of which I put a

body-spanner, a small flask of
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whisky, some chocolate in a

small tin, and a whistle. I

was to blow this three times

if I wanted picking up; but

I can't say I ever expected to

use it. The stop-valve key I

hung round my neck.

"As a final touch, we locked

the controlling gear to give a

shade of up -rudders, putting
the releasing arrangement of

both counter and controlling

gear out of action, and set the

hydrostatic valve for surface

running, or as near it as pos-
sible. Then I put on a cork

jacket over all, for these side-

lug torpedoes have only a few

pounds of buoyancy.
"As I went over the side,

after shaking hands with Mac-
kinnon and the two W.O.'s,
one of the hands whispered
hoarsely,

* Remember Jones,
sir.' I was glad to have some-

thing to laugh at just then.

The sea seemed very large all

of a sudden, and I seemed very
small.

"I got a good grip of Old

Mortality's wooden tail in one

hand, and pulled back the

starting-lever lanyard an inch
or two. He went off quietly,

pulling me after him, at per-
haps a couple of knots. The
boat became a blur, then dis-

appeared. I manoeuvred the

torpedo this way and that for
a few minutes, glad to find
that his head swung easily in
the required direction, then set
a course for the Eckwarden
shore. The water was quite
smooth, but was still pretty
cold; and not knowing just
for how long I would be able
to stand it, did not want to
waste time. The tide was

flowing strongly by now, and
we were heading across it in

an easterly direction. Before

long a searchlight swung
round on me, but it was much
too far off as yet to bother

about.

"After what seemed a cen-

tury, but was perhaps half an

hour, I felt bottom, and knew
I must have come to the edge
of the Bolthorner sand. I

stopped the engines and walked

cautiously forward, pushing the

torpedo in front of me. The
water shoaled till it was only

up to my knees.
" I stumbled along till I could

dimly make out the beach a

black line a little darker than
the rest of the night. Keep-
ing this on my left hand, I

turned south, letting Old

Mortality give me a tow now
and then as the water got
deeper with the incoming flood.

The searchlights in the fort

at the point were turned upon
the channel and the edge of

the sand, and I did not get
into their path again. Judg-
ing that I was perhaps a hun-
dred yards from the beach and
a few hundreds more from the

point, it was, of course, quite
impossible to tell precisely what
the distances were, I shut off

the air and drifted. Suddenly
there came to me the sound
of oars and voices. A row-
boat of some kind was right
ahead of me. The water by
now was up to my armpits,
and the cork jacket prevent-
ed me from getting any foot-

hold, nor did I dare start the

engines.
" It was a case of drift and

chance it. The boat seemed
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to be pulling right into me, was a sudden bump. I was
was so close that I involun-

tarily ducked to escape the

sweep forward of the blades,
then was gone into the night.
It was a very near thing.

shot forward and nearly lost

my arm from the propellers,
which went on whizzing al-

though we were at a standstill.

By great good luck they only

They must all have been half just touched me, doing more

asleep. damage to my coat than my
" There was a battery of light skin. We had charged a sand-

guns almost by the water's bank,

edge, and the swirl of the tide

close that Itook me in so

could hear the gunners' voices.

The searchlights, playing over

my head, were farther inland,
on slightly rising ground, I

believe, beyond the battery.
A few minutes more in the

" I found my feet and closed

the stop -valve, then listened

attentively. Hearing nothing,
I looked about me. The search-

lights on either side of the en-

trance to the Bay were a long

way off now, and my position,
as well as I could judge, seemed

now racing tide and I was to be right out in the middle

safely in the Bay. As soon as of the Bay between the Banter
set Old MortalityI dared I

going, making a bad job of it

with my numb hands, and

pulling the lanyard too far

back. He shot off, nearly

leaving me behind altogether,
and frightening me so that I

and Stollhammer sands.

"Old Mortality and I were
in a sort of shallow hollow
a dyke, which ran for^ nearly

thirty yards into the sand.

Under his stern there were
still some three feet of water,

let the lever go forward with but his nose was high and dry,
a clash. Immediately there and try as I would I could not

was a shouting and commotion move him. The only chance of

from another boat inshore of getting him off seemed to be to

me, Teuton voices challenging wait and hope that the flood-

tide was not yet done with.
" But it was or very nearly.

I had lost more time wading
under the Eckwarden shore

than I supposed. The water
rose another six inches, another

gruffly. I pulled the lever

back again, and we went off in

earnest : I was more than half-

choked with the smother of

water, and lost all idea of

direction.
" I suppose I was a bit dazed

and numb all over by this time,

foot. I heaved and tugged at

Mortality's nose, but it was no
but hung on somehow, praying good. I sat down with my feet

that the tripper would not be in the water, and I think
knocked flat by the rush of cried a little. I was icy cold

water. If that had happened for one thing, and my job had
I could not have held on, but
Mackinnon's little wedge did
not come out and the delay-
valve remained closed.

gone wrong.
" Then suddenlyI felt it grow-

ing light. You know what I

mean. You cannot see that it

The next thing I remember is any lighter if you look round,
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But
butyetyoufeelthedawn.Itook

should attract attention
lujouj ^ _ AI there was little likelihood ot

off my clothes and wrung them

out, standing on dry sand.

Faugh, how the sperm
- oil

reeked! I couldn't get rid of

the stink of it for days.

"Gradually the sky turned

grey, and I could see things

about me. A curlew came and

had a look at me, then flitted

away, quite angry at my un-

warrantable company. Per-

haps she had a nest near by.
"The half-light showed me

that the top of the sand was
about a foot above high-water
mark, and as big perhaps as

four billiard tables put to-

gether. Cleaving the middle

of it was the gully up which
we had shot so violently. The

gully was interrupted half-way
across the sand by an obstruc-

tion of sea-weed, sand, and sea-

wrack of every kind, including
an old boot. It was into, or

rather on to, this barricade that

the torpedo had charged. He
now lay on it with his nose

cocked up in the air at an

angle of forty-five.
" I swallowed half my whisky

and a little chocolate. The situ-

ation seemed less desperate. I

should have to spend the day
on my sand-bank, but it seemed
clear that with reasonable luck
I could pull away the sea-weed
and stuff from under Mortality
and float him off at the next

high-tide, or even with luck an
hour or more before it, since
the gully only dried right out

during the last hour of the ebb.

That, of course, I discovered
later.

"
Presently the sun rose, and

I covered my torpedo up in

sea-weed, lest his bright sides

that. We were well out in the

Bay, over two miles from the

nearest beach, and the gully

entirely hid us from view ex-

cept for a small space to the

eastward.
" The morning grew warm : I

worked away at the pile of sea-

weed, and the sun dried me. In

the afternoon I even slept a

little at times. Waking up
towards evening out of a lively

nightmare I took a look to-

wards the Haven, cautiously

crawling out of the dyke till

mv eyes were just above the

level of the sand. The boom
was about three miles away,
I judged, and the masts and

fighting -tops of such of the

Teuton fleet as had escaped
thither after the battle of

Yarmouth were clearly visible

against the blue sky. They
were, I supposed, behind the

big lock-gates, in the basin

beyond. As I looked I saw two
of the masts move a little, then

sort themselves out from the

rest, and presently begin to

sink to a different level. I

gazed spell-bound. This could

only mean one thing the

Haven squadron must be get-

ting ready to leave harbour !

"
They took a long time warp-

ing her through the lock, and
the sun was setting before she

was clear of it and at anchor
behind the breakwater. Even
from where I was I could re-

cognise her as one of the Ersatz

class, by her clumsy - looking
tops. I watched till it was
dark, but could see no further

movement.
"
No, I can't say I was feeling
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very fit. I had emptied my flask

and finished my chocolate, and

kept shaking all over as if I

had ague. That second wait in

the dark was the worst of all. I

kept thinking I saw and heard

things which I knew couldn't

be there, and sometimes I

caught myself talking to Old

Mortality as if he was alive.

"After an age or two the

gully began to fill up again.
I had worked at intervals

throughout the day and cleared

out the bulk of the stuff which
was supporting my torpedo, so

that he lay now fore - and - aft

along the bottom of the gully.
He floated sooner than I ex-

pected, hours before the top of

the tide, and I pushed him out

gently till I was right across

the shoal and up to my waist

in water.

"Then I pulled my lanyard
and off we went, heading for a

searchlight which I knew must
be somewhere behind the boom.

" I don't think I was quite in

my right senses, as I remember

patting my rammer-handle and

talking to Mortality nearly the

whole time. Distinctly do I

remember promising him two

lumps of sugar if he cleared

the boom. You see I used to

say that to my pony when I

was a kid before tackling a

sheep-hurdle.

"Anyway we finally found
the boom by butting into an

outlying portion of it, more by
good-luck than good guidance.
That woke me up a bit. I

caught hold of a link of iron

cable and listened. The Haven
beyond the boom seemed full of

noises, the meaning of some of

which was clear to me. Not

a hundred yards away was a

great ship, the one I had seen

come from the lock, getting
ready for battle.

"A black shape a picket-
boat probably passed by close

to me, apparentlygoing through
the boom. There was an open-

ing. Then the idea came to me.
"With idle propellers I pulled

Mortality along by the boom
chains till we reached the open-

ing. The tide was swirling

through, and sucked us in and
almost under the stern of a

torpedo-boat coming out. Once
inside I took a good pull at my
lanyard, and we forged up the

harbour at the rate of knots.

In another ten minutes I was
under the side of the commercial

quay, lying easily in the shadow,

holding on to an iron-ladder
down the quay side. Eight
ahead of me, not three hundred

yards away, were the gigantic
lock-gates, and there was a

ship just entering the lock
from the other side. I

could hear the mateys' cries

as they hauled at their wire
hawsers. I had scarcely suffi-

cient wits to slew Old Mortal-

ity round and take out the

safety
-
pin from the pistol.

Then I steadied him, laid the

water-tripper flat, and pulled

my lanyard hard back. The
lever caught on the cocking-
cam and away he went. Be-
fore I had got half - way up
that ladder it took me a long
time to make good each rung
there was a tremendous bang,
followed by a roar like Niagara ;

then I had a vision of a great
ship hurling herself headlong
down a steep path of tossing
waters, her stern high in the
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air. Her bows must have

struck the bottom, and she

doubled up and was gone.
"
Through the shattered lock-

gate the waters roared. There

was a tightness at my throat

and a drumming in my ears.

I climbed feebly to the top of

the ladder and collapsed upon
the quay.

"
Yes, they treated me pretty

well, considering. I was in

hospital a week, and then a

prisoner of war till peace was

signed six months later. Some
of them wanted to shoot me
for a spy, but my coat, which
had about two brass buttons
and a scrap of gold lace on it

left, saved me from that."

He came to an end, and we
sat in silence. This youngster
had brought the war to a close.

The battleship in the lock,
when the torpedo struck the

gate, was smashed to pieces
and sunk. All the craft in the
basin three more battleships
and as many cruisers toppled
this way and that as the water
left them, crushing in their
sides against the quays and
against each other. The
Haven Squadron, save for the
Ersatz outside, was annihil-
ated.

Nor was this all. The Baltic

fleet, which was slowly making
its way down the Canal, was
to have joined hands with the

squadrons from the Frisian

rivers: then the united fleet

was to fall on the Island

blockaders off the Haven. The
Baltic fleet reached the open
sea before they heard of the

disaster at the Haven. It was
the Islanders who made the

successful concentration. Mac-
kinnon in 810, watching the

river, heard the explosion; he

pushed on almost to the har-

bour mouth, meeting little

opposition amidst the general
confusion and dismay, and with
the grey of dawn he half saw
and half guessed what had

happened. Swiftly he re-

ported, and the watching fleet

in the offing, steaming hastily
to the north, came up in time
to decide the issue of the

battle, which had already been

joined, its admiral reporting
that he was leaving no im-

portant force of the enemy
behind him in the Haven.

All this, history now, ran

through my mind. I turned
to my companion with a
foolish question. "What did

you think about chiefly," I

asked, "during that long day
on the sandbank?"

"
Chiefly that it was a deuced

long time between drinks !

" he
said, smiling.

I took the hint, and we
strolled off to the club for

lunch.
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BEYOND THE DREAMS OF AVARICE.

CRIME, in the abstract, has
an attraction for the most

moral, the most law -abiding
of the citizens of the world :

the man or woman of blame-
less life loses himself or herself

in tales of bloodshed, rapine,

forgery, and burglary, and

breathlessly awaits the d6nou-
ment which, in the hands of

a master of fiction such as

Gaboriau or Conan Doyle, will

end in the defeat of the crim-
inal by the extraordinary
acumen of the men who hunt

upon his trail. Who amongst
us has not followed Sherlock
Holmes from one triumph to

another, and rejoiced in each

separate manifestation of his

powers of inductive reasoning,
his cool calculating courage,
his knowledge of the exact

psychological moment at which
to cast his net over the man
whose career he has followed

with unerring footsteps ? But
with crime in the concrete we
have most of us at any rate

merely a bowing acquaint-
ance: we have known, per-

chance, persons whose pockets
have been picked, possibly some
one to whom the enterprising

burglar has paid a nocturnal
visit ;, but the criminal, the
man whose livelihood is gained
by pitting his wits against

society, is to the vast majority
absolutely unknown. Statis-

tics will prove for us, should we
care to investigate, that crimes
of violence are on the decrease,

highway robbery is unfashion-

able, and assaults upon the
VOL. CLXXXIIL NO. MCVII,

person rare, thanks to im-

proved methods of communi-
cation and adequate police

arrangements : crime of the

more educated and intellectual

description is, however, on the

up grade, and never perhaps
were its professors more apt,
more cunning and persuasive,
than is the case in the present

day.
It would really seem as if

there were some men, gifted
far above their fellows with
brains and intelligence, to

whom the pitting of their wits

against constituted law and

order, in the effort to gain
thereby a prosperous but dis-

honest living, presented itself

with a fascination which they
cannot possibly withstand. It

is always a gambler's risk, so

many hundreds or thousands
of pounds gained if they win,
a long and dreary stretch of

hard labour within prison
walls should they lose.

The tale which is set down
here has been placed in the

hands of the writer by a per-
sonal friend, who is anxious

that others should be upon
their guard against a par-

ticularly insidious form of

swindle to which he and his

family very nearly fell victims.

Beyond alteration of the names
of those from whom the rob-

bery was attempted, no altera-

tion has been made in dates,

names, or places ; and the crim-

inals, should they chance to

read this record, will see their

names, recognise their corre-

E
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spondence and their methods,

and perhaps take warning.
In October 1905 Lieuten-

ant-Colonel MacC died.

He was a man singularly reti-

cent about his private affairs,

but so careful and successful

a speculator that, when it be-

came apparent that he had
left behind him what, even

in these days of bloated

millionaires, was a very com-
fortable fortune, no persons
were more surprised than were
his own immediate descend-

ants. While the administra-

tion of his estate was being
proceeded with, a letter ad-

dressed to Colonel MacC
was received from America,
and opened by his executors.

To the proper understanding
of what follows it is necessary
first to give this letter in

extenso, and to explain its

purport afterwards. It ran
as follows :

"DENVER SPECIAL AND ST Louis
LIMITED,

en route between

DENVER, COLORADO SPRINGS, KANSAS
CITT, AND ST Louis,

CONNECTING WITH EASTERN LINES

Vid DENVER AND Eio GRANDE AND
MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROADS.

"March 4, 1906.

Lieut.-Colonel ROBERT MACC .

"DEAR SIB, Thomas is in

very poor health. He intended

coming out of the mines to
attend to the matter I am
about to set before you; but

unfortunately he had a severe

hemorrhage of the lungs a
few days ago, and was or-
dered by the doctor to re-
main in the high altitude for

the present. He feels that

you must be anxious to hear

from him, as it is now a long
time since you heard from one

another; and so he requested
me to act for him and to

write you fully at the earliest

possible moment. I left the

mines yesterday morning, and
am writing this ' en route to

New York.'
" We are located in the Crip-

ple Creek mining district of

Colorado, and have discovered

the richest gold quartz veins I

have ever seen. Thomas has
declared you in as an equal
partner with him, share and
share alike. He owes his suc-

cess to you and to the pecuni-
ary assistance you gave him,
and he feels you are justly en-
titled to share equally with him
in the profits resulting from
his explorations as per agree-
ment. His richest group of

mines he has named in your
honour "TheMacC Group."
This group alone will make
you both immense fortunes.
We have expended our best

energies on them, and have
uncovered enormous quantities
of very rich rock, enough to

keep a five -stamp mill run-

ning night and day for

years.
" In doing development work
sinking shafts, stripping the

vein, and driving tunnels we
are compelled to move much
ore. The richest rock we store
in cross cuts and drifts under-

ground to crush with our
arrastras, a small affair we
built at the foot of the
mountain near our lower
tunnel. The remainder we
throw over the dump, to
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be handled by more modern

machinery,
" To give you an idea of the

high grade of our rook, I

would say from our richest

rock we have knocked out 40
to 50 ounces of gold in a day
with an ordinary hand -ham-
mer. This is worth 4 per
ounce. I have in my posses-
sion 165 pounds of pure gold,

avoirdupois weight, which I

am instructed to deliver to

you at New York. You are

to take it to the Mint in

England to sell it. You
keep one - half of the gold,
as per my instructions, and

deposit the remainder in the
Bank of England to Thomas's
credit.

" If the vein we are working
does not end within a few

feet, it will run into adjoining

property. Should this happen,
we will buy the property in

order to control entire mother-
lode. We have managed thus
far in keeping the richness of our
strike from becoming known,
which will enable us to buy
at a reasonable price should
it become necessary, and also

enable us to secure titles to

as many claims as the law
will permit.
"I have put off registering

claims at Thomas's request
until after he has heard from

you. He thinks your idea of

incorporating your joint in-

terests into one consolidation

a good one, and he will gladly
consent to any plan you may
suggest. He deems it advis-

able for you to send a trust-

worthy person back with him
to look after your interests,
as he intends coming out late

next season, and wants to

leave mines in care of some
one you know is all right.

" He will then come to Eng-
land to pay you a visit. He
also requested me to say that

he does not want any of his

kinsfolk to know of his good
fortune at least, not for the

present, for some special
reason known to you.
"Caution the person you elect

to return with me regarding
the necessity of keeping our

matter perfectly quiet until

after we and our friends have

registered as many location

certificates as the law of Colo-

rado will allow. It is hardly

necessary for me to add that I

shall discuss the matter with
no one while in New York, for,

were the richness of our strike to

become known or even suspected,
thousands of prospectors would
rush out there to peg out

claims, a catastrophe to be

carefully avoided.

"I am directed not to send

the gold to you through a

bank, or to place the same in

bond, as such a course would

subject us to the annoyance
of inquisitive meddlers, and

might result in exposing our

strike, at a loss to us of thou-

sandsupon thousands of pounds.
Therefore, in order to protect
ourselves against possible heavy
loss through a premature ex-

posure, come yourself. If you
cannot come, do not delay
matters by writing, but send

your son, as I must return to

the mines as soon as possible.
Do not trust this matter to an

outsider, it means too much.
You can form no idea of the

stir and excitement our find
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will cause in the mining world Thomas could be discovered, and

when it becomes known : hence Captain MacC - then turned

his attention to the Stock Ex-

change. Here he was informed

that a firm bearing the name
of Thomas had existed some

twenty years ago, and it was

the meantime I shall visit my imagined that the said firm

mother, who lives in Pennsyl- must have gone bankrupt, as

its name suddenly ceased to

appear upon the books.

The conclusion which the

investigators finally arrived at

was, that very possibly in by-

my caution.

"Cable on receipt of this

when and by what steamer you

sail, and I will meet you upon
vour arrival in New York. In

-w i 11 j_

vania, at no great distance

from New York, and shall

anxiously await your cable.

Hoping to have the pleasure

of meeting you soon, I am,
dear sir, yours faithfully,

" E. A. SEELY.

"N.B. Address cable to

ELLIS SEELY,
ST CHARLES HOTEL,

SCRANTON,
PENNSYLVANIA."

It may easily be imagined
with what excitement this

letter was discussed by the

executors of the late Colonel

MacC . As has been said

before, the deceased gentleman
was known to be a consider-

able operator on the Stock Ex-

change, and the first idea that

occurred to his executors, and
those officially taken into cog-
nisance of the letter received,
was that "Thomas" must

originally have been a stock-

broker with whom the de-
ceased had had dealings in

past years. Investigation of
his papers revealed nothing
which would throw any light

gone years
" Thomas " had got

into difficulties,and that Colonel

MacC
, having profited by

his advice in the past, had as-

sisted him pecuniarily, and that

by this means the unsuccessful

stockbroker had been enabled

to make a fresh start in

America. It must be remem-
bered that Colonel MacC
confided in no one, and that

no data existed upon which to

form any conclusions save the

letter received, addressed to

him in person, from the un-

known Seely in America.
There appeared to be no

reason, on the face of it, that

the long and detailed statement
of Seely was not perfectly

genuine, and in any case it

was a matter which experienced
lawyers and responsiblebankers
considered to be worth inquiry.

Accordingly a telegram was
sent to Seely telling him of the
death of Colonel MacC , to

upon the matter
; but Captain which in due course the follow-

MacC
, R.N., one of the ex- ing reply was received :

ecutors, and son of the man to
whom the letter had been
written, proceeded to London
and interviewed his father's
bankers. No transaction with
any one bearing the name of

" Much regret death. Letter

fully explains. Son come out."

Upon the receipt of this mes-

sage Captain MacC and
his brother engaged passages
for New York; and having
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cabled to Seely the date, name
of ship, and probable time of

arrival, left for America to

pursue their investigations.

Very naturally their hopes
ran high. Wealth beyond the
dreams of avarice seemed to

be beckoning them across the

Western ocean, and in the Em-
pire City was awaiting them
the man who held in his hand
the key to that El Dorado which
he had so graphically described

in his letter; therefore a fine

and quick passage was rendered

doubly pleasant by roseate

dreams of the future.

On arrival at New York a

telegram was put into the hand
of Captain MacC from Mr
Seely, stating that as it was

possible he might miss him and
his brother in the crowd, he had
decided to await their arrival

at the hotel: as an enormous
crowd had assembled to meet

returning friends and relatives,
the brothers decided that this

was a sensible precaution to

have taken. On arrival at the

hotel they were met by Mr
Seely, a very affable and agree-
able man, who explained that

he had chosen this particular
hotel as it was somewhat re-

moved from the noise and
racket of the town. As soon
as the luggage had been

brought up, Mr Seely produced
a letter from his pocket which
he said that he had received

from Thomas on the previous

day, and gravely informed his

auditors that they must be pre-

pared for even more wonderful
news than that which had been
contained in his first letter. The

explanation which he then pro-
ceeded to read was to the fol-

lowing effect : The vein which
had been struck was of enor-

mous richness, but, as had been

anticipated, it ran off Thomas's
claim into an adjoining one ;

consequently the first thing to

be done was to buy the land

into which the vein penetrated.
So much afraid was Thomas
that some prowling miner

might discover the secret of his

extraordinary good fortune,
that he had exploded a charge
of gun-cotton in the entrance
of his tunnel, and completely
blocked it

; he had then publicly
stated that his luck was "dead

out, and he was sick of the

whole affair," and had actually
started work on a claim which
he possessedfarther to the north,
in order to allay suspicion.
The obvious, the only, thing

to do in these circumstances
was to buy that adjoining
claim into which the vein ran :

this claim was not working,
and must be secured at once

;

but here a difficulty appeared.
The owner, a Mr Carter, rep-
resented as one of the richest

men in these parts, and own-

ing many claims thereabouts,

happened to have come to New
York on business, and was at

present staying at a place
called Harford, preparatory to

making a tour in Europe.
There was just time to catch
him before he started ; but Mr
Seely explained that he must
not show in the negotiations

personally, as they had met at

Cripple Creek, and that Mr
Carter would at once be placed
on the alert should he find

some one acquainted with the

mining conditions of the West-
ern States anxious to buy
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that Colonel MacC-'s share

of the golden ingots would
of

having acquiesced in the sound- more than cover the cost

ness of this reasoning, agreed the claim, but as the matter

that they should take up the had to be done on the spur ol

running and negotiate with the moment, and as it is not

Carter Mr Seely, most anxi- usual to pay in large and solid

ous that no trace should be left chunks of gold when buying
land, even that did not help
them very much. After much

of Thomas's affairs, then care-

fully destroyed his letter, say-

ing that no precautions could discussion, it was decided that

be"too great when so much was if they considered it
"
good

at stake. He then invited the enough," they would cable to

their London bankers tobrothers to dinner, gave them

a magnificent entertainment,

and would not hear of their

paying for anything : he proved
himself to be a most hospitable
and genial entertainer, and

finally, upon saying good-

night, arranged that they
should breakfast together at

8 o'clock, as there was a long

day before them. Also he said

that all Thomas's wishes must
be scrupulously fulfilled, and
that the gold ingots, weighing
160 lb., which he had men-
tioned in his first letter, must
be shown to them and assayed

by some independent chemist,
to demonstrate beyond all sus-

picion that they had "struck

it rich."

The genial and voluble

Seely having departed, Cap-
tain MacC and his brother

held a serious consultation.

According to all showing, it

would be an act of the gravest
stupidity not to buy Carter's

claim, with its infinite poten-
tialities ; but they were not

empowered by the estate to

spend the money necessary for

the purchase, and, needless to

say, they were not carrying
large sums about with them.
It was more than probable

London bankers to ad-

vance the money to them in

New York.
Of whatever crimes Mr Seely

might prove guilty, dilatoriness

could certainly not be laid to

his charge, as 7.30 the next

morning found him knocking
up the brothers and hurrying
them down to an excellent

breakfast, also partaken of at

his expense : it seemed as if he

could not do sufficient for his

welcome and honoured guests.
This meal concluded, the great
moment arrived. Followed by
Captain and Mr MacC- into

his bedroom, Seely locked the

door, turned the key so that no
intrusive eye could gain aught
by spying at the keyhole, drew
down the blinds, and switched
on the electric light. He then
unlocked a small trunk, from
which he produced some clothes,
and then from the bottom he
lifted with difficulty a long
oblong, parcel wrapped in

flannel. He removed the

flannel, and there, before the
astonished eyes of the brothers,
was revealed more gold than

they had ever seen together at
the same time in all their lives

before. Two great massive

shining ingots winked in burn-
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ished splendour on the plain
bedroom table, converting the

prosaic apartment for the

nonce into a veritable Cave of

Aladdin. The two men stared

in petrified astonishment at the

riches revealed, but were re-

called to themselves by the

ever alert and practical Seely.
That gentleman produced a

steel borer from the trunk and
asked Captain MacC to

point out the exact spot in

either one or, if he preferred it,

both ingots from which he
should take a boring, explain-

ing that it was very easy to

show a mass of metal to any
one unacquainted with mining
and tell him that it was gold,
but that in this case his

esteemed friends were to satisfy
themselves that it was what it

purported to be by taking
samples from the ingots to a

respectable goldsmith, by whom
they should be assayed. Some
hard work at boring soon put
the brothers in possession of

samples sufficient for this pur-

pose, and the result of their

labours was left at a gold-
smith's, who promised to make
the necessary tests and to give
them his report upon the fol-

lowing morning.
The cab in which the party

of three had journeyed to the

goldsmith's then took them to

the railway station, where Mr
Seely, although strongly pro-

testing against the overcharge,

paid the cabman ten dollars,

meeting all remonstrances with
the remark that he was only
acting for Thomas,whose guests
they were. The same thing
happened at the railway station,
where Mr Seely pushed Captain

MacC on one side and paid
for three return tickets by the

1 o'clock train. Captain Mac-
C thought it somewhat

strange that Seely did not take

the advice of the booking-clerk
and go by the 12.55, which he

said was a better train; but

Seely explained that the 1

o'clock had a drawing-room as

well as a luncheon car, that

they would be more comfort-

able, and, after all, what did a

little extra money matter in

such a case as this ? The
brothers were more than ever

exercised by the generosity and
care for their comfort thus

exhibited.

In the train Mr Seely talked

awhile on general subjects, and
told Captain MacC-- that

he had commenced life in the

navy, but his father being

badly off, that he had had to

leave. He mentioned many
naval officers with whom his

auditor was acquainted ; then

matters once more took a seri-

ous turn, as Captain MacC ,

being no man of business, did

not at all like the job of tack-

ling Mr Carter with the object
of buying his claim. A wire

had been sent in the morning
to Mr Carter to the effect that

the brothers wished to see him
on business at his hotel in

Harford, and Mr Seely now
explained the position suc-

cinctly. He pointed out that

the Bella Donna such was the

name of Carter's claim was
not working now, and that in

consequence they ought to get
it for a nominal price, say any-

thing from five to ten thousand

dollars, pointing out that in

any case the half share of the
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golden ingots would a great

deal more than pay such a

trumpery sum : Carter, he said

was an honest man albeit some-

what difficult to deal with, and

had made his fortune in mining.

He begged the brothers not to

commit themselves, and above

all not to let him suspect that

they had heard anything in

connection with Cripple Creek.

On arrival at Harford the

brothers bade au revoir to

Seely, who wished them luck,

and said that he would await

their return : they then got
into an electric 'bus and were

driven to the hotel.

The interview with Mr Car-

ter was, of course, the crux of

the whole adventure as far as

the two Englishmen were con-

cerned. Captain MacC is

a man of very wide experience,
himself a most polished man
of the world, who has seen and
done most things, but never in

his experience, he averred, had
he met a more frank, open, and

altogether charming person
than Mr Carter: in dress and

manner, he states that a great
ambassador was lost to the

United States when Mr Carter

took to the business which he
adorns instead of devoting his

talents to diplomacy. Intro-

ducing themselves diffidently,
the two Englishmen broached
the subject of the claim : they
said that they had come from

England with a little money,
and were anxious to try their

luck in mining, and had fixed

their affections on a claim
called "Bella Donna," which

they understood to belong to
Mr Carter. This gentleman
appeared somewhat surprised

[Jan.

at the advent of total strangers

on such a mission, and replied

that if they were serious he had

better get the plans of his prop-

erty and show them the loca-

tion of the claims. The plans

were accordingly produced,
and Mr Carter made his pros-

pective purchasers feel very
uncomfortable by asking them

point-blank why they wanted

Bella Donna, and if they had

heard anything about it ? Na-

turallythey fenced and returned

evasive answers, whereupon Mr
Carter spoke as follows :

"Now, gentlemen, I don't

know you, but it seems very

strange that without any good
reason you should have set your
hearts on Bella Donna. I will

tell you all I know about it, and

then if you still want it, I shall

be only too glad to get rid of it at

a nominal price. To begin with,
I worked the Bella Donna hard

for a considerable time, but my
agent persuaded me to give it

up, which I did. I happen to

know the owner of the adjoin-

ing claim, Thomas by name, a

good honest old Englishman,
who has been years out West
and has never had any luck

(he has a partner called Seely),
but has gone on pegging away.
A few days ago I had a wire

from my agent that poor old

Thomas had at last given up
all hope, blown up the entrance

of his tunnel, and gone away in

disgust. Now, gentlemen, after

what I have told you, do you
still want Bella Donna ? Why
not buy something farther up
here

"
pointing to the plans :

"they are working, it is true,

yielding only something small,
whereas I don't think you will
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be able to say the same of

Bella Donna. However, if you
have set your hearts on it, I

will willingly sell it, but, if

you take nay advice, you will

have nothing whatever to do
with it."

The advice, ostensibly, was
sound, but the brothers stuck
to their point, and inquired the

price.
"If you are still for it, ten

thousand dollars," replied Mr
Carter.

Then they asked for thirty

days'option,duringwhich period
he should not treat with a third

party; but to this Mr Carter
returned a decided negative.

"That, gentlemen, I am
sorry I must decline. I have
decided to make an extended
tour in Europe, my affairs are
all turned over to my agent,
and after Saturday I shall do
no business until my return.

I am going to New York to-

morrow till Saturday. I shall

be at the Holland Hotel, and
between this and then you can

quietly think over my offer
; and

if you are still desirous of buy-
ing Bella Donna, and can satisfy
me that the money is all right,

you can call upon me at the
hotel and matters can be ar-

ranged."
The brothers then said good-

bye to Mr Carter and returned
to the station, consulting
anxiously how it would be pos-
sible to raise the 2000 re-

quired before Saturday, and

finally came to the conclusion
that their only method of pro-
cedure was to get their bankers
in London to telegraph out the
amount to their correspondents
in New York. At the station

they met Mr Seely, who de-

clared that 10,000 dollars was
but a nominal value for the

claim, but became very gloomy
when he heard that Mr Carter

had refused the "option," and
that the moneymustbe raised by
Saturday. Captain MacC
then told him that he had made
certain arrangements with his

bankers to cable out the money
in case it was wanted, which
cheered Seely considerably, as

he had declared that they would
never send it except on receipt
of a letter.

Considerable precautions were
taken by the party on the re-

turn journey to New York in

case Mr Carter might have
taken it into his head to travel

by the same train; but that

gentleman did not put in an

appearance, and in consequence

they all travelled together, Mr
Seely again insisting on paying
for their dinners. As soon as

they arrived at New York a

long cable, made out and paid
for by Seely, was despatched to

the bankers in London request-

ing them to cable out the neces-

sary 2000. The party then

separated for the night, with
the understanding that they
would breakfast early, go down
to Brown Brothers, the bankers,
to inquire if the cable had come,
and if so, to go to the steamer
office and engage return pass-

ages for Captain MacC and
his brother, and then go on
to Mr Carter's hotel and com-

plete the purchase. Mr Seely
made himself most useful in

explaining the business portion
of the deal what deeds should

be received from Mr Carter

concerning the claim, &c.
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But the deal was not com-

pleted, and it was fated that

it never should be.

Arrived at their hotel, the

brothers went up to a bedroom,

where they locked the door

and had a long and earnest

talk concerning their amazing

experiences : they were neither

of them business men, but they
were men of the world, and

things seemed to have been

moving on a plane to which

they were unaccustomed.

Whatever else they might
know, they confessed them-

selves absolutely innocent and

ignorant concerning mining
matters; and although every-

thing seemed so straight, so

fair, so above-board had they
not felt absolutely humiliated

before frank and honest Mr
Carter? still, before handing
over 2000 golden English sov-

ereigns to his keeping in return

for a mining claim, they felt

that theyshould in some manner

safeguard themselves. Accord-

ingly it was agreed that before

the money was actually paid,
a visit should be made to

the British Consulate -General
to ask if the officials there

thought that they were taking
any undue risk.

Next morning Mr Seely
again appeared, and having
put the brothers into the right
tram for Messrs Brown's office,

returned to his hotel, where he
said that he should pass a

truly anxious time until they
returned bearing with them
the precious title-deeds of Bella
Donna.
No doubt Mr Seely spent

an anxious time, but the stars
in their courses were fighting

against him. After making
inquiries at Messrs Brown, the

brothers did not at once repair
to Mr Carter's hotel, but went

to the British Consulate in-

stead. Here they saw the

Consul-Genera], who was most

polite to them, and handed
them several letters sent to his

care. Captain MacC took

occasion to inquire if there was

any difficulty in landing bullion

in England, and its subsequent

disposal at the Mint, to which
the Consul - General replied
that there were certain diffi-

culties, and asked if he had

any which he wished so to

dispose of.

At this moment a cable

message was brought in for

Captain MacC from his

wife, saying that a young lady

stopping with her was a niece

of the Consul's. Accordingly
Captain MacC asked if that

gentleman were at the offices,

and was immediately taken in

and introduced to him by the

Consul-General. Here, Captain
MacC thought, was a good
opportunity of asking his ques-
tion as to whether it would be
advisable to proceed with the

purchase of the mining claim.

Instantly the Consul was on
the alert. But a few words
from the brothers and he was
all animation. He declined

even to look at Seely's original
letter : that, he declared, he
knew by heart. All he wanted
to know was, where were Seely
and Carter? Instantly, ac-

companied by the Consul, the
brothers hurried to Pinkertons'
detective agency. Pinkertons
were quite ready to undertake
the case, but the question of
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expense was formidable. De-

clining to throw good money
after bad, the brothers applied
to the Government detective

agency, and a detective was

placed at their disposal. This
officer remarked that too much
time had already been lost !

Then a visit was paid to Mr
Carter's hotel, but Mr Carter
was not to be found " he had
been gone about half an hour."

Then in search of Mr Seely
but the affable Seely had

also disappeared. "Did he
take his luggage ?

" " Oh dear,

yes." Both birds had flown,
and the twig was not yet
limed upon which they were

likely to alight.
Thus ends this plain un-

varnished tale of what is

known as "the gold
- brick

swindle." Captain MacC
informs me that since his ex-

perience he has discovered that

it is in perpetual operation, and
that the modus operandi is in-

variably the same. The con-

federates discover the names of

persons dying possessed of con-

siderable wealth, and where it

is thought likely the "plant"
will succeed. "Thomas" writes

the manly and affecting letter

to his benefactor with which
this history was prefaced. He
(Captain MacC ) has seen

a facsimile letter to the one

which he received in the hands
of another person. One or two
notes that he adds in the light

of his completed experience are

interesting. Mr Seely, he

noticed, had a very nervous

manner. "No wonder," is his

comment, "when you think

what he had at stake." Also

that in the train on their way
back from Harford he re-

marked to his brother that he

should call at the Consulate

for letters on the following

day. This, of course, put Seely
on the alert, and doubtless the

brothers were shadowed to the

Consulate ;
and when it was

seen that they had gone there,

it was high time for the con-

federates to make their escape.

Captain MacC concludes

his relation of his experiences
as follows :

"
Personally, I shall

never regret my experience.
What I should much like now
would be to meet Seely and
Carter again, and have a quiet

yarn, and learn which thought
that the other had bungled.

They certainly will probably
never be so near being the

richer by 2000 than they
were on that day, unless they
meet an even less wary victim

and manage to land their

coup."
There is only one thing more

to be said, and that is, that

the sample of gold assayed by
the goldsmith turned out to be

genuine. No doubt the gold
bricks are part of the stock-in-

trade of this most ingenious
swindle.
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HOMER AND THE CRITICS.

BY ANDREW LANG.

NEARLY two centuries ago

Pope said in the Preface to

his translation of the Iliad

that Homer gives us our

earliest view of life in Europe
the life, that is, of men very

like ourselves, not Orientals,

not Egyptians. What Homer

sings is, so far, historical.

His genius is, as Longinus
wrote, "the sun of Hellas,"

and it brilliantly lights up an

island " in the misty sea
"

of

Time, showing men as they

were, presenting their social

history.
So bright is the sunlight of

Homer that a man of to-day
who knows the Iliad and

Odyssey would be entirely
at home if some enchanter

could set him down at the

gate of the city of Menelaus
or of Agamemnon. There
would be no detail to surprise
him, no trait of manners for

which he would not be pre-

pared. If this stranger and
wanderer out of the twentieth

century A.D. into the thir-

teenth or fourteenth century
B.C. were a poor wayfarer,
he would know how to con-
duct himself. He would walk

through the court of the

prince's house to the outer

threshold; there he would sit

down, thither a slice of meat
and a lump of bread would
be sent to him. He would be
called in to tell the news,
he would come within the

threshold, and we know ex-

actly what kind of hall would

meet his view.

If he comes to a rich king
the walls and doors are faced

with shining metal, and in

places decorated with cyanus,
a dark - blue paste. Small

tables are set here and there,

the king sits on a chair inlaid

with ivory at the fire in the

centre between four tall carved

pillars, which support a louvre

that lets in light and lets out

smoke. In the hall of a less

wealthy chief the floor is only
of stamped clay, and the wain-

scots are merely decorated with

shields, swords, and spears ar-

ranged in trophies. If asked

to stay for the night, the

stranger knows where he is

to sleep in the loggia: if not

invited, he knows where to go

namely, to the smithy of the

bronze smith, always warm
with its great fire. If he
be a gentleman arriving in

a chariot, he foresees every de-

tail of his courteous reception :

first he is led to the baths;

then, clad in fresh raiment, he

joins his host and hostess, and
no questions are asked till

he has eaten first, anything
ready to hand (like bread and
cheese in Scotland long ago);
next, whatsoever roast meats
the housewife can prepare.
The wayfarer knows every
detail of the solemn sacri-

fice of the ox, the gilding
of its horns, the cry which
the women raise when it is
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smitten by the axe, the ritual

arrangements of the joints and
the fat. 1 He knows that when
the minstrel has sung after the

meal, it is right to send him
a present or a cup of wine;
he knows the last libation that

is poured out to Hermes, and
looks forward to the warm
coverlets of his couch in the

loggia.
If in the heat of argument

a harsh word is spoken, he
knows the formula of words
and the gift by which amends
are made. He knows the

habitual courtesies of address
to princes and to slaves, and
the respectful compliments due
to ladies, always honoured with
a noble chivalry, though the
usual practice is to purchase
brides with a " bride -price"
in cattle or gold and bronze
and iron. In seafaring life,

and in war, every trait is just
as familiar. There is an un-
written code of the rights and
duties of the over-lord and of

the vassals : every detail is

regulated. If a man slays

another, we know what he
has to do to " thole the feud

"

of the slain man's kin, or to

go into exile, or to pay the

"blood wyte." We know the

mode of fighting : we see the

gentry, the knights with long

flowing locks, in their chariots,

with spearmen behind, and
clouds of tirailleurs with bow
or with sling. The army may
charge on a broad front,

charioteers in advance ; or the

chiefs may dismount, like the

English knights at Poictiers,

and fight on foot, each man
with his charioteer and chariot

attending him, each man with
his huge bronze-plated shield

hung by a baldric from his

left shoulder, with two bronze-

tipped spears in his hands, a

silver - hilted bronze sword at

his side, and a dirk hanging
from his girdle, though the

dirk is not used in war.
We know the mode of bury-

ing the fallen warriors : the

bodies are burned on a pyre,
the bones are placed in a

casket of gold and laid " in

howe," in a stone chamber
within a great earthen cairn,
and a pillar for a memorial is

placed on the top.
We know that prisoners

may be taken to ransom, or,

if unransomed, may be sold ;

but we also know that, when

1 Mr Gilbert Murray, in his ' Rise of the Greek Epic
'

(p. 64), makes an in-

genious suggestion as to the cry of the women when the ox is stricken, which I

accepted, till a friend pointed out the following objections. Mr Murray thinks

that, like the Todas, the Homeric Greeks regarded their own cattle as "friends

and members of the family." Hence the "wail," as he translates it, of the

women when the ox is stricken (at 5' 6\6\vav). But the cattle of foes are slain

with no ' '

wail," and with no gilding of their horns. The theory, my friend

points out, is not valid. The case in the Odyssey (iii. 430-451) is a solemn
sacrifice to Athene, after her appearance in person. The cry of the women is

raised in adoration (Iliad, vi. 301), before any sacrifice, when no cattle are

present. In the Odyssey (xxii. 411) it is a cry of triumph over slain men.

Finally, in the Iliad (x. 294), Diomede promises to gild the horns of a cow,

necessarily a cow captured from the enemy, which he will sacrifice to Athene.
Mr Merry, in his edition of the Odyssey, takes the same view of the ritual cry ;

and we lose the interesting parallel with the Todas described by Mr Rivers.
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anger is high, they may be

slain, and that their bodies

may be thrown to the dogs,

or their heads stuck on the

palisades that crown the city

wall, like the heads of Townley
and the great Montrose.

We know the etiquette of

the courteous duel, the "
gentle

and joyous passage of arms,"
and how the combatants ex-

change gifts if they leave the

field alive: we also know the

trial by battle, under the sur-

veillance of the gods, as in

medieval Europe.
We know the arts, the in-

laying of precious metals of

various colours in the bronze

of weapons ;
we know the uses

of crimson - stained ivory for

decorations of horse trappings,
and the golden brooches with

safety
-
pins under embossed

figures, say, of dogs mastering
deer. We know the belted

smock and the cloak, the
costume of peace. One very
singular fact we observe: in

Mr Leaf's words, "though
weapons of iron are practically
unknown to the Iliad, tools are

not." Weapons are invariably
of bronze, save for a mace,
noted as an exception, and for

one iron arrow-head of very
primitive fashion. But tools,

axes, adzes, knives, agricult-
ural implements, are of iron,
as a rule, though occasionally
of bronze. Iron is common
enough as a commodity, but
seems to have been so ill-

smelted and brittle that men
did not trust to it in battle.
In a recently discovered tomb
in the north-west of the Pelo-

ponnese were found, with late

Mycenaean vases, bronze axes,

and an iron spear-butt, while

the " business ends
"

of the

spears were of bronze ('Man,'
October 1907, p. 156).

In brief, we are better ac-

quainted with every detail of

Homeric life in peace and

war, by sea or land, at the

chase or in the house or the

garden, in the fields at plough-

ing time or at harvest than

we are acquainted with the

details of life in the historic

Greece of the Peloponnesian
War. We even learn what for-

tunes fall to us when we are

dead, in the House of Hades, if

we get our " burial dues of fire."

Yet all these countless traits

of existence, which a man may
understand to-day better than
a non-university man under-

stands life at the universities,

are wholly unlike the character-

istics of Greek society in any
historic period. In no historic

period, from the age of the

Ionian cities of the eighth

century B.C. downwards, could

any mortal have invented the

details of the feudal period of

the Achseans. As revealed by
Homer they are coherent and

consistent, and the accuracy of

the picture is warranted by
what we know of existence in

analogous ages, in early Ire-

land, in the Iceland of the

early sagas, and in the twelfth-

century epics or Chansons de
Geste of France. Though Pope
and his age knew nothing of

the comparative study of

human society, Pope could see,
what many modern critics have
failed to see, that Homer was
writing of, or singing of, a

real, not an imaginary, state
of human existence.
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For long this was doubted.

I remember that Mr Jowett,
when he made me, as an under-

graduate, write an essay on
Wolf's famous '

Prolegomena
'

to the Iliad, leaned to the view
that Homer was inventing the

society and manners which he
describes. This opinion is im-

possible : no man could casually
coincide, in a fancy description,
with the life delineated in the

oldest Irish romances, the

oldest Icelandic sagas, and the

Chansons de Geste. Moreover,
since Dr Schliemann opened
the graves in Mycenae, the

capital of Agamemnon ;
and

since Mr Arthur Evans laid

bare the capital of Homer's

Idomeneus, Knossos in Crete,
the earth has yielded to

English, French, American,
and Italian searchers the
relics of a splendid European
civilisation in Crete, Greece,
and the islands. In most re-

spects, but not by any means
in all, the palaces and graves
of the later " Minoan "

or

"^Egean" period corroborate
the descriptions in Homer. 1

The so-called "Minoan" or

"^Egean" period was of vast

duration, but we first come on
the track of Homer in the ages
styled "late Minoan II. and
III.," which extend from the
rich golden deposits of the

graves excavated at Mycenae,

Vaphio, and by the British

Museum in Cyprus, with the

wonders of art in the latest

palace of Knossos, to the later

graves in which weapons of

bronze, alone used in Homer,
are mixed with swords and
tools of iron, while the art

ceases to be life-like and be-

comes a thing of geometrical
decorative patterns.

Taking the relics of the long
" Minoan "

age at the point
where they are found in the

graves of Mycenae and Vaphio
in Sparta, and in the Cretan
remains contemporary with

them, and drawing a line from
the pictures of men in Minoan

costume, carrying Minoan ves-

sels and ingots of metal, repre-
sented on the tomb ofRekhmara
in Egypt, we get a date va-

riously given at 1600-1550 B.C.

to 1500-1450 B.C. This date

(probably the later is the better)
would be about the period of

the art of theMycenaean graves,
or most of them, and the art of

the best period of the palace at

Knossos.

Now we ask, In what points
does the life displayed in this

art resemble, and in what does

it differ from, the life described

by Homer ? In both the men
are remarkable for long flowing
locks, like those of Homer's
"flowing-hairedAchaeans." The
men who watch the boxing-

1 The best guide to the subject is Mr Burrows's ' Discoveries in Crete '

(Murray, 1907). For pictures of the things found, the reader must chiefly con-

sult Mr Arthur Evans's papers in the ' Annual of the British School at Athens,'
' The Journal of Hellenic Studies,'

' The Journal of the Anthropological Insti-

tute,' with his ' Prehistoric Tombs in Knossos '

; also Schuchardt's ' Schliemann's

Excavations,' and ' The Mycensean Age,' by Tsountas and Manatt. See also Mr
Burrows's bibliography in 'Discoveries in Crete,' pp. 231-236. Signor Mosso's
'Palaces of Crete' (1907) is readable by the general public, and is full of good
illustrations of landscape and of ancient buildings and works of art (Fisher

Unwin).
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matches and bull-fights, on the

frescoes of the palace ;
the

crowned king with a peacock

plume, in a bas-relief ;
a soldier

in a relief on a cup of stone ;

the men with Minoan vessels

on theEgyptian tomb; the bull-

hunters on the gold cups of

Vaphio, and a man on a dish

from Crete, are all long-haired.
Not so is the cup-bearer, life-

sized, in the glowing Knossian

fresco, nor the naked warriors

on the silver fragment of a

vase in the fourth Mycenaean
grave (supposed to be earlier),
nor many of the figures in

scenes of worship. In Homer,
too, the gentry, like the

Spartans at Thermopylae, all

wear their love-locks (icapr) KO-

//.owz/re?). In the Minoan art,
as in Homer, men fight either

on foot or from war-chariots.
As in Homer, so in the Minoan
art, the warriors use shields,

wide, long enough to cover the
whole body, and hung from the
shoulder by a belt. On the
other hand, from the eighth or
ninth century B.C. onward, the
Greeks commonly used round

targes carried on the left arm.
The Homeric shield is the shield
of Minoan art, except that it is

of leather, plated with bronze,
while the Minoan shields, as
far as appears, had no bronze

plating. Homer's arrow-heads
are of bronze; in the older

graves of Mycenae they are
more commonly of stone (ob-
sidian), to which Homer never
refers.

As for costume, if we follow
Mr Myres (' Journal of Hellenic
Studies,' vol. xix. pp. 149, 150),
we know that the Minoans
wore clothes, for gold spangles

sewn on to them are common
in the graves ;

and they had
some kind of hose or gaiters,
for a metallic clasp to fasten

them was found on the shin of a

corpse at Mycenae. In Minoan

art, except in cases of worship
and ritual, and one example of

a jersey, no clothes for men but

an oriental loin-cloth, or a pair
of bathing-drawers, are repre-

sented, as a rule, but an excep-
tion is to be mentioned later.

Homer's men and women, on
the other hand, always wear the

chiton, or belted smock, and if

they choose, the cloak, fastened
with a safety-pin brooch, un-
known in Minoan graves. The
dress of Minoan women is often
" Parisian

"
: blouses, Zouave

jackets, skirts, and flounces,

varying as fashion dictated.

Helen and Andromache wear

nothing of the sort. One kind
of helmet known to Homer is

found in Minoan graves. The

young men wear stout leathern

caps, strengthened by rows of

the tusks of the boar.

As for armour, the remains
in the tombs vary from the
Minoan pictures. The golden
breastplates found in the graves
of Mycenae do not appear in

the pictures on walls or vases,
or in repousstf work in metals
or reliefs on stone. The extant

pictures, I repeat, usually show
us men naked save for a cap
or helmet, and a loin - cloth.

The material relics in the

graves, however, prove that
men wore clothes gay with

golden spangles, and that
their shins were covered with
some sort of gaiters. As for

armour, the artists have usu-

ally omitted such a Mycenaean
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bronze corslet, chased with a

representation of women en-

gaged in an act of ritual, as

Messrs Hogarth and Bosanquet
report from Crete ;

1 while in

no picture of the age do we see

men in greaves of bronze, such
as were dug up in a Mycenaean
tomb of Cyprus,

" associated

with a bronze dagger of a

typical form." 2

From the absence of body
armour in Mycenaean art, and
from the constant mention of

corslets, with the mitrS or
" taslets

"
to cover the thighs,

and the zoster or zoma pro-

tecting the hip
-
joints, many

critics have inferred that these

pieces did not appear in Homer
before 800-700 B.C. Led by
the late Dr Reiohel, Mr Walter

Leaf, Mr Gilbert Murray, Mr
Myres, and others, have thus
found proof that the Iliad is a

patchwork of many centuries.

But luckily Professor Halbherr,
and the Italian savants in

Crete, have found at Haghia
Triada many impressions of a
Minoan seal, showing a warrior
in a metal cuirass, decorated
with a pattern of chevrons,
like that which adorns the
beautiful pillars of the " Treas-
ure House of Athens" at

Mycenae : the pillars are now
in the British Museum. Here,
as our Italian authority says,
is Homer's 7ro\vSaiSa\o<; Oa)prj^

(decorated corslet).
" The

shape of this Mycenaean cors-

let does not differ much from

that of the Greek and Roman
cuirasses." Below the corslet

is a broad metallic band,
much like that below the

cavalry cuirass of James VIII.,
in Mr Maxtone Graham's por-
trait of him. (See frontispiece
of my 'History of Scotland,'
vol. iv., and of 'The King Over
the Water,' Miss Shield and
A. L.) I had said

('
Homer and

His Age,' p. 161) that I under-
stood Homer's zoster or zoma
to resemble that shown in the

portrait of the King. Beneath
this zoma is a short stiff

metallic apron, in which I

recognised the Homeric mitre
4

,

while our Italian authority
identifies it with the Homeric

pteryges. Under this piece of

armour is the chiton globulare,
or baggy skirt of the warrior.3

Thus the whole of Dr
Reichel's theory is demolished ;

it had already been rejected by
Mr Arthur Evans, and I con-

ceive that I had exposed its

ignorance of the evolution of

body armour: we must learn

not to follow the German
speculators too eagerly, we
must use our own eyes.
We must not argue, from the

prevalent silence of the artists,

as it were, that elaborate male

costume, bronze greaves, and

bronzebreastplates, werewholly
unknown to the civilisation of

Knossos and "golden Mycenae."
Gold itself is very common,
both in hitherto unrifledMinoan

graves and in Homer, infin-

1 ' Jourual of the Hellenic Society/ vol. xix. p. 322.
2
Evans,

* Journal of the Anthropological Institute,' vol. xxx. p. 214.
3 'Monument! Antichi,' vol. xiii. pp. 39-41 (Milan, 1903). Another example

is recognised on a seal from Zakro. A drawing of the first seal, by Signer

Stephani, is given in the Annual of the British School at Athens, vol. xii. p. 241,

figure 2.
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itely more common than in

historic Greece,
" the mate of

Poverty."
As for houses, the arrange-

ments of the palace of Knossos

are far beyond what Homer
knows of ;

but at Mycenae and

Tiryns, the arrangement of the

hall, with central fire, tall pil-

lars supporting the louvre, and

walls decorated with metal

platings and cyanus, also the

bath-room and baths, are known
to Homer in the houses of Mene-

laus and Alcinous. In Homer,
as in the Mycenaean palaces,

are staircases and upper cham-

bers.

The abundance of proofs of

the existence of writing, in-

cised on clay tablets or penned
in ink on cups at Knossos, jus-

tifies Homer's account of the

baneful letter of Bellerophon,
in a folded tablet. Homer's

descriptions vary most from
Minoan practice in this im-

portant respect : the dead
are burned, as we saw, and the

bones are buried in high cairns,

with no grave-goods, as a rule ;

while in Minoan times the
dead were buried, unburned, in

sunk graves, or stone tholos

sepulchres, with very rich

grave-goods, and their spirits
were propitiated with food,
which they never are in

Homer.
These differences (Homer

knows no hero-worship), with
the abundance of iron, for tools,
in Homer, chiefly mark a break,
or a period of various devel-

opment, between the age of
Homer and the earlier Minoan
prime, when iron was practic-
ally unknown. But the gulf be-
tween Homer and the later age

of iron weapons, small shields,

cavalry in place of chariotry,

the age of coined money, of

dowry and not bride-price, of

free Ionian cities without prince
or over -lord in fact, of the

ninth and eighth centuries B.C.

is yet more marked. These

ages exhibit, in the fragments
of the Cyclic poets (about 776

B.C.), such things as the belief

in ghosts ;
the purification of

man-slayers by a blood-bath ;

the introduction of girls with

magical gifts from fairyland;
human sacrifice; loves of gods
in the shape of animals; and

worship of dead men, all of

which Homer consistently es-

chews. All these things, with
abominable vices at whose ex-

istence Homer never hints, are

common in the poetry and

practice of historic Greece ;
but

Homer is of another spirit, and
of another age. He and his

audience will not speak or hear

of these things.
It is a notorious fact, over-

looked by most Homeric critics,

that poets, or other artists,

who, in an uncritical time, re-

present a past age known to

them through tradition, always
clothe their heroes in the cos-

tume and armour, and make
them adopt the institutions, of

their own epoch. They never
dream of employing "local

colour
"
gathered from archaeo-

logical research. Even in the

critical ages of the ancient

world, Virgil, Apollonius Rhod-

ius, and the rest, though they
tried to be archaeologically cor-

rect in singing of the Trojan
war or of the Argonautic ex-

pedition, could not compass it.

JEneas fights with sword and
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spear of iron, not of bronze ;
he

uses, not a huge Homeric and
Minoan shield, but a small

buckler; and Apollonius "fairly

forgets to give to his readers

clear indications of the ordinary
course of his heroes' lives," not
to speak of his glaring anach-

ronisms. Professor Seymour
of Yale University has proved,
in his 'Life in the Homeric

Age' (1907), that early poets
never "archaise," but always,
in lays about past ages, repre-
sent the manners of their own
age, as do all other early artists.

Even Mr Seton Merriman, in a

novel, arms Napoleon's guard,
in the Moscow campaign, with

Chassepot rifles !

Mr Seymour and I both agree
that, as far as archaeologists
have yet proved, the Homeric

poems describe the ways of a

single age, the age of their

poet, that "great personal-

ity," says Mr Seymour. Every
one knows that ours are most
unfashionable ideas. Accord-

ing to the vast majority of

Homeric critics, English and

German, the Iliad and Odyssey
are casual conglomerates of the

work of many minstrels, work
done throughout some four or

five centuries, say between 950
and 550 B.C. If we ask how
the picture of society, arms,
laws, customs, and modes of

living has been kept consist-

ent and uniform, while all

things old fell into decay, we
are told that there is no con-

sistency, no uniformity. The
oldest parts of the conglomerate
were done, we are told, when
the Minoan age and its ways

were still fresh in human mem-
ory. Later poets, in a changed
world, partly kept up the unity
of tone by carefully studying
and copying what their pre-
decessors had bequeathed to

them ; partly they did the very
reverse, and stuffed their lays
full of novelties of every sort,

familiar to them in daily life.

Or they "archaised," studied

local colour in temple museums.
These are not consistent ar-

guments 1 If the later poets
were careful "archaisers" (which

early poets never are), if they
clung to chariots instead of

cavalry ;
to cattle as the meas-

ure of value, not to coins ; to

huge shields, not to small

bucklers; to the society of

over -lord and princes, not to

that of free cities ; to burning
the dead and laying the bones
in cairns, not to burial in sunk

graves sometimes, and crema-
tion at other times, if they
were thus careful of the past,

why did they also arm men in

bronze greaves and breast-

plates, said to be modern in-

novations, and make all the

other anachronisms which are

attributed to them?
I have asked these questions,

and have argued that the

alleged innovations are, at

most, merely such faint varia-

tions in custom as occur in any
age, at any moment. 1 I have
received no reply. Next, the

separatist critics, "the pro-
fessors," maintain that the
Homeric poems betray their

want of unity by their dis-

crepancies, their impotent
attempts to construct a plot,

1 ' Homer and his Age,' 1906.
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and the varieties of level of

literary merit some old

patches, and even some late

patches, being good, while

much is the work of a Flick-

Poet, or botcher; and again, by
lack of spirit and general stupid-

ity, the Epics attest the work
of incompetent late poetasters.
Here we have to deal with a

question of literary taste and
with an arbitrary personal
standard. From Goethe to

Matthew Arnold, all poets,
since Wolf began the dis-

integration of the Epics, have
believed in their unity. Poets

ought to know
;

but Mr
Burrows, a champion of the

theory of the "evolution" of

the Epics, says that "the

poetic temperament makes
an unsound judge of such
matters." He proves his case

against the poets by showing
that " Sir Alfred Austin "

did
not know about " the way
Shakespeare used North's
translation of Plutarch for his

Boman plays."
l If the Laur-

eate really did not know, and

argued falsely from ignorance
of facts, his ignorance does not
disable Goethe's and Matthew
Arnold's powers of criticism

;

and the Laureate's "
poetical

temperament
"

cannot be re-

garded as providing destructive
evidence against the critical

judgment of poets in general.
The odd thing is that in this

queer argument Mr Burrows
is perfectly serious : he repeats
his statement in the severe

pages of the ' Classical Review
'

(August 1907, p. 140).
Meanwhile we find a defender

of the slow growth of the Epics

through four or five revolu-

tionary centuries, and under
the hands of numberless

minstrels, in Mr Gilbert

Murray, late Professor of

Greek in the University of

Glasgow. In his lectures,

written for delivery at Har-
vard University ('

The Rise of

the Greek Epic,' 1907), Mr
Murray presents his sugges-
tions,

2 which he is far from

regarding as final. Mr Murray
is not, like most of the disinteg-
rators of Homer, a scholar only,
or only an archaeologist. His
translation of Euripides attests

his power of appreciating

poetry and of writing excellent

verse. What is even more im-

portant, he is sometimes on the

side of the poets as to the

uniform and omnipresent
genius displayed in the Iliad

and Odyssey. He does not

distinguish good early from
mediocre and bad later work :

all is good, he sometimes says,

nay, is supremely good. Mr
Murray recognises that " there
is nothing more striking about
the Iliad than, comparatively
speaking, the uniformity of
splendour with which it is

written
"

(p. 211).
" The thing

that is of importance in a

poem, given the necessary
technical power, ... is

simply the intensity of im-

agination with which the poet

1 'Discoveries in Crete,' p. 214, note.
2 My own book appeared since Mr Murray's was first written. He touches on

my views of Homeric armour, houses, marriage customs, and so on, but in a foot-
e (p. 154) : my book humbly pleads for a more elaborate rejoinder.
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has realised his subject" (p.

221).

Now, throughout the Iliad

the "subject" is "realised,"
he says, with "uniformity
of splendour,"

"
comparatively

speaking," that is, I presume,
considering the length of the

poem. Intense realisation is

common in brief lyrics; in

long epics Edgar Poe denied
its possibility. But to Homer
all things are possible. As Mr
Murray goes on to say

"Intensity of imagination can be
attained by many writers at their

most exalted moments. Their imag-
ination can follow the call of their

emotions. But one of the extra-

ordinary things in the Iliad is the

prevalence of this intensity all

through the ordinary things of life.

. . . Every commonest experience
the washing of hands, the eating of

food, the acts of sleeping and waking
shares somehow in the beauty and

even the grandeur of the whole "
(pp.

224, 225).

This, I think, is exaggerated.
These ordinary functions of life

are described in Homer, as in

other early poetry, and in our
own ballads, in set formulae.

Any new poet could and would

employ these old formulae
; but,

good as they are, his use of

them would not prove his pos-
session of genius and intensity
of imagination. It is not, as
Sir Richard Jebb supposed, the

epic formulae that produce "the

grand style
"

of thought, and

sympathy, and imagination.
These qualities, however, uni-

versally pervade the poems.
Let me add as Mr Murray

does not that every character,
from Achilles and Odysseus,
Nestor and Agamemnon, Helen,

Eurycleia, Eumaeus, Audro-
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mache, Melantho, to the dema-

gogue Thersites and the foolish

Trojan spy Dolon every man
or woman, king or slave is

drawn with the same certainty
of stroke, the same subtlety
of characterisation, the same

compassionate Shakespearian
humour; while each minute
shade of early feudal custom
is rendered with a fidelity only
to be appreciated by those who
have made such customs their

study. The separatist critics

are not among these. These
virtues of the Epics have been
the basis of the literary argu-
ment in favour of their unity.
It is impossible, men cry, that

an army of bards, throughout
some four or five centuries,
should have possessed this
"
uniformity of splendour

"
of

genius, not to mention this

uniformity of exact knowledge
of the ways of a given feudal

age, which perished about
1050 B.C.

Mr Murray, to my surprise,
thinks these impossibilities

probable, or certain. Any
fairly good minstrel, he holds,
could attain the "uniformity
of splendour," the ceaseless
"
intensity of imagination,"

and, it is to be presumed, the

unfailingly equal power of

drawing and of consistently

maintaining in short, of creat-

ing human characters.

"In a highly conventional lan-

guage, which can never have been

spoken on earth
; amid highly con-

ventional surroundings of story, of

imagination," (?)
" of similes, there is

somehow built up a great Homeric
style, which, as far as one can judge,
an ordinary good minstrel, of suitable

temperament, trained from youth,
and steeped in the epic atmosphere,
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could reproduce without effort ;
so

that, when one of the good Homeridae

spoke, the voice was that of his great

ancestor Homer."
" The {intensity of

genius which makes the Iliad alive is

not, it seems to me, the imagination

of any one man" (pp. 211, 226).

This is indeed a democratic

view of genius! "Isn't one

man as good as another, and

a dale better, too?" "A dale

better," for the later minstrels

"saw" "their great ancestor

Homer," and "went one better."

" Great as the Epic saga was,

for many centuries they built

it up yet greater" (p. 227).

These "
many centuries

"

appear to be regarded as

stretching to the Ionian age

(circa 800 B.C.) from the occu-

pation of Mycenae by the

Achgeans (say 1300 B.C.),

through an epoch of fire and

wreck, of defeat, migration,

conquest, and revolution.

The makers of Homer, cer-

tainly starting from a rich

civilisation and a society of

unchartered feudalism, pass

through the Dorian invasion,
and the age of migration to

Asia. They build cities in

Asia
; they become the civilised

commercial colonists of the

eastern shores of Asia free

trading burgesses ; they reach
the border of historic times;
and through all these cen-

turies of altered conditions and

changed institutions, according
to Mr Murray (if I under-
stand him), their ordinary but
well-trained minstrels preserve
the "uniformity of splendour,"
the "intensity of imagination."
They retain the traits of a long
lost society, and keep up (I
add), through all their tinker-

ings of the Epics, the same

creative consistency in char-

acter-drawing. Conscientious

students of the past, they de-

liberately refrain from intro-

ducing allusions to the various

ages through which they have

come; to their migrations; to

the invaders who forced them

to migrate ;
to their new laws

and institutions ; to their new
colonial cities Colophon, Ion-

ian Miletus, and the, rest.

Such ideas are scarcely matter

for argument. If Mr Murray's

high opinion of human nature,

collectively, and his knowledge
of literary history, permit him
to hold that many men, in

many ages of change, can keep
on the same lofty level of

genius, can sail so far through
the empyrean, yet

" never stoop
their wings," so be it! The

thing is not within the com-

pass of my belief; and the

separatist critics, too, are

against him they and their

Flick-Poet !

I can think of nothing in

literary history which at all

resembles this prolongation,

through four or five hundred

years, of an equal intensity of

genius. Sir Walter Scott just-

ly observed that even the camp-
followers of the Elizabethan

dramatists, however poor their

matter, had something great
in their style. But that was
a flower brief of blossom,
not a tree of five centuries'

growth. Mr Murray
" believes

that in these" (the Homeric)
"
poems we are brought face to

face with something in a sense

greater and more august than
individual genius." We are

apparently in contact with the
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subliminal self of a race. In
a way this is true of the art of

the historic prime of Greece.

However bad the modelling
may sometimes be, there is

often an indefinable charm in

a twopenny Tanagra terra-

cotta by some unknown potter.
But the bloom was brief of life.

However, Mr Murray, after

all, does not really mean that

the Epics are of uniform ex-

cellence. There are "a few

really bad parts
"

in " the

latest strata." For example,
there are the scenes in which
the gods are not treated more

respectfully than the Deity
and Our Lady in medieval

fabliaux (the comparison is

my own). The matter is de-

rived from early strata of

myth ; the manner, Mr Murray
thinks, is late Ionian. A sample
is the burlesque battle of the

gods, in the Iliad (xxi. 391-520).
I have my own doubts about
the passage, though when we
remember the festive famili-

arity with which faith has
often treated its objects of

belief (a thing alien to Protest-

antism), I have no certainty.
Another "bad" passage is the
"
Beguiling of Zeus," which

has charm enough, I think, to

plead its own cause. But we
are here on the ground of the

arbitrary literary judgment.
Mr Murray goes farther : the

Iliad "has so many character-

istics of a bad poem.
" "The sub-

ject is second-rate." "Achilles

is not a very sympathetic hero;"
he wants "

depth and variety of

character." I appeal from Mr
Murray's verdict on Achilles to

that of Goethe, who regards
him as an immortal representa-

tion of Youth. Achilles is fiery,

but not implacable. He has

deliberately preferred
" one

crowded hour of glorious life
"

to " an age without a name."
The certainty of death is before

his eyes, and, as Montrose wrote
of himself, "he goes to search

his death," in avenging the

death of Patroclus, whom he
loved with a love passing the

love of women. In the lips of

Achilles, Homer places the most
tender of all his similes, flower-

ing, as it were, in the bloody
and trampled plain of Troy.
"Like a little child running
beside her mother, and plucking
at her gown, praying to be
taken up into her arms, so,

Patroclus, thou comest to me."
Achilles himself, the foremost
in fight, is the child who, in

grief for his honour, his lady,
or his friend, cries to his

mother, the deathless Lady of

the Sea - foam. Consider his

courtesy when he receives the

envoys of Agamemnon sent

to take from him Briseis : his

quarrel is not with them. Con-
sider the flaming eloquence of

his words, when Agamemnon
offers atonement; his ruthless-

ness when Patroclus is to be

avenged ; his savagery in that

vengeance ;
his repentance

when the sight of Priam, so

beautiful in age, reminds him
of his father, old and sor-

rowful, far away, whose face

he shall never see again. In

short, read the Iliad once more,
and then see if you can call

Achilles devoid of depth and

variety of character !

As to the "
discrepancy

"
dis-

covered, after three thousand

years, by a British banker,
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between the Achilles of Book

IX. and of Book XVI., the late

Provost of Oriel, Mr Monro,
deemed both passages almost

essential to any poem on the

wrath of Achilles.

Mr Murray agrees with Mr
Grote, not with Mr Monro, and

his theory comes to this, that

the Iliad, "with so many of

the characteristics of a bad

poem," is as good as a "tra-

ditional book," tinkered at

through five centuries, can be,

and that the subject is realised

with "
uniformity of splen-

dour."

While Mr Murray, unlike the

rest of the separatists, recog-
nises the pervading nobility
and fire of genius in the Epics,
as regards the consistency of

the picture of life, costume,

armour, law, and so forth, he

merely follows certain German
microscopic students Reichel,

Cauer, Robert, and Noack.
From them he quotes the re-

sults of their attempts (of
course they differ greatly
among themselves) to prove
that the Epics are full of

"comparatively small and in-

conspicuous phenomena," which

prove that Homer, for example,
knew warriors all in panoply
of bronze, like Greeks of the

eighth and later ages, while
"the dress of the Mycenaean
warrior was quite different."

By "the Mycenaean warrior"
he means the fighters repre-
sented in an art long prior
to Homer; and I have shown
that the representations are

inadequate, that there are

Mycenaean examples of bronze
corslets and bronze greaves,
and that we have one Minoan

warrior in full body armour,
and perhaps two. Here Mr
Evans, the supreme authority,
is my authority. I shall not

repeat here the minute and
tedious criticism which I was
forced to apply to Mr Murray's
German sources in my book.

It awaits an answer.

One curious point urged by
Mr Murray is new to me. The
Achaeans are described con-

stantly as /cdprj /eo/iOftwre?,
"
let-

ting the hair on the head grow
long." Mr Murray says, it

means that " the men were vot-

aries. . . . Like the warriors

of the Old Testament "
(Uriah

and Samson), "they were con-

secrated," or "taboo." They
must abstain from love, and
from cutting their hair, hence

they are /cdpr) KopocovTes. Mr
Murray cannot forget that

the bull-hunters of the Vaphio
cups; the men looking on at

the games in Knossos ;
the

Keftu, or Minoans, of the tomb
of Rekhmara, and other men
in other works of Minoan art,

all wear long flowing hair.

Are they all taboo, all under a

vow ? As to abstaining from

love, it is only necessary to

read the Iliad without a theory
about a taboo in one's head.

Mr Murray holds that the

people of the splendid earlier

civilisation of Knossos and

Mycenae did not speak Greek,
and that their art is not Greek.
The Achaeans of Homer, how-

ever, were a Greek - speaking
race of invaders, less civilised

than the peoples whom they sup-
planted, though these, like the
most backward tribes of Aus-
tralian blacks, practised "exo-

gamy," reckoned descent in the
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female line, and knew little of

fathers. For all this I see no
evidence. About the thirteenth

century B.C. the Greek invaders

were settled in the strong

^Egean cities; but trade was

slack, and new invasions from
the north, driving hordes of

dispossessed men before them,
left the great towns and palaces

heaps of fire-stained ruins, in

which war-parties of men of

strange races huddled together.
The fugitives from the towns
fled to Asia Minor, and built

walled cities (which, to them,
were no novelties Mycenae
and Tiryns are famous for

their walls). In these cities

the Iliad and Odyssey grew
up, somehow, out of old versi-

fied chronicles of events, as far

as I understand. "The versi-

fied chronicle became more and
more of a poem and less of a

history."
We know nothing about ver-

sified chronicles in very early
Greece, and, certainly, many
scholars do not think, with
Mr Murray, that the French
twelfth - century epics were
made out of chronicles; that
" the Latin chronicle of Res
Gestce gave the facts, the poet
made them up into an epic"
(p. 156).
Mr Murray shows us how a

Greek poet would have made
an epic if he had had before

him the facts in the Book of

Judges. If the poet had fol-

lowed Mr Murray's plan, he
would have produced some-

thing much more like the
Arabian Nights than the
Iliad : he would have pre-
sented many separate stories

set in a framework.

I am not sure that I under-

stand Mr Murray's theory of

how the Epics grew, because

his ideas are scattered about
in his various lectures. It is

in the seventh that we find

the versified chronicle grow-
ing, through the many cent-

uries, into the epic. Going
back to Lecture IV., we learn

that the literature of the

men of the Migrations must
have consisted of epic lays in

dactylic verse, and that these

lays were already written.

But, though the lays were

epic lays, they were "little

differentiated."' "A Man of

Words" kept a kind of com-

monplace book for himself. He
"was not exactly a story-

teller, not exactly a chronicler,

not exactly a magician. He
was all three and something
else also. His '

Logos
' "

(what
I style his commonplace book)
"contained, with no distinc-

tion of subject, all that he

wanted not to forget," all

his "
mems.," we may say ;

something like Wodrow's 'Ana-

lecta,' plus a ballad collector's

notes, a story collector's notes,

and the drafts of poems by a

minstrel.

Of course this is purely con-

jectural. We hear of no such

man in Homer, or from any
other source. He is supposed,
we know not why, to write in
"
specialised and abnormal "

ways,
" on very expensive

material." Such Cretan and

Cyprian writings as we pos-
sess are in uniform and normal

characters, and on very inex-

pensive though not very port-
able material mainly clay
tablets. Runes were cut, not
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abnormally but with sufficient

uniformity, on sticks; so was

Ogham, the materials were

cheap.
Time passed, the "Man of

Words" died, his book be-

came a family or tribal heir-

loom : his jottings, his notes

for
"

stories, lays, oracles,

charms, moral precepts," and

so on, were "
changed, ex-

panded, and expurgated," and

"became a part of the people's
tradition." New chronicles

were made, with modifications,

on the lines of the old note-

book on expensive materials.

It was kept "up to date"
when new ideas and ways of

life came in.

In the course of ages new

poets made additions, and the

old "
saga

"
in the common-

place book was "expurgated,"
and the new additions were
"archaised." A parallel is

sought in the Hexateuch.
The "Jehovist" (900-800 B.C.)
and the "Elohist" (a century
later) worked up old Pagan
materials. They did not
" archaise

"
: they made Abram

come to Bethel, or to Dan,
because they used these place-
names themselves, though in

earlier times the places had
other names. About 440-400
B.C. came a "

Priestly Re-
viser" (or, Mr Margoliouth
says,

" a literate man," p.

103, note 1 : the note is acci-

dentally misplaced), who "is
most particular to give an
archaic and primeval colour to
his narrative," constructing an
imaginative picture of life in
the time of the Patriarchs (p.

110). If he had been "inter-
ested in the comparative an-

tiquity of iron and bronze,"

he "would never have allowed

a mention of iron to defile his

pages" (p. HI).

Very well. From 900 to

700 B.C., say, the Elohist and

Jehovist describe what they

regard as a very remote past
in the terms of their own

day, as far as we know. Much
later 440-400 B.C. conies a

literary gentleman, who re-

writes the narrative as a con-

sistent archaeologist. Apply
this doctrine to the Iliad and

Odyssey. Poets of 900-700
will introduce, like the Elohist

and Jehovist, the manners of

their own day wholly unlike

those of the lays done in 1200-

1000. In 440-400, say, will

come a literary man who will

revise the poems and restore

the customs and arms and
laws of 1200-1000 (the dates

are arbitrary, of course).
But how could he know

anything about the society of

1200-1000? I cannot find an
answer. I cannot guess when
the person who answers to the

Priestly Reviser (or literate

man) of Greece is supposed to

have lived; or how he recon-

structed, in a civic age, the

feudal society of Homer, not

preserved by later poets who,
like the Jehovist and Elohist,
wrote in terms of their own
very different society. Did he
find and read the illegible

commonplace books of 1200-

1000, and haunt museums full

of Mycenaean antiquities ? All

this is improbable, as I have
shown. We are still unable
to conjecture how the min-
strels through four or five

centuries kept in their lays
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so much that existed in

Minoan times, and yet, if we
agree with Mr Murray's
German sources, introduced so

many startling novelties of

their own period.
Mr Murray's minstrels were

not only at once very success-

ful "archaists," but were also

very guilty of innovations. By
virtue of what he calls "the
Homeric spirit" they "expur-
gated" plenty of things from
the Epics. Homer has "a
conception of life," and takes

out, or keeps out, of the Epics
whatsoever he dislikes. Now
one man may have " a con-

ception of life," one age,
even, may have a standard
of taste, but how can many
men, in many ages, have the
same definite standard, the
same exclusive conception ?

What is the age when the
Homeric conception of life

prevailed ?

Let me take but one case
of expurgation. Homer never

alludes, we saw, to the shame-
ful vices which the Greeks, in

all ages of which we possess
the literature, sentimentalised,

poetised, legalised, and glor-
ified. Manifestly "the Homeric

spirit
" was not at work in any

known age of Greek literature

from Sappho to Straton. I

take no other examples of

expurgation; they would lead
me to discuss the anthropology
of Mr Murray. But what was
the date of this Homeric spirit
of purification? In one pass-

age Mr Murray says :
" In gen-

eral the * Homeric '

tone of

mind represents more of the
Achaean or northern spirit;
the spirit of those scattered

strong men who, in their

various settlements, were lead-

ing and shaping the ^Egean
world" (p. 134).

Here I quite agree with him.

This clean, cruel, pure, Achaean

spirit is the spirit of Homer,
himself an Achaean poet : it is

not the spirit of Ionian min-

strels, townsmen and unnatur-

ally profligate.
This Achaean spirit, prun-

ing away or ignoring, as Mr
Murray says, "the specialmyths,
beliefs, and rites that were
characteristic of the conquered
races, the hero worship, the

oracles
"

(?),
" the magic and

witchcraft, the hocus-pocus of

purification," is Achaean, is

Homer's own. It was dead
before the rise of the Cyclic

poets (776
- 600 ?), for their

fragments contain what the

Homeric spirit "expurgates,"
such as worship of dead men,
human sacrifice, tales of love-

adventures of gods in the shape
of beasts, and a savage ritual

of purification by the blood of

swine.
" The Achaean tone of mind "

was much like the early Ger-
man tone of mind as described by
Tacitus. Unnameable sinners

were stifled in swamps ; women
were regarded with reverence,
like Queen Arete in the Odyssey.
But while Mr Murray finds this

tone of mind, this purifying
spirit, to be Achaean and north-
ern in p. 134, in p. 133 he
writes: "If the educational
use of the Iliad began in Ionia
as early as the eighth century,
which is likely enough, we can

hardly help supposing that it

had some share in these pro-
cesses of purification with
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which we have been dealing."

But in p. 134 the Achaean

spirit of the north did the

purification!
And why were

not the Cyclic poems of the

eighth century bowdlerised?

How little the "expurgation"

prospered, outside of the Iliad

and Odyssey, we see by the

human sacrifices of the Athen-

ian tragedies (and in historic

Greek customs, I think, though
here Mr Murray differs), and

by the infamous mire with

which ^Eschylus bedaubs the

stainless and fearless Achilles

and Patroclus. Yet "JEschy-
lus has not a grain of lewdness

anywhere in him," says Mr
Murray (p. 248), though he

has alluded to nobody could

quote the loathsome frag-
ment to which I refer (p. 116,

note).
Homer represents an age

with much of ferocity, but far

cleaner of life, far less involved

in savage superstitions such
as deified men, worshipped
ghosts, beasts who are gods,

gods who are beasts, "the

hocus-pocus of purification"
than any age of Greek liter-

ature. Homer sweeps away
the refuse of Greece ;

" the

Homeric spirit "is that of one
unrivalled genius, northern and

Achaean, who sings for knights
and ladies in hall, at a time
which is not that of the Cyclics,
or the early lyrists, or the

Tragedians, but is an earlier

time of a feudal over-lord, and
of vassal but proud and high-
spirited princes. There was
no such age in historic Greece ;

Homer is earlier than any
Greeks whom we know in

history. If not earlier, what

is he? In society, manners,

customs, arms, armour, art,

houses, religion, the age which

he paints is not known to

Greek history ;
while the vices,

and superstitions, and horrors

which he disdains are ramp-
ant through the whole history
of Greece.

In place of the old Achaean

poet, Mr Murray gives us (for

he feels that a poet he must

have) the vague figure of a
" later poet, how great or

how small a poet matters

little," who "took up his part
of the work of composing this

long poem" (p. 228). When
he did it, why he did it, Mr
Murray does not know, unless

it was with a view to reciting
the whole (as far as I under-

stand) at some public gather-

ing in Ionia, earlier than the

Panathenaea at Athens. How
early that may be, we do not

know. I cannot imagine that,

in an age when competitions
of many reciters (rhapsodists)
were part of the festival, one

man would be wanted to recite

a whole Iliad of his own mak-

ing. The public would not

stand day after day of him.

Indeed Mr Murray has no

theory of why a poet made the

Iliad. "For some reason or

other we need not discuss

what they were there was
need to make up a long poem
of the Ilias PoSsis. . . . Who
wanted him to write it ?

"

Who indeed? I venture to

say that the greatest master-

piece of the poetry of the

world was not made in that
fashion.

Mr Murray has come nearer
to what I think the true view
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of the case in another passage.
He writes

"Think of Burns's songs. There
is almost no poetry so original in the

impression it makes. And yet we
have detailed evidence that a great
deal of Burns's most beautiful and

spontaneous work is really a working
up of old traditional material. . . .

He modified the existing verses and
added others till a song was pro-

duced, a song both new and old,

derivative and yet highly original"

(p. 221).

All poetry is
" derivative

"
;

all poets rest on a basis of older

poetry. Burns had the old

songs and tunes to work upon.
But the words and sentiments

of his songs were new. Com-

pare his with the Jacobite
" Auld Lang Syne

"
! Homer,

of course, like Burns, or any
other poet, say Tennyson, had
his mind stocked with older

lays and legends. But, like

Burns, he made new poetry,
not brief songs, but a pair of

long, continuous epics. The

plot of one is a confessed

masterpiece of construction ;

the plot of the other, though

full of episodes, is not less

masterly; and throughout he

never errs in consistency of

character-drawing.
The task of Burns demanded

a great lyric poet. The task

of Homer demanded, and found,
the greatest of all epic poets,
not Mr Murray's "diligent and
reverent

"
person,

" with a good
deal of simple cunning,"

" how
great or how small a poet
matters little" (p. 228).
Homer was not Mr Murray's

poet, or the Germans' Flick-

Poet, any more than Burns
was a Flick-Poet; any more
than Goethe, resting on Mar-
lowe's "Dr Faustus" and the

Faustus legends, was, as Blass

denies that he was, a Flick-

Poet.

Mr Murray speaks of "the
recent reaction against ad-

vanced views." That reaction,
led in Germany by one of her

greatest scholars, the lamented

Blass, in England by perhaps
our greatest living Homeric

scholar, Mr T. W. Allen, will

not be of brief duration.
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THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.

BY KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
AUTHOR OF 'JOHN CHILCOTE, M.P.'

CHAPTER XIV.

IT was not for a moment to

be supposed that such a piece

of news as Frank Carey's sud-

den return, with all its subse-

quent developments, could be

lost to Waterford ears. By
eleven o'clock half the Careys'
friends were posted in details

of the affair, true or false as

the case might be ;
and at half-

past eleven Mary Norris ap-

peared at Lady Lane, alert to

follow the trail of gossip.
It was Daisy herself who

opened the door to her famil-

iar knock, and, taking her arm
in mysterious silence, drew her

into the now empty dining-
room.

"Well," she said, breathless

with her news, "have you
heard anything?"
Mary pulled off her chamois

gloves and tossed them on to

the table, where the remains
of breakfast bore witness to

a demoralised household.
"
Anything ?

"
she said.

"Well, I should think I

have!"
"Wait a minute!" Daisy

ran back and closed the door

carefully. "Now, what is it?

What are people saying ?
"

"Saying? What aren't they
saying ?

"

"Oh, Mary, what?"
"Well, first of all, the Buck-

leys joined me after mass,

simply brimming over with

curiosity, and asked me if it

was true that Frank Carey
had met Isabel Costello while

she was at school and had fol-

lowed her over here, and that

Miss Costello herself had turned

him out of the house at nine

o'clock this morning? That
was bad enough, goodness
knows ! but then, just as I

was coming down Lady Lane,
who should rush out at me
but that horrid old Miss Green
to say that she had heard

Frank was barely recovering
from malaria and had been

ordered back to his native air,

and that she had seen him her-

self arriving this morning, look-

ing like a person risen from the

grave ! Oh, I've had a time of

it, I can tell you ! But what's

the truth, Daisy? What on
earth is it? Is he honestly
here?"

Daisy had sunk into a chair

under the weight of Mary's
information, and now she

looked up with bewildered

eyes.
"
Oh, yes, it's true

enough! He's upstairs now,
walking up and down his

room and groaning out loud.

I think he's half off his

head."

Mary made a gesture of con-
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tempt.
" Frank always was a

fool ! But what on earth has

brought him back? "

"
Honestly, I hardly know !

Stephen was so cross after

being shut in here with him
for half an hour, that he banged
out of the house as if every-

thing in the world was upside
down."
"And didn't he explain?

Didn't he say anything?"
"Oh, I saw him for about

two minutes, and he just mut-
tered something about Frank

being an ass, who couldn't take
* No '

for an answer and that

I was to hold my tongue about
the whole business."

"Uponmyword!" was Mary's
expressive comment. Then she

turned her head sharply.
"Hallo, Daisy! Wasn't that
the hall-door bell?"

Daisy looked aghast. "Oh,
no, surely ! Would I have
time to run upstairs?"

" You wouldn't ; I hear Julia

opening."
" Heavens ! And if it's any-

body, she'll have them in here

in two seconds ! And look at

the state I'm in ! And look

at the table !

" Her voice

quivered with consternation.

Mary held up a warning
finger.

" Listen ! I believe

it's Mrs Power ! Yes, it is !

"

"
Oh, how absolutely sicken-

ing ! What an idiot Julia

is!" Then Daisy turned, all

smiles, as the dining-room door

opened.
"
Oh, Mrs Power ! How are

you!"
Mrs Power came forward

with both hands out, and
kissed her effusively. "My
dear !

"
she cried,

" I can't tell

you how relieved I am to see

you looking so well ; I hear

you've gone through a terrible

lot ! How are you, Mary !

I saw you at mass ;
but you're

like quicksilver, I can never
overtake you. And now,
Daisy, what on earth is it

all about?"

Daisy drew forward a chair,
at the same time trying dis-

tractedly to decide how much
she should reveal and how
much she should withhold.
"Won't you sit down, Mrs
Power !

"

" Thank you, dear ! And
now tell me everything from
the very beginning."
Here Mary stepped into the

breach. "But, Mrs Power,"
she said, "the worst of it is

that we know so little our-

selves. Won't you first tell

us what you have heard?"
" Heard ? My goodness,

Mary ! What haven't I heard?
But just tell me, Daisy, is

it really true that he met her
in Paris and fell in love with
her there?"
"He did meet her in Paris

with her aunt," Daisy ad-
mitted guardedly.

" And are they engaged ?

Do tell me that? Are they
engaged ?

"

"
ISTo, Mrs Power. They are

not."

Mrs Power leant back in her
chair. "Exactly what I said

myself ! It's just the gossip
of a place like this. But
there you are ! You can't stop

people saying nasty things."
" What about ?

"
Daisy was

up in arms. "What about,
Mrs Power?"

"
Oh, well, 'tisn't worth not-
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icing things like that. I never

listen to them myself."
" Still I'd rather know them.

What are people saying ?
"

"Oh well, indeed, Daisy,

they're saying things about

you and Stephen. But, as I

say
"

"About us?"
"About Daisy ?

"
Mary cried.

"What on earth for?"

"Mrs Power, what are they

saying?"
Mrs Power arranged the

strings of her bonnet. "Well,

Daisy, I'll give it to you, word
for word. What I heard was
that Frank and Isabel Costello

were engaged, and that when
Isabel came back to Water-

ford, you put your foot down
and wouldn't hear of the

match because she has no

money ; and that Stephen was
seen going into Miss Costello's

on Sunday after last mass.
Mind you, I'm only repeating
what I heard!"

" Oh !

"
Daisy stamped her

foot with vexation. "
Oh, how

annoying ! How sickening !

"

" Of course it is, my dear !

But there you are!"
"I wonder if Isabel herself

spread the story !

"

"Oh, fie, Mary! As if she'd
do such a thing !

"

Mary shrugged her shoulders.

"Oh, how annoying! How
annoying !

"
Daisy said again.

"Ah, now don't! You'll
make me sorry I told you at
all Make the best of it!

Make up your mind what
you're going to do!"

"I don't know what to do.

Stephen will be furious."
"Will I give you a bit of

advice ?
"

" Do ! Oh, do ! You're

awfully good at knowing the

right thing." Daisy revived

at the prospect of help.

"Well, then, my advice is

to be as nice as ever you can

to Isabel. Ask her here while

you are in town; and as soon

as you go out to Kilmeaden
have her to stay with you
there."

"Oh, Mrs Power, not Kil-

meaden !

"
Mary cried. " She

needn't have her at Kil-

meaden !

"

"And why not, dear?"
"Because Daisy always has

who she likes there. It's the

country and and "

"Oh, I don't know, Mary!"
Daisy objected suddenly. "Per-

haps Mrs Power is right.
After all, if we have her here,

people won't notice it so much;
but if we ask her to Kilmeaden

they'll say she must certainly
be friends with us."

"That's it, Daisy! That's

what I say. And now, like a

good girl, tell me about Frank.
He really is here, isn't he ?

"

"
Oh, yes ; he's upstairs now !

He wanted a rest, you know,
after the journey."
"Poor fellow! To be sure

he did ! I suppose Stephen is

delighted to have him back?"
Oh oh, yes ! Delighted."

"
And, Daisy, dear

" Mrs
Power drew her chair close

to Daisy's and dropped her
voice to the confidential key.
"Daisy, dear, tell me now if

it's at all true that he's really
in love with her?"

Daisy hesitated, mindful of

Stephen's warning, mindful
too of Mary's deterring eyes;
then the unspeakable joy of
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imparting such a story broke
down all barriers.

"Mrs Power," she said, "it's

the most deadly secret, and
there isn't another person
living that I'd tell it to; but
if you'll give me your solemn

promise not to breathe a word
of it

" And so the story
was told.

Before a week had passed
all Waterford knew for a

certainty that Isabel Costello

and Frank Carey had seriously

contemplated marriage ;
and

that, for some unknown reason,
Frank had returned unexpect-
edly to his native town, and
was now in hermit-like seclu-

sion in Lady Lane with his

engagement, and presumably
his heart, irrevocably broken.

Now, whatever the secret

streams that may issue from
a wound dealt by Cupid, only
one expression of opinion is

likely to be obtained from the

public namely, a deep and

protracted study of the lady
in the case. So while Frank,
lovelorn and disconsolate, pined
in his solitude, Isabel saw new
vistas opening in her social

world, and the ten days that
followed the eventful morning
found her playing tennis at

the Powers', croquet at the

Burkes', and being initiated

into the mysteries of cards at

the Nevilles' and the Norris's.

Everywhere she went she was
stared at, whispered about, and
made much of, for a girl who
has broken an engagement in

an atmosphere where marriage
is not easy of attainment must
of necessity have a claim to

consideration. There is a good
deal of the child in the Celtic
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nature, in the sense that the

eyes and the ears are caught
by the passing show ;

and that,
also like the child, the sound
of a new drum will send the

feet racing down a side street

at the heels of a fresh crowd.
Some of the mothers may
perhaps have had secret mis-

givings, wondering in their

own minds whether it was en-

tirely right that a girl should
be socially in evidence while
her rejected lover was still in

the same town; but if they
had doubts, their sons had

none, and their daughters,
from sentiment or expediency,
saw fit to have none either

and Isabel was the attraction

of the hour.

For Isabel herself this success

was not without result. As on
the night of her first dance,
she expanded in the sun of

admiration, as the butterfly

spreads its wings to the sum-
mer heat. On a larger stage
she enacted again the scene

that Carey's first coming had

interrupted on the night at

Fair Hill, when the little group
of men had clamoured for her

programme. In those pleasant

days she tasted adulation for

the first time, knowing the

joy of giving and withholding,

seeing the moves in that subtle

game where the head directs

while the heart beats steady;
and all the time there was the

consciousness that sooner or

later the real man would step
out from this background of

shadows, drawing her with
him into the real world. As
she laughed and talked and

jested this consciousness was
alive, a flame burning out

G
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of sight, ready to leap up and

scorch. Some day, some mo-

ment, the call would come, and

her nature would flow out, an

unsluiced current flooding to-

wards the sea. And in themean-

time? In the meantime, she

was young and she was alive !

CHAPTER XV.

Although Isabel had been

going to and fro for nearly a

fortnight in the Careys' inti-

mate circle, she had heard no

definite news of Frank. Either

from that hyper - sensitiveness

that the Irish feel about ap-

proaching a delicate subject, or

because there was no real

friendship to warrant the in-

trusion, people avoided the

matter altogether or skirted

carefully round it when she

happened to be present ; so,

although she knew vaguely
that Frank was still at Lady
Lane, she was entirely ignor-
ant of the mental conflict that

was going forward between the

brothers.

Carey she had not seen since

the night of the dinner-party ;

from Frank himself no word
came; while Mary and Daisy
preserved a resolute silence on
the subject.

It was not until the eleventh

day that the position was made
clear to her. She had been

playing tennis all the after-

noon, and only returned to

New Town to hurry through
the tea that in such house-
holds as Miss Costello's takes
the place of dinner, and to

change her dress for an evening
party at Fair Hill. She was
flushed with exercise and in

high spirits when she entered
the house, and the gay tune of a

song that had caught her fancy

rose to her lips as she crossed

the little hall and laid her

tennis racket on the old-

fashioned hat-stand.
" Miss Isabel," ventured the

slovenly maid who had ad-

mitted her,
" there's a letter

for you. It come by the last

post, an' I put it in the drawer
in the stand."

" For me, Lizzie ? Who from,
I wonder!" Isabel hastily

pulled the drawer open and
took up the envelope bearing
her name. The handwriting
was unfamiliar, but the post-
mark was Waterford, and her

first feeling was of relief that

at least it was not from Frank.
Then suddenly, by the suggest-
ion of ideas, a flash of intuition

enlightened her: she blushed,
and with an almost nervous
haste put the letter unopened
into her pocket.

" Is tea ready, Lizzie ?
"

Lizzie, who cherished ro-

mantic ideas, looked disap-

pointed.
"
Oh, yes, miss ! Tea

is on," she said.
" Is Aunt Teresa in the par-

lour?"
"
Yes, miss ; she's goin' on

with it."

Isabel received the informa-
tion with a nod, and passed on
into the little sitting-room.
At sound of her entry Miss

Costello looked up from her

meal, which consisted of strong
tea, bread and butter, and a
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boiled egg.
"
Well, Isabel !

"
she

said,
"
you seem very pleased

with yourself. Did you win
the game of tennis ?

"

At another time Isabel would
have replied that she had played
seventeen games and won
eleven; but now she merely
walked round the table and

imprinted a kiss on Miss
Costello's forehead.

" I did grandly, auntie. 'Twas
a lovely day."

" Who was there ? Will you
have an egg for your tea, or

would you like a chop cooked ?
"

"An egg will do." Isabel

seated herself and began to cut

a round of bread from the loaf

on the table.
"
Well, and who was there ?

I never knew such a girl ! You
don't tell a person a thing."

"
Oh, auntie, indeed I do !

"

"
Well, then, who was there

to-day ?
" Miss Costello rose

and, opening the door, called

down the passage
"
Lizzie, boil

another egg!"
"Well?" she repeated, as

she seated herself again.

"Oh, let me see! The Nevilles

and the Cranes and some of

the Power boys and Mary
Norris."

"And who did you play
with?"
"With Willie Neville some

of the time, and some of the
time with Owen Power."
"With Owen Power? And

how did Mary Nbrris like that ?

Everybody said last year that

he was going in for her."

"Well, I don't think he spoke
two words to her to-day."

Miss Costello's black eyes
took a hurried survey of her
niece. "Isabel," she said sev-

erely,
" I hope you're not a

flirt."

"Aunt Teresa!" Isabel's

temper flared up, and then, for

some mysterious reason, died

down again, and was replaced

by a sunny laugh.
"
Why,

auntie ?
"

she substituted in a

coaxing voice.
" Because you ought to be

very careful after what has

happened."
"Why?"
" Because people might talk."

At this juncture Lizzie en-

tered with the egg, and Isabel

was helped to a cup of the

strong tea; but immediately
they were alone again she re-

verted to the subject.
"
Auntie," she said,

" I told

you before that I don't mind
one scrap whether people talk

or not. I suppose it's my
nature, but it doesn't seem to

me to matter, as long as you
can please yourself and be

happy, whether people speak
about you or don't. I try and

try to work myself up to being
terrified of their talk, but it's

no good. I can't." She paused
in her healthy consumption of

bread and butter, and stared

into her aunt's face with her

bright, eager eyes. "Am I

very queer, Aunt Teresa ?
"

Miss Costello stirred her tea

nervously, for she disliked these

searching questions.
"
Well,

any priest will tell you that

you must consider your neigh-
bours !

"
she said.

"I know. But supposing
your neighbours don't seem
half as real to you as you
seem to yourself? Supposing
you can't keep thinking of

whether this is wrong, or that
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is wrong, no matter how hard

you try?"
"Your conscience will tell

you that."

Isabel was silent for a mo-

ment: then the questioning

glance flashed back to her

aunt's face. "Auntie, what

exactly is conscience ?
"

Miss Costello dropped her

spoon in perfectly unaffected

horror.
" Good gracious, child !

You don't mean to tell me
that the nuns didn't teach

you that?"
"Of course they taught me

in a set sort of a way, but

that's not what I mean at all !

I mean how do you really and

truly know when a thing is

right or wrong ?
"

Miss Costello's lips tightened.
"Do you mean to say you
don't know when you commit
a sin?"

"
Oh, I'd know if I told a lie,

and I'd know if I stole any-

thing, of course, because 'twould

be a fact, and I couldn't help

knowing it. But what I mean
is that I don't feel things to be

wrong here." She touched her

breast lightly. "I remember
the nuns in Dublin used

to talk about people having
1

qualms of conscience,' but I

never really understood what
it meant. Am I very queer ?

"

Miss Costello finished her tea

hurriedly. "Yes, you are," she
said agitatedly ;

" and a young
girl like you has no business at
all to talk about such things.
Leave them to those that know
better." She set down her cup
with a rattle and, leaving her
niece to ponder this wisdom,
walked out of the room.

Left alone, Isabel took her

[Jan.

letter from its hiding-place and

looked at it, turning it over and

over in her hand ;
then with a

little smile, meant for herself

alone, she slipped it back into

her pocket and finished her tea

with a certain slow enjoyment.
In her own room, with the

door locked, she at last felt

free to dethrone imagination for

reality, and, sitting on the side

of her bed, she drew the letter

forth once more and slowly

opened the envelope. A min-

ute sufficed for the reading of

the enclosure, a very short,

very commonplace note, which

merely ran

"DEAR Miss COSTELLO, I

have at last brought my brother

to see reason, and he goes back
to Paris to-night. I did not

write before, because I had

nothing definite to report.
Believe me, sincerely yours,

"STEPHEN CAREY."

The first feeling that coursed

through her mind was keen

disappointment : the curtness,
the formality of the letter came
like sharp blows on the malle-

able soil of her sensitiveness.

He might have said a word of

gratitude ! He might have sent

one kind message ! She sprang
from the bed in sudden anger,
tossed the letter upon the

dressing-table, and with quick,
resentful movements began to

take down her thick black hair

and re-dress it for the night's

festivity. Her fingers worked

rapidly, brushing, coiling, pin-

ning, the long black strands,
until at last the work was
done ; then, with the same re-

sentful haste, she slipped off
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the blue cotton shirt she had
been wearing, and, throwing
open the door of her wardrobe,
stood considering what she
should put on. The choice was
not very extensive : she looked
at the white cashmir and the

blue serge, her uniform dresses

that had been lengthened for

her by a New Town dressmaker
since her return from school,
and both were instantly con-

demned; next came the pink
muslin, but that had seen con-

siderable service in the last

few weeks and already drooped
pathetically ; next came a

couple of blouses and a black

alpaca skirt that had belonged
to her aunt, but her eye was
full of disfavour as it fell on

these, and turned instinctively
to the last remaining garment

a plain, mauve, linen dress,
more suitable for morning than
for evening wear, but which
fitted her well, and found added
value in her estimation by
reason of being her latest

acquisition.
She had worn this dress on

the morning of her interview
with Frank, and at another

time, perhaps, the disagreeable
association would have made
her shrink from putting it on

;

but to-night her anger and

disappointment gave immun-
ity from such superstitions, and
without hesitation she took the
skirt from its hook and slip-

ped it over her head. A few
minutes more completed her

preparations ; and with a last

glance into the mirror at her
flushed face and rebellious eyes,
she took her way towards the
door. But at the door she

stopped, hesitated, and with an

air half-defiant, half-shy, went
back to the dressing-table and

picked up Carey's offending
letter. As if ashamed of her

weakness, she thrust it sur-

reptitiously into her pocket ;

and as it slipped into the

hidden recess, her fingers
touched something smooth and

cold, and the expression of her

face altered suddenly memory
striving with surprise, as she

withdrew her hand and brought
to light the little bottle she had
wrested from Frank a week

ago, and had forgotten in the

stress of newer events.

She stood for a moment, un-

pleasantly moved by the sight
of this small object. With the

fascination of all deadly things,
the harmless -looking tabloids

held her gaze : she looked at

them with a close, repugnant
curiosity ; she shook the bottle

until they rattled against the

glass ; she even drew the cork
and allowed one to roll out

upon her palm.
She looked at it, as it lay

there, one key of the many
that could open the great gate,

and for a moment the shadow
of its potency fell on her chill-

ingly. The personal contem-

plation of death had always
been abhorrent to her ; with an
almost superstitious dread, her
keen vitality had always re-

coiled from it. Death existed,

certainly ! Existed for the old,
for the exhausted, for the unfit,

but not for health and youth
not for such as she !

She remained a moment
longer, held by the small white
tabloid in her hand : then, by
some curious working of the

mind, an overwhelming repug-
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nance surged over her; she the wall, and, thrusting the

dropped it back, ran across bottle into a drawer, locked

the room to a cupboard in it out of sight.

CHAPTER XVI.

Many emotions chased each

other through Isabel's mind
as she made her way to Fair

Hill; and as she walked into

the room set aside for the

guests' wraps, the little group
of girls already assembled

glanced round at her express-
ive face with the mingled curi-

osity, admiration, and uncer-

tainty that she always aroused.

Mary Norris, who had taken

up her position at the dressing-

table, saw her in the mirror,
and addressed her without

turning round. "
Hallo, Isabel !

Is that a new dress ?
"

Isabel laughed.
"
Nearly

new," she said.

"And is the mauve by way
of mourning ?

"

"Mourning? How?"
Mary carefully took a little

powder from a box on the

table and dabbed it on her

cheeks. "The king is dead!

Long live the king !

"
she

said in her most aggravat-
ing voice.

"Mary is sarcastic, so she's

putting on powder," said Amy
Hennessy, the pretty girl with
the impertinent eyes, who had
criticised Isabel on the night
of her first dance.

Mary turned round indig-
nantly. "This isn't powder,
Amy, it's crushed starch."
No one offered to challenge

this Jesuitical statement
;
but

Amy pushed past her to the

glass.

"Well, let me see my hair,

anyway! What's to go on

here to-night?"
"
Bridge for those who have

brains to play it," said Mary
promptly ;

" and the garden for

those who haven't. Would you
like a loan of my fur coat,

Amy?"
There was a little titter of

laughter at this, for it was

diplomatic to be amused by
Mary's sallies.

"No, thank you, Mary!"
Amy retorted. "The conser-

vatory will be quite good
enough for me."

There was a fresh laugh;
and chatting and chaffing,
the girls departed, leaving

Mary and Isabel alone.

Mary put in a hairpin or

two, and settled the black

velvet ribbon at her neck.
" Frank Carey is gone back

to Paris !

"
she announced.

" I know," said Isabel.

"Who told you? 'Twas only

to-day Stephen got him to see

reason
; and he shipped him off

this evening, before he could

change his mind."
"I know. Mr Carey wrote

to me." Isabel took up a comb
and arranged her hair, which
had been blown into untidiness

by her walk.
" Oh !

"
Mary stole a quick

glance at her. "That was a

condescension of Stephen's !

Was the letter more than two
lines long?"
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"I didn't count."

"You should have. Ste-

phen's letters always make me
feel that he's missing the six-

and - eightpence. Are you
ready ?

"

Passing out of the bedroom
and down the stairs, the first

person they came upon was
Owen Power, lounging in a

wicker chair in the hall and

flirting with Amy Hennessy,
Immediately they appeared, he
looked up, and, with a superb
lack of courtesy, turned his

back on his companion, and
came slowly across the hall.
"
Well, Mary !

" he said.

"Well, Miss Costello! You
look very fit after your ten-

nis !

"

Isabel, still smarting under

Mary's sarcasms, seized child-

ishly on the opportunity to

hurt. " How could I be tired,"
she said, "when I had such a

good partner?"
Mary glanced at her, amazed

by the encouragement of her

tone, and Power gave a self-

conscious laugh.
"Oh, I don't know about

that ! I don't know about
that !

"

He laughed again and
twisted his short moustache.
"What are you going to do

to-night ? I think myself it's

much too hot for cards." He
looked directly into her eyes;
and then, bidden by some

twinge of conscience, turned
to Mary, including her in the

question.

Mary flushed, but her glance
met his with level coldness.

"Oh, do you think that?" she

said.
" I'm longing for a game

myself. I'd be very sorry in-

deed to give up bridge for any-

thing you could find in this

house." With a quick, con-

temptuous nod, she passed
him and crossed the hall to

the dining-room.
The two, left to themselves,

were silent for a moment, then
Power gave another empty
laugh.

" '

Mary, Mary, quite
contrairy !

' "
he quoted.

" But
that needn't spoil things for

us."

Isabel hated him for the

words; but she hated Mary
Norris more, so she ignored
the lesser feeling and answered
with a smile

"What are we going to

do?"
"Go out in the garden,

of course, as soon as you've
said how d'you do to the

dragon !

"

They crossed the hall, as

Mary had done, and passed
into the dining-room, where
Mrs Burke and her two daugh-
ters were hovering about a

table set out with tea and
coffee. Groups of people were

clustering round the good
things, eating and talking,
while in the distant corners

of the room others were al-

ready sitting down to cards

under the direction of Michael
Burke.
As Isabel entered the room

at Power's side, her mind sud-

denly leaped to interest, for

the first person her eyes lighted

upon was Stephen Carey, bend-

ing down to catch the voluble

chatter of a little old lady in

a grey silk dress. Carey was
here, then ! She smiled at Mrs
Burke, without hearing her

greetings. Would he turn his
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head? Would he see her?

The questions crossed and re-

crossed her mind in unanalysed
confusion.

She took her tea from Power s

hand, laughing at some jest of

his. Life was interesting again
full of zest, full of possibil-

ity.
She lingered over her tea, her

eyes glancing surreptitiously
towards the tall figure and the

characteristic head, while her

tongue ran on in a stream

of empty talk. At last she

was compelled to set her cup
down.
"Won't you have tea, Mr

Power?" she asked, hoping
for an excuse to linger.
Power looked worldly-wise.

" Not me !

" he whispered.
"I've had a whisky upstairs
in the old man's room. Are

you ready?"
She nodded. After all, Carey

was in the house ! They must

meet, sooner or later !

"
Yes,

I'm quite ready," she said ;
and

with the buoyant sense that

everything was still to come,
she followed Power, as he

edged a way round the table

and out into the hall.

At the open hall -door they
paused, and he looked at her.

"Well," he said; "and so I'm
to have a talk with you at
last !

"

She laughed. "A talk?
What have you got to say?"

"Ah, wait and see! I have

plenty to say to you !

" He led
the way down the steps, and
as they crossed the gravelled
drive he took out his cigarette
case. "Do you mind if I
smoke? Or, perhaps, you'll
have a cigarette yourself ? All
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the girls here smoke, only they
don't pretend it."

Isabel's eyes opened. "Do

they, really ? We used to

smoke in Paris whenever we

got the chance, but I thought

they were too good here."
"
Lord, no ! Won't you have

one?"
Her eyes flashed. "I'd love

to ! Do you think I might ?
"

"Why not? Come down
here, and not a soul will

see !

" He pointed to a long
dark alley leading off the

avenue.

For a moment she looked

doubtful ; then, casting her mis-

givings aside, she turned as he

directed. The path, which was
known as " The Lover's Walk,"
was thickly hemmed in by
cedars and laurels, which even
in dry weather kept the ground
damp and the air moist and
close.

" It's a funny place !

"
she

said, as they made their way
onward. "I don't think I

like it."

"Oh, it's all right! It's a
bit of the old garden the

only bit that has managed to

hold on through Michael's

improvements."
"I don't think I like it. It

has a creepy feel."

He laughed and edged a

little nearer to her. "Afraid
of ghosts, what?"

"Ghosts! As if

in ghosts !

" Her

nervously sharp,

you going to give me the

cigarette ?
"

" Do you want it so soon ?
"

" Of course I do. I came for

it, didn't I?"
Without further demur he

I believed

voice was
" Aren't
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took two cigarettes from his

case, and putting one between
his lips, struck a match.
"You light yours from mine!

Matches splutter so much in

here." He handed her the

remaining cigarette, which she

raised somewhat hesitatingly
to her lips.

"I think I'll have the match,"
she said.

"I tell you 'twill go out.

It's as damp as anything under
these trees."

"Well, I thinkl'd rather
"

"What nonsense! Come
along !

" He made his own
cigarette glow, and bent his

face towards hers.

Half-uncertainly she stepped
towards him.

" That's no good ! You must

pull on it. Look here, stand
nearer !

" He put his hand on
her shoulder, and as the two

cigarettes glowed he looked

straight into her eyes.
"Do you know what an

awfully pretty girl you are?"
Isabel laughed, shaking his

hand from her shoulder. "Am
I?"

" Are you, indeed ? I should
think you are. But I'll tell

you what you are, too. You're
a flirt."

"Why should you say that?"
" Why ? Doesn't all Water-

ford know how you chucked

poor Frank Carey?"
" And because all Waterford

says it, it must be true ?
"

"
Well, seeing is believing !

Come now ! Admit !

"

Isabel looked at him, and a
certain triumph half -excited,
half-nervous marked her sense

of conquest.
"And suppose I do admit?"

"
Well, what do you think ?

"

With a ready movement he

caught her hand.

She freed herself sharply,
and her laugh rang out high
and excited. "Listen!" she

said quickly. "Listen! There's

somebody coming somebody
coming up the path."

They both looked round,
struck into silence by steps on
the wet ground.
Power muttered something

uncomplimentary to all in-

truders, and Isabel gave a

little gasp.

"Why, it's Mr Carey!" she

said.

Carey came towards them
down the dark path : he was

walking very slowly and smok-

ing a cigar. Reaching them, he
half-turned as if to retrace his

steps, but Isabel stopped him.

"Mr Carey! Mr Carey,
aren't you going to speak to

us?"
His eyes travelled from the

cigarette between her fingers
to the shadowy figure of her

companion.
"It's so dark " he said,

"I scarcely knew "

"Oh, it's me me and Mr
Power."

" Ah ! Good-night, Power !

"

" Good -
night !

" Power said

ungraciously. "I suppose you're
like us found the house too

hot!"

"Yes, I thought I'd desert

for a while. I had no smoke
after dinner to-night. But I

mustn't inflict my company
on you !

"

He was turning again, but
Isabel took an impulsive step
forward. "But but we'd like

you to stay."
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He paused.
"
Oh, no ! Two

is company, you know !

"

"Well, if you won't stay,

we'll go back with you."

Carey laughed. "Will Mr
Power subscribe to that ?

"

Power ground his heel

silently into the path.
" Of course he will !

"
Isabel

answered.
" Bather !

" Power said rude-

ly. "I must go back to the

house, anyway. They'll be

looking for me for bridge."
" I see. Then will Miss Cos-

tello go back too ?
"

"No!" Isabel answered for

herself. "I'll stay on with

you: I want to finish my
cigarette." And having settled

the question, she led the way
back to the avenue

; and, with
the cigarette ostentatiously
between her lips, stepped to

Carey's side, while Power ran

up the steps and entered the
house.

As he disappeared, Carey
looked down at her. " I can't
make you out !

"
he said in a

slow, deep voice.

"Why?"
He answered by another

question.
" Do you know that

I saw you before you saw
me?"

"Just now?"
He nodded.
"Oh!" She flicked the ash

from her cigarette.
" Don't you think you might

wait till that poor beggar is

decently out of the country
before you begin turning other
heads?"
She stood silent.
" Why do you flirt with men

like Power ? Why do you give

them the chance to talk about

you?"
Her lashes lifted, and she

shot a swift glance at him.

"I don't know."
"You don't know?"
"
Something makes me."

He stared at her angry,

perplexed, attracted. " Do you
like this chap, Power?"

"No."

"Then, good heavens, why
do you let him take you out

into the garden in this con-

spicuous way give you cigar-
ettes actually make love to

you under the eyes of anybody
who might happen to pass

by?"
"He wasn't making love."

With an attempt at bravado,
she raised the cigarette to her

lips ; but before it could touch

them, Carey seized it from
between her fingers and threw
it away among the bushes.

She stared at him, and her

pulses gave a sudden unac-
countable throb.

" Why did you do that ?
"

"Because if nobody else will

stop you from making a fool of

yourself, I will."

The words and the tone
were harsh

;
but they had the

inestimable worth of things
wrung spontaneously from the

speaker. Carey had never been
so near to her as in that

moment of anger.
" And do you mind whether I

make a fool of myself or not ?
"

For one second he seemed on
the brink of speech; then he
turned away, avoiding her

questioning eyes.
" Never

mind !

"
he said. " Come into

the house !

"
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CHAPTER XVII.

It was the day following the

evening party at Fair Hill

and Mrs Michael Burke's "At
Home "

day. She was waiting
in solemn state in the big

drawing - room, while her

daughters, Aileen and Angela,
flitted here and there, altering
the position of a flower-vase,

rearranging a book or a paper,

lowering or raising the Vene-
tian blinds. Aileen and Angela
Burke were what is best de-

scribed as "nice girls." Bound-
faced, red-cheeked, ridiculous-

ly like their father, they had
all the sterling qualities of

Michael Burke ; and, like him,
lived under the iron rod of

their mother's rule. As they
moved hither and thither now
about the showy room, they
kept up a little whispered
duologue, which they inter-

rupted every minute to take a

furtive look at the stiff-backed

chair in which Mrs Burke sat

reading a novel.

"I wonder if any one will

come to-day !

"
Angela, the

younger and brighter
- look-

ing of the two, remarked, as
she drew a peacock - feather
fire-screen into prominence.
"Wasn't last night awful?"
"I didn't think 'twas bad."
" Of course you didn't ! You

were sitting on the stairs with
Tom Norris. 'Twas very dif-

ferent for me, having to play
bridge all night with old

Cusacke. Oh, dear ! I'm sick

of my grand relations!"

Mrs Burke, whose hearing
was as sharp as a needle,
looked up from her book.

" What are you talking about,
children ?

"

"Nothing, mother!"
" Then come down here near

me, Angela ! I heard a ring
at the door. If this is any
one, Aileen, you can pour out

the tea."

"All right, mother!"
Mrs Burke opened her book

again.
" I think Henry Cusacke

may turn in later," she said.

"If he does, I hope you'll be

nice to him. It's lonesome for

the poor fellow away from his

regiment."

Angela, who had obediently

dropped to a stool at Mrs
Burke's feet, pouted her red

lips. "But, mother, I don't

like him."
Mrs Burke patted her cheek.

"Nonsense, darling ! You know
nothing at all about your own
mind. Just do as I tell you.

Oh, here's Mrs Carey ! How
nice of you to come, Mrs Carey !

And Mr Norris ! And Miss
Norris !

" She rose and greeted
the guests with just the due
amount of artificiality, while

Daisy and Mary rustled forward
towards the tea-table, carefully

arranging their dresses as they
sank into their chairs.

"I suppose Stephen hasn't

been here, Mrs Burke ?
"
Daisy

said.
" No. Is Mr Carey coming ?

"

" Yes. He promised that he'd

call for us in the motor." She
could scarcely conceal the pride
that the announcement caused
her.

Mrs Burke looked a little

patronising.
"
Oh, the new
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motor? I hear he drives it

himself now. I hope he finds

it more satisfactory than poor
Mr Leader did."

Daisy smiled graciously at

what she considered Mrs
Burke's natural jealousy. "Oh,
it's the greatest success, Mrs
Burke. I'm afraid 'twas poor
Mr Leader's own fault that he

had so much trouble with it.

It takes somebody who under-

stands these things
"

"No doubt, indeed ! I hope
you weren't tired last night."

"Tired? We were just say-

ing as we came up the avenue
what a lovely party it was.

Weren't we, Mary?"
"That's what we want, Mrs

Burke, you know !

" Tom broke

in; "that old spirit of sociality
that's dying out in Ireland. I

agree with my sister that I

never enjoyed myself so much
in all my life as I did last

night."
Aileen Burke blushed hotly

behind the big silver urn.

Mrs Burke condescended to

smile at his compliment. Tom
might not be the pinnacle of

maternal ambition, but, failing
other schemes, he was not to
be despised.

" That's very kind
of you, Mr JSTorris," she said

affably.
" I wish everybody

was as easily pleased. Will

you make yourself useful now,
and help the girls with the
tea?"
With great alacrity Tom

retired to the tea-table, and
presently the sound of muffled

laughter gave proof of his awk-
wardness and Aileen's chaffing
criticism.

As the cups were being
passed round by Angela the

door opened again, and Mrs
Power large, florid, and smil-

ing came forward into the
circle.

"Well, Ellen, I hear there

was never such a party !

Josephine can talk of nothing
else. How are you, Daisy,
dear? How are you, Mary?
And Aileen and Angela ?

" In
her motherly way she kissed

all the girls, and then shook
hands with Norris. "Indeed,
Tom, I heard all about you ;

but we won't tell tales out of

school!"
Aileen once more sought

shelter behind the urn, and
Mrs Burke gave one of her
hard laughs. "What did

Owen think of our bridge?"
she asked, tactfully turning
the subject. "I expect we
seem very much behindhand
after Dublin."

"Indeed I didn't see Owen
since last night. He went on
to some poker party or other
after bringing Josephine home,
and he wasn't up this morn-

ing when I was going out to

mass."

Mrs Burke said nothing, but
her face was eloquent in criti-

cism of Mrs Power's family
management.
Mary Norris laughed sud-

denly. "Oh, indeed, Owen was

enjoying himself last night, Mrs
Power! Wasn't he, Aileen?"
It was Mary's first contribu-

tion to the conversation, and it

was given in her most telling
vein.

Aileen Burke gave an em-
barrassed little laugh. "I
didn't see him at all, Mary."

"Didn't you? Oh, he had
a very good time last night."
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Mrs Burke looked severe.
" I thought Owen was playing
bridge all the time."

"Oh, not all the time, in-

deed, Mrs Burke ! He was out
in the garden first."

"Who with, Mary?" asked
Mrs Power.

Mary tossed her head. "
Oh,

I'm not going to say who
with

;
but they went down

the Lover's Walk, and Lillie

O'Farrell saw them both smok-

ing cigarettes."
"Both smoking, did you

say, Miss Norris ?
" Mrs Burke

asked, her back stiffening per-

ceptibly. "I can scarcely be-

lieve that any girl in my house
would do such a thing as

smoke."

Mary, who consumed many
cigarettes a day in the privacy
of her own room, looked be-

comingly grave. "Not in the

house, Mrs Burke. I said in

the garden."
Mrs Burke's lips tightened.

"I confess I don't see much
difference between the two !

And I'd like to know who the

girl was."
Aileen and Angela, them-

selves conscious of stolen

smokes, drew away behind
the sheltering figure of Mrs
Power, but Tom ISTorris came
forward into the group.

"Don't, Polly!" he said.

"'Twould be mean. After

all, what's in a cigarette ?
"

"
Oh, nothing but a little

paper and a bit of tobacco
if the girl happens to be

pretty!"
"I think there's a great

deal, Mr Norris, if you ask

me," said Mrs Burke severely.
"I know that people are get-

ting more lax every day, but
for my part, I'd be very sorry
indeed to see a daughter of

mine smoking."
"Oh, I don't know!" said

Tom stoutly. "I don't see

any harm in it."
"
Perhaps she picked up the

habit abroad !

"
put in Daisy

in her pretty, mincing voice.

Mrs Burke jumped to a

quick conclusion. " Abroad ?
"

she said. "Abroad? Why,
then it must have been Isa-

bel ! Miss Norris, was it

Isabel?"

Mary shrugged her shoulders.
" 'Twasn't I let the cat out of

the bag, anyway !

"

Daisy laughed a little.
"
Suppose I oughtn't to have

said it ! But, really, Isabel

seems to be getting herself so

much talked about lately
"

"That it doesn't matter
how much more you say?"
added Tom. " How like a
woman !

"

"For goodness' sake, Tom,
talk about something you un-
derstand!" said Mary irritably.
Tom became mute, and re-

tired again to the tea-table,
while Mrs Burke drew her
chair nearer to Daisy's. "I
believe people are talking
rather too much about Isa-

bel," she said in a lower tone.

"Is it true, now, Mrs Carey,
that she really did treat your
brother-in-law badly ?

"

Daisy dropped instantly to

the confidential key. "Well,
indeed, Mrs Burke, I don't
like to say anything, but poor
Frank looked more like a

ghost than anything else that

morning that he came down
from New Town. I hardly
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knew him when he walked

into the dining-room."
"
Yes, indeed, and everybody

in Waterford is saying that

'twas the Careys broke off the

match," put in Mary. "It's

awfully hard on Daisy."
"And who minds what

people say, Mary?" said Mrs
Power.
"Not mind, indeed! You

have to mind."
"Indeed you have," Daisy

added. "A professional man
like Stephen can't afford to be

talked about: that's why it's

doubly hard on me."

"Well, Daisy, I told you
how you could stop all talk."

"I know, Mrs Power. By
asking her to the house."

"And then have her going
on like she did last night !

"

Mary supplemented.
"Miss Norris, I insist on

knowing where she smoked
the cigarette," said Mrs Burke,
recalled to the thought of her
own grievance.
"In the garden, Mrs Burke.

Lillie O'Farrell went out for

a couple of minutes with one
of the Goulding boys, and
while they were walking up
and down in front of the

house, Isabel came out with
Owen. Lillie says she was flirt-

ing dreadfully; and she heard
him offer her a cigarette."
"But what's in that, Mary!"

Mrs Power exclaimed. " Owen
is always chaffing and going
on. Who knows she ever
smoked at all?"

"Oh, yes, she did."

"How do you know? Did
Lillie follow them?"
"Not very likely that she

would!"

" Then how do you know ?
"

" I heard. Oh, there was a

good deal more, only I don't

want to say."
"Oh, Polly, do tell us!"

Daisy cried.

But Mary closed her lips.

"No; I won't tell any more."
"
But, Miss Norris, do you

think that's quite fair ? Surely,
when there is anything to tell,

it's our duty to tell it for the

good of others."

Mary smiled enigmatically.
"
Sometimes, perhaps, Mrs

Burke," she said,
" but not al-

ways. Don't you think we
ought to be going, Daisy?
I'm sure Stephen had a punc-
ture or something, and you
know I have that appointment
at Mrs Clarke's."

"
Oh, wait a little longer !

"

Mrs Burke urged. "He'll be
here presently. You never can
be up to time with a motor."

Daisy looked inclined to yield,
but Mary intervened again.

" But dressmakers don't take
that into account, Mrs Burke,"
she said; "and I have to try
on a new dress at Mrs Clarke's."

Daisy rose reluctantly, and
Tom tore himself away from
Aileen.

" What sort of a dress is it,

Mary ?
"

asked Mrs Power
good -

naturedly, interested at

once, and forgetful of the pre-

ceding passage of arms.
"
Oh, it's only a linen for Kil-

meaden, Mrs Power. We're

going down in a fortnight, you
know."

"Oh, yes! And I'm want-

ing Stephen to let me give a
little dance at Lady Lane the

night before we go," announced

Daisy, as she shook out her
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skirt and arranged her feather

boa. "
Everything will be put

away for the summer, and it

wouldn't be a bit of trouble."

"Oh, Mrs Carey, can't you
persuade him?" cried Aileen
and Angela simultaneously.
" 'Twould be simply heavenly!

"

"Of course he'll let you,

Daisy," said Mrs Power.
"
Stephen is the soul of good-

nature."
" If I were you, Mrs Carey,"

advised Mrs Burke, "I'd send
out the invitations and not tell

him a word about it till it was
all settled. Men have nothing
to do with things like that."

Mary laughed sarcastically.

"Say that to Stephen Carey,
Mrs Burke ! Are you coming,
Daisy?"
They shook hands all round,

and with a great deal of chat-

tering and laughter, left the

room.
"I ought to be going too,

Ellen," said Mrs Power, rising.

"Nonsense, Kate! Sit down."
"
Ah, no ; I must really ! I

have a lot of visits that are

hanging over me for months
;

and anyway, I don't like to

keep the horse standing, Good-

bye, Ellen! Good-bye, girls!
When are you coming to

Skerrybeg ? You're great
strangers to us."

"
Indeed, it's too much amuse-

ment they have," said their

mother. " Aileen is giving up
her painting altogether; and
as for Angela, she never touches
the piano."

"Perhaps they're beginning
to think of other things ! I

know a little bird whispered to

me that it wouldn't be long
before we heard something

about an engagement. Well,

good-bye !

" She passed out

of the room, smiling and nod-

ding.
"I don't know how Kate

Power can bring herself to be
so vulgar," said Mrs Burke as

the door closed. "And what
a fool she has been over those

spoiled, worthless sons of

hers!"
"
Mother, wouldn't it be

lovely if the Careys give the

dance ?
"

said Angela, her mind
bent on her own affairs.

"Indeed, if they do, your
father will have to take you!
I can't lose another night's
rest."

The girls exchanged a glance
of secret joy, for it was a red-

letter day when Michael Burke

played guardian.
"Mother," said Aileen sud-

denly,
" do you think that was

true about Isabel ?
"

Mrs Burke looked severely

judicial. "Well, I'd certainly
be very sorry to believe every-

thing Mary Norris says," she

replied; "but I have thought
more than once myself that

Isabel is rather free-and-easy
in her manner for Waterford."

"She's very pretty," said

Angela with unconscious phil-

osophy.
"She's too dark for my

taste. Besides, Angela, remem-
ber l handsome is that hand-
some does."

3

" Listen ! Listen, mother !

"

Aileen cried. " I hear a motor.
There's a motor coming up the
avenue."

"
Oh, it must be Mr Carey !

He must have just missed
them." Angela rushed to the

window.
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" It is ! It is, mother ! And

guess guess do guess who's

with him ? Aileen, come here !

Quick!"
Aileen flew across the room

to her sister's side, overturning
a footstool as she went.

"What, in the name of

goodness, is the matter?" ex-

claimed Mrs Burke crossly.
"One would think you never

saw a motor in your lives !

"

With a crunching of gravel,
the car sped round the house,

and a little cry of excite-

ment and interest escaped the

girls.
" Aileen ! Angela ! What on

earth is it ?
"

But before either could col-

lect herself sufficiently to give
a coherent answer the door of

the drawing-room was thrown

open, and Isabel Costello, with
her eyes dancing and her hair

blown into elf-locks, walked
into the room, followed by
Stephen Carey.

CHAPTER XVIII.

For one moment there was
silence in the large drawing-
room

; then Mrs Burke rallied

her social qualities and met the

situation.

"Isabel! And Mr Carey!
This is a surprise. A very
pleasant surprise !

"
she finished

with scrupulous politeness.

Carey stepped forward rather

hurriedly.
" Isn't my wife

here ?
"

he said as he took her
hand.

"Oh, no! Mrs Carey must
be gone nearly ten minutes.
How are you, Isabel?" She
shook hands with each in turn.
" No

; your wife got impatient,
Mr Carey or, I should say,
Miss Norris got impatient. She
had an appointment at the
dressmaker's."

"And, of course, nothing is

so important as a dressmaker,
Mr Carey," said Angela, as the
two girls came forward, steal-

ing furtively curious glances
at Isabel.

The news of Daisy's de-

parture seemed to disconcert
him. He glanced round, al-

most as though he contem-

plated flight.
"She might have waited,"

he said. "I told her I'd be

as soon as I could."

"Indeed, he was flying up
the hill when he met me,"

supplemented Isabel. "I felt

quite guilty for stopping the

car even for a minute though
the lift was too tempting to

refuse." Womanlike, it was
she who made the explanation
of their presence the explan-
ation that instinct told her
would be needed.

" I should think so, indeed !

"

said Aileen kindly.
" I wish

I had been walking up the
hill!"

Mrs Burke looked a little

severe. "Won't you have a

cup of tea, Mr Carey, now
that you are here ?

"

Again Carey looked round

uncomfortably. "Oh, I don't

know that I ought!" Then
as his eyes strayed round the
room they lit upon Isabel, and

unconsciously his expression
wavered. "

Well, thanks, Mrs
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Burke!" he said. "Thanks!
I will have a cup."

"I'm glad you altered your
mind ! Aileen, see after Mr
Carey. Isabel, come here and
sit near me." With the shep-

herding instinct of the mother,
she drew the object of most

danger to her own side.

"Well, Isabel, and how do

you like motor - cars ?
" she

asked, her eyes, piercing as

gimlets, searching the girl's
face.

"Oh, I simply adore them,
Mrs Burke! This is the first

I was ever in, and I thought
it was like heaven."
Mrs Burke gave one of her

stiff little smiles. "I hope
heaven will be more peaceful,
Isabel."

Isabel threw back her head.
"
Oh, do you, Mrs Burke ? I

don't. I wouldn't care a bit

for anything that was all peace
and quiet."
"You mustn't say that,

Isabel !

"

" Why ? Is it any harm ?
"

"Well, it's a little irrever-

ent, isn't it?"
" Is it ? I didn't mean it to

be. It only seems to me that
heaven must be like all the

loveliest things on earth, only
a thousand times better."

"The prophet's heaven?"
said Carey, smiling, as he
handed her her tea.

Mrs Burke coughed nerv-

ously.
" I don't think girls

ought to discuss theology, Mr
Carey. But perhaps I'm old-

fashioned."

"Is this theology?" said

Carey innocently.
She stiffened her shoulders.

"
Oh, you know what I mean.
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCVII.

All that girls need know is that

they must say their prayers
and never give bad example."

Isabel drank her tea, striving
to keep a still tongue ;

while

Mrs Burke, pleased at what
she considered her well-timed

reproof, turned to Carey with

greater friendliness.

"Well, Mr Carey, so you're
off to Kilmeaden soon ?

"

Isabel looked up. This

was the first she had heard
of the Careys departure to the

country.
"Yes," said Carey. "My

wife is anxious to get down
early this year and come back
in September. We found
Kilmeaden rather damp last

October."
" That'll be very nice ! And

you'll find the motor a great
convenience, instead of having
to drive up to town."

" Will you shut up the house
in Lady Lane, then?" Isabel

asked.
"
Oh, my wife puts in a char-

woman, in case any one wants
to come to town for a night.
But we live altogether at Kil-

meaden though I come up
every morning to the office."

"
Ah, there's no place like the

country ! It's so good for the

children," put in Mrs Burke.
Isabel finished her tea hast-

ily, and Carey laughed a little

awkwardly.
"
Oh, yes !

" he

said; "yes!"
" And what fine little fellows

they are ! I met them on the
road the other day with the

nurse. But Mrs Carey tells

me you're thinking of giving a
little party before you go ?

"

"
Oh, mother, she only said

they were talking of it."
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" But that's the same thing,

isn't it, Mr Carey?" said

Angela, looking up at him
with her good-natured smile.

"'Twouldn't be one bit of

trouble, you know, once the

house is upset. You'll let Mrs

Carey give it, of course; you
will, now ? Won't you ?

"

"
Oh, do, Mr Carey !

" chimed

in Aileen. " We were say-

ing only yesterday that there

wouldn't be another dance this

summer."

Carey looked at Isabel.

"Miss Costello, won't you
stand up for me ? It isn't fair,

you know ! Two to one !

"

"Oh, indeed, Isabel would love

it ! Wouldn't you, Isabel ?
"

Isabel's eyes met Carey's.
" Mr Carey knows I adore

dancing."
"And she's only had one

dance since she came home.

Oughtn't that soften your
heart ?

"

"Angela, you're very tor-

menting ! Let Mr Carey alone !

"

"
But, mother, it's his duty !

What has he a big house for,

if 'tisn't to give parties ?
"

"
Indeed, you're a great

tease ! I wonder Mr Carey
puts up with you. Isabel,
how is your aunt ?

"

At this decisive changing of

the conversation the topic of

the dance was dropped.
"Oh, she's very well, Mrs

Burke, thanks !

"
answered

Isabel. "
Only she has one of

her bad headaches to-day. She
said I was to excuse her. Only
for it, she'd have come up with
me."

"
Oh, poor thing ! And what

is she doing for it ?
"

"
Nothing."

"Nothing? What a mis-

take !

" Mrs Burke did a little

amateur doctoring on homoeo-

pathic lines, and took great

pride in the results. "The
minute you go home, Isabel,
tell her she is to take a tumbler
of soda-water with the juice of

a lemon in it ;
and if she's not

well in half an hour, she's to

send up to me for a globule.

Now, don't forget ! How many
simple cures there are, Mr
Carey, if we only knew them !"

"
Yes, indeed !

"
Carey mur-

mured.
" You may well say so ! I

believe myself that it only re-

quires a little faith and plenty
of cold water to do away with
doctors altogether ! Isabel, you
won't forget my message."
"Did you ever hear how

mother gave father a Turkish
bath in his own room?" whis-

pered Angela to Carey.
"Never."
She waited until her mother

was launched on another series

of directions to Isabel, then she

looked up at him, her round
face brimming with humour.

" It was long ago," she

whispered,
" one time father

had a cold. He was too bad to

go out, so mother thought she'd

give him a sort of Turkish bath
in the house, with blankets

and a spirit lamp. He fought
against it like anything, of

course but, you know, mother

always has her way."
Carey nodded.
"
Well, of course, father gave

in; but just as everything was

arranged and he was packed
up in the blankets, some people
called to see mother. As luck
would have it, who should they
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be but Wexford people that she

hadn't seen for years; so she
told poor father to keep quite

quiet, and not to imagine the

spirit lamp was too high, and
that she'd just run down and

say
' How d'you do ?

' and be
back again before he knew she
was gone !

" Here Angela went
into an irrepressible titter of

laughter.

"Well, what do you think

happened? She went down,
and in three minutes she was
buried in all the old scandals

that had happened in Wexford
for the last twenty-five years,
with every bit of thought of

father gone out of her head !

"

Carey, seeing the picture of

Michael, over the lighted spirit

lamp, powerless under his

weight of blankets, went off

into a peal of laughter.
Mrs Burke looked round.

"Is Angela amusing you, Mr
Carey? She's a terrible chatter-

box, I'm afraid."
" Miss Angela is very enter-

taining, Mrs Burke," he said.
" I think she ought to be given
her dance. Miss Angela, what
was the end?"

Angela looked at him mis-

chievously.
"
Oh, father had

escaped back to bed by the
time she came up," she whis-

pered, "but most of the blan-

kets were still on fire! But

you won't go back of your word
about the dance? Promise

now, you won't !

"

At this juncture Isabel stood

up.
" I think I must be going,"

she said. " Good -
bye, Mrs

Burke!"
To everybody's surprise

Carey put down his cup and
rose also.

"What, Mr Carey! Are

you going too?"
"If Miss Costello will let

me, I'll drive her home."
Isabel turned to him, all

pleasure, all delight, in a
moment. "Oh, no! Why
should I?"
"But why not? A fore-

taste of heaven is good for

the soul !

"

She laughed yieldingly.
"I am sure it will be very

pleasant for her to be driven

home," Mrs Burke put in

rather frigidly.
" Don't forget

about the lemon for your aunt's

head, Isabel."
"
No, Mrs Burke !

"
Isabel's

mind was speeding to other

things as she shook hands all

round.
"
Good-bye !

"
cried Angela

cordially.

"Good-bye!" added Aileen.

"We'll come out and see you
off."

"
No, children, I think you'd

better not ! There's a treacher-

ous fog these evenings, and

you both had sore throats last

week."
The girls looked disappointed,

but neither offered to oppose
the mandate.

"Well, we'll look at you
through the window," said

Aileen.
" And don't forget the dance,

Mr Carey !

"
Angela cried, as

the two guests disappeared
into the hall.

The setting in motion of the

engines was the work of a

moment, and with a good deal
of skill and precision Carey
swept the car round the open,
gravelled space at the corner
of the house.
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In a vague flash he saw the

faces of the Burke girls pressed

against the drawing-room win-

dow, but the impression passed
with the presence of the house,

and he drew in a quick, deep
breath of relief.

" What a woman !

" he said.

"What an atmosphere!" It

was remarkable that he spoke
his thoughts as though he were

alone, that by some hidden
link of comradeship he did not

question whether Isabel would
understand.

"Yes, I know!" she said

quickly.
" Don't you feel that

you can't stand it for one

second longer that you must

get up and scream in the very
middle of what she's saying ?

"

Unconsciously Carey checked
the pace of the car, and they
passed almost slowly through
the gates.
"Good God! "he said, "I've

sometimes felt that no man in

his senses would stand this life

for a single year ! Talk of rats

in a trap !

"

They swerved out into the

high-road ; but instead of turn-

ing down the steep hill that
led directly into Waterford, he
drove straight on, making a
detour.

Isabel sat with her hands

clasped loosely in her lap,

every nerve quivering to the
moment.
"Have you wanted to get

out into the world, then ?
"
she

said.

"Yes! Lord, yes! There
was a time But what's
the good

"

Her glance dropped to his

hands, strong and steady on
the steering wheel. "Won't

you tell me?" she whispered.
"I'd- love to hear."

There was nothing to alarm
in the low, enticing voice, and
he yielded, half unconsciously,
to its persuasion.

"
Oh, it's

only that I built my castles

once !

" he said,
" and that,

with half a chance, I might
have made my way. A man
isn't a man in a place like

this! What sort of a life is

it? Stagnation. The same

round, the same faces, the

same work, autumn, winter,
and spring, and in the sum-
mer Kilmeaden!" He gave
one of his sarcastic laughs.

" But if you liked you could

go away you have money."
For answer he increased the

speed of the car, sending it

spinning forward. "Miss Cos-

tello," he said, "look at the

rut at the side of this road !

If I ran the car into that rut,
we'd have to get ropes and
men and horses to drag her
out 'twouldn't help her one
atom that she's forty horse-

power in herself."

She grasped the simile, and
followed it up.

"
Yes, but you'd get the car

out, however you managed it !

"

"Ah, you're right there.

And perhaps I've had thoughts
for myself too."

She felt her senses quicken
at the sudden fire that touched
his voice, glowing up through
his words, and her impetuous
nature leaped to a response.
"Oh, I wish you weren't

going away!"
Carey reddened reddened

as though no span of years or

tale of responsibilities had
sealed the book of youth.
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"Why do you say that?" he
asked in a low, controlled

voice, from which he resolute-

ly shut out the eagerness, the

curiosity that were welling in

his mind.
" I don't know. Because

because you're different from
the others and I'll miss you."
The subtle flattery moved

him. " You'll miss me ? Do
you mean that ?

"

She nodded silently ;
and as

he turned to catch her expres-
sion, his glance rested on her

eyes, with their thick black
lashes on her warm mouth
on the elf-locks blown across

her smooth, soft cheek; and
the things of the world, the

things he had denied, surged
up overwhelmingly.

" You
oughtn't to miss me," he said

unevenly.
" 'Tis I ought to

miss you."
Isabel looked down. " I

wish you weren't going !

"

"'Twon't be for long; I'll

see you again soon."

Her glance flashed back to

his, warm and eager.
"How?"
The little whispered word

sent his blood racing through
his veins, and for one fierce

moment the temptation to say
"

I'll be alone at the office every

day
"
rose insistently ;

but with
a sudden shame at his own
thought he flung it aside.

"My wife is going to ask

you out to Kilmeaden," he said

instead.

"Me? To Kilmeaden ?" She
flushed to her temples with

swift, incredulous delight.
"Yes. You'll come, won't

you ?
"

Unconsciously he slack-

ened speed again.
Her glance fell.

He misinterpreted her sil-

ence. "
Oh, but you must

come," he said quickly. "I
won't allow you to refuse.

Look here ! I'll make you a

promise ! You like the car !

Well, I'll take you for such
drives as you'll never forget !

Will that tempt you?"
Isabel still looked down at

her clasped hands, her colour

coming and going.
"Answer! Isabel!"
It was the first time he had

used her name, though she had

long ago ceased to be "Miss
Costello

"
to all his people, and

she started, as though he had
touched her, the hot tide of

blood rushing back into her
face.

The car was barely mov-

ing ; he bent close to her.

"You're not angry? Say you
will come !

"

Then at last she met his

glance, her own eyes alight
with sudden exultation.

" I'm not angry I will

come."

(To be continued.}
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THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE.

To the English traveller in

America the language which

he hears spoken about him is

at once a puzzle and a surprise.
It is his own, yet not his own.

It seems to him a caricature

of English, a phantom speech,

ghostly yet familiar, such as

he might hear in a land of

dreams. He recognises its

broad lineaments ; its lesser

details evade, or confuse, him.

He acknowledges that the two

tongues have a common basis.

Their grammatical framework
is identical. The small change
of language the adverbs and

prepositions, though some-
times strangely used in

America, are not strange to

an English ear. And there

the precise resemblance ends.

Accent, idiom, vocabulary give
a new turn to the ancient

speech. The traveller feels

as though he were confronted
with an old friend, tricked out
in an odd suit of clothes, and
master of a new pose and un-
accustomed gesture.
The Americans are com-

monly reputed to speak through
their nose. A more intimate

acquaintance with their manner
belies this reputation. It is

rather a drawl that afflicts the
ear than a nasal twang. You
notice in every sentence a
curious shifting of emphasis.
America, with the true instinct
of democracy, is determined to

give all parts of speech an
equal chance. The modest
pronoun is not to be outdone

by the blustering substantive

or the self -
asserting verb.

And so it is that the native

American hangs upon the

small words : he does not clip
and slur the unimportant voc-

ables, and what his tongue
loses in colour it gains in

distinctness.

If the American continent

had been colonised by English-
men before the invention of

printing, we might have
watched the growth of another

Anglo-Saxon tongue, separate
and characteristic. American

might have wandered as far

from English as French or

Spanish has wandered from
Latin. It might have in-

vented fresh inflections, and

shaped its own syntax. But
the black art of Gutenberg
had hindered the free develop-
ment of speech before John
Smith set foot in Virginia,
and the easy interchange of

books, newspapers, and other

merchandise ensured a certain

uniformity. And so it was
that the Americans, having
accepted a ready-made system
of grammar, were forced to

express their fancy in an

energetic and a multi-coloured

vocabulary. Nor do they
attempt to belittle their debt.

Rather they claim in English
an exclusive privilege. Those
whose pleasure it is to call

America " God's own country
"

tell us with a bluff heartiness
that they are the sole in-

heritors of the speech which

Copyright in the United States of America, by Charles Whibley.
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Chaucer and Shakespeare
adorned. It is their favourite

boast that they have preserved
the old language from ex-

tinction. They expend a vast

deal of ingenuity in the fruit-

less attempt to prove that

even their dialect has its

roots deep down in the soil

of classical English. And
when their proofs are de-

manded they are indeed a

sorry few. A vast edifice of

mistaken pride has been estab-

lished upon the insecure basis

of three words fall, gotten,
and bully. These once were
familiar English, and they are

English no more. The word

"fall," "the fall of the leaf,"

which beautifully echoes the

thought of spring, survives

only in our provinces. It

makes but a furtive and in-

frequent appearance in our
literature. Chaucer and Shake-

speare know it not. Johnson
cites but one illustration of its

use from Dryden :

" What crowds of patients the town-
doctor kills,

Or how last fall he raised the weekly
bills."

On the other side of the At-
lantic it is universally heard
and written. There the word
" autumn "

is unknown
; and

though there is a dignity in

the Latin word ennobled by
our orators and poets, there

is no one with a sense of style
who will not applaud the choice

of America.
But if she may take a lawful

pride in "fall," America need
not boast the use of "gotten."
The termination, which sug-

gests either wilful archaism or

useless slang, adds nothing of

sense or sound to the word.
It is like a piece of dead wood
in a tree, and is better lopped
off. Nor does the use of
"
bully

"
prove a wholesome

respect for the past. It is

true that our Elizabethans

used this adjective in the sense

of great or noble. "Come,"
writes Ben Jonson in "The
Poetaster,"

" I love bully
Horace." 1 But in England
the word was never of uni-

versal application, and was

sternly reserved for poets,

kings, and heroes. In modern
America there is nothing that

may not be "
bully

"
if it meet

with your approval.
"A bully

place," "a bully boat," "a

bully blaze," these show how
far the word has departed
from its origin. Nor, indeed,
does it come down from Eng-
lish in an unbroken line.

Overlooked for centuries, it

was revived (or invented) in

America some fifty years

ago, and it is not to Dekker
and Ben Jonson that we
must look for palliation of

its misuse.

Words have their fates. By
a caprice of fortune one is

taken, another is left. This
is restricted to a narrow use ;

that wanders free over the

plain of meaning. And thus

we may explain many of the

variations of English and of

1 Innumerable examples might be culled from the literature of the seventeenth

century. One other will suffice here, taken from Dekker's " Shoemaker's

Holiday": "Yet I'll shave it off, and stuff a tennis-ball with it, to please

my bully king."
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American speech. A simple

word crosses the ocean and

takes new tasks upon itself.

The word "parlour," for in-

stance, is dying in our midst,

while "parlor" gains a fresh

vigour from an increasing and

illegitimate employment. Or-

iginally a room in a religious

house, a parlour (or parloir)

became a place of reception
or entertainment. Two cent-

uries ago an air of elegance

hung about it. It suggested

spinnets and powdered wigs.
And then, as fashion turned

to commonness, the parlour

grew stuffy with disuse, until

it is to-day the room reserved

for a vain display, consecrated

to wax-flowers and framed pho-

tographs, hermetically sealed

save when the voice of gen-

tility bids its furtive door

be opened. The American

"parlor" resembles the "par-
lour" of the eighteenth cent-

ury as little as the "parlour"
of the Victorian age. It is

busy, public, and multifarious.

It means so many things that

at last it carries no other

meaning than that of a false

elegance. It is in a dentist's

parlor that the American's
teeth are gilded; he is shaved
in a tonsorial parlor ; he
travels in a parlor

- car ; and
Miss Maudie's parlor proves
how far an ancient and re-

spected word may wander from
its origin. One example, of

many, will illustrate the acci-

dents which beset the life of

words. No examples will prove
the plain absurdity which has
flattered the vanity of some
American critics that their

language has faithfully ad-

hered to the tradition of Eng-
lish speech.
The vocabulary of America,

like the country itself, is a

strange medley. All the lang-

uages of Europe, besides Yid-

dish, have been pilfered for

its composition. Some words

it has assimilated into itself ;

others it holds, as it were, by
a temporary loan. And in its

choice, or invention, it follows

two divergent, even opposite,

paths. On the one hand, it

pursues and gathers to itself

barbarous Latinisms; on the

other, it is eager in its

quest after a coarse and liv-

ing slang. That a country
which makes a constant boast

of its practical intelligence
should delight in long, flat,

cumbrous collections of syl-

lables, such as "
locate,"

"
oper-

ate,"
"
antagonize,"

" trans-

portation," "commutation,"
and "proposition," is an irony
of civilisation. These words,
if words they may be called,

are hideous to the eye, offensive

to the ear, and inexpressive to

the mind. They are the base

coins of language. They bear

upon their face no decent super-

scription. They are put upon
the street, fresh from some
smasher's den, and not even
the newspapers, contemptuous
as they are of style, have
reason to be proud of them.

Nor is there any clear link

between them and the meaning
thrust upon them. Why should

the poor holder of a season-

ticket have the grim word
" commutation "

hung round
his neck? Why should the

simple business of going from
one place to another be labelled
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"
transportation

"
? And these

words are apt and lucid com-

pared with "proposition." Now
"
proposition

"
is America's

maid - of - all - work. It means

everything or nothing. It

may be masculine, feminine,
neuter he, she, it. It is

tough or firm, cold or warm,
according to circumstances.
But it has no more sense than
an expletive, and its popularity
is a clear proof of a starved

imagination.
And while the American

language is collecting those
dried and shrivelled specimens
of verbiage, it does not disdain
the many -coloured flowers of

lively speech. In other words,
it gives as ready a welcome to

the last experiment in Slang as

to its false and pompous Latin-
isms. Nor is the welcome given
in vain. Never before in the
world's history has Slang
flourished as it has flourished

in America. And its triumph
is not surprising. It is more
than any artifice of speech the
mark of a young and chang-
ing people. Youth has a

natural love of metaphor and

imagery; its pride delights
in the mysteries of a techni-

cal vocabulary ; it is happiest
when it can fence itself about

by the privilege of an exclus-

ive and obscure tongue. And
what is Slang but metaphor?
There is no class, no cult, no
trade, no sport which will not

provide some strange words or

images to the general stock of

language, and America's vari-

ety has been as quick an en-

couragement to the growth of

Slang as her youth. She
levies contributions upon every

batch of immigrants. The old

world has thus come to the

aid of the new. Spanish,
Chinese, German, and Yiddish
have all paid their toll. The

aboriginal speech of the In-

dians, and its debased lingo,

Chinook, have given freely of

their wealth. And not only

many tongues but many em-

ployments have enhanced the

picturesqueness of American

Slang. Now, America has not

lost touch with her beginnings.
The spirit of adventure is still

strong within her. There is

no country within whose bor-

ders so many lives are led.

The pioneer still jostles the

millionaire. The backwoods
are not far distant from Wall
Street. The farmers of Ohio,
the cowboys of Texas, the

miners of Nevada, owe allegi-
ance to the same Government,
and shape the same speech
to their own purpose. Every
State is a separate coun-

try, and cultivates a sep-
arate dialect. Then come
baseball, poker, and the race-

course, each with its own
metaphors to swell the hoard.

And the result is a language
of the street and camp, bril-

liant in colour, multiform in

character, which has not a

rival in the history of speech.
There remains the Cant of

the grafters and guns, the coves
that work upon the cross in

the great cities. In England,
as in France, this strange
gibberish is the oldest and
richest form of Slang. Whence
it came is still a puzzle of

the philologists. Harrison, in

his 'Description of England*
(1577), with a dogmatism
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which is not justified,
sets a

precise date upon its inven-

tion.

"In counterfeiting the Egyptian

rogues," says he of the vagabonds
who then infested England, "they
have devised a language among
themselves which they name Cant-

ing, but others Pedlars' French, a

speech compact thirty years since of

English, and a great number of odd
words of their own devising, with-

out all order or reason : and yet
such is it that none but themselves

are able to understand. The first

deviser thereof was hanged by the

neck, a just reward, no doubt, for

his deserts, and a common end to

all of that profession."

The lingo, called indiffer-

ently Thieves' Latin or St
Giles's Greek, was assuredly
not the invention of one

brain. The work of many, it

supplied an imperious need. It

was at once an expression of

pride and a shield of defence.

Those who understood it proved
by its use that they belonged
to a class apart ; and, being
unintelligible to the respectable

majority, they could communi-
cate with one another secretly,
as they hoped, and without fear

of detection. Throughout the
seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries the flash tongue grew
and was changed ; it crossed
the Atlantic with the early
settlers, and it has left its

marks upon the dialect of the
American underworld. But its

influence upon the common
Slang has been light inAmerica,
as in England. It is as severely
technical as the language of

science, and is familiar chiefly
to policemen, tramps, and in-

formers. As Slang leaves the
tavern and the street -

corner,

to invade the theatre, the office,

and even the drawing-room,
those who aim at a variety of

speech need owe no debt to

the Cant of the vagabonds, and
it is not surprising that to-day
the vulgar tongue, in America
as in England, borrows more
from "soldiers on the long
march, seamen at the capstan,
and ladies disposing of fish,"

than from the common curse-

tors and cony
- catchers who

once dominated it.

The use of Slang proves at

once the wealth and poverty of a

language. It proves its wealth
when it reflects a living, moving
image. It proves its poverty
when it is nothing more than
the vain echo of a familiar

catchword. At its best it is

an ornament of speech ;
at its

worst it is a labour-saving de-

vice. And it is for this reason

that the vulgar American de-

lights in the baser kind of

Slang : it seems to ensure him
an easy effect. He must be

picturesque at all costs. Some-
times he reaches the goal of

his ambition by a purposed
extravagance. What can be
more foolish than the descrip-
tion which follows of a man
equal to the most difficult occa-

sion :
" He can light his cigar,

when the battle is on, with the

friction of a passing cannon-
ball." In yet worse taste is

another piece of fustian, in-

vented by the same author :

"When a < twister
'

off the hills

gets ready to do business in a
20-knot sou'-wester it sends no

messenger boys ahead to dis-

tribute its itinerary handbills."

There is no fault of style which
these few lines do not display.
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They combine, with a singu-
lar success, commonness and

pomp. The epic poets of old

were wont to illustrate the life

of man by the phenomena of

nature. The vulgar American
reverses the process he illus-

trates nature from the pave-
ment.

Exaggeration, then, is one

easy artifice of effect. Another
is the constant repetition of

certain words and phrases
which have lost their mean-

ing by detrition and are

known to all. Not to be dis-

appointed is sometimes as

pleasant as to be surprised. A
catchword passed from one to

another is often a signal of

sympathy, and many a man
has been taken for a wit mere-

ly because his tinkling brain
has given back the echo which
was expected. In stereotyped

phrases, in ready-made sent-

ences, in the small change of

meaningless words, the Ameri-
can language is peculiarly
rich. "To cut ice," "to get
next to," "straight goods,"

1

these and similar expressions, of

no obvious merit in themselves,

long ago lost their freshness,
and are not likely to assume
a dignity with age. But they
save trouble ; they establish an

understanding between him
who speaks and him who
hears ; and when they are

thrown into a discourse they
serve the purpose of gestures.

To exclaim " I should smile
"

or " I should cough
"

is not of

much help in an argument, but
such interjections imply an ap-

preciation not merely of slang
but of your interlocutor.

Slang is better heard than
read. The child of the street

or the hedgerow, it assumes in

print a smug air which does

not belong to it, or, worse still,

it is charged with the vice

or the vagabondage which it

suggests. And so it is that

Slang words have a life as

closely packed with adven-

ture as is the life of those who
use them with the quickest

understanding. To ask what
becomes of last year's Slang is

as rash as to speculate on the

fate of last year's literature.

Many specimens die in the

gutter, where they were born,
after living a precarious life in

the mouths of men. Others
are gathered into dictionaries,

and survive to become the

sport of philologists. For the

worst of their kind special
lexicons are designed, which,
like prisons and workhouses,
admit only the disreputable, as

though Victor Hugo's defin-

ition "L'argot, c'est le verbe

devenu for9at
" were amply

justified. The journals, too,

which take their material

where they find it, give to

many specimens a life as long
as their own. It is scarcely

possible, for instance, to pick up

1 To the Englishman who knows it not, the following quotations will explain
their significance :

"'Tain't what ye ain't or what ye don't do that cuts ice with me."
"
Well, invested capital has got to protect itself when the law won't do it.

Ain't them straight goods ?
"

"Boston don't want Bishop Potter to come up here an' tell her 't she ain't

next to the latest curves in goodness. Hully gee, no !
"
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an American newspaper that

does not turn the word cinch

to some strange purpose. The
form and origin of the word
are worthy a better fate. It

passed from Spain into the

Western States, and was the

name given to saddle-girths of

leather or woven horse -hair.

It suggests Mexican horseman-

ship and the open prairie. The

explanation given in the Cen-

tury Dictionary will make clear

its meaning to the untravelled :

"The two ends of the tough
cordage, which constitute the

cinch, terminate in long narrow

strips of leather called latigos,

which connect the cinches with

the saddle, and are run through
an iron ring, called the larigo

ring, and then tied by a series

of complicated turns and knots,
known only to the craft." In
the West the word is still used
in its natural and dignified
sense. For example :

" At
Giles's ranch, on the divide,
the party halted to cinch up."
And then in the East it has
become the victim of extrava-

gant metaphor. As a verb, it

means to hold firm, to put a
screw on ; as a noun, it means
a grip or screw, an advantage
fair or unfair. In the hand
of the sporting reporter it can
achieve wonders. "The bettor

of whom the pool-room book-
maker stands in dread" this

flower of speech is culled from
'The New York World' "is

the race-horse owner, who has
a cinch bottled up for a par-
ticular race, and drops into the
room an hour or two before
the race begins." The idea of

bottling a cinch is enough to
make a Californian shudder,

and this confused image helps
to explain the difference be-

tween East and West.
Thus the word wanders

farther and farther from its

origin ; and when at last its

meaning is wholly forgotten or

obscured, it becomes part of

the common speech. One kind
of Slang may succeed to an-

other, but cinch is secure for

ever of a place in the news-

paper, and in the spoken lan-

guage, of America. Caboodle,

also, is firmly established. The

long series of words, such as

Cachunk or Kerblunk, which

suggest the impact of falling
bodies with the earth, will live

as expletives with Say, Sure,
and the many other interjec-
tions which fill up the pauses
of thought and word. There
are two other specimens of

Slang beloved by the journals,
for which it would be rash to

prophesy a long life. To call

a man or a thing or an act the

limit, is for the moment the

highest step, save one, in praise
or blame. When the limit is

not eloquent enough to describe

the hero who has climbed the

topmost rung of glory, the

language gasps into simplicity,
and declares that he is It. "I
didn't do a thing," says an
eminent writer, "but push my
face in there about eight o'clock

last night, and I was It from
the start." Though the pro-
noun is expressive enough, it

does not carry with it the

signs of immortality, and the

next change of fashion may
sweep it away into the limbo
of forgotten words.
The journals do their best

to keep alive the language of
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the people. ;

- The novelists do
far more, since their works
outlive by months or years
the exaggeration of the press.
And the novelists, though in

narrative they preserve a

scrupulous respect for the

literary language, take what
licence the dialect and char-

acter of their personages per-
mit them. It is from novels,

indeed, that future generations
will best be able to construct

the speech of to-day. With the

greatest skill the writers of

romance mimic the style and
accent of their contemporaries.

They put into the mouths of

those who, in life, knew no
other lingo, the highly-coloured

Slang of the street or the mar-
ket. Here, for instance, is the

talk of a saloon-keeper, taken
from W. Payne's story,

' The

Money Captain,' which echoes,
as nearly as printed words can

echo, the voice of the boodler :

"
Stop it 1

"
says the saloon-keeper

of a journalist's attack. " What I got
to stop it with ? What's the matter
with you fellows anyhow ? You come
chasin' yourselves down here, scared
out of your wits because a dinky little

one cent newspaper's makin' faces at

you. A man 'd think you was a

young lady's Bible-class and 'd seen
a mouse. . . . Now, that's right," he

exclaims, as another assailant appears ;

" make it unanimous. Let all hands
come and rig the ship on old Simp.
Tell him your troubles and ask him
to help you out. He ain't got noth-

ing better to do. Pitch into him
;

give him hell ; he likes it. Come
one, come all all you moth-eaten,
lousy stiffs from Stiffville. Come,
tell Simp there's a reporter rubberin'
around and you're scared to death.
He'll sympathise with you you
sweet-scented skates."

It is not an elegant method
of speech, but such as it is, it

bears as close a resemblance to

the dialect of Chicago as can
be transferred from the ear to

the eye.
If we compare the present

with the past, we cannot but

acknowledge that American

Slang has grown marvellously
in colour and variety. The

jargon of Artemus Ward and
Josh Billings possessed as little

fire as character. These two
humourists obtained their effect

by the simple method, lately
advocated by Messrs Roosevelt

and Carnegie, of spelling as

they pleased. The modern pro-
fessors of Slang have invented
a new style. Their pages
sparkle with wit and allusion.

They interpret their shrewd
sense in words and phrases
which have never before en-

joyed the freedom of printer's
ink. George Ade, the best of

them all, has shown us how the

wise ones of Chicago think and

speak. His 'Fables in Slang'
is a little masterpiece of humour
in substance and wit in expres-
sion. To quote from it would
be to destroy its effect. But it

will discover the processes of

Slang, as it is understood in

the West, more clearly than

any argument, and having
amused the present genera-
tion, it will remain a his-

torical document of enduring
value.

Slang is the only language
known to many thousands of

citizens. The newly arrived

immigrant delights to prove
his familiarity with the land of

his adoption by accepting its

idioms and by speaking the

American, not of books but of

the market -
place. And yet
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this same Slang, universally
heard and understood, knocks

in vain for admission into

American literature. It ex-

patiates in journals, in novels

of dialect, and in works, like

George Ade's, which are de-

signed for its exposition. But
it has no part in the fabric of

the gravely written language.
Men of letters have disdained

its use with a scrupulousness

worthy our own eighteenth

century. The best of them
have written an English as

pure as a devout respect for

tradition can make it. Though
they have travelled far in space
and thought, they have an-

chored their craft securely in

the past. No writer that has
handled prose or verse with a

high seriousness has offended

against the practice of the

masters save only Walt Whit-
man, and he, though he has

tempted men to parody, has
left no school behind him. The
written word and the spoken

word differ even more widely
in America than elsewhere.

The spoken word threw off the

trammels of an uneasy restraint

at the very outset. The written
word still obeys the law of

gradual development, which
has always controlled it. If

you contrast the English litera-

ture of to-day with the Ameri-

can, you will find differences of

accent and expression so slight
that you may neglect them.
You will find resemblances
which prove that it is not in

vain that our literatures have
a common origin and have fol-

lowed a common road. The
arts, in truth, are more will-

ingly obedient than life or poli-
tics to the established order;
and America, free and demo-
cratic though she be, loyally

acknowledges the sovereignty
of humane letters. American
is heard at the street corner.

It is still English that is

written in the study.
CHARLES WHIBLBY.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

BOOK VI. Continued.

"Over the mountains
And over the waves,
Under the fountains
And under the graves;
Under floods that are deepest
Which Neptune obey,
Over rocks that are steepest
Love will find out the way"

MEANWHILE, young Bess of Sydenham, the queen
Of Drake's deep heart, emprisoned in her home,
Fenced by her father's angry watch and ward
Lest he the poor plebeian dread of Spain,
Shaker of nations, king of the untamed seas

Might win some word with her, the sweet offshoot

Of ten tame parish kinglets, raised of old,
Translated to a titular Paradise

Ineffable, when some grandam's garter took
The fancy of a king, sweet Bess, the flower,

Triumphant o'er their old corruption, still

Waited her lover, as in ancient tales

The pale princess from some grey wizard's tower
Midmost the deep sigh of enchanted woods
Looks for the starry flash of her knight's shield;
Or on the further side o' the magic West
Sees pushing through the ethereal golden gloom
Some blurred black prow, with loaded colours coarse,
Clouded with sunsets of a mortal sea,
And rich with earthly crimson. She, with lips

Apart, still waits the shattering golden thrill

When it shall grate the coasts of Fairyland.

Only, to Bess of Sydenham, there came
No sight or sound to break that frozen spell
And lonely watch, no message from her love,
Or none that reached her restless, helpless hands;
Only the general rumour of the world
Borne to her by the gossip of her maid

Kept the swift pictures flashing through her brain

Of how the Golden Hynde was hauled ashore

Copyright in the United States of America, 1907.
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At Deptford through a sea of exultation,

And by the Queen's command was now set up
For an everlasting memory!
Of how the Queen with subtle statecraft still

Kept Spain at arm's length, dangling, while she played
At fast and loose with France, whose embassy,
Arriving with the marriage-treaty, found

(And trembled at her daring, since the wrath
Of Spain seemed, in their eyes, to flake with foam
The storm-beat hulk) a gorgeous banquet spread
To greet them on that very Golden Hynde
Which sacked the Spanish main, a gorgeous feast,

The like of which old England had not seen

Since the bluff days of boisterous King Hal,
Great shields of brawn with mustard, roasted swans,
Haunches of venison, roasted chines of beef,

And chewets baked, big olive-pyes thereto,
And sallets mixed with sugar and cinnamon,
White wine, rose-water, and candied eringoes.

There, on the outlawed ship, whose very name
Rang like a blasphemy in the imperial ears

Of Spain (its every old worm-eaten plank
Being scored with scorn and courage that not storm
Nor death, nor all their Inquisition racks,
The white-hot irons and bloody branding whips
That scarred the backs of Rome's pale galley-slaves,
Her captured English seamen, ever could daunt),
There with huge Empires waiting for one word,
One breath of colour and excuse, to leap
Like wolves at the naked throat of her small isle,

There in the eyes of the staggered world she stood,
Great Gloriana, while the live decks reeled

With flash of jewels and flush of rustling silks,

She stood with Drake, the corsair, and her people
Surged like a sea around. There did she give

Open defiance with her agate smile
To Spain.

" Behold this pirate, now," she cried,
"Whose head my Lord, the Invincible, Philip of Spain
Demands from England. Kneel down, master Drake,
Kneel down ; for now have I this gilded sword
Wherewith to strike it off. Nay, thou my lord
Ambassador of France, since I be woman,
And squeamish at the sight of blood, give thou
The accolade. With that jest she gave the hilt

(Thus, even in boldness, playing a crafty part,
And dangling France before the adventurous deed)
To Marchaumont; and in the face of Europe,
With that huge fleet in Cadiz and the whole
World-power of Spain crouching around her isle,
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Knighted the master-thief of the unknown world,
Sir Francis Drake.

And then the rumour came
Of vaster expeditions planned by Drake

Against the coasts of Philip; but held in check
And fretting at the leash, as ever the Queen
Clung to her state-craft, while Drake's enemies
Worked in the dark against him. Spain had set

An emperor's ransom on his life. At home
John Doughty, treacherous brother of that traitor

Who met his doom by Drake's own hand, intrigued
With Spain abroad and Spain's dark emissaries

At home to avenge his brother. Burleigh still

Beset Drake's path with pitfalls : treacherous greed
For Spain's blood-money daggered all the dark
Around him, and John Doughty without cease

Sought to make use of all; until, by chance,
Drake gat the proof of treasonable intrigue
With Spain, against him, up to the deadly hilt,

And hurled him into the Tower.
Also Bess heard

Of some small Drakes upon a parish pond,
Gadzooks, that owned a title, and had not heard
Of this plebeian scourger of the seas

Who bore their name, and were exceeding wroth

Concerning his new knighthood, lest the years
Confuse their name with his, their dulcet quack
With roar of his world-shaking ocean fame.

They knew not how, long afterwards, their own
Duckling descendants oft would strain a point
And cite the sea-king

" cousin
"

of their sires

As their chief right to paddle in their pond
And dive for worms. Then anger and deep scorn,
Fired with the love in her young passionate heart,
Consumed those flimsy edifices of pride
Which e'en in her own mind had once seemed built

Of the universal adamant. Humbly now,
With cheeks of burning shame, remorseful tears,
And head bowed low beneath the deep divine

Democracy of stars, for many a night
She sat by that old casement nigh the sea

And heard its mighty ebb and flow, and heard,
O, hot with shame, she heard the parish brook
Run through her woods to the everlasting Deep.
Hot, bowed with shame, but with a soul erect

And splendid now she waited, yet there came
No message ; and, she thought, he hath seen at last

My little worth. And when her maiden sang,
With white throat throbbing softly in the dusk
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And fingers gently straying o'er the lute,

As was her wont at twilight, some old song
Of high disdainful queens and lovers pale

Pining a thousand years before their feet,

She thought,
"
O, if my lover loved me yet

My heart would break for joy to welcome him :

Perchance his true pride will not let him come
Since false pride barred him out

"
; and yet again

She burned with shame, thinking,
"
to him such pride

Were matter for a jest. Ah no, he hath seen

My little worth." Even so, one night she sat,

One dark rich summer night, thinking him far

Away, wrapped in the multitudinous cares

Of one that seemed the steersman of the State

Now, thro' the storm of Europe; while her maid

Sang to the lute, and soft sea-breezes brought
Wreathed scents and sighs of secret waves and flowers

Warm through the casement's muffling jasmine bloom.

SONG.

i.

Nymphs and naiads, come away,
Love lies dead!

Cover the cast-back golden head,
Cover the lovely limbs with may,

And with fairest boughs of green,
And many a rose-wreathed briar spray;

But let no hateful yew be seen

Where Love lies dead.

II.

Let not the quean that would not hear,

(Love lies dead!)
Or beauty that refused to save,

Exult in one dejected tear ;

But gather the glory of the year,
The pomp and glory of the year,
The triumphing glory of the year,

And softly, softly, softly shed

Its light and fragrance round the grave
Where Love lies dead.

Then, with a wilder cadence, like the crying
Of wind among the desolate sea-caves
On some lone island coast, she poured once more
A weird sea-ballad to the cold white moon.
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SONG.

i.

Where did you roam, my daughter, the morn ?

Long you have been away !

Did your white feet stray thro' the golden corn

Where the crimson poppies drowse the day?
Or was it your true love's sail that was borne

By the West-wind, blown all tattered and torn
Like a rose-leaf, home to the bay? . . .

Mother, I roamed on the dark sea-shore

Among the rocks and the sea-pools gray,
Where the ripples are ever dying,
And the league-long sea-wave sighing,
And the lonely seagull crying;

Mother, I roamed on the dark sea-shore,
But there I shall wander nevermore !

Watch and pray, from day to day,
This is the word the cold winds say ;

Watch no longer nor waste thy breath,

This is the word the cold sea saith.

n.

Yet why will you roam in the sun no more

By the rocks and the sea-pools gray ?

Your eyes are wild, you are frighted sore

By a dream in the bold mid-day? . . .

Mother, between the sea and the land
Like a warrior slain he lay ;

Where the wash of the ripples is dying,
And the long slow sea-wave sighing,
And the lone white seagull crying ;

And the look on his face was great and grand,
But his hands and feet were cold as clay :

Mother, I roamed on the dark sea-shore,
But there I shall wander, O nevermore !

Watch and pray, from day to day,
This is the word the cold winds say;
Watch no longer nor waste thy breath,
This is the word the cold sea saith.

in.

Mother, a salt pool lifted his head
And straightened the rings of his yellow hair ;

Cold and lonely and hard was his bed
Out on the desolate sea-shore there,
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With a crimson stain on his long fair locks,

And I chafed his hands till the fall of day
'Mid the wicked sea-pools and the salt black rocks

Where the ripples are ever dying,
And the league-long sea-wave signing,
And the lonely seagull crying;

'Neath the cliffs' dumb heights of gray,

Mother, I roamed on the dark sea-shore,
But there I shall wander, O nevermore !

Watch and pray, from day to day,
This is the word the cold winds say;
Watch no longer nor waste thy breath,

This is the word the cold sea saith.

IV.

Mother, I dug him a grave with my hands,
Where the limpets are sharp on boulder and stone ;

I dug him a grave in the stone-strewn sands,
And I laughed as my red blood mixed with his own ;

For my nails were torn ; and a cormorant peered,
He must have hated me there as I lay,

For he flew overhead and his little eyes leered,

Where the ripples are always dying,
And the sad slow sea-wave sighing,
And the lonely seagull crying,

As I buried my dead at the fall of the day.
Mother, I roamed on the black sea-shore;
But there I shall wander, O never, nevermore !

Watch and pray, from day to day,
This is the word the cold winds say ;

Life is short and long is death,

Watch no longer nor waste thy breath,

This is the word the cold sea saith.

The song ceased. Far away the great sea slept,
And all was very still. Only hard by
One bird -throat poured its passion through the gloom,
And the whole night seemed breathlessly listening,
As though earth's fairies, at the moon's command,
Had muffled all the flower-bells in the world
That God might hear His nightingale.

A twig
Snapped, the song ceased, the intense dumb night was all

One passion of expectation as if that song
Were prelude, and ere long the heavens and earth
Would burst into one great triumphant psalm.
The song ceased only as if that small bird-throat
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Availed no further. Would the next great chord

Ring out from harps in flaming seraph hands

Ranged through the sky? The night watched, breathless,
dumb.

Bess listened. Once again a dry twig snapped
Beneath her casement, and a face looked up,

Draining her face of blood, of sight, of life,

Whispering, a voice from far beyond the stars,

Whispering, unutterable joy, the whole

Glory of life and death in one small word
Sweetheart !

The jasmine at her casement shook,
She knew no more than he was at her side,
His arms were round her, and his breath beat warm
Against her cheek.

Suddenly, nigh the house,
A deep-mouthed mastiff bayed and a foot crunched
The gravel.

"
Ah, hark ! they are watching for thee," she

cried.

He laughed :
" There's half of Europe on the watch

Outside for my poor head. 'Tis cosier here

With thee ; but now "
his face grew grave, he drew

A silken ladder from out his doublet "quick,
Before yon good gamekeeper rounds the house
We must be down." And ere the words were out
Bess reached the path, and Drake was at her side.

Then into the star-stabbed shadow of the woods

They sped, his arm around her. Suddenly
She drew back with a cry, as four grim faces,
With hand to forelock, glimmered in their way,
Then laughed to see their storm-beat friendly smile

Welcoming their great captain in this new
Adventure. Far away, once more they heard
The mastiff bay; then nearer, as if his nose
Were down upon the trail ; and then a cry
As of a hot pursuit. They reached the brook,

Hurrying to the deep. Drake lifted Bess
In his arms, and down the watery bed they splashed
To baffle the clamouring hunt. Then out of the woods
They came, on the seaward side, and Bess, with a shiver,
Saw starlight flashing from bare cutlasses,
As the mastiff bayed still nearer. Swiftlier now
They passed along the bare blunt cliffs and saw
The furrow which the cannon-shot that saved
Bess from the church had ploughed ; down to the beach
And starry foam that churned the silver gravel
Around an old black lurching boat, a strange
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Grim Charon's wherry for two lovers' flight,

Guarded by old Tom Moone. Drake took her hand,
And with one arm around her waist, her breath

Warm on his cheek for a moment, in she stepped

Daintily o'er the gunwale, and took her seat,

His throned princess, beside him at the helm,
Backed by the glittering waves, his throned princess,
With jewelled throat and glorious hair that seemed

Flashing back scents and colours to a sea

Which lived but to reflect her loveliness.

Then, all together, with their brandished oars

The seamen thrust as a heavy mounded wave
Lifted the boat; and up the flowering breast

Of the next they soared, then settled at the thwarts,
And the fierce water boiled before their blades,
While with Drake's iron hand upon the helm

They plunged and ploughed across the starlit seas

To where a small black lugger at anchor swung,
Dipping her rakish bows i' the liquid moon.
Small was she, but not fangless ;

for Bess saw,
With half a tremor, the dumb protective grin
Of four grim guns above the tossing boat.

But ere his seamen or his sweetheart knew
What power, as of a wind, bore them along,
Anchor was up, the sails were broken out,
And as they scudded down the dim grey coast

Of a new enchanted world (for now had Love
Made all things new and strange) the skilled musicians

Upraised, at Drake's command, a song to cheer
Their midnight path across that faery sea.

SONG.

i.

0, Love hath come back to the sea,

My lads,

Queen Love hath come back to the sea !

It's many and many a weary day
Since her white feet wandered the shoreward way,
And she shook from her tresses the glittering spray ;

From the cloud of her tresses that streamed to the lea

She shook out a glory of rainbows and rain
And wandered away from the sea,

My lads,

From the sparkle and splash of the sea.
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II.

But Love hath turned homeward again.

My lads,

Queen Love hath turned homeward again ;

And what is her home but the heart of the deep,
Where the great purple billows once rocked her to sleep.

On the land she had nought but to wonder and weep ;

(Ah, ye knew not her heart ! Let her be /)

"She is perilous, cruel, and cold with disdain,"
Ye may cry, her poor landsmen, but we,
We that live by the love of the sea,

We know the proud heart that turns homeward again,

Love, Love, hath come back to the sea,

My lads,

Queen Love hath come back to the sea.

And stranger, ever stranger, grew the night
Around those twain, for whom the fleecy moon
Was but a mightier Cleopatra's pearl

Dissolving in the rich dark wine of night,
While 'mid the tenderer talk of eyes and hands
And whispered nothings, his imperial dreams
Rolled round their gloomy barge, robing its hulk
With splendours Rome and Egypt never knew.
Old ocean was his Nile, his mighty queen
An English maiden purer than the dawn,
His cause the cause of Freedom, his reward
The glory of England. Strangely simple, then,

Simple as life and death, anguish and love,
To Bess appeared those mighty dreams of his,

Whereby he shaped the pageant of the world
To a new purpose, strangely simple all

Those great new waking tides i' the world's great soul

That set towards the fall of Spain and Rome
Behind a thunderous roar of ocean triumph
O'er burning ships and shattered fleets, while England
Grasped with sure hands the sceptre of the sea,

That untamed realm of Liberty which none
Had looked upon as aught but wilderness
Ere this, or even dreamed of as the seat

Of power and judgment and high sovereignty

Whereby all nations at the last should make
One brotherhood, and war should be no more.
And ever, as the vision broadened out,
The sense of some tremendous change at hand,
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The approach of vast Armadas and the dawn
Of battle, reddening the diviner dawn
With clouds, confused it, till once more the song
Rang out triumphant o'er the glittering sea.

SONG.

i.

Ye that follow the vision

Of the world's weal afar,
Have ye met with derision

And the red laugh of war;
Yet the thunder shall not hurt you,
Nor the battle-storms dismay;

Tho' the sun in heaven desert you,
"Love will find out the way."

ii.

When the pidse of hope falters,
When the fire flickers low

On your faith's crumbling altars,

And the faithless gods go;
When the fond hope ye cherished

Cometh, kissing, to betray;
When the last star hath perished," Love will find out the way."

in.

When the last dream bereaveth you,
And the heart turns to stone,

When the last comrade leaveth you
In the desert, alone;

With the whole world before you
Clad in battle-array,

And the starless night o'er you," Love will find out the way."

IV.

Your dreamers may dream it

The shadow of a dream,
Your sages may deem it

A bubble on the stream;
Yet our kingdom draweth nigher

With each dawn and every day,
Through the earthquake and the fire

<( Love will find out the way."
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v.

Love will find it, tho' the nations

Rise up blind, as of old,

And the new generations

Wage their warfares of gold ;

Tho' they trample child and mother
As red clay into the clay,

Where brother wars with brother,
" Love will find out the way."

Dawn, ever bearing some divine increase

Of beauty, love, and wisdom round the world,

Dawn, like a wild-rose in the fields of heaven
Washed grey with dew, awoke, and found the barque
At anchor in a little land-locked bay.
A crisp breeze blew, and all the living sea

Beneath the flower-soft colours of the sky,
Now like a myriad-petalled rose and now
Innumerably scalloped into shells

Of rosy fire, with dwindling wrinkles edged
Fainter and fainter to the unruffled glow
And soft white pallor of the distant deep,
Shone with a mystic beauty for those twain
Who watched the gathering glory; and, in an hour,
Drake and sweet Bess, attended by a guard
Of four stout seamen, with bare cutlasses,
And by the faithful eyes of old Tom Moone,
Went up the rough rock-steps and twisted street

O' the small white sparkling seaport, tow'rds the church

Where, hand in hand, before God's altar they,
With steadfast eyes, did plight eternal troth,
And so were wedded. Never a chime of bells

Had they; but as they passed from out the porch
Between the sleeping graves, a laverock soared
Above the world in an ecstasy of song,
And quivering heavenwards, lost himself in light.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

GILBERT BURNET PREACHER AND POLITICIAN BURNET AND CHARLES II.

HIS 'HISTORY' MR ROBERT BRIDGES AND SHAKESPEARE THE

POET AND HIS AUDIENCE CRITICISM FOR THE MILLION.

IT was a bold enterprise to

attempt the biography of

Gilbert Burnet. So much did

he write concerning himself

and his contemporaries, that

he left little unsaid. So sedu-

lously did he reap the field of

his experience, that gleaners
can hardly expect to find many
ears of corn in the stubble.

The ' Memoirs of his own Time '

are frank and unreserved. The
controversial works, in which
he took an eager delight, are

so many chapters of autobio-

graphy. His failings, always
blatant, are as familiar to us
as the qualities of courage and
candour which distinguished
him. There remains, then,
little for the historian but the

tasks of synthesis and appre-
ciation, and these tasks Mr
Clarke and Miss Foxcroft 1

have performed with erudition

and impartiality. Miss Fox-
croft has the better of Mr
Clarke in vivacity of style.
But it may be said in excuse that
Mr Clarke abandons his hero

when, at the age of thirty-one,

resigning his professorship at

Glasgow, he "resolved to cast

himself upon the Providence
of God," and has, therefore,
less opportunity for display
than his colleague.

Gilbert Burnet, the son of

Scottish parents, was born in

1643. On either side he was
of gentle lineage, and the

spirit of independence was
in his blood. His father,

a lawyer, "learned in his

profession, who did not rise

up to the first form in prac-

tice," was an Episcopalian of a

moderate cast. His mother, in

the words of her son, whose
love of character -writing did

not spare his own house,
" was

a good, religious woman, but

most violently engaged in the

Presbyterian way." With such

a parentage, Gilbert Burnet
could not but come to prefer-

ment, and that his natural

qualities might not rust from

neglect, he submitted to a

discipline as severe as that

which darkened the childhood

of John Stuart Mill. He went
to no school,

" but was taught
Latin by his father with so

much success that before he

was ten years old he was
master of that tongue and of

the classic authors." In 1652
he entered the University of

Aberdeen, studied the Aristo-

telian philosophy at an age
when most boys are content

with a primer, and took the

degree of Master of Arts before

1 A Life of Gilbert Burnet, Bishop of Salisbury. I. Scotland, by T. E. S.

Clarke, B.D. ; II. England, by H. C. Foxcroft. With an Introduction by C. H.

Firth, M.A. Cambridge : At the University Press.
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he was fourteen. "All that

while," says he,
" my father

superintended my studies, mak-

ing me rise at four o'clock in

the morning." With the mod-

esty that was more often on
his tongue than in his heart,
he confesses also that his father

increased his vanity by over-

loading him with learning.
But his keen vitality and
tireless strength enabled him
to carry the burden lightly

enough, and if a lack of

judgment prevented him from

winning a reputation for pro-
found scholarship, it cannot be
said that he made small use of

his hastily acquired knowledge.
For a brief space he intended

to adopt the profession of the

law, for which his disputatious

temper well fitted him. Had
he followed his first intent, no

scruple would have withheld

him, even for a year, from

political affairs, which were
the true passion of his life,

and he might have played a

conspicuous, if dangerous, part
in the history of his time.

But he had not travelled far

on the road of law when he

changed his mind, and, to

the bitter indignation of his

mother, determined to be-

come an Episcopalian min-
ister. He precipitated himself

upon theology with the same

activity wherewith he had
rushed upon the study of

law. He read more than

twenty volumes in folio of

school divinity, the result of

which, as he tells us ingen-

uously,
" was to heighten his

vanity and make him despise
and triumph over all who
had not suffered themselves

to be entangled with that

cobweb stuff." Meantime he
was taking his first steps in

the world, to triumph over

which was always his greatest

joy and pride. He possessed
in liberal measure the qual-
ities which dominate society
a handsome presence, a quick
invention, indomitable cour-

age. A copious talker, he
was never at a loss for a

word or a topic. Delighting

frankly in grandeur, he was
seldom obsequious, and he was

arrogantly convinced that he
carried into every company far

more than he took out of it.

"Now I began to be known
to great men," thus he wrote
with a pompous naivete of his

twentieth year, "and I have
ever since been much in their

company, which has brought
much envy and censure upon
me from other clergymen, who
fancied that I used odd arts to

compass it. But I can give
no other account of the matter
than this. I never sought the

acquaintance of a great man
in my whole life, but have
often declined it. ... I had
a facetiousness and easiness in

conversation that was enter-

taining; I had read a variety
of things, and could dress them
in easy words, so that many
liked my company. I never

imposed it on any, but I do
not deny that I had a great

vanity in finding my company
so much desired." These are

the words of truth of truth

wholly divorced from humour.
Burnet could conceal his satis-

faction neither from himself

nor from others. He affected

a kind of surprise at what a
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wiser man would take for

granted. Until the end of his

life he was always a little

unhappy, if he were not domin-

ating the talk in the presence
of "the great," and his engag-

ing simplicity dictated so full

a confession of this foible that

his pride was clearly very near

humility. Nor did he always
produce the effect which he

hoped upon others. He is

described by one who heard
him discourse in 1664 in by
no means sympathetic terms.

"He talked all the time," said

Cockburn, "and didn't suffer

any of you to speak a dozen

words, and he rambled from
one thing to another." Indeed
he fell complacently into all

the pitfalls which beset the

copious and greedy talker, and

forgot that he was not incap-
able even of boredom. Once

upon a time it was in 1683
Louis XIV. took Burnet into

his coach at Versailles, and
the Scot's cicerone was horrified

to find that though "he spoke
the French tongue very ill,

his confidence and assurance
bore him fully out, and he
talked for ever and as much
before the King as in his own
room. The courtier remon-

strated, but Burnet did not

amend, and the King bore
all

"
! He was not the only

king who was asked to bear the
assured eloquence of Burnet.
And side by side with this

love of the world there grew
up in Burnet a subdued passion
for mystic theology. He fell

beneath the calm influence of

Lawrence Charteris, an am-
iable minister, who fervently
believed that "it was a vain

thing to dream of amending
the world." Burnet, who never
dreamed of anything else, who
was never happy unless he
were attempting to do good to

somebody, fondly thought that

he too might find comfort in

this quiet doctrine. Nothing
was further remote from his

hard, positive intellect. But
as in later years he took ref-

uge from the stress of affairs

in algebra and chemistry, so

in his youth he boldly argued
himself into the opinion that

the proper attitude of a divine

was a constant tranquillity. He
did not long preserve this atti-

tude. He had not been min-
ister of Salton for more than
a year, when, forgetting the

teaching of Charteris, he made
a bold attempt to amend the

Bishops of Scotland by a mem-
orial. The memorial is emin-

ently characteristic of its

author bold and vainglorious.
A keener sense of humour than
Burnet had might have sug-

gested that it was an impert-
inence in a youth of twenty-
three to assault at a single
blow the dignitaries of the

Church. But in the end his

attempt was not taken amiss.

The spectacle of a David

attacking not one but many
Goliaths, was at once fresh

and exhilarating; and though
Burnet's memorial drove him
for a while to retirement and

asceticism, he emerged, as al-

ways, into the world again.
In 1669 he was appointed
Professor of Theology at the

University of Glasgow, where,
as always when he had a def-

inite duty to perform, he dis-

played a conspicuous zeal and
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industry. He was the most

energetic professor of his time,
as he was presently the most
sedulous bishop ; and ardent

though his passion for politics
was becoming, he honestly put
the welfare and the training of

his pupils before the pursuits
which pleased him better.

It was during his sojourn
in Glasgow that he made his

first open incursion into public
affairs, and it cannot be said

that he came well out of the

encounter. In 1671 the King
had been married for nine

years, and the Duke of York,
an avowed Roman Catholic,
was heir to the throne. In
the eyes of Lauderdale and

Moray the State was in

danger, and they gravely
asked Burnet whether a

childless woman might be

justly divorced, or whether

polygamy was in any case

lawful under the Gospel.

Burnet, proud to display his

learning, answered "yes" to

either question, and he must
bear whatever blame attaches

to the indiscretion. It is not

enough to say in excuse that

he was intimidated by Lauder-
dale. He was arrogant by
disposition and an egoist by
habit. He would not bend
his will to another's, either

from weakness or complac-

ency. But he was a politician,
who in serving others hoped
to serve himself. He was no
mere sycophant. His char-

acter was far more complicated
than mere sycophancy would

imply. He did not hesitate

to speak roughly, even to the

highest. Nevertheless, he had
a natural love of policy, and

if he saw a chance of advanc-

ing himself without too great a

sacrifice of pride and independ-
ence, he took it. And he took

it, with disastrous effect, when
he admitted to Lauderdale the

equal justice of divorce or poly-

gamy. Yet for the moment
his rash opinion strengthened
the bonds which bound him
to the most powerful man in

Scotland, and made the way
easy for his reception at Court.

The first appearance of

Burnet at the Court of King
Charles II. was an event in

both their lives, and each con-

ducted himself on this great
occasion with characteristic

simplicity.
" His Majesty,"

wrote Burnet,
" ordered me

to be sworn a chaplain, and
admitted me to a long private
audience that lasted above an

hour, in which I took all the
freedom with him that I

thought became my profes-

sion, . . . with relation to his

course of life. . . . He bore
it all very well and thanked me
for it." The humour of the
situation is exquisite. Charles
was not a man to be preached
at wantonly, and Burnet, as

Charles Lamb said of Cole-

ridge, was never heard to do

anything else than preach. To
censure the conduct of his

King at a first meeting was
rash even for Gilbert Burnet,
who doubtless lived to regret
his temerity. But the habit

was too strong for resistance.

He was obliged at all costs to

improve the occasion. He was
a kind of Mr Barlow, always
ready with precept or anecdote
to correct the morals of his

auditor, and even though that
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auditor were a monarch of

infinite humour, he did not

hesitate to give his advice.

The indiscretion was as great
as the courage. Burnet had
lived long in the world, and
had not vanity blinded his eyes
he might have seen the hope-
lessness of his mission. And
he was conscious of nothing
save an amiable reception.
The King, always master of

himself, sent Burnet away con-

vinced that he had done his

monarch good, and prepared
to serve him with all the

eloquence at his command.
Emboldened by the King's
complaisance, Burnet, five years
later, ventured upon another

remonstrance, which was his

undoing. In 1679 he addressed
a letter to the King, which
bears in every line the marks
of a reckless sincerity. No
one who has read this docu-
ment can charge Burnet with

subserviency. It is officious

and impertinent, if you will,

but its very truth is discon-

certing, and Burnet, vain as

he was, proud as he was of

what he believed his former

triumph, could hardly have

expected Charles to make a

public repentance at the mere

sight of his burning words.
That Burnet's intentions were
honourable is obvious. It is

obvious also that his complete
lack of humour once more led

him astray. The King ignored
the remonstrance, and ever
after spoke of Burnet with great
sharpness. When Rochester
"wondered why he would use
a writer of history ill, for such

people can revenge themselves,"
Charles with his own good

sense replied that Burnet durst

say nothing while he was alive,

and that when he was dead
he should not be the worse
for what he said. The revenge
which Burnet took is known
to all, and for nothing that
he said is Charles II. one whit
the worse.

In truth, Burnet must have
had within him the seeds of

greatness to have survived
his love of intrigue and his

ill-guarded tongue. So much
pleased was he to be the

repository of other men's

secrets, that he could not help

betraying them. His love of

talk fell away into danger-
ous garrulity, and he lost

friends by the same gift where-

by he won them. After his

first sight of the King, he
boasted to the Duchess of

Lauderdale of the freedom he
had used with him upon his

course of life. And the King
was naturally incensed when
the rumour was brought to

him. He listened patiently to

Burnet's defence, and then said,
with an admirable appreciation
of the divine's character, that
"he was afraid he had been
too busy, and wished him to

go home to Scotland and be
more quiet." He counselled
what was impossible. Burnet
was incapable of tranquillity,
as none knew better than him-
self.' Conscious of his beset-

ting sin, he did his best to cure

it, and failed utterly. "The
truth is," he wrote in 1675, "I
had been for about a year in a

perpetual agitation, and was
not calm nor cool enough to

reflect upon my conduct as I

ought to have done. I had
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lost much of a spirit of devotion
and recollection; and so it is

no wonder if I committed great
errors." And having made full

confession, he pursued his old

evil course of interference. He
presently estranged Sir Har-
bottle Grimston, a loyal friend,

by revealing to the King what
he had told him

;
and many

years later, still ardent with
the spirit of reform, he allowed

himself to be " set on to speak
to William III. to change his

cold way." William did not

dismiss him with Charles's non-

chalant wit. He called him
"een rechte Tartuffe," and

proved that he understood only
one side of Burnet's duplex
character.

For there was one province
in which Burnet was supreme.
He was the greatest preacher
of an age which delighted in

sermons. "The pulpit was,"
as Miss Foxcroft says, "Bur-
net's most appropriate sphere.
An orator by temper and

training, he found there ample
scope for his religious fervour

and his childlike love of dis-

play, his talent as an expositor,
and his passion for giving ad-

vice." The actor that was in

him took full advantage of the

opportunity. His gesture was
as flamboyant as his style.
With his unfailing naivete he
confesses that he " took a tinc-

ture of the French way more
than Scotland could well bear."

As preacher at the Rolls Chapel
he won an instant triumph.
He was always best when he
struck off his work at a single

blow; and in the pulpit his

energy of mind, his unstemmed

eloquence, his quick imagina-

tion, had their fullest scope.
" I never heard a preacher

equal to him," wrote Speaker
Onslow. " There was an earn-

estness of heart and look and
voice that is scarcely to be

conceived, as it is not the

fashion of the present times,
and by the want of which, as

much as anything, religion is

every day failing with us."

And the same writer tells a

story which explains Burnet's

talent more clearly than pages
of adulation. The orator once

upon a time "preached out the

hour-glass." Thereupon "he
held it aloft in his hand, and
then turned it for another

hour; upon which the audi-

ence, a very large one for the

Rolls Chapel, set up almost a

shout for joy." What preacher
has ever received so lofty and
sincere a compliment ?

If Burnet had a passion for

intrigue, there is one subject

upon which his opinion was

always stoutly maintained. In

hostility to what he called

Popery he never wavered. He
fought the battle of Protest-

antism with the courage that

we expect of him. He was
dismissed from the Rolls Chapel
for preaching a bold and out-

spoken sermon against Popish
cruelty. When James II. came
to the throne, Burnet found

safety in a wise flight. He
was among the first to believe

that the hope of England lay
in placing William and Mary
upon the throne; and though
he did not play so large a part
in the drama as he supposed,
he accompanied the Dutch

prince to England, and offered

him much unacceptable coun-
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sel. He was rewarded by the

see of Salisbury, which he

ruled with equal zeal and wis-

dom. He preached the Coron-

ation sermon, in which, with

memorable words, he denounced
both Tyranny and Anarchy,
of which " the one makes men
beasts of prey, the other of

burden. Happy we, whose
laws are neither writ on sand

nor with blood." To sustain

the burden of episcopal duties

was perhaps the task for

which he was best fitted ; and
the years which he spent at

Salisbury, far removed from
the turmoil of a Court which
asked not his advice, were the

most dignified of his life. Miss
Foxcroft compares the conduct
of his see with Wilberforce's

conduct of Oxford in a parallel
which does dishonour to neither

prelate, and it is the best trib-

ute to the latter part of Bur-
net's career that there is little,

either of good or evil, to be said

for it.

Nevertheless, it is not as a

preacher, despite his oratorical

gifts ;
it is not as a politician,

despite his faculty for intrigue,
that Burnet is most happily
remembered. He survives, as

perhaps he expected to sur-

vive, by his writings, which

give him a place apart in our

history. He was not a great
man of letters. Singularly
insensitive to aesthetic im-

pressions, he wrote well rather

by the stress of dramatic
emotion than by a conscious

effort. The best passages in

his History, such as his

account of Lord William
Russell's last days and death,
were composed at a time of

keen excitement. His literary

masterpiece,
' Some Passages

in the Life and Death of the

Right Honourable John Earl of

Rochester,' is quick with an un-

forgotten experience. "Within

its brief compass the interlocu-

tors, Rochester and Burnet him-

self, are sketched with a rare

discernment. Dr Johnson's

praise is apposite and not ex-

aggerated. With confidence

he commends it to "the critic

for its elegance, the philosopher
for its arguments, and the

saint for its piety." But it

was written and published
within a few months of

Rochester's death, and was
neither spoiled by thought
nor enfeebled by correction.

As a serious historian, Burnet
has a double claim upon our

regard. On the one hand, as

Professor Firth points out, he
was the first of the moderns
to make an adequate use of

documentary evidence, and his
*

History of the Reformation'
is still esteemed an authority.
On the other hand, he wrote,
in the 'History of my Own
Time,' of the men whom he

knew, of the events whereof
he was witness. He was at

once archivist and journalist,
and by a wanton paradox it

is his journalism to which he
owes his immortality. The
merits and faults of Burnet's
most familiar book are the

merits and faults of the man
himself. It is vivid, energetic,
and picturesque. It is never

dull, and it is never tired. It

carries the reader along its

stream of words with as little

resistance as Burnet's audience

opposed to his sermons. And
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the ease of style is matched

by an ease of fancy. Burnet
was a gossip in an age of

gossips. He had the same

curiosity, the same love of the

trivial, as obsessed Aubrey and

Anthony a Wood. He did not
disdain to record the tricks

of manner and speech which
differentiate one man from

another, and which graver his-

torians omit. For instance,
he tells us that Lauderdale's

"tongue was too big for his

mouth, which made him be-

dew all he talked to"; that

Shaftesbury "depended much
on what a drunken physician
had predicted

"
; that Orrery

"
pretended to wit, but it

was very luscious
"

; that

Buckingham "has no manner
of literature, and all he knows
is in chemistry." So much
may be set down to his credit.

On the other hand, his book is,

like himself, garrulous, reck-

less, and undisciplined. He
preaches to the personages of

his History as he preached to

them, if he might, when he
and they were alive. Withal
he was a finished eavesdropper,
who combined the keen scent

for news with the tireless in-

discretion of the modern jour-
nalist ; and it may be said

that there is no side of his

own various character that is

not illustrated in the 'History
of my Own Time.'

His honesty and good faith

have been sharply questioned.
Political opponents have found
in his work not a few traces

of deceit and vindictiveness.

But their discoveries are not

justified. Burnet was an ad-

vocate who had persuaded
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCVII.

himself that he was honest,
and cared not what the others

said. He did not often lie wil-

fully. His errors proceeded
rather from want of judgment
or personal vanity than from

any love of falsehood. John-
son says

" he was so much pre-

judiced that he took no pains
to find out the truth," and

compares him most wittily to

"a man who resolves to reg-
ulate his time by a certain

watch, but will not inquire
whether the watch is right or

wrong." That is perfectly

true, but it is not the whole
truth. It leaves Burnet's stu-

pidity out of the account, and
Burnet's faults sprang as much
from stupidity as from pre-

judice. He did not see all

that he thought he saw, and
he understood only half that

he saw. His conclusions, there-

fore, were often as incorrect

as his impressions; and his

authority, first-hand as it is,

is by no means impeccable.
It is difficult, for instance, to

defend Burnet's character, or

characters, of Charles II. The
earlier draft is just and dis-

cerning. It does not hide the

truth either for good or evil,

and it sets the witty, pleasure-

loving sovereign in not too

dark a light. The later de-

scribes a monster, not a man.
It introduces an infamous com-

parison with the Tiberius of

Suetonius, for which the facts

give no warrant. It brings
a wicked charge against the

Duchess of Orleans, for which
there is not a shadow of

foundation. That this change
of view was not without a

motive is evident, nor can we
K
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doubt that the motive was as you will not find outside

revenge. The King had not the pages of Clarendon. He
treated Burnet with the dis- was not so fine a painter
tinction which the preacher as his great rival, whose

thought due to him. Burnet, scrupulous taste and exquis-
in abasing himself before ite tact of selection were be-

the King after the sui- yond his reach. He obtained

cide of Essex, knew that he his results not by choice and
had been guilty of a mean omission, but by a careless

action, and kept within his profusion of detail, and despite
mind a rancour against the his lack of artistry, despite his

man who was the unwitting prejudice, he bears indispens-
cause of his degradation. In able witness to one of the

any case, the offence is one most interesting periods of our

which partiality cannot ex- history. He has told us what

cuse, and which the King him- he thought concerning the

self expected and discounted. greatest of his contemporaries.
However, it is the admir- By way of contrast, we will set

able series of characters which down the opinion which two

give the greatest value to persons, who knew him well,

Bin-net's History. Happily, held of his character. His
the seventeenth century had mother declared that he
not been taught the heresy, "would be a bee-headed man
that great men were power- all his lifetime." The King,
less to direct the course of who, if he did not know him
affairs, that events were the as well as his mother, had
inevitable result of natural the talent of swifter judgment,
forces or sudden upheavals ; thus summed up his arrogance :

and Burnet, like the best " I believe he would be content
of his contemporaries, gave to be hanged to have the

generous credit to the cap- pleasure to make a speech on
tains and statesmen of his the scaffold

;
but I would order

time. He believed, and he be- drums to be beat, so that he
lieved rightly, that if you should not be heard." For-
would understand history, you tunately Burnet eluded the
must understand the charac- scaffold. But had he come
ters of those who directed the within the shadow of the tree

councils or fought the battles he would have been equal to

of the State. Moreover, char- the emergency.
" I would have

acter-drawing was the fashion, put my speech," said he,
" in

Overbury, Hall, and Earle had such hands that the world
shown what could be done by should see it if they could not

following in the footsteps of hear it ;

" and no doubt the last

Theophrastus ; nor can there dying speech of Gilbert Burnet
be any doubt that Burnet had would not have been without
encountered the works of La edification. ^
Bruyere. And he has given
us such a gallery of portraits It is surprising to find Mr
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Robert Bridges, in an essay

appended to * The Stratford

Shakespeare,' and entitled "On
the Influence of the Audience,"

fighting the old battle of Vol-

taire and Cobbett. He detects

in the poet's works certain

blemishes of taste and morality,
and explains them on " the

supposition that he was mak-

ing concession to the most

vulgar stratum of his audience,
and had acquired a habit of

doing so." The faults which
Mr Bridges discovers are by
this familiar. In the first

place, he objects to Shake-

speare's bad jokes and ob-

scenities, which " an appeal to

our instinctive feelings," he

says,
" will unhesitatingly cast

out." The charge appears to

us wholly unfounded. How
shall we dictate from one age
to another the essentials of

humour and good taste ? There
is nothing which shifts so

rapidly with the years as

jocosity, unless it be the stand-
ard of morals. That which

appears obscene to Mr Bridges'

delicacy assuredly did not ap-

pear obscene to the plain sense

and honest ears of the Eliza-

bethans. Mr Bridges does

not appreciate the jests of

Shakespeare. Yet if some of

them, like the faded flowers of

a pot-pourri, have lost some-

thing of their scent, are they
not infinitely sweeter than the

miserable jokes which greet our
ears to-day? The jests of

Shakespeare are the jests of a

man. The jokes of our modern

stage are the jokes of imbeciles.

Nor does Shakespeare's raillery
seem to us irrelevant. It pro-

duces the same sort of relief

as the Greek tragedians sought
in their Satyric dramas. The
bow of Apollo must be unbent
at times, and Shakespeare was
too fine an artist to strain after

a universal, unvarying effect.

But bad jokes and obscen-

ities are not in Mr Bridges'

eyes the only or the worst
faults of Shakespeare. He de-

plores also in the poet's works
an error of manners, an un-

necessary rudeness. He wishes

that Valentine had addressed
Thurio with a finer courtesy.
He regrets that Gonzalo in "The

Tempest" is involved in the

vilification of the honest boat-

swain :
" I have great comfort

from this fellow; methinks he
hath no drowning mark upon
him

; his complexion is per-
fect gallows." Mr Bridges,
in brief, confuses art with life.

He wishes all the personages in

Shakespeare's plays to behave
as he would have his friends

behave at his own fireside. He
attempts to impose his own
standard of conduct upon the

poet's creations, and it is not

strange if he finds those crea-

tions lacking in the timid

elegance of our Victorian age.
It is difficult to believe that in

making this solemn complaint
Mr Bridges is taking him-
self or his readers seriously.

Perhaps he is attempting to

prove that he is a far better

hand at a joke than Shake-

speare. However, from bad
manners Mr Bridges passes

easily to moral indifference.

He is shocked at "the readi-

ness with which offences of

the first rank are sometimes
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overlooked and pardoned."
He declares that the forgive-

ness of Angelo in " Measure

for Measure" " will hardly
find an advocate." Again we
wonder whether it is against
art or life that Angelo sins.

If it be against life, the objec-
tion that the villain is remod-
elled in fifteen minutes cannot
be sustained. We have no
means of judging how long a

time was spent in repentance.
If it be against art, then Mr
Bridges has forgotten the con-

vention of the stage. You
cannot expose in a drama the

slow process of the mind.

Compression is the very essence

of the theatre. That Angelo
repents his sin and marries

Mariana are symbols of par-
don and happiness. We may
not measure the depth of his

sincerity by the minutes spent
in its expression. The stage,
limited by scenes and curtains,

interprets the emotions in ac-

cord with the language and
conventions of its own world.

It gives us not the original but
a translation of life, and imag-
ination is more necessary to its

understanding than reason.

And Angelo is not the only
offender against Mr Bridges'

logic. He is displeased with
Macbeth because he did not
kill Duncan in a soldier-like

manner. He demands also

that a more reasonable excuse
should be found for Othello's

jealousy. He asks in plaintive
despair

"
why we are forbidden

to know anything concerning
Hamlet's earlier relations with

Ophelia, how long he loved her,
and how deeply ?

"
In brief, he

forgets that Shakespeare was
a dramatist dealing with a
definite craft, and blames him
for falling below the standard
of a police-magistrate. He
judges an invented world by a
modern experience, and would

put the creatures of a poet's

fancy into the strait-jacket of

respectability. Of Falstaff

happily he is silent.
" Should I

allow Falstaff to come fooling
into my essay," he writes, "I
should never have done." We
admit the restraint with due

gratitude.

Having brought his many
and severe charges against

Shakespeare, Mr Bridges puts
the blame of them all upon the

audience. Shakespeare was

jocular and obscene, ill-man-

nered and brutal, with no
better motive than to please
the groundlings. In other

words, the poet was not

merely foolish and obscene,
he was a knave as well. He
sinned deliberately against the

light of his genius. Having
written some pages of noble

poetry, he gravely set about
the debauching of his audience
for the profit of the theatre.

Even if we admitted that Mr
Bridges had proved his case,

we should still reject his ex-

planation. Shakespeare was a

sovereign who imposed laws,
not accepted them. He was
not like "the Tamerchams of

the late age, which had nothing
in them but scenical strutting
and furious vociferation to war-
rant them to the ignorant
gapers." Jonson would not
have hailed as "the applause,

delight, and wonder of our
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stage," the man who stooped
to folly and obscenity for a
round of cheers. The relation

of dramatist to audience is not

easily defined, but it is certain

that in obeying the popular
voice the dramatist does the

worst dishonour to his craft.

It is certain also that, if the
audience of Shakespeare were
in any sense responsible for

his works, it was not, as
Mr Bridges assumes, for his

argument's sake, "far blunter
in feeling than our normal."
To listen patiently to "The
Christian" (let us say), or

"The Girl from Timbuctoo,"
suggests an insensitiveness of

which Elizabeth's England was

incapable. To greet
" Hamlet "

with enthusiasm implies a
keenness of dramatic percep-
tion which needed no obscenity
to flatter it. The audience of

Shakespeare's time, like the

audience of our own, "mewed
at passionate speeches, blared
at merry, found fault with the

music, whistled at the songs."
It may not have been always
appreciative ; it may have been
often careless of its good for-

tune, which was to hear Shake-

speare's verse and not Caine's

prose. But it was not vulgar,
and it was not imbecile. And
as for Shakespeare, he put
Bohemia by the sea, and per-
mitted Malvolio to misspell
the superscription of Maria's
letter. In other words, he
was a man like the rest, and
not an idol, and those who
quarrel with his inconsistency
ask something of him that
he cannot give. They would
treat his works, if they could,

as Bentley treated 'Paradise

Lost,' in the 'name of logic
and good sense. They would
wander up and down his plays,

seeking for the well-ordered

sobriety of Racine. They
would crop him down to suit

a prim convention of life or

letters. And they waste their

pains. The glory of Shake-

speare is untouched by their

ingenuity, as the poet himself

was indifferent to the follies

of his audience.

Mr Bridges is playing the

part of the devil's advocate.

He is a sophist, making the

worse cause appear the better.

He is at the same time a

scholar, who argues with easy
deliberation and a perfect

knowledge of the facts. We
cannot pay the same compli-
ment to Sir Arthur Conan

Doyle, whose 'Through the

Magic Door' (Smith, Elder,
& Co.) is a grave warning to

popular novelists that they
should not attempt to instruct

their readers in the mysteries
of literature. Sir Arthur

Doyle, no doubt, is guilty of

the sin which Mr Bridges
imputes to Shakespeare : he is

stooping to his audience. He
does not write for well-educated
or intelligent persons, and it

is this very restriction which
makes his book a danger. His
novels have won him a large
and faithful band of followers,

who, having found pleasure in

the ingenuity of Sherlock

Holmes, are ready to accept
his authority in another field.

And a worse guide to let-

ters we cannot imagine. Sir
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Arthur Doyle has neither the

knowledge nor the seriousness

which his task demands. Full

of contempt as he is for those

vague persons whom he calls
" the critics," he assumes their

rod with a nonchalance which
the worst of them might envy.
He is, as one might expect, the

champion of the commonplace.
He solemnly informs his readers

that if he were asked his "
very

ideal of how history should be

written," he would point to

whom do you think? Not to

Gibbon or Froude, but to Mr
Justin M'Carthy ! He finds

Macaulay an admirable poet
as well as a great writer of

prose, and calls Matthew
Arnold's criticism fatuous be-

cause he does not agree with it.

With Dr Johnson he professes
not the smallest sympathy.
He is sure that none of his

writings has "
any life to-

day." He dismisses the
' Lives of the Poets,' those

masterpieces of biography,
as " but a succession of

prefaces." He sees in the
doctor's talk " a sign of a
narrow finality," and deems it

sufficient for condemnation to

string together half a dozen
assertions made in the heat of

argument. Sir Arthur Doyle
might remember that a man
speaking across a table is no
more on his oath than in a

lapidary inscription. And
then, as if to prove his im-

partiality, he admits that
Johnson had some great
qualities. "Memory was the
chief of them." This gem
may be left to shine alone.

To whichever page you turn

you find the same strange and
hazardousjudgments. Edward
Gibbon, the man, is no more
fortunate than Dr Johnson in

winning Sir Arthur Doyle's

approval. "I cannot recall in

his life one generous impulse,"

says he, "one ardent enthusi-

asm, save for the classics,"

as though that exception, with

the lifelong sacrifice which it

implied to the cause of scholar-

ship, were not enough for one

mortal man. Of Gibbon's
1

Autobiography
' he thinks

very ill indeed, though it has
seemed to many good critics as

accurate a portrait of a man
as has been bequeathed to us.

He writes with a better under-

standing of Samuel Pepys, and
then mars his appreciation by
the astounding statement that

Pepys was assuredly a coward !

Poor Pepys ! The mere sus-

picion of cowardice is absurd.

Courage, both moral and

physical, was his. The hero

who faced the plague with

cheerfulness, and who un-

selfishly devoted himself to

duty at a time when devotion

was not fashionable, deserves

to be called by a handsomer
name than Sir Arthur Doyle
has found for him. And what
shall we say of a novelist who
dismisses Balzac with a gibe?
" There is Balzac," says Sir

Arthur Doyle,
" with his

hundred odd volumes. I am
told that some of them are

masterpieces and the rest pot-

boilers, but that no one is

agreed which is which." This,
we suppose, is Sir Arthur

Doyle's fun. If it be, it widely
misses its point. There is no
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writer whose merits are better

understood than Balzac's. A
man of intelligence has not

the smallest difficulty in

separating the masterpieces
from the pot -

boilers, and
Balzac's pot-boilers, if we ex-

cept the works of his youth,
are better than the master-

pieces of most other writers.

Of course there is no reason

why Sir Arthur Doyle should

be at the pains to read Balzac.

But when he addresses his vast

and popular audience he would
be wise to treat the masters of

the craft with a finer respect.
There remain several ques-

tions which we had intended
to put to Sir Arthur Doyle.
We should like to know, for

instance, where he found the
* Memoirs of St Evremond '

"
nearly as complete "as St

Simon's. We are curious to

understand by what theory of

craftsmanship or morals Love-
lace is superior to Tom Jones ;

and why "the essay must

always be a somewhat repellent
form of literature." But we
refrain our hand. We have

quoted enough to prove Sir

Arthur Doyle's unfitness for

the task he has undertaken.
To provide criticism for the

million is not so plain an

enterprise as it might seem,
and Sir Arthur Doyle, having
caught the ear of the people,
should take care not to assail

it with heresies. There he
stands at his magic door, in-

viting the poor fly, his reader,
to walk into his parlour, and
the poor fly who yields to the

invitation is fortunate if he

emerge with his brain un-

enmeshed in the spider's web
of error.
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BRITAIN AND RUSSIA IN THE MIDDLE EAST.

THAT most remarkable man,
Cardinal Mazarin, who raised

himself from very humble office

in Cardinal Richelieu's secre-

tariat to the proud position of

practical ruler of France under
Anne d'Autriche, owed much
of his success in life to his pro-
found understanding of his

fellow -men; and one of his

principles was to avoid re-

lations with "unlucky" men.
When endeavours were made
to press a man on the Cardinal
for preferment or employment,
his first and invariable in-

quiry was,
" Est-il heureux ?

"

Naturally, in the majority of

cases, whilst the protege's

qualities and capacities were

extolled, it was pleaded that
he had been hardly treated by
fate

;
but such an admission

once made, Mazarin resolutely
declined to hear any more
about him.

Cardinal Mazarin 's principle
was undoubtedly a sound one,
and it might perhaps have been

advantageously borne in mind
by our Ministers and diploma-
tists, when they conceived the
idea of entering into those
close relations with Russia
which culminated in the Anglo-
Russian Convention recently
concluded. Cardinal Mazarin
never inquired into the causes
of a man's bad fortune: the
fact that he was unfortunate
was a sufficient reason to avoid
him. Russia has admittedly
been extraordinarily unfortun-

ate, both in her internal and in
her external affairs. Nicholas I.

and Alexander III. both died

of vexation and disappointment
at the ill-fortune which over-

shadowed their reigns, and
Alexander II. was murdered in

broad daylight in the streets of

St Petersburg as the result of

the discontent of his subjects.
Russia and the Russian Gov-
ernment have been "

unlucky
"

for over sixty years. Unsuc-
cessful wars, famines, internal

disturbances, and a tottering
financial position, have all

contributed to the sum of mis-

fortune
;
whilst from the point

of view of international politi-
cal obligations Russia's con-

stant misfortune has been that

circumstances have ever pre-
vented her fulfilling under-

takings accepted in the most
solemn of treaties. After the

Crimean War, Russia accepted
the Black Sea Treaty, but
circumstances compelled her
within fifteen years to repudi-
ate her obligations. After the

last Russo-Turkish war, Russia

accepted the Berlin Treaty, but
circumstances compelled her
almost immediately to repudi-
ate some of its most important
clauses, and particularly those

relating to Batoum. Now,
after the war with Japan,
Russia is again treaty-making,
and who will guarantee that
circumstances may not again
have the same unfortunate
influence as on previous oc-

casions. No one would accuse
the politicians of the Neva of

bad faith, but that they have
been "unlucky," as regards the

fulfilment of their obligations,
must be admitted, and evi-
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dently, on Cardinal Mazarin's

principle, it is unwise to enter

into relations with them in-

volving fresh political obliga-
tions.

It cannot fairly be said that

nothing has been gained by a

formal settlement with Russia
on Afghan and Persian ques-
tions. It is an undoubted

gain, even for England, that

the world at large has im-

agined that the Convention

presents an important guar-
antee for the maintenance of

peace. But if we admit the

temporary gain on this partic-
ular point, in all other direc-

tions we can find nothing but
loss for England ;

and we must

qualify the sole advantage as

"temporary," since, in our

opinion, there is not the small-

est foundation for the suppos-
ition that the cause of per-
manent peace has gained one
iota by the arrangement. The
first guarantee of permanent
peace is evidently that the

conditions on which it is to be
established should be faithfully
observed by the contracting
parties ; but, as has been

shown, past experience fails in

this case to justify hopes of

such observance. On the other

hand, if two parties enter into

a definite agreement, and one

party, admittedly the stronger
at the moment, cedes much for

the sake of permanent peace,
and loyally fulfils its under-

takings, whilst the other un-

luckily feels compelled to re-

pudiate its obligations when
circumstances change in its

favour, the ill-feeling and con-

sequent probability of hostil-

ities between the parties will

be much greater than if there

had been no agreement. The

aggrieved party will naturally
feel special resentment at hav-

ing forgone taking its pound
of flesh when circumstances
rendered the operation easy,
and finding its reward in the

renewed active opposition of

its rival when circumstances
have changed.
We have certainly angered

the Afghans and Persians by
publicly treating both them
and their rulers as quantitfa

negligdables, and arranging be-

hind their backs, and with
their most dreaded enemy,
affairs which closely touched
their essential interests. Apart
from the material disadvantage
of estranging Afghans and

Persians, we must ask if it is

worthy of British policy to

partition Persia with Russia,
after having for a century en-

couraged and urged her to

resist Russian intrigues and
encroachments? Is it worthy
of British policy to agree, with-

out consulting the Afghans,
that they must receive and
treat frontier questions with

Russian officials, after having
made war on Afghanistan and
driven out her ruler because

he received a Russian envoy?
Is it worthy of British policy,
after having invaded Thibet

for the purpose of compelling
the retirement of the Russian
Buddhist agent Dorjieff, the

Grand Lama's confidant and
adviser in Lhasa, and after

having been welcomed by the

Thibetan people when the ob-

jects of our expedition were

understood, and it was be-

lieved that it would result in

freeing the Thibetans from the

intolerable yoke of the Chinese,
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to agree with Russia that

the Buddhist subjects of the

latter "may enter into direct

relations on strictly religious
"

(synonymous in Russian polit-
ical language with " scientific

"

or "political") "matters with
the Dalai Lama and the other

representatives of Buddhism in

Thibet," and to formally re-

instate China as the arbiter of

the destinies of that unfortun-
ate country? Leaving morals
and sentiment aside, we are

strongly of opinion that in

dealings with Orientals it pays
to be consistent and loyal to

engagements and understand-

ings ;
and it is useless to expect

either Persians, Afghans, or

Thibetans to consider that we
have been anything but incon-

sistent and disloyal in this

unfortunate business. The
confidence of the Oriental is

not easily acquired, but it is

very easily lost, and we have
now thrown away the result of

the efforts of over half a cen-

tury devoted to gaming and

maintaining the confidence of

Persia and Afghanistan.
On broad principles, and in

its general aspect, moral and
material, we think that the

Anglo - Russian Convention is

emphatically to be condemned.
We may proceed to examine it

in detail, in its three sections

relating respectively to Persia,

Afghanistan, and Thibet, and
consider if any compensations
are to be found in individual
clauses and stipulations. To
judge of their effect, we must,
in the case of each country,
take account of the situation
before its modification by the
Convention.

Persia and the Persians had

been much neglected by British

policy for many years when the

establishment of the Russians
in the Turkoman country, along
the whole north-eastern fron-

tier of Persia, and their threat-

ening attitude towards Khor-
assan and the Afghan frontier,

reawakened British interest,

and made our statesmen anx-

ious concerning the mainten-
ance of the integrity of the

Persian kingdom. Consider-

able efforts were made to

strengthen British influence in

Persia ; and the Karun Naviga-
tion Convention, the founding
of the Imperial Bank of Persia,

and the appointment of a most
able Indian frontier officer,

Major-General C. B. Maclean,
as British Consul-General for

Khorassan and Seistan, were

among the practical results of

these efforts. Russian progress
was temporarily checked, but
the policy of intrigue was
maintained with all the per-
sistent and unscrupulous skill

which distinguishes Muscovite

policy. Russia lavished money
in supporting trade in Khor-
assan and Seistan and in

bribing Persian officials ; the

Persian Government was alter-

nately cajoled and threatened ;

whilst, unfortunately, the efforts

of British diplomacy were grad-

ually relaxed, and, worst of

all, our diplomatists were com-

pletely hoodwinked by the

Belgian agents of Russia, who
were given control of the

Persian Customs and used
their power most unscrupul-

ously to the very serious pre-

judice of British and Indian
trade and influence. Chapters
might be written on this one-

sided struggle, of which the
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most important result was
that the Persian Government,
against its will, was compelled
more and more to give way
to Russia. It should, however,
be noted that although the

Government found itself obliged
to yield to Russia, the Persian

people remained faithful to

England, and one of the first

results of the recent revolt

of the people against the

autocratic Government was
the prompt dismissal of the

Belgians, whose game had been

perfectly understood in Persia

by everybody except the British

diplomatists.
To sum up the general situa-

tion before the recent negotia-
tions, it may be said that by
the threatening attitude of her

military forces on the frontier,

by heavily subsidised trade,
and by the appointment of

consuls and a number of poli-
tical agents in the guise of

doctors, nominally appointed
to maintain quarantine against

plague, Russia had fully estab-

lished herself in Khorassan to

the exclusion of British in-

fluence. She had also pushed
well down into Seistan, but
there she was met by consuls

and political officers from India

supporting Indian traders, and
was also held in check by
General MacMahon's expedi-

tionary force established on the

Afghan frontier. The British

position was, however, con-

stantly threatened, the Rus-
sians being on the north nearer

their base, and the Belgian
customs officers and Persian
authorities generallyworking in

their interest, whilst our officers,

being continually warned to be
cautious and to avoid all ap-

pearance of provocation, were

fighting with one hand tied

behind their backs. At Tabriz,
and throughout the provinces
of Azerbeijan, the Russians
had long been securely estab-

lished, and they were also prac-

tically masters of the Caspian
provinces ; whilst in Teheran
and the provinces generally
between Azerbeijan and Khor-

assan, Russian political influ-

ence was predominant, and her
trade was increasing at the

expense of the British. At
Isphahan, the ascendancy of

British trade was still well

maintained, and the authori-

ties and population were openly
in favour of the English; in-

deed, Russian influence was
little felt. South of Isphahan,
from the Karun and the Bakh-
tiari country to the frontiers

of Beluchistan and along the

Persian Gulf, British trade and
influence were as predominant
as those of Russia in Khor-
assan.

We may now turn to an
examination in detail of the

particular clauses of the Con-
vention. By I. Great Britain

formally abandons the right to

assist British trade or to seek

political influence "beyond
"
(an

ambiguous political expression

presumably signifying "north
of ")

" a line starting from Kasr-

i-Shirin, passing through Is-

phahan, Yezd, Kakh, and end-

ing at a point on the Persian
frontier at the intersection of

the Russian and Afghan fron-

tiers." By II. Russia enters

into a similar engagement as re-

gards Seistan and the south-east

corner of Persia ; and by III.

Russia is invited, under a guar-
antee of the non-interference
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of Great Britain, to seek con-

cessions for her subjects in that

part of Persia not specially re-

served under II. to British

influence.

The result of I. is not only
British definite withdrawal
from the northern section of

Persia, where it may be freely
admitted that Kussian trade

and influence are now pre-

dominant, but also to abandon
the existing British predomin-
ance in Isphahan, Yezd, and
other central and southern

localities, where Kussia has so

far failed to establish herself.

The result of II. is to confirm

as within the British sphere
of influence a territory in which
the British position is, from

contiguity with India, natur-

ally strong, and where, not-

withstanding all her efforts,

Kussia had been unable to

establish herself. By I. much
of vital importance is lost ; by
II. nothing is gained ; by
III. important existing advan-

tages are deliberately thrown

away.
The result of III. is self-

evident, in that it permits the

unhampered extension of Rus-
sian influence to the Bakhtiari

country and Arabistan, where
the population have always
been friendly to England, and
to the Karun river, where, as
a result of long and patient
efforts and considerable expen-
diture of money, British traders
had established a practical

monopoly. Further, it clearly
permits Russia to construct a

railway from the north to any
port on the Persian Gulf west
of Banderabbas. The know-
ledge of what has happened to
our traie in the north of Persia

should surely have prevented
British statesmen from expos-
ing our trade in the south to

similar dangers ; and, more-

over, had they held their hands,
it is quite possible that present
financial straits might have

prevented "Russia from continu-

ing her financial assistance to

the bankers, traders, and others

who have been till now her
successful political agents. A
breathing - time was in view,

during which, particularly with
the sympathy of the Persian

people, some lost ground in the
north might have been re-

gained. Instead, however, of

profiting by the opportunity,
the whole of the south, and
even Bushire, have been handed
over to the tender mercies of

Russian concessionaires. Fin-

ally, and of very special im-

portance, we must note the
fact that the only possible pro-

longation of the Bagdad rail-

way by a suitable route to

India through Hanikin, Hama-
dam, Isphahan, and Yezd, is

now closed to British enter-

prise. It only remains for

Russia to come to terms with

Germany to enable her to ac-

quire complete control over the
sole railroad route from West-
ern Europe to India. By their

inability to make up their

minds to some practical solu-

tion of the question of British

interests in the Bagdad rail-

way, our politicians have em-
bittered Germany, and even

annoyed our French friends,
who realise that valuable time
and opportunities have been
lost. What will they say to

our action in gratuitously in-

troducing fresh complications

by deliberately sacrificing to
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Russia the interests of all other

parties ?

With reference to IV. and

V., we may call attention to

a minor point, namely, that

whilst the "revenues of Far-
sistan

"
are recognised as de-

voted to the service of the

loans concluded with the

Imperial Bank of Persia, no

attempt is made to define the

area of Farsistan, and all who
have had occasion to follow

negotiations with Persia are

aware that such a definition

is much required, and has before

now been sought without satis-

factory result.

In concluding our survey of

the effect in Persia of the

Convention, we must again
refer to its serious influence on
the sentiments of the Persian

people towards Great Britain.

The Persians, like other Orien-
tal peoples, had thoroughly
realised that, as the result of

the Japanese war, the arrogant
pretensions of Russia to a high-
handed control of affairs in Cen-
tral Asia had received a check
from which recovery will cer-

tainly be very difficult. The
result had been the rapid
growth of a feeling of political
freedom and independence and
of liberal sentiment in Persia,

which, in spite of extravagances
at the outset, might have led

to a material improvement in

the social and economic condi-

tion of that distracted country.
That such a prospect, whilst

distasteful to Russia, would

surely be pleasing to England,
was assumed as a matter of

course by all Persian leaders

of liberal thought ; but no
sooner has the movement in

favour of liberal ideas begun

to take practical shape than,
to the intense astonishment
and disgust of the whole
Persian people, England turns

her back on Persian aspira-
tions and joins hands with
Russia in a partition of the

country.
Russian prestige had latterly

suffered severely in Persia, and
British prestige was corres-

pondingly rising, and rising on
the sure basis of popular esteem
and goodwill. By a stroke of

the pen our diplomatists, be-

sides sacrificing immediate
material advantages, have re-

stored Russian prestige, and
dealt an almost irreparable
blow to that of England.
Turning to the situation in

Afghanistan prior to the agree-
ment with Russia, it was on
the whole more favourable to

British interests than at any
date since Lord Mayo received

Shere Ali at the Umballa Dur-

bar, although some two years
previously relations had been

very far from satisfactory.
When Habibullah Khan suc-

ceeded his father Abdurrahman
Khan as Ameer, he replied very
satisfactorily to the congratul-
ations of the Indian Viceroy,
and it was confidently expected
that he would at an early date

accept the Viceroy's invitation

to pay a visit to India. The

position of a new Ameer is,

however, always somewhat in-

secure, and Habibullah soon
found that a strong party was
intriguing against him infavour
of a youthful brother, the fav-

ourite son of his late father
;

whilst the attitude of his next

brother, Nasrullah Khan, was
at least doubtful. In such cir-

cumstances it was clearly im-
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possible for Habibullah to leave

Cabul; but, apparently in

response to repeated invita-

tions to himself, he finally re-

solved to show his goodwill

by sending his son to visit

the Viceroy in Calcutta. The

period following Habibullah's

succession had, however, been
marked by constant unpleasant
incidents on the frontier, and a

distinctly hostile attitude on
the part of the Afghan frontier

authorities, and no redress or

serious apology was offered

from Cabul. Although it is

perfectly possible, and indeed

somewhat probable, that, know-

ing the anti- foreign feeling

among his people, the Ameer
did not dare to punish the mis-

deeds of his frontier officers

until he was securely estab-

lished on his throne, the pre-

vailing conditions were a

natural cause of uneasiness to

the Government of India ;
and

whilst the correspondence be-

tween the Viceroy and the
Ameer has not been made
public, the latter has himself

since said sufficient to justify
the assumption that invita-

tions to visit India were some-
what impatiently and tactlessly

pressed upon him until he be-

came suspicious and annoyed.
We know, at all events, that
the Government of India came
to the conclusion that some
decisive step was necessary to

clear up the situation, and that

during Lord Ampthill's Vice-

royalty Sir Louis Dane was
sent to Cabul at the head of an
important Mission, to endeav-
our to arrive at a direct under-

standing with the Ameer on
frontier and other important
questions.

It is by no means clear that

the Ameer was really pleased
to receive the Mission, and in

spite of the adroitness and tact

displayed by Sir Louis Dane,
it is quite possible that, but
for the disastrous defeat of

the Russians in Manchuria,
he would have fared badly.
In any case, the Mission was a

failure as regards practical re-

sults. Nor is this to be won-
dered at ; for, if we may judge
by the nature of the circum-
stances and what has since

transpired, the proposals which
Sir Louis Dane was authorised

to make are not likely to have
been satisfactory to the Ameer.
Had it been suggested that in

view of Russian weakness in

Central Asia, which was at the

time much more serious than
was supposed either in St

Petersburg or in Europe gen-

erally, he might, if assured
of British support, have been

very willing to enter into a
definite alliance, and to as-

sume a very independent, or

even openly hostile, attitude

towards Russia; but if mere-

ly requested to settle frontier

questions and offer repara-
tion for the hostile acts of

frontier officials, and to enter

into negotiations for the con-

tinuance of the limited support
which had been accorded to his

father, he would have to take

into account the strong anti-

foreign sentiment and preju-
dices of the majority of the

Sirdars : moreover, as already
mentioned, even before the
arrival of the Mission he ap-

peared to have been annoyed
at the attitude of the Indian
Government. Fortunately, the

Mission was able to get away
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without any overt breach of

good relations, and there the

matter rested until, under a

new Viceroy, a more definite-

ly encouraging policy was

adopted, and having secured

his position at home the Ameer

paid the long-talked-of visit to

India. Thanks chiefly to the

tact and courtesy of Lord Minto
and Lord Kitchener, and also,

it must be admitted, to the

extraordinary deference shown
to the Ameer, the visit was a

complete success, at least so far

as putting him into thorough
good - humour, and also as

affording the opportunity for

a much appreciated object-
lesson on the resources of India

and the power of the Govern-
ment. The result was that, as

already stated, relations with

Afghanistan were on an ex-

ceptionally satisfactory footing,
when the news of the agree-
ment with Russia must have
come on the Ameer and his

Sirdars with the astounding
effect of a thunderbolt from a
clear sky.
We may examine the Articles

of the Convention referring

directly to Afghanistan.
Article I. declares that Great
Britain "has no intention of

changing the political status
of Afghanistan" there is no

corresponding declaration on
the part of Russia ; further,
the Russian Government "re-

cognised Afghanistan as out-

side the sphere of Russian

influence," but this is by no
means the first similar recogni-
tion, and yet Russian intrigues
in Afghanistan have never
ceased. Nothing practical ap-
pears to have been gained so

far. Next, Russia undertakes

that "all political relations

with Afghanistan shall be con-

ducted through his Britannic

Majesty's Government," and
also "not to send any agents
unto Afghanistan

"
: these,

though making no change in

existing official arrangements,
are proper stipulations, which,

however, judging by past ex-

perience, are not very likely
to be observed. But the worst
feature of this Article lies in

the second paragraph : the

British Government "engages
to exercise their influence in

Afghanistan only in a pacific

sense, and they will not them-
selves take, nor encourage
Afghanistan to take, any
measure threatening Russia."

This is splendidly ambiguous,
even for a diplomatic docu-

ment; but when occasion

arises, the Russian reading
will certainly be that India can
in future take no measures

suggestive of force to defend

her rights on the Afghan
frontier : she is tied to pacific
methods. Similarly, if Russia

again encroaches on the Af-

ghan frontier, as she has done
in the past, Great Britain is

not to encourage Afghanistan
to take any measures in self-

defence. To any one who knows
the situation on the Russian
and Indian frontiers of Afghan-
istan, these stipulations are too

grotesque, unless drafted by
an enemy of England with a

sufficient knowledge of local

conditions to know how best to

prejudice her interests. All

we can say is "Remember
Penjdeh!" There British pacific
influence restrained the Af-

ghans from strengthening their

position against an advance of
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Russian forces, which "meant

nothing," until all was ready
to drive the Afghans out. The
Russians have not forgotten
the result of the limitation to

pacific influence at Penjdeh.
Our British negotiators would

appear never to have heard of

an incident which ruined our

prestige \
in Afghanistan, and

was the cause of ceaseless diffi-

culties for many years after-

wards.
Article II. seems in itself

entirely unobjectionable. It

merely confirms a previous sur-

render to the demands of Habi-
bullah Khan, registering the

fact that the agreement made

personally and conditionally
with the father, Abdurrahman
Khan, had, wisely or unwisely,
been admitted as binding us
in similar obligations to the

son. It may be observed that
there is no public evidence
of any quid pro quo having
been obtained for this very
important concession to the

present Ameer.
Article III., stipulating that

the Russian and Afghan fron-

tier authorities "
may establish

direct relations with each other

for the settlement of local ques-
tions of a non-political charac-

ter," gives away in a few words
all that which we have spent
many millions sterling in fight-

ing against since we drove
Shere Ali out of Cabul. Rus-
sian agents, whether under the

guise of scientists, geographers,
customs officials, sanitary
authorities, or traders, are all

political agents, and every fron-
tier question can easily and will

certainly, if considered desir-

able, speedily take a political
character. And who is to cry

" halt
"

at any particular mo-
ment in the process of develop-
ment from an ordinary local to

an important political ques-
tion? Undoubtedly the need
has been strongly felt of author-

ised channels of communication
between Russian and Afghan
frontier officials ;

but if Russia
had been sincere in the matter,
it would have been easy to

establish British consuls and
consular agents at the points
where the few trade-routes
cross the Russian and Afghan
frontiers.

Article IV. not only admits

every opportunity for Russian
traders (i.e., political agents in

disguise) to penetrate into Af-

ghanistan, but also accepts the

idea of the future establishment

in the country of "commer-
cial agents," in other words,
of political officers, styled

" com-
mercial agents

"
for the sake of

appearances. We find no re-

ciprocal arrangement to admit
British-Indian trade into Bok-
hara and the Khanates, which
still remain closed by a pro-
hibitive customs tariff.

The final Article V. stipu-
lates that the "

arrangements
will only come into force when
his Britannic Majesty's Govern-
ment shall have notified to the

Russian Government the con-

sent of the Ameer (deprived
of the recently accorded and
much appreciated prefix "His

Majesty ") to the terms stipu-
lated above. It is very diffi-

cult to forecast the attitude of

the Ameer when these pro-

posals are officially placed be-

fore him. Only one thing is

certain he and his people will

be filled with indignation and

contempt for the Government
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which, in their opinion, has not

only betrayed them, but has
also submitted without cause

to a hereditary and irrecon-

cilable foe. It is possible that

the Ameer who will surely,
after his open appreciation of

his reception in India, dread

being suspected by his Sirdars
of complicity in the transaction

may decline to recognise the

arrangement, and leave us in a

worse position than before we
had failed in an attempt to

satisfy Russian ambitions. It is

equally possible that, persuaded
of the folly of trusting England,
even when all circumstances
are in her favour, he may def-

initely, though certainly reluct-

antly, finally cast in his lot

with Russia. That he should

accept the arrangement in good
faith to both England and Rus-
sia is beyond the wildest dream
of possibility.
The last section of the Con-

vention concerns Thibet. We
may briefly consider the posi-
tion before the Convention.
As the result of reliable in-

formation that the Grand
Lama had fallen completely
under the influence of a Rus-
sian political agent, a Buddhist
from Eastern Siberia named
Dorjieff, and of the obstinate

refusal of the Thibetans to

fulfil their treaty obligations
on the Sikkim frontier and

elsewhere, or to take the

slightest notice of communi-
cations from the Government
of India on the subject,
it was resolved to send a

Mission with an escort over
the frontier to demand atten-

tion and to negotiate. The
Mission was treated with that
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mixture of politeness and con-

tumely so thoroughly under-
stood by Orientals, and after

spending some months on
Thibetan territory without

arriving even at a commence-
ment of negotiations, it was
withdrawn, and immediately
followed by an armed ex-

pedition under General Mac-
donald through the Chumbi
valley to Gyantse, an im-

portant mart in the centre
of the country. The expedi-
tion was accompanied by
Colonel (now Sir F.) Young-
husband, a political officer.

No greater results were
achieved at Gyantse than by
the original Mission, and after

a treacherous, but fortunately
unsuccessful, attack, which
showed that stronger meas-
ures were necessary, orders

were given to advance on

Lhassa, the capital, to force

the Thibetans to terms.

Thanks to the organising
powers of General Macdonald,
the difficult task was accom-

plished and Lhassa safely

reached, but not before the

Lama, under the guidance of

Dorjieff, had fled beyond the

frontier to Urga. The Chinese
authorities also retired before

the arrival of the British.

Once relieved of the presence
of the Russian agent and of

the Chinese, and noting that

the British force attacked

nobody, destroyed nothing,
and scrupulously paid for all

provisions, &c., the Thibetans
were not slow in recognising
the force as their deliverers

from both Russians and

Chinese, and they were quite

ready to come to terms on the

L
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basis of the payment of a rea-

sonable contribution towards

the expenses of the expedi-

tion, and the surrender of the

Chumbi valley, which is not

inhabited by Thibetans, and
had no value in their eyes, but

is all - important to facilitate

the entry into Thibet from
India. All seemed for the

best, when the Russian Gov-

ernment, which had pre-

viously stated that they had
no interest in a country not

even contiguous with their

frontiers, suddenly demanded
assurances as to our future

intentions with regard to

Thibet. These, wisely or un-

wisely, were promptly given,

including an undertaking not

to take any Thibetan territory
or to interfere in the internal

administration of the country.
The present Convention not

only confirms our obligations
in this respect, but goes some-
what further, for it expressly
reaffirms the subjection of the

miserable Thibetans to the

Chinese authorities, from whom
they vainly imagined that they
had been freed : it also puts
Russia on absolutely equal
terms with Great Britain in

Thibet ;
and further, in the

Annex, deprives us of the right
of enforcing, as regards the
Chumbi valley, the accepted
conditions of our agreement
with Thibet, without the con-
sent of Russia ! Such condi-
tions having been accepted by
a responsible British Ministry,
we can only be astonished at
the moderation of the Russians
in not insisting on even more
objectionable conditions. The
Russians played solely for re-

habilitation of their prestige
in Asia, and they have been
allowed to win.

We have dealt with the

political effects of the Con-
vention as regards Thibet, but
there is another and most im-

portant aspect for considera-

tion, namely, that dealt with
in Clause IV. concerning com-
mercial enterprise. By this

clause England and Russia

mutually engage "neither to

seek nor to obtain, whether for

themselves or their subjects,

any concessions for railways,

roads, telegraphs, and mines or

other rights in Thibet." There
is no need to enlarge on the

effects of this stipulation. The
words of the Convention speak
for themselves. Russia had no

footing or legitimate interest

in Thibet. We had spent
blood and money to establish

ourselves, and even if extra-

ordinary self-abnegation had
minimised the political ad-

vantages well within our

grasp, we might at least have

hoped for some compensation
in the development of an im-

portant trade and the ex-

ploiting of mineral resources.

Russia cried " Hands off!
" and

having every advantage and

possibility of maintaining our

position, we have tamely sub-

mitted. Well may our traders

complain that their Govern-
ment never intervenes except
to prejudice their interests.

Taking the Convention as a

whole, it is abundantly clear

that, having the game entirely
in our hands, we have sur-

rendered every political and
commercial advantage we en-

joyed. And for what purpose ?
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THE LEADER OF THE UNIONISTS IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

IT is with the utmost satis-

faction that we notice the in-

creasing strength and perfect
union of the Tory party. Re-
solved upon a policy of prud-
ent construction, determined to

thwart the revolutionary de-

signs of the present Govern-

ment, it is unanimously agreed
in purpose as in tactics. The
candid declaration of policy
made by Mr Balfour at Bir-

mingham has been accepted
and reinforced by Lord Lans-
downe. The speeches lately
delivered in Scotland by the

Leader of the Unionists in the

House of Lords were informed
with the spirit of confidence.

No more damaging indictment
of Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
man's Government has been

made, even by Lord Rosebery.

Wisely supplementing Mr Bal-

four's recent speeches, Lord
Lansdowne not merely discussed
Tariff Reform and Socialism,
but warmly defended the House
of Lords, and castigated with
what severity he might the

flippant idleness of the policy

pursued by the Radicals in Ire-

land. If any proof were needed
that the Unionists had other

ends in view besides Fiscal

Reform, which still holds the

first place, a comparison of

Lord Lansdowne's speeches
with Mr Balfour's would fur-

nish it abundantly. Between
them they have traversed the
whole field of statesmanship,
and have declared with all

the clarity of eloquence that
the interests of the party are,

like the taxation which they
propose, various and wide-

spread.
Lord Lansdowne's appear-

ance upon a public platform is

always the signal for dishon-

est and infamous attack; and

though he needs no defence

at our hands, something must
be said to his assailants. Dr
Macnamara professes himself

amazed, after "calmly review-

ing Lord Lansdowne's record

during the months leading to

the Boer War," that his lord-

ship "had the hardihood to

ask the people of this country
ever again to believe in him as

a wise leader of public affairs."

Had Dr Macnamara reviewed
that record "calmly," he could

not have spoken as he did.

And there is less excuse for his

insolence, because the record is

plainly accessible, even to Dr
Macnamara, in a Government
blue-book. Blue - books, no

doubt, are repugnant to the

zealous Radical, who prefers
sentiment to knowledge. But
the zealous Radical who will

not take the trouble to read

"minutes of evidence" should

not boast of "calm reviews."

That Lord Lansdowne neg-
lected no counsel given him by
his military advisers, that he
made all preparations which

knowledge and energy could

suggest, that he was hampered
in his design by "political
reasons

"
alone, these are

matters of history. And yet

demagogues, incapable of calm
review or calm reflection, will
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go on repeating what is untrue

until the end of time.

It is not the falsehood of

such statements as these that

amazes us, we expect noth-

ing save a careless handling of

the truth from Dr Macnamara
and his colleagues : it is their

hypocrisy. Had the Radical

party before and after the

outbreak of war clamoured
that nothing should be left un-

done which should make victory
swift and certain, it might claim

the right to criticise the con-

duct of Lord Lansdowne, when
it had overcome its distaste for

research. But in the moment
of danger it clamoured only
for the triumph of its country's
foes ; and now that the danger
is past it would be wise to hide

its traitorous head in silent

shame. Never was a "record,"
to use Dr Macnamara's word,
more bravely unbroken. The
eminent leader of the party,
Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-

man,
" saw no reason for mili-

tary preparations
" a few

weeks before the Boers com-
mitted their first act of aggres-
sion, thus differing completely
from Lord Lansdowne, as a

very brief study of the blue-

book will suggest ; and when
once the war was engaged, the
Radicals proudly and publicly
showed their sympathy with
Mr Kruger. In accordance
with the true definition of

treachery, they gave comfort to

England's enemies; and that

nothing might be lacking to
their ignoble achievement, they
insulted the soldiers, their

countrymen, who were fight-
ing their country's battle on
the stricken field. There is,

in brief, no crime against

patriotism and decent citizen-

ship of which they were not

guilty. Notorious while they
live, they will presently be

nailed, as a warning to others,

upon the barn-door of history.
Meanwhile there is one thing
which those who serve under
Radical leadership, or share

Radical councils, may not do :

they may not criticise the

action of Ministers who, with

loyal devotion and hampered
by a disloyal Opposition, as-

sured an ultimate victory to

the arms of England.
Lord Lansdowne, as we have

said, needs no defence. The

many years he has spent in

watching over the interests of

England are a sufiicient reply
to his assailants. Canada has

known him, and India. As

Viceroy he achieved such a

triumph in practical adminis-

tration as is given to few.

During his term of office in

India the area of actual irri-

gation was increased by nearly
two million acres, the famine
codes were revised with the

utmost success, some four

thousand miles of new railway
lines were opened for traffic.

And while no practical details

escaped him, while by the

exercise of a simple tact he
was able to soften the asperi-
ties of caste and religion, he

neglected nothing which should

safeguard our Indian Empire.
It is thus that Mr G. W.
Forrest, the historian of India,
sums up the results of his

energetic reign.

"The relations between the Gov-
ernment of India," wrote Mr Forrest,
" and the great States which are our
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neighbours, have been placed on a

closer and more solid basis ; the wild

tribes on our borders have been taught
that crime and disorder will not be
tolerated ; the loyalty of the feud-

atory chiefs has been strengthened by
friendly intercourse ; the Empire has

been made secure from foreign attack

by the construction of important mili-

tary works and improvements in our

military system."

Are not these things a rea-

sonable cause of gratitude?
Do they not make it certain

that Lord Lansdowne will

never appeal in vain to the

trust and confidence of his

countrymen ?

And even now the tale of

his service is not told. After
the resignation of Lord Salis-

bury, he worthily upheld the

lofty traditions of our foreign

policy. Few statesmen, indeed,
have maintained abroad the

dignity of England with a

better success than Lord Lans-

downe, and he leads the Oppo-
sition in the House of Lords
with the authority which is

the result only of a long and

triumphant career. As an ora-

tor, he is at once courageous
and convincing. A master of

attack, he puts irony before

vituperation, and is one among
the most mercilessly damaging
critics of his opponents in either

House. Nor does he forget,
with the false shame which is

the mark of some of his order,
that he is a Peer of the Realm.
In Scotland he made a just and

spirited defence of his House.
This apologia pro domo sua was
wise and wisely timed. The
tub-thumpers have long made
merry with the House of Lords.
As Lord Lansdowne pointed
out, Mr Lloyd - George not

the Minister of conciliation,

but the Welsh rhetorician, who
knows so well how to inflame

his countrymen by what Mr
Balfour once called his "dull

brutalities
"

lately declared

that the House of Lords must
not speak of trade, of which it

knew nothing. On the other

hand, Sir Henry Campbell-Ban-
nerman has assured his friends

that the Lords have no right
to discuss questions concerning
land, because they know too

much about it. Thus ignorance
and knowledge are alike im-

puted to them for crimes, and

they may be assured of error

whichever way they turn, what-
ever policy they advocate.

And yet a Cabinet whose
members become inarticulate

with fury when they contem-

plate the Upper House, refuses

to abolish it, and is proud to

add to its number. Now, this

attack on the House of Lords
is the logical sequence of the

last election. A vast Radical

majority in the Commons
House always overrates its

own importance and clamours
for revolution. After the

passage of the first Reform

Bill, there was precisely the

same situation as exists to-day.
The cry was then raised on all

hands,
" Down with the House

of Lords !

" And the House of

Lords survived, and will sur-

vive. But what is the Rad-
ical's grievance against the

Second Chamber ? Merely
that it prevents him from

pulling down the structure

of Empire as rapidly and

wantonly as he could wish.

There is one gag which never
fails him. At the first hint
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of revision or conflict, he
murmurs triumphantly, "The
will of the people must pre-
vail." He declines to explain
what this will is or how he
discovered it, and we may
safely conclude that it is

nothing more nor less than a
reflection of his own prejudice.
He bases his arrogance upon
the supposition that the Gov-
ernment of England is a rep-
resentative government, and
that he himself, in some occult

fashion, is carrying out the
will and obeying the mandate
of abstract wisdom.

There could not be a more
absurd fallacy. No country
least of all England has ever
known the curse or blessing of

a representative government.
Our House of Commons is

chosen by accident in the

present instance by the acci-

dent of a pictorial falsehood.

We may boast of representa-
tive government when each
member of the electorate exer-

cises the same power, when a
vote in Ireland is no longer
worth twenty times a vote in

England, when equal electoral

areas are represented each by
a single member, when the

minority is permitted to speak
with a voice precisely com-
mensurate with its import-
ance. When these things
happen, then the demagogue
may brag, if he dare, that
he holds in the hollow of

his hand the will of the

people. As it is, Mr Asquith
and the Prime Minister rep-
resent nothing but themselves

;

and they do that very ill indeed,
because neither the one nor the
other dare say what he thinks.

They have both put their con-

sciences into the pockets of

others, and it is not surprising
that they find the greatest
comfort in catchwords.
And when they are wearied

of mandates, the Radicals tell

us that the House of Lords
is damned because it is illog-
ical. This statement, also, is

wholly unfounded. The House
of Lords is firmly estab-

lished upon a basis of logic.
The hereditary principle is the

only principle of life which

may be boldly accepted. That
there are exceptions to the

principle, or rather that the

working of the principle evades

us, is obvious. But if you in-

sist upon logic, why should

you reject for men and accept
for horses the advantages of

good blood? And if logic be

desired, how in reason shall

you justify the House of

Commons a House elected to

perform the difficult art of

government by men to whom
the very rudiments of that

art are unknown ? The theory
of popular government is based

upon a worship of ignorance
upon that and nothing else.

It supposes that the opinion
of the fool is worth more
than the opinion of the wise

man. And from this suppo-
sition proceeds much of the

hostility which the Radical
feels for the House of Lords.

He deems it a cardinal sin

that a man should discuss

that which he understands.
Lord Lansdowne ridiculed this

fallacy with excellent force.

"Supposing the House of Lords,"
said he,

"
is a House of landlords, is

that any reason why we should be
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denied the right of expressing an

opinion with regard to questions

affecting land tenure in this country
1

?

When bankers talk to us about

banking, or lawyers about law, or

soldiers and sailors about the Army
and Navy, we do not refuse to listen

to them upon the ground that they
are talking about things as to which

they are too well informed ;
and why

the poor House of Lords should not

get a hearing on the land questions
because it contains a good many land-

owners in its ranks, I for one am
unable to perceive."

The Radical is quite able

to perceive a sound excuse for

this folly. He is certain that

he can govern the country far

better with a flood of tears, and
with what he believes to be

a good heart, than with the

profound knowledge of all the

ages. There remains another

reason why it would be rash,
even from the Radical's point
of view, to weaken our Second
Chamber. The House of Com-
mons does not realise how much
it depends upon, how much it

owes to, the House of Lords.

No bold scheme of legislation,
no reckless tampering with
land tenures and time-hon-
oured institutions, would have
a chance of passing through
the Commons, were it not for

the wholesome restraint exer-

cised by the Lords. It is true

that the Lords, obedient to

their duty, are still able to

check the foolish temerity of

the Lower House. But if the

Lords were not there, an hon-

est timidity would strangle our
Prime Minister's splendid ex-

periments in their cradle. And
then what a plight would be

his ! He could not go to the

country and boast of the boons
which he would have given to

the people, if he had not been
thwarted by the wicked, insol-

ent, self-indulgent peers !

It is a clear symptom of

public opinion that the audience

at Edinburgh, which received

Lord Lansdowne with enthus-

iasm from beginning to end,
reserved its loudest cheers for

his brief reference to Tariff

Reform. The brevity of the

reference did but enhance its

clarity.

"I believe," he said, "that the

people of this country are deeply
convinced that new sources of rev-

enue are indispensable, if we are to

meet the new demands to which we
are being exposed. ... I believe this

country wishes us to have more regard
than we have lately shown for the

interests of the producer. ... I be-

lieve our people wish that our Govern-
ment should be made stronger to deal

with foreign countries, in order that
the barriers which are raised in all

parts of the world may, if possible, be
broken down by mutually advan-

tageous bargains. And, finally, I be-

lieve that the people of this country
wish that its Government should

keep an eye upon our great Colonial

markets, and should take timely steps
to prevent those markets passing
away from us beyond recall."

Nothing could be more lucid or

more explicit than this state-

ment. It covers the same

ground which Mr Balfour
covered at Birmingham. It

is a profession of the same
faith. It leaves no room for

misunderstanding or for doubt.
It points to an ideal of fiscal

policy to which the Unionist

party hopes to attain. And so

conspicuous is the good faith of

our opponents, so clear their

perception of what is passing
before their eyes, that Mr
Asquith has already confided

to an audience at Aberdeen
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I am sorry to say, complete immunity
for the perpetrators of these crimes.
It is impossible to get evidence

;
the

local benches refuse to do their duty ;

the juries refuse to convict in the face
of the clearest evidence

;
and the

disease is spreading week after week.
These things are not taking place in
Morocco or Macedonia. They are

taking place in the United Kingdom."

Were they taking place in

Macedonia, every Radical in the

country would be bleating of

oppression. But Ireland, for

the Radical, is an arena of poli-

tics, and lies far outside the

region of good and evil, hard-

ship or prosperity. And what
are the hardships which Ireland

suffers, that a handful of Radical
members may not break their

pledges? By the driving of

cattle a great industry is being
destroyed, and as the only real

troubles of Ireland are financial,
this hardship cannot be exag-
gerated. Two years ago, as
Lord Lansdowne pointed out,
live-stock to the value of four-

teen million pounds was ex-

ported from Ireland to England.
Is it not worth while to save so

profitable an industry at the

expense of a few votes ? And
the indirect injury caused by
the monstrous expedient urged
by Mr Ginnell and his friends

is seen in the growing con-

tempt for the law and its ad-

ministration. What has the
Government done to check the
universal lawlessness? It has
sent Mr Birrell to Ireland, in

the vain hope that he may
stem the tide of crime with a

phrase or two. The enterprise
forced upon Canute by his

courtiers was nothing compared
with this. And Mr Birrell is

more pitifully helpless even

that the Unionists have neither

unity of purpose nor a com-
mon spirit. We cannot too

loudly rejoice in this wilful

blindness. There is no need to

fear an enemy who refuses to

see from which quarter the
attack is coming upon him.
The present Government,

however, is as blind to its own
duties as to the spirit of its

opponents. It has completely
forgotten the simple fact that
the business of a Government
is to govern. At any rate, it

refuses to govern Ireland, on
the simple plea that the agita-
tors who pretend to represent
Ireland in Westminster do not
wish it, and attempts to divert

the attention of the country
from its impotence by loudly
attacking the House of Lords.
But the attempt is vain.

An honest opposition cannot
so easily be turned from the
scent. There was no better

passage in Lord Lansdowne's
recent speeches than that in

which he denounced the Gov-
ernment's criminal neglect of

Ireland. "
During the last two

years," said he,
" no failure has

been more deplorable than the
failure tomaintainlawand order
in Ireland.

" He asked his audi-

ence to contrast the condition
of that country at this moment
with the condition in which it

was left when Mr Walter Long
ceased to be Chief Secretary.
The modern methods of crime
and intimidation are, to use the
words of an Irish judge, "in-

distinguishable from highway
robbery."

" In brief," said Lord
Lansdowne

"you have in Ireland at this mo-
ment a state of siege, and you have,
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than Canute. He doesn't care

what happens,and if he did care

it would be much the same.
" I cannot always be denounc-

ing these deeds," he murmurs

sadly. Of course he cannot.

It is not his business to

denounce them. He should

put a stop to them. But
that would ruffle the temper
of Mr Redmond, and for Mr
Redmond Mr Birrell has a

proper respect. And the con-

sequence is that the law is

laughed at. The whole ques-
tion was put by the Court the

other day in a nutshell.

"The Lord Chief-Justice," said

Lord Lansdowne, "in dignified lang-

uage, asked the Attorney - General
whether he was going to content him-
self with bringing these subordinate
criminals before the Court, and
whether he was not going to do any-

thing to interfere with the action of

the principals in these crimes. What
was the answer of the Attorney-
General ? He said,

*

Oh, that raises

a political question,' and he admitted
not obscurely that his political chiefs

did not desire that the instigator of

those crimes should be interfered

with."

Was there ever a more
shameful acknowledgment of

impotence? or a more open
confession of the shams of

politics ? Levity and cynicism
can go no further

;
at least we

should have believed so, had
we not seen Mr Birrell's com-

plaint that the graziers did
not help the police sufficiently
to defend their cattle. The

explanation of the graziers'
diffidence is simple enough.
Having been robbed, with the
full knowledge of the Govern-

ment, they do not under-
stand why they should be
murdered as well. And in
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this "
political question

"
one

party to the dispute has been

entirely forgotten. What of

the poor beasts ? Will not the

Government, which ignores the

industries of Ireland, and will

let her citizens be robbed with

impunity, do something to

defend them from suffering?
As a correspondent in 'The
Times '

reminds us, there is

a Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Animals, which

might succeed where Mr
Birrell has failed. Though the

farmers be dismissed as not

worth helping, will nobody feel

indignant at "the true picture
of cattle and sheep driven for

many miles along desolate

roads, and ultimately found
in an exhausted and starved

condition, the sheep in some
cases scarcely able to totter

along"?
On the question of social

reform Lord Lansdowne is in

complete agreement with Mr
Balfour. He is sternly opposed
to any scheme of old age
pensions, which is universal

and non-contributing. He has

a natural distrust of a policy
which at a single blow will

pauperise thousands of decent

men and women, will destroy
all sense of individual responsi-

bility, will throw a heavy
burden of taxation upon a class

already overtaxed, will inevit-

ably lower wages, and will

enormously increase the num-
ber of unemployed. The

champions of Socialism and
indiscriminate philanthropy re-

fuse to understand that you
cannot use the same shilling
twice. If the shilling be given
as a dole, it can be paid also
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as wages ;
and if twenty

millions a-year is to be spent
in outdoor relief, that twenty
millions will be capital with-

drawn from honourable indus-

tries. Indeed, it is difficult

to understand the monstrous
recklessness of our present

governors. They must surely,
in their levity, realise the

danger and wickedness of their

schemes. And they pursue
them, all the same, because

they believe that in their pur-
suit lies their best, their only,
chance of getting votes. Old

age pensions, in truth, are

the base of a vast pyramid
of bribery. The citizen, what-
ever his career, is to be

the recipient of doles, and in

return he will confirm the

Radicals in the tenure of their

offices for life. The same bribe

is offered to Englishmen which
was offered to the Athenians ;

and if it be accepted England
will perish, as Athens perished,

of self-interest and lack of

patriotism.
But we have good hopes that

these schemes, bred of flippancy
and cynicism, will be defeated.

We have taken the first step

necessary for their defeat. A
solid party, old - fashioned

enough to have faith in per-
sonal independence and national

respect for the law, is organised
to combat the fatal policy of

doles and lawlessness. In spite
of Mr Asquith, that party is

possessed by unity of purpose
and a common spirit. With Mr
Balfour to lead it, and with
Lord Lansdowne to fight its

battle in the House of Lords,
it is already assured of victory.
And there is none who takes a

pride in his country, none who
believes that an honest reform
of our tariffs is not better than
a blatant confession of universal

beggary, that will not do all

which lies in his power to

hasten the hour of victory.

*w
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LORD WANTAGE, V.C., K.C.B.

BY GENERAL THE EIGHT HON. SIR HENRY BRACKENBURY, G.C.B.

THE Memoir of her late

husband 1 which Lady Wan-
tage has recently published
is a remarkable and deeply

interesting book. It paints
the salient features of a career

which "touched life at many
points, as a soldier, a land-

owner, a Member of Parlia-

ment, a Lord-Lieutenant, and
a leader in works of publio

utility and benevolence." It

casts valuable sidelights upon
many events of historical and
national importance. It con-

tains many charming sketches
of travel and adventure. And,
best of all, it gives a splendid

example of a noble, manly, and
unselfish life.

Descended from the Earls of

Balcarres, a younger branch
of the Lindsays, whose title is

now merged in that of the

elder branch, which not long
since celebrated the completion
of the fifth century of the

Earldom of Crawford, Robert
James Lindsay inherited the

traditions of noble blood.

From his father, General James

Lindsay, who saw much ser-

vice in Spain, Portugal, and

Holland, where he was severely

wounded, he derived all a sol-

dier's best instincts. In his

father's beautiful Scottish

home at Balcarres he acquired
"the love of nature and of

country pursuits that became

leading characteristics of his

after - days
"

;
his character

expanded in the congenial at-

mosphere of Eton. It had
been intended to send him to

Haileybury, with a view to his

entering into the Civil Service

of India, but at the age of

1 Lord Wantage, V.C., K.C.B. A Memoir. By his Wife. London : Smith,
Elder, & Co. 1907.
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eighteen came the offer of a

commission in the Scots Fusilier

Guards, and young Lindsay
thus obtained what had al-

ways been his heart's desire.

It was in the winter of

1851-52, when he was only
nineteen years old, that, when

passing his leave with his

family at Borne and Naples,
he first met Harriet, the only

daughter of Lord and Lady
Overstone, then a girl of

fourteen, when the friendship
between the two families com-

menced, which led to a close

intimacy, and to his marriage
seven years later to the partner
of his life, to whom we owe
the present Memoir.
But before there was any

thought of marriage, there was
to come the first great event
in the young Guardsman's
career. In March 1854 he em-
barked with his battalion for

Varna, where they arrived in

June. There, while cholera

ravaged the camp and the

fleet, Lindsay was struck down
with dysentery, but was sent
on board ship, where he re-

covered, and was thus enabled
to rejoin in time to cross over
with the force to the Crimea,
where they landed on 14th

September, and where, a few

days later, Lindsay was to

receive, and come gloriously
out from, his baptism of fire.

The story of the battle of

the Alma, with especial rela-

tion to the part played in it

by the Scots Guards, is admir-

ably told by Lady Wantage.
Owing to a mistake in an
order, the Scots Fusilier Guards
had for a few moments retired.
Then

"a number of Russian infantry,
thinking that a prize was within
their grasp, dashed out from their

redoubt, and a brief but deadly con-
flict ensued. The mistaken order to

retire was reversed, and the gallant
conduct of the two young colour-

bearers, Lindsay and Thistlethwayte,
at this moment of supreme danger,
had an important influence in hasten-

ing the rally and re-formation of the
Fusilier Guards. Their voices rang
out with a summons to all who could
hear them, not to retire. 'Fusilier

Guards advance,' they cried, 'follow

the colours,' and while men were in

hand-to-hand conflict all around him,
Robert Lindsay's whole care was con-

centrated on the safety of the colours

which he carried. Quickly enough
the Scots Fusiliers responded."

And now in his letters we
begin to see one feature of

Lindsay's character. Neither
in his letter to his father, nor
in that to his friend Gust,
written on the day following
the battle, does he say a word
of his own share in the fight,
other than mentioning that the

Queen's colours had been shat-

tered in his hand. Only to his

mother does he say, "We had
some difficulty in rallying
and re-forming under the pour-

ing fire, and I had the good
fortune to attract the attention

of Bentinck and the Duke of

Cambridge, who thanked me
and Thistlethwayte on parade
next morning before theBrigade
of Guards and Highlanders."
And this is what later on the

Duke said to his father

" I can tell you, General, your son
is a very fine fellow, a most gallant
soldier among gallant men, for they
are a most noble set of fellows. How
he escaped has been a marvel to me.
I watched him with the Queen's
colours at Alma, at one moment I

thought him gone, the colours fell

and he disappeared under them, but
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presently he came out from below

them, the flagstaff had been cut and
the colours fell over him, but he
raised them again and waved them
over his head. He has my highest

approbation."

Two years or more later,

when his name appeared among
the first recipients of the Vic-

toria Cross, 'The Gazette'
said

"When the formation of the line

of the regiment was disordered at

Alma (20th September 1854), Captain
Lindsay stood firm with the colours,

and, by his example and energy,

greatly tended to restore order."

Lindsay's letters from the

Crimea, written throughout
the campaign, are full of preg-
nant comments upon events,
and have that deep interest

which comes from the fact that

he describes exactly what
came under his own eyes. In

reading them we have often

been reminded of the lifelike

pictures of the battle or rather

of what he saw in the battle

of Waterloo, in General Caval-
lie Mercer's 'Journal of the
Waterloo Campaign.' In the

beginning of October he was
convinced Sebastopol would
fall at once, but on the 28th
he writes, "The confounded

place is still before us." From
the heights above he was an

eyewitness of the famous charge
of Balaclava, and on the 5th
November he was again to win
further glory at the battle of

Inkerman. No better picture
of that soldiers' battle is to be
found than in his letter written
on the 12th to his brother Sir

Coutts Lindsay. We regret
that we can only give one or

two extracts.

" The enemy were well in possession
of the plateau when we met them,
and for three hours we fought the

ground hand to hand, the tide of

battle rolling backwards and for-

wards, sometimes close to our camp
and sometimes the enemy being
driven off the plateau ; but column

poured up after column, and they
more than once completely outflanked
us. . . . We made frequent charges
with the bayonet, and came hand to

hand with them. I ran a fellow

through with my sword, and was

nearly bayoneted at the same time.

The ground on which we fought was
often in possession of the enemy for

some minutes, and this is the reason

of the great loss of officers on our

side, as they stuck their bayonets
through those that were lying wound-
ed on the ground. ... A battle is

the most exciting thing in the world,
I think much more confusion than
one usually imagines, and as for all

the nonsense the newspapers write

about unbroken lines and columns, it

is all stuff. Those who funk lie down
or get out of fire, and in a charge if

you get ten or twelve men to follow

you it is as much as you can do. As
for colonels or mounted officers, one
never sees them, or takes any notice

if one does. In fact, it is just like

boys snowballing one another at

school. Some battles, of course, are

different, and the troops, until they
come to close quarters, preserve very
decent order. I often longed for you
at Inkerman, as I know how you
would have enjoyed parts of it. I

pursued some Bussians so far down
the hill when they were routed, that

I was as near as possible being taken

prisoner, or rather bayoneted. I had
to run for my life, for the rascals had

got between me and the top of the

hill, so I had to skirt along the
bottom. I caught a pony and gal-

loped him some way till he tumbled,
and then I had to run again. I

arrived in safety at last, so beat that

I could hardly move one leg after

the other."

Again there is not much
here to suggest that the writer

had done anything remark-

able, but what others thought
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we know from the same
Victoria Cross Gazette which

had already baldly chronicled

Lindsay's gallantry at the

Alma :

" At Inkerman (November 5), at a

most trying moment, he, with a few

men, charged a party of Eussians,

driving them back, and running one

through the body himself."

And so, while still but twenty-
two years old, Lindsay had

already twice earned the

Victoria Cross, in two hard-

fought battles, a hero among
heroes.

Then in the letters we have
a series of living pictures of

that awful first winter in the

Crimea delightful letters, full

of anecdote as well as of serious

reflection. We live with him
in the mud and cold and

misery, in the hail of fire in

the trenches ; and throughout
there is no complaint of his

own discomforts they are all

taken as part of the day's
work; but there is always
sympathy with the men.

Writing on 20th December, he

says
" You see by my account that we

are much better off than we were,
but the poor men are as bad as ever.

I am afraid they won't help them-

selves, and prefer lying in their

muddy tents to doing anything to

them. Certainly they are very badly
fed and hard worked, and when they
come home from night duty and find

nothing dry or warm, they seem quite
heart-broken, and have not pluck to

fetch wood and make a fe. The men
frequently eat their rations raw."

And again orf 6th January
1855 S
"We buried three men of our

regiment who actually died last night
of cold. You will be shocked, per-

haps frightened, at this for my sake,
and think that my condition and that

of my brother officers is not much
better. But this, I am sometimes

sorry to think, is not the case ; there
is too wide a difference between us
and the men. The army starves

within reach of plenty. Balaclava,
where the utmost profusion prevails,
is the scene of reckless waste ;

potatoes and onions the most valu-

able of all food for our poor fellows

lie rotting on the beach, and no
means of conveyance, except private,
to the camp. Officers with some

difficulty procure this, and by degrees
surround themselves with comforts,
warm clothes, and good food. But
the men, my dearest mother, it would
make you cry to see them."

In March he was offered the

post of aide-de-camp to General

Simpson, who had arrived as

chief - of - the - staff to Lord

Kaglan, but he only accepted
on the understanding that it

was not to interfere with his

accepting the adjutancy of his

regiment should a vacancy
occur, for his heart was with
his men. He remained with
General Simpson when the

latter became Commander-in-
chief after Lord Kaglan's
death, but in the following

August, the adjutancy having
fallen vacant, he returned to

his regiment, and again began
life in the trenches. Then came
the fall of Sebastopol, and

Lindsay's first great grief in

the death of his father at

Genoa in December. A short

leave enabled him to spend a

few weeks with his mother at

Florence ;
then he went back

to the Crimea, and remained
with his regiment till it returned

to England in June 1856.

In all his letters it is difficult

to find an unkind word of any-
body, but just before leaving
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the Crimea there is a delightful
sentence in one of his letters
" Lord Panmure has sent out a
most offensive order, expressing
his satisfaction at the conduct
of the army during the cam-

paign, as if any one cared for

approbation from him."
After his return to England

there came a spell of regimental
duty. While entering much
into society, his life was full

of serious thought and purpose.
He was then, as through all his

after-life, a deeply religious man.
As Lady Wantage writes

"A quotation from a sermon of the

Bishop of Oxford (Wilberforce), jotted
down at that time by him in a pocket-
book, gives the keynote to his inner
life :

* For in the hearts of those who
retire often from the littleness of

common things into the greatness of

God's presence, there does, of His

mercy, grow up day by day a noble-
ness of aim, a quick steadiness of

purpose, and a greatness of conduct,
which makes them other than what
they were before.'

"

He received his Victoria
Cross from the Queen's hands,
attended a course of musketry
at Hythe, and was assiduous
in his attention to ;his men's

military training and to their

physical and moral welfare.
In the spring of 1858 he was

selected by the Prince Consort
as one of three equerries and
companions to the young Prince
of Wales Lord Valletort, now
Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, and
Major Teesdale, who had won
his Victoria Cross at Kars,
being the others. Writing to

Baron Stockmar, this is what
the Prince Consort said of

Lindsay

"Major Lindsay of the Scots Fusilier
Guards received the Victoria Cross

for Alma and Inkerman (as Teesdale
did for Kars), where he carried the

colours of the regiment, and by his

courage drew upon himself the atten-

tion of the whole army. He is

studious in his habits, lives little

with the other young officers, is fond
of study, familiar with French and

especially so with Italian, spent a

portion of his youth in Italy, won
the first prize last week under the

regimental adjutant for the new rifle

drill, and resigned his excellent post
as aide-de-camp to Sir James Simp-
son that he might be able to work as

lieutenant in the trenches."

Writing to his mother tell-

ing her of the appointment,
Lindsay said,

" If the humblest
mother in the kingdom had

picked me out to be with her
son I should have been flat-

tered. How much more when
the offer comes from the

Queen."
In this year he became en-

gaged to Harriet Jones-Loyd,
whom he had first met seven

years before in Italy. The
marriage took place in Novem-
ber, and he then assumed the
name of Loyd-Lindsay. Lord
Overstone settled upon them
a considerable fortune and his

extensive landed estates in

Berkshire, and in one of his

earliest letters to his wife

Loyd-Lindsay writes

" I see before us an immense happi-
ness if we only know how to secure
it. Think of the extended duties
that come upon us so much earlier in
life than to most people, and if pro-
perly fulfilled giving endless happi-
ness and enjoyment. At present I

confess they are all before me in a

maze, but we must endeavour to

shape them out by degrees, and there
is no one better able to help us than
your father."

Lady Wantage writes

"She shared eagerly in all her
husband's pursuits and work, his
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pleasures and amusements from

hunting and volunteering to estate

management and politics. He relied

much on her judgment and opinion ;

everything was discussed and worked
out between them, and she herself

used to say that she had filled the

post, not altogether unsatisfactorily
she flattered herself, of confidential

private secretary both to her father

and her husband."

Shortly after his marriage
he retired from his equerry-

ship. The claims of his new

position as a wealthy land-

owner soon demanded of him
what we feel must have been

a great sacrifice to so keen a

soldier, and within a year of

his marriage, at the age of

twenty-seven, he left the army
with the rank of lieutenant-

colonel. But scarcely had he

left the regular army when he

became one of the earliest and
staunchest supporters of the

new Volunteer force, and in

1860 he became commanding
officer of the Berkshire Volun-

teers, who held their first

camp on the White Horse

Down, the first of a long series

of camp - trainings either on
the Berkshire Downs or in co-

operation with regular troops
at the military centres of

training. In Northampton-
shire also he raised a fine body
of mounted infantry from

among the farmers and mem-
bers of the Pytchley Hunt,
whom he used personally to

drill and exercise at Overstone,
and in 1866 he became Colonel
of the Honourable Artillery

Company, a command that he
held for fifteen years, during
which he did much towards

improving the military effici-

ency of that ancient and

honourable corps. In the

autumn of that year he com-
manded a large body of Vol-

unteers who visited Brussels in

response to an invitation from

King Leopold, and in the fol-

lowing year took a leading

part in the arrangements for

the return visit from the Bel-

gian Volunteers, whose officers

he entertained at his house in

London.
It is impossible in such a

notice as this to give any
adequate idea of what Loyd-
Lindsay did for the Volun-

teers, and for popularising

military training and effici-

ency in rifle shooting. His

connection with the force

lasted for thirty -five years,

during which he scarcely ever

missed taking part in the

yearly camp of his Berkshire

Regiment. In 1881, the year
in which the Volunteer force

came of age, and a great
review of her citizen soldiers

was held in Windsor Park

by the Queen, Lord Wantage
was selected for the distinc-

tion of Knight Commander of

the Bath. In the same year
we find him writing in 'The
Nineteenth Century' a most
excellent article on the Volun-

teer force, pointing out how
it had grown in value and
in public esteem, and urging
its further claims to consider-

ation at the hands of the

State. He urged its utilisa-

tion as a feeder to the Regular
Army Reserve, and its more

complete incorporation in the

military system of the country.
He firmly believed that its

expansion was the only real

and effective alternative to
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conscription. He constantly which he was by conviction ;

advocated the formation of and his father-in-law, Lord
mounted infantry, and insti- Overstone, we are told by
tuted the well - known and Lady Wantage, though a

popular Loyd - Lindsay prize staunch but moderate Liberal,

as an incentive towards that fully sanctioned this decision,

end. At the general election he

He was a staunch advo- was returned at the top
cate of national training in of the poll, the two other

rifle shooting, and for the Conservative candidates, Mr
four years, 1887 - 1890, was Benyon and Sir Charles

chairman of the National Russell, coming next, and de-

Kifle Association. His hospi- feating the two sitting Liberal

talities at their annual meet- members, Mr John Walter

ings at Wimbledon are famous, and the Right Hon. Edward
He superintended the trans- Bouverie, and the third Liberal

fer of those meetings from candidate, Viscount Ufnngton.
Wimbledon to Bisley, and He was again returned in

after presiding at the first 1867. But it was not till

meeting at that camp in some few years later that

1890, retired from the chair- he began to play a promi-

manship. nent part in the House of

In 1888 he had been ap- Commons.

pointed Brigadier
- General of Meanwhile, in 1870, the

the Volunteers in the Home outbreak of the Franco -Ger-

Counties, and commanded his man War caused him to

brigade at a field day at enter upon a new phase of

Aldershot before the German his career, a phase in which

Emperor; and it was not till he became conspicuous not

1895 that, amid the truest only at home but on the con-

expressions of regret from the tinent of Europe, and in

Commander-in-chief down to other more distant fields,

the men of his battalion, he Within a week of the deolar-

severed his connection with ation of war, he issued a

the Volunteers. stirring appeal for aid to a

During all this time Lock- society to be called the

inge House, his Berkshire National Society for Aid to

home, had been a centre of the Sick and Wounded in

hospitality to the officers of War, heading the list with
the army who had taken part a subscription of a thousand
in manoeuvres on the Berk- pounds. Early in August a

shire Downs, and there is public meeting was held, and

scarcely a soldier of any note a large and influential com-
who has not partaken of that mittee was formed, of which

hospitality. Loyd - Lindsay was elected

In 1865 Loyd-Lindsay was chairman, and a ladies' corn-

nominated as a parliament- mittee, on which Princess

ary candidate for Berkshire. Christian and Mrs Loyd-
He stood as a Conservative, Lindsay took an active and
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leading part. Subscriptions

poured in, and the Society at

once commenced operations,
which soon had to be largely
extended and elaborately or-

ganised. The great battles

fought in the north-eastern

part of France soon demanded
all the help for the tens of

thousands of wounded that

neutral nations could afford.

The Society gave active help
with surgeons and nurses,

and, providing its own trans-

port, poured in medical and
other comforts into the hos-

pitals at Saarbriick and Sedan
from its depot across the Bel-

gian frontier at Arlon ; and

later, immediately after the

fall of Metz, into the hospitals
in that suffering town. Later

on, as the tide of war rolled

westwards and southwards,
its work kept pace with the

new demands. In many cases,
with the full consent of the

Germans, in whose hands the
French wounded remained, it

took over the entire charge
of hospitals; in other cases it

helped with anaesthetics, with
such rude forms of antiseptics
as were then in use, with
blankets and warm clothing
and medical comforts, the sick

and wounded in hospitals
under French and German
surgeons.

During all this time the
committee sat permanently,
Loyd-Lindsay being unstinting
of his time and labour. A
most graphic description of

the magnitude of the work is

given by Lady Wantage, who
has paid a generous tribute to

his and her fellow-workers in

the cause. A grant of money
had already been asked for by
one of the belligerents, when,
in October, Loyd - Lindsay
started to hand over person-

ally a sum of 20,000 to each

of them. At Versailles he had
interviews with the King, the

Crown Prince, and Bismarck.

Having obtained permission
from the German authorities

to enter Paris for the purpose
of his mission, he handed a

cheque for 20,000 to Prince

Pless, the Chief Commissioner
of the German Voluntary Aid

Societies, and then entered

Paris, where he delivered a

similar cheque. His notes

of his interviews at Ver-

sailles and in Paris are full

of interest. The journey was
not without incident, and even
some peril. In Paris he was
arrested as a spy, and had a

second very unpleasant experi-
ence with a crowd who took
him for a Prussian.

In the following July the

Society presented its report.
In succouring the sick and
wounded of the two armies
the Committee had expended
223,700, had sent out over

200 surgeons and other agents,
besides distributing the enor-

mous mass of contributions

in kind that had been made by
a generous public.

In an article in this Maga-
zine,

1
just thirty-one years ago,

we sketched the origin and
rise of this national society, in

which we spoke of Colonel

Loyd-Lindsay as the "real

moving spirit the man whose

'Philanthropy in War," <Maga,' February 1877.
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unceasing personal exertions,

day and night, through those

weary months, won him the

esteem, as his kindness and
unselfish generosity won him
the love, of all who knew him
then." Those words, written
while the work was fresh in

our minds, we gladly re-write

now.
At the same time we ex-

pressed regret that after the

close of the war the Society,
with a large capital still re-

maining in hand, had not

taken steps, in accordance with
the rules of the Geneva Con-
ference of 1863, to organise
trained help for our own sick

and wounded in case of our

being engaged in war. In this

the National Aid Society was

temporarily left behind, the

Order of St John in England
stepping in and organising its

Ambulance Society and courses

of training in first aid. We
do not wish now to dwell on
this. All is well that ends
well: and these two bodies,

together with the Army Nurs-

ing Service Reserve, all co-

operated with the military
medical authorities in the
South African War. "The
hasty organisation," Lady
Wantage says, "was neces-

sarily incomplete, and left

room for further develop-
ment and improvement in the
future."

The Society next came to

the front in the Turco-Servian
War of 1876, when Loyd-
Lindsay, accompanied by that

great surgeon, Sir William

MacCormac, who had already
done first - rate work in the

Franco-German War, himself

went out to Servia to direct

and control the work of relief.

Here he was an eye-witness of

the battle of Alexinatz, when
the Turkish army gained a

complete success. His impres-
sions of the war, and of the

state of affairs in Servia at

the time, as given in a letter

to Lord Overstone, are full of

scorn for the Servian authori-

ties, expressed in strong lan-

guage. Prince Milan is "a

poor youth with neither

head nor heart, and is cer-

tainly a coward, for he has

never been within ten miles of

his army in the field." Ris-

tich, the Prime Minister, is

" a rogue who will soon be off

with the money he has stolen

during the war." Tchernaieff,
the General Commanding, is

" a newspaper editor, who was
turned out of the Russian

army." "The apathy of the

peasants tells its own tale."
" This sham rebellion has

failed." "Russia is making
war upon Turkey, under the

rose, and would make war on

us if she had the money."
This letter and others were
shown by Lord Overstone to

Lord Stratford de Redcliffe,

Lord Beaconsfield, and Lord

Granville, whose appreciation
of them is shown by their

replies.
After visiting the Turkish

army, Loyd-Lindsay went to

Constantinople, and then re-

turned home. Less than two
months after peace was con-

cluded between Turkey and

Servia, Russia was at war
with Turkey. The National
Aid Society again came to

the fore with aid to both
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armies, but Lindsay did not

himself go out to the East,
and while the war was raging

important duties claimed him
at home.
The war between France and

Germany had convinced this

nation that the time had come
for remodelling our own mili-

tary institutions, and fortu-

nately a real statesman was at

the War Office in Mr Cardwell.
To him Lady Wantage pays a

generous tribute. Of him she

says
"
Essentially a civilian without

military training, he was a man of

patriotic instincts, far-seeing judg-
ment, and great initiative power.
To him the British nation and

army owe a large debt of gratitude,
and Loyd-Lindsay, although at first

opposed to one of his chief measures,
was not slow to acknowledge the
merits of his schemes for army re-

form, and to give him his cordial

support."

His first step was to abolish

the purchase system; and for

this end he brought in a bill

in Parliament. Loyd-Lindsay
moved an amendment to the

second reading, appealing to

the House not to sanction so

great a change, estimated to

cost 120,000,000, without
sufficient consideration and
discussion. When Mr Disraeli

rose to speak, his support was
lukewarm, and he ended by
advising Loyd-Lindsay to with-
draw his amendment. The
bill passed the Commons by
a majority of 8, but was re-

jected in the Lords; where-

upon Mr Gladstone advised
the Queen to cancel the Royal
Warrant under which purchase
existed. Thus purchase ceased
to exist, and Lady Wantage

says "The ground was thus
cleared for those further meas-
ures of reform which marked
Mr Cardwell's tenure of office,

and inaugurated a new era in

our army organisation." These
reforms short service, the in-

stitution of a reserve, the de-

velopment of the Volunteer
force and its affiliation with
the Regular army, the forma-

tion of a territorial system,
and the closer union of the
Militia and the Line all re-

ceived Loyd-Lindsay 's support;
and they have since fully justi-

fied, in the eyes of all parties,
the wisdom of their author and
his supporters.

Loyd-Lindsay took part in

the debates in the following

years, and when, in 1874,
Disraeli formed a Government
in succession to Gladstone, the

Premier wrote to Loyd-Lindsay,
who had been again returned
for Berkshire unopposed at the

general election, that he had

designed him in his first list

for the post of Under-Secretary
of State for War; but this

combination could not be

brought about, and it was not

until 1877 that Loyd-Lindsay
was brought into the ministry
as Financial Secretary to the

War Office. His duties be-

came exceptionally heavy, as,

early in 1878, when it seemed
that England might become
involved in the Russo-Turkish

war, a vote of six millions was

granted for preparations. He
took a strong line at the War
Office, opposing the grants of

bounty to volunteers from
other regiments to bring up
to strength those in the First

Army Corps, and advocat-
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ing the calling out of the

reserve ; but it was not till

some months later that his

views gained the day, followed

by the call of Indian troops to

Malta, the Berlin Congress,
and the occupation of Cyprus.
Then came the Zulu War, and
in March 1880 another general
election, in which Loyd-Lindsay
was again returned to Parlia-

ment, though the general result

was disastrous to the Con-
servative party. The ministry
resigned, and Loyd - Lindsay,
though urged in 1885, when
his party again assumed power,
to accept the post of Surveyor-
General at the War Office

under Mr W. H. Smith, never

again took office.

It has been shown that dur-

ing his tenure of the Financial

Secretaryship he had an excep-
tional spell of hard work

; but
he found time in those three

years to occupy himself with,

advocate, and press through
several important reforms. He
had also presided over the

arrangements of the National
Aid Society for giving help in

the Zulu War.
In 1882, at the request of

Mr Childers, he served as a
member of a War Office Com-
mittee of Inquiry into the or-

ganisation of the military
medical service for peace and
war. He served on this com-
mittee and on parliamentary
committees throughout that
and the following year. Early
in 1883 his health first showed

signs of failing, and he
undertook a trip to South

Africa, accompanied by his

faithful friend and relative,
Mr A. K. Loyd. His wife was

detained at home by the failing
health of her widowed father,
who passed away shortly after

his son-in-law's return. The
tie between these two men had
been a very close one, the

older man, a financier and a

man of peace, a Liberal in

politics; the younger man, a

soldier to the heart's core, a

staunch Conservative. If Lord
Overstone did much to educate

Loyd-Lindsay, Loyd-Lindsay
in some sense educated Lord
Overstone. Lady Wantage
speaks of the depth and beauty
of the relationship between

them, and the influence each

exercised upon the other. Her
sketch of Lord Overstone's

character, and some of the

chief acts of his life, is very
touchingly drawn.

Loyd - Lindsay's health con-

tinuing to give cause for

anxiety, he made up his mind
to retire from Parliament, but
a tour in Italy and the Adri-

atic improved his condition,
and he consented to hold on.

Meanwhile Red Cross work
was again to the fore in the

Egyptian campaign of 1884-5

for the relief of Gordon, and
he again took the lead in the

Committee work at home. In

1885, as already stated, he
declined office, and on 13th

July of that year he made
his last speech, in favour of

encouragement to Volunteers,
in the House of Commons.
For on the 28th he took his

seat in the House of Lords as

Baron Wantage of
j Lockinge.

Almost immediately after-

wards he was appointed Lord-
Lieutenant of Berkshire.

But his public services, apart
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from county business, were pictures by Burne- Jones and
not yet ended. For ten years others of the younger Pre-

more he continued active in Raphaelites. Needing electric

the command of his Volunteer light to show off the pictures,

Brigade; in 1891 he visited he formed a limited liability
the German manoeuvres with company for its provision, and
a party of Volunteers. He this soon began to supply light
was the life and soul of the in many parts of London from
National Rifle Association ; the central generating Gros-
and in 1891 he became Chair- venor station. Presently the

man of a Committee appointed demand outran the power of

by Mr Stanhope to inquire supply, and a larger company,
into the terms and conditions The London Electric Supply
of service in the army. If Corporation, Limited, was
little was done upon the re- formed, of which Lord Want-
commendations of the Report age became a director, together
at the time, they have borne with Sir Coutts Lindsay and
much fruit since. Its three the Earl of Crawford. Land
cardinal points were the " clear was purchased at Deptford,

shilling" a day to the men, and buildings and plant were
increased elasticity of service, established on a large scale,

and the strengthening of the Hampered by the Electric

Reserve. Lighting Act of 1882, and by
Twice again the Red Cross keen competition, the company

work claimed his energies, got into difficulties. Lord
and he gave them freely, in the Wantage increased his holding,

Egyptian operations of 1898, till he had a controlling in-

and in the South African War. terest in the ordinary share
Within less than a month of capital of more than half a
his death he presided at a million. Later on he took

meeting of the Society. 80,000 worth of debentures.
It remains to speak briefly In 1894 the company was in

of some other actions of Lord still lower water. Lord Want-
Wantage's life than those con- age refused to entertain the
neoted with soldiering, the Red idea of selling the undertaking
Cross, and Parliament. In a at a low price, though his

chapter entitled "Episodes of debenture money would have
Business and Finance," Mr been returned to him. He
Robert H. Benson, who mar- appointed a receiver, not to
ried Lord Wantage's niece, the wind up the company, but to

daughter of Mr and Mrs Hoi- pull it round, if possible. As
ford, of Dorchester House, and Mr Benson says, "It was a
became a devoted friend to the financial forlorn-hope, but he

subject of the Memoir, tells a was determined to lead it."

remarkable story. It com- He met the directors of the
mences with the opening of rival companies, and declared
the Grosvenor Gallery in Bond that he would make war on
Street, built by Sir Coutts them if they persisted in cut-

Lindsay for the exhibition of ting rates, reminding them
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that they had their share-

holders to consider, but he had

only himself. In 1897 he was
able to tell the shareholders

that the corner was turned.

From first to last, independent
of his holding in shares, he
had advanced 170,000. When
in 1897 he handed back the con-

trol to the shareholders, their

opinion was voiced by one of

them at the general meeting,
who declared that "Lord
Wantage's conduct had been
as magnanimous as it had been

bold, and the fact that his

boldness had brought salva-

tion to himself as well as to

those jointly interested with
him did not in the least detract
from the debt they all owed
him for his generous conduct."
At the first annual meeting
held after his death the chair-

man declared that in the world
of business, where men are sup-
posed to act purely from self-

interest, this was the most dis-

interested thing he had ever
seen done.

And why had he done this ?

In his own words to a friend,
"I thought, as a director, I

had some responsibility for

driving the coach into the

ditch, and I was not going to
ask anybody's help to pull it-

out again." Verily, as Mr.
Benson says, "The world of

business sheds a fierce light
on character."

The company, which is now
paying dividends on its ordi-

nary shares, and is about to

supply electric power on the

high tension alternating system
to the South London lines of

the Brighton Railway, was
saved to its shareholders by

one man's self-sacrifice and

courage.
Another forlorn hope which

his sense of public duty in-

duced him to take up was an

engineering business in the
town of Wantage. It was on
its last legs, and a hundred
men were on the eve of being
thrown out of work. He bought
and rebuilt the works. At his

death Lady Wantage supplied
fresh capital, and continued his

policy, till to-day over two
hundred men are employed,
and the community which this

industry supports has acquired
a new economic vitality.
No notice of Lord Wantage's

life would be complete unless

it said something of his agri-
cultural pursuits and estate

management. As Lady Want-
age says, "He was one of the

largest and in results one of

the most successful of English
farmers." His Berkshire pro-

perty consisted of some 26,000
acres, of which ultimately he
farmed half himself. He never

dispossessed a tenant because
he could not pay the old stand-

ard of rent, but as farms fell

in through death or voluntary
surrender he took them over
and farmed them himself.

In the earlier years all this

was at a dead loss ; but in later

years financial success crowned
his efforts. His estate accounts
were elaborately audited yearly
by professional auditors. He
charged rent at the rate fixed

by the Assessment Committee,
he charged a fair rate of inter-

est on capital invested in the

farm, he charged depreciation
at a fair rate on farming stock,
and he charged all labour ex-
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penses. When, after all these

charges had been met, there

were profits, he shared them
with his fellow-workers on the

estate. As profits vary, they
were taken on the average of

the preceding six years. In

prosperous times the labourers

received as much as sixty shil-

lings each out of this bonus.

Lord "Wantage more than
once expressed the opinion that

farming in this country could

only be really successful when
conducted on a large scale,

with the highest possible culti-

vation, by the capitalist who
can afford to wait for results,

or when carried on on a very
small scale by the labourer,
who puts his own work and
the work of his family into the

land. He was anxious to see a

large extension of small hold-

ings ; but it cannot be said that

the Small Farm and Labourer's
Land Company,which he helped
to promote, and to which he

gave a large grant of land,
had any substantial success.

In the later years of his life

he found time for many tours

abroad, always accompanied
by Lady Wantage. They thus
visited Corfu and the Adriatic,

Majorca, Algeria, Sicily, Nor-
thern Spain, the Crimea, and

Egypt. Of the scenery and
incidents in their travels Lady
Wantage gives charming de-

scriptions, but for these we
must refer the reader to the
Memoir.
Our notice must end with a

brief reference to Lord Wan-
tage's home life. Those who
wish for a perfect picture of

English family life, in an ideal

home, must read Lady Want-

age's description of life at Lock-

inge. That beautiful home,
where nature and art combine
to attain perfection, might well
have tempted its owners to re-

pose from the labours of self-

imposed tasks. But this was
never their idea of what life

should be. We have shown
some of the great undertakings
which they we may say they,
for in thought and deed the

two were inseparable initiated

and carried through. The
duties of a Lord-Lieutenant, of

a great landowner and farmer,
of a Brigadier of Volunteers,

these and all other public
duties were not enough for

their generous hearts and un-

tiring minds. We are brought
here to another consideration

on which Lady Wantage
touches lightly.

"The burden of work connected
with private family affairs, often of

a responsible and harassing nature,
also increased yearly upon him.

Every member of the family, young
and old, who chanced to stand in

need of support or counsel and they
were many turned instinctively to

one who was ever ready to give, not

only substantial aid, but, what is

rarer and more valuable, the sacri-

fice of time and labour. He would

patiently devote himself to the un-

ravelling of the complicated affairs oft-

times entrusted to him, endeavouring
to place them on a sound footing
and helping those concerned to start

afresh. Few can be aware how fre-

quently and generously his helping
hand was extended to friends and

relatives, as well as to many who
could urge no claims of kinship or

even friendship. Many a man and

many a woman in all classes owe
their first start in life, or their first

start after foundering in difficulties,
to Lord Wantage's liberal help and
wise counsel. Such matters can only
vaguely be alluded to here, but this

taking upon his own shoulders the
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responsibility and the burden of

other lives formed a large and im-

portant portion of his life's work."

This is the least known of

Lord Wantage's work
;

but
from our personal knowledge
of cases where lives that
seemed to be turning into

wilderness were made to blos-

som as the rose, by timely help
from Lookinge, we can speak
to the simple truth of the

statement.

It was the writer's privilege
to pay many visits to Look-

inge, and to pass there more
than one Christmas. Then it

was that the host and hostess
were seen at their best, sur-

rounded by members of their

family, by old Guardsmen
friends of the Crimean days,
and one or two more a privi-

leged few. It was a perfect

picture. Who can forget the

simple, beautiful services in

the little church in the garden,
the host reading the lessons to
the congregation of tenants

and labourers, their wives and

families, his servants and

guests ;
the Christmas-tree in

the village school, and all the

smiling, happy faces ; the

dinner, where the host's aged
mother always had the place
of honour; the walks over the

farm, the Shire horses, the
host's magnetic attraction to

young and old?
The portraits with which

the Memoir is illustrated show
the beauty of the form and
face from youth to age, and
alas ! at the last the traces

of suffering. An insidious

disease slowly sapped his

strength. He worked to

within a few days of his

death in June 1900, when he
sank gently and peacefully to

rest.

Of him we may say with

Browning

"
Through such souls alone

God, stooping, shows sufficient of His

light
For us in the dark to rise by.

"
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THE TRIALS OF A KING:

BEING AN ACCOUNT OF THE VISIT OF THE FRENCH MISSION TO

THE SULTAN OF MOROCCO AT THE SACRED CITY OF RABAT;
TOGETHER WITH AN INTERVIEW WITH HIS MAJESTY.

BY ELLIS ASHMEAD-BARTLETT.

"
Think, in this batter'd Caravanserai

Whose Doorways are alternate Night and Day,
How Sultan after Sultan with his Pomp

Abode his Hour or two, and went his way."

ON the afternoon of October
6 a great warship steamed

slowly down the coast of Mo-
rocco, and near sunset cast her

anchor off the sacred city of

Rabat. Hardly had the chain
ceased to rattle ere a little

twelve-pounder roared forth a

salute from the upper deck ; a

companion on the port side

followed suit, and twenty-one
times they spoke to the sacred

city. Then the warship waited
for the town's welcome, which
was so delayed that it was

thought she was forgotten.
"Where are your interna-

tional manners?" the sailors

asked. Then from the old fort,

perched high on a rocky point

overlooking the sea, at the
mouth of the river Bouregreg,
a great cloud of pure white
smoke arose, and half a minute
later the roar of the old smooth-

bore, doubly charged with
black powder, was borne to

the warship. At irregular
intervals the cannon of Rabat

replied eleven times to the

greeting of the French ad-

miral; then there was a brief

pause before the cannon of

Sali, which stands as sentinel
to the other side of the river,
took up the toll of greet-

ing the stranger. Compared
to the crisp half-charge bark
of the twelve - pounders there

was something unnatural, a

little mystic and sad, in the
tremendous roar from those

old - fashioned guns so potent
a century ago. The sailors

counted the shots until twenty-
one had been fired, the number

prescribed in the code of inter-

national etiquette, and they
thought the farce was at an

end, when from Sali there

came a final report a giant

among pigmies in intensity of

sound and in volume of smoke.
It startled the warship, de-

partures from prescribed eti-

quette always do startle the

agents of civilisation, and a

laugh ran round the crowded
decks.

"
They've fired one too many

they can't count," said a

junior officer in a tone of slight

contempt.
But to mere onlookers at

this display of international

manners, that twenty-second
shot possessed a significance of

its own, for the report seemed
like the last remonstrance of

barbarism against the coming
of an unwelcome civilisation.

What were the thoughts of the
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Arab gunner as he rammed
that final charge home ? Did a

voice whisper to him that he
was about to sound the death-

knell of Moroccan independ-
ence? The faithful gunner of

Sali knew well for does not

his pay only reach him at

irregular intervals in a debased

coinage ? that his master was
in need of money, and for that

reason he had invited the war-

ship to Rabat. He needed

gold, coined by the infidel, to

support his tottering throne
threatened by his own sub-

jects. This is always a last

resource of a doomed minor

monarchy the last artifice of

a feeble king supported by
feebler ministers

; for, like

strychnine which keeps the

heart of the sufferer beating
long enough for him to settle

his earthly affairs, the bor-

rowed gold of civilisation sup-

ports the decaying dynasties
of semi - barbarism until the
time arrives for seizure and
control.

The roar of the guns brought
the people from their homes
and the warriors from their

camp to forgather on the hills,

which, rising straight up from
the water, oppose a rocky ram-

part to the intruder, and from
there to gaze in wonder and ad-

miration on the warship. Her
crew leaning over the rails in

idle curiosity saw before them
a scene of surpassing barbaric

splendour. They gazed on

Sali, its thick wall dotted with

cannon, which glowered from
embrasures centuries old, on
its white flat -topped houses
and tall minarets, the whole
sullen and aloof, separated from
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more tolerant Eabat by the

angry bar at the river's mouth.
For centuries Sali has remained
the same, an enemy of Chris-

tianity and civilisation, and
still the most fanatical town
in Morocco, just as Eobinson
Crusoe found it when held

there a prisoner for two years

by the two Barbary pirates,
before setting out on his his-

toric voyage. The Atlantic

rollers breaking in cascades of

spray at the mouth of the river

mark the bar; then comes

Rabat, standing as its sentinel;

a jumble of rock forts and

houses, nature and man's work
difficult to distinguish. The
hills which front the ocean are

thickly dotted with the tombs
of former generations of the

faithful. Beneath the soil lie

those who laughed at the in-

fidel and bade him defiance from
the walls of the sacred city :

men who were accustomed to

charge their cannon with shot,

not to salute strangers as

welcome guests. The tombs

remain, but the spirit of the

heroic age has fled, the Bow
of Allah is unstrung, and the

faithful wander unashamed
amidst the scenes of their for-

mer glory. The hills beyond
are spread with white tents

clustering round a great striped

one, the home of the Sultan
when on the march. Beyond,
and towering over all, stands
the Hassan tower, emblem of

a great Sultan who did rule,

crumbling with neglect but
still upright amidst the general
decay of mind and matter.

Among the tents, houses, and
tombs the Sultan's warriors

wandered and wondered what
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the presence of the great war-

ship could mean.
But after a cursory glance

at objects of interest, the eyes
of all involuntarily turned to-

wards the line of white foam
which divides Sali from Rabat.
The bar is symbolical of Mor-
occo's rocky coast. The only
question ever asked by the

traveller about the sacred city

is,
" Will it be possible to land ?

Can the bar be crossed ?
"

When the autumn gales set

in, the Atlantic rollers break-

ing over the silt at the river's

mouth render it impossible to

land, and the bar has been
closed for three months at a
stretch. This is why Morocco,
within three hours' easy steam-

ing from Europe, has remained
in a state of medieval barbar-
ism: there are no harbours,
and consequently little com-
merce. From Tangier to Mo-

gador there is no sheltered

anchorage, nothing for the
merchant-vessel save the open
roadstead and the threatening
lee shore ; there are no quays
all merchandise must be landed
in barges, and during the winter
even this slow and precarious

process has to be abandoned.

Now, as civilisation only fol-

lows the merchant, who so

far has found little to tempt
him, Morocco has been sadly
neglected, for no country ever
undertakes the moral and
material salvation of another

purely for the love of doing
a good action. Thus the
Moors have been able to lead
the life for which they are
best suited by their tempera-
ment and surroundings. Dy-
nasty has succeeded dynasty;
there have always been pre-

tenders, rivals, rebels, inter-

necine warfare, oppression,

brutality, slavery, and the

thousand other tyrannies which
the Oriental, in the eyes of

the European philanthropist

(after the merchant has in-

stalled himself), is suffered to

groan under. /
Yet this strange medley of

tribes, constantly fighting

amongst themselves, setting up
rival chiefs, refusing to pay
taxes, and acknowledging no

master, is held together by
the most durable of all bonds

a common faith. Hatred of

the infidel is still paramount
in the breasts of the faithful,

and it is the only national cry
left to the Mahometan. The
failure to realise this, and to

utilise the immense power
which lies behind such vehe-

ment fanaticism, has cost Abdul
Aziz the respect of his people,

it may cost him his throne,
and eventually Morocco her

independence. The occupation
of Casa Blanoa by the French
was the last opportunity to

bring all the discordant ele-

ments into line. The great
man would have placed him-
self at the head of the nation
and declared a Holy War on
the infidel. All the petty bick-

erings, jealousies, and inter-

necine strife would have van-
ished before the Prophet's own
call to arms.

But Abdul Aziz has missed
his flood-tide, if indeed Nature
has endowed him with the

qualities necessary to steer the

barque of State through the

troubled waters of an inter-

national struggle, with a crew
mutinous and discontented.

His eyes have been fixed on
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his present necessities, not on
the future: he required gold
for himself, his harem, and to

satisfy the greed of his viziers ;

gold to buy motor-cars, photo-

graphs, phonographs, sewing-
machines, dolls, toys, and
other trumperies of civilisa-

tion, which seduce the degener-
ate Oriental. The state of his

country mattered not, as long
as the infidel could provide the

gold.
On the day of her arrival

the warship could not land her

envoys, as the sea was rough,
and the line of foam across

the bar laughed back defiance.

It was Nature's last warning
to barbarism : the waves break-

ing over the bar seemed to

whisper of the evils to come,
once the infidel was allowed
to land. But the faithful

looked on in apathy, thinking
the day to be written in the

unchangeable Book of Fate.
The breakers having done their

duty, calmed down, and the
Mission of civilisation was
able to land. A great surf

barge, manned by twenty-four
of the sturdiest children of the

Prophet, put out from shore,

eagerly watched by thousands
on land and sea. After a pro-
longed struggle with the sub-

siding breakers still mutter-

ing an angry disapproval
the barge passed the surf, and
was towed to the warship by
a steam-pinnace. The chief of

the Mission, arrayed in a dress-

suit, embarked, attended by a
brilliant crowd of naval and

military officers. They de-

scended into the barge with
the dignity befitting their rank
and their mission, but oh ! in

what a state of misery they

landed. The Atlantic rollers

are very democratic, and where

they break over the bar at

Rabat there is a strong sus-

picion of Socialism in their

conduct. The proud and the

humble, ministers and clerks,

generals and privates, are alike

tumbled into a discordant, un-

happy sea-sick mass, all made

equal for one short hour by a

common misery, Nature's only
Socialist. The Mahometan
crew took their precious burden

through the surf, singing loud

praises to Allah, and calling

upon him plaintively for pro-
tection whenever a great wave
threatened to overwhelm them.

Better, perhaps, for their

monarch and for the independ-
ence of Morocco had the Pro-

phet overturned the barge and
buried all in the angry waters ;

but it was written in the Book
of Fate that the Mission was
to land, and that the inde-

pendence of Morocco is to

gradually pass away.
The true character of a

monarch is never known un-

til he finds himself face to

face with difficulties. As a

rule, the king is only seen

on days of processions and

great solemnities, in a fine

uniform, attended by faithful

guards, and cheered by his

loyal subjects. The trials and

misfortunes, like the power
of a constitutional monarch,
are strictly limited ;

his

duties are carefully defined ;

over the finances of his State
he has no control, and con-

sequently no anxiety, while his

own are carefully regulated
and are generally sufficient for

his needs. His sole power lies

in his personal influence and in
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that mysterious pulling of the

strings behind the scenes. But
how different is the lot of the

absolute monarch, for he bears

on his shoulders not only his

private troubles but also the

cares of State. The respon-

sibility for everything lies

with him, and all the praise
or all the blame is his. Surely
no absolute monarch ever

found himself in a more diffi-

cult or miserable position than
Abdul Aziz, Sultan of Morocco,
whose dominions stretch

from the Atlas to Algeria,
from the Sahara to the At-

lantic, and who is supposed to

hold the sceptre over eight
millions of the faithful! In

reality his authority extends
in a very uncertain manner to

about half a mile beyond the

particular place in which he

happens to be. On his jour-

ney from Fez his dominions
stretched in a small circle

round the great tent in which
he slept; while the outskirts

of his camp were nightly plun-
dered by his loyal subjects
who dwell beside the road. On
arriving at Rabat he finds him-
self the nominal ruler over a

small, white, flat-roofed palace,
and half a mile of green turf,
on which are pitched the tents

of his few remaining soldiers.

The tribesmen, who formed
the irregular mounted escort

which accompanied him from
Fez, have long since departed
to their homes, while many
have sold their rifles to the
discontented Chaouia tribes in

order to buy bread. The
lonely monarch at Rabat sure-

ly presents a pathetic figure,
which must command the sym-
pathies, and deserves the seri-

ous study, of his fellow-kings
in this democratic age. Born
in the purple, but with a

character totally unfitted to

hold the sceptre of royalty in

a country where intellect is

ever secondary to brute force,

Abdul Aziz finds himself at the

age of twenty -eight in the

following unfortunate position.
Six thousand infidels are en-

trenched within forty miles of

his sacred capital ;
their war-

ships lie anchored with their

guns trained on his sea-board

towns; in the south, a rival

monarch his own half-brother

has set himself up, and threat-

ens to march on Fez or to

attack him at Rabat; in the

north is a pretender, long quiet,
but now seizing the moment
of general unrest to assert his

claims; his trusty adviser is

held a prisoner by Raisuli,
who practises open brigandage
and extortion; his exchequer
is empty; his State jewels are

on their way to Europe to be

pawned ; his few remaining
warriors are ready to desert

the moment they can find a

master who will pay them
more than two days out of

seven; and at his side is an
unwelcome Republican, his

pockets bulging with the Act
of Algeciras. Surely this tale

of misfortune is sufficient to

break the most indomitable

spirit.
To the Occidental the re-

puted antidote to sorrow and
misfortune is philosophy, but
how often is the remedy
capable of curing, and how
often does it drive reflection

away? There are few who
can so elevate their minds
above their material surround-
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ings as to regard with perfect

equanimity and indifference

the changes of fortune and

prosperity. Now, as philos-

ophy is the Occidental panacea
in misfortune, so also is an

implicit belief in predestina-
tion the Oriental antidote.

In the selection of predestina-
tion as his chief article of

faith, what consummate wis-

dom and foresight the Prophet
displayed, for who would

change the comfort of that

pernicious doctrine for all the

solace of philosophy and the

spiritual calm of the higher

morality of Europe ? But pre-
destination contains the fatal

germs of enervation and decay,
for it is a doctrine of laissez-faire,

indifference, and sloth. As the

conception of Mahometanism,
it was the most useful weapon
in the Prophet's armoury, for

it could be used to explain
his failures and to satisfy the

incredulity of his followers

when things went wrong.
When all went well, but little

was heard of it. Its baneful
effects on later generations of

the faithful were not apparent
when the Arabs were struggl-

ing to establish their dominion
over the decaying Roman Em-
pire, and swept forward in an
irresistible flood of fanaticism.
While success hovered over the

Crescent, there was little in-

ducement to flaunt this limit-

ation of human prowess before
the world; and the successive

Mahometan conquerors were

quite content to take the credit

of their unexampled victory
and spoliation. But the doc-
trine became fatal after the

early energy of Islam had
spent itself, and the descend-

ants of the conquerors began
to enjoy the ordinary life of

settled communities. The vital-

ity of the Mahometan world is

very low at the present day;
and while Christian nations

are progressing in all branches
of human endeavour, Mahom-
etan countries are standing
still or relapsing into greater
darkness. How can this decay
be explained ? It is not mental
or physical, for the life of the

Arab is far more conducive to

health and vitality than that

of the average Christian.

Surely the real cause is the

fatal lassitude engendered by
an unchanging belief in an
ordained future. The old age
of nations is rarely dignified,
but Mahomet found a certain

method of making the declin-

ing years of Mahometan mon-
archies tolerable. The evils

predestination inflicts on com-

munities, and the comfort it

brings to the individual mind
and conscience, are clearly
visible in the present state of

Morocco. What Occidental

monarch could bear such a

burden of calamity on his

shoulders as is borne by Abdul
Aziz? The unhappy state of

his country, the miseries of

his subjects, and the precarious
condition of his own affairs,

would surely overwhelm a

Christian king. How his con-

science would reproach him !

If an absolute monarch, he
would blame himself for the
misfortunes he has brought
on the State ;

if a limited

monarch, he would deplore his

inability to intervene. Richard

II., when he found his throne

gradually slipping from his

feeble hands, derived a little
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ray of comfort by reflecting on

the divine right of kings.

4'Not all the water in the rough-rude
sea

Can wash the balm from an anointed

king!"

he exclaims. Now the position
of Abdul Aziz is every whit as

bad -as that of Richard II. ;

but whereas the latter's cup of

sorrow was filled to overflow-

ing, the former is perfectly

happy, and even regards the

future with equanimity. He
also says

"Not all the water in the rough-rude
sea

Can wash the balm from an anointed

king!"

But he adds the important
proviso, "unless it is other-

wise written in the Book of

Fate a matter in which I am
in no wise concerned." This
adds enormously to his com-

fort, for it soothes his con-

science, and marks the essen-

tial difference between the

agony of a Richard II. and
the peace of mind of an
Abdul Aziz.

But this fatal doctrine,

although in the darkest hour
it may drive away the pangs
of reflection and bring com-
fort and a spirit of resignation
to the monarch's mind, is

fatal to the interests of his

subjects and to the independ-
ence of his country. For as
it brings relief to a reflective

mind, and silences the re-

proaches of conscience, so
also does it banish thoughts
of action, for what matter
can be altered by action un-

less, indeed, the effort itself

is regarded as predestined in

the Book of Fate ? an unlike-

ly contingency when dealing
with a man of weak physique
and indolent habits, born,

nourished, and trained in the

softening atmosphere of the

harem.
But what a beautiful seren-

ity this doctrine of an ordained

future casts over Eastern com-
munities. The steady un-

changing flow down the tide

of time towards a settled end,
which no human action can
direct or alter, the apathy of

the people to the gravest
events and changes, the pa-
tience of the Oriental, the

absence of hurry, and the

feeling that all the present
and all eternity is yours,

spring from the same fatal

source, beautiful to look upon
and to be near, but poisonous
to the vitality of the individ-

ual and to the progress of

peoples. There are no nerves

in the East, none of the

stress, the competition, and
the restlessness of the great
cities of Europe or of the

New World, simply because

nerves, rush, and restlessness

are incompatible with pre-
destination.

The actual participants in

world events enjoy except at

rare intervals little of the

concentrated interest and ex-

citement experienced by those

who read about them from
a distance. The crowded
columns of a newspaper con-

tain the essence of all that

is not ordinary in the lives of

individuals and in the pro-

gress of nations, served up in

a form calculated to attract

the eye of the sensation lover.

But to those on the spot, de-
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partures from the normal are

so intermingled with the nor-

mal that their relative im-

portance in history, and their

far-reaching effects, are often

lost. To the spectator there

is little distinction between a

royal procession and a revol-

ution. Negotiations, secret

intrigues, and ministerial con-

ferences, which make or alter

the destinies of nations, are

carried on behind closed doors

unnoticed by, and of small

interest to, the majority of

mankind. Thus, in spite of

the unhappy state of Morocco,
there was little which caught
the eye at Rabat to bring
home the full gravity of the

crisis through which the

country was passing. The
life of the people flowed on

just as it had done for cen-

turies; and being an Oriental

crowd, there were not even
those evidences of unrest

which would be apparent
under similar circumstances
in a Western community. In

reality, how little is the life

of the masses affected by any
of the changes which go to

make history ! It is only the
small minority of the govern-
ing class, the party-man and
the place-man, who experience
to the full the trials, passions,
and tricks of fortune which

spring from changes in minis-
tries or the substitution of

one form of government for

another. If their religion is

not interfered with, and as

long as their material condi-
tion remains the same, it mat-
ters but little to the majority
who guides the helm of State.
This is all the more true in
a purely agricultural country

like Morocco, where all are

supported by the fertility of

the soil, the fruitfulness of

which is independent of the
actions of ministries, the in-

trigues of the palace, the

vicissitudes of viziers, and the
relations between the head
of the State and Foreign
Powers.

Apathy reigned in Rabat
after the first novelty of the

French Mission had worn off.

The ancient walled town, whose

prosperity waned when science,
in the guise of steam -boats,

put an end to successful piracy,

only wakes up from her

lethargy when her monarch

pays one of his infrequent
visits. On this occasion he
was accompanied by a great
Mehalla to guard his sacred

person, and, what was of more

importance to the citizens of

Rabat, that Mehalla was being
paid at the princely rate (for

Morocco) of two days for seven.

All this money found its way
into the little booths which
serve as shops, where the Jew,
the effete town Moor, the
broken - down European, and

negroes of all shades, sit side

by side. No article is too

humble for the retailer, and
the poorest can buy according
to his means. Thus there are

hawkers in the streets who
sell you six matches at a time,
in case you cannot afford an
entire box. What a study in

types and characters the streets

of Rabat afford as the Sultan's

warriors, some mounted, some
on foot, but each man carry-

ing his rifle for no man dare
leave this, the most cherished of

all possessions in Morocco, for
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a moment, lest his neighbour
steals it, hurry from one little

store to another, a prey to the

avarice and cupidity of the

Jew, the town Moor, the

European, and the negro.

Through the crowded streets

sad-faced camels, looking as if

they bore on their shoulders

the accumulated sins of ages;
mules laden with the produce
of the country; water-carriers

with their goat -skins thrown
over their shoulders and

tinkling their little bells, force

their way ; while a babel of

strange tongues, discordant

shouts, and the unceasing
prayers to Allah, add a fitting

atmosphere to the scene. The
houses of the many consuls, of

the members of the Mission,
and of the principal Caids are

guarded by little groups of sol-

diers, each man carrying a rifle

with the bayonet fixed. They
cannot be trusted with cart-

ridges, either selling them to

the first bidder or using them

against those with whom they
have been unable to make a

satisfactory bargain. A riot

ensues, a precious European is

hurt : then come more fleets,

more soldiers, and more gentle-
men in dress-suits, with present-
ation diamond rings in one hand
and limitations of liberty in the

other. The soldiers are typical
of everything in Morocco,
chaotic, humorous, incondite

;

and they show the evils and
the comic side of Europe's med-

dling. Formerly there were

English, German, and French
instructors at Fez, but each in

turn realised the utter futility
of attempting to create an army
under the existing regime. The
result has been a strange one :

there are soldiers who march
like English Guardsmen, and
who wear a uniform not dis-

similar; there are others trained

to the stiff German goose-

step, who sport a green uniform
which resembles that of the

Kaiser's troops ;
and yet others

drilled by the French, also

wearing a distinctive dress.

The discipline and drill have

long since been forgotten ; only
tattered uniforms, an upright

carriage, a more regular step,
and the slight swagger peculiar
to all, whether Christians,

Mahometans, or Heathens,
who have once worn a uni-

form, remain as a memorial of

the instructors' wasted efforts.

The Moorish army resembles

some stage troupe undergoing
its first dress rehearsal, when
the supers are neither accus-

tomed to their kit nor at home
with their surroundings.
Yet this strange medley

of races and tribes remains
true to the commands of the

Prophet, and for a month each

year every man, woman, and

child, above the age of twelve,
touches no food and drink be-

tween the hours of sunrise and
sunset. What a trial of en-

durance this is for even the

strongest constitution, accus-

tomed to its three recognised
and numerous supplementary
meals a-day ! The month of

Ramadan runs the circle of the

year, and the ordeal is there-

fore more exhausting in the

summer than in the winter, for

it means abstinence from water

throughout the hottest hours

of the day. What other

prophet can rely on the faith-

ful observance of such an

exacting faith ? This pro-
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longed fast is bad for the
health and spirits, and towards
the end of Ramadan the mass
of the people are irritable to a

degree ; servants are so reduced
that they can hardly struggle

through their duties ; and

industry almost comes to a

standstill, for the majority of

the faithful are asleep when
they should be up and doing,

having passed the night in

revels and excesses, natural

offsprings of starved and
miserable days. Yet down
through twelve centuries no
seer has arisen to question the

wisdom of executing to the

letter these stringent com-
mands ; no learned college has

attempted to put other inter-

pretation on the Prophet's
words; and no great chief

has taken the responsibility

naturally a popular one of

relieving his followers from
this onerous article of their

faith. This is neither the

time nor the place to com-

pare the advantages and

practical morality of vari-

ous creeds, but what other

religion can compare with the
Mahometan in the severity of

the sacrifices it demands from
its followers ; what other doc-

trine has twelve hundred years
of such unbroken observance
behind it? The behaviour of

the people of Morocco during
the cruel month of Ramadan is

surely a great lesson in faith

and self-sacrifice, and one is

tempted to ask, Are they men
and women like ourselves, or

are they, through the long ob-

servance of strict formula

throughout twelve centuries,
devoid of all feelings and

passions? But the human

element of the Arabs was seen

at sunset during Ramadan at

Rabat. Near that hour the

people gather in hundreds
round the old fort overlooking
the sea. Some carry basins of

food, others pitchers of water.

At sunset a gun, doubly charged
with black powder so that it

may be heard all over the town,
is fired. The waiting multi-

tude, uttering wild shouts of

joy, either eat their food on the

spot, or disperse to their homes,
like children released from
school. Then it is you realise

how much they have suffered

during the long fast.

It would be natural to sup-

pose that a people who are

capable of forgoing for an
entire month each year all

corporeal comforts and lux-

uries, would be possessed of an
individual and national char-

acter cast in such a heroic

mould that any encroachment

on, or interference with, their

liberty would be an impossi-

bility. What,
1

then, has caused
the Arabs of Morocco to decline

from world conquerors to a

feeble collection of predatory
tribes, still strong in the ob-

servance of dogma, but weak
in all else ? Partly, no doubt,
it is the natural decay which
overwhelms all nations in turn

;

partly the decay which seems
to dissolve all conquering
hordes when the wave of

conquest has spent its force, or

breaks itself in vain upon
impossible barriers, and the
sounder qualities necessary for

the establishment of permanent
empires on the pathway of

peaceful progression are want-

ing. But the Arabs were not

merely vulgar hordes of sav-
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ages, who carried all before

them by brute force, and who

planted none of the seeds of

enlightenment and progress.
At the darkest period of medi-

eval history, when all learning
and culture seemed dead in

Europe, the spark of science

and culture was kept burning
at Fez, and it was the rays of

Arab learning and philosophy
which pierced the gloom of

Europe's ignorance. But the

awakening of Europe seems to

have been fatal to Mahometan

progression, and since that

period Morocco has stood still,

and even retrograded.

A spectator of all the events

related, I sought an audience
with the Sultan. I was inter-

ested to see how the harassed
man bore himself in the midst
of his misfortunes ; and I

thought his deportment and
attitude towards life might
supply the secret of Morocco's
decline and Mahometan decay.
I asked for an audience with
considerable misgiving, for I

knew grave matters of state

occupied his attention, and
I expected either a refusal

or to endure the typical Ori-

ental delay before receiving a
definite reply. But to my sur-

prise, on the following morning,
I was commanded to be at

the Palace at 2 P.M. that same
afternoon. The Sultan speaks
no French or English, and it

was necessary to have an

interpreter who could speak
Arabic, and I was happy in

finding a friend to play this

thankless rdle. At the ap-
pointed hour we were outside
the palace gate : it is not

etiquette to knock or to ring,

and you must wait until some-
one who has been notified

of your arrival passes you
in. After a long delay we
came to the conclusion that we
had either been forgotten or

that we were at the wrong
gate. A short gallop took us

to the other side of the palace,
rather late for our appoint-
ment. This time we were
successful. A dusky attendant
motioned us to dismount, our

horses were held by soldiers,

and we were ushered into the

Imperial garden through a

small postern. We followed

our guide to a small out-

building, and here he held up
his hand as a signal for us

to halt, while he entered the

house. A moment later he

returned, his face wreathed in

smiles, showing he had gazed
on the well-beloved, his Im-

perial Master. He made me
leave my camera on a flower-

bed, and then bowed us into

a little bare, white-washed
room about ten feet by twelve,
a kind of summer-house, where

you expect to find a few string-
less racquets, some chipped
croquet balls, and a machine
for marking tennis - courts.

The sudden transition from

bright sunlight to inner dark-

ness somewhat confused me,
and a few seconds elapsed
before I realised we were not

alone, and that a man was

standing in the centre of the

room, close to three plain
wooden chairs. Seeing my
companion bow, I knew I must
be in the Imperial presence,
and did likewise three times,
which I had been told was the

correct number. His Majesty
smiled in a most engaging
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manner, and shook hands with
us both.

Abdul Aziz is not a pure
Arab, for his mother was a

Circassian, and he is much
more swarthy than is usual

with his countrymen. His
face is covered with dark

hair, and he wears a short

beard which conceals his weak
chin

;
his forehead is good ;

his

eyes are very fine, and continu-

ally light up as he becomes
interested ; but unfortunately
his face is much disfigured

by small-pox. He wore the

ordinary dress of the Moors,
a long, white, outer robe with
a hood, which he turned up
over his red fez, which was

very large, coming down to his

eyes and covering half his ears.

During the time I was with
him he continually pushed
back the fez and hood with
his right hand, and scratched

his forehead.

When I remembered the

wretched state of his country,
the discontent of his subjects,
and the precarious condition of

his own fortunes, I expected to

find the troubles and despair-

ing misery of a Richard II.

stamped on his Imperial brow
;

but in this I was agreeably
mistaken, for, instead, I found
the life and hope and joy of

an Alfonso. He beckoned us
to be seated, saying, "You
have just come from Casa
Blanca

; they tell me you have
seen the fighting ; have you
any photographs ? If so, I

would like to see them."
I had a collection with me,

for I had been warned he had
a great fondness for photo-

graphs, and sometimes takes
them himself. The Sultan ex-

amined them carefully, and
marked what each represented
on the back in Arabic. My
friend leaned towards me and

whispered,
" He means to keep

them." This came as rather

a shock, for of many I had
no duplicates. I asked him
to tell his Majesty I would
send a collection from Tangier
in an album. This satisfied the

Sultan, and he handed them
back. He then asked a series

of questions.
Sultan. "Did the Chaouia

tribes fight bravely?"
I replied

"
Yes," which

made his eyes sparkle with

pleasure.
Sultan. "Did the French

fight bravely?"
"Yes especially the officers,

who always stand up in action

and take no cover."

Sultan. "I cannot understand

any one going to war who is

not obliged to : I am sure I'd

be very frightened. But tell

me, if the Chaouia tribes had

put more men in the field,

would the French have sent

reinforcements ?
"

" Yes
;

I feel sure they
would."

Sultan. " I hear the Foreign
Legion have French, German,
English, and other national-

ities serving in the ranks so

my people have been fighting
all Europe."

I explained that the major-
ity were French or Germans,
and that there were but very
few Englishmen for they
have plenty of opportunities
for fighting in the Colonies.

Sultan. "Did the field-guns
do much harm ? Because they
tell me the big shells from the

warships did not."
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I replied that the field-guns

using shrapnel did more harm
than the shells from the war-

ships.
Sultan. "What is a shrap-

nel?"
He was astonished when I

told him each shell contained

three hundred bullets, and that

the area of destruction was
two hundred and fifty yards
by twenty ; and that the

Arabs, discovering this fact,

rode in small parties thirty
or forty yards apart, so as

to localise the effect of each
shell. This interested him, and
he repeatedly nodded his head
in approval of their sagacity.

Sultan. " You have seen the

Japanese fight ? Are my people
as brave ?

"

This pertinent question
placed me in an awkward
dilemma, for I had either to

suppress the truth or offend

his Majesty. I decided to

sacrifice the former, and re-

plied,
" Yes ; but they have not

the same training, skill, or

tenacity of purpose."
His Majesty has a keen

sense of humour, and laughed
heartily when I told him the

story of the Arab who found
an unexploded six -inch shell.

He took it home, summoned
his family and relatives in

great pride, and requisitioned
the services of the blacksmith
to open it in their presence.
The latter proceeded to bang
in the top with a huge
hammer. At the third blow
it exploded !

Up to this time the Sultan
had asked me repeated ques-
tions, and I had no opportunity
of putting any to him. But
now there was a pause, and I

ventured to ask him his views
on the present state of Morocco.
He hesitated a little, his face

became serious, and when he

spoke it was with great dignity.

"Naturally I am distressed

by these troubles, but if God so

wills
[it, I trust all will come

right in the end. Then I will

be able to proceed with reforms,
which recent events have post-

poned. During the last two

years a press has sprung up
in this country, consequently a

public opinion has arisen, and

people are beginning to think
for themselves. I have been

greatly upset by all that has
occurred

t
at Casa Blanca, but I

will not attempt to lay the

responsibility."
The last part of the sentence

was accompanied by an expres-
sive shrug of the shoulders.

Now I ventured on very danger-
ous ground, and asked what his

Majesty thought of MulaiHafid.
For a few seconds he made no

reply, and I began to think he
was offended; then a faint smile

crept over his face, and he
looked up, speaking with great
animation, almost with fierce-

ness.

"We do not fear him; his

cause is not making progress.

Why, in order to obtain fol-

lowers he was obliged to declare

a Holy War, which I alone

have the right to do
;
then he

went about saying I was re-

sponsible for the occupation of

Casa Blanca."

At this point the Sultan

stopped short and laughed
outright, for I think his own
vehemence had astonished him.

"Will your Majesty shortly
march against Mulai Hafid?"
I asked.
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Again he smiled. "
No, cer-

tainly not: at present the

affairs of Morocco are in the

hands of diplomats ; when di-

plomacy fails, it will be time

enough to consider that ques-
tion."

"Does your Majesty think

the tribes round Casa Blanca
will remain peaceful now they
have given in their submis-

sion?"

Again he became serious,

and answered very deliberately :

"If the French leave Casa

Blanca, I will guarantee the

Chaouia remain peaceful, but
if they stay I fear there will

be continual troubles during
the winter."

He repeated the same words

twice, with great emphasis.
"But," I asked, "will not

the fast of Ramadan keep the

tribes quiet during the next
month ?

"

" I'm afraid there are many
Arabs who don't keep the

fast in times of trouble," he
answered with a laugh.
He now became tired of

politics, and turned the con-

versation on to a variety of

lighter topics.
"I want," he said, "above

all things to visit England,
but at present there seems
small chance of my doing so.

However, we never know what

destiny holds in store. I like

Englishmen, and I can always
recognise them immediately,
for they are different to all

other peoples. I have an Eng-
lish doctor; and in my palace
at Fez I have nothing but

English things."
" Is your Majesty fond of

travelling?" I asked,

"No, it tires me, and it is

very difficult, because I have to

take so many tents and people
with me. When your king
travels he stays with his sub-

jects, does he not? But I

cannot do that, so I have either

to stay in one of my palaces, or

else in the big tent you have
seen outside."

"Does your Majesty feel

keeping the fast of Ramadan
very much ?

"

"
Yes, I only take food twice

in the twenty - four hours
once just before and once just
after sunset."

The Sultan's keen sense of

humour is proverbial ; he ap-

preciates every point of a

story, and laughs heartily.
I told him how the Spanish
cavalry were bathing on the

beach at Casa Blanca, when
the Gloire commenced to shell

a party of Arabs, over their

heads. One six -inch shell

burst prematurely on leaving
the muzzle of the gun, churn-

ing up the water with flying

fragments of steel, some of

which whizzed close by the

Spaniards. The latter, think-

ing they were attacked, retired

hastily into the town. I asked
him if he had ever heard of

Robinson Crusoe, and he re-

plied, "Yes." Then I related

how he had been imprisoned
at Sali for two years, and that

Mr Harris, the special corre-

spondent of 'The Times,' was

going to collect a party and
search for the house in which
he was imprisoned. When it

was found he was going to

telegraph the news to Eng-
land, and suggest it should be

bought by the nation. This

pleased the Sultan greatly.
He said, "That is just like
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Harris." He then volunteered

a story of his own. "Yester-

day," he said, "all the French

correspondents came to see me
together, and they asked me
many questions about Morocco,
and what was going to happen
in the future. l

Gentlemen,' I

said,
'

you ought to be able to

tell me better than I can tell

you.'"
" What do you think of the

position of Caid Maclean ?
"

The Sultan made a little

gesture of despair, and spoke
sadly :

"I approve of all measures
which will secure his speedy
release, for I only wish to see

him again."
He rose as a signal the

audience was at an end. I

wanted to take his photo-
graph, but my companion said

he did not think he would
allow me to do so during
Ramadan, but he was good
enough to ask. The Sultan

immediately consented, and

stepped out into the bright
sunlight of the garden. I

took one picture, then shut

up the camera, not liking to

trouble him further, but he

stopped me and said:
" Take two or three ; for

the destinies of photographs,
like that of empires, is un-
certain."

He held out his hand, then
vanished through a little door
into his harem, and as I heard
a woman's laugh a few
moments later, I suppose he had

already begun to entertain his

ladies with an account of what
had passed.
We made our way through

the garden to the outer gate,

amidst an avenue of bowing,
obsequious officials, who taking
their cue from the long period
we had passed with their

sovereign over an hour and
a half treated us with the

utmost respect.
I felt, after I had left the

Palace, that I had learnt the

secret which explains the decay
of Morocco and the decline of

Mahometan vitality. All who
come in contact with the

Sultan are struck by the

charm of his personality, his

keen intelligence, his extensive

knowledge of men and matters,
and his delightful sense of

humour, qualities which go
to make the great monarch.

Why, then, is Abdul Aziz such
a lamentable failure as a ruler ;

and why has Morocco sunk
into chaos and decay? The
answer is not far to seek. It

is partly due to defects in his

own character; partly to the

evils of the system under
which he rules, which develop
and accentuate those defects.

The absolute monarch, even

though possessing a great

personality, surrounded by
favourites, who are generally
flatterers (for thus is weak
human nature constituted),
seldom hears the truth or

finds himself in touch with
his subjects. His gaze cannot

pierce the mist of intrigue
and self-interest which en-

virons all his actions. When
he thinks he is ordering affairs

to please his subjects and to

benefit his country, he is but

playing into the hands of a

small clique, who throw dust

into his eyes. But the evils

of the system are only seen at
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their worst in an Oriental

country, where there is no

press, and consequently no

public opinion to equipoise the

malign influence of the favour-

ites who surround the throne
;

and the evils are exaggerated
in an incredible degree when
the character of the Oriental

monarch is weak. In spite of

his high intelligence, Abdul
Aziz is but a feeble monarch;
and he is entirely under the

thumb of successive favourites,

chosen, not for their ability to

govern, but for their capacity
to ticlSe with fresh allure-

ments the capricious levity of

their sovereign. Thus the

Sultan is incapable of carrying
out reforms, for he has neither

the moral courage nor the

physical energy : all his abili-

ties are squandered on the

small things of life that

please; and his knowledge of

men, affairs, and the necessities

of his country, instead of being
put to practical use, is dis-

sipated in the lighter and more

congenial atmosphere of the

harem. But whether he rides

the present storm and emerges
more powerful and enlightened,
or whether he shares the
common fate of so many Ori-

ental potentates, it is certain

that, borne up by an implicit
belief in an ordained future

which no action of his can
direct or modify, Abdul Aziz
will meet either extreme of

fortune in a spirit of kingly
resignation.
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COKE OF NORFOLK.

To the present generation
the name of " Coke of Norfolk "

conveys little beyond a vague
memory of his having been a

successful farmer and an un-

compromising Whig ; but in

his own time that is, in the

latter half of the eighteenth

century he was probably the

best known and the most dis-

tinguished Englishman, with
the exception of William Pitt

and Charles Fox, both in his

own country and on the Con-
tinent. There were many
reasons for his filling so large
a space in the popular imag-
ination. Firstly, he was an

English squire of the best

type emphatically a grand
seigneur of illustrious descent,
of distinguished manners and

appearance, and with a prince-

ly fortune. Furthermore, he
was a mighty hunter, one of

the keenest sportsmen of his

day : the trusted friend of

Charles Fox, and the stren-

uous advocate of popular
rights. And lastly, he was
an ideal landlord, and one of

the most practical and scien-

tific farmers that the country
has ever known. To this it

may be added that, although
masterful and imperious, Coke
was a man of sterling integ-

rity of character, was warm-
hearted and generous almost
to a fault, and in his own
domains was the prince of

hosts and good fellows.

It has always been a matter

of comment and surprise that

no adequate biography of so

notable a character should have

appeared during the century
and a half which has elapsed
since his death. As a matter of

fact, such a biographywas being

prepared by Coke's brother-in-

law, Mr Thomas Keppel; but

by some unaccountable acci-

dent the materials compiled by
him disappeared, and though
some sketches of Holkham and
its master have appeared at

one time or another, notably
those by Dr Bigby and Mr
Walter Kye, it has been re-

served for Mrs Stirling to

present us recently with an

interesting, though somewhat

desultory, account of her

great - grandfather and his

numerous friends. 1 In spite
of many digressions into the

family history which might
well have been condensed or

suppressed altogether, there is

humour, as well as spirit, in

much of her narrative; but
her book would have been
better if it had been shorter,
and there is too much of Dr
Parr, Mrs Opie, and Mr
Martin Bishton. Two huge
volumes of this kind might
(as Macaulay once remarked)
have been regarded as light
literature by Hilpah and
Shallum before the Deluge;
but, alas ! we have neither

the courage nor the endur-

ance of our antediluvian an-

cestors. To our mind, the

Coke of Norfolk and his Friends, By A. M. W, Stirling. Lane : London. 1907.
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best form of a biography is

a post - octavo volume which

practically tells us all we
want to know on the sub-

ject, and which you can hold

comfortably in one hand and
read by the fireside with your
feet on the fender.

However, we must so far

follow Mrs Stirling's example
as to touch upon Coke's line-

age and antecedents, for it

was only by a series of (to

him) fortunate accidents that

he became the owner of

Holkham and the "lord of

Norfolk." The vast estates in

many counties bequeathed by
the founder of the family, Sir

Edward Coke, the great Chief

Justice, had, owing to the
failure of male heirs, become

practically divided towards
the middle of the eighteenth
century between two persons
Thomas Coke (created Earl

of Leicester), who had the
lion's share of the property,

including Holkham
;

and
Wenman Roberts, who took
the name of Coke after in-

heriting the Derbyshire pro-

perty. He was Lord Leicester's

nephew by marriage, and the
father of Thomas William Coke,

always known in later life as

"Coke of Norfolk," to distin-

guish him from two of his

namesakes who also had seats

in Parliament. At the time of

his birth there seemed little

chance of his ever succeeding
to the Holkham property. But,
as it happened, Lord Leicester's

son, Edward Coke, the only
one who grew up to manhood,

illustrated in his career the

various stages of the "Bake's

Progress." His marriage to

Lady Mary Campbell a wilful

and eccentric beauty with the

airs of a tragedy queen turned
out a disastrous failure. They
practically separated at the

church door, and never lived

together as man and wife. A
few years later, in 1753, Lord
Coke's unhappy life came to

a premature end, and then
Mr Wenman Coke became
Lord Leicester's heir -

pre-

sumptive.
After his son's death the

Earl lived on at Holkham the

palace which he had created on
the bleak shores of the North

Sea, where (as he said himself)
his nearest neighbour was the

King of Denmark. He was a

man of taste and learning, had
travelled much in Italy, and
when a mere youth had formed
a priceless collection of rare

manuscripts, marble statues,
and masterpieces of the Italian

school, for his new house at

Holkham, of which the founda-
tions were laid in 1734. It is

a huge pile of white brick,

planned after a design by
Palladio. Externally it is as

austerely massive and impress-
ive as the Cathedral of St

Mungo, and would have de-

lighted the heart of Andrew
Fairservice :

" Nane o' your
whigmaleeries or curly-wurlies
and open-steek hems about it,

a' solid weel-jointed masonry
that'will stand as lang as the

warld." 1 This description
would well apply to Holk-

ham, which is so solidly built

as to be practically fireproof,

1 Rob Roy, vol. ii. p. 29 (first edition).

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCVIII.
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and has, we believe, never

been insured. "When you once

pass the low doorway into the

lofty entrance hall, you find

yourself in an Italian palace.
The interior is aglow with

coloured marbles and varie-

gated alabaster; and the stately
rooms and corridors are hung
with tapestries and Genoese

velvet, and covered with paint-

ings by Titian and Guido, Paul
Veronese and Claude Lorraine.

This house and its furnishing
was practically the work of

Lord Leicester's life. After his

son's death he lived on at

Holkham with his Countess,
as proud and imperious as

himself, in a kind of splendid
isolation, adding room after

room to his vast palace, and

accumulating treasures which
no son of his was ever destined

to inherit. The house was

finally completed after his

death in 1754 by his widow,
in accordance with the original

design.
Meanwhile Thomas Coke, the

child who was to eventually
inherit the Holkham property,
was growing up at Longford,
the fine old manor-house in

Derbyshire whose castellated

tower dated from the Norman
conquest, and which had been

bequeathed by the Chief Justice
to his sixth son. When ten

years old Thomas Coke was
sent to Eton, entering the
school in the same year as
Charles Fox left it. Even in

those early days he must have
been a first-rate shot, for we
hear of seventy snipe being
found in his room, and also of

his being pursued by the royal
gamekeepers for killing a

pheasant in Windsor Park.
His great-aunt, Lady Leicester,
seems to have taken no notice

of him until he left Eton in

his eighteenth year, when she

wrote a curt and characteristic

note offering him 500 a-year
to travel on the Continent, and

shortly afterwards she invited

him to visit her at Holkham.
Coke accepted both offers, and
in the year 1771 he first set

foot in the domain which has

been so indelibly associated

with his name. But his recep-
tion was by no means en-

couraging. The old lady
received him with freezing

dignity, gazed at him long
and earnestly, and then

addressed him: "Young man,

you are in Holkham for the

first time, and you will prob-

ably one day be master of this

house; but understand that I

will live as long as I can."

And then she shook her

clenched fist in his face with
such vigour that the sofa

trembled under her. But she

was evidently resigned to the

situation, and throughout his

visit Coke was treated with
much state and ceremony,
and when he expressed a wish
to attend the Assizes at

Norwich, Lady Leicester sent

him over in a coach and six,

with postilions, outriders, and
a retinue of servants. On his

return she questioned him

minutely as to his partners at

the county ball. He named a

Miss Pratt, who he said was
the prettiest girl in the room.

"Pratt! Pratt!" said the old

lady, in a tone of ineffable

contempt. "Sir, you should

have condescended to dance
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with no one lower than Miss

Walpole." But, with all defer-

ence to Lady Leicester, it may-
be remarked that the Pratts can
claim to be of as ancient descent

as the Walpoles themselves.

It is not surprising that

young Coke should have been

eager to change the monotony
of life at Holkham, where Lady
Leicester rarely saw a visitor,

for the freer atmosphere of

foreign travel. That was be-

fore the days of Cook's tourists

and monster hotels; and the

young Englishmen who
" saun-

tered Europe round "
in the

eighteenth century were mostly
scions of noble families, who
travelled leisurely from capital
to capital and consorted on

equal terms with princes and
ambassadors. Coke was a
favourable specimen of this

class. He was well educated
and intelligent, the heir to a

princely fortune, so handsome
that he was known as le bel

Anglais, and he had the frank
manners and the unembarrassed

bearing of the English youths
who excited the admiration of

Goethe some fifty years later.

"Their deportment in society
is as easy and as full of confid-

ence as if they were lords

everywhere, and the whole
world belonged to them. It

is thus that they make such
havoc in the hearts of our

young ladies !

" l

Coke quite justified the phil-

osopher's opinion, and seems to

have won all hearts in the

royal circles, where he was a

welcome guest. At the King
of Sardinia's Court he led the

cotillon with the king's daugh-
ter, the Princess of Saxony.
At Rome he became intimate

with Princess Louise of Stol-

berg, better known as the

Countess of Albany, then a

charming girl of twenty, who
had recently married Charles

Stuart (the Young Pretender),
and she presented him with his

own picture by Alboni, which
still hangs in the saloon at

Longford. Coke is depicted
as a gallant youth in fancy
dress leaning against a pillar,

while in the background is the

reclining statue of the love-

lorn Ariadne, who is supposed
to represent the princess. It

is not surprising that the late

Queen Victoria, though she

had a marvellous memory for

names and dates, should have
been astonished when reminded
late in life that she had actu-

ally been the guest of a man
(in 1835) who had danced in

his youth with the Pretender's

wife. While at Rome Coke fol-

lowed the example of his great-
uncle in buying antiques and

curios, though of course on a

much smaller scale, and he
showed considerable taste and

judgment in his selection. He
was especially fortunate in

being present when the tomb
of Nonius, the Senator, was

opened, and bought on the spot
the famous red opal ring men-
tioned by Pliny, which Mark
Antony wanted to buy as a

present for Cleopatra.
2 From

1 Eckermann's 'Conversations of Goethe' (Oxenford), p. 317.
2 Coke would never say what he gave for this priceless relic, which is now

an heirloom in the Spencer-Stanhope family. It is said to have been valued at

20,000.
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Rome Coke passed on to Flor-

ence, Naples, Vienna, and Paris,

and finally returned to Eng-
land in the summer of 1774.

The two following years were
the most momentous in Coke's

life. Old Lady Leicester died.

Coke himself became of age
and married the woman of

his choice, Jane Dutton (his

brother-in-law's sister), whose

charming face still smiles at

us in her admirable portrait by
Barber. Then Mr Wenman
Coke died, and his son found
himself master not only of

Holkham but of the major part
of the estates accumulated by
his ancestor, the Chief Jus-

tice. His income could not
have been less than 60,000

a-year, and there must have
been a large accumulation of

ready money as well. Coke
was, indeed, "a landed

grandee," as Canning called

him, and, next to the Speaker,
was indubitably the First Com-
moner in England. With his

princely fortune, his youth
and strength, his exuberant

vitality, and his marriage to

one of the most charming
women of her day, he was

practically master of all that
made life worth living, as far

as the good things of this

world are concerned.

Soon after Coke had settled

down at Holkham he was
elected member for Norfolk, in

his father's place, without op-
position. He retained his seat

with an interval of some six

years for half a century,
from 1776 to the passing of

the first Reform Bill. But we
do not propose to dwell upon
his political life. He was an

uncompromising Whig from
the outset to the conclusion of

his parliamentary career; and

just as Dr Johnson in the

opposite camp maintained that
the first Whig was the devil

the father of lies, so Coke
held that " the vile Tories and
their viler instrument, Mr
Pitt," were the origin of all

evil. This belief was, in fact,

a tradition in his family. It

had been part of his father's

advice to his son :
"
Tom, never

trust a Tory." This is a hard

saying to those of us who have
seen a succession of Tory Min-
isters of unblemished honour
and integrity ; but, as a matter
of fact, there was little to

choose between Whig and Tory
as regards political honesty in

those bad old times. Indeed,
the most barefaced plunderer
of the public in the eighteenth

century happened to be a

Whig that is, if he had

any principles at all. This
was Charles Fox's father, the

Paymaster - General, who de-

served to have been impeached
for peculation, instead of being
created the first Lord Holland.

Autres temps, autres moeurs.

Had Coke lived a century later

he would probably have been
a staunch Conservative. The
most consistent Tory among us

could not object to the favour-

ite toast at the Holkham ban-

quets :
" The respectability of

the Crown, the durability of

the Constitution, and the pros-

perity of the People." As
to other matters, Coke was
sound on the subject of the

game laws ;
his views on Pro-

tection would have satisfied

even Mr Henry Chaplin ; and
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we may be certain that his

sturdy common - sense would
have no sympathy with latter-

day sentimentalism in politics,
cranks and faddists, socialists

and suffragettes.
When Coke first entered

Parliament, Lord Orford, his

neighbour at Houghton, pro-

phesied that he would soon be
" a clog in ;the wheels of the

Government," and so indeed it

proved. His uncompromising
honesty and force of character
made him a formidable op-

ponent; and, though he made
no pretension to be an orator,
a few sentences from his mouth,
as in the case of his friend Lord

Althorp, from their simplicity
and directness, often carried

more weight than the care-

fully prepared speeches of

more ambitious politicians.
Both the Duke of Portland
and William Pitt offered him
a peerage to detach him from
the Whig party, but both
offers were contemptuously
refused. He preferred, as he

said, to be at the head of the
Commons rather than at the
tail of the Peerage. He was
too proud and too wealthy to

be bribed or conciliated. From
the first he was strongly op-
posed to the inglorious war
with America, and it was
he who in the session of

1782 brought forward the
motion for recognising the

independence of the United

States, a motion which, after

an all-night's sitting, was car-

ried by a majority of one. It

was Coke, also, who carried up
the address to King George,
praying him to give his assent
to the motion, dressed as he

appears in a fine portrait by
Gainsborough, in the long
coat, the leather breeches,
and the top-boots with the

spurs of a Knight of the Shire.

No envoy could have been less

acceptable to George III. than
Coke of Norfolk. Certainly
no two characters could have
been more antipathetic. It

was a time when party pas-
sions ran high, and Coke was

probably the best hater of his

time. The man whom he
hated most intensely was

George III., as the fountain-

head of political corruption
and the cause of the Ameri-
can War. It has usually been
an accepted maxim in politics
that " death quits a' scores,"
and the tomb brings with it

silence, if not reconciliation.

But Coke was implacable to

his foes, whether dead or liv-

ing. Like the hero of Rokeby :

" Eternal as their own, his hate

Surmounts the bounds of mortal fate,

And dies not with the dead."

At a public dinner in 1830, a

toast was proposed, "to the

memory of George III." Coke
not only refused to drink the

toast, but delivered a vehement

speech in which he denounced
the late king as " the worst man
that ever sat upon a throne."

This lapsus linguae, as the Duke
of Sussex somewhat mildly
termed it, was an unpardon-
able outrage on good manners
and good feeling, and was re-

sented even by that most easy-

going monarch, William IV.
But if Coke could hate, he

was also capable of strong
affections. Throughout his life

he was the devoted friend and
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admirer of Charles Fox, but

this fact did not prevent him
from doing his utmost to dis-

suade that statesman from

joining the ill - omened Coali-

tion Government of 1783, which
resulted in the Whigs losing
160 seats at the next election.

Coke was himself one of " Fox's

martyrs," and gave up his seat

for Norfolk. He did not re-

enter Parliament till 1790,
when divergent views on the

French Revolution were break-

ing up the Whig party, and
when William Pitt was practi-

cally the dictator of England.
From that date till 1832 he
was member for Norfolk, and
for many years previous to his

retirement was Father of the

House of Commons. Had Coke

accepted the peerage offered

him so frequently, he would

probably have saved half a
million of money, for that is

the sum which he is said to

have disbursed in election ex-

penses. This enormous outlay
obliged him to sell some valu-

able property near Manchester.
It was sold, of course, at a
mere fraction of its present
value ; and if it had been pre-
served in the family, the pre-
sent Earl of Leicester would
be one of the richest peers in

England.
Personally, Coke was by no

means sorry to leave what he
called " the pestiferous walls "

of the House of Commons, even
for a time. He had entered
Parliament from a sense of

duty and without enthusiasm,
and he left it without reluct-

ance or regret. He was now
free to follow the pursuits of

country life and the sport in

which his soul delighted. He
had succeeded his neighbour,
Lord Townshend, as M.F.H.
in West Norfolk ;

but he had
kennels in Suffolk and Essex
as well, and at one time hunted
over a vast extent of country,
from Holkham to Epping
Forest. As time went on, and
he grew heavier in the saddle,
he practically gave up hunting
for shooting. The battues at

Holkham began in the first

week of November, and were
continued twice a-week till the

end of the season ;
and though

the amount of game killed

would seem contemptible to a

modern sportsman, there was
an abundance of ground game,
3000 hares and 12,000 rabbits

being killed in a single season. 1

From boyhood, Coke himself

had been one of the finest

shots of his day, rarely missing
a bird, killing on one occasion

82 birds in 84 shots, and on
another he brought down 726

partridges in five days and
this with the old muzzle-

loader, with its antiquated
flint and steel arrangement.
But Coke's time was not

entirely engrossed by politics
and field sports. In 1778 he
found the true vocation of Ms
life. By a fortunate accident

one of his tenants a Mr Brett

had declined to renew his

1 The amount, as stated in the Badminton volume, seems absurdly small, and
is difficult to reconcile with what we know of the actual bags made at a single

day's shooting in Coke's time. The total number of game killed in 1793 is stated
to be 2083 ; and in 1818, 10,599.

" Badminton Library":
<

Shooting' (cont.) t

p. 17.
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lease of the home farm at

the moderate rental of three

shillings and sixpence an acre,
and Coke determined to farm
the land himself. At the out-

set he probably knew neither

more nor less about farming
than the average country
squire, who thinks it as much
a part of his duties as a

territorial magnate to breed
shorthorns as to preserve foxes.

But Coke threw himself into

his new rdle with characteristic

energy and thoroughness. He
visited the counties which had
a reputation for good farming

Yorkshire, Cheshire, Shrop-
shire

; he noted the methods
of cropping, and the various

treatment of live stock ; he
consulted the best authorities,
as well as practical farmers,

especially his friend, the fifth

Duke of Bedford, and Robert

Bakewell, the famous short-

horn breeder. And then he
set to work to reclaim Hoik-
ham almost literally from the

wilderness. Nothing could
have been more unpropitious
or discouraging than the as-

pect of his property. It was
a vast rabbit-warren, sand
and shingle, with here and
there a stunted and immature

plantation, fringed by salt

marshes, and swept by the
bitter winds which appeared
to blow direct from the North
Pole. The soil, already poor
and barren, was further im-

poverished by a vicious system
of cropping three white crops
in succession, and then turnips,
sown broadcast. Wheat was

scarcely grown at all, and had
to be imported, There was
not an ear of corn in the

thirty-five miles between Hoik-
ham and King's Lynn. The
land was badly stocked. No
milch cows were kept on the

farms, for the simple reason

that there was no fodder to

support them ; and on the

three thousand acres which
formed the Holkham estate

there were only 800 sheep,
which were fed with difficulty.

Coke's first work was to in-

crease the number of beasts on
his farms, and to get rid of the

old breed of Norfolk sheep
" the most worthless," as he

said, "that could be kept."
First he tried Merinos ; but
these were always regarded as

an exotic, and in spite of their

fine wool were never acclima-

tised to Norfolk. Then he im-

ported Southdowns, and soon

had a flourishing flock of 2500.

Old - fashioned people com-

plained that his "Whiggish
sheep" had ruined the quality
of the marsh-fed mutton; but
Coke might have replied, in

the spirit, if not in the exact

words, of Dinas Vawr in Pea-
cock's novel

"The Norfolk sheep are sweeter,
But the Southdown sheep are fatter,

Therefore we think it meeter
That we should breed the latter."

Besides this excellent reason,
the erratic propensities of the

old black-faced Norfolk breed
had to be taken into account.

They were as wild and un-
tamable as the moufflons in

Corsica. "They are penned
with difficulty," says a writer;
" deer hurdles will hardly hold
them ; and if they get out,

they must be sought in the

next county."
Then Coke turned his at-
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tention to the cattle, and

probably by Bakewell's ad-

vice introduced shorthorns ;

but he found that they con-

sumed more than they pro-
duced in the market, and

were, in fact, more profitable
to the butcher than the

farmer. Then the Duke of

Bedford sent him a present
of twenty Devons from Wo-
burn. These succeeded admir-

ably, and (as he said) "Devons
would flourish on a pasture
where Durhams would starve."

His next work was to timber
his estate. He planted fifty
acres every year, of which
two -thirds were thinned by
degrees, leaving only oaks,

beeches, and Spanish chest-

nuts, until he had surrounded
his estate with groves and

plantations; and there is a

well - known story of his em-

barking at Lynn (or Wells)
in 1832 on a ship made of

timber from oak-trees of which
he had himself sown the acorns.

Furthermore, at almost in-

credible labour and expense,
he reclaimed 700 acres of the
salt marshes near Wells, and
we are told that "within two
years corn was growing upon
soil which had hitherto been

shingle swept by the daily
tides." Acting under the ad-
vice of an expert known as
" Strata Smith," he introduced
an effective system of irriga-
tion and drainage ; he made
a liberal use of manures,
especially marl, for the poorer
soils; and he introduced the
drill instead of the wasteful
habit of sowing the seed broad-
oast. On his farm buildings
and cottages he is said to

have expended 100,000, and
he granted his tenants long
leases at a moderate rental.

Coke carried out these and
other improvements in the

face of ridicule, misrepresenta-
tion, and the deeply rooted

prejudices of the old-fashioned

Norfolk farmer. One reason

of his success was undoubt-

edly the whole-hearted energy
which he showed in every
detail of farm work. " I have
seen him and the late Duke
of Bedford," wrote Arthur

Young, "put on a shepherd's
smock, work all day, and not

quit the business till darkness

called them to dinner." The
results of his liberal and far-

sighted policy were soon ap-

parent. In less than thirty

years his rental at Holkam
had risen from 2200 to

20,000; the population had
increased from 200 to 1100;
the barren heaths and salt

marshes had given place to

rich pastures, luxuriant crops,
and stately avenues. Instead
of importing corn, Norfolk
had become "the granary of

England," and exported 11,000

quarters from Wells alone.

There was no poverty on the

estate : the poorhouse was
razed to the ground, as there

were no inmates, and every-
where might be seen comfort-

able cottages and substantial

farm buildings. It was no
wonder that Coke should have
been idolised by his tenants,
and that William Cobbett
the socialist and demagogue
could find nothing but praise
for the Holkham property and
its owner. "Every one," he

says, "made use of the ex-
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pressions towards him (Coke) papers were read, and prizes
which affectionate children use awarded to successful compet-
towards their parents." The itors. In fact, it was a series

Duke of Bedford, a practical of object-lessons in agriculture

farmer, who had travelled of the most thorough and

much, declared emphatically : practical kind
;
and these les-

"In all Europe I found no- sons were directed and in-

thing like England, and in spired by Coke himself with
all England nothing like untiring energy. His influence

Holkham." in these matters was felt far

The annual sheep-shearings beyond the limits of his own
("Coke's Clippings," as they county; and we are told on
were familiarly called), which good authority that it was
took place every June at owing to his efforts and ex-

Holkham, became a national ample that between the years
institution. These meetings 1790 and 1810 no less than
started in quite a small way. two million acres of waste
Coke got together a few land were brought into culti-

farmers and friends of his vation, and before the war
own to look round his estate with Napoleon England had
and discuss agricultural topics, practically become a self-sup-
But the number grew steadily porting country, and was in-

year by year, until in 1821, dependent of foreign supplies
when the forty-third meeting of corn.

took place, more than seven All through Coke's parlia-
thousand visitors crowded the mentary career, Holkham was

park at Holkham, while eighty the social centre and rallying-

guests were entertained in the point of the Whig party. It

house itself. Every national- was Holland House on a larger

ity in Europe, and every class scale, without any affecta-

of society, from princes of tion of intellectual superiority,
the blood to small tenant where the guests could en-

farmers, were represented, and joy themselves without being
there were many Americans sneered at by Rogers, reduced
as well. On three success- to silence by Macaulay, or

ive mornings a huge caval- bullied by that autocrat of

cade made a round of the vari- the dinner -table, Lady Hol-
ous farms on the estate, in- land herself. Coke's hospital-

specting the farm -
buildings, ity was almost boundless,

the implements, the crops, During the winter months
the plantations, the schools there was an endless succes-

and cottages. Politics were sion of visitors, sometimes
tabooed ; there was no distinc- numbering as many as sixty,
tion of persons; Whigs and with their servants, some of

Tories met on an equal and them staying on for weeks

friendly footing ; questions together. And among these

were asked and answered ; guests would be found most
new modes of cropping and of the leading spirits of the

manuring were discussed ; Whig party. Burke and
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Sheridan were frequent visi-

tors before the fatal year of

1792; and it was at Coke's

table that they probably dined

together for the last time on
a friendly footing.

1 Charles

Fox came several times a-year,
as keen a shot in his later

years as he had been a

cricketer in his youth. Lord
Moira (better known as the

Marquis of Hastings) would

tramp after the partridges
with the same ardour that he
followed tiger and rhinoceros

when Governor - General of

India. Lord Erskine would
enliven the dinner-table with
his brilliant epigrams. "Wind-

ham, that prince of athletes,
would ride over from Felbrigg,
and, while the rest of the

party were busy in the coverts,
he would stay for hours among
the books stored in the turret-

room, which had belonged to

the Chief Justice and Sir

Christopher Hatton. Another
annual visitor was the Duke
of Sussex genial, boisterous,
and garrulously

-
given, who

delighted in making after-

dinner speeches ("sad stuff,"
as Creevy calls them), or join-

ing with stentorian voice in

the chorus of "Fall, tyrants,
fall" the English equivalent
of the "Marseillaise." He was
so keen a sportsman that he
would post down from London
on the chance of a few days'
woodcock shooting; but was
so bad a shot that the author
of 'Rural Sports' credits him

with the following bag of

decidedly
" mixed game

"
:

"
Killed, of game, 0.

Wounded in the legs, 1 footmarker,

slightly.
Wounded in the face, 1 groom, severely.
Wounded in the head of a friend, 1 hat.

Wounded on the left rump, 1 horse."

At one time the Prince

Kegent had been an intimate

friend of Coke's, and a guest
at Holkham

;
but Coke had

been deeply offended by the

Prince's disingenuous conduct,
and by his subsequent deser-

tion of the Whigs. In 1817 it

was proposed that Coke should

present an address from the

county of Norfolk, congratu-

lating the Kegent on his escape
from a recent attack upon his

life. The Kegent heard of the

proposal.
" If Coke of Norfolk

dares to enter my presence"

(he declared), "by God, I'll

knight him !

" This speech was

reported to Coke, who was
furious. " If he dares do this,

by God, I'll break his sword !

"

Fortunately neither of these

threats was carried into

execution.

To return to the guests at

Holkham. Literature was rep-
resented by "William Koscoe,
the historian, who, after the

loss of his fortune, found a

refuge at Holkham, and cata-

logued the priceless manu-

scripts brought from Italy by
the first Earl of Leicester. Dr
Samuel Parr, a life-long friend

of Coke's, was an occasional

visitor as well as a voluminous

1 "Dined with Coke; present Fox, Burke, Duke of Portland, Lord Fitz-

william, Grey, Fawkner, Mr Anson, Lord North, Lord Titchfield, Lord Petre."
' Windham's Diary,' Jan. 17, 1791.
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correspondent. It was at

Holkham that Gainsborough
painted his last portrait, and
it was here, too, that Chantrey
executed the famous bas-relief

of the two woodcock killed by
him at a single shot, and the

subject of countless epigrams.
Two of the best are worth

quoting. One is in French :

"
Sculpteur-chasseur, ton bizarre ge"nie
Donne en m&ne temps la mort et la

vie."

The other epigram, express-

ing the same idea, is said to be

by the Bishop of Oxford :

" Life in death, a mystic lot,

Dealt thou to the winged band ;

Death from thine unerring shot,
Life from thine undying hand."

It is at Holkham, among his

own people, that we see Coke
at his best. The vindictive

spirit (noticed above) which he

displayed in politics is really
the only blemish in a singularly

generous and lovable char-

acter. In all other respects
Coke was the embodiment of

kindness and good-nature. No
landlord was ever so beloved

by his tenants and cottagers,
whose comfort and wellbeing
he had studied from the day
he succeeded to his property.
He took the keenest interest in

the schools which he had built

on his estate, and would fre-

quently take a group of chil-

dren round his home - farm,

explaining all that he thought
would interest them. Class

distinctions never troubled

him, and he would talk to the

humblest cottager in the same

easy style as to a royal duke.

He was never weary of doing

acts of kindness to his friends ;

and his charity to all deserving

objects was almost boundless.

Even Lady Holland, who was
not especially charitable her-

self, was struck by this trait

in his character. Some one
once remarked to her that

Coke would share his last crust

with a friend.
"
No," said her

ladyship emphatically, "Coke
would not do that

;
he would

give him the whole crust."

So, too, Mrs Stirling tells us

that in his old age Coke was
one day calling on an old ser-

vant of his at Longford, who
complained of her failing eye-

sight. Coke at once took off

his own gold and tortoise-shell

spectacles, and insisted on her

wearing them ;
and then " the

old lord" (as she called him)
groped his way back to the

Hall, unaided, as best he could.

Coke's courage was as indis-

putable as his kindness of

heart, and there is a charac-

teristic story told of him in

his later years. In 1830 he
confronted a gang of armed
rioters who were going about

destroying the machinery near

Burnham, rated them soundly,
seized two of the ringleaders

single
- handed, thrust them

into his carriage, and drove
them off to the nearest jail.

Apparently the rioters were
overawed by the prestige of

his name, and by his master-
ful demeanour, for no more

machinery was destroyed on
the Holkham estate.

Coke's first wife "one of

the sweetest women I ever

met," wrote Fanny Burney
died in 1800. She left three
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daughters, the eldest of whom,
Lady Andover, inherited much
of her mother's charm and

beauty ;
but there was no son,

and for many years William

Coke, a nephew, whose name
still lives in the billycock hat

("Billy Coke"), was the heir-

presumptive. But in 1822
Coke married again at the age
of sixty -eight. His bride

was Lady Anne Keppel, the

daughter of his friend, Lord

Albemarle, a girl of eighteen.
In spite of the disparity of

age, it was in all respects
a singularly happy marriage,
and Coke became the father

of four sturdy sons, the eldest

of whom is the present Lord
Leicester.

Though (as we have said)
Coke retired from Parliament
in 1832, he still retained the
active habits of his youth, and
was as keen a sportsman as

ever. It is recorded that when
seventy-nine years of age he
killed 24 birds in 25 shots.

Creevy, who visited Holkham
a few years later, is full of

admiration at the marvellous

vigour of his host, who, in his

eighty -third year, went out

shooting daily and opened the
Servants' Ball at Christmas.
The peerage, which he had

so long and so persistently re-

fused, was accepted by him at
last from Lord Melbourne in

the first year of Queen Vic-
toria's reign, and he revived
the family title of Earl of

Leicester. But he did not live

long to enjoy his new dignity.
In 1841 he attended his audit-
dinner for the last time, and

was received by his tenants
with rapturous enthusiasm. In
the following year the end

came, and he passed away at
his Derbyshire seat of Long-
ford after a few days' illness.

His body was brought by road
to the family resting-place at

Tittleshall. When it reached
the borders of Norfolk the

roads were lined by a crowd
that continually increased in

number. "For miles the

country was a living mass of

people, through which the

funeral cortege passed with

difficulty." The procession,
which included 150 of Coke's
tenants and 200 gentlemen on

horseback, besides an endless

stream of mourning coaches,
had been two miles long when it

left King's Lynn, but when the

hearse drew up at the porch of

Tittleshall Church the carriages
alone reached to Litcham, two
and a half miles away. Rarely
has a public funeral been so

impressive as this spontaneous
and universal tribute of affec-

tion and esteem.

A stately column was erected

in the park at Holkham by the

yeomen and farmers of Norfolk,
" To their Father, Friend, and

Landlord," with an inscription
and a sculptured pediment
commemorating his achieve-

ments; but Coke's best me-
morial is his own work the

rich pastures, the smiling corn-

fields, and the stately avenues
of Holkham itself, which he
had practically created from
sand and shingle.

"SI MONUMENTUM REQUIRIS, CIR-

CUMSPICE."
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PTERIUM.

BY COLONEL C. R. CONDER, LL.D.

THE spade is ever at work
in Asia and in Egypt, and the

results of the important ex-

cavations which have been
carried out during the last ten

years are gradually creating a

history of the ancient world,
based on contemporary docu-

ments, such as the philoso-

phers of the eighteenth century
never dreamed to be possible
in the future. Now and again
some specially picturesque or

striking discovery attracts for

the moment the attention of

the general public, but as a

rule they are only very vaguely
interested in questions which
seem to be important solely to

specialists. Thus, except in

Egypt and in India, where
we enjoy special advantages,
British explorers have to de-

pend on the scanty subscrip-
tions of private societies ;

whereas the French Govern-
ment grants money for Asiatic

explorations, while the Ger-
mans vie with France in their

efforts to secure important dis-

coveries, and the Americans
also have added brilliant re-

sults in Babylonia. The won-
derful finds of De Morgan at

Susa, and the French and Ger-
man discoveries in Syria and
Asia Minor, possess a value

for ancient history which ex-

ceeds anything that has re-

cently been unearthed in Egypt,
though the recovery of royal
tombs strikes the imagination
of the general reader more than

that of tablets and monu-
ments covered with cuneiform

texts.

For the moment the atten-

tion of the learned is directed

to the newest German dis-

coveries in Asia Minor, which

promise to throw great light
on a subject which is becoming
constantly more important, and
which already constitutes a

separate study of far-reaching

consequences. Dr Winckler
has not yet published his ac-

count of the excavations at

Pterium, but the finds are re-

ported to include a copy on a

large tablet inscribed in cunei-

form of the famous treaty
between Barneses II. of Egypt
and the Hittites of Kadesh in

Syria, of which an Egyptian
version has long been known.
It is one of the most remark-
able of ancient documents,

showing the high civilisation

of the two contracting parties
in the fourteenth century B.C.,

while the use of cuneiform by
the Hittites (though by no
means a newly discovered fact)
serves to confirm the view that
the civilisation of Syria and

Cappadocia was of Babylonian
origin.

Pterium or Pteria was a city

very famous in history as the
site of the obstinate drawn
battle fought near it, in the
middle of the sixth century B.C.,

between Croesus the Lydian
monarch and Cyrus the Per-

sian. Herodotus
(i. 76) places
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it east of the river Halys,
and south of Sinope, on the

confines of Cappadocia, and
tells us that it was the strong-
est city in Jthat part of Asia.

After the battle Croesus re-

treated to Sardis, and dis-

banded his army for the

winter, not imagining that the

Persians would dare to follow

him so far west. But Cyrus,
like Napoleon, understood the

importance of immediately fol-

lowing up a retreating foe.

He mounted infantry on

camels, which apparently were
unfamiliar in this region, and

by which the horses of the

Lydian cavalry were terrified.

Sending these improvisedtroops
in front, he followed with the

rest of his foot and horse, and
thus accomplished the over-

throw of the wealthy Lydian
monarch, and finally established

Persian dominion even as far

west as the shores of the

^Egean Sea.

The site of Pterium is gen-

erally placed close to the

modern village of Boghaz-
keui ("the town of the pass "),

which lies in a gorge, south of

a more open valley, in the po-
sition described by Herodotus.
The ruins were known to

Texier and to Hamilton, and
have been visited by Perrot
and Ramsay. In 1882 Karl
Humann photographed the

wonderful rock sculptures of

lasili-kaia ("the carved stone"),
in the ancient shrine about a
mile farther east. In 1893
Ernest Chantre was sent on
a mission to Cappadocia by

Pterium. [Feb.

the French Minister of In-

struction, and his excavations
at Pterium and elsewhere led

to most startling and in-

structive discoveries, to which
Dr Winckler now appears to

have added others equally
valuable on behalf of Ger-

many.
1 There was no doubt

that the city was a strong
and important place, for re-

mains of a palace and of a

fortress are still visible
;
but

the excavations also show that
its antiquity traces back some
two thousand years earlier at

least than the time of Cyrus,
and that its civilisation was
the same as represented by the

Hittite ruins of Carchemish,

Aleppo, Hamath, and other

sites in Syria, and extending
not only to Cappadocia but
also far west in Asia Minor,
even to the shores of Ionia.

The ancient race, of whom the

Syrian Hittites were a tribe,

and who at Pterium bear the
name of Kati, possessed a

peculiar art and a peculiar

hieroglyphic character nearest
akin to that of the non-
Semitic Kassites and Akka-
dians in Mesopotamia. This
civilisation has only become
known to scholars during the

last thirty years ; though the

famous traveller Burckhardt,
in 1822, was the first to de-

scribe the Hittite inscribed

stones at Hamath. It is now
very generally recognised that

the early Greeks were greatly
influenced by the art and cul-

ture of this native race, which

they first encountered when

1 See 'Reisen in Kleinasien und Nordsyrien,' by K. Humann und Otto Puchstein,
1890 ; and 'Mission en Cappadoce,' by E. Chantre, 1898.
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crossing the ^Egean to Ionia,
and that the peculiar charac-

ters used by Greeks in Cyprus,
in Crete, and in Asia Minor
itself were derived from the

Hittite hieroglyphics. It is

also generally agreed that,

although the Semitic Baby-
lonians had appeared in Cap-
padocia as early at least as

2000 B.C., yet the civilisation

in question was that of a non-
Semitic race. The wealth and
culture of this people may be

judged by the inspection of

the beautiful gold ornaments,
inscribed with Hittite signs,
which have been brought from
Asia Minor, and are to be seen

in the Ashmolean Museum at

Oxford.

Among the remains un-
earthed by M. Chantre, and

pictured in his magnificent
volume, are fragments of pot-

tery closely resembling the

early work found at Troy and
at Mycenae by Schliemann,
and often called "^Egean,"
though it was neither con-

fined to the shores of Greece
and Ionia nor apparently of

Greek origin. It occurs also

in Palestine and in Egypt
about 2000 B.C., and one of

the spindle whorls at Pterium
bears signs which appear to

belong to the later script of

the Kati or Hittite inhabit-

ants. But a still more import-
ant discovery of the French

explorer was that of cuneiform
tablets of early date. It is

announced that one recently
discovered bears the name of

the Assyrian monarch Tiglath-

pileser (apparently in the

twelfth century B.C.); and

another, found by M. Chantre,
refers to an Assyrian as "a

stranger
"

bearing rule over

the Kati. But other Cappa-
docian tablets recovered by
Chantre, and representing the

correspondence of Babylonian
trade agents, are believed to

be considerably older. At
Pterium he found thirteen

letters in another language,
but also in cuneiform char-

acters. Of these the present
writer offered a translation

(in 1899) on the supposition
that the tongue was a dialect

akin to that of the ancient

Mongol race of Chaldea, usu-

ally called Akkadians or

Sumerians ;

x and M. Chantre
is himself of opinion that the

early Cappadocians were of

this stock.

The remarkable shrine of

lasili-kaia, near Pterium, has
been already noticed. It con-

stitutes one of the most curious,
and judging from the archaic

character of its bas-reliefs

perhaps one of the oldest monu-
ments in Asia. A rude oblong
area is hewn in the rocks,

forming a hypethral, or roof-

less, temple. The side and end
walls of rock are sculptured
with figures in relief. Two
long processions meet each
other on the end wall, where a

god and a goddess (each about
six feet high) face one another

;

they are followed by a suc-

cession of male figures on the
left hand and female figures on
the right hand walls. Those
to the left represent two chief

gods, followed by winged genii,

1 See 'The Times,' 10th and 24th October 1899.
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by kings bearing the mace,
which commonly appears as a

sceptre in Hittite and Baby-
lonian sculptures, and by priests
and attendants, the human

figures being only about three

feet high. Behind the goddess,
who stands erect on a lion

(like the Assyrian deities at

Bavian and Samala in a later

age), while the chief god is

supported on the shoulders of

two men, are carved the figures
of a smaller god also erect on
a lion bearing the double-

headed axe, and of a pair of

females supported on the wings
of a double-headed eagle. Be-
hind these again seventeen

females follow each other, re-

presenting queens or priestesses
with their attendants. Alto-

gether there are forty-threemale
and twenty-one female charac-

ters, the former for the most

part in short jerkins with a

high conical cap on the head,
all being beardless except the

leading deity : the latter wear

long pleated robes, and cylind-
rical bonnets. There are other

designs near the side entrance
to the shrine, including a kind
of hermaic figure (the body
made up of four lions and the

head human), with a long-robed

figure holding the model of a

temple, and another group in

which a deity protects a smaller

personage, placing his arm
round the neck of the latter.

The entrance itself is guarded
by two lion-headed demons, and
on the opposite wall the male

procession is divided in two by
a group of two demons sup-

porting a large crescent. These

extraordinary sculptures, which
resemble the most archaic work

found in Babylonia, are accom-

panied by a few Hittite em-
blems. In Cappadocia the

goddess Ma (representing the
earth mother) is often shown
later standing erect on a lion,

and the two chief deities prob-

ably represent the "spirit of

heaven" and the "spirit of

earth," who were also the two
chief gods adored by the Ak-
kadians. There are many other

bas-reliefs of the same charac-

ter, but with fewer figures, to

be found throughout Asia

Minor, and they are generally
accompanied by short texts in

the Hittite characters. The
double - headed eagle occurs

again, carved on the side of a

sphinx, at Eyuk, not far from

Pterium, and also in an Ak-
kadian temple at Zirgul in

Chaldea. It was adopted about
1000 A.D. by the Seljuk Turks
in Armenia, and thence came
to be known in Europe as a

royal emblem, still found in

the arms of Austria and Russia,
and used by the Counts of

Flanders in the thirteenth

century. The Parthian kings
of our second century also

adopted it probably from the

same source.

As in Chaldea, so among
the Hittites of Syria and their

congeners in Asia Minor, the

male figures except the prin-

cipal god are beardless, and
the conical cap (found also in

Etruria) usually distinguishes
them. It resembles that which
was worn by the Asiatic Turks
down to the eighteenth cen-

tury. Most of these male fig-

ures are also remarkable for

their long pigtails like those

of the Tartars, which distin-
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guish them from both Aryan
and Semitic sculptured figures.
Like the linguistic indications

found in proper names and
other known words, these pecu-
liarities point to the Mongol
character of the race. It is

generally admitted that they
were not of Semitic stock, nor
is there anything which points
to Aryan origin. The simplest

explanation appears to be that

the Hittites, Kati, and others

of this race, were of the same

Mongol stock found in the

earliest ages in Mesopotamia.
This view has also been con-

firmed by the German discov-

ery of a fine Hittite bas-relief

at Babylon itself. 1 We have
later Aryan remains in Asia

Minor, including the Phrygian
and Lycian texts, the Persian
cuneiform tablets, and early
Greek inscriptions, but none
of these resemble the Hittite

monuments, nor can they claim

so remote an antiquity. There
has been much speculation as

to the origin of the Hittite

race, and as to the. reading of

the Hittite texts. It is clear

that the latter will never be
understood unless the language
in which they are written is

first determined, and the ques-
tion will no doubt remain con-

troversial until some bilingual
or other decisive comparison
is discovered. But it is evid-

ently more likely that the civil-

isation of an outlying region
like Asia Minor was derived

from the great centre of Asiatic

civilisation in Babylonia, than
that it was independent. There
is nothing to show that it was

of European origin, and much
to connect it with Chaldea.

The interest of the subject

lies, not so much in the orig-
inal problem as in the wide-

spread influence of this Syrian
race over the Greeks and the

Phoenicians. The early art of

Mycenae and of Troy is very
clearly of Asiatic origin.
Tradition relates that the

walls of Mycenae were built

by a " round - faced
"

people
from Lycia, and the masonry
unearthed by Schliemann is

very similar to that which is

found in the Cappadocian
ruins, and elsewhere in Asia
Minor. The well known lion

gateway of Mycenae finds a

parallel in not less than eight

cases, where the same group is

found in Anatolian ruins. The

signs of the Hittite script are

also found both at Mycenae
and at Troy, in the lower
strata preceding those where
Greek inscriptions occur. The
art and script of Cyprus and
of Crete are of the same
derivation.

But the so-called "Hittite"

writing is even more import-
ant, because it appears to have
been the original script from
which the Greek and Phoenic-

ian alphabets were developed.
It is found in use all over
Asia Minor, and also in Pales-

tine and even (on foreign

pottery) in Egypt, as early as

about 2000 B.C. It appears
probable that, in the end, it

will be proved that the very
letters which we now use owe
their origin, neither to the

Egyptians nor to the Babylon-

1 Die Hettitisohe Inschrift, by Dr R. Koldewey : 1900.

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCVIII. Q
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ians, but to that sturdy race

of Mongols who spread from

the upper Euphrates to Syria
and to the West; and their

influence, not only in Greece,
but very probably as Etruscans

in Italy, renders the study of

their history of general inter-

est, as affecting our conception
of the origin of both Greek
and Roman civilisation. There
were many other influences

Babylonian, Egyptian, Phoen-

ician, and Persian, but the

oldest, and perhaps the strong-

est, was that of the civilised

inhabitants of Asia Minor.

This view steadily gains

ground among scholars, and
accounts for increased interest

in the subject. They await
with much expectation the

results of the latest discoveries

of written records at Pterium ;

and there can be no doubt
that French, German, and
British explorers will continue
more and more to direct their

studies to the innumerable
mounds of Syria and Cappa-
docia, which still hold in them
secrets of the highest interest

concerning the history of

ancient civilisation.

A few words may be added
as to the discoveries of M.
Chantre at other sites, and as

to other Hittite monuments.
At Eyuk, near Pterium, he

photographed the two sphinxes
which guard the temple gate,
and unearthed a bas-relief on
the outer wall, representing a

procession bringing sheep and

goats as sacrifices to an altar.

The priest carries a lituus as at

Pterium. At Fraktin, farther

south in Cappadocia, he dis-

covered a bas-relief represent-

ing the worship of a god whose
emblem is an eagle. In both
these cases Hittite emblems

accompany the sculptures. In
addition to early painted pot-

tery, he found many small

figures of bronze, and even of

gold, like those of Babylonia
and Phoenicia, and in one case

a mould used for making metal

figures of Ashtoreth. Most of

the Hittite figures represent
the worship of gods, one of

the most remarkable (at Ibreez,
in Lycaonia) being a horned

giant bearing corn and grapes ;

while another (at Mer'ash, in

Syria) gives us the mother

goddess and her child, with
an eagle and a harp. These
monuments were well known
to Herodotus, who describes

two of them
(ii. 102, 106) in

Ionia, both of which still

exist.
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THE NIGHT AND THE STARS.

OVER the hill the dim and wavering light

Died, and the fields and gaunt familiar trees,

Swathed in the blackness, melted from her sight;
And still she sat and gazed into the night.

"Surely," she thought, "it must be that he sees,

Even through this waste of darkness, how mine eyes,
Drained of their tears and all too tired to trace

The path he went, are thirsty for his face

And that flushed look of innocent glad surprise,
And how mine ears are hungry for his cries."

And still the mother sat, and from her room
Scanned the illimitable gloom.

She saw no star

Beckoning from afar,
But all was silent blackness : here and there

From the recesses of the night, where slept
The winds, a chill air crept,
A chill and wandering air

That stirred her hair,
And touched her neck : she marked it not at all,

But ever gazed upon the folded pall
Of night with her foiled eyes, and made no sound,
The while her thoughts returned upon their round,

Remembering every word that made him part
Of her own being, bound into her heart,
The sunshine of his prattle and his play,

And every pretty pleading way,
And all the little graces of her boy
Who now was dead, but late had been her joy.

"And if I wait," she murmured, "if I wait,
Shall I behold him at the farther gate?
Will God fulfil His promise, and decree
To him and me a glad eternity ?

And, oh, how shall that little lost one fare

In that far place without a mother's care?

"
Yet, if He gave and if He now withdraws,

Shall I arraign the setting of His laws?
But if He gave
And would not save;

If, heedless of the joy Himself had made
He watched it fade;
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If on His pinnacle of high, renown
He lingered, nor looked down

To shield or succour, but withheld His hand,
Must I be meek and bow before His harsh command?

"Ah, but I will believe; I will not pit

My grief against His wisdom, for He knows,
And I am weak: my weakness must submit,
Nor dare to rank His knowledge with my foes.

Nay, on this night of gloom
That holds no stars

Let me at my red name of grief relume

My late-quenched hope, nor beat against the bars

My bleeding heart but, if I wait, will he,

My little boy, will he remember me?"

And still her weary thoughts went to and fro,

As lost men go
In some deep forest with their heavy load

Of crowded fears, and cannot find the road.

And still she sat and planned
Her task of thought, and sent her mind astray,

And desperately scanned
The irresponsive night unpierced by any ray.

But suddenly, lo, the room grew bright
With a shimmering flutter of rosy light.
And she looked and she saw a shaft strike high,
A shaft of light on the western sky.
And the souls of the dead who had died that night
Like sparks in the wind went racing by.

And the light grew broader, and back and back
It thrust and shattered the clouds of black;
And last from a veil of golden sheen

Quivered and broke a space of green,
A marvellous space shot through and through
"With tremulous beams of opal hue.

And ever and ever the space drew near
Till she who was watching saw it clear,

As it sank from the heart of the brooding night
And flooded the trees and fields in light.

And there on a throne,
But not alone,

Sat One, and His face was calm and mild,
Who laughed and played with a little child;
And Mary, His mother her eyes were dim
With a passion of pity stood by Him.
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And He bent His head, and He kissed the boy;
And the boy looked up at the Lord with joy,
Then sliding down from the cloudy throne
He flushed, and the watcher knew her own.

And now in a rush, like jets of flame,
A bevy of frolicking children came.

They laughed and sang and their limbs moved free,

As they romped and ran in their revelry.
At a nod from the Lord her little one
Rushed in and raced for his share of fun

;

And there he ruffled it unafraid
In the thick of the riotous pranks they played.

She heard his shout
In the jolly rout,

And his laugh from the other laughs rang clear,

And, oh, it was joy to the watcher's ear.

And still, as He heard each sportive child,

The kind Lord looked from His throne and smiled.

And then He lifted His hand on high,
And the stars came tinkling out of the sky,
To every child a golden star:

And they rolled them here and they flung them there

All over the gleaming lawn-space fair.

Her little one tossed it high and far,

And ever his star returned to him
On the wings of the circling Cherubim.

And still she sat, but now her load of care

Was gone, and all thoughts sad and desperate
Melted, and soon her heart grew light as air:

"I am content," she said, "aye glad, to wait."

For she had seen, and now, oh now, she knew
Why no star pierced the dead night's blackness through :

Since Christ, the Lord, had need of them that day
To help His little children in their happy play.

R. C. LEHMANN.
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AN IRISH GARDEN.

A and where always God's right hand
Seems stretching downward to caress

His wayward children, as they stand

And gaze upon its loveliness."
' Stories of Wicklow,' by G. P. Savage-Armstrong.

IT is October, yet the sun

shines and the sky is blue ;

thus far the leaves have felt

but little of the fiery finger.
We are making for some of

the fairest scenes in Ireland.

Bray Head is reached, now
the engine plunges into its

dark recesses, now it flashes

out into the light ; above, in

long stretches, the heather is

still purple ;
far below the

deep calm sea is kissing the

rocks and pebbles, its only

sign of motion a delicate silver

fringe. Onward we press to

Wicklow, some fifteen miles

farther south, there change
train for cycle, and so reach
the garden that we seek. 1

What an approach ! and
what a situation ! The garden
has been fashioned upon the

confines of a stately domain :

two hundred years have gone
to the shaping of those great
elms and beeches which lead

towards the entrance. Pass-

ing the first gate and keeping
to the road, we find the garden
lying below us invitingly. It

consists of some seven acres

entirely devoted to the cul-

tivation of all that is most
beautiful in the world of shrubs
and flowers. The river Vartry
divides the whole into two un-

equal portions, and on either

side the ground slopes with

gentle undulations to the

stream. As we look, atten-

tion is everywhere arrested by
the extraordinary luxuriance

and variety which prevail:

particularly noticeable is the

semi-tropical appearance given

by bold groups of cordylines,

fifteen, twenty, and even in

some cases twenty -five feet

high. Across the river is seen

the house, looking a veritable

part of the wealth of natural

beauty, which, not content
with thronging it closely all

round, rises in the form of

choice creepers sometimes even
to the chimney-top. Among
the creepers are Rosa Brunonis
and the delicate Solanum jas-
minoides. These we have seen

elsewhere ; but what shall we
say to the inclusion of a plant
often supposed to need even
stove heat? Yet here it is in

Mandevilla suaveolens. Placed
in a southern aspect, it has
climbed for nearly forty feet,

and it never fails to adorn the

walls with the exquisite beauty
of its fragrant flowers. In the

presence of such a proof we
shall not be accused of ex-

aggeration if we describe the

situation as ideal. In truth,

1 The garden described is Mount Usher, the property of George Walpole and
Edward Walpole.
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all that the gardener's heart
desires is there soil of amazing
fertility, sufficient atmospheric
moisture, ample shelter, full

exposure to the sun. When
it is added that in this part of

Wicklow camellias and Hima-

layan rhododendrons flourish

as if in their native haunts,
and greenhouse cinerarias grow
and flower in the open, state-

ments which under other cir-

cumstances would seem in-

credible will cease to cause

surprise.
And now we have reached

the front entrance, our order

has gained admission, and we
are discharging the one duty
laid upon the visitor signing
the book. The roll of names
is long and representative;

garden lovers of every class

are found paying their tribute

of admiration here. The ven-

erable Canon Ellacombe has
ventured across the Channel,
so has Mr W. Robinson ; the

late Mr F. W. Burbidge came
often

;
from all parts of Eng-

land, including Kew, from

Scotland, from many other

countries, to say nothing of

the chief authorities nearer

home, come those who have
heard the fame, and who
desire to see for themselves

the beauty, of this Wicklow

paradise.
Hard by the gate com-

mences a water-garden, where
moisture - loving plants are

grouped in long stretches, by
the banks of a gentle stream.

One of the many advantages
concentrated in this favoured

spot is an abundant and un-

failing water-supply : not only
does the Vartry form the cen-

tral feature, it seems to yield

willing service everywhere.
In bygone days a mill stood
on the site,: tapping the river

higher up, the miller brought
his water to the upper parts
of the garden, with the result

that it is available at will.

Here are a few of the treasures

which greet us in connection
with the stream. Where the

banks broaden into something
like a pond there is a collection

of the best nymphaeas, their

bloom of course is past; look-

ing down upon them are tall

groups of Chrysanthemum
uliginosum; behind them, its

inflorescence almost twice as

high as they, towers New
Zealand flax

; then, in the
order given, forming a brill-

iant colour-scheme, come, first

the difficult Buenos Ayres
Senecio rosy purple ; next, in

rare luxuriance, the mauve of

Primula capitata; here a mass
of Spircea palmata forming its

seed, gives the needed neutral

tint; beyond stands such a

glory of Lobelia cardinalis as

falls to the lot of few. All the

best kinds are there, "Lady
Ardilaun," "the Hamwood,"
and another, perhaps finer

than any, which has crowned
the exertions of the St Anne's

gardener, Mr Campbell, tall

and straight and strong,

laughing in the clear October

air, their glowing scarlet

breaks upon us with a splen-
dour which nothing can

eclipse : the whole is set

against the quiet green of a

graceful Babylonian willow.

If there were nothing else to

see, this picture in itself would
well repay the journey.
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Beyond, all to itself, there is

a nook of exquisite beauty,

passing some vigorous bamboos,
and a tall specimen of the

boldly chiselled Dimorphanthus
mandschuricus, we find the

banks have drawn together
and have deepened. Up from
either side there spring lines

of Gentiana aaclepiadea, rock-

ing in the breeze, nodding and

bowing to each other : they are

like rows of dancers bright in

green and blue, a Roger de

Coverley revel, the stream be-

neath darting under their up-
raised arms.

Perhaps an apology is needed
for having lingered so long be-

side the entrance, but in such a

garden, unless we set ourselves

to catalogue the rarities which
await us at every step, all that

can be done is to single out a

few of the scenes to serve as

types of much that is left un-

touched; for in truth every-
where there are

"Fairy branchlets hid in ferny nooks,
Or half invisible rainbows of the

brooks,
Or peeps of glassy bays between the

pines,
And rich surprises while we wind our

way
Through breaking woods." 1

We therefore press on to the

river, dumb as to all between,
with one exception, for that

great palm, Chamcerops For-

tunei, is historic. To fertilise

the palm and gather seeds
which will germinate was long
considered out of the question
in our climate. It is believed
that the first success was here

;

certain it is that this Chamae-

rops through its seeds has be-

come the parent of many an
infant palm.
The care which has been

lavished on the river is extra-

ordinary. One side is walled,
and the stones furnish con-

genial homes for rock -plants
innumerable; the other shows

great variety of treatment,
sometimes the bank is high,
sometimes it breaks down to

the water's edge, sometimes it

starts forward as if to find its

way across, and everywhere the

different aspects and positions
have been utilised for enrich-

ment with suitable vegetation.
There are two bridges, a study
in themselves. Among the

visitors this afternoon is a

well-known statesman. Meet-

ing one of the owners, he says :

"My friend is lost in admira-

tion of your bridges !

" In such
a place it seems at first a

strange remark but the friend

is an engineer.
A delicately hung suspension

bridge, some fifty feet long, is

the first we meet. Wistaria,
trained so as to enhance in-

stead of obstructing the view,
has made its own of the chains.

Stopping half-way across and

looking down stream, we have
before us a comprehensive view
of the place : the road, from
which the first glimpse was

caught, is above on the right ;

trees thinly planted, with
shrubs and flowers at their

feet, fill the intervening ground ;

to the left the greensward
stretches upwards towards the

1 The verse quotations are from 'Stories of Wicklow,' by G. F. Savage-
Armstrong.
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house, encircling shrubs and

groups of shrubs, whose names,
if given, would be known to

few, familiar to none. In front

the river and its richly laden

banks carry the eye down-
wards ; the water-fowl flit to

and fro, the trout leap ;
a series

of low falls at once preserves
the calm of surface and pre-
vents monotony. Far down
another bridge is seen low,
unobtrusive ; and behind it rise

the great trees of the original
domain : like strong wardens,

they bid defiance to the eastern

blasts, and shut in to peace
and restfulness this garden of

delight.
We wander along the bank,

and note the skill with which
each point of vantage has been
treated. In the flat margins
grow quantities of Osmunda
regalis ; low down, and stretch-

ing sometimes far out into the

stream, appear the shield-like

leaves of the Californian Saoci-

fraga peltata; in one conspic-
uous position Gunnera scabra
covers the bank from top to

bottom, showing to perfection
the broad masses of its leaves.

On the higher levels Montbretia

revels, and the Agapanthus is

at home
; graceful spiraeas bend

to the breezes ; and plume
poppies Bocconia cordata are

aglow with sunshine. There
are sumachs just beginning to

assume their flaming autumn
dress, and bamboos of many
kinds they were more numer-
ous still before they gained the
fateful power of flowering.

High above all stand out the

great cordylines which first

compelled our notice : raised,
as most of them have been,

from seed which ripened here,

they flourish as though indig-
enous. The varieties are num-

erous, australis is plentiful,
and there are many others,

some, like the unique Boisia,

scarcely to be found elsewhere.

As the bridge is crossed we
enter literally another land, for

the character of the soil differs

widely: so much is this the

case, that difficult subjects
which languish on one side

often wake into vigorous life

when transposed. Those who

appreciate hydrangeas, and
understand their possibilities,

should come and study them
here. From time to time the

gardening papers are busy with

opinions as to the effect of iron

on the colour of the flowers.

The different soils of this Wick-
low garden ought to go far

towards laying the contro-

versy. On one side iron is a

plentiful constituent; there is

no iron on the other. Where
the iron is absent the hydran-
geas are pink; when moved
to the iron they change to blue

and such blue! The writer

has seen blue hydrangeas in

many places, but the blue here

is unrivalled rich, lustrous,

bountiful, and in prodigal
abundance. The most callous

in such a presence can scarcely
restrain an outburst of grati-
tude for so gracious a gift.
The hydrangeas, for the most

part, grow in the thinly-planted
wood already noticed. Its ar-

rangement is but one more
device for adding to the inex-

haustible variety of this won-
derful garden : the sloping

ground faces the north; the

comparative coolness thus at-
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tained is emphasised by the

shelter of the trees ; light suffi-

cient is secured by the thin

planting there are many open

glades and by keeping the

trunks free from branches up
to about twenty feet. Under-

neath, in bewildering abund-

ance, are shrubs and ferns and
flowers. In and out among
them wander sweet woodland
walks. So absolute is the se-

clusion that friends might play
hide-and-seek by the hour and
fail to find each other : the

owners solve the difficulty by
carrying a silver whistle to

make their presence known.
With the exception of the

hydrangeas, October is too late

for most of the woodland trea-

sures. Yet not quite ! Here
is one of the visitors loud in

praise of the many-hued berries

of Pernettya mucronata, and
numerous are the inquiries as

to culture, and the secret of

such specially beautiful colours.

Very lovely too is Berberidopsis
corallina, a shrub of Chili: its

name is happy, for the clusters

of bright flowers sway to and

fro, from slender stalklets, like

bunches of bright coral. Japan-
ese anemones, pink and white,
in great variety, are still in

full beauty; and more than a

passing glance is called for by
the fine collection of Phlox de-

cttssata, even though most of

the flowers are past their best.

Still effective in many a nook
is the capricious Flame nastur-
tium Tropceolum speciosum.
In Scotland and the north of

Ireland almost everybody's
flower, it becomes extremely
difficult farther south : here,

however, the only difficulty is

to control it. Wherever leave

is given it enters into extrava-

gant possession.
The ferns in general will

claim attention presently, when
we reach their special home,
but fine specimens from New
Zealand greet us here and there

through the wood, and with
them is connected one of the

romances of the garden, which

ought to be told now. The
success of the cordylines sug-

gested that perhaps New Zea-

land tree - ferns would make
themselves equally at home.
An extensive order was given,
and after long waiting, the

cases with their precious
burdens were received. Great
was the dismay when they
were opened. Magnificent

specimens were there, the

packing was good, for the

moment all seemed fresh and

promising; but, alas! examin-
ation disclosed the fact that

the senders, not content with

removing the great fronds of

the year a necessary process,
had carried their zeal so far

as to scoop out the crowns,
thus destroying all promise
for the years to come. At
first the only possible destin-

ation, after a journey round
half the world, seemed to be

the rubbish heap. Happily
gentler counsels prevailed, and
the great stems were planted.
No splendid crowns developed
at their heads the errant

knife had been too dexterously
used, but the unexpected
happened: the roots asserted

themselves at the sides small

specimens gradually appeared ;
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these, by a brave resolve, were
out out from the ugliness of

the parent stocks; already

they are doing much to adorn
the woodland walks, and it

seems not unlikely that we
shall see them some day in all

the grand proportions of the

primeval forest. Before we
leave the wood, fine clumps
of Lilium auratum are seen :

the bulbs are imported direct

from Japan, and heads with
from thirty to forty blooms are

common. And now we are in

the open, where new and ex-

tensive plantations of shrubs
are being laid down. Their
examination we must postpone
to another day, for already the

afternoon is far advanced.

Passing, therefore, along the

outskirts, we pause to wonder
at the vigour and beauty of

the Nankeen lilies Lilium

testaceum; grouped by them-

selves, they seem to usurp, and
to return with interest, all the

light of the autumn afternoon.

In the opposite direction a whole
border devoted to the best of

the Michaelmas daisies makes
us long to give it an hour to

itself. At one special shrub
we must linger a moment :

Davidea involucrata, called

after its discoverer, is thought
to be among the rarest of the

garden's possessions. Only
some three or four specimens
are known in Europe; none
of them have yet flowered

;

the size and flourishing appear-
ance of the one at which we
are looking promise well for

the priority of Wicklow. Pre-

sently we are by the river once

more, nearing the lower bridge.

A long bed filled with Spar-
axis pulcherrima or Dierama is

passed; how lovely it must have
been ! Now the plants are busy
forming a precious harvest of

seed: as they bend gracefully
towards the bank, it is as if a

troop of fairy anglers were

there, poising their baited rods

for the cast.

At the other side of the

bridge a new surprise awaits

us. Surely never was fernery

planned like this! Beneath is

swift, rushing water; the sides,

steep banks, rise at a sharp
angle to from five to eight
feet above the stream; and

right along the bottom of this

canon in miniature runs a

wooden causeway, raised by
strong stanchions just above
the water : for a hundred yards
or more you may range up and

down, and study the collection

almost without a bend of the

back.

" Is it not fair, the leafy land ?

. . . fraught with sweet, resistless

spells
That wake a deep, a tranquil love,

The witchery of ferny dells,

The magic of the murmuring grove.
"

A more perfect combination
of all that ferns love can

scarcely be imagined : suffi-

cient light, absolute shelter,

sharp drainage, and the moist-

ure that all like and many
demand all are here ; and
what are the results? That
native ferns grow to per-
fection under such conditions

may be taken for granted.
Towards the upper end, where
the banks open, Osmunda
regalis reaches eight feet ;
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wherever it is set, that most
beautiful of Athyriums,

kalo-

thrix, develops its lace -like

fronds to double the normal

size; it is the same with all

except perhaps the few that

enjoy a little more of the sun,
as the Polypodiums. But
what causes genuine astonish-

ment, in this as in other parts
of the garden, is the way in

which exotics make themselves

at home. Look, for instance,
at that Polypodium Billardieri :

its native haunts are New
Zealand and Tasmania, yet
here the only difficulty is to re-

strain. Planted in one of the

less shady positions, its creep-

ing rhizomes push out in all

directions, wandering wher-
ever they may. Look, too, at

what that visitor from South
Africa is accomplishing. Mi-

krolepia anthriscifolia has been

given to many friends, but
with none has it succeeded

except under glass; here it

grows as freely as the bracken.

Facts like these are strong :

strength, however, is needed if

the reader is to be carried with
us in what is to follow. Fern
lovers have many individual

fancies, but there is one species
round which the enthusiasm of

all reaches high-water mark
the Todeas. What irony that
the distinguished mycologist of

Mecklenburg, from whom they
take their title, should have
had no fairer name than Tode !

For the most part Todeas re-

quire very special treatment:
the pellucid fronds must never
be allowed to dry; the great
aim is to induce atmospheric
moisture sufficient to ensure

[Feb.

continuous condensation upon
the leaves, one of whose chief

charms is the sparkle of in-

numerable pearls of dew.
Houses are often constructed

solely for Todeas and their

allies, the Hymenophyllums and

Trichomanes, and many are

the costly devices employed for

atmospheric control. With all

these difficulties in remem-
brance, it is not quite easy for

the pteridologist to retain his

mental equilibrium as he
stands in this Wicklow fernery
and sees Todeas growing mag-
nificently in the open air. Yet
there they are, in hollows in

the sides, without any protec-
tion whatsoever except such as

is afforded by the overhanging
bank. The bold superba and
the graceful pellucida are both

there; so is Trichomanes radi-

cans, the Killarney Fern, and
the quaint but most interest-

ing Trichomanes reniforme ; the

latter has not yet learned to

dispense with the services of a

bell-glass. As for the rest, not

only do they survive unpro-
tected, but they luxuriate: so

much is this the case that the

Todeas have actually taken to

seeding themselves, and their

seedlings are growing thick

around them.
After this crowning proof of

what nature and art in har-

mony can accomplish under
Wicklow skies, we leave the

fernery, and prepare to say
farewell. We hurry past the

Alpine garden and its annexe
the Moraine; we just glance

lovingly at a wall garden be-

jewelled from end to end ;
but

we must pause, if only for a
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moment, to examine those

creepers, whose great crowns
of clustered beauty beckon us
to a nearer view. Ah ! they
are Lapagerias white and
red. Those who have struggled
with this choicest but most
difficult of greenhouse climbers

will be able to appreciate the

triumph achieved by bringing
it to such brilliancy of bloom
under the open sky. The task
has not been easy. First the

fierce onslaught of the slugs
had to be met : here hollow

circles of cement kept filled

with water, and collars

fashioned of galvanised iron

and zinc, beat off the foe.

Then there were insect pests
of many orders. Some the

syringe slew wholesale, and
others went down before the

slow but sure finger and

thumb; and all through re-

mained the perplexity as to

whether the lights and shades

which the situation permitted
had been rightly balanced.

The gardener who has con-

quered under such difficulties

has indeed earned the right to

the warmest congratulations.
Like Kaspar at eventide, he

may well reiterate

" It was a famous victory
"

;

with which thought for him,
and for ourselves a sense of

glad rejoicing, we commence
our homeward way :

"Man and beast and bird and worm
and herb and fruit and waving tree

Sweeps before me, sways me, thrills me,

through the shoreless ether sailing ;

Draws my heart to an unseen Presence

in a rare exultancy."

H. KlNGSMILL MOOEE.
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THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.

BY KATHEEINE CECIL THUESTON,
AUTHOR OF 'JOHN CHILCOTE, M.P.'

CHAPTEE XIX.

"LISTEN, Mary! Will this

do?" Daisy looked up from
the flimsy little walnut escri-

toire that was her special

pride, and smoothed out a
sheet of pink notepaper that
she had just covered with

round, childish writing.
"Go on! What is it?"

Mary was tucking a white
muslin collar that was to

adorn her linen dress at Kil-

meaden, and the attention she

gave to Daisy was divided.
" Can't you listen, then !

'Dear Isabel, I am writing to

ask you to join us on Thursday
evening at about eight. We
are having a few people here,
as it's our last night before

going to Kilmeaden.'"

Daisy put down the note
and looked across at her sister.

"I must say that, you know.
If I said it was a dance, half

Waterford would be indig-
nant because they weren't
asked."

"
Well, go on !

"

" '

Also, I am very anxious
to have you with us for a few

days in the country. It will

only be a sort of family party ;

but if you don't mind that, I

wish you would arrange to

come out for a week. We
could fix about it on Thursday.
With kind regards to Miss

Costello, I am, yours sincerely,

Daisy Carey.' It sounds fear-

fully abrupt, doesn't it ?
"

Mary was threading her
needle. "Not at all!" she

said conclusively.
" It's too

agreeable, if you ask me !

"

"Oh, Polly!"
"Yes, 'tis. And I think

you're a great fool, Daisy, to

be led into asking her at all."

Daisy folded the pink note
and slowly put it into an

envelope.
" It's awfully hard al-

ways to do the right thing," she

complained.
" I'm sure I don't

want her any more than you
do, but I can't have the Nevilles

and the Cranes and all that

crowd saying we ruined her

chances; and you know they
have said it !

"
Strengthened

by her argument, she fastened

the envelope and addressed it.

Mary pursed up her lips and

began a fresh tuck.

"Well, I hope it's for the

best !

"
Daisy looked at the

envelope, weakening again.

Mary kept silent.

"Polly, why on earth can't

you say something ?
"

"I never give advice where
it isn't wanted. You can do
what you like, of course; I'm

sure, I only hope you won't

regret it."
" Don't say things like that !

They depress me."
" Don't be depressed without

Copyright in the United States of America by Mrs Katherine Cecil Thurston.
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cause you may have it some
time."

"Mary, what on earth is the

matter with you to-day ?
"

But Mary was not disposed
to be communicative; and

presently, having waited in

vain for some sign, Daisy in

common justification of herself

was compelled to ring for Julia

and send her letter to the post.

"Well, it's gone now, any
way !

"
she said with relief,

as the door closed upon the

servant. " For goodness' sake,
let us forget it, and talk about
the dance !

" She got up from
her desk and came round to

Mary's side.

"Polly, I wonder if 'twould

be better, after all, to have a
*
sit down '

supper ?
"

"Supper! What on earth

for ? Aren't you telling them
it's a < Cinderella

' dance ?
"

"Yes, but you know they
won't go at twelve."

"I didn't say they would.
But as long as they know it's
*

Cinderella,' they know they'll

get nothing to eat. Indeed,
I'd be long sorry to give them

anything but tea and coffee

and ices."

"Stephen insists on chicken
and ham at least."

"What nonsense! A lot

Stephen knows about it !

"

"
Well, I can't help it. He

says men must have something
to eat."

"Rubbish! If men have

something to drink, it's much
more to the purpose."

"
Polly, how can you !

"

Daisy looked shocked.

Mary let her sewing lie idle

in her lap. "'Pon my word,

Daisy," she said, looking up at

her sister, "you're like a girl

at school! How on earth a

married woman with three

children can keep on being
shocked at this, and shocked
at that, like you do, is more
than I can understand ! Do
you really think life is all visit-

ing and dressing and fussing
over babies?"

Daisy looked deeply offended.

"I think you say very queer

things sometimes, Mary ! I

don't think a nice woman
ought to want to know any-

thing outside her home and
I'm sure Stephen wouldn't
wish me to."

Mary's lip curled. "
Oh,

that's quite likely! There's

nothing so convenient to the

ordinary man as an ignorant
wife."

Daisy flushed. " I'm as well

educated as you, Mary though
I may not read Tolstoy and

Zola, and those horrible foreign
writers."

Mary laughed. "Oh, I'm
not talking of mathematics or

Euclid; I know you passed

your exams, at school."
" What do you mean, then ?

"

" Never mind ! Wasn't that

a ring at the hall door ?
"

In a moment the little skirm-
ish was forgotten. Mary rolled

up her work and thrust it be-

hind a vase ; while Daisy flew

to the glass over the mantel-

piece to arrange her hair.

"Who can it be?"
" How do I know ? Sit down,

for goodness' sake !

"

As they made a rush for

their respective chairs, the door

opened.

"Why, it's only Father
James !

"
Daisy cried in a tone

of relief, and they both rose and
went forward towards the door.
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Father Baron came into the

room with his usual deliberate

slowness, and put out a hand
to each of them.

"Well! Well! Well! A
very dull visitor, I suppose !

"

"Indeed, no!" Daisy cried.
" We were just dreading 'twas

some woman. Come in, Father
James ! Were you down with

Stephen?"
He allowed himself to be

drawn into the room. "
Indeed,

I had lunch with him," he said ;

" and he told me he'd be on here

after me. And how is Miss

Mary ?
" He turned his small,

dark, kindly eyes from Daisy's
face to her sister's with a glance
of absolute goodwill.

Mary looked up at him

frankly, for in the light of the

old man's simplicity her sar-

casm always lost point.
"As well as we can expect

to be in this world, Father
James."

"
Oh, come, come, Mary !

"

he cried. " That's not the way
to talk ! It's for the like of me
to be saying that, with my
sixty -ninth birthday coming
on next week, and my poor
bones eaten up with the rheum-
atism ! It's a shame for her

now, Daisy, isn't it ?
"

"
Oh, Daisy will agree with

you ! We were fighting when
you came in."

He looked from one to the
other with a smile. " And
what harm if you were !

" was
his characteristic retort. "

Sure,
life wouldn't be worth anything
at all if it wasn't for a fight
now and again. Hard words
break no bones !

"

They both laughed at his

unanswerable philosophy.
" You're awfully funny,

Father James ! I believe you'd
find an excuse for Lucifer !

"

"
Well, child, and maybe I

would," he said. "Daisy, am
I going to see the sons at all ?

"

Daisy flushed with pleasure.
"
Oh, would you like to ? I'll

run up for them ! I won't be
a minute ! They'd love to see

you." She hurried across to

the door, attractive at once in

her spontaneous natural pride
in the thought of her children.
" I won't be long ! I won't
be a minute !

"
she cried as she

disappeared.
As the door closed upon her,

Father Baron turned again to

Mary. "Well, child," he said

affectionately,
" I don't think

I saw you since that night of

that dinner-party ! Is Master
Tom as busy as ever, regener-

ating the country ?
"

"As silly as ever, you mean,
Father James !

"

"
Ah, now ! Ah, now !

" he
said gently.

" We mustn't

judge any one too quick, Mary !

And tell me what about that

little gipsy that was here ? I

asked Stephen to-day if it's

true what they're saying about
her and Frank, but he didn't

seem to like the question, so I

didn't press it."

"Oh, Isabel Costello ! I'm
sick of her very name !

"

Father James looked grave.
"
Mary ! Mary ! Mary ! Is

that the child that made her

first confession to me !

"

"Oh, well, I can't help it,

Father James !

"

"And what has the poor

gipsy done ?
"

"I can't explain to you
She is different from the rest

of us."

He smiled indulgently.
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"And perhaps a little change
is no harm !

"

"Or it may be great harm,
Father James."
He glanced at her search-

ingly, but when he spoke again
it was in the same gentle tone.

"Ah, well!" he said; "it's

not for us to judge her, Mary.
The poor child will meet her

own troubles."

It was Mary's turn to look

shrewdly at him.
" What makes you say that,

Father James ?
"

"Well, I only saw her the

once, of course and I'm open
to make a mistake ; but it

struck me then that maybe life

wouldn't be too easy for er.

She's one, God help her, that'll

be asking too much from it !

"

Mary walked slowly across

the room, and took her muslin
collar from behind the vase.

"Father James," she said

with apparent irrelevance,
"how did you think Stephen
Carey looking ?

"

Whatever may have been
Father Baron's thought, his

answer was non - committal.

"Indeed, we had so much to

talk about, Mary," he said,
" that I didn't take any great
notice. But here's Daisy with
the children !

"

As he spoke, the door opened
and Daisy entered, smiling and

unaffected, with one small boy
walking close to her skirts

and another, a couple of years

younger, held in her arms.
" I'm so sorry, Father James,

Baby is asleep ! But I brought
you Ted and Francis."

" Well ! Well ! Wasn't that

bad manners of Master James,
now ? To be asleep after his
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namesake coming all the way
from Scarragh to see him ! I

don't think Ted would do a

thing like that." In this

roundabout, tactful way he
banished any shyness the elder

boy might feel, and drew him
into speech before he was
aware.
"I think Baby is a silly

fellow," he said, stepping from
his mother's side, and looking

up into the priest's face.

"He's asleep half the day."
Father James put his hand

on the small red head, with a
touch as gentle as a woman's,
and raised the intelligent,
freckled little face.

" Is he, now, Ted ?
" he said

thoughtfully.
" Is he, now ?

"

Then he shook off the moment-

ary gravity that the child's

presence had aroused, and
turned towards the second

boy, who was hiding a very
fair head against his mother's
shoulder.

"Well, young man," he said,

making no attempt to frighten
him by trying to touch him,
" and what do you think about
this brother of yours ?

"

The child raised his face an
inch or two, and took a side-

long look at the priest.
"
Come, now ! Come, now,

love ! Speak to Father James !

That's a good boy!" Very
gently Daisy set him down on
the ground, pushing him slowly
forward. " Shake hands, now,
and give him a kiss !

"

Overpowered by the shyness
that is the charm of many
Irish children, Francis clung
to her fingers, pressing close to

her skirts for protection.
But the old priest under-
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stood the childish heart far too

intimately to make any on-

slaught ; so, quietly turning
his back, he moved to a distant

chair, from which he beckoned

confidentially to Ted.

"All right! Very well!"
he said. "But I think I

know somebody that'll have a

ride on Father James's horses.

Come, Ted ! We're going to

take the horses out. Come,
now! What are their names?"

" I know ! I remember,
Father James !

'

Trample-the-
Daisy

' and *

Spatter
- the -

Dew '

!

" In high delight, Ted
rushed forward and placed
himself between the old priest's

knees, looking up excitedly into

his face.

Father James smiled down
at him in as much pride as if

he were his own son. " That's

it, Ted ! That's right ! Come,
now, they're wild to be off !

Pick up the reins like a man."
He began to move his feet to

imitate an impatient horse.

Ted, flushed with excitement
and earnestness, put his round
little hand on the cheap black
cord that served the priest as a

watch-chain.

"Well, now! Which will

you have ?
"

"
'Trample-the-Daisy,' Father

James !

"

"All right! Up you go!"
He hoisted him triumphantly
on to one knee, where he sat

astride, with tightened legs
and hands that gripped the
watch-chain for life or death.

But a shriek of protest from
the other end of the room

stopped the game, as Francis,
with outstretched arms and

unsteady feet, lurched for-

ward, followed by his mother.

Reaching the priest's side, he

put one fat hand on the
vacant knee, and looked up
into his face with bright,

shy eyes.
"Me yide, too!" he said.

For an instant Father James
looked down into the anxious

little face
; then with an in-

finitely gentle movement he
lifted the child and held him
close. "

Why, then, indeed you
will!" he said. "You'll ride

the best horse in Father
James's stable the best horse

vacant," he added, seeing Ted's

face fall.
" And that's '

Spat-
ter-the-Dew '

!

"

There was uproar in the

drawing-room for the next ten

minutes ;
and while it was yet

at its height, the door opened
and Carey walked into the

room.

Usually Carey's full favour
was meted out to his sons.

For years past, the sum of

pride and of ambition had
centred round their sturdy
limbs, their bright faces, the

promise of intelligence in their

halting speech ; and usually,

coming upon such a scene as

this, he would have flung his

cares from him and, throwing
himself into the tide of young
life, have become young him-
self in his children's happiness.
But to-day it was different;

to-day he stood just inside

the door, looking, but saying
nothing.
"Oh, father, father! I'm

winning !
'

Trample-the-Daisy
'

is winning ! Father, he's won !

He's won !

"
Ted's voice rose

shrill with excitement, as

Father James allowed his legs
to subside into well-earned

rest, and, taking his arm
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from round the younger boy,

wiped his streaming forehead.

Then Carey came forward
into the room. "Daisy," he
said severely, "you oughtn't
to allow them to play on
Father James like that ! It's

disgraceful ! He's perfectly
exhausted."

Father Baron laughed. "I
wish I was oftener exhausted,
then. That's all I have to

say ! Now, Francis, are you
fond of Father James?"
With a charming shy grace

the child looked up.
" Is !

" he
said simply, and put up his

mouth to be kissed.

The old priest touched his

lips almost reverently, and
the two children slid to the

ground and ran across to

their father.

Stephen put a hand on
either head

; and to Mary and
Father James, both watching
closely, it almost seemed that

impatience crossed the tender-

ness of the act.
" Take them upstairs,

Daisy !

" he said a moment
after. "I have a splitting
headache. Run off, now, like

good boys !

" He stooped
quickly and kissed them both
on the forehead.

Daisy and Mary went out,
each leading one of the children,
and as the door closed on them

Carey threw himself into a

chair.

"I'm dog tired !" he said.

Father James who had in-

structed him for the sacra-

ments, married him, and bap-
tised his children knew him
too well to proffer any sym-
pathy. He sat quite still,

fingering his watch-chain, and

waiting for the next outbreak.

It came before very long.
" Good God, but I am tired !

"

Stephen sat forward, taking
his head between his hands.

" You're overworked. Kil-

meaden will put you right."
" Kilmeaden 1

" He laughed
sarcastically ; then his tone

changed. "You'll come out
to us, Father James next

month, anyway ?
"

Father James looked depre-

cating.
" I don't know that I

ought, Stephen ! I oughtn't
to be going there every year,

taking up room. An old priest
is a clog on young people."

" What nonsense ! I'll be

glad enough to have you, for

one. The place will be infested

with Norrises."
"
Stephen ! Stephen ! You're

in a black mood !

"

Carey was silent for a while,
then he lifted his face. "It's

not me, Father James," he
said

;

"
it's the world that's

out of joint."

CHAPTEE XX.

In the bedrooms at Lady stairs, in the breakfast -room,
Lane the curtains had been drawing-room furniture had
removed from the windows, been stacked away, chair
the blinds pulled down, and on chair, and loomed forth,
the mattresses on the beds rigid and ghostly, under its

rolled up and covered with holland shroud. With the ex-

brown paper ;
while down- ception of the dining - room,
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the drawing-room, and Daisy's

bedroom, the house spoke elo-

quently of immediate deser-

tion; but in these three in-

stances the contrast was
marked. In the dining-room
the big gasalier was fully

lighted a sure token of fes-

tivity, and the long table

groaned under a weight of

hams, chickens, creams, and

jellies ;
in Daisy's bedroom the

dressing-table, brightly lighted
with wax candles, was set

out with the trays of pins
and hairpins, the silver-backed

brushes, even the box of

crushed starch suitable to a

night of entertainment ; while

in the drawing - room the

centre and pivot of the com-

ing gaiety a long stretch of

waxed floor, a piano drawn
into a remote corner, and a

row of chairs standing like

sentinels against the wall, pro-
claimed aloud that it was the

hour before a dance.

It was eight o'clock, and
the soft evening light was

making a valiant attempt to

struggle through the chinks

of the Venetian blinds and
offer a challenge to the flood of

gaslight filling the room; by
the white marble mantelpiece

Daisy, in a pretty gauze dress,
was dividing her attention be-

tween a bank of geraniums and
maidenhair fern clustering on
the mantelboard, and her own
image reflected in the mirror;
while at the other end of the
room Mary was sprinkling
French chalk from a flour-

dredger, while Tom Norris fol-

lowed after, working it into

the floor by long, sliding steps.
At last Mary stopped, shak-

ing some of the chalk from

her skirt. "That'll do now!
Nobody can walk across the
room if it's slippier than this."

Tom took a flying slide down
the room. "

It's grand !

" he an-

nounced. " Have a turn, Polly !

Daisy, play us a waltz !

"

Daisy looked round. ' '

Ah, no,
Tom ! I'm much too nervous !

Supposing anybody came !

"

"Well, and if they did,

couldn't you stop ? We'd
hear the ring. Come on,
don't be so disagreeable !

"

She moved slowly towards
the piano.

" Isn't it frightful,
Miss Maguire not being here

yet ! I think when you pay a

person to play, the least they
might do is to be punctual.
What waltz do you want ?

"

"Anything at all, only

hurry up !

"

Still with reluctance, she be-

gan to play a musical comedy
tune, and Tom advanced upon
Mary. "Come along, Poll!

We'll have a fling before any-
body comes."
But Mary pushed him off

with considerable vigour. "In-

deed, you'll put on your gloves
if you're going to dance with
me!"
"What's the matter with

my hands ? I washed them
before dinner."

"
I'll stop, if you don't begin !

"

Daisy announced. "I'm not

going to play all night, while

you stand there fighting !

"

Tom shrugged his shoulders,
and grudgingly drew a pair of

white gloves from his coat-tail

pocket.
But notwithstanding her

little triumph, Mary was
never called upon to execute

the preliminary dance ; for,

while Tom was still fumbling
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with his glove buttons, the

hall - door bell pealed loudly
and Daisy's waltz oame to

a confused end.
" Good Heavens ! It's some-

body !

"
she cried.

" Miss

Maguire would never attempt
to ring like that. Mary, for

goodness' sake, come and
stand near me ! I wonder
where Stephen is ?

"

"Oh, Stephen has only just
commenced to shave !

"

"
Hurry ! Can't you hurry,

Mary ! I hear them coming
upstairs. Tom, remember you
must talk, whoever it is

;
and

if it's any one at all passde,

you must engage dances. Now,
don't forget !

"

"Don't be afraid! You
won't give me a chance to.

I'll never forget your picnic
last year. I spent the whole
of a gorgeous afternoon open-
ing soda - water bottles ; and

then, when it came to evening,
and I might have had some

fun, I was packed off to ride

home with Mrs Fisher, be-

cause she was so short-sighted
she might run into something !

Oh, no, Daisy, I know my place
at your parties !

"

"Be quiet, for goodness'
sake !

"
whispered Daisy nerv-

ously, as the door was opened
and Julia's flushed face was
thrust forward.

"Miss Costello, ma'am!" she
announced.

Mary, whose back was to
the door, made a wry face,
but Daisy looked relieved.

"Oh, Isabel!" she said.

"How are you?"
Isabel stepped forward into

the room, then paused, dis-

concerted at finding herself

the first guest.

"Oh, I'm too early!" she

said. "Our clock must be

wrong."
"Not at all, Miss Costello!

Not at all!" Tom came for-

ward good -
naturedly.

" It's

only that Waterford people
think it fashionable to be late.

How are you !

" He took her

hand, smiling with involun-

tary admiration.

For Isabel was radiant to-

night. For the first time

since the Fair Hill dance she

was wearing the white mus-
lin dress that had honoured
her debut; and with the con-

sciousness of her finery, some
of the first pride had returned.

To-night, too, she was carry-

ing an old Spanish fan, and

wearing a high tortoiseshell

comb, that in a moment of

generosity Miss Costello had
unearthed from a chest of

family relics; and as she

stepped into the lighted room,
she brought with her an air,

a distinction, that might have

belonged to another genera-
tion, a charm beside which

Daisy and Mary sank into

insignificance,

They both looked at her,

appraising her shrewdly from
her high-heeled slippers to the

tip of the beautiful old comb ;

then Daisy stepped forward.
" How are you ?

" she said

again, a little less eagerly.
Isabel took her hand. "I

must thank you about Kil-

meaden," she said at once.

"It's very, very kind of you !

"

"Not at all!" said Daisy, a
little awkwardly.

" I hope
you'll come. Any time next
month will suit us; we'll be

perfectly settled in a week or

two."
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Isabel's lips parted to reply,
but before she could frame the

words, Mary stepped forward,
an aggravating little sneer on
her lips. "I don't suppose
Isabel will care much for

Kilmeaden."

"Oh, why not, Polly?
" Tom

cried. "Kilmeacjen isn't half

bad, as the country goes."
"I wasn't thinking of Kil-

meaden itself. I was only

wondering how she'd like the

party." She turned to Isabel.
" Can you imagine yourself

having a good time with only
Daisy and me and Tom and
Father Baron?"

Isabel coloured under the

glance levelled at her, for

Mary's sharp green eyes could

convey a multitude of words
that never found vent in speech.
"I I imagine 'twould be very
nice," she said confusedly.

Mary laughed.
"
Oh, that's

all right, then! And, of

course, I didn't count the

party quite rightly. There'll

be Stephen as well." Her
glance held the other's in a

satirical, unfriendly stare.

Tom and Daisy saw nothing
of the little duel of looks

; but

Isabel, swift of intuition, ac-

knowledged the cut and thrust,
and in a second pride surged
up, ousting reason, expedi-

ency, even personal desire.

She caught her breath, and
the first words that came to

her lips poured out, one upon
the other.

"You didn't let me finish,"
she said. " I was just going
to say to Mrs Carey that I'm
sure 'twould be lovely at Kil-

meaden, but that I'm afraid

my aunt won't be able to let

me go."

Amazement spread over

Daisy's face. " But why
not?" she said. "I thought
it was settled."

"Oh, why, Miss Costello?"
Tom cried.

But like the preliminary
dance, Isabel's possible ex-

planation was forgotten in

the sound of the hall - door

bell, and presently Daisy,

Mary, and Tom were sub-

merged in a sea of arriving

guests.
As they disappeared from her

sight, Isabel drew back against
the wall. Never until that

moment had she realised how
poignantly interesting the visit

to Kilmeaden had been how
closely she had counted on it

how vividly every hour of it

had been pictured by her im-

agination; and as the vision

crumbled, a sick sense of loss

and of futility surged up,

darkening the world.

While she stood there, hiding
herself behind the laughing
crowd, the musician passed up
the room to the piano, and
amid a hum of excitement

partners were chosen for the

first dance.

With the opening bars of the

waltz the throng in front of her

melted away, and immediately
she was seen and seized upon.
"I thought I'd never find

you !

"
cried the familiar voice

of Willie Neville. " Give me a

dance, do ! The others will be

up in a minute, and I won't
have a chance."

She smiled vaguely.
" If

you like," she said, thinking
it would be easier to reconcile

her disappointment whirling
round the room under Willie's

laboured guidance than stand-
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ing awkwardly alone. So
Willie had the privilege of

leading her out into the circle

of dancers, feeling that the eyes
of every man followed him with

envy.

They danced the waltz to the

end; and, still elated by his

triumph, he led her towards
the door.

" You'll have a cup of tea,

won't you?" he said, wiping
his streaming forehead, for the

night was hot and the dance
had been long.

"
Yes, I'll have some tea."

This was the extent of their

conversation as they passed
downstairs, a dozen noisy
couples making a passage in

front of them, another dozen

following upon their heels ;
and

when they entered the dining-
room and Willie, still hot and

beaming, forced a way to the

table, she took the cup of tea

from his hand with scarcely a

glance.
"Aren't you enjoying your-

self to-night ?
" he asked, struck

suddenly by her silence, and
moved to blunt expression.
The question roused her;

she looked at him and smiled

again, this time more kindly.
"Do you know, I'm not,

Willie !

"
she said candidly ;

" and I wouldn't have believed

it, if anybody had told me I

could be at a dance and not
adore it !

"

" But why ?
" he asked.

" Because I've been a fool

and because I'm angry with

myself."
"It's a great mistake to be

angry with yourself," said a
voice behind them, "because
then you'll have nobody to go
to for sympathy."

The voice came with absolute

unexpectedness, and Isabel's

cup made a nervous little

clatter in its saucer, as she

turned sharply to meet Carey's

eyes.
It was only a matter of half

a dozen words, but their in-

fluence was magical. Interest

flashed out like lightning from
the black cloud of disappoint-
ment

;
in an instant the chatter

of voices about her, the tapping
of feet overhead, the hum and
stir pervading the house, took
on shape and meaning.

Forgetful of her partner's

existence, she allowed Carey
to take her empty cup, while

her heart leaped at his next
words.

"The second dance is be-

ginning, will you give it to

me?"
Willie Neville drew back,

thinking it was unnecessary
of Carey, even though he was
the host, to appropriate the

prettiest girl in the room, and

pitying Isabel.

"Can I have another later

on ?
" he ventured, as Carey

offered his arm. And Isabel,

soaring high on the wings of

joy, gave him a smile such as

he had never received in all

his narrow life.

" Two, if you like !

" she said.

Neither she nor Carey spoke
as they made their way through
the press of people circling
round the tea-table; but, out-

side in the hall, he paused and
looked down at her.

" Do you want to dance ?
"

"Not unless you like." She
was strangely content to do as

he willed.
" Then we'll sit it out !

" He
drew her down the hall towards
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two vacant chairs.
" Sit down

here, and tell me what the

trouble is !

"

There was an unfamiliar note

in his voice, a suggestion of

protectiveness, a hint of tender-

ness.

"Oh, don't remind me!"
Isabel cried, real pain in her

voice. " I'm so sorry so dis-

appointed I've been such a

fool."
" But how ?

"

She opened and closed her

fan with a little nervous move-
ment. "Please, don't ask me!
I'd rather forget."

" Nonsense ! It's worth tell-

ing, if it can make you un-

happy." It was remarkable
that he, who had once dealt

so summarily with her, should

be so solicitous for her now.
"What does that matter?"
"It does matter."

"To you?"
He was silent for a moment,

while the persistent waltz was
hammered out upon the piano
overhead and the feet pounded
unceasing. Then at last he
answered without looking up,
"Yes."
She had tempted the word,

and now that it came it dis-

concerted her. She reddened

and, to cover her embarrass-

ment, rushed into speech.
" It was only that when I

came here to-night, Mrs Carey
spoke to me about going to

Kilmeaden
;
and just when I

was thanking her and going
to say that I'd love to come,

Mary Norris joined in,

and "

" Yes ? Mary generally joins
in."

"I can't explain it properly,
but she was horrible she was

detestable ! She made me for-

get everything but that I hated

her, and that I couldn't take

anything from from any of

them. And so
"

" Yes ?
" His tone was low.

"Oh, before I had time to

think, or to realise what I was

doing, I just said that I was

sorry I couldn't come to Kil-

meaden because Aunt Teresa
couldn't spare me. 'Twas a lie,

of course !

"

When she had finished there

was a long pause.
"You might say you're

sorry !

"
she added in a plain-

tive voice.

Still Carey remained silent.
" You might say you're sorry
even if 'tisn't true !

"

Ignoring her half -flippant

tone, he turned to her with
sudden seriousness. " But

you'll have to come," he said.
" You gave me your word you
promised me."

It was the first time since

the early days that he had
used the tone of authority, and
to Isabel the familiar mastery
brought a sudden thrill.

" But how can I now ?
"

"You must,"
"But how?" She felt like

a swimmer who rejoices in the

lift and drop of a strong wave.

Carey was so decisive, so set

to his purpose so much a

man.
Shall I show you?" he said.

While she had been telling
her story he had caught sight
of his wife's figure at the top
of the stairs, and the fact had
held inspiration. He stood up,
and very slowly and uncertainly
Isabel followed.

"Come! Come, and I'll

show you !

"
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Without giving her time to

remonstrate he led her down
the hall, and as they reached
the foot of the stairs Daisy
came down, chattering and

laughing, on her partner's
arm.

"Oh, Stephen!" she said, as

they passed each other,
" I was

wondering where you were.

Do see if anybody is wanting
tea !

"

But Carey paused. "Just
a second, Daisy !

" he said ;

"MacCarthy will excuse you."

MacCarthy, the partner, im-

mediately relinquished his

rights and passed on to the

foot of the stairs, while Daisy,

looking a little surprised, re-

mained standing where she

was, and Isabel, in sudden per-
turbation, let her fingers slip
from Carey's arm.

"It's only that I've been

talking to Miss Costello, Daisy,
and that I've got her to admit
that her aunt can very well
do without her. So we may
expect her at Kilmeaden, after

all."

Daisy looked relieved. "Is
that all? I mean, is it only
that ?

"
she added, smiling.

" I
was terrified something was
going wrong with the dance.
I'm awfully glad, Isabel I We'll
fix it all to-night. Excuse me
now. I mustn't keep Mr Mac-
Carthy." She smiled again in
a preoccupied way, and, with-

out a shadow of misgiving, ran
down the stairs.

To avoid the stream of

couples that was pouring down

upon them, Carey put his hand
on Isabel's arm and drew her

back against the bannister. He
was a step above her, and could

look down into her face even
more easily than usual.

"Well?" he said, and in his

voice there was the ring of

vitality that comes when a

man has shaped some incident

of his own desires.

Had they known it then,

they were standing upon the

brink : a look or a word might
have sealed the matter. But
the look and the word were

wanting, for the comedy of the

emotions is not played con-

sciously in such surroundings.
When reality is faced it is as

a blinding light suddenly re-

vealed, rather than as a pleas-
ant radiance to which the

eyes have grown accustomed

through many surreptitious

liftings of the veil. Neither

knew, neither understood, and,
without doubt, fate smiled.

"Well?" Carey said again.
Isabel looked up laughed

stammered.

Something alluring, some-

thing childish in her sudden

shyness, changed his mood. He
bent down quickly.

" Come !

"

he said, "give me a dance! I

feel young to-night !

"

CHAPTER XXI.

Three weeks had
since the night of the dance
at Lady Lane. To Isabel,

they had been three weeks of

in her unconscious psychologi-
cal development, the span of

time might have been three

months even three years, for

ordinary provincial life ; yet in that brief chain of days she
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had learned to breathe a new

atmosphere, to survey her life

from a changed standpoint.
The past days, with their

favours, their failures their

friendship with Carey, blowing
now hot, now cold, had been
as a kaleidoscope in which her

excited senses had striven to

follow the bewildering patterns,

weaving and unweaving them-
selves under her gaze; but
these three weeks with their

sudden dulness, their unantici-

pated stagnation, their con-

sciousness that the interest

that had upheld and sustained

her had been abruptly with-

drawn, were as the merging
of the colours into a definite

pattern while the mechanism

slowly ceased to work.
In those monotonous hours

there had been no denying
that it was Carey who had

given point to the weeks just

passed Carey's antagonism
and, Carey's interest that had
made her little battles and her
little conquests seem worth

while; and now that Carey
no longer figured as a social

quantity, social matters fell

strangely flat. Tennis at the

Powers' and croquet at the

Nevilles' became wearisome
when there was no longer the

consoling thought that if the

afternoon proved tedious there

was still an evening at Fair
Hill or elsewhere at which

Stephen might unexpectedly
appear ; and realising this,

she admitted to herself the

change and the reason of the

change.
She admitted it, but made

no effort to change the routine
of her life, even shrinking with
a new shyness from the possi-

bility of a chance meeting with
the object of her thoughts.
Towards one point all her
interests merged the pro-

spective visit to Kilmeaden.
The anticipation of this she

hoarded as a miser hoards his

gold, bringing it forth from
the recesses of her mind in the

solitude of her room, dreaming
of it, thrilled by the thought
of it, living it over in anticipa-
tion hour by hour, moment by
moment. There she would see

Carey day after day, in the

close intimacy of daily life,

until every characteristic, every
trick of voice and manner,
would become as familiar as

household things; and in this

realm of imagination she

moved, spinning the scenes

from her brain, weaving of

them a bridge that spanned
the dull monotony that separ-
ated her from the day she

craved.

Of those about her, no one
marked the change, no one

suspected. Had Miss Costello

been questioned upon the pass-

age of those three weeks, she

would first of all have repudi-
ated the idea of any alteration

in her niece ;
and then, pressed

upon the point, she would have

grudgingly admitted that per-

haps Isabel had spent more
time in her own room, had
walked oftener into the country,
and had generally made life

less turbulent since their ac-

quaintances had begun to go
out of town and Waterford

gaieties had diminished.

So the circle of the weeks
wore round with a little gossip,
a little shopping, a little tennis,

and a formal visit or two ;
then

the great day dawned.
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Isabel was up at five, to

scan the first pearly sky tints

that presaged brilliant weather,

though if the heavens had

opened upon that particular

morning it would not have
counted one black mark against
the day's favour. She came
down to breakfast the incarna-

tion of joy, and never had Miss
Costello been allowed to enjoy
a meal under circumstances
so serene. She talked of the

weather, of her journey, of the

country; she questioned and
re -questioned her aunt upon
the subject of Kilmeaden; she
burned to know what the

house was like whether the

grounds were large if there

were stables ? Everything
interested her, she took every-

thing in good part.
Then came the last touches

to the packing, practically

completed days ago ; and to

participation in this most
sacred act she invited Miss

Costello, laughing and talking
incessantly as she folded away
the last handkerchief, the last

tulle bow.

Everything was ready a full

hour too soon, for it was not
until eleven that the Skerry-
beg carriage was to call at

New Town on its way to Kil-

meaden, from whence it was
to bear Mrs Power back to

Waterford after a week's visit

to the Careys.
Isabel had helped Lizzie to

carry the trunk downstairs,
and was now sitting on it in

the hall, as she drew on her

gloves.

"Well, and when will you
be back ?

"
Miss Costello asked.

" I don't know, Auntie. She
said a week."

"
Very well so ! I'll be look-

ing out for you next Monday."
"Unless I write."

"Oh, of course, unless you
write. If they ask you to stay
on, don't refuse. 'Twill be the

only outing you'll get this

summer, and you're looking a

little pale."

"Pale, Auntie? Am I?"
She put her hand apprehen-
sively to her cheek.

"Well, not to-day. You
have colour enough to-day.
I'm thinking of lately; you
looked a little washy lately."

"Washy? How horrible!"

She jumped up and walked out

into the garden. The small

grass plot was beginning to

turn yellow in the summer
heat, and in the long bed
where the russet wall-flowers

had once raised sturdy heads

the earth was brown and

parched, and the blue of the

lobelias and the red of the

geraniums was marred by city
dust.

" You ought to water the

poor flowers, Auntie."
" I ought," said Miss Costello

helplessly.
"But will you?"
" I will. I'll get Lizzie to do

it when she's washed up after

tea this evening."
Isabel shook her head ; then

she looked up at the hot

white sky.
" How heavenly

the country will be ! Is it

eleven yet ?
"

"Just."
"Then the car will be here

in a minute. Oh, Auntie, just

imagine !

"

" You're very excited about
it."

Isabel turned away from her

aunt's scrutiny, only to see
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Lizzie peering at her from
behind the curtain of the

parlour window, and at the

same moment the Powers' fat

bay horse came ambling up the

hill, and the roomy brougham
drew up, entirely dwarfing the

little gate.
At the visible symbol of

social rank, Isabel gave a gasp.
"Oh, Auntie, if we only had
a man to bring out the trunk.

Lizzie looks so fearful!"
"
Sure, I'll ask the coach-

man." Miss Costello stepped
forward across the garden.

"Auntie! Don't! Oh, don't!"
"What nonsense, child ! Why

wouldn't I ? Your grandfather
kept a footman and a coach-
man. Good morning!" she
added in a louder voice to the

lethargic-looking individual on
the box-seat of the brougham.
"Good morning! There's a
little portmanteau inside in the

hall, would you mind coming
in for it?"

Silently, and with obvious

reluctance, the fat coachman
fastened up his reins. A long
and lazy life in Mrs Power's
service had left him unwieldy
both of mind and body, and
Isabel held her breath as she
saw him descend laboriously
from his seat.

"We'd better call Lizzie,

Auntie," she whispered.
"Not at all, child! Not at

all!" Miss Costello was en-

joying the unwonted position
of director in any affair.

"But how will he ever lift

the trunk!"
" Be quiet, can't you !

" Miss
Costello ran forward fussily
and opened the little gate as

Roger, the coachman, stepped
to the ground. "Yes! Yes!

Up here !

"
she explained, guid-

ing her unwilling henchman
up the strip of garden. "It
looks a little big, but it's really
no weight at all. I'd think

nothing of lifting it myself,
and the girl

" She faltered

as she caught Isabel's eye.
" One one of the maids

brought it downstairs by her-

self."

Under this fire of words

Roger advanced, breathing
heavily, and paused before

Isabel's big black school trunk.

"'Tis a fine bit of a port-
manteau," he said with sar-

casm; and disdaining further

comment, stooped and lifted it

ponderously to his shoulders.

There was a strained moment
of uncertainty as he tottered

under the weight and swayed
down the path; then Isabel

clasped her hands in an agony
of apprehension.

"
Oh, Auntie,

why did you ? Why did you ?

He'll get apoplexy or some-

thing ;
and Mrs Power thinks

more of him than of any of the

family. Look, he'll never get
it up on the box-seat ! Quick,
Auntie ! Quick !

" Even as

she spoke she saw Roger's
great bulk yield under its

burden ; and rushing forward,
she was barely in time to

scramble to the box-seat, seize

a strap, and drag the trunk
into place.

Having saved the situation,
she jumped to the ground
again, flushed but triumphant.
"I've torn my glove but it's

up !

"
she announced. "

Now,
I suppose, we're ready !

"

With his dignity too much
ruffled to permit of speech,

Roger climbed slowly to his

seat and untied his reins.
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" Such nonsense !

" Miss
Costello muttered. "

Sure, I

could lift it myself!"
"Well, it's all right now,

Auntie ; and the great thing is,

Lizzie wasn't seen. Good-bye !

"

With sudden enthusiasm, she

threw her arms about her aunt's

neck.

"Good-bye! Get in now."

On pretext of opening the

door, Miss Costello peered curi-

ously into the recesses of the

brougham.
" It's a nice, roomy

carriage," she said, enjoying
the mere use of the word.

" I wish you were coming,
Auntie."

"Well, sure we can't have

everything ! Have you your
purse safe ?

"

"I have; but, Auntie, are

you sure two shillings will be

enough to give the parlour-
maid?"
"Too much, if anything."
"And, Auntie," Isabel low-

ered her voice fearfully,
" do

you think he'll expect any-
thing for bringing down the

trunk?"
She nodded towards the

broad back looming against
the front window.

"Indeed, then, let him ex-

pect ! Good-bye, child !

"

"
Good-bye, Auntie !

"

The door of the brougham
was closed, the signal for de-

parture given, and the fat bay
horse started off at a cautious

trot.

As long as the little house
was in sight, Isabel leant out
of the window, waving to the

gaunt figure of Miss Costello
;

but, as both house and figure
were gradually merged in the

suburban picture, she drew
back into the cushioned seat

and gave herself up to the

pleasure of the moment.
At any time this drive would

have been a delight, for all her
nature yearned towards the

pleasantness of life ; but to-day
the delight was subtly en-

hanced, being the mere preface
to all that was to come. The
road from Waterford to Kil-

meaden has no particular

beauty : it is a wide, level road,
now open to the sweep of the

winds, again arched over and
shadowed by thick clumps of

trees ; but the way made little

difference, it was all an en-

chanted pathway leading to

the unknown.
Lover of speed though she

was, she felt no impatience at

the ambling trot of the over-

fed horse; if anything, she

would have prolonged the drive,
and regret was mingled with
her excitement when at last

the handful of houses dignified

by the name of Kilmeaden came
into view, the carriage turned
off into a side road, and she

realised that it was a matter of

minutes until her destination

was reached and her curiosity
satisfied for good and all.

Turning out of the high-road,

they made their way down a

narrow lane, skirted a stream
in which a band of ducks were

splashing and quacking, and
lurched across a small stone

bridge ; then for a few hundred

yards they passed between high
hawthorn hedges that enclosed

them in a bower of scent and

blossom, which in turn gave
place to a low fence that girded
a stretch of cornfield, and be-

yond the waving grain Isabel

caught her first glimpse of the

Careys' house.
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To know this house, one

should know Ireland. Com-

panion houses to it are to be

found by the dozen in every
one of the counties, though the

date of their building and the

style of their architecture are

alike impossible to place. The

similarity lies in the white-

washed exterior, in the solitari-

ness of position ;
in the air of

homely dilapidation so racy of

the soil. There is something
sad, perhaps, to alien eyes, in

these neglected, isolated dwell-

ings ;
but to one who has ever

called such a place home, there

is a thrill in the white walls

looming out of the neutral-

tinted landscape, a memory in

the very cracks and blisters on
the painted door, in the very
rattle of the sashes in the high
window frames.

A five-barred iron gate gave
access to the avenue, which was
more a narrow roadway than a

drive, and ran in a straight
line across the green and

marshy fields to the doorway
of the house. In winter these

fields were wont to degenerate
into bogland, but now in the

heat of summer they were a

shimmering carpet of gold with

buttercups, on which a dozen
cows browsed peacefully. As
a vague background to the pic-

ture, Isabel acknowledged this

haze of gold ; but her glance, her

burning interest, centred on the
house itself the white house,
with its shabby door standing
ajar, its many windows look-

ing out like kindly eyes over
the calm green country.
A thrill of pleasure and hope

passed through her, and she
rose from her seat almost be-

fore the carriage stopped.

At the same moment, seem-

ingly from nowhere, Daisy
appeared at the open door,

looking healthy and sun-

burned, and suggestive of

country life.
"
Ah, there you are, Isabel !

I was in the garden with Mrs
Power, picking strawberries,
when I heard the car. How
are you? Let me help you
out ! Julia !

" she turned, call-

ing back into the house,
"
get

some one to carry up Miss
Costello's trunk!"
Then again she turned back

to Isabel. "Will you come
into the garden first," she

asked, "and see Mrs Power?
We're all by ourselves : Father
James is reading his office

somewhere, and Mary went up
to town this morning to do
some shopping. Roger, you
can take the horse round to

the stable. Mrs Power won't
be going till two."

"Very well, ma'am," said

Roger, still upon his dignity;
"an', indade, 'tis a rest the

poor baste '11 want !

"

Still chatting and inconse-

quent, Daisy led her visitor

through the square, airy hall,

whose only furniture was a

stand crowded with straw hats
of every age and shape, and
a large deal table on which
were ranged a row of cleanly
red flower -

pots filled with
musk.
From the hall they passed

into the drawing-room; and
here again was the sense of

air and space. The room was

high; a flood of light poured
into it from two long windows
that looked upon the fields,

and a mellow greenness flooded

in from the garden through
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a glass door at the farther

end. There were some good
old pieces of furniture here,

relics of the former owner,
and a feeling of homeliness

and use pervaded the place :

there were flowers in the

vases, an open work-basket
stood on the centre table, a

novel of Tolstoy's lay on the

top of the piano.
But these things came sub-

consciously to Isabel, for Daisy
hurried forward, giving no
time for close observation, and

presently the two had passed

through the glass door, and
were walking down the old

garden path overgrown by
moss and weeds. The garden
itself accorded with the house :

it was an acre of ground run
wild with vegetation; gnarled
apple-trees ranged side by side

with black-branched pear-trees
and immense, luxuriant goose-

berry bushes, while about their

roots a riotous undergrowth of

rhubarb, strawberries, laven-

der, and thyme flourished un-

tended and unchecked. It

was a bewildering tangle of

greenness, scent, and country
freshness, and Isabel paused,
enchanted.

"I don't wonder you come
here !

"
she said. " I love this

place."

Daisy looked gratified. "Oh,
I don't know! 'Tisn't a bad
old house, but the garden is

a terrible wilderness. I'm

always at Stephen to get it

put into some sort of order,
for I'm really ashamed when
people like Mrs Power and
Mrs Burke, who have such

lovely gardens of their own,
come out here. But he's so

queer; he likes it as it is."

"Indeed I agree with him.

I'd a thousand times rather

have it than Skerrybeg or

Fair Hill."

"Would you, really? I

wouldn't. But here's Mrs
Power !

"

Mrs Power, in an old black

cashmere dress, with an alarm-

ingly unbecoming garden-hat
tied under her chin, emerged
from a side path : her skirt

was tucked up under one arm,
and she was carrying a cab-

bage-leaf full of strawberries.
" And so here's the visitor !

"

she cried. " How are you, Isa-

bel, dear? Did Roger bring

you down safely ? And what's
the news in Waterford ?

"

Without waiting for an

answer, she kissed Isabel

warmly, and broke into an-

other flow of words.
" Let me look at you, now !

Indeed you have quite a colour

after your drive down. I sup-

pose they're roasted to death

up in town with all this dry
weather? Josephine tells me
that the lawn at home is more
like tow than grass, for the

want of a drop of rain."

"Indeed, yes," agreed Isabel.
"
Every place is parched with

the heat and the dust."
" We're near a change,

though !

"
Daisy looked up at

the sky, where some copper-
coloured clouds were gather-

ing in the west.

"Well, indeed, please God,
we are! The country will be

destroyed if this goes on much
longer. Though, to be sure,
the heat is good for the straw-
berries. Have one, Isabel ?

"

Isabel was about to comply,
but Daisy put her hand over
the cabbage-leaf.
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"Ah, no, Mrs Power ! You'll

spoil her appetite for lunch,
and we have a nice roast

chicken. Would you like to

go up to your room, Isabel,

before the bell rings?"
" Of course she would !

"

Mrs Power broke in. "I'll

take her up ;
I have to wash

my own hands before lunch."
" All right, Mrs Power ! The

back-room over the drawing-
room. That'll be your window,
Isabel !

" She indicated one of

the windows overlooking the

garden.
' < How lovely ! I'll adore the

view!" Isabel smiled in in-

voluntary pleasure, and, with a

still further lifting of the heart,
followed Mrs Power through
the drawing - room and hall,

and up the wide, clean stair-

case, where again she was as-

sailed by the delicious, old-

fashioned scent of musk.
Without ceremony, Mrs

Power opened the bedroom
door and walked in.

" I suppose I may wash my
hands here ?

"

" Of course, Mrs Power ! Let
me pour out the water for

you." With her all-pervading
sense of pleasure and anticipa-

tion, Isabel hurried forward
and filled up the quaint basin

with its wonderful design of

castles and birds and trees,

while Mrs Power laid down
the leaf of strawberries and

began to draw off her rings.
"
Thanks, dear ! And I sup-

pose you're delighted to be in

the country ?
"

"Indeed I am. Indeed, yes."
"That's right! And now

tell me did you see much of

them at Skerrybeg while I

was away ?
"

"I saw Maurice and Eddy
and Walter on Saturday, Mrs
Power, and I saw Josephine
yesterday."
Mrs Power walked to the

washstand and buried her
hands in the water. "And
did you see Owen at all ?

"
she

asked in a tone that was care-

fully diplomatic.
Isabel looked round quickly,

but there was nothing to be
read from the ample back in

its cashmere draperies.
"
No,

Mrs Power," she said honestly,
"I didn't."

Mrs Power picked up the

soap, and there was the swift-

ness of relief in the gesture.
" Didn't you, now ?

" she said.
" Didn't you, now? Owen is

a funny boy, Isabel. I won't
be sorry when he takes it into

his head to settle down. You
know, I used to have great
hopes once that he and Mary
Norris would take a fancy to

one another."

There was a pause.
" And

why didn't they ?
"

Isabel said

at last with elaborate indiffer-

ence.

Mrs Power shook the water
from her hands and took up
the towel. "

Well, Isabel," she

said, still keeping her back

turned,
" between you and me,

I believe they did. But lately
a little bird has whispered to

me that somebody has come
between them. Could you
guess at all who the some-

body is?"

To her intense annoyance,
Isabel felt her face grow red.

"I, Mrs Power? How could

I?"
Then at last Mrs Power

turned round. "Ah, now,
Isabel," she said with a change
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of tone, "don't be pretending !

You know very well that

you're a good deal a more
attractive girl than Mary, and
that any man in the world

may lose his head over a

pretty face !

"

Isabel's flush deepened, deep-
ened painfully. With the quick-
ness of her race, she saw Mrs
Power's intentions as plainly
as we see the wares through
the glass of a shop window. It

was a case of Frank Carey
over again, smoothed this time

by kindness and placid dislike

of a scene, but fundamentally
the same.

"
Oh, Mrs Power," she cried,

"if you think that I want to

spoil Owen's chances to come
between him and Mary Norris,

you make a great, great mis-

take !

"

Mrs Power was alarmed.

"My dear, my dear, I never
said

"

" I know you didn't. But, all

the same, I see I understand.
Owen has a future before him,
and Mary Norris has position
and a fortune."

Horror and pain crossed Mrs
Power's face. "My dear, my
dear," she cried in distress,
"what are you saying? You
don't surely think that I'd have
Owen or any son of mine

marry for money or position or

any such thing as that? It's

only that Mary is a nice sensible

girl and the Norrises are such
old friends, and that Owen
bicycled out three evenings
since I've been here, and so I

half thought
"

Isabel laughed laughed
suddenly and almost rudely
"
Oh, don't try to explain, Mrs

Power ! Please, please don't !

I understand so very well."

For a moment Mrs Power

hung upon the brink of dire

offence; then tact, and the

consciousness of a difficult deed

accomplished, soothed her hurt

pride, and she came forward
with her motherly arms ex-

tended.
"
Ah,' now, Isabel, you're not

to take it in bad part ! Don't
see offence where there's no
offence meant. Girls are

thoughtless things, and I just
made up my mind this morning
to give you a hint of how the

land lies. But it's all over

now, and I must run and take

my hat off."

With all the old motherly
warmth she kissed Isabel's

averted cheek and hurried from
the room

; but, long after the
door had closed, Isabel stood

where she had left her in the

centre of the room, oddly con-

scious that something had
chilled the warmth of the day

that, looking truly into the

heart of things, she stood alone
in this circle of the prosperous
and worldly-wise.

(To be continued.)
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THE AMERICAN UNDERWORLD.

NOWHEBB and at no time,
save in the England of the

eighteenth century, was the

underworld so populous or so

popular as in the America of

to-day. In life, as in letters,

crime and criminals hold there

a lofty place. They are the

romance of the street and the

tenement-house. In their ad-

venture and ferocity there is a

democratic touch which en-

dears them to a free people.
Nor are they so far remote
from the world of prosperity
and respect in the cities of the

United States as elsewhere.

The police is a firm and con-

stant link between criminal

and politician. Wherever the

safe-blowers and burglars are,

there you will find stool-

pigeons and squealers,
1
ready

to sell their comrades for lib-

erty and dollars. And if the

policeman is the intimate of

the grafter, he is the client

also of the boss who graciously
bestowed his uniform upon him.
At chowder parties and picnics

thief, policeman, and boss meet
on the terms of equality im-

posed upon its members by the

greatest of all philanthropic
institutions Tammany Hall.

If you would get a glimpse
into this strange state within
a state, you have but to read
the evidence given before the
Lexow Committee 2 in 1894.

It would be difficult to match
the cynicism and brutality
there disclosed since the days
of the Italian Republics. In

every line of this amazing testi-

mony you may detect a con-

tempt of human life and jus-

tice, an indifference to suffering,
an eager lust after unearned

dollars, which are without par-
allel. The persons who play
their part in this austere, be-

grimed tragi-comedy, come for

the most part from oversea,
and have but a halting know-

ledge of the language spoken
by judges and senators. Yet
their very ignorance stamps
their speech with authenticity,
and enhances its effect. The

quick dialogue is packed with
life and slang. Never were
seen men and women so strange
as flit across this stage. Crook
and guy, steerer and turner,

keepers of gambling-hells and

shy saloons, dealers in green-

goods,
3 come forward with their

eager stories of what seems to

them oppression and wrong.
With the simplicity which
knows no better they deplore
their ill-rewarded "industry,"
and describe their fraudulent

practices as though they were
a proper means of earning
bread and butter. They have
as little shame as repentance.
Their only regrets are that

they have been ruined by the

1 A stool-pigeon is a thief in the pay of the police ; a squealer is a grafter
who betrays his brother.

2 This strange collection of documents, a whole literature in itself, bears the

prosaic title :
"
Investigations of the Police Department of the City of New York."

3
Forged dollar-notes.

Copyright in the United States of America, by Charles Whibley.
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police or forced to spend a few
barren years in the State

prison. And about them hover

always detective and police-

captain, ill - omened birds of

prey, who feed upon the under-

world. There is nothing more
remarkable in this drama of

theft and hunger than the per-
fect understanding which unites

the criminal lamb and the wolf-

ish upholder of the law. The

grafter looks to his opponent
for protection, and looks not in

vain, so long as he has money
in his pocket. The detective

shepherds the law - breakers,
whom he is appointed to arrest

;

he lives with them ;
he shares

their confidences and their

gains ; he encourages their en-

terprise that he may earn a

comfortable dividend ; and he

gives them up to justice when
they are no longer worth de-

fending. No dramatist that
ever lived could do justice to

this astounding situation, and
it is the highest tribute to

human ingenuity that few of

the interlocutors fall below
their opportunity.
And it may be admitted that

New York gave, and gives, an

easy chance to policemen bent

upon oppression. What can
the poor, ignorant foreigners,
who throng the east side of the

city, do against their brutal
and omnipotent guardians ?

"An impressive spectacle was

presented to us one day," re-

ports the Committee, "in the

presence of about 100 patrol-
men in uniform, who during
the period of three preceding
years had been convicted by
the police commissioners of un-

provoked and unwarranted
assault on citizens." Still

more impressive than "this

exhibit of convicted clubbers"

was "a stream of victims of

police brutality who testified

before the Committee. The eye
of one man, punched out by
a patrolman's club, hung on
his cheek. Others were brought
before the Committee, fresh

from their punishment, cov-

ered with blood and bruises,
and in some cases battered out
of recognition." The whole

city seemed the prey of a panic
terror. One day

" a man
rushed into the session, fresh

from an assault made upon
him by a notorious politician
and two policemen, and with
fear depicted upon his coun-

tenance threw himself upon
the mercy of the Committee
and asked its protection, in-

sisting that he knew of no
court and of no place where
he could in safety go and ob-

tain protection from his per-
secutors." From all which it

is plain that too high a price

may be paid for the philan-

thropy of Tammany Hall, and
that a self-governing democ-

racy cannot always keep an
efficient watch upon its

guardians.
What is it in the life and

atmosphere of America which
thus encourages crime, or

rather elevates crime to a level

of excellence unknown else-

where ? In the first place, the
citizens of New York are the

disciples of Hobbes. To them
life is a state of war. The
ceaseless competition for money
is a direct incentive to the
combat. Nature seems to have
armed every man's hand

against his fellow. And then
the American is always hap-
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piest when he believes himself

supreme in his own walk. The
man who inhabits the greatest

country on earth likes to think

of his talent as commensurate
with his country's. If he be

a thief, he must be the most
skilful of his kind; if he be
a blackmailing policeman, he
must be a perfect adept at the

game. In brief, restlessness

and the desire of superiority
have produced a strange re-

sult, and there is little doubt
that the common American is

insensitive to moral shocks.

This insensitiveness is easily
communicated to the curious

visitor. A traveller of keen
observation and quick intelli-

gence, who has recently spent
"a year amongst Americans,"

accepts the cynicism of the

native without a murmur.
After yielding to that spirit of

"gun
7 " which is breathed by the

Statue of Liberty, he thus dis-

cusses the newly-arrived alien

" Even the stars in their courses,"
thus he writes, "fight for America,
if not always for the immigrant when
he lands. The politicians would fain

prevent his assimilation in order that

his vote might be easily manipulated
by them ; but first of all he must
have a vote to be handled, and to this

end the politicians provide him with
naturalisation papers, fraudulent it

may be the State Superintendent
of Elections in New York estimates
that 100,000 fraudulent naturalisa-

tion papers were issued in New York
State alone in 1903, and thus in the

very beginning of his life in America
the immigrant feels himself identi-

fied with, and takes delight and pride
in, the American name and nature ;

and lo ! already the alien is bound
to the ' native '

by the tie of a com-
mon sentiment, the $0os of the Greeks,
which is one of the most powerful
factors of nationality."

Poor rj6o^ \ many follies have

been spoken in your name !

But never before were you
identified with fraudulent nat-

uralisation ! Never before were

you mistaken for the trick of a

manipulating politician !

Such being the tie of a com-
mon sentiment, it is not sur-

prising that the Americans are

universally accustomed to graft
and boodle. With character-

istic frankness they have al-

ways professed a keen interest

in those who live by their wits.

It is not for nothing that

Allan Pinkerton, the eminent

detective, called affectionately
" the old man," is a national

hero. His perfections are al-

ready celebrated in a prose

epic, and he is better known to

west as to east than the Presid-

ent himself. And this interest,

this sense of heroism, are ex-

pressed in a vast and entertain-

ing literature. Nowhere has
this literature of scoundrel-

ism, adorned by Defoe and
beloved by Borrow, flourished

as it has flourished in Amer-
ica. Between the dime novel

and the stern documents
of the Lexow Committee there

is room for history and fiction

of every kind. The crooked
ones of the earth have vied

with the detectives in the

proper relation of their ex-

periences. On the one hand

you find the great Pinkerton

publishing to the world a

breathless selection from his

own archives
;
on the other, so

practised a novelist as Mr
Julian Hawthorne embellish-

ing the narrative of Inspector

Byrnes ;
and it is evident that

both of them satisfy a general

curiosity. In these records of

varying merit and common
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interest there is nothing more
remarkable than the changes
which have taken place in the

method and practice of thiev-

ing. There is no man so

quick to adapt himself to

new circumstances as the

scoundrel, and the ingenuity
of the American rogue has
never been questioned. In the

old days of the backwoods and
romance Jesse James rode forth

on a high-mettled steed to hold

up cars, coaches, and banks
;

and James Murel, the horse-

thief, celebrated by Mark
Twain, whose favourite disguise
was that of an itinerant

preacher, cherished no less a

project than an insurrection of

negroes and the capture of

New Orleans. The robber of

to-day is a stern realist. He
knows nothing of romance. A
ride under the stars and a quick
succession of revolver - shots

have no fascination for him.
He likes to work in secret upon
safe or burglar-box. He has
moved with the times, and has
at his hand all the resources of

modern science. If we do not
know all that is to be known
of him and his ambitions it is

our own fault, since the most

expert of his class, Langdon W.
Moore, has given us in * His
Own Story of his Eventful
Life

'

(Boston, 1893), a complete
revelation of a crook's career.

It is an irony of life that such
a book as this should come out
of Boston, and yet it is so

quick in movement, of so

breathless an excitement, that
it may outlive many specimens
of Bostonian lore and culture.

Without knowing it Langdon
W. Moore is a disciple of Defoe.

He has achieved by accident

that which the author of ' Moll

Flanders' achieved by art.

There is a direct simplicity in

his narrative which entitles

him to a place among the

masters. He describes hair-

breadth escapes and deadly
perils with the confident air of

one who is always exposed to

them. He gives the impression
of the hunted and the hunter
more vividly than any writer

of modern times. When he is

opening a safe, you hear, in

spite of yourself, the stealthy

step upon the stair. If he

watches for a pal at the street

end, you share his anxiety lest

that pal should be intercepted

by the watchful detective.

And he produces his effects

without parade or ornament.
He tells his story with a

studied plainness, and by add-

ing detail to detail keeps your
interest ever awake. Like

many other great men, he
takes his skill and enter-

prise for granted. He does

not write of his exploits as

though he were always amazed
at his own proficiency. Of
course he has a certain pride
in his skill. He cannot de-

scribe his perfect mastery over
all the locks that ever were
made without a modest thrill.

He does not disguise his satis-

faction at Inspector Byrnes'
opinion that " he had so deeply
studied combination locks as

to be able to open them from
the sound ejected from the

spindle." For the rest he

recognises that he is merely a

workman, like another, earn-

ing his living, and that no-

thing can be accomplished
save by ceaseless industry and

untiring toil.
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Like many another hero,

Langdon W. Moore was born
in New England, and was

brought up at Newburyport,
a quiet seaport town. The

only sign of greatness to be
detected in his early life was
an assault upon a school-

master, and he made ample
atonement for this by years of

hard work upon a farm. He
was, indeed, a typical hay-
seed, an expert reaper, ready
to match himself against all

comers. He reached his zen-

ith when he was offered fifty
dollars in gold for six weeks'

toil, and he records with a

justified pleasure that "no
man had ever been paid such

high wages as that." But his

energetic spirit soon wearied
of retirement, and he found
his way to New York, not to

be fleeced, like the hayseed of

the daily press, but to fleece

others. The gambling hells

knew him
;

he became an

adept at poker and faro
;
and

he soon learned how to correct

or to compel fortune. His first

experiment was made upon one

Charley White, who dealt faro

bank every Saturday night.
Moore may be left to tell the

story in his own words :

" He kept his box and cards in

a closet adjoining his room. One
night during his absence I fitted a

key to his closet, took out his cards,
and sand-papered the face of eight
cards in each deck. I then removed
the top of his faro-box, bulged out
the centre of the front plate at the

mouth, and filed the plate on the
inside at both corners to a bevel.

I then replaced the top, put in a
deck of cards, and made a deal. I

found the cards not sanded would
follow up and fill the mouth of the
box after each turn was made

;
and

if the mouth remained dark and

the edge of the top card could not

be seen, one of the sand - papered
cards was next, and a loser. This
would give me several 'dead' turns

in each deal."

By this means the great man,
still despised as a "Boston

bean-eater," was able to bring
his adversary to ruin. The

adversary at last discovered

the artifice, and "for the next

five years," to quote Moore's

own words,
" we met as

strangers."
It will be seen that from

his earliest days Moore pos-
sessed a scientific ingenuity,
which the hard experience of

life rapidly increased. Nor
was it long before a definite

direction was given to his

talent. Arrested in 1856, as

he thought unjustly, he de-

termined " to do no more work
until obliged to do it for the

State." He therefore turned

his skill of hand to account,
and went into the "green
goods business." His success

in this venture was so great
that he made the best dollar-

bills ever put upon the mar-

ket, and he boasts legitimately
that in the game he "never
lost a man." Presently he

discovered that there was
a quicker profit in stolen

bonds. " From my first ven-

ture in this bond - smashing
business," to quote his own

simple words, "in 1862 up to

1870, I made more money than
in any branch of industry I was
ever engaged in."

" Branch of

industry" is admirable, and

proves that he had a proper

appreciation of his craft. But

bond-smashing involved a per-
fect knowledge of locks and

bolts, and in this knowledge,
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as has been said, Moore was
supreme. At the end of his

career, when he had hung his

arms upon the wall and re-

tired to spend a green old age
at Boston, it was to his treat-

ment of Yale and Lillie locks

that he looked back with the

greatest pleasure. Nor did any
exploit flatter his vanity more

easily than the carrying off

from the Bank at Concord
the Concord of Emerson and
Hawthorne of some three hun-
dred thousand dollars. That
he purchased his freedom by
an ample restitution mattered

nothing to the artist. His pur-
pose was achieved, his victory
won, and if his victims came

by their own again, he at least

had the satisfaction which
comes of a successful engage-
ment.
Of this adventure he writes

with more enthusiasm than he
is wont to show. He wishes
his readers to understand that
it was not a sudden descent,
but the culmination of five

months' steady work. He had
watched the bank until he knew
the habits of its manager and
the quality of its locks. He
" was satisfied from all he saw
that by hard persistent work
the bank could be cleaned out

completely." It was on a July
day in 1867 that the scheme
first took shape in Moore's mind.
He had stopped at noon at the
hotel at Concord for food, and
he saw the cashier of the bank

returning from his dinner.
" The bank had been closed during

his absence " thus he tells the simple
story "and he now unlocked the
street door and left the key in the
lock. I followed him upstairs and
saw him unlock the outer and inner
doors of the vault, and also the door

of the burglar-box. I

hundred - dollar note and asked to

have it changed. Being accommo-

dated, I left the place, observing as I

went out that the lock on the street

door was a heavy one of the familiar

tumbler variety, and that it had a

wooden back."

Thus the train was laid, and
in three months came the ex-

plosion. Impressions were taken
of locks, keys were provided,
a waggon and team were held

in readiness, and one day as

the cashier left the bank to get
his dinner Langdon W. Moore,
with a meal - bag concealed

under his vest, quietly opened
the front door and entered the

bank. One check he knew.
As he went in a girl of twelve

tried to follow him a near

relative of the cashier. The
exercise of a little tact satisfied

her that the directors were in

session, and she ran off to her

playmates under the big elm
at the opposite corner of the

street. Moore lost no time in

locking the door behind him,
in opening all the locks, which

yielded to his cunning and

foresight, and in packing the

meal-bag full of bonds, bank-

notes, and plate. He accom-

plished the deed without haste,
and by the time that the

cashier had finished his lunch
Moore had disappeared with
his bag, and his waggon, and
his friends, and left no trace

behind.
A still finer masterpiece, in

Moore's opinion, was what he

magniloquently calls the great

robbery of an express car.

Here, too, he proved the fine

qualities of his craft. He left

nothing to chance, and he fore-

saw, with the coolness of a

practised hand, every step
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which his adversaries would
take. His first step was to

obtain the assistance of the

messenger who travelled on
the car which he proposed to

rob, and the care and energy
wherewith he coached his ac-

complices ensured success.

Again and again he rehearsed

every step in the comedy.
Before his eyes the messenger
was attacked by two masked
ruffians, of whom one caught
him by the throat, while the

other put a pistol to his head,

saying, "If you open your
mouth I will blow a hole

through your head large

enough for a pigeon to fly

through." Then the messenger
was gagged and bound, a piece
of soap was put into his mouth,
that he might appear in the
last extremity, and then he
was set to learn by heart the
tale that he should tell his

employers. By long practice
each actor became perfect in

his part. The car was raided,
one hundred and sixty -five

thousand dollars was the
modest spoil, and Pinkerton
and his men were gallantly
defied. A hasty trip to Canada
still further perplexed the pur-
suers, and if we may believe

Moore, he not only baffled the

great detective, but persuaded
the Express Company to dis-

pute his claim.

Moore, in fact, took a sports-
man's as well as an artist's

pleasure in the game. After
the discomfiture of his enemies,
he loved nothing better than a
neat job. He professes a frank

delight in explaining how once

upon a time he opened the
Honourable Benjamin Wood's
safe, and did not soil his carpet.

And there was good reason for

his care. No sooner had he
flashed his dark lantern on the

office than he observed that

the floor was newly covered,
and that fresh paint and paper
shone upon the walls. Now he
had no objection to easing the

Honourable Benjamin of fifty

thousand dollars. Being a

gentleman, he would scorn to

spoil a new Brussels carpet.

Accordingly he took some

papers from Mr Wood's file

and spread them carefully on
the floor. The rest of the

dramatic recital shall be

given in his own words :

"When this was done, we drilled

two five-eighth-inch holes through the

fireproof door into the bolt case,

jacked the plate from the frame, . . .

and opened the door. I then put in a

wooden wedge at the top to keep the

plate from springing back, took down
the jack, and shook out all the loose

filing upon the papers. This I gath-
ered carefully up, and put the lime,

plaster, and papers in the coal hod,

placed some more clean papers under
the door, and made everything ready
to leave the building as soon as the

boodle was transferred safe to our

pockets. After looking through the

books and papers, the money was
taken out and counted. It amounted
to but a single one-dollar note."

Was ever an artist so bitterly
deceived ? Langdon W. Moore
rose to the occasion. He was
no pilferer, and scorned to

carry off so mean a booty. In
the words of the police-captain,
he would not add larceny to

burglary. But he paid the

penalty of greatness. His

work was instantly recognised.
"I know the man," said Cap-
tain Jordan,

" for there is but

one in the world who would
take all that trouble to save

your carpet while breaking
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open your safe." It reminds
one of the story told by
Pliny of Apelles the painter.
Now Apelles once upon a time
called upon Protogenes, another

master of his craft, and Proto-

genes was not within. Where-

upon Apelles, seeing a picture
before him, took a pencil and
drew in colour upon the picture
a passing fine and small line.

Then said he to the old woman
in the house,

" Tell thy master
that he who made this line

inquired for him." And when

Protogenes returned, and had
looked upon the line, he knew
who had been there, and said

withal,
"
Surely Apelles has

come to town, for it is impos-
sible that any but he should
make in colour so fine work-

manship." Thus genius is be-

trayed by its own perfection,
and he who refused to soil the

carpet could not but be known
by his works.
But Langdon W. Moore was

forced to pay another penalty
for his celebrity. As the fame
of his prowess spread abroad,
he fell a prey to the greed of

detectives. Do what he would,
he could never rid himself of

the attentions of the police.
Henceforth it was almost im-

possible for him to work in

safety, and whatever booty he
obtained he must needs share
with his unwelcome com-

panions. He was like a fly
condemned to spend his life

in the irksome society of the

spider. When he had not
much to give, his poverty was
rewarded by years in prison ;

and then, as he says himself,
he "was welcomed back into

the old criminal life by crooked

police officials." These officials

had no desire to help him. " I

was not asked by them"

again it is Moore who speaks
"if I was in want of any-

thing, but was told that if I

wanted to make some money
they could put me on to a good
bank job where I could make
a million." The truth is, the

thief -taker still flourishes in

America. Jonathan Wild, his

occupation gone in England,
has crossed the ocean, and

plies his trade with greater
skill and treachery than ever.

He thinks it better to live on

the criminal than to catch him.

And thus he becomes a terror

not to the evildoer but to the

law-abiding citizen. It is his

business to encourage crime,
not to stamp it out. If there

were no thieves, where would
the stool-pigeon and detective

find their profits?
"
W'y,"

said a pickpocket
1 in New

York, "them coppers up there

in the Tenderloin couldn't have

any diamond rings if we didn't

help to pay for 'em. No, they
couldn't. They'd sit down in

the street and actually cry
an' they're big men some of

'em if we guns was run off

the earth." In other words,
the lesson of the American
underworld is that the police-
man may be a far greater

danger to the community than
the criminal. Jonathan Wild
will always do more harm than
Jack Sheppard. The skill and

daring of the cracksman will

always make him a marked

man, but quis custodes custodiet?

CHARLES WHIBLEY.

1 See 'The World of Graft,' by J. Flynt (1901), p. 154.
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MEMORIES OF LONDON IN THE FORTIES.

BY DAVID MASSON.

MY first domicile in London
was in lodgings that had been
taken for me by a friend, be-

fore my arrival, in Down
Street, Piccadilly. It is or
was in 1844 a quiet little

street, leading from Piccadilly,
near its Park Lane end, into

the maze of aristocratic streets

which rejoices in the name of

Mayfair. The little street it-

self, indeed, was recognised as

within that highly fashionable

district; and, though "Down
Street, Piccadilly" was the

best direction by which to

find the street, if one was in

search of it, "Down Street,

Mayfair" served equally well

on the backs of letters, and
would not have been amiss on

my cards, if I had been am-
bitious of the reputation at-

tached to so distinguished an
address. There would have
been some deception, however,
in assuming it; for, though
I certainly entered my lodg-

ings from Down Street, and

by the neatly knockered door
of one of the tidiest houses
in that street on the right
hand as you go from Picca-

dilly, the rooms I called mine
were not only at the back of

the house, but in a detached
little building there, accessible

from the first floor of the
house by a kind of wooden

bridge or railed gallery shot

across a small open backyard.
This, which had been a device

of the good landlady for mul-

tiplying her accommodation
for lodgers, suited me very
well. While her main tenants,
who occupied the rooms in

the Down Street house itself,

must have paid handsomely
for those rooms, I, indubitably
in Down Street too, and not
to be reached except through
the same door in Down Street,
was her one extra lodger, at

a very moderate rate, in this

peninsular addition at the

back. The rooms were as

small and plain as could well

be; but they were all I

wanted, and were pleasant

enough. The view from them

by their small windows not

being inwards, to the yard
and house, but outwards on
to walled spaces of some ex-

tent, beyond Down Street al-

together, and utilised for

stabling, beating of carpets,
and I know not what else,

my sole connection with Down
Street was by the wooden

bridge or gallery I have men-
tioned. That bridge or gal-

lery, having no other purpose
than to lead to my rooms,

belonged, I may say, entirely
to myself. Except the ser-

vant, bringing my breakfast

Note. These Memories were written mainly in the year 1881 ; and some
additions were made in a later year. They have been arranged for publica-
tion by his daughter, Flora Masson.
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or letters, no one else used it.

Every time I went out, it

was by this bridge that I

passed through the house to

the door in Down Street;

every time I came in, I went

up the stair again from the

door in Down Street, and
crossed this bridge to my own
crib ; and late at nights, when
I sat alone in my crib, this

bridge was my separation and

protection from all the rest of

the world.

The months I passed in that

lodging in Down Street, Pic-

cadilly, being the first months
of my actual residence in Lon-

don, I was naturally more
alone during my stay there

than ever I was afterwards
in the great city. Except my
friend who had taken the
rooms for me before my ar-

rival, and who used to drop
in upon me pretty frequently
so long as he was in town,
but who was latterly called

away from town on business
of his own, I hardly remem-
ber having had a visitor.

Within doors I had my books
and little bits of writing to

occupy me
; and what contact

I had with the London world
around me was chiefly in

daily walks hither and thither

by myself often, at stated

hours, in the Parks, giving
occupation to the eye rather
than to the tongue. From the

first, indeed, I had acquaint-
anceships which it was a priv-

ilege to cultivate, and which

gave me opportunities for

agreeable society now and
then ; but, as I did not tax
those opportunities overmuch,
there were often days together

during which I did not ex-

change a word with a single
human being, unless it might
be the waiter at the tavern

where I happened to dine.

Hence, perhaps, the distinct-

ness of my recollection of my
little crib in Down Street, and

my daily saunterings from it

and returns to it. Two in-

cidents dwell in my memory
yet, attesting the exceptional
solitude in which I then lived.

One Friday forenoon, having
gone out earlier than usual, I

was perplexed by the appear-
ance of things in the streets.

All the shops were shut ; and,

though great numbers of

persons were moving about,
and there was in other respects
a more than ordinary stir,

Piccadilly and the neighbour-
ing thoroughfares seemed to

have put on somehow a quasi-
Sabbatic aspect. I could not
make it out

; and, for a moment
or two, the awful query crossed

my mind whether it could actu-

ally be Sunday, and whether,

having gone to bed on Thurs-

day night, I could possibly
have slept through three nights
and two days without being
aware of the fact. That mo-

mentary whimsy being too

absurd, I had the explanation
still to seek. It was, in fact,

the Good Friday of 1844; and,

though I had heard of Good

Friday before, I had never till

then, in the bleakness of the

Presbyterian Calendar in such

matters, had the least concep-
tion of the paramount import-
ance of that anniversary in

England. Subsequent Good

Fridays came to me naturally

enough ;
but it was on that
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day that I first heard of "Hot
Cross Buns," and it was on
that day that I had my eyes

opened otherwise to the En-

glish significance of the Great

Friday before Easter.

The other incident apper-
tains to an evening when,
having returned to my lodgings
rather late, I was crossing the

bridge to my peninsular sanctu-

ary. ISText door to us, in Down
Street, was a most respectable

public-house, whose chief busi-

ness seemed to be in sending
out ale to the various house-
holds in the quiet street itself,

so that there was little bustle
at the bar, and certainly never

any disturbance
;

but I had
become aware that at the back
of the premises, and therefore

running parallel with my
bridge, there was a room of

some dimensions, in which
customers could sit in the

evenings, and which could be
used occasionally for club-

meetings and other convivial

gatherings. The gatherings
must all have been of a sedate

kind; the sounds that came
from the lighted back-parlour,
or hall, were never uproarious.
On this particular evening,
however, I was arrested in my
transit over my bridge by
sounds louder and more com-

plex than usual, indicating the

presence of a pretty large com-

pany, assembled for some

special purpose. It may have
been a dramatic club

;
for what

arrested me first was one voice,

issuing from a general hush of

the rest, and engaged in what
seemed to be a specimen of

elocutionary art for t!ie com-
mon benefit. It was a prose-

reading of some pathetic story,
the greater part of which was

already over, so that, from my
dark listening station on the

bridge above, I came in only
for the end of it. That was

emphatic enough. I may have
heard five or six sentences

altogether, each powerfully
audible, and delivered with all

the tricks of a practised stage-

craftsman, when the climax,

and, as it chanced, the finale,

came in these words:
" I left her fifteen years ago ;

and, when I came back, she was
rf /7 "

The effect was most telling,

especially that of the pro-
tracted artistic gasp before the

descent to the deep bass of the

final word
;

and great and

prolonged applause, with a

clattering of glasses on the

tables, rewarded the perform-
ance. Passing on into my
room, I sat some time meditat-

ing the compressed tragedy
that had been flung up to me
in the one all -comprehensive
sentence, and wondering who

they were that were enjoying
themselves so laudably in the

public -house parlour. It is

more than twice fifteen years

ago, it is actually thirty-seven

years ago,
1 since I stood on the

bridge and listened in the dark;
and all is so fresh in my
memory that I seem to be

standing there still. Where
is the elocutionist now, and
what has become of the rest

of his audience ? Are they all

a a a a a a dead ?

1 Written in 1881.
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With changes of circum- tined to belong to it. One
stance there come changes of Sunday in 1844, my friend

lodgings. I had occasion to Alexander Bain being with
transfer myself from Down me, we had resolved, if pos-
Street, Piccadilly, to the sible, to walk clear out of

other side of Hyde Park, to London into the country, and
the less likeable region of had, by a kind of instinct,
streets that lies east from the selected this northern direc-

Edgeware Road. Then, for tion as that in which the
some yiears after my return feat was likely to be accom-
to London for good, early in plished with greatest ease. We
1847, I lived very conven- did accomplish it more easily

iently for my purposes in than we had expected ; for,

the neighbourhood of Gower having left Regent's Park be-

Street. My subsequent Lon- hind us, we came suddenly,
don associations all the as- about the spot which is now
sociations of those twelve years the end of Avenue Road, to

from 1853 to 1865, during mere fields and grass, London
which I had a real home in and its buildings visibly at an
London are with the sub- end, and an absolutely open
urban region to the north of rural expanse in front. It was

Regent's Park, the long and a fine sunny day, and we left

leafy line of suburb that ex- the road and strayed into one
tends from the north gate of of the fields. In the middle
the Park, under the name of of it was a strange

- looking
Avenue Road, to the Swiss object in the shape of a great
Cottage, and thence, under upstanding drum of red brick
the name of Finchley New about twelve feet high. We
Row, out into the fields be- went round and round it, and
tween Hendon and Hampstead. finding no opening or slit

I like to think that by my whatever in the cylindrical
last and dearest connections surface, were greatly puzzled
of house and home with in imagining what it could
London I was, and still am, be. We had started several
in a certain sense, a denizen hypotheses on the subject, and
of Hampstead Parish. All my were resting on the grass at

strongest London affections are the foot of the mysterious
for that northern suburb : all structure, still pondering the

my most cherished recollections problem, when an underground
are centred there. 1

noise, growing louder and
Curiously enough, I had louder, and at length passing

become acquainted with this as a hideous shudder directly
suburb of London, and had underneath us, made us aware
taken a fancy to it, long that we were over a railway
before I knew I was predes- tunnel, and that our interest -

1 My father refers here to the house in Avenue Road, the house of our
beloved grandparents, Mr and Mrs Charles Orme, whose eldest daughter he
married in 1853. F. M.
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ing drum was a ventilating
shaft. It was strange, not

many years afterwards, when
I came to be familiar with
the neighbourhood and with

everything in it, to look at

the drum still standing in the

field as it had done on that

bygone Sunday, and to think

how ignorant both of us must
have been in the matter of

railways, and how recent a

novelty to people in general

railways must then have been,
that so simple an object
should have caused so much
speculation.
The first railway journey of

my life was to be in that year ;

and, as it was a run on the

London and North - Western
line from Euston Station to

the neighbourhood of Watford,
it must have carried me
through the very tunnel on
which we had sat so recently

pondering the problem of our

brick drum. I remember the

novelty of the sensation of first

being carried along in that

train, and my uncertainty as

to time and distance as we
passed the successive stations.

That is but a silly recollection,

however, in comparison with
the vivid associations of that

little journey in my memory
now with one of the dearest of

all my London companion-
ships. Having renewed, early
in 1844, the acquaintanceship
with John Stuart Mill which I

had been fortunate enough to

form in my London visit of the

previous year, I had seen a

good deal of that eminent man
before the autumn of 1844.

This had been chiefly by calls

on him now and then at the

India House, where his office

hours were from 10 to 4, and

where, between 3 and 4, he
was accessible to friends. His

reception of me on these calls

had always been kind, one

special act of kindness having
been his offer, on my first call

or my second, to read anything
of mine in manuscript. This

was a form of kindness of

which large use was made, and
of which he really liked use to

be made, by the men of letters

and especially the young men
of letters within the circle of

his acquaintance. I remem-
ber the studious politeness
with which he phrased the

offer in my case. I was not to

think it would be a trouble to

him ;
on the contrary, it would

be a favour
;
he had plenty of

time, and nothing he liked so

much as reading manuscripts !

Though I could not but value

highly such an offer, only in

one small instance did I avail

myself of it ;
and the main

benefit from those opportuni-
ties at the India House was
the instruction I received

about many things, and especi-

ally about current English and
French politics and philosophy,
from Mill's free and interesting
talks as he walked up and
down his room. Thus my
acquaintance with him had

ripened into something con-

siderable, though into nothing

comparable with the intimacy
of the relationship that had by
this time been established be-

tween Mill and Bain. I have
a fancy, indeed, on looking
back now, that it was less on

my own account than because

I was a friend of Bain's that
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Mill accorded me, thus early in

my acquaintance with him, the

privilege of such easy access to

him, when I chose, in the India

House. Those afternoon calls

at the India House had led,

however, to hospitable recep-
tion in more domestic fashion

at Kensington Square, and so

to pleasant relations there

with the other members of the

Mill household. They were a

remarkable family. When
they were all together, you
saw, at the time I speak
of, besides Mill himself, then

thirty-eight years of age, his

mother, a widow since 1836,
still a comely lady for her

years, and a kindly and most

competent hostess
;

four

daughters, yet unmarried, and
one younger son

;
all these five

looking up to John now as

their head and their link of

honour with the rest of the

world ; but all of them, even
to the youngest, remembering
also their dead father, by whom,
to the very last days of his life,

they had been carefully and
even vigorously educated. Not
one of the five but bore the

stamp of their upbringing in

a certain superiority, both
of character and intellect.

Of the five, I came to
know three particularly ;

and, of those, most particularly
of all, George Grote Mill, the

youngest but one of the whole

family. He was younger than
his brother John by seventeen
or eighteen years. For some
time already he had been as-

sociated with him in the India

House, holding a junior clerk-

ship in the important depart-
ment in which his brother was

one of the chiefs. I had seen

him at his desk among other

clerks in one of the large rooms
on the lower floor of the India

House
;
but it was in the house

in Kensington Square that we
came most easily and naturally

together. We were nearly of

the same age; and he had taken

strongly to me, and I strongly
to him. Hence, in the autumn
of 1844, when he had gone with
his mother and two or more of

his sisters to country quarters
which they had taken in the

village of King's Langley in

Herts, John Stuart Mill then
off somewhere else for his holi-

day, an invitation to me to

spend a day or two at King's

Langley was very welcome.
This accordingly was the oc-

casion of my first railway

journey.
What do I remember of that

visit to King's Langley, in

addition to the novelty of my
mode of getting thither? I

remember a pleasant rural

English neighbourhood, and

my interest in the contiguity
of two distinct villages with
such quaint names of historic

origin as King's Langley and
Abbot's Langley. I remember
the kind hospitalities within-

doors, and something of the

look of the cottage in which I

experienced them, and which I

have never seen since. I re-

member one late evening walk
down a steep country lane

shaded by trees on both sides,

and our slow return up the
same lane, when it had become

dark, and when, from the bank
on the left side of the lane,
there came upon us gleams at

every step of countless glow-
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worms
;
and we were met by

the uncouth descending figure
of a rustic with two or three of

the shining little creatures on

the rim of his hat, to light him
on his way homewards. I re-

member another walk in broad

day through the woods of

Cassiobury Park, the domain
of the Villiers-Clarendon family,
and our rest and talk some-
where in the heart of those

woods, on a seat in one of the

paths, close to the gnarled root

of a great tree, and on the lip,

as the vision flashes itself back
to me now, of some kind of

sluggish, barge-bearing stream.
But what I remember best

and most fondly is that it was
this visit to King's Langley
that sealed the friendship I

had begun with young George
Mill.

While the fame of John
Stuart Mill has gone through
the world, few can know now
as I do what a fund of beauti-

ful promise there was in this

younger bearer of the Mill

name. Less tall than his

brother, but of compact and

agile figure, with finely
- cut

features, bright eyes, and a

most winning sweetness of ex-

pression (the face altogether
much resembling, as I have
since noted, that of Thomas
Brown, the metaphysician), he
had inherited no small share of

the keen family ability ;
had

been accurately taught, and

self-taught, in a considerable

range of subjects, was nearly
as much at home in French as

in English, and was otherwise
well accomplished. Full of

affectionate admiration for his

brother, and nurtured, at any-
rate by family tradition, in the
tenets of the Radical school of

politics, he cherished no less

strongly than his brother did
the conviction that existing
social institutions are iniquit-
ous in many essential respects,
and that the rectification of

social wrongs and miseries is

the supreme duty of all who
have the power and the oppor-

tunity. Modestly aware, how-

ever, of his own inability to

give effect to this conviction

by any such public exertions

as befitted the larger intellect

and wider capabilities of his

brother, he made no open pro-
fession of the conviction, but
carried it within himself as a

simple constitutional axiom, in

which form he did hold to it,

as one found, with an almost

Shelley-like intensity of belief,

quiet and undemonstrative in

the main, but that might break
out suddenly in some Shelley-
like action. But this you
had to discover gradually, so

gentle was his demeanour, so

sweetly reasonable his talk, so

ready was he for anything gay
or humoursome in things in

their yet unamended state, so

docile to anything he could

learn from the opinions or ex-

perience of others whose ante-

cedents had been different from
his own. All in all, I have
known no more lovable nature
than young George Mill. The
later months of 1844 were
made pleasant for me by the

increased frequency of our com-

panionship.
1

George Grote Mill died in Madeira, July 15, 1853.
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At this point I may throw
in a stray small item or two,
chronicled in my memory, of

this year 1844. One after-

noon, early in the year, I had
a sight of Samuel Rogers, the

banker poet. He was walk-

ing in Hyde Park, not far

from Apsley House, and was

pointed out to me by a friend

as he approached us a slight,

aged figure, with a peculiarly
wrinkled and rather cankered-

looking visage. He was then

eighty-one years of age, hav-

ing been born in 1763. I had
seen older men, and have a

vivid image yet in my mind of

one strong, erect, grey-headed
old soldier, a Highland veteran
named Douglas, whom I had
looked at with interest in my
childhood, and who must have
been born in or shortly after

the year of Culloden. Even
Culloden comes within my
grasp through the tradition

of a relative who used in his

boyhood to stand, as he often

told me, with other boys,
round the peat - fire in a

Morayshire cottage, watching
a very old Highlander seated

there in a state of sleepy and
silent dotage, from which he
could be roused only by one

expedient. He had fought at

Culloden, that was his one
last link of fact with the still

living world ; and a boy had

only to pronounce the word
"Culloden" in his hearing,
when round the old man would

swing with a start, to look

earnestly at the little imp and

exclaim,
" Och ! and was you

at the focht ?
"

By these and
other pulleys of memory I

can slip back, easily enough, a
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good way into the eighteenth

century; but the oldest born

celebrity I have actually seen

and can recollect is the poet

Rogers. He lived twelve full

years, still one of the celebri-

ties of London, after that, my
first and only sight of him.

Another recollection of about
the same date is of one of the

meetings of the Anti- Corn-
Law League in Drury Lane
or Covent Garden Theatre. I

had dropped in late, and ob-

tained standing-room far back
in the crowded audience. If

either Cobden or Bright spoke
at that meeting, it had been

before my entry ; and the

speech I heard was by Mr
W. J. Fox, the well-known
Unitarian minister of Finsbury
Place Chapel, and then one of

the chief orators of the Anti-

Corn-Law agitation. It was
an able speech by an able

man
;

but what struck me
most was the extreme elabor-

ateness and artifice of its

elocution. I have never heard
an orator who played on his

voice with such unabashed
deliberateness and delight in

its tones and modulations. He
played on it as if it had been

a piano. The most successful

passage in his speech (possibly
a favourite and often delivered

passage, and now, I think,

preserved among his printed

remains) was one in which he
attacked the stock argument
on the other side, that free-

trade in corn would make
the nation dependent on the

foreigner. To illustrate the

folly of this argument he asked
the audience to figure to them-
selves the personal equipments
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and household furnishings and

surroundings of any one of

the individual peers or great
landlords of the Conservative

party, by whom it was then

urged so persistently. De-

pendent on the foreigner !

Was not the very peer him-

/
self wrapped and lapped in

foreign integuments, foreign
habits, and foreign embellish-

ments ? was not everything
on him and about him an im-

portation from abroad ?
" His

dinner is dressed for him by
a French cook, and he is

dressed for his dinner by a

French valet
;

and when he
dies and goes to his fathers,
will not the tombstone that

covers his remains be of marble
from the quarries of Carrara ?

"

Intone that ; and don't pro-
nounce the last word minc-

ingly with the English sound
of the vowels, but Italianated

and prolonged, as Carrd-dra,
and you will have an idea of

Mr Fox's elocution.

One day in June 1844, as

I was walking up Regent
Street, on the left hand, there

flashed past me a splendid
four-horse carriage or chariot,
driven at a terrific rate, and
wheeled as swiftly into the

nearest cross -street on that

side. It contained the great
Czar Nicolas, then on his

famous visit to London, and
on his way at that moment
from some wider drive, back
to his quarters at the Russian

Embassy. I had just a glimpse
of his gigantic form and grand
head, and accounted for the
terrific pace at which he was
driven by remembering that

there were Russian refugees in

London, and that a pistol-
shot from one or other of them
was not an impossibility.
Daniel O'Connell I saw once,

in that year. He had just
left the Reform Club ; and, to

elude the cordialities of a con-

siderable crowd, mostly Irish,

who were calling out, "The
Liberathur ! The Liberathur !

"

as if anxious for an address

from him, he was keeping as

close as he could to the inner

side of the pavement, at the

angle between Pall Mall and
the Athenaeum Club. He had
a very wide-brimmed, low hat
on his large head, under which
one saw his smallish nose and
rich Irish mouth and chin. The
incident must have been after

September 1844, in which
month he was liberated, by
decision of the House of Lords,
from the imprisonment to which
he had been sentenced in the

previous May by the Irish

Court, before which he had
been brought to trial by Peel's

Government, on charges of con-

spiracy and sedition. Though
the sentence had been reversed,
and O'Connell was again at

large, with nearly three years
of life yet before him, the

trial had paralysed his in-

fluence, and his great days
were gone.

I look back now to the year
1844 as the commencement of

the greatest and longest friend-

ship of my life. No slenderly
accredited youth ever received

more kindness from a senior of

established mark and reputa-
tion in the world than I did

from Carlyle through that
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whole year. It can have been
but about a week after my first

sight of him in his house in

Chelsea that, chancing to meet
him in Piccadilly near Down
Street, I was stopped by him
for a minute or two of talk

and of cordial inquiry about

my affairs and outlook, ending
how well I remember it !

with the words,
"
Well, Courage

always, and Hope always !

"
as

we parted. There had followed

evenings, at intervals, with him
and Mrs Carlyle in Cheyne
Bow, when, his work on his
* Cromwell' over for the day,

though he was still in the agony
of that performance, I found

myself always welcome. Some-
times there was another guest
at their tea-table, but oftenest

they were by themselves, in

which case, when I rose to go,

after an hour or two of such
talk as could be heard nowhere

else, there would come the al-

most invariable phrase,
" Wait

till I put on my shoes
"

;
and

when he had equipped himself

so, and put on his hat, there

was the added privilege of being
his companion in his habitual

last walk for the night, and

having his convoy, by Sloane

Square and through other

squares and streets, dark or

lamp-lit, as far as to Hyde
Park corner. All this would
have been much

;
but there

was more. It was a super-

latively kind note from Carlyle
to Mr Nickison, not asked, but

volunteered, that had obtained
for me access to 'Fraser's

Magazine'; and any further

service of the kind was, I knew,
at my disposal.

(To be continued.)
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BARBADU.

Two men, both wearing an
officer's stars, sat one blazing
afternoon in a dilapidated mud
village. The heat waves rose

and fell like a shimmering
gauze curtain. All life was
in hiding ; even the mosquitoes
had ceased to drone. Only the

dust devils danced between the

squalid mud huts, playing with
bits of rubbish, till they them-
selves disappeared, to be again
caught together and formed
anew by the parching Har-
mattan.

Cold and dry in the early

morning, scorching and dry at

midday, ever laden with red

dust, the wind from the desert

strikes on the opened pores of

the skin, searching out any
latent weakness, and making
the first two months of the

year a purgatory. Prickly
heat crawls and stings, the
liver stops work, the temper
goes. Books and papers curl

up, the furniture gives forth
loud cracks, the atmosphere
turns orange, and the Euro-

pean longs for the tornadoes
and rains that will restore the
normal damp heat.

The search for a career had

brought one man, perpetual

dunning by wearied creditors

the other, to that particular
corner of the back-yard of the

King's dominions the Hinter-
land of the Gold Coast.

The post was in the open
country, a hundred miles in

advance of the main body, and
the tsetse-fly and poison-plant
saw to it that the marching

should be on foot. Still, far

inside the danger zone as it

was, its strength of fifty men
made it tolerably secure. By-
and-by it would find itself in

communication with other small

outposts. Then the base would
be pushed up nearer and fresh

feelers extend themselves, and
so on indefinitely, till stopped
by collision with the outlying
detachments of the German or

French forces. When a tribe

rose, reinforcements hurried up
and matters readjusted them-

selves, but more often than not

the preliminary outpost with
its white officer had been wiped
out.

Both men gaped wearily as

they stared across the plain to

the misty horizon, where a dark
line marked the beginning of

the great forest three hundred
miles wide, whose furthermost

spurs were washed by the sea.

A long blue envelope lay on
the little camp-table between
the two men, and Tarlton took
it up.

" That sweep Barbadu is at

Yendi," he said briefly, "in

hiding. I'm after him !

"

"
Barbadu, the slave raider !

What a bit of luck. There's

two hundred on his head.

You'll get promotion too!"
"It seems the French have

driven him out of their terri-

tory. My orders are to take

ten men and catch him."

Carson stared. " Ten men !

"

he said. " What utter mad-
ness ! Why, he travels with a

thousand armed men, and the
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countryside is with him to a

man. It's sheer murder to

send you !

"

"Wait a bit. I'm not so

sure. The information is that

he's alone and, as I said, keep-

ing out of the way. It can be

done."

"Yes," said Carson, reading
the other's thoughts, "the re-

ward is for him dead or alive,

and it's not a big place. Still,

ten men !

"

"Well, I know. It's a big
risk, and I can't say I like this

poisoned-arrow country. Look
there !

"

A miserable half-bald chicken
came out of a hut and began to

peck about before them. A
shadow swept over the sand
and the chicken squeaked.
"That hawk again, and the

last of the fowls," said Carson,

reaching for the gun. "No
good. He's off."

He opened the breech and

changed the cartridges.
" This is no greater risk than

you've taken many times," he

continued, now looking at the
matter from a monetary point
of view, and simply seeing in

it a more than usually riotous

leave. " There's that two
hundred

;
I wish I had the

chance. I don't mind the

risk, by Jove !

"

Nor did he, for he was case-

hardened in the arresting of

obstreperous kings and chiefs,

among whom he bore a most

unholy reputation. His pro-
cedure on such occasions was
on well-defined lines. He ap-

proached the town by night
and hid outside till he could

capture some stray villager.
The guide secured, he rushed

for the king's compound, seized

the potentate, usually curled up
on a mat, and surrounded the

house. The king in custody,
matters generallyquieted down;
but not always. More than

once, being too far ahead of

his men, he had found the vil-

lage in full palaver, and only
escaped the storm of poisoned
arrows at close quarters by
seizing the king on one occa-

sion an old and very fat man
and turning with him as in a

waltz, each seeking shelter be-

hind the other, till a rush of

Hausas saved him. The humour
of such adventures appealed to

him.
" If I could only burst in on

old Samuel," he would say,
"and hold his neck while the

Hausas went through his

strong-room !

" His body bore

many scars, but so far Mul-

vaney's remark " that where
there was no fear there was
no danger," had applied.

There came a rushing of

wings, and the hawk rose with
the chicken in its claws out of

the little sand-storm caused by
the swoop. Carson was ready,
and the hawk tumbled a neat
somersault over the kitchen

roof. He went out, and as he

stooped to pick up the victim,
he looked along the plain to-

wards the forest, and saw a
black spot in the middle dis-

tance.
" Here's the home mail," he

called, and soon the huge negro,
whose business it was to carry
the canvas sack eight hun-
dred miles on end through
swamp, forest, and plain, stepped
up and, grunting his relief,

threw down his burden at their
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feet. They eagerly opened it,

and while the good people at

home were thinking of their

Christmas dinner, the two men
were engrossed in the account

of the St Leger.
" Here's my leave," said Tarl-

ton, tearing open an envelope.
" ' Believe you as soon as pos-

sible, then proceed to Cape
Coast, take first steamer,' &c.

That's all right, but now there's

this Yendi business !

"

Carson's share of the mail
consisted of six bills and two

lawyer's letters, which, in de-

fault of other correspondence,
he read with interest. He got
out his ink-bottle and began to

answer them, much to Tarlton's

amusement.
" Must write to some one,"

he explained, "to keep in touch
with home, and I've got no

people. The man goes back with
our letters to-morrow. Some-
times I write to old Samuel,

my money-lender, you know,"
he explained with some little

pride.
" Calls himself a bank.

I tell him what a lot of extra

pay and allowances I'm get-

ting, then I tell him what
narrow escapes I've had.

Naturally if I die he'll get

nothing. The other day he
said he would send me a box
of cigars if I'd pay him some-

thing on account, but of course

I don't."

"How much do you owe
him?" Tarlton asked idly,

picking up a letter with a

black edge.
" It was a hundred and fifty ;

it's three hundred now, I be-

lieve. I don't know how he
works it out. He's a pleasant
man. Expect he'll ask me to
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stay with him when I go home.
Then I'll marry his daughter,
if there is one, and become a
bank. Then I'll lend you
money."

" Shan't want it," said Tarl-

ton curtly, looking up with a

startled face. " I've got news.

My elder brother's dead !

Where are you going?"
"I'm awfully sorry. I'll

clear out for a bit," said

Carson, but Tarlton stopped
him.

" You needn't," he said.
" There's no need for sym-
pathy. We always hated one
another. It makes all the dif-

ference in the world to me,

though : the sooner I'm home
the better."

"Many congratulations then,"
said Carson. "It's a bit of

luck for you. I'm sorry about

your brother, though."
Tarlton slowly put the letter

back into its envelope and
stood tip. "It's luck for me,
as you say, but I wish it had
come later when I was at home.
There's this Yendi business to

think of now."
He picked up his papers and

walked off to his room, leaving
Carson to wonder whether, if

he had possessed a brother, he
would have taken the news of

his decease so calmly.
The day passed and the hot

night shut down. With the

setting of the sun the wind
fell and the land gasped. The

suspended sand settled down,
the worn-out camp furniture

cracked and popped, mosqui-
toes swarmed, the harsh fusty
smell of the West African

Coast asserted itself, till Tarl-

ton, cursing the country and
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everything in it, went to his

bed to hide under his mosquito-
bar. Carson stayed smoking
in the moonlight. He was

impervious to mosquito bites,

and, thanks to the absence of

alcohol, was in excellent con-

dition. Lack of home ties

kept him free from anxiety.
A man who knows that a go
of fever may mean starvation

to wife and children is heavily

handicapped. Drowsiness came
at last, and he was on the

point of rising when a hand
was laid on his shoulder.

" What's the matter ? Can't

you sleep?" he said, jumping
up quite startled as he saw
it was Tarlton. " Have a

smoke ?
"

Tarlton shook his head. " I

want to speak to you," he

began impatiently. "Where's

your boy?"
" Gone to bed hours ago,"

said Carson, puzzled at Tarl-

ton's manner
;

"
every one's

asleep. I was just going to

the guard-room and then turn
in myself. What's up ?

"

"
This," said Tarlton hoarsely.

" I want you to go to Yendi
instead of me."
"What/" said Carson. "Well,

I'm well, I'm under your
orders, of course!"

" No ! I don't mean that.

But my life's of more value
than yours. Wait a minute :

yours is no good to any one
but yourself. You only care
about having a good leave."

" It's of value anyway to

me," said Carson hotly, dis-

gusted at Tarlton's brutality.
" I propose to you to change

places. You say you owe this

man Samuel three hundred.

I'll give you five, and there's

this head money for Barbadu."
"And what will you do?"

asked Carson curiously. "If

anything happens, what will

you say ? What about head-

quarters ?
"

" I shall simply report I was

compelled to send you. Sick-

ness, anything ! What do

you say, Yes or No?"
"
Yes, of course, and glad of

the chance," said Carson cheer-

ily. "I suppose you'll issue

orders in the morning. I'm
not scared of old Barbadu;"
and he walked off to the guard-
room without noticing the ex-

pression his last remark had
called up on Tarlton's face.

"What a leave!" he said to

himself as he kicked up the

hot sand. " Five hundred !

and if old Barbadu is there I'll

bet I have him out of it some-
how

; that's another two hun-

dred, and my savings. Alto-

gether nearly a thousand. My
hat! But I'm sorry for Tarl-

ton; he wouldn't have done
this before that letter came."

Tarlton went out before Car-
son was awake. He sent him
written orders to start at once,
and also an envelope contain-

ing an I O U for five hundred

pounds. Then he walked to

the top of a small rise half

a mile from the camp, and
watched his friend and the

Hausas tread down a path to

the little canoe across the half-

submerged weed -sodden bank.
He saw them ferry across one

by one, with more than one

upset ; and before he left his

seat he saw the glimmer of the

camp-fire by which his stout-

hearted friend was trying to
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warm his chilled body and

watching impatiently for day-

light.
Almost before Tarlton had

sunk into a doze, and at the

first light of dawn, Carson, in

capital spirits, was on his way.
He marched along a caravan

track, a path three feet wide.

It ran straight across the plain

through Yendi and many dis-

tant towns, then, crossing the

great Niger hundreds of miles

away, it ended perhaps at

Timbuctoo or Yenne, a journey
of many months. The country
was flat, covered with coarse

grass and occasional clumps of

small trees the size of an Eng-
lish may-tree. It was parched
and burnt, for the dry season

was at its height, and the

blackened twisted trees and
withered grass had the look of

a dead world. Now and again
they crossed the tracks of huge
bush -fires, ignited perhaps by
the sun's rays concentrating
through a flake of quartz.

Mysterious in their origin, it

seemed to Carson still more mys-
terious why they should stop,

why one part should burn and
not another. He knew, though,
that relief was near, that in a

few weeks the tornadoes would
make the grass green and the

trees to bud; that under the

steady rains the verdure would
rise many feet high, birds and
beasts appear, and caravans
swarm on the track. The
water -holes would fill, farms
and villages spring up to feed

and house the travelling

strangers.
But now the powdered grass,

kicked up as he walked, blacked
him from head to foot. He
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turned up the collarof hisflannel

shirt, for where the sun struck
it blistered. The hot ground
burned his feet through his

boot -soles, but his men, bare-

headed and barefooted, though
their black skins were presum-
ably more sensitive, marched
on uncomplaining. Black at-

tracts the sun more than white,
but in the matter of a black

skin a wise Providence has
made an exception.

They marched rapidly with

scarcely a halt, and late in the

afternoon of the second day
they saw an isolated hill which,

rising sheer out of the plain
like a great rock, marked the

site of Yendi. A mile away
they halted and waited till

darkness had fallen, then they
marched cautiously on. The
few minutes' twilightwas merg-
ing into darkness when they
entered what in the gloom
seemed a heavy patch of ele-

phant grass. Since they had
left the river -bank they had
met no living being, nor did

they now, but Carson's skin

dried up, and every hair on his

head tickled and crawled, for

the jungle was full of noises,
each one in itself barely dis-

tinguishable. Tiny whisper-
ings and rustlings sprang up
and died away, rose again and
followed ; and when Carson,
unable to bear the darkness

any longer, lit a match, its

gleam fell on the print of a

little footstep into which the

freshly - disturbed sand was
still running. Never had he
been more thankful than when
he again stood in the starlight
and wiped the cold grimy per-

spiration from his face, for he
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knew that if ever men had
walked through the valley of

death, he and his men had
done so that night. By the

hill they found three water-

holes, and here they halted. A
couple of Hausas crept round
the hill till they found a farm
under cultivation, and there

hid themselves, whilst the

others lay down by the water

waiting events. The night
wore away in peace; the vil-

lage was quiet, but a monoton-
ous sounding of drums, some-
times faint, then louder, then

again fainter, never ceased, and
Carson was troubled.

" I don't like it ! What can
it be ?

" he said to the sergeant,
"the drums going all night.
If it's a festival they should
be shouting and dancing, if a
funeral custom they should be

wailing, but there's nothing
but drums. Keep your eyes

open, sergeant."
The hours passed heavily.

He slept in his clothes, which
chafed him and tightened on
him. His boots he was afraid

to remove lest he should never

get them on again. The water
in the holes was so low that
he dare not quench his thirst

generously. There were no

mosquitoes, but the tiny sand-
flies swarmed invisible, their

bites leaving a red blotch and

tickling horribly.
With the dawn a little cool-

ness came, and his spirits
revived. Before sunrise the
cultivator arrived and was
at once conveyed to Carson,
who, greatly delighted, felt

that matters were proceeding
strictly according to precedent.

"I only want one thing of

you," he said. "Show me the

king's house."

The man stared, but without

reluctance led them into the

town. They ran through silent

streets, between empty huts.

Instead of the shouts of men
and crying and screaming of

terrified women and children

the village was silent, save for

the never-ceasing drumming.
" The king's house !

" Carson

gasped. "Keep close up,

sergeant."

They doubled round a broken

dwelling into an open space
and stopped. Instead of the

inhabitants being met in

palaver, they found an empty
and deserted market-place, but
on a small elevated platform,
not unlike a large table, and
some six feet high, was seated

an enormously stout man. He
appeared to be leaning back
on a native stool, to which a

stick had been lashed upright
as a support for his back.

Sitting on the ground sur-

rounding the platform were
seven women naked to the

waist, painted white. Two of

them were feebly beating upon
drums, but the other five had
fallen forward, seemingly in-

sensible. No one else man,
woman, or child was there.

The houses were open, the
thatched hurdles that covered

up the doorways were removed,
and they appeared deserted

and denuded of their contents.

The soldiers stood amazed
;

then before they could advance
a little breeze puffed across the

space and brought with it a

sickly faint smell that once

experienced is never forgotten.
The villager shrieking broke
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loose and fled, and the Hausas
and carriers clapping their

hands over their faces, scat-

tered panic-stricken.
"
Smallpox ! confluent small-

pox !

" Carson groaned, stuffing
his handkerchief to his nose
and mouth. " Thank Heaven !

I'm vaccinated
; but who is it,

and what's he doing here?

Here, sergeant !

"

He walked hurriedly off, and
once out of sight of the plat-
form his men collected round

him, the sergeant sheepishly

trying to explain their run-

ning.
" I understand," Carson said.

" Have you got that villager?
"

"The men are looking for

him now, sir."
"
Bring him here directly he

is found. See that no man
enters a house under any
excuse, and let them eat their

food. We can't stay here
under any circumstances.
What's the hour now?"
The sergeant looked at the

sky. "About eight o'clock,"
he said.

"Keep the men together.

They must be ready to march
at a moment's notice," Carson
said. "Here comes the

villager," and the man ap-

peared led by two soldiers.

It seemed that when he had

escaped he had run straight
back to the farm, where they
had found him digging away
as if nothing had happened.

"Bring him here, sergeant,
and ask him his name," Carson
ordered.

" It is Bokkin, sir."
" Now, where are the people,

who's that sitting on the table,
and what has happened ?

" He
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sat down with his back against
a wall out of the sun, which
now was pouring into the

village, while the sergeant
talked volubly with the little

man, and the soldiers listened

greedily. A Hausa is one of

the finest looters in the world,
but this village the men did

not care to touch. The ex-

amination finished, the ser-

geant came up to Carson
and saluted.

" The man's name is Bokkin ;

he is the slave of the man on
the table, who is a great man.
He came to this town with

many followers three moons
back. Then he got sick with
the spotted sickness, this man
does not know how, and then

all the people run, his own

people and the town people,
and leave their houses

;
then

they tell this man he must

stop to dig his master's bed,
and they tell his wives they
must stop to keep him com-

pany and make his funeral

custom."
" So the man on the table is

dead, is he?" said Carson;
"and I suppose those women
who are drumming are his

wives ?
"

"Yes, sir. And this man
was digging his grave when
we caught him."

" Where are the people?"
Carson asked, returning the

villager's stare.

The sergeant waved his

hand. "They are somewhere

near, sir."

"They don't mean to come
back here, I suppose," said

Carson, who knew the natives'

terror of smallpox.
"
No, sir ; they will make a
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fresh village when the [rain
comes and the land is clean."

" And what is the dead
man's name ?

"

"Barbadu."
" What!" said Carson, grasp-

ing the man's wrist. " Do you
mean Barbadu the Hadji ?

Quick, sergeant ! ask him if it

is Barbadu El Hadji, the man
who goes through the country
with many followers ?

"

"Yes, sir, that is the man."
" And how did he get here,

and what's happened? Don't

hurryhim, or he'll be frightened.
Tell him not to be afraid."

The man told his story, while

the Hausas clustered round,

open-eared.
"This great man, Barbadu,

came here a short time ago
because the French had hunted
him out of their territory," in-

terpreted the sergeant.
" He

came with many people, who
ate up all the food, and he
sent many away. Then he
was going himself when he was
struck with the spotted sick-

ness, and died one day ago.
Then all his people and all the

town people ran and left him
on that table. Yet because he
was a big man they left his

wives to make his funeral

custom and this man his slave

to bury him."
" Yes ! He told me that just

now. I suppose those are his

wives drumming. What's to

become of them?"
"
They are to die there, sir,

he says ; they will all catch the

sickness."
" And what about the man

himself?"
"He is free to go when he

has buried the great Barbadu ;

but he is to wander, and never

come back here."

"I understand," said Carson,
who knew the custom as to

stricken villages.
" The people won't come back

either. Where are they now ?
"

" All about, sir, he says."
Carson well knew how great

the terror inspired by the out-

break of the scourge must have
been to have induced the people
to leave the dead chief alone

at such a time ;
for however

great the celebrations of a

West African potentate may
be at any event during his life,

they are nothing compared to

the ceremonies which take

place in his honour when he
dies.

He stared at the man who,
unmoved, contemplated the al-

most certainty of a dreadful

death, and the certainty, in

case he survived, of a life

of privation as a wanderer,
and the probability of being
snapped up as a slave, and
he felt moved towards him.
"He has done well," said

Carson, "and I will give him
a present." He handed over
a coin, which the little man,
bowing low, took and tied in

his loin-cloth.

"He says, sir, he thanks you
very much, and is glad to have
seen a white man before he
dies."

"
Oh, but I hope he won't !

He mustn't talk like that, tell

him. If a man does not fear

he nearly always gets off

free."

"He says, sir, he does not
mean himself, but you," said

the sergeant hurriedly. "Be-
fore you die, sir."
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"Me! What the devil's he

talking about. I'm all right !

"

The sergeant shook the man
by the arm. " The people, sir,

knew we were coming. They
let us in here, hoping we
should get the sickness. If we

get out safe they will ambush
us in force."

" Where's the ambush ?
"

asked Carson,
" He does not know, sir, but

it is quite close to the village.
It's safe here, sir the people
dare not come in."

" Yes
;
but we can't get out,

and we can't stay here for

ever. Make the men fall in,

and pick out the men with
marks on their arms whilst I

go up the hill. You must wait
here for me."
He began to climb, then, the

sergeant collecting his men, 'sat

down.
From the top of the hill

Carson could survey a vast

stretch of flat country. At his

feet immediately below was
the town. He could see into

the market-place. There was
the platform, with the dead
Arab slaver, and the drum-

ming rose faintly to his ears.

Outside, and all round, lay the

flat parched land, black with
the tracks of the bush -fires,

the contorted trees scattered

over it like legions of weird
scarecrows. A large belt of

elephant grass completely en-

circled the village. Twenty
feet high, each stem was as

thick as a pencil. Many little

tracks ran devious into it, but
the main path, it was quite

evident, was the one by which

they had entered. From his

perch his eyes could pick up

the track beyond the grass
belt, leading back to Tarlton
and the big river. The country-
side appeared altogether de-

serted, but it was plain enough
the ambush was in the grass.
He saw that to leave the vil-

lage without going through it

was impossible, but he also

saw that the water-holes lay
clear of it.

"There," said Carson, "lies

our danger and also our chance.

What a death-trap ! No won-
der I felt queer when I walked

through it last night."
He saw the men below him

squatting patiently round the

sergeant. He knew their

water - bottles and the big
calabashes must be nearly

empty, in spite of his warnings
to be careful. He faced a

dilemma : to force the am-

bush, a jungle thick as a

haystack filled with fierce

savages armed with poisoned
arrows ; or to die of hunger
or contagion.

"
Still, there's a chance," said

Carson.

He descended, and taking
three men, walked into the

market-place and to the wind-
ward side of the platform.

Only one woman was left to

drum, all the others had fallen

forward on their faces on the

sand. He tied his dirty hand-
kerchief over his mouth and
nose.

"There's two hundred on
Barbadu's head dead or alive

;

and smallpox or no smallpox,
ambush or no ambush, I'm

going to have it," he said to a

soldier, who, uncomprehending,
grinned politely. "Let's have
a look at him."
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He walked up to the table.

The living woman stared at

him with no interest as he

passed by her.
" I can't say what you were

like, Barbadu, when you were

alive, but you don't look very
fascinating now," he said aloud.

"I must depend on the word
of the villager and the wo-
man for the evidence of your
death, in the hope the Gov-
ernor will accept their state-

ments. What an awful nuis-

ance ! Perhaps I shall miss
this chance and be into this

mess for nothing. I should
like to stick you in old Sam-
uel's bed," he said to the dead
man savagely.

"
It's his fault

I'm here, and your fault for

not keeping alive till I caught
you. Tell the woman to stop
that drumming, one of you
men, and come away. Make
her bring her drum."
He pulled a big blue-and-

black cloth from the shoulders
of the dead man, trailed it

behind him, and spread it out
in the hot sand. Then he stood

still, staring at Barbadu and

biting his finger-nails.
"
It's a chance ! Sergeant,

we march at daybreak. You
must bring the villager and
the woman with the drum
along with us. Let the men
rest : they shall have water to-

morrow. See that the men
do not walk about the village ;

and when darkness has come,
send the three men with
marked arms to me."

Fortunate indeed it was for

Carson that night that his men
were fond of him

; more for-

tunate still that he and they
both had confidence in his
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lucky star, for that night's
work was for ever deeply
graven on his memory. Many
years after, when the memories
of his life on the Coast had
faded and were almost gone,
he would wake up shiver-

ing and trembling with terror

from dreams that recalled it,

dreams not more horrible

than the actual experience.
The dawn came thick and

depressing, and before it was
light Carson was at the head
of his men.

"This is the order of the

march," he said. "First will

go the woman with her drum,
then the villager, and with
him the sergeant; then comes
the table, and then myself ;

behind me the Hausas and the
six carriers will bring up the
rear. The woman will not
beat on the drum, and all will

halt at the water-holes outside
the long grass. Now, sergeant
march !

"

Half an hour saw them at
the water -holes, and Carson
felt a ton -weight of anxiety
lifted from his heart as they
reached them in safety and
waited for sunrise. The little

freshness of the morning dis-

appeared as the fiery mass
crawled lazily into view, and
Carson knew that the moment
had arrived. The men in the

grass would be awake and

ready now.
"Are the water -pots and

bottles filled?" he asked.

"Very well. Now make the
woman beat the drum, and
halt at the very edge of the

grass."
The woman obeyed. No one

was to be seen, but the move-
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ment of the people within made
a little wind-like ripple of the

grass tops.

"Bring forward the table

quick, and the villager. He is

to tell them that the white man
of the English Government has

something to say. Stop the

drum. Now !

"

The woman stopped drum-

ming, and the villager shouted
the message. Thrice he^cried it

before there was any response ;

then a face peeped from the

jungle, and a man came to the

top of the path. He held up
his hand, and the villager
bowed low.

"The chief of the town," he
said.

The man was stark naked, and
his body shone with grease and
red clay. His wool was twisted

into little plaits, and dangled
over his face. He marched
towards them without fear;
but when he saw the table

with its cloth-covered heap, he
stood still in terror.

"Stop there! Tell him,"
Carson called out, "he need
not fear. No one shall hurt
him while we talk palaver ! It

is not much ! Here, then, is

the table and its burden. Here
is the one living woman with
the drum. Here is the vil-

lager. The chief wants to kill

us." The chief, when the ser-

geant had interpreted, nodded
and spoke a few words. " He
wishes to kill every white man
who comes. He says that it

is the only way to save his

people."

"Say we have done him no
harm. We only want to reach
the river, and we are going in

peace."
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He sat down by the path,
while the sergeant talked earn-

estly to the chief, who only
shook his head.

"And he'll kill us?" Carson
said.

" He will, sir, directly we go
into the grass. That is the

way his people fight."

"Well, he seems pretty free

with his tongue, anyway," said

Carson. "Has he got many
men in that infernal hay-
stack?"

" He says, sir, it is crawling
like an ant-heap."

"It must take much water
to keep so many alive besides

the women and children. Is

the country one of rivers and

pools ! It does not look so."

"He says, sir, the water
where we are is all there is,

but soon the rains will come
and there will be plenty. But
till the rains come that is

all."

"Very good. Tell him if he
doesn't let us pass I'll throw
Barbadu into the water-holes."

A howl came from the

jungle, but the chief spoke a

few words over his shoulder
and the voices were quiet.
"He says, sir, if you do

that you will also die of

thirst."

"Tell him I'll die if I get
full of poisoned arrows. That's
no better than dying of thirst.

Refuse to let us pass, and in

goes Barbadu. I'll fire your
grass, and we'll all die to-

gether. I don't care!"
He meant what he said, for

the heat, the fatigue, and ex-

citement had made him dizzy,
and he was quite capable of

carrying out his programme.
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Fortunately his cool - headed

sergeant was with him.

"They must let us pass, sir,"

he said. " We will wait."

They could hear snatches of

the dispute, and at the end of

an hour the chief reappeared
and walked down to them.
"We can pass, sir," the ser-

geant said. "He will take us

through^himself. He says there

is nothing to fear."

Carson looked at the open-

ing into the grass, which
showed up like the mouth of

a rabbit's run into tall fern.

The little chief stood by the

tunnel and beckoned.
"If we go in there," said

Carson,
" we are utterly help-

"
Yes, sir," said the sergeant.

"And if we stay here they
will attack us at night."
"That is so, sir; and there

is no other water."
The Hausas stared expect-

ant as he stood silent for a
few minutes, then he gave the
word to march. The woman
led the way, drumming faintly
as they plunged into twilight
hot and murky, for the thick

grass -stalks met in a matted
roof over their heads. For
more than half a mile the

path twisted and turned, and

every step of that half-

mile was lined on both sides

with crouching, silent figures,
each with bow bent and

poisoned arrow pointed and

touching them as they passed
through. The Hausas marched

along, their heads bent and

eyes fixed on the ground, but

Carson, walking behind the

table, was half-mesmerised by
the gleaming teeth and white

eyeballs. Only by keeping his

eyes fixed on the feet of the

man in front could he retain

any self-control, and resist the

overwhelming desire to shout

and sing at the top of his

voice. Gradually the gloom
grew lighter and greyer, then
became daylight, and then

they passed out from the

shadows into the scorching

sunlight.
Once again had Carson's

luck stood by him. He was
free now to think of his ach-

ing feet and the cool river.

"Here is your path," the

chief said to the sergeant.

"My men will not follow."
" I should like to shake

hands with you," said Car-

son, hardly able to force the

words through his dry throat.
" You are a man of your
word."
The sergeant translated, but

the chief shook his head and
walked away. "He said, sir,"

said the sergeant,
" he will not

touch the hand of any one
who would poison water which
God has given to all men. He
gave his word, and we are free

to go."
"Oh," said Carson, feeling

rather small,
" and what about

letting us into a smallpox vil-

lage and ambushing us ?
"

The sergeant shrugged his

shoulders. "It is a custom,
sir," he said ;

"
anything to

them is fair except to touch
the wells. They did not think
we should do that, so we got

by."
Carson looked back at the

death-trap through which he
had passed.

"Call him back," said Car-
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son, "I want him. Tell him
I have something to show
him."
The chief returned at the

sergeant's summons, and the

three ran after the others,

who were a quarter of a mile

away.
"Put that table down," Car-

son called.
" Now tell him not

to fear, and come with me."
He and the chief, who

showed much uneasiness,
walked up to it.

"Look here," said Carson,
and he pulled the cloth away
with a jerk and laughed.
" What is under it ?

" he asked.
"
Nothing but a heap of grass.

Barbadu is not here."

The chief stared. " It was a

trick," he said at last.

"Yes. You will find Bar-
badu and his dead wives
buried under one of the

houses. I put them all in

there and pulled the roof

down on them. The woman
with the drum can go back
if you will, but the villager
must come on with me ; I must
have some one to swear the

facts as to Barbadu's death.

Listen to what I say! You
will burn the whole place with

fire, and then you can build

it again safely. The fire will

destroy the sickness."

The little man looked mood-

ily at him, then a smile lit up
his ugly face. He spoke to

the sergeant.
" He would like

to touch your hand now, sir.

He says you are a brave man."
" But he refused just now !

"

Carson said.
" He says, sir, he sees now it

was all a trick, and that you
never meant to throw any-
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thing into the water. He
is sorry, and would like to

touch your hand."

"Yet," said Carson, feeling
somehow rather ashamed of

himself,
" he would have killed

me."

"Yes, sir; he says he will

kill all white men who come
here because of his people."

"If he thought I was so

wicked," said Carson, who was

always trying to get a glimpse
into the native mind, "I wonder
he wasn't afraid to come back
when I called him."
"He was afraid, but he

will not show that before his

people."
"
Well, he's a plucky fellow,

and has stood to what he

promised. Let us part in

peace. Now the sun is high,
and I must go ;

but before we
part we must, in white man's

fashion, drink together. I

have nothing, but there is the

water. We will drink a cala-

bashful."

The little man laughed. "I
will send for some," he said;
and in the wilderness the

reckless white man and the

primitive man of his word

pledged one another in the

water that was made for all

men. "And now good-bye,"
Carson said ;

" who knows, per-

haps some day we shall meet

again. Tell him, when this

day comes round, I will drink

his health. I don't know how

you'll translate that, though."
The little chief seemed to

understand, for he smiled and
nodded. He slipped into the

grass and disappeared, nor was
it till half an hour afterwards,
when he had pitched the table
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and cloth away, that Carson, on

thinking matters over, remem-
bered it was Christmas Day.
By mid-afternoon of the fol-

lowing day they were nearing
the end of their journey. Car-

son, indeed, thought that he
could distinguish through his

glasses the dark line of bushes

fringing the river-banks.

Restoring them to their case,

he was about to communicate
the good news to the sergeant
when he saw that the men had

stopped and were staring hard
at the horizon.

At the same moment a little

far-away sound trembled across

the baking sand and touched
his ears. He could not be

certain whether he had heard

any actual sound or not, but
his doubts were resolved by
the sergeant.

" The men have heard some-

thing. / have heard some-

thing," he said. "It came
from the river. It is a cry
of a man in trouble ! Listen,
sir !

"

Carson strained his ears.

Again came the vibration and
the ghost of a sound.

"There! sir," said the ser-

geant, who saw his officer's

face change. "We have all

heard it. There is no doubt."
" There may be need for us,"

Carson answered, "yet what
need can there be ? I saw the

bushes through the glass just
now. We must hurry. Tell

the men they will soon see

the camp."
As the sun's edge touched

the sand they forced their way
to the river's side. The men,
scorched and dried, threw them-
selves in, their parched and
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cracked skins sucking up the

muddy water, and wallowing
neck -

deep. The light was

strong enough to see every-

thing on the opposite bank,
but where they had expected
welcome they found silence.

The camp seemed deserted.

"Fire a couple of shots,

sergeant," said Carson.

They echoed across the

stream, scaring up the water-
fowl. At first there was no
answer ; then a figure that had
been concealed among the grass
rose up, and, crawling down
the bank, waved its hand, and
then sat quiet.
"One of the men, sir," said

the sergeant quietly; "some-

thing is wrong."
"There is, and I'm going to

see what it is I Stay here."

Carson threw his tunic on
the ground. "Take care of

that, I'm going to swim it.

Oh ho ! how cool the water
is!"

He kicked through the

black reeds and rushes, and
was throwing himself forward
when the sergeant called to

him to return.

"The canoe is this side," he
said. "The men have found
it."

"Then you must come with
me. Let three men hold on
to the side and cross with us.

Put the rifles in too. Be care-

ful now."

They crossed, with barely
an inch of gunwale showing,
and landed, while the canoe
returned.

The man on the bank rose

and saluted, then staggered
forward to meet them.

"It is the Corporal Grunshie,"
U
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said the sergeant. "Speak!
What is it? Where are the

men?"
"They are dead, all but

myself and one more, Brima

Moshie, who lies up yonder."
" Go on," said Carson.
"
Yesterday morning the

people rose at daybreak: they
killed the sentries and rushed
the camp."

" And Captain Tarlton ?
"

" He was shot dead with an
arrow as he came out from his

house. They burned the camp
and passed on. I myself am
hit in three places."
The gaunt figure threw out

its arms and fell into the

water.

"My God!" Carson said.
" And he stayed and I went !

"

Carson sat gorgeously ap-

parelled in a crowded restaur-

ant with a congenial party
of West African officers and
officials home on leave. The
snow fell heavily, deadening
the noise of the traffic, and
for a few minutes keeping its

whiteness before it turned into

oily black mud.
" It grows late," said the

host, looking at his watch ;

" time to go, but one last toast !
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c Absent friends !

'

By Jove !

Christmas Day last year I was
close to Lake Tchad ! Where
were you, Jack ?

"

The great hall, with its

flowers and lights and women's

faces, grew dim and disap-

peared. The subdued rumble
outside turned to the rustle of

tall grass, and Carson was back
on a disremembered desert,

holding a smiling little black

man by the hand. The vision

that lasted but the fraction of

a second, yet was so minutely
real, vanished, and pulling him-
self together he poured out a

glass of water.

"Good heavens, man! what
are you about?" said his host in

genuine consternation. "You
look sober enough, too ! You
can't drink this in anything but

champagne. Why, the fellows

out there are drinking our

healths now, but they don't

get Pol Roger '98 on the Coast,

my boy !

"

" I daresay," said Carson,

lifting the glass ;

" but I shall

drink it in water all the same.

Water that was made for all

men," he added, with a queer

grin.
" I'm quite sober. Here's

'Absent friends!'"

W. H. ADAMS.
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I WILL NOW CALL ON THE CANDIDATE

THERE can be no shadow of

a doubt that by the time a

man gets into the House of

Commons he richly deserves

a reward for his labours.

Whether a successful candidate
is ever satisfied that the candle

really was worth the game
appears doubtful, and probably
in a good many cases the

"failed M.P.," not the grad-
uate, obtains the greater re-

ward. "O fortunati nimium,
sua si bona norint," is a groan
that is often uttered by the

Whip-ridden Member when he
thinks of the fortunate men
who are away yachting or

golfing or grouse-shooting, all

because they did not get in;
while he, poor slave, stifles in

heat-oppressed London during
the aching dog-days.
Yet if one has worked vigor-

ously at a thing for two years
or more, expended much men-
tal and physical energy upon
the task, to say nothing of

many good sovereigns, it is

hard to see one's toil go for

naught, bitter hard to be beaten

by just those few votes which
make so much difference. A
man may be indifferent, or

persuade himself that he is in-

different, to the result when
first he is selected as prospect-
ive candidate. (By the way,
the touching faith of many
candidates that the word "pros-

pective" will save them from
the consequences of all offences

against the Bribery Acts is

quite unjustified.) But the

months go by ; his keen agent

hurries him here, there, and

everywhere in all his leisure

moments, making him known
to his supporters ;

he speaks at

many meetings, and begins to

take an interest in politics, and
if he is zealous, to know some-

thing about them. Then come
the weeks the frantic, excit-

ing, nerve-shattering weeks
of the election campaign itself,

when his wife, his family, his

supporters all go half crazy
with enthusiasm : the veriest

dullard must come to care

about the result in the end,
and to feel a deep disappoint-
ment if he is beaten.

It is hard to say why men
still fight for the honours,
such as they are, conferred by
a seat in the House of Com-
mons. There is precious little

social distinction about the

House nowadays, and only the

very few can hope to succeed

there. It would be absurd to

pretend that most candidates
think themselves to be a Solon
or a Demosthenes, or imagine
that at Westminster only will

their talents find free scope.
I suppose no two men ever

wanted to get into Parliament
for the same reasons.

In my own case, imprimis, I

had nothing else in particular
to do at the time. Perhaps I

exemplified the old adage about
the devil, mischief, and idle

hands. In the second place, it

had been dinned into my ears

from childhood that it was an

English gentleman's duty and

privilege at some time in his
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career to give laws to his

fellow - countrymen. I had
reached a birthday when Youth
first begins to remind one that

he cannot stay for ever. I felt

a desire de me ranger un

peuy
like the Frenchman in

'The Newcomes.' There was
no question of social position;
for that, in our part of the

world, one must join the other

party. It was quite obvious
from the first that we were
more likely to lose friends than
make them by opposing the

sitting member, a worthy man
and a popular, who had held

the seat for ten years. But I

had an ancestor the deuce of

a fellow whose name you can
find in all the history books,
who once adorned the party I

thought of joining.

"
Every little boy and girl

That's born into this world alive

Is either a little Liberal

Or else a little Conservative,"

sings Mr Gilbert, and I was
no exception to the rule.

Politics, like soldiering and
other professions, run in fam-

ilies, and my ancestor had
settled decisively the party to

which my adherence should be

given.
Convictions? I had never

been sufficiently interested to

make any attempt to discover

what they were. Both sides

always seemed to have plenty
to say, and as an undergradu-
ate I had carefully avoided
the Union, cradle of politicians.
I had one or two prejudices,

however, fortunately in favour
of some of the lines of action
on which my party worked,
and in lieu of convictions, they

were of considerable assistance

to me now.
On the whole, it appeared

that it did not matter very
much either to myself or to

any one else if I got in or

stayed out. But that frame
of mind did not last for long.

I was duly selected at a

carefully packed meeting held

at the little town of A. Here
I may say that the constitu-

ency consisted consists, I

ought to say, for the doom it

deserves has not as yet over-

taken it of four little towns
and about ninety villages.
The towns were each convinced
that it was the only one which

mattered, politically or other-

wise. One of them call it B.

had once been a rotten

borough returning a member
of its own, disfranchised almost
as long ago as the time of my
ancestor for gross corruption.
Its last election as an inde-

pendent constituency had been
lost and won by the simple

expedient f obtaining some

paupers on loan from the poor-
house authorities and sending
them, tricked out in party
colours, to impersonate sundry
untraced electors. Eatanswill
was a fool compared to this

little market town sleeping so

cosily behind the Downs.
None the less its electors

rejoiced in its historic past,
and there was a mutiny in

the party, quelled with diffi-

culty, when I insisted that

the agent should reside at A.,
which was not only a bigger
town, with one or two import-
ant works in it, but was situ-

ated geographically in the

middle of the division.
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Before my selection as pros-

pective candidate I made the

meeting a speech, my first

effort in the art of oratory.

They did not appear to be

particularly elated, and I was
told afterwards in confidence

that it was not abusive enough,

something stronger must be

forthcoming in future.

However, there I was, pledged
to uphold the cause in West
Dumpshire. It was not long
before I began to discover

that the free and independent
elector looked upon the cause
and his proper person as syn-

onymous terms. Bequests for

money payments came not as

single spies but in battalions.

Friendly societies, farmers'

clubs, slate clubs, cricket clubs,
football clubs, quoit clubs, sal-

vation armies, church armies,
volunteer corps, choirs, bands,

almshouses, squires and parsons,

Stigginses and Chadbands, rev-

erent gentlemen of every de-

nomination under the sun (some
of whom abused me publicly
from the pulpit a little later

on), marked me down as their

own peculiar prey. During my
first year as a candidate I find

that I expended about 750
in donations and subscriptions,
over and above my customary
vails and charities, and in the
second year a little more,
between 1500 and 1600 on
what may be called "ground
bait." I had always flattered

myself that this had been quite

handsome, till a few months

ago. Seated one day in a dark
corner of the Club, I heard my
name mentioned. I did what
most people would do under
the circumstances nothing.

The West Dumpshire election

was the subject under discus-

sion, and I was filled with a

not unrighteous indignation
when one man said to the

other, "X. (c'est moi) would
have got in all right if he

hadn't been so horribly

stingy !

" The actual election

expenses were another 1600 ;

so I had spent well over 3000
for the wellbeing of the divi-

sion, only to hear myself dubbed

stingy at the end of it all ! Not
that I ought to grumble. The

money was only given in the

hope of getting a quid pro quo,
not from any worthy motive.

Nor was my friend's remark
in the Club without intelli-

gence. I know one Member
who pays away about 4000

annually to his constituents

in this kind of way, and un-

doubtedly many men look to

this legalised corruption as the

sheet-anchor of their seat.

The Bribery Acts are useless
;

the money is spent precisely
for the same purposes as in

the bad old days, the only gain
being that some of the mendi-
cant bodies are really of use

in the community. But the

system is rather a farce in a

nation which prides itself on
its political purity.

I now held meetings in the
four towns in sequence. I

was only saved from serious

disaster at D. by the luck of

the politician. D. is some
fifteen miles away, and we had

accomplished the greater part
of the hilly cross-country jour-

ney. The car was running
well, the head lamps shone

brightly, and I was driving to

keep my thoughts from brood-
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ing on the ordeal before me. I

am always supremely wretched
for about three hours before a

meeting. Suddenly a large
white dog bounded into the

glare of the lamps. I pulled

up, thinking we had gone over
the poor beast, and asked the

occupants of the tonneau if

they could see it anywhere.
No, it was not on the road (it

was not a very dark evening),
so I concluded that it had just

got across our bows in time,
and urged on. We had gone
a few hundred yards when my
wife, sitting by me, said she
could hear the dog squeaking,
and that it must be "in the

machinery." As the car was

completely covered in under-
neath by a metal shield, I failed

to see how such a catastrophe
could have occurred, and was
loath to waste time. But

every one said they could hear

something squeaking, so I

stopped and asked one of my
passengers to look under the
car. He went round to the

radiator, fumbled with some-

thing for a moment, and then
held up the body of a large
white she bull- terrier, brand-

ishing it in the air like a
huntsman with a fox. The

starting-handle had run under
the poor creature's collar, and
she had been dragged along.
If only she had squeaked the
first time we stopped, her life

might have been saved, but
she made no sound till it was
too late. It was the merest
fluke that we did not pull up
before the town-hall of D., in

the midst of the crowd gath-
ered there to see us arrive,
with a large dead white dog

hanging from the starting-
handle !

What a difference motor-
cars have made to parliament-
ary candidates. This division

is twenty-five miles long by
twenty broad, and although
two lines of railway run

through it there is no lateral

communication. My predeces-
sor in the proud position of

hope of the party (a neigh-
bour, and my right hand in all

things), who had fought unsuc-

cessfully at two previous elec-

tions, used to ride everywhere,
and very frequently after an

outlying meeting could not get
home again till the following

day. One cold dark night,

trotting along an unknown
lane, he suddenly found himself

wallowing in a horse-pond.
The road had turned a corner

but he had not.

But wherever the meeting, I

could always get home the same

evening, though occasionally not
until the small hours. I nearly

always drove myself: years

ago I suffered many things
from a dirty mechanic, and
since then have run my modest

garage with an old coachman's

help. Very delightful it was,
after a hot and stuffy meeting
in a small and crowded school-

house or assembly-room, to

course swiftly through the

night, homeward-bound, one's

nerves eased of strain, over the

quiet country roads.

Certainly there was a reverse

side to the shield : I remember
one night during the election

fortnight that was not all

happiness. The last meeting

(I spoke at three that evening)
was at a little village twenty
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miles from home : when it was
over I discovered to my disgust
that the wind and rain, which
for some hours had been con-

siderable, were combined in a
full gale. The local parson,
who kindly gave us supper,
offered to put us up for the

night, but we declined. With
me were a certain doctor a

friend of mine, who gave me
his yeoman service during the

campaign and a Noncon-
formist minister ; at least he
had once been a "

methody
"

parson of sorts, though what
he was now I could not quite
make out. Anyhow, head-

quarters had sent him down,
and we had to make the best

of him. The three of us had
worked the three meetings that

night.
We started off in the pitchy

night, my companions in the

tonneau under the Cape-cart
hood. I drove. The rain came
down tropically, and soon
found its way inside the

bonnet, intermittently short-

circuiting first one cylinder
and then another. On the top
of the Downs we stuck alto-

gether. The doctor and the
minister seemed to be engaged
in altercation, and were strik-

ing matches vigorously ;
but I

was too busy trying to get
the car to move to pay them
much attention. After a

quarter of an hour or so I

managed to persuade the en-

gine to fire in about one and
a half cylinders out of the

four, and we crawled on at

perhaps three miles an hour

against the furious gale. Late
and at length we arrived at

the lodge gates ;
but half-way

up the avenue she broke down

altogether and refused to move.
I think the commutator was

swimming : it was rain that

would get into anything and

everything. My passengers
wanted to walk the rest of

the way, but I knew that we
were just on the top of the

rise, so I made them do corvee

on that mud-stained car till

she would free-wheel down the

hill to the house. It was two
o'clock before we got in.

Next ;morning the doctor

took me aside seriously.
" I

nearly killed that man last

night," he said. "He began
to weep, and I had to light
matches for him to say his

beastly prayers by. He said

he was a wicked old man, and
wanted to tell me all the

experiences of his disgusting
existence."

Presently the minister said

he wanted a word with me.
" I cannot give you my further

assistance unless Doctor Q.
works separately from me,"
he said. "His language last

night was too terrible, and
when I asked him once or

twice to light a match so that

we could see the time, he swore
he would pitch me out into the

mud if I bothered him. It was
not at all nice of him."

I tried to pacify them both,
and finally arranged that one

should not go into the billiard-

room, and that the other

should keep out of the smok-

ing-room : thus they could

avoid all personal intercourse,
and preserve the peace.

Among the most trying
ordeals that I had to face were
the friendly society luncheons
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in the summer time. They
always seemed to be favoured

with fine weather, and I have
sat and stewed in many a tent

from twelve to four o'clock or

thereabouts, listening to long
harangues which meant noth-

ing, not even to the speaker,
and to brass bands of surpass-

ing brazenness. Sometimes
the Member would be there

too; more often, however, the
chairman read a long tele-

gram, purporting to come from

Westminster, to the effect that

an important division and the

extra special entreaties of the

Whips forced him to cancel his

engagement. It was a relief

to both of us, I think, when
we met on such occasions :

Farmer George's conversation
and that of Hodge, his man,
wears rather thin after two or

three hours, and the represent-
ative of the society from Lon-
don who came down to hear
the affairs of the local court

discussed was generally a blat-

ant and impossible person.
The cricket (and football

club smokers were much less

irksome, as one found oneself

amongst younger and more

intelligent people. Country
cricket has a great humanis-

ing and educational value, and
the departure of a sovereign
destined for the coffers of a

cricket club caused me less

of a pang than most of such

outgoings.
I held about eighty meetings

in my first year, and rather

more in the second : during
the three weeks immediately
before the election I spoke at

sixty - one gatherings of all

sorts, from the impromptu

assembly in the yard of the

paper-mills during the dinner-
hour to the crowded and ex-

cited throng of six or seven
hundred people in the town-
hall at A. The car made it

possible for me to get to two
or three meetings every even-

ing, in addition to those held

in daylight.
What a shocking waste of

time, I hear some one say.

Well, I am not so sure. It

was a great experience of men
and manners, and did the

candidate good even if his

listeners went away little the

better. I once read in a speech
of a famous statesman that he
considered a hard-fought elec-

tion to be almost the severest

ordeal that a man could go
through, and I entirely agree
with him. It is a nerve-

wracking strain: the constant

speaking and hurrying about,
the idiots who will pester one
with the stupidest advice, the
unfair tactics of the other side,

the impossibility of being in

two places at the same time,

everything combines gradu-
ally to wear down nerves and

temper almost to breaking-

point. Never, I suppose, did a

candidate do ought but resolve

to keep all personalities out of

the fight; never did he reach

polling
- day without having

unloosed his burdened soul of

complaints and invective dir-

ected against the ill-deeds of

his opponent. I solemnly de-

clare that mine began it !

Doubtless he is equally certain

that I did. We were good
friends before those three

weeks, we are good friends

now ;
but for some time before
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polling -day our hatred was
almost mortal !

There isapopular superstition
that you owe a debt of grati-
tude to your supporters for

having fought in your cause,
but it is in truth a delusion

of the grossest kind. The
mote of trouble that the most

energetic of them take is noth-

ing compared to your beam of

labour, and all that the major-
ity do is to sit down and wait
for a ride in a motor-car, and
then abuse you afterwards for

only having sent a pony-cart.
The gratitude should be all

the other way. When a man
champions the principles that

every member of his party is

supposed to have so deeply at

heart, by giving up his time,
his money, his health maybe,
in their defence, the rank and
file ought to be filled with
thankfulness and reverence.

Instead of that they have the

impertinence to consider that

they put him under an obli-

gation by voting for him.
Yet there is a shade of reason

in the popular attitude. A
candidate is more intent on

serving his own ends, as a

rule, than on spreading his

party's gospel, and ought not
to grumble when the fact is

recognised and people refuse

to take him for a disinterested

Sir Galahad. Yet do I affirm

that the rank and file of a

party, in most constituencies,
are under a far deeper obliga-
tion to their candidate than he
to them.
The meetings during the two

years of spade-work were not

generally very vivacious. Oc-

casionally one had an interrup-

tion ; and once there was an

attempt to upset a van from
which I was speaking in the

open air one summer evening,
an attempt frustrated by my

taking a flying leap from the

van on to the heads of the

miscreants who were tugging
at the wheels. I am rather

heavy (I used to row once), and
the enterprise was literally

squashed before any harm
was done. But such an occur-

rence was very rare. One

generally spoke to rows of

honest, stolid-looking country
faces, whose possessors kept
a stony silence, until in des-

peration one had to trot out

some elderly chestnut, prefer-

ably broad rather than long,
to stir their laughter. In the

four towns things were a little

more lively. A dreadful ex-

perience was a meeting at C.

I had managed to persuade an
ex -Cabinet Minister of my
acquaintance, who lived some
ten miles away in the next

county, to motor over and
take the chair for me. I did

not know him very well, or

should have been more careful.

Punctually at eight o'clock

the right honourable gentle-
man rose, and taking a vast

bundle of notes from his bosom

began a ponderous oration in

the usual very superior, dull as

ditch-water, House of Commons
manner. I had expected that

he might take up a few minutes
more than the time allotted

to the ordinary chairman, but
was not prepared for what fol-

lowed. At nine o'clock he was
still speaking ;

so were the

audience. Cat-calls, whistles,

booing, rude remarks were
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inhurled at his head, but

majestic deafness he continued

what he evidently imagined to

be a most impressive speech.
A speaker (he never spoke)
from headquarters, who wished
to catch a 9.30 train, got up
and said in a loud and

aggrieved voice that he was

going. At last we could stand
it no longer, and clutching his

coat-tails dragged the old gen-
tleman down into his seat.

The audience, by now quite
out of hand, broke into roars

of laughter, and no one else

could get a hearing. I avoided

ex-Cabinet Ministers as chair-

men after that.

The van meetings were not
so irksome as the indoor ones.

I suppose most people are

familiar with the political vans
which both parties send forth

in the summer into rural Eng-
land. They are the travelling
home of a speaker, and a man
who looks after the horse and
does the cooking. The first

van sent down to us had been
on the road for a quarter of a

century, and during the greater

part of that time had been
tenanted by the same speaker,
who had eventually died in it.

Our man knew how to hold
a clodhopping audience better

than any one I have ever heard.

He had a ceaseless flow of

stories and an Irishman's wit.

During the fortnight I was
with him (motoring over every

evening as the van moved

slowly from village to village)
I do not think I heard him

repeat himself once, and he
never attacked a subject twice
in the same way. I asked him
how he managed to find so

many different things to say
about any given topic, and he
said that he was obliged to do

so, as otherwise he got terribly

weary of speaking the same
words over and over again,
and that if an audience sees

that the man speaking to them
is ever so little bored himself,
their attention at once wanders.

I found it very trying at

first to have to speak just
under a glaring smelly paraffin

lamp, which lit up one's own
face but left the rest of the

world in darkness. You could

not see the faces of the listeners

or judge what impression you
were making on them. Grunts
and groans occasionally arose

out of the night, and some-
times a yokel, encouraged by
the obscurity in which he

stood, would keep up a run-

ning fire of jibes and com-
ments. I remember one meet-

ing at which a beery voice from
the void kept on calling out

"Vote for Dash!" (my oppon-
ent). "Vote for Dash!" I

stopped my oration and in-

quired politely if the gentle-
man interrupting really had

got a vote. Another voice

called out,
"
No, sir

;
no fear.

Never you mind he. He's only
the mucky boy at the Blue
Lion." Every one laughed, and
the "mucky boy" (whatever
that may be) was heard no
more.

There was no room for stagi-
ness on the narrow platform,
and the van speaker told me
a quaint story of a candidate

who loved histrionic effect.

"He had a long paper full of

notes," he said,
" with here and

there something written in red
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ink. Whilst he was speaking
I stood just behind him, inside

the door in the shadow, and
could read the notes over his

shoulder, as he was a small

man. Gradually it dawned on
me that the words in red were

stage directions ! Casting my
eye down the sheet, I made out
this sentence, 'Here stagger
back, and let voice break.' As
he drew near the topic which
was to produce so much emo-

tion, I braced myself for the

shock, but when he stepped
back staggering I caught my
heel in something, and clutched

at him to save myself. The
result was that we both fell

backwards on to the floor of

the van, with all the cups and
saucers in the place crashing
round our heads."

Two summers did I spend a

fortnight with the van, and I

am very certain that there is

no better way of getting into

touch with a class of elector

who never comes near an ordin-

ary meeting inside a building.

My only advice on the subject
is, Never let the van stand too
near the village pub., or your
audience may get noisy towards
the end of the meeting.
One of the most pleasant

features of the whole thing for

the young candidate is the

great interest taken in him,
and kindness shown to him,

by the leaders of the party.
There were frequent dinners

in London of the pleasantest

description, when grave and
reverend seniors, statesmen of

long established fame, would

lay themselves out to entertain

and make happy the last joined
recruit of the party. Verily

the bonds of party are strong,

especially when cemented with

oysters and champagne.
At last the late Government

resigned office, and one realised

that a stressful time was com-

ing. My predecessor had been
beaten by about twelve hundred
votes in 1895, and by nearly six

hundred in 1900. Could I

conceivably wipe off that six

hundred? I determined not

to bother too much about that,
but just to work away and
trust to luck and my agent to

pull me through. The organ-
isation was as perfect as it

could be in such a wide and
scattered constituency, that

is to say, each village had its

little band of adherents who
prepared the canvass - cards

and from time to time met
in conference. The rigid dis-

cipline which characterises

party organisation in some

boroughs is neither possible
nor desirable in an agricultural
district.

The day of nomination came;
I met my opponent and had
a chat with him, each of us

closely watched by jealous

supporters. It does not do to

be too friendly with your foe ;

such an attitude is apt to be
misunderstood by the more
fervid of your admirers, who
take everything au grand
sdrieux, and may lose precious
votes.

Our house filled up with

helpers, professional and ama-

teur, and the serious work

began. The first move every
morning was to the committee
rooms in B., where the day's

campaign was arranged, or

such of it as had not been
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planned days before, for a

meeting always needs a good
deal of "working up" if it is

to be a success.

Then every one scattered to

the ends of the division by
train or car or carriage, on

canvassing intent. My agent
always had a list of "doubt-
fuls" he particularly wanted
me to see, and convert if pos-
sible. I began to know every
lane and cart - track in the

whole country by heart, and
also to guess from the look of

a man whether he was worth

spending any time upon.

Everywhere I found perfect

courtesy and politeness. I

think folk look upon a visit

from either candidate as rather
a feather in their caps, for

they dimly realise that his

time is very precious. Occa-

sionally I met somebody who
tried to convert me, and who
would hardly let me . go, so

intent would he be upon pro-

pounding his own theories.

One found much knowledge
in unlikely places, and lament-
able ignorance where one ex-

pected enlightenment. Quite
the worst informed man I have
ever met was a retired colonel

who had spent a good deal of

time in India and Canada ; but
a dear good lady, who firmly
believed that the king was

secretly a kind of honorary
treasurer to her party, and
that all parsons had their sal-

aries paid out of the rates, ran
him very close.

Then in the evening came
the meetings, and an audience
at election time is as different

from one in the piping times of

peace as a foil is from a rapier.
There is a buzz of subdued ex-

citement, or sometimes a roar

of cheering, as the candidate

walks up the village school-

room or appears on the plat-

form; the speaker who has

been holding the fort sits down

immediately ; you have no time
to allow your nerves, wretched

things, to bother you, but

plunge at once into your argu-
ment, and pummel your oppon-
ent's latest reported inanities

with the hammer and the

tongs. Then when you have
finished comes the heckling,
which is not at all terrible if

you know your subjects; and
who could help doing so after

over two years of talking about
them?
A heckler was generally

very easy to dispose of: the

minute he attacked you the

audience gave you their sym-
pathy, and were immensely
pleased if you "scored off"

him. No great effort of wit

was necessary, just a ready
reply with a smiling face.

I remember one night a

young man pushed his way
up on to the platform during

question time with a loaf of

bread in his hands, and asked

if it was a Tariff Reform loaf

or a Free Trade loaf. I do
not know now what he meant,
but had no intention of falling
into a trap, so broke the small

top half from the large bottom

half, and holding one aloft in

each hand proclaimed that the

big half was the one my party
fancied, and the small half was
all the other side would give.
The audience were vastly
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pleased ; but the village doctor
came up to me just as I was

going and sarcastically con-

gratulated me on what he said

was a prepared stage effect !

Another evening an ancient
man rose in his place at the
back of the hall and read out
a long rigmarole, asking me at

the end of it what I should say
if I was told that the great
German philosopher, Herr Pop-
penhauser, had written that ?

"What should I say?" I

remember replying.
" I should

say that Herr Poppenhauser
was a blithering idiot." It

was not a clever retort, but

every one roared, and would
not listen to the ancient man's

perfectly legitimate protest at

my rudeness.

A great trouvaille at this

time was an old wood-sawyer
with a natural gift of the gab.
He had a taking, earnest man-
ner, and was invaluable at a

hostile meeting. They would
listen to this rough old man in

his workaday dress when the

professional speakers had no
chance. He was not unready
with a sufficient retort at times.

"Who told you that?" some
one called out to him.

" Never mind who told me
that I'm a-telling you thaat"
came out pat, to every one's

joy. One night a village wag
asked him if his wife knew
he was out ?

" No
; she's in

heaven, a place you'll never
know much about," was the

quiet but perfectly effectual

answer.
I remember one evening, after

a more than usually severe day,

finishing up at our own vil-

lage. A speaker from town,
who knew me not from Adam,
was in possession ;

and as there

was no need for me to say
much to that audience, I sig-
nalled to him to go on. He
was an orator of the Boanerges
Blitzen type, and was de-

claiming against what he was

pleased to call the pleasures
of the idle rich. Pheasant-

shooting came in for a par-
ticular share of abuse. I heard
a loud chuckle from the front

row of seats under the plat-

form, and looking down, saw

my head -keeper stuffing his

handkerchief into his mouth in

a vain endeavour to repress
his mirth. Then the humour
of the situation struck every
one but the speaker, and we
all roared together. The poor
man thought we were all mad,
I think, made a lame attempt
to go on, and then impotently
sat him down.
At last the polling-day ar-

rived. Our hopes ran very
high. The canvass returns

showed that it would be an

exceedingly close - run thing,
but we thought there was just
sufficient margin. The ballot-

boxes were duly collected, and
the following morning we drove
into B. for the count with great

pomp and ceremony. An en-

thusiastic band of supporters

(B. was solid for us) took out

the horses and pulled us to the

schools in which the count was
to take place, scratching most
of the paint off our newly
varnished landau.

Dash was there before me,

looking very worn and fagged
out, I thought. Our greeting
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was a little distant. I was
rather sore at some of the

names he had called me.

However, every one said I

had given as good as I got,
so doubtless he nursed injured

feelings too. It is all "
away

in die Ewigkeit
"

now, any-
how.

Those of our supporters who
were privileged to be present
filed in, and the count began.
It is a dreadful thing for an
interested spectator to watch,
and never again, were I to

stand for Parliament a hun-
dred times, would I go to see

my fate slowly declaring itself

in this long-drawn-out misery.

Slowly the piles of papers,
done up in neat little bundles
of fifty and laid out in two

parallel lines, covered up the

long table, first my side lead-

ing, then the enemy's. The
blank and doubtful papers
were brought up for the re-

turning officer's inspection, and

rejected or put by for future

consideration if necessary.
There were some forty or

fifty spoilt papers in all : one
would hardly imagine any per-
son could be so stupid as to

make a mistake in putting a

simple cross against one name
or the other, but some people
had managed to do so. Crosses

were put against both names,
or the paper was signed, or the

cross was put exactly in the

middle, or a circle was drawn
instead of a cross. There were

many and various mistakes,

some, no doubt, made pur-

posely. In rural England
there are still folk who in

their heart of hearts do not

believe in the secrecy of the

ballot, and prefer to hedge a

bit, either by voting with fine

impartiality for both candi-

dates or else by leaving the

paper blank.

And now infandum reno-

vare dolorem the tale is

nearly told. The bundles

began to come up from the

counters more slowly, then

stopped altogether. My agent
whispered,

" You're in by about
a hundred and fifty."

I looked at Dash, who had
turned a bright green. Then
from some forgotten corner

appeared four more bundles

and a loose sheaf of papers,
the odd ones over. Surely, oh

surely, half of them would at

least be put down on my side.

The sergeant of police who
bore them, impressed by the

solemnity of the occasion,
moved with great stateliness,
and then . . . put them all down
on the other side. So far from

being in by a hundred and

fifty, I was beaten by ninety
votes in a total poll of close on
ten thousand.

There was something very
like a riot when the result was
made known. Fortunately for

him, Dash had brought a body-
guard of his own supporters
into B., and escorted by them,
he succeeded in getting safely
to his hotel amidst a yelling
and booing crowd. B. was

very hot about it all. I be-

lieve we each of us made an

attempt to speak from our

respective windows, but the

din was too much. We waited
an hour or two until the uproar
had subsided a little, then drove
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home amidst the frantic assur-

ances of our supporters that

they were not down-hearted.

My reflections that evening
were naturally tinged with

melancholy, but now, two

years later, I think it was
not all lost time and money.
Most experiences are good, and
a warmly contested election

shows one certain sides of

human nature, of one's own
and of other people's, of which
at ordinary times one catches

but fleeting glimpses. I told

myself when it was finished

that no power on earth would
induce me to stand again in

any constituency whatsoever;
but I know not. . . . The roar
of the crowded meeting as it

catches and appreciates your
point, the excited throng of

loyal friends who carry you
shoulder-high on to the plat-

form, the crisp sword-play of

question and answer, the con-

spirator-like consultations with

your wily agent, the plottings
to defeat your opponent's latest

move, ... it all had a wonderful
fascination of its own

;
and as

one gradually hardened under
the strain and gave up feel-

ing the original tortures of

nervousness and malaise, there

came in time a better under-

standing, almost an enjoyment,
of the position which had at

first seemed so hateful and
ridiculous.

If the proper study of man-
kind is man, no one can occupy
a better situation for his re-

searches than that of a Parlia-

mentary Candidate.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

PARIS REVISITED A VISIBLE CHANGE JOURNALS AND LITERATURE THE
POLITICAL SITUATION AN OMINOUS LULL THE POLICY OP DIS-

ESTABLISHMENT SECULARISM AND THE CHURCH THE CHANCE OP
A REACTION DOSTOlEVSKl's ' LETTERS

' A RUSSIAN PATRIOT.

A VAST change is coming
over Paris, which it is impos-
sible even for the casual visitor

to ignore. It is not that the

brightness and gaiety have

gone from her streets. It is

not that she has ceased to be,

what Madame called her, the

cabaret of Europe. The old

brilliance is still there, the old

hospitality. But something is

gone. A certain dulness and

uniformity seem to be settling
down upon her mind. Is it

the influence of the entente ?

Can it be possible that the
French are doing their best

to acquire the gravity of the

Anglo - Saxons ? Or shall it

rather be ascribed to the fog,
which every year grows thicker

and thicker on the banks of the

Seine?
Whatever be its cause, the

change is everywhere visible.

To look at the journals, with
the memory of ten years ago
fresh in your mind, is to measure
an immense distance between
now and then. Not that we
would accept a country's press
as a proper index of its char-

acter. Our knowledge of men
and papers is not deep enough
to permit us to find a formula
which shall express one in

terms of the other. Rival cir-

culations must be nicely calcu-

lated, the classes must be differ-

entiated to which this or that

journal makes appeal, before we
can discover the genuine repre-
sentative of the people. But
there were certain character-

istics which once distinguished
the press of France from the

press of England, and these

characteristics are fast disap-

pearing. Briefly summed up,
the broad difference between
French and English, as indi-

cated in their journals, was
that the Englishman wished to

know, the Frenchman wished
to be amused. To the Parisian

facts were as nothing. He oared

nothing for accuracy or the

latest intelligence. He was
content if he were given a

whimsical, ironic view of life

and politics. The journalists
who wrote for him, shaped the

truth to his opinion, deeming
it superfluous to mould his

opinion by the discovery of the

truth. That this method led

to a vast deal of misunder-

standing on either side is

evident. It created among
other things that strange ideal

of a Briton rabbit-mouthed,

big-buttoned, thick-booted, and

bloodthirsty which even now
is not wholly effaced. It filled

the French mind with the

strangest falsehoods concern-

ing Britain's malevolent inter-

ference with the interests of

the world. It elevated our

Government, no matter which
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side was in power, to a sort

of malign Providence. It was
fantastic, amusing, and absurd.

It was born of romance ; it

illustrated the ancient truth

that for the curious the wish is

father to the thought ; and it

ensured with a constant sur-

prise a constant gaiety.
But this indifference to the

facts of the moment produced
a better style, a keener love of

literature, than ever were found
on our side the Channel.
To take a conspicuous ex-

ample : the '

Journal,' edited

by Fernand Xau, was as good
a print of its kind as ever
entertained an appreciative
public. Its news was scanty
and untrustworthy. It dis-

played an ignorance of what
was happening in the world

that, to our prosaic minds,
seemed indefensible. On the
other hand, it had a distinction

of phrase and thought which
has rarely been equalled in

Britain, and only in reviews.

It spent no money in foreign

telegrams. It recked not what
was happening in the Balkans.
The space which might have
been devoted to the ponderous,
machine-made leading article

was given to poems or short

stories. As many distinguished
writers made their first appear-
ance in the ' Journal '

as in the

theatre of the Chat Noir.

Never was a worthier ideal

more worthily sustained. A
file of the 'Journal,' twelve

years old, would be as good
to read now as its numbers
were when they came hot from
the press. And to-day a com-

plete revolution has taken place
in the conduct of the paper.
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It is a busy, hustling collector

of news. It has eyes and ears

in every quarter of the globe.
It packs its columns with facts

which are stale by breakfast-

time, and with rude cuts, which

approximately represent a man
or an event, which will be

forgotten to-morrow. In other

words, the * Journal
' has at-

tained to our own ideal of

practical information. It has

laid aside its own character

and assumed that uniformity
of shape which belongs not to

France but to the whole world.

Once it was an artist, alone

and aloof; now it is the fam-
iliar maid-of-all-work, who may
be matched anywhere you will,

in England or America.
And side by side with the

entertainment of conte or poem
there throve in the Paris of

ten years since so long ago,
it seems before the flood the

frank and undisguised pam-
phlet. The unscrupulous viru-

lence of MM. Rochefort and
Drumont flourished unchecked
even by the duel. These men
were artists in scurrility and

nothing else. They had prac-
tised the trick of abuse so

long and with so energetic
a persistency, that they
carried nothing else in their

wallet. Of constructive policy

they were supremely innocent.

They did not wish to do, but to

undo. They hated Jews and
Freemasons. Therefore they
equipped with nose and apron
every one of whom they dis-

approved. They said nothing
fresh, because they could pack
into one column all their views
on every conceivable question.

They vaunted their patriotism
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in the very moment of insult-

ing the fatherland. They had

nothing to offer their sub-

scribers save new insults, fresh

specimens of invective. They
followed their sinister art for

its own sake. They knew
nothing ; they learned nothing.

They respected neither truth

nor decency. But it may not be

said that they were not crafts-

men. Bad though his influence

has been, you cannot with-

hold admiration from Henri

Rochefort, who for forty years,
with intervals of imprisonment,
placed daily a fresh and malev-
olent insult on the breakfast-

table of France.
And they, too, are gone, the

chartered libertines of abuse,

gone or disregarded. M. Roche-
fort no longer conducts his ' In-

transigeant.
' He has wearied

his public. He has lost, the

allegiance of the cabmen who
were once his staunchest allies.

He has no resource but to

chatter in the 'Figaro,' like

the boulevardier which he is

said to have been in the dim

past, or to slip a furtive insult

into an evening paper. And as

for M. Drumont, he flatters his

one idea unperceived. Jew-

baiting as a sport has declined
in interest, and his tireless

researches in Oriental anthro-

pology no longer arouse a
flicker of curiosity. We do
not deplore the cessation of

scurrility. We freely acknow-

ledge that irony, as cultivated

by M. Hardouin in the '

Matin,'
is at once a prettier and more
useful weapon than insult. At
the same time, we cannot but

regret our Rochefort and our
Drumont. In Paris, at any

rate, the game of scurrility
was understood, even though
it were played without rules,
and the fact that it was played
at all was one safeguard against

uniformity.
For it is uniformity which

threatens Paris, as it threatens

the rest of the world, uni-

formity, which is own brother
to lethargy. Every day her

enterprise becomes commercial
rather than artistic. While
her journals prefer the col-

lection of superfluous facts to

the play of a delicate fancy,
her literature lacks the courage
and imagination which once

illuminated it. Until lately
Paris might justly claim to

be the home of lost or losing
causes. Her young writerswere

ready to attack any citadel

which might fall before valour

and originality. They took the

keenest pride to be in, if they
did not head, the movement.

They paid a loyal homage to

the prince of poets, whether it

was Stephane Mallarme or

Paul Verlaine. They thought
it no shame to fight under
the banner of Symbolism or

Decadence. They proclaimed
their allegiance, and wore their

label with a grave courage.
Their very extravagances

proved their sincerity. No-

thing in the world's experience
seemed so important as that

they should realise their dreams
of artistic perfection. The
reviews in which they proved
their talent and preached their

gospel were read by few except

themselves; yet they marked
a genuine impulse, they ex-

pressed a definite aspiration.
And now the leaders of these
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forlorn - hopes have passed
beyond the stage of experi-
ment. The best of them have

justified by performance the

hopes of their youth. They
have not hung their harps
upon the wall; they are not
even disbanded. It is doubt-
less a source of pride to them
that the one review which
stands aloof from official litera-

ture 'Vers et Prose' still

depends for its success upon
the energy of those who dis-

tinguished themselves in the
field of letters ten years ago.
The worst is, there are none
to succeed them. Apollo no

longer haunts the Latin

Quarter. The cdnacles are

dumb, and journalism takes

what was meant for liter-

ature.

And if the pupils be rare,
where are now the masters ?

Who have accepted the torch

handed on by the great age?
Where are the successors of

Hugo and Balzac, of De
Musset and Banville and
Verlaine even of Daudet and
Goncourt ? It seems as if the
men of letters had taken refuge
in politics or the theatre, and
left the ancient field, once so

gloriously tilled, to the gossips
of history. Nor are the politics
of France so wise or so benefi-

cent that they deserve a sac-

rifice, though their outward
calm might deceive a casual

observer. It seems as if the

Republic had at last achieved
a stable government. The

country, tired of quick changes
and the devastating Affair, is

apparently at peace with itself.

The entente with England, the

admirable conduct of the ex-

pedition to Morocco, have

helped to reassure the French
citizen. But peace has been
obtained by a policy for which
some day a heavy price will

be exacted. The separation
of Church and State has been
carried out swiftly and without
a great deal of argument. The

religious orders have been
driven to Spain or to England.
The houses which they have
been forced to desert have been
turned to one secular purpose
or another. The disturbances

which took place when the in-

ventories were made were

easily suppressed, and seem to

be forgotten. The deputies of

France natter themselves that

secularism is at last triumph-
ant, and the Conservative press
of England, which would prop-
erly resent the smallest hint

of disestablishment at home,
and is determined to fight to

the uttermost for religious

education, has applauded the

action of the French Catholics.

Yet the battle is not yet won,
and France, bythe very violence

of her suppression, has made
reaction inevitable.

To understand the present
situation a brief retrospect is

necessary. Since the birth of

the Third Republic there has
been a constant hostility be-

tween Church and State. It

was MM. Ferry and Paul Bert
who first declared war upon
the Church by the passage
of the Ferry Laws. These

politicians, in the violence

of their anti - clericalism, in-

sulted whatever Religion held

sacred, and sowed the seeds of

strife, from which has grown
abundant, if poisonous, fruit.
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Their ferocity had small excuse,
for it was the ferocity of doc-

trinaires ;
but ferocity generally

increases in inverse ratio to its

excuse. At any rate, under
the auspices of the anti-clerics

Religion was discredited. Can-
didates for election to the
Chamber or Municipal Council
were rejected for no better

reason than that they had been
married in church. A servant
of the Republic had (and has)
no chance of preferment if he
were caught in the indiscreet

act of attending mass. In
recent times only one President
has committed the crime of

entering a church. When the
Tsar visited Paris he thought
himself in honour bound to pay
a visit of homage to the
Cathedral of Notre Dame.
What else could M. Felix

Faure do than accompany him ?

And by what other means
should he attempt to palliate
his obvious offence than by de-

claring that his visit was not
official? Thus it was by an

ingenuity of insult that the

Republic insulted the Church,
and no impartial observer can
be surprised that, when the

opportunity of revenge offered

itself, the Church took it.

That opportunity was the

Dreyfus case, which threat-

ened to destroy the honour
and constitution of France.

Throughout the crisis, the

Church, closely allied with
the enemies of Judaism and

Freemasonry, played a sinister

part. It vied in scurrility
with MM. Drumont and Roche-
fort. Its popular prints, es-

pecially
l La Croix,' deemed no

falsehood too gross which

might bring discredit upon the

champions of justice. The
booksellers, who then plied
their trade in the neighbour-
hood of St Sulpice, distributed

leaflets at a humble price, call-

ing upon the citizens of Paris to

repeat the massacre of St Bar-
tholomew's Day. The noisier

members of the clerical party
denounced, at the top of their

voices, professors of the univer-

sities, scholars, men of letters,

all, in fact, whose intelligence

persuaded them to espouse the

cause of wisdom and modera-
tion. To defend the conduct
of the clerics is impossible.
As they won a momentary
victory by intolerant clamour-

ing, so they used it without
shame or scruple. They paid
back the persecution initiated

by Jules Ferry with a hand-
some interest, and so proudly
did they survey their work
that they thought themselves

masters of the State for ever.

Only one word may be said in

their extenuation : they were

wreaking a conscious revenge
upon their adversaries. Had
there been no Ferry Laws, there

would have been no Dreyfus
case.

No sooner did the victory
of the Church seem secure

than the anti -clerical party
initiated a policy of reprisals.
If Jules Ferry chastised the

Church with whips, his suc-

cessors chastised it with scor-

pions. Nothing would sat-

isfy them but the expulsion
of the religious orders, and the

complete separation of Church
and State. They have carried

out their policy with an effect-

ive celerity which ten years
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ago would have seemed impos-
sible. The ecclesiastical vic-

tory, which lasted but an hour,
is turned to a sudden defeat.

The famous alliance of the

sabre and the stoup is dis-

solved. The Church is not

merely disgraced it seems to be

annihilated. All the activities

of French life are secularised.

The ancient seminaries are put
to the common uses of the
State. And this immense

change in the life of a great
country has been made without
noise or delay. Not even the

inventories which were forced

upon the churches produced
the scandal that was expected.
Yet it would be rash to argue
that the Church accepted her
defeat with satisfaction. The
fires of resentment are not ex-

tinguished. They are the

more dangerous because they
smoulder. On all sides, and in

every class, there are signs of

discontent. "There is no

longer freedom in France,"
said a pious Catholic the other

day,
" not even in our homes."

When a week or two since the
sisters were sent from the Hotel

Dieu, the oldest hospital in

Paris, the patients, forgetting
their sickness, stumbled to the

courtyard and took the horses

out of the carriages which were
to carry away their devoted
nurses. Above all, men of

moderate views and average
intellect are incensed that they
are no longer permitted to

think as they will or to pray
as seems good to their con-

sciences. In brief, the tempor-
ary lull need deceive nobody.
Nothing is more certain than
that a Catholic reaction will

presently disturb the false

peace of the country.
The anti- clerics have fallen

into a common error. They
believe that they can stifle Re-

ligion by law. The whole

teaching of history is against
them. Neither death nor per-

secution, neither the force of

legislation nor the persuasion
of argument, can extinguish
the fires of faith. In France,

especially, the attempt is

doomed to failure. For France,
in spite of a secular govern-
ment, is Catholic by tempera-
ment and by sympathy. Now
Catholicism is not merely a

religion, it is a habit of mind
as well and it is France's

habit of mind. From this

point of view Voltaire was a

Catholic, and so is M. Eoche-
fort. It is, therefore, not only
the bishops and the priests, not

only the countryside, simple in

its piety, scrupulous in the

performance of its religious

duties, that the secular gov-
ernment will be asked to fight.

Arrayed against it is the great
mass of the citizens of France,
who have accepted the ordin-

ances of MM. Combes and
Clemenceau because they are

wearied of agitation, and seek
in peace at any price a quiet
interval wherein they may
pick up again the threads of

life and industry. But it is

in quiet intervals that a fresh

struggle is prepared, and it is

very certain that France will

not long be allowed to culti-

vate her garden.
The struggle between cleric-

alism and its enemy has now
disturbed France for more
than thirty years, and neither
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side has conducted the fray
with dignity or good sense.

The champions of the Church
are disgraced because they
have used the weapons of false-

hood and defamation, which

they should not have per-
mitted to soil their hands.

The Secularists deserve no

mercy, because their single
ambition has been the extinc-

tion of personal freedom. The

parliamentary majority has
had its way, and, according
to its custom, it has proved
itself the worst of all tyrants.
There is, in truth, no tyranny
so cruel as the tyranny of the

people. The possession of un-
limited power "corrodes the

conscience, hardens the heart,
and confounds the understand-

ing
"

of democracies, as of

monarchs. The evil which
has overtaken all countries

subject to mob-rule has over-

taken France. M. Clemenceau
and his colleagues have not
learned the lesson of experi-

ence, which teaches that the

government of the whole

people, knowing no restraint

and no moderation, is as

wicked as the government of

an unhampered, unlimited

monarch, and requires for

precisely the same reasons an

ample protection against it-

self. The classic instance is

Athens. History cannot lie,

and the history of Athens'
downfall is written in letters

of fire across the face of the

past. It is in these terms
that Lord Acton, an eloquent
champion of freedom, sets

forth her disgrace :
" The

emancipated people of Athens
became a tyrant, and their

government, the pioneer of

European freedom, stands con-

demned with a terrible unan-

imity by all the wisest of the
ancients. They ruined their

city by attempting to conduct
war by debate in the market-

place. Like the French Re-

public, they put their unsuc-

cessful commanders to death.

They treated their dependencies
with such injustice that they
lost their maritime empire.

They plundered the rich until

the rich conspired with the

public enemy, and they crowned
their guilt by the martyrdom
of Socrates." Nomine mutato
narratur fabula de te. Neither
France nor England can plead
" not guilty

"
to the charge

brought against Athens. But
our rulers, like the rulers of

France, are so ignorant of

history and of political philo-

sophy that they cannot guide
their steps aright. And if

they could, they would not.

A French statesman has
declared that M. Clemenceau
has already cost France more
than Napoleon spent in his de-

vastating wars, and the full

bill is not yet presented. That
Sir Henry Campbell-Banner-
man should take a hint

from Athens is inconceivable,
and it is obvious that he is

ready to squander the whole
revenue of the State in the

purchase of votes. Fortun-

ately our reaction is close at

hand. The work of intimida-

tion is already begun. May
France be equally happy !

Meanwhile she presents the

sad spectacle of an unaccus-

tomed dulness, of dulness in

her literature, in her journals,
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in her politics, of that dul-

ness which comes of popular
tyranny and self-satisfaction,
and which fondly believes that

the will of the people is best

carried out by the suppression
of liberty and by the persecu-
tion of those intrepid persons
who dare to differ with the

parliamentary majority.
There is one tyranny of the

people, another of the autocrat.

Perhaps the tyranny of the

people is the worse because it

is harder to fight. How shall

the power of the minority avail

against it ? And it is curious

to turn from the tyranny of

the French Republic, which be-

lieves itself the last repository of

justice and freedom, to the auto-

cracy of Russia, which knows
that it still holds in its hands
the power of life and death.

The game of politics, as played
in each country, is widely dif-

ferent ;
and though the enslave-

ment of Russia leaps more

clearly to our vision, the hard-

ships endured by democracies
are no doubt more widely dif-

fused. But much depends
upon the point of view and
a knowledge of the rules by
which the game is played.
The ' Letters '

of Dostoievski,

lately translated into French,
throw a lurid light upon the

restrictions which hang like

fetters upon the intelligence of

the country. Now Dostoievski

was one of the greatest novel-

ists, born to illustrate Russian
literature. He takes his place,
with Turgeniev and Tolstoi,

among the masters of the craft.

He has not the intimate and
subtle knowledge of character

which distinguishes Turgeniev.

He does not view mankind
from the heights, of austerity
which Tolstoi scales with ease.

There is something in his

works of melodrama, and very
much of that element which
we call macabre. But it is

not of his books that we
wish to speak. What is more

pertinent to our argument
is his career. In 1846 a

youth of twenty-five he had
won an uncontested success.

The critics spoke well of him.
His stories were printed in

the reviews and eagerly read.

Turgeniev was his friend, and
he was not a little proud of

his friendship. In the highest

spirits he writes to his brother :

"
Ah, my brother ! if I were to

relate to you all my triumphs,
I should not have enough
paper. I think I shall have

money. My book goes ad-

mirably ;
it will be my

masterpiece. ... I pass my
time very gaily. Our circle is

a large one. . . . Belinski and

Turgeniev do not know how
they can sufficiently prove their

affection for me." A few months
later his enthusiasm still in-

creases. "My future will be

very brilliant," he exclaims.

"My friends are convinced
that in Russia there has been

nothing like my work since

Gogol. They declare it is full

of genius and much else besides.

So great are the hopes with
which they regard me." And
then in the full tide of success

the blow fell. He was arrested

for harbouring and expressing
Liberal ideas. His ideas were,
in effect, not very Liberal. He
was guilty of no more than an
academic discussion of Fourier
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and his theories. Had he been

an Englishman he would have
sat for a Eadioal constituency,
and perhaps achieved the posi-
tion of an Under -

Secretary.

Being a Russian, he was con-

demned to death. Nothing is

more remarkable than the

simple terms in which this ama-
teur of the horrible, this master
of the grotesque, describes the

ill fate which overtook him.

There is no word too much of

description, not a single hint of

complaint.
"
To-day, the 22nd

of December," thus he writes

to his brother,
" we were taken

to the Place Semionovsky.
There the sentence of death
was read to us

;
we were told

to kiss the cross ; swords were
broken above our heads ;

our

last toilet (of white shirts) was
made. Then three of us were
attached to the stakes for

execution. I was the sixth.

We were called up three by
three. I was in the second lot,

and I had no more than a few
moments to live. I thought of

you, brother, and of all yours.
At the last moment it was you,

you alone, who were in my
thought. Then I understood
how much I loved you, my
dearest brother. I had time
to embrace Plestcheco and

Dourov, who were at my side,

and to say good-bye to them.
Then the retreat was sounded,
thosewhowere tied to the stakes

were brought back, and we
were told that his Imperial

Majesty had granted us our
lives. Afterwards the real

sentences were read."

Not a word can be added
to or taken from this simple
recital. It is perfect in pathos.

The cruelty of the punishment
is almost incredible. Not even
in Russia was a more delicately
refined torture ever devised.

The penalty of death was not

meant to be exacted. The

poor readers of Fourier were
tricked that they might under-
stand the enormity of their

crime. One of the victims

went mad. Those whose
nerves were harder were sent

to Siberia. For nearly five

years after the sentence was
delivered there is a gap in the

correspondence of Dostoievski.

These five years he spent shut

up in what he calls the House
of the Dead. Once for some
trivial breach of discipline he
endured the knout, and suf-

fered ever after from an incur-

able disease. He brought back
with him into life, besides his

disease, a wonderful book
'La Maison des Morts' the

most equally balanced and

delicately finished of his works,
and a spirit of infinite patience.
Never once does he rebel

against his fate. Never once

does he ask for reparation or

revenge. He had discussed

the doctrines of Fourier, and
he had been punished. There
is something noble, and East-

ern, in this tranquil submission.

It is not thus that an English-
man or a Frenchman would
endure his punishment. But
Dostoievski knew the law of

life as it is lived in his father-

land, and he bowed his head.

A country which breeds such

citizens as this is capable of

the last sacrifice, and these

sad letters of a great novelist

render the triumph of Japan
still harder to understand.
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And let it not be supposed
that Dostoievski's acceptance
of his misery was due to an
insensitiveness of soul. Few
men have been more acutely
sensitive for good and evil

than he. His experiences he
wrote down without rancour
or exaggeration in his book.

Not even to his brother could
he write of the years when he
was shut up in a coffin and
buried alive. "The time is

past," said he ;

" now it is be-

hind me, like a dreadful dream."
He left prison not merely

resigned, but still a patriot.
In love of the country whose
rulers had injured him he

yielded to no man. "I have

always been a true Russian,"
he writes to a friend,

" I say it

to you frankly. ... I share

completely your patriotic senti-

ment of the moral emancipation
of the Slavs. It is the rdle of

Eussia, of the great, the noble

Russia, of our holy mother!"
And again he says :

" I assure

you, for example, I am so close

to all that is Russian, that the
convicts themselves did not

appal me : they were Russians,

my brothers in adversity, and
I had more than once the

happiness of encountering a

grandeur in the soul of a

brigand, for the mere reason
that I, being Russian myself,
could understand him." When
he sojourned abroad, it was but
to feel the pangs of home- sick-

ness. In Paris he died of bore-

dom. He found the French
un peuple dfyoutant. They had
no ideals, no convictions. Above
all, he was unhappy in France,
since he felt himself detached

from his own country. He
disliked the Russians whom
he met abroad because they
were not loyal to their origins,
and he criticised them with
as great a contempt as Tur-

geniev, and with a harsher

severity. So until the end
he championed the cause of

Russia. He gave his time and
his money to the reviews

which preached the gospel of

Panslavism. Throughout his

life he preserved the generous
ideals, he dreamed the un-

selfish dreams, of his gallant

youth. That before he died

he won a universal popularity
is a credit to himself and to

Russia. The speech which he
delivered in June 1880 on
Pushkin was received with the

grateful acclamations of the

Russian people. Six months
later he was dead, and his

biographer cannot resist the

anti-climax of "Enoch Arden."
"Never had Russia," he writes,
"honoured an author with
such a funeral. The crowd
which followed his mortal

spoils was more than three

kilometres in length." Thus
he had passed from the

convict prison to the glory
which he prophesied for himself

in his youth^ And his career,
in its submission and in its

patriotism, proves once more
that it is impossible for the

West to appreciate the

grandeur and simplicity of

Russia. Surely it is better

to honour an inflexible tradi-

tion than to use what is known
by a grim irony as "political
freedom "

for the hungry
exaction of unmerited doles?
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FOOL GUNNERY IN TPIE NAVY.

BY ST BARBARA.

THE First Sea Lord of the

Admiralty, at the Guildhall

Banquet, gave the nation to

understand that he was lost in

wonder and admiration at the

gunnery efficiency of the Navy.
That makes very comforting
reading to those who know
nothing about such things, but
it is none the less a most de-

ceptive remark, and one that

should never have been uttered.

The fleets at sea are undoubt-

edly well up to the standard of

gunnery required by the Ad-

miralty. The standards set up
by that body, however, are not
the standards of war. Nor do

they remotely resemble war,
and as they now exist public
agitation should go on unceas-

ingly, "hesitating at nothing,"
to use Sir John Fisher's own
phrase, until such times as they
have been remodelled on a

fighting footing.
It is gratifying to know that

within the past few weeks (to
be correct, a week before the

banquet) the Board, to "save
its face," has modified out of

all recognition the rules which

govern the battle -
practice of

the seagoing fleets. It was
not done before it was needed,
and there yet remain several

alterations and additions which
must be made before it is in

line with the modern-day re-

quirements of maritime war-
fare.

One reads from information

supplied to the Press by the

Board (see
' Times '

of November

5), that at last each broadside
is to engage. This was neces-

sary, for it was no uncommon
thing for all available talent in

a ship to be concentrated for

three months beforehand on
the guns which it was known
would be used; those on the

disengaged side being stripped
of sights and mechanical ap-

pliances generally, to such an
extent that many days would
have been required to get them

ready for action.

The fact that the target is

to be towed is an innovation

which all thinking men have
been urging for some two or

three years past. One has
been constructed at Ports-

mouth, but it is extremely
doubtful whether sufficient can
be built in time to be used for

the firing of all fleets in 1908.

To use a towing-target entails

practically no extra strain on
the bluejacket gun-pointer: he
is the man who, after all

adjustments have been made
for him, actually lays the guns
for the enemy.
The increased difficulty falls

entirely on the ability or other-

wise of the ranging officers,

who have to assess the dis-

tances and angular deflections

to put on the gun-sights before

the bluejacket gun-pointer is

ordered to fire his piece. For
some five years now these
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officers have had to calculate

mentally, or with the aid of

confidential instruments, the

range, changes, and angular
variations due only to the

velocity and angle of approach
of their own ship to the target.
All question of target move-
ment affecting the calculations

could be safely neglected. The

target was at anchor. Their

lordships laid great stress upon
this point. They could only
have done so, because they
knew that by keeping it

steady more hits would be

obtained.

All available intellect in

every ship, therefore, became
concentrated on a problem
which had no parallel in sea-

going warfare i.e., the range
assessment where one unit only
was in motion.

The enemy has a habit of

moving, and moving swiftly,
not only parallel to the firing

ship, but at constantly chang-
ing angles and as constantly

varying speeds.

During this time he is also

firing back. But that is only
an incident, for, till

* The
Times/ November 5, was pub-
lished, the Admiralty have
never considered the possibility
of his doing so. They have
waited five years to make the
fleets at sea take into con-

sideration in battle -
practice

firings the possible effect of

an enemy's shell in damage to

materiel.

The mere fact that the tar-

get was steaming would have

upset instantaneously, and
rendered worse than useless,

the mathematical fabric of

range calculation which an

advertising and peace
- time

gunnery policy had permitted
to be built up and elaborated

for five years on a false

foundation.

The ships having now to fire

at a target which will be mov-

ing, presumably at an unknown
speed, must forthwith start

learning new methods, which
will bring them closer (but not
close enough) to the conditions

which will prevail when they
do actually have to take to the

sea and fight in grim earnest.

It is comforting to know this :

but there is still much remain-

ing that is seriously amiss.

In the work of destruction of

an enemy by guns, the fleet are

not properly led or assisted by
the Admiralty Board.
The study of war, not strat-

egically or tactically, but so

far as depends on gunnery
efficiency, is neglected. Their

orders and policy, and the gen-
eral tenor of their thoughts
as interpreted by the fleets,

leads only to one thing and
that the ability of single ships
to hit " fixed

" canvas targets.
The target with many holes

leads many an inland iron-

monger to imagine that his

country is safe
;
also that he is

getting value for his money
from the guns of the fleet. The

poor man knows nothing of

the conditions which governed
the production of the holes,

but assumes blindly that they
were those which would be met
with in action, and is grossly
deceived.

The next point in the new
rules is that the Board are
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pleased to state in deference

to public opinion that they will

allow greater merit in hitting
the target with a 12-inch gun
than with a 6-inch one. See-

ing that the former at a rough
guess does six times the damage
of the latter, one can only won-
der why it is that they did not
come to such an obvious con-

clusion five years ago. They
have missed a factor in sea

fighting which has been com-
mon talk at every officers'

and bluejackets' mess - table

for years past.
The new rules have most

unadvisedly been given to the
Press by the Admiralty (see

'Times,' November 5). By now
they are lodged in the Euro-

pean Admiralties, and as the

genial foreigner places in such
offices men whose business it is

to think war, in addition to de-

veloping materiel, they will

soon be improved on.

By one nation, at any rate,
the conditions under which the
British fleet did their battle-

practice was laughed at with-
out reserve.

At a review at Spithead a

couple of years back, a foreign
naval officer told the writer the
number of hits obtained by
every ship in the Mediter-
ranean Fleet, and finally added
that he hoped to be able to

visit the Exmouth during the
course of his stay, on account
of her marvellous shooting in

the Channel Fleet. Yet these

results are supposed to be

strictly confidential.

The new rules contain two
most obvious omissions, which,
if the Board really are desirous

of promoting fighting efficiency,
should be at once included.

The first is, that no merit is

admitted in hitting the moving
target at an early period of the

time allotted for firing. This
time is comparatively brief. It

was once ten minutes, and is

now eight. The time allow-

ance has been reduced not by
the necessities of war training
but to save ammunition.

It will be for the good of the

naval service directly it is re-

duced to two minutes, and the

reason will be shown later.

The ship which is going to

win an action is the ship which
first inflicts serious damage.
To that end her range-finding
and electrical transmitting in-

struments should be such that

the first shot fired has only the

very minimum of error; that

error being corrected by the

fire observation officers, and a

direct hit established as soon

afterwards as possible.

Having once found the range,

any fool can go on hitting a

target. Mathematical instru-

ments do that for him, provid-

ing he can guess or calculate

the speed and course of the

enemy, which is a matter of

practice only. But it takes

a clever man to establish a hit

within thirty seconds of open-

ing an engagement, and it is

practice in that point which
the fleet wants and the Admir-

alty do not encourage.
It is no uncommon thing for

a ship which comes out per-

haps second or third in the

order of merit of a big fleet's

battle-practice, not to have hit

the target at all in the first
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three minutes of her run.

During that interval, what is

the enemy doing but putting
serious obstructions in the way
of her ever hitting at all. The

gunnery policy of the Admir-

alty, if there is a policy (sane
men doubt it), is based on en-

tirely wrong principles. Their

principle is to make as many
holes in the canvas as possible,
without any regard whatsoever
to the requirements of war.
The question of war is never
studied from a gunnery stand-

point. The only gunnery
standpoint they look at is

holes in the canvas, which will

deceive the public.
The requirements of war are

the largest number of holes in

the canvas in the shortest pos-
sible time. Regarding it, then,
from that point of view, it is

treacherous to continue a state

of affairs which gauges the

fighting efficiency of a ship by
the number of holes she can
make once a-year in eight
minutes, irrespective of the sea

and weather conditions under
which she fires. Some fire in

rough weather in winter, others

in fine clear autumn days, with
a flat sea and no motion on the'

ship. Yet the two vessels ap-
pear on the same list as having
fired under similar conditions,
and the one whose results are

poor receives a notice of their

Lordships' disapproval, because
her score is of no value to them
for deception of laymen.

It was this hankering after

holes in the canvas which led

the Board to send the Dread-

nought, under the guise of

night-firing experiments, to do

her battle -
practice in the

placidMediterranean conditions

to be found in Aranci Bay. It

would be of no value to an

Admiralty without a war

policy for her to fire in English
Channel or North Sea rough
weather. The practice re-

quired by the fleet is finding
the range of the enemy, not

wasting ammunition when
once it is found in order
that an Administration which
has no gunnery policy may
quote, in answer to Parlia-

mentary questions, and boast
at banquets of, results which
are entirely misleading and
immoral owing to their very
remoteness from the conditions

of an actual sea-fight.
The second glaring omis-

sion from the rules is, that the

spotting officers who control

the fire are permitted to do so

right through the run. The
term spotting officer may re-

quire some explanation.
It must be understood that

the destruction of a rapidly

moving enemy by the collective

ordnance of a ship involves

much more work than the

mere manipulation of the gun
itself. The loading of the

piece and the various opera-
tions of getting it ready to

fire is mere coolie work, re-

quiring little skill but some

practice. The laying of the

gun for the enemy, and keep-
ing it continuously laid, needs

dexterity in handling the train-

ing and elevating wheels, a

cool mind, a clear eye, and a

modicum of common-sense also

combined with practice. There
is no brain work required in
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gun-pointing pure and simple :

alertness and quickness of de-

cision is wanted, and the nearest

analogy to it is the duty of a

man driving a fast motor-car

along a road. The driver is

not always dead true to the

road, nor is the gun -pointer

always dead true on the target ;

but the driver takes mighty
good care that he is dead true

as he flies through a gate, and
the good gun-pointer is sim-

ilarly careful at the moment
of pressing the key which
sends the projectile careering
to its objective. If either is

not true, the financial result

is approximately the same :

40 worth of damage to the
car or 40 worth of 12-inch
shell and cordite absolutely
wasted. The car, however, is

generally insured, the gun
shell is not, and on that
account only it behoves every
one who has the interest of

naval gunnery at heart to see

that shell are not used for

mere advertising.
Gun -pointing may then be

summed up as "muscle com-
bined with mental briskness."

Brain work, however, is re-

quired in seeing that the most
effective use is got out of the
"muscle" work at the gun.
Many points have to be con-

sidered: accuracy of pointing,
wear of the bore, propellent

properties of cordite, sighting
errors, correction of fall of shell

relative to the enemy, cordite

smoke in wake of gun sights,

effect of wind on shell in flight,
mathematical change of range
and change of angular de-

flection due to the combined

speeds of the firing ship and
the ship being fired at, the
exact moment to fire when
the ship has a heavy motion,
and a host of other things.

This work is done by a group
of from fifteen to twenty officers

stationed in the fire control

platforms on the masts.

They are situated aloft, be-

cause experience has shown
that the higher the observer
the better opportunities he has
of watching the fall of shell

relative to the enemy. They
are removed to some extent
from the unpleasant effects of

cordite smoke, shock, and gun-
blast ; and, on account of their

height above the water, are

able to estimate better the

distance between the target
and where the centre of

greatest fire effect is falling,
and make suitable arrange-
ments for that centre being
shifted to the hostile vitals.

These officers, who do the

brain-work portion of destroy-

ing an enemy, are termed
"
spotting,"

"
ranging," or

" control officers," according
to the individual tastes of

the captain of their particular

ship.
1

What is to happen in an
action if a single shell brings
down a mast? It happened
repeatedly in the Russo-Jap-
anese war. Such a disaster

1 This argument is in no way affected by the proposal to put spotting officers

below, as a result of Hero experiments now appearing in press, for wherever

they are put there is no reserve.
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means that the complete
"brain" outfit of the ship
has gone to its death in a

few seconds.

Who is to take the place
of these officers? What alter-

native control positions have
the Admiralty provided? To
the former, the reply is that

the Admiralty do not teach

control of fire, and have no
reserve of spotting officers ;

and to the latter, that the

matter is only now being
looked into.

Supposing, however, that the

gunnery lieutenant is killed.

Who is there trained to re-

place him ? No one.

I say the gunnery lieutenant,
because in the majority of cases

he is the principal spotting
officer, owing to his greater

familiarity with guns of all

kinds. It does not, however,
follow that a good gunnery
lieutenant is a good "spot-

ting
"

officer. In the writer's

experience of three ships, the

gunnery lieutenant was the

best in one case only. Other

captains'experience showed the

same. Sometimes the com-

mander, the torpedo lieuten-

ant, or a marine officer were

points ahead of him in that

particular work ; but they
could not, of course, do his

other duties. Spotting heavy
gun-fire is not unlike feeling
a horse's mouth one does it

instinctively, not by rule of

thumb.
The fact that the Admiralty

were sufficiently misguided for

some years to allow a 12-inch
hit to be of the same value as

a 6-inch hit, led to an obvious

fraud being practised in most

ships. To take the case of a

standard ship of the Bulwark

class, armed with four 12-inch

guns and a dozen 6-inch. The
allowance of battle -

practice
rounds was sixteen 12-inch and

ninety-six 6-inch. The Admir-

alty standard, instead of being
the amount of damage done to

an enemy, as it should have

been, was the greatest number
of holes in the canvas, irre-

spective of the type of gun that

made them, and that under
the conditions of an anchored

target, which were not those

of war. Yet remember that the

chances are that three 12-inch

shell on the water-line will sink

the vessel struck, whilst sixty
6-inch will only annoy her. As
a youngster, many years ago,
the writer used to think that

post -captains were demigods,
removed from earthly influ-

ence. He now finds that they
are very human. Was it to

be wondered at, therefore, that

they bowed to Whitehall re-

quirements of holes in the

canvas for the illustrated press,
and sacrificed their destructive

ordnance to that of the smaller

piece, which filled the book
better ?

Accordingly, these human
men, in pursuance of an old

sea custom of obeying unex-

pressed wishes, directed their

best spotting officer, whoever
he happened to be, to control

the fire of the 6-inch, and let

the 12-inch turrets go to blazes.

In this way were many hits

obtained, and the post-captain,
to whom God Almighty had
been most kind in the way of
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potting officers and weather,
took himself to the shore and
lived in a dockyard or other

Admiralty House, and taught
his children that to get on in

the world they must do as they
are told without questioning
the utility of doing so. Every
one in the navy would do the
same if they knew that the

Admiralty had a gunnery
policy and were devoting some
of the clever men of the service

to "
thinking

"
war.

But it would appear from
what has been said that the

Admiralty have no gunnery
policy whatsoever beyond ad-

vertisement. They have no
school of spotting and con-

trolling fire. Yet effective

spotting or control of fire is

the very crux of destruction
of an enemy.
The long-course lieutenants

at the principal gunnery school

at Portsmouth get the very
briefest amount of practical
instruction in spotting. It is

easy to be misled on this point.

They get instruction on short-

range spotting, which is useless

to them, and a good deal of

theoretical lecturing on fire

control. In a twelve months'
course the writer does not be-

lieve they get more than a
week at observation of artil-

lery fire at fighting ranges.

They probably get less, and
the gunnery lieutenants now
at sea have had none what-
soever beyond what they have

picked up by spare-time study.
The time of these young offi-

cers is entirely devoted to

learning the number of cogs
in some impossible wheel, bal-

listic theories, and the art of

blacks-mithing, this latter in

deference to an overdone me-
chanical craze which is out of

place in a school of gunnery.
The art of spotting proper

requires not a great deal of

knowledge of technical gun-
nery. Yet the Admiralty, as

at present constituted, have no

systematic method either of

teaching control of fire or of

searching the service to find

latent ability. There is no
reason why control of fire

should be the special preroga-
tive of executive officers. A
keen-eyed naval instructor is

better than a half-blind lieu-

tenant. In spite of the Ad-

miralty, it has already come
into the hands of the marine
officers. There is no reason

whatsoever why it should not

be taught paymasters, naval

instructors, surgeons, and chap-
lains, provided they pass the

examinations and receive some

monetary inducement to take

it up. The inclusion of the

medical branch would create

an outcry from those persons
who will not believe that medi-

cal assistance and attention is

quite impossible during an en-

gagement at sea. Most sea-

men are taught first aid, and
that is all that could be given
till a lull in the fire. From
that standpoint, therefore,

there is no real reason why
the medical officers should not

be used.

There would also be some

howling from sentimental

reasons against the parson
serving out death to an enemy
instead of healing dying souls

in his own ship. The same
remarks apply as on the sur-
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geons, and the reverend gentle-
man will not be able to do
much in the way of his real

profession till the fighting is

over. One does not have to

look very deep into history to

discover oases of the prelate
not only leading forlorn-hopes,
but actually fighting hand to

hand with his men. There are

many chaplains who go aloft

nowadays and do some por-
tion of the work, and no such
maudlin objection could be

brought against the pay-
masters, marines, or naval
instructors. The chaplain who
last served with the writer in-

variably went aloft, and the

fleet - surgeon went away in

a boat, working long hours,

counting holes after each gun
had fired, and if these lines

catch their eyes they may take
them as expressing the writer's

gratitude.

Anybody on board a ship

spots who can cajole the cap-
tain into letting him do so,

and the results are as one sees.

Should the country allow such
a pitiable state of affairs to

continue unheeded ? The spot-

ting officers are collected at

the beginning of a commis-
sion by a captain who doesn't

know them, in a most casual

manner. He does his best, but
the system defeats him. His
officers then start to learn their

business, many without any
previous experience whatso-

ever, and his ship is used to

teach first principles instead
of as a means of improvement
on lessons already learned. The
one ofiicer who is supposed to

know all about it, the gunnery
lieutenant, has only had the
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merest smattering of instruc-

tion, and starts in to learn

also.

For the first six or nine

months the captain's ship is

quite inefficient as a fleet unit.

His officers are learning their

work at the expense of the

ship's readiness for war.

Lots of young officers apply
to a captain for the work, not
from a feeling of ability, but
from an idea that the work is

more amusing than superin-
tendence of the gun work
below. The captain has no
means of protecting himself

from such onslaughts, and,

suspecting zeal, generally as-

sents, and then rues it when
the " holes in the canvas "

are

not so numerous as he would
wish. If there were a school

of spotting, through which at

least all executive officers were

compelled to pass, he would be
sheltered by an inspection of

their certificates of proficiency
on joining the ship.

It is a common saying in

fleets nowadays, that just as a

ship is really efficient, by which
is meant ready to meet an

enemy (by Admiralty stand-

ards), she is paid off on the two

years' system. Home service

ships (and all big fighting

ships are stationed in home
waters nowadays) should do
at least three years in commis-
sion in order that the full

benefit of their lessons learned

may be obtained. The writer
includes the Mediterranean
Fleet in this, as there is no
reasonwhythey should not come
home annually, by changing
places with the Atlantic Fleet,
to give leave to their crews.
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The outcry against a man
being separated from his wife

and family for three years was
the original cause of the ar-

rangement being shifted. It

was a cheap method of buying
popularity and silence. The

majority of ships on such

stations as China, Australia,
East and West Indies, are of

such comparatively small fight-

ing value compared with the

First Line in home waters,
that there would be no objec-
tion to the two-year system
standing good in their case.

A Parliamentary question
on this subject would elicit a

reply that the drafting ar-

rangements would not admit
of it. The public question is,

Should mere office organisa-
tion be subordinated to the

readiness for gunnery war of

the sea-going fleets ? There is

no doubt in the writer's mind
as to the answer of the public.

It is a folly which invites

disaster of the gravest kind
to work a battleship or big
armoured cruiser organisation

up to a fine pitch of gunnery
efficiency (according to the
standards laid down), and then
when it has reached its climax,
break the whole fabric, scatter

the officers and crew to all

points of the compass, and

put a brand-new lot into the

ship, who take the best part
of a year to get her efficient

again. The original crew being
divided into some fifty odd

parts, are drafted to as many
ships, and in their turn again
take a year before they really
have a firm grasp of the war
organisation of their new ves-

sels. It is a constant state of

learning a ship and her ways
and her tricks, and how to get
the best out of her, and having
done so, to be bundled out un-

ceremoniously and poured into

another quite different to

once more suffer inefficiency.
The bare fact stands that

captains are not given officers

at the beginning of a commis-
sion who can effectively con-

trol their gun-fire. In event
of casualties in action, owing
to Admiralty want of fore-

thought in not establishing
real schools of instruction to

educate the service as a whole,

they find themselves in the posi-
tion of having no one to replace
those who have amassed some
minor ability at the expense of

their ship's year of inefficiency.
One constantly reads in the

Service press that naval gun-
nery is excellent. The degree
of excellence can only be meas-
ured by its war-time utility.
Because a schoolboy wins the

spelling prize, it does not fol-

low that he will make a good
editor of 'The Times.' Short-

range shooting does not win
battles either.

The captains of sea -going
ships are deserving of every

sympathy on this score alone,

apart from others.

(To be continued.}
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"
It is to be ignorant and blind in the science of commanding armies to think that a

general has anything more important to do than to apply himself to learning the inclina-

tions and character of his adversary." POLYBIUS.

CHAPTER I.

THE message ended; there

was a "
stop," and the sweat-

ing operator took his hand
from the key. The sleeve

of his shirt had slipped down
over his wrist and had been

balking him for some time ;

but so slack did he feel that
he had waited to signal the
final meaningless group of

letters and receive the acknow-

ledgment before stopping to

push it back.

It was the last of that series

of messages. He jabbed the
form from which he had been

reading on to the sharpened
piece of telegraph wire which,

already crowded with a sheaf

of similar flimsies, stuck out
from the table edge. These
were the messages despatched
and done with. On the table,
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weighted down by a clip of

cartridges, and now much de-

creased, there still remained
the pile which had to be sent.

The halt was welcome to

the telegraphist's cramped and

aching hand. The sun had

gone down, yet the atmo-

sphere was still stuffy and pul-
sated with the hateful irreg-

ularity of the Morse code and
its maddening dot - dot - dash,
dot - dash - dot. To the tired

soldier everything seemed to

move to its measure; his very
head throbbed in a dance of

longs and shorts. The day
had been sweltering, and he
had been on duty for many
hours of great pressure, for

headquarters were short-

handed owing to sickness.

He felt stale and dizzy and
z
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almost apathetic, having long
been denied the stimulus of any
interest in his task. He knew,
of course, of the huge con-

centration and great move-
ment of troops that was going
on, but most of his work this

day had consisted in the trans-

mission of cipher messages,
which conveyed no more to him
than to the key he pressed, and
the strain of accurately signal-

ling endless streams of mere

groups of letters was deadening
to the intellect. He could not

understand, and he did not

care : he was now incapable of

feeling anything except anxiety
to avoid errors and a desire to

reach the bottom of the now
small pile of flimsies on the

table. They represented, save

for unexpected contingencies,
the end of his particular job
for that night. After them
would be rest perhaps sleep.
He yawned and stretched

again : the bumping of his head

against the dew-tautened wall

of the tent sounding like a tap
on a bass drum and disturbing
the clusters of flies higher up.
The canvas was moist and

pleasantly cool : he rubbed the

back of his head against it, un-

consciously following the jerky
rhythm which in that enclosed

space was all-pervading. He
continued with closed eyes, his

thoughts far away perhaps
of home, of wife and children,
or possibly only of equally
distant beer, until a half-

smoked cigarette falling from
behind his ear recalled him
to duty.

It was getting dark. He
rose, picked up the cigarette,
and from a pocket of the jacket

lying on the floor, where he
had placed them for shelter

from the sun's rays, he drew
out two candles. But, in spite
of his forethought, the mid-

day heat had been too much,
and it was a sorry couple of

dips that he produced. He
lit them, took up the next

message, and seized the key.
"
Click-click, click- click, click-

click." The jerky, restless

noise recommenced, drowning
all other sounds.

The candles grew dim for

want of snuffing, the flames

flickered as some spluttering
moth singed with horrid smell ;

but the man paid no heed. He
was nearing his rest.

From two other tents close

by, which also had wires leading
to them, similar sounds were

proceeding, and from one of the

first-floor windows of the inn

behind there issued the com-

paratively soothing rattle of

a typewriter. Beyond, in the

copse, a gentle breeze rustled.

Suddenly the night air was

split
"
Brrrp-Brrp-Brrrrp

"

by a loud ripping sound. Start-

ling in its clear-cut intensity,
it continued in a monstrous

replica of the same cadence

tapped out so daintily, if irri-

tatingly, by the key in the

tent.

Was there no escape from
the cursed code?

These brutal gashes of sound
without reticence were from
the spark of the "Wireless"
as it sent its waves cleav-

ing their way through the

night to many miles' distance

the noise of their departure a

vague measure of their impet-
us. Though purposely placed
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at some distance from the house,
the installation was scarcely
far enough away for the com-
fort of any of its occupants,

certainly not far enough for

the exasperated staff trying to

work within.

Presently the noise in the

telegraphist's tent stopped, and
the light inside ceased to glow
through the canvas. The man
came out of the tent, and curl-

ing himself up in a blanket,

lay down in the opening with
his head outside, to get the

benefit of the mere breath of

air scarcely more than a sigh
in the tree tops.

His bad time was done, for

as far as he was concerned the

great concentration was over.

Without even a curse at the

grinding rattle of the wireless,
he turned over and fell dead

asleep, the cigarette still behind
his ear.

CHAPTER II.

Not fifty yards from where
the telegraphist lay sleeping,
another man was experiencing
a feeling of relief far deeper
than anything felt by that tired

soldier. This other man was the

Field-Marshal Commanding-in-
Chief, who was now sitting in

the porch of the little inn his

present headquarters, as was
shown by the three red lamps
in front. He was a middle-

sized, thick-set man
;

but be-

yond this and the expression of

utter abandonment of body and
mind conveyed by his attitude,
it was too dark to distinguish
much of his personal appear-
ance. As he sat alone in the

gloom, the slow and regular

glow of his cigar-end showed
that the smoker was very much
at ease. After a few moments
he rose from his chair to ring a

hand-bell on the table, and the

slight stiffness, or rather a lack

of elasticity in his movements,
suggested that he was well

over middle -
age, possibly a

trifle old for the strenuous life

demanded by field service. A
young staff-officer came out.

"Yes, sir."
" Have you got the ' move

complete
'

reports in from the

Fifteenth and Sixteenth Divis-

ions yet?"
"The Fifteenth is in, but

not the Sixteenth."
" When do you expect that ?

"

" In about two hours, if there

is no hitch."
" What's the time now ?

"

"
Nine-thirty, sir."

"Well, tell the chief staff-

officer, please, that I wish to

see him. No don't disturb

him now
;

tell him that I should

like the * future' map com-

pleted up to time, to be in my
room at midnight. The Chief

of Staff returns to-night, and
I wish to show it to him."
The young officer turned to

go, too well -trained to show

any surprise. He had shared
the common idea that the Chief

of Staff had died in hospital a

week ago.
"
Stay. If, while I have the

map, any fresh move reports of

importance should come in, let

me know."

"Very good, sir."
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Again alone, the Field-Mar-

shal went on smoking. How
fit he felt! He had but re-

cently shaved and tubbed, and
that delicious feeling of com-

fort, which a more or less

precarious attainment of such
luxuries makes so grateful,

pervaded his being; his chin

was smooth and smelt of soap.
How well his cigar drew ! Yet

during the last few days he
had tried smoke after smoke
from the same box, only to

throw them away in disgust.
His dinner also had been quite

good, and now the breeze, faint

as it was, felt most refreshing
after the long hot day. In

fact, all things seemed to have
entered into a conspiracy to

please, and all was going well.

In some ways the Com-
mander was as direct as his

bull neck implied, and as

simple as he was direct. But,
with the defects of his quali-

ties, he sadly lacked finesse and

imagination, and consequently
did not at all realise that the

taste of the inferior dinner, the

aroma of his usual cigar, even
the caress of the feeble breeze,

the whole rosy outlook at

this moment, were the out-

ward physical signs of a

mental and moral reaction.

He had just come through a

very bad time, and though it

would be hardly correct to say
that he felt like the master of

a vessel entering port after a

stormy voyage, for he was by
no means near port, yet the

fog had lifted, he could take

his bearings, and knew where

port lay.
The responsibilities of su-

preme command, and the im-

minence of a great battle he
was commanding an army in

the presence of the enemy
usually had no terrors for his

stolid mind ; but on this occa-

sion there had been the element
of entire novelty in the situa-

tion, and in facing it he had
been deprived of his chief

source of inspiration.
He was placed in the posi-

tion which, of all others, had
most terrors for him that of

inactively awaiting the action

of others. Against his will,

against his principles, and

against the whole bias of his

mind, he had been forced to

act on the defensive. Up till

now he had always been able

to assume the offensive. The

contrary r6le, with its loss of

initiative, its mystery and its

suspense, was consequently all

the more dreadful. Though,
by all the canons of the mili-

tary art, his present force was
far too weak to attack, it was

fairly strong in defence
; quite

enough so, could only the point
of the enemy's intended attack
be discovered in time for the

delivery of a crushing counter-

stroke. But it was not strong

enough for an onslaught in an
unforeseen direction to be re-

sisted. To retain equal strength
in every part was to court cer-

tain defeat : to keep a large
central reserve ready to be
moved to any threatened spot
was out of the question: the

only course was to mass before-

hand where the attack would
fall. This needed no imagina-
tion : it was obvious, and with-

out hesitation the Commander
had decided upon the third

course, for it appealed to his
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instincts, besides being correct

in principle. His mind was
set upon crushing the enemy,
and this gave the only chance.
If he could only discover

where the enemy were going
to attack, he was not able

to offer a bait, or indeed

any inducement towards any
special spot, he could spin his

web in the right corner, nurse
the attack, lead it on until it

was well within the meshes of

his web, and then even his

appetite for the offensive might
be glutted. But where to spin
the web ?

To the north lay the enemy,
about to advance. The posi-
tion which the Field-Marshal

held, extended for some fifty
miles from east to west.

Naturally strong, it had been
further strengthened during
the period of occupation by
every resource of fortification.

The west, owing to its topo-
graphical features, was abso-

lutely secure : elsewhere, except
in two places, the position was
safe enough. The only danger-
spots were in the centre and
on the east, but they were only
dangerous in the event of the
unforeseen advance of the

enemy. So far this was all

absolutely plain, but unluckily
there was, in a tactical sense,

absolutely no difference between
these two points. There was
no intrinsic reason why the
centre should be attacked
more than the east, or vice

versd, and therefore no hint
for guidance, no basis for a
scheme of defence.

For some days now the
Commander -in -Chief and his

staff had been at the old game

of collecting intelligence
official reports, spies' reports,
rumours and endeavouring to

sift out the improbable from
the impossible, the possible
from the improbable, and the

probable from the possible, in

order to obtain some founda-
tion on which to build. This

was nothing new to the Com-
mander; but what was novel

and disquieting was that,

having formed a basis of

probabilities and erected there-

upon an edifice of future action,
he could not proceed or force

the pace he still had to await
the lead. From day to day
the burden of information

varied. Now it pointed to

the centre being threatened,
now it veered round and gave
the impression that the east

was the crucial spot.
The Field - Marshal was a

capable man and a strong
man, but, as his movements

showed, he was ageing. Tried
veteran though he was, his

brain, always more solid than
subtle or brilliant, was not
now what it had been. Of a

virile and masterful nature, he
had won success and the con-

fidence of his nation by system-
atically following up one defi-

nite line where smaller men
might have hesitated between
alternatives : whatever course
he followed he followed with
his might. In political lan-

guage, he was a "whole-

hogger." So far, all the
courses he had adopted had

proved well chosen. In past
years his had been the re-

sponsibility for execution, his

would have been the responsi-

bility for failure, and his, con-
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sequently, had been the reward
for success. But his had not

always been the mind which
had conceived the plan adopted.
As often happens, the thinker

the master mind had not
been the recognised leader.

The man who had for long in-

spired the Field-Marshal was

possessed of far more subtlety
and imagination than the

stolid, dogged individual now
smoking in the hotel porch.
This man was the General
his Chief of Staff who had
now been absent three weeks,
wounded.

Friends for years, the two
had together achieved success

in other campaigns success

which, though placed entirely
to the credit of the senior, was
almost entirely in conception
and partly in execution due to

the junior, than whom there

could not have been a more

loyal subordinate. Now that

he had been absent during this

time of perplexity, the senior

realised how much he had
owed to the other's brain ;

how much he had relied upon
him. He was not of an un-

generous nature, but this fact

had never before been so driven

home. The other had hitherto

never been absent.

Within the last four days
the signs had crystallised, and
all pointed in one direction.

Nearly every report corro-

borated the fact that there

was a great massing of hostile

troops right opposite the

centre : it seemed an estab-

lished fact. There were also

other reports that hinted at a

probable concentration of the

foe on the east, farther away

from the front, and therefore

not so easy to locate. This
news had now received so much
confirmation that the Com-
mander had decided it to be

true, and had made up his plan
of action accordingly. Once
he had settled what to accept
as fact, it had not taken him

long to make his deductions, for

he knew the general against
whom he was fighting. Indeed
it was his estimate of his

opponent's character that had
almost entirely guided his cal-

culations. In spite of his

natural preference for the

concrete as opposed to the

abstract, and of his repugnance
to the metaphysical, he had
learnt to attach value to the

personal factor. Psychology
was a hobby, almost a mania,
with the absent Chief of Staff,

and so great was his personal

magnetism that the senior had
to a certain extent become
saturated with his sub-

ordinate's theory. Moreover,
he had nothing else to go
upon.
The enemy's great force in

front was a feint. No one but
a fool would show strength
where the real effort was to be

made. His opponent was no
fool he knew him to be a

hard-headed, straightforward,
sound fighter. Yes the threat

in the centre was not to be

feared, it was the vague, im-

palpable force hovering oppo-
site his right, on the east, that

was the danger.

Having worked this out to

his satisfaction, all his energy,
which was immense, and all

the efforts of his staff, had,

during the last two days, been
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devoted to the dispositions

necessary in order to meet to

annihilate this main attack
of the foe. The redistribution

had been going on for two days
and was now almost complete.
Not only had he discovered his

opponent's intentions, but he
had almost woven his web in

the proper corner : next morn-

ing would see it complete to

the last thread. True, he was

deeply committed by his dis-

positions, for he could not now
have met a sudden attack on
his centre, in spite of superior
communications and interior

lines ; but he was so certain

of his premises that this did
not worry him. The great
suspense was over. He had
made up his mind, all meas-
ures had been taken, as far

as was humanly possible,
and last, but not least, his

trusty lieutenant, the Chief of

Staff, was returning to duty
this evening : would soon be
beside him to confer and to

confirm. Yes it could not be

disguised to confirm.

The cigar did indeed smoke
well. So satisfied was the

Commander, and withal so

comfortably weary, that, like

the telegraph operator, he too

might have fallen asleep had
not the faint hoot of a motor
horn aroused him. The horn

again sounded, closer : he heard
the whir of a motor rapidly

approaching, and the road was
lit in the glare of acetylene as

a large car drew up suddenly.
Out of it stepped a tall man
in goggles, wearing a military

greatcoat perfectly white with
dust.

Half an hour later the two
were still sitting in the room.

"First-class, sir; I quite see.

Couldn't be more clear. We
know our opponent, I think,
and the east is certainly where
he'll attack. Moves going all

right?"
"Yes; the whole should be

in position to-morrow morning.
We've nothing to do here now,
the last of my orders went
out this evening. I have been

actually loafing."
"
Splendid, splendid," said

the other almost gushingly, at

last recollecting to take off the

goggles, which he had merely
pushed up upon entering. As
he did so the extreme plainness
of the face was revealed. A
diagonal purple streak across

the angle of the forehead did

not improve its appearance.
" I'm quite fit again and up

to any amount of work dying
for it." As he spoke and moved
in a nervous, jerky way, his

face worked. He was an ugly
man.

"Glad to hear it, but there

is nothing absolutely nothing
to do at present. Everything

is nearly ready."
"Almost archiprdtj in fact?"

said the Chief of Staff.

But the other did not quite
follow : he was not very quick.
He said "Eh?"

"
Keady, sir, quite ready ?

"

"
Yes, I said so. In half-an-

hour we shall have a ' future
'

map in here, and you can see

the final position of the troops.
In the meantime have a wash
and get some food

;
I'll run

through these despatches."
He looked at his assistant

almost sentimentally
" It's
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good to see you again. That

obituary notice startled me a

bit, though."
"Oh, that? Yes, it may

sound conceited, but I had
that put in myself, on the off

chance of its getting round to

them. It won't do much harm
if the old man opposite" he
waved his hand vaguely round
the room "thinks that I am

gone. Eh ?
"

The Field -Marshal really
chuckled. He was literally

purring with content. His

conception had been indirectly
and tactfully, but none the less

actually, approved : for the

execution he needed no ap-

proval.
Bothwere smiling, the Com-

mander because his scheme
had been accepted by his

subordinate, the subordinate
because he was sympathetic
and liked his chief, and be-

cause he had insight, and

knew why the old man was

smiling.
There was a step at the

door, and a senior officer of

the General Staff entered

quickly.
" You must see this,

sir," he said to the Field-

Marshal, as he handed him
a paper.
The business must have been

very pressing, for the last-

comer was too perturbed to be
startled by the resurrection of

the defunct Chief of Staff now
looking at him so pleasantly
across the table.

The Commander - in - Chief

read the message deliberately,
then re - read it. When he
handed the slip of paper to

the Chief of Staff all the com-

placency had faded from his

face.

There was no deliberation

about the latter's perusal.
When he returned the paper
he too had ceased to smile.

CHAPTER III.

The two were again alone,
the Field - Marshal glum and

silent, the Chief of Staff strid-

ing up and down the room, and

whistling under his breath in

that dreary way which may
betoken consternation, astonish-

ment, but not joy.
The little paper which had

so upset them did not bear a

long message. On the top was
the despatch from headquar-
ters at home typed out in

cipher. The message was not
from anywhere in the theatre

of war it had come all the

way from the capital, presum-
ably originating in the enemy's.

Underneath was the transcrip-
tion. The purport of it was
that the commander against
whom they were fighting had
been dead for two days, and
had been succeeded by a junior,

practically unknown, officer,

whose name was given. The
wire concluded :

" This is ab-

solutely authentic. We know

nothing of new man."
For some minutes neither

spoke, for both felt the blow :

the one more keenly from a

naturally more personal point
of view, because of all his

efforts and scheming of the

last few days; the other, un-
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touched by such considerations,
could look at the matter in

better perspective. Neverthe-

less, he seemed now far the
more excited of the two.

The blow was too cruel for

even the Field-Marshal to bear

quite unmoved it was abso-

lute upheaval. The mind he
had gauged, whose workings
he thought he knew so well,
had for two days ceased to

exist ! For more than forty-

eight hours he had been pitting
himself against a fresh brain,
a strange will an unknown
quantity ! His plans might be

good or they might be worth

nothing, for nothing did he
know of the new personality.
In his Intelligence Bureau were

pigeon-holes for all the likely
seniors on the other side, and
in them dossiers full of inform-
ation. For this unknown man
there was not only no dossier

there was not even a pigeon-
hole ! Such an appointment
seemed unthinkable, and yet
the wire was explicit fatally
so and the information be-

yond doubt correct. It was a

facer; his mind was blank.
Two things only did he at once

realise, that this news probably
nullified all his efforts, and that
he was hopelessly at sea again,
more so than ever. He sat

there sullen. As is the case

with some stolid natures, a
reverse only made him sulky
and obstinate. The expression
on his face was now almost
mulish.

The other, with the more
resilient mind, was the first to

speak.
" What was this man's name,

sir?"

"What does that matter?
We don't know him." The
tone of irritation betrayed

age.
" I think I know something."

"Very well, read it again
yourself," grunted the senior,

almost throwing the slip over

to him. "I am not sure I

know how to pronounce his

outlandish name."
The General snatched up

the paper, re-read it greedily,
and then muttered :

" There is

one letter more, but it must be

the same." Turning, he con-

tinued :
" Have you ever met

him, sir?"

"Yes, I believe I have. I

once met a man in their service

with a name very like that,

but it was ages ago when I

was attache in their capital,
in fact

"

"By ! Have you? What
was he like?" broke in the

General in a shout, excitement

conquering his manners.
"Good heavens, man, what

are you shouting for? What
do his looks matter ? I never

knew him."
" I apologise, sir ;

I'm afraid

I was rather excited," respond-
ed the other, suddenly calm as

his chief became the reverse,
" but I do believe he is a man
I once knew, and I want to

fix it."

The Field - Marshal's child-

ishness died away : he knew
the other's worth.

"Well, well, if that's it.

Let me see it was so long
ago, I only recollect the gen-
eral impression he gave was

unpleasing. Oh, yes I re-

member now, he had red hair

bushy red hair."
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" Yes ?
"

in a suppressed
voice.

" Do you want more ?
"

The other nodded.
"He had, I think, a foxy

look long pointed nose."

"Yes?"
"I can tell no more. He

was an inferior sort of fellow.

I did not know him well, and
didn't want to."

The Chief of Staff now seemed

suddenly and unaccountably
pleased with himself. "That
is enough : three corroborative

details would fix it sufficiently
for a bookmaker it is a cer-

tainty. That's my man ! Can
you spare half an hour, sir? I

mean, can you wait half an
hour before taking any steps,
and let things run on as they
are ?

" His eye twinkled ; he

knew the answer before it

came.
" Wait half an hour ? Wait

half a year! We don't know
what to do now, and I don't

see how we shall know in

twenty half-hours !

"

"Yes, I hope we shall, sir.

Give me half an hour with a

smoke in the porch and I'll

give you that man's nature,
and we shall know which way
he is going to jump centre or

east. Eh ?
"

"
Very well," was the queru-

lous assent. " I only hope you
succeed. A nice mess this

personal equation business has
landed us in now !

" But the

General had disappeared.
Half an hour is not much

time in which to recall the

events of forty years ago.

CHAPTEE IV.

The Chief of Staff sat deep
in thought, trying to recall a
now far-distant epoch of his

past life his schoolboy days.

Slowly it came back to him,
bit by bit, each reminiscence of

the old life drawing another in

its train. He recollected the

house, the masters, and many
of those utterly unimportant
details which cling to the

memory the shape of the
cracks in the dormitory ceil-

ing at which he used to stare
on the late Sunday mornings,
the hot stuffy smell of the
schoolroom on a summer after-

noon, even the taste of the

pale and watered ink with
which he used to cover his

fingers. He recalled many of

his schoolfellows, amongst them

one rather older than himself

a foreigner. There were a good
many foreigners at that school.

Partly owing to his nationality,
but more to his disposition, this

boy was heartily disliked. He
was called the " Ferret." Yes,

yes, he now well remembered
the Ferret his thick crop of

stiff red hair, his pale face,

pale eyes, and, above all, his

pointed nose, with a dividing
line down its tip, which was

always pink and quivering like

a young rat's. Yes, he remem-
bered him. What a curious

beast he was : a bit of a sports-
man too in his own way, but

it was not the way of others.

Reserved, untruthful, and con-

ceited a disconcerting element

and a perpetual mystery to the
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boys as well as to the masters.

There were other sneaks, other

liars, other queer youths at

the school, which was mixed

enough, but their characters

were transparent in compari-
son with the Ferret's. His
chief peculiarity was that

though he sometimes lied, he
often told the truth. It was
also his success, for no one
knew which way to take him,
and he always attained his

object when he wished to

deceive.

The General had arrived so

far step by step, but it was not

enough. There was something
more he wished to recall, some

special incident which would

give the complete clue to his

schoolfellow's character. Strive

as he would, and though he felt

it at the back of his mind, he
could not entice this special
reminiscence from its cell in

his brain. It was most ex-

asperating. As he fidgetted
he felt for the first time the

attacks of the midges hovering
about his head : he lit a cigar
in self-defence, in the hope also

that perhaps it might soothe his

nerves and make his memory
work.
But no. He could not recall

this thing. He looked at his

watch. Time was going, and
here he was within an ace of

the clue to the situation, the

key to victory and perhaps
to the fate of a nation for

generations.

Always excitable and im-

patient, he now made no effort

to keep calm even in the hope
of beguiling his memory. The
wound in his head began to

throb. Swearing softly, he got

out of his chair, strode across

the road, and started to walk
into the little plantation on the

other side, but had not gone
ten paces before his head
struck the branch of a tree

with a force that made him
reel. He stopped muttering,
and heard some heavy object
fall into the long grass at his

feet. He was dizzy, and with-

out any reason stooped and

picked up the thing. It was
an unripe apple. Absently
placing it to his nose, he

sniffed.

Like a flash the scent took

him back across the space of

years back, back to the dusty
class-room. It was afternoon,
and the room smelt strong of

apples.
The General stood petrified,

apple to nostril, eyes closed, for

now he was getting near it.

Yes, the schoolroom reeked of

apple; there were apple-cores

lying all about and numerous

boys munching. One the

Ferret approached him and

jeeringly offered him a core;
he could remember the nasty
expression the pink twitching
nose. Now he had it !

As he stood there in the

dark in that orchard the smell

of the apple projected a series of

pictures upon his mental retina

as clear as those of a cinemato-

graph, and now they came in

logical, chronological sequence.
He well remembered that

autumn afternoon when his

boyish heart had been torn

between two desires either to

go to a certain orchard to get
the last of some special apples,
or else to pay a visit to an
old lady who gave teas that
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were celebrated. He could not

do both things. He wanted
the tea ; but of the whole
school he and the Ferret alone

knew of this special apple-tree,
and he dared not pay the visit

in case the other should clear

off the fruit. If the Ferret
would wait, he could have his

good tea ;
if not, it would have

to be postponed. He met the
Ferret and asked him point-
blank if he was going for the
fruit. He could recall the very
words of the puzzling answer,

given with a disconcerting
smile

"Of course I am, youngster.
Yes, get every one of them,
and sell what I can't eat.

What d'you think?"
This was so obviously chaff

that he went off to pay the
visit and eat his tea with a

light heart.

The old dame was not at

home. He got no tea, and
returned cold, tired, and

hungry to be offered a

gnawed apple
- core in the

schoolroom. He could see

the cores now lying about
the room and almost feel the
hail of shiny pips with which
he was bombarded.

His subsequent onslaught on
the Ferret had only resulted in

his own discomfiture. But the

explanation ?

Ah, yes ! It was when he

got his hamper. He had been

very keen to learn the Ferret's

system of misleading people
better by truth than by lies,

and had finally extracted a

promise of revelation in ex-

change for a cake, a cake on

top of which the almonds

simply jostled, and a two-
bladed pocket-knife with a

shiny black handle. Having
taken payment in kind before-

hand and eaten one-half of the

price, the Ferret had one night
the last night but one of the

term come and sat on the

edge of his bed and told him
his Theory of Scoring, as he
called it. How unpleasant his

pale face had looked in the

moonlight, all checkered by
the shadows of the bars of

the diamond - paned window,
and how glibly he had talked

as he ran his hands through
his fiery hair.

He did not mind giving his

theory away, he had said, for

it was his last term. To get on
it was necessary to be ahead
of every one else, to anticipate
what they would think or

would do, to know their

natures, and he added a good
deal more stuff which then

appeared to be sheer nonsense.

He concluded by saying that

lying good lying was useful

in moderation, and his last

words were :
" To a stranger I

never lie till I am forced then
I lie well; the other man
thinks I am telling the truth

and is misled. That's the First

Degree of Cunning. Next time
I wish to deceive that man, I

tell the truth. He, of course,
thinks that I am lying, and so

is again misled the Second

Degree. If I wish to
" But

his listener had had enough of

the Ferret's rubbish and cut

him short. How angry he had

been, for he did not under-
stand this rigmarole, and

thought it nonsense. How
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he had vainly demanded his

knife back the cake was
eaten, and how he had re-

ceived another thrashing in

his endeavour to get it. It all

came back now so clearly.
The Ferret had departed

next day but one, and he had
never seen him again or heard
of him since; but the way in

which he had been, as he con-

sidered, cheated out of his

knife had long rankled. It

was not for some years after-

wards that he had seen any
sense in his philosophy.
That was the Ferret with

his " First and Second Degree."
If this man now against them
were the Ferret, and there

could be no doubt of it, his

nature would at bottom, at the

crises of life, be the same.
Given the occasion, he would
act in the same way. The
General looked at his watch,
for he was going to take his

full time in considering the

matter, relit his smoke, and

paced up and down the dusty

road, again running the Ferret's

philosophy over in his mind to

make absolutely certain. As
he did this the humour of the

situation gradually struck him
the incongruity between the

immense issues at stake and the

things he was trying to recall

appeared ghastly, then ludic-

rous. He smiled. His apprecia-
tion of the gravity of affairs

and his vindictive feelings were

struggling against his strong
sense of humour. It was only
after some effort that he calmed
himself sufficiently to go in and
see his Chief. The task before

him of explaining this thing to

his unimaginative senior was

sufficiently hard without pre-

judicing himself in the other's

eyes by any misplaced levity.

Throwing away his cigar, he
went towards the house with
a firm step, and as he crossed

the beams of the headquarter
lanterns it was not a pleasant
face that flashed out three

times crimson against the

darkness.

CHAPTER V.

It was past midnight, and
the Field -Marshal was sadly
studying the fully flagged map
now hung up on the wall of his

private room.
From a short distance the

sheet of paper gave a very
good pictorial representation
of what the positions of the
two forces would be next day.
One might have supposed that
a pattern had been traced on
it in some sweet and sticky
substance upon which large

coloured flies had settled and
stuck. Running about due
east and west in a curve with
its convexity northwards, were
two lines of these flies, blue

and yellow, facing each other.

In the yellow were two con-

spicuous clusters or knots, one

right up on the line towards
the centre, and the other much
thicker, towards the eastern end
and some way back from the

front. These were the enemy's
concentrations; that on the
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centre, ascertained and visible

the sham attack; the other,

conjectured only the real

attack. The blue flies were

slightly crowded at each end

of the line where it curled

back, and, to meet the real

attack, there was a dense cloud

on the east retired from the

front. The position of this

concentration was such that,

should the opposite crowd of

yellows press forward and

penetrate the blue line, they
would in their turn be fallen

upon and overwhelmed.
This gaudy picture was the

result of deep calculation and
immense work on the part of

its artists the general staff at

headquarters, and of super-
human efforts on the part of

the troops the blue flies.

The old man gazed steadily
at it. Though its colour scheme
was perhaps a trifle crude, yet
till a short half-hour ago its

composition and values had
seemed so excellent and now,

possibly all this labour had
been in vain, or even worse
than in vain.

A quick step outside and the

Chief of Staff entered with an

impetuosity strange in a tired

and convalescent man at this

time of night.
"Well?"
"Now, sir, I can tell you

something definite. I said I

knew him of the red hair. I

have now placed him exactly,
and can give you the man."
"What's the use? Tell me

what he's going to do, not

what he is like."
"
Quite so. I will give you

the boy, his nature, and the

way his mind worked. This
will give us his personal equa-
tion ; from that "

"
Yes, I see ; but I am afraid,

my dear fellow, you are still as

madly keen as ever on the
1

personal equation.' I am a

bit shaken in my belief, but

go on, please."
The two sat down facing each

other across the table, a candle

either hand, while theon
asGeneral as clearly and

briefly as possible and without
details laid bare to his Chief

the Ferret's soul as he esti-

mated it.

During his bald statement he
laboured under the effort of

intense restraint, for however
natural the different steps by
which his memory worked had

appeared to him when trying
to recall his school-days, they
did not well lend themselves

to words. Now he was talking
to another man an especially
stolid man the contrast be-

tween his boyish escapades

apples, pocket-knives, and cakes

and the supreme gravity of

the present situation struck

him with increased force. It

was all he could do to keep
from laughing, for his self-

control, through the present
and past tension on his nerves,
was no longer what it had
been. He already saw some-

thing more than interested

wonder in the eyes of his

matter-of-fact Chief, and this

look warned him off any pictur-

esque details. With an effort

he at last logically worked up
to his end, and finished almost

calmly
" That was the boy, sir, and
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that must be a good deal of

the man !

"

There was silence for a few
moments.

"
Yes, knowledge like that

has been used in war, cer-

tainly
"

" Since the days of Hannibal,
at the very least."

"I have also heard some-

thing of that theory of cunning
before," mused the senior.

"
Probably. One Bacon once

wrote on the subject. That's

what made me think that

there was more in it than I

had first imagined, and that

perhaps after all I had not
let that knife go so chea "

He stopped with a jerk and
a suppressed snigger which
made him cough.
"Knife? What knife?"
"
Nothing, sir

; that's quite
another matter, which does not

at all concern the question,"
was the hasty reply. Fortu-

nately the Field-Marshal had
no petty curiosity, and did
not press the point ; but he

eyed his friend keenly before

he continued

"Now, are we quite sure

that this man is the Ferret

your Ferret ?
"

"It must be same name,
same red hair, same foxy nose.

These corroborative facts

independent details make a

mathematical certainty. In

fact, all works out so pat that it

smacks of the strawberry-mark
and the long-lost br-r-r-other

of the play !

"

"
Yes, so I was thinking."

"
However, that does not

vitiate facts. You have seen

the man yourself indeed you

gave me the details, so they
have not been imagined by a

visionary faddist to fit in with
some preconceived theory."

"
Yes, the appearance is cer-

tainly correct. I knew the

man well by sight."
"And I knew the boy by

sight, and all through."
"
Well, well. It may be it

may be. Anyway, we have

nothing else." He sighed.
"
Supposing this is the Ferret,

and that he is unchanged
to come to actualities what
then ? It means, of course,
that that

"

The quicker nature here
broke in, "That as he has
not fought against you before,
and as you do not know him,
he will deceive you in the

simplest way; in other words,
he will use the First Degree.
For two days now he has
carried on his predecessor's

dispositions and is visibly, nay
blatantly, massing against

your centre,
" he waved his

hand in an excited gesture at

the map ; as he did so his

senior noticed, to his bewilder-

ment, that he was clutching
a green apple,

" therefore he
will not attack there. He will

attack our right ! ! !

"

The Field-Marshal pondered.
This was going quick with
a vengeance, and his mind
worked more slowly than that
of his friend. As he thought
over it, half carried away
by the other's personality and
fervour, his eyes were fixed on
the apple.
"M' yes, so it appears to

work out. But how about

you? Won't he know you
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are here you, his old school-

fellow?"
" You forget that I am dead !

That idea of mine may be our

trump-card."
"Yes, I forgot that. It

turns out luckily though, for

our present arrangements stand

good, and we can carry on as

we are doing. It is more than

lucky, it is providential; I doubt
if we should now have time
to alter. I don't see how we
can do better than work on

your theory wild though it

seems. Right or wrong, we
must choose a course and follow

it through unreservedly. We
may be wrong that will mean
failure, if not defeat

;
but if

we simply wait, equally strong
all along the line, for a further

sign of the enemy's intentions,
we are certain of failure." He
paused.

"
Yes, I'll do it. We

will carry on as we are against
a real attack on our right."
He sighed again more from
relief than from anything else.

"It's the obvious course, I

think, sir."

"We can do no more at

present everything is in train.

Thank God it works out this

way ! Of course it pans out
as I thought all along, but
that despatch certainly did

upset me for a bit. I was like

a ship without a compass."
His tone had again become

cheerful, almost smug, for he
had something tangible to

fight against, and having
again come to a conclusion

he again ceased to fear. He
continued :

" But it certainly
does seem far - fetched. The
tactical scheme of an army
based on what a schoolboy

once said many years ago !

"

He chuckled.

The other did not reply ;

the older man's last remarks
reawakened his sense of the

ludicrous, so far successfully
repressed ;

he could not speak.
He felt his self-control slipping

away.
The Field - Marshal, still

chuckling, carefully chose a

cigar from his case, and drew
from his pocket a knife a
two-bladed knife with a black
horn handle, just like

This was too much. The Gen-
eral began to giggle.
"Eh?" said the other with-

out looking up.
"
Hee-hee-hee," was the reply.

The Field-Marshal gazed in

surprise at his friend surprise

mingled with misgiving, for

this giggling, coupled to the
reasonless clutch on an unripe
apple, seemed to denote some
lack of balance perhaps his

wound ?

" Ha-ha-ha " and like an

upheaval of nature the reaction

took place. The General roared.

He lay back in his chair and
roared louder. He walked up
and down the room, holding
the apple at arm's-length, and
shrieked in idiotic tones

"A pocket
- knife a two-

bladed pocket - knife, apples,
and a cake?"
The Field-Marshal dropped

his cigar and stood up. His
first feeling was one of extreme

anger, for it certainly looked
as if his old friend was pre-

suming on their mutual affec-

tion in order to play the fool

at a most inopportune moment ;

but he had never known him
to be a practical joker. A
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second glance showed him that

there was no fooling here, and
his look changed to one of pity
for his overwrought subordin-

ate. Men often get unstrung
on active service, and he was
not surprised at this case, for

before being wounded the strain

on the Chief of Staff had been

terrible, and for such a highly-

strung man to start work again
so soon after recovery was
most unwise : those quick nerv-

ous men will always wear them-
selves to bits. The shrieks of

the hysterical General were
now ringing through the night,
and one or two officers came

running in to ascertain the
cause of the uproar. Laying
the now panting man on the

floor, they tore open his collar

and threw water over him.

Finally bursting into tears, he
recovered as quickly as he had
broken down. As he began a

string of profuse but unneces-

sary apologies for a nervous
breakdown is common enough

the other officers quietly
withdrew.
The two sat on for some

minutes, while the sufferer

collected himself. The Field-

Marshal's qualms as to the
other's sanity had now van-

ished, and he cordially assented
when the General got up, say-
ing

" If you have done with me,
sir, I think I will try and
snatch some sleep."

"Yes, certainly," and he
added as the other reached
the door, "get a sleep while

you can : you may have no
chance to-morrow. Dream of

how we shall defeat the Ferret

lying brute !

"

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCIX.

Something in the tone of the

last words made the hearer

stop. From the phlegmatic
Field-Marshal, even though he
were worked up, they seemed

spiteful, if not abusive.

He turned his head. "Why
do you call him a lying brute,
sir?"

"Good Lord, man, haven't

you been spending the best

part of half an hour trying to

convince me of his lying char-

acter?"

"Yes, certainly. / know
him to be a lying brute, but

you do not. You speak bit-

terly, as if you had some per-
sonal reason for calling him
that. Have you?"
"Why, yes, I have. All

this talk about the fellow has
reminded me of a good deal

that I had forgotten. The
man did lie to me badly
once when I was attache

about something or other, I

don't
"

The other whipped round.
" Has lied to you ?

"

"Yes, yes, I tell you. He
" but the Field -Marshal

did not finish, for the General,

glaring fiercely, stalked slowly

up to the table and hit it such
a blow with his clenched fist

that the candles jumped out of

their sockets and fell over still

burning. He then thrust his

face across the table to within
a few inches of his astonished

senior's, and said in the cresc-

endo whisper of forced calm
" Do you know sir

what that means ?
"

The elder man's fears for his

friend's reason returned in ten-

fold force. Certainly, as he
stood there in the gloom with

2 A
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his face covered with a slime

composed of dust and water,

leaning across the table, and
his clenched fist still holding
the apple in a pool of rapidly

congealing candle -
grease, he

looked almost dangerous.
The Field -Marshal held on

to his chair. He was moment-

arily at a loss. The other

answered his own question.
" That was his first bout

with you !

"

"Oh! Now I see what you
are driving at

; but he will

never remember."
" Won't he ? He always re-

members everything, and will

think you do too."

"Then ?"
" He will play his Second

Degree and will attack
the CENTRE !

"

" Ah !

"

There was no more sleep for

the tired telegraphist or for

any one else at headquarters
that night. War is a Jugger-
naut that recks not of the

weariness of individuals, and
it was high noon next day
before the click of the type-
writers, the tap of telegraph

keys, and the smack of the
" wireless" had abated. By
that time, too, many of the

pretty blue flies on the map
might have been seen in the

sunlight to have danced round
to a fresh pattern nearer the

centre of the picture.

CHAPTER VI.

Three mornings later. In

response to the clamour of the

guns the weather has broken.

Though the rain has tailed off

into drizzle, the ground is still

sopping and the bushes drip

sadly as the damp breeze shakes

them.
Behind the wayside railway

station, in the centre of the

valley, rise a circle of purple
hills, and above and beyond
them again heavy clouds are

hanging. A thread of blue

smoke, bullied by the rain,

quivers up from the station

buildings, and the sodden flag

hanging limp from its staff

close by gives an occasional

sad flap as a puff of air gal-
vanises it into momentary life.

Though sodden with rain, its

colours can be recognised as

those of the Field -Marshal's

headquarters now moved on
far from the village inn. A
cavalcade winds slowly over

the hills to the left, and ap-

proaches. As they get closer

it can be seen that nearly all

the bedraggled men composing
it are officers, though not all

their horses are officers' mounts.

They must indeed have been
scratched together anyhow.
Some are troop horses, others

are most palpable of " hairies
"

which have long known the

drag of gun or waggon, but
all are alike in their weary de-

jection as they stumble over

rocks and slither down the

slippery clay of the hillside.

In spite of their evident

fatigue and discomfort an air

of smothered satisfaction sits

on the faces of all but a few of

the party. The dejected ones
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are riding in the centre, and
as far as the universal coating
of mud allows of comparison
they appear to be wearing a
different uniform. At their

head rides a slight man, hat-

less, and as he turns his head
his bushy crop of red hair

presents the only spot of colour

in the sombre picture. Though
his eyes are cast down and the
whole of his sharp-featured face

is expressive of hopeless per-

plexity, yet he supplies also the

only touch of briskness, for in

spite of the damp his moustache
retains its stiff upward curl.

This man is the captured com-
mander of the defeated army,
who, with a few survivors from
his staff, is on his way to sur-

render to his vanquisher.
As the cavalcade approaches

the flagstaff the challenging
neigh of a horse suddenly rings
out from behind the house, and
the air is filled with the shrill

noise of the chorus in reply.
Ears are pricked, nostrils

quiver, bits jingle, and as re-

gards horseflesh the appear-
ance of the dismal party is

transformed. A small knot of

mounted men appears from
behind the house. It is the

Field - Marshal coming out to

receive the surrender of his foe.

A few moments and the parties
halt as the leaders alone ride

forward. Courteously they
salute in silence, and then as

the vanquished man faces his

victor, perplexity is still

stronger on his face than

any other emotion. Then his

glance passes the Field-Marshal
and falls upon a tall man with
a scarred face riding behind.

It turns to a stare. A gleam
of recognition, of comprehen-
sion almost of relief comes

slowly into his tired eyes.
He recognises his real con-

queror !
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MEMORIES OF LONDON IN THE FORTIES. II.

BY DAVID MASSON.

WHEN I went to live in

London, in 1844, I found that

it was the custom to take only
one's breakfast in one's lodg-

ings, and to dine elsewhere.

The habit, though new to me,
had its advantages. The first

London dining-place I was in

was a small and quiet one in

an upstairs room in Coventry
Street. Having been there

almost daily during my fort-

night's visit to London in 1843,
on account of some preference
for it on the part of my men-
tors of that visit, I returned to

it for a while in 1844. Very
soon, however, the neighbour-
ing and much more frequented
Hancock's, in Rupert Street,
drew me off; and there, in

the upstairs room, I continued
for a while to dine so regularly

every day, between five and six

o'clock, that I can still see the

figure of the dark-faced waiter,
hear him giving his orders down
the lift by which the dishes

came up, and remember his

rapid summings-up of my ex-

penses as I prepared to go.

They were moderate enough ;

but though the cheapness of

the dinner would be surprising

by a modern standard, very
respectable people, I can assure

you, used to dine at Hancock's.
It was some amusement to a

stranger in London to look

round the room, generally full

as it was, and observe the faces.

Occasionally there was a face

known to me, as when Duncan,

the Edinburgh artist, whom I

had last met at Dr Chalmers's

about the time when he was

painting the doctor's portrait,

appeared close beside me, and
we renewed our acquaintance.
Once I was greatly interested

in a group of four or five, two
of them remarkably tall and
stalwart men, who were dining

together very merrily, with
much interchange of joke and

laughter, in a corner box oppo-
site to that in which I sat.

Their speech betrayed them at

once to be from the Land of

Cakes; but they seemed to be

so much at home that I could

not doubt they were residents

in the great Babylon ;
and

they were altogether so radiant

and happy that, when they pro-
ceeded to crown their dinner by
having a huge basket of straw-

berries placed before them, and
seemed disposed to prolong their

dessert indefinitely, still with

jestand fun, more Scotico, I could

hardly resist the inclination to

go over, introduce myself as

a compatriot dying for com-

panionship, and ask them to

let me join their party. "And
why didn't you do it ?

" asked
one of them, years afterwards,
when I told him the story, for

I came to know every one of

that group whom I left so

merry over their strawberries

in the box at Hancock's. The
two stalwart men were my
good friends Andrew Maclure

and Robert Marshall, men not
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to be forgotten if once seen;
and a third of the party was
Orr, the publisher.

Hancock's, in Rupert Sreet,
and more rarely Bertolini's,

just off Leicester Square, re-

ceived my magnificent patron-

age through 1844. In the

later period, from 1847 on-

wards, or through that part
of it in which the bachelor

habit of dining out had still

to be kept up, I may have
returned to Hancock's now and

then; but other places had
most of me. Let me see.

There was the American
Stores in Oxford Street, then a

very excellent house
;
there was

the Scotch Stores, also in Ox-
ford Street, farther west ; there

was another Scotch Stores in

Beak Street, off Regent Street;
and there was Dolby's in

Princes Street or Wardour
Street, an old-fashioned house,
where I used to see a select

number of steady veterans al-

ways punctually eating, and

reading their newspapers, at

the same hour. Latterly I

promoted myself to Simpson's
in the Strand, or the other

Simpson's at the Albion, at

the foot of Drury Lane. By
this time, having often a friend

with me, or meeting friends

whose dinner -hour in one or

other of these places coincided

with mine, I was less dependent
on the amusement of observing

strange faces. Now and then,

however, there was an incident

worth noting, if you were alone

and idle. Once, at Simpson's
in Drury Lane, there came in

a tall, venerable, well-dressed

gentleman with a grand white

head, one of the noblest-look-

ing intellectually I had ever

seen. Having seated himself

in a box near me, and inquired
what was to be had, he ordered
cod-fish to begin with. When
it was brought, his words
were
"But I say, waiter, where's v'"'

the liver?" ^
The waiter was sorry that

it had all gone already.
"D-n it, man, in ma'

opinion the liver is more
essential to the cod than the

eyster-saace is," said my white-

headed Plato, with the most

perfect calmness, the oath not-

withstanding, and accepting
the liverless cod resignedly
after all. Here was evidently
another countryman of mine ;

but who he was I never found
out. He may have been

M'Culloch, the Political Econ-

omist, for all I know. He
must have been a somebody,
at all events ; and I have
treasured his aphorism as the
most incontrovertible I have
ever heard a wise man utter.

When one chanced to be in

the City, and wanted an early-
afternoon dinner there, or that
still earlier stupefaction called

"lunch," there were several

queer little stuffy places of

great celebrity with sanded
or sawdusted floors, crowded
at certain hours by the busi-

ness men and clerks which it

was the correct thing for a

west-ender to visit. "For a

chop or steak and a mealy
potato there is no place like

Joe's, in Finch Lane, Corn-
hill

;
but the beer is bad," was

Peter Cunningham's verdict on
one such City house in the

first edition of his 'Handbook
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of London,' repealed in his

second edition of 1850; and I

used to wonder whether the

blame outweighed the praise
in the eyes of the proprietor,
and whether he could have an

action, if he chose, against the

frank Peter or his publisher.

My own experience of Joe's

was that Peter was nearly

right. In the same veracious

and truly excellent handbook

you were told, "If you can
excuse an indifferently clean

tablecloth, you may dine well

and cheaply at the Cheshire

Cheese, in Wine Office Court,
in Fleet Street"! but though
the Cheshire Cheese was, and

perhaps is, among the most
famous of the Fleet Street

places, I was in it but twice.

There were several other such

places, each with its peculiarity,
at the Temple Bar junction of

Fleet Street with the Strand,
where men from the neigh-

bouring newspaper-offices used

to drop in for lunch or dinner ;

and it was no uncommon thing
to see some hard-working son

of the press glancing over

proofs as he ate his chops.
The Rainbow was one such

place ; but the place of places
to my taste in this neighbour-
hood was the Cock. It is

extinct now, I believe ; but
what Londoner is there of the

days gone by that does not

remember the old house, close

to the Temple Bar, dating
itself and its name from the

time of Charles II., with the

old symbol of the Cock over

the door, the long wooden

passage slightly ascending
from the street to the interior

room, and that homely old

room itself, with its substan-
tial old furniture, its crannies
and angles, and its suggestion
of unknown crypts and cel-

lars underneath, whence they
fetched the stout and other

liquors? The place, doubtless,
had been illustrious in dining-
house legends long before

Tennyson's time, and it must
have been its legendary fame
that recommended it to Tenny-
son; but places, as well as

men, have to wait their lucky
hour

;
and it was Tennyson,

as all the world knows, that

brought the Cock into literary

glory and made it immortal.

Temple Bar itself is no more,
and the Cock that was beside

it has crowed his last; but
" Will Waterproof's Lyrical

Monologue made at the Cock"
will keep the dingy old house
and its vanished comforts

and capabilities in memory for

ever :

"
plump head-waiter at the Cock,

To which I moat resort,

How goes the time ? 'Tis five o'clock.

Go fetch a pint of port :

But let it not be such as that

You set before chance-comers,
But such whose father-grape grew fat

On Lusitanian summers."

The port is brought; and
Will Waterproof, as he sips it,

falls into his reverie. He sees

all his past life, back to his

college days and his first love :

he sees the world of the pres-

ent, and hears the mingled
roar of it, as if in conflux

round Temple Bar outside : he

dreams his dream of poetic

ambition, and compares the

past of literature with the

present : he looks forward

through a mist to the future.
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But he returns to the Cock, to

the port before him, as long as

it lasts, and to the plump head-
waiter :

"But thou wilt never move from hence,
The sphere thy fate allots ;

Thy latter days increased with pence
Go down among the pots ;

Thou battenest by the greasy gleam
In haunts of hungry sinners,

Old boxes, larded by the steam
Of thirty thousand dinners."

This veritable head -waiter,
or at least a personage who
passed for him, was still in the

Cook, short and plump as ever,
but grey -haired and serious,
when I first knew it, and for

a good while after. He must
have heard the first stanza of

Tennyson's quoted in his pres-
ence dozens of times, if not

actually addressed to him, by
his more forward and witty
customers. The rumour was
that he rather resented the
honour conferred upon him,
and had been heard to say
testily that gentlemen might
take what liberties they liked

provided they paid their scores.

The phrase "Lusitanian sum-
mers "

in connection with the

port was said to be somewhat
of a stumbling-block to his

intelligence.
After dinner you might go,

if you liked, for a cup of coffee

and a cigar, to the Cigar Divan,
just above Simpson's in the
Strand. Entering by the

cigar shop below, where, in

exchange for a shilling, you
selected your cigar and re-

ceived the bone check which
entitled you also to your cup
of coffee, you ascended to the

spacious upper hall where you
could lounge among the news-

paper tables or on one of the

luxurious side sofas, reading as

you whiffed, or, if you were
interested in chess, watching
some game going on between
two practised players. For the

Cigar Divan was the scene of

all the great chess-playing in

London : it was here that some
of the greatest chess battles in

history were fought, and that

some of the most famous chess-

players in the world were to

be seen if not engaged in one

of those great matches, at least

toying away their time and

keeping their brains in trim

by minor practice, in the sight
of bewildered admirers. Mr
Buckle, long before he burst

on the world as a philosopher,

was, as we have learnt from
his biography, one of these

marvels of the chess - playing
faculty to be seen habitually
in the Cigar Divan ; and, as

he must have been there some
time or other when I could

have come across him, I should

certainly have remarked him
if anybody had pointed him

out, and had been able to tell

with what else than chess-

playing his prematurely bald

head was pregnant. As it is,

I remember no frequenter of

the Divan more notable than
a German newspaper corre-

spondent, who seemed to spend
a great deal of his time there,

glancing at newspaper after

newspaper, and very busy with

pen or pencil over his oblong
pieces of flimsy, as the hour

approached when he had to

despatch his gatherings by
post.
On the Sundays of the year

1844 I used to go with my
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good and kind friend, Dr
Alexander Patrick Stewart, to

the Scotch Church in Regent
Square. A medical man of

between thirty and forty years
of age, not in much practice
as yet (though afterwards well

known as one of the physici-
ans of Middlesex Hospital), Dr
Stewart was handsomely quar-
tered in Mount Street, Gros-
venor Square. The son of the
Rev. Andrew Stewart, a Scot-

tish clergyman who had married
in 1809 the youngest daughter
of the tenth Lord Blantyre
("poor Margaret Blantyre has
married a Presbyterian min-

ister," is the jotting I found

recently in the gossiping mem-
ories of some contemporary
lady of rank), my friend had
inherited a double strain of

characteristics. With a certain

easy joviality of temperament,
and the manners and tastes of

a well-bred man of the world,
he combined a strong fidelity
to the Scottish religious tradi-

tions in which he had been

brought up, and which were
best represented now, as he
had concluded, in the newly
founded Free Church of Scot-

land. Taking pity on my soli-

tude in lodgings when I was
still strange to London, he
would always have me dine
with him in his chambers in

Mount Street on Sundays;
and he had pleasure, I believe,
in seeing me with him in his

pew in church beforehand,
where I might have the benefit

of such continued doctrine and

society of the right sort as

had been provided in that

place for all Scots and sons
of Scots who would remain

faithful to their native Zion
in the midst of the great
Babylon. The preacher him-

self, the Rev. James Hamilton,
was no stranger to me, being
the brother of one of my
most intimate college friends ;

and his pulpit discourses, full

of gentle piety, and revealing
also his cultivated understand-

ing and literary tastes, were
about the best representatives
of Scottish preaching and the

Scottish accent that had been
transferred to London. In pri-
vate he was a man of the most

genial and affectionate ways,
with a tolerant ease of dis-

position, and fine humour.
About his church in Regent
Square there still lingered

legends of his great predeces-
sor, Edward Irving, for whom,
in his days of London celebrity,
the church had been built.

Indeed, several of the most
notable men of Irving's con-

gregation, who had stood by
him more or less sympatheti-
cally in his breakdown, and
had tided the affairs of the

Regent Square Church through
the perplexity and commo-
tion caused by the Unknown
Tongues and the Irving here-

sies, were still among the

chiefs of Hamilton's congrega-
tion, as elders or deacons. One
of these was James Nisbet,
the religious bookseller and

publisher, of Berners Street.

He was an iron - grey and
rather hard -looking veteran,

originally from the Scottish

border, who had been forty

years in the London wilder-

ness without swerving from
Calvinism or Presbytery, had
made the best of both worlds
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on that principle, and was
rather boastful of his contempt
for those of his countrymen
who had not done the same.

Once, when a friend and I

were calling upon him in his

shop in Berners Street, and

my friend said something or

other relative to literature, to

which he expected assent from
a man who dealt in books,
Nisbet doubled him up very
amusingly.

" You literary
folks think a great deal of

yourselves," said Msbet; "but
I could buy the whole pack of

you for an old song." Though
greatly amused, I was a little

nettled, and thought my friend

took the insult to his craft too

quietly ;
and it was with some

difficulty that, stripling though
I was, I repressed the retort

that rose to my lips, as I looked
round on the rows of religious

books, most of them trash, by
which Msbet had made his

money. But he was a very
worthy man, and had made
the most of one world by trad-

ing solely and exclusively on
the most orthodox expectation
of another.

More than any church to me,

through the year 1844, and

again from 1847 onwards dur-

ing all my residence in London,
was the reading-room of the
British Museum. My memory
goes back, of course, to the old

reading - room, the access to

which was by a kind of lane
or mews from Montague Street,
Russell Square. How many
times I descended that lane
and ascended the stairs to the

great double-room where the
readers were busy at their

tables over books and manu-

scripts ! I can fancy myself

among them yet ;
I can see the

face of the little man a High-
lander, I think he was, and
with a short temper who sat

at the wicket at the end of the

right half of the hall, taking
the tickets, and giving out the

books when they were brought
to him by the attendants in-

side ;
I can see the attendants

in the hall itself, all defunct

long ago, who carried the books

from the wicket to the readers

at the several tables. Above
all, I ean remember what a

promiscuous assemblage the

readers themselves were.

Every now and then some

celebrity would be conspicuous

among them John Forster

often enough, and Carlyle more

rarely, when the necessity of

consulting some book not to

be had elsewhere overcame his

nervous sensitiveness to the

disturbing sights and sounds
of the place ;

but the majority
were steady labourers at the

same tables day after day, a

few of them ladies engaged in

seeking out provender for their

sustenance in one knew not

what a variety of undertak-

ings. Most of these were suf-

ficiently well-to-do in appear-
ance; but there were some
mirth - provoking and some

heart-breaking objects amongst
them. Carlyle's chief horror,
" the man with the bassoon

nose," can have been seldom
absent ;

for as common a cause

of sensation throughout the

hall as the thud of a great
folio on the floor, accidentally
let fall by somebody, was the

nasal thunder from some un-

civilised habitue" of one of the
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tables, using his handkerchief

as regardlessly of all about

him as if he had been in Juan
Fernandez. The habitu6 that

fascinated myself most pain-

fully, however, was a squalid,

pale-faced young man, whose

peculiarity was that he had
iron heels to his shabby boots,
at least one of which was al-

ways loose; so that, as he
walked down the central pass-

age to the wicket, the clank-

clank he made was like an

appeal to look up and behold
Literature in its extreme of

wretchedness. In those days
Sir Henry Ellis was the

principal librarian, or head
of the Museum; and I re-

member him as a polite little

gentleman of the old school, to

be seen occasionally in the

reading-room. But the gigantic
and despotic Italian, Panizzi,
was the chief of the depart-
ment of Printed Books, with
those magnificent schemes

already in his head for the

library and reading - room
which startled the Trustees at

the time, but which were car-

ried out to the full when he
rose to the principal librarian-

ship, in succession to Sir Henry.
That was not till 1856

;
and it

was in 1857 that the present
circular reading-room, which
Panizzi had planned, and where
his bust now most appropri-

ately looks down on the book-
ish throng, superseded the old

reading-room of my first ac-

quaintance, accessible so dingily

by the mews from Montague
Street. It was a revolution

worthy of those well-known
lines of the laureate -expect-
ant

" Had you seen this fine hall before it

was made,
All ye London sons of the book-making

trade,
I am sure every time that your ticket

admits ye,
You would lift up your hands and

bless old Panizzi."

My own allegiance to Panizzi's

noble rotunda, with its light-
some glass roof and its luxuri-

ous accommodation for readers,
is not less than that I owe to

its poorer predecessor. The
readers in the splendid rotunda

are, I think, greatly more
numerous than those that were
to be seen in the old double-

oblong ; they appear altogether
of better worldly condition in

the average, and the propor-
tion of ladies among them, I

am sure, is much greater.
There are humours and odd

sights, however, even in the

new rotunda. Once, there

seated himself next to me an
old fellow whose movements I

could not but watch. Having
sent in his tickets, he sat for

a while quite idle, waiting for

his books. They came at last,

a very considerable pile; and
then he began operations.

First, he put his hat between
his knees, adjusting it carefully
so as to receive something ;

then, putting his right hand
into his coat-pocket behind, he
fetched thence a red handker-
chief and two eggs. Under the

mask of the wall of books in

front of him, he proceeded to

chip one of the eggs. That it

was raw was more obvious

than pleasant ; but, by tilting
his head back, and an act of

suction more visible than aud-

ible, he contrived to swallow
the contents, dropping the
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shell furtively, when he had
done so, into his open hat.

He immediately performed the

same process with the other

egg ;
after which, as no third

egg seemed to be forthcoming,
I thought the entertainment

over, and drew my eyes off him
to attend to my own work.
When I looked again, about
ten minutes later, he was fast

asleep, his head nodding over

the hat, into which he had

dropped the red pocket-hand-
kerchief to conceal the two

egg-shells, and not a volume
of the wall of books before him
so much as opened ! Very
possibly he was a philo-

sopher ; but it must have
been of some deep and pe-
culiar school, investigating

things ab ovo.

Nothing marks the lapse of

time more, in such a city as

London, than the succession

of theatrical reputations and
celebrities. The actors and
actresses that delight the town
for a time, some even for a

generation, are swept off the

boards, and others ever suc-

ceed. Who are they that
London runs after now? I

know but vaguely;
1 not a

tenth of them even by name.

My recollection, however, is

pretty vivid of those who were
the stars of the stage when I

first knew London, and used
now and then to go to the

Haymarket, the Princess's, the

Adelphi, or the Olympic.
Never, I am sorry to confess,

have I seen a tragic actor, or

at least an actor of Shake-

spearian tragedy, who realised

to me the ideal I had formed
of what tragic genius might
be from the traditions of

Garrick, Mrs Siddons, and
Edmund Kean. 2

Macready,
whom I saw in "Hamlet,"
"Macbeth," and "King Lear,"

by no means answered my ex-

pectations, only his Lear com-

ing at all near them, while

his Hamlet was little less than
a horror to me; and it was
not in a Shakespearian play,
but in "Richelieu," that I saw
him in what I could suppose
to be his best. After seeing
his Hamlet, I remember pro-

posing and I shall stick to

it that the actor, in the

soliloquy "To be or not to

be," should be compelled to do
it smoking a cigar. Charles

Kean, of whom I had some

recollection, having seen him
in that part of my childhood

when he was beginning his

theatrical career and was on
a starring expedition into the

far north, was no longer the

wonderful being he had seemed
then to my childish eyes. In
such a melodrama as "The
Corsican Brothers " he was

very effective ; but nothing
could be more exasperating
now than to sit through his

performance of a part like

Richard, and hear his wooden
intonation in this fashion

" Dow is the widter of our discodtedt

Bade glorious subber by the sud of

York."

1 Written in 1881. F. M.
2

This, written in 1881, does not apply to the present-day stage. It was, for

instance, before Mr Forbes Robertson (his godson) rose to such eminence on the
British tragic stage, in the character of "Hamlet." F. M.
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It is probably on account of

my unfortunate experience of

the poverty of the London

tragic stage in those days
that though I have never
ceased to remember the beauti-

ful acting of Helen Faucit in

her Shakespearian and other

tragic parts, and have thrice

seen Fechter, Salvini, Irving,
and others in London, and
received also from Rachel, in

"Les Horaces," an idea of the

terrifically tragic in the French

style I find myself excess-

ively reluctant to go to see

a Shakespearian tragedy, or

indeed a tragedy of any kind.

Very different is my experience
of English comic acting. The

genius of comic acting must
be much more common than
that of tragic. At all events,
I can count up, even within
the range of my own very
moderate amount of theatre-

going, not a few comedians
that seemed absolutely perfect
in their business; and to this

day I am always surest of

genuine recreation such as the

theatre can afford, if, avoiding
a Shakespearian night, and

keeping my Shakespeare sacred

in his own book, I take my
chance of any of those pieces,

wholly comic, or with a dash
of the comic, that may be

running their period, hardly
ranking as literature in any
sense, but concocted by clever

fellows who catch the humours
of the hour ; and some jumble
of situations comes to you for

the first time, along with the
actors as they step on the

stage, and you look for their

names in the playbill. A
classic old comedy revived is,

of course, a finer treat, if there
is adequate acting ;

and I can
remember old Farren in Sir

Anthony Absolute at the Hay-
market. But it was mainly
in such passing pieces as I

have described that I first

paid my tribute of laughter
to Wright, Keeley, and Buck-
stone. Wright, though a little

vulgarised by Adelphi require-

ments, had, I think, the deep-
est and richest natural vein

of the three ;
and I shall never

forget him as a village school-

master lecturing his form
of boys, or as the innocent

young man fallen into bad

company, in " Green Bushes,"

compelled to be a burglar

against his will, and reduced
at last to selling dogs' collars.

Keeley, whom I came to know
a little in private, the most

neatly dressed of stout little

gentlemen, generally with a

bouquet in his hand or his

button-hole, was inimitable in

going off the stage in a col-

lapse of speechless rage, indi-

cated by feebler and feebler

gesticulation, or in a paroxysm
of assumed courage, but mortal

terror, when marched in front

of two cocked pistols, and not

daring to look round, but

managing his diminutive legs
as jauntily as he could, and

trying to whistle. Buckstone,
the best Tony Lumpkin I have
ever seen, was so matchless in

all characters of that order,
when I first set eyes on him,
that it was with pain I saw
him in his old age, still linger-

ing on the stage, from sad

necessity, after he was a

superfluous veteran, and mov-

ing about with much difficulty
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of joint and voice in one of

his old parts. Something the

same I may say of Charles

Mathews, whom I saw in his

prime in those parts of rapid

patter and cool and blase' rake-

hood which he chiefly affected ;

and I was distressed beyond
measure in seeing him in one

of these parts when he was a

walking skeleton, shortly be-

fore his death. A later favour-

ite on the London boards, and
later in my recollection, was

poor Robson. Who would not

drop a tear to the memory of

that extraordinary little man ?

In some respects he beat them
all. He was delirium incar-

nate ; and, as you saw the

grotesque, small-bodied crea-

ture on the stage, trembling,

writhing, and sometimes leap-

ing, in his part, you felt that

the nervous thrill he shot

through you as you beheld

him had begun in his own
frame. But for his physical
diminutiveness, and perhaps an
inherent impishness or semi-

lunacy, as of one of Shake-

speare's clowns, in the very
nature of his genius, one might
have thought him born for a

tragic actor
; and certainly

from no professed tragedian
then on the stage did there

come such flashes of tragic
madness as from little Robson
in his Greek garb, shrieking
and biting his arm, in the

English burlesque of " Medea."
Ija a moment he was the

buffoon again, lolling his

tongue out
;

and you were
convulsed with his ludicrous

oddity.
Was it in 1847 that I first

saw Jenny Lind ? It was as

she ran in upon the stage at

Her Majesty's Opera House in

the '

Figlia del Reggimento,'
a wild, fair -haired fawn of

genius, all gold and goodness,
from her native snow - clad

hills, looking round with
scared eyes, stepping rhythmic-
ally, and beating her little

drum. No operatic sensation

in my memory equals that.

What a ravishment about

Jenny Lind there was that

season throughout London,
crammed houses every night
to hear her and adore her in

public ; and the old Duke of

Wellington hanging about her

at private concerts like an
enamoured grandfather, and

forgetting Waterloo as he put
her shawl round her after her

songs ! I have never been
able to forgive Dr Stanley,
the amiable Bishop of Norwich,
for abstracting the Swedish

Nightingale from the stage, by
possessing her with notions on
that subject less liberal than

might have been expected from

him, and so depriving thou-

sands of the pleasure she

might have given them for

years after her regretted re-

tirement. Why should an
oratorio or a morning concert

be safer or more lawful than
an opera ?

Two boys of strict Free
Church parentage and up-

bringing in a Scottish town
were comparing iniquities.
One boasted that he had

furtively been at a circus-

show. "Ah, but I have done
worse than that," said the

other,
" for I've been ance in

the pit at the theatre and
twice in the Established Kirk."
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There were a number of

forms and places of amusement
in and about London, apart
from the regular theatres, of

which it was considered essen-

tial, under the pretext of

studying
" London life," that

every young resident, especi-

ally if he had any connection

with the profession of letters,

should have some experience.
Greenwich Fair, now abol-

ished, was once a great half-

yearly institution on the skirts

of London, preserving, I sup-

pose, the main features of such
older things as Ben Jonson's

Bartholomew Fair
;
and I can

remember my astonishment at

the sight of such an unre-

strained revel of open-air en-

joyment and devil-may-care
abandonment of both sexes to

the fun and humour of the

moment as broke upon me
once in 1844, when I threaded

my way, with the friend who
piloted me, among the crowds

gathered in Greenwich Park
and on One Tree Hill. There
was universal use, by lads and

girls, of a mischievous little

wooden instrument, with a rasp
or toothed wheel, for rubbing
down your back as they passed

you, and making you believe

that your coat was torn ; lads

and girls, and even staid men
and women, were running down
One Tree Hill, or rolling down
it, in giggling avalanches

; and,
on the level, the favourite game
was kiss-in-the-ring. In this

game, each ring consisted of a

voluntary association of young
men and women, most of whom
had never seen each other be-

fore
;
in each, a selected young

woman took her station in the
centre in turn

; and it was for

the happy swain, on whom her
thrown handkerchief alighted,
to run in from the circumfer-

ence and salute her, always
politely raising his hat at the

critical instant. Then, all

along the heath, there were
the refreshment - booths and

dancing-booths, where the fun
was even more furious. There
Bacchus and Venus coquetted
no less openly than in Burns's
Poosie ISTansie's, though a

thousand times more elegantly
dressed, and a thousand times

better-tempered. And the two
or three lady visitors that had
come out of curiosity, London

lady-novelists, I fancied them
to be, or could they be lady-

philanthropists ? passed rap-

idly through, leaning on the

arms of their masculine escorts,

and with black dominoes over

their eyes. Altogether, though
there was nothing outrageously
indecorous, and a great deal

that was the mere frolic of

pleasant holiday humour and
roused animal spirits, I obtained

an idea of that "
Merry Eng-

land" of the Olden Time

against which the Puritans

had set their faces, and could

understand their reasons.

One could gather the same

lesson, though more mildly,
without going so far as Green-
wich. Vauxhall Gardens, for

example, was then a place of

entertainment where, aftap

gorgeous displays of fireworks,

tight-rope dancing in a blaze

of light, and other varieties of

gymnastic or semi - dramatic

performance, the business re-
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solved itself into mere prom-
enading and dancing.

1

Attended by men only were
those celebrated supper-rooms
which were at the same time

singing-halls. Famous in this

class and conducted in every

way with the most scrupulous

respectability consistently with
the assemblage of some scores

of men at long tables, with
viands and liquors before them,
and most of them with cigars
in their mouths was Evans's,
alias Paddy Green's, in Covent
Garden. Not more than twice,
I think, and both times after

1847, was I in this famous

evening hostelry; but I have
the honour of remembering, as

doubtless others can, the im-
mortal Paddy himself, going
about among his guests with
his smiling and witty Irish

face, and his ever-ready snuff-

box ; and also Paddy's factotum
and right-hand man, the big
Herr von Joel. This last was
a wonder; for, after acting as

waiter, and handing round the

cigars, for one of which he
never gave you any change,
whatever coin you gave him,
he would mount a table and

whistle the most complex
musical air with a common
walking-stick for his flute, or

imitate with his unaided organs
all the noises of a farmyard,
successively and in chorus,
from the clucking of hens to

the lowing of cows, the grunt-

ing of pigs, and the braying of

a donkey. Paddy Green and
his Herr von Joel are now

among the ghosts of Covent
Garden.

It was a decided descent, but

a descent regarded as obliga-

tory now and then on those

who would know something of

the night side of London, to

substitute for the classic

Evans's, when you thought of

a visit to a supping-place, the

Cider Cellars in Maiden Lane.

They were a surviving specimen
of several popular places of the

kind in that neighbourhood
that had been in vogue from
the days when Edmund Kean,
as I have been informed on

good authority, used to ad-

journ to one or other of them
for potations, after his theatri-

cal labours of the night, and
could sometimes be induced, by
clamorous calls, to favour the

1 Among my father's dictated memories is one about Vauxhall which may be

incorporated here : ". . . On one occasion there, I saw a form of amusement
which I have never seen since. Two men, who looked as if they might be
on one of the London papers, were going about together, and fixing on some
other man, and making believe he was drunk. They fixed, I remember, on a

particularly sober, stalwart, comfortable-looking man, a youngish man, too,
and began by saying to each other, 'What a pity he is in such a con-

dition !

' and so on ; and they worked him up at last to a state of exasperation I

never saw equalled. There was a good deal of the ludicrous in the trick, but it

was cruel too ; and I remember it particularly, because, as I was standing watch-

ing it, one of the two men turned as if he would have tried the same thing on
me ; and then, with one sharp look at me, he said,

' You work with your head !
'

and turned off." My father used to say that, in after years, he fancied he

recognised this man in a brilliant and successful literary man of his day, a
fellow-member with himself of "Our Club," and I think also of the Garrick
and Athenaeum. F. M.
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company with a speech or

recitation, held up on his feet

by supporters while he did so.

In the invaluable Peter

Cunningham's account of

Maiden Lane, the Cider

Cellars come in for special
notice. He describes them
as "a favourite haunt of

Professor Porson, still fre-

quented by young men, and
much in vogue for devilled

kidneys, oysters, and Welsh

rarebits, cigars, glasses of

brandy, and great supplies of

London stout
"

;
and he adds,

"singing is cultivated: the

comic vein prevails." There
can be no doubt, however,
that this was the place which

Thackeray had chiefly in his

eye in his description of "the
Cave of Harmony

"
in the first

chapter of the ' Newcomes '

;

and to that chapter any one

may be referred who desires

to know what was the nature
of the entertainment at the

Cider Cellars, and especially
what kinds of singing were in

favour. Besides those impro-
visations from little Nadab,
and those old English songs of

patriotism and sentiment which
so delighted the good and

simple Colonel, just home from

India, when he and his son

made their memorable visit to

the Cave, there was apt to be

too much of that ribald vein

which was judiciously sup-

pressed on the occasion of the

Colonel's presence, till it broke

out, to the Colonel's horror

and disgust, in the volunteered

ditty of the tipsy reprobate

Captain Costigan. What would
the Colonel have thought of

that particular song of the

place which for a whole season,
as I can vouch, was the talk of

the town, and drew hundreds

nightly to hear it, Thackeray
himself, and the 6lite of the

London club world and liter-

ary world included ? It

was certainly not a song
virginibus puerisque, any more
than Captain Costigan's was,

though on a different ac-

count
; but, as I want to be

veracious, and as I do not

know but there may be some
use in the record of a horrify-

ing scrap of fact of this kind,
I will dare to put in print my
recollection of the great Ross
of the Cider Cellars, in his

character of "Sam Hall."

The evening is pretty far

advanced, and the supping
groups at the crowded tables,

grey heads and literary celeb-

rities among them, have com-

posed themselves, in a lull

following previous songs, for

the appearance of the great
Boss. He makes his appear-
ance at last, in a kind of raised

box or pulpit in one corner of

the room, a strange, gruesome
figure, in ragged clothes, with
a battered old hat on his head,
his face stained and grimed to

represent a chimney-sweep's,
and a piece of short black pipe
in his mouth. Removing his

pipe, and looking round with a

dull, brutal scowl or glare, he

begins, as if half in soliloquy,
half in address to an imaginary
audience, his slow chant of the

condemned felon, whose last

night in prison has come, and
who is to be hanged next

morning :
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" My name it is Sam Hall,

Chimney-sweep,
Chimney-sweep :

My name it is Sam Hall,

Chimney-sweep.
My name it is Sam Hall ;

I've robbed both great and small;
And now I pays for all :

Damn your eyes !
"

Some three or four stanzas

follow, in whioh the poor semi-

bestial, illiterate, and religion-
less wretch, in the same slow

chant, as if to a psalm- tune,
anticipates the incidents of the

coming morning, the arrival

of the sheriffs, the arrival of the

hangman, the drive to Tyburn ;

each stanza, however heart-

broken, ending with the one

ghastly apostrophe which is

the sole figure of speech that

life-long custom has provided
for his soul's relief. Thus:

" And the parson he will come,
He will come,
He will come :

And the parson he will come,
He will come.

And the parson he will come,
And he'll look so blasted glum ;

And he'll talk of Kingdom Come :

Damn his eyes !
"

The last stanza of all will

be addition enough :

lt And now I goes upstairs,
To the drop,
To the drop :

And now I goes upstairs,
To the drop ;

And now I goes upstairs,
There's a hend to all my cares :

So you'll tip me all your prayers :

Damn your eyes i
"

A black bit of London re-

collection this, certainly; but,

strong as it is, it has seemed
worth preserving. Whether
the song of Sam Hall is in

print anywhere, or who wrote

it, I know not ; but I daresay I

could recover the whole from

my memory, such was the im-

pression it made that evening
I heard the great Boss sing it.

He was, I afterwards learnt,
an Aberdeen man, who had

begun his career of tavern -

singer in more lowly haunts,
and had at length, by strange
chance, flashed out in this

one part for a season before

the gathered night -herds of

London. What became of him,

poor fellow, I never heard.
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THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.

BY KATHEBINE CECIL THURSTON,
AUTHOR OF 'JOHN CHILCOTEj M.P.'

CHAPTER XXII.

BITTERNESS reigned in Isa-

bel's mind, rebellion surged in

her blood, and her cheeks were
hot as she brushed her thick

black hair and set her dress

in order for the coming meal;
and justification lay at the

bottom of the rebellion, mak-

ing its goad the keener.

Isabel was one of those whom
Nature has moulded for life's

easy ways. .
As the child of

a rich man, her qualities would
have shone as jewels in a fine

setting : her exaggerated pride
would have passed for dignity,
her reckless independence for

strength of character, her pas-
sionate impulsiveness for fem-
inine charm ;

and lapped in

security, hedged round by the

impregnable barriers of posi-

tion, her nature would have

expanded, softened, matured,
until at last she glided into

womanhood ; but heredity had

shaped the mould, and fate

had disposed of the modelled

clay. In the fairy tale, Cin-

derella has but to await the

Prince, but upon the stage of

middle-class Irish life the god-
mother's wand has lost its

cunning, the rags remain

merely rags, and the lean

mice gnaw the pumpkin. To

girls such as Isabel, the future

is cruelly stereotyped : a year
or two of social success, while

the face and personality are

new to the limited circle, then
the slow decline of that ardent

popularity, the imperceptible

drawing out of the years, un-
til eighteen merges into twenty-
eight, and the girl wakes up
with alarm to find that a
newer band of pleasure-seekers
is pouring back from the

convent schools, ousting her
from her supremacy. And
then ? The question is very
poignant. In no country in

the world does the feminine
mind shrink more sensitively
from the stigma of old maid
than in Ireland, where the

woman - worker the woman
of broad interests exists only
as a rare type. There is, of

course, the convent always
looming, a large possibility in

the Catholic mind, and many
are the lives that find abiding

peace in its placid grey mon-

otony : but it is not the woman
of Isabel's stamp who girds
herself in the habit of re-

ligion ; neither is it the woman
of this stamp who can subdue
her pride to the petty diffi-

culties, the slow drudgery, that

in Ireland spells self-support.
Such women either marry or

they do not marry; and in

that simple statement is

comprised the tragedy of

existence.

Copyright in the United States of America by Mrs Katherine Cecil Thurston.
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Some glimmering of this

immense question was shadow-

ing her youth as she twisted

up her splendid hair, and the

sombre fear of it was darken-

ing her eyes as she slowly
descended the clean, bare stair-

case in answer to the summon-

ing lunch-bell.

In the hall Daisy was wait-

ing for her.

"Ah, there you are!" she

began at once. "Come into

the dining-room ! There's only
Father James and Mrs Power.
Ted generally has his dinner at

our lunch-time, but he has a

cold these last few days and the
doctor is keeping him in bed."

The dining
- room, like the

rest of the house, was clean

and scantily furnished, and to

Isabel's eyes it instantly sug-

gested the refectory of a mon-

astery in its simple severity.
The two other guests were al-

ready seated when she entered,
and an appetising smell was
coming from the uncovered
dishes of chicken and ham.
"Ah, there you are, Daisy,

dear !

"
cried Mrs Power.

" Come on at once I'm simply
starving. I tried to tempt
Father James to begin carv-

ing, but he was altogether
too punctilious."

Daisy laughed.
" What non-

sense! He knows I wouldn't
mind. Here's Isabel Costello,
Father James !

" She led Isa-

bel round the table and then
took her own place.

" And
now, who's going to cut up
the things ?

"
she added. " Mrs

Power, will you ?
"

"
Ah, no, Daisy, dear ! You

carve beautifully," objected Mrs
Power, who was incorrigibly

lazy.

"Sure, I'll do the two,
child!" said Father James.

"Bring the dishes down here

to me, Julia! And how are

you, Miss Isabel! 'Tis a long
time since we met and then
it was only once, but I have
a good remembrance of you
all the same, and I hope you
haven't forgotten me." He
took Isabel's hand with all

the kindly warmth in which
his soul abounded ; and as

ice inevitably thaws in strong
sunshine, the bitterness in

Isabel's heart softened.

She looked up at him and
smiled.

"No, I haven't forgotten

you."
"That's right, child ! That's

right ! We'll be great friends

yet. Now, Daisy, what '11 you
have? A bit of the wing?"
And so on, consulting every-

body's taste, unceasingly cheer-

ful and kindly, he carved the

chicken, supplementing each

portion with a piece of ham
that would have fed a plough-
man.

"Well," said Daisy, when
the meal was in progress, "so

you went to read your office

before lunch? I saw you
starting off when we were in

the garden."
Father James laughed and

then shook his head guiltily.
" Peccavi ! Peccavi !

" he said.

"I did start off with my
breviary and the best of inten-

tions
;
but as luck would have

it, I took a look up at the

nursery window, and I going
down the path

"

Daisy laughed as well.

"Oh, Father James, I

guess
"

"Indeed, I suppose you do!
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Faith, they're great young
tempters, those sons of yours.

Up I went, telling myself
'twould only be for a minute ;

but between playing horses

and playing bear, I only got
off in time to wash my
hands!"

In this manner, in homely
talk and homely laughter, the

lunch drew to a close; and

presently the chime of the old

gilt clock in the drawing-room
floated across the hall, announc-

ing two o'clock.

Mrs Power started if so

alert a word could be applied
to her round and comfort-

able person. "Good gracious,

Daisy, is that two o'clock?

And I haven't a bit of my
packing done. Come up with

me, like an angel, and help me
to fold my things !

"

Daisy rose. "And what'll

you do, Father James ? Make
another attempt at your
office?"

"Well, no," said Father

James, rising slowly. "I'll

read it later on, when you're
all at tea. Now I think I'll

take Miss Isabel for a walk, if

she has nothing better to do."

Whether he divined that

Isabel might feel neglected
when the other two retired it

is impossible to say, but his

eyes were even more than

usually kind as they rested on
her face.

She sprang up in ready re-

sponse. "Oh, thanks, Father
Baron! I'd love to go with

you."
" That's right ! That's

right!" he said. "But re-

member I'm Father James to

everybody in this house. Run
on now, like a good child, and

get your hat, so we won't be

wasting any time. The day is

calling out for somebody to

come and enjoy it."

Again Isabel smiled at him.

"But I don't want a hat ;
I

love the sun on my face."
"
Ah, that's right ! I like to

hear you say that ! We can't

have too much of anything the

Almighty gives us. I often go
out myself, when 'tis pouring
rain, and walk up my bit of a

mountain at Scarragh till I'm
drenched through and through.
Come on now, and I'll show

you the path to the wood that

they all put so much pass on !

Good-bye for the present, Mrs
Power ! I'll see you before you
start; and maybe you'd do a

little message for me up in

town?"
"Indeed, I will, Father

James ! A hundred, if you
like. Come along, Daisy!
You know how impatient

Roger is, and I'm sure he has
the horse tackled."

The two women departed,
and Isabel and Father James

passed out into the hall and

through the open door.

The sun was brilliant,

though the copper clouds

were still banked in the west,
and the fields of buttercups
shimmered pure gold. Isabel

paused involuntarily to drink

in the beauty of the scene.
" How splendid it is !

"
she

said. " How free it is !

"

A serious look came over

the old priest's face. "You
may well say that, child !

" he

said. "'Tis what I say to

myself every day out on the

side of my mountain, when I

watch every little plant filling

its own place, and see every
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change and season working its

own end. Indeed, I'd pity no
man that had eyes to see and
the country to live in."

He said it so simply, with
such infinite earnestness, that

again Isabel felt her heart go
out to him in sudden sympathy.
In the same manner by this

same selflessness he had won
his way with many a sinner

in the dim confessional, hearing
the old, human tale of tempta-
tion and of fall from lips that

would have remained closed to

pleading or to reason. The
man showed himself so naively,
that his very confidence drew
kindred revelation

;
and in the

silence that followed, while

they walked together over the

flower-covered grass, Isabel felt

for the first time what it might
be to know the intimate love of

father and mother; and some-

thing of loss of dim, vague
longing surged up within her.

As though he divined her

thought, his next words were
intimate and personal.

"
Well, child," he said gently,

as they neared the fir wood
that bordered the fields, "and
what sort of a place do you
find the world?"

Isabel started "The world?"
she said quickly. "I I don't

quite know."
He smiled, a wise, indulgent

smile. " You haven't made up
your mind yet? Well, you're

young. You're young."
" How made up my mind ?

"

"Well, about your future

about what you'll be doing
with yourself. You'll have to

be making up your mind about
it some day, you know. None
of us are let off that penalty."

She glanced up quickly,

almost fearfully. "My future?
How do you mean ?

"

"Well, I mean that you'll
have to be choosing your state

in life. You'll have to be get-

ting married or going into a

convent one of these fine days
I won't say the word 'old

maid." 3

Isabel laughed, but her laugh
was tremulous. " I could never
be a nun."
"And I'm not so sure that

I'd be asking you, child. 'Tis

a grand life, no doubt a grand
calling, but, after all, a wife is

a grander calling still. Look
at Daisy, now !

" He paused
to let the words sink in; but
Isabel kept silent, her eyes
fixed upon the fir-trees.

"Look at Daisy, now!" he
said again.

" She's not a clever

girl; she's not a remarkable

girl; she'd make only a very
ordinary sort of a nun but she's

a good mother to those three

boys of hers; and in time to

come there'll be three men at

least that'll think her the finest

woman in the world. Now, if

that isn't something, I don't

know what to say."
Isabel flushed. "I'd hate to

be like Daisy !

"

The old priest showed no

perturbation at the violence

of the tone. " You needn't

trouble yourself about that,"
he said gently, "because you
couldn't be, even if you tried.

We're all as God made us."

"For one thing, I'll never

marry a Waterford man !

"

"And why is that?"
"Because I know too well

what they're like."

"And what's that, child?"
"
Oh, dull and narrow-minded

and stupid."
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They were close to the fir

wood now, and Father James

paused and looked at her

with new seriousness. "Isabel,

child," he said, "you must
never say a thing like that.

There are men as good and as

fine and as clever, too, in these

towns of ours as ever you'd
find in the big cities. Maybe
they don't show up like the

other people; but, take my
word for it, they're there.

Look at Stephen Carey, for

instance !

"

He may have said it inno-

cently, he may have said it

with meaning; but whatever
his intention, the result was
instant and definite. The blood

mounted to Isabel's face, words
flew to her lips.

"Oh, but Mr Carey! How
can you compare Mr Carey to

the others? If he had never

settled down in Ireland if

only he was in England or

America, what a great man he

might have been !

"

Surprise crossed the old

priest's eyes. He had scarcely

expected such an outburst as

this ;
it was deeper water than

he had looked to plumb. But
he continued to walk on, en-

couraging her by his calm.

"And so you think Stephen
might be a great man ?

"

"Indeed, yes. Indeed, I

do."
" And I'm not so sure, child,

that I don't agree with you.

Stephen has the stuff in

him."
Isabel threw up her head

with one of her swift impulses,
and her steps quickened to her

quickening enthusiasm.
" Yes

;
he could rise to any-

thing, if he had the chance."

Father James did not reply
at once, but with a very
thoughtful gesture he rubbed
his shaven chin.

"
Yes, yes, yes, child !

" he
said at last. "Maybe you're

right ! Most likely you're

right ! But I have queer no-

tions myself about things like

that. I'm an old man now,
and within measuring distance

of the grave, and do you know
what my life has taught me ?

"

She glanced at him in quick
interrogation.

" It has taught me this, child,

that it's a false thing ever to

be saying that if this man had
his chance and if that man
had his chance, they'd have
done this thing and done that

thing, for 'tis a bigger mind
than yours or mine that put
them where they are and

they're working out bigger

things than you or I could

ever put our tongue to." They
had reached the end of the

path, and instead of climbing
the stile that led into the wood,
Father James seated himself

on the lowest step, and with

great deliberation stooped down
and drew into light a tiny fern

growing in the interstices of

the stone.
" Look here, Isabel !

" he
said. " The Almighty set this

fern between these stones, and
if He thought 'twould thrive

better between the paving
stones of a street, do you think
He'd be waiting for you or me
to tell Him He ought to have

put it there?"
Isabel turned her flushed

face to the sun. "Oh, but

that's exaggerated. I don't

think God ever meant us to be

satisfied with things as they
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are. If we all sat down and
did nothing, how would the

world move on ?
"

Again Father James rubbed
his chin. Then he smiled, his

shrewd, kind, lenient smile.

"Child," he said, "did you
ever hear of a man called

"I have heard of ^E sop's

Fables," she said, a little im-

patiently.

"Well, then, did you ever

hear the story about the fly on
the wheel?"

"No, I did not."
"
Very well, then, I'll tell it

to you." And settling himself

in his seat, he began the homely
story as he might a fairy tale

to a little child.
"
Well, now, to begin at the

beginning, there was a fly one
fine day long ago sat himself

down on the axle of a chariot-

wheel; and after a while he
took it into his head that the

chariot wasn't going fast

enough, so what does he do but

speak to the mule that was

drawing it. 'How slow you
are, my fine mule !

'

says he.

'Take care that you won't
find me giving you a sting
to hurry you on !

'

But, faith,
the mule knew too much
for him! "Tis very little I

care for your sting,' says he.
' I only care about him that
sits above you, and that hurries

me on with the whip or keeps
me back with the reins. So
bother me no more, for I can

go fast or go slow without

your ordering."
1

When he had finished, Isabel

made another movement of

quick impatience. "What a

silly story," she said. "I
don't see the point at all."

"Don't you?"
"I don't."

"Don't you see that life is

the chariot and that we are the

flies all of us, the clever ones

like Stephen, and the stupid
ones like me and that the

chariot is driven by some great

big power that knows what
we don't know. I agree with

you, child, that Stephen is a

fine man, and I'm telling you
the plain truth when I say
that I'd give my life's blood to

save him from harm. But, by
the grace of God, he can be as

fine a man in Waterford as

ever he could be in London or

New York and I'd be sorry to

believe otherwise."

A curious, defiant look passed
over Isabel's face.

"I don't think that. I'll

never think it !

"

Very slowly Father James

got to his feet. "Very well,

child, have it your own way !

"

he said. " But life is long, and
we change our opinions many
a time before we travel the

whole road. There's the

carriage coming round from
the yard, and we must say
good-bye to Mrs Power; but
take my advice and don't forget
about the fly on the wheel."

CHAPTER XXIII.

For the rest of that day
Father James was a more or

less silent observer of the house

and its inmates : with his

native shrewdness he watched
Mrs Power's effusive farewell
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to Isabel, and read in her smiles

and nods and whisperings with

Daisy the maternal conviction

that at last the most wayward
of her flock was to be safely

shepherded into the fold of re-

spectability ; then with his

well-thumbed breviary under
his arm, and his shabby clerical

hat shading the sun from his

eyes, he betook himself to the

garden, and as he walked up
and down under the apple-
trees, muttering his office with
the simple earnestness he

brought to every duty, a sub-

conscious portion of his mind
was strained to catch the sound
of voices from the drawing-
room, where Daisy sat enter-

taining her guest.
He was not an inquisitive

man, but he admitted to

himself in the pauses of his

devotions that he would
have given a good deal to

overhear the conversation, the

gist and manner of that

entertainment
; and when

across the still, hot air of the

garden he caught the rattle of

an opening door and the light
tinkle of teacups, his interest

sprang up, and he was ready
with eyes and ears alert when
Daisy appeared with suspicious

alacrity at the french window.
" Father James !

" she called.
" Father James, isn't your office

finished yet? Tea is in, and

you simply must have a cup."
A little smile crossed Father

James's eyes, but his lips were
serious as he closed his book

obediently, blessed himself, and
came slowly down the mossy
path.

"
Faith, 'tis fashionable you'll

be making me, with your after-

noon tea, Daisy!" he said

pleasantly, as he stepped
through the long window.
" When I get back to Scarragh,
I'll be ordering Bridget to call

my two-o'clock dinner lunch, if

I'm not careful. Isn't that the

way, Miss Isabel ?
"

Isabel was half-sitting, half-

lying in a wicker-chair that

had been converted into a

piece of drawing-room fur-

niture by the aid of muslin
cushions. At the priest's words
she roused herself ; and as she

turned towards him, he was
struck afresh by her person-

ality the conflicting tenseness

and languor of her pose, the

smouldering expectancy in her

eyes, the curve and colour of

her mouth; and with a touch
of instinct he divined where
her thoughts had been during
the dull hour with Daisy.
"I wish I could order our

servant, Lizzie, to call our
dinner lunch," she said smil-

ingly.
" I love late dinner

and afternoon tea and all nice

things."

Daisy's refinement was slight-

ly outraged by this bluntness,
and she paused in her minis-

trations at the tea-table.
" I don't know how anybody

can bother about meals," she

said.
" I think having to eat at

all is a great nuisance. I could

never care about it myself."
"
Oh, I adore eating eating

things that are nice !

"

"Do you? Wasn't it Lord

Byron who could never bear to

see a woman eat ?
"

Isabel laughed.
" 'Twas well

he never met me ! Do you
think it really matters, Father

James, if nice things make you
feel fearfully greedy feel that

you must have them ?
"
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Father James looked out of

the window. "I suppose we
ought to curb our appetites,

child," he said, but his tone

was awkward, for preaching
out of his church was a thing
he abhorred.

"
Oh, why ?

"
Isabel cried in-

terestedly. "Why, when life

is so horribly short?"
"
Don't, Isabel !

"
Daisy

broke in nervously. "I hate
to hear people talking like

that. I suppose we all must
die some time, but what's the

good of thinking of it?"

"Oh, I don't know !

"
Isabel

threw herself back in her chair

and turned her face to the sun.
" I don't care what happens to

me when I'm old ;
I only want

to live every second of the time
while I am young."
But Father James, who was

still standing by the window,
put up his hand. " Listen !

"

he said. " Isn't that Stephen's
motor?"

" The motor-car !

" In a flash

Isabel's body was galvanised
into life : she sprang up and
ran across the room.

Daisy looked round, a little

contemptuous of her excite-

ment. "Yes, that's the car,"
she said placidly.

" We're

quite used to it by now, only
I wish Stephen wouldn't sound
the horn at the gate ;

it wakes

baby, and then he's so hard to

manage." She laid aside the

tea-caddy and the silver tea-

spoon and slowly followed
Isabel across the room.
"Won't you come out and

meet them ?
"

she added, look-

ing from one to the other of

her guests.
Father James obeyed the

invitation, following her into

the hall; but for some unex-

plained reason Isabel hung
back at the drawing-room
door, and from her solitary

position listened with a beat-

ing heart to the stopping of

the car and the confused greet-

ings of Daisy, Father James,

Mary, and Tom Norris.

Meanwhile the old priest,
with senses alert, was looking
for one set of circumstances

Carey's attitude, Carey's first

words. He alone of the little

group marked his expression
as he stretched his long limbs

after the tension of the drive ;

he alone heard his first words.

"Isn't Miss Costello here? "

It had come then, Father
James told himself the mo-
ment he had waited for and

dreaded, almost as a mother
dreads her son's first lapse
from virtue ! His heart con-

tracted, then expanded again
in sudden, ineffable love and

compassion. Stephen, the boy
he had instructed for the

sacraments, the man he had

married, never needed friend-

ship as he needed it now in

this hour of coming storm !

He went forward, as Carey
entered the house, and took
his hand in a warm pressure.

"Well, boy!" he said affec-

tionately. "Daisy and Miss
Costello and myself are wait-

ing for our tea till you'd
come."

Carey's hand tightened on

his, and he saw the expression
that greeted his words.

" So Miss Costello is here ?
"

"Yes; in the drawing-room
over."

Father James stood aside to

let him pass; and his glance
was keen as a knife as he
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slowly followed and saw the

meeting of the two.

The sun was enveloping
Isabel in a mantle of gold as

she came forward to offer her

tardy greeting ;
and to Carey's

eager gaze, stray shafts of it

seemed to lurk in her hazel

eyes, lighting them to strange
new fire. His nature leaped
in consciousness of her beauty,
as he took her warm hand.

" What ages 'tis since I have
seen you ! And how well you
look !

"

"
Ages !

"
she repeated un-

thinkingly, and let her fingers
lie in his, while her lips, her

eyes, her whole radiant face,

gave unconscious point to the

word.
" I'm glad to see you !

" he
said. "

Very glad !

"

Then their hands fell apart
as Father James, hearing
Mary's sharp voice in the hall,

came gently up to them.
"
Well, Miss Isabel, and what

about our tea ?
"

Isabel laughed a wild, low

laugh of absolute delight.
" Father James ! Father

James, you must curb your
appetite ! Father James has
been lecturing me on my
greediness." Her eyes again
sought Carey's, unable to re-

press the excitement welling
in them.

" What ! Lecturing you ?

Why, that's trespassing on my
preserves ! I don't allow any
one to lecture Miss Costello

but myself, Father James.
She's had many a bad half-

hour with me !

"

Isabel laughed again. Life

was a glorious thing ! A
tempting, radiant, dancing
thing, all glitter of sun and

sheen of flowers ! What if

Daisy were dull, and Mary
bitter, and all the world of

women heartless and schem-

ing ! Carey had come Carey's
eyes had lighted at sight of

her Carey's hand had held

hers in a long, close pressure !

She turned, her whole being
joyous and alive, as Tom
Nbrris came into the drawing-
room, while Daisy and Mary
waited to whisper together in

the hall.

Tom's face expressed invol-

untary admiration. "
Hallo,

Miss Isabel ! There you are !

And, 'pon my word, it does

me good to look at you ! How
on earth do you manage to

keep that colour, when all

Waterford is as washed out as

a corpse from the heat and
dust ? 'Tis wonderful ! 'Tis

indeed !

" He took her hand

cordially, then turned to greet
Father James. "And is that

you, Father James! 'Tis a

cure for sore eyes to see you !

I thought you had deserted us

altogether. But, do you know
what! I believe there's work
for you brewing outside there."

He nodded jocosely over his

shoulder to the hall, from
whence little gasps and laughs
and whisperings came in the

voices of the sisters.

"What is it you mean,
Tom?"
Tom laughed. "Ah, don't

be curious! You'll know all

in good time. I have only

my suspicions as yet."
"What's that, Tom?" said

Carey.
" Have patience ! Have pa-

tience, I tell you ! All in good
time! All in good time!"
And Tom laughed again in
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the pleased, mysterious way of

one who could say much, did

he care to speak.

Carey turned away uninter-

estedly. "Have it your own

way !

" he said.
" Miss Cos-

tello, how do you like my
garden? Come and have a

look at it now, with the sun
on the apple-trees." He walked
to the french window, and
Isabel followed him eagerly.
As they disappeared, Daisy

and Mary entered from the

hall. They were both flushed,
and Mary held herself even
more independently than usual.

Daisy looked round the room,
and seeing that only the priest
and her brother were present,
she ran forward to Father
James.

"Father James," she cried

breathlessly. Father James,
do you know what ! I have
such a secret such news.

Mary and Owen are engaged !

Oh, how delighted Mrs Power
will be !

"

Father James beamed all

over his kindly rugged face.

Whatever faults Mary Norris

might have, she was one of his

many children. It was inevit-

able that he should rejoice in

her happiness.
" Do you tell me so, child ?

"

he said. "Do you tell me so?

Well, all I can say is Master
Owen is getting a good wife!
God bless you, Mary, child!

God bless you ! Does Stephen
know, Daisy ?

"

Daisy looked round, still smil-

ing in her pride and gratifica-
tion. "Stephen? No!" Then
a look of surprise crossed her
smile. " But where is Stephen ?

I thought he was here."

Father James said nothing;

but Tom answered readily and

unsuspiciously.

"Stephen ! Oh, Stephen has

gone to show Isabel the sun on
his apple-trees."
"The sun on the apple-

trees ?
"
repeated Daisy, laugh-

ing.
" How ridiculous ! What

it is to have a hobby !

"

"What it is to have an im-

agination !

"
said Mary with a

dry little laugh.

Dinner that night was quite
a gay affair. The announce-
ment of Mary's engagement
gave an excuse for festivity;
and Daisy felt pleased and
flattered that even Stephen
the self - contained, sarcastic

Stephen should give himself

up to the moment. Talk
never flagged from the soup
to the dessert, when Mary's
health was drunk in port speci-

ally decanted for the occasion.

There was something peculiar,

something electric in the atmo-

sphere. Mary was keenly con-

scious of it; Tom and Daisy
felt it vaguely; Stephen and

Isabel, sitting side by side,

secretly burned to the know-

ledge of it ; while Father James,

unusually silent in the midst of

the festivity, saw and under-

stood it with a curious sinking
of the heart.

At last the meal was over;
and, contrary to his usual

habit, Stephen followed the

party into the hall.

"This is an occasion, Daisy,"
he said.

" I think I ought to

go into the drawing-room with

you."
Daisy looked gratified.

" Do !

Oh, do !

"
she said.

Mary turned and shot a

quick glance at them
;
but she
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said nothing. To-morrow she

would be her old self again,

speeding her barbed shafts,

dealing her swift thrusts, but

to-night this night of un-

alloyed triumph she had no
time to waste upon Stephen.
So without comment she suf-

fered the party to cross the hall.

In the drawing-room they
formed into a group.
"And now, what'll we do?"

questioned Daisy, hospitably
concerned for the amusement
of her guests. "What about

bridge ? You play, Isabel ?
"

Isabel drew back diffidently.
"
Oh, please no ! I'm no good

at cards."
"
Well, you will, Polly ! And

Tom that's two ! And Stephen
and Father James that's a
four !

"

A quick look of annoyance,
followed by a quick look of

determination, passed over

Carey's face. "Don't mind
me, Daisy 1 I won't play. You
take my place."

"
Oh, but why ? You always

play."
"I'm tired to-night."

Daisy looked incredulous, for

Stephen's very attitude belied

the idea of weariness.
" You're giving it up because

you think I want to play.
Please don't, Stephen."

"No, I'm not. Don't make
a fuss about it." Carey turned

away, selfish as every man and
woman are selfish when mind
and body are centred upon one

object, to the exclusion of all

others.

Daisy laughed her silly, light
little laugh. "Oh, very well!

Have it your own way !

"

But Father James stepped
forward, breaking the silence

he had hitherto preserved.

"Stephen," he said, "listen

here ! We'll have a game of

forty-five, and not mind the

bridge to-night; then we can
all be playing. Do, for the

sake of old times !

"

Distinctly, unmistakably
Carey hesitated; then some

thought of his own or some-

thing in the old priest's face

made his decision for him.

"All right! Very well! "he
said brusquely.
And until the clock chimed

twelve, and exhaustion was
written on more than one face,

Father James kept the game
alive, stifling his own yawns,
spurring the lagging players,

clinging to his position as a

soldier defends his flag.

CHAPTEE XXIV.

That night the threatened longer paths but streams, and
rain came, breaking in a tor- a sky that hung grey and low
rent a deluge such as Irish over the earth, seeming to pour
skies can so readily produce, forth its very heart in a flood

All through the night it poured
upon the roof, relentless, un-

of tears.

At breakfast the one topic of

sparing; and in the morning conversation was the weather

Isabel, looking from her win- its effect upon the crops, its

dow, saw a garden green with probable continuance, its pos-

moisture, paths that were no sible abatement; for now that
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the longed
- for change had

come, everybody was clamour-

ing for the dry warmth of the

past weeks. At half-past nine

Carey's motor came round to

the door; and in a swish and
swirl of mud, Isabel saw him
drive away with Tom Norris,
while her heart beat to his last

smile and to his last words,
called back through the storm
of rain "

I'll be back as early
as I can. Mind you wait tea

for me!"
Then there had begun for

her that thing of weariness a

hopelessly wet day in some-

body else's country house.

After breakfast, Daisy had de-

parted to the kitchen to con-

sult with the cook
; Mary, with

an air of importance, had an-

nounced that she had letters to

write ; while Father James,

taxing his imagination to the

uttermost, had volunteered to

teach her bezique. Bezique,
therefore, they had played
until lunch-time, when they
had both laid down the cards
with secret relief. At lunch
the spirits of the whole party
obviously nagged, and subjects
of interest ran low, the talk for

the most part dwelling upon
Ted's cold and the fact that
the doctor had prescribed an-
other day in bed. After the

meal, Daisy's duties being done
and Mary's letters written, the
three girls were constrained to

leave Father James to his office

and retire to the drawing-room,
to wear away the afternoon
as best they could, until five

o'clock brought tea and the
return of the men.

In the drawing-room all the
windows were shut to keep out
the rain, and a smell of must

seemed to emanate from the

furniture, drawn forth by the

close dampness of the air. The
whole room wore a melancholy
suggestion of autumn, impos-
sible to reconcile with yester-

day's summer sunshine ; and as

they entered it, Isabel looked

longingly towards the empty
grate.

Daisy followed the look. "We
almost might have a fire !

"

But Mary looked stern and
instant disapproval.

"A fire ?

Nonsense ! We'd be suffocated.

I wish I had stopped in town
last night. The country is

sickening on a wet day !

"

"
Oh, I don't know ! If we

hadn't a wet day now and then
I'd never get my mending done.

I may as well go and get my
work-basket now !

"

Daisy departed, virtuously
and unimaginatively content ;

and Isabel dropped into the

long wicker-chair with an air of

lazy indolence. Whether this

action had in its essence some-

thing irritating to Mary, or

whether the wet, disappoint-

ing day had worked upon her

nerves, it is impossible to say,
but she walked to the piano
with an obvious air of annoy-
ance and picked up her Tolstoi,

lying where she had left it the

day before. She opened the

book, glanced at the pages,
then threw it aside and seated

herself on the edge of the

piano stool.

For a minute or two she

played disconnectedly, then
she shot a swift glance at

Isabel from under her eye-
lashes.

"
By the way, Isabel, why is

it you haven't congratulated
me? Everybody else has."
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Isabel turned, her colour

slightly heightened. "Oh, I

don't know ! I thought 'twas

the man that was always con-

gratulated."
Mary reddened in her own

turn, and played a chord or

two. " I never knew you were
an authority on etiquette !

"

"I'mnot. lonlythought
"

"What?"
"
Oh, I don't know !

" With
a sense of being baited, Isabel

turned away and looked

through the glass door at

the dripping garden.
At the action Mary let her

hands drop from the keys, and
wheeled round on the piano
stool.

"
Isabel," she said suddenly.

"I'd like very much to know
what you really think about
Owen and me being engaged."
With the instinct of facing

an antagonist, Isabel withdrew
her eyes from the garden
and met Mary's interrogative

glance.
"I don't think at all," she

said.
"Why should I think ?

"

"Because you're not quite
an imbecile. You must think

something."
"Well, and if I do?"
"Then why won't you tell

me what it is ?
"

Isabel's temper, always
quick, rose hotly at the per-
sistence.

"Perhaps if I did tell you,
it mightn't please you."

" Then it's something
nasty ?

"

"Perhaps."
This time it was Mary's

temper that was stung. She
shut the piano sharply, and
walked across the room to

Isabel's chair.

"Look here, Isabel," she

said, "I've had enough of this.

Kindly explain exactly what

you mean !

"

Isabel looked up at her, and
all the old dislike was patent
in the glance that they ex-

changed.
"
Very well !

" she

said recklessly. "I'll tell you
if you like. It's just this. I

didn't congratulate you, be-

cause I don't think you are

to be congratulated. I don't

envy any one who is going to

marry Owen Power."
Whatever Mary had ex-

pected, she had not expected
this ; and in her amazed anger,
she stammered

"I'd like to know exactly
what that means."

"Nothing. Just what I

say."
She laughed loudly and

sarcastically.
"Not a very convincing

statement, I'm afraid! Have

you nothing to add to it?"

"Nothing."
For a moment they continued

to look at each other, and in

Mary's hard glance and tight-
ened lips there was all the

prejudice, the impregnable big-

otry that in time to come would

hedge round her husband and
her children.

" Then I'm afraid it doesn't

injure Owen very much," she

said ;

" and if you take my
advice, Isabel, you'll be careful

for your own sake how you air

your sentiments. It wouldn't
be wise to make an enemy of

him, after that night in the

Lover's Walk !

" She laughed
again, her spiteful, cutting

laugh ;
and before Isabel could

retaliate before she could ex-

tricate the barbed shaft lying
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in the words turned on her

heel and marched out of the

room with stiff shoulders and
head held virtuously high.

All through the succeeding

period of solitude and the sub-

sequent hour of Daisy's chatter,
Isabel puzzled over the thrust,

trying vainly to find its mean-

ing, striving to understand
whether it veiled a threat;
then tea and the arrival of

Carey and Tom Norris banished
it from her mind, and when she

retired to her room to dress for

dinner her interest, her excite-

ment, and her sense of indefin-

ite anticipation were surging
through her again, hot and

exhilarating as before.

Carey was alone in the draw-

ing-room when she came down-

stairs, but at their first words
Father James appeared, his

breviary under his arm.
"Well! well! well! "he said

cheerfully.
" And do you know

that the rain is nearly s topped ?"
"
Nearly stopped, is it ?

"
said

Carey, not very interestedly.
"
Nearly stopped, indeed !

Praise be to God ! Maybe we'll

have a fine day to-morrow."
"
Oh, goodness, I hope so !

"

said Isabel fervently.
"
To-day

was terrible."

Carey looked at her and
smiled. " Was it very dull ?

"

She shook her head, but her

eyes sparkled.
" I suppose

'twas better than being out in

the wet."

"Better! Good Lord, no!
The rain was splendid ; the
rain was magnificent. There's
a feeling about scudding along
in the car over wet roads that
has no equal. Any fool can go
out in fine weather. I wish I

could show you what I mean !

"

His eyes turned involuntarily
towards the windows, beyond
which the grey sky was show-

ing rifts of watery light.
As he looked, Tom Norris

strolled in from the hall.
" It's

going to clear up, after all !

"

he announced. " Where are

the girls ? It's ten past seven."

He compared his watch with
the gilt clock on the mantel-

piece.
At that moment Daisy hur-

ried in, full of apologies.
" I'm

awfully sorry to be late ! Let's

go to dinner now; Polly will

be in in a minute."
"In? Is she out?" asked

Tom.
"Yes. She said she should

get a breath of air, if she was
to catch her death from it. She
was awfully cross after lunch,
and dashed off without a word
to anybody. I don't know what
was the matter with her."

Tom laughed and whistled.
" I tell you what," he said,
" Master Owen will have to

mind his P's and Q's with

Mary. But come along in I

have a raging appetite."

They all filed into the dining-
room, and were barely seated

at table when the banging of

the hall door announced the

return of the truant.

Without ceremony Mary
walked in. Her hat and fair

hair were both plentifully

sprinkled with rain, and her
short skirt was splashed with
mud

;
but her cheeks were red

from exercise, and there was
decision and energy in the

carriage of her head.

Tom glanced up from his

plate with a quizzical glance.
"Hallo, Polly!" he said. "I
never thought 'twould take you
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like that.
' Pon my word, I

didn't!"

Mary took off her hat and
threw it on a chair

; then she

seated herself next to Father

James, and began to rub her

hands, which were wet and red
from exposure to the weather.

"Didn't you?" she said

coolly.
" I'm glad I'm interest-

ing for once."

Tom pretended not to hear.
" Just imagine a sensible girl
like you driven to meandering
by yourself on a wet evening !

God help us ! Love must be
a terrible disease !

"

"'Tis well, then, you were
inoculated so young ! Ste-

phen, can I have some soup ?
"

In banter and chaff between
brother and sister, the dinner

wore on until dessert was laid

upon the table ; then Tom,
losing interest in the game,
turned his attention to the rest

of the company.
" You're very quiet this even-

ing, Father James," he said.

"What's the matter with

you?"
Father James, who had been

listening to a low murmur of

conversation carried on by
Carey and Isabel under cover

of Tom's noisy jesting, started

almost guiltily.
"
Nothing is

the matter," he said. " I sup-
pose I'm a bit dull from being
in all day."

" Dull ? Lord, no wonder !

I felt like a stewed rabbit up
in town."

"Why don't you all go out,
then?" said Mary. "'Tisn't

at all a bad night now."
As she spoke, she pushed

away her plate, rose, and
sauntered to the window.

"I wouldn't mind another

turn myself, if any one else is

on for it. Will you come,
Daisy?"

Daisy rose. " I can't, Polly.
I must go and tuck Ted in.

He'll cry if I don't. Perhaps
Isabel will go."

Mary received the sugges-
tion in cold silence ; Isabel

reddened at the obvious slight,
and Carey stood up with some

precipitation.
" Is there any note-paper in

the desk, Daisy ?
" he asked.

" I want to write a letter."

"Yes, there is, Stephen. I

was writing there before din-

ner."

It was Father James who
answered; and, as if fearing
his statement might be doubted,
he went across to the desk and
drew forth note-paper and en-

velopes.
At this point Mary turned

away from the window and
took up her hat.

"Well, who's coming?"
Father James took an un-

decided look at Carey ; but, as

he saw him seat himself at the

desk with businesslike deci-

sion, his expression relaxed.
" I'm on for a turn, Mary,"

he said. " If you'll wait while

I get my hat."

"All right, Father James!

Tom, what about you?"
Tom looked after Isabel, who

was walking out of the room in

Daisy's wake.

Mary stamped her foot.
" Come on, for goodness' sake !

Don't be always hanging be-

tween two fires. I had a letter

to-day from Aileen Burke, and
there's a message in it for you."

Mary knew her brother.

There was no more hesitation ;

and when Father James ap-
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peared at the doorway with
his hat in his hand, the three

adventurers sallied forth into

the hall.

Carey, sitting at the desk,
heard the sound of their feet

on the bare boards, heard their

talk and laughter, then heard
the shutting of the hall door.

Nothing in the world could

have seemed to him so signifi-

cant, so portentous, as that

shutting of the door. By its

heavy sound, convention,

family influence, even friend-

ship seemed to be shut away,
leaving him alone with the

subtle, secret things that

lodge in a man's soul. The
silence that succeeded was in-

tense ; he found himself list-

ening, the pen upraised in his

hand, the sheet of paper before

him still clean.

But nothing came not a

breath, not a rustle. He
dipped his pen into the ink;
he wrote the date at the top of

his letter
; then suddenly, with

an overmastering, irresistible

impulse, he pushed the writing
materials from him, stood up,
and crossing the hall, walked
into the drawing-room.

In the drawing-room the
curtains had been drawn

; on
the centre table stood a lamp
with a yellow shade, and
seated within the circle of its

light her elbows on the table,
her head supported by her
hands sat Isabel, with Mary's
Tolstoi open before her.

At Carey's entrance she
started and jumped to her feet,

causing the book to fall to the

ground.
" Goodness ! How you fright-

ened me !

"
she said, a dry,
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nervous catch clipping her

words.

For answer, Carey came for-

ward, picked up the book, and
handed it to her.

"Why aren't you with the

others?" he asked. "Why
are you here by yourself ?

"

She laughed, still nervous,
still over -strung. "Oh, they
didn't want me; Mary Norris

didn't want me. Couldn't you
see?"
The words were poured forth

quickly, but it was the quick-
ness of irrelevance. Each knew

by intuition that both question
and answer were mere con-

ventionalities, cloaking the

thoughts that were racing

through their minds.

For a moment Carey stood

silent and undecided ; then he
walked to the window and
drew back the curtain.

" It's quite fine," he said, look-

ing out. " There's even a moon

trying to come out. Look !

"

Isabel was standing by the

table, the book in her hand, the

yellow lamplight falling on her

dress.

"Look! Come here!"
With her pulses throbbing

and with a strange sensation in

her throat, she came towards
him across the silent room.
"Look!" he said again.

"The rain is over."
" Yes." The word was spoken

automatically. She was con-

scious of nothing but his near

presence, their intimate com-

panionship in the dim window.
" Look here," Carey said sud-

denly in a tense, abrupt tone.
" Let me take you out ! Come
with me in the car for half an
hour!"

2C
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Isabel turned to him, her

eyes alight and incredulous.

"In the car?"

"Why not? Where's the

objection? If people can go
for a walk, why not for a

drive?" The faint opposition
lent heat to his desire.

"But could we?"
He caught the note of yield-

ing in her voice
;
he seized upon

it greedily.
" Of course. Come on ! Any

minute they may be back."

The fever in his thoughts ran

through his voice, and its tone
dominated her. Across the
room the quiet lamp was mak-
ing a pool of light ; but outside,
in the struggling dimness of

moon and cloud, there was a
sense of elemental things. She
looked through the window
and her senses seemed to

waver, swimming out upon the

darkness.

"Very well !

"
she said below

her breath. "
Very well !

"

CHAPTER XXV.

"We'll go by the garden."
Carey's voice was low, be-

traying the nervous tenseness

of the man ridden by his de-

sires and devoured by the fear

that they may be thwarted.

Walking across the room, he

caught the handle of the glass

door, and Isabel heard him
swear below his breath as the

rusty lock creaked and groaned
under his pressure.
At last it swung open ; and

the clear air, drenched into

added freshness, blew in across

the room, making the lamp
flame quiver.
"What about coats?" she

whispered.
" We can't go like

this."

Carey paused in the act of

stepping into the garden, and

laughed with sudden embar-
rassment. " Of course !

" he said

awkwardly.
" I was forgetting

coats."

With instinctive caution,
like people who are subcon-

sciously sensitive of a guilty
act, they stepped quickly and

silently back across the room
and out into the hall.

"There's nothing of mine

here," Isabel said in the same
lowered voice, as they stopped
before the laden hat-stand.

" Never mind ! Take any-
thing. What about this?"
He unhooked a long tweed
ulster and held it up.

" That's Mary's."
"Then put it on and let

Mary be useful for once in her
life !

"

They both laughed inaudibly,
as he held the coat out for her
and she slipped her arms into

the sleeves.
"
Now, a hat ! Can you man-

age this?" He took down a

tweed shooting-hat.
She looked at it doubtfully.

"'Twill be fearfully big."
"All the better! 'Twill

stick on !

"

She laughed again softly and

excitedly, as she put on the hat
and drew it down over her ears.

"What on earth do I look

like?"
He paused in the act of put-

ting on his own coat and looked

down at the face raised to his.
" Irresistible !

" he said curt-
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ly, and turning on his heel he
led the way back across the

drawing-room and through the

open glass door.

As she followed him into the

garden, he paused to close it.

" We can come back by the

hall door," he explained. "Now,
right across the strawberry-
beds to the little gate in the

wall ! Give me your hand.

'Twould be a nasty place to

stumble."

Unresistingly she let him
lead her through the darkness,
the heavy wet rhubarb leaves

napping against her skirts, the

ghostly apple-trees drooping
dark and rain-laden above her

head. It was only when they
had passed through the garden
door and emerged into the big,

paved farmyard that he re-

leased her hand.
"Now we're safe !

" he said.
"
It's a matter of minutes

now !

"

Very carefully he struck a

match, guarding it from the

damp air; and having taken
his bearings, walked across to

the great gate of the coach-

house and lifted the iron bar
from its socket. He swore

again, as the bar reluctantly
yielded ; then he stepped back,
as the heavy doors swung out-

ward.
In the shadows of the white-

washed house the car loomed
black and impressive. He
stepped up to it, striking an-
other match.
"Mike hasn't put a sponge

to her yet. The idle ruffian !

You won't mind?"
"No. Of course not!"
"
Right I Then in you get !

"

Burning with excitement,

living as she had never lived

before save in her dreams,
Isabel stepped into the car,

buttoning up her coat and

pulling her hat well down over

her hair.

In another moment the

lamps were lighted, the en-

gines set in motion, and the
car was a restive animal, trem-

bling, quivering to be off.

Carey mounted to his place,
and with a silence and pre-
cision that seemed to Isabel

magical, they glided out into

the yard and down the long,
wet avenue.

She drew a sharp breath,
and leant back in her seat,

clasping her hands upon her

knees, as her eyes took in the

fleeting vision of the house
with its lighted windows, and
her face was assailed by the

cool, delicious sweep of damp
night air. It was the same
attitude that she had assumed
on the day, weeks ago, that

she had first occupied this

place at Carey's side, the same

position, the same circum-

stance, yet what leagues had
been covered in the field of in-

timacy since that first drive !

The five-barred gate at the

end of the avenue was open,
and without pause he guided
the car out into the boreen

with the high white hedges,
where the luxurious scent of

the hawthorn was lying heavy
on the air. The remembrance
of her drive in Mrs Power's

carriage flashed back upon
Isabel with the warm, envelop-

ing perfume, as they splashed
down the lane and over the
small stone bridge.

Emerging upon the high-
road, a choice of ways became

inevitable, and she felt her
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heart bound with new excite-

ment as Carey discarded the

direction of Waterford, and,

turning the car to the right,
headed for the open country.
On any night the adventure

would have been breathless ;

but to-night the elements con-

spired with fate in the making
of an effect. As they passed
into the wide roadway, the

whole panorama of the sky
opened before them, the great

ragged space of the heavens
rent by the moon's knife; the

clouds, massed in grey banks to

the likeness of towers, ram-

parts, castles
;
the moon her-

self, alternately revealed and
hidden as the rolling veil of

mist was blown over her pale
face. It was a wonderful sky
picture, pregnant with mys-
tery, suggestion, peril; but

Isabel, looking up from her
own wild thoughts, found no

fear, no menace, in its wide,

wind-swept surface.

Like a great beast, the car

sped onward over the wet and

shining roadway, past thick

hedges, trees in full leaf, vast

corn-fields that in the ghostly
light looked like grey, en-

croaching seas. No word was

spoken as they fled on, gaining
speed with the flying moments.
It was a mad drive mad as

the thoughts that were racing
through their minds. Death
would have come to either of

them then without a tremor;
for in every life there is at

least one such hour as this

when physical danger and
moral danger are alike mean-

ingless, when the soul lifts to

the immensity of conscious

power, defying fate.

Onward, onward into the

night they ploughed, the mys-
terious country flying by them,
the water hissing from the

swirling wheels. Here and
there a gate-post flashed by,

vividly white
;
here and there

a cottage shot into the dark-

ness, the coppery -pink of its

windows forming the high
lights in a picture where dense

black tree - trunks were the

shadows. Each landmark on
the road fled past, barely wak-

ing recognition in Carey's
mind. The Police Barrack
with its sharp white outline ;

the railway cutting, where the

car seemed to leap as it shot

across the rails ; the forked

roads, conjuring the gallows of

old times or the staked body of

the suicide
;
the scattered lights

of Kilmacthomas, where the

road for the first time faces

the mountains that lie behind

Dungarvan !

Like a fiend unloosed, the

car thundered on on towards
the mountains and the sea.

For the first time since they
had left Kilmeaden, Isabel

turned and looked at Carey,
seated tense and rigid at the

wheel.
" How far have we come ?

"

" Fifteen miles." The words
seemed phantom things, caught
and tossed to her by the wind.

" How far are we going ?
"

Either he could not or he
would not hear; for he urged
the car forward, taking no
notice of the question.

Up hill they sped, down hill,

then once more up hill to the

handful of houses, scarcely
worth the name of village,
that crowns the summit of

the land
;
then once again the

road dropped steeply down,
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down, past the sparse trees,

past the barren fields that

whisper of the coast, until

at last, with what seemed like

a great convulsion, the car

groaned to the sharply applied
brake, quivering through all

its powerful frame like a liv-

ing thing, and stopped to its

master's bidding.
Isabel caught her breath,

sharply, audibly; Carey leant

back in his seat, inactive for

a moment after the immense
strain of the drive. At last he
turned and looked at her.

"Was there ever a drive like

that?"
His voice was low and unlike

itself ; and Isabel sat silent.

"That was living, wasn't
it?"

She whispered something,
but neither of them heard any
word.
Then he stood up, a power-

ful, sombre figure in the de-

serted silence of the night.
" Let us get out ! Do you

know that that's Dungarvan
just below us that Helvic
Head and Ardmore are round
to the right? We're almost
in County Cork."
He spoke rapidly, uncer-

tainly, and stepping to the

ground, he leant against the

car, as if still exhausted from
his tremendous achievement.
"Come!" he said at last,

turning to her suddenly.
Obediently she rose, and for

a moment paused on the step
of the car, looking down at him.
That moment was supreme ;

their eyes, meeting in the

gloom, spoke secret things;
their souls found each other
in the profound solitude. In

perfect silence Carey put out

his arms and lifted her from
her place.
He lifted her down, but his

arms did not relax as her feet

touched the ground.
Thrilled and quivering, she

stood motionless in his embrace,
conscious of his eyes fixed upon
her, intimately conscious of the

hard throbbing of his heart

that sensation which every
woman experiences for the

first time with wonder and
with fear.

"You know, don't you, why
I brought you here ?

"

Her lips parted, but again
no word came. She was aware
in every fibre of his intensity,
of his passion, of the reality
that was sweeping through
their lives.

" I wanted you away from
Kilmeaden I wanted you all

to myself. Do you under-

stand? All to myself. I've

been mad for you for weeks
for weeks. Ever since I first

saw you I've wanted this.

There's no use denying it,

there's no use fighting it.

Every man has his day. Why
shouldn't I have mine ?

"

She struggled a little in his

clasp.
"Look at me!" he said.

"Look at me! I've pictured
this a hundred times a

thousand times ; and a thou-

sand times I've trampled it

down. But it's no good ! It's

no good ! You're always before

me your eyes your hair

your mouth." He bent sud-

denly and kissed her kissed

her violently.
"Do you care for me? Tell

me ! Do you ?
"

She struggled again ; then
his passion kindled a fire in
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her; she threw back her head
with a wild, free gesture, and
her eyes blazed as they met his.

"Yes, I care. I've always
cared."

For acknowledgment he re-

leased her suddenly, and tak-

ing her face between his hands,
turned it up to the wan light.

"Is that the truth? The
honest truth?"
Her glance answered his,

burningly, seriously.
" Yes ;

the honest truth."

His hands dropped with a

gesture of finality.
"
Then, by

God, I'd go down to hell for

you !

"

CHAPTER XXVI.

Nearly an hour after the car
had sped silently down the
Kilmeaden avenue, Daisy
placid, unthinking, wholly
unsuspicious of the mine be-

neath her feet came slowly
down from the nursery, carry-

ing her work-basket and a
handful of socks.

The drawing-room, with its

shaded lamp, its bowls of

flowers, its quiet atmosphere,
wore an air of innocence, as

though no breath of passion
had swept across it ; but if the
walls and furniture gave no
hint of drama, human emotion
was not unrepresented, for

Mary stood in the middle of

the room, all the rigidity of

determination in her small

figure, all the suggestion of

controlled excitement in the

pose of her head.

"So you're back?" Daisy
said without looking at her,
as she stepped calmly to the
table and seated herself in the

light of the lamp. "What
did you do with Tom and
Father James?"

"
They're in the dining-room,

playing chess."

Mary's tone was sharp,
acutely sharp, but Daisy was
unobservant.
"Oh!" was all she said;

then she added indifferently,
"And where's Isabel?"

Mary made a little sound of

sarcastic contempt.
" Isabel ! Don't ask me !

"

Then at last Daisy's attention

was caught.
" What's the

matter, Polly ?
"

she said, look-

ing up.
"I suppose you didn't hear

anything, while you were up
with Ted?"
"Hear anything? No. What

would I hear?"
"I thought you might have

heard the car coming out of

the yard about an hour ago."
" The car ? At this hour of

the night ? The car ?
"

" Yes. The car ! The car !

"

said Mary, mimicking her.
"
Oh, Daisy, you make me

sick!"

In blank surprise, Daisy
dropped the sock that she was

holding.
" What on earth is the mat-

ter with you ? What on earth

do you mean ?
"

Mary turned upon her. "I

mean, Daisy, that you're such

a fool that a person can hardly
even feel sorry for you !

"

The attack was so sweeping
and so unexpected that Daisy
sat and stared.

Then it was that Mary,
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stung to definite action, boil-

ing with accumulated know-

ledge, dealt her swiftest, best-

aimed blow.
"
Stephen has taken out the

oar and taken Isabel in it !

"

"
Stephen ! But, why ?

Where?"
"Ah, that's left to the im-

agination ! But, then, of

course, you have none !

"

"
Mary, what are you talk-

ing about ? What do you
mean?" For the first time a
note of uneasiness sounded in

Daisy's voice; her fingers un-

consciously fumbled with her
work-basket.

For answer, Mary walked
over to the table and stood

looking down at her. "
Daisy,"

she said with deliberation,
" do you mean to tell me that

you really are as great a fool

as yon appear ? That all these

weeks you have never seen

what I saw and what every-

body in Waterford saw that

Stephen is head over ears in

love with Isabel Costello?"
Like a child who has been

dealt a slap across the face,

Daisy jumped up, letting her
work-basket fall to the ground
in a confusion of needles and
threads.

"
Mary ! Mary, you're mad !

"

" Mad ? Oh, I'm not the one
that's mad !

"

"But, Stephen! But- but
he's married !

"

Daisy's mind, trained in a
circumscribed space, fed upon
chosen food, refused the prob-
lem as something irreconcil-

able.

Mary, overmastered by im-

patience, threw out her arms
in a gesture of exaspera-
tion. "

Married, indeed ! Good

heavens, when will you learn

sense? I tell you any living
soul but yourself would have
seen it weeks ago. I saw it

at the Fair Hill dance, the

very first time he danced with
her. 'Tis true, indeed, that
there are no people so blind as

those who won't see !

"

"But, Mary, how could it

be? How could it?" There
was panic in Daisy's voice

now, mingling with the in-

credulity.

Again Mary threw up her
hands. "Oh, you exasperate
me ! You make me furious,
when I see you going on day
after day, eating and sleeping
and smiling as if nothing was

wrong ! And all the time those

two are laughing up their

sleeves, to think what a fool

you are !

"

A crimson wave flooded

Daisy's face. "
Polly ! Polly !

Oh, Polly, don't!" she cried;
and her voice ran up the

whole scale of emotions until

it ended in a cry of pain.
At the sound Mary's manner

softened. " I don't mean to

be nasty," she said, "but you
make me wild. It's too much
of a good thing when a mar-
ried man goes out driving at

ten o'clock at night with an
unmarried girl!"
With a distracted gesture

Daisy pushed the fair hair

from her forehead.

"But, Polly," she cried, "it's

impossible ! It's impossible !

It's out of the question !

"

" Out of the question, no
doubt! But, all the same,

Stephen the immaculate

Stephen is careering about
the roads at the present mo-
ment with the prettiest girl
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he's ever met in his life. For
she is that, whatever you or I

may say !

"

This touched Daisy to some-

thing nearer and more vital

than fear : as far as the great

passion could have being in her

nature, jealousy flared up.
"Do you mean that he ad-

mires her that he notices

her?"
"Indeed I do."

There was no ignoring the

conviction in Mary's tone, and
before it the poor flimsy rags
of Daisy's self-possession were
scattered.

"How dare you say that,

Mary !

"
she cried. " How

dare you think such a thing !

Stephen has always been a

good husband always, always
from the very first. What do

you know about it ? You read
those horrible foreign novels,
and you think things happen
here like they do abroad. But
I tell you they don't. It's

different it's different !

"

" Men are never different."

Again the conviction in the
tone swept Daisy's mind like

a cold wind.
" What do you mean ?

"

" What I say. That you are
a fool and that Stephen is a
man."
The pause that followed was

long and deadly; when Daisy
spoke again it was in a thin,
faint voice.

"What makes you say that ?

Is it only because Stephen has
taken her out to-night ?

"

"No; it isn't."

"Then what?"
"Things that people have

told me."
" What people ?

"

" One person Owen ..."

"Owen?"
"Yes, Owen. Owen has

summed her up pretty accur-

ately, I can tell you ! Oh, he
was quite honest about it; he
admitted that just at first he
was taken with her, like the

rest of the men, but he had

enough of her that night at

Fair Hill. You remember

my telling you at the time
that there was something
behind that story of the

cigarette ?
"

"Yes." Daisy's voice was

dry.
"
Well, the something behind

it was Stephen !

"

There was the weight of a
definite fact in this last pro-
nouncementto Daisy's narrow

conceptions, something final

and abyssmal.
" And where are they now ?

"

she cried, her sudden distrac-

tion linking the past with the

present. "How long are they
gone ? Polly, what hour was
it? What hour was it when
they went?"

"'Twas nine," said Mary,
knowing the value of a brief

statement.

Daisy's glance sought the
clock. "And now it's after

ten; it's nearly half -past ten.

Mary, what could they be doing
for an hour and a half ?

"

Mary shrugged her shoulders

with a world of suggestion ;

then her eyes met her sister's.
"

I'll tell you what you can be

doing if you have an ounce of

spirit, an ounce of sense."

"What?"
" Be thinking out what you'll

say to Stephen when he does

come back."

With a frightened gesture

Daisy put out her hand.
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"Polly! Polly! I couldn't

meet them I couldn't meet
her !

"

" Don't be afraid ! She won't
be anxious to meet you. But

you must see Stephen. Every-
thing depends on your seeing
him to-night; everything de-

pends on what you say to-night.
You're his wife. You must
assert yourself."

"Polly!"
" I mean what I say. You're

his wife; make him know it."

"Polly! Polly, you're not

going?" She sprang up, as

Mary walked towards the door.

"Yes, I am. It's between

you two."
"
But, Polly !

" Her tone was

piteous, her face white. "
Polly,

I can't I can't. I'm afraid."

Mary paused with her hand
on the door. " But you must !

No one can help you to-night.
It's between you and him. All

you have to do is to remember
one thing that you're his

wife."

With quiet decision she
walked out of the room, and

Daisy sank back into her chair.

The half hour that followed
was the worst that had come
to her in all her narrow,
sheltered life. Pain, jealousy,
acute nervous anticipation
warred in her brain like a peal
of discordant bells. Hot rage
scorched her, as the hands of

the old gilt clock crept on,

marking the minutes
; cold

dread chilled her bodily, as her

imagination strove to conjure
her interview with Stephen.
A dozen times she started up,

imagining the sound of the

car; and at the realisation of

each mistake, she sank back

again, physically sick and

faint. When at last the real

sound came no myth of the

brain, but the whirr and grind
of tyres on the wet gravel
her whole life seemed to ebb

away, leaving her utterly cold,

utterly impotent.

Holding to the back of a

chair, she stood listening with
morbid intentness. Mary had
closed the drawing-room door,
but in the silence of the night
each sound of the return came
to her distinctly the throb of

the engines, the crunch of the

brake, the succeeding silence

that told of the entry into the

house; she heard the feet on
the unoarpeted hall, she heard
the hat-stand sway as fresh

wraps were added to its load ;

then she heard Isabel's voice,

sounding, astonishingly full and
vital.

"Good-night!" it said. "I

suppose they're gone to bed
if they're not playing cards."

Then Carey's voice, very low
in tone. "

Good-night ! Sleep
well!"
Then a silence, a silence in

which her strained imagination
suddenly took fire, burning up
her impotence.

In that second of intense

jealousy she could almost have

gone forward, have opened the

door and confronted them
;
but

conventionality checked her.

She waited until Isabel's light

step passed down the hall, and

Carey walked back to the car ;

then she ran across the room,

pulled back the curtain, and

pushed up the sash of the
window.

"
Stephen !

"
she called.

"
Stephen !

"

To her own ears her voice

was harsh and dry ; but to
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Stephen, stepping into the car,

it was merely arresting.
"Who's that?" he called.

"Is that you, Daisy?"
"
Yes, it is. I'm here, in the

drawing-room. I want to

speak to you."

Carey had set the engines in

motion again; he raised his

head, trying to catch the words
above their drumming.
"What is it?" he called

again. "Do you want me?"
"Yes, I do. I want you

now."
This time the voice was

sharp and penetrating : with-
out furtherhesitationhe stepped
to the ground and passed back
across the hall and into the

drawing-room.
Daisy, standing in the middle

of the room, with agitation
and nervous strain written in

every line of her figure, fastened
her gaze upon him seeing
with an observation born of

the moment that he was paler
than she had ever known him,
that his faced looked strained,
his eyes very dark.

Had his instincts been less

keen than they were to-night,
he must have noticed the intent-

ness of her regard ; but with
senses sharpened to a point,
he saw in a flash all that her

glance portended, all that it

inevitably presaged.
"Well?" he said veryquietly ;

and Daisy, with her eyes still

upon his face, repeated the
word.
"Well?"
Then, manlike, he sought for

the worst at once.

"Well?" he said. "What
is it? Why are you looking
at me like that ?

"

"As if you didn't know!"

she cried out suddenly.
' 'What

a fool you must think I am
never to know, never to see

what all Waterford sees and
knows !

"

He drew back a step, steady-

ing his nerves.
" And may I ask what it is

that all Waterford sees and
knows?"

"
Why, that you're forgetting

me that you're forgetting that

you're a married man that

this Costello girl
"

"Stop!" said Carey, so

violently that her voice failed

and died away.
" I know where

you got this idea from. I know
the reliable source from which
it comes."

Daisy swayed a little.

"
Stephen ! Stephen, does she

matter as much as that ?
"

Carey checked his vehe-

mence. " I cannot have a girl
slandered."

"Then she's more to you
than me ? You put her before

me?"
Again his feelings surged

within him, driving the blood

to his face.
" Have you ever had to com-

plain of that ?
" he demanded.

" Have I ever failed in the bar-

gain of our marriage ? Oh,
I've held to it well ! You've
had nothing to complain of !

"

"But now it's different!

Stephen, it's true what I said ?

Isn't it? Isn't it? She
matters to you now; you put
her before me now?"
Carey stood silent.

"Stephen! Stephen!" Her
voice rose, straining his taut-

ened nerves.

"For God's sake, let me
alone !

" he cried suddenly.
"Haven't I done all a man
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could do ? Haven't I made
you a position, and earned you
money, and given you a house ?

What more does a woman ask
from her husband !

"

"
Stephen !

"
she cried again.

In her distress it seemed that

she could only articulate his

name
;
and with each repetition

came the added pain of a soul

struggling into existence. Poor,
trivial Daisy, who had sipped
so fastidiously at the cup of

life, was tasting its dregs in

those bitter moments. "
Oh,

Stephen !

" she cried wildly.
"Tell me it's not true! Tell

me it's all a lie, and I'll believe

you She ran forward and

caught his arm.
But the cry fell on deaf ears ;

Carey's nerves were strained to

snapping-point. At the touch

of her hand all the selfish man-
hood in him revolted against
her.

" Let me alone !

"
he ex-

claimed. "Haven't I given

enough ? Haven't you drained

me dry you Norrises ?
"

It was the first brutal word
he had ever spoken to her, and
she bent under it. With a

piteous little gesture, she threw
out her hands and burst into

tears.

It was the last straw this

sound of woman's weeping. He
turned upon her savagely.

"Be quiet!" he said. "Don't

bring the house about our

ears!"
She sobbed on, immersed in

her misery.

"Daisy! Be quiet! I tell

you I can't bear this !

"

A louder, longer, more de-

spairing sob was all that

answered him.

"Very well, then!" With
the quick, nervous step of a

man resolved, he walked to the

door.

As she heard the handle turn
she looked round, her fair hair

dishevelled, her face flooded

with tears.
"
Stephen ! Stephen, where

are you going ?
"

Carey never paused, never
looked back. " I'm going up
to town. I'm going to Lady
Lane."
The words paralysed her.

Never in the five years of their

married life had he slept out of

his own house never had he

spoken in this voice of cold

dislike. A great terror surged
over her, and the little card-

house of her contentment

swayed as in a tornado.
"
Stephen !

"
she cried. " Ste-

phen, don't leave me! Don't

go ! Stephen !

"

But the cry was lost in the

swish and splash of the car, as

it fled past the house.

(To be continued.)
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A PRIESTESS OF THE NINE.

NEVER had an author a

more unpleasant surprise than

was Scott's when early in

1809 he received a posthumous
letter and a copy of her will

addressed to him by Miss
Anna Seward. For they con-

veyed to him the melancholy
intelligence that the Swan of

Lichfield had appointed him
her literary executor. What
his feelings at the time were
we may reasonably conjecture.
A year later, while he was

gallantly struggling to carry
out the behest, he relieved his

mind in a letter to Joanna
Baillie.

<( The despair which I used to feel

on receiving poor Miss Seward's let-

ters, whom I really liked, gave me
a most unsentimental horror for

sentimental letters. The Grossest

thing I ever did in my life was to

poor dear Miss Seward : she wrote
me in an evil hour (I had never seen

her, mark that !) a long and most

passionate epistle upon the death of

a dear friend, whom I had never
seen neither, concluding with a

charge not to attempt answering the
said letter, for she was dead to the

world, &c., &c., &c. Never were com-
mands more literally obeyed. I re-

mained as silent as the grave, till

the lady made so many inquiries
after me, that I was afraid of my
death being prematurely announced

by a sonnet or an elegy. When I
did see her, however, she did interest

me very much, and I am now doing
penance for my ill-breeding by sub-

mitting to edit her posthumous
poetry, most of which is absolutely
execrable. This, however, is the
least of my evils, for when she pro-
posed this bequest to me, which I
could not in decency refuse, she com-
bined it with a request that I would
publish her whole literary corre-

spondence. This I declined on prin-

ciple, having a particular aversion to

perpetuating that sort of gossip ;
but

what availed it ? Lo ! to ensure the

publication, she left it to an. Edin-

burgh bookseller ;
and I anticipate

the horror of seeing myself adver-

tised for a live poet like a wild beast

on a painted streamer, for I under-

stand all her friends are depicted
therein in body, mind, and manners.

So much for the risks of sentimental

correspondence, "j

The whole story of Scott's

sentimental relations with
Anna Seward is a delightful

comedy, though it ended, as we
have seen, in no laughing
matter for him. In response
to a gift of the first two
volumes of 'The Border Min-

strelsy,' Miss Seward sent a

gushing reply and a little

trifle from her own Muse,
which Scott gallantly included

in his third volume. This was
a Scots ballad entitled "Rich
Auld Willie's Farewell," the

transcribing of which must
have made Scott, like the

framers of the Chaldee MS.,
fall off his chair with laughter.
For this is the manner of Auld
Willie's speech :

"
Farewell, my deep glens, speck't wi'

0' tangled hazels full !

Farewell, my thymy lea, where lows

My kine, and glourin' bull.

Farewell, my gowk, thy warning note,

Then aft-times ca'd aloud,
Tho' o' the word that thrill'd thy

throat,
Gude faith, I wasna proud !

And, pawky gowk, sae free that

mad'st,
Or ere I hanged be,

Would I might learn if true thou

said'st,

When sae thou said'st to me !

"
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This was a brave beginning
to the friendship, and the de-

lighted poetess fell into rapt-
ures of Sewardese over Scott's

own ballad of "Cadyow Castle,"

especially the fifteenth stanza

about the "mountain bull."
" You Salvator ! you Claude !

what a night scene ! what
an animated description of the

onset of the morning chase !

Your bull ! what a sublime

creature !

" This fusilade of

flattery must have taken away
Scott's breath. At all events,
he had not the heart to close

the correspondence, which went
on for the next five years and
culminated in his visiting Lich-

field one of those stately little

cities, as Lookhart describes it

in 'Reginald Dalton,' "with
the stately little parsons walk-

ing about them, two or three

abreast, in well-polished shoes,
and blameless silk aprons,
some of them; and grand old

churches, and spacious well-

built closes, and trim gardens ;

and literary spinsters." The
visit was splendidly successful.

The wizard proved a very
docile lion :

" one hour only
before that which he fixed for

his departure, our northern

luminary, by repeated and
vehement solicitation, was per-
suaded to shine upon us till

ten the next day." In the
memoirs with which he pre-
faced his compulsory task
three years later, Scott repaid
the compliment very gallantly :

" Her appearance and conver-
sation were . . . well worth
a longer pilgrimage. Miss

Seward, when young, must
have been exquisitely beauti-

ful; for, in advanced age, the

regularity of her features, the

fire and expression of her

countenance, gave her the

appearance of beauty and
almost of youth."
Thus far the friendship was

amusing enough. It was only
on that spring morning of

1809 that Scott found reason
to damn sentiment with the

sincerity of Sir Peter Teazle.

For Anna Seward had made
her plans very cunningly. Her
poems, her father's poems, her

juvenile letters, four sermons,
&c., she left to her "friend
and correspondent, "Walter

Scott, Esq., of Edinburgh."
To Archibald Constable she

bequeathed all her later letters,
from 1784 till her death. The
latter, in twelve half -bound

quarto volumes, were to be
found "in a blue-hair trunk,"
and Miss Seward adds de-

fiantly that " voluminous as is

the collection, it does not in-

clude a twentieth part of my
epistolary writing." And
further, Mr Constable is

charged in a quite peremptory
way to see to it that he

publishes
" two volumes of the

said letters annually." In
later days Christopher and his

merry men in the Old Saloon
could not have wished "The
Crafty" in a more comical

pickle. But, like Scott, he

grasped the nettle bravely,

deviating from his instruc-

tions only so far as to let loose

upon the world all at once the

precious contents of the blue-

hair box. And it was Con-
stable's sympathyfor his fellow-

victim that enabled Scott to

overhaul the correspondence
and delete the more fatuous
tributes to his fame. Scott's

own critique is a masterpiece
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of euphemism. How could the

unique jargon of Sewardese be

more elegantly denned ?

"Miss Seward was in practice

trained and attached to that school

of picturesque and florid description,

of lofty metaphor and bold personi-

fication, of a diction which inversion

and the use of compound epithets
rendered as remote as possible from
the tone of ordinary language, which
was introduced, or at least rendered

fashionable, by Darwin, but which
was too remote from common life

and natural expression to retain its

popularity."

To discuss Scott's relations

with Anna Seward at this

stage is a violent inversion of

chronology and biographical

propriety. But it has this to

justify it : it introduces at

once the most distinguished of

her friends, and reveals many
of her leading characteristics,

her egregious vanity, her

snobbishness, her literary

futility. From the Scott in-

cident it is, too, a natural

transition to the plight of her

latest victim. 1 The same
measure of sympathy neces-

sarily cannot be meted out to

Mr Lucas. For his work is

not the pious fulfilment of a

testamentary wish : it is the

partial failure of an impious
jest. Mr Lucas obviously (for
there could be no other reason)
set out in quest of a little

harmless merriment, and re-

solved to demonstrate with his

wonted lightness of touch that
the Swan of Lichfield was a

goose. But, lo! the miracle
has happened, and once again
Miss Seward has won a

posthumous triumph. For Mr
Lucas has lost himself in the

A Priestess of The Nine. [March

mazes of her folly, and emerges
something of a saddened man.

Nay, he even appears to have

stayed so long in the company
of the Swan and her friends as

to harbour a doubt that they
were after all wiser than they
have been called. So much at

least we infer from the in-

creasing indecision of his irony
as the book proceeds. The fun

grows less and less furious,

and the curtain falls on the

jester yawning over his joke.

Now, it is only a limited con-

dolence that we can extend
to Mr Lucas. Scott's yawns
were pardonable, for he did

not essay to joke. And when
all is said, Mr Lucas had
excellent materials for mirth.

His book abounds in it, but it

is not very easy to find. We
are tempted to hazard the

guess that Mr Lucas aimed at

writing a book of a certain

size, and discovered too late

that the fun would not run to

such a length. The result is

that he gives us the rough ore,

not the refined gold. Another

probable explanation of the

faults of the book is suggested
by Mr Lucas's well-earned

reputation as , a skilful maker
of anthologies. He has here

collected most of the good
things in literature pertaining
to the Swan and her friends.

But he has not entirely suc-

ceeded in fusing them into a

compact and orderly narrative.

There are many pages of

quotations with scarcely a

gleam of golden fatuity to

relieve their solemn and

pompous nonsense. This is

regrettable, because we refuse,

1 A Swan and Her Friends. By E. V. Lucas. Methuen & Co.
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even at the bidding of one of

Mr Punch's staff, to take Anna
Seward seriously, and it was

plainly the duty of a present-

day humorist to display to its

best advantage the uninten-

tional humour of the Swan.
For it is her only chance of

remembrance. A well-meaning
contemporary eulogist de-

scribed her in rather ambig-
uous terms as

" The flower of England's virgin train,

Boast of our isle, Lichfield's peculiar

pride."

That is an admirable defini-

tion of Anna Seward, "Lich-
field's peculiar pride." We
could have wished that Mr
Lucas had kept more resolutely
in view the more popular, and
in this case the more suitable,

significance of the adjective
"
peculiar."
Mr Lucas is always happy

in his planning of books, and
he never had a happier idea

than to re-create a type of

eighteenth century literary
coterie by describing the
Lichfield of the later Georgian
days. But, as we have said,
he has attempted too large a

canvas, so that it is ultimately
a puzzle to decide whether he
is in jest or earnest. That he
is not entirely in earnest is

suggested by many rash gener-
alisations, and by not a few

misprints and errors. It is

certainly a wild statement to

say that there was no humor-
ous woman between Anne
Page and Jane Austen. We
should be prepared to risk a
lance on behalf of Fanny
Burney and Mrs Thrale. And
Mr Lucas, tired of his self-

imposed joke, allows Miss

Pinkerton to prescribe a
" blackboard

"
for the im-

provement of Amelia Sed-

ley's figure, describes a famous
coach as "the Derby Ditty,"
and addresses an important
letter of Scott's to Lockhart

(then a boy of sixteen) instead

of to Joanna Baillie. These
are small matters, but just
because they are unlike Mr
Lucas's methods, they are

worth mentioning as a curious

instance of the power of the

Swan over those who would
call her a goose. It is yet
a more serious blemish in Mr
Lucas's method of construc-

tion that he devotes an entire

chapter to "The Last Great
Word - Painter." This is Mr
Lucas's facetious description
of George Robins, the auction-

eer. And if the reader, not

unnaturally, inquires what

George is doing in this galley,
the answer is that this prince
of hammermen in June 1832
sold to General Yorke the

mansion of Plas Newydd,
where once lived the famous
hermit Ladies of Llangollen,
who once upon a time were
visited by Anna Seward.
With equal reason Mr Lucas

might have given us a little

chapter on the later history
of Abbotsford, and the private
misfortunes of the Ballantynes.

Genius of the Sewardian
kind is invariably precocious,
its chief characteristic being
that time brings it no develop-
ment. When she was ten,

she wrote an ode to Spring,

beginning

" Fairest quarter of the year,
Dost thou then at last appear,
Clad in this thy golden dress,

Bright presage of happiness ?
"
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And it is certain that she

could not have done any
better when she was famous
and fifty. The Palace at Lich-

field, where the city's pecu-
liar pride lived for fifty -five

years, was in one respect not

an ideal home for a poet. For
Canon Seward himself wrote

verses, and regarded with some

disapproval his daughter's per-
formances on the family lyre.

They might have sung sweetly

together in their one nest, had
not a rival songster, in the

shape of Erasmus Darwin,

brutally informed the Canon
that he was not a poet, but
the father of one. Whereupon
the Canon, with pained resig-

nation, laid aside his sing-

ing robes for ever; while his

daughter, suffering from the

paternal displeasure,

" cast away, during some years, her
own poetic lyre, or at least awak-
ened it only at short and seldom-

returning intervals, devoting much
of her time to fancied needleworks,
and the gay amusements of her

juvenile companions. Irrestrain-

able, however, was the ardour she
felt to peruse, with discriminating

attention, the writings of our finest

poets."

Canon Seward's verses are

entombed in 'Dodsley's Mis-

cellany,' but his best claims

to remembrance are the sav-

age description of him by
Johnson as a valetudinarian :

"
Sir, he is a valetudinarian, one of

those who are always minding them-
selves. I do not know a more dis-

agreeable character than a valetud-

inarian, who thinks he may do

anything that is for his ease, and
indulges himself in the grossest
freedoms. Sir, he brings himself to

the state of a hog in a stye;"

and Boswell's picture of him

discovered in bed, "drest in

his black gown, with a white
flannel night-gown above it."

One is tempted to wish that
Darwin's exercises in poetical
criticism had not stopped
short with the poor Canon.
Batheaston called aloud for

him
; indeed, his charity might

well have begun at home.
His critical methods were of

an original nature, and accord

amusingly with the family
reputation for patient inves-

tigation. Sceptical of the

authenticity of Anna's juven-
ile "fugitive pieces," Darwin
called upon her when the
Canon was away from home,
and requested her to write a

poem then and there on a

verse which he prescribed as

a text. Was ever poet so

little trusted before? Anna
emerged from the ordeal with

flying colours, and her critic

did not "from that moment
entertain the least doubt of

the young lady's great literary
abilities."

While Anna Seward's Muse
found little honour or en-

couragement at home, never
had minor poet such a wealth
of material for fugitive pieces.
For some years the Palace,
like that of Ithaca, literally
hummed with wooing. Besides

the Swan there dwelt in it

her sister Sally and the beauti-

ful Honora Sneyd, a motherless

girl brought up by Mrs Seward
as one of her own. The suitors

were the very flower of English
and Irish eccentricity. First

comes the strangely apparelled
Porter, step-son of the Great
Cham.

" A thin, pale personage, somewhat
below the middle height, with rather
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too much stoop in the shoulders, and
a little more withered by Italian

suns than are our sober English
bachelors, after an elapse of only
forty years, in a black velvet coat,
and a waistcoat richly embroidered
with coloured flowers upon gold
tissue

; a bag wig, in crimp buckle,

powdered white as the new -shorn
fleece. An unfortunate idea of a

mountebank doctor, produced by the

black velvet coat and gold waistcoat,

gave me some difficulty in managing
my risible muscles."

So Anna describes Mr
Porter's first appearance as

a suitor, and the description,
as does all her work of the

kind, makes us begrudge the

ink she wasted on poetry and
sentiment when she might
have written a diary to equal

Fanny Burney's. At first Mr
Porter wavered, feeling that

he could be very happy with
either sister, but in the end
he did as was expected of him,
and poor Anna laments that
" this Hymeneal gale begins to

blow cold and ungenial upon
my once warm hopes, and '

all

their fires grow pale.'
" But

the Swan was never of a

jealous nature, and there is no
doubt that she would have

graced the nuptials with a
cordial prothalamium. It was
an elegy, however, that was
required, for Sarah Seward
died on the very eve of her

marriage. The elegy to the

hapless "Alinda" is redeemed

only by the sincerity of its

sorrow a sorrow that finds

expression in her prose and
verse as long as she lived.

Long afterwards, in "The
Anniversary," she bewails, in

true Sewardese, the fate that

ordained
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4 ' My friend, my sister, from my arms
be torn,

Sickening and sinking on her bridal

morn ;

While Hymen, speeding for this

mournful dome,
Should drop his darkened torch upon

her tomb."

Mr Porter, who, like all the

Seward suitors, had the true

Macheath impartiality, was

willing to console himself with
the Swan, but she refused to

benefit by this Hymeneal side-

wind. And though she never

changed her name, Anna
Seward could boast of many
"conquests." All her life was
bound in sentiment, some of it

doubtlessly a genuine matter
of the heart, some of it the

necessary poetical convention
of that Georgian day, when
the plainest of plain men were

metamorphosed into Strephons
piping in the shade. Miss
Seward had her own original

way of telling the story of her

disappointments. She related

it in a letter to the wife of

one of the erstwhile faithless

suitors. First of these was
Colonel Taylor, who was so

"reasonable and serene" that

he tamely acquiesced in the

Canon's displeasure. Then
came General Vyse, "extremely
lovely

"
as a cornet, but after

three months "his behaviour

suddenly altered from enam-
oured fervour to cool civility,

bordering upon utter neglect."
When the latter married, Miss
Seward "heard their nuptial

peals without a sigh," and on
the death of his wife a year
later she "wrote a monody."
These experiences happened at

a tender age, for Anna Seward
2D
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was only seventeen when out

of the depth of her knowledge
of man's perfidy she could

thus advise a friend and fellow-

sufferer :

"The business of yours is much
more interesting, because it is more
full of hazard. I am in the quiet
harbour of a probably lifelong ab-

sence from him to whose pilotism
I had resigned my sensibility on the

dangerous sea of love ; but we kept,
as you see, pretty near the coast, and
the worst evil I had to encounter, on
a voyage which reason must deem a

fruitless one, was the pain of absence.

Disappointment I could not know,
since no illusive Hymeneal hopes
had hung out false lights in my
brain-built watch-tower."

The event disproved this

juvenile pessimism. Nearly
twenty years after this pro-

clamation, Anna Seward was

eager, though Erasmus was
not, that- she should change
her name to Darwin. And
later still, there blew the

fiercest Hymeneal hurricane of

the Swan's experience, when
she fell in love with John

Saville, the leader of the

cathedral choir. She loved

him for his "bleeding sensi-

bility." "To his chaste and
classic taste in poetic composi-
tion

"
she professed herself

indebted "for many an in-

genious idea, and for the

happy alteration and higher
polish of many a couplet."
Those ingenious ideas are

certainly beyond the reach of

critical research, and the
manner in which the obligation
is expressed suggests irresist-

ibly that Mr Saville, a gentle-
man with an artistic tempera-
ment who was separated from
his wife, had been a kind critic

and a willing Strephon. Of

his bleeding sensibility there

is considerably more evidence
than of his sense.

" In one of her last letters," says Mr
Lucas,

" she recalls a perfect orgy of

sentiment that she had once enjoyed,
when her friend, Mr Saville, wel-
comed a shower after a long drought
by singing the anthem, 'He giveth
rain upon the earth,' as composed
by the *

Orpheus of the choirs, Dr
Green.' 'The evening,' she wrote,
'was warm, and the clouds, which
had been many days of flattering

gloom, had not increased in their

lower. Some friends were with me
in the saloon, the doors of which
were opened on the lawn. The long-

expected, long -desired rain dropt
silently, yet amply, down. Mr S.

immediately stept to the door, and,
with clasped hands and moist up-
lifted eyes, sang that superhuman
strain. We all caught his grateful

piety, and shed those tears, which to

shed seems a foretaste of heaven.' "

Miss Seward herself, who,

despite all her fustian senti-

ment, was a keen observer, a

shrewd judge of character, and
at times a very caustic critic,

recognised in her old age that

sentiment of the Saville type
was among the things that are

no more.

"Our young females," she bewailed,
"are all artists. They draw and

paint, play, sing, and dance, with

professional skill, and nothing but
the understanding and the heart

are left to cultivate. The sensibili-

ties are left to cold vanity, ambition,
and the desire of exhibiting. Thus
the charming simplicity, the fervour,
and wild graces of youth are lost,

which show in the companions of my
blossoming years."

It was possible only for the

idle and malicious gossip of a

cathedral city to throw a halo

of scandal round this Della-

cruscan friendship. Mr Saville

was but a sorry Romeo, but
his weaknesses endeared him to
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his poetic patroness even as

detraction incited the gallant
Don to fresh enthusiasm for

his Dulcinea del Toboso. In
her last will and testament
Miss Seward directed that she

should be laid " at the feet of

my late dear father," or, if the

dean and chapter
" should ob-

ject to disturbing the choir

pavement, I then request to

be laid by the side of him
who was my faithful, excellent

friend, through the course of

thirty-seven years, the late Mr
John Saville, in the vault

which I made for the protec-
tion of his remains in the

burial-ground on the south

side of Lichfield Cathedral."

Mr Lucas has not been able

to tell the last word of Miss
Seward's love-story. "I have
not been able," he says,

" to

ascertain where Miss Seward's
remains were laid, whether be-

side her father or Mr Saville.

But I suspect that the author-

ities saw to it that Mr Saville's

grave was not opened." It is

an open question. Probably
the dean and chapter would
rather have opened Mr Sa-
ville's grave than set about
the problem of determining
who should be responsible
for "

disturbing the choir

pavement."
But if Miss Seward was

unhappy in her own experi-
ences of what she naturally
termed " the tender passion,"
she was ever eager to smooth
the path for others, and to

celebrate every stage of court-

ship with a stave. Honora

Sneyd took her sister's place
in her heart, and the wooing
of Honora was one of the

choicest comedies ever planned

by Puck. It did not begin
with comedy, for the first

lover was the unfortunate

Major Andre, whose pitiful

story has for a century en-

joyed the immortality of school-

book fame. Miss Seward

preserves for us three of

Andre's love-letters, addressed
to herself, with eighteenth-

century propriety, but in-

tended for Honora's eye.

They are good, manly letters,

of such a length as to justify
the title of manuscripts and
to date them as belonging to

" that old Georgian day,
When men were less inclined to say
That time is gold."

To modern eyes they may seem

strangely prim and affected,

but love laughs at literary
fashions as well as at lock-

smiths, and Romeo is Romeo
whatever language he affects.
" So your happiness at Shrews-

bury," writes Andre to Miss

Seward,
" scorned to be in-

debted to public amusements
five virgins united in the soft

bonds of friendship !

" This is

eighteenth - century sentiment

excellently expressed. But the

Romeo of all the ages appears
in the delightful parenthesis
which follows :

" How I should

like to have made the sixth !

"

Poor, brave Andre !

"Oh, let me not be forgot," he
writes to Miss Seward,

"
by the

friends most dear to you at Lich-
field ! Lichfield 1 Ah! of what

magic letters is that little word

composed ! How graceful it looks

when it is written ! Let nobody
talk to me of its original meaning,
' The field of blood '

! Oh ! no such

thing ! It is the field of joy !

' The
beautiful city, that lifts her fair head
in the valley, and says, I am, and
there is none beside me !

' Who says
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she is vain ? Julia [Miss Seward was

baptised plain Anne, but the necessi-

ties of divine poesy transformed

her name into many shapes, Anna,
Nancy, Julia, &c., &c.] will not say
so nor yet Honora and least of all

their devoted John Andre"."

Two years after these words
were written Andre, his suit

definitely rejected by Honora's

father, obtained a commission
in the army, and in a short

time was in the thick of the

fighting in Canada with his

regiment, the Royal Fusiliers.

Professional and social success

marked him out for a career

of great brilliancy, until his

unfortunate acquaintance with
Benedict Arnold, the distin-

guished Colonial leader, who
sought to revenge his profes-
sional grievances by treason.

Andre was selected for the

hazardous enterprise of con-

ducting the negotiations for

the betrayal of West Point,
was caught red-handed with
the proofs of Arnold's treason
on his person, and was hanged
as a spy by the order of Wash-
ington. The event profoundly
moved the hearts of his coun-

trymen. The army went into

mourning for him, and the

imposing monument to his

memory in Westminster Abbey
was erected by the King's com-
mand. Miss Seward wrote a

monody which proved to be
one of her most popular poems.
It is well known that the
Americans regretted the neces-

sities of martial law, and bore
tribute to Andre's gallant
spirit. But Miss Seward im-

agined it otherwise.

" Around the hero crowd th}

exulting
bands,

rd
seize the spoils of war with bloody
hands ;

Snatch the dark plumage from his

awful crest,
And tear the golden crescent from his

breast ;

The sword, the tube that wings the

death from far,

And all the fatal implements of war !

Silent, unmov'd, the gallant youth
survey'd

The lavish spoils triumphant ruffians

made."

Some months before Andre
met his fate, Honora Sneyd
herself was in her grave,

leaving two children and a

very cheerful widower, named
Richard Lovell Edgeworth.
Not even his gifted daughter,
Maria, nor Lever, nor Lover,
ever drew so perfect a specimen
as this of a " wild tremendous

Irishman," as Maginn described

that compatriot of his who
wooed " a lady down at Leith."

Few have written about Edge-
worth without comparing him
to Henry the Eighth, and there

is no reason to doubt that,

given time (he was only

seventy - three when he died),
he would have achieved a mat-
rimonial record. The first of

his nineteen children was born
when he was twenty, Edge-
worth having eloped to Gretna
Green while an undergraduate
at Oxford. His mental ac-

tivity was boundless, and in

his earlier life, before Maria
was able to collaborate with
him in literature, it found

scope and expression in a series

of curious inventions sema-

phores, velocipedes, pedometers,

turnip-cutters, and patent car-

riages. In the last of these

Erasmus Darwin was specially

interested, and it was this that

led to Edgeworth's memorable
visit to Lichfield. From his

own narrative it seems likely
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that he posed as a bachelor,
and he tells us that "Miss
Seward's surprise was mani-
fest" when the malicious Mrs
Darwin disturbed his raptures
over Anna's beautiful tresses

by taking
" the opportunity of

drinking Mrs Edgeworth's
health."

When Edgeworth returned
to Lichfield in 1770, it was to
visit his old college friend

Thomas Day, famous alike for

'Sandford and Merton' and
his ingenious experiments in

wife -
training. After some

disappointments in love, Mr
Day, at the age of twenty,
determined to train and rear
a Mrs Day after his own mind,
and for that purpose he adopted
an orphan and a foundling, the
one a blonde of eleven and the
other a brunette of twelve.
After eight months in France,
devoted to educating them for

their high destiny, Mr Day
found them too much of a

handful, and, returning to

England, he apprenticed the
blonde to a milliner, resolutely
persevering at Lichfield with
the education of the brunette.
Of the outcome of this experi-
ment Miss Seward has left a

lively account.

" It has been said before that the
fame of Dr Darwin's talents allured
Mr Day to Lichfield. Thither he
led, in the spring of the year 1770,
the beauteous Sabrina, then thirteen

years old, and taking a twelve
months' possession of the pleasant
mansion in Stow Valley, resumed his

preparations for implanting in her
young mind the characteristic virtues
of Arria, Portia, and Cornelia. His
experiments had not the success he
wished and expected. Her spirit
could not be armed against the dread
of pain and the appearance of danger.
When he dropped melted sealing-wax

upon her arms, she did not endure it

heroically ; nor when he fired at her

petticoats pistols which she believed
to be charged with balls, could she

help starting aside, or suppress her
screams.

"When he tried her fidelity in

secret-keeping, by telling her of well-

invented dangers to himself, in which
greater danger would result from its

being discovered that he was aware
of them, he once or twice detected
her having imparted them to the
servants and to her play-fellows.
"She betrayed an averseness to

the study of books and of the rudi-
ments of science, which gave little

promise of ability that should, one

day, be responsible for the education
of youths who were to emulate the
Gracchi."

Seeing no promise of success
with Sabrina or Lucretia, Mr
Day awakened to the discovery
of Honora Sneyd's attractions.

His perception was quickened
by rivalry, for it was soon

apparent to him that his friend

Edgeworth was more inter-

ested in Honora than was
seemly for a married man.
When they were both at Lich-

field, the comedy was in full

swing. Full of suspicion, Mr
Day yet intrusted Edgeworth,
"in a very solemn manner,"
with his voluminous proposal
to Honora. Edgeworth de-

livered the packet into her
hands "with real satisfaction,"
and next day, probably even
with greater satisfaction, car-
ried her refusal to Mr Day,
who promptly took to his bed.
He was "really ill," says Edge-
worth, "for some days. Dr
Darwin ordered him to be bled,
and administered, wisely, to
that part of him which was
most diseased his mind." But
a better physician even than
Darwin arrived at Lichfield, in
the person of Honora's sister,
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Elizabeth Sneyd, who delighted
Mr Day not least because she

was "never disputatious, so

that Mr Day had liberty and
room enough to descant at

large and at length upon what-
ever became the subject of

conversation." The lady, how-

ever, had objections to Mr
Day's want of accomplish-
ments, and the harassed lover,

accompanied by Edgeworth,
who now sought safety from
Honora's forbidden charms in

flight, removed to Lyons, where
he endeavoured literally to

screw himself up to the pitch
of perfection required by the

exacting Elizabeth. His com-

panion left a racy account of

his heroic efforts.

"Mr Day put himself to every

species of torture, ordinary and extra-

ordinary, to compel his anti-Gallican

limbs, in spite of their natural rigid-

ity, to dance, and fence, and manage
the great horse. To perform his

promises to Miss E. Sneyd honour-

ably, he gave up seven or eight hours

of the day to these exercises, for

which he had not the slightest taste,
and for which, except horsemanship,
he manifested the most sovereign

contempt. It was astonishing to

behold the energy with which he

persevered in these pursuits. I have
seen him stand between two boards,
which reached from the ground
higher than his knees ; these boards
were adjusted with screws, so as

barely to permit him to bend his

knees, and to rise up and sink down.

By these means M. Huise proposed
to force Mr Day's knees outward

;

but his screwing was in vain. He
succeeded in torturing his patient ;

but original formation and inveterate

habit resisted all his endeavours at

personal improvement. I could not

help pitying my philosophic friend,

pent up in durance vile for hours

together, with his feet in the stocks,
a book in his hand, and contempt in

his heart."

But, alas ! M. Huise had done

his work in some ways too

well. For though he had not

improved Mr Day's knees, he
had taught him to be more
ridiculous than before. That
was Miss Sneyd's opinion ;

and
Mr Day retired to his farm,
where he was often visited by
young Maria Edgeworth, whom
he plied with tar-water and im-

proving precepts. Her literary

proclivities not a little dis-

tressed him. He was as in-

terested in her as was "Daddy"
Crisp in Fanny Burney, but

his zeal was deformed by eccen-

tricity ; and had he long sur-

vived the appearance of ' Sand-
ford and Merton,' there would

probably never have been a
* Gastie Eackrent.'

In 1773 Mrs Edgeworth the

first died, and Eichard was
himself again. Four months
later he was married to Honora

Sneyd, and peace reigned in

the Palace of Lichfield. Among
the letters of Maria Edgeworth
is one of 1780, addressed to her

at school, in which her father

informs her of the death of

her "
incomparable mother."

His own grief he assuaged a

few months later by marrying
his deceased wife's sister Eliza-

beth, who ruled over the great
house at Edgeworthstown for

seventeen years. And once

more, after a few months' in-

terval, Eichard led his fourth

bride to the altar, "a young
lady," as he describes her, "of

small fortune and large ac-

complishments liked by my
family, loved by me." There

was never a more complaisant

step
- daughter than Maria

Edgeworth. She accepted all

the mothers with the greatest

goodwill, and, what was better,
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wrote her ever-delightful stories

for their children. Her father's

gaiety of spirit was indomit-
able. He boasted to Darwin
that there was not "one tear

per month " shed in his house,
and that he spoke the truth
is proved by his daughter's
own admission that, after the

fourth marriage, "we are in-

deed happy ! . . . We laugh
and talk and enjoy the good
of every day." The latter

part of Edgeworth's life was

spent on his estate, which
he ruled as an enlightened
and benevolent despot. His
one excursion into practical

politics was characteristic : he

spoke in the Irish House of

Parliament at two o'clock in

the morning in favour of

the Union, and immediately
recorded his vote against
it, thereby arousing great

joy and enthusiasm on both
sides.

According to her own ac-

count, Anna Seward is en-

titled to whatever glory may
accrue from having reinspired
the Muse of Erasmus Darwin,
the autocrat of Lichfield as
much as Johnson was of Fleet

Street. For twenty years he
had forsaken The Nine

;
but

after the death of his first

wife he acquired his famous
botanic garden, which he made
to unite "the Linnean science

with the charm of landscape."
For work of this kind Miss
Seward's help was plainly in-

valuable. Promptly she visited

the garden, "took her tablets

and pencil, and, seated on a
flower - bank, in the midst of

that luxuriant retreat, wrote
the following lines, while the
sun was gilding the glen, and

while birds of every plume
poured their song from the

boughs." These words are, of

course, Miss Seward's own.
The lines gave a very plain
hint to "the Genius" of the

place that if he found himself

in the garden with "some

hapless maid," he should "lead
her timid step

"
to hear the

consoling song of Philomel.

This suggestion Darwin over-

looked, but her verses prompt-
ed the idea that the Linnaean

System might be made the

subject of a poem in which
the flowers should be meta-

morphosed into men and
women. He urged Miss Se-

ward to write such a poem,
to which he offered to furnish

notes. But on her declining
the task as " not strictly

proper for a female pen," he
undertook it himself, and gave
the leisure of fifteen years to

its completion. Darwin's verse

is the strangest amalgam ever

compounded in the name of

poetry. It is Pope's couplet
harnessed to science and a

science masquerading in a

fearful and glittering tinsel

of mythology and allegory.
With the infusion of a little

humour it would have passed
for a brilliant travesty of

Pope. But Darwin was in

deadly earnest, with the re-

sult that he himself fell an

easy victim to the parodist.
Between them they buried

the Popian couplet, even be-

yond the resurrectionary at-

tempts of Thomas Campbell.
The jesters of the 'Anti-

Jacobin
'

carried their joke

beyond the length of read-

ability ;
but there are some

very choice morsels in "The
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Loves of the Triangles," such
as that describing "the pas-
sions of the rival Curves"

" And first the fair Parabola behold,
Her timid arms, with virgin blush,

unfold !

Though, on one focus fix'd, her eyes
betray

A heart that glows with love's resistless

sway;
Though, climbing oft, she strives with

bolder grace
Round his tall neck to clasp her fond

embrace,
Still ere she reach it, from his polish'd

side

Her trembling hands in devious tang-
ents glide.

Not thus Hyperbola with subtlest art

The blue-eyed wanton plays her change-
ful part ;

Quick as her conjugated axes move
Through every posture of luxurious

love,
Her sportive limbs with easiest grace

expand ;

Her charms unveil'd provoke the lover's

hand :

Unveil'd, except in many a filmy ray
Where light Asymptotes o'er her bosom

play,
Nor touch her glowing skin, nor inter-

cept the day."

Miss Seward considered Dar-
win's a "noble poem," which
was as handsome of her as it

was foolish and inevitable, for

she had two grievances against
the poet. In the first place,
he departed from Lichfield

with a widow and a jointure;
and later, he used her verses

without acknowledgment as
the exordium of his own poem.
Exordium and all, it passed
swiftly into oblivion. But it

is still quoted in scientific

monographs for the historical

interest of its anticipations of

the theories of the poet's

greater grandson.
Mr Lucas has drawn atten-

tion to the strange facility

with which birds of the Seward
kind discovered one another
and flocked together. But that
was always an easy matter in

the eighteenth century. All

that was necessary was a trip
to Bath. Long before Lady
Miller's day, not to know Bath
was to argue oneself out of

count as a minor poet. Steele

knew these "Water Poets";
Pope found a corner in the
" Dunciad "

for " each cygnet
sweet of Bath and Tunbridge
race." Lady Miller's reign
was not even the annus mirabilis

of folly. She but prepared a

way for the Dellacruscan im-

becility. The latter, however,
was of foreign inception, and
the Batheaston Vase is not to

be denied its glory as the en-

during symbol of poetical

ineptitude. Miss Seward had
the good fortune to be "

up in

time "
to share in these feasts

of unreason and transports of

sentiment. We can picture
her joy as a prize-winner amid
such a scene as the author of

'The Spiritual Quixote' de-

scribes :

"When, amidst a profusion of

jellies, sweetmeats, ice-creams, and
the like, they decided on the merits

of the several performances ;
from

which they selected three, which were
deemed the best; and, of course,
entitled to prizes, which her ladyship

[Miller] distributed to the respective

authors, a pompous bouquet of

flowers to the first, a myrtle wreath
to the second, and a sprig of myrtle
to the third. These were then usually

presented by the successful candidate

to some lady, who wore them in her

hair or her bosom the next evening
to the publick rooms."

More than once Anna Seward
carried off the first prize, once

with an "Ode on Ignorance,"
and again with "An Invocation
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to the Comic Muse." So high
was her fame that, when Lady
Miller died, it devolved on the

Swan of Liohfield to mourn her
in epitaph and elegy. Justly,

therefore, was Miss Seward in-

censed when Batheaston and
its Vase were treated lightly.
" There was a classic grace and

spirit in the institution itself,

which the frequent stupidity
of its candidates could not do

away." And with a fine burst
of scorn she triumphantly con-

cludes, "It should have been

remembered that Hayley,

Anstey, Jerningham, Whalley,
and Potter deigned to contend

for its verdant prize."
To Miss Seward it was in-

conceivable that a generation
could arise that knows not

Hayley, or knows him only

through the jeers of Byron
or the lampoon of Mansel,
which latter will remain the

enduring monument of their

ridiculous alliance.

Miss Seward "Pride of Sussex, England's glory,
Mr Hayley, that is you."

Mr Hayley
"
Ma'am, you carry all before ye ;

Trust me, Lichfield Swan, you do."

Miss Seward " Ode dramatic, epic, sonnet,
Mr Hayley, you're divine."

Mr Hayley
"
Ma'am, I'll give my word upon it,

You yourself are all The Nine."

And the special merit of this jeu

d'esprit is its studied modera-
tion. Hayley, who himself
derived a good deal of melan-

choly enjoyment by writing
elegies on his friends, hand-

somely points to

"Where Seward, leader of the lovely
train,

Pours o'er heroic tombs her potent
strain,"

and invokes the landscape
" With lustre radiant and serene,
To Seward's eye, thou lovely scene !

Let all thy beauties rise."

Miss Seward, who dearly loved
a competition of this kind, flung
herself into it with splendid
spirit. She wrote "An Ad-
dress to the Sun," requesting
it to send better weather

"To wood-crowned Sussex, in whose

bright domain
The Muses on their new Parnassus

reign."

She declared that Hayley
" has

the fire and the invention of

Dryden, without any of his

absurdity; and he has the

wit and ease of Prior. If his

versification is a degree less

polished than Pope's, it is more
various." It was impossible
that flattery could long burn
with so white a heat. Hayley's
palate became jaded, and the

Swan of Lichfield became
critical. This she always had
it in her power to be, for she

had excellent insight, had she

kept free from metrical in-

sobriety. She gauged Mr
Hayley's insincerity very dex-

terously.

"His sensibilities have certainly
sustained a severe trial. . . . Yet, I

think, he will not sink under it.

No ! his literary ardour will bear
him up. You see, in the course of

his last work and its notes, that he
was planning new poetic composi-
tions, even while his griefs were all

bleeding fresh. . . . Mr Hayley will

always love to deplore, and to allude

to his lost darling in future composi-
tions."
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Thus did indignation once

more assert its power, and

nearly make a good prose writer

of Anna Seward. Mr Hayley's

works, even the ' Life of

Cowper,' have gone to oblivion,
or to Farringdon Road. But
writers of to-day may envy
him one signal stroke of genius.
He wrote his 'Life,' and sold

it in advance for an annuity,
thus securing his future by his

past.
Miss Seward had many other

friends of similar accomplish-
ments to Hayley's. But the

story of one is that of all,

poetic raptures, furious flat-

tery, and mutual distrust.

The marvel is that she could
live all her life in such a

paradise of folly. Literary
vanity with her was a lifelong

disease, and there could be no

hope of cure at Lichfield or at

Bath. Sometimes it is ap-

parent that she was conscious

of the hollowness of the flat-

tery, but her self-conceit was
never shaken. Her bequest
to Scott is obviously the con-

ferring of an honour. Affec-

tations scarcely pardonable to

the age of sixteen are all but
intolerable at sixty, and that

is the demand Miss Seward
makes upon posterity. Her
own defence of some of her
most flagrant weaknesses is

almost pathetic in its self-

deception.

"My pen, let me tell you, never
troubles itself to manufacture un-

meaning compliments, and scorns the
task of disingenuous flattery. . . .

How erroneously do the undiscerning
many judge of character ! My
enemies say,

* Miss Seward flatters.'

That is the construction which their

spleen and coldness of heart put
upon a warm desire to please and

oblige those I think estimable ; upon
the vivid glow of that praise which

my heart delights to pour, when it

can sincerely pour it. Truth can
never be flattery. Alas ! to the utter

incapacity of flattering even those I
esteem and admire, I have, through
life, owed the loss of much favour
that was, in itself, most desirable to

my affections but sincerity is the
first duty of friendship ; and I should
blush to commend, if I had not

courage to confess my disapproba-
tion."

Alas ! for the evidence to

support this pretty sophistry.
Miss Seward reserved her dis-

approbation for those who had
ceased to bandy fulsome com-

pliments with her and for an
unfortunate professionalwoman
of letters like Charlotte Smith,
of whom she wrote

"I have called Mrs C. Smith's

sonnets the everlasting duns on pity ;

and one of my literary friends has,

by a quotation, too severely, perhaps,

styled her 'a puny poet puling to

the moon.' That she pules with the

pertinacity of a pea-hen is certain,
but we must not allow that she is

puny"

With that passage before us,

we cannot hesitate to leave

the Swan of Lichfield to the

untender judgment of De

Quincey :

" Miss Seward was the only person
within my knowledge whose flattery
did not seem to be the involuntary
overflow of generous sympathy with
its object. That lady seemed to

flatter, so far as respected her motive,

merely upon a previous calculation

of its expedience or its necessity,
either because she believed that it

was expected, or guessed that it

might be profitable ; and, as re-

spected the scale or measure of her

flattery, apparently she had no guide
at all but a tentative approach by
degrees (and not very slow ones) to

the maximum of what she imagined
that the party would bear."

J. H. LOBBAN.
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IN RAJPUTANA.

BY EDMUND CANDLEK.

THE best part of India is

coloured yellow in the map;
it is also the most sterile and

unproductive. For the kind
of land which has produced
the Sikh and the Rajput does

not allow any form of life to

run quickly to seed. Chivalry,

clanship, prestige, belong to

the desert and the mountain;
but in fat lands the god is

the belly. This is a plati-

tude; but it is impossible to

enter Rajputana from east,

west, or south without re-

marking on it.

Nerve is largely a climatic

product. It needs a thin dry
air for tautness, and relaxes

like a sjambok where the

atmosphere is steamy. It is

no fault of the Bengali,

Telugu, or Tamil that he
does not make a soldier, and
no particular credit to the
Sikh or Pathan that he makes
a good one. But climate is

not everything : police, order,
and security are as demoral-

ising to the Oriental as humid-

ity in the air. The Pathan
from across the Khyber is a
better man than his neigh-
bour in Peshawar; and the

Gurkha, who is used to set-

tling his differences in his own
way, can give points to the

plainsman,who is overshadowed

by the magistrate. A man who
knows the Indian army can

gauge the mettle of a regi-
ment by the locale of its en-

listment ;
and he could, if he

were brave enough, make a

map of India and its frontiers

showing the distribution of

courage over the different race

areas. In such a map col-

oured as in the charts of

rainfall, temperature, geologi-
cal strata, and vegetable pro-
ducts Rajputana would ap-

pear tainted with the rose-pink
of Jaipur.

In a similar hypothetical map
of a century or two ago the

country would shine, perhaps,
in the full crimson of active

militarism. But when the

sword is rusty the blood runs
thinner. If the Rajput is not

what he was, it is because we
have taken from him the pur-
suit of arms. Yet his survival

in the land he has held so

bravely is due to the British,
who only came in time to save

the race, exhausted with cent-

uries of strife, from conquest

by more vigorous invaders.

But the Rajputs retain their

pride, and, if we can trust their

historian, it is founded on a

splendid tradition. They walk
and ride as men conscious of a

past. More than any race they
love distinction. And they
cling to a boast of heraldry
that ennobles the poorest ; for

every true Rajput is in some
distant collateral way the kin
of the Maharana, and can lay
claim to unmixed blood for close

on two thousand years. Tod,
their devoted chronicler, traces

their armorial bearings to a date
before Troy, and believes that
the ancestors of Udaipur car-
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ried their Palladium into the

field against Alexander. And
though we may have believed

this historian to be no more
than a romancing advocate,
and too credulous in the good
faith of bards, we feel that
this credulity is contagious as

we cross the Rajput's frontier,
breathe his crisp air, and ad-

mire his erect bearing and the

way he sits his horse.

Jaipur, lying on the high-

way between Bombay and

Delhi, is generally the first,

and often the only, Kajput
city the stranger visits. It

has thus obtained, in relation

to other cities, a dispropor-
tionate meed of praise and
the inevitable reaction of dis-

paragement. At the time of

my visit depreciation was in

the air. Two of the corre-

spondents with the prince had
recorded their displeasure, and
one had called Jaipur vulgar.
It reminded one lady in the
hotel of a Christmas cake,
another of a strawberry ice,

a third of the taziahs

and such tawdriness as the
Mahomedans carry in the
Mohurrum. " Stucco " was on

everybody's lips ; and an Ameri-
can called it jerry-built, and
dived into his '

Murray
'

to

see if he could " catch another

city
" on the way to Bombay.

And all this resentment arose

because the city is coloured a

rosy pink all over, like almond

blossoms, and so unsubstantial-

looking that one feels it must
have risen "like an exhala-

tion," and might as easily be

spirited away. As a matter of

fact, most of it is very solid,
but high parapets of thin

plaster, rising from the roofs

of the houses all down the

street, suggest the pretence of

a third storey, and add to the
air of make-believe and un-

reality that pervades the whole.

The high embattled, crenelated

walls and gateways may have
been built round the city to

secure it, or the city may have
been conjured up inside. The
last explanation that is likely
to suggest itself is, that they
are due to the same elfish

agency as the rose-pink fabric

which they include to expand
the American lady's simile

like an elaborate piece of con-

fectionery in a stout iron pan.
It is the pinkiness and un-

substantiality of Jaipur that

has earned it detractors,
features that to other eyes
constitute its charm. They
give it just the colour and

lightness that the dun earth

and sullen rock demand.

Imagine a city of pale -pink
houses with walls green-shut-
tered, and many of them having
their upper storeys intricately

painted and covered with white

geometrical designs and draw-

ings of elephants, peacocks,
and rajas going out to war.

And pigeons everywhere, more
than I have seen in any other

city, so that the end of a street

is often a vista of dancing grey,
shot over a flawless blue back-

ground of sky.
Most cities in the desert

take their colour from the

sand and the clay; Jaipur
suffuses its environment with
tints of its own. Figures seen

in distant perspective down
the street give one the idea

of a shredded patchwork quilt,

fluttering like gossamer in a

faint stir of wind as the thin
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air seems to palpitate and
make them quiver in the

strong sunlight. The harmony
is as haphazard as in flowers

sprinkled over a field, but

every detail has some distinc-

tion of its own. A dot of a

child is often the most gorgeous
point of colour in a crowd.

In the bazaar one's eyes often

follow some serious, impish, or

consequential urchin inmagenta
or purple, perched on an ass,

or on the pole of a gaudy
bullock-cart beside the driver,
caste-marked on the forehead

with great care, hair parted
and oiled, eyebrows painted
over with henna, and clothes

generally spangled with tinsel.

But before the diminishing
speck is absorbed in the traffic,

some other drifting atom will

come along. The bairdgi, per-

haps, decked in peacock
feathers and fantastic rags,
with a turreted cap on his

head, will push towards the

carriage proclaiming a most

unspiritual appetite, which his

vows bind him to ignore. Or
a Rajput horseman will cause
a stir as he forges through the

crowd, sitting straight in his

saddle, so marked an aristocrat

that his dignity derives nothing
from the group of retainers

running evenly behind with
drawn swords.

On the pavement one sees

again and again a particular

type of Brahmin who never
seems vaguely abstracted, as

many do, but moves about as

if he were appraising some-

thing definite. His bent is

clearly more academic than

spiritual, and his special style
of dignity recalls illustrations

of Shakespeare's Venetian

plays. Of such a type is the

Maharaja's astronomer, who
showed me over the Observa-

tory, explaining the instru-

ments of Jey Sing II. (1718-

34), lately restored partly

through his aid. As he ex-

hibited the gnomon, yantras,
and meridional wall, strange
words like "equator," "dec-

lination," "azimuth" scat-

tered oddly in his speech, a

high-flown Hindi, sometimes
attracted me to the too techni-

cal matter in hand; but most
of the time I was only conscious

of enjoying a rather antique
experience, and thinking how
this or that artist ought to

come East to catch for his

canvas this inimitably precise
and scarlet-coated old sage by
my side.

Thronged as the streets are

with foot-passengers, one sees

more mounted men in Jaipur
than in most cities. Camels,
horses, elephants, and donkeys
crowd the bazaars, and the

square behind the palace where
the Maharaja's elephants are

watered is a sight worth seeing.
The earth-coloured camels step

fastidiously to the well where
the water is drawn for them,
which they drink with the

mincing propriety of an old

maid, sipping it as if with
reluctance induced to drink
such stuff, and between sips

lifting up their heads from the

leathern vessels to gaze side-

ways at something else, as if

they were the most dainty
creatures in the world instead

of being altogether uncouth
and abnormal. The camel

aping the parochial old lady
with prayer-book and bugles
is perennially amusing, but in
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deportment he yields to the

elephant, an anachronism
which no custom can stale.

The Maharaja's beasts have

their foreheads and trunks

painted over with designs in

red, green, and gold. The

largest I saw, a mountain of

embodied sobriety, belonged to

the fighting stud. He was

returning to the city with a

load of neem branches like a

huge walking arcade, when he

stopped at the well for his

draught and fell into a reverie

which the mahout was too

considerate to disturb. What
his thoughts and dreams can
have been Heaven only knows,
but if the eye is any index to

wisdom one can imagine him

contemplating the more ab-

stract of the philosophies. Be-
side him a Diogenes might have

appeared hysterical. As he
stood there with his untidy
trousered legs, for all the

world like the pyjamas of a

German storekeeper I knew
at Chantaboun, his huge un-

wieldy body, enormous mangy
ears, minute, tolerant, humour-
ous eyes, provoking awe and

laughter, I felt for the hun-
dredth time in my life that the

beast was a revelation, and
that no amount of acquaint-
ance could make him appear
common or familiar.

After a month of cities and

hotels, if one has any open-air
instincts, there is sure to come
a craving for a few days of

natural India. First the weari-

some troop of guides, touts, and
boxwallahs prepare one for an

exodus, then some evening a

long drive into the untamed
desert beyond the city walls
will make it a necessity. This

is the time for shikar. Small-

game shooting is good nearly
everywhere, and ideal days
may be spent on the large

jhils which are crowded with
wild -fowl, or in the sandy
scrub jungle where one may
kick up hare and partridge

every few yards. Then being
in a strange country, it is

natural to wish to take home
a head or two of unfamiliar

fauna. Black buck and chin-

kara are more or less abundant
all over Rajputana, and in pur-
suit of them one can often

get into closer touch with the

people, and find excusesfor pene-

trating into many delightful
hidden places. I will not earn
the odium of Residents or dis-

trict officials by giving away
any particular locality.
One is left, perhaps, at some

miniature " local station,"
where there is no clock and

only one train a day ; the staff

apparently consists of a single
clerk on a stool in a little shed
about the size of a P.& O. cabin,
and a dreamy-looking person
in a kind of faded uniform who
walks about the platform look-

ing like a policeman. By the
wire fence two camels are

kneeling, sent by the nearest

village hakim, and there is

generally some straight hard-
bitten Rajput standing by his

horse, appointed as guide by
the local chief. It is not.easy
for a stranger to determine
this man's status. The camel-

driver will probably address

him out of courtesy as Thakur

Sahib, but his extreme thin-

ness gives one the idea that he

is stinted in food
;
his clothes

and accoutrements are poor,
and the parched desert all
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round explains it. Yet the

thought is sure to cross one's

mind several times during the

day that it will be difficult to

induce him to accept a present
at parting.
A particular day I have in

mind was in a district where
the Thakurs shoot regularly,
and game is consequently much
shier than in States where it

is preserved. Here when any-

thing is to be done the camel
and the aboriginal Bhil are

called upon to help, being of

all creatures the most inured

to dearth. I had both with
me: the Bhils strode in the

wake of the camels and did

not fall behind, though they
ran swiftly to the top of knolls

to left and right and searched

the horizon for a herd. They
were naked except for the loin-

cloth, and apparently as tough
as leather. For stalking the

camels were a disappointment,
since the antelope, when we
came on a herd, looked at

them with unnatural suspicion.

Only once before noon did we
get within two hundred yards
of them, though we followed

patiently without any hostile

sign, until I was tempted to

take a shot from the saddle
and missed.

At midday in late March
the sun is blistering, and when
the herd has taken fright and
become merged in the dead dk
bushes at the foot of the dis-

tant hill, hope for a moment is

low, and the driver will urge
his camel to a green patch
beside a well that marks a

clump of trees and an acre of

irrigated land. Here there is

sure to be a shelter on a

mound, and a machan high in

a neem or tamarind tree where
little boys sit up at night to

frighten the beasts from the

corn. A pair of gentle
- eyed

cows revolve slowly to the

drowsy moan of the well-wheel,
which is musical and monoton-

ous, and in harmony with one's

mood. As the wheel revolves

the water falls continuously
from a trough into the sockets,
and trickles into a field of pop-
pies, where white and purple
heads make an exquisite show
on the dun plain.
The place is asleep. The

serious, patient cows, the veiled

woman in a dark-red sdri, the

aged cultivator and his goat,
the still poppies, seem to be part
of some rite, and the drone of

the wheel is an incantation.

All are the ministers of sleep.
The camel kneels reluctantly,
sniffs at the water and refuses

it with hauteur, and stiffens a

sinuous neck and relapses into

dreams. The two wild -eyed,
starved -looking Bhils make a

stir among the trees and de-

tach a handful of sour green
berries, then yield to the mood
of the place. I hold out meat
and bread and cheese and eggs,
but they shake the head stol-

idly. Though not Hindus, they
have a tradition of some kind,

vague as their own origin, but
indestructible. So one sinks

back inertly into the shade
with the sense that one is in

a land of ideals where the

spirit is of more account than
the flesh.

After an hour of this peace
one remembers that there is

something to be done. The

Englishman is not wholly ma-

terial; and it is the sight of

the rifle leaning against the
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tree that challenges his ideal,

such as it is, a more illogical

one perhaps than the Bhils',

but one which, when weighed
against his, may help to adjust
the balance. For in both the

tradition is some agency of the

mind guiding the physical part
to a renunciation which is un-

intelligible to the other.

As the Englishman moves
with pain, stiffens his knees,

straightens his back, and lifts

himself from the ground, the

spirit of humour that seems to

reside in Evolution must smile

grimly ; for it is part of the

injustice of his plan in its

present stage that the Bhil

should suffer through his own
ideals and the Englishman's
too.

Stiff, dry, parched, and shriv-

elled with the heat, the English-
man projects himself from the

scanty bit of shade into the

sun. The camel is roused and
bubbles incoherent protests ;

the two Bhils obey dumbly ;

the shikari stretches himself

with a resigned smile
;
the horse

responds perfunctorily with a

last attempt to carry off in his

teeth a heap of half-dead leaves.

But there is not a sign any-
where of the beast whose ex-

istence has brought this odd

assembly together, and there

does not seem any reason why
one's camel should be impelled
to one point of the desert more
than another. Beyond the vil-

lage there is nothing but baked

earth, burnt through, one feels

sure, deeper than wells are

bored. The refraction from the

rocky surface burns upward
till one feels as if one could
strike sparks by the friction of

khaki against the skin.

Only three miles off in a

clump of trees is the station

where one meets the evening
train. Against the magnetism
of this rest and shade one needs
faith and a wholesome disgust
at failure. A blank day and
the sense of having given in is

not to be thought of after com-

ing sixty miles for a purpose.
Moreover, that tradition must
be vindicated in the sight of

the Rajput and the Bhils. A
single head will be enough if it

measures decently and it will

hang on the wall between the

cheetal and the serow. Then
one need not go black - buck

shooting again : it is poor
sport. At this stage of de-

spondency it is well to recall

days when hope was even lower,
which shine in the memory
through a golden chance at the

close. There was the antelope
which was provoked to a duel

with another buck, in which his

vigilance was for the time

averted; the cheetal that was

playing with a jackal in an

unexpected nullah
;

the chin-

kara that stood on a sand-dune

against the skyline, and was
shot from the tonga as one
drove home after nine hours'

fruitless stalking in the sun.

It must have been three when
we saw a large bund ahead,
and I slid down from the camel
determined that such good
cover must not be wasted even
if I had to stalk vacancy. I

crept up to the bund, and peep-

ing over it saw that my instinct

was true. A buck was stand-

ing beyond perfectly uncon-

cerned, offering a straightfor-
ward broadside shot at 120

yards. The bullet hit him in

the windpipe, and he fell almost
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without a twitch. The horns
measured 21 inches. Then a

few moments afterwards we
marked another enter a patch
of scrub, and I got him with a

running shot at 80 yards.
When one's bullet has gone

home, it is a good time to light
one's pipe somewhere under the

shade of a weem-tree, bask in

the dry heat which is no longer
obnoxious, think of the silk-

hatted, season - ticketed mob
jostling one another at Char-

ing Cross and Waterloo, thank
God that one is not compelled
to be one of these, and gener-

ally give rein to the sense of

expansion and the purging of

humours which solitude and
the wilderness inspire.
When we turned towards the

railway, the camel even seemed
more interested in life. His

gurglings became more musical,
and he condescended to pluck
a prickly teazle, and swung his

head into the boughs of a dhdk-
tree to detach a crimson blos-

som. The shikari ceased to

be merely passive, and began
to make detours and wheel his

horse into the low scrub, hold-

ing his muzzle - loading rifle,

charged with buckshot, across

the beast's withers, ready to

despatch the hare as he ran
out.

Then caine the parting, a

complicated moment. It is

always a delicate matter to

tip a Rajput, but the famine-
stricken nature of the country
where one shoots is likely to

tempt a sportsman to persist.
But let it not be in a village
or anywhere one's proud escort

may be observed, or he will go
without reward for his day's
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toil. Perhaps behind some tree

one may get the chance of plac-

ing the gift in his hand. Then

emphasise the friendliness the

man is sure to inspire. While
he protests and says in his

kindly hospitable way that the

pleasure of the day has been

his, perhaps if one turns round

suddenly and makes some re-

mark about the camel there is

a chance that he may forget
the money in his palm and the

matter of accepting it. Or a

particularly martial salaam
from the Englishman when no
one is looking may elicit a

like response and a considerate

compliance. The favour will

be his.

My reminiscences are of the

poorest, and incidentally the

proudest, soil in Rajputana. I

have heard that there are dis-

tricts where the Rajput is like

other men; in Mewar he cer-

tainly is not. The Maharana
is a survival of an old order,
and his subjects seem to

mirror, in a fainter degree, his

chivalry. His palace at Udai-

pur fills the cup of the valley.
The city is nothing but a

group of houses clustered

round it, so that looking down
at it from the surrounding
hills one sees only the palace
by the lake, a fortress secured
in old times by a gaunt wedge
of mountains from physical in-

vasion, just as it is secured to-

day by the Maharana against
the inroads of more subversive

forces. Udaipur is the strong-
hold of conservatism. It is

inspired with a tradition. En-

tering it is like coming upon
a detached survival of old

Greece, where some hard-
2 E
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bitten Tlieban or Spartan
stock have held out stoutly

against change, and clung to

the old standards. There is

even something of the right

spectacular element, though
too luxurious, in the bright
islanded lake among the hills,

the marble palace stretching
down to it, the Rajput cava-

lier on the embankment with
his curved sword, and the file

of Marwari ladies descending
to the ghat with a subdued

chattering, pitcher on head,

ample-bosomed, and erect as

Syrinx, and wearing a thin

clinging shift embroidered with
silver.

On the lake there are no
boats save the Maharana's
state barge, and some smaller

craft belonging to him moored

by it. I asked the reason,

though I knew instinctively
that boating was a royal pre-

rogative. The wide sailless

lake confirms all one feels on

entering the gates that one
is in the orbit of a despotism,
which, judging by what one
knows of other parts of the

East, is the best kind of rule

for the Asiatic, provided that
the principle of it is clannish.

For the highest and lowest

types of subjects are the pro-
ducts of the despot, the clans-

men whose chiefs have existed

to keep the clan intact and

preserve its prestige, as well

as the tribes who are made
slavish by exploitation. In
Mewar the influence of tradi-

tion is so pervasive that a cer-

tain pride and independence
seem to have filtered through
to the lowest classes, perme-
ating to the Bhil and other
folk who cannot boast Rajput

blood. I was not surprised
that most of the Maharana's
servants refused tips, but when
a poor villager would not take

any largess for bringing me
water from a distance, saying
that he was pleased enough
if he had been able to help
me in any way, I felt there

was something distinct in the

air. Even as I first drove

through the city gates I

noticed spirit in the flick of

the whip my little tonga boy
aimed at an obstructive goat,

crying, "Bhagal, bakri, bakri"
"
Goat, goat, get out of the

way," and a sturdy indepen-
dence in the salutation of a

Mahomedan fakir, who bowed
me in with friendly mockery,
and was the only beggar I saw
in Udaipur.
As for the Rajputs them-

selves, they have reason to be

proud. Their pride is of the

clan : their chief is of them-
selves. He is the head of the

oldest family in India, and can
trace his descent direct to

Rama, and thence fabulously
to the sun. His is the only

royal Hindu family that has
never given a daughter in

marriage to the Moguls. The
humblest Rajput can boast

that he and his chief are the

descendants of common an-

cestors, who rode out on cru-

sades from these same hills

to drive the barbarian out of

Gya, and in after years, with

wavering success but unshaken

courage, opposed their small

army against the resources of

an empire. "There is not a

village," says Tod, "that has

not had its Thermopylae, and

scarcely a city that has not

produced its Leonidas." And
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however much the Rajput
bards are given to " addi-

tions," the whole history of

the country testifies to a splen-
did ethical ideal, which must
have had its practical effect

on the national character.

Tod, from whom we derive

directly or indirectly nearly all

we know about the history of

Rajputana, is so enthusiastic

that one hesitates to trust him.

But it is a fact that all Eng-
lishmen who come much into

contact with the better class

of Rajput are equally im-

pressed. In Udaipur I met an
old resident (not Resident) who
is credited with being received

more intimately among the

Rajput families than any for-

eigner has been since the days
of Tod. In half an hour he

gave me more instances of

chivalry, refinement, and sensi-

bility among these people than
I could have come across in

twice the time in the annals
of their historian. I left him
with my head full of pictur-

esque feudal scenes. He de-

scribed the impressive ceremony
of a Thakur's initiation when
he comes of age and solemnly
makes a present of all his pos-
sessions to the Maharana, who
returns them, and at the same
time invests his subject with
the sword; and more impress-
ive, the journey of the Maha-
rana to Eklinga, where every
moon, in the capacity of Siva

Dewan-ji, Siva's arch-priest, he
receives the holy fire from the

Brahmins, and performs the

ceremony of arthi, passing it

seven times round the image
of Shiv. For the Maharana
is the spiritual as well as the

temporal head of his people.

The common people seldom
come into contact with him,
save when he passes along the

road by the lake
;
and they

huddle into the rocks or among
the Babul trees, and make deep
obeisance as his splendid cor-

ttfge sweeps by. First a score

of lancers riding like centaurs,
then the Presence, then the

Court men who would be

kings elsewhere in carriages
drawn by four horses. Then
more lancers. The Sunborn,

incidentally king and hierarch,
sits in his carriage like an

image of Kartikeyya, God of

War, as unconscious of all this

homage as is his first parent
of the devotional glow which
suffuses at his passing the red

and purple hills of Rajasthan.
The Maharana's feudal con-

servatism is so tempered with
benevolence that he is a much
privileged ruler, and his author-

ity is the cause of no anxious

responsibilities to the British

Government. It is true he
was not easily persuaded that

his State would benefit by a

railway; but in this rare in-

stance in which he hesitated

to fall in with the wishes of

the Raj, the event made his

scruples appear well-founded,
for plague came with the per-
manent way.
Few such types of the un-

compromising old school re-

main, but the new order

promises well. At the Mayo
College, Ajmere, certain crusted
solar influences are being ex-

posed to the solvent of Western

ideals, while certain natural
affinities are being given free

play. To the casual visitor the
affinities are the more striking,
for the result of the experi-
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ment, externally at least, is the

kind of boy one meets with at

a school like Eton a youth
whose composition exhibits an
attractive balance of swagger
and modest ingenuousness, and
whose inherited traditions sit

lightly on him, and are in-

capable of formula. The old

style is ridden by the author-

ity that resides in him ;
but at

Ajmere infants of preternatural

gravity are early relieved of

the burden of self-importance,

caught in the mill, and gently
humanised. Five hours' work

a-day and plenty of riding and
cricket are not conducive to

vapours. The boys go to bed
tired and get up early, and
the routine of the classes is

alleviated by such text-books
as 'The Prisoner of Zenda'
and 'Rupert of Hentzau,' which

impart chivalrous ideas and
the best English idiom at the

same time. At Ajmere a boy
is popular for being

" a sports-
man "

in the colloquial English
sense of the word, which im-

plies a kind of moral and

physical expansiveness. Other
claims to distinction are little

regarded. A young chief, and
future ruler of millions, was

pointed out to me as "a
rotter," he shirked games.
The political scope of a col-

lege like this needs no ex-

position.
The first thing one notices

about the place is that it has
a tone. One drives up on a

cricket day to the enclosure

within the grounds, where one
finds a group of the elder boys
waiting to receive visitors.

One of these youths will come
forward and show you the way
to the pavilion, and talk natur-

ally about the game. You
are struck with his accent.

"Who's in?" you ask
"
They are. We declared at

two hundred, one wicket down.
The score? They're ninety

something for eight wickets.

I think they are a bit shaken

up with the journey."
This was the actual state of

the game when I arrived to see

Mayo playing a rival chiefs'

college. In a few minutes the

last two wickets fell, when
there was a rush on to the

ground to play tip-and-run, in

which members of both teams

joined, though they had been

batting and fielding all day
in the sun. Where was the

apathy one associates with
the upper classes in India ?

One saw it in a few faces in

the pavilion too stubbornly
indurated to yield to any
solvent; but it was not the

general tone. One was struck

by the colour and animation all

round. The costume of players
and spectators alike consisted

of white pantaloons, after the

fashion of Jodhpur riding-
breeches ;

turban tied accord-

ing to the Sept, Gehlote,

Rahtore, Chohan, &e., what-
ever it might be; and the

striped panchranga blazer of

the Rajputs, the five colours of

the sun. The blazer alone was

British, and the colour of that

was national : only the clean

Conduit Street cut of it stood

for the direction given to a

pre-existing bias. So the dress

seemed to me to symbolise

nicely the product of Ajmere ;

for the boys are not hybrids,
but if anything the more

Rajput for the subtle and
unconscious afnning and refin-
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ing process which must result

from experiments of the kind.

My host deputed X., a young
man of solar origin, to show
me over the college and

grounds. The House system
is of course essential, for the

Mayo boys are not all Rajputs,
nor are they all Hindus. The

buildings are detached at broad
intervals over a well - kept
ground, reclaimed from barren-

ness by the laborious applica-
tion of well water. The rooms
are clean and neat, and in most
of them the walls are hung
with sporting trophies. "We
fell to discussing them, and a

sambhur head turned the talk

to deer and antelopes. I was

telling the young Rajput about
a stag I had met with across

the Himalayas, and he sur-

prised me by describing the

curve of its horns and differ-

entiating it nicely from another

species. He quoted the record
head :

"
55| inches. It was shot by

Captain What's - his - name
Hume, I think in Sikkim.
I'll look it up in Ward."

Presently we reached his

room, and he took down Mr
Rowland Ward's fascinating
book from his shelf, found
the beast, illustrated with his

finger again how the two brow
antlers bent downwards on
either side, and proved that
his measurements were correct.

In the margin opposite the

picture he had written, "I
should love to shoot one."

I never in ten years of the
East came across any one so

refreshingly unoriental. The

accuracy, the enthusiasm, the

interest in wild things for their

own sake, apart from any per-
sonal vanity in the destruction

of them; the frank admission

that he had never shot a tiger,
but that he meant to, upset
all my ideas of Hindu youth,
derived from a fairly close

acquaintance with them, and
I wondered how much was
due to Ajmere. A few minutes
later we got mixed up with
another group of visitors, and
a pompous old gentleman from

Bengal, who was very much
impressed with X.'s rank, em-
barrassed us all by trying to

squeeze his portliness against
the wall in order to let him

pass. X.'s airy "Oh, go ahead,

please," "Please go ahead, sir,"

was as English as any one
could wish. It dissipated one's

forebodings of ultimate incom-

patibility. Mayo, no doubt,
had something to do with it,

but the influence was merely
the direction given to innate

good-breeding.
I spent one of my last nights

in Rajputana at Chitore, where
the ancestors of X. fell in

defence of their country and
faith. This huge rib of rock
rises abruptly from the plain
and stretches a league to east

and west. The summit is

battlemented, and approached
by a great causeway zig-

zagging up the face of the
hill and passing under seven
massive gateways. No road
on earth has been so steeped
in blood.

Swinging up the moonlit

path in a howdah, it is impos-
sible not to feel that the place
has its genius. The ghosts of

men who have loved a plot of

earth with any passion must
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return there ;
the sentinels are

still at the gate, the guards in

the courtyard, the dismounted

cavalry line the ramparts. Or
if the silent - footed bands of

the loyal are not severally here,
their sacrifice has at least per-

petuated the ideal that inspired
their devotion, so that the

place where they fell can never
be common ground; the spirit
of the race is gathered into the

stones, and hangs over the

deserted fortress like an ex-

halation. The appeal of the

past is so immanent that no
true Rajput of the king's blood
can dwell in Chitore a night ;

nor were the princes allowed
to visit it.

Years after the city was
sacked by Akbar, Sugraji, an

apostate of the race, sold him-
self to the Moguls, and was
installed in the ruins while
his kinsmen held out in the

neighbouring mountains. But
the mute eloquence of the

stones consecrated by his an-

cestors' blood wore away a

heart hardened against chiv-

alrous instincts : he was eaten
with remorse, and restored the

old capital to his people. To-

day even the ruins of Chitore

bring tears to the eyes of

bearded horsemen as they go
over the ground and recount

the old story.
Their fathers held the rock

as stubbornly as men will hold

to a principle. Three times

the flower of the race were
annihilated in its defence, and
each time a new breed suc-

ceeded them to win it back,
while the survivors of the sack
held to their mountain fast-

nesses, laid waste their own
rich lands so that they could

not harbour a foe, and swore

oaths, and kept them, to sleep

only on straw till their cita-

del was restored. Time and

fidelity to an ideal always
restored it.

The race of Mewar had held

Chitore close on six centuries,
when it fell before Alla-oo-

Din. In the first struggle the

chivalry of the day held back
the Moslem hordes, while their

Rana, who had been treacher-

ously decoyed into the enemy's
camp, and Pudmini, the Helen
of the occasion, escaped back
into the fortress. The event
had more than one reminiscence
of Troy, for the braves who
protected the flight of the

queen were conveyed into

Alia - oo - Din's camp in the

palanquins of her maids of

honour, whence they emerged
bristling with armour, as did

their prototypes of Ilium,

though in a more reckless

encounter.

In the next investment,
when the Moslem had re-

cruited his strength, the Raj-

puts, who had no new stock

to draw from, were over-

whelmed. Twelve princes of

Mewar first devoted themselves

to save the house, for the

sacrifice was demanded by the

guardian of the rock if the

line was to be continued,
then the women, led by Pud-
mini and the princesses, passed
into an underground sepulchre
of flame prepared for their

ashes : thousands of them were
consumed. The story is con-

firmed by the Moslem chron-

icles, nor is it likely that any
of them would have survived

to dishonour. The Rana and
his clansmen put on their
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saffron robes, the national sign
of combat & Voutrance, and,

throwing open the gates,

charged into Alia - oo - Din's

host, and fell as they clove a

path through the foes; but
the heir escaped so much was

purchased of the deity into

the hills, whose caves have

always been a womb of retri-

bution to the invader, hold-

ing some hidden offspring
of the sept guarded tenderly

among the wild creatures,
and destined to reanimate
the race and restore the gadi
to Chitore.

After a lapse of years the

Mewar house returned to the

capital, and held it until the

invasion of Bahadur of Malwa

(1303), when the Rajputs were

again overwhelmed. The same

princely sacrifice was demanded
and made, the same reckless

sortie of the clan and holo-

caust of women. Again an
heir escaped, and the invader

entered a city tenanted only

by the dead.

A century passed and Ak-
bar's camp was spread before

Chitore. Hemmed in and out-

numbered by thousands, there

was no hope of survival. The
walls were breached by mines
and artillery, and the Mogul
trenches crept up the hill.

The Rajputs repeated their

deliberate immolation. It was
a spectacle tradition demanded
of them, and it might have
been predicted as infallibly as

the report coming after the

flash of a gun, or the reply of

provoked honour. The royal
umbrella swaying to and fro

marked the devastating path
of the chief, ere he was sub-

merged and extinguished in

the host, as an eddy is drawn
into a whirlpool. Many of

the women fought beside their

husbands and sons, preferring
the sword to the flame; and
their courage was celebrated

by the pen of Akbar, whose

testimony to the spirit of the

race does not fall short of

the meed of the Rajput bards.

He even caused monuments of

the heroes Jeimul and Putta
to be raised on each side of

the main entrance gate to the

palace at Delhi. Akbar's gen-
erous testimony proves that

the Rajput chronicles are no

empty boast, and indirectly it

makes their legends of an ear-

lier date appear more credible ;

for it is not likely that these

men's forefathers, who, if any-
thing, were more inured to

war, were less courageous.
The history of Chitore is the

epitome of the history of Raj-
putana and of Hindu chivalry.

Every one who has a chance
should spend a day and night
there, but he should first read

'The Annals of Rajasthan.'
Then he will be able to see

Akbar's great beacon, and his

camp-fires stretching ten miles

before the doomed fortress,

and to look beyond into the
"
lampless

"
valleys peopled

with the dead. On a still

moonlight night a peace in-

vests Chitore such as only
broods over scenes where great
issues have been fought,

passions roused and stilled,

and a cause given its eternal

quietus, the peace that is only
consummated by a sense that

every generous resource has
been tried and exhausted.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

BOOK VII.

Now like a white-cliffed fortress England shone
Amid the mirk of chaos ; for the huge
Empire of Spain was but the dusky van
Of that dread night beyond all nights and days,
Night of the last corruption of a world
Fast-bound in misery and iron, with chains
Of priest and king and feudal servitude,

Night of the fettered flesh and ravaged soul,

Night of anarchic chaos, darkening the deep,

Swallowing up cities, kingdoms, empires, gods,
With vaster gloom approaching, till the sun
Of love was blackened, the moon of faith was blood.

All round our England, our small struggling star,

Fortress of freedom, rock o' the world's desire,

Bearing at last the hope of all mankind,
The thickening darkness surged, and close at hand
Those first fierce cloudy fringes of the storm,
The Armada sails, gathered their might ;

and Rome
Crouched close behind them with her screaming fires

And steaming shambles, Rome, the hell-hag, crouched,
Still grasping with red hand the cross of Christ

By its great hilt, pointing it like a dagger,
Spear-head of the ultimate darkness, at the throat

Of England. Under Philip's feet at last

Writhed all the Protestant Netherlands, dim coasts

Right over against us, whence his panoplies

Might suddenly whelm our isle. But all night long,
On many a mountain, many a guardian height,
From Beachy Head to Skiddaw, little groups
Of seamen, torch and battle-lanthorn nigh,
Watched by the brooding unlit beacons, piled
Of furze and gorse, funereal peat, rough logs,

Reeking with oil, 'mid sharp scents of the sea,

Waste trampled grass and heather and close-cropped thyme,
High o'er the thundering coast, among whose rocks

Far, far below, the pacing coastguards gazed
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Steadfastly seaward through the loaded dusk.

And through that deepening gloom when, as it seemed,
All England held her breath in one grim doubt,
Swift rumours flashed from North to South as runs
The lightning round a silent thunder-cloud;
And there were muttering crowds i' the London streets,

And hurrying feet i' the brooding Eastern ports.
All night, dark inns, gathering the country-side,
Reddened with clashing auguries of war.
All night, i' the ships of Plymouth Sound, the soul

Of Francis Drake was England, and all night
Her singing seamen by the silver quays
Polished their guns and waited for the dawn.

But hour by hour that night grew deeper. Spain
Watched, cloud by cloud, her huge Armadas grow,
Watched, tower by tower, and zone by zone, her fleets

Grapple the sky with a hundred hands and drag
Whole sea-horizons into her menacing ranks,

Joining her powers to the embattled night, while Philip
Still strove, with many a crafty word, to lull

The fears of Gloriana, till his plots
Were ripe, his armaments complete ; and still

Great Gloriana took her woman's way,
Preferring ever tortuous intrigue
To battle, since the stakes had grown so great ;

Now, more than ever, hoping against hope
To find some subtler means of victory ;

Yet not without swift impulses to strike,

Swiftly recalled. Blind, yet not blind, she smiled
On Mary of Scotland waiting for her throne,
A throne with many a strange dark tremor thrilled

Now as the rumoured murderous mines below

Converged towards it, mine and countermine,
Till the live earth was honeycombed with death.
Still with her agate smile, still she delayed,
Holding her pirate admiral in the leash,
Till Walsingham, nay, even the hunchback Burleigh,
That crafty king of statesmen, seeing at last

The inevitable thunder-crash at hand,
Grew heart-sick with delay and ached to shatter

The tense tremendous hush that seemed to oppress
All hearts, compress all brows, load the broad night
With more than mortal menace.

Only once
The night was traversed with one lightning flash,
One rapier stroke from England, at the heart
Of Spain, as swiftly parried, yet no less

A fiery challenge ; for Philip's hate and scorn
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Growing with his Armada's growth, he lured

With promises of just and friendly trade

A fleet of English corn-ships to relieve

His famine-stricken coast. There as they lay
Within his ports he seized them, one and all,

To fill the Armada's maw.
Whereat the Queen,

Passive so long, summoned great Walsingham,
And, still averse from open war, despite
The battle-hunger burning in his eyes,
With one strange swift sharp agate smile she hissed,
"Unchain El Draque!"

A lightning flash indeed
Was this; for he whose little Golden Hynde
With scarce a score of seamen late had scourged
The Spanish Main ; he whose piratic neck

Scarcely the Queen's most wily statecraft saved
From Spain's revenge : he, privateer to the eyes
Of Spain, but England to all English hearts,
Gathered together, in all good jollity,
All help and furtherance himself could wish,
Before that moon was out, a pirate fleet

Whereof the like old ocean had not seen

Eighteen swift cruisers, two great battleships,
With pinnaces and store-ships and a force

Of nigh three thousand men, wherewith to singe
The beard o' the King of Spain.

By night they gathered
In marvellous wind-whipt inns nigh Plymouth Sound,
Not secretly as, ere the Golden Hynde
Burst thro' the West, that small adventurous crew
Gathered beside the Thames, tossing the phrase" Pieces of eight

" from mouth to mouth, and singing
Great songs of the rich Indies, and those tall

Enchanted galleons, red with blood and gold,

Superb with rubies, glorious as clouds,
Clouds i' the sun, with mighty press of sail

Dragging the sunset out of the unknown world,
And staining all the grey old seas of Time
With rich romance; but these, though privateers,
Or secret knights on Gloriana's quest,
Recked not if round the glowing magic door
Of every inn the townsfolk grouped to hear
The storm-scarred seamen toasting Francis Drake,
Nor heeded what blithe urchin faces pressed
On each red-curtained magic casement, bright
With wild reflection of the fires within,
The fires, the glasses, and the singing lips

Lifting defiance to the powers of Spain.
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SONG.

Sing we the Rose,
The flower of flowers most glorious !

Never a storm that blows
Across our English sea,

But its heart breaks out wi' the Rose
On England's flag victorious,

The triumphing flag that flows

Thro' the heavens of Liberty.

Sing we the Rose,
The flower of flowers most beautiful !

Until the world shall end
She blossometh year by year,

Red with the blood that flows

For England's sake, most dutiful,

Wherefore now we bend
Our hearts and knees to her.

Sing we the Rose,
The flower, the flower of war it is,

Where deep i' the midnight gloom
Its waves are the waves of the sea,

And the glare of battle grows,
And red over hulk and spar it is,

Till the grim black broadsides bloom
With our Rose of Victory.

Sing we the Rose,
The flower, the flower of love it is,

Which lovers aye shall sing
And nightingales proclaim;

For O, the heaven that glows,
That glows and burns above it is

Freedom's perpetual Spring,
Our England's faithful fame.

Sing we the Rose,
That Eastward still shall spread for us

Upon the dawn's bright breast,
Red leaves wi' the foam impearled ;

And onward ever flows

Till eventide make red for us
A Rose that sinks i' the West
And surges round the world ;

Sing we the Rose !
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One night as, with his great vice-admiral,

Frobisher, his rear-admiral, Francis Knollys,
And Thomas Fenner, his flag-captain, Drake
Took counsel at his tavern, there came a knock,
The door opened, and cold as from the sea

The gloom rushed in, and there against the night,
Clad as it seemed with wind and cloud and rain,
Glittered a courtier whom by face and form
All knew for the age's brilliant paladin,

Sidney, the king of courtesy, a star

Of chivalry. The seamen stared at him,
Each with a hand upon the red-lined chart

Outspread before them. Then all stared at Drake,
Who crouched like a great bloodhound o'er the table,
And rose with a strange light burning in his eyes;
For he remembered how, three years agone,
That other courtier came, with words and smiles

Copied from Sidney's self; and in his ears

Rang once again the sound of the headsman's axe

Upon the desolate Patagonian shore
Beneath Magellan's gallows. With a voice

So harsh himself scarce knew it, he desired

This fair new courtier's errand. With grim eyes
He scanned the silken knight from head to foot,

While Sidney, smiling graciously, besought
Some place in their adventure. Drake's clenched fist

Crashed down on the old oak table like a rock,

Splintering the wood and dashing his rough wrist

With blood, as he thundered,
"
By the living God,

No! We've no room for courtiers, now! We leave

All that to Spain."
Whereat, seeing Sidney stood

Amazed, Drake, drawing nearer, said, "You ask
More than you dream : I know you for a knight
Most perfect and most gentle, yea, a man
Ready to die on any battle-field

To save a wounded friend" (even so said Drake,
Not knowing how indeed this knight would die,

Yea, yield the cup of water from his lips
To save a common soldier, saying,

" His need
Is greater ! ")

Drake outstretched his bleeding hand
And pointed through the door to where the gloom
Glimmered with bursting spray, and the thick night
Was all one wandering thunder of hidden seas

Rolling out of Eternity :
" You'll find

No purple fields of Arcady out there,
No shepherds piping in those boisterous valleys,
No sheep among those roaring mountain-tops,
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No lists of feudal chivalry. I've heard
That voice cry death to courtiers. Tis God's voice.

Take you the word of one who has occupied
His business in great waters. There's no room,
Meaning, or reason, office, or place, or name
For courtiers on the sea. Does the sea flatter ?

You cannot bribe it, torture it, or tame it !

Its laws are those of the Juggernaut universe,
Remorseless listen to that !

"
a mighty wave

Broke thundering down the coast ;

"
your hands are white,

Your rapier jewelled, can you grapple that ?

What part have you in all its flaming ways ?

What share in its fierce gloom ? Has your heart broken
As those waves break out there ? Can you lie down
And sleep, as a lion-cub by the old lion,

When it shakes its mane out over you to hide you,
And leap out with the dawn as I have done ?

These are big words ; but, see, my hand is red :

You cannot torture me, I have borne all that ;

And so I have some kinship with the sea,

Some sort of wild alliance with its storms,
Its exultations, ay, and its great wrath
At last, and power upon them. 'Tis the worse
For Spain. Be counselled well: come not between

My sea and its rich vengeance."
Silently,

Bowing his head, Sidney withdrew. But Drake,
So fiercely the old grief rankled in his heart,
Summoned his swiftest horseman, bidding him ride,

Ride like the wind through the night, straight to the Queen,
Praying she would most instantly recall

Her truant courtier. Nay, to make all sure,
Drake sent a gang of seamen out to crouch
Ambushed in woody hollows nigh the road,
Under the sailing moon, there to waylay
The Queen's reply, that she might never know
It reached him, if it proved against his will.

And swiftly came that truant's stern recall;
But Drake, in hourly dread of some new change
In Gloriana's mood, slept not by night
Or day, till out of roaring Plymouth Sound
The pirate fleet swept to the wind-swept main,
And took the wind and shook out all its sails.

Then with the unfettered sea he mixed his soul

In great rejoicing union, while the ships

Crashing and soaring o'er the heart-free waves
Drave ever straight for Spain.

Water and food
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They lacked ; but the fierce fever of his mind
To sail from Plymouth ere the Queen's will changed
Had left no time for these. Right on he drave,

Determining, though the Queen's old officers

Beneath him stood appalled, to take in stores

Of all he needed, water, powder, food,

By plunder of Spain herself. In Vigo bay,
Close to Bayona town, under the cliffs

Of Spain's world-wide and thunder-fraught prestige
He anchored, with the old sea-touch that wakes
Our England still. There, in the tingling ears

Of the world he cried, En garde ! to the King of Spain.
There, ordering out his pinnaces in force,
While a great storm, as if he held indeed
Heaven's batteries in reserve, growled o'er the sea,

He landed. Ere one cumbrous limb of all

The monstrous armaments of Spain could move
His ships were stored; and ere the sword of Spain
Stirred in its crusted sheath, Bayona town
Beheld an empty sea; for like a dream
The pirate fleet had vanished, none knew whither.

But, in its visible stead, invisible fear

Filled the vast rondure of the sea and sky
As with the omnipresent soul of Drake.
For when Spain saw the small black anchored fleet

Ride in her bays, the sight set bounds to fear.

She knew at least the ships were oak, the guns
Of common range : nor did she dream e'en Drake
Could sail two seas at once. Now all her coasts

Heard him all night in every bursting wave,
His topsails gleamed in every moonlit cloud ;

His battle-lanthorns glittered in the stars

That hung the low horizon. He became
A universal menace; yet there followed
No sight or sound of him, unless the sea

Were that grim soul incarnate. Ay, it roared
His great commands! The very spray that lashed

The cheeks of Spanish seamen lashed their hearts

To helpless hatred of him. The wind sang
El Draque across the rattling blocks and sheets

When storms perplexed them ; and when ships went down,
As under the fury of his onsetting battle,
The drowning sailors cursed him while they sank.

Suddenly a rumour shook the Spanish Court,
He has gone once more to the Indies. Santa Cruz,

High Admiral of Spain, the most renowned
Captain in Europe, clamoured for a fleet

Of forty sail instantly to pursue.
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For unto him whose little Golden Hynde
Was weapon enough, now leading such a squadron,
The West Indies, the whole Pacific coast,

Ay, the whole Spanish Main, lay at his mercy.

And onward over the great grey gleaming sea

Swept like a thunder-cloud the pirate fleet

With vengeance in its heart. Five years agone,
Young Hawkins, in the Cape Verde Islands, met
At Santiago with such treachery
As Drake burned to requite, and from that hour
Was Santiago doomed. His chance had come,
Drake swooped upon it, plundered it, and was gone,

Leaving the treacherous isle a desolate heap
Of smoking ashes in the leaden sea,
While onward all those pirate bowsprits plunged
Into the golden West, across the broad
Atlantic once again; "For I will show,"
Said Drake, "that Englishmen henceforth will sail

Old ocean where they will." Onward they surged,
And the great glittering crested majestic waves

Jubilantly rushed up to meet the keels,
And there was nought around them but the grey
Ruin and roar of the huge Atlantic seas,

Grey mounded seas, pursuing and pursued,
That fly, hounded and hounding on for ever,
From empty marge to marge of the grey sky.
Over the wandering wilderness of foam,
Onward, through storm and death, Drake swept ;

for now
Once more a fell plague gripped the tossing ships,
And not by twos and threes as heretofore
His crews were minished

;
but in three black days

Three hundred seamen in their shotted shrouds
Were cast into the deep. Onward he swept,
Implacably, having in mind to strike

Spain in the throat at St Domingo, port
Of Hispaniola, a city of far renown,
A jewel on the shores of old romance,
Palm-shadowed, gated with immortal gold,

Queen city of Spain's dominions over sea,
And guarded by great guns. Out of the dawn
The pirate ships came leaping, grim and black,
And ere the Spaniards were awake, the flag
Of England floated from their topmost tower.
But since he had not troops enough to hold
So great a city, Drake entrenched his men
Within the Plaza and held the batteries.

Thence he demanded ransom, and sent out
A boy with flag of truce. The boy's return
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Drake waited long. Under a sheltering palm
He stood, watching the enemies' camp, and lo,

Along the hot white purple-shadowed road
Tow'rds him, a crawling shape writhed through the dust

Up to his feet, a shape besmeared with blood,
A shape that held the stumps up of its wrists

And moaned, an eyeless thing, a naked rag
Of flesh obscenely mangled, a small face

Hideously puckered, shrivelled like a monkey's,
With lips drawn backward from its teeth.

"Speak, speak,
In God's name, speak, what art thou ?

"
whispered Drake,

And a sharp cry came, answering his dread,
A cry as of a sea-bird in the wind

Desolately astray from all earth's shores,
"
Captain, I am thy boy, only thy boy !

See, see, my captain, see what they have done!

Captain, I only bore the flag; I only
"

"
O, lad, lad, lad," moaned Drake, and, stooping, strove

To pillow the mangled head upon his arm.
" What have they done to thee, what have they done ?

"

And at the touch the boy screamed, once, and died.

Then like a savage sea with arms uplift
To heaven the wrath of Drake blazed thundering,
" Eternal God, be this the doom of Spain !

Henceforward have no pity. Send the strength
Of Thy great seas into my soul that I

May devastate this empire, this red hell

They make of Thy good earth."

His men drew round,

Staring in horror at the silent shape
That daubed his feet. Like a cold wind
His words went through their flesh:

"This is the lad

That bore our flag of truce. This hath Spain done.
Look well upon it, draw the smoke of the blood

Up into your nostrils, my companions,
And down into your souls. This makes an end
For Spain ! Bring forth the Spanish prisoners
And let me look on them."

Forth they were brought,
A swarthy gorgeous band of soldiers, priests,
And sailors, hedged between two sturdy files

Of British tars with naked cutlasses.

Close up to Drake they halted, under the palm,
Gay smiling prisoners, for they thought their friends

Had ransomed them. Then they looked up and met
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A glance that swept athwart them like a sword,

Making the blood strain back from their blanched faces

Into their quivering hearts, with unknown dread,
As that accuser pointed to the shape
Before his feet.

"
Dogs, will ye lap his blood

Before ye die. Make haste ; for it grows cold !

Ye will not, will not even dabble your hands
In that red puddle of flesh, what ? Are ye Spaniards ?

Come, come, I'll look at you, perchance there's one
That's but a demi-devil and holds you back."
And with the word Drake stepped among their ranks
And read each face among the swarthy crew
The gorgeous soldiers, ringleted sailors, priests
With rosary and cross, a slender page
In scarlet with a cloud of golden hair,

And two rope-girdled friars.

The slim page
Drake drew before the throng.

" You are young," he said,

"Go; take this message to the camp of Spain,
Tell them I have a hunger in my soul

To look upon the murderers of this boy,
To see what eyes they have, what manner of mouths,
To touch them and to take their hands in mine,
And draw them close to me and smile upon them
Until they know my soul as I know theirs,

And they grovel in the dust and grope for mercy.
Say that, until I get them, every day
I'll hang two Spaniards, ay, though I dispeople
The Spanish Main. Tell them that, every day,
I'll burn a portion of their city down,
Then find another city and burn that,
And then burn others till I burn away
Their empire from the world, ay, till I reach
The imperial throne of Philip with my fires,

And send it shrieking down to burn in hell

For ever. Go !

"

Then Drake turned once again
To face the Spanish prisoners. With a voice

Cold as the passionless utterance of Fate
His grim command went forth.

"
Now, provost-marshal,

Begin with yon two friars, in whose faces

Chined like singed swine, and eyed with the spent coals

Of filthy living, sweats the glory of Rome
And Spain combined, strip off their leprous rags
And twist their ropes around their throats and hang them

High over the Spanish camp for all to see.

At dawn I'll choose two more."
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCIX. 2 F
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AMERICAN LITERATURE.

THEEE can be no clearer

proof that the tradition of

literature is stronger than the

tradition of life than the ex-

perience of America. The new
world, to its honour be it said,

has discovered no new art of

letters. The land, where all

else is characteristic, has made
few attempts to impose its

character upon the literary

language. England and Ame-
rica have travelled by the

same road to the same end.

They have acknowledged the

same laws with an equal spirit
of obedience. The ancient

masters of our English speech
are the masters also of Ame-
rica. The golden chain of

memory has not been shaken

off, and many of those who raise

with the loudest voice the cry
of freedom have shown them-
selves the loyal and willing
slaves of the past.
The truth is, that from the

first the writers of America
have lagged honourably be-

hind their age. The wisest of

them have written with a

studious care and quiet rever-

ence. As if to mark the dif-

ference between the written

language and the vernacular,

they have assumed a style
which belonged to their grand-
fathers. This half - conscious

love of reaction has been ever

present with them. You may
find examples at each stage
of their history. Cotton

Mather, who armed his hand
and tongue against the in-

tolerable sin of witchcraft,

wrote when Dutch William
was on our throne, and in

style he was but a belated

Elizabethan. There is no
other writer with whom we
may compare him, save Robert

Burton, who also lived out of

his due time. Take this speci-
men of his prose, and measure
its distance from the prose of

Swift and Addison, his younger
contemporaries :

" Wherefore
the Devil," writes Mather in

the simplicity of his faith,
"
is

now making one Attempt more

upon us
; an Attempt more

Difficult, more Surprising, more
snarl'd with unintelligible Cir-

cumstances, than any that we
have hitherto Encountered ;

an Attempt so Critical, that

if we get well through, we
shall soon enjoy Halcyon Days
with all the Vultures of Hell

trodden under our feet." In
sound and structure Mather's

style is what the critics call
" archaistic." It is all un-
touched by the influences of

a young world, and though
"the New Englanders were,"
in Mather's view,

" a People of

God settled in those, which
were once the Devil's Terri-

tories," they brought their

prose from the old country,
and piously bowed before an
old tradition.

Thus has it been with each

generation of men. Thoreau

fondly believed that Walden
had carried him near to

nature, and he wrote with
the accumulated artifice of the

centuries. Hawthorne's lang-
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uage was as ancient in fashion

as the Salem which he depicted,
as " the grave, bearded, sable-

cloaked, and steeple-crowned
progenitor, who came so early
with his Bible and his sword,
and trode the common street

with such stately port, and
made so large a figure as a

man of war and peace." But
it was upon Emerson that

tradition has most strangely
exercised its imperious sway.
Now Emerson was an anarch
who flouted the conventions of

art and life. It was his hope
to see the soul of this world
" clean from all vestige of

tradition." He did not under-
stand that what is proceeded
inevitably from what was. He
affected to spurn the past as

a clog upon his individuality.

Anticipating Walt Whitman,
he would have driven away his

nearest friends, saying, "Who
are you ? Unhand me : I will

be dependent no more." So

lightly did he pretend to

esteem history that he was
sure that an individual experi-
ence could explain all the ages ;

that each man went through
in his own lifetime the Greek

period, the medieval period

every period, in brief until

he attained to the efflorescence

of Concord. " What have I to

do with the sacredness of tradi-

tion," he asked proudly, "if I

live wholly from within ?
" So

much had he to do with it that

he never wrote a line save in

obedience. Savage as he was
in the declaration of his own
individuality, he expressed it

in the gracious terms of an
inherited art. To this age
Emerson's provincialism ap-

pears sad enough. It would not

have been remembered at all

had it not been set forth in a

finely studied and mellifluous

prose. No sooner did Emerson
take pen in hand than his

anarchy was subdued. He
instantly became the slave of

all the periods which he de-

spised. He was a faithful

follower of the best models, a

patient student of masters dead
and gone. Though he aspired
to live wholly from within,
he composed his works wholly
from without, and fashioned

an admirable style for himself,
more antique in shape and
sound than the style affected

by the Englishmen of his time.

But it is Edgar Allan Poe
who most eloquently preached
the gospel of style, and who
most honourably defended the

cause of art pursued without
the aid of the pulpit. Taste
he declared to be the sole

arbiter of Poetry. "With the

intellect in the Conscience,"
said he, "it has only collateral

relations. Unless incidentally
it has no concern whatever
either with Duty or Truth."
Not that he belittled the

exigence of Truth ; he did but
insist on a proper separation.
"The demands of Truth," he

admitted,
" are severe ; she has

no sympathy with the myrtles.
All that which is so indispens-
able in song is precisely all

that with which she has

nothing whatever to do." And
thus it followed that he had
small sympathy with Kealism,
which he denounced in the

clear spirit of prophecy many
years before it had become a

battle-cry of criticism :
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"The defenders of this pitiable

stuff," he wrote, "uphold it on the

ground of its truthfulness. Taking
the thesis into question, this truth-

fulness is the one overwhelming
defect. An original idea that to

laud the accuracy with which the

stone is hurled that knocks us in

the head. A little less accuracy
might have left us more brains.

And here are critics absolutely

commending the truthfulness with
which the disagreeable is conveyed !

In my view, if an artist must

paint decayed cheeses, his merit
will lie in their looking as little

like decayed cheeses as possible."

Of this wise doctrine Poe
was always a loyal exponent.
The strange veiled country in

which he placed the shadows
of his creation lay not within

the borders of theUnited States.

He was the child neither of his

land nor of his century. Dwel-

ling among men who have

always worshipped size, he be-

lieved that there was no such

thing as a long poem. A fellow-

citizen of bustling men, he re-

fused to bend the knee to

industry.
" Perseverance is

one thing," said he, "genius
quite another." And it is not

surprising that he lived and
died without great honour in

his own country. Even those

of his colleagues who guarded
the dignity of their craft with
a zeal equal to his own, shrank
from the pitiless logic of his

analysis. They loved his work
as little as they respected his

life. They judged him by a

censorious standard, which
took no account of genius.
And Poe shared with dignity
and without regret the common
fate of prophets. If he is still

an exile in American esteem,
he long since won the freedom

of the larger world. He has
been an inspiration to France,
the inspirer of the nations.

He did as much as any one
of his contemporaries to mould
the literary art of our day, and
in the prose of Baudelaire and
Mallarme he lives a second life

whose lustre the indifference of

his compatriots will never dim.

Whence comes it, this sedu-

lous attention to style, which
does honour to American litera-

ture? It proceeds in part, I

think, from the fact that in

America men of letters were,
before the triumph of journal-

ism, secluded from their

fellows. They played no rdle

in the national drama. They
won no fame in the field of

politics. They were a band
of aristocrats dwelling in a

democracy, an imperium in

imperio. They wrote their

works for themselves and their

friends. They made no appeal
to the people, and knowing
that they would be read by
those capable of pronouncing
sentence, they justified their

temerity by a proper castiga-
tion of their style. And there

is another reason why American
literature should be somewhat
formal and punctilious. If

the written language diverges

widely from the vernacular, it

must perforce be studied more

sedulously than where no
such divergence exists. For
the American, accustomed to

the language spoken by his

countrymen and to the lingo
of the daily press, literary

English is an acquired tongue,
which he studies with diligence
and writes with care. He
treats it with the same respect
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with which some Scots

Drummond, Urquhart, and
Stevenson have treated it,

and under his hand it assumes
a classic austerity, sometimes
missed by the Englishman,
who writes it with the fluency
and freedom bred of familiar

use. The stately and eru-

dite work of Francis Park-
man is a fair example. The
historian of ' Montcalm and
Wolfe ' has a clear title to

immortality. Assuredly he
holds a worthy place among
the masters. He is of the

tribe of Gibbon and Michelet,
of Livy and Froude. He
knows how to subordinate

knowledge to pomp. He dis-

dains the art of narrative

as little as he disdains the

management of the English
sentence. He is never careless,

seldom redundant. The plain-
est of his effects are severely
studied. Here, for instance,
is his portrait of an Indian

chief, epic in its simplicity,
and withal composed with
obvious artistry :

"See him as he lies there in the

sun, kicking his heels in the air and

cracking jokes with his brother.

Does he look like a hero ? See him
now in the hour of his glory, when
at sunset the whole village empties
itself to behold him, for to-morrow
their favourite young partisan goes
out against the enemy. His head-
dress is adorned with a crest of war-

eagle's feathers, rising in a waving
ridge above his brow, and sweeping
far behind him. His round white
shield hangs at his breast, with
feathers radiating from the centre

like a star. ;His quiver is at his

back ; his tall lance in his hand, the

iron point flashing against the de-

clining sun, while the long scalp-
locks of his enemies flutter from the

shaft. Thus gorgeous as a champion

in panoply, he rides round and round
within the great circle of lodges,

balancing with a graceful buoyancy
to the free movements of his war-

horse, while with a sedate brow he

sings his song to the Great Spirit."

That is the language of class-

icism. The epithets are not far-

sought. They come naturally
to the mind. The hero's shield

is round and white ;
his lance

is tall ; long are the scalp-locks
of his enemies. Thus would
Homer and Virgil have height-
ened the picture, and Parkman
is clearly attentive to the best

models. Even when he de-

scribes what his eye has seen

he cannot disengage his im-

pression from the associations

of literature. It is thus that

he sets before us Braddock's

line of march:
" It was like a thin, party-coloured

snake, red, blue, and brown, trailing

slowly through the depth of leaves,

creeping round inaccessible heights,

crawling over ridges, moving always
in dampness and shadow, by rivulets

and waterfalls, crags and chasms,

gorges and shaggy steeps. In glimpses

only, through jagged boughs and

flickering leaves, did this wild prim-
eval world reveal itself, with its dark

green mountains, flecked with the

morning mist, and its distant summits

pencilled in dreamy blue."

As you read these words you
are less keenly conscious of a

visual impression than of a

verbal effect, and it may be

said without reserve that never
for a page of his many volumes
does Parkman forget the de-

mands made by the English
tongue in the name of dignity
and restraint.

Excellent as is his style, it is

never American. He does not
reveal his origin in a single

phrase. He has learned to
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write not in his own land, but
in theEngland of the eighteenth

century. When he speaks of
" the pampered Sardanapalus of

Versailles," and of "the silken

favourite's calculated adultery,"
it is plain that he has learnt

whatever lesson Gibbon has
to teach. In other words, he,

too, is obedient to the im-

perious voice of convention.
And the novelists follow the
same path as the historians.

Mr Henry James, in his patient

analysis of human character,
has evoked such subtle har-

monies as our English speech
has not known before. Mr
Howells, even when he finds

his material in the land of his

birth, shows himself the master
of a classic style, exquisite in

balance and perfect in tone.

Both share the common in-

heritance of our tongue, both
are links in the central chain
of our tradition, and in speech,
if not in thought, are sternly
conservative.

This, then, is the irony of

America, that the country
which has a natural dislike of

the past still dances to the

ancient tunes, that the country
which has invented so much
has not invented a new method
of expression, that the country
which questions all things ac-

cepts its literature in simple
faith. The advantages of con-

formity are obvious. Tradition

is nine-tenths of all the arts,

and the writers of America have

escaped the ruin which over-

takes the bold adventurer who
stakes his all upon first prin-

ciples. But sometimes we miss

the one-tenth that might be
added. How much is there in

the vast continent which might
be translated into words ! And
how little has achieved a sepa-

rate, living utterance ! Mr
Stedman has edited an Ameri-
can Anthology, a stout volume
of some eight hundred pages,
whose most obvious quality
is a certain technical accom-

plishment. The unnumbered
bards of America compose their

verses with a diffident neatness,
which recalls the Latin style
of classical scholars. The work-

manship is deft, the inspiration
is literary. If many of the

authors' names were transposed
small injustice would be done
them. The most of the work

might have been written any-
where and under any condi-

tions. Neither sentiment nor
local colour suggests the prairie
or the camp. It is the inter-

vention of dialect which alone

confers a distinctive character

upon American verse. Wisely
is Mr Stedman's collection

called an Anthology. It has

something of the same ingen-

uity, the same impersonality,
which marks the famous An-

thology of the Greeks : it

illustrates the temper not

of a young but of a very old

people.

How, then, shall we surprise
in her literature the true spirit
of America? Surely not in

Walt Whitman, whose work is

characteristic not of his coun-

try, but of himself, who fondly
believed that he would make
an appeal to the democracy
because he stamped upon the

laws of verse, and used words
which are not to be found in

the dictionary. Had the people
ever encountered his 'Leaves
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of Grass,' it would not have
understood it. The verse for

which the people craves is the

ditties of the music hall. It

has no desire to consider its

own imperfections with a self-

conscious eye. It delights in

the splendour of mirrors, in the

sparkle of champagne, in the

trappings of a sordid and re-

mote romance. The jargon of

liberty and equality suits the

ear not of the democrat but of

the politician and dilettante,
and it was to the dilettante and

politician that Walt Whitman
addressed his exhortations.

Even his studied contempt for

the literary conventions is in-

sincere, and falls away from
him when he sees and feels most

vividly. He attempted to put
into practice Emerson's theory
of anarchy. He was at the

pains to prove that he was at

once a savage and a poet. That
he had moments of poetic exal-

tation is true. The grandeur
of Brooklyn Ferry lives in his

stately verse. But he was no

savage. It was his culture that

spoke to the culture of others ;

it was a worn-out common-
place which won him the regard
of politicians. He inspired
parodists, not poets. And he

represented America as little

as he echoed the voice of the

people.
Nor is it in the works of the

humourists that we shall catch
a glimpse of the national
character. They, too, cast no
shadow but their own. They
attain their effects by bad

spelling, and a simple trans-

literation reveals the common-
place of their thought. There
is but one author who repre-

sents with any clarity the

spirit of his country, and
that author is Mark Twain.
Not Mark Twain the humour-

ist, the favourite of the re-

porters, the facile contemner of

things which are noble and of

good report, but Mark Twain,
the pilot of the Mississippi,
the creator of Huck Finn and
Tom Sawyer. He, indeed, is

national as Fielding is national.

Future ages will look upon
Huck Finn as we look upon
Tom Jones, as an embodi-
ment of national virtue. Mark
Twain's method is his own as

intimately as are the puppets
of liis imagining. It is im-

possible to read a page of his

masterpieces without recog-

nising that they could have
been composed only in an
American environment. The
dialect in which they are

written enhances their veri-

similitude without impairing
their dignity; and the flashes

of humour which light up the

gravity of the narrative are

never out of place nor out

of tune. The cunning and
resourcefulness of his boyish
heroes are the cunning and
resourcefulness of America,
and the vast Mississippi,
whose basin has been called
" the body of the nation," is

a proper background for a

national epic. Mark Twain
has vividly portrayed the

danger, th? excitement, the

solemnity of the great river.

They quicken his narrative;

they inspire him to eloquence.
He remembers with a simple
enthusiasm the glory of the

sun setting upon its broad

expanse ; he remembers also
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that the river and its shoals

are things to fear and to

fight.

"Fully to realise the marvellous

precision," he writes, "required in

laying the great steamer in her

marks in that murky waste of water,
one should know that not only must
she pick her intricate way through
snags and blind reefs, and then shave
the head of the island so closely as to

brush the overhanging foliage with
her stern, but at one place she must

pass almost within arm's reach of a

sunken and visible wreck that would
snatch the hull timbers from under
her if she should strike it, and destroy
a quarter of a million dollars' worth
of steamboat and cargo in five

minutes, and maybe a hundred and

fifty human lives into the bargain."

Thus in calm, as in flood,

Mark Twain has mastered the

river, and has made it his own.
Once upon a time the Missis-

sippi called up a vision of the

great Gulf opening on the

sight of La Salle, "tossing its

restless billows, limitless, voice-

less, lonely as when born of

chaos, without a sail, without a

sign of life." Now a humbler

image is evoked, and we picture
Huck Finn and Jim the nigger
floating down the broad stream
in the august society of the

Duke and the Dauphin.
Though Mark Twain culti-

vates the South - Western
dialect, and does not disdain

the lingo of Pike County,
there is in his two romances
no suspicion of provincialism.

Style and imagination give
them the freedom of the whole
world. They are of universal

truth and application. But
since the days of Huck Finn
and Tom Sawyer the condi-

tions of American literature

have changed, and for the

worse. As in England, so in

America, a wide diffusion of

books, an eager and general
interest in printed matter, have
had a disastrous effect. The

newspapers, by giving an im-

proper advertisement to the

makers of books, have rendered

the literary craft more difficult

of pursuit. The ambition of

money has obscured the simple
end of literature, and has en-

couraged a spirit of profes-
sionalism eminently character-

istic of a practical country.
We hear of works of fiction

sketched in the back-offices of

publishers, whose hands are

held upon the public pulse.
All is arranged, we are told,

by the man of business period,

plot, dramatis personce. Noth-

ing is left to the novelist but to

carry out the instructions of his

taskmaster, and when you con-

template the result you can feel

no surprise at this composite

authorship. It is, indeed, no
better than a money -making
partnership, a return to the

miserable practices of Grub
Street and its hacks, a curios-

ity of trade, not of art, and so

long as its sorry product is dis-

tinguished from genuine litera-

ture no great harm is done.

Of modern tendencies which
affect literature, not commerce,
the most conspicuous is the

tendency to decentralise. Every
province has its coterie, every

county its school. The whole
continent is pegged out in well-

acknowledged claims. Boston
cultivates one style, Chicago
another. Each corner makes
the most of its own material,
and cheerfully discovers to the

other States its character and
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temperament. The result is of

great and varied interest. The
social history of America is

being written piecemeal, and
written often with a skill and

sincerity which merit the high-
est praise. And not merely
has each province found its

chronicler, but the immigrants,
also, are intent upon self-

expression. The little master-

pieces of Abraham Cahan are

an earnest of what the Ghetto
can achieve, and whether the

Jews are faithful to Yiddish,

or, like Cahan, acquire the

language of their adopted
country, there is no reason

why they should not atone in

a strange land for centuries of

silence. To enumerate the

manifold achievements of many
States is impossible. One ex-

ample will suffice, and no city
will better suit my purpose than

Chicago. That admirable liter-

ature should come from Chicago
is of itself a paradox. It is

still more surprising that the
best writers of Chicago should

display the qualities of tran-

quillity and reticence, which

you would expect least of

all to find in that monstrous

city. Yet it is characteristic
of Miss Edith Wyatt and Mr
H. B. Fuller, who have painted
the manners of Chicago with
the greatest skill, that they
never force the note. They
look upon their fellow-citizens

with an amiable sympathy;
they describe them with a quiet
humour. It is true that they
have an excellent opportunity.
It is true also that they rise to

the occasion. Within the limits

of Chicago are met the most
diverse of men. On the one

hand are the captains of indus-

try, intent to amass a fortune

at all costs; on the other are

the sorry prigs who haunt

Ibsen clubs and chatter of

Browning. Miss Wyatt, with

an exquisite irony, makes clear

her preference. In her eyes the

square
-
dealing and innocent

boodler is a far better man than
the sophisticated apostle of

culture, and this truth she

illustrates with a modesty and
restraint which are rarely met
with in modern fiction. She
never insists; she never says
a word too much. With per-
fect concision she sets her

carefully selected facts and

types before you, and being the

antithesis of priggishness in a

priggish city, she glorifies
" the

common growth of Mother

Earth," and compels your
agreement. Her collection of

stories '

Every One His Own
Way' as free from pretence
as from exaggeration, paints
the citizens of Chicago with a

subtle fancy and simple truth-

fulness.

Mr H. B. Fuller employs an

ampler canvas, though his in-

tention is the same. He also

discards the artifice of exagger-
ation. He attempts to harrow

your feelings as little as to ad-

vertise himself. He displays not
the sceva indignatio, which won
another novelist of Chicago so

indiscreet a fame. He is for

gentler methods and plainer

judgments. In 'The Cliff

Dwellers' he has given us a

picture of the tribe inhabit-

ing the Clifton, a giant sky-

scraper full eighteen storeys
tall, "whose hundreds of win-

dows," he tells you, "glitter
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with multitudinous letterings
in gold and in silver, and on
summer afternoons its awnings
flutter score on score in the

tepid breezes that sometimes
come up from Indiana." His

picture is never overcharged;
his draughtsmanship is always
sincere. He knows the tribe

with an easy familiarity, and
he bears witness to their good
and their evil with perfect

equality. He is, in truth,
never a partisan. At his

hands Chicago suffers no in-

jury. She does not return
his generosity. A prophet is

not without honour, save in

his own country, and when I

asked for his books at the

biggest bookshop in Chicago,
I was met with a sorry stare

of ignorance.
And what you find in

Chicago you may find in New
England, in Kentucky, in

California, everywhere. The

curiosity of this vast continent
is the best encouragement to

exploration. The material of

the story-tellers varies with

the locality of their choice.

Their skill is a common pos-
session. They cultivate the

graces as carefully as did their

predecessors. Their artistic

conscience is no less acute.

Above all, they have brought
the short story to a point of

singular perfection. If Edgar
Poe showed them the way,
they have proved themselves

apter disciples than any save

the most skilful of French-
men. It is, indeed, impossible
to look forward to the future

of American literature without

hopefulness. In that half-dis-

covered country, style and in-

vention go hand in hand. The
land of Mr Howells and Frank

Norris, of Mrs Atherton and
Mrs Wharton, of Stephen
Crane and Harold Frederic,

has accomplished so much that

we may wait confidently for

the master, who in his single
achievement may knit up its

many diverse qualities and

speak to the world with the

voice of America,
CHARLES WHIBLEY.
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THE IRRECONCILABLES OF YAGHISTAN.

FOR the fourth time within our political attitude in frontier

the memory of the present affairs. Although by virtue of

generation a British punitive the Durand Agreement in 1893
force has entered the Bazar a definite division of responsi-

Valley. On each occasion the bility was reached with the

object of the operations has nearest sovereign power, yet it

been identical. The Zakka bequeathed to us a borderland
Khel section of the independent of ruffianly tribesmen, for

Afridi nation have deliberately whose good behaviour we ac-

harried and raided British cepted a responsibility without

subjects, until their lawless adequate civil means of enfore-

disregard of private right and ing it. Of these tribesmen the

possession has become intoler- Afridis inhabit an area of

able. It is not necessary to about 900 square miles of

recapitulate the long list of massive country, commanding
depredations which have led the two main routes into

up to the Indian Government's Afghanistan. Thus the race

present action. They were in the past derived its import-

presented to the House of ance from its geographical
Commons by Mr Morley, and position, which gave it the

the marvel is that the effront- command of the Khyber and
eries of these tribesmen have Kohat Passes. East of the

been tolerated so long. Afridis are situated the

It is not in dispute that mili^ Khataks of Akora, the Moh-

tary operations, however re- mund Division and the Khalils

stricted, against the Yaghistan of Peshawar ;
on the north

tribes on our North -West are the Mohmunds, on the

Frontier in India are fraught west the Shinwaris, and to

at all times with grave re- the south the Orakzais and

sponsibilities. Therefore the Burgash. These sects are all

decision to enter the Bazar Pathans. The origin of the

Valley at all is, to some ex- Afridis is obscure. Tradition

tent, an admission of the maintains that they, in common
failure of the policy incul- with all Pathans, are the de-

cated in 1901. Really to ap- scendants of one Khalid-ben-

preciate the delicate nature Walid, a Jew, who embraced
of the situation created by Islamism, and whose de-

these operations it is necessary scendants in the tenth century
to make a brief study of the had vast possessions in the

origin and character of the western portion of Afghani-
Afridi nation. stan. But owing to the rise of

There is something very in- Mahamed of Guzni, two chiefs

definite about the term " North- called Afrid and Wazir, who
West Frontier of India." This had to answer for enormities

vagueness in a manner defines by which they had terrorised
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the whole of Western Afghani-
stan, fled the country and

sought the rugged hospitality
of the wilds of North -West
Hindustan. The lawless spirit
of this wild ancestry is pre-
served in their descendants to
this day. Kulers have come
and gone in India, but the
Afridi has shown the same
obstinate indifference to each.
For centuries they have held
the gateways to the North.

They and theirs have been
reared on raid and blackmail
until "ruthless cowardly rob-

bery, cold-blooded treacherous

murder," have become the salt

of their lives. Broken up
into sections by the process of

time and mutual distrust, they
have partitioned all that is

inhabitable in the valleys
which their mountain fast-

nesses enclose. Here, secure
from the moral influences that
rule the peoples about them,
they have held tenaciously to
the masculine vices and passions
of primitive man. Perhaps the
best description of the Afridi-
Pathan is found in a note
written in 1855 by the then

secretary of the Chief Com-
missioner of the Punjab.

"Now these tribes are savages,
noble savages perhaps, and not with-
out some tincture of virtue and
generosity, but still absolutely bar-

barians, nevertheless. They have
nothing approaching to governments
or civil institutions. They have, for
the most part, no education. They
have nominally a religion, but
Mahamedanism as understood by
them is no better, or perhaps is

actually worse, than the creeds of
the wildest race on earth. In their

eyes the one great commandment is

blood for blood and fire and sword
for all infidels that is, for all people

not Mahamedans. They are very
avaricious : for gold they will do
almost anything except betray a

guest. They are thievish and preda-
tory to the last degree. They are
too fickle and excitable to be industri-
ous in agriculture or anything else."

The foregoing description,

though penned fifty years ago,
is almost as true to-day as it

was then. Brought up from
their earliest childhood amid
scenes of appalling treachery
and merciless revenge, nothing
can ever change them. They
have had free intercourse with
the law-abiding subjects within
our frontiers. A very large

percentage of their young men
have learned the ways of civil-

ised comfort and sympathetic
discipline in the ranks of the
Indian Army. Yet once they
have discarded the leather shoe
of the sepoy for the chupli of

their own hillsides, they have,
with infinitesimal exceptions,
reverted instantly to the in-

nate ferocity of their kind.

And yet with all this hered-

itary depravity and prostitu-
tion of manliness, they are not
without qualities which find

favour in the eyes of English-
men. They are a nation of
" beloved vagabonds.

"
It may

be that the Englishman recog-
nises beneath the desperate
independence of these fearless

savages some qualities that are

his own.
The Afridi nation is divided

into eight sections. These are

the Malikdin Khel, Zakka Khel,
Aka Khel, Sipah Khel, Kamar
Khel, Kambar Khel, Kuki Khel,
and Adam Khel. Of these the

first five belong to the Samal

faction, and the Kambar and
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Kuki Khel to the Gar. The
almost tamed Adam Khel be-

long to neither of these inter-

tribal divisions, but side with
one or the other as the exped-
ience of the moment may
prompt them.
The Zakka Khel are the most

important and formidable of all

the Afridi clans. The circum-

stances of locality have given
them advantages over their

fellows which, though the

latter resent, they have never

been able to dimmish. The
various sections of the Zakka
Khel hold land in the Maidan
of Tirah, in the Bara and Bazar

Valleys, and in the Khyber.
Their winter quarters are in

the caves and hamlets of Bazar,
and their summer resort is

Maidan -Tirah and the Bara

Valley. Thus, in the ordinary
course of annual migration,

they hold all the communica-
tions between the winter and
summer quarters of the nation,

a circumstance which is un-

doubtedly the cause of their

ascendancy over the remaining
sections. It is not necessary
to discuss in detail the sub-

divisions of the Zakka Khel.

It is sufficient to say that

there are three main sub-

sections the Badai, Nasr-ud-

din, and Shan Khel ;
and that it

is probable that, given time to

mobilise, they could place five

thousand fighting men in the

field, of whom at least a

thousand will be in possession
of effective modern weapons.
But although they have full

knowledge of civilised methods
of warfare from the large
numbers of ex-sepoys in their

midst, yet, having no form of

government, it is impossible for

them to organise. Each man
is his own transport and com-'

missariat unit. Thus, although
given notice, a lashkar of pos-

sibly three thousand Zakkas

might concentrate against a
hostile force, the concentration
would only be temporary, and
would vanish as quickly as it

gathers. This is the secret of

the tribesmen's methods. The

recognised tribal leaders plan
a raid or opposition to a

punitive expedition. A date
and rendezvous is chosen. The
tribesmen, with four days'
"
pathan-bread

"
slung to their

waists, forgather, effect their

villainy, and are off like the

wind, as often as not are

completely dispersed within
two hours of the foray.

Judged by European stand-

ards, they have no military

organisation, are irregularly
and indifferently armed, and
are ill-supplied with ammuni-
tion. Judged by the standard
of local experience, they can

be, if they choose, a most
difficult enemy. The advan-

tage of terrain is with them.
Their lack of ammunition sup-

ply is more than compensated
by their expert handling of

their weapons. Their tactics

in the face of superior force

will be confined to intermittent

annoyance. They will untir-

ingly
"
snipe

"
camp, march,

and picket. They will watch
the opportunity to fall upon
small or insufficiently protected

parties, and they will concen-
trate to mark the measure
of any retrograde movement.
This warfare, with its mini-

mum of personal risk, is wine
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to the Afridi; but it is a

most dispiriting contest to

the organised plainsman who,
denied the relief and climax
of a general engagement, is

not even safe when asleep
from the pitiless bullets of

unseen marksmen.
It is not a matter for dispute

that the past iniquities of the
Zakka Khel merit condign
punishment. Although we have
dealt with them fairly and
treated with them as men, they
have kept up their old quarrels
with us, have picked new ones
with our subjects, have levied

blackmail, stolen and pilfered
in cantonments, murdered and

plundered on both sides of the

border, given an asylum to

Mahamedan evildoers who have
fled our jurisdiction, and have
closed their country against us.

It is a long list, and merits the

strongest punitive measures.
But is it within our power by
the means now employed to

effect a sufficient punishment,
to effect any punishment

at all?

Sir James Willcocks has
raised the curtain in Bazar
for the fourth time. It was
raised twice during the winter
of 1878 - 79 by Lieutenant-
General F. F. Maude, and

again in the winter of 1897

by General Sir William Lock-
hart. In 1878 the Bashi Khel,
as the Zakka Khel permanently
inhabiting Bazar are locally

called, could not forbear taking
advantage of the opportunities
for plunder which the Khyber
presented as the principal com-

munication of the Expedition-
ary Army in Afghanistan.
They fell upon her convoys,
shot Molyneux's Jezailchis? and
carried the plunder into Bazar.
In December 1878 a brigade
from the 2nd Division Peshawar
Field Force despatched from

Jamrud, and a brigade from
the 1st Division from Dakka

(Lalpura), concentrated in

Bazar. Generals Maude and

Tytler experienced considerable

difficulties in reaching their

destination. Terms were dic-

tated from Walai, a village in

the south - eastern corner of

the valley, and the force with-

drew with the assumption that

the Bashi Khel would now
respect the communications.
But the British force was

barely clear of their country
before they recommenced their

attacks upon the Khyber con-

voys. It was therefore deter-

mined to re-enter the Bazar

Valley and to effect as thorough
a retribution as exploration of

the stronghold might suggest.
The second expedition, which
was also commanded by General

Maude, began operations on

January 24, 1879. Three
columns were employed. One
from the north came in again
from Dakka, another from Ali

Musjid in the Khyber took the

Alachi route, and a third force

came in from Basawal. It had
been General Maude's intention

when he had dealt with the

Bazar Afridis to have crossed

the passes into the Bara Valley.
But he was restrained by a

Memorandum from ArmyHead-

1 Paid tribesmen organised by Captain G. H. More - Molyneux. The
original organisation out of which the Khyber Bines and the Border Militia
have grown.
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quarters, as it was found that

the clansmen of the whole nation

were collecting to keep their

mountain fastnesses inviolate.

Thus, after four days' occupa-
tion, the Bazar Valley was

again evacuated, while the

tribesmen pressed in upon the

withdrawing rearguard.
It was eighteen years before

the Bazar Valley again saw a

British force. At the end of

1897, after the return of the

Tirah Expeditionary Force
from Maidan, Sir William
Lockhart took two infantry

brigades into the Bazar

Valley : Sir Reginald Hart's

brigade, starting from Ali

Musjid, took the Alachi-Kar-
amna route ; General Sir

Alfred Gaselee's brigade, with
which went army head-

quarters, started from Jamrud,
and, crossing the Chora Pass,
entered the Bazar Valley from
the Malikdin Khel country.
The latter brigade reached the

valley without opposition, and
established itself in China vil-

lage on December 26. The

following description of the
Bazar Valley and its chief

village adequately describes

the country which our present

expedition has occupied :

" Up to the Thangi, in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the river, the country
was wooded, fertile, and picturesque ;

but once through the gorge, the real

barren nature of the Bazar country
began to declare itself. The force

pushed on rapidly. . . . After the

gorge there was no water, the road

becoming simply the dry bed of a

nullah. About midday the nullah

suddenly turned to the left past a

precipitous bank for several hundred

yards, and then skirted the highest

and steepest continuation of the Bara
watershed that we had yet struck.

On the right, a distinct roadway led

up a couple of hundred feet to a

length of skyline which looked like

a plateau. Once on this skyline and

you are in the Bazar Valley proper
a huge rolling plain lies before you.
As far as eye can reach it stretches

away to the Afghan Border, while to

right and left its boundaries must lie

ten miles apart. This was the home
of the Zakka Khel. Once in the
Bazar Valley it is easy to appreciate
the causes which have outlawed the

Zakka Khel even among their own
tribes, for their valley is a fit type
of the ' desolation of desolation

'

; it

is one arid, bare, rocky wilderness,
and as you stand at the entrance, not
a vestige of human habitation or ex-

istence could be seen, save for the

weary track that faltered its way
among the rocks and boulders.

Down the middle of the valley runs
a solitary spur, perhaps a thousand
feet in height, and the guides pointed
this out as the covering hill to China,
the principal Zakka Khel centre. . . .

China Village, which we had been led

to believe was a huge settlement and

emporium of all the wealth of these

princes among Himalayan robbers,

proved itself to be in keeping with
the desolate plain in which it stood.

A collection of walled houses nestle

on the banks of a nullah at the foot

of the solitary spur, overlooking,

perhaps, half-a-dozen acres of arable

land, the only sign of cultivation that

was visible in the whole valley."

The same authority
1 found

that, with the exception of a

few towers " of great strength
for their class," the habitations

were squalid and miserable.

Many of them were semi-caves

and natural shelters. It was
found, however, that every-

thing movable had been taken

away and such fodder-stacks as

existed burnt.

Sir William Lockhart found
the locality so uninviting and

1

The^Indian Frontier War, 1897. Wm. Heinemann.
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the means of "
exacting repara-

tion
"
so limited, that he evacu-

ated Bazar the morning follow-

ing his entry. The brigade
having destroyed the towers
at China, met General Hart's

force, which had been delayed
by the difficulties of the Alaohi
route at Walai, and in succes-

sion the united forces fell back
to the Malikdin Khel country.
The Zakka Khel, far from

being cowed by the episode,
followed up the rearguard, and
in the vicinity of the Thanda

Tangi attacked with great
spirit and continued to pursue
as long as the expedition re-

mained in their territory.
The retirement from Bazar

was the closing incident with
which the Government of India
wound up the expensive opera-
tions of 1897-98. There was
a further brush with the
Zakka Khel in the jaws of the

Bara Valley which was not

very creditable to our arms,
but this took place while peace
negotiations were in progress
at Jamrud. As a result of

these negotiations, the usual

pantomime of disarmament took

place, and a general fine was
levied against the Afridi nation.

A representative jirga
l
appor-

tioned the fine among the
various tribal sections. The
Zakka Khel never paid nor in-

tended to pay their fine, and it

was realised without a shadow
of justification by seizing cer-

tain property of two Zakka
Khel Maliks, who held posses-
sions within the British bor-

der. The remainder of the

fine, humorously enough, was

settled in the recognisances of

Afridis who were officers in the
native army. For parliament-
ary purposes, no doubt, the

settlement was adequate, but
for our influence over the tribes

and the peace of the frontier it

was fatuous. The tribesmen's

comprehension of militaryopera-
tions was sufficient to enable
them to realise that their so-

called punishment had entailed

the mobilisation of 60,000

regular troops, and had also,

by the wholesale demolition of

village towers, placed the better

disposed among their sections

at the complete mercy of the

more unruly.
It is no secret that all mili-

tary advice that was asked for

during the Tirah operations was

practically unanimous in declar-

ing that our policy with regard
to these tribes for the preceding
forty years had failed. The
cause of this failure lay in the

fact that after each punitive

operation we had left the tribes-

men to the administration of

their own affairs. It was

pointed out that where these

operations had been followed

by permanent occupation, the

tribesmen had readily accepted
administration from a hand
that was strong enough to en-

force it. The present adminis-

tration of the Kurram, Balu-

chistan, and the Peshawar
district has proved this. It

was argued with unerring ac-

curacy, as is now proved, that

as soon as our troops evacuated
Tirah and the Bara Valley, the

whole intention of the man-
oeuvre would be misconstrued,

1

Meeting of elders,
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and the entire Frontier would
believe that the retirement was

prompted by inability to cope
with the Afridis. That if the

country were again handed over

to the tribesmen, the history of

events which led up to the

expedition would repeat itself

within a decade. This opinion
was based on the political
outlook alone. On strateg-
ical grounds the argument
of the soldier was far more

emphatic. It was firmly

pointed out, in circumstances

fraught with more immediate
anxieties than they possess

to-day, that on its military
merits alone the absolute sub-

jugation of the Afridi nation

was essential. This argument
was based upon the hypo-
thesis that a British force

may be called upon, either to

carry out its obligations to, or

to impress its will upon, its

nearest sovereign neighbour.
In these circumstances no mil-

itary plan could be qualified
as reasonable if the security
of the main communication de-

pended upon the good faith of

fifty thousand well-armed, ex-

citable, and treacherous tribes-

men. If this argument held

good ten years ago, when the
Afridi was not nearly as

well-armed as he is now, and
when India was practically
untouched by anti-European
agitation, how much more

urgent must the necessity have
become to-day. But the advice
of the soldiers fell then, as it

will again, upon barren soil.

In 1899 it was laid down as

a principle that the peace of

the Border was not a military
trust. The Border Militia, and

VOL. CLXXXIIL NO. MCIX.

similarly constituted police

forces, were definitely placed
under civil control, and in

1901, when the ISTorth-West

FrontierProvincewas fashioned

from a diseased rib of the Pun-

jab Government, the health of

this warlike Border became a

civil undertaking under a chief

directly responsible to the
Government of India. How
successful this expedient has

proved may be judged by
our experiences with the

Mahsuds and the Zakka
Khel since the change. Pro-
visions that in their intentions

were diplomatic enough have
failed either to prevent trans-

frontier crime or to enforce com-
mensurate reparation. The
Indian Government has there-

fore had to return to its long-
discredited policy of military

reprisals. A policy which has

nothing to commend it, and
which the soldiers themselves
condemn. A policy that defeats

the very end for which it is

designed, and invariably leaves

the intended victims in better

military training and more
truculent spirit than they were
before it was undertaken.

Therefore, with this know-

ledge before it, the Indian
Government has incurred a

grave risk in resorting to a

punitive expedition at all.

Especially when it is remem-
bered that the theatre chosen
for these reprisals is the one
in which temporary military
occupation effects the least

inconvenience to the tribes-

men.
It is understood that to Sir

James Willcock's military re-

sponsibilities the incubus of a

2G
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short time-limit has been added.

If this be true, it is morally cer-

tain that his force will emerge
from the Bazar Valley with no
better grace than the punitive

expeditions that have preceded
it. This, however, is perhaps
the least risk that this punitive
policy will provoke. Blood-

letting on the frontier, like a

forest-fire, even if minute in

origin, is sensitive to the faintest

draughts. Once kindled, if the
wind be adverse, it may in a
moment become a tempestuous,
all -

consuming blaze, beyond
the control of human reason
and expedient. It does not of

course follow that such a con-
dition will arise in the present
circumstances; but of this we
may be certain, that in spite of

assurances of good behaviour
on the part of friendly sections,
in spite of tribal jealousy

against the Zakka Khel, a
common call of blood against
the infidel will, for a time
at least, carry more weight in

thejirgas than the cultivation

of the goodwill of the Indian
Government. Whatever the
elders may advise, if the Zakka
Khel are intent to fight, the
hotheads of all sections of the
nation will be itching to join
their Ioshkar. In a little

while the British Expedition-
ary Force will have effected all

the retribution that its pun-
itive detachments are able to

accomplish from China. Then,
just as his predecessors did

before him, Sir James Will-

cocks will petition for the ex-

tension of the operations to the
Bara Valley. What then?
The Indian Government will

be face to face with the crisis

which was inevitable when in

1897 the Tirah Field Force
evacuated Bagh-Maidan.

It is ably argued by many
that if the military solution

were followed, and we occupied
the country set aside to these

unruly tribesmen right up to

the Durand line, we should not

effect the peace of the border
line that we desire, that we
should be subject to similar

lawless treatment from across

the Afghan border. Even if

we were to admit this, it would
not prejudice our argument
that it is of vital importance
to be in a position to deal

summarily with a people for

whose good behaviour we
have accepted a responsibility.

Moreover, even if the Ameer's

subjects were to harry our

border-line, we should at least

have a sovereign power with
a responsible Government with
whom we could negotiate our

claims for satisfaction. The
fear of complications with Af-

ghanistan is a horse that suc-

cessive Governments in India

have ridden and scourged into

a "
night-mare." If the Ameer

is in the least degree worthy
of his father's traditions, he is

quite capable of carrying out

the responsibilities of his own
border - line. Judging him,

therefore, by the high stand-

ard of Oriental intelligence he

deserves, we cannot but think

that his opinion of a powerful

neighbour would be enhanced,
rather than weakened, if the

latter were finally and defin-

itely to fix its own border

responsibilities by a permanent
occupation of its unadminis-

tered territory.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

JOHN LAW OF LAURISTON ECONOMIST AND GAMBLER A DUEL AND ITS

CONSEQUENCES A CAMPAIGN IN SCOTLAND THE FRIENDSHIP OF

THE REGENT LAW'S BANK FOUNDED IN PARIS THE MISSISSIPPI

SCHEME VICTORY AND RUIN ' UN tiPISODE* A POPULAR UNIVER-

SITY IN PARIS.

SCOTLAND, the home of

romance, can boast few more
romantic sons than John Law 1

of Lauriston. The story of

his career is a fairy tale

of splendour. He knew all

the chances and changes of

fortune. He climbed to the

sublime height of wealth and

power, and he fell to the

depth of penury and humilia-

tion. His temperament was as

various as his fortune. He was

gambler and man of business,
courtier and company pro-
moter; and so great was his

genius, so vivid his sympathy,
that he conquered France the

country of all Europe most
difficult to the approach of

foreigners, and fell a victim
at last only to the vastitude
of his own ambition. That
there has been no modern life

of John Law is something of

a reproach, a reproach now
happily removed by Mr Wiston-

Glynn's scholarly and impartial

biography. Mr Wiston-Glynn's
sympathy with John Law and
his enterprises is evident. But
he holds the scales with an
even hand, and does not permit
a frank admiration to obscure
the faults heroic as the virtues

of one of the boldest game-

sters that the world has ever

seen.

Saint - Simon, always sus-

picious concerning the origin of

others, pronounced Law "fort

douteusement gentilhomme."
The doubt was unjustified.
The financier was, in fact, of

a good house, the son of a gold-
smith, or, as we should say to-

day, a banker, of much weight
in Edinburgh. He counted an

Archbishop among his ances-

tors, and his mother was near
of kin to the great house
of Argyll. His education was
such as he himself desired.

His natural taste for mathe-
matics was wisely encouraged
by his mother, and he early

gained an insight into the

mysteries of national credit.

He was, in truth, a student
of political economy long before

that science had climbed the

arid height of dogmatism to

which it afterwards attained.

But Law was never a book-
worm. He was of those for

whom magnificence was an

imperious necessity. He loved

the trappings of life fine

clothes, engaging manners,
beauty, and extravagance. The
world of Edinburgh soon
seemed too narrow for his

1 John Law of Lauriston.

&Co.
By A. W. Wiston-Glynn. Edinburgh : E. Sanders
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adventures, and he found a

better field for his talents

at Bath, at Tunbridge Wells,
in London, wherever, in

brief, he could shuffle the

cards or listen to the rattle of

the dice. With the reckless-

ness of one who always believed

that he held a magician's wand,
he spent far more money than
his patrimony warranted, and
was not more than five-and-

twenty when he was obliged
to mortgage Lauriston to his

mother a fortunate event for

the estate, which was thus
secured in its legitimate suc-

cession. Meanwhile Law, re-

leased from responsibility, lived

the life of a gallant, and being
a violent man, in a violent age,
was presently involved in a

broil, which wellnigh brought
him to the gallows, and effect-

ively sent him into exile for

the rest of his life. A quarrel
with Beau Wilson, a spend-
thrift as mysterious and mag-
nificent as Law himself, was
followed by a duel. The ad-

versaries met on April 9, 1699,
in Bloomsbury Square, and
Law left Wilson dead upon the

field. For this he was tried

for murder, found guilty, and
condemned to be hanged.
Appeals were made on behalf

of the culprit in vain, and two

days before his execution Law
drugged his warders, slipped
off his chains, climbed the

prison wall, and made as

speedy a journey as was pos-
sible into France. He was not

caught, and Mr Wiston-Glynn
believes, on sound evidence,
that the pursuit was under-
taken with half a heart. At
any rate, the description of

the fugitive published in the
Gazette seems to have been

cunningly designed for the

purpose of deceit. "Captain
John Lawe," thus it runs,

" a

Scotchman, lately a prisoner in

the King's Bench for murther,

aged 26, a very tall, black,
lean man, well -shaped, above
six foot high, large pock-hole
in his face, big high nosed,

speaks broad and loud, made
his escape from the said

prison." This portrait, com-

pletely unlike the original,
did its work : Law escaped to

the Continent, and never again
set foot in England.
The years of his Odyssey are

obscure. Up and down Europe
he wandered, living everywhere
the life of adventure which
suited him best. Rome knew
him, and Amsterdam. He cut

a dash in Paris, and like a loyal
Jacobite haunted St Germains
in the vain hope of serving his

rightful sovereign. For many
years gambling was his sole

and efficient means of support.
He united in himself many
qualities and many accomplish-
ments. There was much in

him of Casanova, something of

John Stuart Mill. But he
never carried to excess the vice

of the one nor the virtue of the

other. He was neither sharper
nor prig. So great was his

legitimate skill, that fortune

needed no correction at his

hands. So keenly interested

was he in every manifestation

of life, that, though he was, as

Saint-Simon said,
" the man of

a system," he never allowed

economic theories to master
him. His good fortune, how-

ever, did not make him pop-
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ular. An ambition which he
cherished to place the finances

of his native Scotland upon
a sound basis was not en-

couraged. The Land Bank
which he proposed to establish

in Edinburgh was sternly re-

jected, and had it not been for

a gambling campaign, brief but

triumphant, the visit which
Law paid to Scotland in 1706
would have been fruitless. That
it was not fruitless is proved
by a few simple figures.
" To such advantage did he

indulge his skill," says Mr
Wiston-Glynn, "that in the

course of a few months he found
himself an extremely wealthy
man, among his gains being
the estate of Sir Andrew
Ramsay, of a yearly value of

1200 Scots, and an annuity
of 1455 Scots secured upon
the estate of Pitreavie in Fife,

purchased in 1711 by Sir Robert
Blackwood from the Earl of

Rosebery."
Thus it was that he returned

to the Continent with plenty
of money in his pocket and
a better chance than ever of

putting his financial schemes
into practice. Holland, the
first theatre of his new ad-

venture, was not sympathetic,
and the Dutch Ministers

requested him privately to

leave the country. In France,
however, his success, if not im-

mediate, was complete. Louis

XIV., it is true, refused to

listen to his counsels, on the

ground that he was not of the
true faith. But Louis XIV.
died in 1715, and Law had
no better friend throughout
his life than the Due d'Orleans,
the famous Regent of France.

And Law returned the friend-

ship of the Regent with a

zeal that was not always in-

terested. He was ready to

give him the best advice

when most he needed it. The
finances of the country were
the despair of all the Minis-

ters, and here was Law with
a plan for the salvation of

the treasury and for the en-

richment of every one. The

plan had been slowly matur-

ing in his head for twenty
years. He had faced and over-

come all possible objections.
He had the supreme confidence

which comes of profound study
and a conscious intelligence.
Nor was he an adventurer in

the worse sense. His ambition
was less to help himself than
to test his system. He believed

that he could succeed, if only
he were given a big enough
stage and a faithful claque.
These the Regent was able to

give him, and, after some oppo-
sition from the Council, Law
was granted Letters Patent,
and his famous bank was
established.

The reasons which Law pro-
claimed in defence of his scheme
were such as would appeal to

all. "He urged," says Mr
Wiston-Glynn, "that by the

adoption of a system of paper
credit, not necessarily for sup-
planting, but for supplement-
ing, the coinage in currency,
not only would the trade of

the country increase in volume,
but the national debt would
be effectively dealt with. He
based his argument upon the

principle that the quantity of

money in circulation in a coun-

try determines its industrial
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activity. Recognising that

money, whether it be specie or

paper, is not itself the wealth
of the country, but only the

measure of its wealth, and that

in whatever form it exists it

must represent either the whole
or part of that actual wealth,
he conceived the idea of issuing
the notes against the landed

property of France and the or-

dinary State revenues.
" As has

been said, Law did not carry his

point without controversy. The
old-fashioned statesmen with-
held their approval. Saint-

Simon, whom Law was at pe-
culiar pains to conciliate, liked

the man better than his scheme.

Though he objected to his

foreign manners, his foreign

expressions, and his Scots ac-

cent, he acknowledged that he

explained himself with perfect

clearness, and that his scheme,
of itself, seemed good. Pro-

testing, as became a Duke, his

ignorance and disgust in all

matters of finance, he conde-

scended to examine Law's plan
with an intelligent thorough-
ness, and he put his finger in-

stantly upon what he consid-

ered (and what in effect were)
the two fatal difficulties. The
first difficulty, he thought,
was to govern the bank
with foresight and wisdom,
and not to issue more bank-
notes than were necessary, so

that the managers might al-

ways face the world boldly
and pay in cash all those who
presented notes ; the second
was that a scheme, well suited

to a republic or to a monarchy
whose finance was under popu-
lar control, as it was in Eng-
land, might be utterly pernici-

ous in an absolute monarchy
like France, where a badly-
conducted war, the greed of a

prime minister, a favourite, or
a mistress, the mad extrava-

gance and prodigality of a

king, might soon exhaust the

credit of a bank, bring ruin

upon the holders of notes, and
overthrow the realm. If Saint-

Simon had no deep knowledge
of finance, he understood the

ways of the world as few men
have understood them, and his

ill-omened prophecy was more
than justified. His warning
appeared unreasonable to the

sanguine promoters. The suc-

cess of Law's bank was

triumphant. His notes were
received and exchanged with

perfect confidence. Credit was
established, and industry was
unaffected by fluctuations in the

coinage. Law instantly dis-

covered themanifold possibilities
of his scheme. As Mr Wiston-

Glynn says, he "became the

supreme protector of industrial

prosperity. His statesmanlike

instincts led him to revive

many branches of trade which
had degenerated, and to induce
the establishment of others for

which he saw the resources of

France were eminently suited."

In short, Law was acclaimed

a public benefactor, the saviour

of France ; and if he had been

contented with the modest use-

fulness of his bank, the name
of Law (or Las, as it was uni-

versally pronounced in France)
would have gone down the

ages glorious and untarnished.

But Law was not the man to

be satisfied with the discharge
of daily duties. No sooner

was his bank firmly established
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than he looked about him for

a fresh enterprise. At the

right (or wrong) moment the

chance came to him of ex-

ploiting the vast wealth of

Louisiana. This rich pro-

vince, discovered by La Salle,

had been granted to Antoine
Crozat as a monopoly by
Louis XIV. Now, Crozat
had not the genius of empire-

building. Having obtained his

monopoly, he knew not what
to do with it, and in 1717
asked the advice of John Law.

Law, whose courage was made

higher by success, did not

hesitate for a moment. He ac-

cepted the responsibilities and
the territories of Crozat, took
the Regent into his confidence,
and founded in August 1717 a

trading corporation under the

name of the West India Com-

pany. To this company was

granted the whole of Louisiana,
with the sole right of trading
therewith for four-and-twenty
years. The capital was fixed at

100,000,000 livres, divided into

200,000 shares of 500 livres

each. Such in its inception
was the notorious Mississippi
Scheme, which brought France
to the edge of ruin, and has

given John Law a sinister

immortality.
Then began such a period

of gambling and extravagance
as the world has seldom seen.

Greed seized upon France like a
fever. She thought and spoke
in millions. The popular confi-

dence in Law was equalled by
a spirit of hopefulness to which

nothing seemed impossible.
Louisiana was the land of

gold. Its vast territories were
covered with jewels and

precious metals which were

waiting to be picked up. A
knife, a spindle, a mirror, or a

little brandy was sufficient to

purchase untold wealth from
the innocent natives. The
citizens of France eagerly sold

their lands and houses to buy
shares or to send ships across

the ocean. That labour might
not be lacking, all punishments
were converted into transporta-
tion, and criminals vied with
honest men in reaching as

quickly as possible this pro-
mised land. It is not likely
that Law suffered from the

prevailing blindness. He was
a practical man, with a keener

sense of affairs than most of

his contemporaries. He knew
how much effort was necessary
to bring the riches of Louisiana
within the reach of Paris. He
recognised the importance of

sustaining the confidence of an

impatient mob. He employed
the usual artifices to inflate the

value of the shares. The field

of operation was extended.

One enterprise was added to

another. The company was

enlarged and reconstituted, and

very few were able to resist

the general enthusiasm. Saint-

Simon, as we might have ex-

pected, was of those who stood

aloof. His hard practical in-

telligence, which permitted no

disguise, foresaw the certainty
of failure. The more sternly
he criticised the scheme the
more obstinately was Law re-

solved to win him. He offered

him shares
; they were refused.

He offered shares also to

Madame de Saint-Simon; the
offer was met by the same re-

pulsion. Not that Saint-Simon
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suspected Law of dishonesty.

Again and again he lavishes

the highest praises upon him.
" Whatever his system was,"
he writes,

" he was of the best

faith in the world ; his own
interest never got the mastery
of him; he was true, simple,
and straightforward ;

he meant
to deal frankly with the world."

But Saint-Simon saw, with his

invariable shrewdness, that

even if Law's schemes were

sound, the mercurial tempera-
ment of France, which always
broke its idols, would ensure

his ruin. And was it sound ?

When Saint-Simon was pressed

by the Regent, he gave his

opinion with perfect candour.
" Since the fable of King
Midas," said he, "I have no-

where read, much less seen,

that anybody has had the

power of turning whatever he
touched to gold ;

and I do not
believe that this power has
been given to Law. In fact,

I think that all his knowledge
is but a knowing game, a new
and skilful sleight of hand,
which puts Peter's money into

the pocket of Paul, and which
enriches some with the spoils
of others ;

that sooner or later

the game would be found out,
and that then innumerable

persons would be ruined."

Saint - Simon's voice might
have been the wind in the

trees. His words fell upon in-

different ears. The popular
enthusiasm turned to madness,
and the wonder of the crowd

kept pace with Law's un-
trammelled imagination. The
battle for the shares was fought
with so desperate a fury that
their value rose to 10,000 livres.

There seemed no reason why
all the world should not become
rich beyond the dreams of hope.
Paris was given over to a wild
and senseless luxury. Servants
outdid their masters in vain

extravagance. Law's coach-

man left him to set up a car-

riage of his own. The stories

which are told of the foolish

splendour affected by the suc-

cessful speculators can be
matched only in the exploits
of Trimalchio. The crowd
which collected outside the

H6tel Mazarin was likened by
Lemonty to a "phalanx which
advanced for several days and

nights towards the Exchange
office, like a compact column,
which neither sleep, hunger,
nor thirst could destroy. But
at the fatal cry which an-

nounced the delivery of the

last share, the whole vanished
at once." The scene enacted

daily in the Rue Quincampoix,
where the Stock Exchange then

was, defies description or com-

parison. It was not only the

speculators who made a fort-

une there. No one who could

struggle to a place within its

precincts despaired of picking

up gold. A hunchback who
carried luck in his hump, and
let it out as a writing-desk
to the gamblers, amassed the

comfortable sum of 150,000
livres in a few days. In brief,

Paris was mad, with a mad-
ness which ensured reaction,
and Law stood at the summit
of his power at the very
moment when ruin and dis-

grace were inevitable.

For the moment he tasted

as sweet a triumph as ever

touched the lips of man. He
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was flattered by the great
men and beautiful women of

France. His dignity kept
pace with his wealth, and
his instinct of life was too

sure ever to permit the ex-

cesses of unaccustomed for-

tune. His worst indiscretion

was an insistence that his son

should dance in the ballet of

the king, an insistence which
was bitterly resented. An op-

portune attack of smallpox
prevented the son's appear-
ance, and saved the father a

vast deal of censure. He will-

ingly cast aside the Protestant-

ism which had always been
an obstacle in his path, and
was received into the Catholic

Church under the auspices of

the Abbe Tencin, a favourite

of the far greater Abbe
Dubois. It almost seemed as

though Saint-Simon had been

wrong in denying him the

gift of Midas. The Kegent
showed his appreciation of his

favourite by appointing him
Controller-General of Finance;
and, as though France were

unequal to the task of pro-
viding her own Ministers,
William Law, the great man's

brother, was induced to ac-

cept the office of Postmaster-
General. As Voltaire says,
"Law had grown in four

years from a Scotsman to a

Frenchman, from a Protestant
to a Catholic, from an ad-

venturer to a lord of the
fairest lands in the king-
dom, from a banker to a
Minister of State." More than

this, he aspired to domin-
ate Europe, as he dominated
France. Lord Stair, the Brit-

ish Ambassador, was dismissed

from his high office because
his presence in Paris was not

grateful to Law. Law, in-

deed, aspired to play a chief

part in the politics of his

adopted country, and, like

many another who has changed
his allegiance or his domicile,
he showed himself more French
than the French. The end and
aim of his policy were to humili-

ate Great Britain. " He became

very bitter," says Mr Wiston-

Glynn,
" in his conversation

about England, and spoke
with a degree of insolence

revolting even to the French.

One evening he invited to

dinner Lord Bolingbroke, and
so fierce was his denunciation

of the English that Bolingbroke
vowed he would never again
set foot in Law's house." Such
was his method of flashing
the cloven hoof ;

and it is

the more remarkable, since he
had hitherto presented to the

world the rare spectacle of

a man grown suddenly rich

without betraying the smallest

suspicion of vulgarity.
But the hour of ruin was at

hand, as Law must have seen

more clearly even than the

cynic Saint- Simon. He had

pursued the pitiless policy of

robbing Peter to pay Paul.

With the greatest cunning and

unfailing resource he had forced

up the price of shares, and had

kept them magnificently at this

zenith. And it was in the power
of any enemy to depress the

market by an indiscreet unload-

ing of his shares. This enemy
soon presented himself in the

person of the Prince de Conti,
whose greed for gold not even
the generosity of Law had
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availed to appease. And the

Prince de Conti had not

merely the will but the power
to strike. He sold an immense
amount of stock and instantly

changed the notes he received

into money at the bank, thus

diminishing the price of shares

and the reserves of the bank at

a single stroke. Others followed
his example, a mountain of gold
was sent out of the country,
and Law's credit was seriously

impaired. However, Law was
not the man to accept defeat

with an easy compliance. He
at once sought the aid of the

Regent, and between them they
persuaded the Council to pass an
edict " that no person, of what-
ever estate or condition, not
even any religious or ecclesi-

astical community, should

keep more than 500 livres in

coined money or ingots, under

pain of confiscation of the
excess and a fine of 10,000
livres." This tyrannical edict

was received with a sullen

anger. Not merely was it an

outrageous interference with
the common liberty, but it

encouraged the wiles of spies,

traitors, and informers. No
man who possessed the smallest

hoard of wealth was safe from
the police. The officers of

the law spared nobody; they
entered every house upon which
the shadow of suspicion fell ;

and the whole country was
harassed by a feeling of dis-

trust and insecurity. But Law
would not surrender. When
his paper money, which alone

was allowed to circulate, lost

its purchasing power, he doled

out small sums at the bank,
which might satisfy the press-

ing needs of his clients. Thus
from hour to hour he put
off the inevitable destruction.

Even when his life was in

danger, when his carriage was
broken in pieces by an indig-
nant mob, he still persisted in

his mad policy of forcing his

notes upon the people. A last

attempt to extend the Missis-

sippi Company until it em-
braced the commerce and
credit of the whole country
failed; on July 17, 1720, the

bank was closed ;
and a few

months later the grandiose
adventurer was in flight from
France.
He came to France friendless.

He left it without a friend. The
wealth which he had accumu-

lated, the estates which he had

purchased, were instantly con-

fiscated, and none of all those

whom he had enriched solaced

with their aid the last poor

years which he passed at

Venice. His was the common
fate of gamblers. He played
for the highest stake, he lost,

and losing it, lost all. Yet
the impression which he left

upon France, and leaves upon
later generations, is an impres-
sion of an amiable honesty.
He was, in Saint - Simon's

phrase,
" un homme a systeme,"

and he understood his system
far better than the nature of

those to whom he applied it.

Economists, deploring his Mis-

sissippi Scheme, insist that his

knowledge of finance was as

deep as his theories of banking
were sound. He was not an

egoist, desirous only to profit
himself ; he was ever zealous

for the prosperity of his adopt-
ed country; and had he been
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rewarded with success, France
would have the lion's share of it.

Like many another venturer, he
aroused a storm of greed which
he could not allay ; unlike most
of his kind, he conferred a price-
less boon upon the world by
showing it the right road to

commercial prosperity and to

intelligent finance. His name
disappeared as suddenly from
the history of France as it had
come into it, and left but one
trace behind it. A nephew,
a son of William Law, who
had been Postmaster-General,

played a not undistinguished

part in India. Known as M.
Jean Law, Baron de Lauriston,
he was French resident at Cos-

simbazar during the reign of

the infamous Siraj-Uddaula.
What he achieved for the

cause of Prance is told in the

annals of Bengal. His intrigue
and diplomacy failed, because
he did not measure justly the

power of the English. He
hoped that the Nawab, whose

ally he was, would exalt France

by destroying her rivals. He
reckoned without Olive, and it

is impossible to read his own
account of the events, quorum
pars fuit, without lamenting
that his energy and courage
did not receive a better support
from the country to which he
was bound by no tie of blood,
and which had driven his em-
inent kinsman into an inglorious
exile.

When Law was riding on
the topmost wave of fortune,
andwas controllingthe revenues
of France, "he appropriated a

twenty -
eighth part of the

postal revenue for the endow-

ment of free education in the

University of Paris." This

generous impulse did more
credit to Law's heart than to

Law's head. Since Law's time

many experiments have been
made in education on either

side the Channel, and few have
met with success. It is, indeed,

always a dangerous enterprise
to thrust learning upon an un-

accustomed or indifferent class.

If there was any doubt in the

matter the sad failure of Uni-

versity Extension would put it

to rest. We all remember the

earnestlecturers who,with piano
and magic-lantern, used to go
down into the provinces, carry-

ing culture in their gracious
arms. They still go down, but
with a chastened ambition.

They hope no longer to regen-
erate the world ; they speak
no more of missionary zeal;

they are content if, by hook
or by crook, they can fill a small

room with anxious inquirers ;

and if they dared, they would
let the methods of the variety
show encroach still more wide-

ly upon the methods of the

schools. However, such as it

was, the system of University
Extension was adopted in Paris,
and the University Populaire
undertook the hopeless task of

enlightening the suburbs. It

failed, as was to be expected,
and M. Daniel Halevy, in ' Un
Episode

'

(Paris), has just pub-
lished an account of that fail-

ure. To praise this brochure
too highly is impossible. It

sets forth, in the shape of a

parable or apologue, the harm
done by careless zealots. M.

Halevy does not argue : he
informs. He allows one in-
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stance to speak for many, and
we hope that those who are

following the road of a false

philanthropy will take warning
by his experience and turn
back.

Here is his parable: Julian

Guinou, a young working man,
the product of a University

Populaire, is sent to a sana-

torium for the benefit of his

health. He has been fed upon
poetry. He has read Ver-

laine, Laforgue, and Madame
de Noailles, and he surrenders
himself in the solitude of the

hospital to the charm of Baude-
laire. Enveloped in an atmos-

phere of decadence, he forgets
his past, his friends, the com-
mon duties of life. Nothing
is real for him, save the verse

of Baudelaire. He quotes with
a frequent rapture the line

upon which he stumbles by
accident

"
mort, vieux capitaine, il est temps !

levons 1'ancre !

"

His happiness, in brief, is com-

plete, when suddenly he is told

that in two days he must leave
the sanatorium. Struck with
horror at the thought of re-

suming his old life, he deter-

mines, at his return to Paris,

upon suicide. The squalor of

the mean streets appals him.
The rhythms of Baudelaire
still sing in his ears. He
dreams, in the dirt of a

cheap hotel, of meubles luis-

ants, polis par les ans. He
is seized with a mad jeal-

ousy of those more fortunate
than himself. He pines for

the advertisement of the press.
"I will kill myself," he says,
and he reflects with ardour

that the journals will talk of

him, of the young working
man who died because his life

could not be beautiful. This

phrase delights him, and sup-

ports him comfortably till his

last hour. He writes it out
with an exultant pride: "I
kill myself because my life

cannot be beautiful." At the

last moment another thought
comes to him. Why should he
not be revenged upon his bene-

factor, who had lent him books
and shown him the way to

the University Populaire? He
seizes his pen hastily and
writes :

" When you receive

this I shall be dead, because I

cannot lead the same life as you.
Tell my family; do what is

necessary." Then he lights
the charcoal, and with the

works of Baudelaire and Huys-
mans proudly displayed at his

elbow, he dies content, seeing
in his mind's eye the splendid
headline which, he believes,
will announce his death in the

morrow's paper. At the poor
devil's funeral, the chief of a

group of Anarchists to which
he had once belonged de-

livers an harangue against the

bourgeois who "educated" their

comrade. " Guinou was a rev-

olutionary," says he,
" the

philanthropists made him an

artist; Guinou was a man of

action, theymade him a wastrel.

Comrades, there is no art, there

is no science for the proletariat;
there is nothing but revolu-

tion." And the suicide's father

sums up the matter thus, to the

well - meaning philanthropist
who had contrived the ruin of

his simple son : "I do not

reproach you," says he ;
"I
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know you meant no harm by
my son; and, then, I know
him he was always a bit

mad."
The moral is obvious, and

will go home, we trust, to the

apostles of a false philanthropy.

They mean well, do these phil-

anthropists, but they most often

do exceeding ill, and a good
intention is a poor palliation
of their crime. They refuse to

consider the injury they inflict

upon the dupes whom they
drag from a decent life, and to

whom they can give nothing
but the bones of a pretended
culture. One of the bourgeois,
in M. Halevy's 'Episode,' ex-

presses the truth with a direct

simplicity :
" Why so many

lectures?" says he, in an irri-

tated voice. " We workmen
do not need to know all that
has passed through the heads
of poets, nor to hear all the
histories of the past, . . . we
want to know our trade, to

be firm with our masters, and
to provide for the future." A
far wiser and nobler aspiration
than to scrape a poor acquaint-
ance with the works of Baude-
laire. And the conclusion of

the argument is, that there is

too much literature at the

Popular University.
" We

ought to teach," says one of the

zealots, "useful, sure, simple
things. It is work, it is action,
that we should always talk

about." No severer, no kind-

lier, criticism than this of M.

Halevy's has ever been aimed
at a pernicious system. Its

irony is perfect, and it inspires
a regret that in England we
have another, and a worse,
method of estimating the value
of popular education. Had
Julien Guinou been John

Smith, the well-meaning per-
sons who had deflected him
from the straight path would
have entered him among their

statistics as an earnest student
of literature. They would have

suppressed the fact of his death,
and boasted of his fine under-

standing. They would have
told you with pride that he knew
the works of Mr Swinburne by
heart, and had composed some
admirable parodies. They would
be so full of their mission, that

they would be unable to tell the

truth, even to themselves. M.

Halevy's method is better, as

well as more honest. He puts
the facts before us with irony,
it is true, but without rancour.

His logic is pitiless, his conclu-

sion just, and if, as he says, he
has not renounced the system
of University Extension, we
may be sure that in the future
he will teach the plain and

homely truth, that work of any
sort is worthier and more use-

ful than a feigned and hypo-
critical knowledge of polite
letters.
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FOOL GUNNERY IN THE NAVY. II.

BY ST BARBARA.

THE uses to which the heavy
ordnance of a battleship may
be put in sea-fights are, speak-
ing roughly, three in number.

Firstly, the destruction of

hostile battleships and cruisers

at ranges varying between 8000
to 12,000 yards.

Secondly, bombardment of

land fortresses, towns, and

dockyards.

Thirdly,night defenceagainst
torpedo craft.

The writer will now proceed
to show in what way the

fleets are ordered to train for

these uses.

To take the sea-fight or day
action first. There has been
established what is known as
a gunnery year. That year
consists of two parts, which
are humorously referred to at

sea as the "Gun-layers' Test
Panic " and the " Battle -

Practice Panic." Each takes

up a month of time three

weeks to work up, and a day
to carry out. Weather circum-

stances, &c., sometimes stretch

the latter into a week. The

year's allowance of ammuni-
tion to a battleship is small,

thirty
- two rounds to every

broadside 6 -inch gun and

thirty - two rounds to each
turret containing a pair of

guns. Towards the gun-layers'

panic no less than one-half of

the whole year's allowance of

ammunition is devoted.

The very shortest description

of the test will show that it

has no bearing on gunnery
warfare.

Hitherto the target has been

immovably anchored, in accord-

ance with Admiralty mis-

practice. Their lordships laid

the greatest stress on this

point.
The ship steams at 12 knots,

which is not a war speed, and
the distance for the 12 - inch

turrets varies between 2475

yards and 2400 yards, which
are not war distances.

The range for the broadside

gun, be it 9 '2-inch, 6-inch, or

4-7-inch, varies between 1460
and 1400 yards, the ship steam-

ing on a line of buoys which
ensures the distance being the

same for all guns.
It was instituted at a time

when the Navy, owing to bad

leadership, was only imagining
hits instead of counting them.
Sir Percy Scott demonstrated
that a hit was not a hit unless

there was a hole in the canvas,
and people listened to him,
and it was well they did.

The Navy then advanced from
the bow-and-arrow stage to the
" hole-in-the-canvas

"
era. The

distances for the various guns
are arranged in such a way
that if the gun -pointer lays
his piece truly he must hit the

target every time. That is to

say, it is the test of his ability
to point a gun truly and con-

tinuously.
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In 1905, when the fleet was

beginning to hit the target
with some degree of frequency,
the Admiralty notified that

there was no longer any neces-

sity for secrecy. At once

appeared in the illustrated

press pictures of targets with
holes in them like a pepper-
pot. The Sheffield ironmonger,

knowing nothing of the matter

beyond the picture presented to

him, imagines the fleet to be
in a state of efficiency which
needs no parliamentary jolting

by his representative and rests

content, satisfied that when the

foreigner comes along he will

have a warm time of it. If

he, poor man, only knew, as

the writer sincerely hopes he
soon will, that the conditions

of firing are not war conditions,
and that the permission to

make the results public can

only have been given to keep
him quiet, he would not rest

so quietly in his bed.

The Admiralty claimed three

advantages for the gun-layers'
test. Each of these advan-

tages could have been equally
well obtained under battle-

practice conditions. They
stated, first, that the gun-
layers' test was one strand in

the rope of battle-practice, and
that the latter could not be
carried out with advantage
unless the gun -layer realised

that to establish a hit, under

any circumstances, the gun
must be truly aligned for the

target. It was necessary then,
but is no longer so; the gun-
layer knows it, and the test

should go. But if it is still

necessary to test the gun-

layer's ability to lay his gun
in spite of the gunnery school

training, half of a full year's
allowance of ammunition should

not be used for the purpose,

seeing that the Treasury grant
the ammunition for the purpose
of training for war. The allow-

'

anoe in any case is inadequate.
There is a weapon called a sub-

calibre gun. It is either a 12-

or 6 - pounder gun, mounted
inside the bore of the larger

piece. To fire it the gun-layer
has to manipulate the larger

weapon just as he would have to

do if he were using full charges.
The test of gun-layers should
not be necessary at all if the

gunnery schools which train

the men have done their duty
in the first place, and the men
are subjected to medical eye-

sight inspection at regular in-

tervals (which they are not).
If it is still necessary, then it

should be done with sub-calibre

guns, which would enable the

same practice to be obtained

and the same facts established

at one -tenth the money. In
fact it would be a better test, for

the velocity of the sub-calibre

gun being lower than that

of the big gun, the hitting zone
of the target would be less and

greater accuracy in gun-point-

ing would be necessary. The

proper service ammunition
could then be used for the

purpose for which it is sup-
plied, and that is the actual

serious training for war, at war
ranges, at war speeds, and
under war conditions.

When one buys a 10 watch
to do certain duties, one doesn't

spend another 5 in paying
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another watchmaker to pull it

to pieces and report that its

working parts are satisfactory.
That is what the Admiralty
are doing. The original maker

corresponds to the gunnery
school, and the watch is the

man himself. The 5 repre-
sents half the cost, or half the

year's allowance of ammunition.
The Admiralty should take

the man on trust from the

gunnery school, and if in battle-

practice it is considered he is

not doing his duty satisfactorily
test him at once, and if not up
to standard disrate him. The
other method is fool gunnery.

Their second contention was
that the test of gun-layers was
also a good trial of materiel.

No one disputes that fact,

though it is not so good a trial

as the Admiralty make out.

The present Administration

throughout its career has

always subordinated the study
of war to the development of

materiel and what is called

"economic necessity." The more
" economic necessity

"
there is,

the more important is it that

every round of ammunition
should be used for war purposes.
The Treasury allowance is nig-

gardly enough. Materiel of

course should be developed, but
the other thing, which is just
as important, should go hand
in hand with it, not lag behind.

The gun -layers' test, they
said, was a trial of materiel.

It could only be a trial because
the guns were fired. The guns
are also fired at battle-practice,
therefore battle -practice must
be a materiel trial also.

It is a much stiffer trial too,

because at battle-practice the

gun fires a full charge, with

longer recoil and greater shock
to the gun-supports. At the

gun-layers' test it only fires a
reduced charge, with decreased

strain and shock
; therefore the

materiel trial is only partial,
not thorough, and not consistent

with the trial which it will

receive in war, when it always
fires full charges. In war, too,
the strain will be longer than
either the gun-layers' test (fifty-
five seconds to two minutes), or

battle-practice, which is eight
minutes.

Besides it is not only the gun
which requires a materiel trial.

The whole ship's structure, the

electrical range and deflection

instruments, the firing arrange-
ments, the loading gear, the

telephones, the nerves of the

personnel require trial also.

They do not get it at a gun-
layers' test, because only one

gun is fired at a time, and that

with a considerably reduced

charge. At battle -
practice

they do get it, for all guns fire

simultaneously, and the shock
is sixty times that of the gun-
layers' test.

So it may be safely said that

their second contention for the

continuance of the criminal

wastage of half a year's allow-

ance of ammunition under con-

ditions which are not those of

war can hardly hold water.

The third argument for its

retention was, that it is a good
trial of the nerves of the gun's
crews. The short service sys-
tem is at the bottom of this.

Gunfright was never known in

the Navy until recently, but
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now it is prevalent among the

younger members of a ship's

company.
If you take a lad whose sole

joy in life has been gutting
mackerel in the London fish

market, and after a few weeks'

training in the square of a

naval barracks, with a broom-
handle simulating a rifle, sud-

denly plant him alongside a

9'2-inch gun firing f charges,
it is not to be wondered at

that he shows a visible desire

to return to London rather
than do his duty of serving
the vent.

He will be frightened in any
case, so he might just as well

get the shock when the gun is

firing at battle-practice as at

the gun-layers' test, which in

no way resembles war.
The writer considers that by

now he has convinced those

readers who have followed him
so far, that of the three Ad-

miralty arguments for the re-

tention of the gun-layers' test,

the first can be done just as

well and at a fraction of the

expense with the sub -calibre

gun. The second and third
can be better carried out if

the ammunition is utilised

under the conditions of war.
The man who wishes to kill

driven grouse does not practise

by shooting blackbirds on a
clothes-line which he cannot
miss. He knows his gun must
be properly pointed, and that
his brain must automatically
tell him the angular deflection

to allow both for windage
effect on his shot and the

speed of the bird. Therefore
he goes to a shooting-butt and
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fires at dummies, which are

given a speed and flight ap-

proximating to the grouse
which he wishes to kill, and
he goes on practising either

till he sees a reasonable chance
of his being proficient enough
to please his host, or his money
runs out. In the latter unfor-

tunate contingency, he still

has had the advantage of

practising under conditions

which are akin to those he
will eventually meet on the

moors. In no case is he
foolish enough to say that,
because he killed eighteen
blackbirds in fifty-five seconds

in some one's backyard, he is

a good shot (or a good sports-

man).
The fact that the annual

test of gun-layers which is

blackbird shooting pure and

simple continues to exist, and
that half every warship's am-
munition for the year is wasted
on it, is a scandal. A quarter
is used for working up, and
the other quarter for carry-

ing it out. The Admiralty
to some minor extent saved
themselves by saying that the

quarter which was used for

working up was not to be used
inside 3000 yards. In any
case 3000 yards is not a war

range. The manner of ex-

pending the quarter varied

according to the captain's
ideas. Some ships did a mini-
ature gun-layers' test at 3000

yards. Some saved the am-
munition for working up
battle-practice. I have heard
of others who, knowing that
the Admiralty wanted hits on
the canvas, went round a

2H
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corner out of sight of the Com-
mander - in - Chief, disobeyed
the instructions, and carried

out a gun-layers' test at the

actual ranges which after-

wards they would have to fire

at for newspaper purposes.
In any case the ammunition

was not expended for war

training.
The gun-layers' test over, and

the result duly chronicled by
permission of the Admiralty in

a favoured newspaper, the

guns of a ship go to sleep,
and are forgotten for six or

nine months. They are painted
and polished and admired, but
in no case used for war train-

ing, unless an ordnance experi-
ment comes along. Ordnance

experiments are generally given
to the fleet in home waters, so

that if you happen to be serv-

ing in the Atlantic or Medi-
terranean Fleets, it is not seen.

One ship in the home waters
does the work, and the others

in her fleet watch it, if they
can be spared from blackbird-

ing, or whatever form of time-

wasting is in favour at the

moment.
After the allotted interval,

which may be as much as nine

months, the battle -
practice

panic takes place. That takes

a month also. About twenty-
eight days to work up, and an
hour to carry out. The third

quarter of the allowance for

working up, and the remaining
and last quarter for the thing
itself. The whole annual allow-

ance is now gone, and the guns
again do the dormouse until

next year's blackbirding.
Cases have occurred in which

over nine months have elapsed
without a ship firing a service

round. It is possible, therefore,
for a captain to come to a ship
and pay her off without once

seeing the guns used. As he
is the man who has got to bear
the responsibility of fighting
her, is a system which allows

such a thing to exist based on
the principles which underlie

training for war ?

That, now, is the system of

training the fleet for the de-

struction of hostile battleships.
Half the year's ammunition for

blackbirding and the other half

for a battle-practice, which has
a few advantages but does not

even approximate the condi-

tions of sea fighting.
The next use to which naval

ordnance can be put is the

bombardment of fortresses or

towns, as at Port Arthur. The
whole point of this work is

that it is entirely theoretical.

That is to say, the objective
is generally behind a headland
or hill, and out of sight of

the gun - workers. The posi-
tion of the objective is only
known by a chart, and some-
times the height of the hill is

such that to hit the object at

all a reduced charge must be

used. The reason of this is

easily understood when it is

realised that the heavier the

charge the flatter is the shell

trajectory. With a reduced

charge the path of the shell

takes the form of a curve, the

highest point of which is known

by artilleryists as the culmin-

ating point. It is no use there-

fore using a charge which gives
a culminating point lower in
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height than the hill itself. Also,

having got the shell over the

hill, there is a theoretical ques-
tion to be decided, as to whether
its remaining speed is sufficient

to carry it to the objective.
This is got over by moving
the gun-platform backwards or

forwards till a distance is ob-

tained which will make hitting
a certainty. The aim point
has to be considered also, for

the objective is out of sight.
The man directing the gunners
decides whether to use the

water-line or hill -crest, and

adjusts the inclination angle
of the piece accordingly. The

question of direction is one that

can only be decided by the

navigators. They know from
their charts the position of

both the gun and the objective,
and it is even then a very dif-

ficult matter to give to the

gunners a conspicuous rock, a

tree-stump, or other point which
is a true guide to direction.

The whole question is one
which involves many theoret-

ical considerations from both
the navigational and gunnery
standpoint, and requires con-

siderable practice for anything
approaching proficiency to be
obtained.

It is conceivable nay, it is a

certainty that war will bring
with it the necessity of bom-
bardment of towns, fortresses,
and foreign dockyards. If

there were men at the Ad-

miralty whose duty it was to

think gunnery war, they would
have seized the idea presented
to them gratis by the block-

ading Japanese admiral, and
seen what could be done by our

own ships. They have done

nothing whatsoever towards
the elucidation of this im-

portant branch of naval war-
fare.

The British fleets have not

fired a single round in bom-
bardment since Alexandria, in

1881. I except the Boxer riots,

where a few isolated shell were
fired at forts, and the bombard-
ment by Admiral Sir Harry
Eawson at Zanzibar. But in

both those cases it was done

through no fault of the Ad-

miralty : it was the Foreign
Office who gave directions.

With what sort of result is a

British fleet going to attack a

foreign dockyard, in the basins

of which are lying hostile ships

repairing, whose progress it is

desired to delay, if year after

year goes by without the Ad-

miralty ordering the seagoing
fleets to exercise the art of high
angle fire?

The Admiralty contains no

body of men who study the

possibilities of war as promoted
by the development of materiel.

They are all chained to the

grindstone, working day and

night without holidays, decid-

ing on the number of cogs to

be put in a wheel of the next
new gun, and it is done en-

tirely at the expense of war

thinking.
The next and last use to

which naval ordnance can be

put is in night defence of ships
from attack by torpedo craft.

This question is involved some-
what with the development of

the light quick-firing gun. The
new Dreadnought, of the one

big-gun principle, is armed with
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12-pounders only for the pur-

pose of fending off destroyer
attacks.

The whole principle of night
defence of a big ship is not so

much to destroy the boat carry-

ing the torpedo as to keep her

by effective use of ordnance at

such a distance that she is

outside torpedo range. Her
destruction, though important,
is secondary to that. Captains
of ships are divided in their

opinions as to whether or not
to use their broadside guns in

defence of their ships at night.
In the writer's last fleet some
used the 6-inch and some did

not. He himself did so.

This article does not deal

with light guns, but what
scheme have the Administra-
tion in which the use of the

heavy guns at night is prac-
tised against a rapidly moving
and indistinct target like a

destroyer? None whatsoever.

Night firing of heavy guns is

neglected, and the art of bom-
bardment is never practised.
We now come to the ques-

tion of the naval gunnery
schools. One would imagine
from their nomenclature that

they existed to teach naval

gunnery, that is to say, the

type of gunnery which is going
to enable an admiral to win a

fleet action. But they do

nothing of the sort. The

gunnery schools of the Navy
are instructed by a Board
without a war-gunnery policy
to teach two things. Neither
of them, as could be imagined,
has much relative importance
on actual warfare and hitting
the enemy.

The first is "laying bare"
ordnance machinery and learn-

ing the names and numbers of

the cogs. That is to say, they
are materiel kindergartens.
The second is "blackbird-

ing," as already described.

The school with the best

year's record in this fool

gunnery is considered by the

Board to have done its duty
best to the State.

"Cogs" and "blackbirds"
are necessary to efficiency, but

they are of minor importance,
and the writer wishes to show
that they are in their wrong
sense of perspective.

These schools lately have
been subjected to such mean-

ingless buffeting that they
don't know where they stand,
and mind - concentration is

quite impossible.
First of all, Whale Island,

the principal school at Ports-

mouth, had all the soldier-

training portion of the blue-

jackets' work shifted to the

naval barracks. This, presum-
ably, was so that the undivided

attention of the kindergarten

might be devoted to the black-

bird business.

After some time had passed,
field -

training was shifted to

the naval barracks at Ply-
mouth and Chatham from the

other two gunnery schools,

Cambridge and Wildfire.
The Cambridge was then

abolished, and the entire estab-

lishment merged into the naval

barracks at Plymouth. In the

middle of 1908 the Sheerness

School is to be absorbed by
Chatham Barracks.

Even the blackbird business
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suffers from this, because Chat-
ham is eighteen miles from the

Nore, and the classes that go
to sea to fire at short ranges
will have a three hours'

journey down the river first,

and much time will be wasted
in water traffic.

The place for a school which
teaches men the art of sea-

fighting is obviously as near
the firing-ground as possible,
not twenty miles inland.

A man qualifying for an

ocean-going navigational cer-

tificate doesn't go to learn his

business in the Manchester
Canal, It is proposed to make
the Sheerness Gunnery School

perpetrate a similar faux pas.
On the top of these two

gunnery schools being merged
into the barracks at Chatham
and Plymouth, we have the

astounding rumour at Ports-

mouth of the field-training at

the barracks being shifted back

again to the gunnery school at

Whale Island !

What does it all mean?
There is no sense of continuity
whatsoever, and work is un-
settled. Is it surprising- that

the gunnery schools don't

bother much about war train-

ing ? Their time is spent in

the daytime teaching work
which is not a portion of a

well-organised war policy, and
their evenings in packing their

boxes ready for the next move.
To each of these schools are

attached a number of 100-ton

gunboats, with a speed of

6 knots, armed with a 4-inch

gun in the bows. I never had
the honour in my younger days
of commanding one of these

craft, but a staff -lieutenant

who had, told me that if the

tide was against him he had
to get up in the middle of the

night to get to the firing-

ground in time to begin work
at 9 A.M. The gun -layer in

embryo then fires at a fixed

target from a fixed gunboat,
which is the art of blackbird-

ing in extremis.

Each school also has what
is known as a seagoing tender

of the Edgar class of cruiser.

From these ships the gun-
layer fires 6 - inch guns at a

fixed target at 1400 yards,
under the ordinary conditions

of the gun-layers' test in the

seagoing service, except that

the target is smaller.

Note this as important, for

when he goes to sea he fires at

a bigger target, and, of course,
makes more holes.

The results of the seagoing
fleets' test firings are published
in the press, the gunnery-school
firings are not. Could more
conclusive proof be required
than this that the gun-layers'
test is but a means of advertis-

ing a false war readiness ?

The school at Portsmouth

has, in addition to the sea-

going cruiser, a battleship

tender, the old Revenge, which
is improperly called a Battle-

Practice Instructional Ship.
Her real use, though, is to

teach blackbird principles to

those men who fire at sea the

12-inch and 9 '2 -inch turrets,
the Edgar class having no
turrets to do it with.

About once a-year, perhaps
twice, a few days' instruction

is given to the lieutenants
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qualifying as gunnery special-
ists in controlling heavy - gun
fire at long range, but the title

by which she is called would
mislead the public into believ-

ing that she did nothing else

all the year round. As a fur-

ther proof of her non-use as a

battle-practice ship, it may be
stated that recently she has
been carrying out experiments
with searchlights ; though
what that has to do with

battle-practice, which is fleet

fighting by day, no one could

possibly state.

Enough has been said to

show that no real gunnery
policy guides the destinies of

the gunnery schools ;
of actual

war training they do nothing.

They are blackbird kinder-

gartens, carrying out their

work under the difficulties of

political and economic neces-

sity, which is for ever changing
the roof under which they live.

The men who have qualified
as good blackbirds, after a

period of inactivity in the

barracks, go to sea. There

they have to be taught the
first principles of a battle-

practice which has no analogy
in naval warfare. Before even

they can start that, half the

year's allowance of ammuni-
tion is used for another dose

of clothes-line firing.
The seagoing battleship, in-

stead of being the place where
the final polish is put on the

men in the fighting peculiar-
ities of the ship, becomes by
this want of policy a floating
school of instruction, which
has to teach from first prin-

ciples. For the first nine

months, whilst she is teaching
her crew, her efficiency per-

centage as a fleet fighting
unit may be assessed at 20.

It is preposterous that such a

responsibility should be thrust
on the captains of ships.

If there was a real war

policy guiding naval gunnery
the men would be trained in

battle -
practice principles in

the gunnery schools, and all

the captains would have to do
would be to weld them into

a harmonious working whole.

With the use of aiming and
cannon - tube appliances this

would take no longer than a

month.

By the present regulations
it is possible for the following
to happen ;

in several cases it

has actually done so :

A ship commissions in Sept-
ember and goes to sea. She

immediately does the gun-
layers' test, and follows it up
with battle-practice. The first

year's ammunition is then gone
within six weeks of commis-

sioning, and the results can

only be wretched. Yet it is on
these same results that her

twelve - monthly standard is

judged. She has to fire then
so as to get in step with her

fleet. Six months pass, and
the next blackbird firing is due
and done. Three months after-

wards the fictitious battle-

practice again.
The ship has now been twelve

months in commission, but the

ammunition for two years is

gone.

During her last year's ser-

vice, therefore, with that par-
ticular crew it is not possible
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to fire a service round of any
kind.

The captain, after the firings
are done, as often as not will

be changed. The new man,
then, has the satisfaction of

admiring dormouse guns,
manned by crews trained by
his predecessor, and which he
has no opportunity of testing.

Yet, if war is declared, he is

the man that has got to fight
the ship. If it is declared just
before he pays off, his men have
had twelve months with no

practice, and the system which
throws such a responsibility on
his shoulders cannot be spoken
of in too condemnatory terms.
The Admiralty gunnery body

are presided over by a Director
of Naval Ordnance. His title

is deceptive. He isn't a real

war director at all. His

principal business is the de-

velopment of materiel, and
" war thinking

"
is only a by-

product of his business. His
office contains some of the
cleverest naval officers of the

day, and of all the Admiralty
departments, there is none
which puts in so much good
work or has such long hours.
His commanders and lieu-

tenants work nightly till

7 P.M., and often till 10 and
11, the Director with them.

They travel all over the

country in a week, the Clyde,
Newcastle, Birkenhead, Shef-

field, and the Royal dockyards.
Often they don't know what
it is to see their homes for

three weeks at a stretch.

They are not put there to

think war, however. Their
business is the study and

advancement of materiel.

This they do to such good
effect that not only is British

ordnance the best in the

world, but they have a new
gun out and issued before the

Navy has learned to get the

maximum efficiency out of the

last. They sometimes report
on the realities of war in the

same way that the captains of

gunnery schools do, but it is

not the principal reason of their

existence, and it is important
that the public should know
that.

There is yet another naval
officer mixed up with guns,
called the Inspector of Target
Practice. The title is sonorous
and looks well on paper, but
he does not think war either,
nor is he put there to do so.

The importance of the ap-

pointment may be judged from
the fact that the last holder,
who was a Rear-Admiral, was
assisted by one young lieu-

tenant and one clerical assist-

ant. He did not even work at

the Admiralty, nor had he an
office there. He worked at

his private residence. His

duty was to collect in from
all fleets the results of the

blackbirding, which in some
cases he witnessed, not in

uniform, but in mufti, and to-

wards the end of his period
he was allotted a room in

Victoria Street.

In the intervals of seeing
that the children didn't fall

over the banisters, he welded
the results into a big return.

The return having been drawn
up in such a way that black-

bird improvements over the
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previous year were duly noted

in large type, it was issued to

the press with full explanatory
note on the subject of increased

efficiency.
He did not think the art of

gunnery war either. He was
a compiler of returns, and some-

times gave advice on materiel

which would lead to better

results next year, and finally
he went to sea in command of

the biggest cruiser squadron.
There are many naval officers

who are of opinion that the

mere fact f of such an office

existing at all is an insult to

the commanders - in - chief at

sea. There are two sides to

the question, however.
Is this sort of fooling to go

on for ever? New blood and
new methods are required if

war preparedness is to be
obtained. Also an entire re-

modelling of the Director of

Naval Ordnance office, the

gunnery schools, and the firing
of seagoing fleets.

Naval gunnery is only effi-

cient up to Admiralty stand-

ards. The writer considers he
has shown those standards to

be poverty
-
stricken, viewed

from a fighting standpoint.
There is no office to think out

artillery warfare of the sea, and
until there is such a body the

Navy will remain inefficient. It

should be at onceinstituted with

proper war standards, improv-
ing on them as time and ex-

perience shows to be necessary.

Everything now is sacrificed

to the advancement of materiel
which is excellent and

economic necessity. Economic

necessity is no excuse, however,

for false standards of war
readiness.

The gunnery of the seagoing
fleets has suffered and been

prevented from advancing by
reason of this dictator system.
He worked hard and slaved for

the progress of naval gunnery,
but on principles which the

writer is not alone in believing
are not the principles of war.

Fortunately there remains lots

of life in him, and he
will be heard of yet again.
The Board relied entirely on
this one man, forgetting that

best results are obtained from
committees and not individuals.

From the seclusion of Harrods'

Stores the lastdictator preached
the gospel of holes in the canvas
at short ranges, which, for want
of a better term, the writer

has named blackbirding. The
result of the dictatorship is

that the seagoing fleets are

quite ignorant of the serious

study of fleet fighting.

Supposing that the fortnight
old battle -

practice in which
the target is towed is proceeded
with, a step, but a very short

one, will have been taken in the

right direction. But the reader

must quite clearly understand
that it is only done once a-year,
and that it is a training for

single-ship fighting.
The recent concentration of

battle squadrons means that

actions will not be fought by
isolated ships, except in few

cases, such as scouting cruisers,

and disabled ships with reduced

speed. Actions will be fought

by a long line of perhaps thirty

battleships. At once the diffi-

culty of hitting the enemy is
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increased twenty-fold. Every-
thing will conspire to render

the fire of individual ships in-

effective.

In a single-ship action the

greatest enemies of the firers

are, first, the vapour arising
from cordite explosion, and,

secondly, funnel smoke. In a

fleet action, each ship will have
to contend with the funnel

smoke and cordite vapour of

thirty ships. Incidentally also

the enemy will be firing back. 1

Now, to get over the smoke

nuisance, an admiral is com-

pelled (if the enemy will allow

him) to fire his guns on the

beam, dead to windward, so that

both vapour and smoke drift

away to leeward. To get over

the wind difficulty, he may
have to submit to an obstruc-

tion to effective fire, which is

just as serious. He may have
the sun behind his target. If

the enemy is between himself

and the sun, his men can only
align their sights with diffi-

culty. The admiral must choose
between these drawbacks. And,
to continue the argument, we
will imagine that he is fortun-

ate in having the sun behind
his ships and the wind in front
of his guns. In fact, the

enemy is an accommodating
person, at sea only for pleasure.
Now comes the greatest diffi-

culty of all. In a single-ship
battle -

practice, it has been
shown that hits are obtained

by spotting methods. All
errors of gun, sights, &c., are

corrected by the control officer

shifting the zone of fire towards
the target. He observes the

collective fall of his shell and
alters the elevations of his

guns. Now, in a fleet action

he cannot observe the fall of

his shell. Thirty ships are

firing at once, and the enemy
is surrounded with splashes.
Which splashes are the pro-

perty of any individual ship?
Goodness knows where his

shell are falling; he cannot
move his hitting zone to any
particular ship, because he
doesn't know where his hitting
zone is. He has no means of

distinguishing it from that of

the other thirty ships. The
whole matter is a problem of

fleet mastership which, at the

time of writing, has only been
looked into casually. The men
who should be looking into it

are probably inventing a new

cog-wheel. Of what use is the

cog-wheel if, from wind nuis-

ance, smoke interference, or

other causes, the enemy cannot
be hit ? Let them invent their

cog-wheel by all means, but
make some one else devote his

time to thinking how the wheel
when made can be turned into

a factor of destruction. What
steps do the Admiralty take to

give the commanders -in -chief

of fleets practice in exercising
their fleets as a whole in the

way which, when the time

comes, they will have to do?
None whatsoever.
The rivalry between ships of

a fleet, and between the fleets

themselves, which has been

1
Enemy firing back infers that in peace time prearranged and secret accidents

must take place in the firing ship.
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carefully cultivated, is not to

the best interests of the serv-

ice. It has been shown that it

leads to illicit effort, instead of

the study of war. Every one

strives to get holes in the

canvas at the expense of every
other consideration.

It is not for the good of

the service to read that some

young able seaman has made
a blackbird record. It is not
to the interest of the State
to read that some young gun-
nery officer has trained his

men well. They all try equal-

ly hard. What we want to

hear is that such and such a

ship as a whole has attained
a high figure of merit, and so

establish " the pride of ship
"

instead of a personal desire

for glorification, which can

only be at the expense of

other men. It is sufficient

if the Admiralty have the

personal equation in their

Books of Report.
If it is considered necessary

to billpost individuals, the
school firings are the ones to

be exhibited. The firings of

the sea -
going fleets should

never be public property ex-

cept in such a manner that the
actual hits are not known.
The gunners at sea were be-

coming well versed in the art

that properly belongs to law-

yers. They read the rules,
and re-read, and went on

doing so, until some one dis-

covered a loosely fitting sent-

ence, which could be made use
of in such a way that more
hits were obtained.

The unofficial understanding,
believed to have existed, that the

Home Fleet at all costs was
to beat the Channel Fleet, in

order that political use might
be made of it, hardly cements
a friendly feeling between the

two sets of ships. As far as

the Home Fleet was concerned
it led to ships waiting at the

ISTore day after day for the

calmest of seas and the very
best of weather conditions to

do their firings. That is not

war !

This sort of gunnery deceives

ironmongers only. It does not

deceive the seagoing fleets, who
realise that their efficiency and
real readiness to fight are being
sacrificed to what is called

political necessity, by the set-

ting up of ideals which are not

the outcome of war study.
The writer having said so

much on the faults of the sys-

tem, might be suspected of a

desire to criticise rather than
to improve, if he did not out-

line his views on the way the

gunnery training of the fleets

for war should be conducted.

He will now proceed to do
so : time will prove and in-

vestigation will show that 70

per cent of thinking naval
officers agree with him. The

remaining 30 will differ in

detail only. This is incidental

to a large service, and is of

no importance, providing prin-

ciples of war are adopted.
The writer is not sufficiently

egotistical to say that it is the

best scheme. But any one can
see that it is a thought - out

scheme in which a war policy
is followed. A committee of

half a dozen naval officers,

presided over by such a man
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as Sir William May, would, to

use naval parlance, "knock
seven bells out of it," and

improve it beyond recognition.
He hopes that they will do

so.

Sir William May has already
safely piloted naval gunnery
through a serious crisis in its

life. The fact is not known,
because he did not advertise it.

He is no pill-monger, but at

present he suffers from the

Harrodian mantle.
The gunnery department of

the Admiralty should be made
up of two distinct parties.

Firstly, those who think and

study artillery war. A minor

portion of this office could com-

pile returns and blue-books on
the principles of sea fighting.
Whether the returns of results

are issued to Parliament and
the public, is a question which
could be subsequently decided.

In any case it should be de-

cided on principles of efficiency,
and keeping the fleet ahead of

those of other nations rather
than of advertising individ-

uals.

Secondly, those who think
and study materiel. A portion
of this office could compile the
confidential books of informa-
tion guiding the principles of

development. A post-captain
should be in command of each

department, the balance be-

tween the two being held by
a commodore or rear-admiral,
with the title of Director of

Naval Ordnance. This officer

would then be a real Director

of Ordnance, not a maUriel

supervisor as he is at present.
With such a Board of Direc-

tion controlling both war think-

ing and materiel, the fleet would
be very soon using its ammuni-
tion on lines more businesslike

than those in existence at the

time of writing. The gunnery
schools also would be made to

understand their duty.
The duty of these schools

should consist of several clearly
defined things, as their portion
of the responsibility of prepar-

ing the fleet for war.

(a) Cogs in a wheel, by
which is meant the names and
uses of the various parts which

go to make up guns, turret

machinery, and ordnance

generally.

(6) Short-range shooting to

show young gun-pointers that

a gun truly laid and adjusted
hits the mark.

(c) Short - range shooting
with turret guns in battle-

ship tenders for the same
reason.

Both (6) and (c) should be

done after the usual courses

with the mechanical shooting
instructional appliances.

(d) Single
-
ship fighting in

battleship tenders. This should

be the end in view and the

mainspring of all their train-

ing.
To this end their circular

flat-bottomed 6-knot gunboats
should be scrapped. Not

scrapped and forgotten, but

scrapped and replaced. Re-

placed by six gunboats of

the Alarm or Harrier classes,

each carrying four 4*7 - inch

guns. At present they carry
two, but there would be no

difficulty in mounting another

pair in the well -deck. The
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financial cost of collecting
them from the Kyles of Bute,
or wherever they are rusting,
and preparing them for the

work, would be infinitesimal

compared with the gain of their

coming.
They should be used for

clearly defined duty (6).

Not for one moment is it

argued that they would be of

use in war. No doubt, though,
a part could be assigned to

them of visiting coastal towns
and giving some sort of moral

support by their presence.
The seagoing tenders of the

Edgar classes should be
abolished. Six-inch ammuni-
tion is too expensive to be used
in teaching short-range shoot-

ing. The Harrier type of

gunboat can do that with 4 f

7's

equally well and at a fraction

of the cost.

The Edgar class of cruisers

should be replaced by battle-

ships either of the Royal
Sovereign or Majestic classes

of battleship, preferably the

latter, as their turrets more

nearly approach those of

modern ships.
The duty of the battleship

tender would be to teach (c)

and (d), short - range shoot-

ing with 12-inch guns, and the

principles of single-ship fighting.
There would be no difficulty

in finding a use for her in war
time. The obsolete Chinese

battleship Chin Yen fought
with the victorious Japanese
fleet.

The battleship tender should
take the men to sea and fire

them under battle -
practice

conditions. The long - course

officers, the short - course

officers, officers being taught
spotting, should be taught the

principles of control of fire in

single
-
ship fighting. The

target should be towed at

unknown speeds and courses,
as assuredly the enemy will

move when he comes. In no
case should either the firing-

ship or the target be allowed

to move at less than 15 knots.

The men should be taught
their position and duties in a

ship-fighting organisation, and
how the principles of short-

range shooting applies to long-

range fighting at war distances

of at least 8000 yards.
The gunnery schools effi-

ciency should be judged by
these results, and not by the

present false standards of

making holes in the canvas
at 1400 yards with a fixed

target.
The schools to get the best

results should retain their in-

dividuality, and not be merged
into and snuffed out of exist-

ence by the naval barracks for

the sake of false economy,
which will lead to a panic ex-

penditure to make up leeway
in the years to come.

The naval barracks do not

prepare men for war. They
are waiting depots, where men
wait their turn to go to the

various schools of instruction

and for drafting to sea.

The result of a policy on
these lines would be that a

captain on commissioning a

ship, instead of being supplied
with officers who cannot con-

trol fire and men who know

nothing of single-ship fighting,
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would have drafted to him
officers already trained and
men who have a good idea of

the single-ship fight, but know
nothing of fleet fighting.
We now come to the duties

of the fleets at sea and of the

individual captains of fleet

units. The fleet unit man, as

represented by the capital ship

captain, proceeds at once to

weld the already taught ship-

fighting principles into some
use by applying them to his

particular vessel.

The men would have been

taught the principles and prac-
tice of gun-laying at the schools,
and if they had passed the

examinations could be trusted

to lay truly for their ship's
credit.

If there was any doubt on
this point, their ability to do
so could be tested by the sub-

calibre gun inside the bore of

the parent piece, once a-year
certainly, and twice if the

captain thought it necessary.
Medical inspection of gun-

pointers' eyesight and hearing
should be carried out quarterly.
In the Russo-Japanese war we
learn that not only were they
constantly inspected, but that

daily the gun captains were
made to use an eye lotion

designed to strengthen the
nerves and prevent weariness
after long bouts of watching
through a telescope.
The hint has not been taken

by the British Admiralty, and
it is hard to credit the fact

that though they insist on a
stoker's vision being tested, as

to his ability to fire a boiler at

six feet, no such requirement

is laid down for a man who
has to point a gun at an enemy,
in possibly foggy weather, at

a range of 9000 yards.
The abolishment of the gun-

layers' test would lead to a ship

spirit rather than the personal
spirit. The writer does not
insinuate that the ship spirit
doesn't exist. It does live, but
it is a faint, ghost -like crea-

ture, with no "innards," over-

shadowed almost entirely by
the blackbird.

It is only natural that the

bluejacket gun-pointer likes to

see his photograph in the press,
with the target picture inset.

Also, it is pleasing to be re-

ferred to as a pebble on the

beach.

But it is not war training !

The ship should fire once a-

year, say two rounds from each
nature of heavy ordnance on
bombardment lines. The tar-

get could be marked by buoys,
and be about twice the size of

a tennis court. It would not
be difficult round these islands

to find suitable headlands, or

even an island for the purpose.
The half-dozen rounds would

then be instrumental in neces-

sitating calculations to be made,
and remind the fleet of one of

the uses to which in war-time
their guns may be put.
The next piece of folly which

should be relegated to ancient

history is a system which -is so

badly designed and thought
out that a ship can go as long
as twelve months without firing
her guns.
A ship now does battle-prac-

tice once a-year, and is hung,
drawn, and quartered if the
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results are poor, even though
the weather circumstances may
have been against her.

It is quite easily done also,

without requiring a single
round of extra ammunition.

Assuming that the gun-

layers' test is removed to its

proper place, which is the gun-
nery school, we start the year
with thirty

- two rounds for

every gun or turret for the year.
Twice a quarter the ship

should fire under battle-prac-
tice conditions, first with one

broadside and then with the

other. On each occasion she

would fire four rounds per

gun. This will take her a

couple of minutes only. The
best ship is the one whose

appliances are such that the

range is established with the
first round. It is unneces-

sary for her to waste ammuni-
tion hitting the target after

it is found (beyond the two

minutes).
The preparation for these

quarterly firings would only
take two or three days with
cannon tube and sub -calibre

guns.
In nine months, therefore,

the ship would have done six

firings, under conditions which

approximate war as nearly as

possible. Training would have
been steady and continuous,
the dormouse would be killed,
and the ship's merit in gun-
nery as a fleet unit could be

quite fairly assessed by the
total hits of her six firings.
At each of these firings

different spotting officers would
be used, so as to establish a
reserve in the ship.

The captain is then sure of

his officers' ability, and the

writer ventures to prophesy
that in at least 50 per cent

of cases the gunnery lieutenant

would not be the best spotter.
It is extremely improbable

that she should have had
continuous bad weather, and
one dose of it wouldn't do her

any harm. The lessons learned

in the first firing could be

applied to the second, and not

a round would be wasted. At
present the lessons of a battle-

practice have to wait twelve
months before they can be

used.

In the fourth quarter of the

year quite a different practice
should take place to use up the

remaining eight rounds per

gun.
Six or eight targets should

be towed at intervals, repre-

senting a squadron. The com-
mander-in-chief of each fleet

should direct his ships as he
will have to in battle. They
should assume the formation
he intends to use. The collec-

tive firing of a fleet is a most
difficult matter, and requires
both investigation and experi-
ment.

Fleets never fire collectively
as fleets. They only fire as

single units.

Yet a single
- ship battle-

practice is called a fleet battle-

practice. It is not a fleet battle-

practice. It is a single-ship

battle-practice.
The scheme of firing would

be forwarded to the commander-
in-chief under confidential seal,

and only opened on the firing-

ground. It should contain
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directions as to which targets
subdivisions, &c., were to open
fire on, and which they were
to shift their concentration on

during the run.

The admiral should be com-

pelled to issue these orders to

his ships through the smoke

arising from stokeholds and

guns. Wireless telegraphy
would be useless, the operator
could not hear, even if the

wireless cabinet were behind
armour protection.

This practice could be started

by subdivisions and worked up
to squadrons.
The difficulties of such firings

are enormous, but they are not

insurmountable, and it may
lead to the fire of a whole fleet

being controlled from the centre

ship of the line by signal. The
British fleets never do such

things.
The principal recommenda-

tions of the writer, therefore,
are as follows : That the

gunnery schools should train

officers and men for single-

ship fight through the various

stages of short- and long-range
firing.
That no ammunition in the

fleets at sea is used except for

war training.
That to get steady training

and full benefit of experience
the ship, as a fleet unit, should
fire under battle-practice con-

ditions six times annually,

using the ammunition in small

quantities to establish actual

hits on a towed target.
That a reserve of spotting

officers should be established.

This is of the very greatest
moment.

That service ammunition
should not be used to test the

doubtful ability of a gun-layer.
Sub - calibre only should be

used.

That a proper
"
fleet

"
battle-

practice takes place at least

once a-year. Sea room would
be wanted, and the west coast

of Ireland is suggested as one
of many possible places in home
waters. Fleet battle-practice

might, at a commander- in -

chief's discretion, take place
twice annually. The ammun-
ition of course would come out

of one of the six single-ship

firings.
That annually the art of

bombardment is investigated
with a few rounds.

That the Ordnance Office of

the Admiralty and the gun-
nery schools themselves should

form strands in a proper, well-

thought-out rope of gunnery
war policy.
The Administration would be

well advised to start their own
private committee of investiga-

tion, and notify that they have
done so before parliamentary
and public agitation forces

them, for there is not a doubt
that from the fleet -

fighting

point of view naval gunnery
is in a shamefully neglected
state.

The writer, of course, could

have made out a much stronger
case had he made dishonour-

able use of a mass of informa-
tion of a confidential nature.

He has, therefore, confined

himself to facts which are well

known; and he has, of course,
shown them in the light which
he considers helps his argument
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best. It is for that reason that

he makes no reference to either

the Vengeance or Ariadne ex-

periments, of which he has

made a close study.
He dreams of an absolutely

invincible navy ;
a navy sweep-

ing the seas in the interests of

a righteous cause, built up by
the industrial study of war in

times of peace ; ready to send

to instantaneous death the

enemies of this country directly
their funnel-tops reach horizon

level.

He attacks a system, not an
individual. As a proof of that

statement, he would like the

public to know that some five

or six years ago a certain

admiral conceived and started

battle-practice on the Mediter-
ranean Station. He insisted

that both broadsides should be
used.

After many vicissitudes the

Navy has returned to his both
broadside methods, which goes
to show that his original con-

ception was on sounder lines

than the ones that followed.

That admiral was Sir John
Arbuthnot Fisher. But the

public should not sleep quietly
in their beds as exhorted. The
writer hopes they will sit up
all night, laying about them

vigorously with the bedpost,
till such times as the artillery
warfare of the sea is put on as

near a war footing as the con-

ditions of peace will admit.

Note. On going to press the author learns with great pleasure that the crab-

wise gunboats are being replaced by sloops. He gives it every publicity, also

the fact that he is credibly informed an eyesight inspection of gun-layers is about

to be introduced. When a "
hearing

"
test is also brought in, and the eyes and

ears of officers are periodically tested, the medical aspect of the case may be con-

sidered as most satisfactory. ST B.
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THE THIRD SESSION.

THE third session of the of a much more powerful and

present Parliament opened on united Cabinet than we possess
the 29th of January, and we at present. Taken in connec-

are now again face to face tion with the list of secondary
with much the same prospect measures also promised in the

as that which lay before us King's Speech, we can only
this time last year. New conclude with Mr Balfour
measures of a most mischiev- either that Government are

ous character are to be in- not in earnest, or else that

troduced, and old ones to be they contemplate the suppres-
revived, both no doubt to be sion of parliamentary liberty on

pushed forward with redoubled a scale not hitherto attempted
vigour in order that Govern- even by themselves,

ment may redeem its past Mr Balfour's alternative sug-
failures by victories secured at gestion soon received abundant

any cost. Socialism steers the confirmation. It was pro-

boat, however little some of the claimed that the two Scottish

crew may like their apparent Land Bills were to be carried

destination. through the House of Commons
It is a common saying without discussion, the reason

that the third session of assigned being that they had

any given Parliament is the been " threshed out
"
in Grand

one by which the capacity Committee, and that nothing
and stability of the existing more was required. But neither

Government are put to the the public nor the House at

severest test. The speech from large know anything about
the throne and the debate on that. The debates in Grand
the Address which followed, Committee are not reported,

give us some reason to believe And though this might be all

that in this instance at all very well when Grand Corn-
events the popular forecast is mittees were charged only with
not likely to be mistaken, the duties originally assigned
The Ministry have announced to them that is, the considera-

their intention of forcing tion of such minor matters as

through Parliament not two could be safely and conveni-
or three only, but five or six ently disposed of without a full

measures of the first magni- debate being wasted on them,
tude, which are sure, as they it is another thing altogether
know, to provoke the most when the functions of the Grand
strenuous opposition in Par- Committee are made to em-

liament, and are at the same brace questions of the highest
time warmly resented by im- practical importance, and affect-

portant and influential interests ing the wellbeing of great
in the country at large. The national interests. But this

task would tax all the energies is the way in which innova-
VOL. CLXXXIIL NO. MCIX. 2 I
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tions gradually creep on and
come to be applied to purposes
for which they were never in-

tended, and for which they are

totally unfit. The Government

solemnly promised that no

questions of this magnitude
should be sent up to Grand
Committees. But such prom-
ises as these are soon forgotten
when it is found that a new
machinery introduced for one

purpose is highly useful for a

great many others, and exceed-

ingly convenient to a perplexed
and overburdened Government.

It is the same with the clos-

ure. Originally introduced to

meet a great emergency, it has
established itself by degrees as

part of our regular parliament-
ary procedure. It was justi-
fied at first by the action of

a party who made it their

boast that they would destroy

parliamentary government.
Unhappily the very instru-

ment adopted to defeat their

object has become in turn the
most likely means of effecting
it. Successive Ministries found
that it might be turned to

account in more ways than

one; and the extension of the
franchise has brought into the
House of Commons a class of

members to whom the dictator-

ship which it naturally creates
is far from displeasing.

It was asked by several

private members during the
debate where this system was
to stop. We are told every
day that we live in an age
of democracy. But parlia-

mentary government, as un-
derstood in this country for

centuries, is not a democratic
institution. The attempt to

reconcile the two has been
the source of half the diffi-

culties which the House of

Commons has experienced dur-

ing the last thirty years. The
" one - man government," to

which we seem to be approxi-

mating, is more akin to the

spirit of democracy than the

old, sober, constitutional system
which satisfied our ancestors.

Mr Balfour's appeal to both
sides of the House not to

allow "Parliamentary decay"
to proceed any farther became
his position in the House of

Commons. Whether the evil

has not gone too far to be

arrested is a question which
we cannot ask without anxiety.
But it is clear, at all events,
that the present crisis calls for

some more vigorous effort than
has yet been made to confine

what has perhaps become a

necessary evil within certain

limits, so that some fair meas-
ure of free debate may still

be secured to Parliament.

However, forewarned is fore-

armed. Should any future

encroachment on the consti-

tution be demanded, on the

ground that it is only a tem-

porary expedient to meet a

particular trouble, let us all

remember what is usually the

result of such expedients. The

strongest instance of all is the

Income Tax, which, imposed
for a special purpose, to be

repealed when that was ful-

filled, has been with us more
than sixty years.
We can hardly believe, as

some do, that the Government
are engaged on any deliberate

design for the destruction of

that freedom of speech which
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members of the House of Com-
mons once believed to be in-

separable from a representative

assembly. We can make al-

lowance for their difficulties.

There may be occasions under

any Government when it is

difficult to distinguish between

liberty and licence. But they
are few and far between. To
crush free debate when it has no

tendency whatever to degener-
ate into licence, when nobody
even pretends that it has,

simply for the convenience of

Ministers, it is scarcely too

much to say is treason to the

Constitution.

This is no laughing matter,
whatever Mr Asquith may
think. It is no mere bugbear
conjured up for the occasion

by those who deal in such
commodities. By means of the

closure on the one hand and
Grand Committee on the other,
the people are deprived of that

political education which open
debates in the House of Com-
mons are calculated to afford.

Legislation is conducted prac-

tically with closed doors, and
the public are allowed only to

know results. The House of

Lords may supply the de-

ficiency to some extent, and,
as far as knowledge and argu-
ment are concerned, will give a
better account of public meas-
ures than the House of Com-
mons. But this is not enough.
If the will of the House of

Commons is ultimately to pre-
vail, we require to know the

steps by which that will was
arrived at. We want to know
what our representatives are

saying and doing, out of their

own mouths. The democratic

section in the community, which

unhappily is now so powerful,

may be in favour of the new

regime. But the nation at

large, if the House of Commons
is to be thus doctored, will

want to know the reason why ;

and if the popular assembly
ever becomes simply the mouth-

piece of a democratic dictator

who can silence opposition as

he pleases and some think it

has already become so the

revolution, we may depend upon
it, will not stop there.

Mr Asquith's reply to Mr
Foster was unworthy of so

high a theme. The right hon.

gentleman has perhaps had

enough lately of taking things
too seriously, and may find it

safer as well as easier to treat

with levity proposals which he
could not discuss gravely with-

out betraying his own secret

disapproval. His statement
that the Government are con-

sidering what substitute can
be found for the guillotine is

worth very little. Such "con-

sidering," as we know, usually
takes a very long time. Com-
mittees have to be appointed
in order to consider. When
they have considered they have
to report. And when they have
done that, the report in turn

has to be considered. This is

a process which, as we know
from experience, may extend
over a good many years ; and,

meantime, unless some imme-
diate steps are taken to blunt

its edge, the guillotine will con-

tinue to fall merrily during the

whole of the time that the pres-
ent Ministry are in office.

The two principal amend-
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ments to the Address were

Mr Long's on the Irish ques-

tion, and Lord Robert Cecil's

on Education. The debate on
the first will long be remem-
bered for the extraordinary
reason assigned by Mr Birrell

for not putting the Crimes Act
in force. In the case of cattle-

driving he still persevered in

trial by jury, though he knew
the prisoners were guilty and
that no jury would convict

them, because he said trial

by jury enabled the Govern-
ment to ascertain what was
the feeling of the country.
Well trial by jury was estab-

lished for something more
than that

;
but take Mr Bir-

rell's own version of it, and
what is the argument worth?

Why, the wishes of the Irish

people on the subject were

perfectly well known twelve
months ago. We wanted no

juries to tell us that. Mr
Birrell has known it all

along; and what is still more
to the purpose, he has known
all along that this same pop-
ular feeling represented sys-
tematic violation of the law,
deliberate outrages on life and

property, and invincible hostil-

ity to the union with Great
Britain. Yet his thirstfor know-

ledge is such that he has not
even now learned enough of the
wishes of the Irish peasantry
to allow him to dispense with
this singular source of in-

formation. When, then, will

he be satisfied? What more
evidence can he want? People
are not to be robbed and
ruined, and perhaps mur-
dered with impunity, simply
that a Government official may

[March

go on trying an interesting

experiment which he considers

useful to himself, but which
in the eyes of the world at

large is a glaring absurdity.
If he did not know what the
Irish people wanted six months

ago, he knows it now.
The Government, says Mr

Campbell, the Solicitor-General
for Ireland, did not want to

punish the cattle-drivers, but

only to stop cattle -
driving,

in which he says they have
succeeded. If the crime has
become less frequent, it is not

owing to anything that the

Government have done, but to

the simple fact that it has
answered its purpose. It has
demonstrated the weakness of

a Government who were afraid

to enforce the law, and has
furnished the Home Rulers

with a potent argument in

favour of their own claims.

If you cannot keep order, they
may well say, and maintain

respect for the law, let us try.
The Irish brigands found them-
selves perfectly safe in the

commission of these crimes as

long as they chose to go on
with them. Now that they
have had the desired effect,

they are said to have aban-
doned them. We have been

accepting Mr Campbell's asser-

tion for the sake of argument.
But if cattle-driving has dim-

inished, boycotting and shoot-

ing have increased. More than

this, Irish farmers are said

to be contemplating a refusal

to pay their instalments of

the purchase - money for land

acquired by them under the

Act of 1903; and the general
unsettlement of the country is
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such that both trade and capital
are leaving it.

Lord Robert Cecil's amend-
ment asked the House to

affirm that "the recent action

of the Board of Education
had not been in accordance

with the traditional principles
of administration in this

country." The amendment
was founded on the conduct of

the Board, partly in the case of

the West Eiding school, and

partly in the case of the Swan-
sea secondary school : and on
the new regulations for training

colleges and secondary schools

in general. As the first case

has now been decided against
the Government, who are

proved to have been wrong
in their law, we need say no
more about it. Mr M'Kenna's
defence in regard to Swansea,
that he had only done exactly
what his predecessors had done,
was so conclusively refuted

by the Bishop of St David's
in a letter to 'The Times'
the day after the debate,
that we, in common with the

Bishop, are astounded at the
assertion which Mr M'Kenna
does not hesitate to make. The
local authority at Swansea hav-

ing declined to pay the teachers'

salaries on religious grounds,
it was Mr M'Kenna's office

to have put in force the

Defaulting Authorities Act,
and by neglecting to do so

he was guilty of a grave
breach of duty, and instead of

doing exactly what his pre-

decessor, Mr Birrell, had done,
was doing exactly the reverse. 1

To the training colleges and

secondary schools his behaviour

is far worse. He tells them that

they can have no more Govern-
ment money unless they agree
to commit a breach of trust.

In a word, he offers them
the choice between perjury
and famine. Denominational

training colleges and de-

nominational schools, founded
and supported at a vast ex-

pense by the Church of Eng-
land and other religious bodies

for the express purpose of

training teachers in their own
religious faith, are to be com-

pelled to throw off the char-

acter prescribed in their trust-

deeds, and admit students of

all creeds and persuasions, or

of none at all, if required, on

pain of forfeiting the grant
solemnly guaranteed to them

by Parliament. And this Mr
M'Kenna does in a light-
hearted way by a stroke of

the pen, with nothing but his

ipse dixit at the back of it.

The question has been asked
whether he can do this, and
whether what Parliament gave
must not be taken away by
Parliament. But supposing
it is not so, so high-handed
an act is a decided viola-

tion of those "traditions" to

which Lord Robert Cecil re-

ferred. In this country very
large powers indeed are en-

trusted theoretically to various

departments of Government.
But it is on the understanding
that they will always be exer-

cised with discretion and mod-
eration, and never be pushed
to extremes. On a series of

such understandings our whole

1 See Bishop's letter.
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system of government and ad-

ministration is based ; and who
is Mr M'Kenna that he is to be

the first to trample on it ? His

use of the 100,000 which he

got smuggled into the Ap-
propriation Bill, because he

dared not ask the House of

Commons for it, is an illustra-

tion of the same spirit.

The position of the Unionist

party with regard to the

Radical Revolution is not
what it was six months ago.
The Tariff Reformers have
been growing in strength

every day, and are now in

a position to appeal to the

country as a single homo-

geneous party, thoroughly
united and thoroughly or-

ganised. When half-hearted
adherents cannot be brought
over it is best, when action is

called for, to get rid of them

altogether. The Mid - Devon
election and the South Leeds
election illustrate both these

assertions. The first was won
because both sections of the

Unionist party worked loyally
and vigorously together. The
second was lost because, and

only because, they failed in

this imperative duty. The
reduction of the Radical ma-

jority from 4000 to 350 is a

moral victory, which would
have been an actual one had the

Unionists in Yorkshire worked
as they worked in Devon-
shire. It will be necessary
now for Tariff Reformers to

stand shoulder to shoulder,
and to say openly that such
Free Traders as vote against
their candidates can no longer
be considered as belonging to

the same party. To these last,

however, we would address one

parting word. Before they
oppose Conservatives at the

polls let them consider for a

moment the heavy responsi-

bility they incur by so doing.
The leaders of the party, and
a large majority of their fol-

lowers, have declared in favour
of a given policy. Are the dis-

sentient minority prepared to

run the risk of opposing them,
and thereby preventing the re-

construction of a Conservative

party strong enough to stem
the revolution ?

We are happy to believe,

however, that the number of

Unionists still disposed to act

in this miserable manner is

daily on the decline. The fact

that the Socialists and the

Labour party have now joined
hands should be a signal for Free
Fooders and Tariff Reformers
to do the same. What is

wanted is some popular cause
which will secure to the

Unionists a great immediate

success; if not great enough
to restore them to office, great

enough at all events to consti-

tute a powerful Opposition able

to bar the further progress
of destructive principles. How
would the Free Traders feel if,

after five or six years more of

revolutionary legislation, they

only returned to power to find

everything destroyed in de-

fence of which they had been

fighting ?

The two Scottish Land
Bills, Bills which have now
been pushed through the

House of Commons by means
of the guillotine, will come up
for consideration in the Lords
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about the middle of the present ing any voice in the matter,

month. They are exactly the He must sit tamely by and see

same as the Bills rejected by his estate cut to ribands, and
their lordships last session, but all the costly improvements in-

seeing that they practically tended only for a large farmer
underwent no Parliamentary virtually confiscated,

examination adequate to In the Scottish Bill the

familiarise the public with Land Court occupies the

their true character, it may be place which in the English
well to recall some of their Bill is allotted to the local

leading features before the authority, the Scottish local

struggle begins anew. By the authorities not being thought
Scottish Small Landholders equal to such important duties.

Bill a Land Court is to The landlord will get his rent
be established in Edinburgh, as he can from the squatters
with a body of agricultural whom he cannot get rid of;

commissioners, one of whom while rent which he has
is to be specially told off to hitherto received for the whole

report on the demand for farm, before some of the choic-

Small Holdings. Where no est portions were forcibly dis-

such real demand exists, an severed from it, will of course

official so commissioned can be diminished not only be-

always make one, or what cause the acreage is smaller,
would be the use of him? but also because the whole
And wherever he reports to system of tillage carried on
the Land Court that small upon it will be permanently
holdings are required he will deranged. Thus the Land
be empowered to treat for any Court will have the prac-
land in the neighbourhood tical control of the land, the

which he considers suitable for choice of tenants, the settle-

the purpose, and to take it by ment of rents, and so forth,
force if the owner objects to while the landlord will be

part with it. If he refuses simply a rent receiver. This
his assent to the sub- is the dual ownership which
division of large farms on has so grievously failed in

which he has expended con- Ireland, and which is so bit-

siderable sums of money to terly denounced by three-

fit them for the occupation of fourths of those who know
responsible farmers with cap- anything of agriculture in

ital and skill to back them, Scotland. What will be the

the Land Court may annex position of a landowner subject
what they choose, enter to the absolute authority of an
on occupation at once, and irresponsible tribunal whose

proceed to the execution of agents may walk on to his

all such works as may be estate at any moment, demand
required by the newcomers, such parts of it as they please,
The Land Court may let these and name their own terms and

plots of land to any one they conditions?

like, without the landlord hav- That such a measure as this
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would put a stop to all further

outlay on improvements either

by landlord or tenant, common-
sense will assure us. It will

throw back agriculture in Scot-

land for at least half a century.
The landlord will always be
liable to have these holdings
returned upon his hands when
the soil has been ruined and
the land reduced in value by
50 per cent. He is not likely
to put much capital into other

parts of his estate, when im-

provements so effected may be
handed over to a stranger, who
will, first of all, thoroughly ex-

haust them and then throw up
the farm in such a condition

that nobody will take it. The
extension of the Crofters Act
to the Lowlands of Scotland
is a wanton disturbance of a

system under which Scottish

agriculture has become the

admiration of Europe. The
motive for such a change can-

not possibly be found in any
belief that it will benefit agri-

culture, or improve the condi-

tion of the peasantry. It has
been shown to demonstration
that the petite culture will not
answer in these days when
high farming has become a
national necessity. The fate

of the small farmer may be
traced through the reports of

Agricultural Commissions for

the last fifty years. We follow

him from blue book to blue book,
and the tale is still the same.
The exceptional man succeeds,
the average man sooner or later

fails. All this is just as well

known to the Government as it

is to the Opposition, as it is

indeed to every one who has
studied the accumulated evid-

ence. That ulterior objects are

contemplated by those whom
the Government is compelled
to humour is an open secret,
or rather no secret at all. And
herein we must look for the

origin of schemes which are

aimed not at this or that kind
of cultivation, but at the whole
landed system of the country,
and the individual ownership
on which it is founded.
The second reading of the

Bill (February 18) was moved

by Mr Sinclair, Secretary of

State for Scotland, in a

speech to which peculiar cir-

cumstances lend an interest

which it would not otherwise

possess. He began by charg-

ing the House of Lords with

having prevented the passage
of the Bill last session, which
his chief, the Prime Minister,

says they were fully justified
in doing. It might be asked,
he said, why they persevered
with the Bill ? Nobody knows
better than Mr Sinclair himself

the real reason of it. It was to

save the Cabinet from ruin.

The great merit of the Bill, he

continued, was that it gave
security of tenure. But Scot-

tish agriculturists know very
well that the Scottish tenant-

farmer has practical security
as it is. And it is quite ab-

surd, merely for the sake of

giving him in one form what
he already possesses in another,
to dislocate the whole agricul-
tural system which has so long
been Scotland's boast. As for

depopulation and "
bringing

back the people to the land,"
of which we have heard so

much, Mr Mitchell - Thomson,
the member for Lanarkshire,
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showed that in fourteen coun-
ties the increase of small hold-

ings and the decrease of the
rural population had gone on

together, and that in only four

had the process been reversed.

Mr Sinclair denied that the
Bill involved the principle of

dual ownership, because the
landlord retained his pro-

prietary rights; he could sell,

mortgage, or bequeath ;
he re-

tained his sporting rights and
his mineral rights. But of

course, ex vi termini, the

landlord retains some of

the privileges of ownership.
It would not be dual if he
didn't. The complaint is that

while the landlord retains some,
others are handed over to a

newly created authority which
thus becomes a partner in the

ownership. A man may enjoy
all the powers enumerated by
Mr Sinclair, yet if he is de-

prived of others not less im-

portant from any point of view,
and in some respects perhaps
even more so, he can no longer
be said to enjoy complete pos-
session. If he has not full

management of his own estate,
if over a considerable part of

it he has no power of appoint-
ing or dismissing tenants

surely one of the most element-

ary rights of property, if these

powers are exercised by some-

body else, who can deny that
the ownership of an estate

under these conditions is a
dual ownership?
But the climax was reached

when Mr Sinclair complained
of the landlord's want of sym-
pathy "with the feelings of

tenants or farm - servants."

And when asked why this

should be so, he replied, "Be-
cause they had never been
tenants or farm - servants

themselves." No wonder this

statement was received with
roars of laughter. Is it, then,
the intention of the Govern-
ment that the new Land Court
shall consist of ploughmen,
waggoners, and shepherds?
Such is the unavoidable infer-

ence from the Secretary of

State's language. Mr Sinclair

thinks the Land Court a

preferable authority to the

Scottish County Councils, be-

cause these last are not entirely

representative. But the Land
Court will not be representa-
tive at all, unless it is com-

posed as Mr Sinclair un-

consciously suggests.
When Mr Sinclair accuses

the Opposition of resisting
this outrageous measure, not
" from their honest convictions,
but for political reasons," let

him pluck the mote out of

his own eye. "What honest
conviction of the boon to be
conferred on Scottish agricul-
ture can have prompted either

himself or his colleagues to

convert the most highly cul-

tivated and most prosperous
agricultural district in the

world into a nest of strug-

gling peasants, without either

capital or science, bound to

ruin both the soil and them-
selves in a very few years and
to reproduce in Scotland all

the evils which have desolated

Ireland? For the Government,
as we have already stated,
must know the truth as well

as their opponents. They are

sinning against light in forc-

ing on this unhappy Bill. And
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what is the reason of it? Is

not this political? Is it not

the goad of the Socialist which

is driving them along a path
fraught with irretrievable dis-

aster to what many of them
hold dear? Are they not

deliberately sacrificing their

own "honest convictions" to

the love of office and to the

imperious demands of a party
at whose will they hold it ?

If they accuse their opponents
of acting dishonestly for party
reasons, they cannot complain
if the searchlight is turned

upon themselves.

The powerful speech of Mr
Long brought up the Lord

Advocate, who made great play
with our old friend the deer

forests : three million acres

which might, he said, be made
available for small holdings, and
so arrest the rural exodus for

which the present legislation
had become necessary. Will
Mr Shaw be good enough to

tell us on some other occasion

how many of these acres

are available for agricultural

purposes ? or how many of

the Scottish emigrants, whose

departure he laments, would be

willing to sit down upon such
a farm as is here contemplated,
or able to cultivate it if they
were ? This rural exodus
has been much misunderstood
both in England and Scotland.
In England, at all events, the

difficulty of obtaining land has
not been the main cause of it.

The evidence given before

Lord Onslow's Committee is the
best proof of both these state-

ments. Both in England and
Scotland men have a desire to

"better themselves." This de-

sire has grown very rapidly
with the spread of education
and the diffusion of knowledge.
And many an English peasant
quits his country cottage, not
so much because he wants
land as because he does not
want it, and knows that on a

small farm of five or six acres

he would be a peasant still, and
a peasant he no longer means
to be.

The second of the two Scot-

tish Bills the Land Values
Bill was read a second time
under pressure of the guillotine
on the 19th. The principle of

the Bill, as our readers know,
is to take the site value of the

land on which buildings have
been erected as the basis of

rating instead of the value of

the buildings themselves, in-

cluding the value of the site.

Many of the hardships and
inconsistencies involved in

the Government Bill were

fully explained by Lord Bal-

four of Burleigh in an address

delivered at Edinburgh on
the 4th of last month.
The Bill substitutes ideal

values, existing only in the

mind of the assessor, for the

real values to be found only in

the auction - room. But the

Solicitor - General himself

epitomised the sum and sub-

stance of the Bill so clearly
and concisely that we had
better give his own words :

" Persons who at present offered no

contribution to the rates would be in-

vited to join the ranks of the rate-

payers : the owners of unoccupied
land suitable for building butnot actu-

ally built upon. Owners and occupiers
of land at present contributing to the

rates should be asked to offer an

additional contribution : they were
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owners and occupiers of land on which
stood either inadequate and unsuit-

able buildings or buildings which had
fallen into dilapidation and decay.
The site was valuable, the owner
had misused it; and they would be
invited to make an addition to the

rate owing to the advantage their

land had derived from the expendi-
ture and energy of their neighbours
around them."

Observe the delicate euphem-
ism "invited." A landowner,
therefore, who wishes to keep his

land in his own hands and not to

erect buildings on it is not to be
allowed to do so without pay-
ing a heavy fine for the privi-

lege. What is this but black-

mail under another name ?

In the second place, where the

site is covered by existing

buildings which, though fairly

good, are not quite up to date,
it is to be rated in proportion
to the imaginary value it might
represent if better buildings
were placed on it. The un-
fortunate owner, who by a cool

assumption is said to have
" misused "

his property, is left

the choice of either paying
rates out of all proportion to
the rent he receives, or of

pulling down the buildings and

erecting new ones of which
the increased value would
never pay half the cost.

The application of clause 3

to rural land is simply im-

possible. It provides that
the value to be ascertained
is the value of the land di-

vested of buildings, erections,
or structural improvements of

whatever nature on, in, or

under the soil, and was to ex-

clude the work of reclamation,

making up, levelling, draining,
and so forth. It is obvious

to the meanest capacity that

the selling of the land for pub-
lic purposes must include all

these things. Divested of all

of them, the land would have no
rateable value whatever. The
farmers under the old poor law
often let their land go out of

cultivation and threw down
their gates and other fences,
in order to avoid the heavy
poor rates which were then
levied.

It has further been conclu-

sively shown that the taxation
of sites apart from buildings
would naturally lead to the

accumulation of as many build-

ings as possible on the same

site, and would thus promote a

grievous increase in that very
system of overcrowding which
we are told the bill is to

diminish.

It seems now to be under-
stood that the rating of feu-

duties so zealously advocated

by the Solicitor-General last

autumn has been abandoned, in

deference to the riper wisdom
of his political chief. When
the Bill comes on for discussion

in the House of Lords we may
have more to say about it,

as perhaps we may then
understand a great many
points which we do not

comprehend at present.
The two Bills, Lord Camp-

erdown's for the assimilation

of the Scottish Small Land-
holders Bill to the English
Bill, and Lord Saltoun's for

the amendment of the Crofters

Act, represent, we imagine,
something like an ultimatum
on the part of the Front Bench.
Their Lordships desire to place

plainly before the country in
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a concrete form what they are

prepared to do, and to leave

to the Government the respon-

sibility of refusing it. The
Ministerial appeal to the people

against the veto of the House
of Lords has met with no

response in the country. No
popular demonstration in fav-

our of the Scottish Land Bills

has elevated either of them to

the rank of a great national

demand. The public enthusi-

asm which is necessary to sup-

port any Government in so

serious an undertaking as an
attack on one branch of the

Constitution is wholly wanting.

We should hope, therefore, that
the Prime Minister, who has
shown himself not altogether
insensible to these truths, will

find discretion the better part
of valour, and meet the Peers
in a reasonable and conciliatory

spirit. Certainly if the Rad-
ical party are resolved to pick
a quarrel with the Peers, they
could hardly choose a worse

ground to fight upon than
schemes which are already dis-

credited and dishonoured as

disingenuous attempts, in the

name of social improvements,
to gratify a party who mean

only the destruction of society.
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A PAETICULAE seat in Ken-

sington Gardens was their

own, and three elms guarded
it. It seemed to them a
remote place. No one ever

possessed it except themselves,
and no one ever approached
it except the man with the
tin box and the tickets for

which Dick had to pay two-

pence. The absurdity of it

left a streak of optimism in

him which nothing could efface.

For he felt that anything
might come within his means
when the lady who is supposed
to preside over the scales and
demand an equivalent for every
dispensation could be cozened
as easily as that.

It was sheer luck that they
should have the seat to them-

selves, for they could see other
folk passing continually. Girls

were playing hockey in red
blouses and blue skirts; idle

messenger boys concocted
stories of how they were de-

layed ; policemen passed kill-

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCX.

ing the hours ; and there were
lovers like themselves, only not
so happy. Nursery - maids
went by with little boys and

girls carrying bats and balls

and boats and hoops, with
sometimes a soldier in attend-

ance trying to look indifferent

and unself-conscious. But no
one left the paths to invade
their plot. Even the loafer

passed on as he looked up from
his morning paper, for he saw
a face so delicately poised
beneath a grey umbrageous
hat that he knew it must be

fair. In its repose there was

something exquisite that might
not be profaned.

Dick thought so too, and he
loved his kind for being so

considerate. He would have
liked to give every policeman
a shilling, every child a penny,

every postman a holiday, and

every lover a day in the

country. Spring was opening ;

soft green leaves canopied the

black railings; lilacs shone by
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the lake; horse-chestnuts put
out their white-and-strawberry
blossoms ; hyacinths glowed in

the borders; birds sang; and
Dick's heart danced to a

measure.

"Mine, mine, mine, from her

fragrant hair with the rich

glow in it to her little peeping
feet. God bless her, than
whom He has made nothing
sweeter or more beautiful."

He told her so, and she

turned to him with hardly a

motion of her head, like a

flower swaying towards its

image in a pool. She looked

at him, her bright eyes peep-

ing between their lovely

fringes, and in the deeps of

them tenderness played with
humour.

"Dick, dear," she murmured,
" I am a very ordinary person."

It was not true, for no one
could pass her without feeling

happier or sadder.

Her voice vibrated through
him like soft music, and he

longed to take her up in his

arms and carry her away from

everybody and everywhere to

some palm -
fringed island

where they might watch the

fruit fall and listen to the

breakers and be together
always.

Veronica listened to his

dream, but she demurred. " Of

course, darling, it would be
all right if we were together,
but I don't think I should like

the island very much. I think
a farm would be nicer, with

apple
- trees and hayfields and

cows grazing by a brook. Did
I tell you about Swanstead?
You go down a lane with

dog-roses and sweetbriar meet-

ing overhead, and at the bottom

there is a little trout stream,
and at the edge of the meadow
the sheep's-parsley grows over

your head."

"Is there a house?"
"I didn't see it, but I am

sure there is a cottage with a

honeysuckle porch and ivy
growing in at the window.
We could make it quite nice,

like Uncle Robert's, and have
a tennis-court in the paddock,
and give lovely little dinners."

" What a dream !

"

"
Silly Dick ! It's very real,

indeed. We are going to take
it."

But Dick was not a vision-

ary.
"Some day," he said, "when

we discover that the cottage is

there, and I have put in six

years' service in India and
earned some furlough. But I

haven't passed my exam, yet." ,

Veronica looked pensive.
Then a humorous light danced
in her eyes, and a little dimple
by the side of her mouth rose

and dipped and danced with
it in the shyest and tenderest

conspiracy, and then she

laughed, and her laugh was
as beautiful as the prelude
to it.

"Oh, Dick!" she said, "I
can't imagine you a policeman.
I will always think of a bobby
in a blue coat. It will be so

funny for a policeman's wife

to ask people to dinner."

Dick broke into a peal, and

they both laughed for quite two
minutes because they were so

happy.
"You will let me choose

your tunic," she said. "I shall

always feel so perfectly snug
and safe."

" In the arm of the law ?
"
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"You look it, Dick. If I

were a thief I should be afraid

of you."
" I arrest you, darling. You

have stolen everything I have.

You must come with me to

Pinoli's, and we'll have some
chocolate and walnut cake."

They stood under the elms
and gazed into each other's

eyes. Veronica's were alive

with a still animation, poised
like doves in the act of taking
flight ; but they concealed an
ambush of tender weapons
whose sallies were irresistible.

Now a tenderness stole into

their grey, another kind of

light that routed the merri-

ment.

"Dick, dearest!" she said,

"it is all right about the

examination? You are quite

sure, aren't you?"
Dick wasn't sure. But that

little cloud could not over-

shadow their happiness. Noth-

ing indefinite or far off could

take away their day. They
passed radiantly through the

gardens, making every one

happy whom they met. And
at the Albert Gate Dick hailed

a hansom and put Veronica in,

devoutly protecting her grey
skirt from the wheel in a way
which showed he was ready to

impale himself rather than that

his divinity should suffer the

shadow of profanation.

II.

Dick had seen four trains

draw up at the platform which
he was ranging at Gloucester
Koad. Each had disgorged
its commonplace crowd, who
only interested him because
Veronica was going to make
the same journey as they, and

get out at the same spot how
differently his heart knew.
Now the clock told him, with
the ironical indifference of

mechanical things, that the
next train would be hers. It

was five minutes late, but Dick
had not expected it to be punc-
tual Rumblings in the tunnels
east and west, and stirrings of

passengers on other platforms
to and from the bridge, kept
him in a fever of expectation.
It was possible that she would
come a different way, He
searched every crowd. A hat
which might have been hers

floated above a distant platform

behind a crowd of mechanics.

Even as he was watching it on

tiptoe, the rails shook at his

feet, and the engine of Vero-
nica's train entered the station.

The huge brown thing became
humanised and benign, as if

conscious of the freight it bore,
its great strength devoted to

Dick. The guard and the

engine-driver were already en-

deared to him, and he pitied
all the funny people who got
out without seeing Veronica,
and so went away without

knowing that it was not an

ordinary train. Dick stood

where the last first-class car-

riage drew up. Before all the

carriage doors were opened he
felt a dreadful presentiment.
He remembered a day when
Veronica's train had been most

abysmally empty. Seconds

passed. He saw all the doors

in front of him shut up again.
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The train began to move and

everything inside himself to

stand still. Then he felt a

light touch on his elbow. It

was Veronica.
" I nearly missed the train,"

she said. "I had to get in

here. Dick, you look as if you
would like to eat me."

His eyes devoured her, drink-

ing in her beauty with an in-

satiable thirst. And he needed
the draught, for he had failed

in his examination, and the

vision of his home with Vero-

nica, with the ivy and the

honeysuckle porch, had receded
far away beyond the horizon

of youth.
" Poor Dick !

"
she said.

" But we have got the whole of

to-day all to ourselves and no
one else. Where shall we go ?

"

" Why not to our seat ?
"

"No. I want to keep that

for quite happy times. I am
sure they will come. Dick,

darling, it will be all right."
" The Zoo?"
"Yes, I think the Zoo. It

will be such a lovely long
drive, and we can have lunch

there, and there are places
where we can talk."

Dick consecrated a hansom,
and Veronica by his side

spread a golden haze over
his dejection : it grew brighter
and brighter until the dismal
realities of doubt and failure

lurking underneath could not
obtrude themselves any more.
"I have got to-day," Dick

thought,
" and nothing can

take it away from me."

They visited the beasts, and
the keepers immediately fell

under Veronica's spell. For
there was a peculiar sweetness
in her expression which made

every one want to share some-

thing with her, so that that

particular thing might become
more precious, even if it were

only the knowledge of how five

minutes were spent in a work-

ing day. Wherever she went
doors were flung open, dens

invaded, and Veronica entered

conquering. The new - born

young were inspected and

fondled, and they were given

untimely and unconstitutional

meals. The little soft -haired

camel of two days old frolicked

for her, and the cheetal licked

her hand. Dick believed that

any keeper would have given
her the baby in his charge if

she asked for it, "though it

was more than his place was
worth." What was a "

place
"

worth compared with being
able to please Veronica ? The

beasts, too, were her slaves.

The hippopotamus yawned
cavernously for her while she

undid her long white glove
and thrust in an arm of more

exquisite creaminess between
the slatey walls of the beast's

muzzle, tickling him with a

bunch of salsifer.

She loved all creatures, tiny
and mountainous, and mankind
no less. Dick watched her

progress with joy, for nothing
made him so happy and proud
as to see the unconscious way
she subjected all who came
within her orbit. There was
no meanness in his adoration.

He liked her to be kind to all

men, however handsome and

eligible, to dance and play golf
with them, and play their

accompaniments if they sang,
and he liked other men to pay
her homage. It was her due,

and he despised any one who
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could be indifferent to her as

much as he pitied those who
could not help loving her.

There was not an atom of

jealousy in him, because he
knew that her spirit was as

true and clear as her eyes, and
that her love, though wonder-
ful as all natural laws, was
inalienable.

Yet, though he knew all

this, decent traditions, so

logical in general cases, yet so

illogical in his own, made him

try to shut his eyes to it. He
had tried to speak, but the

words would not be uttered.

They seemed an affront to

Veronica.

"Veronica, darling," he said

at last when the sun was low
in the west, threatening their

happiness, "I feel a beastly
cad. I have no earthly right
to be engaged to you. I have
no prospects now, and not a

penny of my own. We must
break it off."

Dick could not look Veronica
in the face when he made this

speech. He felt that his words
were brutal, yet a spurious
sense of duty, the implicit
verdict of others, forced him
to speak. He kept his eyes
on the ground.

Veronica was silent; her
face was turned away. When
he looked up she would not let

him see her face: he tried to

caress her hand, but she drew
it away. He bent forward in

an agony to read what her

eyes said. Two large tears

rolled down her cheeks on each
side of the dimples. Her beauti-

ful eyelashes were moist.

"Oh, Dick," she sobbed, "it

is the first time you have ever
been unkind to me."

Dick, who had never seen

her cry before, was silent in the

depths of his humility.
" I believe you want to break

it off."

Dick tried to speak ;
his lips

were as salt as if he had tasted

her tears, and he tried in vain
to force his own back from his

eyes. He even tried to forget
Veronica, to think of something
else. And Veronica, wondering
at his silence, looked into his

eyes and saw the struggle
there. In a moment she re-

nounced the luxury of endear-

ments and protestations she

was going to exact from him as

chastisement. Her nature was
to heal. She forgot her own
wound. Her moist eyes lit up
with a reproachful smile.

"
Silly Dick," she said. And

Dick felt himself forgiven.
"
But, darling. Every one

will say I am a cad for not

releasing you."
"Kelease, Dick! What a

funny word. You release

prisoners and convicts. You
don't release people from being
happy."

" You are a prisoner, darling.
So long as you are tied to

me you can't marry anybody
else."

"And who should want to

marry me ?
"

"
Everybody, of course. But,

dear, it's not playing the game
for me. I might be engaged
to you and not you to me.
Or if we can't really do it,

we might at least pretend to

break it off."

"Silly Dick. What would
be the good ? It is no use pre-

tending. I can't help loving
you, and I could never love
or marry any one else. And
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whether you marry me or not,

I shall always be happy as

long as I live because you love

me. Besides, if I pretended
that I was not engaged it

would only make us both mis-

erable ;
and anybody else who

was silly enough to want to

marry me, as you say some one

might, would suffer too. You
can't alter facts. I love you,
Dick, and I am not going to

pretend that I don't."

So Veronica, the healer, up-
lifted Dick, and made him the

happiest man in London. He
walked with her through Reg-
ent's Park treading air. At
Portland Place they took a

bus, and at Westminster Bridge
he put her into the train.

" You are my very own," he

said, as he shut the carriage-
door,

" and if I haven't got a

home for you in five years I'll

see every one damned first."

"Hush, Dick!" she said.

"You mustn't swear." But
the train bore her away smil-

ing confidently.

III.

Veronica received a telegram
at breakfast. She was to meet
Dick at twelve under the elms :

something had happened. The

yellow envelope added to the

sense of estrangement that

hung over the breakfast-table.

Nothing was said, but Colonel

Masefield vented his disap-

proval in other channels. The
toast was burnt ; the kidneys
were cold

;
the leader in ' The

Herald' was inane he would

change his morning paper. Mrs
Masefield looked a little more
tired and worried than usual.

They were indulgent parents,
but Veronica's engagement to

Dick French was a trial to

them both. Dick was penni-
less, and Veronica had fifty

pounds a-year. As a prospec-
tive Superintendent in the

Indian Police, Dick might even-

tually be in a position to marry,
so the engagement had been
tolerated. But Dick's failure

to pass his examination altered

the case. Colonel Masefield

had spoken to the boy. Ver-

onica, he said, was too young

to know her own mind, he
had his doubts of this, and
an inconsiderate engagement
might spoil her life. A girl of

such charm and personality

might fill a very distinguished

position. To this Dick sub-

scribed with all his heart. The
Colonel's insistence on his inel-

igibility was needless. Dick

protested that he was utterly

unworthy : he was prepared
for his dismissal, ready to take

himself off at a word from
Veronica. But Veronica was
firm. She would not relin-

quish him, and her parents,
who were at heart unworldly,
had come to recognise a mature

consistency in the girl. Also

they liked Dick. "The boy
has grit," the Colonel admitted,
"if he has no brains." He
himself had married indis-

creetly as a subaltern when his

regiment was stationed in a

malarious swamp where his

wife could not join him.

Veronica's parents may have
remembered the dogged front

with which they had met oppo-
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sition twenty years back. Any-
how, Veronica was not for-

bidden to see Dick, though the

engagement was discouraged.
In the meanwhile Dick was

going to move mountains.
At half-past ten, when Ver-

onica was getting herself ready
to obey Dick's summons, Dick
was sitting in a chair in St
Paul's Churchyard absorbed in

a Telugu grammar. A letter

by the early post had affected

him strangely. Before nine

o'clock he was hurrying from
his rooms in St John's Wood
to an Oriental bookseller's in

Ludgate Circus. The telegram
to Veronica was despatched
on the way. And now with a

blue-coated, red-braided post-
man on one side of him resting
his bag, and a bonneted char-

woman on the other, he sat

under that great fane and
made his first acquaintance
with those spidery characters
that were to be familiar to him
for the rest of his life. The
scene often recurred to him
in after days when he sat with
his munshi under the groaning
punkah at Kordinghee or re-

ceived petitions at his tent-

door at Lingapuram. He re-

membered the bronze - and -

slate-coloured pigeons of St
Paul's pecking at the pave-
ment all round his seat, the tilt

of the charwoman's bonnet, the

mole on the postman's cheek,
and the first opening of the

book at the alphabet when he
had tortured those old Dravid-
ian symbols into the sequence
of tailed and straddled noughts
and crosses which spelt Ver-
onica.

An hour afterwards, and half

an hour too early, he was wait-

ing for her under the elms.

Every dimly hatted object seen

afar off teased his imagination.
He even invested one or two
with the mantle of her charm,
but as these unconsecrated ones

approached, he noticed that

they walked, strode, waddled,
looked ungainly, self-conscious,

prim, assertive, negligible at a

quarter of a mile; whereas
Veronica was borne towards
him on feet of grace. He
scanned the paths leading from
the Bayswater Road, and then

swung round towards Knights-
bridge and Kensington High
Street, as if he half expected
Veronica to drop from the

horizon at his feet while his

gaze was fixed elsewhere. In
one of these great arteries

Veronica lived; in the other

there were shops which she

graced almost daily. Dick's

gaze was riven between the

two. He had been sitting there

all day, he thought, when he
looked at his watch and found
she was ten minutes late. After
another aeon it was a quarter

past twelve. He felt that it

was impossible that she could

come, and then he saw a gauzy,

upright figure float into shape

by the Round Pond. Influenced

by an impulse of self-torture,

Dick squeezed himself tighter
into his chair and buried him-
self in his book. How he was

punished ! What unaccount-
able rustlings followed ! How
interminable was the passage
of his divinity ! Veronica was
not deceived; she divined the

impulse and its cause, and stood

quietly in the long grass twenty
yards behind his chair. Dick
bore it for thirty seconds. Then
he surrendered abjectly. He
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rose and faced her, reproach
sunk in adoration.

"Silly Dick!" she said.
" What is that book you were

pretending to read?"
" It is a Telugu grammar."
"What is Telugu?"
" It is the language I've got

to learn."

"But why?"
" For my work."
A dawning suspicion rose in

her eyes.
"Tell me, Dick, quickly.

Why did you telegraph?"
He had meant to hold her in

suspense, to watch the happi-
ness steal into her eyes as the

realisation of the news and
what it meant to them disen-

tangled itself from his casual

talk of his " work " and the

new language he was learning.
"
They call it the Italian of

the East," he said. "Do you
think it sounds pretty? Gor-

ralu, Dorigadu, Lagavaddu"
"Tell me at once, Dick."
" Is there no method to tell

her in Telugu

'June is twice June since she

breathed it with me '

?
"

"If you don't tell me at

once, I will never speak to you
again."
She extracted the tale with

threats like an inquisitor.
"It's all right," he said,

when he was fairly beaten.
" I

am in the Police. A poor fellow

called Doune has crocked up.
I am next on the list."

"Oh, but how splendid !"

"Didn't you guess?"
" I knew something had hap-

pened because you asked me to

meet you here. Don't you re-

member I told you the day we
went to the Zoo that the next

time we met here everything
would be all right, and you
wouldn't believe me ? Now tell

me all about it."

Dick was to sail in six weeks.

His salary would be 250 rupees
a-month while he was a Pro-

bationer. He would be sta-

tioned somewhere in the north
of the Madras Presidency. It

was impossible to say when

they would be able to marry.
Every one had a different story.
A civilian's wife from Calcutta
had told Mrs Masefield that her

daughter could not possibly live

on lessthan1200 rupees a-month.

Dick had a friend in the Punjab
who fixed 600 as the lowest

figure, and Veronica knew a

dear little woman in the Central

Provinces, the wife of a captain
in a native regiment, who said

that "
they might manage

quite well on 350 if they were
careful."

For a moment practical af-

fairs absorbed them.
" Two hundred and fifty one-

and-fourpences is an enormous

sum," Veronica said.
"We can

put it all in a box at the begin-

ning of the month, and take out

ten rupees every day. You can

shoot our dinner. Then there

is my fifty pounds a -year,
which will be enough for my
dress if we live in a quiet place,
and I will make your clothes."

"
No, thank you," Dick said.

"
But, seriously, it may be seven

years before I get 600 rupees
a-month. We can't possibly
wait till then. You would be

twenty-five."
" I am coming out with you."
"
No, darling. I would rather

die than have you rough it."

"I am quite as strong as

Lady Burton was."
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They fell to talking of ad-

ventures, of tigers, and snakes,
and ghazis, and dacoits. Dick
was never to go out without a

gun, never to shoot tigers

except from an elephant, or to

walk about at night without

top-boots. Veronica was well

read in books of Eastern travel

and Anglo-Indian fiction.
" You must remember, Dick,"

she said,
"
every bush you pass

may have 'a tiger behind it, and
whenever you sit down there

may be a snake under your
chair. And mind you never let

a man come up behind you.
He might be a ghazi."
"You needn't bother about

ghazis, darling. They don't

often get south of Peshawur.
But it's tiffin -time. Let's

begin by being Anglo-Indian
at once. I'll take you to

Mitra's in Bond Street, and we
will go the whole hog mulli-

gatawny, pillau, and chicken

curry."

"No, Dick, I am going to

take you home to lunch. We
are properly engaged now, and
we are going to be married,
and I am very proud of my
eligible policeman."
So Dick went home with

Veronica, and was received

again into the bosom of the

family. The two were infec-

tiously happy. The Masefield

citadel was stormed and fell.

Dick stayed to tea, and he

stayed to dinner, and Colonel

Masefield sat up with him long

after Veronica had gone to bed

giving him old-fashioned ad-

vice.

"Keep the natives in their

place, my boy. They will think
all the more of you for it. And
never trust any of them farther

than you can help. I don't

mean that you should be

brusque and insular with them,
because you know you can't be
too polite to a man, whatever
his colour. There is no need
to tell a sahib that. You re-

member what Lord Chester-

field said :
l There are but two

procdcMs in the world for a

gentleman and a man of parts,
extreme politeness or knocking
down.' Always treat a man
as a gentleman until he has

proved that he is not: you
will find that a gentleman is

the same all the world over,
whether his skin is black or

white or yellow, and you will

meet as many in India as any-
where else. The Hindus are

a most courteous race. And
here is another piece of advice,
don't be afraid of undertaking
a responsibility. You are sure

to make mistakes at first, but

you will get on. I am certain

of it."

It was a proud night for

Dick. It was settled that

Veronica should come out

to him as soon as he was

earning five hundred rupees
a-month. But neither Dick
nor Veronica knew how long
that would be.

IV.

Like other young men, Dick outside in the street as the
had had to say good-bye. He minutes passed, and the grat-
had heard the cabman cough ing of the hansom that was
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going to take him away. He
had listened to Veronica's

broken cheerful voice, and her

heroic efforts not to cry; he

had had to turn his back on

her, and walk out of the room
and shut the door without

looking behind, and he had not

been able to speak her name
or even to say "good-bye."
The strangeness of the East

helped him to pass the first

weeks of utter loneliness.

Then he settled down reso-

lutely to earn Veronica.

When he had spent six weeks
at the Probationers' Training
College in Madras he was

despatched to Waltair, whence
he wrote her an enthusiastic

letter dwelling on the free and

happy life of the Anglo-Indian
bride. " We will have a lovely
time," he wrote. "Every one
has a jolly little bungalow
separated from the rest of the

world by a wide compound, all

overgrown with hibiscus and
the most gorgeous bougain-
villea. I have settled on the

one we will have if I am here

when you come out. It is on
the top of a hill overlooking
the sea. The sea is quite blue,
and the sky is blue without a
break of cloud, and the earth
is a kind of dull glowing red

laterite, or sandstone, or some-

thing. The whole colour effect

is vivid: when you sketch it

no one will believe it. You
will like Waltair ever so much
better than England."
He went on to talk of married

life in India. There was a Mrs
Lisle in Waltair, who had just
come out to marry a man in

the Indian Civil Service, and
the two were serenely happy.
Dick observed the pair with a

vicarious interest, which grew
into an intimacy that flattered

the civilian's wife. For as he
watched her he remembered
his own home that was to be,
and there was a light in his

eyes. When he dined with

them, he was abstracted. He
saw Veronica sitting in the

chair of his hostess, the two or

three guests she had charmed
with her radiant beauty and

high spirits, and himself sitting

opposite glowing with pride
and delight ; yet, when she had

gone into the drawing-room,
talking of trivial things, as if

the possession of her was the
most ordinary thing in the

world, though he was longing
all the while to say to his

friends, "Isn't she splendid?
Did you ever imagine that any
woman could be so beautiful ?

"

Dick arrived in Waltair in

the middle of Christmas week,
and found a scene of gaiety
which he knew would please
Veronica, who disliked occa-

sions when folk herded together
for no reasonable purpose. She
had written to him describing
herself at a "tea-fight" in

Kensington, after a round of

calls with her mother. "I was
so bored," she said, "that I

almost lost consciousness. I

must have talked the most
dreadful nonsense, and had a

stony feeling all over as if I

were crammed up with cement
;

and I felt if mother didn't go in

five minutes I should scream."

Dick told her that after

they were married she need
never go to a tea-fight again.

"People meet in India," he

said,
" as much as they do at

home, but always to do things."
And he described the week.
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There had been a tennis and

golf tournament, two dances, a

big duck-shoot arranged by the

club at a lake forty miles out

of the station, and a race-

meeting, in which Dick had
won one race on his chief's

pony, and was just beaten in

another. He rambled on, cover-

ing six sheets, dwelling on the

delightful intimacy that was in

store for them, the strangeness
and charm of the new life, and
the interest of everything
Indian and Anglo-Indian.
But dejection brooded in the

end of his letter. Every mar-
ried man or woman gave him
advice which he found hard to

listen to. There seemed to be
a conspiracy to postpone their

marriage beyond the period of

three years, which the two had
fixed as the limit of their wait-

ing. As a Probationary As-

sistant, Dick only drew 250

rupees a-month. In a few
months he would have 300 if

he passed his examinations.

But in the ordinary course of

events he would not be drawing
400 until he had been in the

service five years. The only
chance of promotion lay in a

lucky accident, or in some
brilliant coup on Dick's part.
In the meanwhile it was diffi-

cult to keep out of debt. His

contemporaries had bought
rifles and ponies that incited

his envy. They were mort-

gaging their reversionary pay
for loans at high interest ; but
Dick made up his mind " to sit

tight and pig it." Debt at the

start would be robbing Ver-
onica ;

she loved nice things in

the house, and she should have
them. So he muddled along
with his ineffectual Winchester

rifle and his rickety old double-

cylinder hammer gun that had
been out to India for two gen-
erations, and his eighteen-year-
old country - bred, a washy
chestnut that progressed side-

ways on three legs, and was
called the King Crab.
At the end of six months a

transfer improved Dick's pecu-

niary position, but not his

peace of mind. An out-station,
seven days from the coast,
where his travelling allowance
often exceeded his month's pay,
and was supplemented by fur-

ther allowances given to those

who live at the back of beyond,
made for retrenchment, but it

opened his eyes as to the kind
of home in which Veronica

might be called upon to live.

When Dick was considered ex-

perienced enough to stand on
his own official legs, he was

posted to Kordinghee in the

Zemindari of the same name, a
district in these days far re-

moved from any railway, buried

away in that remote, unheard-
of borderland where the western

spurs of the Ghats level off

into the Central Provinces. The

hilly malarious country which
lies between Kordinghee and
the east coast is known locally
as the Matiahs. Dick found it

a country of fever, discomfort,
and isolation, but in the out-

lying parts of it there were
certain wild beasts whose pres-
ence mitigated his exile. He
bought a cordite rifle, of which
Veronica professed to be jealous,
for it took up a whole third of

one of his letters to her. He
christened it one glorious day,
when he shot a fine bull bison

which he had stalked from

morning to sunset, and brought
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down like a ton of solid masonry
as the beast charged him in the

sal forest.

Dick found no other Eng-
lishmen at Kordinghee. The
assistant magistrate was a

young Bengali of the hybrid
Cambridge type, with the

veneer fast wearing off, a

prig, preternaturally fat, and
a bundle of touchiness. He
welcomed Dick with discon-

certing familiarity, adopting
the spurious pseudo-jolly-good-
fellow-well-met air which sits

as well on men of his type
as clothes on a scarecrow. Dick
drew back dismayed, and the

Bengali's pose veered instantly
into one of injured aloofness.

His lounge became a strut ; his

exaggerated contours seemed
to be tortured into angles ;

the nape of his neck stiffened

with an awkward dignity
which his shifty eyes could

not support, as he waved a

fat palm at Dick, addressing
him with insinuating pat-

ronage.
"Well, French, I will be

here to help you for the next

month, possibly later. Come
to me if you want anything.
In the meantime you have my
authority to occupy the Red
Bungalow while the police

quarters are under repairs."
Dick stared at him. He

thought of his mentor, Lord
Chesterfield, and the two
proc6d6s of his code ex-

treme politeness and knock-

ing down.
"Thank you, Mr Bose," he

said. "Most thoughtful of

you. Good-night."
Mr Bose became uneasy, un-

certain of his official prestige.
He had a vague feeling that

Dick ought not to have called

him Mister. Had he known
the narrow margin that sepa-
rated the two provinces of

action in Dick's mind he would
have been even more uneasy.
But when Dick had gone he
hunted up a volume of regula-

tions, and consoled himself with
the reflection that there were
more points than one in which
French would have to take

orders from him.

So it was the Red Bungalow
that saw Dick's first trials at

Kordinghee. He arrived in the

middle of the rains. His house
and office were islands in a

swamp. He could keep nothing

dry. His books became mil-

dewed and spotty; insects fed

on his clothes; his sola topee

gradually decomposed ;
a photo

of Veronica left on the table

overnight was devoured by
" silver - fish

"
;

water leaked

through the floor of his stable ;

the KingCrab developed canker
in the foot; the gut of his

tennis racquet stretched and

broke; the legs of his tables

and almirahs stood in old

sardine-tins filled with water
to protect them against the

white ants which swarmed

everywhere, bored into the

rotten rafters, dropped from
the ceiling amidst heaps of

debris, undermined the veran-

dah, and at last developed

wings and immolated them-
selves by thousands in the

lamps, dropping into Dick's

soup and his whisky peg, and

covering the floor with their

helpless, maimed bodies, which
the wingless ants, pigmies be-

side them, coming out in mil-

lions from unexpected crevices,

carried away to their cannibal
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larders, leaving only the long
silken wing-cases to mark the

scene of carnage.
For days the rain fell in tor-

rents, and the Bed Bungalow
resounded with an orchestra

of different sounds made by
the impact of water dropping
into the pails and pans and
basins placed under the leak-

holes in the roof. Outside, the

garden was wrapped in mist,

through which nothing could

be seen but the gloomy appari-
tions of the teak-trees drooping
their huge, sodden, deprecating
leaves, vignetting his isolation.

Throughout this deluge Dick's

only visitors were snakes.

Flooded out of their crannies,

they entered the house, and
Dick suffered a plague of them.
It happened that Kordinghee
was one of the few spots in

India which realised Veronica's

apprehensions. The precau-
tions she had urged on Dick,
and which he had laughed at,

were not exaggerated. Karaits
fell from the ceiling and sus-

pended themselves in the Vene-
tian work of the folding doors
and windows, which he opened
a dozen times a -day. Cobras
haunted his bedroom, and he
would wake in the morning to

discover a shiny, insinuating
coil of death at the foot of his

dressing-table. Dick was not
afraid of dangerous big game,
but the furtive malice of rep-
tiles unnerved him. They
seemed to pursue him; they
dogged him like conspirators ;

wherever he looked for them
he found them. As he sat in

the verandah at night trying
to absorb the Criminal Pro-
cedure Code, he heard, or

fancied he heard, the slither

of creeping things behind him
and all round him. Sometimes
when he had dozed off and

forgotten about them, he would

open his eyes to see a glittering
black cobra glide quickly under
his chair, serpentining along
the verandah in the lamplight,
and disappearing as quickly
into the house or among the
shrubs. He would jump at any
unexpected contact, and then
hold himself rigidly still until

he was sure that it was a moth
on his ankle, a slipper under
his chair, or a forgotten book
at his elbow. Snakes, real or

imaginary, teased him into

bed, where he slept under a

mosquito -curtain instead of a

punkah, with his riding-boots

placed cautiously upside down
beside him within the charmed
circle of rope which he wound
round his bedside every night,
half believing in the traveller's

tale that it secured him from
invasion.

For a month or two Dick
humoured himself by buying
things for Veronica. Instal-

ments of parcels and cases

arrived from Madras and Cal-

cutta, and Dick opened them
as her deputy. The nucleus

of his furniture he found on
the spot. It had belonged to

a young policeman who had
shot himself a few weeks be-

fore Dick's arrival. The auction

was postponed until he suc-

ceeded. The affair was sadder
than a funeral, and Bose, in

the character of flippant auc-

tioneer, accentuated the pathos
of it.

" Two volumes of ' Gat's

Gossip,'
" he announced glibly

to the Eurasian store-keeper,
who with Dick, the inspector,
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and the Raja's secretary, com-

prised the bidders.
" Sure to

prove an acceptable present in

any Kordinghee boudoir."

Dick bought nearly all his

predecessor's effects and read

his history in them. It was
the story of a young man
about town transplanted to

Kordinghee by the stern ne-

cessity of earning a living.
None of his belongings be-

trayed an interest in anything
beyond restaurants and music-

halls. His library was made
up of a dozen volumes by con-

tributors to the Pink 'Un, the

works of Victoria Cross and
Dolf Wyllarde, and a few
translations of French novels

illustrated after the manner
of the photographic artists of

Port Said. The margins of

these books were inscribed

with notes on London res-

taurants. " Frascati's for

pigeon comp6te. Alphonse's in

Jermyn Street for after-theatre

suppers a deux." And the fly-
leaves and inside covers were
scored with maps of the intri-

cate network of streets from
the Haymarket, north and east,
to Holborn and Wellington
Street, marked like the plan
of a battlefield with crosses

and asterisks to indicate frivol-

ous resorts, all scribbled from

memory at Kordinghee in mo-

ments when the unhappy young
man tried to indulge remin-

iscence, with no soul to listen

to his confidences save the

gecko on the wall and the

pariah dog, which he had
domesticated and left as a

legacy for Dick. Corroding
home-sickness, failure in his

work, debt, the rankling of

official reprimands, ended in

self-abhorrence and the cut-

ting off of an ineffectual life,

and indirectly in events that

affected Veronica's happiness
thousands of miles away.
By degrees Dick gave up buy-

ing things for the house. Mil-

dew and mould and insects were
such potent destroyers. Even
common things succumbed
to them in a night. Nothing
of Veronica's should be pro-
faned. He thought of her

wardrobe, her dressing
- case,

her toilet-table, mildewed and

insect-ridden, and he made up
his mind that Kordinghee
should not infect those dainty
and mysterious essentials a

harmony vaguely guessed at

that sheathed and enshrined

her fragrant personality. He
learnt to face the impossibility
of it. There were still two and
a half years before she could

sail. In the meantime he

prayed for a transfer to some
station worthier of her.

v.

A year passed and Dick was
still at Kordinghee. The cold

weather with its camps and
shikar had been a brief respite,
but the hot weather set in

before the end of February.
In June Dick found himself

praying for the rains that did

not come. In the first week
of July heavy thunderstorms

swept over Kordinghee, promis-

ing relief. A few mocking rain-

drops spattered on the roof and
the clouds passed over, leaving
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the earth parched. There was
no green underfoot, no blue

overhead, no colour anywhere ;

only a copper earth melting in

the horizon into a copper sky.
When the second week of

July opened, and the monsoon
had not broken, the heat

became almost unendurable.
Since March Dick had slept in

the garden ; but, inside or out,

sleep needed a deal of wooing.

Through the night the brain-

fever bird shrieked in crescendo
from the millingtonia, a shrill

insistent persecution. In the

fields all round, where urchins

were scaring the bats from
the mangoes, the intermittent

drumming of kerosene oil-tins

made night hideous. Siva's

bull broke into Dick's garden,
and nosed and grunted among
the withered ipomaeas. Dick

lay on his Palghat sleeping-mat
and perspired in the still air.

He threw off his pyjama-coat
and perspired still. When a

leaf stirred he put it on again
and perspired more. The

long shadows of the cocoa-nut

palms threw a deceitful shade
across the grass in which
there was no coolth. Their

great fronds glittered with a
metallic sheen. The very rays
of the moon seemed to emit

heat, and as her silver car

crossed the sky Dick rose hour

by hour and dragged his bed
farther into the shade.

It was on such a night that

the informer came. Dick lay
in the borderland of sleep. He
was not awake, though he
heard all the hours strike. He
was not asleep, for he knew he
was in bed trying to sleep.
His brain received the images
of sleep, and was only half

deceived by them. They took

the form of conspirators, lurked

behind the dark croton hedge,

passed stealthily over moonlit

spaces to stab victims in the

shadow beyond viler than
themselves. For a whole week
Dick had been absorbed in a

criminal case that had baffled

him, and that evening his in-

spector had unravelled the in-

trigue for him, discovering
subtle motives that had been

unintelligible, revealing a net-

work of by-issues too sordid to

be believed. Dick lived in per-

plexity; he could not under-

stand the native mind he lost

himself in the tortuousness of

it. And now at night in-

trigues thickened round him.

At ten he despised them as

vain menaces; at eleven he
was a little troubled by them

;

at twelve they became uncom-

fortably insistent; at one he
was mercifully in their grasp.
And then he heard a voice.

It is not really a voice, he

thought ;
I am dreaming

dreams. None of these shapes
are real. I must shake them
off; but if I make the effort I

will wake up, and then I will

not be able to go to sleep

again.

Again the voice spoke :

"
Presence, Presence, hear me,
there is trouble."

Dick turned over uneasily
on his side. The voice pene-
trated his dreams. Conscious-
ness came to him like a flood,

sagging through his fiction-

haunted brain. The figure
beside his bed was substantial.

He saw an old man, a priest,
with a shaven head and a thin

emaciated figure, naked except
for a loin-cloth.
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" Who are you ?
" Dick said,

"and why have you come to

me in the middle of the

night?"
"At what other hour could

I approach the Presence un-

observed ?
"

" What do you want ? what
is in your mind that you should
be afraid to come to me by the

light of day?"
"
Lord, it is a very secret

matter : murder is being done."
" Where do you come from ?

"

" From the palace ; but it is

a very secret matter. Great

persons are concerned."
"
Speak openly conceal no-

thing."
" The Flower Wife is being

poisoned by Venkata Sastri."
" How do you come by

this ?
"

"It is known by many in

the palace."
" And who are you ? Seat

yourself, and unfold your tale."

The old man sat on the grass,

Buddha-wise, his ankles inter-

laced : the strong moonlight
shone on his pate and revealed

every wrinkle of his brow,

every knob and depression of

his bony frame. It played in

the interstices of his bead
necklace.

" Three months ago," he

said, "it became known that

Parbuti Rani was with child.

Since that day she has been

dying."
" And this, you think, is the

act of Venkata Sastri the As-

trologer, the Chandra Raja's
man ?

"

"Sahib, I know it God
knows it."

" Have you any evidence,

any witnesses ?
"

"
They are afraid they will

not speak."
"And you why dare you

speak ?
"

"
Sahib, I am an old man.

I am waiting to die. What
else is there for me to fear ?

I am a Brahmin of Kadam-
kotah. The Raja sent me in

the train of Parbuti Bibi to

Kordinghee. Your honour
knows the danger there is

for her here. At first Lajvanti
Rani installed a fakir in the

house to destroy her with

magical charms. Now Ven-
kata Sastri is employing poison.

Kordinghee is an old man with-

out authority. His mind is

impaired with excess his body
also. Lajvanti Rani is with-

out child she is barren. If

no child is born to Parbuti,
the Flower Wife, the Chandra

Raja succeeds to the gadi,
and after him his sons. He
is an evil man; he comes and

goes in the Palace when and
where he will, and no word
is said."

"And has Parbuti Rani no

party?"
"
Sahib, she is of no account.

She has only an old waiting-
woman to tend her. All the

zenana ladies slight her. Be-
fore the coming of the heir

was known she wished to die.

No one came near her but left

a thorn rankling. To make
her suffer indignity was a game
the ladies played. They called

her 'the pauper girl.' She
has no jewels worth a bigha.

1

Kadamkotah sent her un-

1 A piece of land nearly eqiiivalent to an acre.
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dowered ;
her clothes were

mean. Even at her betrothal

she was shamed. When the

nephew was invested with the

holy thread she entreated me
with tears to go to her father

and bring her all all the jewels
in his house. Shewore them and
returned them secretly the next

day. Even so she was a poor
woman among the others. The

Raja is demented. Lajvanti
Eani diverts his gifts cunningly
as a ryot turns a water-channel
into his own fields. Yet there

was safety in it, for where pride
has no legs there is no cause to

fly. Now another proverb fits.

Bare acres are a safeguard
when the country is overrun,
but where the harvest is rich

sword is the sickle."

"To reap husbandman and

crop?"
"To lay both waste. The

Presence is wise."
" Does Kadamkotah know ?

"

"He is coming. The old

servant sent him word that

his daughter is sick. But
what can he do ? Three parts
of his estate are mortgaged
to Kordinghee."

"Will you lay an informa-
tion ?

"

"What would it avail,
sahib? Who would dare to

act ? The Sircar sleeps the
other side of the hills. The
munaif is a timid man ; he is

avaricious
; he is not of the

sahib's race."

"The arm of the Sircar is

long," Dick said. But he
knew the old man spoke the
truth. A woman might be
murderedOike a rat in the

palace anoMhe world hear

nothing. Who was to enter
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the zenana ? How was one to

know whether she was dead
or alive? In Gooma, near by,
Government had paid an an-

nuity to an old dowager seven

years after she had died.

Kordinghee was more remote.
It was an outlying subdivision

separated from the district to

which it was attached offici-

ally by a thinly
-
populated

malarious mountain - range
an old-world, conservative,
Brahmin -ridden place where

prejudices ran strong and

authority resided in priests
who were guided in their

counsels by a self-interest to

which the Raja's family and
the officials of the palace
knew how to minister. Caste
was rigidly observed there.

The observances of ritual ex-

isted intact as they had done
the last two thousand years.
The Brahmins enjoyed their

prescribed circle of sanctity
within a wide radius; pariahs
receded at their approach, fear-

ful lest they should defile the
air they breathed. Nowhere
was birth more respected.
The Raja, a Ksatriya, whose

family was of immemorial an-

tiquity, was a weak-minded
debauchee, but not imbecile

enough to be deposed. The
collector of the district had

represented to headquarters
that he was not capable of

managing his own affairs, and
that the estate should be put
under the control of the Court
of Wards and a European
manager appointed. But while
the proposal was being con-

sidered, news of it leaked out

and was communicated to

Kordinghee, where it was re-

2L
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sented so bitterly by the Raja's

family that the matter was
allowed to drop. Kordinghee
was a dangerous place to stir

up, and the official world was
well content if nothing was
heard of it. Thus the attitude

of the local government to the

Zemindari became one of those

questions which were docketed

to be taken in hand when
more urgent matters admitted.

In the meantime Bose was,

perhaps, the best man for the

spot. He was not likely to

stir up muddy waters, or to

go an inch beyond official

orders. He might be trusted

never to undertake a responsi-

bility. And this was exactly
what Government wanted,
since they had no strong man
of initiative they could spare
to put on guard until their

views as to the Kordinghee
question had crystallised into

something like a definite policy.
Dick lay still and pondered

over it all. If the Hani died

suddenly he could not act

without a civil warrant for a

post-mortem. He knew that
Bose would do nothing. The

Bengali was much too cautious

to stake his official career on
the word of one irresponsible

witness, who would almost

certainly be bribed or intimi-

dated to perjure himself at

the trial. Yet Dick was con-

fident that the old man spoke
the truth.

" I hear Bose Sahib is some-
where away in the district," he
said. " Do you know where
he is ?

"

" He is at Mahendrapuram."
Again Dick fell into silence.

Mahendrapuram was a hun-
dred and twenty miles away

in the hills, and there was no

telegraph. He revolved many
issues in his mind. Whatever

happened he would do the

straight, disinterested thing.
Then all at once he was filled

with an illuminating pre-
science of what this news

might mean to him. The

glow of imminent and decisive

combat, the exaltation of a

crisis to be met and deter-

mined by himself alone, thrilled

through him, quickening his

pulses. He turned to the

Brahmin.
"Now leave me, old man,"

he said. " You did well to

come to me. If the Rani still

lives, return at the same hour
to-morrow night."
The Brahmin rose. "If it

be God's will," he said,
" that

the Rani be avenged, the Pre-

sence is the avenger chosen."

When he had gone, Dick
sank into a peaceful sleep. The
cries of the urchins scaring

away the bats from the mango-
trees and the beating of their

tin drums acclaimed him leader

as he rode at the head of his

men scattering the rioters.

Then the consciousness of Ver-

onica's presence interpene-
trated his dreams. She became

real, tangible. She was sitting

by his side under the three

elms in Kensington Gardens,
the love-light in her eyes. And
there was something of pride
and confidence in them that

had lurked there before under
the long grey lashes, but now
shone transcendent to conse-

crate her proven cavalier. He
woke to the touch of her lips.

The almond-scented fragrance
of them lingered with him as

the sun rose at Kordinghee.
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VI.

It was Wednesday, and the
dak runner with the English
mail was due at Kordinghee
between six and seven in the

morning. Dick listened for

him by his compound gate.
The man wore a loin-cloth and

sandals, and carried a staff

with jingling bells to frighten
the wild beasts. His long
black hair curling crisply up-
wards hung loose behind and

jogged on his shoulders as he
ran in time with his bells.

"When he passed, Dick rode
after him to the post-office.
He saw the bag opened, de-

tached Veronica's large square
grey envelope in a moment,
took care that it was stamped
before any other, and carried it

off to his bungalow.
Kordinghee had entered so

much into Dick's soul that he

began to think of the life there

as the normal Anglo-Indian
existence. It made Veronica
seem so infinitely remote. In
his weekly letters to her he
extenuated nothing. He dwelt
on the loneliness and stagna-
tion of the place, the almost

insupportable, heat of it, the

enervating steaminess of the

rains, the malaria which no
one escaped, the plague of in-

sects and snakes, and the mould
and mildew that invaded every-

thing. He explained that these

hardships were the everyday
facts of life, and that there

were no luxuries to mitigate
them. Good servants refused

to stay in Kordinghee, and one
was waited on by dirty,uncouth

men, who stole and lied and
were incorrigibly stupid. No-

thing could be bought in the

bazaar except tough goat and
chicken. And meals alter-

nated between different pre-

parations of these dainties

badly cooked in rancid ghee
and served up with insipid
native vegetables.
Dick told Veronica all this.

Yet her letters were always
cheerful, making light of every-

thing, saying that nothing
mattered so long as she and
Dick were together, and that

the only dreadful thing which
could happen would be for

them to be separated until she

was an old woman, scraggy
and thirty, and Dick did not
care for her any more.

She would have come to

him if he had let her. But to

take advantage of her courage
and devotion, when she insisted

on doing so, knowing the kind
of life she would have to lead,

the idea of it never crossed

Dick's mind.
So he saw Veronica receding

from him. The months instead

of bringing them nearer seemed
to leave them farther apart.
Dick said he had no right to

marry until he could send her

to the hills for eight months
in the year in case he was
stationed at a place like Kord-

inghee.
But Wednesday was always

a happy day. Veronica's letter

pierced the deepest gloom.
" I love a hot climate," she

wrote. "Anything is better

than these horrid raw English
winters, and the summers are

getting almost as bad. I could

never be lonely anywhere so
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long as I had you. The snakes
and insects are horrid, but we
will keep a man especially to

go round killing them all day.
I don't mind about the tough
goat and mutton. I never
liked any kind of meat very
much. Besides, I am learning
to cook, and I will be able to

make you the most lovely little

cakes and meringues. It is

silly of you not to let me come,
Dick, because I know you want
me. But it will be all right.
I feel certain we will be to-

gether before a year, and not
at Kordinghee."

Veronica's letter made him

happier than he had ever been
at Kordinghee. The vision of

her, glad and confident and tri-

umphing in her proven faith

in him, had come like an omen
on his resolution. Her caress

at dawn was a fairy spell which
tumbled over all the dragons of

omcialdom. The Collector of

the District, the Superintend-
ent of Police, the Deputy In-

spector-General, the Inspector-
General himself, the Governor
of the Presidency, would stand

by in helpless protest, while

he, Dick French, Probationary
Acting Assistant-Superintend-
ent of Police, would enter the
lists and give them a lead.

They had no Kordinghee
policy : then he would give
them one. And he would take
the initiative in such a way
that they would have to see

it through. The situation

loomed immense to Dick. It

played havoc with his modesty.
The day passed, and as there

had been no wailing in the

street, Dick gathered that the
Rani still lived. At half-past
ten he went to inspect the

sentry at the Treasury. He
was strolling back by the light
of the full moon when the old

Brahmin emerged from the
shadow of a tree and stood
in his path.
"The Flower Wife is dead,"

he said.
" When did she die ?

"

"At nine. The day is one
of ill-omen for the house. The
Chandra Raja would have been
better pleased if she had passed
in the last phase of the moon's
orbit."

" When is the burning ?
"

"At four in the afternoon, at

the ghat."
" Has Kadamkotah come ?

"

"He has not yet come.

What will the Presence do ?
"

Dick paused, regarding him.

He believed in the old man's

story, but he did not trust

the man.
"Your evidence will be suf-

ficient," he said.

"Before God I will give
evidence," he said. "But I

am an old man, and I am
alone in this. The others are

afraid. And if Kadamkotah
does not come, where do I

stand?"
"You say you will give

evidence before God, but will

you give evidence before man?"
"I swear it. If I do not

speak the truth, may I have
no friend to lay me on the

ground when I die."

Dick looked into his eyes
and read fear and cunning
there. He knew the old man
lied, but he had seen too much
of the Telugus to resent it.

So far the priest had been

instinctively loyal to his salt,

but things had reached a crisis

in which loyalty meant chiv-
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airy an alien plant in that

soil. Men might die to pre-
serve their caste or for a point
of ritual, but Dick knew there

was not a man in Kordinghee
who would sacrifice himself for

a generous ideal. In his heart
he had not expected it. The
Brahmin was no longer an

ally : he was a source of

danger.
"God dwells there where

truth is respected," Dick

quoted. "The day will come
when you will be called upon

to bear witness. I have a

plan by which I think the

Chandra Raja and Yenkata
Sastri will be brought to

justice. Your evidence will be
needed. But I cannot act

to-day or to-morrow. I will

first see Bose Sahib. In the

meanwhile bring me news of

everything that goes on inside

the palace."
The old man was palpably

relieved. He went off think-

ing that Dick had bowed to

the inevitable.

VII,

The police force at Kord-

inghee amounted to sixty men.
There were twenty rifles of

the military police, twenty-
five town constables armed
with lathis, and fifteen men
in the Thana armed with
batons.

Dick ordered the three de-

tachments to be in readiness

at two o'clock. When he was

giving directions to his In-

spector in the morning he
took care, though he said no-

thing openly, to leave an im-

pression that he expected a
riot. The Inspector was too

well-drilled to say anything
which might imply that the
Police Sahib had expressed
uneasiness. He received the
orders stolidly. But before

Dick left he insinuated a com-

pliment about the general

quietness of the place and the

absence of crime and discon-

tent, and Dick knew the man
had no suspicions. His order

to turn out in the blistering
sun at two was put down to

the overflow of waste vitality,

the inscrutable restlessness of

sahibs from which all men
suffered.

Dick laid his plans secretly.
He stationed a man in mufti
at the palace gate to watch

events, and to send him word if

there were any signs of hurrying
on the funeral. At two o'clock

he sent a messenger to Bose
at Mahendrapuram, asking
him for a warrant for a post-

mortem, and telling him that

in the absence of the proper
civil authority he was acting
in anticipation of sanction.

The letter would take two or

three days to reach him. He
also wrote to the Collector of

the district saying that Bose
was away, and that, acting upon
secret information, he intended
to hold a post-mortem on the
Hani's body. He excused him-
self for not telegraphing on
account of the urgent need of

secrecy.
At half-past two he rode to

the police lines. At three he
mustered his men. Half an
hour later they were formed
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up on either side of the road
to the Raja's burning ghat.
No one, not even the men
themselves, had a notion that

they were there for any other

purpose than to keep the road.

Soon the wail of the mourn-
ers began to rise and fall in

the distance. Dick wondered
if his low -caste policemen
would dare to place their hands

upon the bier. To the super-
stitious the thing was sacro-

sanct, unapproachable to men
of their caste, for it bore a

corpse, a woman, a Ksatriya,
a Raja's wife, invisible at all

times.

As the din grew louder the

unturbaned crowd of mourners

appeared round a bend of the

road. In front walked the
chief of the funeral, bearing
the fire that was to light the

funeral pile. Four Brahmins
carried the litter behind. As
it came into view the bier was
halted for the third and last

time, while the Brahmins

placed rice in the mouth of the

dead. Dick braced himself.

He recognised many of the

Raja's relatives round the

corpse. Vast multitudes of

the townspeople and ryots
from neighbouring villages
closed in behind, eager, excited,

apathetic, curious. Wild and
discordant music filled the air,

breaking forth? abruptly and

dying away in dramatic spurts
and lulls inspiring dread.

The bearers were not fifty

yards from the gate when Dick,
who was sitting on his horse

at the end of the ranks nearest

the procession, gave the order

to form in double line in the
centre of the road. In ten

seconds his men, instead of

lining the road, were formed
in a position to bar the ad-

vance of the funeral. Police-

men and carriers faced one
another in blank amazement.
The movement was so sudden
and unexpected that for a

moment not a word was said.

Then the old man who carried

the fire at the head of the

mourners cried out " What
has happened? What has

happened ?
"

Dick rode up to the In-

spector.
"The orders are to seize the

corpse," he said. "Foul play
is suspected. There will be a

post-mortem."
The man saluted mechanic-

ally. He looked at Dick; he
looked at his little knot of

men. Then he looked at the

crowd.

"Sahib," he said, "they will

never permit. They are a hun-
dred to one."

"Never mind," Dick said.
"

I'll break any man who holds

back. Form a cordon round
the corpse. I will order the

bearers to carry the bier to

the hospital. If they refuse,

choose six of your best men
and give them the lead."

Dick bellowed the orders

again so that all the world

could hear. The police hesi-

tated and held back. He dis-

mounted and advanced to the

bier. The bearers looked at

him in dismay, like men ar-

rested on a capital charge. A
group of court officials pressed
forward chattering and gestic-

ulating wildly. Dick repeated
the order. The bearers shook

their heads doggedly. He
called six of the men he trusted

best and gave each his place
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by the bier and told them to

press on with it, and carry it

themselves if the bearers re-

fused. He ordered the In-

spector to form an advanced

guard with fifteen men. He
stationed as many on each

side, each party under a head

constable, and he held the

rear with his twenty military

police.
The moment the first police-

man put his hand on the bier

the mob rushed in angrily from

behind, and Dick and his men
beat them back with the butt-

ends of their rifles. Stones

flew, and the men were
embroiled. Dick's spirits
rose. They were committed
to it, and that was half the

battle.
" Make haste !

" he cried to

the escort ;

" I will keep them
back. They are running to

the town for lathis. Only
get the corpse into the

hospital before they attack."

He fought a rearguard
action all the way. A stone

smashed his right ear. He
countered a lathi stroke, and
felled the man who struck.

Five of his men were dis-

abled. A score or more of

the rioters were wounded, and
one was left with a broken
skull.

At the hospital there was a

pause. The mob held back,

waiting reinforcements. Dick
lined the verandah with his

rifles, and ordered them to fire

a volley over the heads of the

crowd if they attacked, and if

that did not stop them, to fire

into them till they dispersed.
As they mounted the hospital

steps Dick caught a glimpse of

Venkata Sastri inside. When

he entered the apothecary had

disappeared into another room.
The astrologer salaamed to

Dick politely, and explained
that he had come to see if he
could do anything to allay the

riot. His explanation was cut

short by the Raja's secretary,
who drove up in a landau.

"This is a very serious

affair, Mr French," he said

as he waddled up the steps.
"The populace is highly in-

censed at insult offered to

deceased corpse. I warn you
if you proceed with the post-
mortem there will be a very
sanguinary affray. Your own
life is in danger."
"You are right," Dick said,

" there is likely to be shooting.
In the meantime, this is no

place for men of peace. You
have a carriage."
"You are no doubt acting

under orders," the Babu said.

"That is my business."

"Are you aware that the

post-mortem is illegal without
a warrant from Mr Bose?"
"The post-mortem will be

held immediately," Dick said

with finality.
The Babu was saying some-

thing about irregularity of

procedure when a volley from
the verandah silenced the pro-
test on his lips. This tre-

mendous and unanswerable
comment left him bleached and

speechless.
Dick was at the door in a

moment.
"That's right fire over their

heads till they close," he
shouted. "

By Jove ! here is

one of them that means
business."

It was Jai Singh, the boast-

ing, bhang -
eating, ex -

sepoy,
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Rajput durwan of the Raja's

palace. He came on brandish-

ing a lathi in both hands over

his head. A single shot

dropped him among the

cratons at the foot of the steps
with a bullet through his

shoulder. The few braves who
followed turned and fled.

" One more volley over their

heads," Dick cried, "just to

put the fear of God into them,
and fire high."
But the menace was super-

fluous. Jai Singh's repulse
was the sign of a general

stampede. In a few minutes
the compound was empty. Not
a living soul was to be seen

anywhere except the two
saises taking cover behind the

landau.

Dick entered the hospital.
"
Babu," he said, "you can

go on with the post-mortem."
He addressed the legs of the

apothecary, which were to be
seen peeping out from under

the charpoy, where he and the

secretary had hidden them-
selves at the first shot. Ven-
kata Sastri was standing by
the door. His perfect com-

posure made Dick uneasy. It

was not the attitude of a man
who had anything to fear.

Dick wondered what untapped
resources of evil the astrologer

possessed that he did not resist

the post-mortem. But it was
not difficult to guess.
The astrologer and the sec-

retary drove off without much
persuasion. The Brahmin wore
a saffron shawl thrown over
his left shoulder. The other

shoulder, naked and hairy, was
silhouetted against the plush
cushions of the landau in a

way that suggested an alliance

of the most sinister progress
with original sin. As Dick
watched the purple and yellow
anachronism disappear along
the road to the palace his heart

sank for the first time.

VIII.

The result of the post-mortem
was known all over Kordinghee
that night. The apothecary
found no traces of poisoning ;

he reported that the Rani had
died of heart-failure. The com-

posure of Venkata Sastri had
not been feigned. He believed

that he had bought security.
It was safer, he thought, than
to resist the investigation. The

apothecary was to receive ten

thousand rupees and the palace
favour.

But the astrologer was much
too astute to believe that Dick's

resources were exhausted. He
thought that the next move

of the police would be to send
the Rani's remains to the Civil

Surgeon of Ganjam under es-

cort. The journey would take
four days' double marches, and
in the meantime he had another
card to play. Yenkata Sastri's

surmise was not far from the

mark. Dick did not leave the

hospital until the contents of

the stomach had been packed
and sealed in his presence.
Then he left a strong guard
over them and rode back to

the bungalow. He telegraphed
to the Collector of the district

and the Superintendent of

police telling them what he
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had done, and to the head
constables of all the Thanas
between Kordinghee and Kal-

ingapatam directing them to

send relays to meet him. The
sealed packet was destined
for the chemical examiner of

Madras, a functionary of whom
Venkata Sastri had never
heard. It was to be shipped
by sea from Kalingapatam.
Dick expected another attack

on the road. He was convinced
that the palace folk would be

busy inciting the mob to re-

coverthe outragedRani's corpse,
that it might be carried to the

burning ghat and disposed of

according to the immemorial
rites of her ancestors. He
had no suspicion of the dark

intrigue that was afoot. The
first hint of it was the loss of

his seal.

Venkata Sastri had too little

faith in the courage of the

Telugus to risk another en-

gagement with the police. But
the diversion caused by the
riot in the afternoon, and the
concentration of the whole force

round the hospital, gave him a
chance that he did not scruple
to take advantage of. At half-

past eleven in the night an old

ryot, from a hamlet half a mile
out of the town, came to the

hospital with a tale that his

daughter had been abducted.
He and his son-in-law had gone
to Kordinghee, leaving the girl
alone with the wife of a servant.

The woman said that she saw
three unfamiliar-looking figures
enter the house, at which she
was so frightened that she had
hidden herself in an old disused
well. She heard the girl scream

frantically, but her cries had
become fainter and fainter as

if she had been gagged. At
last when the house was still,

after waiting a very long while,
the old woman plucked up
courage enough to enter it.

She found that the unhappy
girl had been carried away.
Nothing else in the house was
touched.

A sub -
inspector and three

men were despatched to the

spot at once. Dick was as-

tonished. It was a most

unlikely story, and a suspicion
crossed his mind that the affair

was a ruse to divert his atten-

tion. He asked the Inspector
if he had ever heard of a case

of forcible abduction in the

neighbourhood before. The

Inspector said that he had not,

though they were common in

the Punjab.
The apothecary, who had

been kept unwillingly on the

scene, said it was natural that

strange crimes should be com-
mitted when all the police were
collected in one spot. Some
badmash had taken advantage
of the opportunity to kidnap
a bride.

The Inspector asked Dick in

a whisper if he saw any con-

nection between the girl's ab-

duction and the loss of his seal.

Dick looked at him incredu-

lously.
" You don't say that

you think these fiends in hell

mean to use the old man's

daughter as a substitute?"
" Whom can you trust,

Sahib ? No one is incorrupt-
ible. The thing might be done
in half an hour in the night
here, or in Ganjam, or on the

road, and a poor man earn the

best part of a village for being

"You are right," Dick said.
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" You had better lie down. We mind to ride beside the Rani's

will have to start an hour be- remains all day, to sleep by
fore sunrise. I will leave the them all night, and never to

abduction case to Raghava leave the packet until he had
Rao." seen it safely embarked on the

Dick had made up his ship.

IX.

For a month at least the

Kordinghee case was talked

about all over India. When
the trial was going on, 'The
Pioneer ' devoted three columns
to it every day. The " Koihais "

of Madras were absorbed in it,

and in the Northern Circars no-

body talked of anything else.

In the beginning public in-

terest had been aroused by the

rumour of a rebellion some-

where away in the back of

Ganjam. There was a story
that a young police assistant

had seized the body of a high-
caste Rani from the funeral

pyre in anticipation of a war-
rant which the civil authorities

had afterwards refused. The
whole district was said to be
in a ferment, and there had
been several riots in which the

young man, whose name was
French, had been seriously
wounded. The boy, of course,
was officially execrated. It-

appeared that he had acted on
a cock-and-bull story without
evidence. He could not produce
a single witness to support his

suspicion of foul play, and the
medical man who had conducted
the post-mortem reported that
the Rani had died of heart-

failure.

At this early stage Dick's

conduct in the affair was more
discussed than the political dif-

ficulties his action called into

being. Had there been a

magistrate of any character

on the spot Dick might have
fared better. But unfortun-

ately Bose was the medium of

official communication, and he
took care to leave an impression
that Dick had acted irrespon-

sibly and without deliberation.

In a confidential letter to the

Collector, Bose had attributed

"Mr French's blunder to his

credulity, his ignorance of the

country, and his inherent in-

ability to understand the serious

nature of the issues involved."

The Bengali added that no
circumstances had come to his

notice which would justify him
in issuing a warrant for the

seizure of the corpse.
So Dick was to be made the

scapegoat. There was no
doubt of it. He was generally
voted a scatter-brained young
ass, but his pluck was admitted
on all sides. The case offered

one of those interesting psy-

chological problems that at-

tract men who study the odd
effects of the East on their

neighbour's character. Dick
was much discussed in the

Waltair Club.
" French must have been just

a little bit jumpy," the doctor

said. "I put it down to 112
in the shade."

"I believe he is Irish," said

Macpherson.
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" He was certainly not ower

canny," said O'Hagan.
"To tell you the truth," said

Lisle, "Kordinghee is a queer
place. Young Bennett shot

himself there. I shouldn't be

surprised if French had run
am6h"
Then entered Bradley, the

Superintendent of Police, whose
assistant Dick had been at

Waltair, a walking mountain
of kindliness.

" You are talking of French,"
he said. " The boy has stuff in

him. You must remember all

we have heard of this business

emanates from Bose. It

wouldn't surprise me if French
came out top after all."

A week afterwards it was
known that the chemical ex-

aminer in Madras had found
arsenic in the stomach of Par-
buti Bibi. The Chandra Raja,
Venkata Sastri, and Jaganna-
dham, the cook, were arrested

and committed for trial. Dick
was escorting them to Kaling-
apatam.
That was the second stage of

the affair. As the trial went

on, it became clear to every
one that Dick had shown an
unusual force of character for

a young man of his years. He
had laid his plans with great
tact and secrecy, acted with

quickness and decision, and
carried the thing through with
the most resolute courage. A
suspicion of his intentions

would have defeated the

scheme, but he had known
how to hold his counsel. The
men at his back were all

Telugus, men of the same

prejudices and the same moral
and physical weakness as the
mob he had hoodwinked and

defeated. It was Dick's per-

sonality that had driven tnem
to it. The boy was something
of a leader.

Yet what one admired most
was the thing that damned
him : the moral courage he had
shown in running the whole
business on his own initiative,

blandly bandaging the eyes of

the heaven-born as if they were
timid and meddlesome children,
to be kept out of the way until

it was too late to interfere. It

was an amazing piece of im-

pudence. But there was hardly
a policeman in the Presidency
who would not have liked to

slap him on the back for it.

But Dick was by no means
cleared. A verdict for the

prosecution would only parti-

ally justify his action. In the

meanwhile the case dragged on
with frequent postponements.
The line taken up by the de-

fence was that Parbuti Bibi

had been in the habit of taking
arsenic, as many native women
do, for a tonic. A letter was

produced, written by the Rani
to her father, the Raja of Kad-

amkotah, in which she referred

to the purchase of the drug.
The old Raja was summoned to

the trial, and confirmed the

genuineness of his daughter's
letter. Among the witnesses

for the defence was one Chetty,
a shopkeeper from the bazaar,
who had sold arsenic to the
Rani's confidential servant.

This man, Poniah by name,
said it was no secret that

Parbuti Bibi took arsenic, and
he said he could produce the

identical phial, half-empty, as

it had been found in her apart-
ment in the zenana. The phial
was not called for in court,
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owing to the difficulty of prov-

ing its identity the hostile at-

titude of the mob having made
an investigation impossible.

Things were not going well

for the prosecution when, on
the thirteenth day, a new and
sensational element entered into

the case. Raghava Rao, Dick's

sub -
inspector, had discovered

that the ryot's daughter, who
had been kidnapped the night
of the Kordinghee affair, had
been murdered an hour or two

afterwards, and he had collected

circumstantial evidence to show
that the crime was traceable to

a Brahmin, Rama Rao, who
had already figured in the case

as a witness, and was known
to be in collusion with the

Chandra Raja. He continued
to appear in the trial, though
in a different r6le.

This new complication opened
the eyes of the public to the

inner politics of Kordinghee.
The right or wrong of the post-
mortem question was forgotten.
The revelation involved greater
issues. Those who had followed

the trial and the number in-

cluded the greater part of liter-

ate India were now mainly
concerned with the dark and
hidden system of crime which
it disclosed, bringing to light a

state of things more generally

suspected than realised. It was

easy to believe that a similar

regime existed in other obscure
corners of the Presidency, and
there was a feeling that a few
more men of French's type
would do a world of good.

Venkata Sastri and the

Chandra Raja had pursued
their ends with an unscrup-
ulousness and callous indiffer-

ence that seemed to imply a

sense of impunity, justified no
doubt by the palace records.

Every servant, priest, and

parasite of the family knew
that Parbuti Rani was being
poisoned, and they knew that

the ryot's daughter had been

kidnapped as a substitute to

take her place at the post-
mortem. Yet the palace walls

breathed no secret beyond the

vague and indifferent rumours
that penetrated to the bazaar.

The one moonlight informer had
vanished like a phantom. The
accident of Dick's presence
alone had disturbed the black
ooze of undredged wickedness
and intrigue that had collected

in the stagnant backwater of

Kordinghee.
The new turn that the case

had taken left a moral certainty
of the guilt of the three ac-

cused, though it contributed

very little towards their con-

viction. As the trial proceeded
the Prosecutor made it clear

that the Chandra Raja was im-

plicated in the second murder.
Yet no amount of cross-examin-

ation could extract the shadow
or suggestion of a motive for it

from any of the witnesses. The
connection between the two
murders was evident, but it

did not directly advance the

prosecution.
On the afternoon of the

seventeenth day the case for

the defence hung on a thread.

The servant, Poniah, was chal-

lenged unexpectedly to pro-
duce the phial of arsenic which
was alleged to have been found
in the Rani's possession at the

time of her death.

After an interval the phial
was brought into court. " Will

you swear," the Public Prose-
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outor asked him, "that this

bottle is the identical one pur-
chased by the Rani, and that

the contents have not been
touched since she died?"
The witness swore piously.

He was palpably relieved,

thinking that at last his evi-

dence was going to be ac-

cepted.
Two other important wit-

nesses, both of them inmates
of the palace, were called upon
to identify the phial as the one

purchased by the Rani. They
pledged themselves solemnly.
The phial was then handed

to the civil surgeon, who was
in court at the time, and he
was asked to specify the kind
of arsenic it contained.

"It is yellow arsenic," he
said.

The Public Prosecutor rose

again.
" May I trouble you, sir," he

said, "to inform the court as

to what species of arsenic was
found in the stomach." There
was a significant pause. It

could not have been more than
two minutes, yet it seemed at

least a quarter of an hour.

Dick felt that his official career

hung on the answer. The

judge glanced through a file

of papers on his desk, selected

one, and opened it.

"It was white arsenic," he

said.

The evidence for the defence

was utterly discredited.

It was at this point in the

trial that Jagannadham, the

cook, turned Queen's evidence

to save his ugly worthless skin.

He stated that Yenkata Sastri

had personally instigated him
to poison Parbuti Rani, prom-
ising to pay him the sum of

five hundred rupees in cash,
besides other rewards for his

services ; that the Chandra

Raja was also in the plot,
and that Rama Rao and two

accomplices, Ard Narayan
and Padmanappadu, had re-

ceived a thousand rupees each
for the murder of the ryot's

daughter, and were to have re-

ceived another thousand rupees
if they had succeeded in sub-

stituting her remains for those

of Parbuti Rani. This evi-

dence was corroborated in

every material point.
The end of it all was that

Venkata Sastri, Rama Rao,
Ard Narayan, and Padman-

appadu were condemned to

death. The Chandra Raja, for

political reasons, was let off

with transportation for life,

and the approver, Jaganna-
dham was granted a formal

pardon. The apothecary was
committed for bribery and cor-

ruption, and spent the next
seven years of his life in the

Andamans.
On the last night of the

trial the Inspector-General of

Police was dining with the
Governor of the Presidency.

" It has been a most whole-
some example," the Governor
was saying,

" and the publicity
of it will do a great deal of

good. We must teach these

intriguing palace Brahmins
that they are not beyond our
reach. It seems to me that a

Zenana in a place like Kord-

inghee is as isolated as a rock
in the Pacific."

"It is not easy to get at

them," the Inspector said.
" These Zemindars possess un-
bounded influence."

"That Police boy seems to
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have a cool head. I hear he

had no business to seize the

corpse. Didn't he act without
a warrant ?

"

"It was a technical breach

of discipline, sir. But Bose,
the assistant magistrate, is a

negligible man. He would
never have plucked up courage
to issue the warrant. It was

lucky he was away from Kord-

inghee, for if it had not been
for French being there alone,
not one of these men would
have got their deserts."

"I like a boy who is not
afraid of responsibility."
"French comes of good

stock, sir
;
he will do well."

" Are you going to send him
back to Kordinghee ?

"

"I am transferring him to

Lingapuram. Bruce is on

leave, and the place needs a

strong man. He is very young
for the post, and some of his

seniors won't like it; but I

think he will do."

Dick cabled to Veronica the

result of the trial and the

news of his promotion to act-

ing superintendent on five

hundred rupees a - month.
"Come out as soon as you
can," he added.

He met her in Bombay in

November. He had two
months' leave, and they spent
their honeymoon travelling

among the old cities of the

north. The Taj, the Golden

Temple, the Kutab Minar,
Chitore, the Palace of Amber,
the ruins of Fatehpur Sikri,

were enveloped for them in a

haze of loveliness that tran-

scended their dreams.
"
Oh, Dick ! It is too lovely,"

Veronica said. "I am afraid."

They were drifting down the

Ganges at Benares by the

light of a crescent moon. Dick
detached a gold locket from
the end of his watch-chain. It

was the first pledge Veronica
had given him. He threw it

into the wrinkled silver-em-

bossed stream, and the jealous

gods were propitiated.
EDMUND CANDLER.
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SOME UNPUBLISHED PAPERS AT CRANBORNE.

BY ALGEENON CECIL.

THE grim castles of the

middle age survived the only
men who were fit to hold them

by about a hundred years, and
then perished in the catastrophe
of the Civil War. How will it

be with the lordly pleasure-
houses of the Elizabethans and
their successors? To convert

them into museums is of no use,

for they brook no insults, and
the spirit passes out of them at

the entrance of the uniformed
official and the umbrella-counter

and the handrail round the sides

of the rooms. They will stop
with us on their own terms or

not at all, and, if the rich should

chance to forget the distinction

between luxury and culture, and
the poor should happen to learn

that envy is no more than a

laudable desire for improved
methods of economic distribu-

tion, the great houses will mock
us like Versailles and Kensing-
ton and Hampton Court, all

glorious without, not at all

glorious within.

However this may be, there

is one style of old house which

changing conditions can well

afford to spare. English manors
are very patient, very unam-
bitious, very retiring. They
belong to every age or no age,

having their roots often enough
in many centuries, and looking
with a genial and indifferent

eye on the shifting moods of

society. They have given a

friendly welcome to many suc-

cessive masters, and ushered

them out, too, with a kindly
God-speed, not sorry to have
made their acquaintance nor

altogether sorry either to have
seen the last of them ;

for they
have learnt to take men very
much as they find them, and
are best pleased to be left alone,

except for any absolutely neces-

sary repairs. From the time
of Cedrio the Saxon, and before,
down to our own, they have
made a congruous background
for the placid movement of

English family life, and, like

the easy-going genial race of

squires which has mostly in-

habited them, they are well

content to discharge their

duties faithfully and without
ostentation. Lord Beaconsfield

in 'Endymion' has drawn a

picture of one of them : it was,
Froude thought, the only thing
of lasting value in a poor novel.

The broken Minister retires to

"the foot of the Berkshire

downs," where

"on a gentle elevation there is an
old hall with gable ends and lattice

windows, standing in grounds which
once were stately and where there

are yet glade -like terraces of yew-
trees which give an air of dignity to

a neglected scene. ... It was aristo-

cratic yet singularly inexpensive.
The house contained an immense hall

which reached the roof and which
would have become a baronial man-
sion, and a vast staircase in keeping ;

but the living rooms were moderate,
even small in dimensions, and not
numerous."

Save that Cranborne is not
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neglected, the description

might almost stand at the

head of this article. On the

north side of the house, in a

straight line from Salisbury,
the old approach, now a mere

grassy drive, runs down off the

spurs of the Wiltshire Downs,
through "a greate gate" (as

they used to call it with rather

excessive magnificence), into a

little walled court, whence
balustrade and terrace and

loggia-porch, richly embroid-

ered with heraldic devices,
raise the eye by nice grada-
tions towards the three-storied

pilasters, which draw out the

lines of the old manor-house in

the light sensuous style of the

Italian Renaissance. The road,
now narrowed to a passage,
still holds on its way and runs
out again, through the build-

ing, into another and greater

square
- court, at the opposite

entrance to which two Tudor

gate-towers, reared in the form
and on the basis of the

medieval fortification, throw
back their sharp angles into

the enclosure. The grey build-

ing of which they are the out-

posts more white than grey it

looks in the bright sunshine

consists in two large towers, in

one of which the substance, in

both probably the decoration,
are of the seventeenth century.
Between them stands the old

hall of the manor, adorned on
this side as on the other by a

Eenaissance porch, but able to

trace its lineage back to the

days of John, when the king
used it as a lodge from which
to hunt the deer in Cranborne
Chase.

Such is the frame which

Time has ordered for the loose

patchwork of the following

pages.

Old papers are everywhere
giving up their treasures, and
at Cranborne, as elsewhere,
there was found to be a hetero-

geneous collection of documents
not exceptionally interesting,
but not altogether undeserving
of a passing glance. Some court-

rolls, some steward's accounts,
here and there a bygone letter

these are musty records, which
will yield no golden tales.

But for the reader, who is

fairly warned not to raise high
his expectations, there is a little

casual instruction and a little

quiet amusement to be had
in them, as indeed in most

places, if we know where to

look for them.
We are used to think of

Socialism as something new, a

peculiar terror of our own age,
like the invasion of the Huns
or the raids of the Northmen
to the medieval world

; but
in fact our ancestors were
accustomed to restrain indi-

vidual freedom to a degree
which, it is likely enough, will

never again be attempted, and

nothing is better calculated to

convince us of this than the

study of medieval court-rolls.

Every one was bound to lie in

a tithing (originally an associa-

tion of ten or twelve men,

mutually responsible for each

other's good conduct, but in

the South of England syn-

onymous with the township or

village), and the principal item

in the record of the local courts

is the reports or presentments
of the tithing-men.
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Cranborne lay we cannot
tell why or how, but appar-
ently at the time of Edward
I.'s Quo Warranto Inquiry, the

memory of man ran not to the

contrary in the honour of

Gloucester. Honours were in-

dependent jurisdictions, where
the lord's steward took the

place of the king's sheriff as

the constituting officer of the
local courts. Four kinds of

sessions, beside that of the
chase court, were held at Cran-
borne. The hundred court-leet

and the manorial court-leet

were criminal courts requiring

jurymen who confirmed from

personal knowledge the pre-
sentment of criminals made by
the bailiffs of the boroughs and
the tithing-men, and who also

presented criminals on their

own account. At these ses-

sions, which were held twice

yearly, at Michaelmas and at

the term of "Hokked" 1

(the
end of April or May), views
of frank-pledge were taken in

order to see that every man
did in fact belong to a tith-

ing. The two courts differed

only in this that the hun-
dred court included more

tithings than the court of the
manor.
The other pair of sessions

those of the lesser courts of the
hundred and the manor oc-

curred more frequently, and
dealt with matters of small con-

sequence, without juries, torts

and misdemeanours, such mat-
ters as stray horses, trespass,
unscoured ditches, breaches of

the Assize of Ale, and the like.

We may stop to glance at a

few of the entries that have
come down to us.

The cases of assault are

rendered quite amusing by
the variety of the weapons
employed.

"JohnPouch erdon assaulted Henry
Bosse with a '

gleyve
J

(sword) and the
said John unjustly drew blood from
the said Henry ;

fined 6d." (1460.)
"Thomas Dyvet assaulted John

Jeffrey with a 'sagitta' (arrow) of

no value ; fined 6d."

"The tithing man of Alseholt
ordered to have here at the next
Court a cudgel which Thomas Grey
used against the King's peace upon
William Solar."

"William Beell assaulted John
Holyday with a 'hegge-byll' and
drew blood; fined 9d."

"
James, servant of John Carent,

assaulted William Joke with a dagger,
and the said John drew blood from
the said William ; fined 6d."

" William Wodeford assaulted
Thomas Andrewe with a 'bifurco'

(fork) ; fined Id."
" Laurence Tayllour assaulted

Eichard Boyd with a hange-rell
(? handrail); fined 3d. The henge-
rell ordered to be brought."

" Simon Bouchere drew a '

vangam'
(shovel) against the peace upon Wil-
liam Sadeler ; fined 2d."

Two militant clergymen live

by their evil deeds

"John, vicar of Cranborne, drew
blood against the peace with a small
knife from John Wyt ; fined 3d."

John Wyt was no craven
even in respect of his spirit-
ual pastor, as the next entry
shows

"John Wyt drew a ' basulardum '

(cutlass or poniard) against the peace,
and drew blood from the said John
Vicar ;

fined 3d."

Later the knife was pro-
duced, and sold for 2d. Let

1
Hokeday is the second Tuesday after Easter.
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us hope it drew blood no more

from John Wyt or any other.

" The tithing-man of Firnham pre-

sented thatJohn, Rector of the Church

of Firnham, drew blood from William

S ;
therefore he is fined 3d."

A few of the other entries

may detain us for a moment.
Failure to scour ditches was a

very common offence.

" The tithing-man of Holewell pre-
sented that the King's Way there

next to Stoudchowe is wet for want
of scouring of a ditch there, which
John Stalale should scour : he is fined

2d., and ordered to scour the same."

(1398.)

John Stalale was an old

offender. The year before

"A trespass was presented upon
the said John Stalale for polling two
oaks in his close, which he holds of

the lord by custom, to the destruc-

tion of the said oaks. Remains for

the view of the Lord's Council."

The entry is interesting, be-

cause it shows in what sort

of cases the Lord's Council,
over which the Lord's Auditor

appears to have presided, inter-

vened. To the Lord's Council

also the smaller tenants looked

for protection against the en-

croachments of the greater.

Strays are a constant item,
and were sold for the benefit

of the lord if unclaimed after

a year and a day. Here are

some descriptions from a list

of 1495 :

"
1 bay mare, a snappe in the left

ear and in the right ear a ferthyng
under, value 16d. A bay mare, hole

yered, value 12d. A donne mare,

croppe cutte in the left year, a

feything in both ears, value 8d. A
bay foal, yeveld in the right ear,

croppe in the left ear, value lOd."

In 1460 and 1517 are entries

which should give all good in-

dividualists a cold shudder :

"John Parker is a common inn-

keeper, and takes an excessive price
for hay and -straw against the form
of the statute, fined 6d." (1460.)

"It is presented That Thomas

White, who held of the lord a

cottage with appurtenances, has re-

treated from the domain of the lord

into unknown parts ; therefore the

reeve there is ordered to seize the

said cottage." (1460.)
"The twelve jury presented that

. . . Eichard Ingwell, fisherman, sold

his fish in other places and not here

at Cranborne to the deceiving of all

the tenants of this lordship ; there-

fore he was fined 3d. and was ordered

not to repeat the same deceit under
a penalty of 3s. 4d." (1517.)

But the reader must be

weary of these homely illus-

trations of the rough life of

the hamlet, and may not be

sorry to learn that the papers

change their character as the

centuries advance. In 1611

Cranborne, which had passed

through many hands, but had

persistently reverted to the

Crown, was finally disposed
of to Sir Robert Cecil. This

at least is the date of the

grant; but Cecil, whose first

connection with the place arose

from his post of Master of

Wards at the close of Eliza-

beth's reign, had already taken
from it the title of Viscount
in 1604, and so the gift
must have been then in

contemplation. At this time
the house, or castle as they
called it, was no better than
a dilapidated building of white

stone, just good enough to

shelter the manorial courts.

That, however, was no draw-
back to a man whose only pas-
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sion was bricks and mortar.

Sickly, laborious, reserved, a

little cunning, perhaps a little

deformed, Kobert Cecil could

never have been popular, but
his characteristics were more
than ever at a discount in an

age which set a premium on

handsome, full-blooded gallants.
We know little of his inner life,

but the glimpses of it which we
get are pitiful enough. Per-

haps, like the Preacher, in order

to test the vanity of human en-

deavour, he threw himself into

the construction of great houses.

Five, built or restored, are put
to his account : Cranborne,
Hatfield, Quickswood, Ber-

mondsey, and Salisbury House
in the Strand. Of his expenses
at Cranborne we have some,

though unluckily insufficient,

records. Between 1608 and
1612 the agent in charge re-

ceived for the repair of the

house, including, however, some

repairs at Old Sarum Castle

(which was used then or about
that time as a farm), the sum
of 3048, 19s. Id. This would

equal, perhaps, 10,000 of our

money. One or two details

may be worth mentioning. In
the estimate for repairs the
number of bricks required is

given as 300,000, and the cost of

making and burning every 1000
bricks was expected to be 4s.

To Robert Cecil ought prob-
ably to be ascribed the Gate-

towers, the eastern tower of

the house, and the great stair-

case, besides an eastern wing,
which was probably burnt by
the Cavaliers, and has anyway
disappeared, and a western

wing which his son rebuilt, at

any rate partially, after the

Civil War, and which is still

standing. To the latter, too,

are probably to be attributed

the two Renaissance porches.

William, the second Earl,
had succeeded his father in

May 1612. Clarendon has
drawn his portrait without

mercy, and probably with

justice.

"The Earl of Salisbury had been
born and bred in court and had the

advantage of a descent from a father
and a grandfather who had been very
wise men, and great ministers of state

in the eyes of Christendom ; whose
wisdom and virtues died with them,
and their children only inherited their

titles. He had been admitted of the
council to King James ; from which
time he continued so obsequious to

the court, that he never failed in

overacting all that he was required to

do. No act of power was ever pro-

posed which he did not advance and
execute his part with the utmost

rigour. No man so great a tyrant in

his country, or was less swayed by
any motives of justice or honour. He
was a man of no words, except in

hunting and hawking, in which he

only (sic) knew how to behave him-
self. In matters of State and council

he always concurred in what was pro-

posed for the King and cancelled and

repaired all those transgressions by
concurring in all that was proposed
against him as soon as any such pro-

positions were made. Yet when the

king went to York, he likewise at-

tended upon his majesty ; and at that
distance seemed to have recovered
some courage, and concurred in all

counsels which were taken to un-
deceive the people, and to make the

proceedings of the parliament odious
to all the world. Button a sudden he
caused his horses to attend him out of

the town, and having placed fresh

ones at a distance, he fled back to

London, with the expedition such
men use when they are most afraid

;

and never after denied to do anything
that was required of him

; and when
the war was ended, and Cromwell
had put down the house of peers, he

got himself to be chosen a member of
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the house of commons, and sat with

them as of their own body, and was
esteemed accordingly. In a word,
he became so despicable to all men,
that he will hardly ever enjoy the ease

which Seneca bequeathed to him
' His egregiis majoribus ortus, qualis

cunque est, sub umbra suorum lateat
;

ut loca sordida repercussa sole illus-

trantur, ita inertes majorum suorum
luce resplendeant.'

"

Such was the man who left

more mark at Cranborne than

any of his successors. There
is first a curious record of his

travelling expenses on two dif-

ferent journeys there from Lon-

don, from which it is easy to

get a pretty fair idea of the

progress of a great noble in the

seventeenth century.
The heavy coach, containing

my lord and his suite, leaves

London by the western road.

As they pass by the almshouse
between Knight's Bridge and
Hammersmith a dole is asked,
or it may be my lord, meditat-

ing over the dangers of the

way, thinks well to secure the

favour of Providence ; any way
the poor receive 12d. The pro-

pitiation, however, if propitia-
tion it be, proves inoperative.
On Windsor Heath the coach
sticks fast it was early spring-

time, and 12d. more has to be

given to a carter " that helped
the coach." Without further

mishap they reach Hartford

Bridge near Winchfield, where

they put up for the night. My
lord finds the evening long, and
calls for music. The village
musicians do their best, and

get 6s. for their pains. In the

morning the innkeeper presents
his bill, 3, 2s. lOd. for lodging

my lord and his following, and
after this has been settled and
a further extravagant sum of

6d. has been expended upon the

poor, the progress is continued.

The next night is spent at An-
dover, where the poor who beg
at the inn, and those who are

lodged at the almshouse, to-

gether received 12d., and my
lord's dinner costs 19s. On
the third night my lord reaches

his own town Salisbury
where a great stir is made in

consequence. The bells are

rung, for which the ringers
received 20s., and the poor
come crowding round and re-

ceive a largesse of another 20s.

which, however, does not pre-
vent my lord from being
mobbed, and in the end the

beadle's assistance has to be

obtained. ("To the beadle

that kept the poor from

troubling my lord, 2s. 6d.")
Then Mr Mayor's officers bring

my lord "Ipocras,"
1 and get

20s. for it, and the warrener

of Old Sarum brings him rab-

bits and is tipped 5s. After

this my lord dines, presumably
off the rabbits, and then has

music, which, we must sup-

pose, is good, as my lord has

it again in the morning, and

pays 20s. to the "waits."

Meanwhile the laundress has

been busy with my lord's linen,

and puts in a claim for thirty

shillings. This is paid, and
the progress is continued to

Cranborne, where all manner
of good things are prepared

against my lord's coming
"capons," "collars of brawn,"
"fat lambs," "pheasants from

An aromatic cordial.
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Sir Anthony Ashley" at St

Giles, "partridges, live pikes,

turkeys, woodcocks, carps,

cheese, fat salmon." The good
fare is the complement of a

good time, yet my lord does
not pay too heavily for his

sporting. There is an entry
of 6s., which appears to in-

clude various sums paid to
" the hare - finders,"

" the

charges of huntsmen, running
horses and hounds," and the

reward of "the fellows that
laboured to take the fox, and

brought him to my lord."

After this my lord goes to

the races at Salisbury, attended

by Barnard the groom, who
receives a handsome livery for

the occasion, and Richard the

groom, who is in charge of my
lord's race -horses. Richard's

labours prove fruitful, and my
lord wins " the bell," upon
which he has to pay 10s. a-

piece to the drummers, trum-

peters, and musketeers
;
besides

10s. to the sergeant of the town
that kept the bell and stakes
for his fee. It seems right to

add that the balance of fortune
was afterwards redressed, and

my lord lost to Mr Talbot, Mr
Fisher, and Mr Douce, though
how much history does not say.
The return journey is made by
way of Basingstoke, Hartford

Bridge, and Staines, and the
cost of the whole amusement is

reckoned at 2761, Os. lid.

The second Earl, it is not
unreasonable to suspect, was of

the opinion of Leo X., "Let us

enjoy the Papacy since God
has given it to us." He loved

good company and he loved

good cheer. James I. paid him
several visits, and below is

"A PERTICULAR OF HIS LORDSHIPPS
CHARDGES AT CRANBORNE KEEPING
A TABLE 6 MEALES ATT HIS MA'
BEING THERE." (AUG. 1615.)

" In grosse meate
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preserved
"
cherryes," bar-

beryes (preserved), almons,
French barley and "ryce,"

"wyne" vinegar 5 quarts of

it, with the " bottell
"

2s. lOd.

and more ordinary vinegar
too,

" sallett -
oyle,"

-1

apples,

plums, &c., for tarts, "loafe

sugar," pepper,
"
nuttmeggs,"

mace, cloves, "sinamonde,"
saffron, "reysons," currants,

prunes, white and "baye
salte," torches and lights (4
dozen and 6, 18s. 4d.), all this

for six meales. One wonders

whether, if King James and
his suite had had Froude's

experience of a waking vision,
in which all the animals that

had been killed to sustain his

life appeared before him to-

gether, they would have felt

remorse. Let us hope so.

Meanwhile we may reflect with
satisfaction that the simple life

was little accounted of in the

undegenerate days of the
" most high and mighty
prince."
The sum total of the dis-

bursements on this occasion

was 228, 18s. 5d. (700 circ.),

which includes among the items

not enumerated above twelve

guineas
" for the keep of hired

Cookes" and 2s. 6d. for the

"hyre of a slaughter-house."
This expenditure, however, is

thrown into the shade by the

bill for the 8 meales which were

provided in August 1618. On
that occasion the cost was

405, 19s. lOd. Many of the

items, of course, are the same,
or nearly so. Among the new
ones there are 1 curlewe, 2

herons, 4 seacurles, 1 seagull,

for all of which the price was
9s. 6d., 2 " heath -

poutes
" 2

cost 2s.; 8 piggs, 1, 4s.; 800

eggs, 1, 6s. 8d. There were
10 dozen "hartychoakes," at

1, 6s. 6d.; there were
"mulletts great "(22 of them)
and " mulletts smale

"
(2

dozen); there were bace 3 and

cungers and seabreames, plaice,

flounders, 1000 opened oysters,

gurnet ts, soles,
"
troutes,"

"eelles," seacarpes, and 1400

"praunes." There were 150
"
cowcumbers," "herbes of all

sortes," flowers, apples, plums,
&c. There was "beere," 7

tonne and a half, 17, 10s.;
" clarett wyne," 1 tonne, 24 ;

and sacke, 28 gallons 3 pintes,

4, 14s. 4d.; besides white

"wyne," 27 gallons, 3, 3s.,

and " renishe wyne," 14 gallons
8 quarts, 2, 19s.

What number of people did

the king's retinue contain?
The only evidence from which
to draw a conclusion is the

mention among the purchases
of 12 dozen trenchers. There
were also 33 "drinkinge
glasses" and 24 "drinkinge
potts

"
a drinkinge pot, there-

fore, to every six men, if the

glasses were reserved for the

high table.

In 1620, once more in

August, the king came again.
The bill of fare is much as

before, except that there is

mention of shovelers, 2 doz.

att 7s. (4, 4s.), and
" brewes "

(whatever they may be), 3 doz.

at 3s. 6d. (6, 6s.); the bill

of expenses is a little less,

344, 12s. 2d., but we do not

know how long the king re-

Salad oil. 2 Blackcock. Bass.
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mained. In 1622, when he had
" 10 meales "

at Cranborne, the
cost was over 522.

The papers extant give us
an inventory of the furniture

in the king's and in the lord's

bedchambers. In the former
there were

" 6 pieces of Tapestry hangings, .
1

feild bedstead with tester valens, 5

curtaynes and headcloth all of grene
and wachett l

damaske, 1 silke quilt of

grene and wachett taffety, 1 window
cloth, 2 square carpitts of the same
damaske with silke and gould frenge,
7 guilt knobbes, 1 downe bedde and

boulster, 2 downe pillowes, 2 fustian

blanketts, 1 wollen blankett, 1 white
wooll bedd, 1 canevas maetris, 1

cheire, 2 highe stooles, 1 low stoole,
2 longe cushions of the same damaske,
3 foote Turkey carpitts, 4 winddow
curtaynes of draughte worke, 2 cour-

linge rodds, 1 folding table, 1 cubberd,
1 peire of brase andirons, 1 fire

shovill and tonges."

In the "Lords bedd chamber"
there were

"5 pieces of Tapestry hangeings, 1

woll quilt, 1 feild bedstead with tester

valens head cloth, 15 curtaynes all of

blew and cornacon damaske, 1 quilt
of cornacon taffety, 8 guilt knobbes,
1 downe bed and boulster, 1 fustian

blankett, 2 woollen blankets, 1

yellow rugge, 2 downe pillowes, 8

highe stooles, 6 square cushions all of

Turkey worke, 4 neadell worke longe
cushions, 1 longe drawinge table, 1

square table, 1 cobberd, 1 longe
Turkey carpitt, 1 short Turkey Car-

pitt, 6 window curtaynes of blew and

yellow say, 3 curtayne rodds."

All these things speak for

themselves, and commentary is

superfluous. But, draughty as

their rooms were, the lord was

surely a little effeminate to

require fifteen bed - curtains.

Even the king had only five.

Still we do not know their size

nor their consistency.
In 1614, under the second

Earl, a curious surveywas made,
which compares the actual rent

of the copyhold tenures on the
manor with their value at rack-

rent. The former figure is 51,
the latter 678. So much for

the change in the value of

money or land, or both. In
1624 Henry Sherfield, the

agent, writes to Lord Salis-

bury and mentions an attempt
he had made to revive the

jurisdiction of the Cranborne
Chase Court: 2

" At yor Courts at Michaelmas, I

had nothing but ordynarie busy-
nesses, saving that at yor Lordps
Wood Court. I found Mighell, Mr.

Swayne's keeper, to have been guilty
of falsehood by consenting to the

killing of that Buck wherewth all he

chardged Mr. Barbour and the other

before yor Lord?, wch offence Mig-
hell did confesse in open Court, and

they accused him of other the like

offences. And therefore I did by
Judgm* in the Court, to revive yor

LordP3 ancient liberties, committe
him to yor Lord?8

prison in yor
house for 3 dayes and 3 nights and

fyned him at 20s., and forejudged
him of walking in the Chace, and
ordered that he should give bond to

be true to the game hereafter and
not to be delivered before he had soe

done."

But Sherfield's arbitrary
methods were getting out of

date. " I heare," he adds,
" he

is set at lardge without giving
security, but by whose meanes
I knowe not." The next year,

1
Sky-blue.

2 The Chase Court was analogous to the forest court that lay in private as

opposed to royal hands.
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however, he met with better

success :

" Presented that William Grace of

Berwick St. John in Wilts, Shepherd,
had placed a halter in the hedge of

bis garden at Berwick to take the
deer coming there and he came into

Court, confessed, and submitted to

the mercy of the Court. Therefore
ordered that he should be committed
to the prison of the Chase, to the

dungeon of the capital messuage of

Cranborne to the custody of the
bailiff of the Lord for three days
and was in mercy 2s. 4d."

The remaining papers that

are of any interest deal with
Cranborne during the Civil

Wars. The Cecils, as we have

seen, were Parliament-men, for

which there was, perhaps, good
(or bad) private reason, since

Charles I.'s inquisition into the

title to estates had cost them
20,000. Cranborne, unluckily

for them, lay in the royalist sec-

tion of the kingdom, and there

was cause to fear reprisals.

So, early in 1643, Samuel

Stillingfleet, who was the
Earl's bailiff (at 20 a-year),
and father of the famous Bishop,

despatched "the best of his

Lordship's household stuffe
"

to Carisbrooke for safe cus-

tody. He was none too soon.

On the 28th May the Cavaliers
were upon him. They be-

longed to Hertford's division,
with which Prince Maurice
was serving. As soon as the
barrenness of the house was
revealed, Hertford's steward
swore at Stillingfleet for a

Roundhead, and threatened him
with a visitation of the sol-

diery. They came in due

course, some five hundred of

Maurice's roysterers, and broke
into the house, plundering,

wasting, and wrecking what-
ever met their eye. Stilling-
fleet relates with delight that

amongst other things in the

house was a "
portmantle

"

belonging to one of their cap-
tains

;
this they took, and 50

of his money besides. Then

they fetched in a hundred sheep
and killed them, so that they
made the place "more nasty
than any slaughter house."

They seized hay and barley
for their own horses, and made
free with other horses which
were not their own. Hertford
ordered four of these to be

restored, which engendered a

dispute with Maurice. In the

end the General threatened to

call out the leading rioters and

hang them, whereupon
"
they

answered one and all." "All

this," as Stillingfleet adds,
"on the Lord's day." Three

days after there was a further

assault by Sir James Hamil-

ton's company, who defaced

the house, removing the bolts

and locks. This, however, fell

below their threats, which were
to burn and pull it down.

Cranborne, in fact, lay in the

thick of the fight. A bill of

George Joyce, "father of Cor-

nett Joice," and proprietor of

the George Inn, gives charges
for feeding horses and men be-

longing to Carnarvon, Waller,

Essex, Goring, and Prince

Charles. Both the King and
Cromwell made their quarters
there, and by the end of the

war the house had suffered

considerably. In 1645 Captain

Philip Cecil "viewed its ruins."

By 1647 the country was

quiet enough to allow Stilling-

fleet to send the Earl estimates
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for repairs. Besides restoring
the northern entrance, where

lay then " a greate gate," and

renewing two rooms which had
been burnt, and refitting the

leads, window-bars, and glass,
at a cost of 263, 14s. 4d., he

spent another 370 on re-

building the west end of the

house, for which the design
was intrusted to Captain Rider.

There are most elaborate and
careful accounts of the wages
paid and of other expenses of

the works. A carpenter's and
a bricklayer's wages are both

given at 16d. a-day, and there

is much more similar informa-
tion of little general interest.

In 1648 Lord Salisbury
passed two days at Cranborne.
The bells were rung, the poor
received alms, and there was

plenty of feasting. After this,

so far as the papers are con-

cerned, there is no more to tell.

The courts continued to be held,

the agents continued to send
in their accounts, the preacher
continued to get 40 a -year
for his services, and the poor
10 a-year for relief. But no

more kings passed by Cran-

borne, and the owners, if they
came, left no record of their

coming. Probably the manor-
house accepted the changed
conditions with the equanimity
which characterises its kind,
and of the village the descrip-
tion which Leland wrote in

1550 doubtless continued to be
true :

" It is a praty thorough-
fare and for one street meatly
welle builded. There runnith
a fleeting bek through it and

passid down through the street

self on the right hond."
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LORD CROMER AND EGYPT.

WE can remember no pre-
cedent to this book. 1 Not since

Caesar indited his Comment-
aries in his travelling-carriage
have we had the spectacle of a
man of action of the first rank

telling in his own lifetime the
full story of his work. Lord
Cromer's task in Egypt is

finished. The new era has

dawned, new forces are in

motion; whatever the future

may hold, there can be no re-

turn to the old ways. The
tale is therefore of an accom-

plished fact, and not of a work
whose issues are still uncertain.

A point of vantage has been

gained from which it is possible
and desirable to review the

past. At the same time, that

past is still recent history.
Even young men can remember
the beginnings of Egyptian
reform, with all its apparent
hopelessness, its tragedies, and
its confusion. The story as told

by the chief actor, with the
candour which has always
marked his career, is a docu-
ment of unparalleled Imperial
interest. Wisely, as we think,
Lord Cromer does not bring the
record down to the date of his

retirement. He tells the story
of the Soudan up to the present

year, but he closes the history
of Egypt proper with the death
of Tewfik. And the course is

historically correct. The fate

of the Soudan has only just
been decided, but the destinies

of Egypt were, fifteen years

ago, fixed beyond question. Be-

sides, on later Egyptian history
we have already some excellent

authorities, of which we need

only mention the works of Lord
Milner and SirAuckland Colvin.

These give us the details and
the statistics; from Lord
Cromer we get the principles,
the synoptic view which places

Egypt in its true international

relations, and that tale of the

connection between Egyptian
and British policy which could

only be written by the man at

the top. The work, too, is a

unique presentation of the

psychology of imperial admin-

istration, for it tells how the

most successful of modern pro-
consuls faced the most intricate

of modern administrative prob-
lems. In each case the possible

points of view and the alter-

native policies are stated with
a supreme candour, and we are

privileged to look into the mind
of the statesman. There is

scarcely a precedent, as we
have said, to the circumstances

under which it was written,
and as an illuminating and

stimulating guide to the prin-

ciples of sound government, it

is a work to which it would be

hard to find a parallel.
The paradox of Egypt has

been described by Lord Milner

in a famous passage. There

is, to begin with, the racial

paradox.
" One alien race, the

English, have had to control

and guide a second alien race,

1 Modern Egypt. By the Earl of Cromer. 2 vols. London : Macmillan & Co.
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the Turks, by whom they are

disliked, in the government of

a third race, the Egyptians."
There have been a dozen local

paradoxes religious, financial,

educational. And, above all,

there is the great international

paradox, that France laboured
to put obstacles in the path
of a British policy for which
Britain was utterly disinclined,
and by her efforts succeeded

against her will in forcing an

unwilling Britain to do what
neither Power wanted. The
structure raised by that "bar-
barian of genius," Mehemet
Ali, was falling to pieces under
his successors. Ismail was the

typical Oriental despot whose

imagination, especially inmoney
matters, far transcended the

prosaic world of fact. Mr
Sidney Peel quotes a remark
of his when he was asked con-

cerning the gauge of the Soudan

railway: "Make it the same
as South Africa; it will save

trouble in the end" which
shows that there was a touch
of greatness in his folly. When
he steamed out of Alexandria
harbour in June 1879 to his long
exile, he left a bankrupt State
behind him and a tangle of

difficulties out of which there

seemed no escape except by
the deletion of Egypt from the

roll of the world's nations.

Our interest in the country
was chiefly that of a creditor,

though, in view of its position,
we could not allow it to pass
into the hands of a rival

Power. We did not want

Egypt any more, to quote Lord
Palmerston's apt illustration,
"than a man with an estate

in the north of England and

a residence in the south
would have wished to possess
the inns on the North Koad."
France was also a principal

creditor, and, moreover, had

dawning imperial aspirations
after the North African littoral.

The history of the following

years was therefore the history
of the rivalry of France and
Britain in the performance of

the duty of keeping Egypt
going a duty which the latter

held in great distaste. Lord
Cromer's earliest connection
with the Nile valley was in

1846, when as a child he
watched Ibrahim Pasha drive

past in St James's Park. He
first visited the country as

one of the Commissioners of

the Debt, and in 1879 re-

signed the post in despair.
He thought of standing for

Parliament, but Mr Gladstone
told him that all the great
Liberal questions had been

solved, so he returned after

Ismail's fall as the English
Controller of the Debt. He
remained there for a year, and
then went to India as Fin-

ancial Member of Council,

leaving Sir Auckland Colvin

as his successor. Meantime
the Egyptians had undertaken
a reform movement on their

own account, of which the

upshot was the mutiny of the

army and Arabi's revolt. In
the mutiny Sir Auckland
Colvin behaved with the

greatest courage, and it is

due to him alone that a

tragedy was prevented. About
this time the British Gov-
ernment proposed a Turkish

occupation as the solution of

the difficulty; but again the
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French violently protested, and

urged a joint occupation by
France and England cer-

tainly the worst of all con-

ceivable remedies. Gambetta

dragged the unwilling Lord
Granville into the policy of

the Joint-Note, which sounded
the knell of Nationalist aspira-

tion, and made foreign inter-

vention inevitable. Before this

the Nationalist party was more
or less distinct from Arabi and
the military party, and it is

arguable that the wise course

would have been to strengthen
this latent hostility. But
Gambetta's policy threw the

Nationalists into the arms of

Arabi, and nothing remained
but the assertion of foreign

authority. If any single act

compelled us to occupy Egypt,
it was not Lord Salisbury's

appointment of a European
controller in 1879, but Lord
Granville's complaisance to

M. Gambetta in 1881.
For some uneasy months

Arabi held the strings of

power. Urged by various

European sympathisers, of

whom Mr Wilfrid Blunt was
the most notorious, the
Nationalists fell under his

sway. He formed a ministry
and dictated his terms to the

Khedive. The Sultan made
an ineffectual effort to inter-

fere by sending two commis-

sioners, who, after the Turkish

fashion, were to intrigue

against each other. Then
came the Alexandria massacre,
which made it clear that the

country could only be pacified

by force. On July 11, 1882,
Sir Beauchamp Seymour
bombarded that city, and the

Arabists retired after plunder-
ing it and setting it on fire.

Mr Gladstone refused to allow
the landing of any force to

protect life and property, on
the ground that such an act

would constitute an "assump-
tion of authority." "It is

difficult," says Lord Cromer,
" to conceive the frame of

mind of any one who considers

that firing several thousand
shot and shell into Egyptian
forts did not involve an 'as-

sumption of authority,' whereas

landing some men to prevent a

populous city being burned to

the ground did involve such an

assumption." It was the first

of the many blunders which
have made Mr Gladstone's

Egyptian policy a by-word.
Three months later the battle

of Tel - el - Kebir shattered

Arabi's power for good and
all. In spite of Mr Blunt, he
was a poor creature, surfeited

with nonsense from Kousseau,
and the most incompetent of

commanders. The man from
the north, as prophesied by
Jeremiah and Mr Kinglake,
had now "planted a firm foot

on the banks of the Nile and sat

in the seats of the faithful."

For Britain there could be
no going back. A series of

accidents had, sorely against
her will, forced upon her the

chief responsibility for the

future of Egypt. Lord Gran-
ville and Mr Gladstone dearly
loved reports, so Lord Dufferin

was sent out to prepare one.

It is a wise and eloquent pro-

duction, but as practical politics
it was like making bricks with-

out straw. The Dual Control

dropped, and the event which
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determined the fate of the

country happened. Sir Edward
Malet, who had done good
work under impossible condi-

tions, was promoted to the

embassy at Brussels, and on

September 11, 1883, Sir Evelyn
Baring arrived from India as

his successor. The man had

come, and the hour was to

follow.

The centre of gravity had
now shifted farther up the

Nile. Ismail had borne
nominal sway over a vast

territory extending from the

Mediterranean to the Equator
and from the Red Sea to the

Sahara. It was held by scat-

tered posts of Egyptians, who
were at that time almost the

worst soldiers in the world. In
1882 one Mohammed Ahmed,
claiming to be the Mahdi, ap-

peared in the Soudan, and

preached a crusade not only
against the infidel but against
all strangers, whether Egypt-
ians, Turks, or British. A
victory would heat the fires of

fanaticism tenfold, and there-

fore a victory was what the

Egyptian Government should1

have denied him. But, contrary
to the advice of Colonel

Stewart, they resolved to try
and suppress the revolt with
the wretched material at their

command, and General Hicks
was ordered to advance into

Kordofan against the pre-
tender. It lay with Lord
Granville to prohibit this act

of folly, but that statesman,

looking at formal documents
and not at facts, and living
in terror of committing the

Government to military inter-

vention, refused to interfere.

He "appears to have thought
that he effectually threw off

all responsibility by declar-

ing himself not responsible."
Lord Salisbury spoke truth

when he said in the House of

Lords about that time that

"those who have the absolute

power of preventing lamentable

events, and, knowing what is

taking place, refuse to exercise

that power, are responsible for

what happens." When Lord
Cromer arrived at Cairo he
heard that the Hicks' expedi-
tion had started three days
before. That was the last

news he had of them. The
desert swallowed them up, and
no man returned to tell the

tale. Years after, from dervish

sources, there came a story of a

gallant stand, when the General
and his staff, weak with thirst

and toil, died together like

men.
The British Agent at Cairo

did not intend to repeat this

folly. He secured at once the

consent of the British and

Egyptian Governments to a

withdrawal from the Soudan.
There was indeed no alterna-

tive. Egypt could not hold

the country, and Britain, very

naturally, would not. Our
business was to keep Egypt
going, not to defend her remote
and useless possessions. We
were not sufficiently involved

in Egyptian affairs to give to

them that jealous attention

which we give to our own.
Had we been, we might have
realised that the control of the

Upper Nile was essential to the

administration of the lower

valley. In any case, perhaps,
it was wise to postpone the
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task of reconquest. The Soudan
should be pacified, if possible,

by Egyptian and not by foreign
arms. The British Agent suc-

ceeded in forcing the unpopular
withdrawal policy upon the

Khedive and his Ministers, but
not without a struggle. At
one time he had to face the

probability that he might have
to take the government tempor-
arily into his own hands. Pres-

ently the rebellion spread, under
the Mahdi's lieutenant, Osman
Digna, to the Eastern Soudan
and up to the gates of Suakin.
It was necessary that the with-

drawal should take place grad-
ually, and that the garrison,in

the Suakin district should be

relieved. General Valentine
Baker was sent there with a
small force, under strict orders

to do nothing rash. In at-

tempting the relief of Tokar
he was badly defeated a defeat

which proved, if any proof was
needed, the utter demoralisa-
tion of the Egyptian soldier.

Lord Cromer blames himself for

this misfortune : he considers

that, in the light of future

events, Baker should have re-

ceived positive orders not to ad-

vance. The result put Suakin
in a panic. Sir Gerald Graham
was sent too late to the re-

lief of Tokar. He defeated the
dervishes at El Teb and Tamai,
thereby proving, what no one
had doubted, that disciplined
British troops can disperse large
masses of savages. But the
solution of the Soudan problem
was in no way advanced. It

was probably the most difficult

period of Lord Oomer's official

life. He was well served by
his officials, his military col-

leagues were competent and

resourceful, and, on the whole,
the home Government was
considerate. "British Minis-

ters," he says, "whether Lib-

eral or Conservative, are good
masters to serve." But he had
need of all his consolations, for

the difficulties in the path of

Egypt seemed nearly insuper-
able. She threatened to be-

come insolvent again under the

strain of these expeditions ;
all

internal reform had to be

postponed ; and on the south

was the lowering cloud of

Mahdism, which at any moment
might break on her borders.

We now come to the greatest

tragedy in our modern im-

perial history, and one of the

most hotly canvassed of politi-
cal topics. On December 1,

1883, Lord Granville wired to

the British Agent offering to

send out General Gordon. The
soldier in question had made a

great reputation in China and
in Equatoria, and a section of

the British press had fixed on
him as the man of destiny
for Egypt. The offer was
declined

;
it was repeated,

and declined a second time.

"Would," wrote Lord Cromer,
" that I had done so a third

time !

"
Kapidly the move-

ment grew, the opposition of

Mr Gladstone to the propossal
was borne down by his col-

leagues, and eventually it was

suggested that Gordon should

go to Khartoum to withdraw
the Egyptian garrisons. Lord
Cromer at last agreed, and on

January 18, 1884, Gordon and
Stewart left London for Cairo.
"
Looking back," wrote Lord

Cromer,
" at what occurred
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after a space of many years,
two points are to my mind
clear. The first is, that no

Englishman should have been
sent to Khartoum. The second

is, that if any one had to be

sent, General Gordon was not

the right man to send." This

is obviously the truth. If Brit-

ain wished, as she then rightly

wished, to avoid being drawn
into military operations in the

Soudan, no Englishman should

have been sent there, and

especially no Englishman who
was certain to defy instruc-

tions and take his own course.

It is easy to see the reasons

why the British public clam-
oured for Gordon's appoint-
ment. He had shown great

power of dealing with native

races ;
he was heroic in the

antique sense; and this, com-
bined with his deep religious

fervour, gave him the figure
of a Crusader. The blunder
which Lord Granville made
lay in imagining that this

man would appreciate the

delicacy of British relations

with the Soudan, and would

ever, on the ground of policy,

forgo any duty which might
present itself to his high-
strung mind. Mr Gladstone,
not for the first or last time
in his life, preferred to follow

rather than to guide public

opinion. Lord Cromer regrets

bitterly that he allowed his

own resistance to the proposal
to be overborne. We commend
his words as a text for

the times. " Occasions occur,
which in these democratic days
are becoming more rather than
less frequent, when the best

service a Government official

can render to his country is

to place himself in opposition
to the public view."

Gordon arrived in Cairo
with wide instructions, and
between him and the British

Agent these were reduced to

shape. He was nominated
Governor-General of the Sou-

dan, and departed, carrying
with him a new Sultan of

Darfour, whom he proposed
to instal as a make-weight to

the Mahdi. It may be men-
tioned here that Gordon's

policy of setting up petty Sul-

tans was soon found to be im-

practicable. While at Cairo
he had met his old enemy,
Zobeir Pasha, the ex -slave

trader, and it had occurred
to him that here was the

real rival to the Mahdi. He
had a "mystic feeling" that

he could trust him. The rest

of his policy was vague. He
thought of going personally
to the Mahdi's camp, and he
had a notion that he might
go up the White Nile and
take possession of the Equa-
torial province on behalf of

the King of the Belgians.
All this was very confusing
for the British Agent, who
knew the delicacy of the
whole position. He had writ-

ten to Lord Granville: "It is

as well that Gordon should
be under my orders

;
but a

man who habitually consults

the Prophet Isaiah when he
is in a difficulty is not apt
to obey the orders of any
one." He saw, however, what
the British Government did not

see, that the only chance now
was to leave him to do things
in his own way, provided he
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conformed to the broad lines

of bis instructions. As soon

as Gordon arrived in Khar-
toum he revived the question
of Zobeir. He argued that,
even if he withdrew all the

Egyptian troops, it would
be inhuman to leave the

country to anarchy, and for

this purpose a successor was

necessary. His ideas as to the

future of the Soudan varied
from time to time. He coun-
selled "

evacuation, but not
abandonment." He wanted
the British Government to

establish some kind of suzer-

ainty, and at a later date he

proposed that the Mahdi
should be " smashed up

"
by

British Indian troops. But
he always stuck to the re-

quest for Zobeir. No doubt
at first it was difficult for

Lord Granville to accede to

this. Gordon himself had
been mistrustful of Zobeir in

the past ; indeed, till he met
him at Cairo, and experienced
the mystic feeling for him,
he had regarded him as a

public danger. But when
Lord Cromer was convinced
of the reasonableness of the

demand, there should have
been no further hesitation.

Lord Granville replied with a

preposterous telegram, which
shows how far a clever man
may go wrong with all the
facts before him. He talked
about the slave - trade, and
how such an appointment
would not discourage it, as

if the alternative to Zobeir, the

Mahdi, was likely to prove an
active abolitionist. The Anti-

Slavery Society arose in its

wrath, and Mr Gladstone,

who, to his honour, was in

favour of the plan, feared the
risk of an adverse vote in

the House. The responsibility
for this, the second blunder in

the tragic drama of Gordon,
must rest not only with the

British Ministry, but with the

British people and the per-
verse sentimentalists who mis-

led them.
From March onwards Gordon

was shut in, and the problem
narrowed itself down to the

task of getting out. But the

Government, with amazing fa-

tuity, went on arguing in their

despatches and telegrams as if

he were a free agent. Lord
Granville blandly gave Gordon

permission to stay in Khartoum
if he thought right, as if it

were not already a death-trap.
Mr Gladstone expounded how

unnecessary, impossible, and
immoral a British relief ex-

pedition would be by citations

from Herodotus, fine - drawn
distinctions between the words
" hemmed in

" and " sur-

rounded," and that phrase
about "a brave people rightly

struggling to be free" which
will never be forgotten or for-

given. No wonder that the

British Agent found it difficult

to preserve that diplomatic
calm which had formed the

subject of Gordon's sarcasms.

Gordon himself, in one of the

last telegrams which came

through, said

"You state your intention of not

sending any relief up here or to

Berber, and you refuse me Zobeir. I

consider myself free to act according
to circumstances. I shall hold out

here as long as I can, and if I can

suppress the rebellion I shall do so.

If I cannot, I shall retire to the
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Equator, and leave you the indelible

disgrace of abandoning the garrisons
of Sennar, Kassala, Berber, and Don-

gola, with the certainty that you will

eventually be forced to smash up the
Mahdi under great difficulties if you
would retain peace in Egypt."

N"ow the British Government
were not responsible for these

garrisons, but they were re-

sponsible for Gordon, and it is

their treatment of him that is

the "indelible disgrace." It

is true that in his preoccupation
with "

smashing the Mahdi "

he forgot that the first busi-

ness was evacuation. He con-

ceived it his duty to withdraw
all the garrisons, including the

most remote, which was mani-

festly impossible, and may be

considered an extravagant
reading of his instructions.

But whatever his official faults,
he was the agent of Britain,
and it was her manifest duty
to relieve him before it was
too late.

On May 26 Berber fell into

the hands of the Arabs, and a
retreat by land became impos-
sible. The Government com-

plained that Gordon did not
leave Khartoum, and kept ask-

ing the reason : the chief reason
at this stage was Mohammed
Ahmed, As early as April 14
Lord Cromer advised a relief

expedition. On July 4 the
Government explained that

they would not undertake an

expedition "unless it should

appear to be absolutely neces-

sary for ensuring the safe with-
drawal of General Gordon from
Khartoum." This necessity
had been clear to all, except the

wilfully blind, three months be-

fore. On August 8 a vote of

credit was obtained from Par-
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCX.

liament ; on August 26 Lord

Wolseley was appointed to the

command ; early in October the

advance began, more than five

months after communication
between Cairo and Khartoum
had been stopped. The best

comment on these proceedings
is found in Lord Cromer's sober

and judicious words :

"In my opinion, in so far as the
broad lines of their general policy are

concerned, they [the Government]
were more right than their critics.

But when it came to a question of

action, they appear, whether from
accident or want of foresight, to have

rarely done the right thing at the

right moment. . . . There can scarcely
be a doubt that if the decision to send
an expedition to General Gordon's
relief had been taken in April or

May, instead of in August, the objects
of the expedition would have been
attained. The main responsibility
for this delay rests on Mr Gladstone.

. . . Mr Gladstone was slow to realise

facts when they ran counter to his

wishes. The natural result ensued.

The facts asserted themselves. . . .

The argument that no expedition was

necessary because General Gordon was
not proved to be in danger, was so

totally at variance with facts which
were patent to all the world as to be

wellnigh incomprehensible. . . .

*

If,'

General Gordon wrote on November
8,

*
it is right to send up an expedition

now, why was it not right to send it

up before?' The fact that General
Gordon's pathetic question admits of

no satisfactory answer must for ever

stand as a blot on Mr Gladstone's

political escutcheon."

We can well understand the

comment of Lord Northbrook,
who, like his kinsman, could

not blind himself to facts to

please Mr Gladstone :
" I re-

solved never to serve under
him again."
The ddbdcle of statesmanship

cleared the way for the hero.

Lord Cromer, the tempera-
2N
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mental opposite of General

Gordon, has drawn the man
as he appeared to a shrewd,

dispassionate observer flighty,

inconsistent, insubordinate, let-

ting imagination too often do
the work of judgment. But
never were human frailties

and fallibilities more nobly
purged than in these lonely
months of desert siege. The
defence of Khartoum, from a

military point of view, was a

great feat of arms. It was
far more: it was a triumph
of spirit over flesh, which was
to serve as an immortal inspir-
ation for his countrymen. When
on that January evening Sir

Charles Wilson strained his

eyes to Khartoum and saw
no flag flying, he only knew
that a brave man felix oppor-
tunitate mortis had met his

fate. The details of that end,
as they filtered out later

through the reports of pris-

oners, served only to heighten
its magnificence. Lord Cromer,
the least rhetorical of writers,
comes near to eloquence as he
tells the story.

" Hordes of savage fanatics surged
around him. Shot and shell poured
into the town which he was defend-

ing against fearful odds. Starvation
stared him in the face. ' The soldiers

had to eat dogs, donkeys, skins of

animals, gum and palm fibre, and
famine prevailed. The soldiers stood
on the fortifications" like pieces of

wood. The civilians were even worse
off. Many died of hunger, and
corpses filled the streets no one
had even the energy to bury them.'

Treachery and internal dissension

threatened him from within, whilst a
waste of burning African desert separ-
ated him from the outward help which
his countrymen, albeit tardily, were

straining every nerve to afford.
' All

the anxiety he had undergone had

gradually turned his hair to silvery
white.' 'Yet,' said an eye-witness,
' in spite of all this danger by which
he was surrounded, Gordon Pasha
had no fear.' 'Go,' he said, 'tell all

the people in Khartoum that Gordon
fears nothing, for God has created
him without fear.' Nor was this an
idle boast. Death had no terrors for

him. ' I would,' he wrote to his

sister, 'that all could look on death
as a cheerful friend, who takes us
from a world of trial to our true

home.' Many a man before General
Gordon has laid down his life at the
call of duty. Many a man, too, has
striven to regard death as a glad
relief from pain, sorrow, and suffer-

ing. But no soldier about to lead a
forlorn hope, no Christian martyr
tied to the stake or thrown to the
wild beasts of Ancient Eome, ever

faced death with more unconcern
than General Gordon. His faith

was sublime. Strong in that faith,
he could meet the savage who
plunged the spear into his breast with
a 'gesture of scorn,' and with the

sure and certain hope of immortality
which had been promised to him by
the Master in whose footsteps he had
endeavoured to follow."

The sacrifice was not without
avail. The white-clad figure

fronting the dervish spears
before sunrise on that January
morning made an appeal which
no Briton could resist. The
first step wisely was backward.
The Soudan was evacuated,
and some of the more distant

provinces fell into other hands
than the Mahdi's. Then slowly
and surely Egypt gathered her

forces for the recoil. A suc-

cession of devoted British offi-

cers drilled the Khedive's army
into efficiency. At Ginniss,
between Wadi Haifa and

Dongola, toward the end of

1885, Sir Frederic Stephenson
defeated the dervish forces, and

thereby warded off the in-

vasion of Egypt proper. In
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1889 Sir Francis Grenfell

fought at Toski the first battle

under a forward and construc-

tive policy. He blooded the
new Egyptian army, and gave
it its first dose of self-respect.
Two years later Osman Digna
was defeated at Tokar, and the

Eastern Soudan was tranquil-
lised. In these years, fortun-

ately for her, Egypt was for-

gotten by Britain. As Lord

Salisbury wrote,
" We are

thinking of nothing except
strikes and of the later cantos
of the epic of Kitty O'Shea."
Under Sir Herbert Kitchener
and others Egypt was quietly
and surely preparing her own
salvation. The army was

being tempered and trained,
and funds, under Lord Cromer's
wise guidance, were accumulat-

ing in the treasury. The de-

tails are too well known to

need repetition. In 1897 la

revanche began. The railway
was pushed on from Wadi
Haifa to Abu Hamed. In

April 1898 Kitchener defeated
Mahmoud on the Atbara, and
laid open the road to Khar-
toum. Five months later the
battle of Omdurman annihil-

ated for good and all the

power of the fanatic who for

twelve years had burdened the

country. At last we get from
home the true note of states-

manship. Instead of the ped-
antic quibbles of Lord Granville
and Mr Gladstone, we find Mr
Balfour telegraphing on the
eve of the battle of the Atbara :

" The Sirdar may count upon
the support of her Majesty's
Government whichever course
he decides on adopting. Un-
less he wishes for a military

opinion, we refrain from offer-

ing any remarks which would
interfere with his absolute dis-

cretion." Lord Cromer mod-

estly claims only a negative
share in the achievement. " I

abstained," he says, "from a

mischievous activity, and I

acted as a check on the in-

terference of others." But
when the British and Egyp-
tian flags floated side by side

over the Palace at Khartoum,
it was to him that the eyes of

the world turned as the true

deliverer.

The Soudan is the dramatic

chapter of Egyptian history.
The rest is a story chiefly of

patience patience like that of

a sculptured king on a monu-
ment. In all very complex
situations there is generally
one problem which is the key
of the whole. The ordinary
man fusses about among a

multitude, tinkers a little here

and a little there, finds nothing
come of it, and gives the busi-

ness up in disgust. The wise

man seizes upon the one thing
needful, and discovers when he
has achieved this that all things
are added unto him. The

key of Egypt was finance.

She wanted large irrigation

schemes, a new army, a better

system of education, some relief

from taxation, and most of the

machinery of civilised govern-
ment

;
but one thing she needed

more than all financial solv-

ency. It was Lord Cromer's
first duty to achieve this, and
the task of constructive reform
had to wait upon a better-filled

treasury. The work had to be

done, remember, under a com-

plex system of international
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control, and with little official

authority behind. The British

Agent had only the status

which he could create for him-
self. Here is a modest list of

some of the difficulties in the

way :

" When it is remembered that . . .

the very name of European stank in

the nostrils of the Egyptian popula-
tion

; that whatever European ideas

had taken root in the country had
been imported from France ; that
the French Government and French

public opinion were at the outset

bitterly opposed to the action of Eng-
land in Egypt ;

that through the
medium of an unscrupulous press

Englishmen were vilified and their

actions systematically misrepresent-
ed ; that, under the pressure of

Europe and the European creditors

of Egypt, a variety of complicated
institutions had been erected which
were in advance of the requirements
and the state of civilisation of the

country ; that the Treasury was

wellnigh bankrupt ;
that the army

had been disbanded ;
that no law-

courts worthy of the name existed ;

that the Englishman's own country-
men, who, according to their custom,

judged mainly by results, expected
that at the touch of the administra-

tive wand all abuses would forthwith

disappear ;
that the fellah expected

immediate relief from taxation and

oppression ;
that the Levantine con-

tractor expected to dip his itching

palm into the till of the British

Treasury ;
that the Englishman's

position was undefined, and that he
was unable to satisfy all these ex-

pectations at once ; that, having just

quelled a rebellion in Egypt, he was
confronted with a still more formid-
able rebellion in the Soudan

; and

lastly, that before he had seriously

begun the work of reform he was

constantly pressed by Frenchmen,
and by some of his own countrymen,
to declare his conviction that the
work was accomplished, when all

these points are remembered, the

difficulty of the task which England
undertook may be appreciated in its

true light. But the task was en-

nobled by its difficulty."

We do not propose to follow

Lord Cromer in his summary
of results, for a summary of a

summary is rarely instructive.

There are some brilliant chap-
ters on the different races which
constitute the population of

Egypt, and many shrewd and

kindly sketches of Egyptian
statesmen. He sees the differ-

ent interests in their true per-

spective. With a strong lean-

ing to the Whig doctrine of

self-government as a cure for

all ills, he knows too much and
sees too clearly to have any
belief in an immediately
autonomous Egypt, which is

the ideal of the Egyptian
Nationalist and of certain crude

and ill-informed politicians at

home. Egypt has been given
material prosperity. It re-

mains to be seen if she can

acquire those moral and intel-

lectual attributes which would
enable her to take an indepen-
dent place among nations. A
self-governing Egypt would for

the present mean a retrograde

Egypt, and this would involve

sooner or later fresh European
interference. The withdrawal
of Britain now or at any
early date would not increase

but diminish the prospect of

eventual autonomy. All the

same, it is to this ideal that

Lord Cromer leans. He thinks

that if the rising generation
of Egyptians will see their

own interest and work cor-

dially and patiently with

their European colleagues, the

hope may some day be realised.

He is not partial to the art of

prophecy, preferring the solid

ground of fact, but that he

should share this confidence
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may well be taken by Egypt as

the most encouraging augury
for her future.

The book, as we have said, is

a kind of manual of the states-

man's art. It shows how a

laborious and intricate task

was accomplished without
heroic remedies, without fuss

or advertisement, by the sheer

force of patience and clear-

thinking. A sentence which
he quotes from Bacon may be

taken as its motto " It were

good that men in their Innova-
tions would follow the example
of Time itself, which, indeed,
innovateth greatly, but quietly,
and by degrees scarce to be

perceived." What Seeley wrote
of William III. is equally ap-

plicable to him. "The main
reason why his work has proved
so strangely durable is that it

was never excessive. He had
a wise parsimony in action."

Lord Cromer had the courage
to do nothing when action was
useless, to go slowly when
a thousand hysterical critics

urged him to speed. But when
the time came no man could
strike more swiftly and surely.
In these days of hasty legis-
lation and' emotional plunging,
when that statesman is most

popular who displays his heart
most ostentatiously on his

sleeve, this lesson in manly
endurance and sanity is pro-

foundly needed. On another

side, it has a moral for the Brit-

ish public servant. It shows
how great things can be done
in spite of the drawbacks
which democracy and parlia-
ments oppose to administrative

efficiency. Lord Cromer had
to suffer more than most men
from the folly of Cabinets, but
he did not therefore despair.
He realised the difficulties of

democratic government, and
he made the best of things
till his chance came. A weaker
man would have resigned, and

proclaimed his ill-treatment to

the heavens; this man said

nothing, waited, and had his

way in the end. Because of

these lessons the book is, in

our opinion, by far the most

weighty political document of

our day. It has also the

merits of good drama. It

tells the tale of a true Aris-

totelian peripateia, beginning
with hopelessness and ending
in acclamation. Of the style,
we can only say that it is

worthy of the matter. Lord
Cromer is filled with the spirit
of old and good books, and his

constant quotations are a de-

light to the scholar. He has

humour, and when he pleases
he can be eloquent. But the
cardinal merit, as in all true

style, is that the mode of writ-

ing is in perfect harmony with
the thought. In both there is

the same masterful simplicity.
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A LION-HUNT IN THE EASTERN TRANSVAAL.

A VIOLENT shaking of the

frail screen which closes the

opening to our reed hut, and
we awake, to find that it is

the deadest hour of the night,
and to catch the voice of our
head "boy" outside the door,

excitedly exclaiming,
"
They

are here, inkosi ; they have
arrived." On his last words

superimposes itself from some-
where in the night without a

long-drawn-out moan, falling
in its latter note to deepest
bass, immediately followed by
a few short coughing grunts,
which become lower and lower
in tone, till they finally die

away in a series of scarcely
audible sighs in fact, that
unmistakable voice of the

wilderness which even the

neophyte can at once rec-

ognise, and which seems to

express the very spirit of the

virgin forest, and of nature in

her wildest and most savage,
but perhaps by no means least

attractive, garb.

Again it comes. The tense

silence seems to emphasise
the volume of sound which

suddenly crashes rudely upon
it, and then becomes almost

oppressive in its ominous

potentiality as the last faint

sigh dies once more into

nothingness. Nothing in wild

nature is, or can be, more im-

pressive than the moaning of

lions in the dead of night,
nor is there any other sound

capable of stirring the hunter
or traveller with emotions of

so varied a character. On the

one hand, anxiety for the

safety of his transport animals,

coupled, possibly, with vain

regrets that the gap in the

thorn-fence was not properly

repaired, as intended, at sun-

down
;
on the other, the thrill-

ing anticipation of a possibly
successful day on the morrow.

But the spell is broken.

The dogs, for the moment
cowed into silence, now rend
the air with angry remon-

strance, the horses snort, the

cattle in the kraal stamp un-

easily, while the Kaffirs begin
to shout to each other from
their huts ;

the flare of a fire,

replenished by an armful of

dry sticks, shoots up and
sheds a flickering light upon
the cattle-kraal and the circle

of huts surrounding it
;
and

when next heard, the intruders

have moved away some little

distance from this babel of

man and beast. A few direc-

tions to the head "boy" and
we once more compose our-

selves to sleep, and, so far as

occasional frantic outbursts

from our canine friends will

permit, slumber through the

two hours or so which precede
dawn.
So soon as it is light enough

to see, every one is up and do-

ing. Reports soon come in,

from which it appears that

two lions so far as can be

judged from the tracks, a

male and a female having, in

the course of their midnight
wanderings, crossed the line of

our waggon and pack animals,
which arrived only just before

sundown on the previous even-
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ing, have followed it as far

as the outskirts of the village
in which we have spent the

night ; but, checked by the

unwelcome scent of human
beings, have not ventured
nearer than the edge of the

old mealie lands beyond the

circle of huts. Here one has

paraded up and down, padding
the loose soil everywhere with

great footprints ; while the

other, silently skirting the

village, has taken up a posi-
tion on the other side, where
the footpath leads down to

the river-bank, in the hope,
no doubt, that the noise made

by its companion will induce
some startled animal to break

away from the safety of

human protection, to fall an

easy victim in the outer dark-

ness. Disappointment, how-

ever, has upon this occasion

been their fate. With the

approach of dawn they have
drawn off, and their tracks can
be clearly denned leading into

the sand of the dry river-bed.

The day's programme is now
rapidly formulated, and com-
municated to the natives. We
are due back at our station,
some twenty-three miles dis-

tant, to-day, and with the
recollection of many a past
disappointment rankling in the

mind, it is considered inadvis-

able to do more than modify
the programme. Accordingly,
the transport is instructed to

move off as originally intended,
and to outspan at the first

water, some ten miles distant

on the road for home, and
there await our arrival, or a

message which subsequent de-

velopments may possibly render

necessary.

In the meantime we have

partaken of a light breakfast,

put some lunch into the saddle-

bags, and made the other nec-

essary small preparations for a

possibly long day away from

camp. The transport ani-

mals are turned out for some

preliminary grazing ere their

work begins, while we for our

part set out accompanied by a

couple of good trackers, and a

younger native to look after

the pony and dogs the latter

comprising three nondescript
curs of doubtful parentage,
and a couple of terriers. One
of the trackers carries a second
rifle in case of accidents, and
each has a couple of the ordi-

nary short Zulu assagais, and
a knobkerrie.

The present opportunity is a

particularly welcome one, for

there have been many tales of

lions from this place, natives

continually bringing stories,

sometimes of slain zebra, water-

buck, or sable, at others of

having walked right into a

troop of anything between
three and eight individuals,
one of which has been alleged
to be pure white ! Accepting
these stories with the occa-

sional allowance for embroidery
which is necessary, neverthe-

less there is no doubt that

lions have been lately doing a

good deal of damage to game
hereabouts, which in a game
reserve is the one unforgiv-
able sin ;

while we, and other

members of the staff, have, in

spite of many attempts, so far

not even succeeded in getting
a distant view of the maraud-

ers, who have invariably found
it inconvenient heretofore to

make their visits synchronise
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with those of a white man.
We are therefore not unnatur-

ally a little anxious lest any
hitch should occur, for the pro-
verbial slip betwixt the cup
and the lip is as true in this

form of sport as in others.

It is a still and delightfully
fresh morning in the early
southern spring. The sun has
not yet risen, and the mist lies

low and dense over the river-

bed and the hollows of the

veld, but it is too early in the
season for the heavy dews
which we shall have later on,
and the occasional tufts of

withered grass which have

escaped the annual fires are as

dry as bones. Out of the haze
across the river comes the
resonant "kwank, kwank" of

an old wildebeeste bull calling
to his friends as they leave the
water after their early morn-

ing drink
; but he is invisible,

wrapt, like all else there, in an

opaque covering, which renders

everything within it a matter
of conjecture. The tracks of

our quarry are easily traced
into the sand-bed of the nearly
dry stream first single prints,
and then others joining them
from the side.

" The old man
and his wife," mutter the boys.

Along the sand-bed we follow

for some half a mile, and so far

all is plain sailing, but now
the tracks lead up the left

bank, and the difficult part of

the work commences. The

ground is as dry and as hard as

baked brick, no rain has fallen

for six months, the grass has
been burned offy and its black

ashes, which might have told

a ready tale, have long ago
been blown to the four winds

;

only bare, hard mother-earth,

and lumps covered with the

spiky bases of the burned

grass, like close-cropped hair
on a human head, remain.

However, the trackers are old

hands at their business, and so

continue to make very fair,

if slow, progress : a leaf dis-

turbed here, a twig broken

there, a small stone moved,
perhaps even part of a foot-

print distinctly showing where

ground recently turned up by
wild pigs, or used as a wallow

by wildebeeste, has been trod-

den upon. Writing, take it all

round, difficult enough to read

by the most experienced white

man, but an open book to the

children of the wilderness. Of

course, the tracing of any soft-

footed animal, such as a lion,

on hard ground, is a very
much more arduous affair than

following up ungulates of any
kind, whose hoofs always leave

indentations, however faint,

which experience learns to

recognise. And so we continue

to make sure if tardy progress,
the trackers losing no indica-

tions, occasionally at fault and

stopping for a short whispered
consultation, bending down
with heads together over some
doubtful mark, then moving on
more freely as the spoor be-

comes plainer for a time. The

dogs are in leash behind with
the pony. There is too much
risk of their running ahead,
and so perchance disturbing
our game prematurely, to allow

them to assist at the present

juncture, and in this close

country ; later, should it be

necessary to follow up a

wounded animal, their pres-
ence may be both an assistance

and a safeguard.
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Our course is now over almost
level country, sloping gradually
up to the base of the hills three

miles to the east, clothed in

light thorn bush, interspersed
with occasional clumps of larger
trees, or with patches of close-

growing thorns. The sun has
risen ere this, and the mists,
as they lift, disclose some of

the teeming forest life not

yet settled to the sleepy calm
which the hot rays will later

induce.

Francolins scud away at

our approach, running for the

nearest sheltering tuft of grass
or clump of bush, occasionally

taking to the wing with rau-

cous cries of alarm. On the

right is heard the "rak-kak-
kak" of a flock of crested

guinea - fowl, engaged upon
their matutinal foraging ex-

pedition; a little brown mun-

goose (Helogale brunnula), a

variety peculiar to this country,
darts ventre-a-terre across the

line, and stops for just one

inquisitive peep ere vanishing
into the recesses of the forsaken
ant - hill within which he and
his friends have formed a

populous colony.

Everywhere bird life fills the
air with sound, and many and

strange are the bush-calls which
hail the early sun. "Kong-
kong-koit, kong-kong-koit,"
cries a bright - coloured shrike
from the recesses of a thick
bush. From a tree close by a

grey lourie warns us in querul-
ous tones to "Go away, go
away !

" and we trust that his

apparent contempt for our

enterprise may not be sub-

sequently justified.
A great martial eagle comes

soaring overhead, his breast

glinting snowy in the sunlight,
and the guinea-fowl, at the

sight, redouble their clatter,

and cower under the shelter

of the nearest covert. In
contrast to their behaviour,

though, poor things, it is the

only course open to them, as

the tyrant of the air sweeps
just above the tops of the trees,

out dart a couple of tiny birds

bulbuls most likely and
with much clamour and fuss,

fluttering all round, but always
above him, clearly inform him
that his presence is resented in

the neighbourhood of the spot
in which they propose to make
their summer home. The eagle
sails on, taking no more notice

than does a big mastiff of the

yapping of toy terriers; and
the presumptuous assailants,

having escorted him to what

they consider to be a safe

distance, turn and fly back,
full of importance, to continue

their day's work.
As we glance back, the last

we see of the little play is the

mighty bird, now joined by his

mate, soaring in great circles

over the bush in which the

guinea-fowl tremblingly hide,
and evidently preparing to

open active operations against
them. Now a honey guide,
with gentle twittering, tries

to seduce us from our path,

flying from tree to tree on our

left, and chattering ever more

volubly as we persist in going
in what appears to him to be
the wrong direction. But we
have no time for trivialities :

" Suka wena, awo !

"
says

Jafuta, directing a volley of

small pebbles at our would-be

conductor, who, disappointed
and disgusted with our want
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of enterprise, thereupon de-

parts in high dudgeon to seek

some one in more plastic
mood.
From a patch of grass

springs a steenbuck, lying
close, like a hare in her "form,"
and covers some fifty yards in

graceful bounds ere pulling up
to take stock of us.

Just beyond this, wildebeeste

tracks have quite obliterated

the spoor which we are follow-

ing : they have grazed all over

this bit of veld in the early

morning, and thus it is evident

that the lions have passed some
considerable time, as their

tracks are completely foiled.

Several long casts are neces-

sary, and it is fully half an hour
before the line is once more

picked up on the farther side

of a piece of stony ground.
While we have been slowly

picking our way along, time
has flown : it is now nearly
9 A.M., and a light breeze,
destined to increase in force as

the day wears on, blows from
the north almost directly in

our faces. All is therefore

propitious, provided always
that the tracks continue to

lead us as they are now doing.
The sun is not yet unduly hot,
and as we top a small ridge,

beneath, and in front 'of us,
stretches a wide vlei, almost

green, where here and there a

little pool of water still re-

mains in the bed of what is

no doubt a torrent in summer.
And now truly here is a sight
to gladden the eye ; directly in

front, to the right and to the

left, the nearest individuals

not more than three hundred

yards distant, is a collection

of great game such as might

recall stories of bygone days.
In the immediate foreground,
lazily picking the shoots of

young grass by the water,

standing sleepily about or

lying down, is a herd of some

forty blue wildebeeste quaint
beasts, huge of head and

shaggy of mane, the heavy
forehand apparently out of all

proportion to the drooping
hindquarters, and in contrast

to the active clean-cut limbs.

A little farther over, on the

other side of the stream-bed,
the stragglers on this side

mingled with the wildebeeste,

grazes placidly a troop of

Burchell's zebra, their black

and white uniforms shining in

the sun, and affording no hint

of the great difficulty which
attends distinguishing them
from the surrounding foliage,

when the animals are standing
in thick bush. It is too far

away to make out the shadow

stripes between the main ones

of black and white, which in

this sub-species (Transvaalensis)
serve to soften the contrast.

Farther up the vlei to the

left are some splendid sable

antelope, who whisk their tails

and toss their scimitared heads
in protest against the buzzing
flies, as they too take their

ease in the cool of the morn-

ing. It is a sight which, in

the Transvaal at any rate, can

only be seen in a game reserve.

As we commence to descend

the rise, half a dozen sassaby,
which had been standing be-

hind some trees on our right

front, suddenly make off at

that loping canter which ap-

pears so cumbersome and

heavy, until you test it with

your best horse, when you are
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liable to alter your opinion
founded on first observations,
for this is the swiftest of all

South African antelopes. The
movement of the sassaby
arouses the rest of the game.
The zebra wheel up like a

squadron of cavalry, plunging
and capering, with tossing
manes and elevated tails; the

wildebeeste collect in a swirl-

ing crowd before spreading
into a line to face the intruders.

The sable swing into single
file and make off" for a hundred

yards, and then, like the re-

mainder, pull up to find out

exactly what is the matter.
All stare steadily at the in-

vaders, but there occurs no
terror-stricken stampede, such
as in these days of modern
rifles and swarming shootists

is the usual concomitant of

the sudden appearance of

human beings in the midst
of wild game.
The spoor we are following

leads straight down to the

water, investigation shows
that the lions have drunk
here, and have rolled on the
soft grass and scratched up the

earth; a few tell-tale yellow
hairs are even found adhering
to the grass blades. From
this point a well-defined game-
track leads north-west up the

vlei; the grass, of a different

order to that growing in the
arid veld surrounding, is all

eaten short, and the earth

trampled into fine dust by the
hoofs of the herds of game
which frequent this favourite

spot. Straight up the path
lead the tracks, and albeit here
and there obliterated by later

passage of other animals, fol-

lowing them becomes an easy

matter, and there are no
checks.

About a mile takes us out
of this pleasant vlei, and a

glance back shows the game
very much where it was left,

still at times staring after us,

and slowly making its way
towards the denser bush,
where shelter may be obtained
from the sun's rays during the

warmer hours of the day.
In front, at some distance,

another and smaller troop of

sable is still grazing on a slope,
and a few hundred yards to its

right rises the first outlying

spur of the hills which we
have been obliquely approach-
ing all morning, a nearly pre-

cipitous stony ridge, crowned
with bush, at its feet a strip
of dense cover. The surrounding
ground is comparatively open,
studded with marula and thorn
trees.

The leading tracker stops

suddenly and picks something
up from the path, holding it

out for inspection with a sig-
nificant grimace: it is a piece
of dry sable skin, bearing signs
of mouthing. Something lying
under some bushes a little

way off the path on the left

simultaneously attracts notice,
and proves to be the remains
of a sable cow, killed less than
a week ago ;

vultures and

jackals have picked the bones

clean, and in fact most of them
have been carried away, but
the appearance of those re-

maining shows the kill to be

recent, and there is clear proof
that our friends have been

hunting in this neighbourhood
for some little time may even
have some favourite resting-

place not far away.
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The advance is, therefore,

conducted with great caution,
and every bit of cover in front

closely scanned ; but the tracks

lead straight up towards the

hill, and presently we are

brought up short by the patch
of bush at its base, into which
the spoor goes. The said patch
of bush proves to be of rather

exceptional character. It is

nearly rectangular; the sides,
which are parallel with the

base of the ridge, are some two
hundred yards long, and the
distance from side to side is

not more than sixty yards.
It is composed of low but very
dense wait-a-bit thorn-bushes,
no higher than a man's head,
but in many places quite im-

penetrable, while through the

greater part of it runs a thick

undergrowth of evergreen leaf-

less shrub, as high as the waist,

thornless, but having to be

pushed through, so that it is

quite impossible to see more
than five or six yards in any
direction.

Now, although as a general
rule lions lying up for the

day prefer to have a clear

field of view in all directions,
and have no very extravagant
ideas in the matter of shade,
still the present place offers

such an ideal lair, overlooking
as it does the grazing-ground
of several separate herds of

game, that it would seem to

offer possibilities, and is cer-

tainly worth careful atten-

tion
; so, leaving the boy with

pony and dogs a few hundred

yards away, one of the trackers
is directed to scale a neigh-
bouring tree and try to see

over the bush, while accom-

panied by the other we quietly

pick our way along the near

edge of it, to see if perchance
the tracks emerge from the side

or at the farther end.

Half the distance has not
been traversed when the look-

out comes running silently up,
with every sign of excitement,
and pointing to a spot almost

opposite to us on the side next
the hill, whispers, "They are

there!"
Without a word, and step-

ping lightly, the whole party
retraces its steps and rounds
the bush to the opposite side.

It now appears that, though
growing nearly up to the base
of the hill, there are never-

theless a few yards of open if

stony ground between, and we
are enabled to make our way
along. The rifle must be

ready and every step cautious-

ly chosen
;

for if there is to

be a chance at all, it will be
at close quarters, and a quick
one. Moreover, the dry sticks

and loose stones underfoot
render the chance of an ab-
solute surprise unlikely, un-
less the animals are very
sound asleep which, as they
have not fed last night, is

improbable.

Suddenly, and seemingly al-

most at our left elbow, comes
a low deep grunt such as

might emanate from a pig
of exaggerated proportions and
unlimited lung-power. There
is no doubt we are discovered,
and it is no use persevering
farther in this direction. An-
other plan must be evolved.

Instructing one boy to climb

a little way up the rocks and

keep a good look-out, we run
at full speed back the way
we came, round the corner
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of the bush, and make for

the up-wind end of it. The
breeze is now blowing strong-

ly from the north that is,

parallel with the length of

the bush, and the chances
are that our game will break
cover from the up-wind end.

Panting, we reach the de-

sired spot, and find that, while

commanding a view of nearly
all the north end, it is also

possible to see right back to

where the pony is standing.
The stem of a large tree,

broken off in some storm
about four feet from the

ground, and lying at right

angles to the front, affords

admirable cover; so, resting
the barrel of the rifle upon
it, we recover our wind and

pray that we are not too

late.

Not a sound comes from the

bush ; only a honey -
guide

twitters pertinaciously from the

branches of a tree behind us.

Then something catches the

eye : it is impossible to say
what it was, and now it is

fone.

It might have been a
ird hopping from twig to

twig, possibly a squirrel; but

certainly something moved in

the bush. Tense stillness again
for more than a minute, and
then undoubtedly, just where
the thorn - trees and under-

growth thin out into a vista of

bare twigs and long dry spear-

grass, appears a tawny patch
which was not there before.

A warning glance back at the

boy, who squats two or three

yards behind with the second

rifle, and we slip down the

safety catch of our weapon
just as, in absolute silence, a

full-grown lioness walks quietly

out into the open, some seventy
paces away. She must have
been standing listening for some
time before venturing out ; but

we are across the wind from

her, and were careful to keep
absolutely still behind our

cover, so that no doubt she

concluded that the coast was
clear. Twenty yards will take

her into another clump of bush,
and then good-bye ;

so there

is no time to be lost. Per-

haps this causes some undue
haste in taking aim

;
but any-

how, as the report rings out,

the lioness pitches forward on
her head, half recovers herself,

and crashes into some thorn-

trees, where she remains still.

For a few seconds we stay
where we are, covering her;
but as no further movement
takes place, walk slowly up,
to find the animal wedged
into the fork of twin sap-

lings, her head sunk between
her extended forepaws the

former, as well as the back of

the neck, covered with blood.

Allowing a little too much, in

the hurry of the moment, the

bullet must, as she walked

along with lowered head, have

got her through the neck in-

stead of through the shoulder;
but it is all the same or so

we complacently think. The
look-out boy now arrives on
the scene to say that another
lion came out on his side of

the bush, but, seeing him,

growled and went back again.
" Was it a male or a female ?

"

He doesn't know was too ex-

cited to notice
;
he thinks a

male, because it was very big.
We now bend over to see

where the bullet actually
struck, and have scarcely be-
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come conscious of the fact

that the blood is still oozing
from the wound, when the

"dead" lioness quivers and

gives a wriggle preparatory
to trying to get up ! It is

perhaps lucky she is well

jammed between the saplings.
The rifle is, of course, still in

our hands, and it is the work
of a fraction of a second to

place a bullet at close quarters

through her head, upon which
she finally collapses. A hurried

investigation now reveals the
fact that the first bullet passed
through the fleshy part of the

neck too high up, and only

grazed the skull without frac-

turing it a case of mere tem-

porary stunning.

Anyway there is no doubt
about her being dead now, so it

is time to try and settle ac-

counts with her companion,who
must still be within the thicket.

A programme is rapidly dis-

cussed and agreed upon, and
one of the boys races off and
soon returns leading the dogs,

which, accompanied by the two
trackers, are to enter the bush
from the windward side and
beat it down, the while we
ourselves take up a position
somewhere down wind. The

probabilities are that the lion

will not face the noise and
scent of the beaters, but will

break back somewhere to lee-

ward and afford the chance of

a shot. Accordingly we retire

to where the pony stands,
order it back another three

hundred yards for safety's sake,
and proceed to take up a tac-

tical position, partially shel-

tered from view by the stem of

a marula tree growing some

forty yards from the south-

western angle of the bush, and

commanding the long side up
to the point whence the lioness

was secured, and the short

southern end up to the base of

the hill, a distance of something
over a hundred yards. A good
view is obtained of two full

sides, the beaters and dogs fill

up a third, leaving the only

open side that next the hill, and
even if the animal should at-

tempt to escape by scaling the

latter, there will most likely be

the chance of a shot at under
three hundred yards.
The next few minutes are

rather exciting : nearer and
nearer approaches the sound
of the drive ; the tapping of

spear-hafts on trees, the run-

ning fire of remarks kept up
by the beaters to encourage one

another; soon even the noise

made by the dogs in brushing
through the undergrowth can
be heard; but not a sign so

far of anything else. The

swaying of the bushes as the

boys push them aside can be

seen now close at hand, and
" No good, he has slipped away
somehow," is the dominant

thought in the mind, then

"Why, there are the dogs al-

ready, and what in the world
is the pony doing there?" as

a chestnut outline with three

or four small objects around it

indistinctly looms up within

the bush. The idea has not
had time to take proper shape,
when we realise that we are

face to face with a huge, gaunt
lioness, who stands just on the

edge of the covert, directly in

our front, perfectly motionless,

except the head, which is well

up and moving slowly from
side to side as she glances
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suspiciously about : round her

feet run several small cubs,
rather larger than terriers. It

is eminently a moment for ac-

tion : an angry lioness with

young cubs is not the sort of

animal that one can trifle with
with impunity, and there is a

sinister look about this partic-
ular one which distinctly says
" Look out!"
The very feeling that a good

deal may depend upon the suc-

cess of the first shot serves to

quell excitement and to steady
the fore-sight on the mark, and
even to bring to mind the tend-

ency of the rifle to throw high
at that short distance. For
the rest, the chance is a magni-
ficent one : she has not yet
noticed us, and just as the

glare of her eyes seems to focus

in our direction the *350 speaks;
its voice is followed by a succes-

sion of tremendous grunts and

roars, as the stricken beast

spins round three or four times,

falls, rises again, and then

drops on her right side, still

roaring. As she falls, a second
shot catches her, and she lies

still.

The last echo has barely died

away when an uproar of bark-

ing and snarling arises from
close at hand. Shouting to

the boys, who have been await-

ing the course of events in the

background, to come along and

help to catch the cubs, we only
stop for a moment to be as-

sured that the mother is really
dead, and rush on to save her

offspring from the dogs. So
dense is the undergrowth that
it is impossible for the moment
to see what is going on, or to

force a way, except upon hands
and knees, to the scene of

present strife. When eventu-

ally, after much rending of

garments and scratching of

face and hands, the spot is

attained, one of the cubs is

discovered on its back putting

up a gallant but losing fight

against two small dogs and
one larger one. The latter

has just succeeded in getting
a grip, and holds on, teeth and
claws notwithstanding : it is a

difficult matter to separate the

animals, and, when this has

been done, a still harder one to

secure the cub, who is quite

ungrateful for his rescue, and

snarls, scratches, and bites with
undiminished ardour, so that

all the spare handkerchiefs and

straps have to be requisitioned
in order to secure him ere he

can be reduced to a state of

comparative quiet. A queer
little chap he is, weighing per-

haps twelve pounds, and with
a ridiculously large head in

proportion to the body ;
his

coat, very thick and soft and

fluffy, and pitted all over with

dark, nearly black spots, des-

tined to fade later in life. His
voice is out of all proportion to

his age and appearance, and its

hoarse gruff tones by no means

suggest babyhood. He is prob-

ably some six weeks old. The
other cubs have for the time

disappeared, and the dogs have
all collected, attracted by the

uproar ;
so as it is by this

time getting most disagreeably
warm, a halt is called, and the

water-bottle interviewed.

The last lioness is certainly
well above the average size, and
it is no wonder that her pugs
in the morning were mistaken
for those of a male lion. She
stands exceptionally high at
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the shoulder, and this, combined
with her dark colour, almost

excuses our mistaking her for

the pony in the shade of the

thick bush : there is a grim set

look about her face even in

death, which makes us feel

extremely glad that the first

shot was not bungled, as a

matter of fact, it hit her just on
the point of the near shoulder,
and traversed the body as far

as the fourth rib on the off

side, so that without the aid of

the second shot, through the

heart, she was finished.

There is no doubt that these

two lionesses, very probably
mother and daughter, have
been lying up in this patch of

bush ever since the birth of the

cubs, and preying on the game
in the vicinity: indeed an in-

vestigation of the interior later

in the day shows that they
have been there for some time,
and that the mother has been
in the habit of bringing back
tit -bits each morning for the

delectation of her offspring.
Jafuta and George sit down

to exchange amenities. "Awo,"
remarks the former,

" that gun
shoots strong ;

when I saw the

spoor of the little ones, I was
afraid we were going to have
trouble. Here, you, Inyonyoni,
take the inkosi's horse down to

the water, and bring some back
for us ; it has been thirsty work,
and we deserve to rest."

Indeed it has not been a bad

morning's work ; it is so seldom
that carefully laid plans come
off in all their details, that it

is excusable to feel some slight
elation. Thoughts travel back
to the last lion - hunt, when
after painfully having followed
the tracks from rosy morn even

unto dewy eve, through a water-
less country, and over the most

uncompromising of boulders
and exasperating of shingle,
the chase had eventually to be
abandoned and a ten - mile

tramp back to camp undertaken
in the dark, to find on arrival

that no supper had been cooked,

indeed, the water not even
fetched.

Or the time before that, when
but no matter: why dwell

upon those" depressing reminisc-

ences when to-day, at any rate,
Fortune has decided to put on
her most gracious smiles? With-
out doubt it is a case in which
she has earned the fullest meed
of thanks,taking into qonsidera-
tion the scarcity of lions in this

Eastern Transvaal these latter

days. Of course it was not

always thus. Native tradition,
and even memory, goes back to

a period when they abounded

past all belief, but that period
is gone never to return; and
fresh kills, which elsewhere
afford to the hunter the oppor-

tunity of an almost certain bag
at the expense of but a little

midnight vigilance and with
the minimum of exertion to

himself, are seldom happened
upon. As a rule, the game-
ranger has to trust to hearing
lions in the hush of early dawn,
and must then make for the

approximate point, in the hope
of hitting the tracks and by
following them up of eventu-

ally surprising the animals as

they lie sleeping through the

heat of the day. Or again,
should they be reported pre-
sent in a certain locality, he

must patrol the dry sand-spruits
for many weary hours on the

chance of picking up some
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recent spoor, and thereafter

following it up in similar

manner: but many a long
blank day necessarily falls to

his lot, for if lions are marked
down to one spot, unless they

happen to have killed there,

next day that is the one place
within a twenty -mile radius

where it would be waste of time

to seek them, for they are great
travellers, and where not num-
erous each family has a rela-

tively large area free to roam
over without risk of trespassing
on a neighbour's preserve.

There are, however, compen-
sations about this method of

hunting, and one of them is

that when success has been

achieved, the hard work accom-

plished undoubtedly lends zest

to the satisfaction experienced

subsequently ; and after all,

walking the beast up by fair

heel-and-toe work somehow

appeals more to the sporting
instinct than does firing at him
from a hunter's shelter or from
the branches of a tree at mid-

night, although these latter

methods, besides the success

often attending them, un-

doubtedly form most interest-

ing experiences.
It is already nearly noon.

The waggon, with all the camp
equipment, is doubtless by
now many miles away, for the
chase has led us in the exact

opposite direction to the route
taken by our followers, and it

is necessary to summon it back
at once if we desire to experi-
ence the comforts of bed and

supper this night. Moreover,
it behoves us to obtain assist-

ance in order to carry the skins
and meat back to camp, as well
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as to ensure the safe and

speedy capture and convey-
ance of the remainder of the

family, who are not, in the

meantime, likely to move far

away from the spot in which
the whole of their short lives

has hitherto been spent.

Therefore, while one boy speeds
off after the distant waggon,
another, in charge of the

vehemently protesting cub,
makes slower progress back to

the village, with orders to

collect and return with all the

natives he can find , though,
as there had been rumours in

the morning of a dance and
beer-drink at some neighbour-

ing kraal, we have our doubts
as to there being any very
immediate response to the

summons.
We are now left alone with

Jafuta : the horse has been off-

saddled and knee-haltered, and,
after the self-reliant method of

South African equines, proceeds

leisurely to make his way to-

wards the more tempting pas-
ture of the valley. The sun
blazes in the zenith out of a

sky of brass, while the north

wind, like a blast from the

mouth of a furnace, blows ever

more fiercely ;
all the instincts

cry for rest and shade, but

unless the skins are without

delay taken off the defunct

lionesses, lying exposed to the

full glare of the midday sun,
the hair on their coats is likely
to slip, so that no time must
be lost. There may be hotter

work than a task of this kind

furnishes, in shadeless veld and
under the combined conditions

of tropical sun and scorching
wind, but if there is, we have

2o
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no desire to experience it, and
when at last it is over and the

precious pelts placed under an

evergreen bush big enough to

cover them, it is with an

inexpressible feeling of luxury
and ease that we avail our-

selves of such shade as a leaf-

less thorn -tree affords. The
sun, beating on the back while
we bend to the work, has made
the head swim and ache, and
luncheon is, for the time, dis-

regarded until we can get
reasonably cool. Only the
insect world seems now alive,

and we envy its almost blatant

disregard of the heat, as flies

and ants bestow busy and un-

remitting attentions upon us.

A couple of little laughing
doves were perched on our

tree, gasping from the heat,
and barely summon energy to

flutter off to another one a few

yards away. In the middle

distance, the pony stands head
down on the least exposed side

of a patch of scrubby trees ;

the dogs have long since dis-

appeared, probably to lie down
in the nearest water-hole ; close

at hand, from a slight depres-
sion, where he has rolled under
the smallest of bushes, come
the snores of our faithful re-

tainer, whose slumbers the

most pertinacious of flies is

unable to discompose. The

howling of the horrible wind
is the only sound to be heard,
and one's skin parches and

every bit of moisture in one's

body seems to dry up under
its influence. Sometimes, to

get up and walk about seems
cooler than to sit still, but no
sooner has one done so than
the previous form of discomfort

appears preferable. And so

the long hours pass. We have

eaten, and feel better, and the

sun, beginning to be enveloped
in a mass of haze, is declining
towards the west. The troop
of sable, which has been in-

visible all day, now suddenly
appears across the valley, the

animals all staring fixedly in

one direction, and then, break-

ing into a canter, once more

disappear from sight. Jafuta

sits up and rubs his eyes, and
stares also, and after a few
minutes a long file of natives,
women in front loaded with
calabashes and men behind

swinging sticks, appears,

threading its way out of the

opposite bush. It is the relief

party at last. With it comes
the boy who took away the

lion cub, and from him we
learn that the little animal

died very soon after arriving
at the village. Probably the

mauling he received from the

dogs had been more severe than

it had at the time appeared,
and doubtless his wants, in the

shape of water and so on, after

arrival, did not receive any
great consideration.

A few curs have accompanied
the fresh arrivals, and dogs
and natives now plunge into

the lion-bush, taking it care-

fully from end to end. In ten

minutes two more growling
and scratching little furies

have been secured, and having
been this time rescued at once

from the dogs, are made fast

with wallet-straps and stirrup-

leathers. They prove to be a

male and a female, and the

depth and volume of their

voices, when raised together in

protest, are surprising, coming
from animals so small.
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The cutting up of the oar-

cases follows: no food ranks

higher in the native mind
than lion - meat, and not a

scrap is wasted. Calabashes
are stuffed full of blood

and small portions, men and
women are soon loaded up
with the joints, and presently
the procession begins in the

twilight to make its way home-
wards. Following the native

footpaths, the distance is

greater than it was coming
out in the morning, and at

each kraal passed the people,
such of them as do not already
form a component part of our

procession, come running from
beside the flickering fires,

where the mealie porridge is

cooking in great three-legged

pots, or crawling out from the

low -browed portals of their

grass huts; fat little mites in

the garb of nature, scantily
clad young women, old ladies

bent and wrinkled from a life

of toil, but shrilly airing their

views and rebuking with but
little elaboration of politeness

any younger member of the

community rash enough to ex-

press an opinion of a different

nature ; here and there an old

patriarch, rheumatic and lean-

ing on his stick, hobbles for-

ward wrapped in his blanket,
or an able-bodied youth, too

indolent to come out and help,
saunters up to exchange chaff

with, or offer advice to, the men
who are in charge of the cubs.

But the greater part of the

scanty population has joined in

what has become a kind of

triumphal march; some one
commences singing one of those

deep-toned, interminable native

chants, of which the words and

chorus, though quite unpre-
meditated, are readily taken up
by every Kaffir within hearing,
and the events of the day, the

doings of the principal actors,

past occurrences of a similar

nature, perhaps the singer's
own past exploits, real or fan-

cied, are exhaustively gone
into, the chorus keeping ad-

mirable time, and ever and

anon, to give emphasis to some

special point, clashing their

sticks together.
And so, amid much shouting

and rejoicing, principally in-

duced by anticipation of the

great feast expected on the

morrow, the kraal whence we
sallied forth early in the morn-

ing is again reached. By this

time it is quite dark, nor are

there any signs of the return

of the waggon ;
indeed it is a

question whether on a moonless

night such as this it will

succeed in tracing its way by
the narrow and thorn-impeded
bush -path which is the only
available route. For ourselves,

we can sup very well off roasted

mealie-cobs, and it is no great

hardship to sleep without a

blanket, but we are anxious

about the cubs : there are

neither boxes, baskets, nor any
other means of confining them
to be found in the kraal ; and
it is important to untie their

bonds and induce them to drink
some milk as soon as possible,
as they have been without any-
thing since the morning, and
have suffered considerably from

fright as well as from their

continuous and frantic strug-

gles and vooal efforts.

However, for the present
there seems nothing to do but
to sit down and wait patiently.
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The natives, having deposited
their loads, either return to

their various abodes, their

voices still raised in melody
gradually dying away with
their receding steps, or squat
down round the fires to smoke
their beloved dagga, and go
over the day's doings again, to

an accompaniment of coughing,
choking, and shouting, which

matches, if it does not drown,
the yelping and growling of all

the dogs in the neighbourhood,
collected to mob the two cap-
tives, which on their side, safely

protected by the mud walls of

a hut, are by no means behind-
hand in adding their quota to

the general uproar.
Amid all this babel it is

vain to strain the ears for

sounds indicative of the re-

turning waggon, and it is not
until it has actually arrived at

the river about 10 P.M. that

we have any idea that it is at

hand. But now the voice of

the driver is heard uplifted
after the unmistakable man-
ner of him who would endeavour
to urge on the South African
trek ox to extra exertion.

There is undoubtedly something
wrong, for such phrases as
"
Links, Blaauberg, Bosch-

mann, trek jul schelms !

" come
with wearisome regularity from
the same spot, as each ox in

turn is singled out for admoni-

tion, while the great whip
cracks again and again with

reports like pistol-shots.
The parties round the fires

break up, and there is a general
movement towards the drift.

Here the oxen are found to be

standing up to their knees in

water, the waggon itself having

just reached that point where
the impetus of descent from the

farther bank has been lost and
the pull-out commences. The
animals have had a long day,
and are evidently relapsing into

that state of passive resistance

so characteristic of them when

they consider that they have
worked beyond the legitimate
limit, and that it is time to

chew the cud. With heads
down and deaf to all per-

suasion, they appear quite pre-

pared to spend the night in

their present position, regard-
less of the fact that there is

but one little pull-out betwixt
them and camp. Obviously
the only thing to do is to off-

load the waggon as quickly as

may be, and the instructions

to that effect having been given,
the covering sheet is hauled off,

and all sorts of stores and im-

pedimenta are passed down
and borne up to the kraal ; the

darkness being responsible for

much shedding of smaller ar-

ticles about the banks, in the

bush, and even into the water,
some to be retrieved scatheless

next day, others to be rolled

shapeless under the hoofs of

the oxen and the wheels of the

waggon. Naturally, taking
full advantage of the friendly
shades of night, every one does

his best to secure the lightest
article he can to carry, and so

while the really heavy things,
which make a tangible differ-

ence to the weight of the load,

are left to the very last, and
then only removed by special

order, odds and ends, such as

writing materials, books, loose

straps, and so on, which might
well have been allowed to
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remain, are seized upon with

avidity, and unfortunately it is

quite impossible under the cir-

cumstances to check the waste
of energy adequately. Each is

laudably anxious that each
should work hard, and there is

much reproof of laggards and

great stimulation of other

people's energies the while the

individual staggers off, with
well - simulated groans and

sighs, bearing a load which

might possibly turn the scale

at five pounds, chuckling to

himself as he thinks how his

neighbour will have the more
work to do.

After a while a lantern is

unearthed from some recess,
and we then are able to take

charge of operations with

greater success, so that business

really proceeds, and in a few
minutes the vehicle has been

sufficiently lightened to render

progress possible. Now with

every one pushing on the
wheels and axles, amid a

volley of yells and whip-
cracks, it at last makes a
little ground ; the oxen, find-

ing but slight strain on the

yokes, suddenly make up their

minds for another effort; the
shouts are redoubled, and with
agroan and a heave thewaggon
creaks up the hither bank, and
is once more on level and firm

ground ; thence it is but a few
hundred yards into camp, and
while every one is congratu-
lating and praising himself at

the top of his voice for having
done the lion's share of the

work, every one, that is to say,

excepting the driver, who is by
this time too hoarse for conver-

sation, we hurry back, and

having picked out a fair-sized

packing-case from among the

miscellaneous items strewing
the ground, and looked out a

hammer and nails, quickly form
a receptacle for the two cap-

tives, which, with their limbs

at last unbound, are soon

in comparative comfort, and
even grabbing savagely at a

few morsels of meat offered

them upon the end of a stick.

We can elaborate better ar-

rangements to-morrow. In the

meantime, after a light meal,
it is a luxury to be able at last

to get between the blankets

with a clear conscience.

The wind died down at sun-

set, and the hot blustering day
has given place to one of those

delightful still African nights,
when the temperature seems
the very acme of perfection,
and the stars shine clear and

steady out of a vault of deepest

indigo. The noises of the kraal
die away, and there are at last

only heard the usual sounds of

the tropical night, the calls of

the night birds, the chirping
of the crickets, and the voices

of the bull-frogs. A reedbuck
whistles not far from the kraal,

warning his mate of some

danger real or fancied, and
from the river comes once the
"
kwag, kwag, kwag

"
of some

zebras slaking their thirst.

From far away there reach us
more indefinite sounds, so

faintly borne that they may be

anything, and as we dimly
speculate about their nature,

they merge into the realm
of dreamland, and we fall

asleep.
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MEMORIES OF LONDON IN THE 'FORTIES. HI.
1

BY DAVID MASSON.

THE first time I heard Car-

lyle's name, or knew of his

existence, was in the winter of

1840-41, when I was eighteen
years of age. It was at a

meeting of the Theological

Society of the University of

Edinburgh. A paper having
been read by one of the mem-
bers, and some of the others

offering their criticisms on it,

one of these Paul by sur-

name said that some of the
views of the paper resembled
what he had been reading in a
recent publication of that ex-

traordinary man, Mr Carlyle.

Greatly interested in what I

had heard, I inquired more
about this Mr Carlyle before

the meeting was over, was
informed that the publication
was called *

Chartism,' and was

promised a copy on loan. This
was by Mr Paul himself, who,
I think, was the only one of all

the members who at that time
was wiser than the rest in

knowing something about Car-

lyle. Having read the thin

volume of the '

Chartism,' with
what impressions I cannot now
remember precisely, I was
anxious for more from the

same quarter. This came in

the form of the 'Lectures on
Heroes and Hero - Worship,'
which had been delivered in

London in 1840, and had just
been published. I read the

book, I remember, with great

avidity, chiefly in walks to the

Corstorphines and Craigcrook,
and was so interested and
roused by it that I wrote to

my friend Alexander Bain in

Aberdeen, with whom I was
then in correspondence, de-

scribing the extreme novelty
of its character, and advising
him by all means to procure a

copy. After a vain search, he
had concluded that there was
not a copy in all Aberdeen,
when he found one in the pos-
session of a Unitarian minister,
of English birth and breeding,
and more alert to new lights
from the south than the Aber-
donians among whom he had
settled. This poor man, I

heard, died not long after-

wards by suicide.

Books were far less accessible

in those days than they are

now ; and though, in addition

to Carlyle's
' Chartism' (1839)

and his ' Heroes and Hero-

Worship' (1840), there were

already out in the world
his 'Translation of Wilhelm
Meister' (1824), his 'Life of

Schiller' (1825), his 'Speci-
mens of German Romance '

(1827), his 'French Revolu-
tion' (1837), his 'Sartor Re-
sartus

'

(in book - form since

1838), and his ' Collected Mis-

cellanies
'

(1838), my acquaint-
ance with these, or with most

1 These Memories were written mainly between 1883 and 1885; and some
additions were made at a later date. F. M.
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of them, had to be postponed.
Some of the * Miscellanies

'

I

must have read in the course

of 1841, and perhaps the
* French Revolution

'

;
but

1 Sartor Resartus
'

lay over

for about three years more.

Meanwhile I had opportunities
of hearing a great deal about

Carlyle personally, and the

singular reputation he had
made for himself among the

Londoners.
The chief medium of this

information was the Mr John
Robertson of whom several

mentions are made in Mill's

Autobiography, and also in

Mr Froude's Life of Carlyle,
and in Mrs Carlyle's Letters.

No one could guess from these

casual mentions what an ener-

getic and really remarkable
fellow this Robertson himself

was in his day, or what a

strange romance, tragic on the

whole, his life would seem if

it could be all told. As far

as to the point of my present
concern with him, the main
facts are that, having been

brought up in his youth to

the trade of a cooper in Aber-

deen, but having attracted

attention by his superior abili-

ties, and so been provided, at

Glasgow and elsewhere, with
the education necessary for

preachership and ministry
among the Scottish Congre-
gationalists, he had forsaken
that destination, gone to Lon-
don as a literary adventurer,
and, .after some time of hard

struggle there, attained what
was to be the summit of his

success in this world. This
was a literary friendship with
John Stuart Mill, and the

editorship, or rather assistant-

editorship, under Mill, of 'The
London and Westminster Re-

view,' during the three years,
or thereabouts, from 1837 to

1840, when it was entirely
Mill's property. It was Robert-
son who, in January 1839, dur-

ing Mill's absence abroad, gave
such offence to Carlyle, Mr
Froude tells us, by breaking
off the negotiation which had
been begun for an article from

Carlyle on Oliver Cromwell,
and intimating to Carlyle that

"he meant to do Cromwell
himself." Mill's proprietor-

ship of the * Review '

having
ceased early in 1840, Robert-
son was thenceforward once
more adrift in the London
world ; but the fact that he
had been editor of such a

periodical still stood him in

good stead ;
and he found

occupation enough, chiefly in

writing for newspapers. At
all events, as the only Aber-
dohian known to Bain and

myself who had settled in

London with some effect of

brilliancy in the literary de-

partment, he was a star of

no small interest to us two.

Bain had known him in his

early Aberdonian days, and
had renewed acquaintance
with him in 1839, during
the brief visit which Robert-
son then paid to Aberdeen.

Through Bain I must have
heard of him from about that

time, and perhaps seen one or

two pieces of his writing ; but
it was not till 1841, just after

Carlyle had dawned upon me
in the manner already de-

scribed, that Robertson and I

actually met. For some reason
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or other I rather think it

was because he was feeling
his way to the possibility of

being returned to Parliament
for some Scottish constituency
in the then great non-Intru-
sionist interest in kirk politics

he was on another visit to

Scotland. He was in Edin-

burgh for a week or ten days,

seeing much of Dr Chalmers
and others; and it was then

that, by his own appointment,
we came first together. At
my first meeting with him at

his hotel, the Black Bull in

Leith Street, and in subsequent
walks with him through the

Edinburgh streets and sub-

urbs, he opened his budget of

London news in the most pro-
fuse fashion. I had never had
such a godsend of gossip about
men and things of note in the

great metropolis. This, how-
ever, was but a whet of the

appetite for what came later

in the same year. Robertson,

having gone north from Edin-

burgh to his native Aberdeen,
had made up his mind for a

longer stay there than he

originally intended; and when
I went thither for my autumn

holiday, which was to extend

through the months of August
and September, I found him
still there in constant confabu-
lation with Bain, and ready
to resume confabulation with
me. What confabulations there
were ! Almost daily, through
those autumn weeks, we three

Robertson, Bain, and myself
were together in our walks :

our most frequent walk being
to the Aberdeen Links, where,
either on the slope of the
Broad Hill looking down on

the German Ocean, or in one
of the sand-bunkers amid the
bents closer to the sea - roar,
we would sit for hours talking
of all things in heaven and
earth, Robertson always the

talker-in-chief, and entertain-

ing us, his willing listeners,
with endless stories and anec-

dotes of London notabilities

and London literary life. As
Bain has already made public,
in his brief recollection of those

Aberdeen confabulations in the
autumn of 1841, given at p. 63
of his volume entitled 'John
Stuart Mill : a Criticism,' Rob-
ertson's talk with us ran much
on Mill; and indeed it was
then, and by Robertson's means,
that there began through the

post that direct communica-
tion between Bain and Mill

which ripened afterwards into

so important an intimacy.
But Carlyle was another of

Robertson's favourite subjects.
It was a testimony to the

extraordinary depth of the

impression which Carlyle had

by that time made on all who
were within his circle that
there had been formed in

Robertson, even then, that
habit of always speaking of

Carlyle, always recurring to

Carlyle, after any range of

the conversation among other

things, which I was to ob-

serve for the next forty years
in every person, without ex-

ception, that had come within

Carlyle's influence, whether

personally or through his

books. In 1841 Robertson
could not, for any half hour

together, keep off Carlyle.
He was represented to us as a

man sui generis, a man after
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no fashion known among the

moderns, a man to be seen

rather than described. We
were told, among other things,
of his terrible dyspepsia, his

domineering ascendancy in

talk, his sarcastic humour,
and his general grimness and
contradictoriness. There was

nothing ill - natured in these

sketches of Carlyle for us

by Robertson, though perhaps
more of a fascination for

what could be reported as

Carlyle's oddities than of real

reverence. Robertson did not

even spare himself when he
would illustrate for us Carlyle's
relations to people about him.

It so chanced, though Mr
Froude does not mention the

fact, that Robertson had car-

ried out his intention, that

had so offended Carlyle, of

"doing Cromwell" himself in
' The London and Westminster.'
There had, indeed, been noth-

ing unnatural or absurd in

that intention; for Robertson
had been trained among the

Independents or Congregation-
alists, the only portion of

British Society that had pre-
served a tradition of Cromwell
more affectionate and respect-
ful than that which prevailed

generally, and might easily,

therefore, at a time when
Carlyle was but groping into

the Cromwell subject, and his

views of it were unknown,
imagine that such a subject
would be safer in his own
hands than in Carlyle's. Ac-

cordingly, in the number of

the ' Review '

for October

1839, there had duly appeared
the projected article on Crom-
well from Robertson's own

pen. By the time of our

Aberdeen confabulations I must
have read this article ;

and my
recollection of my juvenile im-

pressions of it, whatever I

might think of it now, is that

it was an excellent article,

setting forth with some care

and ability, and with some

passages of literary beauty,
a view of Cromwell which
must have been then quite
new to the majority of read-

ers. At all events, Robertson
had continued to think of it

as his masterpiece ;
and it

was with something like a

sense of grievance that he
told us of a small passage-
at-arms between himself and

Carlyle relating to this article,

some months after it had been

published. Carlyle, who had
meanwhile been working more
at Cromwell, though still only in

a tentative fashion, had made
Cromwell the chief subject of

one of his lectures on Heroes
and Hero Worship in the

season of 1840. Robertson
had attended the lecture, and,

having followed Carlyle into

the retiring-room after it was

over, had said somewhat ex-

citedly and imprudently, "I
am glad to see, Carlyle, that

you have adopted my theory
of Cromwell." The knock-
down reply had come at once,
in these words :

" Didn't know,
sir, that you had a theory of

Cromwell." Though this was
a story at Robertson's own ex-

pense, it was told without much
resentment, as a mere example
of Carlyle's ways.
Another person from whom,

about the same time, I received

information about Carlyle per-
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sonally, though more at second-

hand, was my friend and class-

fellow in Edinburgh Univer-

sity, Alexander Johnston Ross,

recently vicar of St Peter's,

Stepney, and now rector of

Snelston in Derbyshire.
1 At the

time of our first acquaintance
with each other in the Uni-

versity, Boss had just returned
from a residence in Madeira,
where an elder brother of his

was settled in medical practice.
He had there seen a good deal

of John Sterling, whose stay in

Madeira for the sake of his

health, through the winter of

1837-38, is now one of the
memorabilia of the history of

that island. Alexander Ross,
one of the most genial and

sympathetic of men, and with
a range of literary tastes and

accomplishments, and of culti-

vation by travel, much beyond
what was then common among
Scottish students, had been so

fascinated by Sterling that he
could not help describing him
to me, and repeating to me this

and that from Sterling's con-

versation. He was, in fact,
full of Sterling, though then
little foreseeing the close rela-

tionship into which he himself
was to be brought with the

Sterling family by his marriage,
long after Sterling's death, with
one of Sterling's daughters.
Sterling was then a totally
new name to me; and I was
more interested in what Ross
could tell me of Sterling's talk

about his friend Carlyle. At
the time of Sterling's Madeira

visit, he had known Carlyle
about three years ; and it would

appear that he also, wherever
he went, had Carlyle's name
always on his lips. Hence
Ross had preceded me con-

siderably in his knowledge of

Carlyle, and was able to give
me, at second-hand from Ster-

ling, particulars about Carlyle
in addition to those I had from
Robertson.
From some time in 1842, and

through the whole of 1843 (a

year famous in Scottish annals
as that of the Disruption of the
Scottish National Church), my
occupation was that of editing
an Aberdeen weekly newspaper.
It was about the middle point
of this editorship, in the summer
of 1843, that I allowed myself
a fortnight's holiday for a visit

to London. It was my first

visit to the great capital, my
first excursion out of Scotland,

and, of course, a stirring affair

for me. I remember well my
voyage of two days and two

nights in the steamer from

Aberdeen, and the faces of some
of my fellow-passengers.

2 We
came up theThames in the dark,
and had moored in the stream
a little way off the landing-
place, in one of the docks about

Wapping. I can remember
the astonishing effect of the

sight of the lines of wharves and
warehouses with glaring names

upon them, and of the crowd
of craft in the river, when we
went up on deck in the early
dawn ;

the boatmen waiting in

great numbers to carry the

1 Written after April 28, 1883, when Dr Ross was instituted Rector of

Snelston. Dr Ross died February 18, 1887. F. M.
2 My father used to tell us that in those days there was always a chaplain on

board on these voyages between Aberdeen and London. F. M.
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passengers and their luggage
ashore; the difficulty, at that

early hour, of procuring a cab.

The nearest cab-stand seemed
to be at the Tower, or there-

abouts; and it was only by
bargaining with one or other

of the ragamuffins loafing
about the wharf that a cab

could be fetched thence into

the Wapping neighbourhood,
already astir with other traffic,

and blocked up with bales

and waggons. The cab I

had thus bespoken came at

last, wriggling its way through
these obstacles to a vacant

spot, the messenger perched
beside the driver, and sharp for

his recompense. Inside the

ricketty box, and on the move
into the veritable London, the

drive of four or five miles

seemed interminable. Streets,

streets, streets, at first chok-

ingly narrow and monotonously
alike, but gradually broader
and more various

;
and in every

street shops and their sign-

boards, shops and their sign-

boards, till one grew dizzy with

looking out ! Such an impres-
sion of vastness and populous-
ness one had never received

before : at first, from the earli-

ness of the hour, a sleepy

populousness ; and not till one
was well through the city did

one begin to feel into what an
enormous aggregate of wakeful

humanity one had come. It

was about breakfast-time when
I was deposited at my destina-

tion the lodgings of my friend

Alexander Bain, in one of the

quiet streets to the north of

Oxford Street.

Besides Bain, whose guest I

was to be during my stay,

there were two other friends of

mine in London, who were
Bain's friends as well. One
was John Robertson, already
for both of us a connecting-
link with London, and the

other was Dr Thomas Clark,
Professor of Chemistry in

Marischal College, Aberdeen,
then up in London on the busi-

ness of a patent of his for

softening hard water. We
four were much together, and
it was under their convoy that

I went about and acquired
what little knowledge of

London was to be acquired
in my fortnight's holiday. My
recollections of those walks of

ours about London in that

first fortnight of my acquaint-
ance with it, so long ago, seem
now to distribute themselves
into two main routes the

eastern route, citywards, and
the western route, by Picca-

dilly. From that day to this

I have retained a peculiar fond-

ness for that route to the city

which, persisting through the

whole length of the Strand
and down the gentle slope of

Fleet Street, ascends to St
Paul's by Ludgate Hill, and

then, skirting St Paul's, reaches

the Mansion - House and the

rest of the heart of the City

by thronged Cheapside. It is

into that route, populous and

noisy though it always is, that
I invariably let myself be
lured. But the route is not
now the same for the eye as

when I first knew it. Much of

the antiqueness, much of the

picturesqueness of the house-

frontage on both sides, much
of what reminded one so

pleasantly and quaintly of
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historical old London, has dis-

appeared since the summer
afternoons and evenings when
I first made acquaintance with
it. Old Temple Bar is gone,
whose archway separated the

Strand from Fleet Street ;

some old houses that lingered
in that vicinity from the time
of Henry VIII. are also gone ;

spaces have been cleared and
covered with new buildings ;

the Cannon Street siding draws
off the traffic from old Cheap-
side ; antiqueness and pic-

turesqueness have given way
everywhere to convenience. In

particular, no one descending
Fleet Street now on a summer
evening, and having his view

up Ludgate Hill to St Paul's

interrupted by the ugly rail-

way-viaduct which has been
thrown across the junction at

Farringdon Street, can imagine
how beautiful that bit of Lon-
don used to be

;
how like some

pictured bit of an old Con-
tinental town, when the Cathe-
dral and its precincts were

tinged with the gold of the

setting sun. How much of my
time was passed in mere

sauntering along the line of

Fleet Street and the Strand,
and taking in the impressions
there to be obtained of London
life and bustle, I can hardly
say. The other, the Piccadilly
route, from Leicester Square
westward, with the Green Park
and St James's Park on one
side and Hyde Park on the

other, was much in favour
with my companions, and there-

fore with myself. Here, indeed,
there was delightful variety

enough ; and always opposite
Apsley House, the great Duke

then still alive and tenanting
it, there was a pause for one
earnest look, due to it on that
account.

On our return from one long
westward excursion, late one
summer evening, we again
Robertson leading us turned
into the Green Park, and sat,

for a silent minute or two, on a

seat, a little within the Park,
but facing the Piccadilly houses;
and it was then and there that
I had the first sensation of the

phenomenon that I have verified

since by I know not how many
repetitions. I called it then
the Roar of Piccadilly; and
that is the name by which I

still think of it.

Ceaselessly on your ear, from
that spot within the Green

Park, ceaselesly and not inter-

mittently, there comes a roar

or boom, as if all the noises of

all thewheels of all the carriages
in creation were mingled and

ground together into one sub-

dued, hoarse, moaning hum,
not unpleasing, but melancholy
and mystical. The passing

carriages in Piccadilly itself

and the adjacent streets, fur-

nish really, I suppose, all the

sound; but, in listening, one
can hardly believe this, so un-
broken is the roar, so equable,
and seeming to consist of such
a complex amalgam of noises

gathered far and near over an
area of unknown miles. A
similar roar, also characteristic

of London, is audible on the

top of St Paul's; but that

vertical or ascending roar from
London lying beneath may be

distinguished, if I may trust

my own recollection of it, from
the horizontal roar that comes
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to you from the London of your
own level as you are seated

meditatively in the Green Park,

just off Piccadilly. All day,

and, I believe, all night, it goes
on, one and the same, and with-

out an instant of stop. Doubt-
less it has been modified some-

what, attenuated somewhat, by
improvements of the material

for street paving, and by the

invention of elastic tyres for

wheels ; but esentially it is in-

destructible. 1 I heard it first

nearly sixty years ago;
2 I heard

it in my last visit to London ;

while I write this, four hundred
miles away from it, I know it

is there, the ceaseless Roar of

Piccadilly. Melancholy I have
called it ; but that may depend
on the mood of the listener.

Certainly to a stranger in

London, beginning his chances
of fortune there, or looking for-

ward to that likelihood, I can
conceive nothing more sadden-

ing than a solitary reverie on
one of those seats in the Green

Park, with that roar of Picca-

dilly as continuous in his ear
as if a sea - shell were held
close to it, and telling of the

pitiless immensity of life and
motion amid which he, one

poor atom more, means to find

a home. Let him, therefore,
stand up, and, if it is late in

the afternoon, make his way, as
I did, into the adjacent Hyde
Park, where by this time all the
rank and wealth and beauty
are beginning their slow pro-
cession of mutual review in the

great carriage
- drive between

Apsley House and the bridge

over the Serpentine at the

entry to Kensington Gardens.
There is noise there, too, and
matter enough to continue the

mood of sadness in one who
feels himself but a solitary

young alien among the files of

pedestrians by the side of the

vast whirl ; but, on the whole,
all other feelings yield to the

exhilaration, the splendid inter-

est and variety of the spectacle.
This is London in full season,
and in its most glorious con-

flux; and where in the world
besides can there be seen such
a gathered tulip-show of radi-

ant faces and dresses, blazing
liveries, magnificent equipages ?

To a provincial, beholding the

spectacle for the first time, I

am not sure but the horses are

as impressive a part of it, as

memorable a revelation of the

supremacy of the metropolis,
as the assembled aristocracy of

human beings. Goodish horses

are to be seen anywhere ; but

hardly till one has been in

Hyde Park, in a late afternoon

between April and August,
when the stream of carriages
is in motion on the carriage-

drive, and there are still riders

enough in Rotten Row, is the

idea of what a horse may be
made perfect by abundance of

illustration. After that you
know a good horse at first sight
for ever, and look askance at

the poor triangular brutes that

pass for horses where people
know no better.

One night I went to the

opera in her Majesty's Theatre ;

and, though Grisi was then in

1 Motors have changed its character greatly. F. M.
3 This passage was written at a later date, apparently after 1900. F. M.
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her prime, and in her great

part of Norma, I have a less

definite recollection of her

singing than of that of the

gigantic Lablaohe, with his

enormous bass voice, in the

character of the Arch-Druid :

the mere thunder of that one

voice, I suppose, was then more
within my appreciation than

anything in the operatic art.

After the opera came a ballet,

with Taglioni, if I remember

aright, as the chief dancer.

More vague than my recollec-

tion of my first visit to the

opera is that of my first visit

to the gallery of the House of

Commons. It was the tem-

porary House, which served for

the Commons in the interval

between the burning of the old

Houses of Parliament and the

building of the new Houses.

Nothing of special importance
can have been going on, for I

can recall nothing except the

appearance of things in the

Strangers' Gallery round about

me, and one grey - haired

veteran, who sat in the very
middle of the front row,
attentive to the proceedings
underneath. This, I was told,

was Mr Horace Twisse, formerly
a member of the House, and
now the writer of the daily
summaries of the debates for

'The Times' newspaper. To
obtain a seat next to Horace
Twisse in the Gallery, I was
told, was heaven itself, when
he was in a communicative
humour.

Though but once in the

House of Commons during my
fortnight, I was several times
in the vicinity of Palace Yard
about the hour when the

Houses met, on the chance of

a glimpse of the parliamentary
notabilities. I am not quite
sure, but I rather think it

was then that I had my first

sight of the old Duke of Wel-

lington. He was riding slowly

along Parliament Street to the

House of Lords, with a groom
behind him at a little distance.

He was dressed to the extreme
of neatness, in a blue frock-coat

and white trousers, with a hat
of peculiarly narrow rim, to

which every now and then he
raised his right forefinger in a

mechanical way, in acknow-

ledgment of the salutations of

reverence which he either saw,
or knew to be going on, among
the passers-by on the pavement
on his left. Keeping alongside
of him on that pavement for a

hundred yards or so, with such
a thrill in my veins as I have

rarely felt at the first sight of

any other man, I observed him

closely. What struck me most
was the bony spareness of his

figure, with indications of

feebleness in the joints, as if he

might have difliculty in alight-

ing from his horse, and the

intense whiteness, the absolute

bloodlessness, of his face. It

was all bone, marble - white

bone, without a tinge of colour.

The aquiline nose and strong

jaw were just as all the world
had known them to be from
the portraits; but I observed
that his lower jaw hung
heavily and somewhat tremu-

lously, keeping his mouth a

little open; but that seemed
to be against his will,

and every now and then
it closed strongly with the

upper, almost with a kind of

,
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snap, as if to bring his face

into the younger and more
firm expression which he pre-
ferred. No physiognomy that

I have ever seen, aquiline-
nosed or any other, has in

the least resembled the Iron

Duke's. 1
Very different, at all

events, was that of Sir Robert

Peel, my first sight of whom
was certainly in this visit of

1843, when he was fifty -five

years of age, and in the third

year of his second and most
famous Premiership. My sight
of him was purely accidental,
but with some oddity of cir-

cumstance : Robertson and I

were walking towards the

Houses of Parliament, and
had reached a crossing just

beyond Whitehall, when a

whisper from Robertson made
me aware that a portly, fair-

haired gentleman, with a smil-

ing and somewhat cat - like

expression, who was advancing
towards us, on the arm of a

friend, among several other

pedestrians from the opposite
side, was the Premier himself.

The whisper came too late;

for, what with the mixing of

the two cross-tides of pedes-
trians, what with the intent-

ness of my curiosity, I wav-
ered a little. Sir Robert had

perceived, I think, the inad-

vertence and its cause, and

good-humouredly adjusted him-
self to the little difiiculty. At
all events, it was Sir Robert
Peel that stepped aside, and
not I. When he and his

friend had passed, Robertson

indulged in a long fit of hil-

arity over the incident ;
but

I did not yet foresee all that

he was to make of it. He
was the London correspondent
for several provincial news-

papers ; and, taking up one

of these a week or so after-

wards, when I had returned

north, I found a paragraph
in it magnifying the adventure
most mischievously. It de-

scribed the first wanderings
of an anonymous young inno-

cent in the streets of London,
who, in his anxiety to improve
his opportunities of meeting
eminent personages, had al-

most come into personal col-

lision with the Prime Minister

of his country. I could guess
at once who was the author
of this concoction, and learnt

also to what devices a London

correspondent may descend
when he is composing his

weekly letter, and has actu-

ally nothing to put into it.

What one shall remember,
and what one shall forget,
out of the incidents of a fort-

night of one's life, is a most

capricious mystery. Why,
having forgotten so many
things of that fortnight,
should I remember so dis-

tinctly an evening in the

coffee-room of the Tavistook
Hotel, in Covent Garden?
Dr Clark was staying at the

Tavistock, then a very pop-
ular hotel. Bain and I went
one evening to sup with him
there, and it was the first

London hotel I became ac-

1 There are two almost identical versions of this passage in MS. One of them

my father sent as a contribution to the Edinburgh University Magazine,
' The

Student,' a year or two ago. F. M.
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quainted with. We sat, we
three, at one of the little

tables in the long coffee-room,

supping and chatting, while
most of the other tables in

the room were occupied by
other parties, similarly en-

gaged. Up and down among
them, in the middle passage
between the two sets of

tables, an elderly gentleman
was walking, who seemed to

take a benevolent interest in

all the supping groups, and to

show it by his now and then

directing the waiters to any
table where their services were
wanted. He looked like a

superannuated Indian official,

or retired merchant, and was,
we were told, a bachelor gentle-
man of property, who had made*
the Tavistock his home for ever
so many years, so that several

generations of waiters had come
and gone in his time, and the

present generation of the hotel

regarded him with the defer-

ence due to the oldest resident.

There was a novelty to me in

the conception of such perman-
ent domestication in a hotel,
to be closed perhaps by death
in it, and funeral from it ; and
I looked at the kindly peri-

patetic with interest accord-

ingly. Not till more than

thirty years afterwards was I

again in the coffee-room of the
Tavistock. It seemed hardly
changed in the long interval,
and I recognised the very table

at which Bain and I had sat

with Clark; but, though the
tables were all full as they had
been then, the guests were

wholly a new company, and
the old gentleman was no

longer walking up and down.

Clark himself had been long
dead

; and I thought of his

massive form, so familiar to me
once, and those energies and
forces of his great brain, which
had been baulked by a certain

indolence, by ill-health, and a
too early death.

From this first visit to Lon-
don in the summer of 1843, I

date two of the most memor-
able friendships it has been my
privilege to form. It was then

that, going with Bain one after-

noon to Leadenhall Street, I

was introduced to John Stuart
Mill in his room in the Old
India House

;
and one evening,

during this fortnight also, I

was taken by Robertson to see

Mill at his mother's house in

Kensington Square, where he
and others of the family were
then living. Robertson was
still on very friendly terms
with Mill, though their busi-

ness connection had ceased in

1840. Robertson's presence had

always a stimulating effect

upon Mill, and the conversa-

tion between them that even-

ing was especially animated
and interesting. One lively

phrase of Mill's I particularly

remember, because of its auto-

biographical significance. I

am sure of the phrase, though
I have but a dim recollection

of the occasion of it, or the

context. The talk had turned,
I think, on Jeremy Bentham
and his influence, with some

question whether there could

then be a muster in London of

Bentham's remaining disciples
in sufficient number, and of

sufficient mark, to attest the

permanence of his influence.

One or two persons had, I
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think, been mentioned by
Robertson as likely to be con-

spicuous in such a muster,
when Mill smilingly struck in :

" And I am Peter, who denied

his Master." Though smilingly
uttered, it was not all a jest.

It was during this fortnight's

visit, also, that Robertson took

me one afternoon to Chelsea for

a call at 5 Cheyne Row. To
his disappointment and my
own, Carlyle happened not
then to be in town, but away
on some country ramble. Mr
Froude's Biography reminds
me that he must have been on
that trip to South Wales, and

staywith his friend MrRedwood
of Llandough, with which he
refreshed himself in July 1843, a

month or two after the publica-
tion of his 'Past and Present.'

But, though it was a disap-

pointment to me not to see

the great man himself, we had
the pleasure of a most kind

reception by Mrs Carlyle, and
of a talk with her alone, for

more than an hour, in the
little upstairs drawing-room.
Her conversation, which was
more free and abundant than
it probably would have been
had Carlyle been there, im-

pressed me greatly. She had,
as I found then, and as is

proved by some of her now
published Letters, a real liking
for Robertson, though apt to

make fun of him when oppor-
tunity offered

;
and Robertson's

energetic ways had always an

inspiriting effect on people he
was with, drawing them out

admirably, and starting topics.
At all events, I shall never

forget the first impression
made upon me by the appear-

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCX.

ance of this remarkable lady,
as she sat, or rather reclined,
in a corner of the sofa, talking
to the burly Robertson, her-

self so fragile in form, with a

delicately cut and rather pained
face of dun-pale hue, very dark

hair, smoothed on both sides of

an unusually broad forehead,
and large, soft, and lustrous

eyes of a gypsy black. Some-

thing in her face and expres-
sion, then and afterwards,
would occasionally remind me
of portraits I had seen of the

young Voltaire; and the bril-

liance of her conversation, and
even the style of it, bore out
the resemblance. She was,
indeed, one of the most bril-

liant of witty talkers, full of

light esprit, and, though gen-

erally suppressing herself when
her husband was present, quite
as delightfully copious as he

was, both in themes and words,
when she had to be his sub-

stitute. Though her style and
manner of thinking had un-

doubtedly been influenced by
him, an aboriginal difference

had been preserved. Her most
characteristic vein was the

satirical
;
within this, the form

to which she, tended most was
the satirical narrative ; and
the narratives in which she

most excelled were stories of

things that had recently hap-
pened to herself, or within the
circle of her acquaintance.
There may have been several

such in the course of the hour
or more during which we sat

with her ; but I remember one

only. It was about an adven-
ture she had had with a builder

or surveyor in the neighbour-
hood. Cheyne Row consisted,

2p
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and still consists,
1 of but one

row of inhabited houses, going
off from the Thames at right

angles, the opposite side of the

quiet street exhibiting hardly
anything in the shape of houses,
but mainly a length of high
brick wall. On this walled

side, just opposite the windows
of the houses, was a row of

lime-trees, giving a pleasant,
semi-rustic effect to the whole
street. On account of some
new building operations or

projects, there had been a pro-

posal to cut down the trees
;

and, as Carlyle's house was
about the middle of the row,
and he was renewing his lease

of it for a longer term, his

exasperation over this proposal
seems to have been greater
than that of most of his neigh-
bours. There had been, I

think, remonstrance or negoti-
ation on the subject already ;

but it had remained for Mrs
Carlyle to take decisive action.

Seeing the principal in the

affair, or his official, standing
one morning beside one of the

trees, with a workman or two
about him, as if the fell moment
had come, she had gone over

to him, as she informed us, and,
after some fresh remonstrance,
had calmly informed him that

if he did not desist, or if she

saw him there again, she would
fetch a pistol and shoot him on
the spot. The man seemed

frightened, she said, and the
trees were saved. That some-

thing of the sort happened, I

have no doubt, but I have as

little doubt that the reality
was considerably improved in

the telling. She could make
a picturesque and witty story
out of anything whatever. This
I had seen amply proved before

we took our leave. Robertson
had been the chief colloquist

during our call, but Mrs Carlyle
had been very kindly to me. I

had been introduced to her as

a young Scottish editor up in

London for a holiday; and I

had reason afterwards to know
that she had looked at me with
some attention, and been in-

terested in the fact that there

could be a newspaper editor of

such extreme juvenility.
2

It was again in Robertson's

company that, not long after

my second arrival in London
in 1844, I paid my second visit

to 5 Cheyne Row, Chelsea, and
this time I was fortunate in

seeing Carlyle himself at last.

It was in the evening. We
found Carlyle and Mrs Carlyle
together in the drawing-room
without any other company,
Mrs Carlyle seated on the sofa,
much as we had left her some
months before, with some sew-

ing-work in her hands, and

Carlyle at a small side-table by
the wall opposite the windows,
engaged for the moment in

writing a letter. He rose on
our entry, received us very
courteously, and bade us sit

down, and he would soon finish

what he was about. I had
therefore but barely observed
his tall lean figure as he rose

in his brownish dressing-gown,

1 Written about 1885.
2 Mrs Carlyle's own account of this visit is given in her letter to Carlyle

published in * New Letters and Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlyle,' vol. i.

p. 124.
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taller than I had expected,
when he was again at the side-

table, penning his letter, with
his back to us, as we talked

about this and that with Mrs

Carlyle. About ten minutes
must have passed, he silently

scribbling all the while with
his back to us and our talk,

when a question from Mrs

Carlyle brought us the first

words from his voice that I now
distinctly recollect. Robertson
had been saying something to

Mrs Carlyle about the Ply-
mouth Brethren, and had
asked her, as she seemed to

know more about them than
he did, to what extent they
were Christians in their tenets.
" Do they believe in Jesus

Christ ?
" was his mode of

framing the question.
" Car-

lyle, do the Plymouth Brethren
believe in Jesus Christ ?

"
she

called out, referring the ques-
tion to her husband as a better

authority than herself. "
O,

like winkin' !

" was his im-
mediate reply, without turning
round. Strange that I should
recollect chiefly this, and our

laugh over it, out of all that

passed in that first meeting of

mine with Carlyle. For, his

letter done, he turned round
and joined in the conversation,

rapidly took the lead in it, as

was his wont, and entertained

us most agreeably with quite
a miscellany of things in his

characteristic style, laughter
still predominant, the robust

Robertson apparently suiting
him very well as a listener, and

serving excellently as a stim-

ulus. More vivid in my memory
now than the matter of the talk

is the impression made on me

by Carlyle's powerful head
and face; the hair then dark
and thick, without a sign
of grizzle, the complexion a

strong bilious-ruddy, the brow

overhanging and cliff-like, the

eyes deep-sunk and aggressive,
and the firm mouth and chin

then closely shaven. All in

all, with his lean, erect figure,
then over five feet eleven

inches in height, and the

peculiar bilious -ruddy of his

face, he was, apart from the

fire of genius in his eyes and

flowing through his talk, not

unlike some Scottish farmer
or other rustic of unusually
strong and wiry constitution,

living much in the open air.

His Annandale accent con-

tributed to this resemblance.

His vocabulary and grammar
were of the purest and most

stately English ;
and the

Scotticism, which was very
marked, was wholly in the

pronunciation and intonation.

Like Scotsmen generally,
from whatever district of

Scotland, he enunciated each

syllable of every word with a
deliberation and emphasis un-
usual with English speakers,

giving each, as it were, a

good bite before letting it go.
The West Border intonation

was intensified, in his case, by
a peculiarity which was either

wholly his own, or a special
characteristic of the Carlyles
of Ecclefechan. He spoke al-

ways with a distinct lyrical

chaunt; not the monotonous
and whining sing-song, mainly
of pulpit origin, one hears

occasionally among Scots-

men, and which is suggestive
too often of hypocrisy and a
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desire to cheat you, but a

bold and varying chaunt, as

of a man not ashamed to let

his voice rise and fall, and

obey by instinctive modulation

every flexure of his meaning
and feeling. Mrs Carlyle had

caught something of this

lyrical chaunt, by sympathy
and companionship; and the

slighter Scotticism of her voice

was distinguished also by a

pleasant habit of lyrical rise

and cadence.

From that evening, early in

1844, I was to know Carlyle
well, and increasingly well.

When we took our leave, some-

where after ten o'clock, he

accompanied us to the door,
and was pleased to say some-

thing to the effect that he

hoped to see me again as

often as I could make it con-

venient. There could have
been no motive for this but the

sheerest natural kindliness,
the kindliness of a veteran

man of letters to a young-
ster of his own nation who
did not appear immodest, but
had committed himself to the

somewhat desperate attempt
of a literary life in London,
without resources and without
definite prospects. Long after-

wards, when Mrs Carlyle was
dead, he told me that she had
taken to me very affectionately
from the first, and that he had
never forgotten that fact. In-

deed, it must have been only
in my second or third visit to

Cheyne Row, after that first

one in which I saw them both

together, that Mrs Carlyle con-

fided to me that Carlyle and she

had talked to each other with
some alarm as to what might
become of me in London, with

only Robertson for my mentor.
There was little fear on this

head. The young Telemachus
was pretty tough and self-

willed in a quiet way, and not

apt to be led against his own
inclination by any mentor.
Robertson and I remained good
friends for some years beyond
my present date, and I con-

tinued to see a good deal of

him till he vanished from the

London scene altogether. But
when Mrs Carlyle spoke to me
I was beginning already to

take my own walks and make

my own acquaintanceships.
The acquaintanceship begun
at 5 Cheyne Row, Chelsea, was

naturally one which, without

being obtrusive, I did not cease

to cultivate.

(To be continued.)
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THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.

BY KATHERINE CECIL THTJRSTON,
AUTHOR OF 'JOHN CHILCOTE, M.P.'

CHAPTER XXVII.

A STIFLINGLY hot morning ;

a house imbued with the sense

of desertion and the close, per-

vading breath of city air, un-

cleansed by even a day's rain !

Such was the atmosphere in

which Carey was to enact the

most fruitful scenes of the

drama he called his life!

At ten o'clock on the morn-

ing following his night of

stress and passion, he de-

scended from his bedroom at

Lady Lane and walked into

the breakfast-room. It was
characteristic, this breakfast-

room characteristic of Ire-

land characteristic of Irish

family life. Here all the books
of the house were collected in

a tall, glass-fronted bookcase;
here stood the ink-stained table

at which Ted did his lessons

each day when his father had

gone to work
; here were ranged

the two immense globes from
which Daisy, Mary, and Tom
Norris had made acquaintance
with the heavens and the earth
in their youthful days, and
which were now a source of in-

struction and amazement to

Daisy's children ; here, also,

stood the old-fashioned work-
table that had belonged to

Daisy's mother, and the big
iron safe in which Stephen
kept the documents that he

brought home with him from
the office. It was a common
room

; but to those who knew
it, it held that homeliness that

lies in common things. Many a

wet day Daisy had found quiet

enjoyment in that familiar at-

mosphere over a book or a cup
of tea; and many a winter

night Stephen had returned,
tired and cold, to find calm
solace in a pipe over the fire.

But the time for solace, like

the season of fires, was past by
many months. As he walked
into the room on this sultry
summer morning, the empty
grate stared at him in all its

blank ugliness, and a coating
of dust lay thick upon the

work-table and the globes.

Involuntarily a murmur of

disgust escaped him, and walk-

ing across the room, he threw

open the window; but even
here the air was hot andjfester-

ing, for yesterday's rain had
not been sufficient to scour the

streets after three dry weeks,
and the odours that assailed

him were unsavoury. Another

expression of impatience
dropped from him, and he
turned back into the room at

the moment that the door be-

hind him opened and Mrs
Brien, the charwoman, ap-

peared.

Copyright in the United States of America by Mrs Katherine Cecil Thurston.
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Mrs Brien was a woman of

sixty, inquisitive, talkative,

lazy, but, as Mrs Power would
have said,

" a decent creature."

She came into the room now,
and stood looking at Carey,
whose office she washed but
once a-week, and in whom she
took a proprietary interest.

She looked at him for a
minute or two in silence ; then,
as he made no attempt to

speak, she broached the subject
that had brought her from the
lower regions.

" An' what about me wettin'

you a sup a tay, sir ?
"
she be-

gan. "Shure, you must be

perished alive for the want of

a bit to ate !

"

Carey looked at her, then
looked back again at the win-
dow. " Thank you, Mrs Brien,"
he said, "but I don't want

anything. I'm not hungry."
Seen in the full light of

morning, his face seemed to

Mrs Brien to be strangely un-
like itself

; it was set and pale,
and his eyes had the hollow
look of a man who has not

slept.
"
An', shure, isn't that a fool-

ish thing, now !

"
she was con-

strained to say. "The Lord
knows you must be wantin'
somethin' wid nayther bit

nor sup passin' your lips these

twelve hours. What harm if

you had a dhrop of whiskey
itself last night, afther the

long dhrive you had !

"

Here Carey's patience sud-

denly gave way. "Oh, for

goodness' sake go away and
don't bother me !

" he cried.
" I thought you were supposed
to keep this place clean ?

" He
passed his hand over the work-

table and showed it to her,
black with dirt.

She looked at it without con-

fusion. "Well now, if that
isn't a quare thing !

"
she said

with interest. "An' meself

afther scrubbin' this room as

clane as a barrack-yard yester-

day mornin' ! But, shure,
'tisn't dirt it is at all, 'tis on'y
dust."

Carey shook his head hope-

lessly.
"
Oh, go away !

" he
said again. "If you have no
work to attend to, I have."

Her face expressed dismay.
" Work ! An' is it go down to

the office you will, widout a

bit to ate?"
" I'm not going to the office ;

I've just telephoned to say so.

I have work to do here."

"Well, of course you knows

your own business; an' 'tisn't

for the likes of a poor woman
like me to be dhrillin' you
about what you ought to be
doin'

"

Carey took out his hand-

kerchief, wiped his fingers

violently, and crossing to the

safe, opened it with an osten-

tatious clatter of keys.
"Are you going or will I

have to put you out?"
"I'm goin', sir I'm goin'."

She sidled slowly to the door,
but on the threshold paused
and looked back. "I'll come
in agin, to see will you be

havin' that sup a tay !

"

He groaned, then made a

wide gesture of relief as he

saw her go, and heard her feet

in a pair of his cast-off boots

flapping away into the dis-

tance.

With her departure, a

change seemed to pass over
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him
; the mask of caution

dropped from his face, dis-

playing a light of sudden,
feverish energy. Restraining
himself to methodical action

with evident difficulty, he
threw open the heavy door
of the safe and lifted out the

bundles of family documents,
which it was his habit to keep
under his personal supervision.

They were not a very imposing
array, but such as they were,

they represented the march of

the Carey family, from the day
when Barny Carey, in the first

pride of affluence, had seen fit

to make a will. Taking them

carefully in both his hands, he
blew the dust from the pink
tape that held them together,
and carried them across the

room to the ink-stained writ-

ing-table. There, he drew up
a chair and, seating himself,

began a careful perusal of the

papers, taking them in order,
one by one. The task was

absorbing, and he buried him-
self in it, to the exclusion of all

outward sights and sounds.

Now and then, as he read, his

latent excitement seemed to

break bounds, and he would

pass his hand nervously across

his forehead, pull his chair

nearer to the table, or, seizing
a pen, would dip it in the ink
and make rapid notes from the
documents before him.

His task was at its height,
his nervous attention fixed,

when the hall-door bell pealed
with a sudden clanging vigour
that echoed through the quiet
house. At the sound he gave
a start, and made a large blot

on the paper before him
; then

he smiled grimly at his jarred

nerves, and settled to his work

again, as he heard Mrs Brien

flap down the hall. Some
milkman or baker, he told

himself 1 Even charwomen
had to live ! And the more

surely to avoid disturbance, he

planted his elbows on the table

and put his hands over his

ears.

In this new attitude he
heard nothing of the colloquy
at the door nor of the passage
of steps that followed it; he
heard nothing of the opening
of the breakfast - room door
under Mrs Brien's tentative

hand, or the apologetic scrap-

ing of her feet on the threshold.

But another and subsequent
sound he did hear the famil-

iar tones of Father James's
voice sounding suddenly close

behind him
; and, hearing it,

his hands dropped from his

ears, and he wheeled round so

sharply that Mrs Brien jumped
back in alarm.

"
Oh, sir," she cried,

" I hope
I done no harm. But how
could I refuse his rivirence !

"

Father James put up his

hand. "That's all right, my
good woman ! Sure, what
harm would it be! Go on
now back to your work."
Not daring to oppose the

priest, Mrs Brien reluctantly
withdrew, and Father James
was left to contemplate Carey's

angry face his sharp, inter-

rogative glance the hand that
had shot out instinctively to

cover the papers spread upon
the table. He looked at him
for a moment in silence, then
his soul's absorbing thought
broke from him in one word.

"
Stephen ! Stephen ! Ste-
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phen!" he said; and never

were love and rebuke and pity
so blended in a human voice.

Carey made no response. By
set and deliberate purpose he

began to collect his papers into

a heap.
Father James followed the

movement; then he shook his

head sadly.
" You're gone

a long way away from me,

Stephen, when you think I'd

be spying on you !

"

Carey flushed, and with a

sudden gesture flung the papers
back upon the table. "You
can see them if you like !

" he
cried. " And if you have come
here to-day to preach to me,
Father James, I'd have you to

remember that I'm thirty-eight

years old, and that I've heard
a sermon nearly every Sunday
of my life !

"

He pushed back his chair,
rose abruptly, and walked
across the room to the cheer-

less grate. It had been bound
to come this moment of con-

flict, and now that it was here,
he would meet it like a man !

Standing there, resolute and

defiant, he struck the first

blow.

Father James met the words,
met the antagonistic glance ;

and in the humble simplicity
of his heart prayed that he

might do the right.

"Stephen," he said gently,
" I have been talking to Daisy ;

I know it all."

Carey threw up his head in

swift indignation. "Then the
whole crowd knows ! Oh, this

is intolerable !

"

"
Easy, boy ! Easy ! No one

else knows. No one only me
knows what passed between

you not even Mary. Her
trouble seems to have made a
woman of the poor child, all of

a sudden."

He searched Carey's face for

any softening, but there was
none, and he put out his hand
towards him in sudden suppli-
cation.

"
Stephen, Stephen, have you

no thought that she's your wife

that she's
"

But Carey flung out his

arms in a sharp, uncontrolled

gesture.
"Father James," he cried,

"I've remembered her for five

years! now I'm remembering
no one but myself!"

There was revolt and passion
in the cry ;

and Father James,
with his knowledge of life,

with his instinct of race, ad-

mitted with a sinking heart

that here was no playing with

fire, but a great conflagration
induced by a strong hand.

"
Stephen !

" he exclaimed.

But Carey's tongue was
loosed, and his words rushed

forth, a torrent that laughed
at flood-gates.

" Look here, Father James !

"

he cried. " You think you know
me you think you've known
me all these years since my
father died ;

but you've never

known me. Never ! Never !

What have I seemed to you?
A plodding, industrious, sen-

sible man the sort of man to

do well to marry to settle

down ! Oh, we both know the

cant ! But underneath all that

far down fathoms down
I have been something quite
different all the time. I tell

you I have had big dreams
I am my father's son!" He
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paused and drew a quick, sharp
breath.

" You've thought me content

you've thought me satisfied ;

but I can tell you often and
often, sitting in my office, living
out the petty routine, playing
the eternal game, the world has
risen up before me till my head
swam. I've wanted it all, all,

all, I tell you success riches

women !

" He wiped his

damp forehead with the back
of his hand and took another

sharp, hard breath.

"Oh, I've kept it under

you needn't remind me of that.

But a volcano is quiet till the

fire breaks out !

" He stopped
once more to look defiance at

the old priest standing before

him with fear in his heart and
faith and prayer in his soul.

"I've kept it under. I've

worked and plodded and slaved
till I thought I had reconciled

myself; but I find that I was

wrong. I suddenly find that
for me, even for me, the

respectable citizen, the cut-

and-dried lawyer, there's life

to be lived; and, by God, do

you think I'll refuse it?"

"Stephen! Stephen! What
are you saying ?

"

" What you hear. Just ex-

actly what you hear. I've

found a woman who is gold
and wine beside the women I

have known, and I'm going to

have her, if hell stood between
us!"

Father James looked at him

quietly and steadily.
" 'Tis

easier to bridge hell than to

bridge life, Stephen."
The gentle, sober tone steadied

Carey.
" I don't understand you."

"I think you do, Stephen.
What I mean is that a man
can never undo any single thing
that he has done."

Once again Carey wiped his

forehead
; then he thrust at his

antagonist again with renewed
fierceness. " I see what you
mean ! I've expected this I'm

prepared for it. But I'll have
it without any of your philos-

ophy; I'll have it in brutal

facts. I'm a man who has had
to live in spite of the world a

man who has had to work had
to marry had to conform in

every way. I know that I have
a wife

"And children, Stephen."
Carey's mouth hardened.

" Yes and sons," he corrected.
" I have a wife and sons ;

but a

wife who has no more suscepti-

bility than a doll, and sons who
cannot fail to make their way,
for they will have money and
a pack of relations the two

passports to success in this

damned country. Am I to

stand back because fate has
thrust me into this position?
Am I to refuse what the gods
give?"

"
Stephen, you're mad !

"

"Am I mad? Is this mad?"
He walked back to the table

and caught up a sheaf of

papers.
" When you came, I

was going through my papers
no one shall say I left my

wife unprovided for."
"
Stephen ! Stephen, boy !

Is it you that are speaking ?

To pay off your wife with

money !

"

"My wife! The doll out

of the shop window !

"

" A doll ! A doll, is it ? I

wish you could have seen her
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to-day. Faith, Stephen, 'twas

a doll with the paint washed
off!"

Carey's wrath boiled.
"
Daisy !

" he cried.
"
Daisy !

Is it always to be Daisy ! I

tell you it's life, not toys, I'm

playing with now."
"But that's not life, Stephen!

That's not life ! It's neither

life nor love but just the

temptation of the flesh."

Carey turned on him with
fierce contempt.

" And what
does a priest know of a man's

temptations ?
"

A very humble look came
over Father James's face, and
for a moment he stood silent j

then he raised his head slowly,
and something akin to illumin-

ation shone in his eyes.
"Don't be too sure about

that, Stephen. Priests are men
too and there's more than
one sort of temptation. You
wouldn't think to look at me
now that I had a besetting sin

once and that sin pride
would you?"

Carey was silent silent and
ironical.

"
Well, I had, then I had."

Father James's voice dropped.
" 'Twas long ago, before your
time, when I was one of David
Marsden's curates down at

Ballykarney. He's dead these

thirty years the Lord have

mercy on him ! but he was a

big man in his own little way,
a great aristocrat and a well-

read man too; and whatever
the reason of it was, he took a

fancy to me from the first, and
I raw from Maynooth. I never
could rightly understand it, but
he was always friendly to me
in his old-fashioned, grand sort

of a way ;
and often after the

early mass, when I'd be after

preaching, he'd come up to me
in the chapel yard and put his

hand on my shoulder.

"'Mr Baron,' he'd say, as

we walked together to the gate.
He'd never put the ' Father '

to

our names, always the '
Mister.'

' Mr Baron, you have a brogue
that could be cut with a knife ;

but, 'pon my word, you'd coax
the birds off the bushes with
that tongue of yours !

'

"And so it went on, Stephen,
from one thing to another. It

seemed like as if his fancy for

me was contagious, for people
outside Ballykarney began
taking notice of me too ; I

began to be asked up to Water-
ford to preach charity sermons.
At last I was made a curate at

one of the city churches. You
heard all that, maybe, long

ago ; but what you never heard
was that pride began to grow
up in me pride that I was

picked out before older and
better men to teach the Word
of God and pride that the

space round my confessional

used to be black with penitents
of a Saturday night. Then it

came that people began to

flatter me and to call me lucky ;

they began to say that I had a

grand future in front of me,
and that the bishop had me in

mind for a big parish. But,
mind you, Stephen, there's a

queer way in all these things !

People said I was a great man ;

but the old bishop the Lord
have mercy on him ! knew
better, and the Almighty knew
better still. I wasn't a great
man, and time was to learn it

to me.
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"Well, Stephen, the years
passed on Easter and Advent
and Christmas and one by
one the parishes fell in, and one

by one other men got them;
and sick and sore and sorry

grew my heart, and less and
less they called me lucky, till

at last I would see them look-

ing at me out of the corner of

their eye, and hear them

whispering behind my back,
1 Poor James Baron ! His
chance has passed him by !

'

"Well, Stephen, my heart

went near to breaking all those

years, though nobody ever

knew it
; and then at last at

long and at last the parish
came. It came and I fifty-

five years old and what do

you think it was? What do

you think it was, Stephen?
What but Scarragh Scar-

ragh, a bit of a mountain-side
with the grazing of a handful
of goats ! I tell you I had
black thoughts the night I

knew it first. I had thoughts
of refusing it altogether and

going out to America. In

America, I said to myself, a

man can find his level!" He
paused, and threw a quick
glance at Carey from under
his lashes. " But the Almighty

thanks be to Him ! put sense

into me, Stephen and I said

nothing and went where I was
told; but the first Sunday that
I said mass in my little barn
of a chapel there was never a

sorer man. I tell you that,

priest and all as I was, there

was red rebellion in me when I

turned round to preach to the

handful of a congregation
savages, I think I called them
in my arrogance and pride !

"But, Stephen, God's ways
are queer ! I stood there, not

knowing how I was going to

put my tongue to a sermon,
when my eyes fell on an old

man kneeling on the bare flags
near the altar rails. I had
seen the old fellow the day
before, and somebody had said

to me,
< That's old Darby

Farrell of the mountain; he's

all alone up there now ;
his six

sons are dead, and his three

grandchildren are after going
to America last week.' .The
words came back to my mind
as I stood there looking at him.

His poor old bones were doubled

up with the rheumatism and
the work, his fingers were that

twisted that he could hardly

pass the rosary beads through
them, and his face had the look

of starvation in it; but his

eyes were fixed on the taber-

nacle, and his lips were mov-

ing all the time, and I would
have taken my oath then and
there that he was thanking
God!

" I tell you, if the Almighty
had put out His hand and
touched me that minute, I

couldn't have felt it more. All

of a sudden my pride melted,
and I spoke to those poor,

simple people as I had never

spoken in a grand city church ;

and when the mass was over, I

went back to my little bit of

a house and I burned every
sermon I ever wrote. That's

many a year ago now, Ste-

phen, but there hasn't been

a day since then that I

haven't blessed God on my
bended knees ;

for when I walk
out on my bit of a mountain
and see the plants sprouting
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up out of the earth, and look

up at the sky and see the stars

shining each one in its own
course, each one in its own

place I see things that,

maybe, I'd never have seen all

my life long if I was a great
man with a big congregation
and a big church and per-

haps a big debt harassing my
mind !

"

Father James stopped.
Without artificiality, without

self-consciousness, he had told

his story. With fierce persist-

ency Carey had closed his ears

to the simple sentiment lying
within it, but against his will

the truth behind the sentiment
had penetrated his brain. It

was the pronouncement of a
man thirty years older than
himself thirty years nearer
the grave thirty years fur-

ther removed from human pre-

judice, from human passion.
Fear gripped him an appal-
ling fear the fear of renounc-

ing that which he coveted.

"That's all very well!" he
cried suddenly. "That's all

very well for you, but not a
word of it applies to me not
a word of it."

Father James had seen this

attitude before ; he had seen it

in the condemned criminal, re-

fusing to make his peace with
God ; he had seen it in the sick

and sorry of soul, coming with

lagging steps and hot, rebel-

lious hearts to the tribunal of

confession, and never once had
his courage failed before it.

"Stephen," he said quietly," can you dare to tell me that ?

Can you look down into your
soul, and dare to tell me that

you are so big a man that you

are exempt from the common
lot that falls to us all?"
"I'm choosing the common

lot I'm going the common
way !

"

"You're going the coward's

way !

"

In the might of his zeal, the

shabby figure of Father James
seemed to tower in the silent

room ; there was grandeur in

his rugged face, power in his

rough voice. He was fighting
for the soul he loved, and the

weapons he used were eternal.

"Stephen," he cried, "your
duty is plain before you ! You
married Daisy, and the day
you married her you shut

every life away from her but
the life with you. You gave
your word to the Almighty
God to keep and guard her.

Are you a man at all, that

you're forgetting that?"
With sudden violence Carey

struck the table. "Haven't

you finished yet? Good God,
haven't you finished yet?"
"Not yet, Stephen! Not

yet ! There's one thing yet I

have to say. It's the remem-

bering of a day long ago, when

you and I stood like this, and
faced out bitter things. 'Twas
twelve months after the poor
father's death, and it seemed
that something near to ruin

was staring you in the face.

I remember the little room in

your lodgings as if it was

yesterday, and I remember the

pain that was in my heart to

see the old look coming on

your young face that ought to

be turning towards nothing
but amusement. I remember
it well, Stephen; I remember
it well. You stood for a long
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time with never a word and
never a sign; then, all of a

sudden, you turned on me,
fiercelike and determined.
"Til live it down, Father

James !

'

you cried out. '
I'll

live it down; but, by God, if

ever I have sons of my own,

they'll never have a hell of

their father's making !

' '

It was the old priest's last

arrow, and it sped home swift

and true. For a long space

Carey stood, silent and white ;

then, like a man dazed, he
went forward and put his

hands roughly on Father
James's shoulders.

" Go away ! Go away 1

"

he said hoarsely.
" I've had

enough !

"

Father James made no re-

sistance; he went quietly across

the room, but at the door he

paused solemnly and looked

back.

"Stephen," he said gently,
"
may the Almighty God bless

and help you !

" Then he
turned and passed into the
hall.

Until the last footfall had
died into silence, and the thud
of the closing door had echoed

through the house, Carey never

moved; then, haltingly, un-

steadily, after the manner of

a man who has suffered long
illness, he walked back to the

table, seated himself at his old

place, and, throwing his arms
out across the scattered papers,
let his head fall forward into

his hands.

CHAPTEE XXVIII.

There are periods in the
life of every man when mind
and body seem disassociated,
and time and space become as

vague conceptions failing to

touch the personal ; when
events loom up like a fleet of

ships that, rudderless and
with tattered sails, plough
headlong to destruction before

the hurricane of fate.

Such a period of cloud and
stress enveloped Carey. No
recollection of time, no con-

sciousness of place, moved him,
as he cowered in his attitude
of despair. He felt maimed,
mentally and physically ;

and
with the shame of mutilation,
his courage ebbed.
The minutes passed, sultry

and leaden; the usual sounds
of an empty house started out

of the silence the cracking of

the furniture, the scraping of

a mouse, the faint flutter of

the hideous paper decoration

in the grate ; then from over-

head came the thud and shuffle

of Mrs Brien's feet as she

made up his bedroom, the

banging of the basin and jug
on the marble-topped wash-

stand, the scraping of the

casters as she pulled the bed
this way and that. At another
time these descriptive noises

would have driven him to

action; now they did not even

penetrate the outer wall of his

absorption. He sat numbed
and impotent, broken by the

storm.

Time passed a quarter of

an hour, half an hour, an hour
;

then at last a new sound broke
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the quiet the loud, imperious

ringing of the hall -door bell.

He heard it as he had heard

the rest, without interest,

without fear, without curios-

ity. All the world might
come now ! Nothing mattered.

Upstairs, Mrs Brien also

heard it, and paused in her

noisy cleaning of the bedroom.
"Let ye ring agin whoever

ye are !

"
she said to herself,

considering her feet and the

long flight of stairs.

As though the unseen visitor

were conscious of her remark,
the bell clashed forth once
more this time with such

vigour that she dropped the

dust-pan and brush that she

was holding.
"How impatient ye are

whoever ye are !

"
she muttered

as she tramped downstairs,

straightening her dirty apron
as she went.

Passing along the hall, she

took an inquisitive glance at

the closed door of the break-

fast-room; then she hastily

pulled down her sleeves and

opened the hall door an inch

or two.

Through this aperture she

took a grudging look at the

intruder, and either her heart

softened or there was some-

thing unusually interesting in

the appearance of the visitor,

for she opened the door an-
other inch.

"Good morning, miss!" she

hazarded in her most amiable
tones. "I suppose 'tis Mrs
Carey you're after wantin'?"
The visitor flushed a deeper

red than that which already
mantled her cheeks.

"No," she said quickly.

"It's Mr Carey I want to see.

He's here, isn't he?"
Mrs Brien took a closer

survey of the youthful figure
and expressive face, and a
dozen questions made medley
in her brain.

"Mr Carey?" she repeated.
"Sure, 'tis at the office Mr
Carey always do be at this

time a the day!"
The visitor took a step

nearer to the hall door. "I
know ! I know that ! But I

was at the office and he's not
there. So he must be here.

He is, isn't he ? Do tell

me."

Long afterwards, in the

privacy of her family circle,

over a teapot of stewing tea,
Mrs Brien was wont to declare

that the look which accom-

panied this appeal would have
melted the heart of a stone;
so her reply when it came
was becomingly soft.

"Well," she said, "'twouldn't

be wishin' for me to be tellin'

you a lie, an' 'tis inside by
himself in the breakfast-room
he is this very minute. But
I don't know at all, God help
me, that I ought to be dis-

turbin' him."
" But you will ? You will ?

"

In her insistent eagerness the

visitor stepped across the

threshold. "It's very partic-
ular I promise you he won't
be vexed."
Mrs Brien shook her head

weakly, and drew back into

the hall, giving ingress to the

intruder.

"Well, all I can say is, God
help me if I'm doin' wrong !

She shook her head once more,
led the way down the hall,
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and very tentatively knocked
on the breakfast-room door.

Impatience spread over the

visitor's face. "Knock again !

"

she urged.
"
Sure, I'd be in dhread,

miss ! 'Tisn't an hour since I

heard the hall door shuttin'

on another visitor and maybe
he's thinkin' 'tis enough of it

he had."

"Then, let me!"
"Oh, don't, miss! Don't,

for God's sake! 'Tis as much
as my place is worth."
"Then go away, and let me

do it alone. I'm not afraid of

him." The girl put her hands
on the charwoman's shoulders

and pushed her from the door.

"Go back to your work, and
he won't even know that you
let me in."

The woman yielded ; and
with a quick gesture, at once

triumphant and excited, her

conqueror turned the handle
of the door and walked into

the breakfast-room.

The opening of the door
was sharp and sudden ; Carey
wheeled round in his chair,
then sat motionless.

"Isabel!"
Isabel closed the door softly

and securely, then turned and
looked at him.

It would have been difficult

it would have been wellnigh
impossible to guess at the

thoughts, the questions that
held sway in her mind at

that curious moment, at the
war of sensations that clashed

within her. In the expression
of her eyes, in the poise of her

young body, in her eager,

parted lips was the flowering
of some subtle promise the

outpouring of that mystic
essence of womanhood that

had enchained Carey by its

strange and secret suggestion
in his first vision of her at

Fair Hill.

She stood there, waiting,

expectant ; and as he made
no sign, she tiptoed across

the room and paused beside

his chair.

"I came," she said.

It was a breath a mere

whisper but it ran like wine

through his blood. For one

conquering moment all things
became dim; the knowledge
of her presence wrapped him
like a perfumed garment; he
turned to her, holding out his

hands.

With a little cry she caught
them.
"Ah! And I thought that

you were angry !

"

A flood of warmth, of pas-
sionate relief, swept through
the words. She confessed

herself in that brief sentence
laid bare her heart without

fear or shame.
"I know something hap-

pened last night, but I don't

know what it was." Her
tongue, loosed by her returned

confidence, ran on in swift

explanation. "I saw nobody
at all at breakfast this morn-

ing ; and Julia told me that

you went up to town last

night on business, and that

Mary and Father James went

up with Tom at nine this

morning. At first I was
afraid, and wandered about
the garden, wondering what
I had better do; and then

suddenly suddenly." Her
fingers tightened about his,
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her eyes besought his under-

standing. "I felt that what-

ever had happened whatever
it was I must come to you.
So I came! Was it any
harm?"
Again the confession of al-

legiance the sweet
j spontan-

eous confession in eyes and
voice and words. In sudden
torture of mind, Carey freed

his hands.

"Was it any harm? Oh, it

was ! You are angry !

"

"No."
"Then what?" Doubt ran

through her words like a fine

vibration.
"
Nothing. Nothing."

"Then why did you turn

away ?
"

"Did I turn away?" He
was striving blindly to gain
time, attempting vainly to com-

pound with fate.
"
Yes, you did. Oh, I don't

understand ! You must be
either sorry I came or glad.
You must be either pleased
or angry. Which are you?
Which? Which?"

"Glad." The word slipped
out.

Again she gave a little cry,

seizing upon the admission.

"Ah, then nothing else mat-
ters !

" With a sudden gracious
movement she dropped to her
knees beside him, and, looking
up, strove to read his face.

"If you are glad, nothing
else matters ! Nothing else in

the whole wide world matters 1

Wasn't that what you said last

night?"
There was triumph, love,

infinite allurement in the in-

flexions of her voice. She nes-

tled up to him, drawing about

her eyes that web of oblivion

that women so deftly weave,
shutting from her vision the
broader issues of the moment,
content in the consciousness of

loving and being loved. She

caught his hand again and
held it against her cheek, and
the warmth of the contact

passed into him, thrilling him.

The wild appeal of the blood
woke in him, and with it the

opposing cry of his will.

He withdrew his hand sud-

denly, almost pushing her from
him.

"Isabel," he said, "we must

forget last night ! Do you
understand? We must forget
last night ! It's past and dead
and done with. We must for-

get it !

"

Never afterwards could Isabel

remember what she did in that

moment, when the blood re-

ceded to her heart, ebbing from
her face, her hands, her feet,

and then rushed back a tor-

rent that sang in her ears. It

seemed to her that the world
had slipped away that she

was alone with Carey in space,
in some vague and nebulous

place, where time and circum-

stance did not exist. When at

last her tongue found words,
her voice assailed her ears, an

uncontrolled, unfamiliar thing.
" What do you mean ? We

must forget last night?"
Then, for the first time since

she had entered the room, he

felt the impulse to stand up,
not from the sense of courtesy,
but from the blind human in-

stinct of facing peril or pain

upon one's feet rather than

crouching in a seat. He rose,

and stood before her, one hand
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holding the back of his chair,
the other resting on the papers
that still lay upon the table.

There was something inexpres-

sibly hopeless in the pose of

his body something final and

tragic that sent the blood back
once more to her heart.

"Oh, what is it?" she cried,

in sudden articulate fear.

"What is it? Don't stand
like that. Don't look like

that."

"It's nothing but that we
must forget last night. That
we must forget it."

She stared at his drawn face.

"But why? But why? Oh,
but you're teasing me! It's

some joke !

" She tried to

laugh ; but it was a laugh
that withered away, and in the

silence that succeeded the

close, stifling silence that blent

itself with the atmosphere of

the room the fear within her
turned to panic.

"
Oh, say something ! Make

me understand ! I'll feel that
I'm going mad if you don't

make me understand. Last

night you said that nobody ex-

isted but me that I was the
one thing in the world that
made you want to live

that
"

Carey threw out his hands.
"
Stop ! For the sake of God,

stop ! I tell you there was no
last night. We dreamt it. It

never was."
She faltered a little, but her

courage was a strong thing.
With an impulse, intensely
ardent, intensely feminine, she
moved towards him again.

"
Something has happened

that I don't understand. But,
look, look, I care for you ! I
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care !

" She made a wide,

proud gesture, offering herself

to him. "I care!"
There was all love all ten-

derness all yielding in the

movement and in the words;
in both it seemed that nature
had struck the chord of a great
harmony.

Carey heard it his soul vi-

brated to it, but he turned

away, blindly, inarticulately.
"What is it? Don't you

care any more?"
He was silent.
" Tell me ! Tell me ! I must

know." Fear rushed in again
over her voice, marring the

music. Her words trembled,
as she strove to make him
meet her glance.

" I can't explain. We must

forget, that's all. I can't ex-

plain."
She drew back very slowly,

as though her movements were

accommodating themselves to

some strange slow alteration

taking place within her mind.
"Then you're sorry for last

night?"
"No! By God, I'm not !"

The cry was torn from him,
but he disowned it even as he

gave it utterance. " No ! I

don't mean that. I am sorry
for it."

Her eyes blazed. " But you're
not ! The first thing was the

true one. You do oare. I do
matter to you." She stepped
forward, catching his arm.
" Look at me ! You must.
You must. Nothing in the

world can put last night away.
What does anything else mat-
ter ? We care for each other.

I'm much more mad now than
I was last night ;

then I was
2Q
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afraid I was afraid even to

let you kiss me ;
but after-

wards, when I was alone in

my own room in the dark, I

knew that I had imagined all

the fear. If you had come for

me then, I'd have gone with

you out of the house, and not

cared who saw. If you were
a tramp, walking the roads
from one town to another, I'd

rather walk them with you
than be married to a king. I

never knew I could feel so

much. It's all here choking
me!" She put her hand to

her throat. "'Tis that that
made me come here to-day
the feeling that I must tell

you."
She stopped breathless, pas-

sionate, reckless in her prodigal
giving. The emotions of her
ancestors were racing through
her her blood was proving
itself in a riot of feeling.

Garey listened each word,
each quickly-taken breath,

searing him like a flame. At
last his endurance broke.

"Stop!" he said. "Stop!
It's all over. It's all over, I

tell you. We were mad last

night; we're sane to-day."
It was a torrent of water on

a kindled fire, and the fire

hissed up to meet it, quivering
and fierce.

"You mean that? Truly,

really, honestly you mean
that?"

" I do."

No words in his life had cost

him what those two words

cost, but he said them steadily.
"You mean it? After all

that you said? After all that
I said?"
He bent his head.

"Then some one has been
here ? Some one has changed
you ?

" She flashed round upon
him, her body trembling, her

eyes alight with question. Her
emotions were swaying her
from one pole to the other

;
it

was a toss of a coin whether
love or hate turned the scale.

He stood rigid rigid as he
had been in Father James's

presence.
" I told you I have no de-

fence to make. I know I seem
a criminal and a coward; but

you are young, you will forget
and it doesn't matter about

me. I can only say, thank
God I didn't ask you to come
with me last night !

"

Isabel's face flamed. "You
say that ? You say

* thank
God' you didn't ask me to

come with you last night?"
"I do."

"Then I say
' thank God'

too !

"

The scale had turned. Her
face was white with rage her

whole being quivered with it.

She seemed the very figure of

fury of outraged pride.
"I told you while ago that I

cared for you," she said when
she could command her voice.

"Now I tell you that I feel

nothing nothing nothing
but that I hate you. I loathe

you; I detest you. You are

one of the rest just one of the

rest. What a fool I was ever

to have thought that you were
different! What a fool ! What
a fool ! I'm all right to dance

with and to flirt with, when
there's nothing better to do;
but next morning, when you've
had time to think

"

"Isabel!"
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"Next morning you can say
'thank God I'm well out of

it !

'"

" Isabel !

" He stood impo-
tent before the sweeping gale
of her rage. All the man in

him cried appreciation of her

scorn ; all the passion in him

urged him to one act to seize

her in his arms, to hold her as

he had held her last night,

covering her lips with kisses,

hiding his face in the dark
cloud of her hair. But he made
no movement ; he stood stonily

silent, seeing with the eyes of

his mind the thronging ghosts
that surged between them.
And Isabel saw only the

mask the set face, the im-

passive figure.

"Oh," she cried again, "I
wonder now, when I look at

you, how I could ever have
been so mad as to care! I

wish I had words enough to

tell you all I feel. To say
that I hate you is nothing
nothing

"

She drew a sharp breath ;

and their eyes met in a long
eloquent glance.

"I feel I feel that I could

kill you !

"
she said ; and turn-

ing suddenly, she ran to the

door, ran down the hall and
out into the close, deserted

street.

CHAPTER XXIX.

Down the street went Isabel

a slim white figure in the
still picture of dusty town
life, hurrying onward, looking
neither to right nor left, seek-

ing her home with the instinct

of a hurt animal. The heat
was intense, her light cotton
dress felt a weight about her

limbs, her exhaustion showed
itself in a dew of moisture that
broke out upon her forehead,
but she never paused, never
moderated her pace until the
New Town hill confronted her
with its ironical sense of old

association.

Waterford is a lethargic
place on a summer morning,
and she aroused little comment
as she made her hasty pro-
gress. One or two passers-by
looked after her, to wonder
why any one should hurry on
so hot a day; otherwise, she

passed unnoticed.

There was nobody about, as

she opened Miss Costello's little

gate; nobody about, as she

walked up the little strip of

garden, arid in the baking sun-

shine. It looked like a place
of death, and the rage in her
heart burned hotter as her

glance skimmed over the dry
earth and parched flowers.

This was life, a thing of re-

volt hot, thirsty, seared!

She raised her hand and

pulled the bell until its sound
echoed through the house, caus-

ing Lizzie, the servant, to rush
to the bedroom window, and
Miss Costello to drop the bowl
in which she was making a

pudding for the early dinner.

The bowl was dropped pre-

cipitately; and, without wait-

ing to dust the flour from her

dress, Miss Costello ran into

the little hall and opened the

front door.
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"What on earth possessed

you to ring like that ?
"
she de-

manded angrily; then amaze-

ment overspread her angry face.

"Why, the Lord defend us,

it's Isabel !

"
she exclaimed.

" What, in the name of Heaven,
has brought you, child? And
at this hour of the morning?
I didn't expect you for a
week!"

Isabel made no response, but,

pushing past her, stepped into

the hall.

Miss Costello stared at her,

forgetting in her surprise to

close the door.

"What's the matter? Did

anything happen to you down
at the Careys'?"
The word was a lash to

Isabel's soul. "
Nothing 1

"
she

cried.
"
Then, what on earth ?

"

"
Nothing nothing noth-

ing, don't I tell you ! I'm back,
that's all. Can't you see for

yourself !

"

"But how did you get here?
Where's your trunk ?

"

"I left it. It's down
there."

Miss Costello stood with

open mouth. "Is it the way
you had a row with them or

what?"
"No. It's not."

There was no room in Isabel's

mind for the thought of con-

ventionality. Once and forever

she had stepped beyond its

pale. She was living now as

her feelings prompted undis-

ciplined, primitive, careless of

all comment.

"But, good gracious," cried

Miss Costello, "you must give
some reasons ! You wouldn't
come back like this, as if you

had dropped out of the sky,
unless you were mad !

"

Isabel wheeled round upon
her, her face damp and white.

"Then that's the reason," she

cried. " I am mad. I'm

stark, staring, raving mad ;

and I'd advise you to let

me alone !

"

Without waiting for an

answer, she ran up the stairs ;

and Miss Costello heard the

door of her bedroom shut with
a crash that vibrated through
the whole flimsy house.

Inside her own room, her

first action was to wrench off

her hat. She pulled out the

pins with fierce haste, then

stuck them back again savagely
into the straw, and flung the

hat from her across the room.

She had known little of life's

sublimities in her short span
of years ;

and all that was
elemental and self - engrossed
had been unloosed by to-day's

pain. From her passions and
her prodigality she had given
of her best ;

and that best had
been flung back to her a

rejected gift. She saw noth-

ing behind that casting back
of her favours. Carey had

played with her Carey had
humiliated her Carey had
branded her as the poorest of

things, the woman who has

offered herself and been re-

fused.

As she stood there in the

low -ceiled room, so cramped,
so tawdry, so intolerable in its

herd of memories, she lost touch

for ever with those about her :

she inevitably proved herself

the possessor of alien blood

the southern woman, all in-

stinct and emotion, whose mind
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in its native environment would
have flown straight to the

thought of revenge to some

headlong business of swift-

turning wrist and deadly knife.

The thoughts within her sang
to a tune generations old a

tune that the fierce, piratical
sailor -folk who were her an-

cestors had brought with them

long ago from Spain, when

they swooped down in ad-

venturous spirit upon the misty
coast of Ireland.

A woman of these sadder

isles would have bent under
the misery that assailed her
in that hour. Appalled by the

blackness of life, she would
have cowered upon the ground
and wept, until her agony and
her bitterness were melted by
her tears. But in Isabel the

old strenuous spirit was awake,

drying up the source of tears,

scorching her brain, conserving
her impulses for some perfect
act of self-expression. She was
the primitive being the being
who does not probe and does

not analyse who knows what
life offers, and acts instinct-

ively upon the knowledge.
She stood there, giving rein

to her passions, her figure

erect, her hands holding back
the hair from her forehead

;

and, without conscious desire,
her life reacted itself, passing
before her like the slides in

a magic -lantern. Each poor
object in the room quickened
some recollection. Here, she
had dressed for her first dance,
intoxicated with the joy of

anticipation; here, she had
waited with beating heart on
the long-ago Sunday when her
aunt and Carey had talked in

the parlour downstairs; here,

she had met the first disap-

pointment, hidden in Carey's
brief letter.

Her mind hung over the

remembrance of that night.
How young she had been then,
in her consideration of trivial

things ! Mere ink and paper
had called forth her emotions;
mere contact with Frank's little

bottle of poison had been suffi-

cient to make her shudder !

Her mind passed from one
train of thought to another.

Frank ! "What a poor, miser-

able coward Frank had proved
himself! From her own red

anger she looked back upon
her last scene with him. How
differently she would have
acted on that morning, had
she been in his place ! Con-

juring her own coldness, her
own desertion, she wondered
now that he had not killed

her, rather than leave her for

another.

The scene, as it might have

been, rose before her sharply ;

the thought of the consum-

mating deed the poignant act

of killing closed in upon her
so vividly that she drew a

nervous, audible breath, and
let her hands drop to her
sides.

That would have been some-

thing worth doing! That
would have been a drowning
of pain and shame ! a justifica-
tion of himself !

Enmeshed in the dream, she
closed and opened her hands,
as though she could feel the
touch of flesh, the yielding of

muscle and sinew. What she

would give to be a man ! To
be a man for one hour, with
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Frank's lost opportunity !

Again her fingers locked and
unlocked themselves; and her

eyes, driven by her thoughts,
turned to the spot where she

had hidden away the little

poison bottle on the night of

the Fair Hill card-party.
Instead of that dealing in

swift justice, Frank had played
with death death wrapped
in little white lozenges, like

wine in a sweetmeat !

Without definite intention,
her feet moved slowly across

the room
;
without definite in-

tention, they paused before the

cupboard where the bottle was
hidden, and mechanically her

hand went out towards the

hiding-place.
How young she had been

then, to tremble at the sight
of those white tabloids !

With automatic slowness she

opened the drawer, permitting
a scent of dry decay to issue

forth upon the air
; and, putting

in her hand, groped for and
found the small glass object.

It was certainly small, to

carry such potency ! She drew
it forth, and her lips twisted

scornfully. No man who was
worth the name of man would
have contented himself with

these, while he had his own
strong hands ! These were
the weapons of a child of a
woman !

The thought flashed through
her flashed through her, un-

bidden, trembling like a flame
from her brain to her nerves

so supreme, so overmastering
that it shook her as a gale
shakes the sapling.
She held the bottle to the

light, and her hand trembled
so violently that the tabloids

rattled one against the other.

After all, death was death !

Her muscles suddenly stiffened,

her glance narrowed until a

mere pin-point of light showed
between the eyelids.

After all, death was death !

Whether it was an affair of

knives, of naked hands, or white

lozenges, death was death !

CHAPTER XXX.

The day of tumult was a

Friday, and the Saturday broke
at Kilmeaden in a splendour of

green and gold a lavish pro-

digality of sunlight, that spread
itself over tree and stream and
meadow in a shimmering ban-
ner of gold.
A wonderful morning ;

a

summer morning, when every
living creature basked in the

consciousness of life ; when
birds sang riotously, and insects

hummed as they hung passive
in the haze of heat.

The hour was nine
; upstairs

in the nursery the three children

exulted, as the birds and the

insects were exulting in the

open, thrilled by the vibrating
sense of youth ;

at the hall door

Carey's motor-car stood, a dark
motionless object in the scene

that palpitated with the sug-

gestion of expansion and

growth ;
in the bare, clean,

monastic-looking dining-room,

Daisy and Stephen were meet-

ing again in the lull that super-
sedes the storm.
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The scene was plain plain
and undramatio. The table was
laid simply for the morning
meal ; the full light poured in

through the uncurtained wind-
ows

;
a country bunch of butter-

cups adorned the white cloth.

Carey had halted just inside

the door ; and Daisy was stand-

ing by one of the windows in

a blue cotton dress, her fair

hair neatly brushed, the heavy
purple shadows of sleeplessness

lying beneath her eyes. She
looked tired and pathetic, but
she had regained her self-

control. She was no longer
the despairing creature who
had driven him forth from
the house two nights ago;
she was a woman who had

bought calm with pain and

tears, and whose glance, as it

sped across the room, spoke
many things.

There was no attempt at

greeting. In the middle classes

artifice has little place; each
knew that the other knew,
and explanations seemed super-
fluous.

At last Carey came forward
into the light of the window.

"Daisy," he said, "I have
come back."
That was all. No tragedy,

no dramatic effect ; and Daisy,
the eternal type, the wife, the

mother, accepted the words
without question. Looking up,
she saw the suffering in her
husband's face the revolt, the

struggle, the agonising triumph.
She did not understand it, for

such women are content to class

the man of their choice as a

being inevitably incomprehen-
sible

; but the maternal instinct

in her gushed forth in sudden

pity for this being who had
returned to her maimed and
in pain. "Oh, Stephen!"
she said in a shaken voice.
"
Stephen !

" and with a new,
self - conscious hesitancy, she

put out her hand and touched
his.

So Carey returned to his

home, unheralded and unex-
cused. The return was in

accord with his life strong,
restrained, without colour; it

seemed at once an emblem and
a prophecy.

Immediately the breakfast
was brought into the dining-
room, he passed without inter-

ference to a room at the top of

the house where it was his

habit to read and smoke on
wet days during the summer.
This room was comfortless; a
deal -table and a couple of

kitchen chairs were its only
furniture, and the white-
washed walls were bare save
for a few fishing-rods, a gun,
and a pipe-rack. But its very
barrenness, its very coldness,
suited him on this day of

shimmering glory; its plain-
ness fitted with his mood; its

isolation almost suggested
peace. Looking the door, he
threw himself into one of the

unyielding chairs, and felt

mechanically in his pocket for

his pipe and tobacco - pouch
the silent comforters of man's
black hours.

Time passed in the locked
room

;
the day waxed, and with

it the sun's strength; nothing
marked the flight of the minutes

except the thickening of the
smoke wreaths, as Carey sat

slowly smoking, slowly refill-
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ing -and relighting pipe after

pipe. His mood during that

deadened space of time was the

mood of a man jaded physically
and mentally: exhaustion had
fallen upon him a deep lassi-

tude that almost deprived him
of the power of thought and
one desire alone found place
within his brain, the desire for

solitude.

Lunch time came, but the

summoning gong passed un-

noticed. Two o'clock came,
three o'clock ; then at four the

quiet was broken. A faint

and deprecating knock sounded

upon the door.

He started like a man caught
in some guilty act.

"Who's that? Who's there?"

"It's me, Stephen Daisy,"
came the answer.

"Very well! I'll open. Wait
a minute !

"
Quietly, and with-

out hesitation, he rose and
walked across the room: it

was the same manner in which
he had approached Daisy earlier

in the morning, and it almost
seemed that he had mapped
out a course of action in her

regard, and was holding to it

fixedly.
He opened the door and stood

aside for her to pass.
"I'm frightfully sorry to

bother you, but the unluckiest

thing has happened !

" She
walked into the room, then
turned to look up into his face

through the cloud of tobacco-

smoke. " Mrs Power and

Josephine and two of the

boys are below. I never ex-

pected such a thing, but they
specially hoped to find you
here, as it's Saturday, and they
haven't seen you since the

engagement. I said I'd try if

you were in; but if you like

I can go back and say you're
not " Her glance lingered
over his jaded face.

For a moment the impetuous
annoyance of old days surged
up within him the sharp, con-

temptuous rejoinder rose to his

lips; then with the new con-

trol, he checked both.

"Would you rather I went
down?"

"Oh, no; not if you dislike

to. Mary and Father James
and I can entertain them.
'Twas only that I was think-

ing
" She paused and

coloured and looked away.
"What? That they'll talk ?"

"That, perhaps, they might
talk."

Carey nodded grimly. "I'll

go down."
"No. No, don't."

"Yes; I'll go. Where are

they now?"
" In the drawing-room. You

can see them there for a minute,
and then I'll take them out.

Mary and Josephine and the

two boys can play a game of

tennis and Mrs Power and I

can look on."

Again the change was visible

in Daisy the new endurance,
the new consciousness of re-

sponsibility ;
and through the

vapour of his misery, Carey
saw and was mutely thankful.

"All right! Go down! I'll

follow you." Again he held

the door open for her
;
then he

turned back for a moment into

the empty room, to brace him-
self for the ordeal.

All his soul revolted from
the task awaiting him all his

sick senses shrank from con-
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tact with the common world
but he had made his choice.

Henceforth his way would lie

along the common path his

life would be the common life !

All the fair and splendid cir-

cumstance of dreams lay behind
him.

He knocked the ashes from
his pipe, pushed his chair back
into its accustomed place, and

passed out of the room.
On the stairs, the smell of

the washed boards the scent

of the musk in the red pots

upon the window-sill touched
him to torturing memory.
This morning he had moved
past them, numb and unheed-

ing; but now they rose about
him poignantly, recalling the
brief moments of romance.

Outside the drawing - room
he paused to gather up his

strength. He had not seen
this room since the night of

his adventure, and it lay within
his mind as it had looked then

a place of half lights and
faded perfumes, pregnant with
sentiment. He paused, dazed

by the cloud of recollection

that surged about him; then
he raised his hand, opened the

door, and at once Mrs Power's
voice slow, contented, moth-

erly dispelled illusion.

The visitors were gathered
about the centre table where
the tea things were laid out,
flanked by a large silver punch-
bowl and a tray of glasses.
The windows were all open;
the sun streamed into the
room

;
a little ripple of laugh-

ter was trembling on the air,
evoked by Mrs Power's last

remark.
As Carey entered, she turned

to him, a glass in one hand, a

silver ladle upraised in the

other.

"Ah, here you are, Stephen !

Come and be the arbiter!

Daisy insists that claret-cup
is a temperance drink, and

Josephine says it isn't. For

goodness' sake, agree with

Daisy, for I'm famished with

thirst, and the thought of tea

on a day like this is enough
to give any one apoplexy."

Carey forced a laugh and
came forward towards the

table. In that first moment
he was conscious of nothing
but a deep thankfulness for

the shelter of Mrs Power's

volubility.
"I think Father Mathew

himself would exempt you from
tea with a temperature like

this," he said. "If I were you,
I'd take the risk."

Mrs Power beamed, and

proceeded to fill her glass

generously from the dark, cool

liquid in the bowl. "Now,
that's what I call logic," she

said placidly.
" After all, there's

no profession like the law it

finds such reasonable excuses

for our little peccadillos. What
do you say, Father James ?

"

Father James, who had been

standing modestly in a corner,
came out into the light at her

challenge.

"Well, well, well!" he said.

"Sure, after all, what is wine
but a gift out of the earth !

"

"Very good, indeed, Father
James ! Though I see Josephine

looking a little bit shocked.

She's a great total - abstainer,

you know, since she attended
the last mission !

"

Father James smiled across
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at Josephine Power, a pale-

faced, large -boned girl, who
was looking with prim dis-

approval at her easy
- going

mother.

"Ah, Josephine, that's the

way of youth !

" he said. " All

for total-abstinence or total-

acceptance! 'Tis only age
brings the happy medium
moderation. Daisy, may I

have a sup of that claret - cup
myself?"

" Indeed you may ! Mrs
Power, will you give it to

him ? We were just going out

to the tennis - court, Stephen.
The girls are going to play."
She spoke without looking

at Carey, and he answered
with averted eyes.

"That's right! It's too fine

to stay in. Mrs Power, I'll

give Father James his drink
while you finish yours."
Mrs Power willingly resigned

the ladle, and fell to sipping
the contents of her glass.
"And what about yourself,

Stephen?" she said. "We
ought to drink to the engage-
ment, you know. Where's

Mary?"
"Mary is gone out with

Jim and Eddy, to get the

tennis rackets," said Daisy.
"
They're waiting on the court

for us."

"Ah, well, another time!
And now, Stephen, come and
talk to me. I haven't thought
or spoken of another thing
since Owen told me the great
news. 'Tis the wish of my
heart fulfilled." She moved
towards the mantelpiece, still

smiling, still sipping her claret-

cup.

Carey half filled a tumbler

for himself, and followed her
across the room.
"I agree with you," he

murmured. "It's very satis-

factory very satisfactory for

all concerned !

"

Strive as he might to fix

his attention, the commonness
of the scene, its triviality, its

futility, warred intolerably
with his unhappy thoughts.
These people with their petty
interests, their familiar, unemo-
tional voices, were things irre-

concilable with his mood, files

that grated upon his jarred
nerves.

"
Ah, 'tis a great thing !

'Tis a great thing!" Mrs
Power went on. "After all,

'tis the right end for every

young fellow to marry a nice

girl and settle down ! Look
what it did for you, Stephen !

Not, indeed, that you were
ever anything but steady !

But still, a young man im-

proves so much with a nice

wife; it seems to form his

character."

Stephen murmured some-

thing acquiescent ;
and Father

James opportunely stepped up
to the fireplace.

" And how is your own good
man, Mrs Power?" he said.
" I saw him up in town yester-

day."
Mrs Power turned, full of

new interest. " He's flourish-

ing, indeed, Father James !

Like myself, he's full of delight
over this news about Owen.
But all Kilmeaden seems to

have been up in town yester-

day ! Tom and Mary lunched

with us; and now Daisy tells

me that Isabel was up too."
" She was indeed. 'Twas the
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way her aunt sent for her," said

Father James, telling the white
lie nobly.

" She had one of her
bad headaches, it seems, and

got a little bit nervous about
herself. Indeed, I pitied the

poor child, dragged up to New
Town on such a killing day !

"

Mrs Power looked interested.
" Good gracious ! You surprise
me !

"
she said. " I was behind

Miss Costello at the ten o'clock

mass, and I thought I never

saw her looking better."

"Ah, well, old people take

notions !

"

Mrs Power shook her head

sympathetically.
"
They do.

They do, indeed ! And all the

Costellos are a bit cranky. I

suppose Isabel will be back

to-day?"
The question was addressed

to Stephen; but Stephen had
turned his back, and was lost

in a study of the old gilt clock

on the mantelpiece.
" No doubt! No doubt she

will !

"
said Father James.

"But Daisy is waiting for

you, Mrs Power."
Mrs Power turned round.

"Oh, Daisy, are you going?"
"Yes; Josephine and I are

ready. Won't you come?"
" I will, dear

;
I will. Only

give me time to drink this.

You go on, and I'll be after

you!"
"Very well! But don't for-

get I'll be by myself when the

game begins!"
"No, dear. I won't."

Daisy and Josephine Power

passed out through the glass
door and down the long green
garden, their cotton dresses

making patches of colour in

the full sunlight. Mrs Power

sipped her drink again, then

turned to Stephen with a

new air of confidence. "Now,
Stephen, there's something I

want to have a little word
with you about. Of course,
we're all anxious that this

engagement shouldn't be a

long one I don't approve of

long engagements ; and there's

nothing for Owen and Mary
to wait for. So Mr Power is

determined to make things

easy for them; and I think
that you, as our solicitor

"

Father James was mov-

ing discreetly away, but she

checked him with a smile and
a wave of the hand.

"Don't go, Father James!

Sure, what is there in any of

our families that you don't

know ! 'Twas only that I

thought, having Stephen here

now, we might as well talk the

matter over in a friendly way,
instead of going down formally
to the office."

Carey looked round sharply,

seeming not to have heard Mrs
Power's words.

"What was that?" he said.

"Wasn't that the hall -door
bell?"

"I don't know. I didn't

hear anything. As I was

saying to Father James,

Stephen
"

Carey laid his glass upon
the mantelshelf. A nervous

look of prescience a peculiar
uneasiness was visible on his

face.
" One moment, Mrs Power,"

he said. " I think there's some-

body outside."

Mrs Power looked slightly

offended, and Father James

glanced sharply at Carey.
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" Will I go and see, Stephen ?

Maybe 'tis some visitor for

Daisy, and I could take them
out to the tennis-ground."

"Yes," said Carey quickly.

"Yes, do. Ah, there's Julia

going down the hall !

"

All three stood listening;
then suddenly Carey took a

step forward, as though he
had heard some sound to which
the others were deaf.

"Father James!" he said

involuntarily; then his voice

died away. The door was

opened by Julia, and without
announcement Isabel walked
into the room.
The eyes of the three turned

upon her simultaneously, seeing
her variously, according to their

lights. Mrs Power, from the

dazzling pinnacle of her mater-
nal happiness, saw nothing but
a figure in a limp white dress,
a face overshadowed by untidy
hair and a carelessly arranged
hat

; Father James, in his all-

pervading pity, saw a human
soul looking out upon the world
in revolt and misery; Carey
saw nothing but the fire in

the dark eyes.
Of the three, Mrs Power was

the first to offer greeting.
" Good gracious, it's Isabel !

"

she cried. "Isabel, dear, how
are you! I hope your aunt
isn't bad; you look as if you
had been up all night."

Father James stepped for-

ward and took Isabel's hand.

"Isabel," he said, "we were

just this minute talking about

you. I was telling Mrs Power
how your aunt sent for you
yesterday, because she had one
of her headaches." He made
the explanation insistently,

pressing her hand to force it

home.
But Isabel only stared at him.

It was obvious that her own
thoughts, her own emotions,
filled her mind to the exclusion
of all else. Convention she had
thrown aside; expediency she
had discarded as a worn-out

garment. She drew her hand
from Father James's, and stood

looking from him to Mrs Power,
as if flaunting her unexpected
presence, flaunting her dishev-

elled appearance.
"I don't know what you're

talking about," she said.

Mrs Power stared; then she

made a motherly gesture of

concern. "My dear, what is

it ? You look tired out. Was
the drive too much for you ?

"

Isabel drew back to avoid

the proffered caress.
" I didn't

drive. I walked."
"You walked? You walked

from Waterford? Why, you
must have been mad !

"

The girl made a curious little

sound that might have been a

laugh.

Carey turned towards her.
" Good God ! You walked ?

"

"Yes, I walked. How else

was I to get here? I'm too

poor to drive."

He turned from the scorn of

her glance.
"Mrs Power," he said in-

distinctly, "will you come out

to the tennis-court. I'll be back

again, Father James !

"

Mrs Power took another

sharp look at Isabel
;
then she

followed Carey across the room.

As theypassed togetherthrough
the glass door she laid her hand
on his arm.
"Did you ever see anybody
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look so queer as Isabel,

Stephen?" she said. "It's my
belief that she got a touch of

the sun, coming out. If I were

Daisy I'd put her to bed and

send for the doctor. She's cer-

tainly not herself."

And Carey, from the ferment

within his mind, made some
inarticulate reply.

CHAPTER XXXI.

Alone in the drawing-room,
Isabel and Father James stood

looking at each other. Now,
as at the moment of her entry,
the old priest saw nothing of

her disordered clothes, nothing
of her unkempt hair and dusty
shoes ; all he saw, all he yearned
over, was the dumb misery that
had stamped itself on her face,

blottingout its beauty,its youth,
its colour, as a cruel heel might
crush the life from a flower.

"Child! child!" he said sud-

denly. "What's come to you?
What's come to you, at all ?

"

Isabelstared defiance. "What
you wanted to come to me you
and the rest !

"

The flame within her whipped
thewords forth, as it had kindled
the light in her eyes.
He came a step nearer to her,

but she wheeled away from

him, unconsciously taking up
the position by the mantelpiece
that Carey had vacated.

"
Oh, yes," she added. " It's

all just as it ought to be ! Daisy
and Mary playing tennis

; you
preaching ;

he comfortably eat-

ing and drinking !

" She paused
to catch up the half-filled tumb-
ler.

" This is his, isn't it ?
"

"Isabel, child!"

"This is his, isn't it? Wasn't
he calmly drinking this, while I

was trudging through the heat
and the dust? Wasn't he?
Wasn't he?"

" And if he was itself, child,

sure mustn't we all eat and

drink, whatever happens? Isn't

that the tragedy of life?"

"The tragedy!" She laughed
and looked again at the glass,
as if attracted by the cool red

liquid. "I haven't wanted to

eat or drink since yester-

day."
Concern and compassion over-

spread Father James's face.

"Glory be to God! You
don't mean that?"

"
Yes, I do. I have had other

things to think about. I sup-

pose women are different from
men." She still held the glass,

moving it about as the sunlight

played upon the wine.
" But that's a terrible thing !

You can't go on like that. See
here now." Again he ventured

to move nearer to her.

With a quick, fierce gesture
she laid down Carey's glass and
turned upon him. "And why
can't I go on like that?" she

demanded. "I care nothing
more about what any of you
say or any of you think.

Why can't I go on as I like ?
"

Something in her face, some-

thing in her voice, alarmed him

by its intensity. For a mo-
ment he wavered before it ;

then he collected his quiet

strength his inexhaustible

gentleness.
"Look here, Isabel," he said,
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" I'm going to pour out a glass
of that wine, and you're going
to swallow it to please me."

Refusal sharp and violent

sprang to her lips ; then

some suggestion, some thought,
arrested it in the utterance;
her expression changed curi-

ously, and she answered unex-

pectedly.
"
Very well ! Get it for me."

Immense relief touched Fa-
ther James, and he hurried

across the room to the tea-

table.

Isabel stood very still. Only
her eyes and her right hand
showed any sign of life her

eyes following the old priest's
movements with a passion of

intentness, her right hand

stealing silently, stealthily, to-

wards the pocket of her dress.

There was a moment of sus-

pense; then, as he bent over
the punch-bowl, carefully meas-

uring out the wine, her fingers
found the pocket, shot into the

light again, and, with a swift

noiseless action, dropped two
small white objects into Carey's

glass.
It was an absolutely simple

act dexterous, controlled, si-

lent; and as Father James
walked slowly back across the

room, carrying the wine, there

was nothing to tell of a deed

accomplished.
"Now, child, to please me!

To please an old man !

" He
held out the glass.

Isabel looked at him; then,
with a gesture of finality, put
her hands behind her back.

"No, Father James. No."
Her tone was no longer stormy,
but it was vibrating and tense.

Father James's eyes nar-

rowed in closer scrutiny. "What
is it, Isabel?" he said. "What's
come to you ?

"

"
Nothing. I'm nearly

happy."
"
Happy ? How happy ?

"

"Because I hate him so ab-

solutely much."

Again the chill of fear passed
over the old priest.

"
Isabel," he said hurriedly,

"drink the wine! There's a good
child, now ! Drink the wine !

"

"
I'll never drink wine again

never as long as I live, after

to-day."
Alarm sprang into his eyes.

"
Child, what's the matter with

you? Why are you so still

and quiet-like ?
"

"I told you."
" But I don't like'it ! I don't

like it !

" In his blind sense of

misgiving he put out his hand
and touched her arm. "Isabel,

child, I don't like you like this !

I'd rather you raving, as you
were while ago ;

it's more nat-

ural. Look now ! Rouse your-
self!"

Isabel shook off his hand.

"And what does it matter
how I am? Who in all the

world cares ?
"

He was silent for a space;

then, looking at her, he said

steadily,
" One person cares."

"Who?"
"Stephen."
"Stephen!" She made a

wild, contemptuous sound.
" Don't laugh," he said stern-

ly.
"
Oh, how cursed we are,

that not one of us can see out-

side his own little life that

God doesn't open our eyes to

one another's sorrows. Child !

child! can't you see that Ste-

phen is broken over this busi-
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ness? Can't you see anything
at all but the blackness in your
own heart ?

"

Isabel's wild eyes turned

upon him. " How am I to see

it ? Where am I to see it ?"

"In his face. Look at his

face. He's coming back now;
I hear him in the garden.
Look at him when he comes in.

Look at his face."

Carey's step sounded on the

garden path, and Isabel turned
as he stepped through the glass
door.

He came in quietly, his fig-
ure silhouetted against the bril-

liant afternoon light, and it

seemed in a curious way that

the long shadow his figure cast

emanated from something with-
in him something dark and

tragic rather than by the
mere effect of sunlight. There
was tangible suffering, tan-

gible struggle, marked upon
him; and its very silence, its

very strength, made it the
more defined. A long, faint

shudder passed through Isabel

as she stood watching him
with her brooding eyes.
He came into the room ; he

looked about him, as if dazed

by the alteration of lights;
then he walked aimlessly for-

ward to the mantelpiece.

Isabel's eyes followed him.

The silence was tense; con-

scious of her searching gaze,
tortured by it and by the

ordeal to be re-lived, he looked

desperately round for some ra-

tional, calming influence. By
a common chance, his eye fell

upon his untasted wine stand-

ing on the mantelshelf.

He felt no thirst
; the parched

dryness of his throat, the burn-

ing heat of his brain, would
have demanded more than a

cup of iced wine; but it was
a natural, rational act to pick

up the glass, and he turned
like a man unnerved to any
rational idea. Slowly, auto-

matically, he put out his

hand.
Then suddenly a little cry,

very low, very faint, broke from
Isabel. She put out her hand
and arrested his.

"Wait!" she said. "Wait!"
For an instant her fingers

lingered upon his; then she

drew the tumbler away from

him, lifted it slowly, and
drank.

The glass rattled against her

teeth; the touch of the ice

chilled her lips; but, looking
down into the wine, her eyes

caught the warmth, the redness,
the glory of the sun.

THE END.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

BOOK vii. Continued.

ACROSS the Atlantic

Great rumours rushed as of a mighty wind,
The wind of the spirit of Drake. But who shall tell

In this cold age the power that he became
Who drew the universe within his soul

And moved with cosmic forces ? Though the deep
Divided it from Drake, the gorgeous court

Of Philip shuddered away from the streaming coasts

As a wind-cuffed field of golden wheat. The King,
Bidding his guests to a feast in his own ship
On that wind-darkened sea, was made a mock,
As one by one his ladies proffered excuse
For fear of That beyond. Round Europe now
Ballad and story told how in the cabin
Of Francis Drake there hung a magic glass
Wherein he saw the fleets of all his enemies
And all that passed aboard them. Rome herself,

Perplexed that this proud heretic should prevail,
Fostered a darker dream, that Drake had bought,
Like old Norse wizards, power to loose or bind
The winds at will.

And now a wilder tale

Flashed o'er the deep of a distant blood-red dawn
O'er San Domingo, where the embattled troops
Of Spain and Drake were met but not in war
Met in the dawn, by his compelling will,

To offer up a sacrifice. Yea, there

Between the hosts, the hands of Spain herself

Slaughtered the Spanish murderers of the boy
Who had borne Drake's flag of truce ; offered them up
As a blood-offering and an expiation
Lest Drake, with that dread alchemy of his soul,

Should e'en transmute the dust beneath their feet

To one same substance with the place of pain
And whelm them suddenly in the eternal fires.

Rumour on rumour rushed across the sea,
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Large mockeries, and one most bitter of all,

Wormwood to Philip, of how Drake had stood
I' the governor's house at San Domingo, and seen
A mighty scutcheon of the King of Spain
Whereon was painted the terrestrial globe,
And on the globe a mighty steed in act

To spring into the heavens, and from its mouth

Streaming like smoke a scroll, and on the scroll

Three words of flame and fury Non sufficit

Orbis of how Drake and his seamen stood

Gazing upon it, and could not forbear

From summoning the Spaniards to expound
Its meaning, whereupon a hurricane roar

Of mirth burst from those bearded British lips,
And that immortal laughter shook the world.

Ay, though the imperial warrior eyes of Spain
Watched, every hour, her vast Armada grow
Readier to launch and shatter with one stroke

Our island's frail defence, fear gripped her still,

For there came sounds across the heaving sea

Of secret springs unsealed, forces unchained,
A mustering of deep elemental powers,
A sound as of the burgeoning of boughs
In universal April and dead hearts

Uprising from their tombs ; a mighty cry
Of resurrection, surging through the souls
Of all mankind. For now the last wild tale

Swept like another dawn across the deep ;

And, in that dawn, men saw the slaves of Spain,
The mutilated negroes of the mines,
With gaunt backs wealed and branded, scarred and seared

By whip and iron, in Spain's brute lust for gold,
Saw them, at Drake's great liberating word
Burst from their chains, erect, uplifting hands
Of rapture to the glad new light that then,
Then first, began to struggle thro' the clouds
And crown all manhood with a sacred crown
August a light which, though from age to age
Clouds may obscure it, grows and still shall grow,
Until that Kingdom come, that grand Communion,
That Commonweal, that Empire, which still draws

Nigher with every hour, that Federation,
That turning of the wasteful strength of war
To accomplish large and fruitful tasks of peace,
That gathering up of one another's loads

Whereby the weak are strengthened and the strong
Made stronger in the increasing good of all.
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Then, suddenly, it seemed, as he had gone,
A ship came stealing into Plymouth Sound
And Drake was home again, but not to rest;

For scarce had he cast anchor ere the road

To London rang beneath the flying hoofs

That bore his brief despatch to Burleigh, saying
"We have missed the Plate Fleet by but twelve hours' sail,

The reason being best known to God. No less

We have given a cooling to the King of Spain.
There is a great gap opened which, methinks,
Is little to his liking. We have sacked
The towns of his chief Indies, burnt their ships,

Captured great store of gold and precious stones,
Three hundred pieces of artillery,
The more part brass. Our loss is heavy indeed,
Under the hand of God, eight hundred men,
Three parts of them by sickness. Captain Moon,
My trusty old companion, he that struck

The first blow in the South Seas at a Spaniard,
Died of a grievous wound at Cartagena.
My fleet and I are ready to strike again
At once, where'er the Queen and England please.
I pray for her commands, and those with speed,
That I may strike again." Outside the scroll

These words were writ once more " My Queen's commands
I much desire, your servant, Francis Drake."

This terse despatch the hunchback Burleigh read
Thrice over, with the broad cliff of his brow

Bending among his books. Thrice he assayed
To steel himself with caution as of old

;

And thrice, as a glorious lightning running along
And flashing between those simple words, he saw
The great new power that lay at England's hand,
An ocean-sovereignty, a power unknown
Before, but dawning now ; a power that swept
All earth's old plots and counterplots away
Like straws ; the germ of an unmeasured force

New-born, that laid the source of Spanish might
At England's mercy! Could that force but grow
Ere Spain should nip it, ere the mighty host

That waited in the Netherlands even now,
That host of thirty thousand men encamped
Round Antwerp, under Parma, should embark

Convoyed by that Invincible Armada
To leap at England's throat! Thrice he assayed
To think of England's helplessness, her ships
Little and few. Thrice he assayed to quench
With caution the high furnace of his soul
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Which Drake had kindled. As he read the last

Rough simple plea, / wait my Queen's commands,
His deep eyes flashed with glorious tears.

He leapt
To his feet and cried aloud,

" Before my God,
I am proud, I am very proud for England's sake !

This Drake is a terrible man to the King of Spain."

And still, still, Gloriana, brooding darkly
On Mary of Scotland's doom, who now at last

Was plucked from out her bosom like a snake

Hissing of war with France, a queenly snake,
A Lilith in whose lovely gleaming folds

And sexual bonds the judgment of mankind
Writhes even yet half- strangled, meting out
Wild execrations on the maiden Queen
Who quenched those jewelled eyes and mixt with dust

That white and crimson, ay, with cold sharp steel,

In substance and in spirit, severed the neck
And straightened out those glittering supple coils

For ever; though for evermore will men
Lie subject to the unforgotten gleam
Of diamond eyes and cruel crimson mouth,
And curse the sword-bright intellect that struck
Like lightning far through Europe and the world
For England, when amid the embattled fury
Of world-wide empires, England stood alone.

Still she held back from war, still disavowed
The deeds of Drake to Spain ;

and yet once more

Philip, resolved at last never to swerve

By one digressive stroke, one ell or inch
From his own patient, sure, laborious path,

Accepted her suave plea, and with all speed
Pressed on his huge emprise until it seemed
His coasts groaned with grim bulks of cannonry,
Thick loaded hulks of thunder and towers of doom ;

And, all round Antwerp, Parma still prepared
To hurl such armies o'er the rolling sea

As in all history hardly the earth herself

Felt shake with terror her own green hills and plains.
I wait my Queen's commands ! Despite the plea

Urged every hour upon her with the fire

That burned for action in the soul of Drake,
Still she delayed, till on one darkling eve
She gave him audience in that glimmering room
Where first he saw her. Strangely sounded there

The seaman's rough strong passion as he poured
His heart before her, pleading

"
Every hour

Is one more victory lost," and only heard
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The bitter answer "
Nay, but every hour

Is a breath snatched from the unconquerable
Doom, that awaits us if we are forced to war.

Yea, and who knows ? though Spain may forge a sword,
Its point is not inevitably bared

Against the breast of England!" As she spake,
The winds without clamoured with clash of bells,

There was a gleam of torches and a roar

Mary, the traitress of the North, is dead,
God save the Queen/

Her head bent down : she wept."
Pity me, friend, though I be queen, O yet

My heart is woman, and I am sore pressed
On every side, Scotland and France and Spain
Beset me and I know not where to turn."

Even as she spake, there came a hurried step
Into that dim rich chamber. Walsingham
Stood there, before her, without ceremony
Thrusting a letter forth: "At last," he cried,
" Your Majesty may read the full intent

Of Spain and Rome. Here, plainly written out

Upon this paper, worth your kingdom's crown,
This letter, stolen by a trusty spy,
Out of the inmost chamber of the Pope
Sixtus himself, here is your murder planned :

Blame not your Ministers who with such haste

Plucked out this viper, Mary, from your breast !

Read here how, with his thirty thousand men,
The pick of Europe, Parma joins the Scots,
While Ireland, grasped in their Armada's clutch,
And the Isle of Wight, against our west and south
Become their base."

"Ay, Rome and Rome again,
And always Rome," she muttered ;

" even here
In England hath she thousands yet. She hath struck

Her curse out with pontific finger at me,
Cursed me down and away to the bottomless pit.

Her shadow like the shadow of clouds or sails,

The shadow of that huge event at hand,
Darkens the seas already, and the wind
Is on my cheek that shakes my kingdom down.
She hath thousands here in England, born and bred

Englishmen. They will stand by Rome !

"

" 'Fore God,"
Cried Walsingham,

"
my Queen, you do them wrong !

There is another Rome not this that lurks

And lies and plucks the world back into darkness
And stabs it there for gold. There is a City
Whose eyes are tow'rd the morning; on whose heights
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Blazes the Cross of Christ above the world;
A Rome that shall wage warfare yet for God
In the dark days to come, a Rome whose thought
Shall march with our humanity and be proud
To cast old creeds like seed into the ground,
Ay, watch the strange shoots, foster the new flower

Of faiths we know not yet. Is this a dream ?

I speak as one by knighthood bound to speak;
For even this day and my heart burns with it

I heard the Catholic gentlemen of England
Speaking in grave assembly. At one breath
Of peril to our island, why, their swords

Leapt from their scabbards, and their cry went up
To split the heavens God save our English Queen.

f
"

Even as he spake there passed the rushing gleam
Of torches once again, and as they stood

Silently listening, all the winds ran wild
With clamouring bells, and a great cry went up
God save Elizabeth, our English Queen!

"
I'll vouch for some two hundred Catholic throats

Among that thousand," whispered Walsingham
Eagerly, with his eyes on the Queen's face.

Then, seeing it brighten, fervently he cried,

Pressing the swift advantage home,
"
O, Madam,

The heart of England now is all on fire !

We are one people, as we never have been
In all our history, all prepared to die

Around your throne. Madam, you are beloved
As never yet was English king or queen !

"

She looked at him, the tears in her keen eyes
Glittered "And I am very proud," she said," But if our enemies command the world,
And we have one small island and no more . . ."

She ceased; and Drake, in a strange voice, hoarse and low,

Trembling with passion deeper than all speech,
Cried out " No more than the great ocean-sea
Which makes the enemies' coast our frontier now ;

No more than that great Empire of the deep
Which rolls from Pole to Pole, washing the world
With thunder, that great Empire whose command
This day is yours to take. Hear me, my Queen,
This is a dream, a new dream, but a true;
For mightier days are dawning on the world
Than heart of man hath known. If England hold
The sea, she holds the hundred thousand gates
That open to futurity. She holds
The highway of all ages. Argosies
Of unknown glory set their sails this day
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For England out of ports beyond the stars.

Ay, on the sacred seas we ne'er shall know
They hoist their sails this day by peaceful quays,
Great gleaming wharves i' the perfect City of God,
If she but claim her heritage."

He ceased;
And the deep dream of that new realm, the. sea,

Through all the soul of Gloriana surged
A moment, then with splendid eyes that filled

With fire of sunsets far away, she cried

(Faith making her a child, yet queenlier still)
"
Yea, claim it thou for me !

"

A moment there

Trembling she stood. Then, once again, there passed
A rush of torches through the gloom without,
And a great cry

" God save Elizabeth,
God save our English Queen!"

"Yea go, then,. go,"
She said,

" God speed you now, Sir Francis Drake,
Not as a privateer, but with full powers,
My Admiral-at-the-Seas !

"

Without a word
Drake bent above her hand and, ere she knew it,

His eyes from the dark doorway flashed farewell

And he was gone. But ere he leapt to saddle

Walsinghatn stood at his stirrup, muttering
"
Ride,

Ride now like hell to Plymouth ; for the Queen
Is hard beset, and ere ye are out at sea

Her mood will change. The friends of Spain will move
Earth and the heavens for your recall. They'll tempt her

With their false baits of peace, though I shall stand
Here at your back through thick and thin, farewell !

"

Fire flashed beneath the hoofs and Drake was gone.

Scarce had he vanished in the night than doubt
Once more assailed the Queen. The death of Mary
Had brought e'en France against her. Walsingham,
And Burleigh himself, prime mover of that death,

Being held in much disfavour for it, stood
As helpless. Long ere Drake or human power,
They thought, could put to sea, a courier sped
To Plymouth bidding Drake forbear to strike

At Spain, but keep to the high seas, and lo,

The roadstead glittered empty. Drake was gone!

Ay, though the friends of Spain had poured their gold
To thin his ranks, and every hour his crews

Deserted, he had laughed
" Let Spain buy scum !

Next to an honest seaman I love best
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An honest landsman. What more goodly task

Than teaching brave men seamanship ?
"" He had filled

His ships with soldiers ! Out in the teeth of the gale
That raged against him he had driven. In vain,
Amid the boisterous laughter of the quays,
A pinnace dashed in hot pursuit and met
A roaring breaker and came hurtling back
With oars and spars all trailing in the foam,
A tangled mass of wreckage and despair.

Sky swept to stormy sky: no sail could live

In that great yeast of waves ; but Drake was gone !

Then, once again, across the rolling sea

Great rumours rushed of how he had sacked the port
Of Cadiz and had swept along the coast
To Lisbon, where the whole Armada lay,
Had snapped up prizes under its very nose,
And taunted Santa Cruz, High Admiral
Of Spain, striving to draw him out for fight,
And offering, if his course should lie that way,
To convoy him to Britain, taunted him
So bitterly that for once, in the world's eyes,
A jest had power to kill ; for Santa Cruz
Died with the spleen of it, since he could not move
Before the appointed season. Then there came
Flying back home, the Queen's old Admiral

Borough, deserting Drake and all aghast
At Drake's temerity: "For," he said, "this man,
Thrust o'er my head, against all precedent,
Bade me follow him into harbour mouths
A-flame with cannon like the jaws of death,
Whereat I much demurred; and straightway Drake

Clapped me in irons, me an officer

And Admiral of the Queen ; and, though my voice

Was all against it, plunged into the pit
Without me, left me with some word that burns
And rankles in me still, ay, made me fear

The man was mad, some word of lonely seas,
A desert island and a mutineer
And dead Magellan's gallows. Sirs, my life

Was hardly safe with him. Why, he resolved
To storm the Castle of St Vincent, sirs,

A castle on a cliff, grinning with guns,
Well-known impregnable! The Spaniards fear

Drake
; but to see him land below it and bid

Surrender, sirs, the strongest fort of Spain
Without a blow, they laughed ! And straightway he,
With all the fury of Satan, turned that cliff

To hell itself. He sent down to the ships
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For faggots, broken oars, beams, ay, and masts,
And piled them up against the outer gates,

Higher and higher, and fired them. There he stood
Amid the smoke and flame and cannon-shot,
This Admiral, like a common seaman, black
With soot, besmeared with blood, his big bare arms
Full of great faggots,- labouring like a giant
And roaring like Apollyon. Sirs, he is mad!
But did he take it, say you ? Ay, he took it,

The mightiest stronghold on the coast of Spain,
Took it and tumbled all its huge brass guns
Clattering over the cliffs into the sea.

But, sirs, ye need not raise* a cheer so loud !

It is not warfare. 'Twas a madman's trick,

A devil's !

"

Then the rumour of a storm
That scattered the fleet of Drake to the four winds
Disturbed the heart of England, as his ships
Came straggling into harbour, one by one,

Saying they could not find him. Then, at last,

When the storm burst in its earth-shaking might
Along our coasts, one night of rolling gloom
His cannon woke old Plymouth. In he came
Across the thunder and lightning of the sea

With his grim ship of war and, close behind,
A shadow like a mountain or a cloud
Torn from the heaven-high panoplies of Spain,
A captured galleon loomed, and round her prow
A blazoned scroll, whence (as she neared the quays
Which many a lanthorn swung from brawny fist

Yellowed) the sudden crimson of her name
San Filippe flashed o'er the white sea of faces,

And a rending shout went skyward that out-roared
The blanching breakers "

'Tis the heart of Spain !

The great San Filippe!" Overhead she towered,
The mightiest ship afloat; and in her hold
The riches of a continent, a prize
Greater than earth had ever known ; for there

Not only ruby and pearl like ocean-beaches

Heaped on some wizard coast in that dim hull

Blazed to the lanthorn-light ; not only gold
Gleamed, though of gold a million would not buy
Her store; but in her cabin lay the charts

And secrets of the wild unwhispered wealth
Of India, secrets that splashed London wharves
With coloured dreams and made her misty streets

Flame like an Eastern City when the sun
Shatters itself on jewelled domes and spills
Its crimson wreckage thro' the silvery palms.
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And of those dreams the far East India quest

Began : the first foundation-stone was laid

Of our great Indian Empire, and a star

Began to tremble on the brows of England
That Time can never darken.

But now the seas

Darkened indeed with menace ; now at last

The cold wind of the black approaching wings
Of Azrael crept across the deep : the storm
Throbbed with their thunderous pulse, and ere that moon
Waned, a swift gunboat foamed into the Sound
With word that all the Invincible Armada
Was hoisting sail for England.

Even now,
Elizabeth, torn a thousand ways, withheld
The word for which Drake pleaded as for life,

That he might meet them ere they left their coasts,

Meet them or ever they reached the Channel, meet them

Now, or" Too late! too late!" At last his voice

Beat down e'en those that blindly dinned her ears

With chatter of meeting Spain on British soil;

And swiftly she commanded (seeing once more
The light that burned amid the approaching gloom
In Drake's deep eyes) Lord Howard of Effingham,
High Admiral of England, straight to join him
At Plymouth Sound. " How many ships are wanted ?

"

She asked him, thinking
" we are few, indeed !

"

" Give me but sixteen merchantmen," he said,

"And but four battleships, by the mercy of God,
I'll answer for the Armada !

" Out to sea

They swept, in the teeth of a gale ; but vainly Drake
Strove to impart the thought wherewith his mind
Travailed to win command of the ocean-sea

By bursting on the fleets of Spain at once
Even as they left their ports, not as of old

To hover in a vain dream of defence

Round fifty threatened points of British coast,
But Howard, clinging to his old-world order,

Flung out his ships in a loose, long, straggling line

Across the Channel, waiting, wary, alert,

But powerless thus as a string of scattered sea-gulls

Beating against the storm. Then, flying to meet them,
A merchantman brought terror down the wind,
With news that she had seen that monstrous host

Stretching from sky to sky, great hulks of doom,
Dragging death's midnight with them o'er the sea

Tow'rds England. Up to Howard's flag-ship Drake
In his immortal battle-ship Revenge,
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Rushed thro' the foam, and thro' the swirling seas

His pinnace dashed alongside. On to the decks
O' the tossing flag-ship, like a very Viking
Shaking the surf and rainbows of the spray
From sun-smit lion-like mane and beard he stood
Before Lord Howard in the escutcheoned poop
And poured his heart out like the rending sea
In passionate wave on wave :

"
If yonder fleet

Once reach the Channel, hardly the mercy of God
Saves England ! I would pray with my last breath,
Let us beat up to windward of them now,
And handle them before they reach the Channel."

"Nay; but we cannot bare the coast," cried Howard,
" Nor have we stores of powder or food enough !

"

"
My lord," said Drake, with his great arm outstretched

"There is food enough in yonder enemy's ships,
And powder enough and cannon-shot enough !

We must re-victual there. Look ! look !

" he cried,
And pointed to the heavens. As for a soul

That by sheer force of will compels the world
To work his bidding, so it seemed the wind
That blew against them slowly veered. The sails .

Quivered, the skies revolved. A northerly breeze

Awoke and now, behind the British ships,
Blew steadily tow'rds the unseen host of Spain.
"It is the breath of God," cried Drake, "they lie

Wind-bound, and we may work our will with them.

Signal the word, Lord Howard, and drive down !

"

And as a man convinced by heaven itself

Lord Howard ordered, straightway, the whole fleet

To advance.
And now, indeed, as Drake foresaw,

The Armada lay, beyond the dim horizon,
Wind-bound and helpless in Corunna bay,
At England's mercy, could her fleet but draw

Nigh enough, with its fire-ships and great guns
To windward. Nearer, nearer league by league
The ships of England came; till Ushant lay
Some seventy leagues behind. Then, yet once more
The wind veered, straight against them. To remain

Beating against it idly was to starve :

And, as a man whose power upon the world
Fails for one moment of exhausted will,

Drake, gathering up his forces as he went
For one more supreme effort, turned his ship
Tow'rds Plymouth, and retreated with the rest.

There, while the ships refitted with all haste
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And axe and hammer rang, one golden eve

Just as the setting sun began to fringe
The clouds with crimson, and the creaming waves
Were one wild riot of fairy rainbows, Drake
Stood with old comrades on the close-cropped green
Of Plymouth Hoe, playing a game of bowls.

Far off unseen, a little barque, full-sail,

Struggled and leapt and strove tow'rds Plymouth Sound,
Noteless as any speckled herring-gull

Flickering between the white flakes of the waves.
A group of schoolboys with their satchels lay
Stretched on the green, gazing with great wide eyes

Upon their seamen heroes, as like gods
Disporting with the battles of the world

They loomed, tossing black bowls like cannon-balls

Against the rosy west, or lounged at ease

With faces olive-dark against that sky
Laughing, while from the neighbouring inn mine host,

White-aproned and blue-jerkined, hurried out

With foaming cups of sack, and they drank deep,

Tossing their heads back under the golden clouds

And burying their bearded lips. The hues
That slashed their doublets, for the boys' bright eyes
(Even as the gleams of Grecian cloud or moon
Revealed the old gods) were here rich dusky streaks

Of splendour from the Spanish Main, that shone
But to proclaim these heroes. There a boy
More bold crept nearer to a slouched hat thrown

Upon the green, and touched the silver plume,
And felt as if he had touched a sunset-isle

Of feathery palms beyond a crimson sea.

Another stared at the blue rings of smoke
A storm-scarred seaman puffed from a long pipe
Primed with the strange new herb they had lately found
In far Virginia. But the little ship
Now plunging into Plymouth Bay none saw.

Nay, when she had anchored and her straining boat

Had touched the land, and the boat's crew over the quays
Leapt with a shout, scarce was there one to heed.

A seaman, smiling, swaggered out of the inn

Swinging in one brown hand a gleaming cage
Wherein a big green parrot chattered and clung

Fluttering against the wires. A troop of girls

With arms linked paused to watch the game of bowls ;

And now they flocked around the cage, while one
With rosy finger tempted the horny beak
To bite. Close overhead a sea-mew flashed

Seaward. Once, from an open window, soft

Through trellised leaves, not far away, a voice
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Floated, a voice that flushed the cheek of Drake,
The voice of Bess, bending her glossy head
Over the broidery frame, in a quiet song:

SONG.

i.

Sweet, what is love ? 'Tis not the crown of kings,

Nay, nor the fire of white seraphic wings !

Is it a child's heart leaping while he sings ?

Even so say I
;

Even so say I.

ii.

Love like a child around our world doth run,

Happy, happy, happy for all that God hath done,
Glad of all the little leaves dancing in the sun,

Even so say I ;

Even so say I.

in.

Sweet, what is love ? 'Tis not the burning bliss

Angels know in heaven ! God blows the world a kiss

Wakes on earth a wild-rose ! Ah, who knows not this ?

Even so say I ;

Even so say I.

IV.

Love, love is kind ! Can it be far away,
Lost in a light that blinds our little day ?

Seems it a great thing ? Sweetheart, answer nay ;

Even so say I ;

Even so say I.

v.

Sweet, what is love ? The dust beneath our feet,

Whence breaks the rose and all the flowers that greet

April and May with lips and heart so sweet;
Even so say I

;

Even so say I.
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VI.

Love is the dust whence Eden grew so fair,

Dust of the dust that set my lover there,

Ay, and wrought the gloriole of Eve's gold hair,

Even so say I ;

Even so say I.

VII.

Also the springing spray, the little topmost flower

Swung by the bird that sings a little hour,
Earth's climbing spray into the heaven's blue bower,

Even so say I ;
/

,

Even so say I.

The song ceased. Still, with rainbows in their eyes,
The schoolboys watched the bowls like cannon-balls
Roll from the hand of gods along the turf.

Suddenly, tow'rds the green, a little cloud
Of seamen, shouting, stumbling, as they ran
Drew all eyes on them. The game ceased. A voice

Rough with the storms of many an ocean roared,
" Drake ! Cap'en Drake ! The Armada !

They are in the Channel! We sighted them
A line of battle-ships ! We could not see

An end of them. They stretch from east to west
Like a great storm of clouds, glinting with guns,
From sky to sky !

"

So, after all his strife,

The wasted weeks had tripped him, the fierce hours
Of pleading for the sea's command, great hours
And golden moments, all were lost. The fleet

Of Spain had won the Channel without a blow.
All eyes were turned on Drake, as he stood there

A giant against the sunset and the sea

Looming, alone. Far off, the first white star

Gleamed in a rosy space of heaven. He tossed

A grim black ball i' the lustrous air and laughed,
"Come, lads," he said, "we've time to finish the game!"
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FOOL GUNNERY IN THE NAVY. III.

BY ST BARBARA.

IT is now proposed to go
into a few of the various ques-
tions which are concerned in

the preparedness of British

warships to defend themselves
at night from attacks and com-

plete extinction by torpedo-

carrying craft. Although the

Administration have, in the
case of heavy guns, made some
sort of attempt to attain day-
light efficiency, they have most

signally failed and neglected

during the past five years to

give a proper lead to the sea-

going fleets in developing the
art which is to save the ship
from an intelligent enemy after

the sun has set. To have failed

in a matter of such imperative

urgency lays them open to a
much more wholesale condem-
nation than any neglect of

daylight fighting.
The fleets at sea, while in-

variably doing their best, were

possessed of a sub-conscious feel-

ing that their daylight firings
were not of the war order.

Sometimes that idea would
come to the surface in un-

pleasant forms to be im-

mediately suppressed. Under
the existing regime it is not
considered advisable to express
opinions which run counter to

those contained in the various

contradictorymemorandawhich
are constantly being issued by
the Admiralty. No amount of

memoranda, however, can pre-
vent men from thinking for

themselves
; and men who are

sufficiently independent to put

their views on paper when
they consider things are going
wrong suffer only temporarily.
If what they say is good, it

must come into being sooner
or later

;
if what they say is

bad, a consensus of Service

opinion laughs at it, and no
harm is done. Men living at

sea cannot fail to be in closer

touch with the requirements of

fleet fighting and fleet defence

than persons who, however

able, apparently have to spend
half their time chasing the

Little Englanders off the Navy
Estimates, and are not inclined

to consider proposals devised

outside the Admiralty.
The fleets at sea are fortun-

ately blessed with a heritage
on the question of daylight

fighting which descended to

them from their seagoing pre-
decessors. In spite of " black-

bird" gunnery, they have al-

ways hoped that, with the

British habit of "muddling
through somehow," they would
attain their ends. Persistence

and pluck would pull them

through ;
and if it came to

the worst, they could close

in on the enemy and give him
the nastiest end of the weapon
handiest at the moment. It

was a poor and an unscientific

sort of consolation, but it was
a solace of sorts, tided things
over, and showed that the

right stuff was there if it

was properly made use of. It

has not been made use of,

and the gunnery work of the
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Battle and Cruiser Squadrons ity. It is only by long usage
has been allowed to run in any and constant practice that

direction but the direction of young officers are able to take

war, lost in a sea-wilderness of accurate ranges from a ship

doubt, looking for a leader. under sea movement in the

The question of night defence daytime. I betray no confi-

was much more serious. Here dence when I repeat what is

the fleet had no ancestral con- pretty generally known, that

solation. a large number of the old

The "shock of night," when battle -
practice results were

it comes in the form of a entirely spoilt by inaccurate

destroyer, is instantaneous in range
-
finding, and that the

its action. The range of the fire observation officers took

torpedo exceeds that of the some considerable time to get

searchlight, and there is small over the initial mistake by
likelihood in most conditions of applying the correction errors

weather of the boat being ob- to their gun - dials. In a

served until she is very close, similar way, though under
and sometimes not until after the more difficult conditions

she has fired her torpedo, of night firing, these officers

Having once found the boat, would have to correct mistakes
it is very difficult to keep a of greater magnitude,
searchlight upon her. Unless At night it is much harder
the searchlight is kept upon to do, owing to the liability to

her, except it be a clear night, misjudge distance
;

and at

the gun has nothing to fire at. such short distances, with the

Supposing that the searchlight torpedo-carrying craft travel-

is kept on her, the difficulty ling at high speed, the time is

of hitting her by gun-fire is limited.

enormous. She is the most The reader should clearly
elusive of targets, and the understand the grave issues

ordinary range
- finder means involved in this question of

of observing her distance be- night defence of costly vessels,

comes difficult almost to the It has been shown elsewhere

point of impossibility. that it is impossible to steam
Take the range-finder on to at sea with the net defence

the bridge of a battleship or a out. But the net defence will

cruiser with excessive engine prevent the torpedo hitting
vibration, and a little rain, the ship providing the net is

with the ship possibly in a of sufficient strength to defeat

seaway, and ask any one to the net-cutter in the head of

take the distance of an un- the enemy's torpedo,

lighted destroyer running It has been shown elsewhere,

twenty knots, and bobbing in also, that as regards a ship
and out of the rays of a at anchor, lying disabled, with

searchlight, operated under the nets out, the protection is

all the difficulties of a ship only partial, and that a large
with motion on her. It is a portion an important portion,
feat under the conditions de- too of her hull at each end
scribed of absolute impossibil- is undefended.
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A large number of costly

vessels, such as the Drakes
and Leviathans spoken of by
Lord Gosohen as mammoth
cruisers and valued at over a

million sterling, have no net
defence at all. Two of our
most modern cruisers the
Duke of Edinburgh and Black
Prince are similarly deficient.

The ships at sea under way
with nets which they cannot

use, the anchored and disabled

ships with partial nets, and the

"mammoth cruiser" with no

nets, are therefore forced to rely

solely on their guns for the

defence of their ships from the

torpedo.
It is thus easily seen how

important, how imperative, how
necessary it becomes for this

particular arm of defence to

be developed to its highest

point of efficiency. In the

daylight fight the big ship
has a chance of defending her-

self ; by night she is in a posi-
tion of impotence. However

great her big gun strength, it is

latent under cover of darkness.

A ship of the Dreadnought
type at sea by night is liable

to complete disablement from
a small torpedo-boat of one-

hundredth of her value. By
complete disablement is not

necessarily meant sinking, al-

though there is not much
doubt that all ships anteced-

ent to the Dreadnought would
sink if properly struck in a

large compartment. But this

much is quite certain: if the

Dreadnought is struck fair

and square by a torpedo, she

is injured and incapacitated
to such an extent that her

utility as a Fleet unit may
be safely neglected for at least

three months. Three months
is stated as an average time
which would be required for

repairs. That limit of time is

fixed on the assumption that
there is a dock in the vicin-

ity which is capable of taking
her. The Dreadnought in

peace time can get into very
few docks, further details on
this point are unnecessary.
The fact that she has been
stated to draw more water
than she was originally de-

signed for has also to be

taken into account ; but that

does not prevent her being
docked on an even keel within

certain circumscribed areas in

peace time. Having been tor-

pedoed, she has involuntarily
embarked a large amount of

water, which will have in-

creased her draught beyond
docking capacity, and she will

have listed one way or the

other. To get her on an even

keel, which is the first neces-

sity of docking, other compart-
ments possibly must be flooded

if the draining arrangements
are not able to equalise the

distribution of water-weight.
That, again, will have in-

creased her draught ;
and it

may then be safely assumed
that there is no dock in the

British Islands which will take

her unless she is lightened of

guns, coals, and stores, a

process which takes time, par-

ticularly if the increased

draught is such that she has

to be warped away from the

Dockyard Wall every time

the tide falls below a certain

height.
These remarks on a " tor-

pedoed
"

ship apply with equal
force to any battleship, the
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difficulties varying with the

draught.
If she cannot be docked, she

must be repaired by means of a

system of divers and coffer-dams

in mid-stream, or in any place
in which she is safe from bom-
bardment

;
the three months'

dry-dock repair then at once

becomes expanded to well, let

us be generous and say twelve

months. By that time the

war has been decided one

way or the other, and a

single torpedo has completely
nullified the fighting power of

one battleship unit.

To destroy her by gun-fire
in the daytime is a much
more costly experiment. The

ship is not blindfolded, and,
after some practice at the

new Battle - Practice Rules,

may be expected to be giving
some hard knocks for value

received. But the ship at

night could do nothing but
cause her captain anxiety and
alarm ; for it is to be noted
that the Dreadnought is armed
with only two natures of guns

12-inch for fleet fighting and

12-pounders for night defence.

That there are 12-pounders
only is the important point.
Now about three years ago

a series of experiments were
carried out off Sheerness on
some destroyer whose boilers

were not worth repairing. The
firings were freely commented
on at the time

; and, speaking
from memory, it appeared that
no gun under a 6-inch or 4*7

was capable of stopping a

destroyer.
If this is correct (and the

sequence of shipbuilding events
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seems to justify it), how is the

Dreadnought going to defend
herself at night, seeing that

the only gun she has been

equipped with has been proved
incapable of the work? Is it

too much to suppose that very
soon now the country will be
invited to spend money in re-

moving the 12-pounders and

replacing them with some
form of heavier artillery,
which would never have been

necessary had her design been
overlooked by a body of men
who were alive to the pos-
sibilities of war as promoted
by materiel development?

It has been said that the

6-inch gun for use in fleet

fighting is dead. It is a de-

batable question; but seeing
that the destroyer is increas-

ing in size, and in some cases

is actually armoured, soon it

will not be only the 12-pounder
gun which is incapable of

stopping a destroyer, but the

4*7. From that point of view,

therefore, the Dreadnought
should have 6-inch guns for

night-defence purposes.
It is stated that the St

Vincents and Invincibles are

to be supplied with 4-inch

guns only for this purpose.
The cat is beginning to jump,
and it is fair to assume that

in the ordinary cycle of naval

affairs, taking the abandon-
ment and return to the com-

plete armoured belt and the

fighting-top turnover as cases

in point, the class after the

St Vincents will perforce have
6 - inch guns again. These

guns will be used at the con-

clusion of the daylight fight
2s
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for destruction of personnel
with high explosive shell, and
at night for the defence of

the ship against torpedo craft.

The personally expressed opin-
ions of Admiral Togo's officers

were in favour of a gun of

this nature. The writer is in

agreement with them, and he

points for confirmation to the

following facts, which he has
taken from an unofficial, though
generally reliable, authority.
The new American battle-

ships of the Delaware class

are to carry sixteen 5-inch

guns in addition to the prin-

cipal armament of ten 12-inch

for fleet fighting. The new
German Wurtemberg classes

are reputed to carry no less

than twenty-two 4-inch guns,
in addition to a large number

said to be sixteen 11-inch

guns for fleet fighting.
The new Japanese battle-

ships of the "N"" type are

stated to carry no less than
ten 6-inch guns and twelve
4-7 guns, in addition to ten
12-inch guns for fleet fighting ;

the new Japanese battleship

Satsuma, twelve 4'7's, in addi-

tion to sixteen 12-inch and
10-inch guns for fleet fighting.
The same authority states

that the Russians (who by
this time may be considered

as knowing the relative hurt-

ing power of all natures of

ordnance, since they suffered

from all) have two ships build-

ing which, in addition to ten
12-inch guns for fleet fighting,
are to carry no less than twenty
4-7's for night defence. The
Italians have either three or

four ships building in which

twelve 4*7's are mounted, in

addition to their big guns.
Enough has been said to en-

able one to ask with some
show of reason : When is the

money going to be voted, or

asked for again if it has been
once refused, to enable the
Board to re-arm the Dread-

nought in such a way that her
safe defence at night is as

much assured as her powers of

offence by day ?

At present she is in a very
vulnerable position !

The same remarks apply
with equal force to the Lord
Nelson and Agamemnon, whose

biggest gun for night defence

is the 12-pounder.
If the captains of these ships

are going to use 9 -2-inch am-
munition for the purpose, they
are reducing the amount which
is going to be available to

fight the fleet action of the

following day. The amount of

ammunition for these big guns
is very small, and has to be
used with discretion and care.

The classes of ships repre-
sented by the Majesties, Al-

bions, Duncans, Formidables,

Triumphs, and King Edwards
are in a more fortunate position.

They were originally given
a mixture of 12-, 6-, and 3-

pounders for night defence and
6-inch guns for fleet fighting.

If the destroyer experiments
proved what the writer be-

lieves they did prove, then

these small guns are compara-
tively useless, and this vast

array of battleship strength is

forced back to the much de-

spised 6-inch gun to defend

itself with. The 6 -inch gun
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will thus have to do duty by
night as well as by day.
The reader will understand

that when a destroyer comes
to attack a ship she is no

sluggard. Her speed may be
as much as 25 knots, even

though she has lain with

engines stopped waiting for

her prey to approach. Also
she attacks by night, in the

darkest weather possible, in

order to avoid being observed

till she is inside torpedo range.
The chances of her attacking
by day, although possible, are

too remote to be considered.

The Admiralty ordered only
one practice to be carried out

a-year. -It was carried out in

the daytime. It was carried

out at an anchored target. It

was not a confidential practice ;

it was called the light test of

gun-layers ; and the number of

hits were issued to the Press
with an explanation that the

rapidity and accuracy of fire

reflected great credit (which it

did), since the guns were those

that would be used to repel

torpedo attack.

The briefest description of

the light test of gun-layers will

show how very remote those

conditions were from what was

actually required.
The distance for the 12-

pounder guns was about 1000

yards, and for the smaller 6-

and 3-pounder guns 600 yards.
The ship steamed past the

target at 12 knots, on a line

of mooring buoys, to make the

conditions equal for all men.
That was fair enough, but the

conditions themselves when

analysed will show what they

were worth to a seagoing fleet

practising to repel torpedo-
boat destroyers.
The practice was not only

carried out in broad daylight,
but instructions were given
that, in event of bad light or

excessive ship motion, it was to

be postponed till a more suitable

opportunity presented itself.

By no stretch of the imagin-
ation can this system be termed
a resultant of the study of war.
The writer has always con-

sidered it as "
catapult

"
prac-

tice. It cannot be supposed
that the guns were intended
to be used by day, as the

Admiralty only allowed half

crews for these guns. If it

was desired to fill them up to

full crews, men had to be taken
either from the fleet fighting

guns and so reduce their effi-

cient service, or else from the

depths of the ship from the

men supplying ammunition to

the fleet fighting guns.
The motif of this type of

gun, therefore, could have only
been night fighting. Why then
was the "

catapult
"

practice
carried out by day?
The destroyer, which the

gun was supposed to attack,
moves swiftly, is indistinct

and difficult to see. But the
"
catapulting

" was carried out

at an anchored target, and
under conditions which laid

down that only the very best

conditions of light were to be
made use of. In war time a

destroyer attack may take

place when the ship is rolling
and pitching in heavy weather.
"
Catapulting," however, was

never allowed to take place if
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there was noticeable movement
on the ship. It is easy to

understand that a sea which
has no appreciable effect on
a 15,000-ton battleship may
cause a light target to be

jumping three or four feet.

Under these conditions ships
would not fire, and would wait

days and days for such a
combination of weather cir-

cumstances as would enable a

maximum number of hits to

be obtained.

That is "Fool Gunnery," but
one cannot blame the fleets.

Their business was to do the

best they could with the condi-

tions laid down. The progress

they made is well known.
No captain will willingly fire

in bad weather when he knows
that his bad results will be
scattered broadcast, putting
them in the same category for

newspaper purposes as ships
which fired under the most

perfect weather conditions of

some equatorial harbour. Half,

then, of the light-gun ammuni-
tion which was for the defence of

the ship at night was used for a

broad daylight perfect condition

"catapulting." One quarter
was used for what is known as

working up, and one quarter
for the doing of it

;
in many

cases, owing to the strenuous

efforts of both officers and men,
the "catapulting" itself used
more than its allotted quarter.
The captain, then, instead of

having half left for night work
would find himself with a third

only. That amount he used
at his own discretion for night
firing, and it was not often that
he got a chance.

This "
catapulting

" was the

only official Admiralty firing
of the year, and the remaining
third was frequently not used
at all owing to lack of oppor-

tunity, and would be saved up
as extra and available for prac-
tice in order to get better results

at next year's "catapulting."
When it was used at night,

owing to there being no Admir-

alty scheme, or even an Admir-

alty target of a suitable type,
the captain had to use a fixed

target. Sometimes his ship
would be anchored and a

steamboat would tow a target

past him. In either case, one

unit only was in motion, which
will not be a state of affairs

he is likely to meet with once

diplomatic relations have been
broken off.

This, then, was the scheme

which, under the "competi-
tive

"
system, existed for train-

ing ships to defend themselves
at night. Half the ammuni-
tion was used for daylight-

firing, and the other half was
used under unwarlike condi-

tions if the exigencies of the

service permitted. The store

the Admiralty set by night
-

firing may be judged by the

fact that they had no uniform
scheme and issued no returns

to the Press.

Some nine months ago a

scheme of night -firing was
introduced. The writer does

not propose going into the

details of it, beyond remarking
that it is based on a principle
which no captain under the

stress of war would ever admit
as tenable. We are gravely
invited to defend our ships
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with half the men, the other
half theoretically sleeping

soundly in their little cots

many decks down. If a ship
is at sea cruising without

lights, or is in danger of being
sunk by destroyers, water-tight
doors and hatches are hermeti-

cally sealed and closed to

minimise the chances of the

ship's sinking if struck. What,
then, is the situation created

by an unwarlike Administra-
tion? The ship is to be de-

fended by half her available

forces ; and the other half, who
should be assisting, are behind
doors which they are not al-

lowed to open, waiting for a

lingering death when the ship
is torpedoed.

If the ship is worth defend-

ing at all, she must be defended

by every scrap of brain and
muscle in the ship ; such sleep
as is necessary must be taken
at the guns themselves, ready
for an instant call, and the

ship must then be defended as
a ship, not by a half crew.

Although each half of the

ship does this practice once, it

is really an annual practice,
for fleet arrangements will not
admit of a longer interval be-

tween the two halves than a

couple of days.
The same remarks apply in

general to this matter of night
defence as those given in last

month's " Fool Gunnery." The
men on coming to the ship
know nothing whatsoever of

the principles and practice of

night -
firing at sea. As the

Gunnery Schools are at pres-
ent constituted, the men will

not have fired a single round

(except from air-gun instruc-

tional plant) from a gun at sea

at night. Once more the un-

fortunate captain has to start

in and teach them first prin-

ciples, instead of the applica-
tion of lessons already learned

to methods he intends to em-

ploy as a responsible unit of

an admiral's fleet to defend
his ship and show her up un-
scathed to his anxious Chief at

daybreak. Soon after com-

missioning, if he commissions
in September, half his am-
munition for the year goes in
"
catapulting," and he follows

it with the remaining half in

carrying out a Night -Firing
Practice, which, although good
in nearly every detail, is based
on a principle which is univer-

sally held as inapplicable to the

conditions of war i.e., the de-

fence of a valuable fleet unit

with half her crew.

After waiting for twelve

months, the next year's supply
of ammunition is used in a

similar way.
During the last twelve

months of his tenure of com-
mand he has no service am-
munition left to practise with,
and his night defence guns
drop oif into a profound slum-

ber, undisturbed except by an
occasional youngster firing a

few rounds by daylight to pass
his examination for able sea-

man. The writer contends,
with a full sense of the respon-

sibility of saying so, that this

is inviting disaster, and is not
the way to train a fleet for

war. The present system re-

solves itself into a yearly panic,

looking for smooth water and
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perfect weather conditions

with results which look well in

the Press, and which are fol-

lowed on their publication by
twelve months' lassitude. No
one except those who have

gone through the process can
realise the absurdity of regula-
tions which allow such things
to exist. The writer contends
and urges with all the zeal

and ardour born of many
years' strenuous Naval service,
that an inquiry of a Depart-
mental nature is required with-

out delay into our existing

system of Naval Gunnery. The
men who could see it through
are to be found within the

Admiralty walls just as well

as outside them. A leavening
of the two would possibly be
even better still.

We now turn to the question
of the destroyer. Her war-time
r6le of course is the successful

placing of a torpedo in the

most suitable portion of a

battleship's interior economy.
It is her ability to do this that

justifies the large amount of

money spent on her. The rdle

of a destroyer, viewed from the

gunnery standpoint, is very
subordinate compared with the

torpedo function. If in her

scouting work she meets the

enemy's destroyer, her gunnery
ability becomes important, by
reason of the fact that a few

well-placed shell may put out
of action a craft which, that

very night, may become a seri-

ous menace to the battle fleet.

It is generally believed by
profound students of Naval
affairs that the enemy's de-

stroyer will not be so obliging

as to sit still and be shot at,

but will either run away or

turn to the attack. In any
case she will not remain fixed.

But the British destroyers only
did a catapult practice at a

fixed target once annually, and
this it is hard to believe

was defined as a Destroyer's
Battle - Practice. The writer

fails to see anything approach-
ing the conditions of " Battle

"

in a catapult practice at 500

yards with an anchored target.
Until a couple of days ago the

destroyers never fired at all at

night on any recognised Ad-

miralty scheme, but it is fair

to state that one has just been
issued. The writer is not

familiar with the details, but

he hopes they are warlike.

The Fleet scouts also, who
mother the destroyers of their

own side and hunt the opposi-

tion, have only the gun to use

against a craft which will bolt

at 25 knots if pursued. They
do the annual "catapult"
practice at a fixed target. In
addition they had an annual

battie -practice, not at a 25-

knot target which they will

meet in war time, but at a

fixed target. Surely these

methods are puerile.
From the seagoing firings

we come to the question of the

Gunnery Schools. As distinct

schools they are, with the ex-

ception of Portsmouth, to be-

come non - existent separate
bodies by being merged into

the naval barracks. The naval

barracks in one particular in-

stance are some twenty miles

from the sea -
firing ground.

Is this school to practise
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night -firing at the Medway
barges ? or is it to choose
the ghost of Charles Dickens

taking evening walks from

Rochester, as was his wont in

the old days? Such a target
would be almost as difficult to

hit as a destroyer.
What is to happen if a war

breaks out, say, three months
after a battleship has commis-

sioned, and her captain has
had no time to teach the men
what they should have been

taught at the schools? The
writer does not envy his state

of nerves the first few nights
in torpedo-ridden waters with
an untrained crew, nor his

prospects when he staggers
back to a dockyard port, three

feet down by the bow with a

20 -degree list to windward,
and meets the whole Admiralty
Board on the dockside.

When it is said that night-

firing is not taught at the

gunnery schools, it is necessary
that the meaning of the asser-

tion should be quite clear.

It is intended to convey that
the men never go to sea and
fire at night. The Revenge,
which is supposed to be a

battle-practice tender, has fired

a few experimental rounds in

the Channel, and the men of

all three schools are taught in-

side a shed on dry land to fire

air-gun bullets at a cardboard

target in a darkened room.
That is in no way war train-

ing.
The writer asks any intelli-

gent reader to consider in his

mind whether the practical
abolition of the gunnery
schools possibly forced on

the Admiralty for the sake of

economy is in any way justi-
fiable in view of the fact that

their continuance on proper
lines will go a long way to-

wards being an insurance for

the seagoing ships' welfare.

In a previous article it has
been stated that the gunnery
school should remain a distinct

and separate community, un-
disturbed by barrack routine,
as near the sea as possible,
with clearly defined and re-

sponsible duties in a policy of

war training. They should
train men to fight a ship as a

fleet unit by day. In addition

they should train men to fight
a ship as a fleet unit by night.
These two duties would be the

be-all and end-all of their exist-

ence, and they should be judged
by these results.

To be precise, these gunnery
schools do not now teach " cata-

pult
"
firing at all. They only

teach blackbirding, and men
who fail to come up to the

blackbird standing are auto-

matically transferred to the

catapult profession if the cap-
tain of the school can persuade
himself to sign their certificates.

They are then, having failed

to be of value with a 6-inch

gun, drafted to sea as part of

a ship's complement to take

charge of a gun which is in-

tended to be used to save the

ship's life at night under con-

ditions of great difficulty with-
out any previous practice at

this kind of work.
It is an open question which

of the two men is of the most
use to the State, the man
who fires a heavy gun in the
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daytime, or the man who de-

fends the ship against torpedo-
fire at night. Under the

present system the failure in

the first is transferred, without

practice with the new nature
of gun, to the second. That is

not war, that is an economic
makeshift.

It is clearly the duty of the

gunnery school to train these

men through the various stages
of machine drill and catapult-

ing right up to the defence of

the ship at night.
Then the captain on having

them drafted to him has only
to drill them in the system he
intends to employ in his par-
ticular ship. This will take
no more than a month with
cannon tube, whereas under

present conditions it takes him
twelve months, and a year
elapses before he can apply the
lessons of the last firing.

Catapulting, which has its

uses for beginners, should, in

the interests of the fleet's effi-

ciency, return to the gunnery
schools, and every available

round of ammunition fired at

sea should be utilised for per-

fecting the night defence of

ships under conditions which
resemble war as nearly as

possible.
The ship should be defended

as a ship, not as a half-manned

ship, with the remainder of the
crew asleep behind watertight
doors asking to be drowned if

the ship is so badly defended by
the other half that she founders
from torpedo explosion.
With the existing allowance

of ammunition, and without in-

creasing it by a single round,

it would be possible for each

ship to do this eight times

annually four times with each

broadside. The training would
be steady and continuous, and
the exercises following one an-

other at much shorter intervals

than twelve months, progress
would be both rapid and con-

sistent. It would be quite fair

to judge a ship's figure of merit

for the year by her total num-
ber of actual hits for the eight

firings. Bad weather should

never prevent a ship firing,

providing the target can be

seen to aim at.

Also, a piece of bad luck on
one occasion does not dis-

hearten a whole ship for

twelve months, for they know

they have many more chances
of regaining lost ground, and
make effort accordingly.

It is for the public to de-

cide whether " fool gunnery
"

methods for training the fleet

for war are to continue when
methods much better are avail-

able at no increase of ammuni-
tion to seagoing ships, but by
simply making the gunnery
schools take their proper place
in a policy of gunnery war.

Under existing methods we
have this depraved

"
catapult-

ing" in broad daylight once

annually, and a night -
firing

practice once annually.
Under the proposed method

the ships eight times a -year
fire at night under the condi-

tions of war, and at such short

intervals that there is steady

progress to the one end, which is

efficiency. The catapulting as

a natural corollary returns to

the gunnery schools.
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To sum up the matter.

Whereas it is the function

of the gunnery school to train

men to shoot, it is obviously
the duty of the seagoing fleets

to train men, that have already
been taught to shoot, how to

fight under the conditions of

war. Those ends will not be

gained by the partial abolition

of the gunnery schools, for then
the seagoing fleets are com-

pelled to teach men to shoot,
instead of their real work,
which is training them to fight.

It was with no little sorrow
that the writer felt compelled
to take up his pen on the

subject of naval gunnery. He
would not have done so had
he not conscientiously felt

and found others in agreement
with him that the need of

drastic overhaul and investiga-
tion into our present artillery
methods was very urgent in

the interests of the nation.

One small point may be

quoted as showing the ab-

solute want of thought in the
matter of war realities. At
night all orders have to be
shouted either to the man
receiving them or through
a telephone. There is no test,

however, of the hearing-power
of either officers or men.
The writer has been gently

chastised for what is called

his blindness to the progress
of naval gunnery during recent

years. The progress that has
been achieved, the hard work
it has entailed, and the many
sacrifices that have been made
to attain success, are so well
known that to go into any
detail on the point would be

mere space-wasting and quite

unnecessary. Similar reasons

prevent him enlarging on the

indebtedness of the nation to

Sir Percy Scott for his gun-
nery services.

The writer contends, how-

ever, that the whole system
directing the fleet's firing is

organically diseased, and needs
root-and-branch overhaul. It

has been shown, he considers

quite clearly, that it is a peace

organisation only, and in no

way calculated to promote
war efficiency.
The result of this peace

organisation is the abolish-

ment of the gunnery schools,
the conversion of the sea-

going fleets into ^first-principle

kindergartens, a system of im-

proper advertisement, and a

greatly mistaken notion that
"
teaching a man to shoot

"
is

the same as "
teaching a man

to fight." The two things are

quite different. The first is

the business of the school, the

second the work of seagoing
admirals and captains, and by
forcing these men to do the

first, preparation for war must

necessarily suffer.

The Guildhall is responsible
for many a quaint contra-

diction.

On the one hand we have a

very great authority returned

from a tour of the world, with

incidentally an unequalled
knowledge of the navy, ex-

horting us to wake up.
Per contra, as the banks

say, we are brought back to
' Grimm's Fairy Tales.' From
out of Hansel and Grettel steps
our old friend the Sandman
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with a filled wallet. "Sleep Nodders whose idea of an

quietly," he says, and it is but efficient navy seems to go
kind to suppose that he was hand in hand with two extra

prompted to say it by some blankets and a hot - water
obscure group of Nautical bottle.

Note. A correspondent writes :

" What is to happen to the King's Good-Shoot-

ing Medal and gratuity if you abolish the gunlayers' test ?
"

I never said abolish

it in that sense. I said, transfer it to the schools. The medal and gratuity
would go to the schools also, and be an inducement to study.
Another correspondent suggests, as a compromise, that each ship on commis-

sioning should immediately carry out a gunlayers' test, to familiarise the officers

with their men, and never again during that commission. The writer does not

agree with
it, as it will tend to confuse ' '

shooting
" and "

fighting," which should

be kept apart. He gives it publicity, however, as a proposal which has the

advantage advanced for it. But if adopted there would be a danger of the
' ' economists "

deducting the ammunition used for it from the annual allow-

ance for fighting practices. ST B.
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AMERICA I AN EPILOGUE.

A TRAVELLER visiting a

strange land takes for granted
the simpler virtues. He notes
with gratitude and without

surprise the generous practice
of hospitality. He recog-
nises that the husbandman,
patiently toiling on his farm,

adscriptus glebce, holds in

his toil - worn hands the

destiny of his country. He
knows that the excellent work
done in tranquil seclusion by
men of letters and scholars

will outlast the braggart
achievements of well - adver-
tised millionaires and "promi-
nent "

citizens. Fortunately
such virtues as these are the
common inheritance of all

peoples. They are not char-

acteristic of this nation or of

that. They belong, like air

and sunlight, to the whole
civilised world. And it is not by
similarities, but by differences,
that the traveller arrives at

a vivid impression of a foreign
land. Especially in America
do the softer shades and quieter
subtleties escape the unaccus-
tomed eye. The swift energies,
the untiring restlessness, the

universal haste, obscure the

amenities of life more darkly
there than elsewhere. The
frank contempt of law and
blood, which receives a daily

illustration, must needs take
a firmer hold of the observer
than the peaceful tillage of the

fields and the silent acquisition
of knowledge. America is un-

happy in that she is still making

her history, not one episode of

which avigilant and lupinepress
will suffer to go unrecorded.

Graft and corruption stalk

abroad, public and unashamed.
The concentration of vast wealth
in a few pockets results, on the

one hand, in a lowering of the

commercial code, on the other,
in a general diffusion of pov-
erty. These are some of the

traits which mark America off

from the other nations, and
these traits none with a sense

of the picturesque can ever

overlook.

Yet it is not these traits

which make the deepest im-

pression upon the returning
traveller. As he leaves the

shores of America he forgets
for the moment her love of

money and of boodle, he for-

gets her superb energy and

hunger for life, he forgets the

exquisite taste shown by the

most delicately refined of her

citizens. He remembers most

vividly that he is saying good-

bye to the oldest land on earth.

It is an irony of experience
that the inhabitants of the

United States are wont to de-

scribe themselves as a young
people. They delight to ex-

cuse their extravagances on
the ground of youth. When
they grow older (they tell you)

they will take another view of

politics and of conduct. And
the truth is that old age long

ago overtook them. America
is not, never was, young. She

sprang, ready-made, from the
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head of a Pilgrim Father, the

oldest of God's creatures. Being
an old man's daughter, she has

escaped the virtues and vices

of an irresponsible childhood.

In the primitive history of the
land her ancestors took no

part. They did not play with
flint-knives and set up dolmens
where New York now stands.

They did not adorn themselves
with woad and feathers. The
Prince Albert coat (or its equi-

valent) was always more ap-

propriate to their ambition.
In vain you will search the
United States for the signs
of youth. Wherever you
cast your eye you will

find the signal proofs of an

eager, grasping age. Youth
loiters and is glad, listening to

the songs of birds, wondering
at the flowers which carpet
the meadow, and recking not
of the morrow. America is

grave and in a hurry. She is

not content to fleet the time

carelessly, as they did in the

golden age. The one hope of

her citizens is to get to Wall
Street as quickly as possible,
that they may add to their

already useless hoard of dollars.

For this purpose they have

perfected all those material

appliances which increase the

rapidity and ease of life. They
would save their labour as

strenuously as they would add
to their fortunes. A telephone
at every bed-head has made
the toil of letter - writing
superfluous. A thousand in-

genious methods of "
transport-

ation " have taken away the

necessity of walking. There is

no reason why in the years to

come hand and foot should not
both be atrophied. But there
is nothing young in this sedu-
lous suppression of toil. Youth
is prodigal of time and of itself.

Youth boasts of strength and

prowess to do great deeds, not
of skill to pile millions upon
millions, a Pelion upon an Osea
of wealth. Nor in the vain

luxury of New York can we
detect anything save the signs
of age. It is only in modern
America that the mad extrava-

gance of Nero's Borne may be

matched. There, in truth, the

banquet of Trimalchio might
be presented without surprise
and without reproach. It

differs from what are known
as " freak dinners

"
only in the

superiority of its invention and
in the perfection of its table-

talk. In brief, the fantastic am-
bition of a "cottage" at New-

port, as of Trimalchio's villa in

Southern Italy, is the ambi-

tion, not of primitive, reckless,

pleasure-loving youth, but of

an old age, sated and curious,
which hurries to decay.

Again, it is not a young
people which cries aloud "too
old at forty!" In the child-

hood of the world, the voice of

age is the voice of wisdom. It

is for Nestor that Homer claims

the profoundest respect, and

to-day America is teaching us,

who are only too willing to

learn the baneful lesson, that

knowledge and energy die with

youth. Once upon a time I

met an American who had
returned from his first visit

to Europe, and when I asked

what was the vividest im-

pression he brought from
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thence, he replied :
" I was

surprised to see an old man like

the German Emperor doing so

much work." In our more

youthful eyes the German
Emperor has but crossed the

threshold of life. The years of

his mature activity lie before

him, we believe, like an untrod-

den road. But for the Ameri-

can, worn out before his

time by the weight of time

and the stress of affairs,

William II. already hastens

to his decline, and clings
to the reins of office with
the febrile courage of an old

man.
And all the while America

is sublimely unconscious that

her childhood is gone. Though
with the hypochondria of ad-

vancing years she demands a

doctor for her soul, she knows
not from what disease she

suffers. She does not pray for

a Medea to thrust her into

a cauldron of rejuvenescence.
With a bluff optimism she

declares that she is still the

youngest of the nations, and
boasts that when she has

grown up to the height of her

courage and activity she will

make triumphant even her
bold experiment in democracy.
Not upon her has the divine

injunction descended : TvwQi
creavrbv. She who knows so

much knows not herself. How
should she, when she is com-

posed of so many and so diverse

elements ? And lacking self-

knowledge, she lacks humour.
With the best will in the

world, she cannot see the

things about her in a true

proportion. The blithe atmo-

sphere, clear as crystal, spark-

ling as champagne, in which
she lives, persuades her to take
a too serious and favourable

view of her own character.

And let it be remembered
that with her optimism she

sill treasures the sentiment-

ality of her Puritan ancestors.

She is a true idealist, who
loves nothing so dearly as

"great thoughts." She delights
in the phrases and aspirations
which touch the heart more

nearly than the head. Though
her practice does not always
square with her theory, especi-

ally in the field of politics, she

is indefatigable in the praise
of freedom, equality, and the

other commonplaces of demo-

cracy. The worst is, that
she cannot laugh at herself.

Her gravity and sensitiveness

still lie, like stumbling-blocks,
in her path. She accepts the

grim adulation of such unwise
citizens as Mr Carnegie as no
more tban~ her due. If only she

could dismiss the flattery of

her admirers with an outburst
of Gargantuan hilarity, all

virtues might be added unto
her. But, as I have said, she

lacks this one thing. She is

the home of humourists and no
humour. A thousand jesters
minister to her amusement,
and she pays them handsomely.
More jokes are made within
her borders in a day than
suffice the rest of the globe for

a year. And the laughter
which they provoke is not

spontaneous. You can hear
the creak of the machine as
it goes to work. Indeed, the

ever-present jester is a proof
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that humour is an exotic, which

does not grow naturally on the

soil, and does not belong more

intimately to the American

people than did the cumber-

some jokes of Archie Armstrong
to the monarch who employed
him. The humour which sim-

plifies life, and detects a spice
of ridicule even in the opera-
tions of business and politics, is

rarely found in America. Nor
is its absence remarkable. The
Americans are absorbed from

early youth to ripe old age in

the pursuit of success. In
whatever path they walk they
are determined to triumph.

Sport for them is less an amuse-
ment than a chance to win.

When they embark upon busi-

ness, as the most of them do,
their ambition is insatiable.

They are consumed by the

passion of money-making. The

hope of victory makes them

despise toil and renounce

pleasure. Gladly will they de-

prive themselves of rest and
lead laborious lives. The
battle and its booty are their

own reward. They count their

gathered dollars with the same
pride wherewith the conquer-
ing general counts his prisoners
of war. But the contest marks
their faces with the lines of

care, and leaves them beggared
of gaiety. How can they take
themselves other than seriously
when millions depend upon
their nod ? They have special-
ised their energies to one end
and purpose the making of

money; and in the process, as
an American once said to me,
they forget to eat, they forget
to live. More obviously still,

they forget to laugh. The

comedy of their own career is

never revealed to them. Their

very slang displays their pur-

pose : they are " out for the

stuff," and they will not let

it escape them. A kind of

sanctity hangs about money.
It is not a thing to be taken

lightly; it is no proper subject
for a jest. And as money and
its quest absorb the best en-

ergies of America, it follows

that America is distinguished

by a high seriousness with
which Europe is powerless to

compete. However far a pro-
fession may be removed from
the mart, profit is its end.

Brilliant research, fortunate

achievement these also are

means, like buying and sell-

ing. In scholarship, as in

commerce, money is still the

measure of success. Dr Miin-

sterberg, a well-known profes-
sor at Harvard, has recorded

the opinion of a well-known

English scholar, which, with

the doctor's comment, throws
a clearer light -upon the prac-
tice of America than a page
of argument. "America will

not have first-class scholar-

ship," said the Englishman,
" in the sense in which

Germany or England has it,

till every professor in the lead-

ing universities has at least

ten thousand dollars salary,
and the best scholars receive

twenty-five thousand dollars."

Dr Miinsterberg refused at

first to accept this conclusion

of the pessimist, but, says he,

the years have convinced him.

Scholars must be paid gener-

ously in the current coin, or
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they will not respect their

work. It is not greed, pre-

cisely, which drives the Ameri-
can along the road of money-
getting. It is, as I have said,

a frank pride in the spoils, a

pride which is the consistent

enemy of light
- heartedness,

and which speedily drives

those whom it possesses into

a grave melancholy.
This, then, is the dominant

impression which America gives
the traveller the impression of

a serious old gentleman, whom
not even success will persuade
to laugh at his own foibles.

And there is another quality
of the land, of which the mem-

ory will never fade. America
is apprehensive. She has

tentacles strong and far-reach-

ing, like the tentacles of a

cuttle-fish. She seizes the im-

agination as no other country
seizes it. If you stayed long
within her borders, you would
be absorbed into her citizen-

ship and her energies like the

enthusiastic immigrant. You
would speak her language
with a proper emphasis and

becoming accent. A few
weeks passed upon her soil

seem to give you the familiar-

ity of long use and custom.
" Have I been here for years ?

"

you ask after a brief sojourn.
" Can it be possible that I

have ever lived anywhere
else?"

CHARLES WHIBLEY.
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE PHILOSOPHY OP THE MANDATE " THE MIND OP THE COUNTRY "

THE EXAMPLE OP ATHENS THE LOTTERY OF GOVERNMENT THE
CONVERSATION OP COLERIDGE HIS POLITICAL WISDOM A. MONU-
MENT TO SHAKESPEARE.

WHEN the present Govern-

ment, confident in its vast ma-

jority, first took up the reins

of office, it boasted that it was
the final expression of the

People's will. For every act of

rapacity of which it hoped to

be guilty, it declared that it

had a popular mandate. The
word mandate was ever on
its tongue. Its own peculiar

interpretation of that word was
ever in its thought. Every
day it went through the farce

of self-abasement. It desired

the country to know that it

did not vaunt itself ; it had no

proud looks; it was but the
humble servant of the mobility ;

it existed not for any aggrand-
isement of its own intelligence,
but merely to give effect to the

mandate of the electors.

What, then, is a mandate?
How is it given? And how
long does it last? The thing
is as new as the word. In

wiser, better days a Minister
was chosen for his courage and

intelligence. The People which
conferred the gift of power
upon him believed that he
understood the arts of govern-
ment, that in his strong hands
the fate of the country was
secure. It is difficult to imagine
Pitt or Disraeli, Palmerston or

Gladstone, taking their orders
in patient acquiescence, and
boasting that they had put

their brains in their pocket.
But so sudden has been the

march of democracy, that our

present Ministers think no

flattery excessive which may
be offered to their masters.

And so they speak ever of

mandates. It is a useful

theory, because it not only

keeps the People in good
temper it saves the Govern-
ment the trouble of thinking
for itself; and in the opinion
of many Radicals it begins and
ends the duty of our Ministers.

When the House of Lords,

greatly daring, declined to ap-

prove of Mr Birrell's Bill, our
Prime Minister in scorn "

sup-

posed that the Chamber which
has so reversed the terms of

the national verdict presumes
to know the mind of the

country better than the country
does itself." Was there ever

such a confusion of ideas?

Sir Henry Campbell -Banner-
man refrained from discussing
the wisdom or the folly of the

Lords' amendments. We may
take it that he did not

greatly care whether the Bill

were good or bad. He was
content to imply that he and
his colleagues possessed an
esoteric knowledge of the

country's mind which could

not be shared by the House
of Lords, and that that know-

ledge was the one and only
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thing necessary for statesman-

ship.
Now if this theory of Sir

Henry Campbell -Bannerman's
be carried to a logical conclu-

sion, it means no less than that

a Minister is bound in duty to

connive at the ruin of his

country merely because the

majority demands it. That a

momentary majority should

make such a demand is com-

pletely in accord with the

teaching of history. The mind
of the People, naturally ignor-
ant and disorderly, is easily
inflamed. It commonly mis-

takes the unjust argument for

the just. The welfare of the
nation instantly kicks the beam
when it is weighed in the scales

againstwhat the electors believe

erroneously to be their own
personal advantage. And there

is less excuse for those who
speak of mandates, because the

character of the democracy
never changes. Its paltry
ideals and unreasoning jealousy
are the same to-day as they
were more than two thousand

years ago. "The People," wrote
the author of the famous trea-

tise entitled < The Polity of the

Athenians,' "does not demand
that the city should be well

governed and itself a slave. It

desires to be free and to be mas-
ter. As to bad legislation it does
not concern itself about that."

Its "desires" and "concerns"
are unchanged. To-day also

the People is indifferent to

sound legislation and impartial
justice. Its ambition is to be

master, and to discharge all

the duties for which its train-

ing and temperament have un-
fitted it. Another inevitable
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result of democracy, noted by
the author of the treatise

already mentioned, is the

levelling down of skill and

intelligence. "Citizens devot-

ing their time to gymnastics
and to the cultivation of

music," says he, "are not to

be found in Athens; the

sovereign People has dis-

established them, not from

any disbelief in the beauty
and honour of such training,
but recognising the fact that

these are things the cultivation

of which is beyond its power."
In a similar spirit the People
of to-day would attack our

universities, not because it has

any animosity against learn-

ing, but because (as it says)
the universities have lost touch
with the nation ;

in other

words, because the bourgeois,
and even the rich, are per-
mitted to pass beneath their

portal. This is, of course, the

plain policy of the dog in the

manger. The People has no
desire to study humane letters

or to penetrate the mysteries
of science, but it will not admit
that any one has a right to

the privilege which itself per-
force rejects. And so it gives
its mandates, and its servants

in the Radical Government

brag of knowing its mind.

How, then, do they know the

People's mind ? They know it

not. Never was an idler boast

proclaimed. The method of

counting heads would be wholly
erroneous, even if the right
heads were counted. The sys-
tem under which we live, and
which we proudly call repre-
sentative government, is a com-

promise adopted for the sake
2T
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of peace. The People has no

greater facility in explaining
itself to-day than it had a

century ago. Its representa-
tion is the result of a lottery ;

and when the Athenians of the

fifth century decided that the

Council of Five Hundred as

well as the Archons should be

chosen by lot from all eligible

citizens, they did but give an
ironic and logical interpreta-
tion of democratic government.
To toss a coin in the air is as

wise a system as the ballot, and
at any rate it does away with
the cant of "the People's mind,"
thus abolishing for ever the

hypocrisy of the mandate.

Moreover, as the true man-
date is undiscoverable, so the

pretended mandate is as

mutable as an English sky.
Those strange things which
seemed mandates in 1906 are

forgotten or reversed to-day. Of
the Chinamen whose pictured
tortures made Sir Henry
Campbell - Bannerman Prime

Minister, twenty -nine thous-
and still live in the compounds
and work in the mines of

South Africa. Their suffer-

ings are immaterial now.
The scarred backs and knotted

thongs, which appealed so

strongly to the amiable pity
of the British working man,
have served their turn, and
are at last acknowledged for
the falsehoods they were. Not
all the graphic art of the
office once presided over by
Mr Birrell can ever again
drive a tear down the cheek
of Liberal sensibility. That
mandate has been lightly cast
aside. The ordnance which,
according to Radical eloquence,

consigned thousands of China-
men to torture and death, has
been cheerfully renewed. And
the other mandate of the large
loaf has followed it into the

limbo of rejected things. The
insolent candidates who pre-
tended that they could usurp
the work of Providence, and

by their mere nod plump the

ears of corn, stand convicted of

a wicked boastfulness, and will

doubtless pay a proper price
for their deceit at the next
election.

And still they murmur of

mandates. They change their

views. Mr BirrelPs Bill is

disguised by Mr M'Kenna. If

one Bill reflects the country's
mind, the other does not. Yet
are they both the result of

mandates. The country pro-
claims aloud its distrust of the

Government. The voice of the

bye - elections is as loud and
clear as a bell. Wherever the

country has proved its " mind "

in the deep recesses of rural

England, or in the crowded
centres of industrial prosperity

it has pronounced its con-

tempt for its present governors.
If there were an imperative

sincerity in the modern doct-

rine of mandates, the Radical

Ministry would have no other

resource than resignation. It

has been told in terms of the

plainest eloquence that it has
ceased to represent the hopes
or wishes of the electors. It

cares not. It persists in de-

claring that it has the popular
warrant for whatever it does,
that the opinion of 1906 must

perforce be the opinion of 1908,
that the House of Lords, which
is in perfect agreement with
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the wishes of the country as

most recently expressed, has
thwarted the legitimate am-
bitions of the democracy. In
other words, we are told that
the will of the People shall

prevail. It has prevailed in

Devon as in Hereford, and we
have no desire to thwart its

prevalence. But what of the

mandate? Do the Radicals
still read it clear? Or will

they frame another theory to

meet a new set of facts ? No
;

they will still cling to their

old hopes, their old catch-

words. They will mistake
their own love of office for

"the mind of the country."

They will believe in their own
divine right to do wrong be-

cause two years since they re-

ceived a triumphant majority.
But their position is neither

secure nor comfortable. "In

politics," said Coleridge, "what

begins in fear usually ends in

folly." The present Adminis-
tration was begun in fear in

fear of the Labour Party, of

the Nonconformists, of any
clique or handful of men who
had a vote to cast. It is end-

ing in folly, and when it goes
to its last resting-place and
finds for its epitaph the stern

mandate of the People, it

must, if it be logical, welcome
its own death and dissolution

as the clear expression of the

country's mind.

The wisdom of Coleridge, in

politics as in criticism, has of

late been obscured, and we
note with a sincere pleasure
the many proofs that he is re-

gaining the respect of intelli-

gent readers. The fact that he

ever lost this respect was due
rather to a caprice of fashion

than to any demerit of his

own. He survived his own
activities. At the end his slav-

ery to opium overshadowed
the splendour of his verse

and the clarity of his thought.
A child of the eighteenth cen-

tury, he won a general fame

only when his grasp of life

and facts was weakening.
Carlyle pictures him sitting

upon Highgate Hill, "as a
kind of Magus, girt in mystery
and enigma; his Dodona oak-

grove [Mr Gillman's house]

whispering strange things, un-

certain whether oracles or

jargon." And it is thus, in

a "dusky sublime character,"
that he descended to our

generation. Those who had
not read him "remembered

only his '

object
' and '

subject,'
which (they had heard) he

sang and snuffled into
'

om-m-ject
' and *

sum-m-ject.'
"

And none was more keenly
conscious than himself of the

wrong impression which his

serious eloquence gave to others.
"
Coleridge ! Coleridge !

" he
murmurs in self-reproof, "will

you never learn to appropriate

your conversation to your com-

pany ?
" This lesson Coleridge

never learned. For his con-

versation a listener was a sad

necessity, which was never per-
mitted to interrupt the torrent

of speech. With a fury of

imagination, he refused to be a

party in a dialogue. He per-
sisted in monopolising the talk,

though none condemned the

indiscretion more bitterly than
he. With a full knowledge of

his foible, he went to his doom.
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He was sure that a man of

genius in society should be

silent, except upon the most

trivial subjects, otherwise the

world will say, "He is quite

intolerable; might as well be

hearing a sermon." This is

precisely what the world did

say; and because the world

said it, the world has wantonly
deprived itself for a while of

the beauty of Coleridge's words,
of the wisdom of his mind.
And yet had it not disturbed

the vanity of his interlocutors,

Coleridge's talk would always
have appeared the ultimate

achievement of a virtuoso.

From the very first his dis-

course was inspired. On
this point the most di-

verse witnesses give the same

testimony. Says Gunning,
Esquire Bedell in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, for whom
Coleridge was nothing more
than Coleridge of Jesus: "Cole-

ridge was an excellent classical

scholar
; he affected a peculiar

style in conversation, and his

language was very poetical.
An instance has at this mo-
ment occurred to me. Speak-
ing of the dinners in Hall, he
described the veal which was
served up to them (and which
was large and coarse) in the

following words :
* We have

veal, sir, tottering on the verge
of beef.'

" l There we have the

plain prose of the gossip. Now
listen to the dithyrambics of

the enthusiast :
" We parted at

the six-mile stone," says Haz-
litt on his first acquaintance
with Coleridge, "and I re-

turned home pensive but much
pleased. I had met with un-

expected notice from a person,
whom I believed to have been

prejudiced against me. * Kind
and affable had been his con-

descension, and should be

honoured ever with suitable

regard.' He was the first poet
I had known, and he certainly
answered to that inspired
name. I had heard a great
deal of his powers of conversa-

tion, and was not disappointed.
In fact, I never met with any
thing at all like them, either

before or since. I could easily
credit the accounts which were
circulated of his holding forth to

a large party of ladies and gentle-

men, an evening or two before,
on the Berkleian Theory, when
he made the whole material

universe look like a transpar-

ency of fine words. . . . On my
way back, I had a sound in

my ears, it was the voice of

fancy: I had a light before me,
it was the face of Poetry. The
one still lingers there, the other

has not quitted my side !

"

And to this enthusiasm Hazlitt

was ever constant. The pass-

age of the years, the acrimony
of politics, widened the gulf
which lay between him and

Coleridge. Yet he never for-

got that first moment when

"Poetry and Philosophy had
met together." And Hazlitt's

praise is echoed by De Quincey,
no keen admirer of his fellows.

He, too, knew Coleridge at the

outset of his career ; he, too,

heard him discourse, when his

talk was like the talk of angels.

1 Sir George Trevelyan has made excellent use of this phrase in his ' Horace at
Athens.'
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He compares him to some great
river, the Orellana or the St

Lawrence, sweeping "into a

continuous strain of eloquent
dissertation, certainly the most

novel, the most finely illus-

trated, and traversing the most

specious fields of thought, by
transitions the most just and

logical that it was possible to

conceive." But it was Lamb,
who knew and loved him best,

that most splendidly celebrates

his gift.
" Great in his writ-

ing," wrote Lamb after his

friend's death,
" he was great-

est in his conversation. In
him was disproved the old

maxim that we should allow

every one his share of talk.

He would talk from morn to

dewy eve, nor cease till far

midnight ; yet who would ever

interrupt him? Who would
obstruct that continuous flow

of converse, fetched from Heli-

con or Zion ?
"

But talk does not confer an

enduring fame. The perfect

harmony of brain and tongue,
the quick flash of the eye, are

lost, when the tongue is still

and the eye closed. We know
nothing of the old talkers. We
can give but a faint image of

those whom we have heard
ourselves. We may know
what this or that great man
said. But the essence of talk

lies not in the statement. The
Table-talk of Coleridge,'admir-

able as it is, has been freely
translated into print before it

is presented to our judgment.
We recognise the manifold wis-

dom of the poet. We acknow-

ledge the wide range of his

interest, his quick faculty of

saying the right thing in the

right words. But it is no

longer talk. The zeal and

patience of Henry Nelson Cole-

ridge, who wrote down what
he could of the poet's burn-

ing words, are indisputable.
His failure to give a liv-

ing impression is confessed.

As he says himself, "Who
could always follow to the

turning-point his arrow-flights
of thought ?

"
Nevertheless,

allowing for the difference of

medium, we may appreciate
the intelligence of the discourse,
even though the style and tone

escape. Whatever Coleridge
touches, be it politics or litera-

ture, he illuminates with a flash

of original insight. He spoke
from a fully stored mind, and
after mature thought. Only
the spark which set the
brain alight was accidental.

Who would not give a written

masterpiece to have struck out

in conversation such a discovery
as this :

" Swift was anima
Rdbelaisii habitans in sicco,

the soul of Rabelais dwelling
in a dry place"? In what
better terms could the whole

question of economics be an-

swered than Coleridge answered
it in familiar converse. "You
talk," said he,

" of making this

article cheaper by reducing
its price from 8d. to 6d. But

suppose, in so doing, you
have rendered your country
weaker against a foreign foe ;

suppose you have demoralised
thousands of your fellow-

countrymen, and have sown
discontent between one class

of society and another, your
article is tolerably dear, I take

it, after all. Is not its real

price enhanced to every
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Christian and patriot a hun-

dred-fold?" Indeed it is, and

if only we could persuade our

Ministers of this simple truth,

we should hear no more noisy

appeals to the cupidity of the

People, whose ambition soars

higher, in spite of the dema-

gogues, than a cheap loaf, easy

pensions, and the remission of

all taxes. Perhaps the voice

of Peckham will prove more

persuasive than the voice of

reason.

Coleridge's eloquent conver-

sation has not increased his

fame. It has impeded it.

Lamb's good-natured jest, that

he never heard Coleridge do

anything else than preach, has

given him the character of a
bore with those who have not
troubled to read his exquisite
verse and his noble prose.

Carlyle's "om-m-ject" and
"
sum-m-ject

" have done their

work. They have for many
years thrown a cold shadow
across Coleridge's glory, which
is only just emerging again into

the sunlight. It is no longer
the fashion, as it was some time

since, to find excuses for Cole-

ridge, to regret that he did
not regard his study as an
office in which it was his

business to turn out literature

every day from ten to four.

Never again shall we follow
Mr Traill in complaining of

his "failure." Never again
shall we admit irrelevantly
that " his character was want-

ing in manliness of fibre."
A wiser spirit now prevails.
We accept in gratitude the

generous gift of harmony and
wisdom which Coleridge gave
us, and we accept it in as many

shapes as possible. If reprints
and appreciations are a proper
index of respect, as we believe

they are, then truly Coleridge
has come into his kingdom.
Here, on the one hand, is a

scholarly edition of the 'Bio-

graphia Literaria,' published
at the Clarendon Press, and

equipped with an erudite and
lucid introduction by Mr J.

Shawcross. There, on the

other, is a new edition of his
*

Poems,' with Mr Quiller-
Couch's eloquent paean of

praise by way of preface.
And if only we had a handy
edition of his political articles,

which differ from their kind
in being worth preservation,
there would be nothing left

to ask of the resurrectionists.

It is characteristic of Cole-

ridge that he was not only a

man of genius. He possessed
in full abundance the humbler

gift of talent. Unlike Words-

worth, he could stoop, and

stoop like a master. He was
a leader-writer of rapidity and
resource. So highly was his

exposition of politics valued,
that he was offered a half

share in two papers in ex-

change for his services. Writ-

ing many years after their

collaboration, Stuart of 'The

Morning Post' told Henry
Nelson Coleridge that, "could

Coleridge and I place ourselves

thirty years back, and he be

so far a man of business as to

write three or four hours a-day,
there is nothing I would not

pay for his assistance. I would
take him into partnership, and
I would enable him to make a

large fortune." His opinions
were in general sound and al-
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ways patriotic. A fierce anti-

Jacobin, he was unjust to Pitt,

partly through a necessary

ignorance of the facts, and

partly because Pitt did not
answer to his demand for an
ornamental rhetorician. But
he was always the loyal cham-

pion of his country, and he
was persuaded in a retrospect
that 'The Morning Post' was
a far more useful ally to the

Government in its most im-

portant objects than if it had
been the avowed eulogist of

Mr Pitt. There is no one with
an experience of politics and

journals who will not accept
this view. And being a Nation-

alist, Coleridge was a consistent

supporter of the Corn Laws.
As we have seen, his clear sight
looked beyond the immediate

advantage of cheapness. He
brushed aside the arguments
of the bagman, which were
afterwards advanced by Cob-
den and his friends with fatal

effect. Echoes of his conversa-

tion, recorded in 1834, deserve
to be heard to-day wherever
the question of Free Imports
is discussed. " Those who
argue that England may safely

depend upon a supply of foreign
corn," said he,

"
if it grow none

or an insufficient quantity of

its own, forget that they are

subjugating the necessaries of

life itself to the mere luxuries

or comforts of society. . . .

Besides this, the argument sup-

poses that agriculture is not a

positive good to the nation,
taken in and by itself, which

supposition is false and per-
nicious." Has not the event

proved the justice of his senti-

ment ? And again, said he :

" The nation that cannot even
exist without the commodity
of another nation is in effect

the slave of that other nation."

In brief,
" the entire tendency

of the modern or Malthusian

political economy is to de-

nationalise. It would dig up
the charcoal foundations of

Ephesus to burn as fuel for

a steam-engine !

"

Unfortunately for us, Cole-

ridge abandoned politics for

philosophy, and spent many
years in metaphysical specula-
tion. Being of a sanguine
temper, he believed that he

might regenerate the world
with a definition, and much of

his 'Biographia Literaria' seems
to us to-day an idle sifting of

the sand. Still more do we
regret his desertion of letters,

for Coleridge was far greater
as poet and artist than as

philosopher. His discussion of

Hartley and Kant is barren
stuff when we set it side by
side with a single stanza of

'The Ancient Mariner,' whose

lyrical note, as Mr Couch finely

says,
" was incommunicable.

He bequeathed it to none, and
before him no poet had ap-

proached it; hardly even Shake-

speare, on the harp of Ariel."

And putting his imperishable

masterpiece aside, we would not

exchange one quick impression
of sight or sound, confided to

his note-books, for all his ingeni-
ous speculations of philosophy.
"The sea is like a night-sky,"
he wrote, looking out upon the

Mediterranean from Malta, and
in a moment bids you forget
that Klopstock ever lived. Or

again he tells you that he could

walk over the plain of Mara-
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thon without taking more in-

terest in it than in any plain of

similar features; that he was
" one who lived not in time at

all past, present, or future

but beside or collaterally.
" And

instantly he seizes your atten-

tion : you reflect upon the irony
of fate, which forced this man,
for whom no place or thing
held a sacred association, to

be linked eternally with a

corner of England, which,
with Wordsworth's help and
in his own despite, he has
converted into a tea-garden of

culture. It is for this, then,
that we shall always esteem
him most highly, that he was
a weaver of strange and beauti-

ful fancies, a builder of noble

sentences, the author of two or

three wonderful poems, which
we do not measure by their

length, but at the freshness of

whose invention, the perfection
of whose music, the world will

ever stand in amaze. And we
cannot do better, in taking leave

of Coleridge, than quote the

passage which concludes his

'Anima Poetae,' and which
bears the'superscription, "The
Night is at Hand. August 1,

1828 "
:
" The sweet prattle of

the chimes counsellors plead-

ing in the Court of Love then
the clock, the solemn sentence of

the mighty judge long pause
between each pregnant, inappel-
lable word, too deeply weighed
to be reversed in the High-
Justice-Court of Time and Fate.
A more richly solemn sound
than this eleven o'clock at

Antwerp I never heard dead

enough to be opaque as central

gold, yet clear enough to be the
air." Is there not in

this noble passage of prose the
same deep mystery, the same

organ -voiced harmony, which
haunt us in his noblest verse ?

In writing of Shakespeare,
Coleridge rose to the zenith

of sympathetic enthusiasm.
Few men have paid a wiser

tribute than he to our greatest

poet. He was content to seek

his genius in his plays, and to

leave to the "eternal bricker-

up of Shakespeare
" "

registers,
memorandum-books, and that

Bill, Jack and Harry, Tom,
Walter and Gregory, Charles,
Dick and Jim lived at that

house, but that nothing more
is known of them." And when
we read that at some ter-

centenary a grandiose memorial
is contemplated, which shall do
honour to Shakespeare, we are

reminded that they best rever-

ence the poet who read him

aright. How shall bronze or
marble celebrate the wonder
and beauty of Shakespeare's
work ? No poet that ever lived

has stood less in need of a
monument. His fame is uni-

versal and unassailed. Three
centuries ago Milton asked and
answered the question with an

indisputable authority :

" What needs my Shakespeare for his

honoured bones,
The labour of an age in piled stones ?

Or that his hallowed reliques should be
hid

Under a star-ypointing pyramid ?

Dear son of memory, great heir of

fame,
What need'st thou such weak witness

of thy name ?

Thou in our wonder and astonishment
Hast built thyself a livelong monu-

ment."

In every word of these in-

comparable lines is conveyed
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a reproach to those who
would honour him, most splen-

didly honoured in his own
verse. To set up a sculptured
memorial to Shakespeare is as

indelicate as it were to build

a new and vast monument to

Sophocles. Nor does the ex-

perience of the past bid us

hope that the memorial of the

future would be appropriate or

dignified. Stratford-on-Avon
still lives to remind us how
inept may be the zeal of ad-

mirers. The monument in the

church has its own simple
worth. Everything that has
been added in modern times

inspires only a passion of

regret. The museum, with its

third - rate portraits and its

stuffed beasts, must perforce
remain a nightmare to all

those who have seen it. And
we have no warrant that the

vast and costly monument now
proposed will be any better

than its forerunners. The site

designed for it is singularly
unfortunate. There is no
reason why a statue of Shake-

speare should- look down upon
a street indissolubly connected
with the Regency. And even
if the proper site were found,
even if the money were sub-

scribed, where shall we find

the sculptor competent to de-

vise the "
star-ypointing pyra-

mid" which our Shakespeare
needs not ?

Nor does the method of col-

lecting the two hundred thous-

and pounds, which are thought
sufficient, seem wiser than the

project itself. The memorial,
we are told, is to be interna-

tional. The whole world has
been asked to subscribe. One

speaker at a preliminary
meeting was indiscreet enough
to make a personal appeal to

the German Emperor. It was
also suggested that an Ameri-
can sculptor should be chosen
to sit upon a committee of

selection. This division of

favours was doubtless made
with an eye upon the money-
bags, and it is none the better
for that. Without Chauvinism
we may say that, if a monu-
ment must be set up to mark
the tercentenary of Shake-

speare, let it be set up by
Englishmen upon English soil.

We have not forgotten that

Germany claims Shakespeare
as her own the Poet of the
Teutonic race. We still re-

member that America believes

that she alone speaks the

tongue which Shakespeare
writ. Nevertheless it is true

that Shakespeare was an Eng-
lish poet, who lived and died

upon English soil, and that
we need not the intervention of

other nations to pay him fitting
honour. A handful of English
wild -flowers thrown upon his

grave by an Englishman is a

worthier tribute to Shake-

speare's memory than a crown
of golden laurels sent from
across the sea.

Those there are who, still

wishing to do something for

the glory of Shakespeare, ac-

cept in loyalty the protest of

Milton, and propose as an al-

ternative to a monument a
State-aided theatre. If their

proposal be accepted, obviously
we must dispense with foreign
aid. We cannot ask America
and Germany to help us to pro-
vide London with an endowed
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theatre. That is out of the

question, and it is unlikely
that we shall find within our

own borders a sum of money
sufficient for so large a purpose.
Nor does a State-aided theatre

seem a just tribute to Shake-

speare. He made his quick

appeal to the people of London,
without the help of a too-

generous Government. His con-

temporaries were wise enough
to see his merits, and they were
rewarded by the theatre which
their intelligence deserved. To-

day, we are told that many
distinguished dramatists go un-

acted. Their fate is no worse
than that of other artists.

Poets go unread; painters go
unseen ; while the cheap news-

paper and the oleograph
flourish. But there is no
sound reason why the State
should step in for the support
of the drama, and leave the
other arts unprotected. The
economic argument is un-
sound and irrelevant. It costs

far more money, we are told,
to produce a play than to print
a poem or to exhibit a picture.
That is true, but the drama-
tists and the actors have

brought the extravagance upon
themselves. Immense royal-
ties and vast salaries have had
the only possible result. What
dramatist of to-day would ac-

cept the small payments made
to Heywood, Marston, Dekker,
and the rest, and recorded by
Henslowe ? What manager of

to-day would consent to mount
a new piece with the simple
scenery which was thought to
be sufficient in Shakespeare's
time? No; the dramatists in

asking for aid are confessing
their own sin of greed and

extravagance. They have con-

nived at the system which
makes success difficult and

puts an end to a wise specula-
tion in masterpieces, and then

they ask for the charity of the

rates to provide them with the

luxury of seeing their works

put upon the stage. In these

days of old-age pensions and

general almsgiving they may
succeed. We hope that they
will not succeed under the
shelter of Shakespeare's name.
There is another obstacle

in the way of a State-aided

theatre. Where will the

playwrights find actors and
actresses willing to act for

salaries ranging from 200 to

800 a -year? Where will

they discover in this practical

country an artist like Mounet-

Sully disinterested enough to

adopt a career of infinite toil

for a very modest salary ?

And where shall we find the

tradition of diction and gest-
ure which confers a dis-

tinction upon the Theatre

Fran9ais ? These and many
other questions must be asked
before a theatre is built and
endowed by a too munificent

State. Meanwhile let us keep
this project separate from the

honour which we do Shake-

speare. Let us also reflect

that the habit of centenaries

was devised to save from for-

getfulness those whose glory
is dimmed by time, and that

Shakespeare having built his

own monument, asks no act

of pompous remembrance from
his country or from the world.
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THE LICENSING BILL.

THE first question which
arises in reference to this

measure is this, Is it or is it

not one of temperance reform
called for by the necessities of

the time ? Mr Balfour's Act of

1904 had hardly been in opera-
tion for twelve months when
the electioneering pledges were

given of which we have now
seen the result. It has not yet
had time, in rather more than
three years, to show whether
the reduction in the number
of existing public-houses is at-

tended by a corresponding re-

duction in the amount of drink

consumed, or in the facilities

afforded for its consumption.
Some evidence to that effect

is required before it is wise,
and not premature, on public

grounds to extend its provisions
so as to reduce with greater
speed the existing number of

public
- houses to a statutory

minimum. So far, however,
from any such evidence being
produced, the working of that

Act, which was wisely tentative

in its character considering the

widespread habits and disas-

trous possibilities with which
it dealt, has revealed a peril

not, perhaps, sufficiently ap-
preciated in 1904, but which is

now recognised as one of the

marked features of the situa-

tion. That peril is that by
shutting up the public-houses,
which are subject to police
control and supervision, we
drive men to drink and obtain
their drink elsewhere in a
manner freed from that control,

and consequently more calcu-

lated to lead to excess. Since
the Act of 1904 has been in

operation licences have been
diminished by about 1200

a-year, the number in 1907

being 1713
;

but registered
clubs are increasing at an ad-

vancing rate. The Introduc-
tion to the Blue Book for 1907
on this subject of statistics con-

cludes, as a notice of it in * The
Times '

points out, with a discus-

sion of the relations between the

number of licensed houses and

drunkenness, based on the com-

parative tables therein given.
In county boroughs there is an
increase in population, and a

decrease in the proportion of

licensed premises to popula-
tion, but a general increase in

the proportions of convictions

for drunkenness to population.
The Blue Books for both 1906
and 1907 show that increase

of population is the dominating
influence, and that a decrease

in licensed houses does not lead

to a decrease in convictions.

And Mr Long, in his speech
at the Cannon Street Hotel,

emphasised this by pointing
out that in one county where

public-houses were largely in

excess of the proposed rule of

one to every 400 of popula-
tion, convictions for drunken-
ness were 12.07 per 10,000
inhabitants ; while in the next

county, where public
- houses

were fewer than those allowed

by the new rule, the convic-

tions mounted up to 146.22

per 10,000 inhabitants.
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These facts do not warrant

the contention that a hasty
and drastic extension of the

provisions of that Act can be

justly called a measure of tem-

perance reform. The Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer himself

drew attention to the perils of

these drinking clubs and their

growth. If his measure were

really one of temperance reform,
there would have been some

provisions in it calculated to

diminish the growing habit of

opening them, and to ensure

their more effective supervision.
But as Lord Lytton points out,

in a letter on this subject, the

sale of liquor in these clubs

will remain free from the tax-

ation which is imposed upon
liquor sold in public

- houses ;

and as long as that continues

to be the rule, clubs are certain

to increase in number. No
attempt is made in this Bill to

tax the consumer, whether in

clubs or houses, or to make the

amount of taxation dependent
on the amount consumed. On
the contrary, increased burdens
are thrown on the licence-

holder, and his only possible way
of meeting them is by stimu-

lating the sale and consump-
tion of his liquor. A Bill which
in this way provides incen-

tives to increased sales can-
not possibly be regarded as
a measure of temperance re-

form. In fact, no one can point
to any provisions in it which
show that its dominant idea is

the promotion of temperance.
It makes no attempt to deal
with grocer's licences, which
are said to be the source of
much secret drinking, especi-
ally amongst women. Its

operation is confined to Eng-
land and Wales, and no at-

tempt is made to bring either

Ireland or Scotland within its

provisions. The wave of tem-

perance which is said to have
been passing over England of

late years to an extent which
has affected budgets has not

reached the sister countries,
and had better not be stemmed
in England by rash legislation.
The Irish Nationalist support-
ers of the Government would
have much to say if any attempt
was made to extend this meas-
ure to Ireland, and the prospect
of- their opposition is quite
sufficient to extinguish a zeal

for temperance which does not
fashion any of its provisions,
and evaporates the moment it

reaches the Tweed. The zeal for

temperance which is so strictly
limited to England and Wales
finds its outlet in a sensational

measure, which in the political
circumstances of the moment

may serve to revive the nagging
loyalty of disaffected extrem-

ists, but it takes no precau-
tions whatever against three

or four drinking clubs being
started wherever the respect-

ably conducted licensed house

is closed. Less than 2000 of

these clubs were started in

1887, while in 1907 the number
has reached 7000 or there-

abouts. They have not estab-

lished a high reputation, it is

said that gambling and exces-

sive drinking are allowed, and

they can be opened on payment
of a small fee by any one who
chooses. It seems that they
are free from the supervision
of the licensing justices. They
may keep open all night, and
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drink may be supplied at any
hour. The system is still in

its infancy, and if they should
be financed there is no fore-

casting the possible perils to

the cause of temperance. The
Bill in reality fosters their

growth, does next to nothing
to regulate them, unless an
occasional visit from a police-

man, without his uniform and
without any definite powers, can
be regarded seriously from that

point of view. Its proposal is a

responsible and disastrous step
for any Ministry to take, from
the point of view of increased

sobriety, for its tendency must
be to recognise and thereby
facilitate and encourage a com-

prehensive system of private

drinking, withdrawn from the

existing machinery of control.

It is when we pass from the

philanthropic pretensions to

the predatory provisions of

this Bill that its true motive
stands revealed. The object is

avowed with cynical audacity
to be to recover for the Gov-
ernment what it ought never
to have parted with. The
admission is emphatic that

proprietary right in licences

has been parted with; the
claim is to recover it. The

machinery for so doing is con-

fiscation pure and simple of

a third of them gradually
during fourteen years, and the

remainder of them at the end
of fourteen years, during which
time the holders of licences are

to appropriate their profits in

compensating those of their

fraternity who are expropri-
ated gradually, the remainder
to receive no compensation
at all. The amazement with

which this destructive pro-

posal was received will not

be forgotten while this gen-
eration lasts. Brewery secur-

ities became at once unsale-

able ; they were marked down
on the Stock Exchange at a

loss of 30,000,000 to their

holders; and Lord Burton
declared that it involved a

loss of 2,000,000 to his con-

cern alone. No suoh proposal
of plunder has been made by
a responsible Ministry in the

memory of the oldest poli-
tician. When the slave trade

was abolished 20,000,000 were

paid in compensation. There
is no proposal here to abolish

the drink trade, the sole pro-

posal is to transfer the profits
from the lawful proprietors to

the Government. The. trade

is to go on as before, but in

the name of temperance, and
to promote sound temperance
reform a wholesale system of

spoliation is to be applied, in-

volving, it is generally stated,
the extinction of all brewery
share capital, and even a large

portion of its debenture stock.

The proposal is, of course,
too outrageous to be intended

seriously. But what are we
to think of a Ministry which,
to redeem rash pledges which

ought never to have been

made, and in order to recover

the forfeited confidence of its

befooled and indignant sup-

porters, resorts in this spirit
of levity to proposals of this

confiscatory character, which
shake the security of all vested

interests ? Vigorous protests
were made at once. That of

a committee of members of

Parliament interested in the
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licensed trade described the

Bill as "a fiscal device to ap-

propriate the value of licences."

Temperance would not gain,

supply of liquor would be

diverted into different chan-

nels, and existing licence-

holders would be ruined with-

out compensation and without

advantage of any kind to the

public. As a precedent of a

most dangerous character for

an attack on any kind of

property, the Bill applied the

doctrines of Socialism in a way
which threatened the whole
fabric of commercial undertak-

ings. The Liberty and Prop-
erty Defence League described

the Bill as a "menace to all

financial security," "the first

step towards the nationalisa-

tion of all property, trade, and

industry." It declared that

property owners, traders, and
investors generally are all

directly menaced by it, and
that it is time for all pro-

perty interests to combine.
Investment companies have
taken the alarm, and issued

circulars to thousands of share-

holders calling attention to a

measure of confiscation which
"
endangers the general credit

of home securities." And, as

Lord Rothschild stated, almost

every insurance company holds

brewery debentures and pref-
erence shares, and their share-
holders and policy-holders may
suffer in this widespread spoli-
ation.

It was not very surprising
that the Ministry, to avert
the threatened storm, began
to reconsider their position.
The first indication of collapse
was made in a very few days.

The Bill had proposed, out of

mere wantonness and under
the impression that the com-

pensation fund extracted from
the trade would be inexhaust-

ible, to carve salaries out of

it for some licensing com-
missioners established and to

be appointed under the Act.

This proposal, which seems
almost puerile in its maladroit

levity, was the first to go, aban-
doned by this powerful Ministry
with its unprecedented ma-

jority before the second read-

ing was within sight. The
next proposal to go was the
fourteen years' limit, preoccu-
pied with providing compen-
sation to others and burdened
with attempting an impossible

sinking fund. For the latter

purpose a further period of

ten years has been graciously
offered, but, it goes without

saying, was refused. Perhaps,
when the Ministry have had
time to reflect over the situa-

tion, and realise what wide-

spread ruin and bankruptcy
this Bill portends, they may
awaken to the impolicy of

destroying an industry which
contributes over 38,000,000
a -year to the National Ex-

chequer. Besides the attack

on vested interests, there is a

vast army of employed persons
said to amount, with those

dependent on them, to two
millions dependent on this

trade. If it is destroyed by
this extraordinary legislation
the ranks of the unemployed
will receive a large accession

to their numbers, and will

strive to increase the insist-

ency with which the claims

of that class, already so in-
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convenient to the Government,
are made.
A word may be said from

the point of view of ordinary
justice to the investor. The

imposition of a time limit at all

is his grievance. If any ade-

quate public interest would be

served by imposing it, it must
be done, but in ordinary fair-

ness he must be compensated.
Time limit in itself is no com-

pensation, it is
" an artificial

device for calculating the

measure of confiscation." That
there is a permanent prop-

erty in a licence need not be

argued, it is involved in the

proposal to limit its duration.

It is involved in the Chancellor
of the Exchequer's proposal to

recover for the State what it

ought never to have parted
with, thereby admitting that it

has parted with it. On plain

principles of commercial justice
the State cannot regain it with-

out an adequate State reason
and adequate compensation.
Every one knows that death

duties, assessment for rates,
and questions between parties
interested in a licence, are all

settled, and have been so from
the first, on the footing of per-
manent proprietary right. The
Courts have always decided
cases about them on that foot-

ing, and Justices in granting
them often require extensive
alterations and capital expend-
iture, which requisitions would

only be justified and acquiesced
in on the footing of perman-
ent proprietary right being
acquired. As the Bishop of

Manchester puts it, the licens-

ing system rests on the good
faith of the State, which should

be far better than any free-

hold. It must be remem-

bered, too, as bearing upon the

question of permanence and
the investor's right of so re-

garding it, that in the Act of

1904 both Houses of Parlia-

ment refused to impose a time

limit, and that a proposal with
that object was repudiated by
a majority of the Royal Com-
mission, who were declared by
one of their number (the ma-

jority being 17) to be "
utterly

and absolutely opposed to any
time limit whatever." There
cannot well be a more distinct

parliamentary recognition of

the permanent interest in these

licences, subject to judicial

discretion, than the refusal of

both Houses to limit its

duration.

It has to be remembered that

a licence is merely a permission
to carry on a business ; it is a

sine qud non of being able to

do so. The licence does not

make the business, it is the

man and his capital and enter-

prise and lifelong labour which

produce results on which the

Government now casts covetous

eyes. In the long course of

years licences have changed
hands at their full value, and
often beyond their full value.

Only last year the Government

itself, through its Secretary of

State for War, sold licensed

property near Portsmouth for

10,000, which without the

licence was valued at little

more than one -fifth of that

sum, and thereby whetted its

appetite for monopoly values.

This is a remarkable transac-

tion. If the Government had
waited till this Bill was pro-
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duced it would have lost its

market. It sold before its pro-

jected confiscation was known
or suspected, and the price was
calculated on the footing of

permanent proprietary right.
It cannot be suggested that

temperance was promoted
thereby; and even if it were,
the aphorism of Lord Avebury
applies, that temperance is a

virtue, but so are honesty and

justice. The unfortunate pur-
chaser must now create a sink-

ing-fund out of fourteen years'

profits in order to recoup his

loss of 8000, and during that

time must contribute to the

compensation of dispossessed
licencees. It is obviously im-

possible. Yet that or some-

thing approximating to it is

the task thrown on all brewers
and publicans. To raise such
an issue as this means that
the Government did not fully
understand their own proposal,
and must have thought that

they were safeguarding vested
interests. Mr Chamberlain in

his tariff reform speeches em-

phatically pointed out that al-

though Mr Asquith might be a

very good advocate and lawyer,
he knewnothing about practical
business. The remark has now
received a striking illustration

in this colossal blunder; and

even the Bishop of London is

dismayed by its truth, and has
come forward to explain that
in his most enthusiastic

moments he has never sug-

gested a time limit of less

than twenty-one years. Other

bishops have practically said

the same thing ;
and the Bishop

of Chichester says that in the

name of justice all must unite

in protesting against the con-

fiscation inflicted by this Bill,

and its disastrous blow to

our national credit. The issue

raised is one of life or death to

a powerful and well-organised
trade. It is one of absolute

spoliation, involving ruin to

thousands, either by loss of

their investments or situations.

It will only be welcomed by
the intemperate advocates of

temperance, whose zeal out-

runs all discretion, and by the

Socialists, who are hostile to

the very existence of proprie-

tary right. The time for such
a revolutionary measure as this

is past. The by-elections have
shown that the constituencies

are recovering their sanity of

judgment, and that as the wave
of impatience which unseated
Mr Balfour's Ministry has spent
its force, they disapprove and re-

sent the proceedings which are

rashly traced to their mandate.

Printed ty William Blackwood and Sons.
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SALEH: A SEQUEL.

BY HUGH CLIFFORD.

A YEAR or two ago I told

to the readers of '

Maga
'

the

story of an experiment which
excellent British intentions and

questionable British wisdom

performed upon a helpless vic-

tim, a Malayan boy of royal
stock, whose proper name and
title were lang-Miilia Raja
Muhammad Saleh bin lang-
Maha-Miilia Sultan Abubakar
Maatham Shah lang-di-per-
Tuan Pelesu, but who was
better known to his English
intimates by the plebeian nick-

name of "
Sally." I gave them

a glimpse of the barbaric and
unmoral native Court which
was the environment of Saleh's

earliest childhood ;
I escorted

him across the world to Eng-
land, whither it was decreed
that he should be sent to ac-

quire the training and the edu-

cation of a European ; and I

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCXI.

invited my readers to witness
with me the phenomena of his

gradual evolution and dena-
tionalisation. These processes
were rapid and, for a period,

seemingly complete : but then
came Love, the love of an Eng-
lish maiden, and coming made
to him certain merciless revela-

tions. " Can the Ethiopian
change his skin, or the leopard
his spots?" The old, grim
question was asked once more,
to be answered anew in the

same inexorable fashion. Saleh
learned suddenly, poor boy, that

his transformation into an Eng-
lishman, upon the completeness
of which he had plumed him-

self, was after all nought but a

sorry mockery; that through-
out he, and he alone, had been
deceived by the imposture ; that

to the white men and women,
his associates, this English

2u
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training and upbringing, which

he had so laboriously acquired,

counted for nothing ; that for

them he ended as he had begun
a "nigger." Then he had

rushed forth from the ball-

room, where this knowledge
had come to him, to roam the

night in anguish and bitterness

of spirit, raging at the un-

merited injustice of Fate, curs-

ing the cruel folly which had
lifted him out of his native

environment to thrust him into

another whereof he could never

form an integral part, morti-

fied exceedingly by the experi-
ences of the evening, and
haunted at the bottom of his

soul by a lurking, insistent

doubt. This last was, I think,
the most bitter drop in all his

cup of bitterness. For an in-

stant, in an annex of the ball-

room yonder, the Malayan soul

within him, over which so fine

a veneer of English civilisation

had been imposed, had fought'
its way to the surface, had
shaken itself free from control,
and throwing him back ab-

ruptly upon his primitive, in-

herited instincts, had urged him
to seek relief from mental pain
in physical violence. And his

victim had been a woman an
Asiatic like himself whose up-
turned, mocking face he had
smitten savagely. All his ac-

quired principles cried out in

horror at the outrage, and forth-

with the doubt had arisen like

a spectre, the doubt as to

whether, when all had been
said that could be said, there
lurked not at least a shadow of

justice at the back of the white
men's pitiless verdict. "Was it,

after all, only the colour of his

skin that made for his utter
condemnation ? Did not that
accident of tint stand, perhaps,
for certain indestructible limi-

tations, certain ineradicable

tendencies which in the begin-
ning had aroused the disgust
and contempt that prolonged
experience had crystallised into

a racial instinct? Therefore
he hadwanderedraging through
the night, a waif of all the

world, severed from his own
kind by training, acquired pre-

judice, and education, severed
more completely still from the

people of his adoption by whom
he felt himself now to be so

cruelly outcast ; and thus he
had found his way to the rooms
of one Jack Norris, a civil ser-

vant of many years' experience
in Malaya, and had forthwith
fallen a victim to a severe nerv-
ous breakdown. And there

my story broke off abruptly,
with something between a

shudder and a sob.

Confessedly, but a fraction of

the tale had been told. Poor
Saleh was still in his 'teens,

and the order for his return to

his native land was about to

take effect. The printer, how-

ever, took it upon himself fur-

ther to accentuate the fact that

I had shirked the task of fol-

lowing the poor boy to the

conclusion of his life's journey,

by putting the words " To be

continued" in the place where
I had written " The End." As
a consequence I have received

numerous letters filled with up-

braidings. It is claimed, for

instance, that I broke off my
narrative just when the per-

severing reader saw reason to

hope that it was at last about
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to become interesting. I find

myself accused of having lacked
the courage to complete my
picture, and also (a far more
serious charge) of having had
the hardihood to perpetrate a

vile practical joke upon the un-

numbered readers of 'Maga.'
The last accusation can be

dismissed. The printer, not I,

was to blame; and, indeed, I

had my reasons for not pursu-

ing Saleh further upon his way.
To begin with, the remainder
of his story holds, to my think-

ing, too much of heart-break.

Similarly, when ill things re-

sult from the most blameless

intentions and are not the

intentions of the blundering
British almost invariably
blameless ? one is loth to

emphasise the tragedy. The
fact, however, that caused me
most to hesitate is that I have
for Raja Saleh a very warm
corner in my heart, and I

doubt my ability to make
others feel for him that meas-
ure of forgiveness which is the

child of complete comprehen-
sion.

However, the tale is there to

be told, and perhaps it is best

to tell it. Poor Saleh had
loved the English, and his

constant prayer had been the

pathetic cry of the wife in

Browning's poem

" Teach me, only teach, Love !

As I ought
I will speak thy speech, Love,

Think thy thought ;

"

and in the end it was the

English who had rejected him,
not he the English. Let this

fact, I pray you, linger in the

memory ; and when, in the

plenitude of our " unctuous

righteousness," we are tempted
to cry shame on Saleh, let us

at least have the justice to

admit that no small portion of

the sin lies at our own doors.

"Why," he had cried aloud in

the hour of his agony,
"
why

couldn't they leave me alone,

why couldn't they leave me
alone?"

II.

It was a graver, older, less

exuberant Saleh that rose up
presently from his bed of sick-

ness, and began to make
languid preparations for his

return to the Malay Peninsula.

Formerly he had not had a

care in the world, neither a

care nor a grief, and intro-

spection had been to him an
unknown occupation. He had
been wont to speak the thought
which was in his mind with
all the frankness and some of

the simplicity of a child. Now

he was silent, reserved, moody,
watchful. Even after his re-

turn to Winchester and in his

old place in the Le Mesurier

family "at home," as for so

many years he had been accus-

tomed to call it, he was no

longer boyish and spontaneous,
no longer completely at his

ease. He had developed a new
sensitiveness, the sensitive-

ness of the alien, who, amid

foreign surroundings, is mor-

bidly suspicious, for ever on
the watch for fancied slights,
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he who of old had identified

himself so absolutely with the

people of his adoption.
The Le Mesuriers all noted

the change in him, and in their

conversation even the young
people went, so to speak, on

tiptoe, where formerly they
would have passed with reck-

less, unthinking tread. It

made the new relations which
now subsisted between him and
his friends somewhat strained

and uncomfortable. The bar-

rier of colour, which Saleh

himself and every member of

the family had learned totally
to ignore, was reared up sud-

denly in the midst of the

family group, destroying its

homogeneity, and for this poor
Saleh, all unconsciously, was
to blame. He had been driven

by circumstances to look upon
himself in a new light, and he

forgot that that was not the

light in which he was by this

family regarded. To them he
was just "Sally," the Sally
who had lived with them for so

many years, albeit they divined

that he had undergone some
subtle transformation; but to

him they were no longer

merely his old friends. They
were white folk, and he was
" a nigger." He suspected
them of feeling this, as he felt

it, and began to detest even
their friendship as a kind of

sullying condescension. They
were uneasy weeks that Saleh

spent at Winchester, and they
went far to spoil the impression
created by the years that had
preceded them. I think that

everybody concerned was glad
when at last they drew to their
close.

Yet for Saleh the separation
with all those whom he had
learned to love in England held

many a heart-break. It was a
sudden violent severance of the
ties which had bound him to a
life that was, in some sort, the

only life that he had ever

known. Dim memories of his

Malayan past recurred infre-

quently, but they had long
ceased to possess for him any
attraction. Unconsciously, as

he had absorbed so many ideas,
he had acquired a certain eon-

tempt for his beginnings,
for the mat-strewn floor of his

father's hall of audience, for the

loafing courtiers who squatted
there unwearyingly to gossip
and gamble, for the half-naked

monarch, his father, blustering
and fuming in their midst, with
his mouth crammed full of

betel-nut through which his

words came thickly. All these

things, as they rose up in his

recollection, moved him to

something resembling shame.
He weighed them against the

seemly orderliness of the Le
Mesurier household and found
them appalling, no less. There
was sheer panic in his heart at

times when he recalled that it

was to surroundings such as

these that he was about to

return. And yet, and yet . . .

It was there, not here, that he

belonged. The white folk had

rejected him; let the Le
Mesuriers in their torturing
kindness veil the truth never

so deftly, that irresistible fact

remained. And the brown men
to whom he was returning?
It was in his heart in his turn

to reject them. He saw him-
self for a waif of all the world,
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of the white men's world, but
not in it ; in the Malayan world,
but not of it, an outcast of

the nations ! And all the while
his heart was brimming over,
for his love lay wholly in the

quarter of the earth which he
was now called upon to quit.
A shackling inarticulateness,
which made it impossible for

him to frame his thoughts in

speech, completed the measure
of his miseries.

On the afternoon of the day
which was the eve of his de-

parture he crept away from his

companions, like some wounded
animal, and sought solitude in

the little garden-house where
once before he had found a

refuge in the midst of his

childish griefs, and here again
his former instructress, Mabel
Le Mesurier, now grown into a

charming girl of some eighteen
summers, chanced to light upon
him.

He sat, as he had sat that

day five years earlier, with his

arms thrown out across the
rustic table and his face buried
in them : now too, as then, his

shoulders heaved, and the faint

sound of hard sobs came from
him.

Mabel stood for an instant

peeping at him, her trim, light

figure poised on tiptoe, the

sunlight struggling through
branches overhead dappling her
blue frock with little splashes
of brightness and shadow. An
old garden hat was on her

head, and from beneath it the

ruddy curls strayed over her
smooth brow. Her face was
filled with a grave concern, her
blue eyes were soft with sym-
pathy. She was not moved

now, as of old, to chant "
Baby,

baby bunting !

"
to him in de-

rision of his unmanly grief : the

years had developed in her, as

they develop in most of her

sex, a secret fellowship with
the sorrow that finds expres-
sion in tears. Suddenly the

memory of many days of child-

hood, in each of which Sally
had his place, surged irresist-

ibly upon her, coupled with
the thought that Sally, their

Sally, was about to be taken
for ever out of all their lives.

A moment, and her eyes too

were dewy.
She stepped softly to his

side and laid a kind little hand

upon his shoulder.
"
Sally, dear Sally," she said.

"We are all so dreadfully sorry
that you are going away.
You don't know how much we
shall miss you."
He had acquired, together

with other English notions, the

idea that tears were shameful in

a man. Therefore he continued
to burrow with his face into

the sleeves of his coat, and his

efforts to control himself caused
the sobs to shake him con-

vulsively.
" We are all so sorry, Sally,

dear," she continued, and now
there were tears in her voice

as well as on her eyelashes.
"Home won't be like itself

without you."
She could feel the sobs

throbbing through him under
her touch, and suddenly a new,
strange pity and tenderness
overwhelmed her. She could
know nothing of what the ap-
proaching banishment held for

him
; she had no inkling of all

that awaited him at the end of
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that weary journey half across

the world; but she knew in-

stinctively that she was here

in close contact with tragedy,
the full measure of which it

was not given to her to under-

stand. She was impelled at

once to comfort and to console :

it was all that she could do, all

that there was to be done, since

the fates were inexorable, and
it was decreed that on the

morrow Sally must depart out

of their lives.

Presently she was seated on
the rustic bench at Saleh's side,

and a kind little arm began to

creep round his bowed neck.

She had known him ever since

childhood, almost all her life, it

seemed, and there subsisted be-

tween them much the same sort

of relationship as that which

ordinarily prevails between
brothers and sisters, with one

single exception. Never be-

fore had anything like a caress

been given or taken on either

side. But here was "
Sally

"

suffering badly, in dire distress,

heart-broken at leaving them,
and what could she do but com-
fort him just as she would have
comforted one of "the boys,"
her real brothers?
But Saleh was the son of

a race in whom the instinct of

sex is strong so strong indeed
that it may be questioned
whether it is by any Malayan
ever wholly forgotten. Mabel
felt him thrill under her touch ;

a moment more and he sat erect,

looking at her with his tear-

stained face. Very gently he
withdrew her arm from about
his neck.

" You . . . you mustn't," he
said. And then with bitter-

ness, "Remember that I'm a

nigger."

"Oh, Sally, how can you?"
cried the girl, pained and
shocked by his tone.. "You
know we don't think of you
like that. You are Sally, our

Sally, who has been with us

always, and who is going away.
It is like losing one of the

boys !

" And the catch in

her voice matched the tears

in her eyes.
" Do you ... do you really

feel like that about me ... all

of you?" he asked eagerly.
'

Really and truly ? You aren't

just saying it to comfort me?
You really feel it ?

"

" Of course, how can you
doubt it ?

"
cried the girl again.

"What can people have been

saying to you to make you ask

.
such things ? You are just one

of us, and you know it, and we
can't bear you having to leave

us. I want to comfort you,

Sally dear, but I don't know
how. I'm not clever like

mother. I shall go and send

her to you."
She rose from the seat, and

stood for a moment towering
above him and looking down

upon his sorrow-stricken face.

Those great soft eyes of his, in

which at all times there lurked

such a veiled expression of

brooding melancholy, were full

of pain and fear like those of

a dumb animal in torment.

The brightness of high spirits
which had been wont to ani-

mate his features so short a

while before had quite departed.
Once more, as she gazed, an

overwhelming flood of pity for

him surged up in the girl's

mind, coupled with an intense
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longing to comfort him by
some overt act of sympathy.
Almost before she was aware
what she had done she had

stooped above him and kissed

him on the forehead : then she

was gone like a leaf blown by
the wind.

Saleh gasped. For an in-

stant or two he was stunned

by this unexpected experience,
and his surprise was mingled

with tenderness and with grati-
tude toward the girl. Then
the new-born bitterness in his

heart reasserted its supremacy.
" She would never have done

that if I had been a white
man !

" he thought.
When, ten minutes later,

Mrs Le Mesurier came to seek

him, at her daughter's bid-

ding, the garden-house was

empty.

III.

Next day Saleh got through
his "

good-byes
"
at Winchester,

ungraciously enough, I fear,

although, or because, his heart
was near to breaking, and
travelled alone to Waterloo.
Here Jack Norris met him and
drove with him to Liverpool
Street, whence the special train

for the outward-bound P. & O.
bore them to the Albert Docks.
The big steamer, with the blue

peter at the fore, lay out in

mid -stream, and the tender,

packed with passengers and
their friends, the former taking
stealthy stock of one another,

crept presently alongside.
On board there was the usual

bustle which attends settling
in a crowd of newly arrived

passengers, stewards running
and driving, lugging trunks
hither and thither, pursued by
anxious owners, the rattling of

donkey -
engines, the whine of

steel hawsers, the clatter of

hurrying feet upon wooden
decks, the babel of many
voices.

Jack, who knew the ropes
with the thoroughness which
comes of frequent voyages, led

Saleh straight to his cabin ;

saw his things arranged there ;

sought out the chief steward,

tipped him, and extracted from
him a promise that Saleh
should be well looked after,

and should have a good seat at

table ;
and then introduced his

charge to the captain and the

purser, the two beings who
were to play the part of Provi-

dence to the ship's little world

during the next five weeks.
" It is finished !

" he said to

Saleh in the vernacular, when
these duties had been per-
formed. " Now, in a little

space, I must go ashore. Re-
member the saying of the men
of ancient days :

'

Though it

rain gold in a stranger's land,

though hailstones fall in our

own, yet our own country is

ever the better !

' '

"That is true," assented

Saleh in the same tongue.
" But behold this is my land,"
and he pointed an incongruous
brown finger at the unsightly
dock buildings with the smoke-
haze lowering above them.

"
Say it not, Ungku," Norris

made answer. "Wait for a
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while. Presently the smell of

it will greet thee the smell of

the durian and of much green-
stuff." As he spoke he ex-

panded his nostrils and sniffed

lovingly.
" The smell will greet

thee, and then . . . Thou
knowest the ancient saying,
' The eel returning to its mud,
the sirih-\ea,t to its vine, the

betel-nut to its twig !

' Thus
also wilt thou be."

" But my mud, my vine, my
twig are here" groaned Saleh.
"
Here, here ! It is from home

that I am driven forth this

day. It is as though the very
life were being drawn from
out of me."

"
Keep your pecker up,

Ungku," said Norris, revert-

ing to English, and laying a
kind hand upon the youngster's
shoulder. " It's a wonderful

place, the East. I'm hungry
for it myself already, though
this is my country indeed and
in fact. You'll find that you
like it, in spite of all you may
think : every man who is born
of woman loves it, can't help

loving it. So buck up, and

may good luck go with you.
I must get on board the tender,
unless I am to make the voyage
with you. Good-bye !

"

They clasped hands and stood
for a moment looking into one
another's eyes, the sturdy,
firm - featured Englishman,
whose love of the East was
a veritable obsession, and the

delicately formed, clean - cut

young Malay, with the sensi-

tive, mobile face, to whom re-

turn to his native land spelled
banishment. The sun-glare of

the tropics had parched the
colour out of the white man's

skin, leaving it yellow and taut

save where the hard puckers
about the eyes told of much
gazing through a blazing hot

atmosphere. The East that he
loved had marked and marred
him ere his time, and yet he

worshipped her. Saleh, on the

other hand, showed a glow of

health under his evenly tinted,

clear olive skin. Even the ill-

ness and the harrowing experi-
ences of the past few weeks had
not availed to trace one line

upon his boyish face. The

temperate climate to which he
had early become inured, and
the clean life which had hoarded
his manhood, as never yet was
the manhood of an Oriental

princelet hoarded in the prodi-

gal East, had combined to turn

him out at the end of his six

years' sojourn in England as

comely and as promising a

youngster as the Malayan race

ever yet produced. The white

man, by reason of the long

years that he had spent among
Malays, and the deep sympathy
with them and the profound
understanding of their charac-

ter which those years had

brought to him, had absorbed

unconsciously more than a little

of the Oriental, much as Marco
Polo and his relatives, after

their two decades of Cathay,
are described by a contemporary
Venetian chronicler as having
had about them " an indescrib-

able smack of the Tartar."

Yet though the temptation

may at times have been felt

by him, never had he become

denationalised, never had his

robust faith in the ideals of his

race in Asia faltered or failed.

He was an Englishman whom
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the East had tested, trained,
and tempered, but he would

always be distinctively Eng-
lish. And Saleh poor Saleh ?

Until a little while agone he
had firmly believed himself to

be an Englishman in all save
the accident of birth : now he
knew himself for one whom
an inexplicable stupidity had
robbed alike of country, kith,
and kin, a waif of the world.

Yet his heart clung insistently
to the land from whose people
he knew himself to be in a
manner outcast; shuddered at

the thought of a return to the

Malayan country, where dwelt

a race with which he believed

himself to have now nought in

common.
The last that Norris saw of

him, as the tender sheered off

and began to puff shoreward,
was a handkerchief waved

spasmodically, a pitiful face

uplifted for a moment and
then buried in the arms that
rested on the bulwarks, and,
last of all, two heaving
shoulders.

This was the fashion in

which Kaja Muhammad Saleh
of Pelesu set out upon the

journey that was to carry him
home !

IV.

The Channel and the Bay
took their toll of Saleh, and it

was not until Gibraltar was

sighted that he crept at last

on deck. Quite forgetful of

the fact that he had no share
or part in the heritage of the

British race, he felt a glow of

pride warming him at the sight
of the ancient fortress which
the dash and enterprise of the

island -
people won for their

country, and which their stub-

born courage has since held

against all efforts to dislodge
them. As the ship tramped
along the coast of Northern

Africa, Saleh began to make
acquaintances among his fellow-

passengers ; but the kindness
of the older men seasoned

Anglo - Asiatics every one of

them was mingled with a
certain reserve, which his sen-

sitiveness at once perceived,
while he lacked the high spirits
which were needed to urge him

to take a part in the games
played on board by the Grif-

fins and younger members of

the little community.
Port Said, where the vessel

lay many hours awaiting the

mails from Brindisi, appealed
to him curiously in a manner
in which pain and pleasure
were subtly interwoven. He
experienced something of the

sensation which comes to a

man when old, dim things,

deeply hidden in the recesses

of memory, are stirred anew

by a chance whiff of some more
than half-forgotten scent. The
air of licentious rascaldom in

the place disgusted him, and

yet at the back of it all there

lurked something else which
was at once attractive and
familiar. He could not give
to it a name until at sunset he
saw the quay lined by turbaned

Arabs, each one of them kneel-

ing, squatting, or prostrating
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himself upon a cloth or praying-

mat, with face turned gravely
Mecca-ward. Then suddenly,
after long years, Saleh recalled

that he too was a Muham-
madan, a member of one of

the greatest, and by far the

proudest, of human confraterni-

ties. Next, as he watched the

worshippers, out of the mists

of memory trooped words, roll-

ing, sonorous words, the mean-

ing of which was blank to him,
and he found himself repeat-

ing them to himself under his

breath. The Five Hours of

Prayer ! Their names, as they
are pronounced by the Malays,

Suboh, Lohor, Asar, Maghrib,
Isa, flashed across his mind.
Next afternoon, when the ship
had made her way through the

Ditch and was steaming down
the Gulf of Suez, Saleh locked
himself into his cabin, spread a
bath-towel on the floor, and
stumbled painfully through the

Maghrib prayers. The words
came unwillingly ;

his prostra-
tions were clumsy ; he still was
imbued by the Englishman's
fear of ridicule and horror of

being detected in the perform-
ance of any act of piety ; yet
the infection of Muhammadan
enthusiasm was inexplicably
upon him, upon him who for

years had not thought upon
the religion to which his folk

belonged, and he was irre-

sistibly drawn to the ritual of

the Faithful.

The Bed Sea was frankly
abominable, as it usually is.

The old and experienced Anglo-
Asiatics on board " sat tight,"
avoided all exertion, even speech,
shunned the bathrooms with
their clammy, sun-heated water,

and waited with stolid patience
for their release from this tor-

ture-chamber of nature. The

greenhorns fumed and raved,

adding the heat of impotent
indignation to that of the

breathless sea, and the apo-

plexy of resentment to the

suffocation of the heavy atmo-

sphere; and Saleh, who had

forgotten what real heat is,

thought that his head would

explode like a bomb, or that he
would go mad. He was goaded
by an unconquerable restless-

ness, and at the back of his

mind was a haunting fear,

was not Malaya like this too,

like this always, and was he
condemned to endure heat such
as this for the remainder of his

days ? When at last the ship
made her way through the

well-named Portals of Afflic-

tion, and Saleh found himself

bathing once again in sea-

water which was cool, he felt

like a man newly released

from some odious durance,
and his volatile spirits rose

triumphantly.
Aden, "like a barrack-stove

what's not been lit for years
and years," made to him no
such appeal as had been whis-

pered in his ears by Port Said.

Here, as in Egypt, Muhamma-
danism dominated the minds
of men, but Saleh could not

bring himself to recognise any
kinship between himself and
the squalid black Somalis with

their greasy locks, sun-bleached

or dyed with yellow ochre, nor

yet with the shining Seedy-

boys, whose faces had high-

lights on them like those on

newly blacked boots. From
his earliest childhood he had
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always been taught to despise
a "Habshi," and his English
training had not helped in the
least to eradicate the prejudice.
It never occurred to him that
this feeling was merely another

expression of the race-instinct

of which in England he had
so recently found himself to

be an innocent victim.

The Bombay passengers
quitted the ship at Aden, and
the remainder Anglo-Indians
bound for Calcutta, a family
or two for Ceylon, for Malaya,
and for China, and a number of

homeward-bound Australians,

returning, most of them with

open reluctance, to the land of

their birth had by this time
settled down into a community
whereof the members had de-

veloped a surprising intimacy
and knowledge of one another.

As the ship sped across the

Indian Ocean on an even keel,
the peace of the ship's life was
broken during three unspeak-
able days by athletic sports of

a primitive and violent char-

acter, followed each evening
by a dance. Saleh, boy at

heart that he still was, entered
into the games with delight

reading, the only other possible

occupation of his enforced

leisure, always had the ill-

luck to bore him, and his

activity won for him many
prizes. The applause which

greeted his success was very
sweet to him : he loved to

excel, and in these facile tri-

umphs the haunting thoughts
which of late had pursued him
were thrust for the moment
into the back of his mind.
The Australians of both sexes

treated him with frank good-

fellowship, and by accident

more than by design, seeking
as it were instinctively the

line of least resistance, Saleh
found himself associating al-

most exclusively with them.
It was on the last dance-

evening of all, held the night
before the day which would see

the arrival at Colombo, that

the one untoward incident of

the voyage occurred. The

dancing had been preceded by
the usual prize-giving and mock

speech-making, and Saleh, the

winner of numerous events,
had been called up again and

again through the applauding
avenue of passengers to receive

the trifling tokens of his vic-

tories. He was flushed with

pleasurable excitement, and all

racial prejudices and problems
were for the moment far from
his mind. He felt himself to

be, in some sort, the hero of

the voyage, and therefore, for

the first time, he mustered
sufficient courage to ask Stella

Bambridge, one of the Calcutta

passengers, to dance a valse

with him. The girl was young
and pretty, and he had wor-

shipped her in a fashion from

afar, because there was some-

thing about her that reminded
him of Alice Fairfax, the love

of whom had brought so much
of sorrow and of disillusion-

ment into his life. She was

travelling out to India for the

first time, in the company of

her father, an old civil servant

of long standing and of income
and importance to match, and
hitherto Saleh had not dared
to approach her, save in such
casual ways as the association

in deck-sports had made neces-
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sary. He had regarded her

with something of awe because

she resembled Alice, and had
been chilled too, though of this

he was hardly conscious, by the

cold though courteous reserve

of her father, and by the girl's

own uneasy avoidance of him.
Now he walked boldly up to

her as she sat fanning herself

near the stern and asked her
for a dance. He saw a look
of distress come into her eyes
as they wandered hither and
thither over his shoulders, as

though in search of help ;
he

saw her blush painfully ;
he

noted that she stumbled over
the words which came from
her so indistinctly that he
could not catch their mean-

ing ; but he had danced re-

peatedly with all the Australian

girls on board, and, uplifted as

he was by the successes of the

evening, he failed to put their

true interpretation upon these

signs of confusion. He re-

peated his request, and the

girl, suffering evidently from a

painful embarrassment which
her inexperience did not enable
her to conceal, rose reluctantly
to her feet, still casting about
her those helpless glances of

appeal. Still Saleh was blind.

He had danced with hundreds
of English girls, and he knew
that he danced, as the saying
is, divinely. How should he
dream that any girl, or the
relations of any girl, would
object to him as a mere ball-

room acquaintance because

Asia, not Europe, chanced to
be the continent of his origin ?

Stella was too new to life

and to its ways to find an exit

easily out of a situation of such

delicacy and difficulty as this.

Presently her left hand lay un-

resisting in his clasp, his right
arm was about her waist, in

another moment she would be
whirled away into the throng
of the dancers and "What-
ever will papa say ?

"
thought

Stella in awful trepidation.
But at this juncture the two

young people were aware of a

tall, gaunt, sun-dried figure

standing in front of them with

grave displeased eyes gazing
at them out of a parchment-
tinted face.

"
Stella," said Sir Thomas

Bambridge,
" I think you have

danced enough. It is time for

you to go to bed. Come with
me to Mrs Dewhurst, who is

just going below."

Terrified out of his wits by
the stern face and the calm,

domineering manner of the old

civilian, and feeling inexplic-

ably like a very naughty little

boy caught red-handed in the

commission of some unpardon-
able crime, Saleh released the

girl and stood aside. She

passed him with a little awk-

ward, jerky bow : he noted
that she was very red in the

face and cruelly embarrassed.
As he watched their backs

retreating from him down the

deck, the girl's face, seen in

profile, uplifted in voluble ex-

planation, Saleh felt as though
he had been dealt an unpro-
voked blow with a clenched

fist. In all his experience in

England nothing like unto this

had ever befallen him. He had

always been received with kind-

ness and with courtesy, nay,
had often been petted and made
much of by men and women
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alike : it was only when he had

sought something dearer and
more precious than mere friend-

ship that he had met with a

rebuff. But now . . . now?
Was he, who had been brought
up among English women of

culture and refinement, who
had been taught to respect
them as Englishmen respect
their women-kind, and to re-

gard their society as a necessity
of his existence, to be cut off

from all familiar intercourse

and association with them now
that Asia had been reached and

Europe had been left behind?
The notion, the thought of the

banishment which such a decree

would entail, smote him with a

shock of which the violence was

appalling. He could hardly
believe the evidence of his own
senses. If this thing were true,
then was he indeed a waif and
outcast of the nations, and the

cruelty of the unwisdom which
had weaned him from the life

to which he had been born,
which had painfully implanted
in him all manner of artificially

inspired cravings while deny-
ing to him the ability to gratify
even the least of them, which
had spoiled his original form
of existence for him, had given
him a glimpse of a better, and
then had shut him out from it

by a barrier that he might not

scale, took to itself a new and
still more sinister meaning.

Saleh, too, danced no more
that evening ;

but for many
and bitter hours he lay wide-

eyed upon his bunk, listening
to the throb of the screw, and

seeking vainly, as many a

better man than he has done
before and since, some key to

the great enigma, some ex-

planation of the unmerited

injustice of the Universe.

v.

Morning, with its cool, wan
lights and its calm sanity,

brought some measure of com-
fort to Saleh. The incident
of the previous evening still

caused him to wince when he
recalled it to mind, but now in

the daytime the mountains
which the night and its brood-

ings had reared about him

began to shrink and dwindle
into mole -hills. Sir Thomas
Bambridge was obviously a

dry old chip with a rebellious

liver. His action, mortifying
though it had been at the

moment, was surely no cri-

terion by which that of the
bulk of Anglo -Asiatics could

be gauged. Saleh brought all

his experiences, not only in

England but of the Austral-

ians with whom he had associ-

ated on board, to fortify his

opinion that Sir Thomas's pre-

judice was something peculiar
to himself: and then came
Colombo to distract his

thoughts from mere personal
matters.

Jack Norris had foretold

that Saleh would find the Ori-

ental soul within him kindle at

the first scent of the East, and
this was borne to him on the

soft, wooing breezes blowing
off - shore as the vessel ap-

proached Ceylon. He leaned
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over the bulwarks and snuffed

it lovingly, and it seemed to

him that something stirred

within him that had long been

dead or sleeping. Old memories
crowded upon him, memories
of half - forgotten faces, of

scenes once familiar, of a life

whose indolently unmoral sim-

plicity admitted the intrusion

of no torturing problems, and
now of a sudden all these

things awoke in him a feeling
of kinship and affection. A
tingling excitement began to

take possession of him, an

eagerness of curiosity and an-

ticipation. He was in a fever

to get ashore.

The broad, white-hot streets

lined by glaring buildings, the

moving pageant of the Ori-

ental crowd, the deep fringe of

restless palm - fronds skirting
the bay, the clamour of strange

tongues, the bright colour of

costumes, the yoked oxen in

the clumsy carts, the crowding
vegetation, and the warm,
moist smells, as of mountains
of hidden fruit, each one of

these things made to him its

separate and insistent appeal.
It was not Malaya yet, but it

was Malaya's twin sister, and

Malaya was beginning to call

across the seas to her wander-

ing son, bidding him welcome
home. Saleh said no word to

his Australian friends he had
landed with a party of fellow-

passengers of these tumultu-
ous sensations, but his eyes
were bright, his nostrils ex-

panded, he was conscious of a
vivid delight which he cher-

ished in his innermost being,
but of which the English half
of him was more than a little

ashamed. So short a while

ago he had believed himself to

be entirely, invincibly British,
and now ? But it was

good, good, good to drink in

with all five senses these re-

vived impressions of the East.

The stay in Colombo was
short, and then a smaller

vessel, China - bound, bore

Saleh and a much diminished
band of fellow-passengers upon
their way. The ship which
had brought them out pursued
her long journey to Australia.

The week that followed was
to Saleh the longest part of

the whole voyage. He was

wildly restless, eager now with

quite a hungry eagerness to

reach his journey's end.

Colombo had whetted his ap-

petite for the East
;

the few
hours spent at Penang put a

new edge on it
;
and then at

last came Singapore, and at

the docks a knot of men, whose

gnarled brown faces were

strangely familiar, greeted
him with smiles and tears and

extravagant demonstrations of

joy, and told him that the

Resident's yacht was lying,
with steam up, in the roads,

waiting to carry him home.
The Englishman in Saleh ex-

perienced some moments of

acute embarrassment while his

mother's retainers, old men
who had known him in in-

fancy, squatted about his feet,

embraced his knees with tears

and laughter, and bade him
welcome in their kindly and
unself-conscious fashion in the

presence of his amused fellow-

passengers, but the heart of

him was touched by the ob-

vious sincerity of their greet-
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ing. Of a sudden it was re-

vealed to him that he was, in

truth, returning home, that
this distant land held men and
women upon whom, in his self-

absorption, he had hardly ex-

pended a thought for years,

yet who loved him with a

depth and a fidelity wholly
different to the kindly affec-

tion which he had won for

himself even in the warm-
hearted Le Mesurier family.

There, too, he had been at best

just "one of the boys," here he
was a prince and the son of a

king! The incense of that

curious blending of familiar

personal affection with an in-

herited tradition of loyalty

whereof the Malayan people
in a special measure have the

precious secret was very
sweet to him. Jack Norris

had been right when he had

spoken of the East and pro-

phesied that Saleh would like

it. The old proverb of the

Malays, which at parting he
had quoted, recurred to the
lad's memory,

" The eel return-

ing to its mud, the strih-le&t to

its vine, the betel-nut to its

twig !

" Where on earth is

there joy like unto that of

the home-coming?
After all, had Saleh been

right, he wondered, when he

replied that his mud, his vine,
his twig were England ?

VI.

The arrival at the mouth of

the Pelesu river and the ten

miles' journey up-stream to his

father's capital caused a mighty
vibration of the chords of

memory. The villages under
the shady coco-nut palms, the

deep fringe of restless casuarina-

trees with each delicate spine
a-twitter in the breeze, the long
yellow sand-spits, the thick-set

wooden lighthouse painted
black and white and squatting
squarely on its four sturdy
legs, the irregular, creamy line

of the bar where the waters of

the river contended eternally
with the tides, every one of

these things cried its separate
welcome to Saleh. Then came
the noisy transfer from the

yacht to the native boat with
its crowd of gaily-clad Malays
saluting him with lifted paddles
and curious, interested faces,

and a somewhat ignominious
crawl into the wooden, palm-
roofed shelter at the stern.

Saleh seated himself on the

carpet which covered the deck
of this cabin, and noted with
interest the spears slung from

thongs from the roof. With a

shock of wonder he found him-
self recollecting not only each

spear, but the individual nick-

name that it bore, and some-

thing even of its fabled record !

The very existence of these

famous weapons, he was cer-

tain, had not been so much as

remembered by him for years.

Where, then, he asked himself,
had all this lore, that now re-

curred to him so readily, been
hidden that long while ? And
yonder, up - stream near the

bend, lay an island a tiny

piece of earth supporting a
dozen cocoa-nut palms and a
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hut Pulau Kapas Cotton

Island though there was not

a cotton-tree within a mile of

it. How was it that the name,
so long unthought upon, leaped
now unbidden to his lips ? And
it was the same with every-

thing, people, places, things,
he remembered every one of

them vividly, though the faces

were older, the dimensions of

inanimate objects had shrunk

curiously, and with them came

rags and tags of story which he
could never even remember to

have heard. Each one of the

four grave and aged headmen
who squatted about the cabin-

door in silence, their attitudes

submissive, their hands clasped
in their laps, their backs to the

straining men at the paddles,
were known to him with an

intimacy that was startling,
since no thought of them had
so much as crossed his mind
for years!

There was to Saleh some-

thing vaguely disquieting, even

terrifying, about this sudden

sharp assertion of the powers
of an unsuspected memory. It

seemed to him as though he
were the possessor of a dual

personality, and that one of

the egos within him had been

long lapped in slumber and
now was abruptly awakened.
It was playing queer and un-

canny tricks upon him already.
It was strange to him : he did
not know where to have it,

what to expect from it. It

made him conscious of an ex-

traordinary feeling of uncer-

tainty, or insecurity about him-
self!

With the awkwardness bred
of long desuetude and emphas-

ised by the fact that he still

was clad in European fashion,
Saleh sat cross-legged on the

carpet just within the door-

way of the tiny cabin, watching
the familiar landmarks come

up one by one, each in its turn
to drop behind as the boat

leaped forward to the ordered

thump and splash and rhythm
of the paddles. Above him

hung the historic spears ; be-

fore him sat the grave courtiers,
dressed in correct Malay cos-

tume, kris stuck in their girdles,
twisted handkerchiefs on their

heads, their faces immovable as

though carved out of mahogany.
Over their shoulders Saleh
could see the bright silks of

forty paddlers in kaleidoscopic

movement, as the shining pad-
dle-blades, dripping gems of

sunlit water, rose and fell. Be-

yond them again the long reach

of the river, flanked by villages,
set with islands, busy with the

traffic of small craft, was visible

in swiftly changing glimpses.
The steersman, perched in the

mdgun on the roof of the cabin,
lifted up his voice and began
to keen a boat-song, an elusive,

plaintive melody pitched in a

minor key, instinct with the

unresisting, patient melancholy
of his race, and as the men at

the paddles took up the refrain,

Saleh felt as though the very
heart-strings of his soul were

being made the instrument of

that music. A little puff of

scent - laden wind wandered
down the river and blew upon
his cheek. It was to him as

though the land that gave him
birth was greeting him with a

kiss. Yes, yes, yes, it was

here, here that he belonged !
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At the landing-stage which
ran out into the water near
the centre of the Kampong
Raja the King's Compound,

a long string of ramshackle

buildings, each in its own ill-

kept grounds, the whole sur-

rounded by a high fence of

split bamboos, a big crowd of

natives had congregated to

witness the arrival of their

Sultan's son. As Saleh stepped
ashore every soul present

squatted suddenly, and as he
stood still in momentary sur-

prise, those who were following
him immediately imitated their

example. Saleh found himself

in an instant awfully alone,
the only erect figure in that
wide multitude, every eye in

which was fixed upon him.
He felt himself flush painfully
under his dark skin. He was
conscious of a sensation of

acute embarrassment. His

European clothes, which for

years he had worn quite natur-

ally without giving to them a

thought, seemed to him of a

sudden to be incongruous, con-

spicuous, in a manner even

grotesque. And the thought
flashed across his mind, were

they not the outward and
visible signs of certain trans-

formations within himself which
would make him too as hope-
lessly out of place at the Court
of Pelesu as was, he felt, the

aspect of his trim Western

figure alone in the heart of

that squatting, gaily -dressed

multitude ? Yes, indubitably,
he was of this world, but not
in it.

He was directed to one of

the compounds, and the crowd

surged after him, each individ-
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ual rising to his feet and falling
in behind the moment Saleh
had passed him. He picked
his way along a narrow foot-

path, between wastes of rank

grass strewn with a miscellane-

ous assortment of rubbish, to

the door of a big building con-

sisting of three large thatched

houses, connected each with
each by narrow covered ways.
He clambered up a stair-ladder

which led into a wide, mat-
strewn room, and all the while
he was subtly conscious that

bright eyes were peeping at

him from behind lattices and
door-curtains. He even fancied

that he could catch the sound
of the feminine giggles and

light whispers of their owners.
He felt at once embarrassed
and outraged.
"Tuan-ku ber-ddu! His

Majesty sleepeth !

"
They

were almost the first words
that had been spoken since

his landing, and how vividly

they recalled to him the
memories of childhood. They
were a euphemism, as he, who
had been free of the inner

precincts of the palace, knew
well, and they meant in plain

language that the King did

not mean to allow himself to

be bothered. "His Majesty
sleepeth

" was what they had

always been wont to say when
the Resident wished to consult

the King upon any affair of

State, or to bring him to book
for one or another of his

unspeakable naughtinesses,
when, in fact, the presence
of the monarch was requested
for any purpose that was cal-

culated to bore him. Of old it

had been a matter of course;
2x
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now it struck chill into Saleh 's

heart. After all these years of

absence his father would not

put himself out even for a

moment to the extent of ac-

cording to his newly arrived

son an immediate interview.

As many people as could

contrive to find sitting-space
had crowded after him into

the low -
ceilinged, walled - in

room. Saleh himself was
seated near the far end, oppo-
site to the entrance, and a

space of a few feet square
was left vacant immediately
in front of him, but very soon
the atmosphere was insupport-
able. No one spoke. All eyes
were fixed upon him, and he
dared not move his cramped
limbs. He was abominably
uncomfortable, body and mind.
"And Tiingku Ampuan?"

he asked. Suddenly it oc-

curred to him with a shock
that he did not know even
his mother's name only her
title.

"
Gring" came the monosylla-

bic answer from one of the
senior men present.

"
Gring

"

a word which is used only
in speaking of a person of

royal blood means "
sick,"

and Saleh was to learn ere

long that this too was a

euphemism. What it cloaked
he also had yet to learn.

Again the silence fell.

Saleh, his nerves sawed to

excruciation by that host of

staring eyes, calm, emotionless

faces, and silent immovable

figures, felt as though he would

suffocate, as though in a little

space he would be driven to

scream aloud. Again and again
he tried to break the paralys-

ing monotony and embarrass-
ment of the situation by asking
a question or attempting to

start some subject of conversa-

tion, but it was like tossing a

ball to one who allows it each
time to drop to the ground
through limp indolent fingers.

Very soon he abandoned the

vain endeavour, and suffered

the pall of silence to cover all

within the room in its dense

stifling folds, but the English-
man within him hated the in-

activity of mind and body,
fumed inwardly, and protested

vehemently.
There recurred to his memory

the scenes that used to be en-

acted in the Le Mesurier family
when he or one of the boys re-

turned to it after a few weeks'

absence, how all rushed to

greet him, how the house was
clamorous with welcome, how
questions were fired at the new-
comer with an eager interest

that barely waited for any
answers, and how the joy of

being "home again" was multi-

plied exceedingly by the open
rejoicings that celebrated the

return. What a contrast, he

thought, were those hours of

exuberant welcome to this fune-

real and apathetic reception ;

and even more than the lack

of frankly expressed interest

and pleasure, thewhichwounded
his feelings more deeply than
he cared at present to recognise,
the lack of energy and vitality
in the assemblage hurt his ac-

quired opinions of what human
beings ought to be.
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VII.

Half an hour, each one of the

thirty minutes containing sixty

aeon-long seconds, fraught with
its separate torture of sepul-
chral silence, embarrassment,
and ennui, crept by, and still

the packed room was filled by
the solemn, grave-eyed crowd,
all staring placidly at Saleh,
and still the lad himself sat

there, not knowing how or

whither to make his escape.
At last there came a diver-

sion. A child of about six

years of age, dressed in a gaudy
silk sdrong, or waist-cloth, and
an immense velvet cap many
sizes too large for him, swag-
gered up the footpath leading
to the building. An aged
courtier walked behind him

holding over his head a silk

sunshade, with a six-foot-long
haft to it, and a rabble of

small urchins, in various stages
of impartial nudity, followed at

his heels. He climbed up the

stair-ladder, and the crowd
made a way for him in their

midst. He walked to the small

open space in front of Saleh,
and squatted there comfort-

ably. The bearer of the sun-

shade had closed it at the

doorway, and he and the rabble

of boys now squatted at their

little master's back, each as he
took his seat saluting Saleh
with hands folded as in prayer,
held with the thumbs against
the nose.

"Tiingku Anjang," said a

voice,
" the son of Che' Jebah."

And Saleh realised that he was

looking upon one of his half-

brothers a son of his father

by some favourite concubine.

It occurred to him with a shock
that there had probably been

many such additions to the

family during his absence, and
that he did not know even of

the existence of many of his

brothers and sisters.

"This, then, is my brother,"
said the child in a clear, high-
pitched treble. "Ya Allah!
I should have said that he
was a Nasareen !

"

In Malaya a "Serani," or

Nasareen, means a half-caste,
and a half-caste, as Saleh knew,
is a social outcast of both
races.

The bearer of the sunshade
leaned forward and whispered
a reproving protest to his

charge in a hoarse, throaty
whisper.

" But he is just like a

Nasareen," replied the boy.
" He dresses like a white man,
but his face is black like ours,
and his eyes too are black,
not white eyes. Also, behold,
how he sits cross-legged. Ya
Allah ! He is very certainly a

Nasareen !

"

The faintest conceivable

ripple of amusement ruffled

the impassivity of the listen-

ing throng. Evidently the

thought which the child had

pub into words found an echo
in many minds. Saleh's em-
barrassment increased. He
felt that the child was acting,
in some sort, as the interpreter
of the multitude.

" Come hither," he said, hold-
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ing out his hands to the child.
" I have come from afar.

Come to me, little brother."

"Go," whispered the bearer

of the sunshade : but the child

held back.

"I won't," he said, shrug-

ging off the hand which his

follower had placed upon his

shoulder. "I won't. Behold
his feet ! He weareth boots in

the audience - hall ! What is

the name of manners and
customs such as that ? He is

no brother of mine, but a

Nasareen. I want to go back
to Inche'. Take me back to

Inche'. I shall tell his Majesty
to send this Nasareen away.
It is true what Inche' said,

that his coming would do me
an injury. If you loved me,

you accursed ones, you would
drive him away."
The little fellow was on his

feet by now, stamping and rav-

ing, lashing out with hands
and feet at his embarrassed

henchman, nor was he pacified
until he had been lifted on to

the latter's hip and borne

storming out of the compound.
Saleh could hear the little voice

raised in angry abuse and
threats long after the child

had disappeared from sight,
and a keen sense of mortifica-

tion and distress was upon
him.

This was the first greeting
that he had received from one
of his own blood upon his re-

turn to the land of his fore-

bears.

VIII.

The coming of little Tiingku
Anjang and his stormy depart-
ure broke up the silent sitting
in the outer chamber, which

otherwise, so far as Saleh
could see, might have endured
for all eternity. A voice speak-

ing from the doorway at his

back said that his gear had
been brought up from the

boats, and suggested an in-

spection of the room assigned
to him. Saleh scrambled up
into an erect position as nimbly
as his cramped limbs permit-
ted, and passed through the
curtained doorway into the in-

terior of the house. It was
a sort of rabbit-warren of a

place, with narrow crooked

passages, the floors of yielding
bamboo laths, the walls of

plaited wattle, and it was so

dark that it was with difficulty
that Saleh could see his way.
He came at last, however, to a

big room, the centre of which
was filled by a great square plat-
form raisedabout two feet above
the level of the floor. Upon
this was spread a flock sleep-

ing-mat, covered with crimson

silk, with a huge stack of

square, impossible -looking pil-

lows piled at its head, and
with ample curtains of glaring
Manchester chintz, looped up
into untidy, twisted knots.

For the rest there were no
traces of other furniture, save

a vast brass vessel which mem-
ory told him was intended for

a spittoon, and the contents of

his dressing-case and a number
of his clothes were ranged, the

former in neat rows, the latter
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in incongruous heaps, by the

side of the brilliant sleeping-
mat. The whole thing had a

curiously hybrid aspect, illus-

trative, so it seemed to Saleh,
of the uneasy blending of the

civilisations of Asia and the

West.
Saleh took off his European

clothes, put on a sdrong and a

short silk blouse which, he was
told, had been sent to him by
his mother from the women's

apartments, and as the delicate

scent of sandalwood filled his

nostrils, it seemed to him that

with his English garments he
was putting off many other

things, and that, with the

loose, soft, fragrant Malayan
silks, he was resuming some

part of his strayed Oriental
self. There was a measure of

consolation in this. Never,

during all the years that he
had lived among white men,
had he felt more completely
isolated, estranged, and out-

cast than he had in the room

yonder while his little brother
looked at him with childish,

disapproving eyes that received
from the silent assemblage an
endorsement of their adverse
verdict.

And now the real welcome
to his home began. Chill for-

malities were for a moment at

an end, though Saleh's rank,
which in England he had al-

most forgotten, still hedged
him about with much cere-

mony. Through the doorway
there filtered a trickle of dim

figures, old men and women
who crept toward him one by
one, caressed him with soft

hands, and kissed his knees
with broken words and tears.

They cooed over him, praising,

petting, belauding, flattering

him, sounding notes of admira-
tion at the manly growth to

which he had attained, at his

likeness to his mother in her

youth, hinting (and this set

Saleh's cheeks flaming again)
at the love which the sight of

one so comely would breed in

many hearts. They were a
little bewildering, a little em-

barrassing^ little fulsome even,
but Saleh was hungry for the
warm family affection which
had always animated the Le
Mesurier household, and it was

pleasant to find at last some

people at anyrate who seemed
to be genuinely glad to see

him.

He remembered them all,

though they had aged con-

siderably, and also, so it seemed
to him, were more shabby than
of old. They were retainers

of his mother's household, and
he was touched by their ob-

vious delight at his return.

He did not know that in the

eyes of each one of them he
was the incarnation of a last

hope, that for months all his

mother's people had been build-

ing airy castles which had his

return for their foundation,
that they looked to his advent
to wean the Sultan, his father,
in some degree from his grasp-
ing concubine Che' Jebah, and
cherished expectations that the

light of the royal countenance

(which carried with it a full

share of the royal wealth)
would be led, through him, to

shine once again upon the
derelict queen and her estab-

lishment. A Malayan Court
is ever a hotbed of intrigue
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and counter-intrigue, the main

prize of which is the fickle

favour of the King, and Saleh,

disarmed in advance by his

British ignorance and inno-

cence of such things, was al-

ready a piece in the game
round which revolved a thous-

and plannings and schemings.
But for the moment he knew

nought of this, wherefore the

coming of these "old faces of

his infancy," whose gladness at

his return had every appear-
ance of being inspired by the

purest personal affection,

brought to his sore heart not
a little of satisfaction.

He ate his evening meal of

cunningly concocted curry and
rice sitting upon his sleeping-
mat with a score of these family
retainers grouped around him,

chatting to one another easily,
and ministering to his wants.
There was present no one of a

rank that warranted him in

sharing a dish with Saleh, so

the meal was eaten at once in

solitude and in public, the dis-

comfort being increased by the

fact that it had to be eaten

native-fashion, with unaccus-
tomed fingers, under a host of

critical eyes. It requires a

sturdy appetite to eat much in

circumstances such as these,
and as soon as the meal had
been despatched, Saleh inquired
once more for his mother.
There followed much passing
to and fro between his room
and the back of the ramshackle

buildings, and a great deal of

mysterious whisperings, but at

last he was informed that

Tungku Ampuan was well

enough to receive him.
He was led along a narrow,

tumble-down passage to a room
at the rear of the building,

passed through a frowsy cur-

tain obscuring a doorway, and
entered his mother's apartment.
It closely resembled the place
which had been allotted to his

own use, save that it was
smaller, and that the chintz

curtains shrouding the central

platform were not looped up.
Dim figures darted into corners,
like scuttling rabbits, at his

approach, to the sound of much
feminine giggling. The only

light was cast by a lamp which
stood on the floor of the central

platform behind the curtains,

upon which grotesque shadows
danced mockingly.

Obeying the whispered sug-

gestion of the old woman who
had brought him hither, Saleh

lifted up the hem of the curtain,

crept under it, and seated him-
self upon the platform. The
kerosene lamp which he had
seen from without flared and
stank at his elbow ;

the ceiling-
cloth overhead sagged low in

great stained patches ;
the

platform was covered by a

thick flock mattress ;
the whole

place was reminiscent of the

interior of a very foul four-

poster bed.

There were two figures in the

place, an aged woman lying

upon her side with her back
toward him, both of whose
hands clutched what looked

like a short, thick piece of

polished bamboo, one end of

which was held between her

lips, and a young and very

pretty girl who squatted upon
her heels and leaned with in-

dolent grace above a tiny lamp
with a glass shade open at the
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top. As Saleh watched, this

girl fished some chocolate -

coloured substance out of a
little jade pot with a thing like

a knitting-needle, held it

above the flame of the lamp
till it bubbled into big swelling
blisters, and then, at the psy-

chological moment, thrust it

with the skill born of long
practice into a tiny hole bored
in the centre of the terra cotta

pipe-bowl in which the thick

bamboo terminated. The place
was stiflingly hot, and reeked
with the stale fumes of opium.
The woman who lay upon

her side puffed in the smoke

luxuriously three or four times,

inhaling deeply, then suffered

the pipe to fall upon the mat-

tress, and presently blew out

great, quick clouds through her
mouth and nose. She gave,
when this was done, a sort of

guttural grunt of satisfaction.

The girl, peeping slily at Saleh,
bent above her and whispered
something in her ear.

"Who? Where?" said the
woman vaguely.

"Here, on the right," said

the girl, with a little laugh
which to Saleh sounded full of

insolence.

The older woman pulled her-

self together, rolled on to her

back, and then sat up, gather-

ing her legs under her. For an
instant she peered at Saleh as

though she saw him with diffi-

culty, then she gave vent to a

sudden, inarticulate cry, threw
out her arms, seized him round
the back of his head, and buried
his face in her bosom. It was
done so quickly, so unexpect-
edly, that Saleh was near being
thrown off his balance, and

with his nose and mouth forced

into the folds of a frowsy bed-

gown that seemed to have been
soaked in a mixture of sandal-

wood and opium, he found it

difficult to reciprocate the em-
braces to which he was being

subjected. Also, do what he

would, the thought of Mrs Le
Mesurier and her dainty sweet-

ness and refinement, and of

the cruel contrast which his

adopted presented to his real

mother, would obtrude itself.

The revelation which the past
few minutes had brought to

him was horrifying, no less,

his acquired European preju-
dices were responsible for that

;

but what shocked him in an
almost equal degree was the

discovery that no filial instinct

within him responded to the en-

dearments of this poor, broken-

down, opium-sodden old hag !

This, too, warred against his

European conceptions of the

eternal fitnesses, for with many
of the white man's prejudices
he had acquired much of the

white man's sense of moral

obligation, and he belonged
moreover to a race among whom
the love of the mother that bore

him is to the average man the

strongest love of his life. It

was dreadful to him that he
should see this woman after

many years of separation from

her, not with the tolerant eyes
of a son, whose grateful memory
refuses to recognise uglinesses
which are patent to others, but
with the cold, critical, apprising

judgment such as anywhite man
might have used. Ah, indeed,
those who by educating him
in England had given him so

little save an added capacity
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for pain, had taken from him

ruthlessly much that was very

precious, much that it passed
the wit of man ever to replace !

These thoughts crowded

through his mind, jostling and

hustling one another, not dis-

tinct and clean-cut as they are

here set down, but in a host of

dim, half-formed, but scalding

impressions, the sum total of

which was a horror of the

mother that bore him, in whose

frowsy embraces he lay suffo-

cating, horror of himself be-

cause he could not feel toward
her as a son should feel, horror

at the thought of something
taken from him that could

never be made good, and a keen

self-pity. Soon he, too, was
shaken with sobs, and to the

woman that wept and crooned
and mumbled over him, the con-

vulsive clutchings of his hands
seemed the natural expression
of a heart brimming over with
emotion.
At last he was released, and

his mother, turning abruptly
toward the girl who sat at her

side, struck at her savagely.
"
Begone !

"
she cried, and

the girl forthwith vanished,

casting as she went a languish-

ing glance at Saleh. She saw
in the newly recovered son of

the household a rising power
with whom it would be at once

pleasant and profitable to be
on terms of intimacy. Besides,

young Saleh was very good to

look upon.

Tiingku Ampuan drew Saleh
toward her, so that he occupied
a seat by her side with his

back against the stack of

pillows, and taking his right

hand between both her own,
she held it in her lap, caress-

ing it.

" Al-hamdu-l-Illah I Thanks
be to Allah !

"
she mumbled

repeatedly. "It is to me as

though the moon had fallen

this night into my lap ! Oh,
my child, my child ! How my
heart hath longed for thee all

these years, and now at last

thou art come ! But thou art

no longer my little sweetheart.

Thou hast grown into a man,
and comely. All the girls of

the palace will be mad for thee,

my son ! But step cautiously,
Chik!" (How the long-for-

gotten pet name recalled to

Saleh the memories of his

childhood
!)

" Be wary in thy
love-affairs, lest thou chance to

anger thy father."
" I shall have no love-affairs,"

said Saleh with conviction. To
him, after his long intercourse

with refined Englishwomen and
association with clean-minded

men, his mother's light and

complacent reference to low

intrigues as a thing of course

jarred upon and shocked him.

Tiingku Ampuan laughed.
"Ya Allah, little son of

mine !

"
she cried playfully.

"No love-affairs indeed! The
cat and the roast, the tinder

and a spark, a boy and a girl !

All be ill to keep asunder ! No
love-affairs, forsooth ! But the

palace hussies will have a care

of that, comely as thou art !

But step with caution, for

Underneath - the - Foot is as

jealous as of old, and that

slut Che' Jebah is to him

eyes and ears and nose for the

detection of intrigues. Also it
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is for thee to help me, thy
mother."

This was to Saleh's thinking
a better channel in which to

let the conversation flow.
"
Willingly," he said. " How

can I help thee, O my mother ?
"

Tiingku Ampiian threw a sus-

picious glance over her shoulder

to assure herself that there

were no eavesdroppers. Also she

sidled nearer to Saleh, thrust-

ing her chin almost into his

face. For the life of him he
could not prevent himself from

noting that her skin was dry
and parched, as is the way
with confirmed opium-smokers,
that it was covered with grimy
wrinkles, that her hair was

frowsy and ill-kempt, that her

habit had evidently developed
in her the inevitable distaste

for cold water and contempt of

cleanliness which are among
the penalties it inflicts upon
its victims.

"
Thy father," whispered

Tiingku Ampuan hurriedly,
still casting apprehensive

glances about her. " His
conduct toward me hath not

been fitting. Here be many
months more than I have the

wit to count that he hath not

entered my dwelling, the which
is a sin against the law of

Allah and his Prophet, so those

learned in the Scriptures tell

me. For me, I neither read
nor write, but those who are

well versed say that it is a sin,

for I am his istri a wife of

rank equal to his own, no
mere gdndek, mere concubine,
like that slut Jebah, who of

old was one of mine own tire-

women. That I could endure,

for my body now is no longer

young, but of all the money
which the Kompani [Govern-

ment] giveth to him every
month he spareth me no por-
tion ! It is true that the

Kompani maketh provision for

me also, a monthly pittance,
a mere nothing, barely enough
to pay for my betel-quids,
but it is fitting that I, the

queen, the principal wife, one

upon whom the title of

Tungku Ampuan hath been

conferred, should share in the

wealth of the king."

"Surely," said Saleh, not

knowing what else to say.

"Therefore, Chik, I trust

that thou wilt insert certain

advice into thy father's heart,

showing him how evil is his

conduct, and urging him to

give me money, more money.
Also, thou who canst speak
the white man's tongue, I trust

that thou wilt take order to

bring to the knowledge of the

Tuan Resident the full meas-
ure of my calamities and the

so evil behaviour and carriage
of the king, thy father."

'

To Saleh, filled with pre-

judices imported from England
anent the privacy of family
affairs, there was something
grossly indecent in the idea

of celebrating his return to

Pelesu by a grand washing
of the domestic linen of his

mother's establishment in view
of every white man in the

country; but he felt that it

would be vain to attempt to

explain this feeling to the old

woman at his side who alter-

nately pleaded and stormed for

money, more money.
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She was storming now.

"It is all the fault of that

slut Si-Jebah !

" she cried. " To
think that the minx was once

a girl in mine own house ! To
think that it was mine at

pleasure to pinch and slap her,

to bend back her fingers till

they cracked and the screams

came, to suspend her by her
thumbs that she might know
the torture of the live embers !

To think that I might have
done that and more, that I

might have had my will of her

in any fashion that I chose,
and that there was no man to

hinder since such things come
but rarely to the ears of the

Tuan Resident ! But she was

cunning, the accursed one,

cunning and meek and willing
and soft-spoken in those days.
She wheedled me then, as she

wheedleth thy father to-day,
and I never saw, blind eyes
that were mine ! how she was

scheming. Wherefore she never
received aught of punish-
ment from me while she dwelt
within my houshold. Ya Allah /

Ya Allah! Ya Allah!' 1

Tungku Ampuan was rock-

ing herself to and fro, to and

fro, in a paroxysm of grief at

the thought of these precious

opportunities which she, lack-

ing a prophetic vision, had
so shamefully neglected. To
Saleh, robbed through no fault

of his own of the filial affec-

tion which might have helped
him to pardon that which he
could not approve, this exhibi-

tion of savage vindictiveness
was something to turn one
sick with horror and disgust.
The abominable, opium-laden,

stifling atmosphere of the place
was making him physically
giddy. The whole experience
held for him something of the

torturing unreality of a night-
mare, yet throughout he knew
that this was happening in

fact, not in the fictitious agony
of a dream.

Fortunately, perhaps, his

mother was too drug -sodden
and self-centred to be able to

take much heed of the impres-
sion which was being created

in her son's mind, and for near
an hour she continued to pour
forth her complaints and her

rage. For months, almost for

years, she had not stirred be-

yond the narrow limits of the

half -bed, half-room in which
she sat, and her ideas, her

loves and her hates, had been
whittled down to dimensions
almost equally restricted,

anger against her husband,
hatred of Che' Jebah and an

impotent craving to torture

her, a fierce desire for money,
more money, which in its turn
would help to feed her only love

her opium-pipe! She went

through and through the whole

gamut of these emotions, not
once but with endless, aimless

repetitions, for Saleh's benefit,

and when at last he succeeded

in making his escape, he felt

shocked and outraged as though
he had been called upon to wit-

ness some hideous indecency,
or as though he had been forced

(as indeed he had) to become
the unwilling recipient of dis-

graceful secrets.

Shortly after his return to

his own quarters he received a

visit from two aged crones,
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tire -women of his mother's

establishment, who with much
mysteriousparaphraseinformed
him that they had been sent by
Tiingku Ampuan to borrow
from him the sum of one hun-
dred dollars. They had much
to say, and they said it with

elaboration, and many details

to give, and they spared Saleh
no fraction of their squalor,

bearing on the subject of the

sordid poverty of the house;
and the poor young fellow,
with a feeling of intense repul-
sion at his heart, gave the

money demanded of him in a

frantic desire to be rid of the

hags. As she reached the door-

way one of them stealthily re-

turned and whispered hoarsely
and with much mystery into

his ear, that Munah (which it

appeared was the name of the

girl whom he had seen filling

his mother's opium -pipe) was
fallen deep in love with him
and sent him greeting. The
old witch added slily that

Munah awaited his commands,
weepingand beating her breasts

in her distraction, and that she,

the old witch aforesaid, was

sorely in need of a five-dollar

note.

It was then that the strain

which the experiences of the day
had put upon Saleh proved to

be too much for his self-control.

He broke out into angry, petu-
lant, half-tearful rage, and the

old woman fled from him in

dismay to impart her firm con-

viction to the other members of

the household that their mis-

tress's son had returned to them
after many days possessed by
the incomprehensible devils

which notoriously inhabit the

bodies of white men.

(To be continued.)
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MEMORIES OF LONDON IN THE FORTIES. IV.

BY DAVID MASSON.

VERY memorable to me now
is that quiet old Chelsea street

and its neighbourhood, as I

began thus to be familiar

with them, more than forty

years ago.
1 The Thames Em-

bankment, which has so greatly

improved the whole vicinity,
had not then been thought
of. Cheyne Walk was a

quaint riverside street of

shops and antique houses, look-

ing down upon the unembanked
shore, pleasant enough to the

sight when the stream was full,

but not so pleasant when the

low tide left its margin of

mud and ooze. One way of

getting to Cheyne Eow from
the City or the Strand region
was by one of the river steam-
boats. Having sailed up the

river, you got out at a pier at

the Chelsea riverside below
Battersea Bridge ;

and a few

paces along Cheyne Walk, with
its shops and antique houses,

brought you to the quieter

Cheyne Kow, at right angles
to it; and there, about the

middle of the Bow, on your
right hand, you found No. 5.

Another way, however, was
what may be called the inland
route. There was in those

days no Metropolitan or under-

ground railway ; but there were
Chelsea omnibuses from the

City, which took you along
Piccadilly, down Sloane Street,
and so into Chelsea by the long
King's Boad. This was my

usual way, except that, so long
as I lodged in Down Street, I

generally preferred walking.
The bustling King's Boad, I

remember, seemed intermin-

able ; for not till near the very
end of it was that narrow out-

let, so obscure that it might
easily be missed, rejoicing in

the name of Cook's Ground.2

Here you were among small

cottages standing in plots of

garden, with decayed wooden

palings about them ; and it

was by a deep zigzag through
this medium that you emerged
at the top of Cheyne Bow, and
found Carlyle's house a neat,
oldish house of red-brick, about
the middle of the Bow, on your
left hand as you went towards
the river.

Carlyle was in his forty-
ninth year when I first knew
him. His usual working hours
then were over for the day
between two and three o'clock ;

and he was not disinclined to

see friends that might call

then, for a few minutes' talk

with him, just before he set

out for his afternoon walk. A
preferable time, however, was
the evening. If you dropped
in about, or a little after, seven

o'clock, you found Carlyle and
Mrs Carlyle at tea in the

drawing - room, and were
welcome to a cup yourself,
with a slice of bread and
butter or biscuit, jam gener-

ally on the table besides. If

1 Written about 1885. F. M. 2 Since abolished.
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you were later, you missed the

tea, but had talk as long as

you chose to stay, and might
see Carlyle fill his pipe and
smoke it once or twice in the
course of an evening, and even,
if you were in his good graces
and capable of communion
with him in that particular, be
invited to join him. His pipes,
then and always, were long
clays, of Glasgow make, with

green-glazed tips for the mouth ;

his tobacco, if the same then
as it was afterwards, was of a

strong and rather harsh kind,
which he called Free-smoking
York Biver. The pipe he was

using and I think he took a
new pipe every day, or perhaps
oftener, from the stock he kept
somewhere in a box usually
stood in the corner of the fire-

place, within the fender, ready
for his further service; and a

half-pound tin canister of his

tobacco, replenished from his

larger supply which also was
out of sight somewhere, stood

usually on the mantelpiece, but
sometimes on the table. He
was very methodical and

practical in all such matters,

disliking untidiness of any
sort, and carrying his love of

order even into his smoking
arrangements. Indeed, if there

were more than one guest
present, or if the guest were a

stranger, he would go out for

his smoke into the back-garden,
and return when it was over ;

and in summer evenings the
back -garden was the estab-

lished smoking -place, and he
would take his guest or guests
thither with him, providing
them with seats, or walking
with them up and down the

grass-plat. I forget whether,

when the smoking was within-

doors, he had at this time the

habit which he certainly ac-

quired afterwards of reclining
on the hearth-rug while he

smoked, so that the puffs
should ascend the chimney
rather than come into the

room. But Mrs Carlyle, while
as orderly as himself, and keep-
ing everything tidy there, was
tolerant to the utmost of what-
ever might be his whim in this

matter ; and it was pretty to

see him sometimes, when he
was in a pleased humour and
there was no one there to

cause ceremony, present the

pipe gallantly to her own lips,

for the honour of a consecrat-

ing whiff. This he called

"tendering her the calumet
of peace." I must have seen

him do it more than once
within the first few months
of our acquaintance, for my
footing at Cheyne Row had

gradually become such as to

justify pretty frequent visits

of an evening, perhaps about
once in three weeks on an

average, and I was always
received with a continuation

of the original kindliness. Only
on one occasion, in those early
months of our acquaintance, do
I remember a gruffish reception
from Carlyle ;

and that was
when one or two friends of

mine, who were on a visit to

London and had separate in-

troductions to him, formed a

party for a joint call upon him
in the afternoon, and persuaded
me to go with them. Mrs Car-

lyle was away; he was in a

bad humour ; one of the party
introduced a topic not to his

taste, and was rather com-
bative in asserting his own
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views of it
;
and I could see

that Carlyle wished all of us at

Jericho. Nothing of the sort

ever happened in my evening
visits ; and, as I generally found

Carlyle and Mrs Carlyle then

by themselves, my now far-back

London memories of the year
1844 include some of my pleas-
antest reminiscences of the de-

meanour of this famous couple
to each other in their domestic

privacy. It was uniformly

exemplary and loving in all

essential respects, with a kind
of stately gallantry on Car-

lyle's part when he turned to

his Jane, or she interposed one
of her remarks, and, on her part,
the most admiring affection for

him in all that he said or did.

If there was ever a sign of ruffle

it was superficial merely, and
arose from an occasional lapse
of his into a mood of playful

teasing and persistence in rhe-

torical mastery even against
her. But such little teasings
of his wife in the presence of

others must have been very
rare, for I can remember only
one or two, belonging to the

earliest period of my acquaint-
ance with them. Far more

frequent, indeed, were her little

witticisms at his expense. She
was fond of entertaining her
friends with sprightly stories

of any recent misbehaviours of

his; and on such occasions he
would listen most benignant-
ly and approvingly, with the

pleased look of a lion whose
own lioness was having her
turn in the performance.

It was not long after my
first meeting with Carlyle when
I experienced his readiness to
do me any friendly act in his

power. Every time I saw him

he would ask me whether I

was writing anything ; and,
the question having been re-

peated at one particular call,

this, I remember, was in the

afternoon, with the result

that I informed him I had a

small paper on hand which I

thought might do for a maga-
zine, he immediately suggested
' Fraser's Magazine

'

as a likely

place, and volunteered an intro-

duction to Mr Nickison, then

proprietor of the Magazine and

substantially its editor. Then
and there he wrote the note of

introduction, handing it to me
to read before he sealed it. As
he had never, so far as I was

aware, seen a scrap of my
writing, the kindly emphasis
of its wording in my favour

really surprised me. The pur-

port was not so much that here

was a young man whom Mr
Nickison might possibly be

able to oblige, as that here

was a young man whom Mr
Nickison would find it to his

advantage to have among his

contributors. The recommend-
ation was at once effective.

Having called on Mr Nickison

at his shop in Regent Street,
I had no sooner delivered the

note to him than he was gra-
ciousness itself, and asked me
to leave the paper for consider-

ation. In a few days I had a

proof; and within about six

weeks the little thing appeared
in the pages of 'Fraser,'

Nickison's cheque for it, which
came duly on publication, being
the first London money I re-

member to have earned, unless

it was a cheque which came
about the same time from old

Mr Charles Dilke for a small

contribution to the 'Athenaeum.'
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From that day
' Eraser

' was

open for anything I chose to

send; and two subsequent
articles of mine appeared there

before the end of that year.
1

That Carlyle had read the ini-

tial article for which he had
so generously smoothed the

way I had no subsequent inti-

mation whatever, except that

he and Mrs Carlyle would occa-

sionally jest with me on the title

I had given it, which title, in

fact, as I now find from ' Mrs

Carlyle's Letters,' had struck

his or her fancy so quaintly
that it became one of the

phrases of the "
cdterie speech

"

which they used with each

other. 2
But, though I had no

direct intimation in this case

whether he thought I had de-

served his recommendation, I

had abundant proof of his con-

tinued interest in my small

literary doings. He never
ceased to inquire most exactly,
when I was at Cheyne Row,
what I was about and how I

was getting on; and I shall

never forget one casual meet-

ing with him in the streets,
it was in Piccadilly, just at the

foot of Down Street, when,
having stopped me for a min-
ute and received my reply to

his usual kindly questions, he

added,
"
Well, well ! courage

always, and hope always !

"

and then strode on. It seems but
as yesterday that I heard the

words, and turned to look after

his strong figure as he dis-

appeared swiftly among the
other pavement-passengers, in

the direction of Apsley House.

One saw him best, as I have

said, at his own house in the

evenings. Though he was then
in the throes of his '

Cromwell,'
which had not yet taken its

ultimate shape as the collected

and elucidated 'Letters and

Speeches,' but hung vaguely
before him as possibly a regular

Biography, or possibly a regu-
lar History, for the materials

of which, as he tells us, he was

"reading hundred - weights of

dreary books and searching in

dusty manuscripts," I do not
remember any evening when
I found the least sign of flurry
or fatigue of engrossing work
in his domestic surroundings
or demeanour. He seemed al-

ways to have transacted his suf-

ficient quantum of pen-labour,
whatever it was, during the

day; there was never any
litter of books or papers, or

other evidence of pressing toil,

in the room where we sat

which might be either the

dining - room or the upstairs

drawing-room ; and, though he

might be reading some volume
when you entered, it was at

once laid aside, and he was

ready for tea and talk with

you, or for talk alone, or talk

and a smoke, if you had come
later.

To an evening with Carlyle
there was almost invariably, in

my own case, one appendage.
When I rose to go, about ten

or half -past ten o'clock, he
would say,

" Wait till I put on

my shoes, and I'll walk a bit

with you." The shoes on, and
the dressing-gown in which he

1 One of these was "The Three Devils" (Luther's, Milton's, and Goethe's), in

December 1844. F. M.
'-" Emotional Culture," Eraser's Magazine,' May 1844. Thackeray's

'

Barry
Lyndon

' was running in *

Fraser's
'

at the time. F. M.
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usually sat exchanged for a

coat, with the addition of an
overcoat if the weather required

it, but never of an umbrella,
and never of a hat of the ordin-

ary shape, or anything else

but a soft and wide felt, we
would take leave of Mrs Car-

lyle and sally forth. The
direction being determined by
my convenience, our route was
almost uniformly by Cook's
Ground to King's Road, and
then either along the lighted
and still lively King's Road to

Sloane Street, or, for greater
quiet, through a diagonal zig-

zag of streets and squares,

bringing us out at the upper or

HydePark end of Sloane Street.

All the way through the lamp-
lit streets he would continue
the talk. As he had no bash-
fulness in letting his voice be
heard by casual passers-by; and
as he was often led, in one of

his objurgations, not only to

raise his voice, but also to

apostrophise the absent object
of his wrath as if he were

present, the result was some-
times a little awkward. "I
tell you what, sir, if I had my
will, I'd lay a whip across the
back of you !

" was one such

apostrophe of his, spoken in a
loud voice, and with some

angry gesticulation, as I was
once walking by his side, the

object really addressed being
some absent evil-doer, or some

personification of evil-doing he
had been conjuring up, but the
effect being such that the

passers-by, knowing nothing of

the context, naturally looked
round at me. This was in broad

daylight, close to the South

Kensington Museum, and at a
much later period than that

of the nightly walks of which
I am speaking; but I have a
recollection of a similar mis-
chance or two, even in them,
from his disregard of by-passers
and his reckless habit of apos-

trophe. In some of these walks
he was at his very best. The
loudest and longest laugh I ever

heard from him was one even-

ing near the middle of Sloane
Street. The echoes rang again,
and we had to stop by a lamp-
post till the phrensy had spent
itself. What with those nightly
walks of 1844, and the fre-

quency with which in subse-

quent years we took the same

route, there is no portion of

London with which I have

stronger or more familiar

Carlyle associations to this day
than the dense oblong of streets

and squares between Cheyne
Kow, Chelsea, and Hyde Park
Corner. This was his usual

terminus. There we would

part, and he would turn and
make his way back to Cheyne
Kow as the whim might direct

him. He was always a great
walker, and in those days rather

a fast one; and whatever
amount of walking he might
have had during the day, he
seldom omitted this late con-

stitutional through the lamp-lit

streets, whether in company or

by himself.

It was some time before

my acquaintance with Carlyle

began that his brother, Dr
John Carlyle, had given up his

travelling physicianships and
his Italian medical practice,
and had returned to this coun-

try for good, with a competence
sufficient for an elderly bachelor

of simple tastes and ways,
whether he should settle per-
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manently in London, near his

brother, as he thought of doing,
or should divide the rest of his

life, as actually turned out, be-

tween London and Scotland.

Through a part of 1844 Dr John
was certainly in London, with
rooms on the ground -floor of

one of a pleasant row of reced-

ing houses in Brompton, on the

left side of the main Brompton
thoroughfare, just before it

bends into the Fulham Road.
Here I became acquainted with
him after I had known his

brother for some little while.

In personal appearance the two
differed much, Dr John not

nearly so tall as Carlyle, but
rather of stout and shortish

figure, with a head much larger
in appearance than Carlyle's,

though I am not sure it was so

in fact, a large, round face of

fair complexion, and hair quite

grey already, though he was
five years the junior of his lean

and dark-haired brother. He
had none of Carlyle's fire of

genius, none of Carlyle's electric

perturbability of nerve and tem-

per, and not a tithe, I should

say, despite all the advantages
of his travel and foreign ex-

perience, of Carlyle's insight
into men and shrewd and vari-

ous knowledge of the complex
world. On the contrary, he
was a most simple - minded

person, unsophisticated in

all things, and imperturbably
good-humoured. His natural

talents, however, were consider-

able ;
he had strong literary

tastes, and was an accomplished
French, German, and Italian

scholar; and, in addition to the

sterling moral integrity of all

the Carlyle breed, he had his
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full share of their habit of pains-

taking intellectual accuracy.
There was also a something
generically Carlylian, whether

by family inheritance or by
infection from his brother, in

his voice and mode of expres-
sion ; so that sometimes, if you
shut your eyes while he was

talking, you could fancy it

might be Carlyle himself in a

particularly restful moment.
Once, as I was walking
through Hyde Park with him,
and he was recommending
German books to me, his

recommendation of Schiller in

especial took this form :

" You
should read Schiller : you will

find him a very compact sort

of writer." Certainly not the

phrase that most people would
have chosen for the occasion,
but so like what might have
come from his brother that I

had some difficulty in conceal-

ing my amused sense of that

fact. His affection for his

great brother was boundless,
and was all the more touching
because it was evidently mixed,
in his brother's presence, with

something of awe. He would
often talk of his brother when

you were alone with him,
could hardly refrain from talk-

ing of him, and liked no topic
better. Finding that 'Sartor

Eesartus
' was the only one of

his brother's then published
books which I had not yet
read, he insisted on the im-

portance of that deficiency,
and lent me his own copy. He
also told me a good deal that

was interesting about his rela-

tions to his brother in their

earlier life. One of his recol-

lections was of his first learn-

2 Y
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ing German under his brother's

tuition. It was while they
were in Annandale together,
either in their father's house or

in Carlyle's own farmhouse at

Hoddam ;
and the custom was

for John to come in the morn-

ings to his brother as he was

delving in the garden and there

repeat his grammar - lesson.

"He gave me not a word of

praise when I did well," said

John, with a humorous recol-

lection of the style of the

lessons,
" but was awful in the

severity of his language when
my performance was not satis-

factory." But, though it was
the elder brother that had thus
initiated the younger in Ger-

man, their relations to each
other in German matters were

changed somewhat afterwards

by John's actual residence in

Germany at a time when
Thomas knew nothing of that

country or its society except
by reading and imagination.
John had then been in the
habit of sending his brother

long letters descriptive of Ger-
man life and manners beer-

gardens, professors, "aesthetic

teas," and other such things ;

and these, he assured me, had
furnished his brother with

suggestions for the ground-
work and local colouring of his
1 Sartor Resartus.' Altogether,
the good Dr John Carlyle,

though overshadowed by his

brother, and more indolent
therefore than he might have
been, was one of the most like-

able of men on his own account.
Whether he had then begun
his prose translation of Dante's

'Inferno,' not published till

1849, I cannot now remember
;

but probably he had.

Naturally, Dr John Carlyle
was one of the most frequent
figures to be seen in Cheyne
Row when one called there.

He was probably there daily,

spending a brotherly hour or

two with Carlyle and Mrs

Carlyle ;
but he would drop in

occasionally at tea, or after tea,

like the rest of us. These con-

versational teas and after-teas,
I repeat, were the one regular
form of hospitality in the

Carlyle household. Anything
like a dinner-party, so far as to

the time with which we are

now concerned, must have been

very rare and extraordinary.
One little dinner-party, how-

ever, I do remember, as the first

to which the Carlyles invited

me, and it must have been, I

think, in 1844. On the after-

noon appointed I took a Chelsea

omnibus, standingalmost empty
at Hatchett's, in Piccadilly,
and seated myself in one of the

corners by the door, waiting till

the omnibus should fill. An
important -

looking man, of

burly build and dictatorial air,

stepped in shortly after me,
and seated himself in the other

corner. He would have at-

tracted my attention by his

mere look
; but, as the omnibus

was slow in filling, and it came
to frequent stoppages in the

hope of picking up more pas-

sengers after it had started,
I had additional cause for ob-

serving the stranger curiously,
from the singular vehemence
of the rhetoric with which he
addressed the conductor, again
and again, in rebuke of his

dilatoriness and general de-

pravity. When at length we
approached the end of King's
Road, and I tapped the con-
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duotor to let me out at Cook's

Ground, I perceived the burly
gentleman stir to get out too ;

but, as I was rather late, I

quickened my pace, making for

Carlyle's door. There were

footsteps after me, quickened
in sympathy; and, when I

stood on Carlyle's doorsteps,
the burly gentleman was beside

me there, rather panting from
his haste, before the door was

opened. When we went in, I

found that he was no other
than John Forster, and that
he was to be my fellow-guest.
Besides Forster and myself,
and Carlyle and Mrs Carlyle,
there were only George Lillie

Craik and one other, this last

being either Dr John Carlyle
or some one whom I have for-

gotten. It was a pleasant
little dinner, indeed, simple
in style, but everything most
excellent in its kind, the
saddle of mutton perfect and

perfectly cooked, and the sherry
of beautiful quality, with an

option of some particularly fine

Cambridge ale from a small
stock which some admirer had
sent to Carlyle as a present.

Carlyle carved the saddle of

mutton with great neatness
and expertness, as I can re-

member more distinctly be-

cause of one slight mishap in

the process. Craik having sent

his plate for a second supply, a

slice had been duly cut, and
was on the point of Carlyle's

carving
-
fork, when some-

thing having happened to

make him talk meanwhile
he left Craik's plate vacant
in the air, in the maid's hand,
and deposited the slice absently,
and as it were with furtive self-

ishness, on his own. "Bless

me : what am I about ?
" he

said, as our laugh and Craik's

disappointed face roused him
to his mistake ; and, when
Forster had rallied him with
some such blank verse quota-
tion or invention as

" Too bad, Carlyle ! Do you not see

that Craik
Awaits his evening mutton ?

"

he resumed his carving, merrily
capping the rigmarole with

something like this apology:

"Too bad it is ; and Craik shall have
his mutton."

Strange that, while my
memory retains this triviality
of the evening so distinctly,
almost all the rest should have

gone into haze. Carlyle, I am
sure, was not in his objurgatory
vein at all that evening, but in

his most genial vein of anecdote
and miscellaneous talk. One
of the things talked of was a
recent murder, or suspected
murder, by a poor Irish tramp ;

and I remember that Carlyle
and Forster agreed in a kind
of notion that one could hardly
judge how easily a poor illiter-

ate fellow might resort to

murder merely to get out of

a scrape. Forster had quite as

much of the talk as Carlyle;
and, though I had casual

glimpses of Forster at inter-

vals in subsequent years, and
even some correspondence with
him before his death, my
strongest impression of him

personally, save one, is from
this first meeting with him.
He must then have been only
about thirty-two years of age.

George Lillie Craik, one of

my earliest acquaintances in

London, became a good friend
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of mine. When I first saw him,
I looked at him with an interest

that had been pre-awakened by
reading his book,

' The Pursuit

of Knowledge under Difficul-

ties.'
1 His prematurely grey

hair gave him then something
already the appearance of a

veteran. He was a man of ro-

bust build, and broad and good-
humoured face, with a sanguine
freshness of complexion and
a general heartiness of de-

meanour. If there had been any
difficulties in his own pursuit
of knowledge, they had left no
traces of discontent. Indeed,
all the time I knew Craik a

cheerful contentedness of dis-

position was his obvious charac-

teristic. Craik and his family
lived in a pretty cottage called

"Vine Cottage," in Cromwell

Lane, Old Brompton. In vain
now will any one look for that
old Cromwell Lane. Even to

imagine its whereabouts now,
as I can remember it, is difficult.

There it was once, however, a

narrow, tortuous lane, lined

with rusty-nailed palings, on
the left hand as you went from

Brompton, shutting off a suc-

cession of nursery-grounds, and
at intervals on the right some

quaint cottages, each nestled in

its, own bit of garden. Craik's

cottage was one of these, the

approach to it something of a
venture at night, from the defi-

ciency of lights and the general
sense of loneliness. But in the

daytime, and especially in

summer, the cottage, with its

garden about it, had a look of

sequestered leanness and of cosy
English domesticity. On the

small grass-plat which formed
the chief part of the garden
was such a plum-tree, laden
with fruit every sunny autumn
season, that you needed not to

pluck any from the branches
for eating, but might select

from those that had fallen off

from over -
ripeness, and lay

strewn for you temptingly
round the root. There was no
lack of visitors, Scottish or

English, in Craik's pleasant
home. Carlyle might be ac-

counted a neighbour, and so

with Leigh Hunt, an older

Londoner than either, and

living in Kensington ; and they
were both often there for a

walk with Craik on late after-

noons, or at those evenings of

tea and talk at Vine Cottage.

Very pleasant evenings these

were some of them even

memorable. It chanced that

I never met Carlyle under
Craik's roof, and only once

Leigh Hunt. This was on an

evening when he had casually

dropped in, and others were

present. He did not take much
part in the talk that went on,
and my recollection is chiefly
of his soft and genial manner,
and the fine look of his white
head. It was a head of goodish
size, but not of such size as to

diminish the wonder of the

fact, recorded by himself some-

where, that his hat, when

placed on the heads of Byron,

Shelley, and Keats, eclipsed
them completely by slipping
down over their eyebrows.

One day Carlyle, whose visits

to the British Museum for ma-

1 Published in 1831. The name had been chosen by Lord Brougham, then
President of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. F. M.
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terial for his ' Cromwell ' were

becoming intolerably irksome
to him, asked me if I knew of

any one who, for a moderate

weekly remuneration, would
relieve him of that trouble by
making researches and copying
extracts in the Museum under
his instructions. At the mo-
ment I could think of no one

likely to suit him
; but, after I

had left, it occurred to me that

this would be the very thing
for John Christie. He had been
one of my class-fellows in the

Grammar-School of Aberdeen ;

a strong-headed fellow, rather

older than most of us, rough
in manner, sulky, and uncomely
of face. He had followed me
to Marischal College, attending
the general classes there, but
in training more especially
for the medical profession.
From that time I had lost

sight of him till we met again
in London

;
but the course of

his life in the interim had be-

come well known to me. Having
taken his medical degree in

Aberdeen with good credit, and

having saved a little money, he
had come to London a fully-

qualified medical man, intend-

ing to go out as a ship's

surgeon for a few years of

voyaging experience before

settling in practice. Accident
had changed his plans. He
had met and won the affections

of, and married, one of the
most beautiful girls that man
ever set eyes upon, country-
bred, gentle and winning in

manner, as she was faultlessly
beautiful. Christie stayed in

London. With the small stock

of money he had he entered
into partnership with an

apothecary in a poor London

neighbourhood, the intention

being that his colleague would
attend to the drug-dispensing
part of the business, while

Christie undertook such medi-
cal and surgical practice as

might gather round the con-

nexion. It was a feasible enough
project; for I doubt if any of

the poorer quarters of London
could have commanded the

services of a really abler or

more thoroughly qualified prac-
titioner than Christie would
have proved himself to be. But
there was a sudden collapse in

the arrangement, I know not

what, with the result that

Christie and his beautiful wife,

with their infant boy, all his

money lost, were living in

apartments off Oxford Street.

He laboured at anatomical

drawings for artists and
coached artists in anatomy.
He was ready the rough,

strong-headed fellow for any-

thing by which he could earn
an honest living. Such was
the state of his affairs, intim-

ately known to me, when

Carlyle made the inquiry I

have mentioned. A note from
me to Carlyle, followed by an
interview between Carlyle and

Christie, settled the matter;
and from that day till the

conclusion of the ' Cromwell '

for the press Christie acted as

Carlyle's/acfo^wm in the British

Museum, his deputy for re-

searchings and copyings, and
his personal amanuensis. Car-

lyle afterwards assured me that

he could not have had an abler

assistant for such work, or a

more trustworthy. Both he and
Mrs Carlyle contracted a real

regard for Christie, and were

very kind to him. But the
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* Cromwell '

having been

finished, the question had come
to be what Christie was to do

next. If ever one human being
laboured on behalf of another

in distress, it was Carlyle on
behalf of poor Christie, through
the months of 1845 and 1846.

At last, by Sir James Clark's

influence, if I remember rightly,
there was definitely obtained
for him a clerkship in the

Registrar
- General's office

in Somerset House, with
a salary of about 90 a-year ;

but it had come too late.

His beautiful young wife
had died of consumption.
He had sent the child into the

country to his dead wife's re-

lations, and all that the clerk-

ship could do now was to save
the broken-hearted fellow him-
self from starvation and enable
him to pay for the board of

his child. He was very
wretched, all his thoughts
constantly on his dead wife
and his little boy in the

country. He talked, however,

gratefully of the kindness of

the Carlyles. His reverence
for Carlyle was touching; he
had kept the bound set of

proof-sheets of the 'Cromwell,'
with some marginal correc-

tions on them, in affectionate

evidence of his connection with

Carlyle in that labour. A few
months more and Christie and
all his sorrows were out of my
sight. The seeds of consump-
tion, caught during his attend-
ance on his wife, appeared in

himself. He went back to his

native Aberdeen to try the
effect of that change, and
there he died. The last in-

cident of this London tragedy
in my recollection is a visit

which Alexander Bain and I

paid to poor Christie's vacant
rooms after his death for the

purpose of making such ar-

rangements as were possible,

by inventory and sale of his

worldly goods, for the benefit

of his little boy. If that son is

now living he must be over

forty years of age,
1 and can

remember nothing of his father

and mother.

Of all the walks that Car-

lyle and I took together in the

old London nights that now
lie behind me like a distant-

stretching dream, there are

two which I recall with pe-
culiar associations of sacred-

ness. One summer night about
eleven o'clock we had passed
our usual parting -

point at

Hyde Park Corner and had
strolled into the Park itself,

lured by the beauty of a speci-

ally soft and star-brilliant sky
overhead. The softness and
stillness around and the starry
brilliance above had touched
his soul to its finest and

gentlest depths. All rough-
ness, all querulousness, were

gone ;
he was in a mood of the

simplest and most sage -like

serenity. As we sauntered to

and fro on the grass, the sole

human beings peripatetic,
where but a few hours before

there had been the roar of the

carriages in stream and the

parallel gallop of the equest-

rians, it was the stars and the

silence that seemed to work

upon him and to suggest his

theme. From the mystery and

Written about 1885.
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the splendour of physical in-

finitude he passed to what

ought to be the rule of human
behaviour, the conduct of

one's own spirit, in a world
framed so majestically and so

divinely. There was too much
jesting in it, he said, too much
of mere irony and laughter at

the absurd, too little of calm

religiousness and serious walk
with God. In speaking of

the over-prevalence of the habit

of irony, sarcasm, and jesting,
he used a sudden phrase of

self-humiliation which I have
never forgotten. "Ah! and I

have given far too much in

to that myself sniggering at

things
"

: these are the exact

words. Though they are the

only exact words I can now
recall out of that quarter of an
hour of his varied talk, all in

the same vein of deeply-moved
meditation, it is the solemn
charm of the whole of the

little colloquy that remains in

my memory. If ever one man
spoke to another absolutely

spirit to spirit, it was Carlyle
to me in that quarter of an
hour of our walk to and fro

in that star-silvered and tree-

skirted solitude in the middle
of London.
As memorable to me, though

for a different reason, is an-

other evening walk with him,
which must have been nearly

contemporary. This time, by
some chance, we had not taken
the usual route from Cheyne
Row in the direction of Hyde
Park, but had turned down
Cheyne How to the Chelsea

riverside. We had not gone

far from his house, and were on
a narrowish part of the foot

pavement, in front of some
small lighted shops, when, with-

out anything preliminary that
I can now remember, he said,
as if carelessly: "By the bye, I

have a lot of money lying by
me at present far more than I

have any need for : some of it

might be more useful in your
hands than in mine." Taken
aback by the generosity of the

offer, and by the suddenness of

it, I could only express my
thanks in a lame and stammer-

ing way, assuring him at the

same time that I really did not
need to avail myself of it, hav-

ing quite enough of my own at

that time for all necessary pur-

poses.
" Much better so ;

much
better so," he replied, almost

interruptingly ; and, when I

tried again to express to him
how deeply his kindness touched

me, he would not hear a word,
but stopped me gruffishly by
at once changing the subject.
From that moment, the in-

cident was never so much as

mentioned between us again.
I daresay he had totally for-

gotten it in the later days of

our intercourse, but it was not

for me to forget it, and I never
shall. Only to one or two per-
sons have I ever confided it ;

but let it stand now in print as

one of my registered experi-
ences of the character of the

stern-seeming man whom I

walked with so often in those

old London days of his full

stature and strength, and who
now rests in his grave at

Ecclefechan.
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ROBINSON CRUSOE, IMPOSTOR.

OUB joy in whitewashing
rogues is nowadays only ex-

celled by our delight in black-

ening heroes. Jezebel has

long been known for a cultured

Phoenician princess, devoting
her life to the education of the

squalid and ignorant Bedouin
chieftain Ahab, and the conver-

sion of his people to the refined

if somewhat salacious worship
of the Sun-god. Macbeth was
a pure-minded and unselfish

patriot. Richard III. never
had a hump at all, and was
not only a wise administrator

(which he was) but also a dot-

ing uncle and an uxorious hus-

band. And, after all, was not
Caroline of Brunswick a mis-

understoodGorgon of propriety?
And would it not have been
better for England if Buona-

parte had conquered her?
Think of the Code Napoleon
compared with the anomalies
of our own legislation !

On the other hand, reputa-
tions which have defied the
storms of centuries are now
blasted by the pens and tongues
of the latest heirs of time. Sir

Richard Grenville fought the

Revenge not as a hero but as a
sullen truculent mutineer. Wel-

lington was a numskull, and
the Pilot who weathered the
storm a blackguard. They
manage these things better in

the States. There every school-

boy knows that Washington
could have whipped the Brit-

ishers even if there had not
been a Frenchman within a
thousand leagues, and to deny

it would be to court popular
disapproval in an acute form.

Yet such a state of things is

healthier than our own : among
us not even the characters of

fiction are safe. Shylock was
a hardly used philanthropist,
and Hamlet (here we owe the

truth to a German critic) the

full-fed and heartless seducer
of an underling, whom he him-
self describes as the daughter
of a fishmonger, a perfect ex-

ample of "mauvais cceur, bon

appetit."
But a peculiar delight at-

taches to the detection or rather

invention of literary plagiar-
isms : and the more innocent

the unhappy author is of his

own thievish proclivities, the

greater the critics' delight.

Macaulay set the fashion when
in his atrocious attack on

Montgomery's poems he stig-
matised as plunder phrases that

might have been the common-

places of poets since the days
of Jubal. He had not had the

advantage of reading Alfred de
Musset's remark, that even

planting cabbages is a culp-
able form of imitation

;
but his

successors have, and it has
not made them more careful.

Hardly a masterpiece of Eng-
lish has been spared : Milton,
of course, shamelessly copied
Csedmon

;
the original of the

'

Pilgrim's Progress
' lurks

somewhere, written in very
choice Low Dutch ; and as to

that ingrained rogue, Shake-

speare, we know all about him,
or did till the other day, when
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the Earl of Southampton arose
to contend with the Viscount
St Albans over his worthless

body, bringing against him,
unlike his Biblical prototype,

railing accusations by his at-

torneys. Daniel Defoe himself
did not altogether escape a
similar effort of the crazy fancy
which will always have it that
the Iliad was not written by
Homer, but by another man of

the same name. No less a per-
son than Tom Warton was re-

sponsible for the statement that
' Robinson Crusoe

' was written

by Harley, Earl of Oxford,

during his imprisonment in the
Tower between 1715 and 1717,
and sent to Defoe by means of

Sunderland, who hated Harley
worse than toad or asp. That
Oxford was a friend and corre-

spondent of Defoe we know,
and he was also so far an

original genius as to have pro-
duced poems of sorts. But he
is as like to have writ Crusoe
as Bacon is to have indited

"Twelfth Night."
That the prince of penny-a-

liners wrote ' Robinson Crusoe '

there is not the slightest doubt.
That he lent to the subject his

own incomparable charm of

reality (which is a different

thing from realism) and of

English pure and undefiled, is

also to be conceded. But his

matter was not his own : as

concerns scheme and incident,
the first part at least (which is

the book) is never original ; as

regards detail, but seldom.
Daniel Defoe, besides being a

visionary, a sectary, and (ac-

cording to his own account

effecting his evangelisations by
the mouth of Moll Flanders

and Captain Jack) a missionary,
is from the point of view of to-

day a convicted plagiary.
Was it merely Alexander

Selkirk whom he plundered ?

if so, it is old news. But it is

not Selkirk at all. Probably
Defoe was less indebted to him
than is supposed. For let any
one read the account of the

marooning of that surly bucca-

neer, so hastily immortalised

by Cowper, as it appears taken
down from his own lips in

Steele's '

Englishman,' and he
will see how little Defoe can
have owed to it. One most
attractive feature of Robinson's
life on the island is his love for

animals, and his efforts to tame
them : let any one compare his

story with that of the brute
who prevented his kids from

wandering by breaking their

legs when they were young !

The one salient point of re-

semblance between Robinson's
narrative and Selkirk's is the

trivial one of the hollowing out
of a cliff to form a dwelling-
place, and other castaways had
done that, as we shall see

;
while

as to the "sea-lions," which play
so large a part in the buc-

caneer's narrative, and whose
cold - blooded slaughter is ac-

curately described, they have
no place in 'Robinson Crusoe.'

The suggestion that Defoe
"lifted" Selkirk's "diary "is

obviously a malicious invention.

If Steele's description is true,
the man was about as likely
to play the harpsichord as
to keep a diary. Defoe had
no need for such help in any
case.

For the fact is, that though
Selkirk's adventures gave Defoe
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the incentive to the conception
of his great romance, he had no

need to be original in the carry-

ing of it out. He had a mass
of material at hand (and in

English too) upon which he

fully drew, and did but clothe

a story, for the most part ready
to be pieced together, in his

own racy language, and impart
to it that God-fearing, almost

pietistic, element which at-

tracted, to their ruin, scores

of imitators thereafter, in-

cluding himself. This ma-
terial is itself of absorbing
interest, and in places pos-
sesses a charm inferior only
to that of the final master-

piece itself.

Dismissing as not proven
claims to the title of Crusoe on
the part of Noah, Ulysses, and
that Skynther whom Lucian
met in the fish's belly, we find

the first genuine source of the

Robinson legend, to which
Defoe could easily have access,
in the strange Spanish-Arabian

story of ' Ibn Tophail,' dating
from the twelfth century. In-

tended merely as a peg on
which to hang the mystic
narrative of an unaided soul's

awakening, the earlyadventures
of the castaway, the son of an
unfortunate princess, are by far

the most interesting (and most

intelligible) part of the book.

The baby is set afloat like

Moses in an ark somewhere
near the Balearic Islands, and
is drifted to the shore of a land
"where the Wakwak maidens

grow on trees." We hear no-

thing more of the Wakwak
maidens, but they remind us

irresistibly of ' Chikkin Haz-
zard' and the successive dis-

covery, by the boomerang, of

the Boot Tree ' and the ' Plant
of the Entire Building.' The
child is found and suckled by
a hind, to which he becomes

tenderly attached. He grows
up ;

makes to himself clothing
of the skins of beasts; tames
birds of prey, and the wild

horses and asses which he finds

on the island. He gets fire by
rubbing wood, and keeps it,

once got, perpetually burning ;

makes thread of beasts' hair,

and needles out of straight
thorns ;

builds himself a pantry
and storehouse, and protects it

with a barrier of canes planted
round it. In fine, he bids fair

to become a complete Crusoe,
when he is disturbed, greatly
to the ordinaryreader's chagrin,

by two philosophers from a

neighbouring island, whose

platitudes speedily extinguish

any further interest we might
feel in the castaway or his

friends Asal and Solomon.
Now this book was ready to

Defoe's hand. It had been
translated twice into English,
once by one Ashwell and once

by the great Simon Ockley
himself. If Daniel did not

read it he might have. Al-

most certainly he had ;
and

almost certainly too he knew
of Peter Serrano. Ibn To-

phail was, after all, but a

fictitious character; but Peter

was as real as Alexander Sel-

kirk himself, and his story,
imbedded in the 'History of

the Incas
'

by Garcilasso de la

Vega, had been Englished by
the indefatigable Philip Rycaut
forty years before 'Robinson

Crusoe' appeared. Peter was
a Spanish sailor, cast away on
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an island uncommonly near
the supposed situation of

Eobinson's own " between

Carthagena and the Havan-
nah." If his story be true,

and jejune and lifeless as it is,

it seems to bear the stamp of

veracity, he was of all Crusoes,
real or imaginary, most miser-

able, for his island had neither

wood, water, nor grass. He
first fed upon shell-fish; then
turned turtles, killed them,
and caught rain-water in their

shells ; got fire by beating two
stones together ; and was be-

coming fairly domesticated in

a hut roofed with a turtle-shell

when he was joined by a fel-

low-castaway, who took him,
clothed in a three years' growth
of unkempt hair, for the Devil

himself, and was only con-

vinced of his humanity by his

piteous cry of " Jesus save

me !

"
for Serrano too had

thoughts of Satan. The un-

varnished account of their life

together and of their quarrels
. and makings-up seems natural

enough. At all events, when
they were rescued, Serrano

journeyed to the court of

Charles V., and received a

pension which he did not live

long to enjoy.
But some years before his

adventures had appeared in

English a succks de scandale

had been achieved by the

extraordinary book known as

the 'Island of Pines' (1668).
What a landscape does the

name conjure up ! A forest of

dark northern trees among
the glaring foliage of sub-

tropic climes ! But when we
learn that "Pines" is simply
the name of the singularly

immoral Irishman who figures
as the discoverer of the isle,

our romantic visions fade.

Indeed, there is nothing
romantic about George Pines
or his fictitious adventures.

He is nothing if not sordid.

But slight in construction and
absurd in detail as the book

was, it was immensely popular
for reasons hereafter to be set

forth on the Continent, and

paved the way for the scores

of " Robinsonades "
to use

the convenient German term
which flooded the markets

for a hundred years or more.
Pines' reputation ran side by
side with that of the real

Robinson when he in turn

appeared, and it was an absurd

"biography" of him that in

all probability gave the idea

of the really fine romance of

the 'Isle of Felsenburg.'
The creator of the abomin-

able Pines was Henry Nevile,
stern Republican and friend of

Henry Martin, whose alleged

proclivities, if we may judge
from this book, he shared. If

he was not what Oliver called

his friend, his character was

superior to his writings. Yet
his book was for several de-

cades accepted as a true ver-

sion of facts. He prefaced it

with all the paraphernalia of

the literary liar. There are

letters introductory from Mr
Abraham Keek, or Kick, of

Holland
;

and it rather stag-

gers one to find in this man
a real historical personage, a
friend of the English Republi-
cans, and, indeed, the merchant
in whose house in Holland

Anthony Lord Shaftesbury
breathed his last. He writes
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to a correspondent in London

narrating the circumstances

under which the "Isle of

Pines" had been discovered.

Defoe did the same kind of

thing : they could not trust to

the intrinsic merit of their

romances they must have the

adventitious aid of supposed
reality to make folks' hair

really stand on end.

It might well stand on end
at the performances of George
Pines. His narrative professes
to be that of the chief of a

colony of nude English people,
all sprung from certain persons
shipwrecked in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth on an island,
which according to the fond

fancy of the time, being near

Madagascar, must therefore be

part of Australia. Pines is sup-

posed to have been supercargo of

the wrecked vessel, which had
been chartered by his employer
Sparkes. The storm and the
destruction of the ship and all

the men on board except Pines,
are narrated on lines now
grown familiar to us. Of
course he is saved

; but he has,

literally,
" in tow," four women :

his master's daughter (a girl of

fourteen), two English maid-

servants, and a negress. Very
few particulars are given of

the manner in which these

people managed to make a
home for themselves : we are

simply told that the island

abounded with all good things,
and we are hurried on to the
main point of the narrative,
which is the intrigues of Pines
with all four women. This
is of course only a necessary
prelude to the story of the

rapid propagation of the

species, which is supposed
to furnish the raison d'etre of

the book
;
but it is dwelt upon

with a certain cheeriness of

detail rarely to be met with
between the time of the alleged
Pines and that of the lady
novelists of to-day. So suc-

cessful is the method of multi-

plication, that by the time the

patriarch is sixty he can count
over five hundred descend-

ants; and at his death, after

marrying all his sons to his

daughters, he leaves as his

dying instruction an exhorta-

tion to read the Bible and to

observe the Sabbath-day. His

grandson, now the chief of

thousands of people, sprung
from the same cleanly source,

presents the history as written

by his grandfather to the voy-

agers, the clients of Mr Abra-
ham Kick. Their arrival is,

however, the signal for the out-

break of disorders of a kind
which need not be particular-
ised here. These are quelled

by the help of the newcomers,
with the drastic employment
of a Tarpeian rock as a mode
of execution. A kind of con-

stitutional monarchy is then

established, with a Senate to

assist the chief, and a code

of laws (almost entirely crim-

inal).
It is just possible that

Revile intended this last feat-

ure to be the central idea of

the book, the establishment

of a kind of Utopian state

on an island, remote from
external interference, and un-

trammelled by precedent and

privilege. But if he did, it is

a pity he gave so much pro-
minence to the propagation
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question. For though the

popularity of the book abroad

(in England it was little

known or cared for) was no
doubt enhanced by the vis-

ionary element of constitu-

tional government, it was the

eternal feminine which se-

cured its success, a feature

which even Defoe himself could

not entirely dispense with; and
when a simple-minded Ger-
man publisher put forth an
edition in which this matter
was very lightly handled, it

was promptly chased out of

the market by a rival version

which, to use the pregnant
French expression,

" crossed

all the t's and dotted all

the i's."

The popularity of this vile

story abroad was, as already
stated, phenomenal. In quick
succession there were transla-

tions in Dutch, German, French :

and, most marvellous of all, it

was believed to be a true nar-

rative. When at length its

authenticity was questioned,
the questioning caused a per-
fect war of pamphlets. The
island was even made the

subject of a degree
-
disputa-

tion before the Athenaeum (a
sort of half university) of

Bremen, the candidate pro-

posing two questions: first, to

whom did the Island of Pines

legally belong; and secondly,
had Pines any right to marry
four wives at once ? The pos-
session of the island was

solemnly adjudged to the

King of England as Pines'

sovereign, and his polygamy
condemned. A friend of the

aspirant to honours sums up
his own opinion at the end,

in an epigram as refined in

sentiment as in orthography

"Si la femme 6t un mal necessaire &

chacun,
Vous raisonnes bien de n'en aprouver

qu'un.

But Pines fell short of the

requirements of the true

"Robinson," in that he was
no hermit. The first real

solitary of fiction (after Ibn

Tophail) appears in the very
same year, 1668, in Germany.
He is no less a person than
"
Simplicissimus," the hero of

the great romance of the

Thirty Years' War. After his

world - wide wanderings the

venerable hero, aged nearly
fifty, is cast away in the usual

place, somewhere near Mada-

gascar ;
and the manner of his

shipwreck is, for a writer
who probably had never been
to sea in his life, most graphi-

cally told : it comes but little

short of Crusoe's own story.
But Simplicissimus has at first

as companion a lusty young
carpenter, and of course they
have on them the necessary
axe and powder-horn (how
well do we know that axe and
that powder-horn! when, in-

deed, the latter is not sup-

planted by a burning-glass).
All the rest happens as regu-

larly as clockwork : they build

their house under a cliff by
a clear stream

; they make
crockery out of special clay in

a far more ingenious fashion
than Robinson himself ; and

they mark off their time as
he did on the smooth stump
of a tree. But here note the

sectary. Simplicissimus, like

a good Catholic, marks his
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Sundays with a cross; Defoe

the Dissenter simply makes
the notch longer than the

others as who should play

upon the tedium of a Puritan

Sabbath. It is very hard to

believe that Defoe had not

read, or at least heard the de-

tails of, this story. The con-

versations of the hero with the

regenerate carpenter, when the

latter is as a brand plucked
from the burning, are at least

suggestive of those between
Robinson and Friday.
The regeneration comes

about in sufficiently weird
fashion. The eternal feminine

appears, as it did to Coleridge
when in his dreams he con-

ceived 'Kubla Khan,' in the

form of " an Abyssinian maid";
but such a maid ! She floats

to the island on a chest, full,

of course, like Crusoe's wreck,
of all possible necessaries for

the castaways. After being
" made to reverse herself

"
to get

the salt water out of her, an

operation which we are assured
was performed with all possible

discretion, she recovers, and
installs herself as cook-maid to

the pair. But no sooner is she
settled in her situation than
she incites the jolly young
carpenter to knock "the old

man" on the head and enjoy
her society undisturbed. Un-

luckily "the old man" comes
in to dinner, and on his making
the sign of the cross over the

food, that accursed cook-maid

immediately vanishes, leaving
behind nothing but a stench
so infernal that the frail car-

penter for sheer queasiness and

penitence swoons away. But
alas ! on recovering he does but

exchange one form of iniquity
for another for he draws off

palm-wine from the trees, lets

it ferment, and gets drunk on
it. Simplicissimus' argument
to dissuade him may remind

pupils of the late T. H. Green
of the great Professor's 'Dia-

logue with a Gambler '

(imagin-
ary gambler) in Balliol Hall,
and its somewhat ineffective

conclusion :

" God knoweth how I did dissuade
him therefrom : yet he said,

' If he
should leave it to stand too long,
'twould turn to vinegar and so be

naught.' So I answered him, he
should not draw off so much at once,
but only enough for our needs. '

Nay,'
says he

;
'it were a sin to despise the

gifts of God : and moreover, palm-
trees, like men, must be let blood at

proper seasons, else would they die

choak'd.' And so must I give over,
and suffer him to indulge his lusts,
else must I have heard him tell me I

did grudge him that of which we had

plenty without cost."

This ingenious chopper of

logic, as of timber, naturally
soon died of his palm-wine, and
then Simplicissimus was of a
truth a solitary. He made
clothes out of birds' feathers

(there are supposed to be no
four - footed animals on the

island), contrived for himself

needle and thread in a manner

highly reminiscent of Ibn

Tophail, and finally constructed

reasonable writing materials
out of palm-leaves. And now
he was happy enough with his

hermitage and his prayers,
when unwelcome Dutch sailors

broke in upon his peace, de-

stroyed his house, and seized

his book. The counterfeit

"narrative" of Jean Cornel-

issen, the Dutch skipper, which
is supposed to lend verisimili-
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tude to the story, is marred by
foolish stories of enchantment.
But in the end the solitary is

left in peace, presenting the

book of his adventures to the

strangers, but refusing to

accompany them.
Defoe could hardly have read

the story. Varied as his ac-

complishments were, he seems
to have known no High Dutch ;

his general ignorance of things
German is conspicuous in his

feeble 'Memoirs of a Cavalier,'
and 'Simplicissimus' was never

translated. Yet the resem-

blances are great. One might
almost suppose that there was
a floating tradition of happy
hermits on desert islands, a

tradition in which even the

details of their life were en-

shrined. And for the hanker-

ing for the desert life which
such a tradition would betray,
there are only too good reasons,

the long-drawn-out misery of

Germany under the yoke of the

petty tyrants, which the Peace
that ended the Thirty Years'

War had riveted on her neck
;

and in France that destruction

of all confidence in good and
fair government which ensued
on the Revocation of the Edict
of Nantes. To i his latter event

we owe the " Robinsonade "

genuine or fictitious of the
Frenchman Le Guat. The ex-

pedition to which he alleges he
was attached was organised by
Henri du Quesne, with the
overt intention of founding a

state outside the purview of

the most Christian king ; and,
for choice, on the isle of Re-

union, then unoccupied, and
believed to be a veritable Isle

of Eden. On the way, how-

ever, they learned that the
French Government had an-

ticipated them, and the captain
of their ship put eight of them
ashore on the almost desert

island of Rodriguez, some 350
miles east from Reunion. They
were well supplied with neces-

saries, and settled down fairly

comfortably for two years,

building houses (in a way not

described) and planting land.

Then for their sins they con-
ceived the idea of building a
boat and escaping to Mauritius,
which they did

;
and in accord-

ance with the colonial policy
of the Dutch, were promptly
marooned (by the governor this

time), and on a genuinely desert

island, or rather rock. Most
of them died, and the rest were
sent to Batavia, only Le Guat
and two others returning to

England.
If Le Guat's narrative be

true, it is a fine piece of

work, by an acute observer of

nature ; and he was one of the

last persons who ever saw the

dodo, or at least a " didine
"

bird, alive. His account of the
"
solitaire," as he calls it, is

graphic, and his picture tallies

with the known skeleton. But

unfortunately his book, which
was published in French and

English eleven years before

Crusoe, was "edited" by an
unfrocked Benedictine named
Gabillon, who bedevilled it

most wickedly. Le Guat had
described the early mating of

the " solitaires "; but this rascal

adds an account of a regular

wedding ceremony, with all the

relatives walking in procession,
and makes this a peg on which
to hang his own particularly
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loose views of matrimony. That
the dodo pined in captivity was
not enough for him : it must
shed silent tears until it died,

and so on. He succeeded in

thoroughly discrediting the

poor Huguenot's book until

this day. But all such stories

fade and grow pale before the

lurid glories of Jacques Sadeur
the Mandeville, the Ferdin-

and Mendez Pinto, the very De

Rougemont of the seventeenth

century (De Rougemont had

probably read him). His ad-

ventures also are chiefly con-

cerned with Australia
;
but he

begins with a perfect glut of

shipwrecks, which pursue him
from his very birth, or rather

before his birth, till the last

lands him on his predestinate
desert island. He is not there

long, being driven away by
monstrous beasts, and sails off,

not indeed on a turtle, but on
a whale. After a really graphic-

ally described fight with four-

footed birds, he comes to the

great and civilised land of

Australia, the peculiarity of

the natives of which is that

they are all hermaphrodites,
and bear a tyrannous hatred

against all properly constituted

men and women, shooting them
at sight. Sadeur himself is by
way of being a hermaphrodite,
but is also inclined to jest at

the peculiarity which ultim-

ately brings about his disgrace
and departure.
The Australians are even

more cultivated than M. Grin
found them. Theyhave temples,

university, standing armies.

Their language is a model of

succinctness. It reminds one
of Volapiik. The university is

Heb, the temple Hab, and its

god Hub. Morning is Mure,
afternoon Dure, and evening
Spure; and, to pass over similar

ingenuities, the provinces are
named Curf, Durf, Jurf, and
Surf the latter very appropri-

ately ending in the sea. They
have rivers named Hulm and
Sulm, but no real mountains :

they have pulled them all down
for the view, but have built up
others, a league high, to protect
themselves against the devast-

ating bird called the Urg,
which is twelve feet long and
four feet wide. Of the Urg
more hereafter. Besides him
there are other strange beasts
in Australia, notably the Hums

well named, a kind of pigs
which are only useful in the

ploughing season, when they
drive remarkably straight fur-

rows with their snouts. The
Suef is a kind of dromedary,
" with the hump turned in-

wards," very useful and docile,
and warranted to carry twelve

Europeans or eight Aus-
tralians : for even then the
" corn-stalks

" were remarkable
for growth.
Yet even in this farrago of

lies the ideal element is not

entirely wanting. The Aus-
tralians have anticipated

Anthony Trollope in the con-

ception of a "Fixed Period."

Old gentlemen are expected,
after arriving at a certain

time of life, to ask to be

allowed to partake of the

"Fruit of Rest," which, after

making them dance for a while
in a most unreverend way, in

the end painlessly extinguishes
them. All children being in

common, of course there are
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no natural heirs for any man,
and each can choose as his

"lieutenant" to succeed him

any one he chooses. With
an old man who has selected

him as his lieutenant, Sadeur
holds an interminable politico-
moral conversation, and it was
this mixture of "adventure"
with political purpose which

gave the book its vogue and
caused it to be translated into

English, with the bombastic
announcement on its title that

"these Memoirs were kept
secret in the Closet of a Great
Minister of State, and never
Published till now since his

Death."
Sadeur's escape from the

irritated hermaphrodites was
due to the Urg. In spite of

its ferocity, the Urg could be
tamed and, like the Swiss

Family Robinson's ostrich,
turned to account as a horse.

The only inconvenience was
that, being a very lively bird, it

might choose to go a-courting
among the wild Urgs, rider and
all and then, so much the
worse for the rider. But Sadeur
had better luck : he mastered
his Urg, harnessed it, and flew

with it over hundreds of leagues
of sea, till, meeting with other

and evilly disposed Urgs, a

fight ensued, and he tumbled
off into the sea, just in time
to be rescued by Portuguese
sailors of course in the neigh-
bourhood of Madagascar.

It is probable that Lemuel
Gulliver owed more to Sadeur
than did Daniel Defoe. But
that the latter drew for ma-
terial on some of the books
cited can hardly be doubted.

They were all accessible in
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English versions, with the

sole exception of 'Simplicis-

simus,' which resembles 'Rob-
inson Crusoe' most closely,
and which alone contains the

religious element, which is not
the least of our castaway's
attractions. Unfortunately
Daniel conceived the idea that
this feature would prove in-

teresting enough by itself, and

published the Third Part the
' * Moral Reflections,

' ' which -

even the fantastic "Vision of

the Angelick World " which

they contain could not rescue

from failure. But first, second,
and third parts alike were all

done into Dutch, French, and
German as soon as they ap-

peared ;
and on the heels of

the translators followed a be-

wildering crowd of imitators.

Within forty years there were

sixty -four distinct and separ-
ate German " Robinsonades.

"

Every country, every province,
almost every town of import-
ance, had its

" Robinson."
There were Christian Robin-

sons, Catholic Robinsons,
Jewish Robinsons, Medical

Robinsons, Bookseller Robin-

sons, the list being rounded
off by a few female Robinsons,
of whom the less said the

better.

All these imitations were,

roughly speaking, stories of

adventure only, when they
were not, like the religious
"
Robinsons," dismally didactic.

But the possibilities of the

desert island were soon ex-

hausted and the pretence of

it discarded, its place being
generally taken by some form of

the worn-out yarn of the "Turk-
ish captivity." In fine, every

2 z
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novel of the day came to be

published under the magic
title of "Robinson," which

was sure to excite at least

a momentary interest. Indeed,
so thoroughly did the name
and the idea of the "Robin-
sonade" naturalise themselves

in Germany that there are,

or were till lately, fairly edu-

cated folk there who believe

that Crusoe was a German

production, done into English
by Daniel von Foe,

1 and that
' Masterman Ready

'

(another

very popular work) is a trans-

lation by Marryat of ' Steuer-

mann Riistig.'

Desperate efforts were made

by the authors of the German
imitations to secure public
attention ; they even fathered

their twaddle on well-known

English writers like Fielding
and Sheridan! but all "went

under," and deservedly: they
represented no national feeling
and no intellectual tendency.
Two the fittest in a sense

survived : the * Isle of Felsen-

burg
' and ' Robinson the

Younger,' of which the former
embodies the longing of the

times for an ideal state, any-
where out in the world.

The deplorable condition of

the subjects of the petty Ger-
man princes was, indeed, such
that it might make any man
long for the wings of a dove.

Autocrats, so fenced about
with foolish court ceremony
that if they would speak with
their subjects they had to do
so in back rooms, disguised
in " schlafrock

" and nightcap,

were served by the hordes of

incapable nobles who had re-

placed in the bureaucracy the

shrewd old burgher-officials of

Charles V. and his successors.

The imposts were cruel, for the

nobility and clergy were prac-

tically tax free ; the peasants
were crushed by the feudal

duties; and the sovereigns, in

order to maintain a state

which should imitate, however
far off, that of the French

court, each with his "Wilhelms-
lust

"
or his "Favoritenschloss,"

were mostly engaged in that

wicked traffic in human flesh

and blood which gave us our

"Hessians" to fight the Ameri-
can colonists, and which drew
the very nerves and sinews out

of Germany. In the funniest

war that ever added to the

gaiety of nations, the struggle
between the Dukes of Gotha
and Meiningen about the pre-
cedence of somebody's mistress,

the former potentate had sold

all his army 6000 foot and
1500 horse to the Dutch, re-

taining only his staff of officers

and several generals. And
when Frederick of Prussia

composed the feud, he made
the price of his mediation not

thalers and groschen, but 200
foot - soldiers, who were duly
laid by the heels and delivered

over. To folk thus belaboured

the idea of a refuge beyond the

seas was a golden dream. For
them America, now the refuge
of their harassed descendants

had practically no existence.

It was the age which evolved

out of the practical colonising

1 This name is actually found on the title of one edition. See Ullrich,
' Robinson und Robinsonaden,' p. 58.
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trading Teutons of the six-

teenth century the traditional

German dreamers ;
and they

dreamed of summer isles of

Eden, lying in dark purple
spheres of sea, whither they
were led in fancy by the pettiest

functionary of one of the pet-
tiest German courts (Stolberg-

Stolberg), the author of the

'Isle of Felsenburg.'
Hacked at by excerptors and

sucked by literary leeches, this

really fine romance has never

been translated into English.
It begins with adventure

enough and to spare : the

hero is informed by a sea

captain, quite in the style
of the modern "prologue," of

mysteries concerning his fam-

ily. His forefather, one Albert

Julius, had assisted a young
Dutchman, Van Leuven, to

elope with an English girl

bearing the very un - British

name of Concordia Pliirs. The
three are cast away, with their

vile French skipper Lemalie,
on a desert island. From the

time of George Pines to that

of Mr Mallock it has been

recognised that such an atmo-

sphere tends to promote licence,
and accordingly Lemalie makes

outrageous proposals. Con-
cordia and her husband ob-

ject, and the Frenchman first

pushes the uncomplaisant Van
Leuven over a cliff and then

conveniently exterminates him-
self by running upon Albert's

sword. Concordia and the
survivor then marry one
another (in no other way can
the * ceremony be described),
and the arrival of two young
Englishmen who marry Con-
cordia's daughters affords the

nucleus of a future population,
which is further increased by
the coming of several persons
of mechanical capacity, by
whose means communication
with Europe is established.

Old Julius now discovers

(about sixty years too late)
that they ought to have a

clergyman. Two are brought,
and we now have an estab-

lished church as well as an

independent state. The de-

tails of the usual Utopian
constitution are tedious ;

but
when we remember that they
represent the aspirations of a
whole crushed and groaning
nation, we look upon them
with indulgence. Unfortu-

nately the author was de-

luded by his success, like

Defoe, into publishing con-

tinuations, in which Persian

princesses contend with Portu-

guese pirates to engage our

interest, and none succeed.

There were several such
romances with a Utopian
tendency. Prevot d'Exiles,
the ill - starred creator of

Manon Lescaut, produced a

little known work,
' The Ad-

ventures of Cleveland, Natural
Son of Cromwell,' which con-

tains a sketch of an idyllic

republic of Huguenots on an
island south-west of St Helena;
and the doctrinaire forerunners

of the French Revolution were

responsible for one or two such
works. But an entirely differ-

ent line was followed by a

book, for the immense popu-
larity of which it is difncmlt

to account, J. H. Campe's
' Robinson the Younger,' which
can only be described as didac-

tics run mad. It was to a cer-
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tain extent the product of the

pietism of Protestant Germany
in the eighteenth century.
The genesis of the book,

which is simply a vulgarisa-
tion of the original story with
all its events introduced in a

different order, was attended

by complications. It was pub-
lished by subscription, and

Campe soon found that his

task of adaptation would need
a second volume, which the

price named would not pay
for. He devised an ingenious
way out of the difficulty. At
the end of the first volume he
left Robinson so sick that he

might almost be counted dead,

commending his soul to God;
and the original subscribers

got that and no more for their

money. But for purchasers of

the second volume Robinson
was brought back from the

grave, and went through the
whole of his regular perform-
ance, made as dull and didactic

as possible, with Friday and
his father, who by a singular

inspiration of wit is named
Thursday. The main differ-

ence of the narrative from that
of Defoe is supposed to be that
Robinson Junior lands without
tools of any kind ; but as he
finds a hatchet and mallet

ready made, gets fire from

lightning, and is possessed of

such strength that as a boy
of twelve or so he can carry
with ease a turtle weighing a

hundredweight, the value of

the lesson of self-help to be
inculcated is not great.
Yet the work was translat-

ed into twelve languages, ran

through hundreds of editions,
and is still at intervals repub-

lished. It seems, indeed, to

have replaced the original in

the German market. But in

England it was never very
popular, possibly because
' Sandford and Merton '

held
the field in that branch of

literature, possibly because of

the revolting form in which it

was presented. We pass over

an edition published in Ger-

many "for the use of those

which are learning the Eng-
lish," and take the first genu-
ine English version. It affords

a prototype of Mrs Markham's
famous conversational methods,
but the part of that gentle
matron is played by a ruffian

named Billingsley. Billingsley
lived somewhere on the Thames,
and being possessed of a mod-
erate income, determined, in-

stead of trying to improve it,

to render his children's lives a

misery to them under pretence
of teaching them the Christian

virtues. The introduction of

the Fairchild family to the

criminal on the gibbet, by way
of an afternoon treat, is but a

faint reflection of the methods
of this British parent. "To-

morrow, children," says he,
" we will make holiday ;

we
will go to Greenwich and en-

joy ourselves and drive dull

care away." And when the

poor little mites have lain

awake all night thinking of

the treat, and are whooping
round in the morning for sheer

animal joy, Billingsley brings
off his grand coup. "To-day,
children," quoth he, "we will,

instead of going to Greenwich,
learn more lessons; for thus

will you be taught patience
and self-control." It was this
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kind of thing that made boys
of twelve in that day run away
to sea, all for the good of

the empire, though they knew
it not, and their sisters run
in all directions to Gretna
Green at the best of times.

But this is a literal state-

ment of what the book con-

tains, and its editor plainly

regards it as the picture of a

model home education. If

Billingsley thought the story
was interesting the children

overmuch, he stopped short,
like Scheherezade's sister, and
told them that disappointment
represented a "victory over

themselves." To add to its

horrors, the book is embellished

with thirty-two woodcuts of a

kind to produce nightmares for

the little Billingsleys and to

send their lady mother into

hysterics.
But the perusal of such rub-

bish has one advantage : it

convinces us of the unique
position which the original
'Robinson Crusoe

'

holds. That
Defoe was a plagiary in the

modern niggardly and carping
sense; that he was indebted
to his predecessors severally
for the idea of the hermit

castaway, for the locale of the

island, for the hundred minor de-

tails of lonely and even squalid
life over which he has cast

the glamour of his genius, can-
not be denied. So far Kobin-
son is an impostor: but when
we come to the soul of the
book

; its matchless charm ; its

humanity ; its brilliant presen-
tation of common happenings,

then we feel that we may
claim to have produced within
the limits of our narrow seas

the greatest romance the world
has ever seen.

A. T. S. GOODRICK.
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AN ECHO.

BY MARGUERITE CURTIS.

THE Doctor gathered up the

reins,
" clicked

"
to the mare,

and turned slowly away from
the side-door of Pay-Well Farm.
A few yards from the gateway
he stopped and half-turned in

his seat.

"Lucy?"
The mare stood patiently

until the girl addressed picked
her way amongst the mud and

rough stones, and standing
with a hand on the shaft looked

up into the Doctor's face.

"Yes, Doctor!" Her eyes,
blue and steady, were anxious,
around her nostrils the flesh

was white, a sign of alarm in

her ruddy face, but she waited
in apparent calm while the old

man cleared his throat, with
him an inevitable preliminary
to unpleasant news. The March
wind, tearing round the side of

the house, made a terrific on-

slaught against the little group,
and the Doctor laid hold of the

cue it gave him.

"You haven't many flowers

out yet, 'tis a cold spot Pay-
Well; the daffys are showing
yellow in my garden, a smile

of the sun, and plop !

"

He made a sound with his

fingers indicative of the glad

bursting of ripe buds, and bent
lower over the side of the trap.
" Flowers are like folk, Lucy,
they come up bright and hardy
in the right soil, but sometimes

they want transplanting where
there's a little more sun "

he paused a moment, then he

shot a command at her sud-

denly. "Isaac must not stay
here any longer."

Lucy drew a sharp breath.
" Isaac ! then where must he

go, Doctor? he's too weak to

travel yet." Her voice took on
a sterner note: "Why didn't

you tell us before?"
"Because I did not know

there was such danger he mis-

led me on purpose, he misled
all of you. I tell you, Lucy,
unselfishness can become a vice.

You Gallops are a terrible set

to deal with. You've heard
Isaac answer my questions

every day :
' No pain in his

chest,' 'No pain in his side.'

I was a fool to listen to him, of

course, but that's beside the

mark. If it had not been for

that blessed haemorrhage to-day
while I was there something
he could not prevent your
brother would have died to

save all of you anxiety,

Tommy-rot !

" But his eyes,
shrewd and kindly, belied his

rough words. He continued in a

purely professional tone : "Har-
ness the horse to-morrow morn-

ing, put a hot-water tin and

plenty of cushions in it, wrap
Isaac up in blankets, and drive

him down to Clevedon. There
is a house there, up at the quiet
end, where he can get sun and
sea and fresh air all at once :

the place is built on the beach,
it's the cosiest little spot in

England this time of year. I'll

send you the address in the
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morning and write to the land-

lady about you to-night : she

knows me, you'll have no
trouble."

" But what shall I do about
mother ?

"

The old Doctor threw back
his head and laughed shortly.

"
Ha, ha ! come, that's not

bad ! I believe you've been

asking that question about your
mother ever since you could

toddle by yourself and she

found out that bed was a com-
fortable place. Do about her ?

There's nothing the matter with
her ;

let her do for herself and

your father too !

" And nod-

ding a curt though genial
farewell, the Doctor jerked
the reins and started off in

earnest.

Lucy Gallop watched him
until the trap disappeared over

the brow of the hill, watched
him with a tolerant smile upon
her stolid face. "The Doctor
must have his joke," "his bark
was worse than his bite," so

she repeated the verbal coinage
in constant use about him in

the countryside. All the same,
he did not understand her

mother ; seein' her once a-week
wasn't like seein' her all the

time. Her was real nesh an'

delicate who knew that better

than herself? She gave a

glance around as if questioning
the right of any one to speak
with authority, then seeing no

one, she walked forward out

of the yard -gate and passed
through the little wicket which
led to the front garden. During
her brother's illness she had
been too busy to give much

thought to the flowers, but she

resented, with the intensity of a

Mendip-dweller born and bred,
the slight Doctor Smith had
cast upon the sunniness of Pay-
Well Farm. Probably she

would find their daffodils were

just as forward as his
; without

conscious volition her mind re-

iterated his phrase :

" a smile
of the sun, and plop !

" Her
lips repeated the absurd, signifi-
cant sound, then she bent down
and searched carefully for the
first hint of yellow on her daf-

fodil buds.

The green was impenetrable,
not one of the delicate sheaths
was broken; her lips tightened
with vexation, the snowdrops
and crocuses under the parlour
window nodded gaily at her in

vain. With that instinct of self-

preservation which assails the

mind in moments of great
anguish and uncertainty, she

had turned for relief from agi-

tating thought to this trivial

occupation, and now that her
search had been fruitless, the

burden of the trouble of Isaac's

illness on a sudden became al-

most intolerable.

She passed swiftly through
the wicket again, ran across

the yard, and not pausing to

scrape the mud from her shoes,

passed through the kitchen and
into the sitting-room.
To her eyes, dazzled by the

sudden gloom after the clearer

light of early evening without,
it appeared at first sight to be

empty. Then a tall figure rose

from the settle, bent over the

fire, and gave it a vigorous

poke.
" That you, Luce ?

"

"Yes," Lucy said. She knelt

down and piled the logs to-

gether in the grate, then she
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rose and stood restlessly beside

the old man.
"
Father," she said suddenly,

" come for a stroll a minute :

I I've something to say to

you."
The two walked stealthily

through the yard and out on to

the road. Such confidences as

took place between them were

usually made in this way. With
his large bony hand tucked

through her arm, his gaunt
and loose-limbed figure close to

her slender one, Lucy reiterated

the statement just made to her

by the Doctor.
"
Vather, Isaac be ill !

"

" I do know !

"

" But he be real bad."
" Go 'long !

"
Silas made a

pretence of joking, but he

glanced sharply at his daughter
from under lowered eyelids :

" Doctor's bark be worse nor
his bite, my maid !

"

" Not this time, vather."
" How do 'ee know ?

"

The southerner is not con-

vinced by hearsay. Lucy put
her hand into her pocket and

brought out something damp
and clammy. Without a quiver
of her muscles she proceeded to

unroll it, spreading before his

eyes a man's handkerchief dyed
almost beyond recognition with
blood.

" When th' Doctor were here

Isaac coughed !

" she said la-

conically. The hand holding
the ghastly rag shook as she

rolled it up and replaced it in

her pocket. She turned to her

father almost with passion.
" He mus' go away," she
said. " 'Tis warm at Clevedon.
I'll take un' to-morrow

;
there's

nothin' else for it. Isaac mus'n't

go alone, he be too ill. Do 'ee

think mother can manage ?
"

"I doan't know!" Silas

Gallop said heavily.
" Her

be tur'ble weak an' do depend
on thee, Luce us all does, my
maid" his hand pressed her
arm affectionately,

" but her

'ould want Isaac to go, thee

knows that ?
"

"Yes, I know that!" Lucy
agreed, her thoughts flying
back to the days when she

and Isaac had been children.
" Mother always wants Isaac

to have th' things he do want
;

she 'ould die if anythin' hap-

pened to him." Her voice be-

came sharp with anxiety.
" Nothin' bean't goin' to hap-

pen to 'un !

"
she averred.

"Isaac be all th' world to us."
" Isaac an' thy mother !

"

Silas corrected gently. A veil

of tears shadowed his eyes,
his voice trembled in odd con-

trast to his next words, " 'Tis

tur'ble bad this happenin' to

now," he said reflectively.
"
Shepherd bean't well neither,

can't stand th' night air, an'

lambin' season jus' beginnin'."

Lucy understood.
" Poor dearie," she said,

"
'tis

a deal to leave thee with, th'

farm an* mother, but in co'orse

thee'll manage." The cheery
note of her voice roused his

courage.
"Oh, ay, I'll manage," Silas

said doubtfully, and looking

upward, Lucy saw the tears in

his eyes.
" Don't fret, father," she said

gently.
" Clevedon is a wonder-

ful place; Isaac'll come back
so strong

" She ended

abruptly; no need for Silas

to tell her that it was not for
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Isaac he was troubled : dear as

was his only son to him, proud
of him as he was bound to be
of one who had taken so natur-

ally to the quiet farm life, yet
in his heart, in the hearts of all

of them,
" mother " came first,

was unalterably their primal
thought.

" Her c'udn't go wi' thee

both, in co'orse ?
"

The words were so perfunc-

tory as to be hardly a question.
In such a spirit Lucy answered.

" No ! she couldn't come
with us !

"

As they talked they had
been climbing the road which

sloped upward from their house
across the hill -top, and now
they stopped upon the summit.
Below them, the road

shelved steeply downward to-

ward Jordan-in-the-Valley and

Brexton, on between the hills

and valleys, across green past-
ures and wooded hillsides,

until, far beyond the slopes
of Grey Down, the faint

shimmer of the sea appeared.
At the end of the long and

steep valley, here rocky and

barren, there with promise of

a fruitfulness unrivalled by
the Garden of Eden, the

spires of distant churches ris-

ing clear against the skyline
from amongst clusters of trees

hiding the groups of home-
steads for which they had been

built, or standing in beautiful,

lonely serenity between the

grey stone houses which, scorn-

ing all shade from trees unable
to bear the thunderous on-

slaught of the wind, stood

separate and aloof upon the
farther hill-top in unappreciable
loneliness, the waters of the

Bristol Channel shone as the

crowning glory of their home-
land. Silas felt, as he scanned
the familiar and characteristic

stretch of country, that no

slight had been cast upon
"The Mendips" after all: if

Isaac went away from Pay-
Well Farm to the sea, it was
seaside that must wear a

homely aspect, since inland,
across twenty miles of good
Somersetshire country, lay
home.

They retraced their steps

silently. If Lucy must take

Isaac away to-morrow there

was much to be done : as

she entered the parlour she

framed the words in which she

would break the news to her

mother, looking towards the

corner in which she usually

lay upon the sofa, with a quick

glance of apprehension. But
the room was empty. The
flames from the great log-fire

played upon the ugly, var-

nished wall - paper and the

grocer's almanacs adorning it ;

the crocheted antimacassars

hung straightly upon the backs
of the two large elbow-chairs ;

the opening hyacinths were
reflected faintly in the polished

mahogany of the table. It all

looked very peaceful and home-
like ; the two paused instinct-

ively upon the threshold. Then
Silas advanced to the fire and
stood looking down at it re-

flectively.
"'Twill be queer wi'out 'ee,

on'y mother an' I left !

" he
said ruminatively, and he
ended with a silent chuckle.

It would be like a second

wedding journey, without the

journey or the wedding, he
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amended stolidly, and with
bucolic appreciation of the

joke repeated his remark,

turning round suddenly as

his words were taken up by
his wife's voice.

She stood in the doorway,
one hand upon the jamb and
the other, white, wrinkled,
blue -veined, holding together
the small white shawl she
wore upon her shoulders.

That, or the background of

darkness which filled the pass-

age, gave her an appearance
of fragility which impressed
Silas and Lucy at the same
time. Impulsively they moved
forward to help her. But
Mrs Gallop stood her ground
smilingly.

"What'll be queer?" she

repeated; "who be goin' t'

leave thee an' me, Silas?"
" Co'ome along, my woman,

an' rest thee," Silas said

soothingly. "Lucy '11 tell

thee in a minute. 'Twere
'twere on'y a kind of meditation
o' mine, my dearie; a zort of

a joke, do 'ee zee?" And as

he put his arm round her and
tucked her up tenderly upon
the sofa he turned an appeal-

ing eye upon his daughter, a

silent command to her to help
him out of this predicament.

"'Tisn't like 'ee to joke,

Silas," his wife said, tossing
back the wraps he piled upon
her and resisting his attempt
to make her recline easily

against the horsehair bolster.

"What be th' matter, Lucy?
did th' Doctor zay ought?"
Her voice rose sharply with
the question, as if a vision of

trouble appeared before her,
and instinctively Lucy realised
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that a straightforward answer
was the best way to satisfy
her. She spoke at once.

"Yes, mother; he said that
Isaac was worse than we knew,

he must not stay here any
longer; he's to go down to

Clevedon to - morrow
;

the

the air is warmer there." Her
voice faltered as she pro-
nounced the words, looking
at the expression upon her
mother's face.

It was, indeed, sufficiently

alarming. Two vivid spots of

crimson marred the pallor of

either cheek, and the eyes,

usually placid and dull, were
brilliant as they roved to and
fro.

"
Light the lamp," she said.

In silence Lucy obeyed,

listening with her sub-conscious

self to the would-be consoling
words of her father, those

tender, caressing phrases with-

out which he never spoke to

his wife. "Thee'll be able to

do wi'out Lucy, woan't thee,

my dear ? her'll have her hands

full, thee can zee
"

"To be zure," said Lavinia

Gallop dully,
"
Lucy mus' stay

to here
;
Isaac an' I'll manage

fine. Why, I daresay us'll be
back in a fortnight, three

weeks at most."

She gazed at Silas tenderly,

watching to see how he would
take the solution of the prob-
lem which was the only one

possible to her; then, seeing
that he did not comprehend,
she put out her hand and drew
him down beside her.

"
Silas, thee dost not look at

it like I do do : I can zee quite
well what thee meant, Lucy
to go down t' Clevedon an' I to
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stay wi' thee," her hand ruffled

the shaggy hair upon his bent
head caressingly. "'Twould a

been nice" the emphasis she

laid upon the word brought a

flush to her cheek, "but, but
I c'udn't a done it. Isaac '11

want me, I shouldn't never

get over 'ut if he wanted an'

c'udn't have."

Silas's voice rose in entreaty.
"Do 'ee remember, my wo-

man, how poorly thee do be
an' how little thee can do ?

Thee mus' let Lucy take Isaac

away, 'twould be the death of

'ee to zee to 'un
; mayhap he'll

want a tur'ble deal doin'."

"An 5 who can do fur 'un

like his mother, Silas? Can't
I make thee understand ? I do
b'lieve 'at bein' a father bean't

a mos'sel th' zame as bein' a

mother ! I do yearn to do 'ut !

"

She used the insinuation

with an almost callous direct-

ness. Lucy, from the other

side of the room, came forward
with an indignant protest,
then at sight of her father's

face she stopped. Silas be-

longed to the type, not un-

common in the West, which
combines an almost feminine

beauty of countenance with a

powerful and manly physique :

his eyes, deep-set in the ruddy
face, were of that peculiar
shade of blue which is almost
violet and appear at moments
of intense excitement to be

black. They shone so now
above the trembling mouth,
the distorted nostrils, but his

tone was very gentle as he
answered her.

"I doan't doubt that, I be

on'y a father," irony was un-

thought of, "but I should like
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to go to Clevedon myself ; 'twas

of you I was thinking, but
now " In the pause Lucy
saw that he clenched and un-
clenched his hands, while his

forehead was puckered in

thought j then he went on
more rapidly, his brow clear-

ing as he saw a way out of

the difficulty :
" Let us ask

Isaac himself he've a deal o'

common -sense in that head
of his'n; I'll bide by what-
ever he do zay. If he do want
thee an' zay thee mus' go, thee
shall drive t' Clevedon to-

morrow, zo there !

"

Lavinia caught one of his

hands in hers and held it

tightly; a spark of triumph
shone in her eyes, but neither

of her companions noticed it,

for her voice was weak and

husky.
" Let's go an' ask him !

"
she

said.

They formed a curious pro-
cession as they climbed the

stairs. The lamp Lucy carried

high threw her straight, un-
formed figure into strong relief,

and cast a faint light upon the

inert, slender body clad in

flowing draperies which her
father carried in his arms, as

indeed he had carried his wife

up those stairs since she could

remember.
The wood bannister against

the wall was bare of paint in

one or two places, just where
the strain upon Silas's strength
was greatest and Lavinia had

caught with feeble effort upon
the handrail to help him, and
at the stairhead was the chair

upon which she often sat to

gain breath after the trouble-

some ascent. She did so now,
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smiling upon her daughter and
husband with a smile which

deprecated the trouble she

caused them and yet demanded

homage for a gentility so

exquisite that it was not even

healthy.
Silas put his arm round her

once more to raise her to her

feet. There was something al-

most grotesque in the way
these two strong and able-

bodied people watched the pro-

gress of this frail little woman
down the passage to Isaac's

room : it was not on him, the
real sufferer in danger of his

life, on whom their thoughts
were concentrated, they had
few to spare from Lavinia.

There are gradations in the

plenishing of the various bed-

rooms of a Somersetshire farm-
house which indicate at once
to the familiar onlooker the

position of the occupant in

the family. The bedroom of

the master and mistress and
the sacred precinct set aside

as a guest-chamber are cum-
bered with a solid mahogany
suite and four-poster bed, vary-
ing but little in size whatever
be the space at liberty; but
the daughters, servants, and,
above all, the sons, are treated

differently. To cover up the

poverty and bareness of the

furniture, the girls may have
such pretty trifles as they can

beg or extract from the ma-
ternal hoards; but the boys'
treasures guns, birds' eggs,
collections many and various
are given grudging room-place
amongst the odds and ends
of furniture, ornament, and
bric-a-brac with which their

bedrooms are filled. Pictures,

chairs, vases, which offend the

eye but cannot, either from
motives of thrift or sentiment,
be cast away entirely, are
thrust into "the boys' room"
with ruthless hand, and in

consequence such a chamber
breathes always an air of

apologetic incongruity with
the habits and occupation of

its owner.
In such a room lay Isaac

Gallop. His nightly retire-

ment to this chamber for many
years had not yet lent it an
air of individuality, and his

dark restless eyes looked out

somewhat uncannily from the

shabby bed, hung with a faded
brown chintz which half -hid

the cracked surface of the bed-

board.

The incongruity of the set-

ting occurred to no one, how-
ever. Isaac had been, through
all his thirty years of life, so

gentle and retiring, so insig-
nificant almost, that the idea

of his desiring privacy, any
place to call absolutely his

own, had not occurred to any
one, least of all perhaps to

himself. Since his illness he
had wished once or twice that

the window commanded a view
of the lovely valley, instead

of looking down precipitately

upon the high - road
;
but he

had put the thought away
uneasily, not understanding
this desire for loneliness. In
a district where meeting with
one's fellows is not a daily

occurrence, the gregarious in-

stinct is highly developed.
The true West Country man
dislikes loneliness

; perhaps for

that reason he is the more at

one with it, since in nature
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restlessness and peace go ever
hand in hand.
As Lavinia crossed the room

now, her son looked up chid-

>earie, I be all right ; why
do 'ee come again now ? Thee
bean't goin' to bed yet along,
I do r'heckon?" He finished

his speech with a fit of cough-
ing, and raised his handkerchief
to his mouth quickly, then lay
back on his pillow exhausted,
unable any longer to hide the

crimson stain from her know-

ledge. For the first time that

night the Doctor and Lucy
had been made acquainted
with the state of affairs, and
now his mother ran forward
with a cry of anguish and

caught the handkerchief from
his hand.

"
Oh, Isaac, Isaac, my dear !

"

Her voice rose on a hyster-
ical note, as suddenly she

calmed herself, and put her

thin, soft arm under her boy's
head; then half -fierce, half-

appealing, she faced her hus-

band.

"Isaidlmus'go!"
"Zure enough

"

"An 5

I will go," she inter-

rupted fiercely. "Isaac, thee
be goin' to Clevedon to-

morrow, shall / go wi' thee,
or Lucy?" Her hand pressed
his shoulder convulsively be-

neath the bedclothes, her

breathing hurried past his

ear in little gasps. It seemed
an age to the listeners while
he scanned his sister's face,

making up his mind. Poor
bewildered Lucy stood at the

bedfoot, her face full of

anxiety, anxiety even cloud-

ing the tenderness which

overflowed from her heart for

these two invalids of hers,

and by one of those incred-

ible misunderstandings which
will take place even between
those who have shared thought
and almost life itself for years,
Isaac thought that she did

not want to take him away.
He flashed a smile at her
and spoke, turning towards
his mother.

" I shan't be much trouble

thee had better go, mother !

"

he said.

Lucy and her father sat

one on either side of the fire

in the great inner kitchen of

Pay -Well Farm. The night
was calm, and through the

tiny window in the side wall,
which had been left un-

shuttered that Silas might
study the weather, the moon,
sailing high in the heavens,
sent a beam aslant the blue

stone floor. Its silvery light

mingled reluctantly with the

yellow flame from the lamp
on the trestle table, and Silas

watched it stolidly for a few
minutes ; then he shifted un-

easily in his chair, and turned
towards his daughter with a

question.
" Bean't Lizzie late ?"

Lucy's eyes had been upon
the clock on the high mantel-

shelf
;
she returned to it again

at his question.
"It is only twenty minutes

past eight : she couldn't have
been back before eight o'clock:

you know how maidens gossip
She raised her eye-

brows demurely, as if gossip
was far from her thoughts,
then she rose to set the sup-
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per. But as she put out the

blue plates, the great Cheddar

cheese, home-pickled cabbage,
and jug of cider which was
Silas's nightly beverage, her

thoughts were busy with

something akin to it. What
was it Dr Smith had said

when he heard that her
mother had taken Isaac to

Clevedon? Something about
" exertion might prove her
salvation after all

"
; whose

salvation, her mother's ? She
thrust the thought away from
her incredulously, the doctor

never had understood mother!
and turned with relief to the

thought of Lizzie's dalliance.

How she wished she had

gone herself to the post-office
to inquire for any letters.

After all, they were not cer-

tain that mother had written
the day of her arrival in

Clevedon, and if she had not,
it would be impossible to hear
until the day after to-morrow :

would they not, anyway, be
well laughed at in the village
for imagining that their letters

could not await delivery in

the morning? When had

they troubled before to send
for any? Then she almost

dropped the dish she was

carrying, and turned expect-
antly to the door : upon the
cobble-stones of the back-yard
she heard the sound of foot-

steps.
Heated by her run from the

top of the hill, where she had

stayed gossiping with a friend,

breathlessly eager to make her

peace with her mistress, Lizzie

clattered through the scullery,
and pushed open the half-

closed door of the kitchen

without ceremony, her round,
childish face heralding the

approach of news. Without
a word she held out a letter,

and Lucy took it in silence,

while her handmaid hurried,

chuckling, out of the way.
Silas stood expectant by the

fireplace, his thin, loose figure

trembling, the hand grasping
his pipe strained and tense.

Then as Lucy passed him the

envelope, he inserted the pipe-
stem under the slightly stuck

flap, wrenched at the enclosure,
and with deliberation smoothed
out a sheet of notepaper.
The note said but little Mrs

Gallop had never been a letter

writer; yet the tears came to

Lucy's eyes as she read. It

was so pitiful to her that her

mother should write brightly
and hopefully of the wonderful

way in which Isaac had re-

covered from the journey, and
of how good and thoughtful he
was for her. She failed to read

the glee which lay behind every
word, the glee of the child who
feels herself responsible. She
was so accustomed to her

mother as the invalid, that

realisation of her as the nurse

could not be anything but pain-
ful. If only she herself had
been there to see after Isaac,
and left her father to care for

her mother ! The two strong
and healthy members of the

family regarded one another
in a kind of impotent rage;
what were they without their

invalids ? In their desperation
feeling loosed itself in speech.

" Why would her go ?
"
Silas

asked despairingly.
"I can't tell!" Lucy's face

was almost stern in its young
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perplexity, then suddenly it

softened. "I suppose she felt

she must look after Isaac : when

you're fond of a body, and they
fall

ill, it sort of tears at you
to do all you can for them."
Under pressure of her inward
emotion her hand sought her

side, then she noticed with a

sensation of pleasure that her

father's hand also rested upon
his heart. The sight gave her
an even closer thrill of sym-
pathy with and for him.

Somersetshire folk are always
demonstrative ; even beneath
the stolid and wooden exterior

of the most uneducated, out-

ward manifestation of supreme
emotion is instinctive. So with
none of the awkwardness such
a situation would breed be-

tween the ordinary father and

daughter, Lucy pressed closer

to him. " Don't take it so to

mind," she urged ;

" even Doc-
tor said that mother would be
all right, he ought to know."
Without a word of answer,

Silas pushed her away and
strode scowling to the door :

throwing it open, he took his

hat from a peg, struggled into

his greatcoat, and clattered

down the steps and across the

cobble-stones. The echo of his

footsteps came back to her

clearly as she stood in amaze-
ment in the centre of the floor

;

then when they were lost in

silence, she knew that he had

plunged on to the soft turf of

the hillside, and was making
his way to the sheep-fold. In
stolid stupefaction she bolted
and barred the door, he would
not be back that night !

For Silas the feeling of the

moment was not so ended. His

flight from the kitchen fol-

lowing upon Lucy's words
had been instinctive, otherwise

his natural demonstrativeness
would have given vent to his

feeling in words, words of

which he might be ashamed.

Amongst the medley of emo-
tions which animated him, dis-

appointment was uppermost.
In the circle of small farmers
and rustics amongst whom he
had been born and bred, an
instant and undisputed claim
to gentility was made by deli-

cacy in a woman. With an

absurdity incredible to those

not of this ilk, Silas, even
while his tender heart ached

pitifully over her frailty, had

prided himself on his wife's

invalidism. It set her apart,
as it were, from the general
run of farmers' wives. What
would have been a handicap, a

misfortune, to others, meant
little to him. His farm was
his own freehold, left to him by
his father, he had sufficient

money to work it and to in-

dulge in such simple luxuries

as occurred to him, therefore it

made no difference that he
could not boast of Lavinia's

prowess in the dairy; he boast-

ed instead of his heavy doctor's

bill ! It was a pleasure to him
to aver, at market or ploughing-
match, that Dr Smith had not
missed visiting his home every
week for the past fifteen years,
and the repeated asseveration

which the Doctor himself made,
that his presence was unneces-

sary, being unheard by his list-

eners and unheeded by himself,
was of little account : such

glory as the case merited and
he looked for with mild triumph,
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was accorded to him with all

due respect.
And now? Lavinia had

tone
away, and instead of

nding herself unequal to the

task she had undertaken and

writing for further help, she

had written brightly of her

wellbeing. Even to himself

he had not dared to voice his

disappointment over that, but

Lucy's innocent repetition of

the old doctor's remark had
driven the truth home to him
as nothing else could have

done, sending him supperless,

mortified, angry, out to his

night's work. Since Shepherd
was ill he must look after the

lambs !

On this bleak stretch of

hillside spring was long in

coming, but now the middle
of March the lambing season
was at its height, Silas soon
lost his anger in attending to

the wants of his animals.

There is nothing which so

tries the mettle of a man,
which so brings out his innate

fineness or brutality, as attend-

ance upon animals in pain and
weakness. The spark in Silas's

eye was quenched, his anger
quelled, as he worked : looking
at him, a close observer would
have remarked that he was
in his element in relieving

distress, a brooding tender-

ness rested like a veil upon
his rugged features. Towards

morning the wind dropped ;

as the first herald of the dawn
appeared in the east, and the

beauty of the moon paled

slowly before it, no sound
disturbed the stillness save
the occasional lowing of the
cattle in distant fields, the

long, painful breathing of the

sheep, the sudden weak bleat-

ing of a new-born lamb. Silas

walked into the tiny hut which
served as shelter for the shep-
herd, and, taking off his hat,

mopped his heated brow : it

was the first moment he had
had for three hours in which
to think of himself. A slight
sound made him turn inquir-

ingly, but all was still : the

moon shone faintly, grey
patches of light flooded the
horizon ; the trees in the valley
below, the bare hillside, still

showed mysterious, spectral ;

he laughed at himself for an

imaginative fool, then, as sud-

denly, he stopped. Whether
it came from the echo of his

own laughter, or was the

articulate memory of the in-

distinct sound which had first

aroused his attention, he did

not know; certain it is that

he heard Lavinia's voice call-

ing, weakly, upon his name.
Never before in the busiest

portion of his day, in the

darkest hours of the night
had she called upon him in

vain. Remembering this, Silas

was filled even on the instant

with a dull and exquisitely
selfish sense of triumph. This

proved the truth of his asser-

tion : Lavinia was not so strong
as she imagined, Lavinia could

not do without him! Then
with an empty sense of in-

completion that he could

not satisfy her demands, he

strode, bareheaded, from the

hut again, and stood waiting
for the dawn.

Before it came he had heard

her voice four times !
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"Mother!"
Lavinia Gallop sat up in bed

and peered through the dark-
ness of the room, then hearing
nothing save Isaac's faint

uncertain breathing and the
dull roar of the sea, she leant

back against her pillows and
smiled to herself. She was
over - nervous, that was it;
Isaac was sleeping quite

soundly. The boom, boom of

the incoming waves rang loud-

ly in her ears, shutting out the
smaller noises near at hand;
Lavinia lay listening to it with
a pleasant sense of security and
unwonted freedom, the pleas-
ure of a child with a new toy ;

then, lulled by its murmuring,
she turned on her side and
fell asleep.
The grey, ghostly light of

early morning had penetrated
to the room when she awoke,
showing up the unfamiliar
furniture. The unaccustomed
bareness or the strange quiet
aroused in her the oppression
of alarm

; she raised herself on
her elbow and studied Isaac's

recumbent figure. His dark
head lay half-buried in the pil-

low; one arm, up which the
shirt sleeve had slipped to the

elbow, was ,outside upon the

coverlet; his mother noticed
with a painful contraction at

her heart how the wrist-bone

protruded. With a nervous,
excited movement she threw
back the clothes and stepped
out of bed.

In her scanty flannelette

nightgown, the delicate hue
of which was reflected in her

cheeks, her brown hair falling

softly about her shoulders, she

looked scarcely more than a
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girl; the immaturity of girl-

hood was simulated by her

fragility; the faint light did

not serve to show the wrinkles

upon her thin face. She crept

lightly across the thin carpet,
and paused by her son's bed

;

then she bent and kissed his

forehead. It was damp and
warm. Lingeringly she drew
her fingers over his hair, across

his cheek
; then in fear she

started back.

Silas !

"

Softly the word fell, but
there came no answer through
the silence

;
even as she uttered

the word Lavinia knew that

her husband was not there to

hear : there was no one to help
her in this sudden and unex-

pected calamity ; she was alone,

by herself utterly, for Isaac

was dead.

Surrounded by others, in the

usual circumstances of sudden

bereavement, Lavinia would in

all probability have given way
to wild hysterical grief: now,
with only herself to rely upon,
her latent strength of mind
asserted itself. An instant she

paused, leaning over the body
of the man who would always
be a boy to her motherhood,
then in reverence and awe and

very human love she kissed

him, marvelling that death had
come in such simple guise. In

very truth Isaac slept.
That night, lying sleepless in

the little room which had been

relegated to her by the bustling
and sympathetic landlady pend-

ing the arrival of Silas and

Lucy for the quiet funeral,
Lavinia awoke to the full

horror of her grief. Separated
from her by only a wall lay the

3 A
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dead body of her son. She did

not need to shut her eyes to

see him, the outline of his thin

figure scarcely hidden by the

white sheet, about him the

flowers which only yesterday
had been to her the heralds of

spring, the portents of the

good time coming when Isaac

would be well. She shivered

and cowered down closer under
the bedclothes

; the very seren-

ity of Isaac's face reproached
her. Unveiled in all its hideous-

ness her own selfishness con-

fronted her. In her mind she

went over and over again the

history of the years.
It did not seem so far back

to the days of Isaac's baby-
hood. Tears moistened her dry
and burning eyes at the re-

membrance of Silas's tender

care of her in the months

succeeding his birth, when
her own weakness had been
most apparent; the wrong lay
in the way she had allowed
herself to slip into an invalid's

habits and ways, giving in to

the supposition that she was

ill, to the weak claim made
upon her by a husband who
almost required of her, in his

own rude strength and pride,
the dignity and prestige of

invalidism. The tragedy lay
for her in the fact that they
had been well off : had they
been poor, her maternal in-

stincts would have made her
rouse herself for the children's

sake ; yet since there had been
no need to struggle for the

material needs of their exist-

ence, she had sunk into an

apathy regarding those finer

needs of the spirit. Lucy and
Isaac had been taught by their

father to think first of her who
should have been their pro-
tector and guide, while her

passive selfishness had made
their household a place apart,
different from those others
around them, had made her
children unnatural and old

before their time in self-denial

and self-effacement, with none
of the buoyant selfishness

naturally inseparable from

youth. Had Isaac been more
full of himself, thought less of

her and of the others, been less

well-versed in the selfless ways
her own attitude had bred in

him, he might not have died.

This thought journeyed with
her in the days that followed,

whitening her face, pinching
her features miserably, making
her the shadow of her former

self, so that in the midst of his

surprise and anguish over the

death of his only son, Silas

watched her, terrified lest she

too should die, hurrying her

away from the scene of so

much pain with slight com-

punction, away from the lonely

grave on the hillside, where
the sea murmured a requiem
and the seagulls fluttered over-

head with mournful cries, to

the quiet and peace of Pay-
Well Farm.

Lavinia went unmurmur-

ingly : an idea had come to

her in these days of meditation,
a way in which she might help
to expiate her indolence. It

seemed to her that Isaac

watched her from heaven to

see that she did her duty now.

Steadfastly she set her mind

upon it.

Although it was late when
she retired to rest on the night
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of their return, the room was

yet in darkness when she

awoke, and, raising herself on
her elbow, struck a match to

see the time by the great silver

watch suspended on the cur-

tains behind her head. " Half-

past four !

"
Silas had already

gone out
;
in quarter of an hour

the dawn would be here. Moved
toward its solemn beauty by an
uncontrollable and unusual im-

pulse, she crept from the bed
and lifted the blind.

The steely grey light which

began to cover the earth

enveloped as in a veil the

objects about her; perspective
was lost for Lavinia in the
absence of familiar colouring.
The garden loomed vast and

dim, the outhouses and barn
were unreal, shadowy, the hills

smaller yet less friendly, less

dear. She stared mournfully.
And as she gazed, a tiny thread
of sunlight touched the hill-

tops, wavered over the garden,
flashed an exquisite, moment-

ary beauty of wonderful colour

over the whole scene, and
withdrew itself hurriedly,

praying the grey dawn to

keep its tenancy secret until

it should return in rightful

place amongst the slow proces-
sion of rays sent out each

morning to herald the approach
of old King Sol.

Who shall say why the

coming of this one ray of

light so strengthened Lavinia's

spirit? The ecstatic joy with
which she viewed this flash-

light upon her homeland did

not drop to or below the level

of her ordinary outlook it was
succeeded by a serenity which
had not been hers for days,

and as that waned, by a gaiety
which lit up her eyes with

hope. Was she not beginning
her work for Isaac, could he
see? Hurriedly, with guilty
silences when she thought
she heard a sound, she

dressed herself and left the

room, carrying her shoes in her
hand until she was past Lucy's
door and half-way down the

passage leading to the room in

which " the maiden "
slept. As

her mistress's knock resounded
on the door Lizzie sprang up in

bed with a scared expression.
For Lavinia the moment

was intense, dramatic. Fifteen

years had passed since last she

had undertaken this duty of

awakening a sleepy country
maid - servant, and she had
satisfaction now quite apart
from the emphasis it laid upon
the position she had resumed
once more in making her

authority felt by the sharpness
of her knock. Often she had
turned in bed irritably at the

fentleness

of Lucy's summons,
he had been bred in a time

when it was considered deroga-

tory for a woman to evince her

authority save by sharpness.

Now, as she descended the

stairs she looked upward, and

Lucy's scared, incredulous eyes
met hers.

"Mother, what is the

matter?"
As she spoke her hands were

busy with her hair, twisting it

into a coil in readiness for the

emergency which must have
summoned her mother from bed.

"Go back to bed, Luce, 'tis

thy turn fur a little rest; I

I be feelin' extra well this

mornin' !

"
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"I never heard of such a

thing!" The soft thud thud

of bare feet on the shining oil-

cloth emphasised the words.

Lucy laid a gentle hand on
Lavinia's shoulder :

"
Dearie,

the clock has only just struck

five you never get up before

nine !

"

"Oh, but I must, Luce!"
Lavinia turned upon the girl
half-desperately, her eyes filled

with a mute entreaty which
won her cause far more

eloquently than words. " I

cant stay in bed, now."
" What'll you do, then ?

"

"Dust, an' cook th' break-

fast
"

irritation rose in her

voice as she noted the concern

in Lucy's face, "bless me,
child," she ended, "doan't 'ee

think I can do that much ?
"

"You're not strong, dear
5>

"Yes, I be, zo strong's

strong ; anyway, I be goin' to

do 'ut. Get thee back to bed,

chield; I'll call thee when 'tis

time."

Something compelling in the

elder woman's speech and

manner, even though her white
face and trembling figure be-

lied her boast, made Lucy
return again to her own room.
She dressed as quickly as she

could and followed her mother
to the kitchen, watching miser-

ably the fulfilment of duties

that had been her own by
hands too little fitted for such

by disuse and weakness. She
felt she, capable Lucy Gallop

as a girl will who, unaccus-
tomed to domestic routine,
watches the efforts of a slovenly

maid, herself powerless to

correct her errors.

Triumph, short -
lived, but

unmistakably hers, followed

upon one of Lavinia's efforts.

To make way for the frying-

pan she tried to lift the heavy
crock of "

pig's food
" which

stood waiting on the side of

the grate, and succeeded only
at the cost of overpowering
faintness : white and nerveless,
she sank down on the settle.

Lucy tended her eagerly.

They two were alone in the

kitchen ;
the sound of Lizzie

sweeping the carpet in the

distant parlour used on the

previous night in honour of

their return mingled with the

words she crooned to her

mother. But outside in the

yard came the noise of clatter-

ing feet, acting upon Lavinia

better than any restorative.

She raised herself hastily.

"Say nought," she com-
manded her daughter. "They
be back from milking."

Silas noticed nothing unusual
as he came in at the back-door,

scraped his boots on the iron

mat and wiped them on the

bits of old sacking lying near,
then washed his stained and

greasy hands, drying them on
the roller-towel while he con-

tinued his orders to the boy
who was driving to Oxonford
Station with the milk.

" An' thee can tell th' station-

master as how there be dree
*

empties
'

missing : the folk at

th' dairy zay they've sent 'em

off, zo 'ut can't be their fault,

th' cans mus' be somewheres
a' tween here an' Randelfleury.
He's to look fur 'em an' send

'em along to here sharp, or

I'll be writin' t' th' Company."
"Yes, zur!"
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Silas dropped the towel and
came striding up the steps and
on through the kitchen, a smile

on his face above the lines of

weariness. Lucy moved for-

ward to the table hurriedly
and busied herself mashing
cold potatoes, summoning up
her courage to return the smile

which she knew was donned

expressly for her : it was not

smilingly that Silas went about
his duties in these days since

Isaac's death.
"
Marnin', my maid !

"

" Good morning, father !

"

She felt a traitress as she

kissed him, shielding with her

figure the smaller, slighter one
of her mother behind her frying
the bacon, yet she was much
relieved when he passed on into

the inner room and sat down
in his chair by the fire, waiting
until breakfast was ready.

Agitatedly she turned to

Lavinia.

"Mother, do 'ee go back to

bed now, do 'ee ! You must be

tired, you could sleep now, and
I'll bring you your break-
fast

"

But Lavinia turned on her
with dignity.

" 'Tis good of thee, my dear,
but I ha' been invalid long

enough !

"
Taking up the dish

of bacon to prevent further

words, she marched into the

sitting-room.
She was so full of her motive

for once again undertaking her
household tasks, that she failed

at first to notice Silas's manner
to her. Gentle, caressing he

always was, but now there was
a bewilderment, a hurt anxiety
following his words as a shadow
follows a pedestrian : it was as

if the sadness which hung over

him because of Isaac's death
descended the more heavily that

she no longer needed such care

as he delighted to give her.

As the meal proceeded, even

through her exalted absorption
she became aware that all was
not as usual. She looked at

her husband keenly. Against
the background of brown wall
and wood he looked gaunt and

haggard. The frayed edges of

his working -coat, his creased
and stained collar, seemed some-
how to be a part of him. She
had been used to congratulate
herself that whatever Silas

wore, he himself stood out dis-

tinctively from his clothes.

Added tenderness toward him
because of the bereavement
which had affected this altera-

tion made her rise and carry
his third cup of tea around the

table to him.
" 'Vinia !

" His voice held a

shocked remonstrance. She
stood beside him, one hand on
his shoulder, smiling tenderly
into his face.

" I've made it very zweet !

"

" Zweet ?
"

"Yes." She took up the

teaspoon and stirred his tea

for him. Then half-playfully
she lifted the cup to his lips.

Silas raised his arm irritably,
he could not drink just then,
and suddenly the china lay
smashed on the floor between
them.

Lucy sprang up and began
to gather the pieces together.
Silas uttered an exclamation
almost of satisfaction.

"
There, there, my woman,"

he said, putting his arm round
his wife's waist and guiding
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her away from the table and
across the room to the sofa;
" I knowed thee warn't strong

enough fur doin' all this
;
'taint

right fur thee to get up fur

breakfus', dearie. Lucy and I
can manage"
The pallor of her face as he

spoke alarmed him. He brought
her hot tea from the table and
coaxed her to drink

; then he

cut delicate shreds of bread and
butter and fed her, crumb by
crumb. As the colour crept
back to her cheeks, his volu-

bility, almost his gaiety, broke
from him irresistibly.

"There, woman dear, I do
know what to do fur thee," he
said. "Th' sofa's th' bestest

plaice fur thee now along."
And Lucy, returning to the

room after taking the broken

pieces to the rubbish-heap, ex-

claimed approvingly, "You do
look better, mother !

"

Some of her usual manner
had returned to her

;
she spoke

now, not as the daughter of

a capable woman, but gently,
as one speaks to a child : it

was as if she recovered the

command of their household
once more with a feeling of

relief. Yet nothing could have
been more tender, more loving,
than her manner.

Lavinia lay still for a time,

allowing her husband to min-
ister to her, and thinking,

thinking. Perhaps not con-

secutively : it did not occur

to her to argue logically from
the events of the past, to see

from them how disagreeably
this sudden change of atti-

tude on her side must affect

those around her, conservative,
narrow as they were. She
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relied, as untutored, primitive
natures must rely, only upon
feeling. Life was at a dead-
lock. All the hope which had

urged her onward was quiesc-

ent, nascent, it lay waiting
for the revivifying word.

When Silas put on his

smock, and with a cheery

parting smile for her went
out to his work, Lavinia
roused herself and dragged
slowly, step by step, up the

stairs after her daughter.

"Lucy, I'll help thee make
th' beds!"
And in spite of the girl's

protest she took her share in

the work, shaking the enor-

mous feather - beds to the

fluffy roundness which is the

pride of a Somersetshire house-

wife's heart, spreading the

counterpanes over blankets

and snowy pillows, drawing
the curtains round the whole
in that secluded privacy which
is so unhygienic. Then she

sat exhausted and trembling
on the chair at the stairhead.

Behind her the staircase win-

dow, giving on to the yard,
let in the cheerful noises of

farm life. A hen ran cluck-

ing wildly from one outhouse
to another, pursued by a stray
and mischievous dog ;

the

whinnying of a horse out in

the home pasture was carried

on the vagrant breeze; outside

the dairy Lizzie scoured the

churns and milk tins with
more regard for cleanliness

than quiet ;
near at hand in

her own bedroom Lucy was

busy dusting. Lavinia her-

self was the only useless be-

ing amongst them all. Tears

gathered slowly in her sunken
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blue eyes and rolled down her
cheeks : in the realisation of

this she felt very old. Yet

age had not taken hold of

her limbs or her brain
;
weak

she might be, tremulous with

pain and unwonted exertion,
but hopeless through infirmity,
no : even as the tears fell, a

new resolution formed in her

brain.

Rising, she crept softly,

slowly, along the passage to

the door of the room which
had been Isaac's.

But to her inflamed imag-
ination the past was as the

present. As once before she

had been to Isaac upon her

husband's suggestion, asking
his advice, giving him the

casting vote, so now she came

upon her own.
" Isaac ?

"
she questioned

softly, "mus' I go on workin',
or mus' I leave ut ; 'tis fur

thee, dearie, thee mus' know.

Thy vather doan't seem t' like

ut fur me to work, but "

In the unfinished sentence all

the retribution which had come
to her with Isaac's death rang
mournfully through the silent

room. Listening to it, she sat

down on the bed, her face

turned towards the window,
seeing nothing of the pretty,

prim garden, where the daffo-

dils were showing yellow in

the warmer sunlight, only
aware of her boy's dark eyes
fixed upon her in the tender,

inquiring way he had kept
for her

; sure, although she yet
knew that he was dead, that

by lifting her hand she would
feel once more his curly hair,
once more receive a warm press-
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ure from his wasted fingers.
When had he not shielded her,

helped her ? Her thoughts
groped blindly around him in

any attitude save that of a

protector.
" 'Twouldn't be

nat'ral," she said quietly.
Had he not died alone ? She
had a feeling that even in

dying he had chosen the part
that would hurt her least, had
drawn his last breath alone

rather than rouse her, con-

demning her so, by the retribu-

tion of memory, to an inactive

life that her awakened con-

science now despised. Not by
words, but through memories
of life they had shared, Isaac

was giving her his answer. A
sob rose in her throat, a sudden
desire for air became essential

;

she leant over the window-

ledge, crying and calling, call-

ing wildly for Isaac ! Isaac !

Isaac ! Then in the lull which
comes even in maddest grief
she stopped wailing, and the

echo from the hills took up the

sound. And to her tortured

senses it was not the repetition
of her boy's name which cooed

back, soft and clear, across the

green country. A direct com-

mand, an answer to her ques-
tion, came from heaven.

" Lie back ! lie back ! lie

back !

"

Lavinia turned softly and
left the room. When Silas

returned she lay in her old

place on the sofa.
" My dearie," he said,

" this

be real nat'ral ;
doan't 'ee rise

up now lie back !

"

In his voice she heard the

echo of another.

Isaac had spoken.
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VISCOUNT LAKE.

AT a period when a memoir
of almost every person who can
be regarded as a character of

public importance, and of many
who have no such claim, is

published with a haste that is

almost indecent as soon as its

subject has made his exit from
the stage of life; when auto-

biographies and reminiscences
are often issued even before

the grave has given to their

authors the proverbial right to

a charitable judgment of their

qualities, it is surprising that
a hundred years should have

elapsed between the death of

so notable an English man of

action as Gerard, Viscount

Lake, and the appearance of

an adequate narrative of his

eventful life. That after so

long an interval of neglect the
task of preparing such a work l

should have been undertaken

by Colonel Hugh Pearse is a
matter for satisfaction. In
his previous volumes Colonel
Pearse has shown that he has
imbibed much of the spirit of

the hardy soldiers who won our
Indian Empire, not the least

amongwhom was his own name-
sake, thatColonelThomasDeane
Pearse, the friend and colleague
of Hastings, who led a small
column of Bengal troops the

length of India from Calcutta
to Mysore, to share the perils
of the war against Haidar AH,
and under whom were trained
so many of General Lake's

subordinates. Whether or not
it be from this stout old war-
rior of the Company that he
derives his sympathy with by-

gone heroes of British-Indian

history, it is certain that few
writers have shown themselves

such competent students of the

too-little-known records of the

Indian army. In the gallant

figure of Gerard Lake he has
found a subject well worthy of

his pen. It is not surprising,

therefore, that the result is a

volume worthy of its theme,
and full of a lively and absorb-

ing interest.

Gerard Lake was born in

1744. He came of good old

English stock, but it was in the

Church or in affairs, rather

than in war, that such of his

ancestors as earned celebrity
had distinguished themselves ;

and so far as we have records,
he seems to have been the first

of his family to seek the bubble

reputation at the cannon's
mouth. How well he succeeded
in his quest is matter of history,
and is set forth in the stirring

pages of the Memoir before us.

He was not yet fourteen years
of age when he entered the

profession of arms as an ensign
in the First Kegiment of Foot

Guards, and only two years
later he began his apprentice-

ship to war on the battlefields

of Germany, under the dashing
and inspiring leadership of

John, Marquis of Granby. It

1 Memoir of the Life and Military Services of Viscount Lake, Baron Lake of

Delhi and Laswaree, 1744-1808. By Colonel Hugh Pearse, Author of 'The
Memoirs of Colonel Alexander Gardner,' &c. William Blackwood & Sons,

Edinburgh and London.
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was not to be expected that at

so early a period in his career

Lake could gain any prominent
personal success, although even
then he seems to have distin-

guished himself not a little at

the battle of Wilhelmstal, and
to have earned the thanks of

Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick
and of his own Commander-in-
Chief. But young as he was,
some of the influences of that

campaign were never forgotten

by him. When the Brigade of

Guards joined the army in the

field, the gallant bearing of

Lord Granby at the recent

action of Warburg was still the

general theme of conversation
in the camps. The current
talk doubtless fired the enthusi-

asm of the young ensign, and
Colonel Pearse writes :

" The
whole career of Lord Lake
shows the impression made on
his youthful mind by the con-

duct of Granby, whom Lake
ever after took as his model."
With the end of the Seven

Years' War, the Brigade of

Guards returned home, and for

the next eighteen years, from
1763 to 1781, Lake saw no more
of active soldiering, and lived,
with little profit,

" the ordinary
life of a Guards officer and
man of fashion of the period.
He was noted as a sportsman
and a dandy, and spent what

money he had with a spirited

disregard for the consequences
that always characterised him."
Like others of his class and

age, he carried the elaboration

of his dress to an extreme
;
and

like many other British officers

before and since, he afterwards

endangered his own life and the

lives of all about him by his

punctilio in this respect upon

the battlefield. His biographer
relates how, at the siege of

Bhartpur, the scarlet coats and

plumed hats of Lake and his

staff brought down a shower
of shot when he visited the

trenches, and drew an expostu-
lation from a plain-spoken cap-
tain of artillery. It is difficult

satisfactorily to account for this

curious wish to be conspicuous
under conditions when common
prudence counsels caution. In

Nelson, to whom it was fatal, it

was perhaps prompted by the

harmless vanity "which helped
to make the childlike character

of that almost perfect hero most
lovable. More often, as in the

case of Sir W. Penn Symons,
who insisted on riding about
the field of Dundee with an

orderly carrying his brigadier's

flag in close attendance, the

motive is a mistaken idea of

setting an example to the

troops and of avoiding even an

appearance of shirking danger.
In Lake it may well have been
due to a combination of these

reasons, together with the feel-

ing which was expressed by his

son, George Lake, on the morn-

ing of his death at Roli9a :

"Egad, sir, if I am killed to-

day, I mean to die like a gentle-
man. ' ' Whatever its underlying
causes, the practice has cost the

lives of many* brave men who
might more profitably have
been spared for further service

to the country, and all of whom
might have remembered that

British soldiers do not need
such sacrifices as these to in-

duce them to face the foe.

At the beginning of 1781 it

was Lake's misfortune to be
sent with a draft of the Guards
to reinforce Lord Cornwallis's
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sadly reduced columns in Vir-

ginia, and he thus participated
in the final phase of the disas-

trous war against the American
colonies and in the capitulation
of York Town on October 19

of the above-named year. As
Colonel Pearse truly says,

" The
surrender at Yorktown was dis-

creditable neither to the general
nor his troops." But this fact

can have made the experience
but little less bitter to so high-

spirited a soldier as Gerard

Lake, and one can imagine
what must have been his senti-

ments towards Cornwalliswhen,
at the end of his Indian career,
he found himself again com-

pelled, under the orders of that

chief, to adopt a course which
he considered unworthy and

ignominious. But his service

in America was brief : by the
end of 1782 he was back again
in London, and then followed

another ten years of home
soldiering, during which time
he occupied the post of first

Equerry and Commissioner of

the Stables to the Prince of

Wales. At length in 1793 the

outbreak of war with France

gave to Lake, now a lieutenant-

colonel of the First Guards
and a major-general in the

army, another chance of what
must have been to him a more

congenial style of service, and
on February 25 he embarked
for the Netherlands in com-
mand of the Guards Brigade.
The campaign which followed
was remarkable principally for

the muddling incompetence
with which the home Govern-
ment rendered abortive most
of our military operations at
the beginning of the French
wars. To Lake it did not offer

much opportunity for distinc-

tion, except at the action of Lin-

celles, where, with characteris-

tic and well-timed audacity, he
attacked with a weak brigade
of 1100 men a vastly superior
force of the French, entrenched
in a strong position, and by
sheer bluff and impetuosity
drove the enemy from the field

with a loss of twelve guns and

seventy prisoners. Lincelles

was the first occasion on which,
in a position of independent
command, Lake was able to

put into practice those dashing
tactics which he had admired
as a boy in Lord Granby, and
the success which they achieved

was likely to encourage him
in adherence to them. He
had not, however, any further

chance of displaying his quali-
ties as a leader, for a month
later he fell so dangerously ill

that he was obliged, when con-

valescent, to proceed home, and
within a few weeks of his re-

joining the army in the spring
of 1794 he was again called

back to England on appoint-
ment to the colonelcy of the

53rd Regiment.
The next six years must

surely have been to a man of

Lake's disposition the most un-

satisfactory of his whole career.

From 1796 to 1800 he was

employed in Ireland, and in

1797-98 it fell to his lot, as

officiating Commander-in-Chief
in that country, to direct the

operations for the suppression
of the unhappy rising in Wex-
ford. Such a duty must ever

be painful in the extreme to

a chivalrous soldier, eager to

bear arms against the foreign
enemies of his country, but re-

luctant to employ his troops
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against an ill-armed and ill-

disciplined rabble of fellow-

countrymen ; and while the

work must have been peculiarly
distasteful to a man of Lake's

humane disposition, the violent

passions which were aroused in

this struggle, and the horrible

incidents which resulted there-

from, necessitated a sternness

in the repression of the re-

bellion which was entirely

foreign to his nature. There
was little honour or glory to be

won, but Lake at least had the

satisfaction of feeling that the

energy and determination of

his measures resulted at Vine-

gar Hill in bringing the seri-

ous operations of the rebels to

a termination as speedy and

complete as was possible in

all the circumstances of the

case. The Wexford rising
was followed a few weeks
later by the French raid under

Brigadier Humbert. Of this

attempt, which for a few days
was attended with alarming
success, but in a little over a

fortnight ended in inevitable

failure, a complete and careful

account was published in 1906

by the military correspondent
of 'The Times,' with the object
of enforcing his arguments re-

garding the vulnerability of

Great Britain to over - sea

invasion. Perhaps at this

moment it more aptly teaches

the danger of endeavouring to

meet the attack of trained

veterans with the raw levies

of a citizen army. Nothing in

all his unpleasant experiences
in Ireland can have been more

humiliating to Lake than the

sight of the troops under his

command fleeing from the field

of Castlebar in uncontrollable
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panic before the attack of the

same soldiery which his guards-
men at Lincelles had treated

with contemptuous clemency as
"

little animals." Humbert's
surrender on the 8th September
1798 can hardly have removed
from the mind of the British

commander the bitter memory
of what had gone before.

Lake was now fifty
- four

years of age. As has been

shown, he had had but scanty
opportunities since his early

youth of showing what were
his qualities as a soldier, and

although he had reached the

rank of lieutenant-general, his

brief command of the Guards

Brigade in Belgium and the

two years in Ireland had been
his only experience of high ap-

pointments in the field. But
his opportunity of achieving
distinction was approaching.
At the end of the year 1800
he was offered and accepted
the great post of Commander-
in-Chief in India. In January
1801 he arrived in Calcutta,

and, although long past the

prime of life, he succeeded in

the course of the next six

years in earning a reputation
for dauntless courage, tireless

energy, and brilliant leader-

ship, such as has seldom been

equalled even in the glorious
annals of the great army which
he commanded.
The year 1801 found India

on the eve of the struggle
between the British and the

Mahrattas, which had long
been inevitable. The chances
of success on either side were
not as easily calculated as

might seem to - day to be
the case. The superiority of

European over any Oriental
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soldiery was not yet in those

days assumed as a common-

place a belief which after

this war remained unshaken
for just a century. Moreover,
there was not the same dis-

parity of training and arma-
ment between the antagonists
as was the case in subsequent
Indian campaigns ; forMadhaji
Sindhia, the chief of the Mah-
ratta princes, foreseeing the

coming struggle, and appre-
ciating the superiority of

European leadership, had em-

ployed as many as 300 officers

of various nationalities mostly
Frenchmen, whom the collapse
of the power of France in

India had thrown upon the

world to train his troops
after European methods. The
result was a force of three

brigades, each nearly 10,000

strong, recruited for the most

part from the self -same dis-

tricts of RoHilkhand and Oudh
whence were obtained the

sepoys of the British - Indian

army, and trained to a stand-

ard of excellence scarcely if

at all inferior to the latter

troops. True, the Mahratta
forces lacked the stiffening of

European corps which the
British possessed; but on the

other hand the whole British

force in India amounted only
to 2800 cavalry and 19,500

infantry, and it was scattered

throughout the three Presi-

dencies. In the north, where
the main struggle with Sindhia
was fought, there were avail-

able for the field army only
three regiments of British

cavalry and one battalion

(the 76th Foot) of British in-

fantry. But a fatal mistake
was made by Sindhia at the

very outset of the war, and
one which deprived his Euro-

pean-trained force of much of

its value, when, impelled by
an Oriental distrust of the

honour of his foreign officers,

he dismissed many of them
from his service before hos-

tilities began, and almost all

the remainder on the first

reverse to his arms.
The special qualities of

General Lake rendered him
well fitted for command in

this struggle for supremacy
in India. His biographer has
shown how his earliest train-

ing inspired in him an ad-

miration for forward gallantry,
and Colonel Pearse also argues
that all the experience of his

life had led him to believe in

the attack rather than in de-

fence. However this may be,

it is certain that tactics of

which a vigorous and even
audacious offensive was the

salient characteristic were con-

genial to his nature. He knew
no fear, and the presence of

danger served only to steady
his nerves and to calm his

judgment. As Malleson wrote
of him :

" He could think more

clearly under the roar of battle

than in the calmness and quiet
of his tent." Moreover, he
soon learned not only to be-

lieve in his own troops, but to

some extent to depreciate the

resisting power of his enemy.
Of the British - Indian regi-
ments he wrote, after the

battle outside Agra :

" From
my observation this day, as

well as on every other, it is

impossible to do great things
in a gallant and quick style
without Europeans." The same
views applied with still greater
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force to the Mahratta army, de-

prived of the support of their

European leaders
;
and it is

no wonder, then, that, actu-
ated by such belief, Lake
hurled his small force un-

dismayed against even the

strongest positions of his ad-

versaries. The way in which
his gallant ten thousand

soon, alas ! reduced to a much
smaller total answered the
calls which he made upon their

endurance and their steadfast-

ness was beyond praise. Even
when every allowance has been
made for the superiority of

leadership on the side of the

British, it is impossible to read
without amazement of the

extraordinary feats of arms

accomplished by Lake's little

army at Aligarh, the first en-

counter of the war, where the

moral of the Mahrattas was
still unshaken and the self-

confidence of the British force

not yet justified by events ; at

Delhi, where after a fatiguing
march of eighteen miles Lake's

troops, hardly larger than a

brigade, met and completely
routed eighteen picked battal-

ions of the enemy with a strong
force of cavalry and 110 guns ;

above all, at the crowning
victory of Laswari. In this

Homeric battle the British

cavalry again and again dis-

proved the oft-repeated asser-

tion that mounted troops
cannot successfully charge un-
broken infantry. They rode

through and through the Mah-
ratta lines, and pinned them to

their ground until the arrival

of the infantry ;
while the latter,

having marched no less than

sixty-five miles in forty-eight

hours, arrived so full of ardour

that after a brief halt they
flung themselves upon the foe,

nor rested until the so-called
" invincible

"
battalions of

Sindhia's army were in head-

long flight, leaving all their

guns and baggage and 2000

prisoners in the hands of the

victors, and several thousands
of dead and wounded on the

blood-stained field. Achieve-
ments such as these can only
be performed by splendid troops

magnificently led, and it was
the good fortune of Lake's

gallant army to be commanded
by one who had the rare genius
of getting the very best out of

his men. He was not only a

fighting general he was also,

as Colonel Pearse says, a born
leader of men ;

and he was
able by his successes and by
his own personality to inspire
an enthusiasm which not even
such reverses as that of Mon-
son's retreat could serve to

abate.

All the greater, then, is the

pity that Lake by his own
action should have broken the

spell which he had wrought,
and should have dimmed the

lustre of a fame which bade fair

to be unsurpassed in Indian

history. Colonel Pearse laments
the fact that his hero should

be remembered if at all by
his failure to capture Bhartpur
rather than by his long succes-

sion of victories in the field.

But regrettable as this is, it is

the not-unmerited comment of

posterity on a failure resulting
rather from lack of prudence
than from lack of means. All

that Lake's biographer says is

true as to the apparent inade-

quacy of the force at the Com-
mander-in-Chief's disposal for
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the assault of Bhartpur, but if

inadequate numbers alone had
decided the event, the British

would never have won at Delhi

or at Laswari. The high moral
of the troops outweighed dis-

parity in numbers ; their en-

thusiasm was such as to render

them capable of facing greater
odds than were represented by
the battlements of Bhartpur
and the ill-disciplined multi-

tude which garrisoned them.
This fact was sufficiently

proved by the cheerfulness

with which they endured the

fearful losses of the repeated
assaults. The cause of the

failure was not any shortcom-

ings of the troops, but solely
the want of proper forethought
and preparation on the part of

the British general. It may
be admitted that Lake's unin-

terrupted successes up to this

point excused, if they did not

justify, his confidence that no
odds or difficulties were so

great but that a bold attack

by the troops at his disposal
would overcome them. But

though such a belief may ex-

plain the rashness of the first

assault, and even if we strain

a point the renewed incau-

tion of the second attempt,

nothing can exonerate Lake
from blame for the repetition
of similar errors again on
the third occasion, when (as
Colonel Pearse writes)

" a fatal

want of care regarding details

marred the design," or at the
fourth and last assault, when
the hardly -tried troops were

simply thrown against the

ramparts in broad daylight
and amid circumstances which

precluded the possibility of

success. General Lake in

two months before Bhartpur
almost broke the heart of a
force as gallant and high-
spirited as any that ever

fought, and if his failure there

is remembered against him he
had no one but himself to

blame. Nor should the con-

sequences of that failure be

forgotten. It was not merely
a temporary check, which was
retrieved by the subsequent
submission of the Rajah of

Bhartpur. As has been written

of Chilianwala,
" A drawn

battle in India is a defeat

of the Paramount Power,"
and the memory of Bhartpur
served to depreciate British

prestige for a quarter of a

century
Though, however, we may

be disposed to think that the

pardonable partiality of a bio-

grapher has caused Colonel

Pearse to 'deal a little kindly
with Lake's shortcomings, all

will cordially agree with the

author's appreciation of the

fine qualities of his hero. No
one can read unmoved the

eulogy of Lake which was
written by the illustrious and
noble-minded Wellesley :

" His masterly operations, his un-

exampled alacrity and honourable

zeal, the judgment, skill, and prompt-
itude of decision which he has mani-
fested in every crisis of difficulty or

danger, combined with his irresistible

spirit of enterprise and courage, en-

title him to the gratitude and admira-

tion of every loyal British subject,
and of every heart and mind which
can feel for the honour, or can under-

stand the interests, of the British

Empire."

Well may Colonel Pearse add :

" Commanders of the type of

Lake may make mistakes, but

they win victories, and their
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value to the countries that

gave them birth is inestim-

able."

If Colonel Pearse's book
served only to rescue from
oblivion the memory of so

gallant a soldier as General
Lake it would be deservedly
welcome, but it does much
more than this. It gives a

picture of camp life in India a

hundred years ago which is

as interesting as it is instruct-

ive, and its pages are full of

passing notes about those long-

forgotten warriors who re-

sponded so eagerly to the

enthusiastic leading of their

chief. They were a hard-

living, hard-drinking, and hard-

fighting set, but they never
hesitated to risk their lives

for the flag under which they
served, they were ready to face

odds which would appal the

average soldier of a less hardy
age, and they were such men
as make an empire. And the

regiments of which Lake's gal-
lant ten thousand were com-

posed, they, too, are deserving
of something more than passing
notice. The solitary battalion

of British infantry, the old 76th,
was by the end of the war
practically annihilated as a

fighting force, having lost 36
officers and 810 non-commis-
sioned officers and men killed

and wounded, and which went
home shortly afterwards with

hardly an unwounded man in

its ranks, and only two sur-

vivors of the original soldiers

who had sailed for India under
its colours. This fine regiment,
so justly eulogised by Lake as
" a handful of heroes," still

adorns the British Army List
as the 2nd Battalion West-

Riding Kegiment. Of the cav-

alry regiments one only, the

8th Hussars,' which charged
through the Mahratta lines at

Laswari, has survived subse-

quent changes and reductions

in the army ;
and of the native

infantry of Lake's original field-

force all but three battalions

disappeared in the great Mutiny
of ,1857. One of these three,
the 2nd Queen's Own Rajput
Light Infantry, still bears a

special regimental colour, in-

scribed with the words "Lake
and Victory," to commemorate
their prowess at Delhi; the
two others are the 1st Brah-
mans and the 4th Prince Albert
Victor's Rajputs. Later in the
war the present 3rd Brahmans
and 5th Light Infantry joined
the army, and the latter (not
the 1st Brahmans as stated

by Colonel Pearse) had its

baptism of fire in Monson's
disastrous retreat. All these

corps, as well as Skinner's

Horse, now the 1st Lancers,
which did such good service

against Holkar and Amir Khan,
and the Bengal European Regi-
ment, now the 1st Battalion of

the Royal Munster Fusiliers,
which distinguished itself by
its heroic efforts at Bhartpur,
hold the battles of the Mahratta
War among their most worthy
records, and in all of them the

name of Gerard, Viscount Lake,
is kept in cherished remem-
brance. It is well that in this

year, which is the centenary
of his death, others of his

countrymen should be reminded
of his fame, and should read
anew in the pages of Colonel
Pearse's vivid narrative the

story of the victories which he
won for England.
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JOHN BREMIKIN S TALE.

OLD John Bremikin sat

basking in the sun, smoking
his pipe and enjoying the rest

of a peaceful Sabbath morning
in spring. He was a brown-
faced old man, with shaggy
eyebrows that overhung and
intensified the blackness of his

fiery old eyes; he had a mas-
terful hook-nose, and a great

bushy snowy beard that seemed
to be modelled on the lines of

those that adorn the Patriarchs

in old picture-Bibles ;
and per-

haps he himself was not unlike

those Patriarchs, for he not

only lived by tillage, but was
also the father of many sons,

and in his youth he had fought
with and smitten the Hittites

hip and thigh, always under-

standing that the Hittites were

represented in these latter days
by Napoleon and his armies.

But Napoleon had vanished

from the scene these many
years, and his armies were now

represented by a few old men
like John Bremikin. Only on

Sundays had John time to think

of the stirring past, the other

six days of the week being fully

occupied in the cultivation of

the red earth of Devon.
"What a peaceful scene it was

on that morning in May : prim-
roses flooded the low bank that

bounded his garden,and beyond,
the steep slopes shelving to the

cliffs were golden with a blaze

of gorse. Beyond them again
lay the sea, a blue placid sea,

lying gently and slumberously
between the wide - embracing
arms of Baggy Point and Hart-

land, a sea that stretched all

the way to America, with only

Lundy, dimly showing out of

the soft haze, as a stepping-
stone from Devon to the New
World. Here and there a boat

from Appledore glided slowly
on its bosom, and away far

out a great ship was hastening
home to Bristol under a white
cloud of canvas.

Old Bremikin, blowing puffs
of blue smoke, stretched his legs
and listened contentedly to the

distant sound of the bells of

Northam Church and to the

hum of the bees that were rob-

bing his sweet - williams and

investigating the hidden trea-

sures of the honeysuckle which

clung in masses to the walls of

his thatched cottage. It was
so that I found him, and having
proudly announced to him that

I had been gazetted ensign in his

own old regiment, the th, old

Bremikin waxed reminiscent

and told me this tale. I will

not try to transcribe it in the

fine West-country accent with
which it was related, for old

Bremikin's Doric was of the

broadest.

Well, Master Charles, I'm

proper glad of that, for I served

a wonderful power of years in

the th, and though I've seen

more soldiers than most folk,

I do declare that is the best

regiment in the world. Slow

marchers, some said ; yes, but

uncommon sure, and we were

never late if there was going
to be any fighting, or if we were
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late they took care to put off

the fighting till we came. But
it was only a chance that I

enlisted, for I suppose if my
girl over to Bucks Mills hadn't

run off with a seafaring man
I'd never have been a soldier.

But those Bucks Mills folk,

Braunds and the like, they've

got Spanish blood in their veins,
and so aren'talwaysaccountable
for their actions, more's the pity.

However, there it was, and I had
a sore heart, or thought I had,
so a few weeks later when a

chance came I enlisted. I re-

member I was over to JSTortham

that day, and suddenly all the

children went running up the

street to where some red coats

showed at the top, at the corner

where the road from Bideford
comes into the village. Then
there was the rattle of a drum
and the squeak of a fife, and
down comes a recruiting ser-

geant with a fifer and drummer
in front of him : only boys they
were, but they were that proud
of themselves that they thought
themselves as big as the ser-

geant, and he was no small
man. The sergeant saw me
staring, and he says to me
(Lord ! I remember as if it was

yesterday)
" Now then, my

lad, aren't you for having a

scrap with Boney? You are
the sort of boy Lord Wellington
wants." And with that he

puts the shilling in my hand
and tells me I am a soldier. I

remember feeling stupid -like,

but the sergeant clapped me on
the back, and the little drummer
began to laugh, till he got a

clip on the ear that sent him
back to his drumming with a

will.
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That's how I became a sol-

dier, and it was not so long
afterwards that I got my
baptism of fire at Salamanca

not the great battle, but at

the taking of the town about
a fortnight earlier. Between
that and the battle there was
a lot of marching. First we
drove the French back to the
Douro river, and then they
drove us back to Salamanca
I did not rightly understand

why at the time, for there was
no fighting not to speak of,

though on one day I remember
the two armies were only a
few hundred yards apart, both

marching like blazes in the
same direction. That was a

queer march, but we were that

dog-tired that I don't remem-
ber much about it, except that

a French sutler - woman, a

regular hussy, came more than

half-way over to us and kissed

her hand, and Bill Davey he
called out, "Come over here,

my dear, and I'll cuddle you
proper; not like them Frenchies

does;" and Sergeant Brewer,
who came from the same place,
told Davey he'd tell his wife
as soon as ever he got back
to Barum, and that made us

laugh, and Bill Davey got red
in the face.

But I was going to tell you
about what happened to me at

Salamanca, in the battle. I

had been under fire the first

time we got there, but I was
still pretty fresh to it, and on
the morning of the battle,
which will be fifty years gone
come July, I had a funny feel-

ing in the pit of the stomach.
I was not, so to say, frightened,
but had that queer feeling

3 B
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which I always had at a wrest-

ling-match, and it's not com-
fortable. You'll have it some

day, Master Charles, or some-

thing akin to it, and then

you'll say a prayer hurried

like, even if you've not said one
for years and years. There's

many men like that
; they

don't put no stock on prayer
as a rule, but when the pinch
comes it's surprising what a

lot they'll pray. I remember

Harry Gaydon at Salamanca.
He was a hard-swearing, foul-

mouthed man, and would
sooner curse your eyes than
bless your soul any day, and
he was always up to any
devilry that came to hand. He
was my right-hand man, and
as we got the order to advance,
I heard him mutter low to

himself,
"
Oh, God, if I've got

to have it, let me have it quick
and sharp through the head,
and not a bayonet in the

belly." His eyes were bulging
out of his head as we advanced,
and when we charged I heard
him swearing, and then he said,
"
Oh, God, forgive me for

swearing and let it be a bullet

in the head," and with that he

bayonetted a French sergeant,
and was advancing on an
officer when the officer whipped
out his pistol and shot him

through the forehead. And I

thought to myself that prayer
is a pretty useful thing after

all, and then I had no more
time to think, as we were at it

hammer and tongs.
There was no time for any-

thing but killing. I don't
think any one tried to parry;
it was clubbing with the butt
and poking with the bayonet,

and the man who was quickest
at it went on, and the man
who was slowest was laid out.

First the French would give
way, and then they would come
on again, and it would be our
turn to be pushed back, and
then we would have the ad-

vantage once more. But I had
no time to think who was

going to win, and we were too

busy to look round and see

what was going on elsewhere.

I remember thinking how cruel

tight my stock was, and I tried

once to put up my hand and
wrench it loose, but a French-

man, with his face all bloody,
came at me : I suppose he was
a pioneer, for he had a great
beard and was swinging an

axe, but when he raised it to

give me a clout I got my bay-
onet through his body, and he
fell in a sort of loose heap,
and the axe clattered on some
stones.

It was somewhere about then
that there was a sort of stand-

easy without any word of com-
mand : both sides seemed to

stop quite suddenly, and there

we were leaning on our mus-
kets and panting and glaring
at each other. We must have
drawn off from each other a

few yards, for there was a bit

of space between us, and we
were all so tired and out of

breath that we could not lift

a finger. My throat was

parched with thirst and my
mouth felt hot and sticky, but
when I put up my hand to

wipe my lips I saw it was all

bloody, so I started to do it

with my sleeve, but that was
all over blood too, and then I

saw that those of us that were
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unwounded were as bloody as

any of the wounded and dead.

The groans and cries of the

poor fellows that lay about the

ground were something horrid,
but yet one did not feel any
pity at the time : I suppose we
were hardened for the time by
all we had done and seen,

anyway, no one took any
notice.

All of a sudden there was a

hullabaloo on our right, and

along comes a great horse gal-

loping as hard as ever he
could : on his back was a man
of the German Hussars, who
had both hands to his face,

which was streaming with
blood

; he was wounded in the

side too, and he had dropped
the reins and was rocking and

lurching in the saddle so that it

was wonderful that he did not
fall off. You could see he was
mortal bad and he hadn't any
arms, but as his horse took
him along the gap between us
and the French, out jumps a
French soldier and lets fly at

him with his musket, rolling
him off his horse. I can see

that French chap now ;
he was

a tall man with a long mous-
tache and he only had but one

eye. Well, I don't know why
we should have felt sorry for

that German, even though he
was on our side, when we had
not felt any particular pity for

our own chaps that were
wounded ; but however that

was, there was a regular yell
all down the line of what was
left of us. Corporal Westaway
who had my section, the ser-

geant having been killed, calls

out,
" Come on, chaps, give

em Hell for that!" and he

jumps forward on to the

Frenchman who had killed the

Hussar, and we were all after

him. The Frenchman just
saw him in time, and he got

Westaway in the neck with his

bayonet, but some one else

laid him out a moment later.

Then we were at it again : we
kept pressing them back and
back very slowly, but still

pretty steady, and I found my-
self up against a French officer

who had a cross on his chest

with a red ribbon. That caught
my eye and I lunged at it, but
I don't know if I got home on
him for the next thing I

knew was that I was lying on
the ground and that it was

night.
I had a mortal pain in my

head, and when I put my hand

up to feel it I felt my hair was
all clotted and sticky over a

bit of a wound. But it was
not that that I minded, it was
the thirst which was something
cruel. I can't explain what it

felt like, but it was worse than

anything I've ever had before

or since. Nowadays when I'm

working and think I'm thirsty,
I says to myself,

" What about
Salamanca night?" and then
I feels quite fresh again, and

gives over looking at the bottle

of cider resting in my coat

pocket.
I lay there for a terrible

long time, so it seemed, looking
at the stars which were very
bright, and then I remembered

why I was there, though I did

not know who had struck me.
The whole ground, so far as I

could see in the dark, was
covered with men lying about,
but I did not know whether
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they was dead or only wounded,

except when some fellow yelled :

how he did yell, that chap !

He kept on shouting every
few minutes, and I was that

annoyed by the noise he made
that I forgot to be sorry for

him, though it was clear he
must be hurt mortal bad to

make a row like that.

Presently, the next man to

me, whom I had taken for a

corpse, began to move and let

a groan or two. Then he lifted

his head and looked round, and
I could see by his woollen

epaulettes he was a French

private. It was pretty dark,
but presently I could see him

smiling at me, so, not knowing
his language, I pointed at my
mouth to show I was thirsty.
He fumbled about in his knap-
sack and I thought he was

going to bring out something
to drink, but at last after feel-

ing about he hands me a piece
of black bread. I shook my
head, and he says something in

French and puts it back. Then
he crawled over to another
man who was lying on his

back near by, and he turned
him over on his face, and with
a bit of a cry he showed me a

canteen slung to the chap's
belts : he had that canteen off

in a trice, and there we were,
French and English, drinking
some sort of wine and grinning
at each other like two dumb
monkeys. After that I thought
it was my turn to do some-

thing, and I pulled out a pipe
and tobacco and the Frenohy
gave another little cry like

when he had found the can-

teen, and soon we were sucking
alternate at the pipe.

Meantime I knew no more
than the babe unborn who had
won the battle, or whether I

was Frenchy's prisoner or

Frenchy mine, for I thought
to myself that if Boney's men
had won then I was for a
French prison, while if Lord

Wellington had given them
another knock then Frenchy
was likely to have a spell on
Dartmoor. This somehow wor-
ried me more than the thought
of being a prisoner of war in

France, for I had taken a sort

of fancy to the Frenchman,
who for all his being French
drank and smoked as fair as

any one could wish : besides, I

owed him a good turn, he hav-

ing found that canteen, for

being only a young soldier it

had not occurred to me to look

for what I wanted on other

people's bodies.

All this time the chap in

the distance was hollering at

intervals, and Frenchy smiles

at me and says, "Anglais." I

understood that much of his

language, and shook my head
at him, and says,

"
No, he's a

Francais," and at that Frenchy
gives something between a

laugh and a groan, and says,
"
Bspagnol." That means

Spaniard ;
so as it seemed

likely enough, we let it rest

at that. After that, what
with the knock on my head,
and being dog-tired, and the

wine perhaps being stronger
than I had thought for, I

dozed off, and as I got drowsy
I felt Frenchy gently take the

pipe from my hand, and then

I had a lot of dreams, mostly

nightmares.
I don't know how long that
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lasted, but presently I was
woke by feeling a gentle poke
in the ribs, and as I opened
my eyes Frenchy put his hand
on my mouth and says hush,
or words to that effect in

French. The moon had risen,

and we could see a bit farther

now over the ground, and

Frenchy was pointing at a chap
who was bending over one of

the wounded.
" That's good," I thought to

myself; "here's a bit of help

coming at last," and I was just

going to holler to the chap
when Frenchy says,

" Hush !

hush !

"
looking that scared

that I wondered if he was off

his head. Meanwhile the kind
man was moving over to an-

other soldier, and I could see

there were more of his sort

about, for there were quite a

number of men, and women
too, going from one man to

another and helping them or

giving them a drink. And the

poor fellows all seemed to rest

easy after the monks and nuns,
as I thought them, had paid
them a visit. The man who
had been shouting all the

night was still hollering at in-

tervals, but presently he gave
a nasty sort of gurgling
shriek and then he lay quiet,
and I could have blessed the

kind souls, if it was only
for stopping his yells, which
went through my head like

bradawls.

Frenchy lay very quiet, fol-

lowing the people about with
his eyes, and he did not seem
to mind their getting farther

away from us. I did, though,
and I sat up to call out to

them, but Frenchy put his

hand on my mouth so tight
that I could not get a word

out, and I was so angry with
him that I nearly hit him. It

was clear he was frightened,
and he kept drawing his hand
across his throat, meaning I

would have my throat cut

if I called out
; so I said,

" That's nonsense, Frenchy, for

monks and nuns is so good to

one sort as to another, and

they'll tie up that shoulder of

yours all nice and comfort-

able." But of course he couldn't

understand English, and I was

getting that fond of him that

I did not like to go against
him, and, besides, I thought
morning must be coming soon,
and then help would come fast

enough. Well, they was all

moving away farther and
farther from us, and my heart

did sink a bit in spite of my
trying to comfort myself by
saying daylight would soon

be here ; but all the time I

could see Frenchy was looking

pleaseder and pleaseder at the

way things was going. Pres-

ently, however, one chap began
to move our way, and he came
towards us slow and sure,

stooping over a man here and

turning over another nice and
comfortable there, and all the

time Frenchy was watching
him, and watching him as

though his heart was in his

mouth, which I've no doubt it

was. He made signs to me to

lie quiet, and lie quiet I did,

watching the good kind man
doing his work, and my heart

got warm in me as I thought
of how he had left his nice

comfortable bed in Salamanca
to come out and help a lot of
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strangers, who were after all

no friends of his.

At last he got pretty close

to me, and I sat up and called

to him: he was stooping over

a man, and when I called he

jumped up sudden and stood

quite still looking at me. The

moonlight shone on his face,
and he did not look pretty,
for it was all yellow, except
where he had a smear of blood

over his cheek. But, after all,

what's looks, I thought, when
the heart is in the right place ?

Well, there he stood looking at

one almost as though he was

frightened, and I calls out,
"
Amigo," which is Spanish

for friend, and a useful word
in those times : with that he

gives a smile, and I could see

his teeth quite clear as the

moonlight shone on them, and

they looked all jagged, but

again I thinks it's no matter
if he ain't a beauty so long as

he is such a good man.
"It's all right, Frenchy," I

says,
" he is coming over to

us
;

" and the monk chap, who
was advancing, halted and
looked round. I turned to

Frenchy, but he was lying
back quite still, with his eyes
shut, or pretending to have
them shut, for I thought I

could see that one of them was

just a chink open. I gives a

laugh, and calls out "
Amigo

"

again, and the chap, after hav-

ing another look round, began
to come on, and he was smiling
at me beautiful, as I thought.
Still I could not admire him,
for his sallow face and his

jagged teeth looked horrid,
and I thought to myself he'd
be clapped into Exeter Jail on

the strength of his face alone
if he was to be seen anywhere
in Devon.
When he got to within ten

yards he stopped again, and he
looks at me hard, and his eye
fell on Frenchy, who lay pre-
cious quiet with his eyes shut
as though he were dead : the

smiling man did not seem to

be pleased with me, for he

began to walk round me, staring
and staring, but he kept on

smiling all the time, and I kept
on saying, "Amigo, Arnigo,"
so as to make him see it was
all right. Presently he got
round to my rear, me twisting

my head to look at him, when

suddenly he whips out a great
knife and begins to advance

slowly on me. I began to think

that this was funny, and was

feeling a bit uneasy, for he kept

blinking his eyes, and his ugly
smile kept coming and going
and coming and going with

quick jerks, as though he had
to pull his lips to make them
smile at all. Then I got fairly

cold, for he had a real devil's

face ;
but I had no more time

to think, for all at once he ran
in on me with his big knife

lifted and showing kind of blue

in the moonlight, when with a

yell up jumped Frenchy and
landed him a kick in the belly
that doubled him up on the

ground gasping. With that

Frenchy fell on him like a

tiger, tore his knife away, and

began pounding him in the

face. I knew now what the

chap was, and I crawled over

to them to lend Frenchy a

hand : he made signs for me to

undo my belts, and when I had

got them off we started to tie
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up the Spaniard, who was still

gasping and groaning. We
soon had him safe, and Frenchy
jabbered at him half in Spanish,
half in his own lingo, and all

the time the Spaniard was

looking uglier and uglier, for

his face showed quite green
now with fear, except where

Frenchy had been pounding
him, and that was a blotchy red.

Then Frenchy emptied his

pockets and a great wallet that
he was carrying, and you never
saw such a collection of gold

epaulettes, crosses, watches,

money, rings, anything of

value. That devil had been
round killing the wounded and
then robbing them as well as

the dead, and all the time I

thought he and his friends

were monks and nuns helping
the poor fellows !

Frenchy, he grinned and
chattered to me, and I says,
" Shake hands, Frenchy, you
have saved my life." And with
that we shook hands hearty,
and then we began to smoke

again. I don't know what

Frenchy was thinking of, but I

was wondering how long this

sort of thing was going to last,

and what we were to do with
the Spaniard, who was looking
far from pretty. But at last,

to cut a long story short, we
heard shooting and yells in the

distance, and then a provost
and his party came along after

those other marauders. Our
prisoner screamed out to his

friends as they passed, but they

had no time to attend to him,

and, besides, Frenchy hit him
in the mouth, and called him
bad names in French. And
then the provost came up to

us, and I don't remember being
at all surprised that he was

English, and I told him the

story, and he looks at Frenchy
with a smile, and speaks to him
in French, and Frenchy laughed
'and answered. Then the pro-
vost called out, pointing to the

Spaniard, "Take him away,
Sergeant Thompson

"
;
and a

couple of men hoisted him up,
for he was paralysed proper
with fear, and in two minutes
he was shot, and I shall never

forget the way he yelled and
cried for mercy. It was
horrible.

The provost told off some of

his men to get me and Frenchy
into Salamanca, and we lay

together in the hospital till I

was discharged and sent back
to the regiment. I remember

Frenchy threw his arms round

my neck and kissed me, and
his eyes were full of tears, for

we had got proper friends, and
I was cruel sorry to leave him.
I never saw him after that,
and to this day I don't know
what his name was.

Well, Master Charles, that's

what I saw of the biggest
battle the regiment was ever

in, and with these new-fangled
rifles and guns I don't think

you are likely to see anything
quite like it.

ULMTJS.
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THE TRUTH ABOUT PORT ARTHUR.

IN St Petersburg, on Feb-

ruary 20th, the curtain finally
fell on the drama of Port
Arthur. General Stossel, the

senior officer within the fort-

ress, aide-de-camp to the Czar,
decorated by the German
Emperor, was sentenced to

death by court-martial. The
indictment which this court

proved should have made cap-
ital punishment a welcome
issue. By special clemency
of the Czar the sentence
was commuted to ten years'

imprisonment in a fortress,
with loss of rank and mili-

tary service. Surely to any
man who possessed the first

instinct of a soldier the orig-
inal sentence would have been

preferable. Few of us can

forget the mixed feelings with
which we read of the fearful

sacrifices made both by be-

leaguers and beleaguered dur-

ing the closing chapters of Port
Arthur's Russian history. It

was almost with a sigh of

relief that we heard the news
that the fortress, reduced, as
we imagined, by privation and

desperate defence to its last

gasp, had been spared the
awful penalty of final reduc-
tion at the point of the bay-
onet. Although our official

sympathies were with the

besiegers, yet the graphic nar-

ratives of the defence of 203
Metre Hill, of Erh-lung-shan,
and Kuropatkin's Lunette,

stirred in us an admiration for

the Russian defenders as great
as that we felt for their heroic

enemy. In the satisfaction

that the peasant moujik had
been spared the final horrors

of reduction by storm, we
almost endorsed the hasty de-

cision of the German Emperor
to decorate victor and van-

quished alike. Our allies, as

is their national custom, said

little; and it was not until

the reports of independent
Englishmen who had visited

the reduced stronghold began
to reach this country that
we realised, in the first place,
the full fighting capacity of

the Russian moujik, and in

the second, the extraordinary
circumstances which had led

to the sacrifices they had made
being almost in vain. There
were no Englishmen with the

besieged. But from the reports
of such Englishmen who were

privileged to accompany the

Japanese we were able to

arrive at some inkling of the

extraordinary state of affairs

that had existed in the for-

tress throughout the siege.
Mr Ashmead-Bartlett,

1

who,
in the opinion of many experts,
has written the best narrative

of the leaguer of Port Arthur,
makes the following suggestive
comment :

"
Nothing was more remarkable in

the whole course of the war than the
sudden revulsion of feeling against

1 Port Arthur : The Siege and Capitulation. By Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett.

(William Blackwood & Sons. 1906.)
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General Stoessel and his garrison
which followed the surrender of Port
Arthur. A week before the capitu-

lation, and indeed for many months

previous to it, the General was hailed

as the one hero Eussia had produced
in the struggle, and his army as the

one body of men who had proved
that Eussia still possessed her old

type of soldier. . . . This feeling sud-

denly changed. General Stoessel, in

the opinion of many, fell sadly from
his high estate ;

his garrison, even if

justice were done to the stubborn

courage of the infantry, was no

longer regarded as that band of

heroes who were to go down to

history in a halo of glory. What
was the reason for this sudden

change ? Was it justified by what
has come to light since the surrender,
or was it the tendency to detract so

often manifested by those who criti-

cise from a distance, and who have
not participated in great events ? . . .

It is to be feared, however, that his-

tory will confirm with no uncertain
voice the verdict pronounced. ..."

But although the majority
of soldiers anticipated that
there would be certain dis-

closures with regard to the
conduct of the defence, con-

tributing as it had to the
total annihilation of Russia
as a naval Power, yet few
will have been prepared for

the extraordinary disclosures

contained in the recently pub-
lished volume which is the

subject of this review. 1

It is a translation of a
record of life within the for-

tress by M. Nojine, an accred-

ited Russian correspondent
who undoubtedly was in close

touch with the authorities.

We understand from the pref-
ace that the original text of

the narrative has been much

abridged, in order to evade

some of the vitriolic phrase-

ology of many of M. Nojine's
strictures. There is not, how-

ever, the smallest attempt in

this volume to disguise the

fact that the author was a

partisan. If it had not been
for the court - martial in St

Petersburg, we might have
been inclined to have left M.

Nojine's work alone, for the

whole volume is just a sweep-

ing condemnation of Stossel

and his immediate favourites,

and the language used is so

vehement, and the statements

of suggested infamy so out-

rageous, that they would have
been past belief. The trans-

lators of the book and their

publishers therefore did well

to wait the decision of the

St Petersburg court-martial,
for the finding of that court

relieves the author of much
of the suspicion with which
his charges against the com-

manding officer would have
been received. The indict-

ment on which General Stos-

sel and his immediate sub-

ordinates were arraigned is

almost a replica of the charges
contained in M. Nojine's work.

Consequently, the sentence of

the court has placed a certain

seal of accuracy upon the

narrative which we are about

to examine.
It is possible that the his-

torian of the future will forgive
Stossel. He will not, as was
the author of 'The Truth about

1 The Truth about Port Arthur. By E. K. Nojine. Translated and edited

by Captain A. B. Lindsay and Major E. D. Swinton, D.S.O. (John Murray.
1908.)
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Port Arthur,' be concerned

with personalities, and Stossel

is only a fair example of the

system which has undermined
the whole state of Russia.

Stossel is but an ignorant pro-
duct of the bureaucracy which
has wellnigh wrecked the Em-
pire of the Great White Czar.

In the past his services to the

State had been of the kind
which any ignorant man could

have performed, provided he
was sufficiently loaded with
the autocratic authority of St

Petersburg. Russia does not
stand alone in the production
of this type of soldier. We
have suffered from the same

system ourselves. Such mili-

tary reputation as Stossel pos-
sessed had been obtained in the

expansion of Russia in the Far
East. He had commanded co-

horts of trained conscripts, who
had driven hapless Chinamen
before them on every occasion.

His professional successes had
called for no greater mental
distinction than a certain fund
of energy qualified with heart-

less brutality. Accustomed to

dictate to the survivors of

the hapless wretches he
had massacred and conquered,
he had, with the mental

alacrity of all ignorant and
small-minded men, arrived at

an undue estimate of his own
powers and importance. Apart
from this, he had largely de-

veloped, as the narrative clearly

shows, that peculiar cunning
which in the Slav is the most
Oriental of their characteristics.

Vain, avaricious, self-assertive,

pompous, ignorant, and pig-

headed, he had not a single

quality which fitted him for

the trust which was confided
in him. After reading the ex-

tracts from the orders which
this man issued to the garri-
son, it is impossible to conceive

how so mean-minded a being
ever rose to a chief command in

any army. Therefore it will

be our business not to con-

demn the individual, but the

system.
The inner working of the

Russian General Staff at all

times is intricate, but its de-

cisions in the matter of ap-

pointments are so far qualified

by the personal favour of the

Czar, or that of his active lieu-

tenants, that even the most

sagacious recommendations run
the chance of being annulled

by Court favouritism. To take

the case of Stossel. At the

outbreak of war he was the

Commandant of the fortress.

When Admiral Alexeieff visited

Port Arthur after the outbreak

of war he realised the hope-
less depression, want of pre-

paration, and lack of adequate
control existing within the

fortress. He determined that

Stossel was not the man for

the chief command. And here

the weakness of the whole sys-
tem is laid bare. Although on

February 25 General Smirnoff,
then in garrison at Warsaw,
was appointed to command
the fortress, shuffling was

indulged in to save the

face of the Siberian favour-

ite he was to supersede. In-

stead of finding some appoint-
ment that would have rendered

S teasel's baneful executive in-

nocuous, he was appointed to

command the 3rd Siberian

Army Corps. On March 17
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Smirnoff arrived and took over
his command, but Stossel, on
the pretext that he had had
no orders to join his new com-

mand, though he had issued

his farewell order, remained in

Port Arthur. Although his

direct command of the fortress

ceased, yet by virtue of his

seniority he refused to relin-

quish control, and, actuated by
a small-minded desire to as-

sert his lost authority, appears
with great consistency to have
done his best to upset every
arrangement which Smirnoff

attempted.
Of the wire-pulling he en-

gaged in after March 17
there is no record, but he was
able to issue on March 27
the astounding statement that
instead of joining the Army
Corps to which he had been

appointed, it was the imperial
wish that he would assume

temporary command of the
land forces in the Kwan-tung
district. These orders distinctly
made the Commandant of the
fortress subordinate to his

wishes. But the most curious

development of the whole story,
and the one which was ulti-

mately to prove fatal to the
Russian interests, was the fact

that Stossel had apparently
made up his mind to stay in

Port Arthur. For it appears
that after Kuropatkin visited

the fortress in his capacity as

Commander - in - Chief of the
Russian Army in the Field,
he was so enlightened by what
he saw of the man's incapacity
that he sent Stossel a tele-

gram, which the latter received
on June 18, instructing him
to forthwith hand over the

command of the fortress to

Smirnoff and to leave Port
Arthur in a cruiser. This

order, however, had reached
Stossel after the loss of the

Nanshan and Kuensan posi-
tions. It is right to surmise,

therefore, that Kuropatkin re-

alised, once the Field Army
had sacrificed its power of ini-

tiative and had fallen back

upon the fortress, Stossel

would assert his right of seni-

ority in its defence. Time has

proved how correct the Com-
mander -in -Chief was in his

estimate. It has also proved
that Stossel, rather than obey
this order, suppressed it, and
issued a general order to the

command to the effect that he
was responsible for the safety
of the fortress to the Czar.

The subtle intention of this

manoeuvre is quite obvious.

In spite of the land reverses

at Nanshan and the Yalu,
Stossel was not yet shaken in

his ignorant contempt for the

Japanese, and he firmly be-

lieved that Kuropatkin, de-

scending from the north,
would in due course relieve

the fortress. He felt confid-

ent that this relief would not

be so long delayed as to seri-

ously tax the endurance of

the garrison, and he played to

win great kudos as the success-

ful defender of Port Arthur,

knowing that in the general

jubilation over the defeat of

the Japanese the little incident

of his having disobeyed Kuro-

patkin's direct order and his

small deceit in concealing his

instructions from Smirnoff
would be sufficiently over-

shadowed by the royal favour
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that would be bestowed upon
him in St Petersburg. In this

one act you have Stossel, man
and soldier.

In Smirnoff we find a totally
different type of Russian offi-

cer. It is not necessary, of

course, to accept at its face

value all the eulogism which
M. Nojine heaps upon him.

M. Nojine exhibits many of the

failings of his class. From the

narrative it would appear that

the Commandant of the for-

tress placed great trust in him,
and gave him free access to the

fortress staff records. As a

journalist he could not fail to

be drawn to one who thus

aided him in his work. It is

possible, then, that much of

M. Nojine's adulation is mere

sycophancy. But allowing a

liberal discount for this, the

fact remains that Smirnoff was

responsible for the defence of

the fortress. When he took

up his command, as is clearly
demonstrated in colour in the

splendid chart with which the

volume is furnished, Port Ar-
thur was in no wise prepared
to adequately meet attack from
the land approaches. Smirnoff
and his staff completed and en-

larged its defences, so that it

was able to withstand close

investment by the Japanese for

one hundred and fifty-four days.
Smirnoff was at least a think-

ing and practical soldier of the

type Russia has never failed to

produce upon emergency, but
whose efforts have in so many
cases been insufficient to leaven

the miserable material of their

associates. No more striking

example of the wide gulf which

separated Smirnoff from his im-

mediate senior in Port Arthur
is to be found than the differ-

ent attitude of these officers

towards the first pourparler
which the beseigers addressed

to the fortress.

Baron Nogi gave the follow-

ing courteous opening to the

defenders of Port Arthur :

"The Eussians have given signal

proof of their gallantry, but Arthur
will be taken all the same. There-

fore, to avoid useless loss of life and

any possible violence, murder, or loot-

ing by Japanese troops fighting their

way into the town, which it will be

difficult at once to prevent, his High-
ness the Emperor of Japan suggests
a discussion of negotiations for the

surrender of the fortress."

A Council of War was at

once summoned, at which

Stossel suggested that no an-

swer should be given, as the

proposal that the fortress

should capitulate was a piece
of insolence. Smirnoff expos-

tulated, explaining that the

elementary rules of military

etiquette required that a re-

ply should be sent. Stossel

then said

"Well, if an answer must

go, let us send a blank piece
of paper, or else merely write

a joke on it."

Smirnoff insisted that an an-

swer, and a polite one, should

be sent; and he drafted one,

which was eventually signed by
both Stossel and himself

" The honour and dignity of Kussia

do not allow of overtures of any sort

being made for a surrender."

The crisis in this deplorable
conduct of affairs was reached

when General Kondratenko
was killed in the casemate of
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Khi-kwan-shan Fort on De-
cember 11. Kondratenko was
in command of the land

defences, and had proved the

most able and energetic of

all Smirnoff's gallant sup-

porters. Moreover, he had in-

fluence with Stossel ;
and

by acting as a " buffer
"

between the commander of

Kwantung and the commander
of the fortress, had been able

to prevent a desperate breach
between the two. By this

time, according to M. Nojine,
Stossel and his immediate

entourage had developed the

canker of faint heart. Smir-

noff, immediately he heard of

the death of Kondratenko, in-

stinctively realised that Stossel

would apply his seniority to

appoint one of his immediate
creatures to fill the vacancy.
He moved every power to in-

fluence Stossel not to make an

unworthy appointment. But
the cunning of Stossel and
that of his entourage was not
to be baffled, and the his-

torian is faced with the as-

tounding statement that the

commander of the Kwantung
forces of the Czar, in an

emergency such as this, had

gone to his couch leaving in-

structions that on no con-

dition was he to be disturbed.

That such instructions could

be enforced, in the face of

the request for a personal
interview by the officer in

command of a besieged fortress

almost in extremis, would ap-
pear to us incredible. It

only confirms the view already
expressed that Russia was
defeated by its own impossible

system. Stossel's education in

the Far East had been the

cult of the mandarin, not the

cult of the soldier. The in-

evitable happened. General

Fock, the man who had sac-

rificed Nanshan, and who had
fed the fire of Stossel's jeal-

ousy of Smirnoff, was ap-

pointed to command the land
defences. As far as a Russian
Port Arthur was concerned,
the axe was now laid to the
root of the tree.

But it must not be thought
from this examination of these

extraordinary circumstances
that they furnish the sole

theme in M. Nojine's book.
It is the thesis of the work,
but the petty detail of

small - minded opposition and

party bickering is relieved by
graphic and heart -

rending
descriptions of the many and

changing vicissitudes in trench,

field, and hospital. In the
brief space of this review it

would be impossibleto do justice
to all M. Nojine's fine descrip-
tions. We will therefore select

one which will give the reader
some indication of the condi-

tions to which the beleaguered
town was exposed during that
last fatal month of December.
It is the description of the final

loss of Fort Khi-kwan-shan :

"It was the day upon which the

Japanese had decided to make an
end of the fort, and for which they
had made all preparations. At 11 A.M.

a time when the trench - guards
were usually relieved, and there was
always noise and movement their

troops told off for the storming were

quietly moved up and collected in

the last approaches, where they
awaited the explosion of the mines.
The men told off for this 'forlorn

hope
' were divided into two parties.

One party, who had red bands on
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their arms, was moved towards the

caponiers : on the explosion it was to

storm the interior of the fort. On
their shoulders the second party
from the last approach were to

climb. If these did not manage to

drive out our men, they were to be
reinforced by all their available

troops, who were to overcome the

garrison by sheer weight of numbers.
"Just about a quarter-past one a

volcano seemed to burst from the

parapet, and with a roar and the
shock of an earthquake a huge black
cloud of dust and smoke shot up to

the sky. This was followed by a
second eruption. For a moment there
was comparative calm ; then the sky
commenced to rain beams, boulders,
stones, masses of concrete, sacks,
bodies ; while on the rear of the fort

(to catch our reinforcements) fell a
hail of shells. Our men, shaken for

a moment by the suddenness of all

this, and expecting a third explosion,
dashed for safety ; but they quickly
rallied behind the parapet of the pre-
pared retrenchment, from whence

they opened a heavy fire on those

madly gallant stormers with red
bands who showed themselves on the
fort. So impatient were they, and
so quick was their advance, that our
men could see them being buried
under the falling stones and masses
of masonry hurled into the air by the

explosions."

We now come to the last

scene of this painful drama.
We are face to face with the

culminating and astounding
marvel that Stossel and his

clique actually entered into

overtures for the capitulation
of the fortress without refer-

ence to the survivors of those
brave officers who had risked

everything to maintain the for-

tress of the garrison and the

sanctity of the Czar's posses-
sions. Not only did Stossel

open these negotiations with-
out the knowledge of Smirnoff
and the active staff of the garri-
son, but he also opened com-

munication with the enemy
for this purpose against the

expressed opinion of the coun-
cil of senior officers that he
had called to discuss the

point. This is not the biassed

statement of the partisan war

correspondent. It is a fact

proven by the court-martial
in St Petersburg. Here in

this volume is set out, in ver-

batim, the opinion of every
senior officer who attended
the council, and, with the

exception of Fock and two

others, it would appear that

no officer considered that the

condition of the fortress in

any way called for this humil-

iating end.

This verbatim report of the

opinions registered on this mo-
mentous occasion is perhaps the

most instructive piece of evid-

ence in the whole book. The
student will find that of all the

twenty-two opinions expressed,
the only one which took into

consideration the strategic con-

ditions prevailing in other

theatres of the campaign was
that of General Smirnoff. He
alone of all the seniors realised

that, at that moment, the main

object of the defence of Port
Arthur was to prevent, as long
as possible, General Nogi and
his seasoned troops from join-

ing issue against Kuropatkin
in the north. When one com-

pares the subsequent reason

that Stossel advanced in pallia-
tion of his responsibility for

the surrender, with the manly
and soldier -like front which
Smirnoff made at this council,

one realises definitely how much
of their success the Japanese
owe to a system that made it
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possible for men of Stossel's

type to exercise high military
command. All that Stossel

could say when he was finally
called upon to return a state-

ment of his stewardship was,
that out of consideration for

the troops under his command
he had by capitulation avoided

a street massacre.

It is easy to realise that

much in 'The Truth about
Port Arthur '

will not be of

interest to the lay reader, but
the work deserves a place on
the shelf of every thinking
soldier. The whole narrative

raises issues which are of first

importance to those who may
some day chance to find them-
selves in the unenviable posi-
tion of holding a command in

a beseiged garrison.

Now, there is not the smallest

doubt in our mind that, if the

military staff responsible for

the defence of Port Arthur had
been composed of Englishmen,
and the development of affairs

had been similar, the English-
man who found himself in the

place of Smirnoff would, quite

early in the operations, have put
in operation that power vested

in him by the Army Act of su-

perseding his superior immedi-

ately the latter's incompetency
and opposition jeopardised the

security of the garrison. That
this course was constantly in

Smirnoff's mind is evident from
M. ISTojine's narrative. But
here again he was paralysed by
the system which governs all

men in Russia. Stossel was a

favourite at Court. He was
Aide -de -Camp to the Czar.

He had successfully massacred
Chinese in earlier campaigns.
He was a cadet of the same
term as Kuropatkin. Smirnoff,

though a good and possibly a

great soldier, was not a big

enough man to face the re-

sponsibility of so extreme a

measure as placing his senior

under arrest, although for

more than a hundred days the
red blood of the Czar's mag-
nificent soldiery was crying
out to him to do this from
end to end of the perimeter.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

THE SPANISH ARMADA.
" The action of the y>th of July 1588 decided the largest problems ever submitted

in the history of mankind to the arbitrament offorce"
FROUDE : History ofEngland, vol. xii.

FEW minutes, and well wasted those, were spent
On that great game of bowls ;

for well knew Drake
What panic threatened Plymouth, since his fleet

Lay trapped there by the black head-wind that blew

Straight up the Sound, and Plymouth town itself,

Except the ships won seaward ere the dawn,

Lay at the Armada's mercy. Never a seaman
Of all the sea-dogs clustered on the quays,
And all the captains clamouring round Lord Howard,
Hoped that one ship might win to the open sea :

At dawn, they thought, the Armada's rolling guns
To windward, in an hour, must shatter them,
Huddled in their red slaughter-house like sheep.

Now was the great sun sunken and the night
Dark. Far to Westward, like the soul of man
Fighting blind nature, a wild flare of red

Upon some windy headland suddenly leapt
And vanished flickering into the clouds. Again
It leapt and vanished: then all at once it streamed

Steadily as a crimson torch upheld
By Titan hands to Heaven. It was the first

Beacon ! A sudden silence swept along
The seething quays, and in their midst appeared
Drake.

Then the jubilant thunder of his voice

Rolled, buffeting the sea-wind far and nigh,
And ere they knew what power as of a sea

Surged through them, his immortal battle-ship

Revenge had flung out cables to the quays,
And while the seamen, as he had commanded,
Knotted thick ropes together, he stood apart

(For well he knew what panic threatened still)

Whittling idly at a scrap of wood,
And carved a little boat out for the child

Of some old sea-companion.

Copyright in the United States of America, 1907.
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So great and calm a master of the world
Seemed Drake that, as he whittled, and the chips
Fluttered into the blackness over the quay,
Men said that in this hour of England's need
Each tiny flake turned to a battle-ship ;

For now began the lanthorns, one by one,
To glitter, and half-reveal the shadowy hulks
Before him. So the huge old legend grew,
Not all unworthy the Homeric age
Of gods and god-like men.

St Michael's Mount,
Answering the first wild beacon far away,
Rolled crimson thunders to the stormy sky !

The ropes were knotted. Through the panting dark
Great heaving lines of seamen all together
Hauled with a shout, and all together again
Hauled with a shout against the roaring wind;
And slowly, slowly, onward tow'rds the sea

Moved the Revenge, and seaward ever heaved
The brawny backs together, and in their midst,

Suddenly, as they slackened, Drake was there

Hauling like any ten, and with his heart

Doubling the strength of all, giving them joy
Of battle against those odds, Ay, till they found

Delight i' the burning tingle of the blood
That even their hardy hands must feel besmear
The harsh, rough, straining ropes. There as they toiled,

Answering a score of hills, old Beachy Head
Streamed like a furnace to the rolling clouds.

Then all around the coast each windy ness
And craggy mountain kindled. Peak from peak
Caught the tremendous fire, and passed it on
Round the bluff East and the black mouth of Thames,
Ay, Northward to the waste wild Yorkshire fells

And gloomy Cumberland, where, like a giant,
Great Skiddaw grasped the red tempestuous brand,
And thrust it up against the reeling heavens.
Then all night long, inland, the wandering winds
Ran wild with clamour and clash of startled bells;
All night the cities seethed with torches, flashed

With twenty thousand flames of burnished steel ;

While over the trample and thunder of hooves blazed forth

The lightning of wild trumpets. Lonely lanes

Of country darkness, lit by cottage doors
Entwined with rose and honeysuckle, roared
Like mountain-torrents now East, West, and South,
As to the coasts with pike and musket streamed
The trained bands, horse and foot, from every town
And every hamlet. All the shaggy hills
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From Milford Haven to the Downs of Kent,
And up to Humber, gleamed with many a hedge
Of pikes between the beacon's crimson glares;
While in red London forty thousand men,
In case the Invader should prevail, drew swords

Around their Queen. All night in dark St Paul's,

While round it rolled a multitudinous roar

As of the Atlantic on a Western beach,
And all the leaning London streets were lit

With fury of torches, rose the passionate prayer
Of England's peril :

O Lord God of Hosts,

Let Thine enemies know that Thou hast taken

England into Thine hands !

The mighty sound

Rolled, billowing round the kneeling aisles, then died,

Echoing up the heights. A voice, far off,

As on the cross of Calvary, caught it up
And poured the prayer o'er that deep hush, alone :

We beseech thee, O God, to go before our armies,

Bless and prosper them both by land and sea !

Grant unto them Thy victory, God,
As thou usedst to do to Thy children when they please Thee !

All power, all strength, all victory come from Thee!

Then from the lips of all those thousands burst

A sound as from the rent heart of an ocean,
One tumult, one great rushing storm of wings
Cleaving the darkness round the Gates of Heaven :

Some put their trust in chariots and some in horses ;

But we will remember Thy name, Lord, our God!

And as the dreadful dawn thro' mist-wreaths broke,
And out of Plymouth Sound at last, with cheers

Ringing from many a thousand throats, there struggled
Six little ships, all that the night's long toil

Had warped down to the sea (but leading them
The ship of Drake) there rose one ocean-cry
From all those worshippers Let God arise,

And let His enemies be scattered/

Under the leaden fogs of that new dawn,

Empty and cold, indifferent as death,
The sea heaved strangely to the seamen's eyes,

Seeing all round them only the leaden surge

Wrapped in wet mists or flashing here and there

With crumbling white. Against the cold wet wind
Westward the little ships of England beat

With short tacks, close inshore, striving to win
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The windward station of the threatening battle

That neared behind the veil. Six little ships,
No more, beat Westward, even as all mankind
Beats up against that universal wind
Whereon like withered leaves all else is blown
Down one wide way to death : the soul alone,

Whether at last it wins, or faints and fails,

Stems the dark tide with its intrepid sails.

Close-hauled, with many a short tack, struggled and

strained,
North -

west, South - west, the ships ; but ever Westward
gained

Some little way with every tack; and soon,
While the prows plunged beneath the grey-gold noon,

Lapped by the crackling waves, even as the wind
Died down a little, in the mists behind
Stole out from Plymouth Sound the struggling score

Of ships that might not win last night to sea.

They followed; but the Six went on before,
Not knowing, alone, for God and Liberty.

Now, as they tacked North-west, the sullen roar

Of reefs crept out, or some strange bleating sound
Of sheep upon the hills. South-west once more
The bo'sun's whistle swung their bowsprits round;

South-west until the long low lapping splash
Was all they heard, of keels that still ran out

Seaward, then with one muffled heave and crash
Once more the whistles brought their sails about.

And now the noon began to wane; the West
With slow rich colours filled and shadowy forms,

Dark curdling wreaths and fogs with crimsoned breast,
And tangled zones of dusk like frozen storms,

Motionless, flagged with sunset, hulled with doom !

Motionless ? Nay, across the darkening deep
Surely the whole sky moved its gorgeous gloom
Onward; and like the curtains of a sleep

The red fogs crumbled, mists dissolved away !

There, like death's secret dawning thro' a dream,
Great thrones of thunder dusked the dying day,
And, higher, pale towers of cloud began to gleam.

There, in one heaven-wide storm, great masts and clouds
Of sail crept slowly forth, the ships of Spain !
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From North to South, their tangled spars and shrouds
Controlled the slow wind as with bit and rein

;

Onward they rode in insolent disdain

Sighting the little fleet of England there,
While o'er the sullen splendour of the main
Three solemn guns tolled all their host to prayer,

And their great ensign blazoned all the doom-fraught air.

The sacred standard of their proud crusade

Up to the mast-head of their flag-ship soared :

On one side knelt the Holy Mother-maid,
On one the crucified Redeemer poured

His blood, and all their kneeling hosts adored
Their saints, and clouds of incense heavenward streamed,

While pomp of cannonry and pike and sword
Down long sea-lanes of mocking menace gleamed,

And chant of priests rolled out o'er seas that darkly dreamed.

Who comes to fight for England ? Is it ye,
Six little straws that dance upon the foam?

Ay, sweeping o'er the sunset-crimsoned sea
Let the proud pageant in its glory come,

Leaving the sunset like a hecatomb
Of souls whose bodies yet endure the chain !

Let slaves, by thousands, branded, scarred and dumb,
In those dark galleys grip their oars again,

And o'er the rolling deep bring on the pomp of Spain ;

Bring on the pomp of royal paladins
(For all the princedoms of the land are there !)

And for the gorgeous purple of their sins

The papal pomp bring on with psalm and prayer:
Nearer the splendour heaves ; can ye not hear
The rushing foam, not see the blazoned arms,

And black-faced hosts thro' leagues of golden air

Crowding the decks, muttering their beads and charms
To where, in furthest heaven, they thicken like locust-

swarms ?

Bring on the pomp and pride of old Castille,

Blazon the skies with royal Aragon,
Beneath Oquendo let old ocean reel,

The purple pomp of priestly Rome bring on ;

And let her censers dusk the dying sun,
The thunder of her banners on the breeze

Following Sidonia's glorious galleon
Deride the sleeping thunder of the seas,

While twenty thousand warriors chant her litanies.
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Lo, all their decks are kneeling! Sky to sky

Responds! It is their solemn evening hour.

SALVE REGINA, though the daylight die,

SALVE REGINA, though the darkness lour;
Have they not still the kingdom and the power?
SALVE REGINA, hark, their thousands cry,

From where like clouds to where like mountains tower
Their crowded galleons looming far or nigh,

SALVE REGINA, hark, what distant seas reply !

What distant seas, what distant ages hear ?

Bring on the pomp ! the sun of Spain goes down :

The moon but swells the tide of praise and prayer ;

Bring on the world-wide pomp of her renown ;

Let darkness crown her with a -starrier crown,
And let her watch the fierce waves crouch and fawn

Round those huge hulks from which her cannon frown,
While close inshore the wet sea-mists are drawn

Round England's Drake : then wait, in triumph, for the dawn.

The sun of Rome goes down; the night is dark!
Still are her thousands praying, still their cry

Ascends from the wide waste of waters, hark !

AVE MARIA, darker grows the sky !

AVE MARIA, those about to die

Salute thee ! Nay, what wandering winds blaspheme
With random gusts of chilling prophecy

Against the solemn sounds that heavenward stream !

The night is come at last. Break not the splendid dream.

But through the misty darkness, close inshore,

North-west, South-west, and ever Westward strained
The little ships of England, all night long,
As down the coast the reddening beacons leapt,
The crackle and lapping splash of tacking keels,
The bo'suns low sharp whistles and the whine
Of ropes, mixing with many a sea-bird's cry
Disturbed the darkness, waking vague swift fears

Among the mighty hulks of Spain that lay
Nearest, then fading through the mists inshore

North-west, then growing again, but farther down
Their ranks to Westward with each dark return
And dark departure, till the rearmost rank
Of grim sea-castles heard the swish and creak
Pass plashing seaward thro' the wet sea-mists
To windward now of all that monstrous host,
Then heard no more than wandering sea-birds' cries

Wheeling around their leagues of lanthorn-light,
Or heave of waters, waiting for the dawn.
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Dawn, everlasting and almighty dawn
Rolled o'er the waters, the grey mists were fled:

See, in their reeking heaven-wide crescent drawn
Those masts and spars and cloudy sails, outspread

Like one great sulphurous tempest soaked with red,
In vain withstand the march of brightening skies :

The dawn sweeps onward and the night is dead,
And lo, to windward, what bright menace lies,

What glory kindles now in England's wakening eyes?

There, on the glittering plains of open sea,
To windward now, behind the fleets of Spain,

Two little files of ships are tossing free,

Free of the winds and of the wind-swept main :

Were they not trapped ? Who brought them forth again,
Free of the great new fields of England's war,

With sails like blossoms shining after rain,

And guns that sparkle to the morning star ?

Drake ! first upon the deep that rolls to Trafalgar !

And Spain knows well that flag of fiery fame,

Spain knows who leads those files across the sea;

Implacable, invincible, his name
El Draque, creeps hissing through her ranks to lee ;

But now she holds the rolling heavens in fee,

His ships are few. They surge across the foam,
The hunt is up ! But need the mountains flee

Or fear the snarling wolf-pack ? Let them come !

They crouch, but dare not leap upon the flanks of Rome.

Nearer they come and nearer ! Nay, prepare !

Close your huge ranks that sweep from sky to sky!
Madness itself would shrink ; but Drake will dare

Eternal hell! Let the great signal fly

Close up your ranks ; El Draque comes down to die !

El Draque is brave ! The vast sea-cities loom
Thro' heaven : Spain spares one smile of chivalry,
One wintry smile across her cannons' gloom

As that frail fleet full-sail comes rushing tow'rds its doom.

Suddenly, as the wild change of a dream,
Even as the Spaniards watched those lean sharp prows
Leap straight at their huge hulks, watched well content,

Knowing their foes, once grappled, must be doomed ;

Even as they caught the rush and hiss of foam
Across that narrow, dwindling gleam of sea,
And heard, abruptly close, the sharp commands
And steady British answers, caught one glimpse
Of bare-armed seamen waiting by their guns,
The vision changed ! The ships of England swerved
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Swiftly a volley of flame and thunder swept
Blinding the buffeted air, a volley of iron

From four sheer broadsides, crashing thro' a hulk

Of Spain. She reeled, blind in the fiery surge
And fury of that assault. So swift it seemed
That as she heeled to leeward, ere her guns
Trained on the foe once more, the sulphurous cloud

That wrapped the sea, once, twice, and thrice again

Split with red thunder-claps that rent and raked
Her huge beams through and through. Ay, as she heeled

To leeward still, her own grim cannon belched
Their lava skyward, wounding the void air,

And, as by miracle, the ships of Drake
Were gone. Along the Spanish rear they swept
From North to South, raking them as they went
At close range, hardly a pistol-shot away,
With volley on volley. Never Spain had seen

Seamen or marksmen like to these who sailed

Two knots against her one. They came and went,

Suddenly neared or sheered away at will

As if by magic, pouring flame and iron

In four full broadsides thro' some Spanish hulk
Ere one of hers burst blindly at the sky.

Southward, along the Spanish rear they swept,
Then swung about, and volleying sheets of flame,

Iron, and death, along the same fierce road
Littered with spars, reeking with sulphurous fumes,
Returned, triumphantly rushing, all their sails

Alow, aloft, full-bellied with the wind.

Then, then, from sky to sky, one mighty surge
Of baleful pride, huge wrath, stormy disdain,

With shuddering clouds and towers of sail would urge
Onward the heaving citadels of Spain,

Which dragged earth's thunders o'er the groaning main,
And held the panoplies of faith in fee,

Beating against the wind, struggling in vain

To close with that swift ocean-cavalry :

Spain had all earth in charge ! Had England, then, the sea ?

Spain had the mountains mountains flow like clouds !

Spain had great kingdoms kingdoms melt away!
Yet, in that crescent, army on army crowds,
How shall she fear what seas or winds can say ?

The seas that leap and shine round earth's decay,
The winds that mount and sing while empires fall,

And mountains pass like waves in the wind's way,
And dying gods thro' shuddering twilights call ;

Had England, then, the sea that sweeps o'er one and all?
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See, in gigantic wrath the Rata hurls

Her mighty prows round to the wild sea-wind:
The deep like one black maelstrom round her swirls

While great Recalde follows hard behind:

Reeling, like Titans, thunder-blasted, blind,

They strive to cross the ships of England yea,

Challenge them to the grapple, and only find

Red broadsides bursting o'er the bursting spray,
And England surging still along her windward way !

To windward still Revenge and Raleigh flash

And thunder, and the sea flames red between :

In vain against the wind the galleons crash
And plunge and pour blind volleys thro' the screen

Of rolling sulphurous clouds at dimly seen

Topsails that, to and fro, like sea-birds fly !

Ever to leeward the great hulks careen ;

Their thousand cannon can but wound the sky,
While England's little Rainbow foams and flashes by.

Suddenly the flag-ship of Recalde, stung
To fury it seemed, heeled like an avalanche
To leeward, then reeled out beyond the rest

Against the wind, alone, daring the foe

To grapple her. At once the little Revenge
With Drake's flag flying flashed at her throat,
And hardly a cable's-length away out-belched
Broadside on broadside, under those great cannon,

Crashing through five-foot beams, four shots to one,
While Howard and the rest swept to and fro

Keeping at deadly bay the rolling hulks
That looming like Leviathans now plunged
Desperately against the freshening wind
To rescue the great flag-ship where she lay
Alone, amid the cannonades of Drake,
Alone, like a volcanic island lashed
With crimson hurricanes, dinning the winds
With isolated thunders, flaking the skies

With wrathful lava, while great spars and blocks

Leapt through the cloudy glare and fell, far off,

Like small black stones into the hissing sea.

Oquendo saw her peril far away !

His rushing prow thro' heaven begins to loom,
Oquendo, first in all that proud array,
Hath heart the pride of Spain to reassume :

He comes
; the rolling seas are dusked with gloom

Of his great sails ! Ay, round him once again,
Thrust out your oars, ye mighty hulks of doom ;
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Forward, with hiss of whip and clank of chain !

Let twice ten hundred slaves bring on the wrath of Spain !j

Sidonia comes ! Toledo comes ! huge ranks

That rally against the storm from sky to sky,
As down the dark blood-rusted chain-locked planks
Of labouring galleys the dark slave-guards ply

Their knotted scourges, and the red flakes fly

From bare scarred backs that quiver and heave once more,
And slaves that heed not if they live or die

Pull with numb arms at many a red-stained oar,

Nor know the sea's dull crash from cannon's growing roar.

Bring on the wrath ! From heaven to rushing heaven
The white foam sweeps around their fierce array;

In vain before their shattering crimson levin

The ships of England flash and dart away :

Not England's heart can hold that host at bay !

See, a swift signal shoots along her line,

Her ships are scattered, they, fly, they fly like spray
Driven against the wind by wrath divine,

While, round Recalde now, Sidonia's cannon shine.

The wild sea-winds with golden trumpets blaze !

One wave will wash away the crimson stain

That blots Recalde's decks. Her first amaze
Is over : down the Channel once again

Turns the triumphant pageantry of Spain
In battle-order, now. Behind her, far,

While the broad sun sinks to the Western main,
Glitter the little ships of England's war,

And over them in heaven glides out the first white star.

The sun goes down : the heart of Spain is proud :

Her censers fume, her golden trumpets blow !

Into the darkening East with cloud on cloud
Of broad-flung sail her huge sea-castles go :

Rich under blazoned poops like rose-flushed snow
Tosses the foam. Far off the sunset gleams :

Her banners like a thousand sunsets glow,
As down the darkening East the pageant streams,

Full -fraught with doom for England, rigged with princely
dreams.

Nay, "rigged with curses dark," as o'er the waves
Drake watched them slowly sweeping into the gloom
That thickened down the Channel, watched them go
In ranks compact, roundels impregnable,
With Biscay's bristling broad-beamed squadron drawn
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Behind for rear-guard. As the sun went down
Drake flew the council-flag. Across the sea

That gleamed still like a myriad-petalled rose

Up to the little Revenge the pinnaces foamed.

There, on Drake's powder-grimed escutcheoned poop
They gathered, Admirals and great flag-captains,

Hawkins, Frobisher, shining names and famous,
And some content to serve and follow and fight
Where duty called unknown, but heroes all.

High on the poop they clustered, gazing East
With faces dark as iron against the flame
Of sunset, eagle-faces, iron lips,
And keen eyes fiercely flashing as they turned
Like sword-flames now, or dark and deep as night

Watching the vast Armada slowly mix
Its broad-flung sails with twilight where it dragged
Thro' thickening heavens its curdled storm of clouds

Down the wide darkening Channel.

"My Lord Howard,"
Said Drake, "it seems we have but scarred the skins

Of those huge hulks: the hour grows late for Eng-
land.

'Twere well to handle them again at once." A growl
Of fierce approval answered ;

but Lord Howard
Cried out,

" Attack we cannot, save at risk

Of our whole fleet. It is not death I fear,

But England's peril. We have fought all day,

Accomplished nothing ! Half our powder is spent !

I think it best to hang upon their flanks

Till we be reinforced !

"

" My lord," said Drake,
"Had we that week to spare for which I prayed,
And were we handling them in Spanish seas,

We might delay. There is no choosing now.
Yon hulks of doom are steadfastly resolved

On one tremendous path and solid end
To join their powers with Parma's thirty thousand

(Not heeding our light horsemen of the sea),

Then in one earthquake of o'erwhelming arms
Roll Europe over England. They've not grasped
The first poor thought which now and evermore
Must be the sceptre of Britain, the steel trident

Of ocean-sovereignty. That mighty fleet

Invincible, impregnable, omnipotent,
Must here and now be shattered, never be joined
With Parma, never abase the wind-swept sea,

With oaken roads for thundering legions
To trample in the splendour of the sun
From Europe to our island.
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As for food,
In yonder enemy's fleet there is food enough
To feed a nation ; ay, and powder enough
To split an empire. I will answer for it

Ye shall not lack of either, nor for shot,
Not though ye pluck them out of your own beams
To feed your hungry cannon. Cast your bread

Upon the waters. Think not of the Queen !

She will not send it ! For she hath not known
(How could she know) this wide new realm of hers,
When we ourselves her seamen scarce have learnt

What means this kingdom of the ocean-sea
To England and her throne food, life-blood, life !

She could not understand who, when our ships
Put out from Plymouth, hardly gave them store

Of powder and shot to last three righting days,
Or rations even for those. Blame not the Queen,
Who hath striven for England as no king hath fought
Since England was a nation. Bear with me,
For I must pour my heart before you now
This one last time. Yon fishing-boats have brought
Tidings how on this very day she rode
Before her mustered pikes at Tilbury.
Methinks I see her riding down their lines

High on her milk-white Barbary charger, hear
Her voice *

My people, though my flesh be woman,
My heart is of your kingly lion's breed :

I come myself to lead you !

'

I see the sun

Shining upon her armour, hear the voice
Of all her armies roaring like one sea
God save Elizabeth, our English Queen I
' God save her,' I say, too

; but still she dreams,
As all too many of us bear with me ! dream,
Of Cre9y, when our England's war was thus;
When we, too, hurled our hosts across the deep
As now Spain dreams to hurl them on our isle.

But now our war is otherwise. We claim
The sea's command, and Spain shall never land
One swordsman on our island. Blame her not,
But look not to the Queen. The people fight
This war of ours, not princes. In this hour
God maketh us a people. We have seen

Victories, never victory like to this,
When in our England's darkest hour of need
Her seamen, without wage, powder, or food,
Are yet on fire to fight for her. Your ships
Tossing in the great sunset of an Empire,
Dawn of a sovereign people, are all manned
By heroes, ragged, hungry, who will die
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Like flies ere long, because they have no food
But turns to fever-breeding carrion

Not fit for dogs. They are half-naked, hopeless
Living, of any reward ; and if they die

They die a dog's death. We shall reap the fame
While they great God ! and all this cannot quench
The glory in their eyes. They will be served
Six at the mess of four, eking it out
With what their own rude nets may catch by night,

Silvering the guns and naked arms that haul
Under the stars with silver past all price,
While some small ship-boy in the black crow's nest

Watches across the waters for the foe.

My lord, it is a terrible thing for Spain
When poor men thus go out against her princes ;

For so God whispers
*

Victory
'

in our ears,
I cannot dare to doubt it."

Once again
A growl of fierce approval answered him.
And Hawkins cried

"
I stand by Francis Drake "

;

But Howard, clinging to his old-world order,
Yet with such manly strength as dared to rank
Drake's wisdom of the sea above his own,
Sturdily shook his head. "

I dare not risk

A close attack. Once grappled we are doomed.
We'll follow on their trail no less, with Drake

Leading. Our oriflamme to-night shall be
His cresset and stern-lanthorn. Where that shines

We follow."

Drake, still thinking in his heart,
" And if Spain be not shattered here and now
We are doomed no less," must even rest content
With that good vantage.

As the sunset died

Over the darkling emerald seas that swelled
Before the freshening wind, the pinnaces dashed
To their own ships ; and into the mind of Drake
There stole a plot that twitched his lips to a smile.

High on the heaving purple of the poop
Under the glimmer of firm and full-blown sails

He stood, an iron statue, glancing back
Anon at his stern-cresset's crimson flare,

The star of all the shadowy ships that plunged
Like ghosts amid the grey stream of his wake,
And all around him heard the low keen song
Of hidden ropes above the wail and creak

Of blocks and long low swish of cloven foam,
A keen rope-music in the formless night,
A harmony, a strong intent good sound,
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Well-strung and taut, singing the will of man.
"Your oriflamme," he muttered, "so you travail

With sea-speech in the tongue of old Poictiers

Shall be my own stern-lanthorn. Watch it well,

My good lord Howard."
Over the surging seas

The little Revenge went swooping on the trail,

Leading the ships of England. One by one

Out of the gloom before them slowly crept,
Sinister gleam by gleam, like blood-red stars,

The rearmost lanthorns of the Spanish Fleet,

A shaggy purple sky of secret storm

Heaving from north to south upon the black

Breast of the waters. Once again with lips

Twitched to a smile, Drake suddenly bade them crowd
All sail upon the little Revenge. She leapt
Forward. Smiling he watched the widening gap
Between the ships that followed and her light,

Then as to those behind, its flicker must seem

Wellnigh confused with those of Spain, he cried,
"
Now, master bo'sun, quench their oriflamme,

Dip their damned cresset in the good black Sea !

The rearmost light of Spain shall lead them now,
A little closer, if they think it ours.

Pray God, they come to blows !

"

Even as he spake,
His cresset-flare went out in the thick night:
A fluttering as of blind bewildered moths
A moment seized upon the shadowy ships
Behind him, then with crowded sail they steered

Straight for the rearmost cresset-flare of Spain.

(To be concluded.)
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

SOME OLD STATE TRIALS TITUS GATES AS WITNESS MURDER IN

NAME OP THE LAW DELANE.

WE have just come upon a

packet of State Trials, brown
with age and use, not the

reprint of Howell or another,
but the earliest reports, as they
were sent hot and separate
from the press. The most of

them bear the imprimatur of

the judges before whom they
were tried. "I do appoint
Robert Pawlet "

thus runs
one licence " to print the

trial of William Stayley : and
that no other presume to

print the same. William

Scroggs." At the head of the

inquiry of damages between
his Royal Highness James,
Duke of York, and the in-

effable Titus Gates, there

stands another famous name :

"I do appoint Benjamin
Tooke to print this TRYAL,
and order that no other pre-
sume to print the same.
Geo. Jeffreys." Those who
grant a privilege commonly
retain the right of revision,
and it is not unlikely that
the over-zealous judges made
the best appearance they could

in the report of the trials

which they conducted. No
doubt they polished their re-

partees, and burnished the

asperities of their speech. No
doubt they showed the pris-
oner a man of mean spirit,
and of crimes flagrantly re-

vealed, thus setting a finer

edge upon their own nobility.
At anyrate they contrived
that their reports, both in

form and in substance, should
be vastly superior to the

stories told by the picturesque

journalist in our modern

prints.
The reporter of to-day has

every advantage. He carries

the public with him from hour
to hour. The curious are not
asked to wait until the ver-

dict be given for their know-

ledge of crimes. Their interest

is kept awake by late editions

and sudden rumours. The

aspect of the court is sketched
with a rapid accuracy both

by pen and pencil. The wit-

nesses' hats are described as

carefully as the demeanour of

the culprit. The jokes of the

judge, which vary in banality
with the importance of the

case, are set forth with a

faithfulness worthy a better

occasion. We are told which

popular novelist "occupied a

seat upon the bench," and it is

hinted that his rivals are con-

sumed with jealousy that

they too were not permitted
to make "copy" of the pris-
oner's anguish or indifference.

And the result of all this

research and indiscretion is a
mass of flippant commonplace,
which in two or three years
will seem unintelligible. The
real point of the inquiry is

missed that the atmosphere of

scandal may be thickened ; the

love of truth yields easily to

the love of sensation; and a

word of emphasis here, a light-
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ening of the stress there, per-

verts, as far as is possible, the

sober finding of the Courts.

The criminal has his good or

bad press, like the writer or

the general, and effrontery not

seldom is turned to heroism
in the facile phrases of the

reporter. In the seventeenth

century another habit pre-
vailed. A dignity and large-
ness are characteristic of the

old reports. The matter cor-

responds nicely with the

shape of these admirable docu-

ments. Levity is not easily asso-

ciated with folios. The rough,
solemn type, and the massive

title-pages, which are char-

acteristic of the State Trials,

render sentiment and sensa-

tionalism alike impossible. We
read them not in idle sport,
but with a genuine interest in

the tragedies they unfold ;
and

the very sobriety of their style

permits a single touch of in-

timacy to give colour to the

narrative. For instance, when

Staley, the banker, was un-

justly condemned for treason

in 1678, the perjured witness,
who hanged him, relates how
Staley entered a tavern and
called for "a pot of ale and
a slice of beef," and instantly
the scene is pictured before

your eyes. Still more vivid

is the evidence of Mrs Ives,
called to identify Langham,
another victim of judicial
murder. She was a garrulous
witness, who told her story in

her own way. When the
Lord Chief-Justice asked her
the date of a certain event,
she took the bit in her teeth

and galloped along the high-
way. "It was about the
middle of April was twelve-

month," says she, "and I

remember by a very good
token, for his father, Mr Gates,
came then to my house to see

me, and that is the first

month that our new thin

cheeses come in, and I did

then ask him if he would not
come in and eat some new
thin cheese, and when he was
come in and sate down eating
of cheese and drinking a

draught of drink, I was

a-saying to him, Pray, sir,

when did you see your son?"
And so on, and so on. In
a moment you see the portly
old dame sitting at table over
a thin cheese and a draught
with the father of the mon-
strous Titus, and gossiping of

papistry as merrily as may be.

You see more than this. A
vision of the court rises up
before your eyes, with the

inconsequent old dame in the

witness-box, the horrible per-

jurer lurking hard by, and the

blameless prisoner patiently

awaiting the undeserved doom
which he knew must be his.

But this picturesqueness is the

result of restraint, not of in-

genuity, and it is this quality
which is ever lacking in our
modern reports, highly col-

oured as the oleographs of

Germany.
The State Trials which have

come into our hand describe

for the most part the suffer-

ings of those who died victims
to the Popish Plot. Never
were so many judicial mur-
ders committed in England
within a few years' space. As
the great Scroggs himself said,
" the nation is awaken'd out of

sleep," and it demanded nothing
less than the blood of innocent
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men. To stem the tide of sav-

agery was impossible. The

king saw his loyal subjects

go to the gallows, and was

powerless to interfere, even if

he would. "I cannot pardon
them," said he, "for I dare

not." The origin of the plot,
or rather of the belief in the

plot, is still a mystery. We
know no more than that the

English people, being mad, in-

terrupted the course of justice,
insisted that the judges should

condemn every man brought
before them suspected of papis-

try, and eagerly believed the

crazy stories of hired perjurers.
When Langham, a just and
innocent man, was found guilty
" there was a very great shout

"
;

and while his trial was in pro-

gress suddenly there entered

the court my Lord of Castle-

maine, not as a witness, but, as

he told the Lord Chief-Justice,
"I come to wait upon your
Lordship to give you an ac-

count that some of the wit-

nesses summoned here for the

prisoners are so beaten and
abused without that they dare

not come to give their evidence

for fear of being killed." In

brief, nobody was safe who
could on any pretence be

squeezed into the dock, while
the informers were there ready
to do their work. As you read
the Trials, you recognise how
excellent an understanding held

the chief actors in the court

together. They all knew their

parts. There was Scroggs, in

the first place, a very scourge
of Catholics, a drunken scound-

rel, who did as he was told, and

vastly preferred popularity, or

profit, to justice.
"A ranter,"

North calls him,
" but (except

in the affair of Gates) on the

right side." Dugdale gives a
more picturesque but less com-

plimentary description of him.
" Son of a one-eyed butcher
near Smithfield Bars," says he,
"and his mother, a big, fat

woman with a red face like

an ale-wife." And certainly
there was no softness nor

gentility about Scroggs, who
set about trying the prisoners

brought before him in the tone
of a browbeating attorney.
Nevertheless, though devoid of

learning and virtue, he was the

idol of the people, which shouted
itself hoarse in applause of his

misdeeds, and would, if it could,
have seated him upon a throne.

But, alas for his fortune, he
could not serve both king
and mob. When he saw that

Charles II. had no great zeal

against those whom he had
involved in the plot, his fury
was gradually subdued. As
Burnet says,

" he began to

neglect and check the wit-

nesses : upon which they, who
behaved themselves as if they
had been tribunes of the people,

began to rail at him." How-
ever, so long as the alliance

lasted, Scroggs defended his

favourites with a sort of feroc-

ity. Titus Gates was, indeed,
the pet of the Court. If he
were cross-examined by a pre-

sumptuous prisoner on trial for

his life, Scroggs would not have
him harried. When Coleman,
about whose neck Gates was

fastening the noose, desired to

put questions to the miscreant,
"We desire," said the Court,
"that Mr Gates may not be

interrupted." If the witness

shuffled or contradicted a

former statement, the judge
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was ever ready with an apol-

ogy for him. And it is not

surprising that when at the

last Scroggs treated Oates and
his accomplice Bedloe as some-

thing not more than human,
the ruffians were furious at his

familiarity. The beginning of

the end was plainly visible at

the trial of Wakeman. "My
Lord," protested Bedloe, "my
evidence is not right sum'd

up." But Scroggs, already

turning to the other side, had
done with Bedloe. "I know
not," exclaimed he, greatly

daring,
"
by what authority

this man speaks."

Scroggs, as has been said,

was a ranter, and he had

something of the rough hum-
our which tramples upon a

weak opponent. He engrossed
all the vices which were after-

wards wrongfully ascribed to

Judge Jeffreys a far more
learned and honourable man.
He delighted to bully his

victim, to turn his helpless-
ness to the best account.

When Berry declared that he
had never spoken with Godfrey
in his life,

" You must say and

believe," roared Scroggs, "as

your Priests will have you ;

and in such actions as these

as your Priests suggest to

you, so does the Devil to

your Priests," an easy way
of begging the question and
of prejudging a desperate case.

Not even when the verdict

was given did Scroggs' ani-

mosity cease. "Now you may
die a Roman Catholic," said he
to Staley as he sentenced him

;

"and when you come to die,
I doubt you will be found a

priest too." And as the judge
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCXI.

was on the easiest terms with
his witnesses, so too he must
have become rapidly familiar

with the jury. We know not

whether the juries were care-

fully packed or not
;
we do

know that the same Knights
and Esquires were called again
and again to hear the sworn

testimony of Oates and
Bedloe.

The protagonist in all the

dramas was Titus Oates. He
it was who held England spell-
bound. He cheerfully swore

away the lives of honest men,
and in doing this he won the

perfect sympathy of the people.
He appears to have loved per-

jury for its own sake and the

excitement which it brought
him. It is wholly impossible
to believe that he had any
zeal for any cause save that

of his own advancement. If, as

is most probable, he contrived
the death of Sir Edmund
Godfrey, then he was truly
such an artist in crime as has
seldom been seen outside the

Italy of the Renaissance. His
success was due to courage and

effrontery. There was no sound
reason why his word should be
taken by any just man. His
career before he set up as an
informer was as infamous as

it had been cunning. The son
of an Anabaptist, he had pro-
fessed many faiths and brought
discredit upon them all. Dis-

loyalty was in his blood, and
he could not help turning
upon those to whom he had

paid reverence for some illicit

purpose of his own. Burnet
once asked him what argu-
ments prevailed on him to

change his religion and to go
3 D
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over to the Church of Rome.
"He upon that stood up,"
writes Burnet, "and laid his

hands on his breast, and said

God and His holy angels knew
that he had never changed,
but that he had gone among
them on purpose to betray
them. This gave me such a
character of him, that I could
have no regard to anything
that he either said or swore
after that." In this Burnet

proved his wisdom and hon-

esty. If only the judges had
shown a like intelligence the

justice roll of England would
have been stained by thirty
or forty less murders, per-
petrated in the name of the
law.

The successful villain com-

monly depends for his success

upon some charm of manner,
some trick of making himself

agreeable to others. Titus
Gates' body was as ill-favoured

as his mind. It is thus that

Roger North describes him :

" A low man, of an ill-cut, very
short neck, and his visage and
features were most particular.
His mouth was the centre of

his face, and a compass there
would sweep his nose, forehead,
and chin within the perimeter."
And having thus described the

rascal, Roger North utters this

prudent warning : Cave quos
ipse Deus notavit. God had
marked Titus Gates in very
truth, and nobody was wise

enough to beware. Had one

single man among his victims
been permitted to cross-examine
him as to character, his power
for evil would have been de-

stroyed. He had already been

prosecuted for perjury, the first

necessity of his being, before

he came forth as the champion
of the Protestant truth. Once
upon a time he was chaplain in

the Navy. He had been ex-

pelled from that office, in those

rough days not an easy thing
to be done. But besmirched as
he was, he was still thought
good enough to send honour-
able men to the scaffold. His
demeanour in the witness-box

proves the skill of a practised
hand. Though his task of

falsehood was made easier by
the unbroken sympathy of the

judges, he was now and again
at a loss, and then he had two
methods of extrication. Either
he would whine and say that

fatigue had blunted his memory,
that he had gone two nights
without sleep and so could not
be sure of the truth, or he
would bluster and revile. As
his skill increased with prac-
tice, he preferred insult to

apology, and he became as

quick at repartee as Scroggs,
his patron. In truth, it is im-

possible to read his evidence in

these many trials without ad-

miring his pertinacity. When
he had once made a charge,

nothing said or done by others

persuaded him to surrender it.

Prisoner after prisoner declared

that he had never set eyes upon
Gates. Gates cared not a jot.

If the prisoner knew not him,
he knew the prisoner, and could

swear to him without hesita-

tion or uncertainty. More-

over, the dog had a sense of

the picturesque. He would
tell you where he had met his

victims, whom in truth he had
never seen, what taverns they

frequented, and what they
liked to drink. When he was

compassing the ruin of Mar-
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shall, who swore that he knew
him not, he played upon the

Court with a lively fancy.
" I

now recollect something more,"

says he. "I remember Mr
Marshall was present when
Father Hitchcot and Father
Howard and Conyers the

Benedictine monk were there

present about the laying of a

wager whether or not the king
should eat any more Christmas

pies, and this Benedictine monk
Conyers did lay he should not,
and another gentleman lay'd
that he would, and this gentle-
man Marshall did go halves with

Conyers that he would not."

What could an innocent man
say in refutation of such a story
that would carry conviction to

a hostile Court? Thus Gates

triumphed, and as he triumphed
for the moment, so he triumphed
in the end. He laughed loudest,
because he laughed last. He
carried the burden of his lies

and his murders as lightly as a

flower, or, if a flower could not
come into the presence of Titus

Gates, as lightly (shall we say?)
as a cabbage. The fine of

100,000 levied upon him could
not be paid, and if it were meant
to keep him under lock and key
for life it availed not. He was

presently enlarged, married a
rich widow, was pensioned
Heaven knows for what ser-

vices ! by Dutch William, and
died as he was born, a pestil-
ent fellow, driven out by the

Baptists, whose sect he would
fain have joined. He was per-

haps the wickedest man who
has ever walked upon the
earth. Dr Johnson said that
the Devil was the first Whig.
If he were, then assuredly Titus
Gates was the second.

Did Scroggs and the rest

believe in the veracity of Titus

Gates, or were they content to

carry out the orders they had
received ? It matters not. In

any case there were mis-

carriages of justice, which good
faith and cross - examination

might easily have avoided. So
far as the administration of the

law is concerned, we live now
in happier times. That justice
is fallible we all know. That it

is not so blind as it was in the

seventeenth century is evident.

When once a prisoner was put
in the dock, the Court was dis-

posed to take the worst view
of him. He was not by any
means innocent until he was

proved guilty. He was not

permitted the aid of counsel.

Scroggs put the matter plainly
when Coleman, charged with

high treason, asked for aid, as

the following dialogue shows :

"Coleman. I humbly hope your
Lordship will not suffer me to be
lost by things that myself cannot
answer. I deny the conclusion, but
the premises are too strong and
artificial.

"Scroggs. You cannot deny the

premises that you have done these

things, but you deny the conclusion
that you are a traitor.

" Coleman. I can safelyand honestly.
"
Scroggs. You would make a better

Secretary of State than a logician, for

they never deny the conclusion.
" Coleman. I grant it, your Lord-

ship. You see the advantage great
men have of me that do not pretend
to logick.

"
Scroggs. The labour lies upon their

hands ;
the proof belongs to them to

make out these intrigues of guess ;

therefore you need not have counsel,
because the proof must be plain upon
you, and then it will be vain to deny
the conclusion."

And for the proof there was
Titus Gates, and if he were not
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sufficient Bedloe was always

ready with oorroboration. The

great Jeffreys was yet more

contemptuous of what seems

to-day a legitimate demand.
When Colledge, the Protestant

joiner, asked for his papers,
"To allow you these papers,"
said Jeffreys,

"
is to allow you

counsel by a side-wind," and
furthermore he threatened,

" If

Mr Colledge have such a thing
as a solicitor I shall crave leave

to put that solicitor in mind of

the case of one that was in-

dicted for High Treason." So
it was that the victims of these

State Trials were powerless
against perjury. They had no

weapons by which they might
discredit the reckless falsehoods

of Gates and Bedloe. They
went to their doom themselves
silent amid the execration of

the mob. Lawyers tell us that
their trials were conducted with

perfect fairness. If this be true,
it is small consolation, since

these same lawyers do not pre-
tend that Staley and Langham,
Green, Berry, and Hill, Marshall
and Caher, and the rest, were

rightfully condemned. The one

failure, we hear it argued, was
the creditgivento Gates, but this

failure made the other fairness

irrelevant. After all, if our
lives are to be sworn away,
what does it matter whether

they are sworn away according
to the rules of the legal game
or not? The gallows is an
awkward tree for the innocent
man to climb, even though he
approach by the straitest of

paths.

Whatever may be the faults

of the old trials, at least they
give us the vivid presentment
of real men and women. There
is no uncertainty in the por-
traiture, no faltering in the

design. The effects, unstudied
as they are, are genuine and
sincere. So much may not be
said of the effects contrived by
modern biographers. Here, for

instance, is Mr A. I. Dasent's
1 Life of John Thadeus Delane,'

l

a task eminently worth ac-

complishment, and one which
should have been accomplished
many years since. Though Mr
Dasent has doubtless done his

best, not in a single page does

he give us a vivid impression
of John Delane. What were
the qualities and features of

that great man we must still

discover for ourselves. The
one flash that lights up a vast

mass of irrelevances is the

statement that in middle life

Delane somewhat resembled a

country squire. Yet Mr Dasent
knew his hero intimately; he
had many admirable oppor-
tunities of studying him

; per-

haps he had a glimmering of

his greatness and what it

meant. If he had, he has not

been able to show that glim-

mering to others. The gift of

expression has been denied him,
and lacking that, he wastes
his toil.

The stubbornness of the Eng-
lish tongue is not the only

stumbling-block in Mr Dasent's

path. His sense of proportion
is singularly defective. Though
he tells us more than once that

1 John Thadeus Delane, Editor of 'The Times.' His Life and Correspond-
ence. By Arthur Irwin Dasent. 2 vols. London : John Murray.
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he has at hand much excellent

material, which he might use
if he had space, he packs his

book with statements which
illustrate nothing but Mr
Dasent's unhappy trick of

selection. Nor is this the worst
of thebiographer's indiscretions.

He catalogues the hosts who
entertained, the guests who
were entertained by, Delane
at such length that the great
editor seems nothing but a

fribble or a snob. But it is

not these incidents which we
wish to remember. What we
seek to know is the secret of

Delane's career, the mystery
of his success.

At the age of twenty- three
John Delane was appointed edi-

tor of The Times.' The news
which he brought one morning
to his friend Blackwood must
have been a shock even to his

own justified consciousness of

ability. "By Jove, John,"
said he,

" what do you think
has happened ? I am editor of

'The Times." 1 We know not
which to wonder at the more,
the perfect courage of Delane
or the marvellous insight of

John Walter. The young
editor had had but a small
chance to prove his quality.
He had not distinguished him-
self at school or college. He
had come down from Oxford

only a few months before. And
he accepted as high a post
as in these days could be offered

to an ambitious man without
hesitation or faltering.

" What
I dislike about you young men
of the present day," said he

many years later in comment-

ing upon his own enterprise,
"

is that you all shrink from

responsibility." That he him-
self should ever have shrunk
from the gravest danger is

plainly impossible. Nothing is

more remarkable in his trium-

phant career than his complete
lack of fear or regret. He could

make up his mind concerning
the most important business in

a flash, and he was guilty of

few mistakes, because he al-

lowed a highly trained instinct

to do the work of reason. He
was endowed, moreover, with a

fine gift of concentration. From
the moment that he took office

in Printing House Square,
nothing existed for him but
1 The Times.' His devotion was
heart-whole and complete. In

many of his letters, especially
those addressed to John Walter,
he expresses with a genuine
simplicity how much 'The
Times ' meant to him. " I may
or may not live a few months,"
he wrote in 1877 when he was

compelled to resign, "but my
real life ends here. All that was
worth having of it has been
devoted to the paper." But
this quality of devotion would
have been useless had not many
other gifts been given to Delane.

Kinglake, who knew him well,
took a proper measure of him.
"A man of great ardour," he
called him, "great eagerness,
and one passionately imbued
with the spirit of journalism."
That is the important truth.

He was imbued with the spirit
of journalism as none other
before or after. In one sense,
he invented the journalism that
we know. Before the time of

Delane the newspapers printed
such intelligence as was brought
to them, and were .content.
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Delane may be said to be the

first who saw the very great
value of "exclusive informa-

tion." Thus it was that he

achieved his victories. He com-

pelled the world to buy his

paper, because the world found

in its columns what was undis-

coverable elsewhere. He influ-

enced the world, because facts

carry more weight than leading
articles. Wise opinions wisely

expressed may change the

minds of men. A piece of

truth, unexpected and hitherto

unknown, may help to bring
about a revolution. The earliest

of Delano's successes in revela-

tion was the announcement of

Peel's changed policy made on
December 4, 1845. "Parlia-

ment is to be summoned for the

first week in January," said

'The Times,' "and the Royal
Speech will recommend an im-
mediate consideration of the

Corn Laws, preparatory to their

total repeal." Thestatementwas
contradicted with a violence of

contempt.
' The Standard '

dis-

missed it as a fabrication, and
the Tories, still hoping Peel's

treachery impossible, refused to

believe it. But it was true,
and when the storm of con-

troversy had subsided, Delane
had won a reputation for him-
self and his paper which was
never shaken until he resigned.
The occasions on which he

anticipated the event are many
and various. In 1854, we are

told, the Government was de-
termined that no hint of the

Queen's Speech should be dis-

closed. "The editor told my
secretary, who refused to give
him a copy," thus wrote Aber-
deen to Palmerston,

" that he
would endeavour to procure it

elsewhere, and that he did not

doubt he should succeed." Of
course he succeeded, and left the

Ministers completely baffled.

Still stranger was the game
which Delane played with

England's ultimatum addressed
to Russia in 1854. ' The Times '

forestalled the Foreign Office,

and the Czar received the news
not from the messenger of our

Government, but from the

columns of a newspaper. Here,
for all his adroitness, Delane
was at fault. Not even a

passion for exclusive informa-

tion could excuse this outrage
upon international courtesy.
"How is it possible," asked
Lord Derby,

" that any honour-
able man, editing a public

paper of such circulation as

'The Times,' can reconcile to

his conscience the act of hav-

ing made public that which he
must have known was intended
to be a Cabinet secret ?

" And
Lord Derby's question can only
receive one answer. Again, the

criticism to which Delane and
his journal were subjected at

the time of the Crimean War
was not, as Mr Dasent supposes,
a mere parrot-cry. Delane had

just invented the War Corres-

pondent, and was not a little

proud of his invention. For
the first time the world gazed
upon the magnificent spectacle
of W. H. Russell basking in

the smiles of kings and humbly
attended by expectant generals.
If England and 'The Times'
lost their heads, they might
plead in defence the novelty
of their experience. But the

general opinion "that the

paper was playing into the

hands of the enemy
"
may easily

be supported, and the danger
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of Delane's policy is now gen-
erally recognised. In half-a-

century the war correspondent
has increased his insolence, as

he has decreased his efficiency,
and at least this one invention
of Delane's will have to be

sternly controlled at the out-

break of the next great war.

Sometimes, then, Delane

permitted the instinct of the

journalist to overcome the

instinct of the statesman.

Indeed, the journalist that was
in him never slumbered. When
Wellington died, he would

cheerfully have given over the

whole paper to him. " I have
no doubt you will have for a
month or two a heap of corres-

pondence, and in such a case I

would find room for all that
will in any way pass muster.
He will be the only topic, and I

would let the public have its

say." For the truth is, that
he recognised in the public a

master, not a servant. He had
in him the makings of what is

called to-day the Yellow Jour-
nalist. " The public wants de-

tails," said he at the time of

the Russian war,
" and details

it shall have." His eyes and
ears were always awake. Once

upon a time he met Sir Richard

Quain, who told him that Lord
Northbrook had just asked him
how a hot climate would suit

his daughter, and that he had
told him it would suit her very
well. Delane, without another

word, straightway announced
in 'The Times' that Lord
Northbrook had been appointed
Governor-General of India. It

is not a pleasant record, and
neither Quain nor Delane had
a right to take pleasure in its

memory. But it is character-

istic, and no doubt the news
was made into what Delane,

anticipating the Americans,
would have called a good
"story," in 'The Times' the
next morning.
We are not told where and

how Delane got his news. We
knew from Charles Grenville
that he had friends in every
party, and from himself that
Lord Torrington lifted the veil

of Windsor for the benefit of
'The Times.' Though he

gathered much himself, much
must have been brought to
him from secret and myster-
ious sources, and what these
were it is not in Mr Dasent's

power to explain. But one

passage from a letter to Sir
John Rose, a Canadian Minis-

ter, throws a flood of light

upon his method. "I don't
much care to have 'confiden-

tial
'

papers sent to me at any
time," he wrote, "because the

possession of them prevents
me from using the informa-,
tion which from one source or
another is sure to reach me
without any such condition of

reserve." It is at once a

proud boast, and, in brief, the
whole theory and practice of

journalism. The editor refused
to place himself under un-

necessary obligations, and re-

served to himself the right to

give his readers whatever news
he might gather. It is a dan-

gerous system, and in worse
hands than Delane's it has
inflicted much injustice and

suffering upon the world. But
it is the highest praise that
can be lavished upon the great
editor of 'The Times,' that he
almost justified a dangerous
practice. And as he knew
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how to get news, so he under-

stood how to bring it from the

ends of the earth to Printing
House Square. He mastered

at an early date the whole art

of "expressing" the manu-

script of his correspondents.
He had more than a touch of

military genius. He knew
how to convey his troops,
which were despatches, from
one point to another with the

smallest possible loss of time
and energy. When Louis

Philippe, by an angry cunning,
closed France against his cour-

iers, he instantly found a

way round by Belgium, and
overcame his enemies. In brief,

there was no part of the jour-
nalists' craft that he did not

thoroughly understand, and it

is not his fault that his dis-

coveries have been turned by
others to an evil purpose.
But the collection and dis-

persion of news was only one of

his functions. It was his pur-
pose also to teach his contem-

poraries sound lessons of policy
and history. For this purpose
he trained the best staff of

leader-writers that has ever
been got together. He cast
his net wide, and his net had
a large mesh. Only the big-
gest fish were caught therein.
And he had the faculty of in-

spiring the devotion and loyal-
ty which he felt himself. He
had the gift, which distin-

guishes all the great editors,
of getting its best work from
his staff. Nor is it difficult to

pierce the secret of his control.
He treated his contributors
as men eager for appreciation.
Mr Dasent prints a letter ad-
dressed to the Rev. H. Wace,
which explains and justifies his

method. He begins with an

apology. "I feel very much,"
he writes, "the severity with
which you resent the moment-

ary indignation to which I

was moved by the late hour at

which one of your articles was
concluded." And thus he con-

cludes : "Pray believe that I

cherish none but grateful
memories of our long and
intimate acquaintance, and
that I shall ever look back on
it with pleasure and pride."
These words are enough
to destroy the mark of the

fiercest indignation, and it is

easy to imagine the satisfaction

which they gave to the re-

cipient. We need not feel

surprised that an editor who
took the trouble to write such
a letter as this had little

trouble in binding to him the

members of his staff in the ties

of friendship and discipline.
And what a staff it was !

Drawn with an exquisite dis-

crimination from all classes !

The politics of party do not

seem to have influenced the

editor for good or evil. He
chose the men that seemed
most useful to him, and re-

warded their zeal by an hon-

est constancy. Lowe, Dasent,

Mozley, and Wace gave him
their loyal aid

;
and there is a

pleasant irony in the fact that,

at the moment when ' The
Times '

exerted its greatest

influence, the man who con-

tributed most to its success

was H. A. Woodham, a fellow

of Jesus College, Cambridge,
who was unknown to the larger
world of affairs, and who re-

fused, as Delane says, to write

either in London or after 3 P.M.

But his work was worth wait-
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ing for, and Delane was content

to send a messenger to Cam-
bridge for Woodham's leaders,
and to let him write under an-

other impetus than that of the

clock.

That was one part of Delane's

life. The other was passed in

the presence of Ministers and
statesmen. From the beginning
of his editorship until the death
of Palmerston, Delane held an
unofficial position as the censor

of Governments. Aberdeen, or

Derby, or Palmerston came to

this decision or that. None of

them was content until Delane
had ratified it. Nor can it be
said that he used his irrespon-
sible power otherwise than well.

He was always a supporter of

England. He upheld the ne-

cessity of strong armaments
and a resolute policy. Cobden,
and the other champions of

surrender, never had a more
determined enemy than Delane.

When his correspondents were
not permitted to join the Prus-
sian army in 1870, lest the sus-

ceptibilities of Napoleon III.

should be wounded, he wrote a

letter which, even at this dis-

tance of time, we cannot read
without pleasure. "I have

scarcely patience to write of

such prostrate funk," he writes

to Dasent, "as this argues on
the part of Cardwell and Glad-
stone and Granville. They are

indeed a set of clerks, excellent

for Parliamentary purposes or

the business of administration,
but quite incapable of the cour-

age required in such emerg-
encies as these." He who
wrote these lines was a man
into whose hands the destiny

of a country might safely be

entrusted. The worst is, that
a good man is often a very bad

example. What Delane did

was well on the whole, because
Delane was a wise and far-

sighted man. His views were

always moderate and patriotic,
and they reflected not only
himself, but also the most in-

telligent of Englishmen. Some
successors of Delane have at-

tempted to follow his method,
though they possessed not a

tithe of his talent. In his best

days Delane helped to govern
the country, and did not boast
of it. In our day we have
heard the indiscreet dealer in

sensation brag of Government

by journalism, and we have
seen the harm which his vain

folly has achieved. Had it not
been for the ignorance of a

man who aped the practice of

Delane, Gordon had not fallen

at Khartoum. However, it is

not fair to blame a craftsman
for the folly of his imitators,
and conscious though we are of

his faults, we yet wish that we
had a Delane in our midst to-

day. Since his death 'The
Times ' has gone through many
vicissitudes. It has been guilty
of indiscretions which its ad-

mirers cannot but deplore. Dur-

ing the last few months it has
come near to shipwreck upon
the shoals of rumour. But all

those who respect the solemn
institutions of their country
will wish it a prosperous issue

;

and we may at least con-

gratulate ourselves, if the voice

of report be credible, that it has
not passed into the hands of

foreign and hostile proprietors.
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THE RECONSTRUCTED MINISTRY.

THE long illness which pre-
ceded the resignation of Sir

H. Campbell - Bannerman en-

abled the public in some meas-
ure to discount its consequences
before it formally took place.
At least six weeks before the

event his successor knew that

Sir Henry would never return
to his place, and that he
was himself practically Prime
Minister. A comparison be-

tween the two men would be
invidious. But if the late

Prime Minister's record was
all that his panegyrists claim
for him, the new chief will

have some difficulty in liv-

ing up to it. We willingly

recognise the good points in

Sir Henry's character and
career. But while expressing
our warmest sympathy in the

general tribute to his mem-
ory which has been paid by
all parties, and anxious to
do full justice to the personal
qualities which enabled him
for two years to hold together
a Cabinet composed of such

heterogeneous, not to say an-

tagonistic, elements, we must
not allow ourselves to be led

astray by any false sentiment
of chivalry into such extrava-

gant eulogies as border very
closely upon irony. His services
have been extolled in terms
which could scarcely have been
surpassed had they referred to
Mr Pitt, Mr Gladstone, or Lord
Beaconsfield. We may admire
the courage of one who, find-

ing himself in a false position,

struggles hard to make the
best of it. But that is nearly
all that we can say. Sir Henry
had greatness thrust upon
him, and he broke down under
the burden of it.

" The burden of an honour
Unto which he was not born."

Let that be his epitaph. It is

more than many men would
have earned.

Mr Asquith is thought to

have displayed great judgment
and discrimination in the re-

construction of his Cabinet.

But we have to consider prin-

ciples as well as talent. And
we should have little reason to

congratulate ourselves on pos-

sessing a Cabinet of Solons
if they only employed their

abilities like so many Cati-

lines. Generosity is a very
good thing, but justice comes

first, and justice to our own
country first of all. There

may be a call to give Mr As-

quith fairplay, and to let him
have his chance. There may
possibly be a slight reaction

in favour of the Government.
Do not condemn the new Min-

istry unheard, it will be said.

Well, we are all in favour of

fairplay, but it must be in

favour of fair-players. And we
shall not have long to wait
before we see whether this de-

sirable virtue is coming into

fashion again on the Treasury
Bench, or whether the Prime
Minister himself will be able to

prevent his colleagues from
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giving way to their natural

proclivities. Meantime we
readily acknowledge that a

Minister with such a heavy
task before him as now
confronts Mr Asquith has
some claim on our patience
and forbearance. He has to

push up-hill again two heavy
measures which have twice

been back, and to force a

third through Parliament in

face of a determined opposition
in the House of Commons, and
a burst of indignation in the

country which has already
borne fruit on more than one
notable occasion.

Unfortunately, too, for the

present Government, they have
no past to appeal to. The
sooner their record of beaten
bills and broken pledges is

buried in oblivion the better.

It is not given to every British

Ministry to announce on their

accession to office five great
reforms, and to find that after

two years and a half not a

single one of them has been
effected. The situation is with-

out a parallel in our Parlia-

mentary history. The Govern-
ment announced their intention

of extinguishing religious educa-

tion, of plundering the national

church, of confiscating private

property, of ruining Scottish

agriculture because it was too

good, and of violating the con-

stitution by reducing to impo-
tence one of its essential organs.
Two sessions and the better part
of a third have now passed
away and not one of these things
has been accomplished. With
a majority of three hundred

they have totally failed to

carry out one single article of

the programme so ostenta-

tiously announced. Other

things they have done, of

course. But the above were
the five great objects for which

they claimed to have a mission

or a mandate. And between

January 1906 and May 1908

they have completed nothing.
If, therefore, we were guided

exclusively by past experience,
we might not feel very appre-
hensive with regard to what
the future has in store for us.

And recent events, which, per-

haps, still have to be explained,
would appear calculated still

further to lessen our anxiety.
Mr Asquith professes to regard
such demonstrations of popular
feeling as occurred at Hereford,
Mid -Devon, and Peckham as

trifles not fit to disturb the

serenity of a powerful Minister

for one single moment. We
are not among those who re-

gard them as the harbingers of

a general rush, which is about
to carry the whole country
along with it from this time

forward. The tide will ebb
and flow more than once before

it reaches the high-water mark.
But there is this to be said,

in spite of Mr Asquith's com-

placent optimism. This sudden
revolt against Government by
voters who, but now, were its

warmest supporters, possesses
a significance of its own such
as does not attach to by-
elections in general. When
these go against a Government
which has been five or six years
in office, it is only what we
might expect, Governments

get stale, the constituencies
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grow tired of them and want
a new sensation. But the

present Government had hardly
been in office two years when
the insurrection began. There

had been no time for any of

these causes to take effect.

Yet, now, we see constituencies

which carried their party to

victory so short a time ago,
turn round upon them with

bitter hostility. What has

occurred in the interval to

account for this ? Ministers

have only done what they
threatened to do all along ;

what the people were repeat-

edly assured that they would
do

;
what Unionist leaders had

foretold almost in so many
words before the General Elec-

tion began : and we can only

suppose that they did not be-

lieve what they heard, and that

if they had understood then as

much as they know now, they
would have voted two years
ago as they voted only the

other day.
It cannot be said that it

was the failure of the Govern-
ment to fulfil their promises
which led to their defeat, for

we know exactly the reverse.

The cause we suspect to be
the same as that which often

explains similar inconsistencies
in common life. We all know
the difference between a verbal
statement setting forth in

vague and glowing terms some

tempting project, and the
same proposal when reduced
to writing, expressing in pre-
cise language what is intended,
and leaving no room for the

imagination to delude itself.

We expect it will be found

that such has been the experi-
ence of a large number of

electors. They were to have
certain reforms, no doubt,

agrarian, educational, cerevis-

ial, financial. But they had
no idea that these would de-

velop into one consistent attack

upon property all along the

line. What has happened can

only be explained on some such

hypothesis as this. For they

certainly must have believed

that the promised Government
measures would be something
very different from what they
have turned out to be, when

they gave them that support
which ia so short a time has
been converted into vigorous

opposition.

Fortunately these aggress-
ive schemes are not yet ac-

complished. And if our inter-

pretation of Mid-Devon, Here-

ford, and Peckham is correct,

they are indications that the

people have begun to find

out their mistake, and are

prepared to resist measures
which go so much further than

they originally expected, and to

atone for their former credul-

ous optimism by opposing a

firm front to further assaults

on religion and property. More-

over, as time goes on, it seems

likely that the country will be

more and more enlightened
as to the character of the

Government and the means by
which they rose to power. A
few more such exposures as that

to which the House of Commons
listened on the 23rd of last

March should go near to com-

plete the disenchantment. The
Government probably were in
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hopes that on the Chinese

slavery question the inquiry
was closed. It was reopened
for them, however, in a very
disagreeable manner by Mr
Lyttelton, whose impertinent

curiosity brought to light some

very unpalatable truths. He
took the earliest opportunity
of bringing the subject before

Parliament, as it was only on
the 30th of December last that
the Government put the finish-

ing stroke to their work and
dealt the last blow which scat-

tered their pledges to the winds.
We need scarcely repeat that,

prior to last General Election,
the Ordinance issued by the
late Government sanctioning
the employment of Chinese
labour in the Transvaal was
the object of the fiercest denun-
ciation by the party then in

Opposition, who now sit on the

Speaker's right. On their cry
against the re-establishment of
"
slavery

"
in any part of his

Majesty's dominioDs rested in

a great measure the popular
feeling which returned them to

power. That is undisputed.
Now what followed. In the

debate on the Address in 1906,
the Under -

Secretary for the

Colonies, Mr Winston Church-

ill, to the dismay of some of

his party, and also of some
of his colleagues, announced
that those gentlemen who
had styled the employment of

Chinese labour slavery were
not wholly correct. He said

he never called it so him-
self. But he encouraged others

to do so, which is perhaps
worse. He then went on to

say in the same speech that

the Government meant to leave

the question of slavery to be

settled by the Boers themselves.

When the new Constitution

came into force they would be
free to do what they liked.

Here it was necessary for Mr
Asquith to interpose : other-

wise, we are told, that so much
offence had been given to the
"
Anti-slavery

"
party, as they

called themselves, by Mr
Churchill's language, that, had

nothing been said in extenua-
tion of it, the Government
would have been beaten on the

Address. To avert this dis-

aster Mr Asquith boldly de-

clared that no doubt the ques-
tion would be nominally left for

the Transvaal Government to

settle, but that should they
re-enact one line of the sin-

ful document issued by the

Unionist Government, should

they promulgate an ordinance
in which there was the slightest

tinge of slavery, the faintest

odour of that evil thing which

they had won their places by
denouncing, the King's Govern-
ment would assuredly veto it.

So far so good. Further-

more, in explaining the new
Transvaal Constitution five

months afterwards, Mr Win-
ston Churchill declared that

no law would be assented to

which sanctioned any condition

of service or residence of a

servile character, that if there

was any suspicion of slavery in

the new conditions regulating
Chinese labour the Government
would reject them. Now the

Ordinance issued by Mr Bal-

four's Government had been
denounced not only as sug-
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gestive of slavery, but as ac-

cepting the principle, and giv-

ing effect to it in practice. The
Unionist Ordinance was the re-

establishment of slavery. Will

it be believed, as Mr Lyttelton

emphatically asked, that as

soon as the new Constitution

came into force, only last

August, within two days of the

rising of the House, an Ordin-

ance to last for three years,
issued by the Transvaal Govern-

ment, identical in every single
line with the Unionist Ordin-

ance, was accepted by the Brit-

ish Government, and that on
the 30th of last December they
issued a Proclamation stating
that it was his Majesty's
pleasure not to veto the re-

enactment of the Ordinance,
but plainly and unreservedly
to sanction it?

Do Mr Asquith and his

friends owe no reparation to

those whom they so wantonly
traduced ? Are they not bound
as men of honour to confess
their error, and to do tardy
justice to those whom they
have wronged so grievously,
instead of splitting straws to

prove an imaginary difference

between the two Ordinances
where no real one exists ? To
sanction the continuance for

only three years of a system
which they themselves de-

scribed as intolerable and
bestial, is quite as bad as any-
thing their predecessors ever

did, who assuredly only made
Chinese labour an experiment
to tide over a temporary crisis.

In the debate in the House
of Commons Mr Winston
Churchill confined himself to

an academic disquisition on
Chinese labour in general, and
did not condescend to notice

the charge brought against
himself and Mr Asquith
namely, that they had traded
on the feelings of the elec-

tors about Chinese slavery till

they had secured their votes,
and had used similar misrep-
resentations to pacify their

followers in Parliament. Mr
Asquith tried to shuffle out of

the difficulty by saying that
when he declared the inten-

tion of the Government to

veto any Transvaal Ordinance

savouring in any degree of

"slavery," he meant only such
an Ordinance as should decree

the perpetuation of Chinese
labour in South Africa as an es-

tablished institution. If thiswas
what he meant, why didn't he

say so ? In his speech declaring
his firm resolution to oppose
any edict continuing the em-

ployment of coolies he did not

use the word "
permanent." He

gave every one to suppose that

he meant employment simply,
without any reserve or qualifi-
cation whatever. The word

permanent was interpolated
afterwards when he had to

answer Mr Lyttelton. But

surely the perpetuation for only
three years of a system which
he had denounced as brutal,

inhuman, and opposed to all

English ideas of righteousness,
was bad enough ; nor is it

possible to regard the intro-

duction of the word perma-
nent as anything but an after-

thought, which was not in Mr
Asquith's mind at all when he

first spoke on the new Trans-
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vaal Constitution. That he
concealed from Parliament the

acceptance by the Government
of this pro-slavery Ordinance is

of course a separate count in

the indictment, and a very
heavy one, with which Mr
Asquith scarcely attempted to

grapple.
The question is not what

the Liberal leaders intended,
but what they allowed their

followers to believe that they
intended. The one salient

fact, as Mr Bonar Law put
it, stands out plainly. The
Government undertook to veto

any Ordinance passed by the
Boer Parliament which should

re-enact, either wholly or in

part, the Ordinance issued by
the late Government. Such
an Ordinance has been issued

by the Boer Parliament, re-

enacting in its integrity, and
word for word, the Ordinance

promulgated by the late Gov-
ernment, and the present Min-
isters have not only not vetoed

it, but have declared by Royal
Proclamation their approval of

it. What need we of further
witnesses ?

The condition of the natives

(the black labour) employed on

public works is said to be
worse than anything which
the Chinese ever experienced.
There are now 30,000 more
than when the present Govern-
ment came in employed on
these works. They all live in

compounds ; they are worse
fed than the Chinese ;

and their

employment is compulsory, as

they are supplied by the chiefs

of the tribes, who are "requis-
itioned

"
for so many hands.

They hate the work. And if

any one wants to know more
about it let him look at the

report of the Natal Commission

presented to Parliament last

January. It appears to us

that this system is, if any-
thing, something worse than

slavery as savouring strongly
of the slave trade.

To repeat what we have

already said, may we not

be certain that if the country
had known at the time of the

General Election what Mr
Lyttelton revealed to it last

March their verdict would have
been totally different, and that

Mr Asquith would probably
still have found himself on the

Opposition benches ?

But whatever the opinions
of the Government on slavery
in Africa, they can look on
with indifference at something
just as bad in Europe. A fort-

night ago another letter from
a boycotted Irish landlord

appeared in 'The Times.' The
Government when they first

came into office declared that

they were going to govern
Ireland on different principles.

And, as Lord Lansdowne ob-

served with some humour in

the House of Lords, they have

kept their word. But it is too

serious a question for jesting.
Mr Joyce, a considerable land-

holder in Galway, farming
1200 acres himself, because he
refused to surrender to the

United Irish League and give

up the whole of his property
on their own terms, which
amounted to pure robbery,
has been treated as follows :

All his servants and labourers
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have been compelled by the

League to abandon him, and

he is left without a single man
to do any work on his large
farm. He has been compelled
to cart his own coal ;

and if he

got into difficulties no passer-

by dared to assist him. No
shopkeeper in the neighbour-
hood would supply him. The
blacksmith refused to shoe his

horses. The man who had
contracted to take his rabbits

was afraid to come on the

estate. He, a Roman Catholic,
was escorted to Mass by the

police. A man whom he

brought from a distance and
the constable who was pro-

tecting him were pelted with
stones and mud; and when
brought before the magistrates
were simply "bound over to

keep the peace." The priest
at the chapel gave notice from
the altar that he had been
authorised by the League to

say there would be peace on

Sundays in future. Open
defiance of the law on an
estate under the control of the
Irish Master of the Eolls was
pronounced by that learned

functionary to be what ? "A
contempt of court."

Are, then, the acts of violence

perpetrated on Mr Joyce's
estate, stoning constables and
those whom they are appointed
to protect, and rendering the
owner's life nearly as insecure
as his property, also only a
civil offence? From the in-

action of the Irish Executive we
are led to suppose that such is

their construction of the new
reign of terror which has now
been inaugurated in Ireland.

The system has been in opera-
tion since last November, and
no steps have been taken by
the Government either to stop
crime or to punish the criminals.

Mr Redmond now tells us that

it will be continued on a wider

scale, and by still more vigor-
ous methods, through the whole
of next winter. Mr Asquith
and Mr Birrell know what they
have to expect. It doesn't

matter whether they can't put
down the agitation or whether

they won't. In either case

they are unfit to be Ministers

of the Crown. The first duty
of Government, the first cause
of its existence, is the protection
of life and property. Those
who are unequal or unwilling
to discharge this duty should
make room for others with

stronger nerves and less elastic

consciences.

Should MrWinston Churchill

succeed in securing his return

for Manchester by an agree-
ment with the Irish party on
the subject of Home Rule, it

will be a Pyrrhic victory, and
will only knock another nail in

the coffin of the Government,
for the people of this country
are just as strongly opposed to

the repeal of the Union as they
were twenty years ago.
The Board of Education does

not get rid of its refuse in a

very satisfactory manner. It

has sent one spoiled Minister

to Dublin Castle, where he
seems to be an equal failure,

and has sent another to the

Admiralty, an appointment of

which we cannot say absit omen.

It is now time to turn to the

future, and consider what may
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be the fate of the leading
Government measures which
are still hanging on hand

the Licensing Bill, the

Education Bill, the Land
Values Bill, and the Eight
Hours Bill. By the time these

pages are before the public Mr
Asquith will have made his

statement in the House of Com-
mons, and till we have heard it

we can only confine our remarks
to certain general principles.
On the merits of the Licensing
Bill we have little to add to

what we said in *

Maga
'

last

month. But on Mr Asquith 's

and Mr Lloyd George's recent

speeches on the subject there

is a word or two to be said. It

is a favourite trick with the

Liberals when they attack any
form of property, no matter

what, to describe it as a par-
ticular interest opposed to the

interests of the community at

large, and therefore to be sacri-

ficed. This is how Mr Asquith,
in his speech at the Hotel Cecil

on the 1st of April, described

the brewing interest, with all

the vast amount of property
involved in it, and the liveli-

hood of thousands of innocent

people depending on its safety.
We doubt if this distinction

will be found to hold water.

Is not sanctity of contract a

general interest? Do not all

the prescriptions and customs
on which civilised society rest,

and commercial credit depends,
constitute a general interest

quite as important as sobriety ?

They affect all classes, from the

highest to the lowest ; from
the duke down to the day-
labourer. Have we not here
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a general interest, a national in-

terest, which should be guarded
quite as jealously as any other

great interest, be it what it

may?
Mr Asquith seems to mean

that this particular interest

must give way to the general
interest, and that in order
to attain what we believe to

be a public good, we may
wade through any amount of

private wrong. Does not Mr
Asquith see that this is only
the Jesuit doctrine that the

end justifies the means ? There
are some kinds of traffic which
are in themselves criminal,

such, for instance, as the pro-

curing of prostitution, to which,
of course, no equitable con-

siderations can apply. But no-

body has even said that it is

a crime to sell beer
;
and if we

wish to limit the sale of it,

there is nothing in the trade

to warrant the use of means
which are contrary not only
to justice in the abstract, but
to all implied contracts by
which the business of the

world is conducted.

It seems to be thought, how-

ever, that Mr Asquith is not

very likely to make any serious

concessions. After his recent

declarations it is almost im-

possible that he should do so.

He has nailed his colours to the

mast ;
and though many great

statesmen who were thought to

have done the same have had
to take the nails out, Mr As-

quith can hardly do so with

any self-respect till he finds

himself in the last extremity.
As for Mr Lloyd George's turgid
rant, it is not worth noticing

3E
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except as evidence of the spirit

which pervades the Cabinet.

We have heard it stated by
one who had worked among
the London poor, that a reduc-

tion in the number of public-
houses might in some cases

tend rather to increase drinking;
because if men after leaving
their work had any distance to

go before reaching one, or before

reaching home, those who were

going in the same direction

would make up little parties
for the Chequers, or the Com-

passes, or the Grapes, where

they would sit drinking to-

gether and consume more than
each man would have done had
he gone in alone.

It is rash, we repeat, to

speculate on what Mr Asquith
may have to say on the 28th.

But rumour says that he is not
averse to some form of com-

promise on the Education ques-
tion. And as the Archbishop
of Canterbury also inclines to

that view, something perhaps
may be patched up which those
who are weary of the struggle
shall call peace. This is all the
more probable if it is true, as

commonly reported, that the St

Asaph Bill was a "put up"
thing between the Bishop and
Mr Lloyd George, who are on

very friendly terms. The object
was to provide a loophole of

escape for the Government;
and as Mr Kunciman, the new
Minister of Education, is a very
different man to Mr M'Kenna,
and as he belongs to that class
of dissenters who are nearer to
the Church than any other

namely, Wesleyans, he is per-
haps as well calculated to carry

out the projected compromise
as anybody that could be
named.
We cannot say we look very

hopefully on the prospect. The

Archbishop thinks that the

Bishop of St Asaph's Bill may
serve as a basis. In his speech
on the introduction of the Bill,

March 30, he spoke in such very
guarded terms that we had no
clue to the direction in which
his thoughts were travelling.
The same may be said of a

speech which he made at the

National Society on April
10, at a great meeting at-

tended by thirteen Bishops
and representatives from all

parts of England and Wales.
But a resolution was passed

stating that the Committee of

the Society "could not recom-
mend Churchmen to accept the

Bill as a satisfactory con-

tribution towards a peaceful
settlement." The Archbishop
of Canterbury, however, is

staunch on one point. By the

Bishop of St Asaph's Bill

Church school buildings are to

be transferred to the County
Council on condition that three

days a-week are set apart for

the Church teachers to instruct

the children of Church parents :

it seems to be a little uncertain

what the meaning of the word
transfer is in this clause of the

Bill. Does it mean that the

Church is to part with her

property in these buildings, or

only to lend them, in return
for certain concessions ? On
this point the Archbishop ex-

pressed himself with great
decision. The Church must
retain her right of property in
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the buildings under any cir-

cumstances ;
there must be no

misunderstanding about that,
he says. This is highly im-

portant, because as long as the

school buildings are recognised
as the property of the Church

they are a standing witness to

her position in the country,
and a constant reminder of the

vast sums which she has ex-

pended on the cause of national

education. This point must
be made perfectly clear before

the Bill is allowed to pass.
The sound judgment, the

temperate, well-balanced opin-
ions of the Archbishop, and
the firm stand which he made
in defence of the Church's rights
on a former occasion, should

make us hesitate to differ from
him on a question of which he
must necessarily be a master;
but we cannot think that the

right of entry conceded to the

Church teachers in return for

the transfer of these buildings
is quite so valuable an equiva-
lent as the Archbishop and some
other Churchmen seem to con-

sider it. The Church children

in these provided schools will

be mixed up with all the

others, and it is very doubt-

ful whether the effect of the

special instruction bestowed on
them will not be gradually
weakened by constant inter-

course with those who deride

it, and by the feeling that re-

ligious teaching after all is no
essential part of education.

Moreover, there is this to be

remembered, that religious be-

liefs or unbeliefs may be con-

veyed through the medium of

secular instruction, as well as

by theological. The teacher of

history, for instance, cannot
well avoid touching on reli-

gious questions, and he may
give what turn to them he
likes. For this reason we can-

not think the Bishop of St

Asaph's suggestion is a very
happy one, and we do not at

all wonder at the decision

arrived at by the Committee of

the National Society.
In fine, what all Churchmen

are bound to contend for to the
last cartridge is the principle
of equality. Preferential treat-

ment of Nonconformists is a

gross and flagrant wrong, to
which the Church of England
we hope will never submit.
Hear the words of the late

Bishop of Southwell. " School
Boards are not the people, nor
are Liberationist agents the

people, nor yet are Noncon-
formists the people. . . . Church

ratepayers have a right to

have schools as fully provided
for their children out of the

rates as undenominationalists.

. . . Undenominationalism is

not national." In fact, there

is hardly any word in the

English language which is

more misused than the word

people. This is no question of

High Church or Low Church r

both parties are equally com-
bined in defence of the principle
of equality ; and, considering
all that the Church has done,
this is the least she can ask.

The Land Values Bill will

probably be passed during the

present session, but with drastic

amendments, such, however, as

it is thought the Government

may accept. Of the Eight
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Hours Bill we are not in a

position to speak with much
confidence, and we must wait

for its further development to

examine it more closely. But
with regard to this, and the

other chief measures now be-

fore the Government, we would
remind our readers that jus-
tice can never be gained by
injustice.

In all important respects we
are now just where we were
when the present Government
came into office. The original

programme is still before us,

the only difference being that

whereas Sir Henry Campbell -

Bannerman had six years in

which to carry it out, Mr
Asquith has only got three.

Mr Asquith has to begin at

the beginning. Experience has

probably taught him the
wisdom of moderation and the

folly of obstinacy, and business

perhaps may move more quickly
during the second half of this

Parliament than it did during
the first. But when that ad-
mission is made, enough mis-
chievous proposals will still call

for all the collective energies
of a Conservative and Con-
stitutional Opposition. Great

dangers are ahead, and hard

fighting will be the order of

the day till the next General
Election. We have shown the
extent to which the people
were duped previous to the
last one, and the value of

Liberal promises and pledges
having been found out once,
will scarcely impose upon them

again.
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SALEH: A SEQUEL.

BY HUGH CLIFFORD.

IX.

NEARLY a week had elapsed
after his arrival at the Court
of Pelesu before Saleh was per-
mitted to see his father. If

the King was really
"
asleep

"

on one occasion out of every ten

when this was reported of him,
he was certainly the most som-
nolent person alive

;
and when

he was not "
asleep

" he was
either "

eating
"

or "bathing,"
at least so the members of his

household stated in reply to all

Saleh's messengers. With the

recollection of his mother still

very fresh in his mind, it

seemed to Saleh to be at least

a satisfactory feature in his

father's character that he
should be so much addicted

to the bath; but as the days
passed, and the duties of his

bed-chamber, his meals, and his

toilet still held the King a close

prisoner, the youngster began
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCXII.

to wonder which disgusted him
the more, the lack of paternal,

nay of human, interest in him
which caused his father thus
to postpone their meeting, or

the poverty of invention among
the royal retainers which was

responsible for such flimsy ex-

planations of his action.

But though the light of the

kingly countenance was so

steadfastly denied to him,
Saleh saw during these days
a great deal of some of his

other relatives. His interview

with his mother was repeated
with frequency, and always re-

solved itself sooner or later

into a long-drawn-out com-

plaint about her wrongs, her

poverty, and the unspeakable
wickedness of Che' Jebah, his

father's favourite concubine.

Tungku Ampuan would keep
him by her side in the loath-

3 F
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some atmosphere of her bed-

room for an hour at a time

while she delivered herself of

these unvarying monologues,

lying on her side and sucking
at her opium-pipe, or squatting
with her back to the pile of

pillows chewing betel-nut as a

cow chews the cud. Little by
little Saleh began to perceive
that she was not, as he had

thought at first, an old woman,
that in all likelihood she had

not yet turned her fortieth

year; but that she was wrecked

prematurely by too early mar-

riage, unhealthy living, and
addiction to the opium-habit.
For the rest she was, to all

intents and purposes, a mono-
maniac. He learned to dread
his interviews with her quite

ndescribably.
He made the acquaintance,

too, of his three sisters, one of

whom was older while two
were younger than himself;
but he found them hardly more

satisfactory. He was never

permitted to see them alone,
and in their eyes he was prim-
arily a man, and a man, too,
about whom clung something
reminiscent of the European.
They would sit side by side,
first in a decorous silence and
an immobile modesty that
baffled Saleh utterly, and later,
when they became more ac-

customed to him, they would
huddle together, as though for

protection, and would exchange
little foolish personal remarks
about him one with another
to an accompaniment of much
childish giggling. Had he been
suffered to grow up in daily
association with them, poor
Saleh thought he might per-

haps have learned to know his

sisters, for surely they must
each have some sort of indi-

viduality concealed beneath the
cloak of ^these stifling futilities;

but as it was, he was to them
a stranger, a strange man,
and the barrier of sex made a
wall between them which he
could not scale. Against his

will the memory would recur
of the frank brother-and-sister

relations which had subsisted

between Mabel Le Mesurier
and her brothers, between the

two Fairfax girls and Harry,
nay, even between Mabel Le
Mesurier and himself. The
contrast was merciless, and he,
who during the last few weeks
of his stay in England had
fancied himself to be terribly

alone, found that he was here,
under his mother's roof, dis-

covering the meaning of real

loneliness.

The only relative for whom
he found it easy to feel some
real affection was Raja Pahla-

wan Indut, a cousin fifty times

removed, whom Saleh remem-
bered from the days of his

childhood as a figure at once
awful and heroic. There clus-

tered about him a whole world
of legend and romance, wild

stories of love and war, in each

of which he had played the

leading part. Men said, Saleh
recalled with a smile, that

Ungku Pahlawan, as he was

usually called, was invulner-

able
;
that he had the power of

assuming invisibility at will ;

that his magic was only

equalled by his valour, and the

latter had been proved time

and again, as even the white

men acknowledged, on many a
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hard-fought field. Saleh, with
these facts still crowding the

nooks of his memory, was
astonished to find the Ungku
a singularly quiet, thick -set,

little man, with quick, humor-
ous eyes, square, capable hands,
a moustache like a cat's

whiskers, and a particularly

gentle voice and manner.
That was the first impression

which he created, but as Saleh
learned to know him better,

Ungku Pahlawan developed
certain qualities which differ-

entiated him from his fellows.

To begin with, he was not in

the least bit afraid of the King,
and laughed openly at the rail-

sitting courtiers who, he

averred, did not dare to pay
their respects to Saleh until

they had had an opportunity
of judging for themselves in

what fashion his father was

likely to receive him. Also, he
went in no awe of the Resident
and of the white men, and he
held and frankly expressed very
strong opinions concerning the

precise effect which the coming
of these people had had upon
Pelesu.

"
They have robbed the land

of manhood," he would say.
" Our youth grow up knowing
nought of arms nor of the lore

that maketh the warrior. If

to-day there chanceth a quarrel
between two young cockerels, it

is not fought to a finish with
the *

steel-spurs,' as quarrels
between men should be fought,
but straightway both fly head-

long to the police-station, there

to make complaint after the

fashion of weeping women.
Of old, Ya Allah Muhammad
Al-Rasul! of old there were

deeds to be done that it were

fitting for a man to do. Now
... In the days which the

white folk have filched from

us, for a man who was a man
supplies lay ever at the tip of

his dagger ! I never lacked
for aught in those so glorious
times! Now ..."
And the spittoon would be

called into request as the only
sufficient means of expressing
his deep disgust.
He would tell Saleh tales by

the hour together of the adven-
turous past in which he had
been so prominent a figure,

alwayscomparing that eventful,
lawless time with the ordered,
dull monotony of to-day, and

Saleh, boy that he was, would
find himself kindling with en-

thusiasm for the romance of

Malaya the untamed. He did

not stay to think of the misery
and the oppression from which
the coming of the white men
had relieved the bulk of the

common people. He only knew
that his own life had seemingly
been spoilt by the Englishmen's
determination to force a blend-

ing of the East with the West,
the which, so Ungku Pahlawan
declared, when applied to the

whole of Pelesu, was rendering
the country one unfitted for the

habitation of a man who was a

man. He was utterly out of

love with the present : that of

itself set him longing for the

past. He knew that his English
education and training had put
him completely out of tune
with surroundings which by
right should have been con-

genial, and for the rest had

given him, so he thought, little

save an increased capacity for
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suffering. Where the English
had been guilty of so hideous

an error in the case of a single

individual, was it not only
reasonable to suspect that they
had made blunders even more

deplorable when dealing with

a country and its entire popu-
lation ? It had been shown to

him with merciless clearness

that he could never be an

Englishman : it followed, there-

fore, that he must be a Malay,
but not a Malay of the present

time, of which Ungku Pahlawan
spoke so scornfully, a Malay
with all the romance, all the

adventure, all the thrilling
interest of the unfettered past
taken from him, but a Malay
of the bygone days whereof
the stories warmed him with
so strange an excitement.

Raja Pahlawan Indut began
to perceive that he had not only
a sympathetic listener but prom-
ising material lent to him for

his hand to mould, by the kind-
ness of Allah, the Merciful and

Compassionate God. He sum-
moned another distant relative

to his aid, Raja Haji Abdullah,
a little wizened sage dressed

always in an immense green
turban and flowing jubah of

the same colour, who had much
to say on the subject of the
Muhammadan religion and the

indignity offered thereto by the
fact that in Pelesu infidels took
it upon themselves to rule the
children of the Prophet. Saleh
had felt the contagious enthusi-
asm of the Muhammadan stir-

ring in him unbidden when he
first came into contact with it

at Port Said. He was, at this

period of his life, sorely out of

countenance with things as he
found them in this best of all

possible worlds, and he longed
to find something connected
with himself of which he might
feel that he had a right to be

proud. Raja Haji Abdullah's

teaching supplied this need.

Saleh thrilled to remember that
he was part of the greatest
brotherhood upon earth ; that
he belonged to a faith which
was the religion, not of love,
but of hate, which regarded all

infidels as food for slaughter
and for the fires of Jehannam,
and that in the eyes of millions

he was the unquestioned su-

perior of the white men who
had outcast him because he was
a Muhammadan. These lessons

were taught gradually, cau-

tiously, and spread out, as we
shall see presently, over a period
of many months; but it was

during the first few days of his

stay at the Court of Pelesu,
when he stood most sorely in

need of consolation to his

wounded spirit, that there were

implanted in his soul the seeds

of an active discontent with
the ways and works of the

white men, and the beginnings
of the fierce, devouring fanati-

cism of the Muhammadan.
The two men whose words

had upon him so strong an effect

were perfectly well aware what
it was that they were doing.
Like the hungry retainers of

his mother's household, they
too had their plans and their

schemes, and to them also Saleh
was an important piece in the

game they hoped to play.
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The interview with his father,
when at last it did take place,
was a very frosty business. The

King sat cross-legged on a mat
at the far end of his hall of

audience, a great oblong build-

ing, open to the air on three

sides, its verandah raised some

eight feet from the ground, and

fringing two tiers of platform.
The princes and nobles of the

Court, sitting on one or another
of the tiers, according to their

rank, squatted immovable, with
elbows on knees, hands clasped
in their laps, backs bowed, and
their eyes glued to the face of

the King. They formed a sort

of horse-shoe, and the Sultan
had his place between and a
little beyond the two horns.

The monarch was older and
fatter than when last Saleh
had seen him, and was dressed

in an absurd assortment of

brilliant colours, while a yellow
cap, much too small for him,

perched crazily upon his shaven

scalp. His face, with its small

eyes and the loose rolls and
creases of flesh, resembled that

of a fat but rather fierce hog.
He breathed heavily, and his

upper lip bulged over an im-
mense wad of shredded tobacco,
red with areca-nut juice.

Saleh, who had been carefully
drilled in his part by the anxious

inmates of his mother's house,
and had been forced, sorely

against his will, to don for the

occasion full native costume,
clambered clumsily up to the

top platform, and squatted

cross-legged opposite to his

father, the whole length of the

hall dividing them. The King
did not so much as spare him
a glance. Saleh felt as though
he were dressed for a fancy
ball, and was going through
a set of laboriously acquired
tricks like a performing dog.
His hands shook as he laid

them palm to palm in his lap,
and raised them so that the

thumbs rested against his fore-

head. Then he shuffled up the

carpet a few yards and repeated
the operation. He was uneasily
conscious that his progress was
a sadly awkward affair, and
that the courtiers were watch-

ing him critically with the tails

of their eyes. Again he shuffled

forward, sweating with embar-
rassment and agitation, and

again he raised his hands in

the salute. He was quite close

to his father by this time, but
neither by word nor sign did

the old man give any token
that he was aware of his son's

approach. There were real

tears of mortification in Saleh's

eyes as he bent at last to kiss

the King's knee. Still no notice

of any kind was taken of him,
and he shuffled, still maintain-

ing his sitting posture, to a

point at the end of the right-
hand tip of the horse -shoe of

courtiers.

The King rolled slowly, as

though turning upon his axis,

and addressed a gaily-dressed
man who occupied a seat upon
the side opposite to Saleh.

"Your servant desireth to

go up-stream to-morrow to

snare doves," he said. The
man he spoke to was of royal
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rank, and the "servant" to

whom he referred was the cele-

brated Che' Jebah. Since she

was not a woman of the blood-

royal, she was nominally
" the

servant" of every raja in the

land, though practically most
men and women in Pelesu that

day were her slaves.
"
Majesty," said the man ad-

dressed, and forthwith a slow

trickle of talk began to flow on
the subject of decoy doves, their

points and their records. Saleh
felt chilled to the core. What
a welcome, what a home-coming
to his father's house was this !

At last, when the subject of

decoy doves began to show

signs of running dry, the King
turned abruptly to Saleh and
fired a question at him, using
the vocative, and something of

the manner which a Malay
generally employs when ad-

dressing a dog. Saleh was
startled, hurt, and offended,
which was a pity, for if he had
been bred in Malaya instead of

England he would have known
that he had no cause for indig-
nation. Most Malay rajas pet,

caress, and indulge their child-

ren in a quite extravagant
fashion so long as the days of

childhood last, but adopt a
certain truculent brutality of
manner toward them so soon
as the boys become transformed
into men. This, it is felt, is

necessary, if paternal authority
is to be preserved, and it is

often salutary, since no one save
the King himself dares treat a
cubbish young prince with the

withering contempt and blister-

ing frankness which the health
of the souls of such gentry com-

monly demands. If the whole
trend of your education has

taught you to gratify, not to

restrain, your passions, itfollows

that violent methods are neces-

sary if you are to be by any
one controlled, and it is in this

fact that the Malayan raja's

bearing toward his sons finds

its justification ;
but Saleh,

poor fellow, had not been

brought up in the haphazard
fashion that prevails at a

Malayan Court, and to him
his father's manner was sheer

outrage.
"
Heh, you there ! You

know nothing about doves, I

suppose ?
"

Saleh saluted hurriedly.
"
Nothing, Majesty," he

stammered.
"And very little about

language and religion?
1 You

sit cross-legged in ungainly
fashion, and your tongue
speaks with a bad accent.

Yet you have been to the

white men's country, they tell

me. What then did they teach

you there if you know nought
about such simple things as

decoy doves ?
"

"I learned all manner of

things out of books," faltered

poor Saleh. "Also what is

fitting and what is not fitting

according to the codes of the

white men."
"And yet," said the King

disapprovingly,
"
you salute

clumsily. Did they not even

BhAsa ugdma, literally "language and religion," conveys a far more com-
prehensive meaning than the words themselves imply. The phrase means
manners, carriage, behaviour, conversational style, &c.
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teach you the manners that
befit an inmate of a Court over

yonder in the land which lies

above the wind ?
"

Saleh hung down his head.

He despaired of being able to

make his father understand the

nature of the things of which a

knowledge had been imparted
to him during his sojourn in

England.
"It is a long way off, is it

not? Heh, you there! It is

a long way off, is it not ?
"

"Yes, Majesty," said Saleh.

"Is it as far away as

Kdyang-an as fairy-land ?
"

asked the King.
Saleh smiled. He took this

question to be a royal jest.

"What are you grimacing
at, you there ? Are your ears

deaf? Is it as far away as

Kdyang-an ?
"

Saleh looked around in be-

wilderment.
"There is no such place as

Kdyang-an" he blurted out at

last.

The wrath of the King was

instantly tremendous, and
threatened forthwith to be-

come apoplectic. His voice

rose to a roar, and broke dis-

cordantly upon a high note.
" What profits it to say such

things?" he cried. "What
meaneth it that you, you whose

age is barely a year of maize,
come hither and tell me me
that there is no such place as

Kdyang-an ? There always has
been such a place, the books
are full of brave tales concern-

ing it, and you you who say
that you have learned much
out of books tell me that

there is no such place ! It

seemeth to me that you are

vainly striving to display
cleverness ! No Kdyang - an,
forsooth! Heard ye ever the

like?" He turned to the

assembled courtiers. "Do ye
hold with this young jack-

anapes that there is no such

place?"
"No, Ttian-ku," the obseq-

uious chorus made answer.
" It is very certain that there

is such a place, even as thy
Majesty sayeth."

" And how far is it from the

white men's lands which lie

above the wind?" asked the

King.
The courtiers looked at one

another inquiringly, and then
one of them, a great authority
on such matters, answered with
the gravity which the royal

question demanded.
" The white men's country,"

he said, "is distant a matter of

a month and a half in a ship
about twice as far as Mecca.

Kdyang-an must be at least as

far away again, for the books

say that it is 'more distant

than the eye can see, farther

than a horse can gallop, even
farther than a bird can fly
without falling exhausted.'

Kdyang-an. Majesty, according
to thy servant's reckoning,
must be more than twice as

distant as the white men's

country. It would take ap-

proximately three to three and
a half months to get there."

The King turned triumph-
antly to Saleh.

"See there !

" he roared.

"That be good talk! And
you would have us believe that

there is no such place! Ya
Allah, Muhammad ! Even in

the matter of book-knowledge
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it seemeth that you are sadly

deficient."

Saleh saluted in silence.

Self-satisfied ignorance such

as this was, he felt, something
with which it were vain for

him to attempt ta compete.
"And in the white men's

land the people are without

manners, decency, or morals,"
continued the King dogmatic-

ally. "You lived there many
years, and your manners ob-

viously have suffered thereby,
but you noticed that things
are as I have said eh?"

"
No, Majesty," faltered

Saleh. " I noticed nothing
of the kind."

The courtiers gazed at him
with astonishment. There
must be a fine blending of

madness and audacity in one
who made bold thus to differ

with the King.
"What?" roared the mon-

arch, rolling about grotesquely
in the extremity of his wrath.
"You have certainly learned

to lie. It is not fitting to tell

such things to me. Not noticed

such things, forsooth ! Do not
the men wear trousers without

any waist-cloth to cover them
from thigh to belt? Do not
the women wear garments that
fit their bodies so closely that

they might as well be nude?
Do not these same women bare
their necks and their breasts

shamelessly in the evenings,
and thereafter consort un-

blushingly with men men who
are not even bound to them by
ties of kindred? Do not the
white folk have orgies which
they name *

ddnsing,' when
the men, to the encouragement
of music, embrace the women

indiscriminately, this man with
the other's wife, this youth
with some neighbour's daugh-
ter? Do they not, when the

'ddnsing' is over, retire, two

by two, to certain dark places

prepared for the purpose, there

to make love, while the hus-

bands and the brothers of these

shameless women lift no finger
to prevent the scandal? And
you have noticed none of these

things ! Perhaps you will tell

me that they are like Kdyang-
an, that they have no exist-

ence !

"

" Such practices prevail,

Majesty," faltered poor Saleh.
" But indeed there is no harm

such as ..."
The King cut him short with

a roar.
" No harm, you say ! No

harm, forsooth! Ya Allah!

Would you make my eyes
blind? Are not these folk

men and women? Then how
can there be no harm? No,
it is as I said. In the white
men's land there are no man-

ners, no decency, no morals.

Is it not so?"
And again the courtiers

spoke in chorus
"It is very certainly so,

O Majesty!"
Saleh had no word to say.

Explanation, he felt, was hope-
less. He was paralysed by the

patent impossibility of making
his father regard these things
from his, from the English-
man's, standpoint ;

and stated

as the King had stated them,
even the most innocent prac-
tices sounded like damning
proofs of the truth of his

assertions anent the depravity
of white men. Yet he longed
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to defend his friends, to vin-

dicate the honour of the race

which numbered Alice Fairfax

among its daughters, and it

seemed to him that there was

something grotesque in such
a condemnation being pro-
nounced upon it here, in the

Court of Pelesu, of whose

happy-go-lucky lack of morals
he had already obtained more
than a passing glimpse.
"And you," continued the

King brutally, "you, I sup-

pose you have danced with
these shameless women, eh?"

" I have danced with English
ladies, and I am very fond of

dancing," said Saleh sulkily.
"I make no doubt of it,"

said the King unpleasantly,
and the chorus of courtiers

echoed the royal laughter.
"But ... but ... really it

is not as thou thinkest, Majesty:
there is no evil in it."

The King spat out a coarse

vernacular proverb that made
Saleh's cheeks burn with indig-
nation, and again the ready
laughter of the courtiers greeted
the witticism of their monarch.

His facile victory over his

son had put the Sultan by now
in an excellent humour with
himself and with all the world,
a fact which was proved by his

proceeding to relate a number
of anecdotes, every one of which
was of a character more or less

unpublishable, designed to illus-

trate the soundness of his con-
tentions anent the frailty of

human nature. Saleh, as he

listened, was astonished to find

that these appalling tales were
robbed of the major portion of

their offence by the fact that

they were being told in the

vernacular. He tried mentally
to translate one of them into

English words, and the result

fairly took his breath away !

Yet the story-teller was his own
father, and it was his father

who but a moment since had
been pointing the finger of

scorn at Saleh's English friends

for what he held to be their

notorious and shameless immor-

ality ! The tangle and topsy-

turvydom, the crooked vision

and the distorted travesty of

the truth which result from

looking at the West through
the eyes of the East, and of

judging the Oriental from the

standpoint of the European,
were impressing themselves

upon Saleh's understanding in

a bewildering fashion. It ap-

pealed to him as a hopeless

task, no less, to attempt to

unravel such a surprising con-

fusion of cross-purposes.

Presently men trooped into

the hall bearing great trays
of sweetmeats, and Saleh was

gruffly bidden by the King to

share his dish with him. He
partook of these delicacies with

difficulty, for their luscious

sweetness sickened him, but he
felt that his startled assent

was justified when the King,
in a bullying voice, told him
that such dainties could not be

produced in England.
Very soon after these abomin-

able refreshments had been

disposed of, the King retired,

and Saleh was conducted back
to his own quarters. He went

feeling like one who has just
received a severe and public

whipping, and he noticed that

the more prudent of his father's

courtiers gave him a wide
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berth. In his mother's house- for an hour on end. It was
hold there was weeping and held that Saleh, in his first

wailing that night, and Tiingku interview with the King, had

Ampuan rated and scolded him not acquitted himself well.

XI.

So far Saleh had not had the

fact forced upon his perception
that the white men, who had
taken it upon themselves to

play the part of Providence to

the State of Pelesu, were in

any wise concerning themselves
with his destinies; yet it was
the British Besident, not his

parents, who had decreed that

he should spend the first un-
broken month of his return at

his father's Court.
" He must begin by remaking

the acquaintance of his own
people," the Resident had said,
nor stayed to think what that

experience would hold for a lad
of Saleh's upbringing. "It is

a thousand pities, to my think-

ing, that he was ever taken
out of his proper environment.
The native guided by white
influence is all right: the de-
nationalised native is the devil.

Any way, he must begin by
fitting back into his own groove
before we try to work him on
European lines."

Baker, the District Officer
who had charge of the two
thousandsquare miles ofcountry
in which the King's Court was
situated, had been absent on
duty at some distance from the

capital at the time of Saleh's

return, and the only two re-

maining white men in the
station, the medical officer and
the inspector of police, had been
occupied with their own busi-

ness, and had not thought it

necessary to intrude upon the
new arrival.

Upon the evening of his dis-

astrous interview with his

father, however, Saleh learned
that Tuan Baker had returned,
and before he went to his rest

a note was put into his hands.
It ran thus :

" DEAR TUNGKU MAT SALEH,
Iam just backfrom a long trip

down the coast, and write this

line to welcome you to Pelesu.

I hope that they are giving you
a good time on your side of the

river, and that you will let me
know if there is anything that

I can do for you. I had a letter

from Mr Norris by last mail

very full of interest in you and

your affairs. I have a lot of

work awaiting me after my
absence, but I will come across

and see you to-morrow after-

noon, unless you care to come
and see me some time earlier in

the day. Believe me sincerely

yours, ARTHUR BAKER."

"Ambui, O Ma', Tiingku!
How clever thou art to be able

to decipher writing such as

that !

"
cried the retainers who

were present when Saleh read

this note, and they crowded
round him in undisguised ad-

miration when Saleh, writing
under considerable difficulties,

scrawled an answer saying that

he would call upon the District

Officer on the morrow.
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The boat which had brought
him up from the mouth of the

river carried him next morning
across the broad stream to a

neat landing-stage, and Saleh
was at once struck by the trim

orderliness of the place, which
was in such abrupt contrast to

the ill-kept grounds of the royal

compounds. Here were streets

straight as a die, houses and

shops of uniform pattern, well-

built, airy bungalows for the

white men, a broad parade-

ground, with police barracks
on one side of it and a big jail

building on the other ; lawn-
tennis courts, golf-greens, and
a large block of Government
offices. He had left behind him
on the far bank of the river a

native Court untouched by the

years slovenly, dirty, undis-

ciplined, immoral, a place
where law and order gained at

best but a precarious foothold ;

only a mile and a half of run-

ning water separated it from a
station where all things, from
the carefully constructed roads
to the grim wall of the jail,

told of organised administra-

tion, enforced cleanliness, and
obedience to well understood
rules. With the teachings of

Raja Pahlawan Indut fresh in

his mind, it seemed to Saleh
that the white men's coming
had robbed the Court of Pelesu
of all the romance and the un-

fettered, masterless freedom
which of old had been its heri-

tage, leaving in their stead only
the dirt, the squalor, and the

unloveliness, and had availed

nothing to mould it into even a
distant likeness to this station,
this little piece of the West
thrust thus incongruously into

the heart of the disordered

East. Pelesu, the ancient, the

inviolate, the unreformed the
Pelesu of which Raja Pahlawan
had such stirring tales to tell

stood out, in Saleh's imagina-
tion, as the representative of

one ideal the native ; the trim
little station on the left bank
of the river represented, to his

thinking, another the ideal of

the white men. The Court of

Pelesu, as he had learned of late

to know it, appeared to him to

approximate neither to the one
nor to the other to be, in fact,

a hybrid creation of two op-

posed and clashing civilisations,

hateful at once to the European
and to the thoughtful native.

In it Saleh winced to trace in

some sort a picture of his own
soul.

There remained, then, to

choose between the two ideals

the native and the European;
of the unlovely hybrid he would
have nothing. His hopes must
be fixed either upon the future

or upon the past; the present
was unendurable. Must he
strive with the white men to

reduce the land of his birth to

the regulated monotony which
this trim station typified, or

must he dream with Raja
Pahlawan of a return to the

old order of things before the

coming of the white men, and
with Raja Haji Abdullah of the

temporal supremacy of the

Children of the Prophet? Al-

ready this question was begin-

ning to obtrude itself upon
Saleh's understanding as a pro-
blem to which, sooner or later,

he would be forced to supply a

solution.

Arthur Baker was sitting in

his office under a swinging
punkah, with a huge pile of
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official papers cumbering his

writing-table. He was a lean,

Iantern-jawed man of thirty,

spare and muscular from hard

exercise and a low diet, sun-

tanned to a dingy yellow tint,

and with light-blue eyes, which
looked lighter than they really
were through contrast with

his discoloured skin. He rose

from his chair, shook hands
with Saleh, and bade him be

seated.
" What's the news ?

" he said

in the vernacular. Then he
added in English

" Look here,
it is absurd for me to talk to

you in Malay. You speak
English as well as I do, I

suppose."
"Yes, I speak English all

ri'," said Saleh.

"Well, then," said Baker,

throwing himself back in his

chair and lighting a cigarette,
" how do you like Pelesu ?

"

"Pretty well," said Saleh

feebly.
"A bit of a change after

England, isn't it?"

"Yes," said Saleh.
" Where are you living ?

"

"In my mother's house

Tiingku Ampuan's, you know."
Baker whistled shrilly, then

caught himself up with haste.

"Oh, yes, quite so quite
so," he said hurriedly.

There followed an awkward
pause.

" Seen the King yet ?
"
asked

Baker.

"Yes, I saw him yesterday,"
said Saleh.

" Was he nice to you ?
"

"No," said Saleh, and his
face flamed.

"I am sorry for that. I had
hoped that you would be able
to work the King. He's diffi-

cult, you know, most infer-

nally difficult."
" How do you mean ?

" asked

Saleh, rather stiffly.

"Well, he's most uncommon-

ly inaccessible, for one thing.
Can't get him to attend to

business at any price. I have
a host of things here" and
Baker thumped a pile of official

papers "that I must see him

about, and Heaven only knows
when I shall get hold of him !

The worst of it is that if there

is too much delay the powers
that be put it down to incom-

petence on my part, and then I

get my hair pulled."
"I see," said Saleh.

"I tell you what," continued

Baker. " You might cast your
eye over these papers and see

if there are any about which

you could say a word to the

King if the chance offers. I

wish you would, like a good
fellow."

Saleh took the bundle of

dockets, pleased to think that

ke might perhaps be of use,

and began to read them. They
were all petitions addressed to

the Kesident by people who
claimed that they had been

aggrieved by the King. Here
was one from a man who said

that his wife had been lured

into the house of Che' Jebah
and had there undergone treat-

ment which may not be more

particularly described ;
here

was another complaining that

while up-river snaring doves

the King and his youths had

stripped his fruit-trees of their

crop ;
and there were half-a-

dozen others, all containing

charges ranging from petty
theft to aggravated assault.

They were not pretty tales to
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read about one's father, and
the worst of it was that Saleh's

instinct told him that they
were true. He laid the papers
back on Baker's table without

finishing his perusal of them.
"
Oh, have you read 'em ?

"

asked Baker, glancing up from
the writing which he had re-

sumed.
" Some of them," said Saleh.

" But ... I do not think you
understand. I cannot speak to

the King about such things.
You forget that he is my
father."

"I beg your pardon," said

Baker, looking very much em-
barrassed. "Upon my soul, it

didn't strike me in that light.
You see, you talk English so

well, and all that. I was

speaking to you as I might
have spoken to a white man.
I didn't connect you with the

King not in that way. I'm

awfully sorry."
"And all these complaints,

are they true ?
"
asked Saleh.

"
Oh, well, yes. I am afraid

they are," said Baker reluct-

antly.
"And what can you do ?

"

"Oh, I shall see the King
and speak to him like a Dutch
uncle, I really beg your par-
don I mean I shall have
to put matters to him very
straight, and of course he will

have to pay compensation all

round and heavy compensa-
tion at that. It is the only
thing we can do, and he hates

having his allowance docked.
I shall have a beast of an inter-

view with him, and I loathe

the job as cordially as he can

do; but, you see, it is what
I'm here for."

Again there came a pause.

"Is the King treating Tung-
ku Ampuan any better now ?

"

Baker asked presently.
Saleh felt outraged. The

question might have been
asked without offence to a

native, and in the vernacular;
but Saleh was only in part a

native, and the language being
used was English. .

"I do not think that I can
discuss the affairs of my family
with a stranger," Saleh said,

just as any Englishman might,
in the circumstances, have re-

plied.
Baker laughed a short, hard

laugh.
"I'll tell you what it is, Raja

Mat Saleh," he said; "I find

it most infernally difficult to

know where to have you. If I

talk to you as I would to a

white man, you pull me up
short with the remark that the

King is your father ;
and when

I ask you a question which no

Malay raja of my acquaintance
would resent, you take offence

because you look upon it from
a white man's point of view. I

tell you this kind of thing is a

trifle too difficult for me. Let
us discuss the weather."

They did not discuss the

weather, but talked instead

about England, a subject con-

cerning which they at least

were not beset by bewildering
confusions, and presently Saleh
took his leave. He felt that he
disliked Baker, and that his

own indignation had through-
out been justified. It was only
natural that he should fail to

perceive that he had been

placed by circumstances in a

position whose delicacy and

difficulty rendered such con-

versational disasters almost in-
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evitable. Unfortunately, also, wounded than those of any
he belonged to a race whose breed of men extant upon this

susceptibilities are more easily earth.

XII.

The conclusion of the month
which had been allotted to

Saleh for the purpose of "re-

making the acquaintance of his

own people
" found him utterly

confirmed in his opinions as to

the worthlessness of Malayan
life in its latter-day develop-
ments. He was little given
to philosophising, and he had
scant skill in putting into

words the conclusions which
formed themselves in his mind,
but he began dimly to perceive

something of the causes that

were at work. By the coming
of the white men to Pelesu
a transformation had been

wrought; but it was not the
natural growth of a gradual
evolution, itself the result of

propulsion from within. On
the contrary, it was produced
and maintained by wholly
artificial means, in bitter con-

flict with inherent instincts,
inherited traditions, innate

tendencies, characteristics, and

genius, whether racial or indi-

vidual. These changes in a
habit of life infinitely old, it

seemed to Saleh, had wrought
nothing, but had ruined much.
Existence at the Court of

Pelesu, he saw for himself, was
as empty, as vapid, as useless
to God and man, as sordid and
as licentious as it had ever

been; but to-day there had
been taken from it all that of
old had lent to it worth and
force and glamour and en-
chantment. Men sinned as

aforetime, but they sinned

with caution, mindful of the

white man's law, in cowardly
fashion, and upon a puny scale ;

men were as immoral as of old,

but no longer at the peril of

their heads; men loafed and
sauntered through their lives,

but now they lacked the fre-

quent tonic of warfare, and
there came to them no longer

any opportunity for individ-

ual deeds of valour, or chances
to display courage or loyalty
wherewith to break the dull

monotony of their ill -doing.
No, the tawdry shell of the

ancient Court life remained,
but the soul within had atro-

phied: all its failures and
futilities were intact, but the

daring, the reckless manhood,
the headlong loyalty, the true

Malayan fighting
-
spirit, all

the few but precious virtues

which it had fostered, had
been filched from it. In Sa-
leh's eyes there was justification
in all this, ample justification,
for laudator temporis acti.

In spite of his secret con-

tempt for life as he saw it

lived around him, Saleh found
that he had no alternative but

to conform to things as he
found them. It was useless

to rise early, since there was

nothing doing until the after-

noon brought with it a measure
of coolness. Therefore he took
to lying late abed, in itself a

demoralising practice in a tro-

pical climate. When at last
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the sluggish stream of life

began to flow once more, he
could only kill time, as his

fellows killed it, by joining in

long, grave discussions about
the points of rival fighting-
cooks or decoy doves, by wit-

nessing occasional matches

arranged to test the prowess
of these birds, by listening for

hours to the trivial gossip of

the Court or to the tales, in

number past all counting, of

the brave days of old, each one
of which served to make more
manifest to Saleh the ugliness
and the hollowness of the pre-
sent. In this fashion the after-

noon would be wiled away, and
then would come the evening
meal, an event of importance.
Once or twice Saleh had crossed

the river, and had played a

game or two of lawn -tennis

with the white men of the

station, but he had found him-
self somewhat de trop. Baker
and the medical officer were
well matched, and had formed
the habit of playing singles

daily. The inspector of police
did not play, and a third man
was a nuisance. The tennis

over, piquet was played till

dinner - time, but from this

Saleh was rigidly excluded.

It is against the unwritten
law of the white man in the

East to play with a native for

money, and no exception could

be made in Saleh's favour. To
these Englishmen, who had
lived so long among Malays,
the accident of Saleh's up-

bringing counted for little. In
their eyes he was primarily a

native.

The lad was accordingly
thrown back upon the society
of his own people for distrac-

tion, and his evenings would
be passed for the most part in

playing at cheki, a very elab-

orate form of the card game
called Ma poule crie, with his

father, Che' Jebah, and a select

coterie of men and women, in

the favourite concubine's house,
or at Chinese dice in the audi-

ence-hall. This, too, was de-

moralising, for the gambler's
instinct is part of the psychical
furniture of most Malays, and
in his own heart, Saleh pre-

sently found, it was warm and

quick.

Play would continue until

the east was yellowing for the

dawn, and Saleh would go to

his rest with a wasted day
behind him and a morrow of

little profit awaiting his

waking.
In England Saleh had al-

ways been accounted "slack,"
and indeed his energy, judged
by European standards, was

by no means superabundant;
yet the training which he had
received sufficed to make the

deadly inertia into which the
Court of Pelesu had fallen a

thing utterly revolting. To
him it was a degradation that
he and his should thus saunter

through profitless lives, suffer-

ing the white men meanwhile
to usurp all those functions of

government which it is the

sole raison d'&tre of a royal
caste to exercise. The Sultan
was still nominally the ruler of

the State, he was euphemistic-

ally said to govern "by the
advice of the British Resident,"
all things were done by the
white men in his name; yet
Saleh saw very clearly that
his father had no power, and

very little even of influence,
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save among the inhabitants of

his disorderly Court. Again
the tawdry shell, the valueless

husk, had been left to the

Malay by the Englishman ;
but

the soul which it had once

sheltered, the soul which had

given to it meaning and force

and value, had been reft

from it.

Yet the Sultan, Saleh recog-
nised with disgust, did not

resent this very bitterly. In

the old days, all affairs of State

which did not directly or in-

directly affect his own comfort,

pleasure, or convenience, had
been wont to bore the King
to distraction. Such things
had a knack of making de-

mands upon his time and of

disturbing his easeful self-in-

dulgence. That the white

men, in their folly, should be

willing to concern themselves
with such gross and sordid

details was clearly, in the

King's sight, cause for much
thankfulness : it was only when
the theories of the Englishmen
clashed with some lawless
whim of his own that the
Sultan was inclined moment-
arily to resent the presence of

the aliens in his country.
This, however, naturally

enough, was a point of view
which Saleh could not share,
and for the rest he rejected the
one thing in life which gave
for all at the Court of Pelesu a
savour to existence. Men and
women alike lived in this little

hotbed of iniquity mainly for
the prosecution of their incon-
stant amours

y and this was yet
another phase of Malayan life
for which Saleh's British up-
bringing had unfitted him. To
others increased leisure, addi-

tional opportunity, diminished

risk, all due to the presence of

the white man in the land,

might enlarge the field for

pleasure and afford compensa-
tion for much ; to Saleh these

things furnished one proof the

more that Pelesu was under-

going a process of rapid de-

generation, the responsibility
for which must be laid at the

doors of the English.
Yet, as a young celibate at a

Malayan court, Saleh was, and
felt himself to be, an almost

grotesque anomaly. His mother
was frankly ashamed that her

son should be such a milksop,
and said so with a pungent
emphasis which made poor
Saleh wince. Munah and half

a dozen other girls who had

ogled him persistently began
presently to offer him a hundred

little, covert insults, illustrative

of the contempt they enter-

tained for such a laggard in

love
;
and Saleh was made un-

comfortably aware in half a

thousand ways that his con-

duct, far from inspiring respect,
was making him a public

laughing-stock among his own

people. Yet during the whole
of the month which he spent
at the Court of Pelesu he clung

feverishly to his acquired
notions of right and wrong.
It was an uphill fight, and he

got small joy from it, but the

memory of Mrs Le Mesurier

and her daughter, and, more

still, the thought of Alice

Fairfax, kept him true to his

ideals.

And two others also helped
him. Kaja Pahlawan Indut
fed the flame of enthusiasm for

the Malaya of the old days
with calculating sedulousness,
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while Raja Haji Abdullah ex-

pounded the faith of Muham-
mad to him with fanatical,

vigour. Raja Pahlawan was

quite ludicrously distressed by
Saleh's rigorous celibacy, and
even Raja Abdullah, profes-
sional holy man though he

was, derived from it more sur-

prise than edification, but by
common consent both avoided
all reference to the young man's

peculiarities in their conversa-

tions with him. Among them-
selves they discussed the marvel

freely.

"Unquestionably he hath
become possessed by certain

devils, such as the white men
breed," Raja Pahlawan would

say.
" But therewith he hath

perforce acquired much know-

ledge concerning white men
and their tortuous ways.
When the great day dawneth,
brother, that knowledge will

be useful to the Cause. I, for

one, would not have him other
than he is. I behold in him a

weapon tempered by the white
men for their own destruc-

tion. Allah Akhbar / God is

great!"
"Surely, brother, surely,"

Raja Abdullah would reply.
" He is a true son of the Faith,

notwithstanding such devils as

the white men have implanted
in his soul. Already he is afire

with the enthusiasm which in

the end will work destruction

upon the infidel. As for those

same devils of the white man,
their coming upon him is

plainly due to the unclean

things which he hath been
made to eat in the white man's
land in defiance of the Prophet's
law. Now hath he put away
all such uncleanness, but the

power bred of knowledge may
not be put off. That, as thou

sayest, brother, is a weapon
ready to our hands."
"And our hope lieth ever

with the young men," Raja
Pahlawan would cry, "with
the young men who know only
the romance of the past, not
with the old men whose mem-
ories recall the days when they
were as driven cattle before

prince and chief ; and he, he

also, is young ! He kindles to

my stories of the past; he
hateth the mean to-day, even
as we hate it. Presently all

the young malcontents will find

in him a leader. Verily, brother,
the white men in their folly
have armed us for the Great
Battle."

What time poor Saleh, hold-

ing firmly to his path in obedi-

ence to his acquired principles,
and conscious of a growing
contempt for the present, an

increasing enthusiasm for the

past, and a newly-kindled, fiery

pride in the Faith of his fathers,
would have scorned the notion

that he was being influenced,
bent to their will, steadily,

gradually, carefully and with

calculation, by two ignorant

Malays, who, the one for

purely secular, the other for

religious motives, took de-

light in the dreaming of wild

dreams.

(To be continued.)
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ON AN INDIAN CANAL.

BY COLONEL G. K. SCOTT MONCRIBFF, C.B., C.I.B.

A STORY was current in the

Punjab a few years ago that

a young and zealous district

officer, who had just been

transferred to the province
from some other place, and
had made his first cold-weather

tour of his new territory, re-

ported that he had in the

course of his wanderings come
across a broad and majestic
river. He further stated that

this river was not marked on

any of the survey maps in his

possession, and, improving the

occasion, he took the oppor-
tunity to criticise in scath-

ing periods the administration
of Government departments
(other than the covenanted
civil service) in general, and
the shortcomings of the Sur-

vey of India in particular.
The story goes on to say that
the report of this officer, after

passing through the usual
channels of correspondence,
eventually found its way to

Simla, that there it passed
about from one branch to an-
other until it was ultimately
answered, and the zealous
officer in question was in-

formed that, from circum-
stantial evidence, it appeared
that he must have discovered
the Sirhind Canal!

This story sounds absolutely
incredible, and yet to those
who see one of the noble irri-

gation canals of Northern India
for the first time, it is not only
possible to mistake it for a

river, but it is, in the case of

the older canals, difficult to

believe that the swift-flowing

stream, full of life and energy,
is wholly artificial.

To one acquainted with the

canals of England, and indeed

of Europe generally, the word
recalls only a more or less

stagnant ditch with a tow-

path at one side, an old cart-

horse plodding slowly and

wearily along, dragging an

elongated barge peopled by
folk uncouth in speech and

lazy of habit. The canal itself

may be useful as a commercial

highway, a cheap method of

inland transit, but it presents
a picture of all that is essen-

tially inert and sluggish, and

except to schoolboys in hard

winters, when it is frozen and
affords glorious skating for

miles, it cannot evoke enthu-

siasm even in the most ardent

admirer of rural simplicity.
But a canal in Northern

India is very different, a thing
of vital vigour, taking its rise

in the great rivers that bring
from the eternal snows the

treasures of the deep which,
as the Psalmist says, are laid

up in storehouses viz., the

glaciers of the Himalayas.
Down the waters roll in a

current that by -and -by will

be spread out over the length
and breadth of the country,

carrying with them wherever

they go new life in the shape
of corn and fruit, seed for the
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sower and bread for the eater.

A navigation canal is merely a

waterway between two places ;

an irrigation canal takes into

its broad influence the whole
of a country-side. It is an
artificial river; only, unlike a

natural river, it spreads out
into innumerable branches as

it progresses instead of gather-

ing tributaries into its em-
brace.

To understand this, take the

leaf of any tree you like an
oak or a sycamore, or even a
humble cabbage. Nature has
worked out in countless variety
and every spring the miracle

is repeated in millions of differ-

ent ways in every forest the

perfect irrigation system which
human engineers endeavour to

imitate with only partial suc-

cess. There is the stalk of the
leaf the main line of the
canal. Then at the leaf itself

we arrive at the irrigated area.

In some cases (as in the oak)
the main channel continues

along the main axis, sending
distributaries right and left.

Or in other cases (as in a vine)
there is a bifurcation into

branch canals as soon as the

irrigation begins, and these

again into major and minor
channels until the whole area

partakes of the moisture from
the parent tree, returning it as

we know in the form of valu-

able material, worked in na-
ture's wonderful laboratory, to

build up the vigour and strength
of the plant as a whole. So in

our irrigation channels. They
are dissipated over the surface

of the land, first in the form of

branches, then in distributaries

(some of these carrying water

enough to supply a city as big
as Glasgow or Birmingham),
then again in "

village minors,"
and finally in little water-
courses which lead to the fields

of wheat or maize or rice, and
return to the parent state

which has provided the means
of nourishment, vigour and

strength in the fruits of har-

vest and in the vigorous tillers

of the soil.

Some of the older canals,

too, are exquisitely beautiful.

The Ganges Canal, for in-

stance, issues from the parent
stream at Hardwar, where
white temples cluster at the

base of low-wooded hills on
the banks of a noble river,
with swirling rapids and pools
of clear blue water, reflecting
on their surface the far-distant

snowy peaks of the Himalayas
against the deep cloudless blue
of an Eastern sky. Here a
weir has curbed the river, caus-

ing part of the water to flow

down a new channel, forming a

stream about fifty yards wide,
about ten feet deep, and with a
current so strong that no man
can swim against it. Just be-

low the entrance into this new
channel there is a bridge of

several arches under which the

water rushes, eddying in whirl-

pools behind the piers, and if

your eyes are good you will see

gliding in and out of these

eddies the noble mahseer, the

Indian salmon (so called, though
the fish is of a different genus),
olive-backed and orange-finned,
and a glorious fighter. Spin a

minnow or a spoon in the cur-

rent and you will probably
hook him, but see that you
have plenty of line and the
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best of tackle, for your rod will

bend into a perilous curve, and

your reel will scream with the

music that brings a thrill to

the angler's heart, and your
gallant fish, with that current

in his favour, will be far out

over the rushing water before

you can bring any pressure to

bear on him. There is a shingle
bank about a hundred yards
down where you may hope to

land him, but if he takes you
beyond that, as well he may,
you will have many an anxious
moment before you gaff him.
When that proud achievement
has been accomplished, you will

be ready to declare that an
Indian canal is first cousin to a
Scotch salmon river.

For the next seventeen or

eighteen miles of its course
that canal is a thing of beauty,
an engineering triumph, a

sportsman's paradise. It winds

along between wooded banks,
a grassy road on either side,

following the base of hills where

every sort of game that man
desires to shoot, from an ele-

phant to a snipe, can be found

by those who know where to
seek it. Elephants, by the

way, are preserved by the

State, and a herd of them is

not a thing which the sports-
man desires to meet, for he
cannot shoot them, and they
are distinctly dangerous. But
there are tigers and leopards,
deer of many kinds, jungle
fowl, partridges, ground game,
geese and ducks of varieties
and beauty too numerous to

mention, so that the man be-
hind the gun is hard to please
if he cannot get what he wants.
Then in the open ground on

the borders of the forest region
the "

grim grey boar "
has his

well-known haunts, and the

sport he gives is about the most

exciting in the world. A good
start from a covert at home on
a hunting morning in a grass
country, when hounds are run-

ning hard and the hunter
between your knees is going
well up to his bit, perhaps
catching hold of you a little at

his fences, is delightful, but it

does not touch the keen excite-

ment of a race for first spear
after the mighty boar. The

ground one gallops over is such
that in cold blood one would
not attempt to ride there at

the slowest pace, and how
one's gallant steed manages to

keep on his legs is a marvel.

Hurtling through grass and
bushes in front is the grey
back of the old boar, champing
his jaws viciously, and ready
at any moment to jink out of

the way or wheel suddenly, and
with a grunt charge like light-

ning. It is indeed a royal

sport.
Within a radius of a few

miles of one of the inspection-

bungalows, which occur at

intervals of about ten miles

along the main line of the

canal, all these sports can be

enjoyed; but it may be doubted
whether the band of soldiers

who, in the early days of Queen
Victoria's reign, engineered the

Ganges Canal, can have had
much time for such amusement.
For they must have had plenty
to do in the designing and exe-

cuting of the many engineer-

ing masterpieces which abound
in the first seventeen miles of

the main canal. In addition to
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bridges which span the stream
at regular intervals, there are
at least two "

super passages,"
where the canal is crossed by
mountain - torrents from the

hills, and where in the rainy
season one may see the extra-

ordinary sight of one stream

crossing another at right

angles, the natural torrent

above and the canal below.

Then there are artificial falls,

dear to the angler, where the
canal bed has to pass from a

higher to a lower level
; and one

place where, by a cunning ar-

rangement of gates and sluices,
the waters of a hill-torrent pass
through the new canal, and

escape down their old ac-

customed channel. But the

mightiest work of all is the
Solani Aqueduct, where the
canal crosses a valley about
three miles in width, and there,
not only in the rainy season
but at all times, one may see

the swift stream of the canal
above and the Solani river

flowing peacefully below. All
these great works were carried

out between 1846 and 1854, at

a time when there were no

railways in the country, and
when the resources of modern

machinery and other adjuncts
to engineering works were un-

attainable. The chief engineer
was Sir Proby Cautley, an

artillery officer. He and his

lieutenants had to devise their

great works entirely from local

resources, and they certainly
succeeded in producing a monu-
mental work which has aroused
the admiration of all who have
ever seen it. A young civil

officer, who has since risen to

be the lieutenant-governor of a

province, said to me, years ago,
"I would sooner have been
the man who engineered the

Ganges Canal than the great-
est Governor-General that ever
ruled India : the work of the
civil governor passes away and
leaves no trace, the work of the

other benefits every generation
who comes after him."

It was not only Englishmen
who carried out work of this

description. When the British

first took over Northern India,
a century ago, they found a
canal on the western side of the

Jumna, which traversed the

country to the west of Delhi,
and had fertilised an otherwise

scantily productive region.
This canal, now called the
Western Jumna Canal, was

originally made by the Emperor
Tuglak Shah somewhere about
the fourteenth century A.D., to

convey water to a sporting
property which he had at

Hissar, on the edge of the great
Indian desert. In the time of

Akbar (about 1580 A.D.) this

canal, which had fallen into

disrepair, was improved, and

early in the seventeenth century
the Emperor Shah Jehan made
a branch of it, which still exists,
to his new capital at Delhi.

The engineer of this great work
was one Ali Mardan Khan, a
name that deserves to be ranked
with that of Cautley, Cotton,
and many others as a pioneer
of this branch of engineering.

There are some exquisite
stretches of scenery on the
branches of this canal. Tall

shady trees stretch their boughs
across its waters, and troops of

monkeys swing their way
across from one side to the
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other. Birds of every variety of

colour scarlet finches, bronze

green bee-eaters, flocks of chat-

tering green parrots, and tur-

quoise-blue kingfishers delight
the eye at every turn. There

are quaint old bridges built of

old-fashioned red bricks, with

pointed arches and thick piers,

which tell of their origin from

purely Oriental ideals. The

country, however, has in the

past found the canal not an
unmixed blessing. It was
taken across the main lines of

drainage of the country in such
a way as to produce swamps
that were haunts of waterfowl
and snipe, but also nurseries of

malaria. The British canton-
ment of Karnal, built in the

early years of the nineteenth

century, and at that time one
of our most important frontier

stations, became such a hotbed
of fever that it had to be aban-
doned early in the forties, and
the materials were taken away,
as far as practicable, to be used
in the building of the modern
cantonment of Umballa. Now
almost the only traces of the
former station are three huge
cemeteries, full of fast-crumbling
tombstones to the memory of

British officers and men, their

wives and children, who died

.
there between 1820 and 1843.
The natives of the country,

however, still remained
;

for

although one might move a

regiment or even a barrack, it

is impossible to uproot the vil-

lages and their inhabitants, who
were just as liable to malaria
as the white men. So the re-

arrangement of the canal had
to take place, and after infinite
care and skill was carried out.

The snipe and ducks have

sought other haunts, but the

people are now healthy.
It seems impertinent and pre-

sumptuous to say that the

great engineers of the past did

imperfect work, and yet it

would be no more an accusation

or a disparagement than to

say that George Stephenson's
"
Puffing Billy

" was an inferior

engine to a modern Great
Northern express locomotive.

Science has advanced in many
directions during the past half-

century, and in the intricate

matter of the flow of water in

channels there has been perhaps
as much discovery as in any
other branch.

About the time that Shah
Jehan was planning his canal

into Delhi, the great Galileo

was making patient observa-

tions at Florence, where the

floods of the Arno were giving
much anxiety to the municipal

dignitaries of that fair city.

Galileo made some discoveries

regarding the relations between
the velocity of a stream and its

longitudinal slope, which are at

the foundation of our science

to-day, and if he had lived

longer, or perhaps been able to

devote his whole mind to this

subject, he might have gone a

little further, and discovered

the relations of the form of the

cross section and the nature of

the river-bed to that velocity.
But he passed away, and as

often happens the science got
into the hands of purely doc-

trinaire professors, who, relying
on mathematics only, built up
theories which were based on

imperfect observation. These
heresies were accepted in one
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form or another for more than
two centuries after Galileo had

passed away. It was not until

the latter half of the nineteenth

century, at the time when Sir

Proby Cautley and his able

assistants were completing
their great work in India, that
a French engineer, M. D'Arcy,
began a series of patient ex-

periments in Paris that gave
the clue to a genuine unlock-

ing of Nature's secrets in this

matter.

Nowadays we know that

(owing to the imperfect know-

ledge that then prevailed) the

Ganges Canal is made with
too steep a longitudinal slope.
"
Steep

"
is a curious adjective

perhaps to apply to a gradient
of a foot and a half in a mile,
but the result is that the
waters- flow with too great a

velocity, and for that volume
of water even a foot in a mile

would be too great. Then,

again, if the Ganges Canal
had been designed nowadays
it is doubtful whether all the

splendid works near the head
would have been required at

all. The length of the main
line the stalk of the leaf

would have been much shorter,
and we should have lost all the

charming scenery and variety
of the first seventeen miles

or more. We live in a utili-

tarian age.
The actual work of distrib-

uting the waters all over the

face of the land is in the hands
of the irrigation engineers, al-

though it might be said that

the work involves not so much

engineering as knowledge of

law, of agriculture, and of the

social life and economic condi-

tions of the people, knowledge
which is essentially the province
of the officers of the Civil

Service. If, however, canal

administration were to be com-
mitted entirely to the civil

officers, their numbers would
have to be largely increased

(and it must be remembered
that they are the most highly-

paid officials in the country),
and they would require every
now and then technical advice,
so that one could not reduce
the engineer establishment

very much.
The Indian peasant farmer

lives in a village with others

of his fellows, each village

having its own petty govern-
ment and its own clearly de-

fined land, the landmarks of

the fields being the same from
ancient times, and all duly
registered and assessed in the

records of the State.

Formerly the village com-

munity was left to make its

own water channels from the

irrigation distributaries, but
this led to so much wrangling
and general iniquity that now
the State does all that part of

the work, leaving the outlets

to be paid for by the bene-

ficiaries. In Italy and South

France, where irrigation is

carried out on a comparatively
small scale, but very system-

atically and well, the farmer

pays for the actual water that

he uses, measured by means of

various ingenious devices. The
water there is managed by a

public trust, and it is con-

sidered as low a trick to take
water out of one's turn as it

would be to steal a neighbour's
ox or his ass or anything that
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is his. Public opinion would
soon make the delinquent's life

a burden to him.

Unfortunately no suoh sense

of honour prevails in the Orient.

Water is paid for, therefore,

indirectly i.e., the State un-

dertakes to give the farmer as

much water as is necessary
for the maturing of his crop,
and the farmer in return has
to pay an enhanced revenue at

so much per acre according to

the crop, some requiring more
water than others. The fund-
amental principle is that the
farmer as tenant pays to the
State as landlord a proportion
of the yield of the land, or a
sum equivalent to that pro-
portion. If the crop should

fail, if there is a visitation of

locusts, or blight, or any other
disastrous and unforeseen cal-

amity, the State undertakes to

remit the revenue, wholly or in

part ; while, on the other hand,
there is a law which provides
adequate punishment for un-
authorised irrigation, or waste
of water, or other misbehaviour.
The lowest actual agent of

this administration is a func-

tionary called a patwari. He
is a person of some technical

knowledge, and before appoint-
ment he has to pass an exam-
ination in reading and mak-
ing village maps, in measur-
ing ground, and in estimating
roughly the areas of land, in

calculating the discharge (in
cubic feet per second) of a

watercourse, and in keeping
the accounts of areas irrigated
in a village. Now although
the pay of such a functionary
is very small, and his work is

considerable, for he is re-

sponsible for the administra-

tion of affairs in at least half

a dozen villages, yet there is

always a number of applicants
for every vacant post. From
which it is evident that the

income of a patwari is derived,
like that of a steward on board
a P. and O. steamer not so

much from his pay as from
his "perks." What and how
much these are, no white man
probably has ever discovered ;

but before a white man can

attempt to prevent it, he must
cease to countenance the tip-

ping of railway porters and

gamekeepers, or even of house-
maids. Where, however, the

danger lies is in the corruption
that takes away the water
from the poor man and gives
it to the rich. That may be
reduced to a minimum by
constant supervision.
A friend of mine was much

amused once to see how the

principle of backshish worked
in a huge fire in a native city.
The fire brigade turned out,
there was plenty of water, and
soon a stream was hissing on
the burning buildings, without
much result. There were, how-

ever, certain shops somewhere
in the vicinity which, being
at some little distance, the fire

had as yet not touched. First

one shopkeeper approached
the fireman, and giving him
a few rupees asked him to

direct his stream of water on
the donor's shop. This was

promptly done, the burning
building being left to itself.

Then another shopkeeper came,

gave more rupees, and the
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stream consequently went to

his shop. And so on, until

many shops had been drenched
and many rupees passed to the

fireman. And in course of

time the fire burnt out, and

everybody went home quite

satisfied, except the owner of

the burnt house, who regarded
the calamity as an inexorable

fate.

I am not in the least defend-

ing the corruption of the

Oriental, but it is a ridiculous

hypocrisy which assumes that

it does not exist, and that a

system so ingrained in the

customs of the people can be
eradicated all at once.

The outward and visible sign
of a patwari is a yellow turban.

It is useful to be able to recog-
nise these and other function-

aries of the irrigation depart-
ment at a glance, and as a

uniform is out of the question,
the colour of the head-dress is

a simple solution of the matter.

There are certain men whose

duty is to patrol the banks and
do petty repairs, whose dis-

tinctive head-dress is bright

orange, visible from afar, so

that the English officer who
has detected something wrong

a rat-hole in a bank or an
accumulation of weeds at an
outlet can descry one of these

guardians of maintenance from
a distance by the brilliant

colour of his headgear. But
this very brilliancy has its

little drawbacks. There was
once a superintending engineer,
with an irascible temper and
an indifferent seat on horse-

back, who found the startling
colour a trial to his horse's

nerves and his own equilibrium.

Consequently the unfortunate
wearers of the obnoxious col-

ours were greeted by him with
such execrations that they,

poor men, perhaps from a

guilty conscience, imagined
that their misdeeds had been
found out and that the more

they avoided the great man
the better. One of them one

day was coming round a bend
in a canal when, to his horror,
he met the superintending
engineer .and his retinue rid-

ing towards him. Escape was

useless, so he hid behind a

bush. But as the sahib was

just passing, the instinct of

politeness was too strong for

him, and he suddenly shot out

of his place of concealment
with an aggressive but ob-

sequious salutation. Natur-

ally the horse shied most

violently, nearly throwing his

rider into the canal. Language
was inadequate to express the

wrath of the great man, who,
not unnaturally, imagined that
he was the victim of a dia-

bolical plot ; but long before he
could recover his seat and
thunder forth his wrath, the

luckless offender had fled in

terror, with the now loosened

orange head-dress streaming
behind him as he raced head-

long from the scene of his

wickedness.

The executive engineer of a

running canal has to be con-

tinually travelling about his

district. To enable him to do
so in some degree of comfort,
and indeed to make it possible
for him to do so at all, there

are little inspection
- houses
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dotted about at intervals of

ten or twelve miles. Some of

these are charming little places.

A whitewashed bungalow, sur-

rounded by a cool, arched

verandah, and often adorned

with lovely flowers, with a

flat roof, on which one may
sleep in comparative coolness

even on the hottest night, with

the starry canopy overhead,
is situated in a garden with

orange and banana and loquat
bushes and trees that afford

a grateful shade. The canal

is close at hand, and one hears

the murmur of the water.

Inside, the house is plainly
but sufficiently furnished, and

usually there are a few books
to lighten official cares. Often
have I found in such places
old volumes of 'Maga,' and
no more charming intellectual

feast could one desire, a ver-

itable refreshment after a day
spent in the endeavour to

unravel some of the tangled
skeins of Eastern intrigue.

For an irrigation engineer's
life is a strenuous one. Very
early in the morning he has to

be out and away. In the brac-

ing sharp air of the cold season
this is invigorating and delici-

ous, but in the middle of June
or July, when the hot winds
are blowing and all nature is

clamouring for water, when the

ground is like iron and the
heavens like brass, it takes
some effort to rise before dawn
and swing into the saddle. It

must be done, however, for
there is much to supervise.
Some new improvements de-
vised since last inspection,
some engagement to meet a

complainant, some endeavour
to settle on the spot disputes
between rival parties both

clamouring for what they
think their rights, and, above

all, the unexpected visits to

outlying places where waste
of water or unauthorised use

thereof may occur, and where
the patwari may imagine he
can carry out his own little

plans without interference. All

this will take several hours of

travel on horseback, usually in

the company of a zilladar, a

native subordinate, who is the

superintendent of about a dozen
or more patwaris, generally a
man of good family and educa-

tion, and, as far as my ex-

perience goes, always a well-

informed man much interested

in his work.

By the time the sun has risen

high in the heavens, and all nat-

ure is beginning to be hushed
in the glare of the heat, the

engineer has reached the next

stage of his tour at the inspec-
tion - house, to which in the

meantime his baggage has pre-
ceded him. Native servants

are so well accustomed to the

routine of such travel that he
will find everything ready for

him, his office papers all laid

out on his table, his breakfast

ready to be served. A delicious

bath, and possibly a short siesta,

precedes his breakfast, or rather

dgjedner (for it corresponds to

the midday meal of continental

Europe), and then follows some
hours of steady office work.

Later in the day the native

secretary brings in a huge pile
of papers written in the ver-

nacular, and, squatting on the
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floor with his inkstand and
reed pens, proceeds to read
forth petitions, complaints, re-

ports relating to the administra-
tion of the whole district. To
these replies are briefly dictated,
which the secretary writes on
the papers and the officer in-

itials. Persian handwriting is

very difficult for an Englishman
to read, and although every
canal officer has to pass an
examination in the reading of

these petitions, it is compara-
tively rarely that any ordin-

ary man can read one offhand
without assistance. Thus, one
is obliged to depend very much
on the honesty of the secretary,
and it says a good deal for

these men that one scarcely
ever hears of a case where

they deliberately wrote a false

answer to a petition.

By the time this is over the

day is far spent. Possibly our
hard-worked officer may find a

little time for relaxation, and
if he is in a sporting neighbour-
hood he may get an hour's

shooting before sunset. But
it is not always so, and a short
walk in the evening is about as

much as most men can manage.
Then dinner, and early to bed.

The same routine follows next

day, and practically every day.
For a few days each month he

may be at his headquarters, and

may then see a few of his

countrymen, men employed in

various other branches of the

public service ; but for the most

part an irrigation engineer's
life is, so far as European
society is concerned, a solitary

one, and lived apart from
domestic or social relaxation.

This solitude is perhaps not
much felt when a man is in

vigorous health, but in a life

of much exposure there is the

constant possibility of sickness,
and with recurring attacks of

fever or rheumatism the lone-

liness, and the consciousness
that medical advice is far out
of reach, may become a very
heavy burden to the weary
worker. Worse than fever or

rheumatism, also, are the two
dread spectres of Eastern life,

"the pestilence that walketh
in darkness and the destruc-

tion that wasteth at noonday
"

cholera and sunstroke. There
are few canal officers who have
not at least a slight acquaint-
ance with one or other, or

both, of these grim destroyers,
and there are many who, at

some time of their career, have
had to grapple witli them at

close quarters. Happy the man
who can look such foes fair

and square in the face with un-

flinching calmness. The result

may be a somewhat weakened

body, but the man is stronger
and better ever afterwards.
A canal life, too, in spite of

its solitariness, has its com-

pensations to a man who is

a naturalist, or in some places
to a sportsman, and in rarer

instances to the high - souled

enthusiast who is imbued with
the generous desire to benefit

his fellow -men, and in some

way help to ameliorate the lot

of the poor.
Whole-hearted enthusiasts of

this sort are, however, not

always to be met. I knew
such a man, who had spent
twenty-five years of his life
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on this work, and, in spite

of the loneliness, thoroughly

enjoyed it, even though most

of his time had been spent in

very hot and trying parts.
His whole soul was in his

work, not in the engineering

part of it, for in that he took

little interest, although he
had passed high examinations.

What he lived for was the

helping of the people of the

land by every possible means.
He spoke their language per-

fectly not merely the polished
Urdu of the gentlefolks, but
the rough patois of the peas-
ant. "What he did not know
about their crops and their

methods of cultivation was
not worth knowing. They
regarded him with intense ad-
miration and affection, and he
dealt with them with the most
infinite patience, listening to

their interminable yarns and

quietly reasoning with them,
settling their quarrels and

helping them in their diffi-

culties. But the effect on the
man himself was curious. He
had lived apart from his fel-

lows so much that in many
little matters he had become
a law to himself. His clothes
were cut in a fashion that
suited him. His food was
peculiar, and the times of his
meals were at such hours as
were most convenient to him-
self, not those of ordinary
society. He took an interest,
keen and intelligent, in all

that was going on in the
Western world, and he was

a great reader; but he re-

garded all progress that did not

directly bear on philanthropic
schemes as of very small value.

As for the mere politician, the

M.P., the man of letters, the

financier, the business man,
he regarded them with con-

temptuous pity. He was the

influential authority in a dis-

trict as large as a big English
county, and as densely popu-
lated, and although there were
other Englishmen in that dis-

trict who were the responsible

representatives of the ruling
race, none of them was, or

could be, brought into such

daily contact with the people
as he. And in this life-work

he was supremely content.

A somewhat similar char-

acter must have been the

great Sir Arthur Cotton. To
the present generation, per-

haps, it is necessary to state

who he was, for when he died

at a very advanced age, 'The
Times '

obituary notice stated
" he was employed by the

Public Works Department in

the making of roads, the con-

struction of bridges, and other

engineering works." These
last words are truly delicious.

The correspondent had appar-

ently never heard that the

veteran soldier had been one
of the greatest engineers of

his day, had harnessed some
of the mightiest rivers in

Southern India the Godavery
in particular

1 to the work
and service of men, had by
his skill transformed enormous

1

^Blackwood's Magazine,' June 1897 "An Indian Romance : A Lesson of the
*amme '; May 1900 "Value of the Water of the Great Rivers of India."
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tracts of country from bar-

renness to fertility, thereby
rendering incalculable service

to generations of his fellows.

I had the privilege of hearing
this great and good man lec-

ture in 1874 at Chatham, on the
work to which he had devoted
so many years. The lecture

was full of statistics which I

fear had little interest for an
audience composed chiefly of

young engineer officers, though
I remember he made one rather

remarkable prophecy. Talk-

ing of inland transit and the

demands upon the engineer to

provide greater facilities for

it, he said that the time would
soon come when the bicycle,
then the plaything of the few,
would be the necessity of the

many, and that working men

would go to and from their

work on these machines. It

seemed a far-fetched idea then,
but the speaker lived to see

it fully accomplished. At the

conclusion of his lecture the

old man drew his tall, spare

figure up to its full height
and said

"Gentlemen, my young brother

officers, I envy you. Many of you
are going to a distant country, to a
life which, although it is an arduous

one, is full of compensations. You
will, if you are employed on irriga-
tion work, find it in itself intensely
interesting, and you will have the
satisfaction of knowing that it is of

infinite value to the people. You
will thereby exert an influence on

many who can never know you, but
who will bless the unknown English-
man who has brought to them such

advantages. What nobler career can

any man desire ?
"

(To be continued.)
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MENANDER'S COMEDIES.

THE gradual resuscitation of

Menander from the sands of

Egypt, which has been in pro-

gress during the last decade or

so, culminated temporarily,
let us hope a couple of

years ago in the discovery of

a papyrus containing about
1300 lines in a very fair state

of preservation. M. Lefebvre,
the fortunate discoverer, has

recently published his find, and
the scholars of Europe are

busily engaged in the fascin-

ating pursuit of restoring and

emending. It will be some
time yet before the text can be

placed upon a thoroughly satis-

factory footing; much of it,

however, is straightforward
enough, and future modifica-

tions of detail will not affect

the general estimate of the

poet's quality. The extraordi-

nary reputation achieved by
Menander, whose name was
coupled by one distinguished
critic of antiquity with that of

Homer, has passed into a tradi-

tion, and there are few of the
lost Greek classics whose re-

appearance would have been
more widely welcomed. Chance
has now restored to us some
substantial samples of the great
dramatist's work, and it is

interesting to ask what are
their salient characteristics and
how far they realise expecta-
tions.

A word, first, concerning the
contents of the new manu-
script. This unfortunately is

divided among four different

plays, so that it is not yet

possible to read over a comedy
of Menander in anything like

entirety. Of one of the four,

however, the "Arbitrators," a

large section of over 500 lines,

which may not fall far short of

half the total number, is pre-
served. The remains of an-

other, the "Lady of the Shorn

Locks," consisting of about 350

verses, are usefully supple-
mented by a considerable frag-
ment previously recovered from
another source ;

those of a

third play, doubtfully identified

as the "Samian Woman," are

of similar compass ;
while the

fourth, the "Hero," is repre-
sented by the argument, a list

of the dramatis personce, and
the first 70 lines. Considerable

insight into the dramatic struc-

ture of these pieces is thus

afforded in each case.

Though no doubt it would
have been far more satisfactory
to possess one play complete
than slices of several, the course

which fortune has, as a matter
of fact, taken, is not without

some advantages. A number
of torsos, though less attractive,

may in certain respects be more
instructive than a single entire

figure. A point, for example,
which is now clearly brought
out, is the sameness of many of

Menander's plots. The domestic

drama of the New Attic Comedy
had developed a few favourite

situations, and upon these he
was content to ring the changes,
with much ingenuity no doubt,
if with a rather too frequent
recourse to coincidence. Tortu-
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ous love-affairs were the pre-

vailing theme ;
and two motifs

in particular appear with an
almost painful regularity a
clandestine relationship which
is eventually replaced by mar-

riage, and the recognition of an

unsuspected identity by means
of a token or other device.

These two stock ideas, in

various combinations and modi-

fications, were in constant re-

quest ; one or both figure in

each of our four plays. More-
over these conventional subjects
do not appear to have been
diversified by much elaboration

in details or complexity of side

issues ; and it is not difficult to

understand why Terence, in

adapting Menander to the
Roman stage, sometimes found
it necessary to resort to con-

taminatio i.e., the amalgama-
tion of two plays of his model
in one of his own. In that

sense, indeed, the Latin poet
may be described as a "dupli-
cated

"
rather than a " halved "

Menander, as Caesar in his oft-

quoted epigram dubbed him.
We may then conclude that

Menander's strength did not
consist in any special gift for

the invention of original and

interesting plots, and must
look in some other direction

for the secret of his success.

It is to be found, as Quin-
tilian long ago perceived, in

his consummate delineation of

character. " So successful was
he," says this critic, "in de-

picting every aspect of life,

his fertility of imagination and

facility of expression were so

great, his adaptability to all

situations, characters, and
moods so complete." Of

course the similarities in his

plots led to a certain amount
of repetition in the figures,
but these retained their in-

dividualities ; they were not
allowed to degenerate into

conventional types. The per-
sons represented in the Menan-
drian drama are just ordi-

nary men and women, who
apart from those stock fea-

tures of plot already referred

to, which can hardly reflect

common occurrences in Athen-
ian social life act just as

they would be found acting
in everyday intercourse. The
observation is not less accu-

rate than the expression is

masterly. Menander neither

idealises nor caricatures. He
is a realist, who obtains his

effects by a series of light and
skilful touches, not by large

splashes of colour. Not that

there was an absence of vigour
or want of light and shade;
vis was the quality in which
Caesar found the Greek orig-
inal so much superior to the

Latin imitation, and the char-

acters when moved by passion

display plenty of energy. The
soldier Polemon, who in a fit

of jealousy outs off his sweet-

heart's hair, Demeas turning
the Samian woman out of his

house, the young husband
Charisius upbraiding himself

for his unworthy suspicions
of his wife, these are not to

be accused of inertness or un-

reality. They are real crea-

tures of flesh and blood, the

strange inconsistent mixtures
of good and evil which con-

stitute the bulk of mankind.
As with the poet's charac-

ters, so with his language; it
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seems to be taken straight
from common life. It is

marked by terseness and ele-

gance, not brilliance or wit.

The vocabulary is compara-

tively small, the sentences

are loosely connected and often

dependent for their proper
force upon emphasis and ges-
ture. Menander, therefore,

both on account of the deli-

cacy of his characterisation

and the conversational simpli-

city of his style, is a some-

what elusive writer, whose

points may easily be missed

on a first perusal. To quote
Quintilian again, he must
be diligenter lectus. Perhaps
most people to whom he may
be newly introduced, especially
those who have an old friend

in Aristophanes, will experi-
ence a feeling of disappoint-
ment. But like all that is of

fine quality he will be found to

improve upon acquaintance.
One attribute, however,

which we are accustomed to

look for in a writer of comedy,
will fail to emerge into pro-
minence, and its comparatively
small part is one of the most

striking things about our
author. His comedies are

very largely not comic. They
are studies of life on its lighter
side, full of shrewd observa-
tion and good sense, and not

wanting in humour, but they
are not essentially droll. Plu-
tarch has drawn a comparison
between Menander and Aristo-

phanes, very much to the
latter's disadvantage ; but
methods and aims so dispa-
rate can hardly be measured
against each other. It is a

question of taste, of what you

want. Regarded as a pro-
ducer of mirth, the older com-
edian is in a class by himself.

It is seldom possible to retain

one's gravity over many lines

of Aristophanes, whereas pages
of Menander may be read with

scarcely a smile. Where the

latter introduces a farcical ele-

ment, it is apparently with no

great zest nor any conspicuous
success. In many respects he
stands in a closer relation

to Euripides than to Aristo-

phanes.
But the reader will by this

time be glad to have an oppor-

tunity of judging for himself.

The following scene is the

famous one from which the
"
Arbitrators," one of the most

admired of Menander's produc-
tions, took its name. It has

already, we hear, been seen

upon a Parisian stage, and the

foremost scholar of Germany
has pronounced that "Menan-
der

"
will in future be generally

understood to mean the " Arbi-

trators." It may therefore be

taken as a not unfavourable

specimen of the dramatist's

work. The story turns upon
the discovery of the parentage
of a certain infant, whereby a

reconciliation is finally effected

between a young married couple
whom its birth at an awkward
moment had estranged. This

child was found by Davus, a

shepherd, who gave it to a

neighbour named Syriscus, but

retained possession of some

trinkets which had accom-

panied it. The existence of

these, however, came to the

ears of Syriscus, who proceeded
to demand them on the child's

behalf, and after some dispute
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the two agreed to submit their cides between them with strict

difference to arbitration. The impartiality, but without the

resulting dialogue well illus- least sympathy. The charac-

trates Menander's methods. It terisation is amusing, and a
is marked by the vivacity, point, certain comical effect is pro-
and ease of which the writer duoed by the manner in which
was a master, and contrives to Syriscus is made to ape the

touch off with an admirable forms of rhetoric
; but, as usual,

skill the idiosyncrasies of the the ludicrous element is but

speakers. There is the rough slight.
and simple-minded Davus, For a just appreciation of

thoroughly convinced of the Menander, nothing, of course,

justice of his case, though actu- but the original will serve
; the

ated by motives which will not more delicate qualities are so

really bear inspection, and apt to be obscured or to dis-

which he is at a loss to con- appear when the attempt is

ceal ; his more sophisticated made to convey them through
rival, readier of wit and tongue, the medium of another lan-

but, we suspect, on a very guage. Of the inadequacy of

similar level of honesty; and the present translation no one
their morose and laconic judge, is likely to be more conscious

who out of curiosity consents to than the translator,

listen to their dispute, and de-

The action passes in the country. The stage is occupied by two or three houses.

When the scene (which isfrom near the commencement of the play] opens, two

peasants, SYRISCUS and DAVUS, are wrangling together in the road. The

Jormer is accompanied by a woman carrying a baby.

Syriscus. You run away from justice.
Davus. Sland'ring knave !

Syr. You have no right to keep what is not yours.
This needs an arbitrator.

Da. Good ! Let's have one.

Syr. Whom, then ?

Da. Any one will do for me. Ah, yes !

It serves me right ! Why did I let you share ?

(SMICEINES comes out of one of the houses.)

Syr. (indicating Smicrines.) Will you have him for judge?
Da. Yes, and good luck !

Syr. Kind sir, for God's sake, could you spare a minute ?

Smicrines. To you ? What for ?

Syr. There's some dispute between us.

Smic. What's that to me ?

Syr. We want a settlement

By some fair judge. If nothing hinders you,
Decide between us.

Smic. Oh, you good-for-noughts !

You, wearing skins, and arguing points of law !

Syr. Nevertheless, sir, do us this kind service ;

The matter's short, and easy, too, to hear.

Don't spurn us, for the love of Heaven 1 Justice

Ought always to prevail, and everywhere ;

VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCXII. 3 H
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And the first-comer ought to do his best

To help its cause : 'tis everyone's concern.

Da. (aside.) I've got to deal with no mean orator !

Why did I let him share ?

Smic. Will you abide

By my decision ?

Syr. Certainly.
Smic. I'll hear

;

What's to prevent ? Speak first, you silent one.

Da. That all may be quite clear, I must not tell

Only of what has passed between us, but

Go back a little. Just about a month

Ago to-day, sir, I was feeding sheep
In the woods close by, and there I found a child,

An infant that had been exposed : it wore
A necklet and a few small ornaments

Syr. Ah, there's the point !

Da. He doesn't let me speak.
Smic. No interruptions, or you'll feel my stick

About your back.

Da. And serve him right !

Smic. Proceed.

Da. I picked them up, and took them home with me.
I meant to rear it ; that was my notion then.

But in the night, as every one will do,
I thought the matter over. What, said I,

Have I to do with feeding babies? Where's
The money coming from ? Why take the trouble ?

Such was my mood. Next day I went again
To the pasture. Thither also came this man
To cut some billets he's a charcoal-burner.
He was an old acquaintance, so we talked.

Seeing my gloomy looks, "What's on your mind,"

Says he,
" Friend Davus ?

" " On my mind !
" said I,

" I'm worried," and I told him all the story.
Before I'd finished,

"
Davus, give the child

To me," he kept on. " So Heaven send you luck,

Prosperity, and freedom ! I've a wife,"
He says,

" and she has had a child that died "

Meaning this woman here who carries it.

Smic. You begged for it ?

Syr. I did.

Da. Throughout the day
He urged me, and his prayers and pleas at last

Won my consent. I gave it him. He left,

Invoking blessings on me : he took my hands
And kissed them.

Smic. Did you ?

Syr. Yes.
Da. He went away.

Just now he met me with his wife, and claims
The objects which accompanied the child ;

They were of no account, mere worthless trifles.

When I refuse and claim to keep these things
He says I injure him, while I maintain
He owes me only thanks for giving him
The share he asked for. If I don't give all

He has no right to call me to account.
Had he been walking with me, then the find
Had been in common : he'd have had his share,
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I mine. But when I've found them by myself,
Do you suppose you ought to take the whole
And I get nothing ? No ! In short, I gave
Of my free will a part of what was mine ;

If you like it, keep it ; ff you don't, and if

You've changed your mind, why, give it back again
And neither injure nor be injured. All,
Part with my will and part in my despite,
You cannot justly have. I've said my say.

Syr. Has he finished ?

Smic. Finished : don't you hear him ?

Syr. Good !

Then now it's my turn. Yes, he found the child

Alone, and everything he says is true.

'Twas so it happened, sir, I don't deny it.

I asked and begged him, and I so obtained
This baby from him, as he truly says.
A shepherd whom he told, a mate of his,

Brought word to me of how this man had found
Some trinkets with the child ; who, sir, is here

Himself to seek them. Give him, wife, to me.
This is the claimant, Davus, of the necklet

And the other tokens, which, he says, were put
As ornaments for him, not food for you.
And I support his claim as guardian,
Which you yourself by giving him have made me.
Now here, I think, is the question, sir, for you,
Whether the gold or what not, in accord

With the child's mother's gift, whoe'er she was,
Should be guarded for him till he comes of age,
Or whether he who stole another's goods,
Because he found them first, should keep the same.
But why, you say, did I not claim them from you
When I took him ? Because I could not yet

Speak thus on his behalf : nor do I now
Make any claim upon my own account.

As for a "common find," there's no such thing
As finding when another party's wronged :

I don't call that a find, but spoliation.
And see here too, sir : possibly this child

Is better born than us, and after being

Brought up with workmen he'll despise their life,

And turning back towards his ancestry
Will venture on some lofty deed, go in

For lion-hunting, soldiering, athletics.

You've seen the tragedies, of course : well, there

You have the thing exactly. Those great heroes,
Neleus and Pelias, were found one day
By some old goatherd wearing skins like me.

But when he saw they were of nobler blood,
He told the story how he'd found and kept them,
And gave to them a little bag of tokens

Whereby they clearly learnt their history,
And they who once were goatherds turned to princes.
But had a Davus filched and sold those things,
That he himself might make a dozen drachmas,

They would have languished in obscurity
For all their proud and lofty lineage.
It is not fair that while I rear the child

Davus should make away, sir, with his hope
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Of restoration.
;Twas by suchlike means

One man was stopped from marrying a sister,

Another found and set his mother free,

A third preserved his brother. All our lives

Are so beset with perils, sir, that we
Should look ahead as far as possible
And ponder all our means of guarding them.
But "Give it back," says he, "if you're not pleased,"
And thinks he has a weighty argument.
It isn't justice, when it's you who ought
To render up this baby's property,
To try to get him too, in order that

You may with greater safety play the knave
With all that fate has now preserved for him.

I've done ; decide as you consider just.
Smic. Decision's easy : what accompanied

The child, is his ; that is my judgment.
Da. Good !

But what about the child ?

Smic. I won't adjudge him,
Not I, to you who wrong him, but to one
Who aids him and repels your base design.

Syr. May heaven bless you !

Da. What a monstrous verdict !

Lord save us ! Why, I found the things, I've had
The trouble and he just walks away with them.
I give them up then ?

Smic. Yes.
Da. Oh, monstrous verdict,

May I be cursed if it isn't !

Smic. Come, make haste.

Da. By Hercules, what treatment !

Smic. Bring that wallet

And show it here. Is this, then, where you keep them ?

Da. Well, let me have a moment, please. (Aside.) Oh, why
Did I make him arbiter ?

Smic. Out with
it, blackguard !

Da. What shameful treatment !

Smic. Have you got everything ?

Syr. I think so, if he hasn't swallowed something
During my speech when he was being worsted.
I never thought I'd get it all. Farewell,
Good sir ! I only wish that every judge
Could be a man of that sort.

Da. What a swindle !

By Hercules, a monstrous verdict, truly !

Syr. You were, and are, a villain.

Da. Just take care

You save securely what you've robbed from me.
Be very sure I'll keep my eye upon you.

Syr. Go to the devil ! Here, wife, take these things
And bring them to Chserestratus, my master.
We'll stay the night here now, and in the morning,
Having paid our dues, start off again to work.

But, first, just count them over, one by one.
Have you got a box ? Then put them in your pocket.

A. S. HUNT.
QUEEN'S COLLEGE, OXFORD.
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COME BACK TO ERIN.

GALTWAY town in August
some sixteen years ago, and
a schoolboy and schoolmaster

just released from stuffy class-

rooms at the beginning of the

summer holidays. The chief

glory of Galway just then was
the railway-station refreshment

room, in which a murder had
been committed a little while
before we came. I forget the

circumstances, but remember
a talkative Irish porter show-

ing me the bullet -holes in

the woodwork with pride and
reverence, when my preceptor's
back was turned. He seemed
to think that the attractions of

the Bridge and the Claddagh
paled before these unhappy
tokens of wrath and passion.
We were outward bound for

Doohulla Lodge, near Clifden,
in the far West, the land of a
thousand lakes. There was no

railway in those days, and the
"
long oar

" was the only public

conveyance over the fifty miles
of road between Galway and
Clifden.

In the forenoon we bought
provisions and Guinness, piling
our luggage and all on the top
of the four-wheeled stage-car,
which reposed horseless in the

Square. We walked across

into the Claddagh, standing on
the bridge awhile to marvel at

the sight in the river beneath
us. There lay motionless, save
for an occasional flap of some

huge tail, hundreds of great
salmon, waiting for a spate to

take them up into Corrib. It

was an unusually dry year, and
lack of water was the fisher-

man's complaint all over the

country.

Presently we rumbled out of

the town on the "long car,"
with an old countrywoman
and a priest for company. My
schoolmaster and the priest fell

a-talking, while I snoozed un-

comfortably on the hard seat,

tired with the journey. By-
and-by we came to an Irish

Constabulary station, all loop-
holed and fortified. This as-

tonished and shocked me. The

priest guessed at my feelings,
and tried to reassure me, say-

ing that I need not be fright-
ened. However, it was not

fright I felt, only a dim uneasy
suspicion that something must
be very wrong somewhere if

such things were necessary
not twenty -four hours from
London.
The car stopped to change

horses at Blackadder's Hotel
in Ballynahinch. Every one
there was much down in the

mouth about the fishing.
" No

water," became a dolorous

litany, and rang plaintively in

our ears as we resumed our

journey.
We arrived at Clifden after

dark, and found Pat and the

car from Doohulla ready to

take us the six miles that still

had to be covered before our

journey was done. We climbed

up, but Pat missed his footing
and sprawled in the road, where
he reclined on his back, laugh-
ing softly, while an unmistak-
able aroma of "

potheen" forced

itself upon our noses. We
bundled him up on to the car
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somehow and set off, Mr E.

driving. The villain tumbled

off twice en route, and it was

nearly midnight by the time

we reached the Lodge. Our
host welcomed us warmly,
and abused Pat vigorously,

although by this time that

worthy was quite unconscious

of praise or blame. Poor Pat !

He was a capital fellow when
he could be kept off the drink,
and was invaluable to our host

in his treble capacity of butler,

coachman, and keeper. It was
with real sorrow that I heard,
a year or two later, that he
had been drowned in an en-

deavour to save the life of a

small boy who had tumbled out

of a boat on one of the loughs
near Doohulla. Pat could not

swim, but none the less plunged
gallantly in after the boy. He
sank like a stone, and was dead
before they could get him out.

He was typical of his kind,
reckless and impulsive, always
light-hearted, a keen sports-

man, and a charming com-

panion, a child with a man's
vices.

Doohulla Lodge stands with-
in a stone's-throw of the sea,
on a peninsula formed by the
river and a large lough. The
coast-line is the wildest imagin-
able, broken up into numerous

shaggy islands of all shapes
and sizes, on to some of which

you can climb dryshod when
the tide is out. Far in the
distance are the blue Achill

mountains. Away inland
stretches the bog, mile after

mile, dotted here and there
with lakes, of which there are
more than thirty within a

league or two of the Lodge.
The fishing is of the best in

anything like a good year, but,
alas! this was a bad one. A
little straggling village lies

half a mile away along the

beach some of the houses

almost within reach of the

thundering Atlantic waves.

We fished vigorously for

several days, but then had to

give it up as a bad job at

least the others did. I was

perfectly happy pulling little

trout out of the burns which
ran from lough to lough over

the bog. I found, too, that

very fair trout were to be had
out of the upland isolated lakes,

which had no apparent connec-

tion with any burn or stream.

When I got tired of fishing, I

would take my gun and ramble

along the shore on the look-out

for a young curlew or a plover.
Once I shot a cormorant, to my
great delight, and started off

for home with the great bird

clasped closely to me. I had
not gone far before I became
aware that the bird, was very

smelly, and a little bit farther

on I discovered that it was

well, absolutely crawling. I

was on the point of abandoning
my victim, but espying a little

boy in the distance, I gave him

sixpence to carry it to the

Lodge. The boy arrived safely
with the horrid body, and, find-

ing no one about, deposited it

in the sitting-room, where mine
host and Mr E. presently found
it. When I came in I had a

warm reception, and was made
to dig its grave before being
allowed to take my tea.

One day I remember well. I

had wandered a long way from
home. I suppose that no human
being was within five miles of

me. Turning a corner of the
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cliff, which at this point was a

rough rock, perhaps forty feet

high, I came in sight of a little

green headland jutting out into
a wide sandy bay. The whole
scene was so unlike the usual
view along the shore that I

stopped to admire it. There
was something white gleaming
in the sun on the top of the

headland. Its shape puzzled
me, and it moved as I ap-
proached. Several rabbits were

scampering about, and I might
have had a shot if my attention

had not been so taken up with
this peculiar white object. I

came quite close to it before

realising that it was a human
skull. The little hill was a

perfect Golgotha. It had, I

suppose, been a burial-ground
in some past epoch (none of the

natives knew how old it was,
or what men had been buried

there), and the rabbits, in

honeycombing the place with
their burrows, had uncovered

many of the bones. I sat down
a little way off out of sight to

see what the small beasts had
been doing with the skull, and

presently two or three young
ones came up out of a hole near

by and began playing with it,

rolling it over and over. Who
were these men, I wonder,
buried here, facing the great
Atlantic, with nothing but a

few yards of beach and the

great sea between their bones
and the New World?
We stayed on until nearly

half-way through September,
and had many long tramps over

the bog after the scant grouse
and partridges who lived there.

We walked from morning to

night, and thought ourselves

lucky if we came home with,

say, five brace of grouse and half

a dozen partridges. Pat would
take me under his especial care,

carrying my cartridges, coat,

lunch, camera everything that

I might conceivably want dur-

ing the day. One morning we
had not been walking very long
before he came up to me with
a sheepish look, and produced a

flask from his pocket, which I

recognised as belonging to Mr
E. " The stopper 'd come out,"
he explained, and he could not

put it back again, as the bayonet
lock of it was beyond him.

Would I do it for him ? The

whisky and water inside had
come out too, and Pat was at a

loss to account for it to Mr E.,

to whom I handed the flask,

telling Pat that I could not

put the stopper in again either !

We had a visit of state

from the parish priest and a

local J.P. one day. They
came at tea-time, and stayed
till we were so sleepy we
could not keep awake any
longer, and had to drive the

good souls away with the

broadest of hints that we
wished to go to bed. The con-

versation at supper was all

about the mysterious wind-

swept little isle off Achill, set

deep in the Atlantic, where live

and rule a king and a queen
and a sacred stone. The popula-
tion numbers but a hundred
souls or so, who make a bare

living out of the sea and the

products of illicit whisky dis-

tilling. Imprimis they worship
the stone, which is said to be of

meteoric origin, but they also

own a certain allegiance to the

priest, who pays them occa-

sional visits from the mainland.

Two Englishmen once tried to
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steal the stone, but were caught
in the act, and barely escaped,

broken and bleeding, with their

lives. The "king" is king by
right of birth, the succession

having continued for genera-
tions in an unbroken line.

A day or two before our time

was up the rain came indeed,
and the river became a swollen,

muddy torrent. It did not do
Mr E. and myself any good, but
we heard afterwards that our
host had had some capital sport
after we had gone.
The next time I went to Doo-

hulla was some four years later,
in the winter. I was then an

undergraduate, with Modera-
tions to be passed somehow in

the next term. Reading in the
Vac. was an imperative neces-

sity. Discussing the matter one

night with two fellow-sufferers,
I remembered Doohulla. We
soon decided that it was just
the place for us, so I wrote to

my quondam host, but he had
sold the Lodge, and the pro-

perty was in someone else's

hands. However, we eventu-

ally discovered that the house
was empty, and that if we
liked to provision ourselves we
could go when we liked, and
shoot what we liked, at a
nominal rent.

We rendezvoused on the boat
at Holyhead, and discovered
that through some mistake

only two berths had been
allotted to the three of us.

As it was a bitterly cold

night in mid-winter, this was
a matter of some consequence.We had a pack of cards with
us, however, and settled the
matter by cutting through the
pack on the saloon table no
berth for whoever drew the

first knave. The other pass-

engers were rather horrified,
I think, and took us for

sharpers.
It did not take us so long

to get to Clifden as on my
former visit, as a light line had
been laid down from Galway,
and the old "long car" had
vanished. It was wonderfully
hot in Ireland for the time of

year, and we usually walked
about the bog in our shirt

sleeves, though hunting in Eng-
land was completely stopped by
frost and snow. This weather,

though pleasant enough, was

hardly welcome, as of course

we could not expect to get
many snipe or duck while it

lasted. I missed poor Pat a

great deal, and did not like

his successor ; also our cook
and housekeeper was not very
skilled in the culinary art.

A noble dish of snipe appeared
at breakfast one morning: it

seemed a curious thing, as we
had only shot two or three the

day before. However, we said

nothing, but began our meal :

in a minute the room was filled

with imprecations, for the good
soul had plucked and served

up a lot of little redshanks,

sandpipers, and other small

birds which Godfrey had shot

with the intention of stuffing.
When cooked there was little

difference between them and
the snipe to look at, but their

taste was indescribably vile !

We combined a certain

amount of reading with a

great amount of walking. We
usually got up just before it

was light, and visited one or

other of the neighbouring lakes,
which were often covered with
duck of all sorts at this time
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of the morning. We would
then separate, and under cover
of the darkness make our way
with great care as near to

the water as was possible with-
out disturbing the duck. Very
exciting it was lying there in

the dark waiting for the first

glimmer of dawn, and listening
to the quacking of the mallard
and the shrill " Who are you ?

"

of the widgeon.
Gradually as it grew light

one could distinguish the forms
of the birds on the water,

though I have often watched
a stone for a long time, think-

ing it was a duck. Then
when one or other of us had
a good chance a shot would

ring out, and instantly the air

would fill with the sound of

rushing wings. With luck one
could get several shots as they
circled overhead before depart-
ing, and we seldom came back

empty-handed, though of course
misses were frequent in the un-
certain light.
The morning we sometimes

spent over our books. In the
afternoon we usually tried to

shoot snipe or grouse or par-

tridges whatever we came
across on the bog. The par-

tridges lay very well as a rule,

owing, I suppose, to the warm
weather, and we bagged a

good many. There was a

large flock of wild geese which

generally frequented one par-
ticular part of the bog, and

many times did we try to

circumvent them. They were
too wily for us, however,

though if we had had a small
rifle we might perhaps have

bagged one, as they would
often let us get within a
hundred yards of them before

they made off. We tried driv-

ing them, but with no success.

In the evening, as it was grow-
ing dark, we used to wait

along the shore for the return-

ing duck, and one Saturday
night had quite a good shoot,

killing perhaps seven or eight
as we stood in the road be-

tween the village and the

church. It was quite dark by
the time we had finished, and

raining hard, so we only picked
up the one or two that had
fallen close by us, and made
for the Lodge.
Next morning was Sunday,

so we were later than usual.

After breakfast we sauntered
down the road to retrieve our

spoils, but not a duck was to

be found. The villagers going
to early Mass had picked them
all up, thoroughly searching
the fields on either side of the

road for some distance. The

priest, the next time we met
him, asked us, with a twinkle

in his eye, not to kill duck
on Saturday night any more,
as it was so demoralising to

his congregation !

We had a mild revenge in

a day or two, however. One
morning we had made our

way in the dark to a lough
some little way off that we
had not tried before. It did

not produce a single duck ;
and

we were coming home in the

growing light, feeling rather

cross, when, with a tremend-
ous quacking, up got a duck
at Godfrey's feet. He blazed

away at it and killed it. On
inspection it proved to be a

beautiful farmyard drake. We
offered to pay, of course; but

the owner would not hear of

it, and abused the silly bird
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for staying out at night when I was sitting one morning,
it could have lain snug by towards the end of the Michael-

the fire ! mas term, wondering how I

Dick saw a seal one day; should amuse myself during
but though there are, I be- the Vao., when my scout

lieve, plenty at Achill, it was brought in a letter from a

the only one that appeared soldier uncle a captain in the

during my two visits to Doo- 120th Lancers, then stationed

hulla. Woodcock were there at Ballinoollig, near Cork,

most winters in fair numbers, "Come and spend your Vac.

we were told
;
but during our with us here," he wrote. " I

stay owing, I suppose, to the am doing adjutant, and am
warm weather we saw none, so busy that I have little

We got a good deal of fun time for hunting. You can
out of the lean wiry hares ride my two horses, and hire

that lived on the bog ex- from Cork if you want to.

temporising a scratch pack of The regimental pack is going
beagles out of Godfrey's little strong, though we are a little

wire-haired terrier, a spaniel, short of foxes." Would I

and a setter (quite useless for come ! Needless to say I ac-

performing their proper duties) eepted the invitation promptly,
who lived at the Lodge, and and a few weeks later found

any stray cur or ours who myself embarked upon the

cared to join in the chase, pig-boat which plies (or plied)
Of course no hare was ever between Milford Haven and

killed, but it was capital Cork,
exercise. For the next six weeks I

The most remarkable thing was in Paradise. My uncle's

about this expedition was that two horses were both good to

all three of us got safely go though one was odd to

through Mods, in the follow- look at, and bore the appro-

ing term. priate name of Corkscrew. A
If asked to say truly which gaunt, ugly, razor - backed

have been the happiest mo- brute, he had quarters which
ments of his life, I think many would heave him over a
a man would answer, "The church, and was clever as a

year at the 'Varsity after I begging - letter writer. He
had defeated the Examiners was thoroughly unsound, and
in Mods." The final schools fired on all four legs, yet for

are so far ahead as to be those weeks he never missed

(or to seem) negligible: one his turn. The other was a
has found one's feet in the very different stamp of horse

college, made one's friends, a valuable animal, and a
fixed one's walk in the daily fine weight - carrying hunter,
life of the University. Duns Yet I preferred Corkscrew,
have not begun to trouble, He was one of those horses
nor friends to go down ; every who love hunting, and you
prospect pleases, and even the could not keep him away
Dons are not unreasonably from hounds.
vile- Ay de mi! it's good to be
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one - and - twenty on top of a

gallant horse, galloping over

good turf, with the racing pack
but half a field in front of you.
It is not, thank goodness, yet
a case of " nil dama sapit

"
;

yet the keen edge of enjoyment
wears a little dull as the years
go by, and the topmost pin-
nacles of pleasure can only be
scaled in the early twenties.

On a hunting morning we
went forth a joyous band :

some of the subalterns were
about my own age, or only a

little older, one and all were

good fellows and good sports-

men, and we soon were "thick
as thieves." The Master, a

young captain, hunted the

hounds right well, and the

hounds themselves, though a

little unequal, were a very
useful lot. Much pains and

money had been spent upon
them, and the Master's loving
care had borne good fruit. The
fields were not large : there

are many packs of hounds near

Cork, and the 120th generally
met away in the Macroom
direction, too far off for the

Corkites. It is said of Cork
that it is the only spot on
earth where you can hunt
seven days a-week : there was
a bobbery pack of Koman
Catholic harriers who used to

go out on a Sunday!
Foxes were rather hard to

find, it is true. But a blank

day in this part of Ireland is

not at all the same dreary per-
formance that it is in England.
In nine cases out of ten, you
can only get to a covert by
riding across country to it :

jogging along the road from
the meet, the Master would

suddenly turn into a field with

807

but the one entrance; then

away he would go, with the

hounds at his heels, over the

rasping big bank in front, and
if you did not follow, the

chances were you never saw
hounds again for that day.
The field followed as if

'chasing, and for perhaps half

a mile one galloped and jumped
and jumped and galloped until

the little gorse covert was
reached. Too often there was
no fox in it, but if there was,

you were almost sure of a run
on those good grass

- lands.

Stopping the foxes out was a

difficult matter in that sparse
wild country : it was not done
too zealously, on account of

their scarcity, and, after a

little, one began to recognise
various foxes by sight, and to

pray for their safe escape,
inasmuch as one knew that

if a certain one was killed

there was never another with-

in five miles of him.

The landowners of the neigh-
bourhood did all they could for

the regimental pack, and the

peasants were not at all un-

friendly, although I believe

there had been some trouble

in the past, fomented, of course,

by that Curse of Ireland, the

League. The country
- houses

were as hospitable as could

be: at one, "The Court," I

found some old schoolfellows,

and stopped with them one

night when the hounds were
to meet there next morning.
A right good evening we had,

dancing till long past midnight.
There is a something about
Irish hospitality which no
other country can imitate.

Three days a-week, with an
occasional bye, was the pro-
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gramme. My unole's two

horses each did their three

days a -fortnight comfortably,
but I had to hire for the bye-

day, and very strange quad-

rupeds some of the hirelings
were. I remember one morn-

ing an animal was brought
out from Cork for me to ride

which was obviously and hope-

lessly lame. The horse-dealer

bade his man trot her round
the barrack-square, and I said

it would be cruelty to mount
so lame a mare. "Sure she's

not lame at all, at all," was
the reply, "she is only terribly
fond of hopping

"
!

Hunting with the Bicester

and Heythrop seemed tame for

a time after those great stone-

faced banks and the never-

ending grass.
For ten years I went no

more to Ireland. Then one

evening in the smoking-room,
after a day's pheasant-shooting,
an old friend asked me if I

would come to the North-West
of Ireland with him in January
to shoot a few snipe and duck.
He had for some years rented
the shooting of fifteen thousand
acres of moorland.
So it was arranged, and

early January found us in-

stalled in The Retreat, a little

cottage set deep in that wild

sporting country. Over against
us rose the majestic pinnacles
of a granite mountain, and
below us was a clear, deep lake.

Away behind the little house
stretched the brown moorland,
for I know not how many miles
of sober - coloured solitude.

"Mountain and moor and
lake," the great wind-swept
spaces of the hills, the soft

colouring of the peat-hags in

their winter garb, the little

waves murmuring to the gentle
air, lapping cheerfully upon the

stony shore, how good it all

was. How good to spend un-
broken days in those calm soli-

tudes, wandering from lake to

lake, from marsh to marsh, ab-

sorbing the comforting spirit
of the wilderness, which now
dwells only in a few places of

these crowded little isles. Then
in the evening, how good to

pull the rickety arm-chair to

the peat fire, and watch one's

companion scientifically order

the damp turf till it glowed
red-hot, while story succeeded

story, ranging the world over,

prying into Hades and touch-

ing on Olympus ;
until we two

became as proper gods, full-fed

and comfortable, with pipes
and good whisky ready to our

hands, settling the loves and
the strifes and the vain wran-

glings of all poor mortal men.
There was not a great deal

to shoot. We never had a

blank day, but two jacksnipe
once were all that saved us

from this reproach. Occasion-

ally we found a spot, some
little tussocky corner tucked

away in the hills, where there

rose six or eight snipe at a

time; more often the most

likely places were empty.
From the river and the reeds

of certain lakes we put into

the bag a few mallard and
some teal, and on three or four

proud occasions we slew the

wily widgeon. But the heights
of triumph were reached on the

day when we slew two whooper
swans. A large party, some

thirty in number, of these

stately people had taken up
their abode on a lough some
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three miles away. If one ap-

proached openly they simply
swam out of gunshot, and re-

fused to budge from off the

water. But by a lucky chance
I had brought a rook-rifle over

with me, and, armed with this,

made a long and exceedingly
moist stalk one morning, till I

got down to the edge of the

lake, where I squatted hidden
in some reeds. The swans
were feeding peacefully about

eighty yards away, so I up
with the little rifle, and, pick-

ing the nearest bird, let drive.

By an extraordinary stroke of

fortune it collapsed in death,
shot through the head. I fired

two more shots at them before

they got under way : great
heavy birds that they are, they
rise very slowly, smacking the

water for some distance with
their broad wings. Another
one was obviously hard hit,
and made off by himself over
the moor, flying very low. The
rest, with much "honking,"
formed into a wedge, and
sailed away majestically to the

westward, a lovely sight.
We waited till the dead bird

blew into the shore, and then
went after the wounded one

;

but having covered a couple of

miles or more were about to give
it up, when we heard shouts in

the distance from a wild Irish-

man,who came towards us, leap-

ing over the peat-hags. He was

speechless from excitement and

exhaustion, and could only
sputter out something about
"a great wild bashte." We
followed him as quickly as we
could to his lonely little cot-

tage, and there, ignominiously
imprisoned in the byre, was a

monstrous swan. As we looked

through the half-door, the poor
gallant bird stood up to his full

height his head was as high
as my shoulder and hissed

defiance. Our Irishman had
little English, but explained in

his mother - tongue to Jerry
(Frank's henchman and general
factotum) that the swan, ac-

companied by its mate, who,
he said, was somewhere near,
had pitched exhausted at his

feet where he was digging. He
had very pluckily precipitated
himself upon it (a whooper is

the largest and most powerful
of swans, and might easily have
broken his arm with its wing)
and bundled it into the shed
where we found it.

The coup-de-grdce was soon

given, and the man promised
to bring the "great bashte"
down to The Ketreat in the

evening. We could see nothing
of the other one which was
said to have followed its

wounded mate, but it must
have been watching the cottage,
for when Pat arrived hot and
tired at The Retreat that even-

ing after dark, with his heavy
burden, he told us that a swan
had flown above him all the

way down from the hills cry-

ing, and "Ye can hear her

now, sorr, if ye come outside."

We went to the door, and
from up above in the darkness

of the still night came the faint
"
honk, honk "

of the whooper.
It was the swan mourning her

lost mate, and her cry made me
feel very like a murderer. For

quite two hours the crying
went on ;

then she must have
flown away, and we heard her
no more.
The big fellow was an adult

male in full winter plumage,
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and drew the scale at twenty-
six pounds, which is, I believe,

very nearly, if not quite, a

record weight. Mr Ward set

him up beautifully, and he

holds a place of pride, due to

his beauty, among my Penates.

The first bird weighed eigh-
teen pounds: Frank had his

wings made into a fire-screen,

and very well they look. The
breast feathers made a pretty
feather boa, while the carcase

was eaten, and pronounced to

be excellent very like a goose.

Every morning Jerry used to

look in while we were finishing

breakfast, with "I think there

will be a duk on Lough-na-
Tullogh." Sometimes there

was, generally there was not,
but Lough - na -

Tullogh was

always the hors tfmuvre of the

day. Jerry was a first-rate

person. He had a fine inde-

pendent spirit, and was man
enough to stand up against
the scoundrels of the district

and this means a good deal in

Ireland. There was a certain

drunken old rascal in the village
called Johnny O'Hara, who at

one time had been proprietor
of the principal drink-shop in

the place, and had made a

good deal of money. But as
the drink gradually overcame
him he bullied his wife to death,
drove his only daughter away
to America, lost his licence,
and was finally evicted by the

Derry brewers, to whom he had
mortgaged all he possessed, for

non-payment of rent.
Now there were certain fields

which Johnny was supposed to
farm little patches of short

juicy grass, stretching down to
the sweet waters of the lake
but upon which he had paid no

rent for years. Jerry, who had
saved a little money and had

just married the prettiest girl
in all Ireland, applied to the

Major to know if he might
have these fields, offering a
fair rent. The Major, wise old

gentleman and kind landlord

that he is, said yes, but warned

Jerry that there would prob-

ably be trouble. There was.

Jerry came down from the

moorland one day to find his

cottage in flames. His wife,
almost a mother, had left the

cottage for a few minutes;
when she came back it was

blazing. Johnny was their

nearest neighbour. However,
there was no direct proof : to-

gether they beat out the flames,
saved most of their poor furni-

ture, and repaired damages.
Soon afterwards the babywas

born, and Jerry bought some

sheep. One Sunday after Mass
the priest called Jerry and said,
"
Jerry, you must take your

sheep off those fields." "An 5

for what ?
"
says Jerry.

"When
Johnny tried to burn my house

down, it's little you did to help
me

;
an' am I going to give up

the fields the Major himself

said I cud have, to drunken

Johnny O'Hara?" "You
must," says the priest,

"
'tis

an order." Then Jerry defied

him, and turned his back. A
month later the sheep were
stolen. The priest knew no-

thing about it, but the sheep
were gone. Jerry got a clue

and followed it hotfoot : finally
he obtained a conviction before

the resident magistrate against
two prominent members of the

Ancient Order of Hibernians
one of the many secret societies

with which Ireland festers,
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but he did not get back his

sheep, or their money's worth.
Father Quinfcon (the village

padre) was really a good man,
and would have been honest if

he had not been a priest. We
had a good many long talks

with him, and he worked

heartily with Frank in the

laudable project of increasing
the head of grouse on the

moorland. "It's the people's
own interest," he said. "You
give them two shillings a

bird, according to whose land
it is shot upon ; that's more
than they ever can get for a

poached bird. Yet I know it

will not stop them poaching,
however much I preach to

them about it. It's the same
with their dogs. I have told

them from the pulpit to keep
their dogs shut up in the

nesting
- time, so that there

may be the more bird-money;
but I know they will not do
it. You cannot get the silly

creatures to look after them-
selves."

We had a hot chase one day
after two poachers who were

working the moor with long
dogs. We asked a man Frank
knew well for a decent fellow,
who always had some grouse
on his farm, which way they
had gone. They must have

passed within a few yards of

where he was cutting turf;
but he would say nothing.
It's the blackguards that
terrorise the honest men in

Ireland.

One morning Jerry reported
that some wild-geese had been
seen by the river, about four

miles away. We tramped off

in search, and presently, with
the help of a strong pair of

glasses, discovered them to be

sitting quietly on the bank
half a mile away down below
us. A plan of campaign was
soon formed. Jerry was to

fetch a compass and distract

the attention of the geese from
a distance, while Frank and I

stalked them down the hill-

side. The ground was much
cut up by banks and deep
ditches ; but for all that it

seemed very doubtful if we
should be able to get within

range of these the shyest of

all wild birds. We each
selected a suitable ditch, and

began our long crawl. In
ten minutes I was wet

through, very hot, and dis-

tinctly excited; my drain got

deep as it ran down the hill-

side, and I felt sure of being
able to get fairly near to our

quarry unobserved. At the

end of forty minutes or so I

was, as far as I could judge,
about sixty yards from the

river, pretty nearly exhausted
and aching all over. My drain

went no farther. The last part
of the way had been a via

dolorosa through a mass of

thick gorse with which the

dyke was filled. However,
here I was. The question
arose, Where were the geese?
Ever so cautiously peering
over the bank I could see

nothing of them, and the

ground looked quite different

from the plan I had formed
of it in my head after look-

ing through the glasses. There
was a cross -ditch which ran

away to my left, parallel to

the river; but it was very
shallow, and I was not sure

that it ran in the right
direction. So I decided to
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stay where I was and let

Frank open the ball if he

could. But twenty minutes

went by, and he made no sign.

I could stand my doubled-up

position no longer; so, rising

up, I charged frantically to-

wards the river-bank, hoping
I might get within shot before

they departed. Ah ! there

they were, about a dozen of

them, great, grey, soft -col-

oured creatures. They rose

quickly fifty yards away.
Both barrels, and I heard the

shot rattle on their backs ;

but nothing happened. Then,
from a little way off, another

shot, and another, and a grey
goose falls with a splash into

the river. In avoiding me
they had flown straight over

Frank's head. The rest swoop
down to have a look at the

fallen bird, then form a wedge
and take themselves off. Our

sufferings had not been in

vain.

Frank told me that he had
been watching them waddling
about on the river-bank, some

sixty yards away from him,
for a long time. His ditch

went right down to the river;
but the geese were not close

enough to make a shot worth

while, so he waited for me to

move. He blamed himself much
for not having had a brace,
but the shot from his first

barrel rattled on the breast-

feathers of the one he fired

at without stopping it; the
second barrel broke its wing.
Wild goose is astonishingly

good eating, we discovered,
not unlike venison : flanked

by those beautiful little Irish

praties and washed down by
a bottle of Guinness, the bird

was a feast fit for a Roman
emperor !

I hear some one saying,
What a lot of trouble and
fuss about a wild goose ! But
there is no more difficult bird

to slay, and the man who has
shot a stag may be met with
far more often than one who
has killed a wild grey goose.
The pleasure of a stalk of any
kind lies in pitting your own
wits against those of the

animal you wish to slay.
There is mighty little amuse-

ment, it seems to me, in fol-

lowing the boot - heels of a

professional on a Scotch deer-

forest until you are bidden to

let off your rifle. I would
rather stalk a marauding
pussy-cat with an air-gun,
any day!
Again in the summer-time

did Frank and I foregather at

The Retreat, and on this occa-

sion we had our ladies with
us. It had been a poor nest-

ing season, the curs had done
a good deal of damage, and
there were not so many grouse
as usual on the moorland.

However, we shot seventy
brace over dogs in the first

fortnight, so there was nothing
to complain about. I suppose
there is no inherent reason

why Ireland should not be as

good a country for grouse as

Scotland : anyhow, I have
never heard of any. But it

never will be, unless the char-

acter of its people changes. If

the peasants would help, you
could burn the heather as you
pleased, stop poaching, destroy
the curs that do such harm,
and bring showers of gold into

many a congested district. But
it cannot be done. An Irish-
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man (one can but love him for

it) would far rather poach a few

grouse belonging to someone
else than receive sums untold
for his own, if he is not to have
the killing of them. He will

not shut up his dog, "For

why should not the poor bashte

enjoy the sun?" said one old

fellow to Frank, when ex-

postulated with about a brute
of a cur dog which we had
found harrying the mountain-
side. Something might per-

haps be done, even as things
are, with regard to heather-

burning ; but it would demand
minute and personal super-
vision. If you asked a native
to burn half an acre of ground
he would not be content till

the whole mountain was blaz-

ing. Even a comparatively
trustworthy fellow like Jerry
had no sense of proportion, and
was capable of interpreting the

simplest orders in the most

extraordinary way. In most

parts, foreign keepers would be
out of the question. The natives

would first boycott and then
shoot them. Kipling insists

on the profundity of the gulf
between East and West : I

think it is little deeper than
the mental chasm which separ-
ates the speaker of Erse from
the Cockney.
The remains of Johnny

O'Hara's belongings were still

lying in the road in front of

his house, where the mort-

gagee's men had put them,
when we arrived in August.
Apparently you cannot legally
take possession of a house over

there until all the defaulting
tenant's goods and chattels

have been cast out. It seems
VOL. CLXXXIII. NO. MCXII.

a harsh law, as a few days of

wind, rain, and sun (to say
nothing of light-fingered neigh-

bours) will very soon ruin any
furniture : it is impossible very
often to find a roof to put them
under, and the only course open
is to hold a sale, under condi-

tions naturally wholly adverse
to the vendor. Johnny was no
more to be seen, but was said

to be "
running about," which

being interpreted meant that

he was begging the roads for

a living.
Now there was another li-

censed house in the village,

kept by two decent women, the

Misses Macdonough. Johnny's
downfall had brought them a

considerably increased trade,
and many folk were envious of

their good fortune. They were
in trouble when we arrived, as

two tipsy rascals had been
found in their kitchen, which
was also the "bar," one Sun-

day, and they were to appear
before the R. M. in a few days'
time. Their defence was that

the men had arrived drunk,
and had been refused any more

liquor. Luckily for them, this,

the true story, was accepted
by the magistrate, who was no

fool, and they retired " without
a stain on their character."

The explanation of it all

was made plain to us a little

later. The son of the old lady
who looked after the post
office was a worthless tip-

pling scamp called Hugh
O'Donnell. Hugh had a

brilliant scheme, which was,

briefly, to persuade old

Johnny's daughter to come
back from America and marry
him. Then, with the money

3i
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she had saved, he proposed to

apply for her father's forfeited

licence, reopen the old drink-

shop, and live tipsily ever after.

For the furtherance of this

plan it was advisable to dis-

pose of the Macdonough licence,

and then all would be plain

sailing. So two drunk, or

sham -drunk, reprobates were
suborned to go and make a

row in the Maodenoughs'
kitchen. Then Hugh and a

constable (whom some sus-

pected of being in the plot)
were to assume a role of

righteous indignation, and get
the case brought before the

R. MJ
Hugh had an additional

ground of enmity with the

two women. Being chronically
short of cash, he used to pur-
loin his mother's postage-

stamps and exchange them for

liquor at the Macdonoughs'.
They soon realised what he
was up to, and in a little

refused to take the stamps as

payment. The feeling that he
had been found out, added to

the enforced abstinence from
the whisky bottle, no doubt

helped him in the concoction

of his abortive plan.
Yet Hugh was not all bad.

He would come willingly many
miles to show you where the
best pools on the river were,
and would spend hours in clean-

ing the ladies' bicycles. He
was a first-rate fisherman, and
I one day had the pleasure of

gaffing a fifteen-pound salmon
for him, which he had been

playing for close on two hours
with a ridiculous rickety little

trout-rod. I never saw a finer

exhibition of the fisherman's art.

The river was rather dis-

appointing. Hugh caught two
salmon and a grilse during the

time that we were at The Re-

treat, but neither Frank nor I

couldmove anything. Too many
otters and too many poachers
were killing salmon at the

same time. The old water-

bailiff was perfectly useless,

and there was an unlicensed

rod in every cottage within

miles of the water. Brown
trout abounded in the lakes,
but it was rather late for them,
and only the small fry rose

freely. Quite a number of

mallard were put in the bag
a little reedy pool, "the wee

lough under Murphy's," usually

producing three or four when-
ever we had the energy to

tramp so far.

Murphy's cottage, where he,

his wife, his mother, and their

three little girls lived in one

earthen-floored room, was the

last outpost of civilisation if

indeed Murphy could be said to

be civilised, which is doubtful.

So far away towards the back
of beyond was he, that his

children were excused from

attending any school, and
weeks passed without the

sight of a neighbour. His

holding, for which he paid the

enormous rent of half-a-crown

a-year, was a fertile, prosper-
ous little oasis among the peat-

hags. Murphy worked hard and

successfully in coaxing the not

unkindly soil to provide sus-

tenance for him and the mouths
he had to feed. He was a tall

shambling creature, friendly,
and pleased to see the English-
men and Jerry, and to welcome
them beneath his roof. He
spoke a very few words of

English,
" How are you,
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men?" and "So long," being
the chief part of his vocabu-

lary. Mrs Murphy spoke our

tongue better, though rustily.
The grandmother and the girls
knew nought but Erse.

The shanty was humble

enough, but there was no sign
of want. Milk, flat whole-meal
cakes cooked in the ashes of the

ever -burning peat fire, and

potatoes, were about all they
ate, yet the children were rosy
and plump as could be. A calf

shared their room and was
treated quite as one of the

family. One day we carried up
a box of old toys, off-sheddings
of a Sassenach nursery, for the

little girls. Among the spoils
was some paper head-gear such
as you find in crackers. Before

long, all three of them had a

gaudy cap on their touzled hair

and were gravely admiring each
other : Irish children never

laugh much, I think. The calf

in the corner promptly started

a tremendous bellowing, and
was only quieted when the old

granny crossed the room and

put a cap on its head too. Its

little feelings had been wounded
at the neglect.
Mamma and granny were

quite as excited about the toys
as the children, and we left

them all happily engaged in

exploring that magic box on
the floor together. We had a

long drink of good milk before

we went : I hope no one went
short because of it, but hospi-

tality of this kind is not to be

refused, you could see from
their faces how eager they were
to make some return for those

toys, the like of which had
never been seen on the moor-
land before, I suppose, broken

odds and ends though they
were.

Thrice have Frank and I

roamed these wilds of the North-
West together, and each time
was happier than the last. The
charm of Ireland is hard to put
into words. The land is still

unspoiled not overdone, over-

stocked, over-preserved by the

English, as is Scotland, in parts,
at anyrate. As a nation, we
are too strenuous in our pursuit
of sport, and do pleasure to

death in excess of zeal and a

fanatical spirit of record-break-

ing. Far be it from me to deny
the joy of a good day's grouse-

shooting on a highly- preserved
moor; yet it is a joy only

bought by a certain subtrac-

tion from the total sum of

future happiness. You cannot
kill one hundred or two hundred

grouse to your own gun in the

day without losing some of the

joy of grouse-shooting; and I

think that satiation -
point is

reached very easily with some

folk, including mine self. But
who could weary, if the root of

the matter is in him, of hunting
wild things in a wild country,
where if you miss your shot you
probably will not get another
for some hours; where every
empty cartridge tells a tale of

expectation and endeavour, and

you form your own plans of

campaign, free from the tyranny
of host or guest, gillie or

keeper? For some of us, at

least, the kind of sport I have
endeavoured to outline has a

charm which never fades, a

charm to which its devotees

will hope to succumb year by
year till death do them depart
to the happy hunting-grounds
of the Elysian fields.
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MISSING REGIMENTAL HONOURS.

A QUARTER of a century ago nored, notwithstanding that

a committee of distinguished the events associated with

officers assembled, under the those historic names not mere-

presidency of Sir A. Alison, ly involved brilliant military
to report upon the question triumphs in themselves, but

whether regiments which had also brought in their train

served under Marlborough, and the transfer to the British

which had borne a share in Crown of the control of a

the memorable contest for the continent.

domination of North America, In making their recommenda-
should add the names of vie- tions recommendations which,
tories gained in those wars happily, led to such famous
to the distinctions already episodes in our military annals

adorning their colours and ap- as Malplaquet and Quebec
pointments. being, after the lapse of

No achievement of a date more than a century, accorded

antecedent to the Seven Years' a place in the Army List,

War was at that time recorded the Alison Committee enun-
in the Army List, although ciated an important principle,
the British Standing Army had They declared that " in deal-

been in existence for a full ing with events so long past,

century before English infantry the names of such victories

amazed Europe by their in- only should be retained as

trepid advance at Minden, and either in themselves or by
Elliot's Horse so dramatically their results have left a mark
overcame a force of all arms on history, which renders those

on the intersected field of names familiar not only to the

Emsdorf. A few mottoes, the British Army, but also to every

meaning and the origin of educated gentleman." A rul-

which were in many cases ing on the subject was called

wrapped in obscurity, served for, and up to a certain point
as sole monument to earlier we are not out of sympathy
exploits which in their day with the doctrine here author-

had roused the nation to itatively laid down. We sub-

transports of pride and exulta- scribe to the dictum that only
tion. In so far as official those incidents which have

recognition was concerned, made an impression upon the

Blenheim might never have story of the Empire should
taken place. Dettingen, won be entered on the scroll setting
under circumstances so singu- out the triumphs of a corps,
lar and so impressive, found But we feel compelled to de-
no room on colours decked mur to the constitution of the
with such names as Arabia tribunal set up to determine
and the Peiwar Kotal. Louis- what is and what is not a mark
burg and the scaling of the on the history of our land. Such
Heights of Abraham were ig- familiarity with the chronicles
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of his country as the average Most educated gentlemen, we
educated English gentleman take it, remember that Tangier
enjoys does not constitute a was once an English possession,

generous equipment of histor- But we are not so confident

ical knowledge. The British that the consequences of our

Army is not so well ac- tenancy of that fenced city for

quainted with the records of a quarter of a century are ap-
its own achievements as might praised at their true worth,
be expected from a force which Few probably realise that our

prides itself upon its esprit brief grip upon that Moorish
de corps, and which boasts of stronghold laid the foundations
its respect for time-honoured of our sea power in the Medi-
traditions. terranean. Few are probably
An examination of the mili- aware that the indirect sup-

tary and naval annals of the port lent to our fleets within
nation covering the century the Straits by those pictur-
and a half which elapsed be- esque battlements, impressed
tween the creation of the itself upon our sailors and

standing army and the Wei- upon the few who were far-

lington era, makes it abund- seeing among our statesmen,

antly manifest that the list to such an extent that the
of honours borne by many il- marriage -

portion brought by
lustrious regiments is lament- his consort to Charles the

ably incomplete. Conquests of Second from the Barbary coast

national importance have still led indirectly to men of the
to be recorded if a due sense of future like William of Orange
proportion is to be observed, and Marlborough and Leake
Arduous and successful cam- making the acquisition of a

paigns of the eighteenth cent- base within those waters a

ury have failed to receive a national aim.

recognition which has been The name of that ancient

freely bestowed upon petty con- place of arms which looks
flicts with barbaric foemen of across the narrows towards
more recent date. It is not Tarifa Point is written im-

proposed in the following para- perishably upon the records of

graphs to detail the results of the British Army. On ground
laborious investigations amid dominated by its crenellated

the archives of Whitehall, or to walls and commanding watch-
record the fruits of research towers, the nucleus of a force

among the documents stored destined in years to come to

up in the Record Office. We leave a mark in every quarter
confine ourselves to episodes of the globe underwent its

and to operations of war well baptism of fire. Nor can
known to all who have a soldiers of to-day find much to

general acquaintance with the contemn in the bearing of

history of their country, and to troops who, if they were not

campaigns and victories which entirely broken to habits of

have materially contributed rigid discipline, none the less

towards making the British withstood for years the resolute

Empire what it is. onsets of hostile multitudes in
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a distant land. The first pro-

traoted siege of Tangier ended

in the foe withdrawing baffled,

after suffering crushing loss;

the mischances experienced by
the defenders during its pro-

gress serving merely to stimu-

late the energies and to stiffen

the fortitude of the soldiery in

future encounters with antago-
nists buoyed up by religious

animosity and animated by
prospects of spoil. The second

siege was signalised by count-

less feats of hardihood, the

position of the garrison being
at one time critical in the ex-

treme ; but it closed, like the

first, in the assailants falling
back confounded, and in the

superiority of white troops
when pitted against the war-
riors of Islam being triumph-
antly established. The name
"
Tangier

" should be added to

the distinctions borne by three

corps The Queen's, who came
into being as the First Tangier
Regiment ; the Royal Dragoons,
who were originally the Tangier
Horse; and the Royal Scots,

who, although they were not

present during the first siege,
were involved in all the perils
and privations of the later one.

A difficulty sometimes arises

with regard to achievements of

so remote a date, in that there
is uncertainty as to which

regiments actually participated
in some particular operation of

war. No question arises in the
case of Tangier. The records
leave no room for doubt as to
which were the corps which
can claim to have kept ,the flag

flying for wellnigh a genera-
tion on the Moroccan coast.
The titles of victories won in

civil warfare obviously cannot

find place upon the insignia of

a regiment. The spectacle of

names such as the Boyne or

Culloden emblazoned on a ban-
ner could 'hardly fail to rake

up bitter memories. But it is

a remarkable and an interest-

ing fact that, omitting from
review the few troops and

companies which became in-

ured to combat at Tangier, and
certain corps which saw service

on the Continent about the

same time under the lilies of

France, the British Standing
Army passed the first stages of

its apprenticeship in actual war
on home soil. It learnt its

trade in the conflicts which arose
out of the actions and which
followed upon the rejection of

the last King of the House of

Stuart. The affray in the grey
of the morning with the west

country peasants at Sedgemoor,
the two years of bitter strife

in inhospitable regions of Ire-

land, and the campaign against
the Highland clansmen who

upheld the cause of James,

prepared the troops to face a

soldiery reared up under the

standards of Conde and Tur-

enne. Erie's (nowtheYorkshire)
leading the way undaunted
into the "bloody hollow" at

Aughrim; Hastings' (now the

Somersets) displaying unavail-

ing heroism undismayed by the

tumult and bloodshed of Killie-

crankie ;
the Cameronians beat-

ing off the rush of the hill-men

amid the smoking ruins of

Dunkeld, foreshadowed what
the British Army was to ac-

complish ere long in foreign
lands.

It was with a military force

which had terminated its noviti-

ate that King William took the
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field in the Low Countries and
threw down the glove to troops
nurtured in victory, schooled

under the most practised
masters of the art of war then

living, and led by a soldier who,
in tactical skill, rivalled even
the conqueror of Turkheim the

deformed "valetudinarian and

voluptuary"Luxembourg. How
many officers borne to-day on
the rolls of those regiments of

old renown, which so manfully
upheld the honour of their

country in the closing decade
of the seventeenth century, are

aware when theyread that their

corps fought at Steinkirk that

it was present that day at

the first pitched battle on the

continent of Europe in which
our standing army took a fore-

most part ? The story of that

combat is of almost unexampled
interest. Fontenoy itself scarce

sheds more lustre on the van-

quished side. The stalwart

bearing of the island infantry
came as a revelation to veterans
who had met upon the battle-

field the soldiers of almost

every other nation, and the
rescue of five battalions when
in dire straits by troops hurried

over from the centre (" They'll

go to heaven for it," said Cor-

poral Trim), was still talked of

round the camp - fires when
difficulties and perils were dis-

appearing under the magic
touch of Marlborough amid the
dales and woodlands of Swabia
in the year of Blenheim.

Landen, fought two years
after Steinkirk, was if possible

yet more ferociously contested.

The battle may, indeed, be
numbered among the greatest

general actions in which our

army has figured during its

two and a half centuries of

eventful history. Even at Mal-

plaquet its losses were rela-

tively little more severe, and

although fortune did not smile

upon their endeavours, the

British troops on that stricken

field won a reputation in defeat

more lasting than has been
earned in many a triumph of a

later date, the name of which
has rightly been inscribed upon
the colours. At Steinkirk the

infantry had gained special dis-

tinction by their steadfast con-

duct in distress. At Landen,
on the other hand, the high-
est honours were reaped by
the cavalry, whose devotion in

covering the retreat after the

French rolled up the line saved
the beaten army from annihila-

tion when in a situation of un-

wonted danger. "'If it had
not been for the regiments of

Wyndham, Lumley, and Gal-

way, which covered the retreat

over the bridge of ISTeerspecken,
the King himself could scarce

have gained it. He was pressed
hard, as your Honour knows.'
* Gallant mortal !

'

cried my
Uncle Toby, caught with en-

thusiasm. ' This moment, now
that all is lost, I see him gallop-

ing across to the left to bring
up the remains of the English
horse along with him to sup-

port the right, and tear the

laurelfrom Luxembourg'sbrows
if yet possible.

' " The Sovereign
charged into the heart of the

advancing hostile army at the

head of Galway's Huguenot
troopers. One almost wishes
that Wyndham's or Lumley's
regiments had been chosen, for

those regiments are with us to

this day as the Carabiniers and
the King's Dragoon Guards.
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Landen was not the only mis-

adventure which befell the

British Army in 1693. It was
the year of Talmash's disastrous

attempt to capture Brest by
coup -de-main. When in three

successive ventures, vigour in

onset, fortitude in resistance,

and temerity in leadership only
resulted in disheartening failure

or heralded a catastrophe, the

troops may well have begun to

despair of ever gaining the

upper hand upon the battle-

field. But the discomfitures of

Steinkirk, of Landen, and of

Brest were training all ranks
for the prosecution of a great
campaign. Commanders and
subordinates were acquiring ex-

perience in the principles of

war, even in defeat. Moreover,
when at length the tide began
to turn, the reverses which had
been suffered in those lean years
served as a foil to throw out
in more conspicuous relief a

triumph which beyond question
should be granted a place
among the distinctions of the
ancient regiments which shared
in it. Two years after the

great fight of Landen, the

military situation in the Low
Countries was transformed by
the taking of " Namur."
Even accepting the ruling

of the Alison Committee in its

entirety, the siege and capture
of this great place of arms can
on no pretext be excluded from
the roll of regimental honours.
The story must be familiar
to every educated gentleman.
The conflict was desperate and
long

^
sustained, the enemy was

formidable in numbers and
efficiency, the victory turned
out to be complete. The fall
of the famous fortress, on

which the rivals Cohorn and
Vauban had lavished their art

and which a mighty French
host had been bidden at all

hazards to save, left a mark on

history more lasting than any
event of the time except the

sea-fight of La Hogue. It was
the first disaster on land suf-

fered by Le Grand Monarque.
It was the first grave check
encountered by a force which,
under Turenne and Conde and
Catinat and Luxembourg, had
raised France to a position in

the councils of Europe, to be

eclipsed only during the brief

period when Napoleon was at

the zenith of his fame and

power. It was the first mo-
mentous success to be entered

in the annals of an army des-

tined in years to come to make
its name respected from the

"Weser valley to Table Bay,
and from the Tagus to the

Yellow Sea. From the time

of the first planting of the

batteries and opening of the

trenches, on to that great day
when, articles of capitulation

having at length been ad-

justed, a marshal of France
delivered up the strongest
citadel in Europe to an Eng-
lish King, the operations proved
one prolonged triumph for the

British Army to which, with
the salamander Cutts ever in

the van, few tasks appeared
too difficult and no trial proved
too severe. The events of the

great siege raised the fame of

the British as a fighting race

to a pinnacle which it had not

approached since the Plant-

agenet era. The fall of Namur
ensured the peace of Ryswick,
where in spite of Steinkirk

and of Landen the plenipo-
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tentiaries of England and
of France entered the council

chamber upon level terms. In
this memorable achievement

practically the whole of our

army then existing shared.

The casualties suffered neared
4000 men. The records as to

what corps were present are

ample and complete. Nor will

the Royal Irish, who for pre-
eminent bravery on one critical

occasion were granted by King
William their proud motto,
" Virtutis Namurcensis Prse-

mium," grudge the privilege of

including"Namur
"
among their

distinctions to the many corps
which fought beside them on
the Meuse in 1695.

The War of the Spanish Suc-

cession, which broke out after a
brief period of European peace,

brought British troops into the
field in two widely separated
theatres of conflict the Low
Countries and the Peninsula.
From the very outset the origin
of the conflict co-operated with
the dictates of naval strategy
to impel the fighting forces of

the country towards the avenue

leading into the Mediterranean,
and a definite rupture had

barely taken place when an

imposing Anglo-Dutch arma-
ment cast anchor off Cadiz.

The project of seizing that

wealthy port and formidable

place of arms miscarried. The
Dutch chieftains quarrelled
with their British colleagues.
The soldiers failed to work with
the seamen for the common
good. The commander was
not the man to extort obedience
from refractory subordinates or

to surmount the difficulties in-

volved in reducing so well pre-

pared a fortress. The expedi-
tion was indeed only saved
from ignominy by a stroke of

luok when the troops and war-

ships in concert fell upon the

Spanish galleons in Vigo Bay ;

and although a military force

was shortly afterwards planted
down in Portugal, there was
small promise in the opening
phases of the First Peninsular
War that an event was to

follow of momentous import to

the future of the realm.

Although
" the story of how

that came to pass is the story
of the rise of England as a

Mediterranean Power,"
l the

capture of Gibraltar was not
in itself a great feat of arms.
The reduction of the ancient

stronghold proved an easy
task. The defences were ruin-

ous, the garrison was not pre-

pared to resist the onslaught
of a determined foe, the com-
mander kept careless guard
and was easily prevailed upon
to deliver up the gates, the loss

suffered by our marines and
sailors in making themselves
masters of the works did not
reach 300 men. But no sooner
did intelligence reach France
that the fortress was no longer
in Spanish keeping, than a

mighty fleet bore down from

Toulon, entrusted with the

task of wresting the key of the

Straits out of the allied hands.
Rooke sailed east to meet this

formidable armada, encountered
it betimes, and worsted it in

the famous naval fight of Velez

Malaga. Scarcely was peril
averted by sea when a Spanish
host appeared before the lines,

'

England in the Mediterranean,' Corhett.
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and the attenuated garrison
was called upon to

^
undergo

rigorous investment in a for-

tress of which the ramparts
had been but partially repaired
and in which the stock of pro-
visions was so scanty as from
the outset to give grounds for

grave anxiety. Prince George
of Hesse's staunch defence of the

Rock under circumstances of

great difficulty will bear com-

parison with the more famous
defence of two generations
later, which so many regiments
commemorate with the device

of the Castle and Key upon
their colours. The ceup-de-
main by which the place was

taken, the maritime combat
over against Malaga, and the

resistance offered by a garri-
son which, until Leake in-

troduced reinforcements and

supplies into the place, under-
went severe privations and was

barely sufficient to keep guard
against surprise, constitute in

reality one single continuous

operation of war an operation
of war far more important in

its results than the tremend-
ous victory of Blenheim, won
within a few weeks of the

hauling down of the Spanish
flag from the Moorish Castle.

Many honours are missing
from those lists of which regi-
ments are so justly proud.
But the absence of none is

more unaccountable than that
of "Gibraltar, 1704-05."

It is typical of the irregu-
larity and the lack of a due
sense of proportion with which
distinctions have at various
times been doled out to units
of the British Army, that the
Royal Marines alone record
the most momentous event of

the War of the Spanish Suc-
cession upon their insignia.
Gibraltar was captured by
marine regiments in concert

with sailors. Marine regi-
ments helped to fight the

guns of Rooke's fleet at Velez

Malaga. The place was held

by marine regiments alone

until the corps now known
as the Somersets and Royal
Sussex arrived with some

Guards, half-way through the

siege. But marines, as such,
vanished from the fighting
forces of the country from
1714 to 1739, the regiments
which secured the Rock be-

coming the 4th (King's Own),
the 30th (East Lancashire),
and the 32nd (D.C.L.I.). The
claims of the 31st (East

Surrey) to have participated
in the achievement is not

clearly established, and the

East Lancashires cannot ap-

parently boast of having been

present during the siege, even
if they helped in the capture
and in the fight at sea. We
have accepted the ruling of

Sir A. Alison's Committee in

the particular case of Namur.
We are prepared to abide by
it in the case of Gibraltar.

The securing of that rugged
promontory, which stands sen-

tinel over the Mediterranean

gates, has both in itself and

by its results left a mark on

history familiar to the British

Army and to every educated

gentleman, and even at this

late date the event should be

perpetuated on the colours of

the regiments which gave so

priceless a gift to the Empire.
The First Peninsular War,

upon the whole, brought little

glory to our arms. Our forces,
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and those acting in concert

with them, were not only called

upon to grapple with efficient

armies handled by great cap-
tains, such as Berwick and

Vendome, but they were also

at the same time hedged in

on every side by the implac-
able animosity of a popula-
tion gifted with an abnormal

aptitude for carrying on par-
tisan warfare. The dramatic

victory of Saragossa might
well appear among honours in

the Army List, had that re-

markable exploit not been so

speedily followed by the catas-

trophe of Brihegua. Over the

whole story, moreover, of these

protracted operations, lighted

up though they were by occa-

sional episodes of striking and
romantic interest, hangs the

shadow of Almanza. Apart
from the contest for possession
of Gibraltar, there is only one
achievement on the mainland
of Spain dating from that

period which now, after the

lapse of two centuries, merits

recognition the capture and
defence of "Barcelona."
The taking of that fortified

city, and the subsequent re-

sistance offered by its con-

querors to the forces assembled
to drive them out, rank among
the most memorable triumphs
of the British Army. When
the forces detailed to reduce
the fortress appeared before its

gates under Peterborough and
Prince George of Hesse, they
were found to be insufficient to

effect a close investment of such
extensive works. The garrison
turned out to be ready for the

fray and to be of good coun-
tenance. Promised succour by
the Catalans proved a broken

reed. To which commander
the credit belongs for contriv-

ing the surprise of the citadel

fort of Montjuic on the heights
is immaterial; the merits of

that desperate enterprise as

an undertaking of war are

beyond discussion. As a deed
of adventure, it ranks with the

charge of the Six Hundred.
As an intrepid exploit crowned
with astonishing success, it

compares with Cutts' storming
of Fort St Michael at Venloo,
and with the landing of Wolfe's

brigade under fire amid the

reefs and breakers of the Cape
Breton coast. The place fell,

but, as had occurred at Gib-
raltar a few months before, the

allies werenot suffered to remain
in undisputed possession of

their conquest. A supreme
effort was decreed from Ver-

sailles, an army under a tried

chief accompanied by an impos-
ing train of guns sat down
before the ramparts, and a

powerful fleet took up its station

in face of the sea defences of

the port. The garrison, hew-

ever, maintained an unyielding
attitude when confronted with
this great demonstration of

strength, and bade defiance to

the besiegers till the hostile

plans were brought to nought
by the arrival of Leake with
a relieving armament. Two
regiments, the 34th (Border
Regiment), which only got in

to share in the defence by dint

of a forced march on mules, and
the 36th (Worcestershire), who
ran the blockade in boats,

helped to keep the allied flag

flying on the battlements of

Barcelona, both having also

been present at the capture of

the city. In all, two cavalry
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and six infantry corps appear
to have a well-founded claim

to add to their honours the

name of the celebrated place of

arms in Catalonia which fills

so large a space in military

history, and the capture of

which was the finest feat of

arms ever accomplished by
British troops in Spain.
Our army has no cause to look

back upon its connection with
" Minorca " with regret. The
stubborn resistance offered by
old Blakeney and his comrades
in arms in 1756 served as some

slight compensation to the

mortified nation for the loss of

its highly
-
prized possession.

The unflinching courage of

Murray and his troops during
the famous siege of 1782 com-

pelled De Crillon, with the

overwhelming forces at his

command, to substitute the

process of blockade for more
active operations of offence,
sustained the defenders till the
fell ravages of scurvy obliged
the British general to treat,
and drew from the chivalrous

victor that memorable phrase
inserted by him in the articles

of surrender, "No troops ever

gave greater proofs of heroism
than this poor worn-out garri-
son of St Philip's Castle,
who have defended themselves
almost to the last man." The
island with its incomparable
haven fell to a force despatched
from the Peninsula to secure it

in 1707. The plan of attack
was well conceived and was
most skilfully executed, the
land service and the sea service

cordially co-operating at a time
when mutual jealousy was apt
to interfere with the success of

conjunct expeditions of this

kind. Its acquisition was in

its after-effects the most useful

achievement of British troops

accomplished during the course
of this great and long-continued
war, the reduction of Gibraltar
alone exoepted. It still left its

stamp upon the history of the

eighteenth century when Ram-
illies had ceased to be morjB
than a name, and when the

siege'of Lille had been wellnigh

forgotten. When such names
as Ali Musjid and Kirbekan
embellish regimental colours,
the Royal Warwick Regiment
surely has some right to add
"Minorca" to its long roll of

distinctions gained in two and
a half centuries of service.

On the day when Gibraltar

admitted British troops within

its gates, a vessel sailed into

the bay bearing a despatch
from home which spoke of a

great victory gained on the

Danube over a Bavarian host.

A quarter of a century ago
none of the regiments which

fought under Marlborough
in the Low Countries, and
under his daring leadership
traversed Europe and pene-
trated into southern Germany,
had aught on its colours to

show that it had served in

those victorious campaigns.
That has now in a certain

measure been rectified, but the

name of the fight of which the

Marine corps heard when they
were relieving the Spanish
guards at the base of the Rock
after its surrender, was not in-

cluded in the list of honours

granted on the recommendation
of the Alison Committee. In

that slender list Ramillies and
Oudenarde appeared, but not
"
Schellenberg." Our regiments
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present when Turenne's " hand-
some Englishman" gave to

the world the finest display
of his tactical genius at Ram-
illies acted as a containing
force : they were not seriously

engaged, and they suffered

trifling loss. At Oudenarde,
likewise, the British Army
played merely a passive part.
We do not suggest that those

great victories should not be
recorded on the colours because
of this, but we do assert that
there is less justification for

including them on the roll than
there is for recognising Schel-

lenberg, a combat in which our

troops fought in the thick of

the press, and in which their

conduct gained for them the un-
stinted praises alike of friend
and foe.

The day of Blenheim a few
weeks later so entirely eclipsed
the storming of the heights by
Donauwerth, that the brilliance

of the earlier victory has never
been properly appreciated. The

enemy's position was strongly
entrenched. The assailants

only arrived in face of it in

the afternoon after a hot and
strenuous march. To snatch
the moment, their commander
was forced to launch the weary
soldiers against the breast-

works, without allowing them
time for rest or for refreshment.
But ere night fell, as a result

largely of the valour of the

British contingent which suf-

fered severely in the affray, the
formidable lines seaming the
hillside were in the hands of

the allies, and the hostile army
which had borne itself most

gallantly in the desperate com-
bat had been wellnigh wiped
out of existence. The Emperor

Leopold voiced the feeling
aroused among the nations

banded together against Louis

XIV., when in a letter of con-

gratulation to the conquering
general he wrote, "This will be
an eternal trophy to your most
serene Queen in Upper Ger-

many, whither the victorious

arms of the English nation
have never penetrated since

the memory of man." Few
encounters at which British

troops have been present indeed
reflect more glory on the army
than that furious fight upon
the Bavarian hillside. There

is, moreover, a feature in con-

nection with this battle of

Schellenberg which affords a

special reason for perpetuating
its name. Tangier first intro-

duced our standing forces to

the stress of war. The taking
of Namur is handed down to

us as their first great historic

triumph. But Schellenberg
counts as the first important
victory won by the army in the

open field over continental

soldiery, a victory which proved
that the qualities displayed

by those seventeenth-century
soldiers of ours on the stricken

fields of Steinkirk and of Lan-
den would make them hard
indeed to beat when the condi-

tions were favourable to suc-

cess, and when their destiny
was in the keeping of a master
hand.
There are numbers of regi-

ments that served during
the late South African War,
which had not the good fortune

to participate in any of the

principal engagements : they
are not, however, on that ac-

count debarred from showing
on their colours and appoint-
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ments that they were present

during that protracted and not

inglorious struggle. All corps
which fought against the Boers

have been granted the distinc-

tion "South Africa," just as

all those which fought under
Moore and Wellington in Spain
and Portugal can show

" Penin-

sula
"
among their honours, and

as others deck their trophies
with the names of "

Egypt
"

and "Afghanistan." But the

campaigns of Marlborough have
not received this simple, com-

prehensive, and suitable ac-

knowledgment. Are we so

unversed in the story of those

wars, and so ignorant of the

part played in them by our

army, as to admit that the
names of the great captain's
four principal battles, of which
British troops were prominently
engaged in only two, satisfac-

torily or sufficiently commemo-
rate the exploits of regiments
which can boast that two cen-

turies ago they followed the
fortunes of Corporal John?
What of Tournai and Liege ?

What of that incomparable feat

of soldiership, the forcing of

the lines of the Ghette, when
eighteen guns and twenty
colours remained as prize in

the victor's hands, and when
the enemy had over 3000 killed

and taken? What of Wynen-
dale, where a small force, not
satisfied with securing the safe

transit of the convoy which it

was shepherding, inflicted a

crushing defeat upon a far

superior army. In an age of

sieges the unbroken success of

Marlborough and Eugene in

cleaving their way through the
wide belt of strongholds de-

signed by Vauban to cover
northern France was abso-

lutely without parallel. Sev-
eral regiments the Royal Dra-

goons, for instance, the Queens,
the Devons, and others fought
in some of these campaigns ; but
the records appearing on their

insignia give no inkling that

they assisted in operations
which were remarkable above
all things for their unvarying
success. No less than twenty-
four separate achievements ac-

complished during the Second
Peninsular War appear among
the lists of distinctions in the

Army List. The Ten Years'

War, in which the British Army
under its greatest commander
established itself as second to

no other, is recalled by only
four. We do not propose that

such names should be added to

the roll of honours as Menin, in

reducing which our casualties

mounted up to 2600
;
as Lille,

the siege of which compares
with the triumph of Namur
thirteen years before; or as

Arleux, immortalised by Marl-

borough's marvellous skill in

passing the " ne plus ultra
"

of

his most skilful adversary. The
records are incomplete in many
cases, and doubts exist as to

what corps were present on
different occasions. 1 But every
regiment which served in the

Low Countries from 1702 to

1711 should show the name
" Flanders

"
high up on its list

of honours.

It may be argued that, even

leaving the great march into

1 The Alison Committee would have recommended granting
"

Lille," but for
this uncertainty.
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South Germany out of con-

sideration, only a portion of

these operations took place in

Flanders proper, that Ramillies

and the defences of the Ghette

lay in Brabant, that tT|.e cam-

paigns of 1702 and 1703 had
the angle between the lower
Meuse and the great waterway
of the Rhine for their theatre,
and that Mons and Malplaquet
were situated in the province
of Hainault. But the whole of

this extensive region was in

those days, in military circles

at least, spoken of as Flanders.

Works such as the Marquis de

Quinoey's
' Histoire Militaire

de Louis le Grand,' as Feu-

quiere's Studies on the Art
of War, and as De Vault's
* Memoires relatifs a la Succes-

sion d'Espagne,' invariably in-

clude the area covered by all

operations in and around the
Low Countries under that

general designation. Marl-

borough made use of the

expression in despatches treat-

ing of events in the vicinity of

Maestricht, and the British

armies under the Dukes of

Cumberland and York freely

applied the term to tracts of

country far outside the con-

fines of what was indicated as

Flanders on the maps.
The name, a name which has

better pretension to be recorded

in connection with the British

Army fighting over-seas than

any other name, is at present

conspicuous by its absence
from the rolls of honour. In
Flanders that army at the out-

set learnt its avocation. In
Flanders that army a century
and a half later won its greatest

victory. But in only one case

is the name of Flanders in-

separably associated with a

protracted struggle during the

entire course of which our

troops knew no mortifying
failure, and during the progress
of which the tide of success

was retarded by no appreciable
reverse. That case is the war
where the genius of Churchill

surmounted every obstacle, tri-

umphing over the perversity
of the Dutch deputies, triumph-
ing over the triple barrier of

fortresses in which the enemy
had placed a not unwarranted

trust, triumphing over the

reckless valour and the forti-

tude under trials of the

choicest soldiery of France,

triumphing over the indomit-

able tenacity of the veteran

Boufflers, triumphing over the

spasmodic alarms and excur-

sions of Vendome, and triumph-
ing over the ripe experience,
the vigorous faculties, and the

never-failing tactical address of

Villars. If the most illustrious

exploits of the British Army
are to be perpetuated, then
those remarkable campaigns
which carried it slowly but

surely from the confines of

Westphalia to th corn-lands
of Artois, and reaped the
richest harvest of captured
fastnesses of which history tells

the tale, cannot be more ap-
propriately recognised than

by granting the distinction
" Flanders

"
to every regiment

which served under Marl-

borough when he was adding
victory to victory in the cock-

pit of Europe two hundred

years ago.
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MORE LEAVES FROM THE DIARY OF A
COUNTRY CRICKETER.

A HEAD BALL ? We all know
what that is, or at any rate

what it is meant to be. A
variation of action, pace, or

pitoh which in the case of the

ordinary bowler not uncom-

monly results in his being hit

out of the ground. Perhaps "a
ball bowled with a purpose"
might prove a sufficient defini-

tion.

If so, let me give the history
of three head balls.

Many years ago, long before

the introduction of the declara-

tion rule, I was playing in a

country-house match, to my
thinking, quite the pleasantest
if not the most scientific form
of cricket. The sides, pretty
equally matched, were of the

ordinary country-house cricket

type, fairly strong, that is, in

batting, while the professional
element by mutual consent

being expressly barred, the

bowling had been more or less

left to take care of itself. The
results, too, were of the ordinary
country-house cricket type,

unsatisfactory, perhaps, to the

really keen cricketer who might
prefer to win rather than lose,
but prays for a definite conclu-
sion rather than a drawn game ;

not uninteresting te a fair gal-

lery who enjoy seeing the ball
hit hard and high and often

;

gratifying to the batsman who
does the hitting. Both sides
for the weather-god was pro-
pitious and the wicket fast and
easy had had one good knock,
and at four o'clock on the after-
noon of the second day my own

side, which had won the toss,

was well on its way for another.

Two hundred for four wickets,
wearied bowlers, and an un-

mistakably bored field such a
combination holds out little

prospect of a finish.

To myself, then, who hap-
pened to be batting, at the

end of an over strolled up the

opposing captain.
"I say, old chap, you seem

to be enjoying yourself !

"

"
Fairly well, thank you," I

assented.

"Hum! Well, yes! But
oh are you well, I mean
it's not much of a catch for us

out here. It's baking hot, and
we can't finish the match, and
we were dancing till two o'clock

this morning, and we shall have
to dance again to-night, and,

well, you know "

" You'd like to chuck it ?
"

"Well, yes, that is, if you
don't mind much."

"I don't mind a rap, if

P "
(our captain)

" doesn't.

Why not ask him ? I'm quite

agreeable."
"Thanks awfully! Wait a

minute, you fellows !

" And
away to the pavilion ran the

captain, to return with the joy-
ful intelligence that the stumps
could be drawn whenever the

fielding side liked.

"Well, let's have one more

over," said the bowler, who had

got hold of the ball.
" I want

to see if that old beast
"

point-

ing to me "can hit one over

that hedge."
The " old beast

"
having pro-
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mised that he would do his very
best to achieve the desired ob-

reluotant to part with the bowl-

ing, and only arrived at the

right end in time to receive

the last ball of the match.
" How would you like it, old

man?" inquired the complais-
ant bowler.

"Straight, and a decent

length."
For the hedge was facing me,

and I was never a tight-footed
hitter. In the absence of any
suggestion, the ball I had asked
for was precisely of the class

which my friend R was by
way of sending down nine times
out of ten. Indeed, his sole

merit as a bowler lay in the
fact that no amount of hitting
ever put him off, and that he
could go on serving up straight,

fairly pitched and wholly guile-
less stuff on the off-stump by
the hour. "

Pulling
" had not

come into fashion in those more

primitive days, so that to ask
a man to stand at long -leg
when R was bowling was
a work of supererogation. But
now such is the perversity of

human nature R
,
invited

to go on as before, of over-

anxiety rather than of malice

prepense, presented me with

something just short of a half-

volley to leg. Smiting for all

I was worth, by good luck I

caught the ball well in the

middle of a driving bat, and

brought off a square -leg hit

which, in the absence of either

long-leg or boundary, was hon-

estly worth eight.
"
Sorry, old chap," apologised

the bowler,
" but by George

that's a big hit. Pity it wasn't
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straight, but that was my fault.

But, holloa, I say 1 Look at

old B ."

All our arrangements had
been made coram populo, but
we had quite lost sight of the
fact that short-leg, a rare old

bowler, and certainly in his day
the best and one of the keenest

players on either side, was as

deaf as a post, and had not
heard a syllable of our conver-
sation.

With an agonised cry,
" Back

me up, somebody !

"
off he

started on his long chase, put-

ting his very best leg forward,
and stumbled badly more than
once after he reached the ridge
and furrow. Even before he
had got beyond the laid part of

the field, the umpires with the

stumps under their arms were
well on their way to the scoring
tent, and by the time that the
breathless fieldsman had with
more zeal than discretion extri-

cated the ball from its resting-

place in a bunch of nettles,
which fringed a distant ditch,
and then turned to hurl it into

space, there was not another

living creature in the field of

play. B 's later comments
on the situation were more
forcible than polite.

My second " head-ball
"
story

was told to me by a dear old

friend, one of the finest sports-
men of his age an age, too,

when there were giants in the

land, who has long since

joined the majority. Any one
who was privileged to know
Jack Dale will appreciate how
vastly he enjoyed both his own
share in the transaction and
the telling of the story after-

wards. Some years ago it was
3K
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the custom of the Free Forester

Club to wind up the season

with a cheery one-day match
at Shepperton. "Match" is

perhaps too formal a term for

what was commonly nothing
more nor less than a scratch

game and wholly enjoyable
reunion. For albeit it figured
on the F. F. card as "F. F. v.

Shepperton," there was a good
deal more of Forester than of

local talent on the home side.

If I mistake not, one and the

same urbane gentleman com-
bined in those far-off days the

important offices of secretary
of the F. F. and captain of

the Shepperton C. C. And
by way at once of getting his

friends round him and giving
a fillip to the local interest in

cricket, it was his habit to

ask down about a score of

Foresters for the occasion and
"cook" the sides according to

his fancy. The "
general idea

"

of the day being that Shepper-
ton was to win, the eight or

nine Foresters supposed to be
in the best form were invited

to assist the captain, the

wicket-keeper, and perhaps one
other member of the local side

in compassing the overthrow
of their brother F. F.'s.

"Well," said Jack, "I had

hardly touched a bat all the

season, and so old Teddy, of

course, chucked me on to the
Forester side. They went in

first and got a fair lot of runs,
I forget whether old Teddy

won the toss or made us put
them in, but that's no matter

anyhow, we got a knock at
last. I scratched about a bit

at first, and they fairly fizzed
all round my wicket. But
presently I began to see them

as well as I ever did in my
life, and was quite enjoying
myself. I had just got thirteen

off one over, and the ball again,
when old Teddy came up to

me quite cross.
" ' Look here, Jack, this won't

do. You are spoiling the

match.'
'"

Spoiling the match? How?
What?'

"'
Getting too many runs.

You must get out, man.'
" '

Bight you are, old fellow ;

anything you like for a quiet
life. But how the devil am I

to do it? Knock my wicket

down, have a fit in the middle
of the pitch, or what ?

'

" He scratched his head for

a minute, and then he said
'

Well, I'll tell you. I shall

put myself on to bowl, and I'll

send you one down on the off-

side, and you must go out to it

and miss it. Don't be in too

great a hurry to get back

either, as my man isn't a great

flyer at stumping, and you
mustn't bustle him. It had
better not be the first ball, you
must stop one or two first,

gently, mind, none of your hard

hitting.'
" {

Right you are, old chap.
It will look quite like old times,
won't it ?

"
J. W. D. st Jones,

b E. B." But I say, old chap,
how am I to know when it's

coming ?
'

'"Watch me, and I'll hold

up one finger.'

"Well, I played the game
like a gentleman, and potted
back three long hops to old

Teddy, and then he held up
his finger."
"And then?"
"
Why, I hit him out of the

ground, of course !

" and off
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went Jack into one of his

cheery and invigorating laughs.
" And I went on hitting too,

and we won the match, and the
old man was furious."

I am not prepared to say
that my third head ball exactly
hit the mark for which it was
intended. But whereas the un-

expected at once dashed the

hopes of the batsman and af-

forded intense satisfaction to

the whole of one side and not
a few men on the other, the

bowler may be said to have
achieved something more than
a partial success.

" An 'ard nut to crack," was
the remark once and again
passed by his rustic admirers

upon a pestilent little hair-

dresser, whom at one period of

my career I often used to meet
in country cricket. And the

rustics only spoke truth so far

as getting the little man's
wicket was concerned. Not

admiring his methods, I confess

that I myself grew to hate the

very sight and sound of him,
whether he was playing on my
own side or against me. And
yet, in all justice be it said

that if he was a midge in

stature and a mouse in hitting

capacity, he had the heart of a

lion, and would have faced Tom
Richardson in his best day and
on a fiery wicket without be-

traying any nervousness. Not

possessing anything that could

by any act of courtesy be
termed a stroke, never even

making the least pretence of

punishing a loose ball, he had
the most unholy knack of edg-
ing and snicking and, after a

manner of his own, getting his

bat in the way of straight
balls, and I have seen a good

fast bowler fairly dancing with

annoyance when his best-inten-

tioned yorker found its way to

the boundary.
"I don't mind being hit,"

was the explanation,
" but

when a thing like that gets
four off a ball like that, it's

about time to give up bowl-

ing."
It may be, though I hardly

like to suggest it, that fuel was
added to the fire of righteous
indignation by the fact that

the diminutive barber, in virtue

of a good eye and unlimited ac-

tivity, had displayed a marked

capacity for protecting his per-
son quite as successfully as he

protected his wicket. Add
to this the circumstance that,
whether batting or fielding in

his usual place at point, he

kept up a running comment-

ary on the game, and generally

speaking carried the wonted

familiarity of his profession
into the cricket field, and it

will be gathered that he was
one of the most irritating an-

tagonists imaginable.
But all things come to him

who waits, and one fine day I

was fated to see the " 'ard nut "

cracked in a wholly unexpected
manner. The gallant barber
had been playing his typical

game for a good hour and a

half, in the course of which
time he had scored a dozen
runs by snicks, and had chat-

tered enough to fill even more-

than a dozen quarto pages. It

was then that a fast bowler,

hot, indignant, and almost at

the end of his resources, sud-

denly changed his tactics, and,
without taking a run at all,

tossed up a portentously slow
round-arm lob high into the
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air. Straightness was the sole

merit that the ball, qua ball,

possessed. Indeed, it looked

as if it had been delivered for

the express purpose of being hit

into the next parish, and for a

moment the batsman seemed
to have made up his mind to

treat it according to its des-

erts. For he gathered himself

up, snorted loudly, and evid-

ently had it in his mind to

bring off the hit of a lifetime.

But for the ball was long in

coming at the critical moment
he changed his mind, half hesi-

tated, and finally concluding to

let well alone ducked to avoid
it. Alas ! for once in a way
he was out of his reckoning.
Whether he had miscalculated
the flight of the ball, or had in

his imagination added cubits to

his own stature, is a matter of

no consequence. The main
point was that the ball, having
described a half -circle in the

air, dropping sooner than he
had expected, landed on the

top of his head in a straight
line for the middle stump.
Asimultaneous shout, "How's

that ?" from bowler and wicket-

keeper. Up went the umpire's
hand, and " a mighty shout of

laughter from all the fieldsmen
rose."

Alas ! poor barber ! Vain
then the protest both by word
of mouth and by assiduous

rubbing.
" But it hit me on the head,

man."
The umpire maintained a

stony silence, and " Good busi-

ness, too," was far and away
the most sympathetic remark
made by any of the opposite
faction. So far as my experi-
ence goes, that is not a very

solid form of consolation which
is won by buttonholing the

spectators of a disaster, be they
sympathetic or the reverse, and

pouring into their ears the
victim's private version of what
was and what ought to have
been. But the barber clearly

thought otherwise. For he

might have been seen during
the rest of the afternoon re-

counting his grievances to man
after man, and, for all I know
to the contrary, he may yet be

inflicting his "norrible tale"

upon his unhappy customers.
Much more to my liking was

the brief apology made to his

captain by a batsman who, on
the Bicester ground, really and

truly did perform the astound-

ing feat of killing a swift and

being caught in the country off

one and the same ball.

"Very sorry, Mr Harry, but
if it had not been along o' that

blooming swallow I should
have fetched her out o' the

ground."
And so quite naturally I

arrive at the second part of

this discourse. For I was dis-

cussing with a friend one day
the following question What
is the most annoying and most

unlucky method of getting out?

Curiously enough, after many
pros and cons, we found our-

selves in agreement, and con-

cluded that we more especially
resented being caught by a

fieldsman who, from careless-

ness or ignorance or thirstiness,

is obviously not standing in the

right place. But what a lot

of ground we had previously
travelled over ! I had been

badly run out on one occasion

by the only exciseman who ever

asked me for my game licence
;
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on another had called my
partner and galloped down the

pitch, to find that in addition

to being deaf he had a fly in

his eye. Per contra, I had
with my own eyes seen my
friend, when playing a very
fine innings, knocked silly in

the middle of the pitch by
a heavy and blunder-headed

partner who, being called for

an easy run, lowered his

blunder head and charged like

a bull of Bashan on the wrong
side.

11

Queer thing," remarked a
caustic spectator, "that in a

park five miles round two men
can't find room to pass each
other."

Both batsmen, I may add,
were lying helpless in the
middle of the pitch, and, the
ball having been returned, one
of them obviously had to go.
It argued perhaps more worldly
wisdom than chivalry on the

part of the opposition that,
after leisurely reviewing the

situation, they elected to exe-

cute, not the primary offender,
who had just come in, but the
victim of the assault, who had
been playing the cat and banjo
with their bowling.
Both of us of course could

allege that we had been given
out unfairly time out of time

by a partial and hostile umpire.
As the older man I could claim

a wider experience in that re-

spect. For in village cricket

thirty or forty years ago the

umpire was commonly regarded
as the most useful man on his

side, and his path of duty lay
in saying "out "

or " not out,"

according as the appeal was
made by friend or foe. We
have it on high authority that

school umpires were at that

date actuated by much the

same idea of fair -play. For
has it not been recorded by
Lord Cobham that in a certain

house-match at Eton the rival

captains were both " chiselled

out," and both umpires ducked
on the conclusion of the game ?

If the punishment has gone out
of vogue, he would be a bold
man who asserted that in a

match played against a public
school, on the school ground,
and with the school profes-
sional standing at one end, the

umpiring is entirely beyond
suspicion. By the way, the

story of the most ingenuous
decision that I ever heard of

was told to me by an old

Etonian.
"
Out," suddenly shouted the

umpire in a wet-bob match.
As there had been no appeal,

the batsman was wholly justi-
fied in demanding a reason.

" What for ?
" he asked

angrily.
"Two blocks, and I'm in

next," and the argument held

good.
I fairly held my friend on

the point that, though we had
both been caught in our time
off our own calves or pad-
straps or an umpire's body, I

had once been given "out,"

caught first ball of a match,
off the point of my funny-bone,
and furthermore by means of

the misadventure had been

compelled to take a back seat

for the rest of the day. Fin-

ally, however, as I said before,
we both pitched upon the

fieldsman standing out of his

proper place as the most

iniquitous and condemnable
instrument of Providence.
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In Kent, some fifteen years

ago, a bowler just about to

resume his over after the fall

of a wicket noticed that a

fieldsman was absent.

"Hulloa! Where is Frank
M ?"
There was a general look in

the direction where Frank
M ought to have been,
but no sign of that individual.

"Only one ball to go,"
muttered the umpire.
"Bowl away, then," echoed

an over -
impatient captain ;

"he'll be back before we have

changed over."

I was the unlucky recipient
of that ball, an unmistakable
half volley, which I hit high
and hard straight for the scor-

ing tent. And into the scor-

ing tent it might have dropped
if it had not been for what
looked like the providential

interposition of a stout party
in boots and gaiters ^the

gamekeeper for choice who
was standing by the telegraph
board with one hand in his

pocket and a telegraph plate
in the other. To drop the

plate and catch the ball, with-
out that preliminary agony of

"judging" which an outfield

has to endure in the case of a

skyer, seemed to the volunteer

telegraphist matters of no
moment. And then, having
brought off the catch, he re-

turned again to his temporary
function, and quietly proceeded
to alter the lower figures on
the board from 3

6
8 to

J,
at least

as much to the astonishment
of the field as of myself.

"Hulloa, old chap, you're
out," cheerfully remarked the

wicket-keeper as he grasped
the situation.

"Out? Why?"
"Caught, of course. Frank

must have told the fellow to

field for him."
On my way to the tent I

had my say with the gaitered
scoundrel, but got wholly the

worst of the argument. In

cricket, as in moral philosophy,
the "fact is a first principle
and starting-point," and when
the fact happens to be that a

batsman is out for 0, reasons

are commonly superfluous.
"
Surely MrM didn't tell

you to stand there," I sug-

gested.
"I dunno as he said I was

to stand nowheres in 'tickler.

'Field a minute for me, my
man,' says he. And I were

putting up the figures and all.

Leastways I cotched you."
First ball again, much after

the same fashion, in a match
at Woolwich. There the de-

linquent was a gallant but

thirsty captain who, I believe,

ought by right to have been
somewhere in the slips, but

happened to be in a sort of

nondescript part of the field.

The fall of a wicket after a

long stand on a baking hot

day had opened out to the

gunner the prospect of a brief

interval for refreshment, and,
as most of the other fieldsmen

were lying on their backs and

gasping, his disappearance had

passed unnoticed. A bowler
who had not the gumption to

remark the absence of one of

his fieldsmen, favoured me with
a slow and stately half-volley,
of a class that might have been
hit to any given part of the

field in front of the wicket.

That which an old ally persists
in describing as the "drink-
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hovel" it happened in this

case to be a rather smart

marquee seemed to be as

good a place to shoot at as

any other, and my aim was

only too accurate. For the

gallant officer, having satisfied

his thirst, was just stepping
out of the tent to resume his

proper place in the field when
he was aware of a ball soaring
through the air and manifest-

ing every disposition to drop
on to the end of his nose.

Flight being precarious, obvi-

ously the next best thing to

do was to catch the ball. He
caught it accordingly, and was
at least as much astonished as

the striker when the perform-
ance was greeted with* a round
of applause. He had the grace
to apologise for the act of cruel

indiscretion afterwards, but the

recording angel, who was vet

twice over, veteran and vet-

erinary, and whose language
had been anything but angelic
as the figures kept mounting
on the board, quite recovered

his temper and kept on chuck-

ling for the rest of the day as

he pointed to

c C., b B., . .

On a third occasion, in Shrop-
shire, I was run out by a fiend

in the shape of either a foot-

man or a garden-boy fielding

temporarily in the place of my
host, his master. For some
reason or other our hospitable
entertainer for two most enjoy-
able days was over - much
occupied in worldly business.

Telegrams seemed to be flying
to and fro, and there was

generally either a footman or

a garden-boy sheltering behind
the short -

leg umpire as he
waited till the end of the over

to deliver or receive a dispatch.
I had been in for some time,
and had grown so much accus-

tomed to the presence of an
individual in workaday attire

peeping out from behind the

umpire that the fact of our

host, whose position in the
field was certainly nowhere
near the umpire, having tem-

porarily left the ground escaped
my notice. Presently my part-
ner played a ball to short-leg.
I called him, and was trotting

leisurely down the pitch when
the party behind the umpire
emerged from his shelter and
tossed the ball to the wicket-

keeper, who whipped off the

bails.

"How's that?"

Up went the umpire's hand,
and I had to go.

" But the man wasn't field-

ing," I expostulated.
" Oh yes, he is fielding for

C . You're run out all

right."

Reviewing the situation

calmly, I feel now that I should

have been in my rights in, we
will say, demanding a scrutiny.
As it happened, I chanced to

be captaining my side, and my
impression to-day is, that if my
attention at the time had been

expressly drawn to the fact that

one of the opposing side re-

quired a substitute in the field,

I should have taken some pains
to identify the substitute and
his position. Let it not be,

however, supposed that there

was even a suspicion of unfair

play. Many things in this

world go by default, and when
it is merely a case of a substi-

tute for one over or perhaps
one ball, the rule of asking per-
mission is except, perhaps, in
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county cricket by way of fall-

ing into abeyance. Recent

events in Australia have pro-
voked no small amount of dis-

cussion on the subject of the

legitimate employment of sub-

stitutes. I have no desire to

go further into a vexed ques-
tion which will be probably
threshed out elsewhere, but one
rule at once suggests itself to

my mind viz., that under all

circumstances and in every case

of course I am not talking
about purely rustic cricket

the substitute must be a " flan-

nelled fool." Most recognised

outdoor pursuits are associated

with a uniform of some sort ;

even the Indian on the war-

path transgresses the rules of

the game if he has not donned
his war-paint. Fighting against
farmers or playing cricket

against substitutes in worka-

day clothes are irritating and

unsatisfactory processes. It is

annoying to a batsman to be

caught out at all, but the annoy-
ance may be said to attain the

standard of a legitimate griev-
ance when the catch is made

by a substitute disguised as a

spectator.

II.

I wonder whether any other

living man can boast that in

the field of sport he ever

got fairly and squarely the

better of dear old Bob Grimston,
who to my humble thinking as

a sportsman and a good fellow

takes rank among those men
who, like the "

plus four
"

golfers, stand in a class by
themselves.

"
Virgilium vidi tantum,"

writes Ovid regretfully. I was
a little better off than the
Roman love-bard, inasmuch as

I not only saw Bob Grimston,
but had a measure of personal
acquaintance with him. By
no means enough to satisfy me,

though. For not having been
born quite in the consulship of

Plancus, I never saw him either

bestride a horse or wield the
willow. I am not very good at
either dates or biographies, but
I should write down Mr Grim-
ston, when I knew him in the

'seventies, as a singularly active-
minded man of sixty or there-

abouts. And I used to

then, as I feel now, that fate

had dealt hardly with me in

denying me the pleasure of

meeting the grand old fellow

on the cricket-ground whether
as active friend or active foe.

Even as it was, his cheery
presence and his keen partisan-

ship added not a little to the

pleasures of many an enjoyable
match in Hertfordshire ; and
whether his sympathy for the

day lay with my side or the

other, for myself at all events

the sight of the old grey hat
and the square genial face be-

neath it was not merely wel-

come, but essential to the

complete success of the day's
entertainment. Good looking ?

Well, perhaps not entirely so,

to the hypercritical that is ; but,
on the other hand, never had
mortal man a face that showed
more honesty of heart and pur-

pose or a greater degree of

geniality. A shrewd judge of

the game, on occasion a severe
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critic, but if ever keen to note
what was done amiss, withal
the most painstaking and

kindly exponent of the right

way to correct the error.

It was Robert Grimston's
custom some thirty years ago
to invite what was, I believe,

originally the bond fide 2nd XI.
of the Harrow boys to stop at

Gorhambury for the first day
or two of the summer holidays
and play against some local

team. But after a time the

original arrangementwas slight-

ly modified, and the matter re-

solved itself into an annual
match between a country-house,
in which I used to spend the
better part of the long vaca-

tion, and Mr Grimston's XL
Albeit that we were really on
the most friendly terms, much
mimic warfare used to go on
between the old gentleman and

myself. Once only do I re-

member his posing as being
seriously offended, and that was
when I asked him if it was a
true tale that one L had
forfeited his chance of getting
into the Harrow XI. by hitting
two fours in one over.

"I should have taught you
better manners at any rate, if

I had had the coaching of you,"
was his slightly ambiguous
answer. To this day I am not

quite sure whether he ever in

his heart of hearts entirely

approved of either hard hitting
or fast bowling. Probably
there are men alive to this day
who would tell you that long
whist was a more scientific

game than bridge, and that
the style of tennis affected by
M. Barre and George Lambert
was infinitely superior to that
of the present champion. At

any rate, on the ground I fancy
that I had menaced the bodily

safety of some pet batsman on

my first appearance at Harrow,
Mr Grimston, when he came
over to arrange with my host

the preliminaries of the first of

his matches in which I took

part, at once lodged an objec-
tion to my playing.

"I won't have that fellow

playing against my colts."
"Why not, Mr Grimston ?

"

"
Young lives are precious."

" But you'll let him play, if

he doesn't bowl," suggested my
host.

"He will have to wear his

left arm in a sling, then. I

won't trust him a yard," and
the old fellow shook his fist at

me. "I'm not afraid of his

batting, mind," he added half

reluctantly.
"Look here, Mr Grimston,

let me play and I'll bowl right-
handed."
He looked at me half suspici-

ously for a moment and then

conceded the point.
" Honour bright, then none

of your mixing ;
no pretending

that you forgot ?
"

"Honour bright, Mr Grim-

ston," and we shook hands

upon it.

" I don't know how you mean
to bowl then, old fellow," said

my host rather doubtfully,
"but you shall begin, anyhow."

"Oh, he must have six

overs at least. Give him rope
enough, P ,

and he'll bowl

away the match," and off went
Mr Grimston, chuckling.
Two days later, bowling per-

haps the worst right-handed
lobs that ever were seen, I got
eight wickets, and we won the

match.
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" There P ,
I said I didn't

trust him, and I was quite

right," was old Bob's comment
on the performance, and then

turning to me he added : "I
don't care, though. If the

boys' batting was bad, your
bowling was worse," and I am
afraid that he spoke the truth.

The secret of my success lay in

the absolute rottenness of the

stuff I served up. It was too

bad, the young batsmen evi-

dently thought, to be true ;

there must be something better

in the background, no fellow

who wore a Harlequin cap could

go on bowling such 'awful tosh

if he were not laying a trap
or something. So, instead of

treating me with the contempt
that I deserved, they poked and

scraped away with the most

praiseworthy but wholly sui-

cidal patience, and eventually

poked and scraped themselves

out, the knowledge that the

eye of Mentor was upon them

possibly, or even probably, con-

tributing to their overthrow.

It may have been that the

result of this match put Mr
Grimston rather out of con-

ceit with his 2nd XI. Possibly,

again, illness or other cause of

unavoidable absence of some
members of the 2nd XI. led

to the introduction of a stiffen-

ing element on the side in the

person of two or three mem-
bers of the 1st XI. In any
case, when, some three years
later, I was once again in-

vited to play against Mr
Grimston's XL on the Gorham-
bury ground, no restrictions
were imposed, and a fairly

strong country - house team
found that it was meeting
foemen well worthy of its

steel. There were opposed to

us three or four members of

a side that had just beaten

Eton, a useful professional
bowler who once and again
had done good service to

Notts, and six or seven young
gentlemen all of whom were
as active as cats in the field,

fast between the wickets, and
had a good idea of holding
their bats straight. There are

always searchings of heart and
diversities of opinion about fill-

ing up the last few places in

a school XI. ;
and when play-

ing at Harrow I have often

fancied that more than one of

the grey
- trousered brigade

boys, that is, who may or

may not be chosen for Lord's

were as good, or better,

cricketers than some of the

old choices.

It must be prefaced that

to play on the Gorhambury
ground as it was some thirty

years ago to-day it may have
either ceased to exist or im-

proved beyond measure, for

all that I know one way or

the other, batsman, bowler,
and fieldsman alike required a

special education.

"You're all right with a

half -volley, if you remember
to count six before you hit,"

was the advice offered by an

outgoing batsman to his suc-

cessor.

"It's no manner of use pat-

ting the ground at your own
end you'll only shake the bails

off at the other," suggested a

second expert.

Quite such extraordinary turf

I have never seen on any other

ground in England. Plant the

wicket ever so firmly in the

ground and it only appeared
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anxious to come out again.
The harder a ball was banged
on to the ground, so much
the more slowly and the more

reluctantly did it come off

again. It was almost possible
to get two distinct knocks at

the same ball, and I am not
sure that the second knock
as often the second thought
was not likely to prove the
more successful. It was

grand turf, shall we say, for

ladies to walk upon or the

heir of the house to turn
somersaults. On it a bowler's

spikes were absolutely useless,

indeed he had better have

gone barefoot, if it were not
for the chance of thrusting his

toe into a bumble-bee's nest.

Good turf, again, for the really

quick-footed fielder: there was

ample time to get to any-
thing. On the other hand,
the elderly gentleman who
preferred to wait till an ap-

parently hard drive along the

carpet came to him, was apt
to discover that the batsman
had stolen one run or, indeed,
if the fieldsman was at all far

out, two runs before the fool

ball reached his hands.

Can a billiard player really

impart side to the object ball ?

If so, more credit attaches to

the statement made by our

cover-point, who had as safe

a pair of hands as any one of

that day.
"I am most awfully sorry,

old fellow," he said, apologis-

ing to the bowler for a badly
dropped catch,

" but really and

truly the beast of a ball hung
so long in the air that I had
shut my hands too soon."

Personally I was inclined to

fancy that we were playing

cricket upon a stratum of prim-
eval sponge. If it was not

sponge, it was certainly near

enough to it to take every pre-
tence of sting and devil out of

fast bowling. Especially was
this the case early in the day.
For the wicket seemed to im-

prove a bit under the process
of "

wearing," and the ball

came on perceptibly faster in

the latter part of the day.
" Now I had better tell you

fellows one thing," remarked
our captain on the way over ;

"
you had better all be pretty

nippy over your lunch. Old
Grimston never allows more
than half - an - hour, and not

always that."

Being pretty keen in those

days, and always in favour of

cricket rather than of eating,
I did not participate in the

general groan of disapproval
which followed this announce-
ment.
The Harrovians won the

toss, and by virtue of a little

preliminary practice evidently
knew more about the eccentric-

ities of the ground than we
did. My impression is that
the game commenced at 10.30,

an unorthodox but wholly
commendable hour for a one-

day match. Patience at that

date was a Harrovian virtue,
and the batsmen, with Bob
Grimston's eye upon them and
a long day to go, made no

attempt to force the game. At
luncheon-time they were still

batting, with one or two wickets

to fall, but in somewhere about
four hours had only knocked

up about one hundred and

seventy runs. Forewarned that

ours was not likely to be a

lengthy meal, I ate for a few
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minutes for all I was worth.

And then, having a malicious

inclination to forestall our host,

I pulled out my watch.
"
Holloa, I say, Mr Grimston,

time's up, isn't it ?
"

On all faces a general look of

consternation. On the face of

Bowley, at that time a lean

and hungry -looking youth of

twenty or thereabouts, an ex-

pression of indignant horror. It

is an open question whether
old Bob Grimston in the space
of one half-second had found
time to reflect that eight of his

own side could go on eating
while pretty well all the fields-

men were likely to be in a state

of semi-starvation, or whether
he did not relish the idea of

appearing to be beaten at his

own game. Anyhow, he rose

at the suggestion as readily
as ever hungry trout rose to a

May-fly.
" Time !

" he shouted,
" of

course. It's always time for

cricket. Hustle up, you lazy

beggars ! Out you go," and
within twenty minutes from the

pocketing of the bails we were
out in the field again, while

such of the Harrow boys as

were out went on eating leis-

urely. Mr Grimston so far had

mercy on his own umpire, who,

busy about much serving, had
not swallowed a mouthful, that

he volunteered to stand for him
till the end of the innings. I

can see the dear old fellow now,
standing by short-leg, with a

hunch of bread in one pocket
and a lump of cheese in the

other, alternately munching and

chuckling. He did not, how-
ever, have to stand there long,
for hunger is on occasion no
bad stimulant. Does not his-

tory record that a desperately

hungry army won the battle

of Dettingen, and was not
Conan Doyle's hero, stout Sir

Oliver, stimulated to more than

ordinarily doughty deeds by
the knowledge that the enemy
stood between himself and his

provender? So, too, now did

Bowley, with the thought of a

relinquished plate of beef fresh

in his mind, rise to the occasion,
and rattle out the opposition
tail in his first two overs.

Having accomplished this feat,

he returned to his beef in a

calm and self-righteous frame
of mind ;

for it was our grate-
ful task then to hustle the

Harrow boys into the field

while we had a second look in

at the good things in the tent.

We managed to score at a

slightly better pace than the

other side had done, but un-

fortunately did not get quite
so many runs, though our score

only fell about ten short of

their total. It was rather a

sore and disappointed side then

which, somewhere about five

o'clock in the afternoon, im-

agined itself at liberty to take

life more quietly. After the

subject of my past transgres-
sions had been not too leniently
dealt with, future proceedings
came on the tapis.

" Don't suppose they'll want
to go out again," suggested

somebody; "therewon't bemuch
more than an hour to play, and
there's nothing to gain by it."

Never had man reckoned so

entirely without his host. In

less than ten minutes up came
the old warrior, beaming as

ever, jubilant, triumphant, with

the match all safe in his pocket,
and quite determined that his
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youngsters should have another
knock and enjoy themselves.

" Now then, P , get your
men out. An hour and a-half

to go. Lots of time to win the

match."
Ill-omened words, not des-

tined, as the Roman poet says,
to fall fruitless to the ground.
There are more things in cricket

that rest upon the lap of the

gods than in any other game I

know.
Did the Harrovians alter

their order, or did the first two
or three batsmen make too

cocksure that the match was
over, and forget the old maxim
that a game is never lost till it

is won ? Certainly the earlier

wickets fellwith startling rapid-

ity, the bowlers got their tails

up, and a panic set in. In less

than forty minutes the innings
was over, and we found our-

selves in the comfortable posi-
tion of having to make rather
more than a run a -minute in

order to win the match. There
was some tall hitting and some
sacrifice of wickets, but we
pulled off the game eventually
with five minutes and several

wickets to spare. And I, even

I, had curtailed the ordinary
luncheon interval by at least

ten minutes. Even Bowley,
who bowled like a Trojan, was

magnanimous enough to forgive
me. It is unnecessary to add
that Mr Grimston never nursed

any resentment over the matter.

On the contrary, I believe that
from that day I went up several

points in the old gentleman's
estimation on the ground that

I had approved myself a keen
cricketer.

One more anecdote of Bob
Grimston. No matter that it

has to be slightly egotistical
the intention is rather to illus-

trate the kind thoughtfulness
of the man. It is part of the

contrariness of human nature
that people more or less cut

out to be bowlers are apt to

prefer batting, and vice versd.

Possibly I had some natural

capacity for bowling for has
not a great authority said that a

bowler "nascitur non fit?" But
for a long time bowling did not

appeal to me, and I used to

shirk what was more or less my
duty to my side on every pos-
sible occasion. Then some wise

person discovered either that I

had a curl in the air or made
the ball come quick high too,

sometimes off the pitch. The
result was that I was practic-

ally chained to the bowling
crease for some twenty years,
and my batting had to go to

the wall. For he who is con-

demned to go on pegging at

the stumps to the bitter end of

more often two chapters than

one, is expected if not con-

strained to exhaust his cricket

energies in the one direction

only. However, in the years of

my acquaintanceship with Mr
Grimston, if I was a bowler
of sorts, I generally managed
to put together a respectable
total of runs in the course of

a full season. My methods

were, I confess, from the cricket

purist's point of view at that

date, nothing short of immoral,
but may it not be said to-

day that wisdom is justified
of her earlier children, and
that he is the wisest child

who deals with a ball in a
manner least expected by the

bowler? Such a wise child

was a young gentleman, un-
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known to fame, who rashly
elected to hit a ball, sent down

by a county cricketer of some

standing, right off the middle

stump to deep square-leg. As
the ball was temporarily lost,

the bowler, having waited in

vain for an apology, strode

down the pitch and addressed

the culprit, who was talking to

the wicket-keeper.
" Do you know where that

ball pitched ?
" was the angry

inquiry.
" I thought it pitched in the

hedge," naively answered the

batsman, who misunderstood
the drift of the question.

I got runs then pretty often,

but, curiously enough, the ap-
pearance of the old grey hat, as

the owner came over day after

day to watch his favourite

game, seemed to exercise a

baneful influence over my bat-

ting, and my nerve seemed to

fail me whether at the be-

f
inning of an innings or when
was well set if I knew

that Mr Grimston was on the

ground. I really believe that
I was afraid of offending the
old gentleman's prejudices and

hurting his feelings by my un-

orthodox practices, and in my
anxiety to please lay the seeds

of disaster.
" How's this ?

" he remarked
one day when, after taking off

my pads, I joined him. " I

read the '

Field,' and I some-
times see your name down for a

long score, but whenever I take
the trouble to come over and
see you, you get out like that."

" I really believe that you
are my evil genius, Mr Grim-
ston. I always get out if I
know that you are about."

"
Guilty conscience, my boy,

guilty conscience ! You know
that you mean to do wrong,
and then, instead of trying to

do right, you go at it in a

half-hearted way. The ball

you got out to was as simple
as could be. All you had to

do was that," illustrating the

strike with his umbrella,
" but

you had made up your mind to

do that " another illustration
" and then you stopped half-

way and did neither."

A few days later I happened
to be sent in first, and enjoyed,
after my own fashion, a really

good knock. On getting out I

joined a group of men who had
carried some chairs to a shady
corner of the garden which
overlooked our cricket-ground.
I could see that the party had
some great joke on. What it

was I had yet to discover.

"Well played, old fellow,"
said one man

;

"
you seemed to

be enjoying yourself. I don't

think I ever saw you hit

harder."

"Well, yes, it was rather

nice. You see, old Bob hasn't

turned up yet."
"Hasn't he, though?" and

out of the very centre of a laurel

bush crawled the individual

himself, chuckling for all he was

worth, and brushing the dust
and dead leaves off his coat.

" I made up my mind to see

if I couldn't catch you playing
an innings," he went on while

somebody was bringing him a

chair,
" so I told P to send

you in first if he won the toss,

and I stopped in the stable-

yard till I knew you were in.

And then I hid behind bushes
till I got here. Well, and I

will say that some of it wasn't

bad. And if we had had you
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at Harrow we would have
made a cricketer of you. As
it is, you are past redemption,

too old a dog to learn new
tricks or a new style either.

And so you had better go on
as before."

" You should say to him,
* Macte nova virtute puer, sic

itur ad astra,'
"
suggested the

master of the house, ever apt
with a quotation.

"Nothing of the sort," was
the prompt answer ;

" he's

much more likely to go to

the other place if he does not

mend his ways. The ball he hit

over that tree ought to have
been played past the bowler."

I often used to fancy that

the Harrovian trained under
Mr Grimston's auspices was
far and away the most re-

sourceful cricketer to be met
and the readiest in dealing
with the unexpected. Nor in-

deed is it likely that the Harrow
cricketer of the present era will

be found to fall behind his pre-
decessors in these respects. To
most batsmen a wide is a wide,
and even the wide long-hop to

leg is allowed to go on its way
rejoicing and count one. But

years ago it used to be our
annual fate to encounter at

Chatham an exceptionally good
amateur bowler, one of those

gifted mortals who could make
the ball perform weird and un-

holy tricks on an apparently
perfect wicket. He both held
and delivered the ball after a
fashion peculiar to himself, and

every ball seemed to have its

own will, thought, and inten-

tion. On one occasion, how-

ever, just as he reached the
crease and was in the act of

delivery, the ball slipped out

of his hand, with the result

that a very slow sort of round-

arm lob came trickling towards

short-leg. That individual was

advancing in a leisurely fashion

to retrieve the ball and return

it to the bowler, when he was

suddenly 'ware of the vision of

an indignant batsman flourish-

ing his bat and uttering hoarse

threats of judgment to come.
" Leave it alone ! You've no

right to touch it. It is my ball
"

The fieldsman fled incontin-

ently, and the batsman having
successfully vindicated his claim

to the possession of the ball,

proceeded to apply his bat

after the manner of a croquet
mallet and sweep his almost

quiescent property down the

hill to the tune of I believe

four runs.

During the luncheon interval

the fieldsman, who had been

pondering over the matter, was
heard to remark

"
Well, I've never seen that

happen before in my life. No-

body else would have thought
of it."

"
Perhaps not," responded

our wicket-keeper, "but then,

you see, we learn a thing or

two at Harrow."

That, too, was a Harrovian

who, at the conclusion of an
over of which he had not re-

ceived a single ball, strode

majestically down the pitch,
and with hoarse whisper and

stinging words rebuked his

partner's impetuosity. The
latter, a notorious hitter, hav-

ing vastly enjoyed an over
of indifferent lobs, was look-

ing for commendation. But :

"What do you play the fool

like that for ? Why didn't you
nurse him ?

"
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ONE NIGHT.

I.

" '

'Elp me ! 'elp me, Ikonas !

'

This way the ... M. I. !

"

RUDYARD KIPLING.

THERE was another gust of

wind and the suspended pots
and pans rattled while the

wires of the entanglement
creaked dismally against the

posts. No. 4 sentry Private

Angus M'Murdo standing in

the two inches of water col-

lected in his trench, shivered

again. On this foul night many
thousands of men and animals
were shivering out in the open
as the wind and rain swept
over the bleak plateau of the

late Oranje Vrij Staat that

State which, with splendid

irony, possessed a tree for its

crest.

The sentry was one of a

picquet in the outpost line of

the little township of Donker-

stad, O.RC. The period was

during the height of the "Chris-

tian era," before the blockhouse

ageand after the famousguerilla
leader had made his series of

attacks on the communications
of the British army, when the
name of De Wet was a bugbear
to all detached posts on or off

the "L. of C." In reality
almost ubiquitous, in fancy he
was all-pervading.
The rain having increased

with the wind, the hissing
sound of the drops in the grass
had grown louder : it seemed
now to melt away into infinity,
across miles and miles of open
veldt. For any one on the look-

out, this impalpable noise was

bewildering : it was like a sound

fog ; but far worse to any one
who was attempting to listen

for the approach of mounted
men was the monotonous tattoo

which had again commenced
somewhere in the entanglement.
Hanging conveniently under a

barb, which served as a gar-

goyle for the collected raindrops
on the wire, was an empty
lobster tin.

"
Tup-tup-tup-tup-

tup . . ."

M'Murdo swore. It was
dark as the inside of a cow;
there was no sky-line ; the only
sense upon which he could

depend was that of hearing.
The rain and the creaking of

the wire were bad enough, but
this infernal dripping was . . .

By this time, after much intent

staring and listening, his eyes
and ears felt strained and were
inclined to play him false. He
was no jumpy young soldier,

but he was now a fit subject
for the efforts of a Christian

Scientist. Had another man
said that " De-e-Wet " with ten

thousand "Boojers" lay there

in front of him in the black of

the night, he would almost have
believed it. Had his own officer

told him so, he would really have
seen them. Several times had
his ears betrayed him and
caused his imagination to weave
a walk, a canter, a gallop into

the song of the drops, and it

was not till his temples throbbed
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from the holding of his breath
that the regularity of the sound
reassured him. That empty
tin caused at least as much
suffering to one human being
as ever its brilliant-hued con-

tents had done. At last

M'Murdo did hear something
breaking the regularity of the

dripping there was now a

duet. Far away on the veldt

track to his left front he heard
a new and similar, but less

metallic, measure "
Tititup-

tititup-tititup ..." There was
no mistake abojut this.

Standing at the "ready,"
head just above ground-level,

peering into the darkness, he

sang out in a voice rendered

strange by nervousness
" Halt ! Who goes ther-r-e ?

"

He was a dour man, not

given to verbosity. Hearing
no reply, he leant forward

against the sodden earth of

the parapet, and pressed trigger
in the direction of the sounds.

The report of the rifle rang out

with all the exaggeration of

noise borrowed from the silence

of the night : the flash showed

nothing to the sentry's eye;
but the glistening drops chas-

ing each other down the slop-

ing wires winked at him like

the eyes of so many lizards.

The breech - bolt rasped
harshly as it was viciously

opened and closed. Again a

report rang out : again the

gritty bolt rattled back and
home. Cheek against stock,

finger on trigger, M'Murdo
paused.

" Friend ! friend, you damned
fool !

" came back in an angry
and nervous voice. " Aller-

machte /
"
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The canny sentry remained

steady at the present elbows
and chest against the parapet.

"
Stand, fr-r-iend ! Hands

up 1 Advance one and give
the counter-r-sign !

"

The steps sounded closer.
"
Halt, mon, or I'll shoot. I

can see you !

" He saw no-

thing ; but this palpable lie is

apt on such occasions to carry
momentary conviction to a

guilty conscience.

"Don't shoot! I am alone.

I don't know the countersign.
I am from the convoy eh !

"

By this time the remainder
of the picquet, some eight men,
had turned out from their nice,

wet, and comparatively warm
corrugated-iron lairs, and ar-

riving in the flooded trench
with a flop and splash, had

groped their way to the parapet
and joined the sentry. There
were repetitions of that un-

pleasantly murderous noise

the opening and closing of the

bolt of a rifle. Far worse than
the report is this sound. The
one is simple and a sign that
action is momentarily over : the

other a threat and an anti-

cipation keeps the nerves on
the stretch. The stranger re-

peated :
" Don't shoot ! I'm

British !

"

The sergeant had now taken

command, and after whispering
a caution "Keep down, men,
ready to fire," he shouted,
"Who are you?"

" Mounted orderly from Cap-
tain Limas's convoy. I have a

message. He is attacked."
"
Oh, he is, is he ? I haven't

heard of any blooming convoys.
Are you alone ?

"

"Yes."
3L
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"Where are you?" That
was a slip, and the sergeant
felt it. It would weaken the

coming fiction.

"Here," but the rattle of

the entanglement conveyed far

more exact information than
the word.

" Go along to your right."
"This way?"
"Yes, that's it. Now," con-

tinued the unabashed non-com.,
with the time-honoured false-

hood, "we can see you quite

plain. I have fifty men here

covering you, and if you try
a rush, or to get away, or any
of your pals come up, you
know what to expect."

"I tell you I am alone."

"I dare say. Round this

way. Hands up, mind."
After a few more directions

the gate in the entanglement
was opened and in stumbled a
man leading a horse.

By this time the subaltern
in charge of the support had
come upon the scene with re-

inforcements, and the prisoner
was led to the tents of the

supporting post. A very few
words with the subaltern and
his hash was nearly settled,
he gave his name as Trooper
Theron, and in his excitement
let drop some words in the
Taal When the officer's

lantern was produced his fate

was quite settled, for notwith-

standing that he wore the
uniform and all the badges of

the OudtshoornMounted Fight-
ing Scouts, the long upper lip
and soft fringe of fluff on chin
were damning.

While the visitor was being
searched and deprived of arms,
his rapidly achieved unpopu-

larity with the men became
clear. There were whispers of

"Boojer," "Spy," "Yes, we've
heard that before."

The officer was polite, non-

committal, but obdurate, and
after he had with difficulty
scrawled a brief report on a

sheet of paper ruled in squares
at so many inches to the mile,
the protesting trooper was
blindfolded and led away to

the office of the Commandant
of the Township of Donkerstad,

Orange River Colony, in other

words, the Wachtzaal of the

little, dirty, one-horse railway
station. Upon this compara-
tively safe but unpleasant
journey we will for the present
leave him.
Not far from where Trooper

Theron had been led through
the outpost line, a heaving
mass of blanket, with much
sulphurous language issuing

therefrom, was the outward
and audible sign of the presence
of Lieutenant the Honourable

Aubrey Fitten, in command of

a detached company of the

103rd Battalion of Mounted

Infantry.
This young and usually

zealous officer was not in the

best of humours. He had been
out with his small commando
of one company the whole day
long looking for an enemy who
never appeared, he felt cold

and wretched, and had lost

his smasher hat. Through the

great kindness of the officers

of the half-battalion lying close

by, of whose tarpaulin mess he
was an honorary member, he
had shared their execrable

meal
; but the only comforting

feature of an altogether wet
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dinner had been the warmth of

the coffee. Upon crossing the

little sluit? now running half

full, between the mess and his

own bivouac, he had slipped
and almost fallen into the

water, and after he had got
up, all that remained of his

"lantern camp, folding, iron,

galvanised," to give it the

correct title was a nougat of

glass, tin, candle -grease, and
mud. Having stumbled round
his horse-lines and sentries, he
had found his own little home,

consisting of two blankets

supported on sticks, and had
crawled in. Whilst struggling
with his valise he had un-

fortunately kicked over one

prop of the woollen roof, which
had flopped damply on to his

head.

The result was that, as

Trooper Theron was stumbling
forward, led by the hand of one
soldier and hastened by the

proximity of the naked bayonet
of another for the thoughtful
private had kindly informed
the blindfolded man of its posi-

tion, Fitten was peevishly en-

gaged in a hand - to - mouth

struggle with a very wet
blanket. He had at last found
the necessary bit of stick, suc-

ceeded in propping his roof off

his person, and was just dozing
off when, through blanket and

through coat collar, he heard
that call which at once arrests

the attention of any command-

ing officer or man in charge on
active service a sentry's chal-

lenge. It betokens an arrival.

An arrival, if not hostile, usu-

ally means a message. Twenty

to one a message at night means

urgent orders. One hundred
to one urgent orders mean that

the recipient must at once get

up and go somewhere and do

something, and bang goes a

"night in bed."

"'Alt! 'Oo goes there?"
" Friend. Commandant's or-

derly."
" Pass Commandant's or-

derly : 'orl's well. Wot's up,
cookie?"

" Is this the M.I. ?
"

"Yes. 'Oo do you want ?
"

"Commanding orficer."

Fitten groaned, though he
knew well that only he could

be wanted by an orderly. He
felt what was coming. So did

the sentry, who had never been
told that inquisitiveness was

impertinent.
" Same old game ? Op saddle

and trek?"

"Yes, that's the size of it."
" You'll find the orficer com-

mandin's blanket over there to

the right on its lonesome. He's
in 'is fleabag all right. I 'eard

'im get in myself. 'Is 'at should
be on a stick alongside, so you
can't miss him."

Fitten groaned again. A
message from the Commandant
at such an hour meant no invi-

tation to a hot supper, and his

feet were only just beginning
to feel themselves. Turning
on his elbow, he tried to get his

head out to direct the orderly,
whose heavy steps he now
heard squelching in the wet

grass. He again knocked over
a pillar of his roof.

Guided now by the voice and
the nature of the language

1 Stream.
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used, the orderly, who was a

very old soldier, gravely saluted

the heaving mass at his feet :

" The Commandant's compli-
ments an' he wishes to see you
at once an' will you please give
orders for the M.I. to saddle up
an' follow you round to the

office sir?"

A muffled voice replied :

"Tell the Commandant with

my compliments that I'll be
with him in a few minutes.

Send the orderly sergeant to

me as you go back."

"Very good, sir."

The night was yet young,
and though silence had for some
time reigned over the little

bivouac, but few men were
sound asleep. There was now
a subdued buzz amongst the

blankets.

It was the work of but two

long minutes for Fitten to find

and lace up his wet boots, while

he jerked out instructions to

the sergeant. At last, slapping
his haversack to feel if it con-

tained all that it should, and

seizing his carbine, he walked
off in the direction of the red

light, which was at once the
" home signal

"
of the little

railway station and the " office"

signal of the Commandant.
Now that he was up, he felt

more sanguine of the chance of

real business.

Standing hitched to the rail-

ings of the station enclosure
he saw a tired horse, and on
the platform, glistening in the
feeble light of a few oil-lamps,
three men were standing. In

angles and corners under the
small roof were numerous hud-
dled figures in blankets and
greatcoats. Against the sheen

of the wet stone slabs the three

figures stood out clear. Quick
of eye, Fitten at once recognised
in one the tall Commandant :

another he quickly spotted by
the shape of, or rather want of

shape of, his legs, for an in-

fantry soldier no one but
Thomas Atkins can wear put-
ties wound so that ankles

appear thicker than calves,
and elephantiasis suggests it-

self to every observant medical.

The third puzzled him. The
man was clad in a British warm
coat and wore gaiters. His

legs were slender, much as an

officer's, and yet the attitude

was not that of an officer.

There was something raffish

about it, a touch of the swash-

buckler, albeit a tempered
touch. However, Fitten was
not to remain long in doubt.

He joined the group and
saluted.

" Good evening, Fitten. Are

your men coming along ?
"

"
Yes, sir

; they'll be here in-

side ten minutes."

"Ready for ?" He
smiled. To complete the sen-

tence was as unnecessary as the

query, for the subaltern and
his M.I. were now veterans and

required no nursing. Theywould
not turn up at a night sum-
mons without arms, ammuni-
tion, or food.

"Yes, at once, sir."

"Good. What I want you
for is this. This man here,"
he indicated the swashbuckler,
"has escaped from a convoy
which has been held up pos-

sibly captured by now. Eleven
miles away, you said, I think ?

"

"Oh, ja , yes, sir."

The Honble. Aubrey eyed
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the speaker. For the same
reasons as the other subaltern

away out on the outpost line,

he instinctively distrusted him.
"He is unshaken in his story

and quite positive, though I

can't get much information or

detail out of him. He is

certain that the enemy is in

force
"

"Yes, very many burghers,
Commandant," interrupted this

bearer of good news.
"Just come in here a min-

ute," continued the Command-
ant to Fitten, leading the way
into his office, also the Tele-

graph Office and Intelligence
Bureau, where a pallid officer

in a great-coat was struggling
with numerous telegrams at an
ink-stained table. The Com-
mandant turned to him
"What do you think of it,

Thicknesse? Have you any
news of a loose commando
prowling round ?

"

"None, sir," was the reply as
the speaker wearily licked his

thumb and flipped through the
bundle of forms.

"What are the De Wet
1 finals'?"

" I have him located to-day at

Winburg, Ladybrand, Boshof,

Yentersburg
' '

"
Oh, then this is very likely

he at last." Turning to Fitten,
he continued: "Well, there it

is. I believe this man. He is

hustled
;
but these Afrikander

fellows are pretty shrewd, and
don't get panicky for nothing.
You must take your company
out. If the convoy are still

keeping their end up, chip in

and try and take the enemy in

the rear or flank; I will send
out a company of infantry to

reinforce you. If the convoy
is scuppered, follow hard, get
into touch and make them

fight. Hang on to them, and,
whatever happens, prevent
them from getting away with
the waggons. Shoot animals
do anything. If we have lost

the convoy, they, at any rate,
shall not keep it. These sup-

plies would be a godsend to

them. To-morrow I will get
some mounted reinforcements

to you somehow. Do you
understand you're to get out
and stick to the waggons at

all costs."
"
Yes, sir," with hesitation.

" What's the matter ? Surely
you're not ?

"

"Yes, I am, sir."

The senior stared.

"You see, sir, I don't like

the cut of that man's jib. I

I think it is a plant. What is

his corps?"
"The Oudtshoorn Fighting

Mounted no, Mounted Fight-

ing Scouts."
" I don't believe it : never

heard of it. It is a put-up
job."

" I don't think so."

"I think this is a burgher
in a khaki suit sent in with a

cock-and-bull yarn to get our
mounted force out into an
ambush."

" No. I thought of that at

once; but a convoy should be
near here now, passing up. I

don't think that that is the

case."

"If not, it is quite possible
that it is an effort to get part
of the small garrison away on
a wild-goose chase and to then
attack the place."

" That I think is much less
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likely than the other. We
only have a small garrison,
but are pretty strong. No,
I think it is quite genuine.

However, I'll talk to him

again."
The speaker left the room

and spent some time in cross-

examination of the messenger,
who, perfectly understanding
the reason of these questions,
rather lost his head.

" May I die, sir, if I do not

speak the truth !

"

The Colonel - Commanding
was more impressed by this

pious wish than was the sub-

altern, who had followed him.
" He is all right. He could

not have answered these ques-
tions if he were not straight.
He will guide you. You have
no time to waste. You know
what to do ; shove along, and
don't be too nervous. Good-

bye ! Good luck !

"

There was no more to be
said. Fitten saluted, and went
out into the darkness with the

guide in front of him.
The patty was waiting dis-

mounted outside the station.

Their O.C. gave them five

minutes, nominally to get
things ready, actually in order

to make up his own mind.

Though he was by now used
to night alarms and excur-

sions, this special job was a

poser and required some con-

sideration. He was not going
to start out "bald-headed"
into the night without think-

ing over all possible contin-

gencies and making up his

plan of campaign beforehand.
For him the days of rushing
ahead first and thinking after-

wards were over. He had

been in the " incident
" with

his late captain, when the

latter had been killed, and he
now preferred to see his way.
One matter he could settle out

of hand was to arrange for the

guide. He sent for the bugler,
who was mounted, and made
the Afrikander mount also.

" See this man, Bugler
Bragges? He is our guide."

"Yes, sir."
" Tie his horse to yours with

the reim."

"Tie 'is 'orse to mine, sir ?
"

"Yes. Done that?"

"Yes, sir."

"Now, he may be on the

crooked, a spy
"

the com-
mencement of Theron's protest
was cut short by a wave of the

hand,
" who is going to lead

us into a trap."
With that lack of judicially

which is so common and so

sad a blot on the fairness of

war, the bugler eyed the guide
as if he had already committed
this crime. Fitten continued :

" In case he means to, I want

you both to grasp that he is

going to be the first man to

die. Understand ?
"

"O yes, sir," replied the

worthy bugler with an air of

cheerful butchery, reaching out

towards a man close behind
him as he added, "Lend us

your sticker, Joey !

"

"No," said Fitten. "Take

my revolver. Can you shoot

with a revolver ?
"

"Never 'ad one in me 'and

before, sir."
" Doesn't matter. You won't

have long-range shooting. Take
it in your right hand, keep the

guide on your left. Point it at

him closer, touch him nearly.
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That's right ; now you can't

miss. Get my orders clear

now, for if anything should hap-
pen, I can give you none. If

you hear distant firing, don't

shoot. If you hear sudden
close firing, don't stop to find

out whether it is at us or not,
shoot the guide at once. You
have six shots, mind."

"Yes, sir."

As he said this Bragges's
fingers were already fidgeting
round and inside the trigger-

guard of the revolver. Not

only was he a bugler of merit,
but he was also a devoted per-
former on a soul -

destroying
instrument called the cornet-a-

piston, and as he sat in the

dim light of the station lamps,
the involuntary play of his two
first fingers round the trigger
of the weapon showed persistent

practice at trills. An onlooker
could only pray that it was
not loaded, for the fingering
of the musician was harrowing

especially to Theron.
"O but, captain, may I die

if I am "

" You will, if you are," was
the unsympathetic reply.

"
But, Allermachte 1 look at

his fingers."

"Bragges, take your fingers
out of the trigger-guard. Don't

put your finger in till you want
to fire. I don't want you to

shoot him by accident."
"
Very good, sir."

"But, Captain, he may
stumble."

" That's your luck."

The unhappy Theron groan-
ed. It would at any time have

annoyed him to see this oafish

treatment of firearms. It was
now agony. He had not bar-

gained for this, and had indeed

jumped from the frying-pan
into the fire !

"
Bragges, say over your

orders."

"Press the muzzle agin 'is

ribs, sir, an' if any one fires

close, shoot the blight, beg
pardon the guide, I should

say, sir."
" And don't let him go with-

out orders from me."

"Very good, sir."

It was Bragges's great day.
Fair bugler, execrable cornet-

player, honest, worthy soldier,

he had been through many
exciting times since he left his

home at Hoxton
;
but this beat

all! He rose to the occasion.

Cocking his head on one side,

he protruded his chin, stuck his

face almost into the other's,
and said in a whisper of villain-

ous ferocity, which smacked of

the "Brit.": "Hi, you! Any
monkey tricks an' you're my
meat. Straight !

"

The other did not reply,
he was quite hypnotised by
the muzzle of the revolver to

which he was trying to slew
himself sideways.

That being comfortably fixed

up, while the men were tighten-

ing girths, rebuckling straps,
and looking to magazines, the
subaltern paced up and down
thinking.
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II.

: Same shootin' wild at the end o" the night,
Same flyin' tackle an' same messy fight,>...
Same ugly 'iccup an' same 'orrid squeal,
When it's too dark to see an' it's too late to feel,

He did think furiously.

Presuming, firstly, that Theron
was a bogus messenger, the al-

ternatives of the enemy's action

appeared to be as follows :

If there really were a convoy,
and the Boers had attacked it,

they might wish to increase

their bag, and might have sent

in a messenger with the news
as a bait to lead more "khakis"
into a trap. If there really
were no convoy, they might
still have sent in the message
in order to capture the only
mounted men in Donkerstad,
and so obtain rifles, ammuni-
tion, and remounts, or else they
might wish merely to get the

M.I. away, and thus weaken
the garrison by its most sea-

soned soldiers before they at-

tacked the place. Fitten quite
felt what a thorn his M.I., con-

tinually prowling about under
its energetic commander, must
have been in the enemy's side.

The burghers were very shrewd,
and knew the nature and rep-
utation of every regiment in

South Africa. They had plenty
of sympathisers now living in

houses in Donkerstad, and

probably even knew Fitten's

Christian name, even that he
had lost his hat! The town-

ship, though of no great stra-

tegic importance, would be a
considerable prize. It con-
tained a large depot of stores
and a rebuilt railway bridge

EUDYABD KIPLING.

within its defences an easily
destructible bridge of timber.

Therefore, if the messenger was
what Fitten termed with his

knowledge of Hindustani a

banow, an ambush was to be

expected in any case, anywhere
beyond the outpost line. That
was clear.

If, on the other hand, Theron
were genuine, and the news
that he had brought were true,

the convoy might by now have
been captured, and be trekking

away anywhere, or might still

be holding out. In either case,

Fitten judged that the great
De Wet, or any of the local

"fighting parsons," none of

them beginners, would not

have neglected to place a de-

tached commando on the road

from the nearest garrison, to

act as a surprise-packet for

any attempt at relief.

Under any circumstances,

therefore, it seemed that he
must expect to run into more
than a posse of the Brethren

laying specially for him. That
was the first thing to look for,

and from bitter experience he
knew the value of surprise and

position as compared with mere

bravery ! But that was not the

end. Supposing he did meet
sudden opposition, he could not

retire and wait for dawn. He
must push on at once, at

all costs, "brush opposition
aside" is the picturesque ex-
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pression, and try to catch up
a possibly mythical convoy.
" Brother

" had very likely

already made a Little Slam.
He only needed one more trick

to make a Grand one.

To best meet an ambush en-

tailed extension dispersion ;

but on such a night that was

impossible. Once his party
extended, or even got into line,

they would in ten minutes be
as good as scattered all over

the centre of Africa from Wal-
fisch Bay to Basutoland, and
would soon be shooting into

each other. Once they scat-

tered, also, the Honourable

Aubrey would cease to be com-

manding officer, he would be
a unit of a company, simply a

man with a rifle like any other.

No
;
for any coherent action, he

must, in spite of possible am-

bushes, keep his party together
until forced to separate. Then

every man must act for himself

and must know what to do.

Could he trust them to act

on their own? He looked up
as they stood there busy with
last touches, stamping, chaffing,
and grousing. They were, on
the whole, a good lot of men,
now almost veterans. Officer

and men knew each other

pretty well, for they had

proved one another more than
once.

Time was up. He got nearly
all the men round him in a

circle, and explained the main

object of the night's work,
what they might expect to

meet on the way. His final

words were

"Remember, if we are not

attacked, there is to be no ex-

tension until I give the order.

I will give orders as usual. If

we are attacked, open out a bit

at once without orders. Don't

dismount to shoot
;
but gallop,

gallop like hell, straight over

the Boers. Stop for no one or

nothing. Men who come down
and lose their horses must lie

and fire at the flash, to help the

others. If I get through, I shall

pull up about a mile beyond
the enemy and keep blowing
the whistle. If you hear it,

rally towards it. If you don't

hear it, don't wait; collect to-

gether and try and find the

convoy. If it is trekking away,
hang on till morning, then kill

all the animals. Section com-
manders will try and collect

groups of men round them and
take command. Do you all

understand ?
"

"Please, sir, how must we
know who 'as got the convoy?"

" If it is trekking away, it is

almost sure to be the Boers,
but you must find out for

certain by daylight. Once

more, remember : If we are

fired on no orders act on

your own ;
I shall be some-

where towards the rear, and
will follow you."

Fitten was beyond the stage
of unnecessarily taking the

imaginary post of danger un-
less it were also the post of

greatest utility. In the present
case, the first man to charge
was no braver than the last,

and the last could gather
better from behind what was

happening.
"
Prepare to mount. Mount.

Fours right. Walk march !

"

and the little column jingled
off towards the outpost line.

They were soon on the open
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veldt, and without any words

fell into a trot, picking it up
from the front. Ahead was the

advanced "
point

"
of the sub-

altern, the guide, the bugler,
and two men. Behind, there

were connecting files just with-

in earshot of each other, right
back to the main body some
two hundred yards behind.

After the start the commander
fell back towards the rear.

The column jogged on,

squelch, squelch in the wet
darkness. As they advanced,
the soft thuds of hoofs, the

jingle of bits and of stirrups

touching, were the only sounds
to be heard. Eyes were blurred

by rain, even ears were filled

with icy drops, while bridle

hands became numb with cold.

Still they went on without halt

and without check ; now breast-

ing a slight rise, now descending
a gentle hollow, the inequality
of the ground only observable
from the pace of the horses and
the change in balance. Then
there was a check. Like the

trucks of a long goods train

coming to a stop, the various

sections of fours were pulled up
by running into the section

in front. Was it something
ahead? Had the guide gone
astray? Had the No, it

was only a small spruit, now
swollen with rain, and soon the
rear of the column was closing

up again in a sloppy canter.

Fitten had done his best to

prepare for every contingency,
had taken all possible measures
to ensure success, still it was
a risky venture, and he was
nervous not with the nervous-
ness of a jumpy man or coward,
but with that born of know-

ledge and bitter experience.

Any creature less irresponsible
than a monkey or less sluggish
than an oyster would have

ought to have been nervous.

All the eggs were in one basket,
and there was not a man there

who did not realise it : to be

massed together is the worst

thing in case of an ambush.

By that stage of the war every
errand boy at home who

stopped to read the war news
from the bits of newspaper in

which the chops were wrapped,
could have told as much as this.

Still, under the circumstances,
it was the only way. No night-

marches, with their attendant

difficulties of time, space, and

direction, and their sickening

suspense, are pleasant, and this

was by no means Fitten's first ;

but so far his side had always
hoped to hold the trump-card

surprise. In this case it was
odds on the enemy surprising
them. It seemed rather hope-
less like walking into a trap.
Still the Commandant was ab-

solutely right it had to be

tried. He could not sit quiet
while a convoy was being

scuppered within a few miles.

To wait till morning would
have been too late.

Fitten was listening listen-

ing all he could for a single

report. Well he knew that

solitary shot, followed by the

hoarse shouts of " Schiet kerl,

schiet" and then the hellish

outburst of the Mausers all

round. Once experienced, the

recollection of these sounds

does not die. Was it coming?
When was it coming? If

things would only begin!
There was a sharp rattle
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ahead, and a nervous move-
ment all down the ranks a

spontaneous movement that
could be felt, not seen or heard.

Fitten's heart leaped. It was

only the iron-shod hoofs of the

leading files ringing out sud-

denly on a rocky outcrop in the

veldt. No word was said

aloud, but the leader was not

the only man who experienced
a hot wave of revulsion when
the cause of the sound was

recognised.
He thought of the gallop

towards the enemy; the mad
rush ; the shouts

;
the whistle

and smack of the bullets ; the

terrified animals shying off the

flashes of the rifles as they got
close, some especially the Ar-

gentines refusing and turning
round; then the efforts at a
concentration on the other side ;

the hunt for the convoy; the

dragging fight and the long-
drawn butchery of the cattle.

How was it going to end for

them ? Would they be cut off ?

Not that that worried him
much, provided that he suc-

ceeded in his job of stopping
the convoy.
He thought of what would

happen if they got too close to

the enemy's trap to open out

in time, and were caught in

column by a cross-fire. Stellen-

bosch for him ! Scare head-
lines in all the papers at home !

" Another regrettable inci-

dent!" "When will our

officers learn sense ?
" " When

will they take their profession

seriously ?
" He had quite

recently smelt the railway, and
had browsed on old papers and

knew the gush by heart.

Letters of advice from half the

quidnuncs in England,
" Pater-

familias," "Taxpayer," "Con-
stant Header," and "Briton."
How he would like to have
" Constant Reader " ahead to

guide now, and "
Taxpayer

"

alongside himself to advise !

He had plenty of time to

cogitate, for on and on they
jogged, and nothing happened.
They must have come miles by
this time, and the noise that

they were making seemed

enough to wake the dead. How
his fingers ached! Curse the

convoy for getting into a mess.

Curse the commando that got
it into a mess !

There was a check. The
force was halting ! He rode

forward and met one of the
"
point," who was passing

down the column, whispering
hoarsely, "Mr Fitten! Mr
Fitten !

"

"Here. What is it?"

"The bugler says as the

guide says as we are near the

convoy now, sir. It's over the

fur rise."

At last ! So far so good !

Convoy or no convoy, this was
not an ambush. He rode ahead

and, by cannoning into the

bugler, almost short - circuited

the shivering guide's earthly
career.

"Arsty
1

there; 'oo are you
shovin'? Beg pardon, sir

I
"

"
Well, Theron, what is it ?

"

"I am almost certain that

the convoy is over the next
rise eh?"
"Was it in a hollow?"

1 Soldiers' Hindustani for "gently."
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"
Yes, about half a mile from

here. We had better dismount

and walk on eh ?
"

Fitten was not yet entirely

trustful, but there was no

danger in this. The party was

dismounted, the horses collected

in the charge of about ten

men. In spite of the dangers
of lecturing, it was imperative
that all should know what was

going to happen, for the

chances of misunderstanding,
of some dreadful mistake, were

many on such a night. As it

was impossible to make the

whole company hear without

shouting, he collected the ser-

geants.
" The convoy may be beyond

the next rise. Remember we
don't yet know who has got it.

We shall all go forward on

foot, extended, to the bottom of

the next rise. The company
will wait there while I go
forward to reconnoitre. While

you are there, explain to your
sections exactly what is going
to happen, and wait a mess-

age sent back from me. Fix

bayonets before you start.

That clear?"
"
Yes, sir."

"Colour-sergeant, when you
get my message to advance,
collect the company to single
rank and take it up to the top
of the rise, where I shall leave
a man. Then try and find out
where the convoy is by listen-

ing, you will probably see

nothing. The whole of you
will lie down and wait quietly.
I may come back or send back.
If I do not, lie where you
are till dawn, and can see
where and what the convoy is.

If it is in the Boers' hands,

extend all along behind the

hill, and start off shooting the

animals. Got that ?
"

"Yes, sir."
" Horse-holders will follow to

the foot of the hill this side.

If they hear real firing begin,

they will lead as many horses

as they can in the direction of

Donkerstad
;

the others will

follow. Repeat my orders,

Sergeant Geoffrey; the others

listen."

After correcting one or two
matters of detail, Fitten was
satisfied that he was under-

stood. The company extended
and stumbled forward over ant-

hills and stones towards the

foot of the rise, where it halted.

Fitten, with the guide, the

bugler, and two men, crawled

up to the top. Here the guide

placed his hand on the officer's

arm, seized his hand and
stretched it down below to-

wards the hollow "They are

there, captain ;
listen !

"

He could see nothing, but
between his heart - beats, for

they had squirmed up quickly,

Aubrey heard the grunts, snorts,
and squeals of mules and the

rattle of chains. It was a

convoy.

"Bragges, give me my re-

volver. Loose the guide.

Theron, I am sorry it

couldn't be helped," were his

words.
"All right, Captain."
"Do you think the Boers

have got it?"
" It doesn't look like it ;

but

I don't know how the small

escort could have beaten off

an attack."

"Well, I'm going down to

see. Theron, you come with
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two menme. One of you
who are you?"

"Jones, sir. Weekes, sir."

"Jones, fix your bayonet,
and come along. Weekes,
stand up here till the com-

pany comes up, as a point.

Bragges, you go and tell the

colour-sergeant to bring it up
here.

"
Jones, listen. As soon as

the company is here, we will

crawl down and discover who
has the convoy. I shall find a

sleeping man and jump on him.

You stand by with the bayonet.
If he speaks English, all right !

If he speaks Dutch, give it

him. We don't want any
trouble or noise. Don't
me in the dark, mind."

"No, sir."

After a few minutes,
much stumbling and

whispering, the little

panted up to the top of the

rise. Fitten again explained
the direction to the colour-

sergeant, then he and the two
men started to crawl silently
down the slope. They were
soon among the waggons with-
out challenge. There was no

cry of "
Halt, who goes there ?

"

no cry of " Wies da ?
"

as they
stumbled over cooking -

pots,
over harness, over gear. Fin-

ally, the officer butted a mule
which squealed and cow-kicked
him on the shoulder. Still no

challenge ! Jones was now
holding the tail of his senior's

"British warm," and the two
were squirming about almost
on all fours. They heard a

human snore, and Fitten's spur
caught in some object just
behind a waggon. He stooped

gently and felt it. It was a

stick

with
some
force

man's foot ! Unluckily the
owner was right under the

body of the waggon, out of

the rain, not a very conveni-

ent position for Jones.

"Jones, give me your hand.
Feel this foot. When I give
the word, you pull on this leg,
I'll pull the other, and we'll

yank this fellow into the open.
Wait till you get the word,
then heave and stand by with
the bayonet."
As he softly groped about

for the other leg, scruples
crossed his mind. It was dirty,
murderous work! But it had
to be done.

" Heave !

"

With a vicious tug a heavy
man was dragged on his back
from under the shelter of the

waggon. Like a flash, and
with a neatness which spoke
well for his practice in the old

mauling game which he used
to play under the great elms
of Rugby Close, this "

gently-
nurtured sprig of England's
bluest," as the local paper had
described the Honourable Au-

brey Fitten when he came of

age, was all over his man.
There was a whistling grunt,
for, with a foul dexterity,
never learned, we hope, at

Rugby, the gently
- nurtured

one had contrived at the same
moment to wind the sleeper
with his right knee, and to get
both of his .hands, thumbs

meeting, firmly round his neck.

He then rolled on to the
mud on one side to clear the

way for Jones. That worthy
knelt down, felt the heaving
body, then stood, arms reversed,
with the bayonet's point touch-

ing it.
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"Don't shout, or you're a

dead man," whispered the senior

assassin somewhat superfluous-

ly perhaps, and both awaited

the first utterance of the

sleeper. Were it Dutch !

War is not nice, and no one

knew how many burghers were
round.

The tension was prolonged,
for when a man is well winded,
it does not matter whether his

native tongue be Turkish, Taal,
or Telugu, his first utterances

will sound the same. The

prostrate one had been well

winded. This had its dangers.
To the private, who was no
scholar of Dutch, the stertor-

ous wheezes that came from
the gaping mouth sounded
much like that guttural tongue.
His superior luckily guessed
as much and said, "Wait for

my word." He then separated

his thumbs the fraction of an
inch and whispered again
almost affectionately :

" If

you shout, you are a dead
man !

"

A few more chokings, then

in a voice, husky, but unmis-

takable, came the sign
"Who the hell are you?"
These five words were

enough. The officer got up ;

the private ordered arms with

guilty promptness, hoping that

the speaker had not felt the

point.
So far, so good. The attack

had evidently been beaten off,

and Fitten, once the tension

was relaxed, felt some com-

punction for the way he had
treated his late victim. Being
a perfect gentleman, his amende
was as ample as it was prompt.
"It's all right I am an officer.

Get up."

III.

Hush ye, hush ye, little pet ye,
Hush ye, hush ye, do not fret ye,
The Black Douglas shall not get ye."

Old Border Lullaby.

Let us after this moment of

intense suspense hark back
some three hours to this same

spbt ;
at a time when the long

straggling convoy had but

recently outspanned for the

night in the hollow on the
veldt.

Except for the noise of the
animals and the guttural click-

ing which represented the

whispered conversation of the

Kaffirs, the convoy was quite
silent. At the end of a waggon,
cheerfully swinging his legs,
sat a man buried in a long

cavalry cloak. It was rain-

ing in gusts, but No. 35,721,

Trooper Ablett of the Oudt-
shoorn Mounted Fighting
Scouts, ex-donkey-man of a

tramp steamer, ex - cyanide
hand of the "Deep Deep"
of the Dumpers G.M. Com-

pany, was fairly well covered,

and, as he would have ex-

pressed it, did not "
give a

d n "
for the rain. The con-

voy was outspanned for the

night, and he had earned an-

other five bob. Not that he

thought only of money, but
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there it was, he was a dollar

to the good. He had also fed,

having but recently finished his

evening meal of coffee, biscuit,

and trek-ox. That was the

trouble ! The coffee was not

good, and though no epicure,
he didn't hanker after ration

biscuit ; but it was the trek-ox

that worried him. They had
been forced to shoot one of

their animals, and the meat
had that day been issued as a

treat fresh meat instead of the

everlasting preserved ration.

Now Ablett sorely needed the

attentions of a dental surgeon,
and found the stringiness of

the daily bully-beef bad enough ;

but the so-called treat was far

worse. He sat clinking his

rusty spurs together to the

refrain of the popular song
he was humming, all the time

thoughtfully exploring his

mouth with a stem of grass,
for toothpicks were not items
of the "

Vocabulary of stores
"

kept in ordnance depdts. "What
the Boer winkels 1 had once

stocked, he could not tell

the war had been going
on too long. Of a cheerful,

irresponsible disposition, noth-

ing worried him much, and his

present and quite new occupa-
tion of "

fighting, scouting
"

trooper came all in the day's
work. He had been many
things on the Rand and in

other parts of the world, and
took things as they came. He
was drawing his dollar a-day,
with free skoff;

2 was a mounted
man now on escort duty ; the
life was pretty free, and there

was every chance of a scrap,

for there were many rumours
of De Wet raiding and burning
between the Orange and the

Vaal. He was happy enough,
and saw no trouble "sticking
out." The one fly in the am-
ber of his present content was
the absence of a daily issue of

toothpicks.
His occupation kept him busy

for some time. When he had

finally settled matters to his

satisfaction, he pulled a pipe
of exaggerated dimensions from
one pocket, spooned up half a

handful of powdered "Megalies-

burg
" 3 from another, and with

a muttered,
" Ikona trek-ox,"

lit up. Happening, in the

flickering blaze of the match,
to notice his rifle lying in the

end of the waggon, it suddenly
flashed across his mind that an
hour ago he had sat down with
the intention of cleaning it.

He had fired a few shots at

buck during the day's trek,
and had intended to borrow
oil - bottle and pull

-
through,

which he no longer possessed,
from a comrade and do the job,
but now it was so late. Every-
one seemed asleep. Ginger Tigg
was under the next waggon.
He would try him.

"
Ginger ! I say, Ginger

eh ?
" No answer.

" I say, Ginger !

"

"Hullo. What's that?" in

a sleepy grunt.
" Have you got an oil-bottle

and a pull-through ?
"

"Go to ! Ikona!" was
the surly reply.
That was the limit ! He was

not looking for trouble, and
was certainly not going to

1 Store. 2 Food. 3 A brand of Boer tobacco.
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crawl round in the rain, wak-

ing up men to be sworn at.

The captain was not likely

to inspect arms before they
reached Donkerstad in the

morning, and then there would
be the wealth of an ordnance
store to draw upon. He took

up the rifle and sniffed at it.

He could not see the fouling,

but, by Gum ! he could smell

it it had been in some hours.

Now the regulations lay down
very clearly and definitely how
firearms should be cleaned.

Though he had never read
these instructions, had never
seen the book, had never even
heard of Hythe, Ablett knew a

thing or two, and one thing
he well realised was that the

longer a rifle remains dirty the

more the barrel becomes eaten

away. He had a brilliant idea.

He would blow out the old foul-

ing with a shot or two, and the
result of his fresh shots would

only remain for a few hours
before the weapon was cleaned.

Better two foulings of short

duration than one of long
standing. After all, he was
not without some ideas on the
erosive action of the products
of combustion of the nitro-

cellulose compounds, though
they were perhaps more the
children of laziness than of

scientific knowledge.
He got down from his seat,

looked round the invisible

horizon for some mark at
which to aim, saw nothing,
put up his gun and fired two
shots "rapid" into the night.
The echoes had not died away
before there were oaths and

shouts of " What's up ?
"

"Where are they?" "Hurry
up there?" and the clicking
of cut-offs being opened, as

half a dozen men came dodg-
ing up. Artistic, and instruct-

ive even to the ex -donkey-
man, ex-cyanider, was the

language he heard when the

cause of the alarm was fully
made known. When the ser-

geant finally stumbled over the

dissel-boom 1 of the waggon on
to the little group, there was
much talk of "making pris-

oners," reports to the captain.
However the alarm was not

generally taken up the shots

had been fired from the lee end
of the convoy, and not much
harm had been done. With
Irregulars many highly ir-

regular things occur, and such
a trifling incident was quickly

forgotten. Soon peace reigned
over the outspan, and the

tattoo of the rain from the

waggon roofs was once more

only broken by the clank of

chains and the scuffling and
snorts of the mules.

But, unknown to the

ing force, a man was now far

on his way "ploughing the

lonely furrow " towards Don-

kerstad, laden with terrible

news, for though no one in the

convoy close by had been much
perturbed by the rifle-shots,
there was one not so callous

our friend Frickie Theron,

trooper in the same "
push

"
as

Ablett.

About the same time that

his comrade was worrying over

the partiality of meat fibre for

his dental interstices as a rest-

y

Pole.
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ing -place, Theron was seated
on an anthill on the far side of

the slight rise, down wind of

the bivouac, within hearing of

the convoy, and some half mile

away. He was sitting huddled

up in his "British warm" in

the lee of his horse, which
stood tail up -wind, shivering
above him. The two were

quite alone in the night, and
the beast, seeking sympathy,
slewed round gradually, and
nosed about till its hairy
muzzle was resting on its

master's shoulder. He got up
in response to this token of

comradeship, and leaning over
the animal's neck, patted it.

He stood thus for a long time

stroking the hogged mane.
As his hand passed to and fro,

a shower of fine spray was

flung from the bristles into his

face. It tickled him, and in

a way relieved the tension.

Frickie was nervous to-night.

By no means backward in

facing danger as a rule, and

by no means one of the white-
livered brigade, there were at

present special reasons why he,
an Afrikander of Dutch ex-

traction, who had elected to

fight for the British, should
feel uncomfortable. They were

crossing the favourite hunt-

ing - ground of the redoubt-
able Christian De Wet, also

Theron's own district, and it

would be specially awkward to

be captured here, above all by
De Wet. Theron did not par-

ticularly wish to meet any
Boers at the moment. To

paraphrase the reply, now
classic from Table Bay to

the Zambezi, of the Peruvian
Smaus 1 when invited to go
out hunting lions "He had
not lost any." Against British,

French, German, Swede, Russ,
or Turk he would not have
cared a button ;

but against
De Wet in his own country,
he did care.

He was mounted orderly on

duty. Not altogether scout,
not altogether sentry, he was

simply placed at some distance

from the convoy in order to be
in a position to ride off to the

nearest garrison or post and

give the alarm in case of attack.

A convoy is an amorphous mass,
as helpless and slow as a garden
slug, but, unluckily, without its

unattractiveness. Without a

large escort, which is waste of

fighting men, it is dependent
on extraneous assistance for

defence, and is therefore a curse

and a source of anxiety to every
commander within whose area
it drags its tempting, helpless

length. This convoy, though a

large one, had a very small

escort : besides a few Army
Service Corps non - commis-
sioned officers, there were some

thirty odd of the O.F.M.S.
Theron had done this job

before; not that he liked it,

though it suited his present
frame of mind but he was the

local expert, and was supposed
to know his way across country
in the dark. Many hours had
he spent alone on the veldt,
and as he stood there making
much of his horse, his own
guerilla instincts told him
what a splendid night it was
for a night attack. Not

1 Polish Jew pedlar.
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sufficiently rough to impede
trekking in a known district,

it was cold and rainy enough
to keep every garrison snugly
under cover and to obscure

an advance, and windy enough
to drown all but the near-

est sounds altogether a very
likely night.

Suddenly the report of a rifle

sounded from the direction of

the convoy. Theron started,
as did his mount. He seized

the reins and unslung his

rifle.

Was it fancy? No, for his

horse had heard it and had
whinnied. " Pick - pock

"

again the report rang out,
and with a smack something
hit an anthill on the rise just
above him and sang off wail-

ing into the darkness. "At
him, too ! Allermachte /

"

That settled it. Two shots
in succession was the alarm

signal. There was no more
hesitation. In a trice he was
in the saddle galloping smartly
down a slight hollow towards

Donkerstad, parallel to, but
not on, the main track: that
would be certainly watched by
a detached party to cut off

messages for relief. After

going a mile, the danger zone

crossed, he turned on to the

track, pulling up into a loping
canter.

As he rode the first mile he
fancied that he heard a regular
fusillade faintly coming down
wind towards him. As he
slowed down this gradually
got fainter: when he ceased

galloping the firing had died

away in the distance. But in
his excitement Theron had for-

gotten to make allowance for

the thudding of hoofs, the

walloping of his bandolier, and
the rattle of the biscuits

against the ration -tin in his

haversack.

He did not draw rein till a

few dim lights in the distance

warned him of the nearness of

the outposts and barbed wire
of the township. It was not
until he heard the voice of the

sentry from Bonnie Scotland
that he drew up. With what
sort of welcome we know.

But to return to the Honour-
able Aubrey. The recumbent

figure slowly rose and began to

feel its throat with both hands.

"Who are you?"
"Number four ought six

double five two, Staff-Sergeant
Sutler, AS.C."

"Yes, yes. What is this

convoy ?
"

"
Captain Limas's, to Vereen-

iging."
"Have you beaten them

off?"

"Beaten who off?"

"Why, man alive, the

enemy !

"

"
Enemy ? What enemy,

sir?"
Fitten was stupefied. Could

this fat slug of a man have

slept through the fight? He
dismissed the idea. "Haven't

you been attacked ?
"

" Attacked ? N-a-a-o-w !

"

Fitten's mind at once revert-

ed to poor little Donkerstad,
now undermanned and pro-

bably in danger. One more

question would set tie it. "Then

why the devil did you send in a

messenger to ask for help ?
"

Now this was not correct.

The officer commanding the
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convoy was the only person to

whom such a question should
have been addressed; but
Fitten'e mind was set on

weightier matters than eti-

quette. It was a mistake

nevertheless, and the aggrieved
"non-com." was not slow to

perceive it. As he resettled his

double chin he began to think of

his dignity and the respect due
to his position. He was not one
of your touchy men; but still,

for a staff-sergeant of his seni-

ority to be heavily mauled,
winded, and half-throttled be-

fore a private, who he could

feel was grinning,was distinctly

ruffling. He replied in that

tone of injured reproach so well

known to junior officers who
have unwittingly committed a

faux pas.
11 We've sent no messenger,

sir leastways, as far as I am
aware of* But perhaps the

commanding officer could tell

you that better than me, sir."

"Fetch him."
Fitten had grasped the sense

of the other's words, but not
the implied reproof nor the

aggrieved tone. He had, more-

over, made matters worse by
sending for his senior officer.

Then his second theory was

right ! That brute was a spy
after all, and had led them out

on a wild-goose chase! He
looked round for the guide, but
in vain. He called his name
with like success, and derived
little comfort when Private
Jones tactfully remarked "I
ain't seen him since we started

to crawl, sir. Just after you
give the order to loose him,
sir !

"
Possibly Donkerstad

was now sacked and burned !

It was sickening to be fooled

like this : more sickening that

the man who had done it should

be free ! But Fitten was prac-

tical, and dragged his thoughts
back to the circumstances in

which he was placed. First, it

was necessary to collect his

own men, who were all waiting
up above. What if some fool

should begin to fire now?
He despatched Jones with

the message, and in the

course of a few minutes all

his band were collected round
him. His first inquiry was
for the bugler.
"Where is the guide?"
" 'E went orf as soon as you

ordered me to loose him. I

thought 'e was with you, sir !

"

No shouts or inquiries pro-
duced Theron. He preferred
the chances of De Wet to the

chances of the trigger-finger
of Bugler Bragges, and had
vanished into the night, more
relieved even than the convoy.

Before hurrying back to the

assistance of the township,
Fitten decided to wait and
interview the officer in charge.
The whole thing, culminating
in the lack of military pre-
cautions and the absolutely
undefended state of the con-

voy, was shameful, and de-

manded some explanation. In
the language of the prospector,
he saw trouble "sticking out."

Short in temper, and dishev-

elled in appearance, was the
O.C. when he did appear, and

by no means grateful to his

would-be rescuers. But such
is life. Retiring for privacy
behind a waggon, the two com-
manders had a short interview.

After a curt prelude, voices
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were gradually raised ; the dis-

cussion lost its discreet and

official tone, and became a

straight man -to-man talk of

a nature which a respect for

discipline and for "conduct be-

coming, &c.," precludes from

repetition. To the soldiers

standing within earshot, the

words in season then flung
about by their superiors were

perhaps some compensation for

what they had gone through;
but to those who did not suffer

that night they would only

bring pain, human nature in

its arm-chair at home is apt not

to make allowances for human
nature under such conditions.

The interview was as short as

it was sweet, and the leaders

parted even more in anger
than in sorrow. The rescuers

turned homewards, and on
the way were nearly fired on

by a company of infantry
their support which was lying

soaked and silent on a small

rocky outcrop half-way back.
The empty lobster tin was

still sadly chattering in the
midst of the entanglement near
the sentry's post, when, at the

grey of dawn, the very be-

draggled relief force loomed

up out of the rain -haze. The
faces of officers and men were
not cheerful to look upon, and
the sentry cursed his own clum-
siness as his benumbed fingers
fumbled with the fastenings of

the barbed-wire gateway.
The future history student,

of pedantic and unnecessary
accuracy, who may wish to

verify facts and to inquire into

the just apportionment of cen-

sure, as recorded in the find-

ing of the Court which eventu-

ally assembled, will easily find

the evidence attached to the

proceedings carefully guarded
in the archives of Records,

F.F.S.A., Base, C.T.
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DRAKE: AN ENGLISH EPIC.

BY ALFRED NOYES.

THE SPANISH ARMADA. Continued.

MEANWHILE, as in the gloom he slipped aside

Along the Spanish ranks, waiting the crash

Of battle, suddenly Drake became aware
Of strange sails bearing up into the wind
Around his right, and thought, "the Armada strives

To weather us in the dark." Down went his helm,
And all alone the little Revenge gave chase,
Till as the moon crept slowly forth, she stood
Beside the ghostly ships, only to see

Bewildered Flemish merchantmen, amazed
With fears of Armageddon such vast shrouds
Had lately passed them on the rolling seas.

Down went his helm again, with one grim curse

Upon the chance that led him thus astray;
And down the wind the little Revenge once more

Swept on the trail. Fainter and fainter now
Glared the red beacons on the British coasts,
And the wind slackened and the glimmering East

Greyed and reddened, yet Drake had not regained
Sight of the ships. When the full glory of dawn
Dazzled the sea, he found himself alone,
With one huge galleon helplessly drifting
A cable's-length away. Around her prow,
Nttestra Senora del Rosario,

Richly emblazoned, gold on red, proclaimed
The flagship of great Valdes, of the fleet

Of Andalusia, captain-general. She,
Last night, in dark collision with the hulks
Of Spain, had lost her foremast. Through the night
Her guns, long rank on deadly rank, had kept
All enemies at bay. Drake summoned her

Instantly to surrender. She returned
A scornful answer from the glittering poop
Where two-score officers crowned the golden sea

And stained the dawn with blots of richer colour

Loftily clustered in the glowing sky,

Copyright in the United States of America, 1907.
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Doubleted with cramoisy velvet, wreathed

With golden chains, blazing with jewelled swords
And crusted poignards.

" What proud haste was this ?
"

They asked, glancing at their huge tiers of cannon
And crowded decks of swarthy soldiery;
"What madman in yon cockle-shell defied

Spain ?
"

" Tell them it is El Draque," he said,
" who lacks

The time to parley; therefore it will be well

They strike at once, for I am in great haste."

There, at the sound of that renowned name,
Without a word down came their blazoned flag !

Like a great fragment of the dawn it lay

Crumpled upon their decks. . . .

Into the soft bloom and Italian blue

Of sparkling, ever-beautiful, Torbay,
Belted as with warm Mediterranean crags,
The little Revenge foamed with her mighty prize,
A prize indeed not for the casks of gold
Drake split in the rich sunlight and poured out
Like dross amongst his men, but in her hold

Lay many tons of powder, worth their weight
In rubies now to Britain. Into the hands
Of swarthy Brixham fishermen he gave
Prisoners and prize, then loaded stem to stern

With powder and shot their swiftest trawlers flew
Like falcons following a thunder-cloud
Behind him, as with crowded sail he rushed
On England's trail once more. Like a caged lion

Drake paced his deck, praying he yet might reach
The fight in time; and ever the warm light wind
Slackened. Not till the sun was half-way fallen

Once more crept out in front those dusky thrones
Of thunder, heaving on the smooth bright sea

From North to South with Howard's clustered fleet

Like tiny clouds, becalmed, not half a mile
Behind the Spaniards. For the breeze had failed

Their blind midnight pursuit ; and now attack
Seemed hopeless. Even as Drake drew nigh, the last

Breath of the wind sank. One more day had flown,

Nought was accomplished; and the Armada lay
Some leagues of golden sea-way nearer now
To its great goal. The sun went down : the moon
Rose glittering. Hardly a cannon-shot apart
The two fleets lay becalmed upon the silver

Swell of the smooth night-tide. The hour had come
For Spain to strike. The ships of England drifted

Helplessly, at the mercy of those great hulks
Oared by their thousand slaves.
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Onward they came,

Swinging suddenly in tremendous gloom
Over the silver seas. But even as Drake,
With eyes on fire at last for his last fight,
Measured the distance ere he gave the word
To greet it with his cannon, suddenly
The shining face of the deep began to shiver

With dusky patches: the doomed English sails

Quivered and, filling smart from the North-east,
The little Revenge rushed down their broken line

Signalling them to follow, and ere they knew
What miracle had saved them, they all sprang
Their luff and ran large out to sea. For now
The Armada lay to windward, and to fight
Meant to be grappled and overwhelmed ; but dark
Within the mind of Drake, a fiercer plan

Already had shaped itself.

"They fly! They fly!"

Rending the heavens from twice ten thousand throats

A mighty shout rose from the Spanish Fleet.

Over the moonlit waves their galleons came

Towering, crowding, plunging down the wind
In full chase, while the tempter, Drake, laughed low
To watch their solid battle-order break
And straggle. When once more the golden dawn
Dazzled the deep, the labouring galleons lay
Scattered by their unequal speed. The wind
Veered as the sun rose. Once again the ships
Of England lay to windward. Down swooped Drake
Where like a mountain the San Marcos heaved
Her giant flanks alone, having out-sailed

Her huge companions. Then the sea-winds blazed

With broad-sides. Two long hours the sea flamed red

All round her. One by one the Titan ships
Came surging to her rescue, and met the buffet

Of battle-thunders, belching iron and flame;
Nor could they pluck her forth from that red chaos
Till great Oquendo hurled his mighty prows
Crashing athwart those thunders, and once more
Gathered into unshakeable battle-order

The whole Armada raked the reeking seas.

Then up the wind the ships of England sheered
Once more, and one more day drew to its close,
With little accomplished, half their powder spent,
And all the Armada moving as of old,
From sky to sky one heaven-wide zone of storm,

(Though some three galleons out of all their host
Laboured woundily) down the darkening Channel.
And all night long on England's guardian heights
The beacons reddened, and all the next long day
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The impregnable Armada never swerved

From its tremendous path. In vain did Drake,
Frobisher, Hawkins, Howard, greatest names
In all our great sea-history, hover and dart

Like falcons round the mountainous array.
Till now, as night fell and they lay abreast

Of the Isle of Wight, once more the council flag

Flew from the little Revenge. With iron face

Thrust close to Howard's, and outstretched iron arm,
Under the stars Drake pointed down the coast

Where the red beacons flared.
" The shoals," he hissed,

"The shoals from Owers to Spithead and the net

Of channels yonder in Portsmouth Roads. At dawn

They'll lie to leeward of the Invincible

Fleet !

"

Swiftly, in mighty sweeping lines Drake set

Before the council his fierce battle-plan
To drive the Armada down upon the banks
And utterly shatter it stroke by well-schemed stroke

As he unfolded there his vital plot
And touched their dead cold warfare into life

Where plan before was none, he seemed to tower
Above them, clad with the deep night of stars ;

And those that late would rival knew him now,
In all his great simplicity, their king,
One of the gods of battle, England's -Drake,
A soul that summoned Caesar from his grave,
And swept with Alexander o'er the deep.

So when the dawn thro' rolling wreaths of cloud

Struggled, and all the waves were molten gold,
The heart of Spain exulted, for she saw
The little fleet of England cloven in twain
As if by some strange discord. A light breeze

Blew from the ripening East; and, up against it,

Urged by the very madness of defeat,
Or so it seemed, one half the British fleet

Drew nigh, towed by their boats, to challenge the vast

Tempest-winged heaving citadels of Spain,
At last to the murderous grapple; while far away
Their other half, led by the flag of Drake,
Stood out to sea, as if to escape the doom
Of that sheer madness, for the light wind now
Could lend them no such wings to hover and swoop
As heretofore. Nearer the mad ships came
Towed by their boats, till now upon their right
To windward loomed the Fleet Invincible
With all its thunder-clouds, and on their left

To leeward, gleamed the perilous white shoals
With their long level lightnings under the cliffs
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Of England, from the green glad garden of Wight
To the Owers and Selsea Bill. Right on they came,
And suddenly the wrench of thundering cannon
Shook the vast hulks that towered above them. Red
Flamed the blue sea between. Thunder to thunder

Answered, and still the ships of Drake sped out

To the open sea. Sidonia saw them go,

Furrowing the deep that like a pale-blue shield

Lay diamond-dazzled now in the full light.

Rich was the omen of that day for Spain,
The feast-day of Sidonia's patron-saint!
And the priests chanted and the trumpets blew

Triumphantly ! A universal shout
Went skyward from the locust-swarming decks,
A shout that rent the golden morning clouds

From heaven to menacing heaven, as castle to castle

Flew the great battle-signal, and like one range
Of moving mountains, those almighty ranks

Swept down upon the small forsaken ships !

The lion's brood was in the imperial nets

Of Rome at last. Onward the mountains came
With all their golden clouds of sail and flags
Like streaming cataracts; all their glorious chasms
And glittering steeps, echoing, re-echoing,

Calling, answering, as with the herald winds
That blow the golden trumpets of the morning
From Skiddaw to Helvellyn. In the midst
The great San Martin surged with heaven-wide press
Of proudly billowing sail ;

and yet once more

Slowly, solemnly, like another dawn
Up to her mast-head soared in thunderous gold
The sacred standard of their last crusade ;

While round a hundred prows that heaved thro' heaven
Like granite cliffs, their black wet shining flanks,
And swept like moving promontories, rolled

The splendid long-drawn thunders of the foam,
And flashed the untamed white lightnings of the sea
Back to a morn unhalyarded of man,
Back to the unleashed sun and blazoned clouds
And azure sky the unfettered flag of God.

Like one huge moving coast-line on they came
Crashing, and closed the ships of England round

With one fierce crescent of thunder and sweeping flame,
One crimson scythe of Death, whose long sweep drowned

The eternal ocean with its mighty sound,
From heaven to heaven, one roar, one glitter of doom,

While out to the sea-line's blue remotest bound
The ships of Drake still fled, and the red fume

Of battle thickened and shrouded shoal and sea with gloom.
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The distant sea, the close white menacing shoals

Are shrouded ! And the lion's brood fight on !

And now death's very midnight round them rolls;

Rent is the flag that late so proudly shone :

The red decks reel and their last hope seems gone !

Round them they still keep clear one ring of sea :

It narrows; but the lion's brood fight on,

Ungrappled still, still fearless and still free,

While the white menacing shoals creep slowly out to lee.

Now through the red rents of each fire-cleft cloud,

High o'er the British blood-greased decks flash out
Thousands of swarthy faces, crowd on crowd

Surging, with one tremendous hurricane shout

On, to the grapple/ and still the grim redoubt
Of the oaken bulwarks rolls them back again,

As buffeted waves that shatter in the furious bout
When cannonading cliffs meet the full main

And hurl it back in smoke, so Britain hurls back Spain ;

Hurls her back, only to see her return,

Darkening the heavens with billow on billow of sail :

Round that huge storm the waves like lava burn,
The daylight withers, and the sea-winds fail !

Seamen of England, what shall now avail

Your naked arms? Before those blasts of doom
The sun is quenched, the very sea-waves quail :

High overhead their triumphing thousands loom,
When hark ! what low deep guns to windward suddenly boom ?

What low deep strange new thunders far away
Respond to the triumphant shout of Spain ?

Is it the wind that shakes their giant array ?

Is it the deep wrath of the rising main ?

Is it El Draque ? El Draque ! Ay, shout again,
His thunders burst upon your windward flanks ;

The shoals creep out to leeward ! Is it plain
At last, what earthquake heaves your herded ranks

Huddled in huge dismay tow'rds those white foam-swept banks ?

Plain, it was plain at last, what cunning lured,
What courage held them over the jaws o' the pit,
Till Drake could hurl them down. The little ships
Of Howard and Frobisher, towed by their boats,
Slipped away in the smoke, while out at sea

Drake, with a gale of wind behind him, crashed

Volley on volley into the helpless rear
Of Spain and drove it down, huddling the whole
Invincible Fleet together upon the verge
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Of doom. One awful surge of stormy wrath
Heaved thro' the struggling citadels of Spain.
From East to West their desperate signal flew,

And like a drove of bullocks, with the foam

Flecking their giant sides, they staggered and swerved,

Careening tow'rds the shallows as they turned,
Then in one wild stampede of sheer dismay
Rushed, tacking seaward, while the grey sea-plain
Smoked round them, and the cannonades of Drake
Raked their wild flight; and their crusading flag,

Tangled in one black maze of crashing spars,
Whirled downward like the pride of Lucifer

From heaven to hell.

Out tow'rds the coasts of France

They plunged, narrowly weathering the Ower banks ;

Then, once again, they formed in ranks compact,
Roundels impregnable, wrathfully bent at last

Never to swerve again from their huge path
And solid end to join with Parma's host,
And hurl the whole of Europe on our isle.

Another day was gone, much powder spent ;

And, while Lord Howard exulted and conferred

Knighthoods on his brave seamen, Drake alone

Knew that his mighty plan, in spite of all,

Had failed, knew that wellnigh his last great chance
Was lost of wrecking the Spaniards ere they joined
Parma. The night went by, and the next day.
With scarce a visible scar the Invincible Fleet

Drew onward tow'rds its goal, unshakeable now
In that grim battle-order. Beacons flared

Along the British coast, and pikes flashed out
All night, and a strange dread began to grip
The heart of England, as it seemed the might
Of seamen most renowned in all the world
Checked not that huge advance. Yet at the heart

Of Spain no less there clung a vampire fear

And strange foreboding, as the next day passed
Quietly, and behind her all day long
The shadowy ships of Drake stood on her trail

Quietly, patiently, as death or doom,
Unswerving and implacable.

While the sun
Sank thro' long crimson fringes on that eve,
The fleets were passing Calais and the wind
Blew fair behind them. A strange impulse seized

Spain to shake off those bloodhounds from her trail,

And suddenly the whole Invincible Fleet

Anchored, in hope the following wind would bear
The ships of England past and carry them down
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To leeward. But their grim insistent watch
Was ready; and though their van had wellnigh crashed

Into the rear of Spain, in the golden dusk,

They, too, a cannon-shot away, at once

Anchored, to windward still.

Quietly heaved
The golden sea in that tremendous hour

Fraught with the fate of Europe and mankind,
As yet once more the flag of council flew,
And Hawkins, Howard, Frobisher, and Drake
Gathered together upon the little Revenge,
While like a triumphing fire the news was borne
To Spain, already, that the Invincible Fleet
Had reached its end, ay, and "that great black dog
Sir Francis Drake" was writhing now in chains
Beneath the torturer's hands.

High on his poop
He stood, a granite rock, above the throng
Of captains, there amid the breaking waves
Of clashing thought and swift opinion,
Silent, gazing where now the cool fresh wind
Blew steadily up the terrible North Sea
Which rolled under the clouds into a gloom
Unfathomable. Once only his lips moved

Half-consciously, breathing those mighty words,
The clouds His chariot! Then, suddenly, he turned
And looked upon the little flock of ships
That followed on the fleet of England, sloops

Helpless in fight. These, manned by the brave zeal

Of many a noble house, from hour to hour
Had plunged out from the coast to join his flag.
" Better if they had brought us powder and food
Than sought to join us thus," he had growled; but now
"Lord- God," he cried aloud, "they'll light our road
To victory yet !

" And in great sweeping strokes

Once more he drew his mighty battle-plan
Before the captains. In the thickening gloom
They stared at his grim face as at a man
Risen from hell, with all the powers of hell

At his command, a face tempered like steel

In the everlasting furnaces, a rock
Of adamant, while with a voice that blent
With the ebb and flow of the everlasting sea
He spake, and at the low deep menacing words
Monotonous with the unconquerable
Passion and level strength of his great soul

They shuddered; for the man seemed more than man,
And from his iron lips resounded doom
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As from the lips of cannon, doom to Spain,
Inevitable, unconquerable doom.

And through that mighty host of Spain there crept
Cold winds of fear, as to the darkening sky

Once more from lips of kneeling thousands swept
The vespers of an Empire one vast cry,

SALVE REGINA ! God, what wild reply
Hissed from the clouds in that dark hour of dreams ?

AVE MARIA, those about to die

Salute thee ! See, what ghostly pageant streams
Above them ? What thin hands point down like pale moon-

beams ?

Thick as the ghosts that Dante saw in hell

Whirled on the blast thro' boundless leagues of pain,
Thick, thick as wind-blown leaves innumerable,

In the Inquisition's yellow robes her slain

And tortured thousands, dense as the red rain

That wellnigh quenched her fires, went hissing by
With twisted shapes, raw from the racks of Spain,
SALVE REGINA! rushing thro' the sky,

And pale hands pointing down and lips that mocked her

cry.

Ten thousand times ten thousand! what are these
That are arrayed in yellow robes and sweep

Between your prayers and God like phantom seas

Prophesying over your masts? Could Rome not keep
The keys ? Who loosed these dead to break your sleep ?

SALVE REGINA, cry, yea, cry aloud,
AVE MARIA ! Ye have sown : shall ye not reap ?

SALVE REGINA! Christ, what fiery cloud

Suddenly rolls to windward, high o'er mast and shroud ?

Are hell-gates burst at last? For the black deep
To windward burns with streaming crimson fires !

Over the wild strange waves, they shudder and creep
Nearer strange smoke -wreathed masts and spars, red

spires
And blazing hulks, vast roaring blood-red pyres,

Fierce as the flames ye fed with flesh of men
Amid the imperial pomp and chanting choirs

Of Alva from El Draque's red hand again
Sweep the wild fire-ships down upon the Fleet of Spain.

Onward before the freshening wind they come
Full fraught with all the terrors, all the bale
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That flamed so long for the delight of Rome,
The shrieking fires that struck the sunlight pale,

The avenging fires at last ! Now what avail

Your thousand ranks of cannon ? Swift, cut free,

Cut your scorched cables ! Cry, reel backward, quail,
Crash your huge huddled ranks together, flee !

Behind you roars the fire, before the dark North Sea!

Dawn, everlasting and omnipotent
Dawn rolled in crimson o'er the spar-strewn waves,
As the last trumpet shall in thunder roll

O'er heaven and earth and ocean. Far away,
The ships of Spain, great ragged piles of gloom
And shaggy splendour, leaning to the North
Like sun-shot clouds confused, or rent apart
In scattered squadrons, furiously plunged,

Burying their mighty prows i' the broad grey rush

Of smoking billowy hills, or heaving high
Their giant bowsprits to the wandering heavens,

Labouring in vain to return, struggling to lock

Their far-flung ranks anew, but drifting still

To leeward, driven by the ever-increasing storm

Straight for the dark North Sea. Hard by there lurched

One gorgeous galleon on the ravening shoals,

Feeding the white maw of the famished waves
With gold and purple webs from kingly looms
And spilth of world-wide empires. Howard, still

Planning to pluck the Armada plume by plume,
Swooped down upon that prey and swiftly engaged
Her desperate guns ; while Drake, our ocean-king,

Knowing the full worth of that doom-fraught hour,
Glanced neither to the left nor right, but stood

High on his poop, with calm implacable face

Gazing as into eternity, and steered

The crowded glory of his dawn-flushed sails

In superb onset, straight for the great fleet

Invincible; and after him the main
Of England's fleet, knowing its captain now,
Followed, and with them rushed from sky to sky
One glittering charge of wrath the storm's white waves,
The twenty thousand foaming chariots
Of God.

None but the everlasting voice
Of him who fought at Salamis might sing
The fight of that dread Sabbath. Not mankind
Waged it alone. War raged in heaven that day,
Where Michael and his angels drave once more
The hosts of darkness ruining down the abyss
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Of chaos. Light against darkness, Liberty

Against all dark old despotism, unsheathed
The sword in that great hour. Behind the strife

Of men embattled deeps beyond all thought
Moved in their awful panoply, as move
Silent, invisible, swift, under the clash

Of waves and flash of foam, huge ocean-glooms
And vast reserves of inappellable power.
The bowsprits ranked on either fore-front seemed
But spear-heads of those dread antagonists
Invisible : the shuddering sails of Spain
Dusk with the shadow of death, the sun-ward sails

Of England full-fraught with the breath of God.
Onward the ships of England and God's waves

Triumphantly charged, glittering companions,
And poured their thunders on the extreme right
Of Spain, whose giant galleons as they lurched

Heavily to the roughening sea and wind
With all their grinding, wrenching cannon, worked
On rolling platforms by the helpless hands
Of twenty thousand soldiers, without skill

In stormy seas, rent the indifferent sky
Or tore the black troughs of the swirling deep
In vain, while volley on volley of flame and iron

Burst thro' their four-foot beams, fierce raking blasts

From ships that came and went on wings of the wind
All round their mangled bulk, scarce a pike's thrust

Away, sweeping their decks from stem to stern

(Between the rush and roar of the great green waves)
With crimson death, rending their timbered towns
And populous floating streets into wild squares
Of slaughter and devastation ; driving them down,
Huddled on their own centre, cities of shame
And havoc, in fiery forests of tangled wrath,
With hurricanes of huge masts and swarming spars
And multitudinous decks that heaved and sank
Like earthquake-smitten palaces, when doom
Comes, with one stride, across the pomp of kings.
All round them shouted the everlasting sea,
Burst in white thunders on the streaming poops
And blinded fifty thousand eyes with spray.
Once, as a gorgeous galleon, drenched with blood

Began to founder and settle, a British captain
Called from his bulwarks, bidding her fierce crew
Surrender and come aboard. Straight through the heart

A hundred muskets answered that appeal.
Sink or destroy ! The deadly signal flew

From mast to mast of England. Once, twice, thrice,
A huge sea-castle heaved her haggled bulk
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Heavenward, and with a cry that rent the heavens
From all her crowded decks, and one deep roar

As of a cloven world or the dark surge
Of chaos yawning, sank : the swirling slopes
Of the sweeping billowy hills for a moment swarmed
With struggling insect-men, sprinkling the foam
With tossing arms; then the indifferent sea

Rolled its grey smoking waves across the place
Where they had been. Here a great galleasse poured
Red rivers through her scuppers and torn flanks,
And there a galleon, wrapped in creeping fire,

Suddenly like a vast volcano split

Asunder, and o'er the vomiting sulphurous clouds
And spouting spread of crimson, flying spars
And heads torn from their trunks and scattered limbs

Leapt, hideous gouts of death, against the glare.

Hardly the thrust of a pike away, the ships
Of England flashed and swerved, till in one mass
Of thunder-blasted splendour and shuddering gloom
Those gorgeous floating citadels huddled and shrank
Their towers, and all the glory of dawn that rolled

And burned along the tempest of their banners

Withered, as on a murderer's face the light
Withers before the accuser. All their proud
Castles and towers and heaven-wide clouds of sail

Shrank to a darkening horror, like the heart

Of Evil, plucked from midnight's fiercest gloom,
With all its curses quivering and alive;
A horror of wild masts and tangled spars,
Like some great kraken with a thousand arms
Torn from the filthiest cavern of the deep,

Writhing, and spewing forth its venomous fumes
On every side. Sink or destroy ! all day
The deadly signal flew; and ever the sea

Swelled higher, and the flashes of the foam
Broadened and leapt and spread as a wild white fire

That flourishes with the wind ;
and ever the storm

Drave the grim battle onward to the wild
Menace of the dark North Sea. At set of sun.
Even as below the sea-line the broad disc

Sank like a red-hot cannon-ball through scurf

Of seething molten lead, the Santa Maria

Uttering one cry that split the heart of heaven
Went down with all hands, roaring into the dark.

Hardly five rounds of shot were left to Drake !

Gun after gun fell silent, as the night
Deepened

" Yet we must follow them to the North,"
He cried, "or they'll return yet to shake hands
With Parma! Come, we'll put a brag upon it,
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And hunt them onward as we lacked for nought !

"

So, when across the swinging smoking seas,

Grey and splendid and terrible broke the day
Once more, the flying Invincible fleet beheld

Upon their weather-beam, and dogging them
Like their own shadow, the dark ships of Drake,

Unswerving and implacable. Ever the wind
And sea increased

;
till now the heaving deep

Swelled all around them into sulky hills

And rolling mountains, whose majestic crests,
Like wild white flames far blown and savagely flickering,

Swept thro' the clouds; and, on their vanishing slopes,
Past the pursuing fleet began to swirl

Scores of horses and mules, drowning or drowned,
Cast overboard to lighten the wild flight
Of Spain, and save her water-casks, a trail

Telling of utmost fear. And ever the storm
Roared louder across the leagues of rioting sea,

Driving her onward like a mighty stag
Chased by the wolves. Off the dark Firth of Forth
At last, Drake signalled and lay head to wind,
Watching.

" The chariots of God are twenty thousand,"
He muttered, as, for a moment close at hand,
Caught in some league-wide whirlpool of the sea,
The mighty galleons crowded and towered and plunged
Above him on the huge o'erhanging billows,
As if to crash down on his decks; the next,
A mile of ravening sea had swept between
Each of those wind-whipt straws and they were gone,
With all their tiny shrivelling scrolls of sail,

Through roaring deserts of embattled death,
Where like a hundred thousand chariots charged
With lightnings and with thunders, the great deep
Hurled them away to the North. From sky to sky
One blanching bursting storm of infinite seas

Followed them, broad white cataracts, hills that grasped
With struggling Titan hands at reeling heavens,
And roared their doom-fraught greetings from Cape Wrath
Round to the Bloody Foreland.

There should the yeast
Of foam receive the purple of many kings,
And the grim gulfs devour the blood-bought gold
Of Aztecs and of Incas, and the reefs,

League after league, bristle with mangled spars,
And all along their coasts the murderous kerns
Of Catholic Ireland strip the gorgeous silks

And chains and jewel-encrusted crucifixes

From thousands dead, and slaughter thousands more
With gallow-glass axes as they blindly crept
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Forth from the surf and jagg&d rocks to seek

Pity of their own creed.

To meet that doom
Drake watched their sails go shrivelling, till the last

Flicker of spars vanished as a skeleton leaf

Upon the blasts of winter, and there was nought
But one wide wilderness of splendour and gloom
Under the northern clouds.

"Not unto us,"
Cried Drake,

" not unto us but unto Him
Who made the sea, belongs our England now !

Pray God that heart and mind and soul we prove
Worthy among the nations of this hour
And this great victory, whose ocean fame
Shall wash the world with thunder till that day
When there is no more sea, and the strong cliffs

Pass like a smoke, and the last peal of it

Sounds thro' the trumpet."
So, with close-hauled sails,

Over the rolling triumph of the deep,

Lifting their hearts to heaven, they turned back home.

(Conclusion.')
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MUSINGS WITHOUT METHOD.

THE SUPREME HONOUR OF WESTMINSTER ABBEY THE ENDOWMENT OF
THE THRIFTLESS THE CRITICISM OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
BALLADS OF THE NAVY REMINISCENCES OF QUEEN VICTORIA.

A MONUMENT in Westminster

Abbey should be for the Eng-
lishman what the wreath of

Hyperborean olive was for the

triumphant Greek the high-
est reward of an honourable

victory won in arms or arts.

That it carries with it no sor-

did profit trebles its esteem.

It is the one distinction con-

ferred upon a citizen of Great
Britain that is untainted by
the thought of dross or self.

Above all, it is made precious,
or it should be made precious,

by exclusiveness. It should
not be granted to the popular
idol. It should not satisfy
the clamorous demand of party
or partisan. It should be the

sport neither of favour nor of

friendship. To set up a monu-
ment unworthily not merely
covers the victim with an
ironical disgrace, it insults

the mighty dead, who should
be guarded against the suspic-
ion of unequal company.

It seems to us, therefore, that
Mr Asquith, in proposing that
a monument should be set up
in Westminster Abbey to the
honour of Sir Henry Gampbell-
Bannerman, is guilty of a grave
indiscretion. It is a proposal
which the conventions of life

make it difficult to combat.
Sir Henry is but recently dead.
His friends claim for him the

immunity from criticism which
death is supposed to confer.

Had not the supreme honour

been offered to his memory, no
word of good or evil would
have been said of him here.

But when a Minister claims for

a dead colleague a monument
in Westminster Abbey, the

pretensions of that colleague
cannot escape examination.
Mr Asquith cannot plead that,
in paying the highest tribute

to the late premier, he is

following an invariable pre-
cedent. Lord Liverpool, Lord

Grey, Lord Derby, and Lord
Melbourne are some of those
without the pale, and we can-

not but ask what Sir Henry
Campbell-Bannerman did that

England should thus reverence
his name. Did he serve the

country in time of peril ? Did
he once, in the strife of parties,

prove himself capable of a

large view or an untrammelled

judgment ?

He served not England, but
his party. He did not look

beyond the chances and changes
of the moment to the ultimate

security of the Empire. He
achieved nothing that will be
remembered in the annals of

our time. The leadership of

the Radicals was not given to

him as the reward of states-

manship or eloquence. It came
to him, as success comes to per-
manent officials, by the pleasant

path of seniority. In the two

years during which he held the

highest office under the Crown
he witnessed no measure of
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great importance, save the sur-

render of South Africa, and it

is not difficult to anticipate the

verdict which history will pass

upon that sacrifice not of self,

but of others. Nor was he in

any sense a political philosopher.
Had he been asked, he could
not have explained whether he
was Socialist or Individualist.

Opportunity was his god. He
had a profound belief in the

ballot-box. He thought it un-

necessary, for instance, to dis-

cuss fiscal reform, because, as

he said, fiscal reform had been

emphatically rejected by the

agricultural labourer. His

speeches, which have been
selected and reprinted from
1 The Times,' are the weakest
foundation imaginable for a

lasting fame. This book of

278 pages contains few states-

manlike utterances. It were

strange if it did, since Sir

Henry himself did not lay
claim to the rarer qualities.
He had no wish to lead or to

originate. He set the will of

the people high above good
administration. His argument
is always for the moment,
and the most of his speeches
might have been delivered in

a debating society. There is

little practical understanding
behind their sounding phrases.

They are seldom vivified either

by intelligence or by enthusi-

asm. Their impulse is from

without, not from within, and

they represent not the opinion
of a statesman but the shifting

fancy of the crowd. Sir Henry,
in brief, was always happiest
when he dealt with vague
generalities. He delighted in

discussing the shortcomings of

the House of Lords. It gave

him pleasure to declare that
"the will of the people shall

prevail." But it is not the

repetition of such phrases as

these that merit the supreme
honour of Westminster, and had
Sir Henry never uttered the
ill-omened words, "methods
of barbarism," which, applied
to the most humane war ever

fought, were as far from the
truth as from patriotism, he
should still have been honoured
elsewhere than in the collegiate
Church of St Peter.

And yet it is not strange
that his party should be

willing thus to flatter his

memory. When he was elected

Liberal leader he revealed the

secret of his popularity. "I

hope," he said,
" I am well

enough known to be a person
of a pretty tolerant and easy-

going disposition, not likely
to exercise pedantically any
powers of party discipline."
In other words, he had those

qualities which men love best

in a leader easiness and

affability. He did not ask
his henchmen to follow him.
He was content to accompany
them on their road. Though
the Ministry which he held

together with considerable

tact was divided against it-

self, its members always found
a sympathetic listener in their

Prime Minister. He did not

repel them with a stiff prin-

ciple or the voice of stern

authority. He was flexible to

their differences, attentive to

their whims. Above all, his

method was the pleasantest
relief from Mr Gladstone's.

The most revered leader of all

time alternately bullied and

mystified his colleagues. He
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compelled obedience, while
he concealed insubordination.

That there were disagreements
we know, but with what Lord

Rosebery calls "that mar-
vellous gift of eloquence and

rhetoric, rich as the curtain

of the temple of old, he veiled

them from the public." Sir

Henry Campbell - Bannerman
had little to veil from the

public, nor did he possess any
gift

" rich as the curtain of the

temple." No doubt he made

things pleasant for his Cabinet,
and no doubt it is a sense of

gratitude which suggests the

monument in Westminster

Abbey. But Westminster

Abbey is not the place in

which to celebrate the ameni-
ties of party. For this purpose
the political clubs are estab-

lished. Is there no space left

at Brooks's, the Reform, or the

National Liberal Club for a

proper tribute of respect ? The

Abbey should commemorate

only the faithful, ungrudging
service of England and the

Empire. Among those who
have won a proud place
within the precinct the pres-
ence of Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman will seem like an
intrusion. Nor will the honour
thus thrust upon him minister

to his own fame. If, as seems

likely, the sacrifice of South
Africa to the prejudice of

partisans be ascribed to more

widely advertised colleagues,
Sir Henry will hold but a

slender place in the popular
mind. Mr Asquith's attempt
to anticipate the verdict of

posterity is, in fact, fore-

doomed to failure ; and fifty

years hence the traveller read-

ing upon a monument the

legend
" Sir Henry Campbell-

Bannerman "
will ask in justi-

fied bewilderment : "Sir Henry
Campbell - Bannerman who
was he?"

If Mr Asquith, in this pro-

posal, has shown something
less than his usual carefulness,

he has proved himself yet more
indiscreet in dealing with Old

Age Pensions. Never was so

ill-considered a scheme placed
before the country, if indeed it

may be called a scheme at all.

Some years since Sir Henry
Campbell - Bannerman made

merry over a tentative plan
sketched by Mr Chamberlain.
If you would discover what
this plan was, said he, "all

you had to do was to get
the latest census return and
find the number of people of

particular ages, to send out for

a boy in the third and fourth

standard of arithmetic, you
had better take him from the

Board school, because in the

Church schools they are so

much concerned with his doc-

trines and his ritual that they

may neglect such humdrum
subjects as arithmetic, then,
when the boy has done your
subtractions, your additions,
and your multiplications, hie

you away to the Chancellor of

the Exchequer, who is full of

millions, and the thing is

done." The interpolation con-

cerning ritual is irrelevant

and characteristic. For the

rest, Mr Asquith has taken his

late leader's advice in a spirit

of humble obedience. He has

looked at the census return,
and he has made a calculation,

and that is all. He has not

discussed the great question of

poor relief; he has not waited
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for the report of the Royal Com-
mission ; he has not thought
it worth while to encourage
thrift ; he has not told us how
or where he will find his

millions. He has hied him

away to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and no doubt he
believes that "the thing is

done."

The Radical party has al-

ways boasted of its exclusive

intelligence, of its unfailing
wisdom. It has smiled com-

placently upon what its foolish

optimism described as " the

stupid party." And it has
shown itself during the last

two years incapable of in-

dustry or reflection. It makes
a rough guess at what it

thinks may be popular, and
then flings a proposal on the
floor of the House. It is not
in that reckless spirit that a

Minister, sincerely zealous for

the public good, would ap-
proach a difficult and delicate

question. If pensions are to

be given to the poor, they
should be made an incentive

to thrift and clean living.

They should be hedged about

by honourable safeguards. The
mere fact of breathing and mov-

ing at the age of seventy does

not seem a sound reason why
the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer,
"
being full of mil-

lions," as Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman said, should empty
one or two of his sacks. But
Mr Asquith will have no safe-

guards.
" Let them all come,"

is his motto. They need not
even be Britons to share his

largess. He will add as " a qual-
ification either ten or twenty
years' residence in the United

Kingdom," and that is all. He

excludes lunatics, because they
already live at the public ex-

pense. He says he excludes

criminals, but as he defines a

criminal as "a person actually
under sentence," his exclusion

is not rigorous. The aged
and industrious burglar will

suffer deprivation only if he

happens to be in jail Nor
will those who are in receipt
of poor relief suffer a per-
manent disadvantage. In the

first year actual paupers will

be excluded. Afterwards, we
take it, they will reap the

benefit of their arduous toil

immediately they leave the

House. It is, in fact, the

essence of Mr Asquith's scheme
that nothing shall hurt the

aged citizen, excepting thrift.

If, in respect for himself and
his family, he has managed
to save ten shillings a-week,
the State will take no inter-

est in him. The feckless, the

idle, the cadger, will never

apply for help in vain. And
their gratification will be the

more easily assured, because

no questions are to be asked.

"As for character," says Mr
Asquith with a cold cynicism,
" the less you go into the ques-
tion of character, short of actual

conviction for crime, the better."

Would that we had always
treated those who have fought
and bled for their country
with equal generosity !

Had a statesman resolved to

confer pensions on the aged,
he would have discussed them
as part of a far larger problem.
We are already spending eigh-
teen millions a-year in admini-

stration of our Poor Law. The

Friendly Societies of England,

by prudent management and
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self-denial, have amassed a

large capital. By making a

discreet use of existing institu-

tions, by encouraging a con-

tributory thrift, the Govern-
ment might have devised a

scheme at once beneficial and
honourable. But that would
have required knowledge and

foresight. Mr Asquith has

preferred to take an arbitrary

age and an arbitrary sum. In

doing this he has set a disas-

trous example. He has also been

wantonly unjust to the class he
would conciliate. To pretend
that the working man cannot
insure himself against the pov-

erty of age is absurd, in face

of the fact that a single trade

is able to subscribe a round
million wherewith to fight the

masters in case of a strike.

The working man is self-reliant

like another. He, too, has his

resources and his pride. He,
too, knows how to save, how
to make the surplus of to-day

support the deficiency of to-

morrow. He will find small

consolation in the fact that

when he reaches the age of

seventy his prudence excludes

him from the generosity by
which the thriftless and the

criminal, if not "
actually under

sentence," are allowed to profit.

And who shall blame him if he

throw aside his self-respect and
take care that he, also, shall

qualify for a pension when the

time comes ?

Mr Asquith plainly confessed

that his scheme is only a be-

ginning. From which it is

safe to infer that as the age
will go down, so the amount
of pension will go up. Already
there are grumblings from the

Labour Party, and the Govern-

ment must be convinced that
its generosity is not prized as

highly as it hoped. And thus
we come in sight of a very
serious danger. Those who
receive, or who expect to re-

ceive, the pension are voters,
and the measure of their loyalty
to this Minister or that will be
his willingness to increase their

income. "Give quickly and

give twice," they will say to

the luckless candidates, forced

not to ask but to buy their

support, and politics will speed-

ily degenerate into a vulgar
system of spoils. We have

already seen opinions put up
to auction and shamelessly
knocked down to the highest
bidder at one by-election, and
we look forward with the

gravest apprehension to this

added opportunity given to

the Radicals of selling their

country for a groat or a vote.

As we have said, Mr Asquith
was not at the pains to suggest
whence he would obtain his six

millions. Doubtless it will be

found at the expense of the

Navy and Army, and thus the

Government will attain two
ends equally dear to the Radi-

cals : it will provide the aged
poor with pensions, and it will

weaken the defences of the

country.
A brief year ago Mr Asquith

held aloft the banner of a noble

ideal. "It was a mistake,"
said he, "to treat the Budget
as a thing apart. It was an

integral part in a connected

and coherent policy. They
could not drift along and treat

the finances of the country as

if they were self-contained."

The ideal of this year is not

so lofty. His budget is not
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self-contained, that is true.

It is not a thing apart. It is

inextricably mixed up with a

series of by - elections. The
diminution of the tax on sugar
proved acceptable to Dundee.
North Shropshire looked with
a cold eye upon the generous
offer of five shillings a-week at

seventy. Once more expedi-

ency has usurped the place of

justice. Once more the party,
which boasts always of its

devotion to "
principle

" has

openly demonstrated its pref-
erence for interest. Neverthe-
less we have one solid hope
for the future. Insincerity in

politics, as in the other arts

and sciences, is speedily dis-

covered. To aim at a proxi-
mate, not an ultimate, effect

is not merely disloyalty to a
sacred trust

;
as the elector-

ate of England has eloquently
proved, it doesn't even pay.

If any proof were needed
that criticism, blossomed in the

dust, it would be afforded by
the ' Critical Essays of the
Seventeenth Century,' edited

by Mr J. E. Spingarn (Oxford:
At the Clarendon Press). Mr
Spingarn's two volumes con-
tain not a little quick wit and
sound English. The frontis-

piece, which represents the
"battle-field of criticism," is

aptly chosen, and on almost

every page you may hear the

trumpet sounding to the charge.

They fought for their opinions
did the poets and critics of the
seventeenth century, and they
rush to the attack, giving and

expecting no quarter. "I, for

my part," says Chapman in the

very heat of battle,
" shall ever

esteem it much more manly

and sacred, in this harmless and

pious study, to sit till I sink

in my grave than shine in your
vainglorious bubbles and im-

pieties all your poor policies,

wisdoms, and their trappings
at no more valuing than a

musty nut. And much less I

weigh the fruitless detractions

of some stupid ignorants, that

no more knowing me than their

own beastly ends, and I ever,

to my knowledge, blest from
their sight, whisper behind me
vilifyings of my translation."

That is the proper spirit. His
Homer achieved, Chapman
might boast of sitting till he
sank in the grave, but his wits

and his will were in the com-

bat, and he repaid his adver-

saries with blows fiercer than
their own. It is indeed char-

acteristic of mankind to be

always most savagely dogmatic
concerning those things which
admit of no proof, and there are

fewamong the criticswho figure
in Mr Spingarn's volumes less

valiant in thought or expres-
sion than Chapman. More
often than not they are quarrel-

ling about terms, and for that

very reason the quarrel is more

bitterly sustained. If only they
were certain, for instance, what

precisely was the meaning of
"
wit," they would lose the ex-

cuse of discussion. Happily,
" wit

"
changes as the years

and fashion change, and the

chance of disagreement is

doubled. In Hobbes's day it

stood for "
fancy

"
; somewhat

later, in deference to a French

example, it signified
" sense

"
;

and presently it assumed the

meaning which it bears to-day.

Shadwell, writing in 1668, is

still in doubt. " I have known
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some of late," says he,
" so in-

solent to say that Ben Jonson
wrote his best plays without

Wit, imagining that all the

Wit in plays consisted in bring-

ing two persons upon the stage
to break jests and to bob one

another, which they call re-

partie, not considering that
there is more wit and invention

requir'd in the finding good
Humour, and matter proper for

it, than in all their reparties."
That is an excellent vindica-

tion, and surely it was only a

shifting fashion that could deny
wit to Ben Jonson. But in 1668,
he who had so long tyrannised
over English letters was suffer-

ing from a reaction. He had
lost the esteem which had de-

pended upon his autocratic pres-
ence. He had not yet won the

fame which now is his, purged
of strife and personality.
But it is not merely the

terminology of criticism which

changes. Opinions change too.

The purpose of poetry is as

variously explained as the

poets themselves are variously
esteemed. Hobbes declares

that "the virtues required in

an heroic poem, and indeed in

all writings published, are

comprehended all in this one

word Discretion," a statement
which carries you no farther

than to demand what it is that

discretion means. For Cowley,
"to communicate delight to

others is the main end of

poesy." Bacon calls it "the
first distemper of learning,
when men study words and
not matter." Others preach
the gospel of form. This one

is all for simplicity. That one

sings the praise of mysticism.
Nor is there any unanimity in

the opinions held of the poets
themselves. At the outset of

the seventeenth century Shake-

speare was still a monarch.
Michael Drayton, who found

the just word to say of "noble

Chaucer," of "grave moral

Spenser," of "those brave

translunary things
" that were

in Marlowe, gave Shakespeare
his proper meed of praise

"And be it said of thee,

Shakespeare, thou hadst as smooth a

comic vein,

Fitting the sock, and in thy natural

brain

As strong conception and as clear a

rage
As any one that trafficked with the

stage."

Thus Drayton. John Hales,

too, praised the greatest of

our poets without reservation.

"There was no subject," said he,

"of which any poet ever writ

but he would produce^ it much
better done in Shakespeare."
As the century advanced, Ben
Jonson's criticism that Shake-

speare "wanted art" wins an

ascendancy over the minds of

men. It is variously expressed,
but in whatever shape it conies

it suggests a lack of thought
and artifice. Flecknoe, for

example, says "of Shake-

speare's writings that it was
a fine garden, but it wanted

weeding." Even Dryden

thought Shakespeare
"
ir-

regular," but he who has

praised so nobly has earned

the right to criticise. "Those
who accuse Shakespeare," said

this wisest of English critics,
" to have wanted learning give
him the greater commenda-
tion : he was naturally learned ;

he needed not the spectacles
of books to read Nature, he
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looked inwards and found her

there." What poet ever re-

ceived from another a worthier
tribute ?

However, as the spirit of

classicism prevailed, so the
fame of Shakespeare declined.

He ignored the rules and unities

of his art. He did not hamper
his Muse with the trappings
of accuracy. It was easy for

those who had visited Paris,
and studied the best models,
to discover a thousand faults

in the greatest of English
poets. Shakespeare, in other

words, was a whetstone, where-
on the instructed pedant might
sharpen his wit. And in this

none succeeded better than
Thomas Kymer, who, famous
in his own day, may still be
read with amusement. He
was the master of a vigorous
style and a giant conceit. He
used the weapons of ridicule

and contempt with a kind
of rough energy. He proudly
boasted that he belonged to

"the school of sense," and
knew not that the school of

sense is the school of nonsense.
He did not recognise that

poetry has its own laws, its

own freedoms. He could ask

only of a great tragedy: "Do
the personages in this play
speak and act as I and my
friends are wont to speak and
act?" In other words, he
looked upon literature with
the eyes of a narrow, common
life, and saw nothing but
blemishes upon her face. There
have been many Rymers both
before and since his time. He
is, in fact, the natural man,
meddling after his bluff and

hearty kind with what he
cannot understand.

It is
" Othello " which arouses

his bitterest ire, chiefly on the

ground that the tragedy does

not accord with his inexperi-
ence, "

Nothing is more odious

in Nature," says he,
" than an

improbable lie ; and certainly
never was any play fraught
like this of 'Othello' with

improbabilities." Above all,

he is incensed that Shake-

speare should have chosen a

Moor for his hero. " With us,"

he declares, "a Black-amoor

might rise to be a trumpeter ;

but Shakespeare would not

have him less than a Lieu-

tenant - General. With us a

Moor might marry some little

drab or small - coal wench ;

Shakespeare would provide
him the daughter and heir

of a great Lord or Privy-
Councillor." In brief, he

looked about and observed

that no Privy - Councillor of

his acquaintance had given
his daughter to a gentleman
of colour, and thence he in-

ferred that Shakespeare was
false to nature and art alike.

If Venice would endure the

outrage, he was sure that

England would not. " Should
the poet have provided such

a husband for an only daughter
of any noble peer in England,
the Black-amoor must have

chang'd his skin to look our

House of Lords in the face."

Evidently Kymer had a proper

respect for the Constitution.

To his sensitiveness it was in-

tolerable that a Black-amoor
should look a nobleman, even a

Venetian nobleman, in the face.

lago was, in Rymer's opinion,
as bad as Othello. He was

nothing less than an insult to

the whole race of soldiers. "Our
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ensigns and subalterns," said

he,
" when disgusted by the

captain, throw up their com-

missions, bluster, and are bare-

faced." His one poor hope was
that lago was not brought on
the stage in a red coat. Thus
with his sturdy humour he

proves himself unable to under-

stand the poet's imagination.
He cannot distinguish between
a particular invention and
what he fondly believes is the

general habit of mankind, and
out of his own commonplace
condemns the splendour of

Shakespeare's originality. The

"thoughts" of the play are

no nearer to his mind than
the characters, and without

thoughts
" the fourth part of

tragedy, which is the expres-

sion, can hardly deserve to be

treated on distinctly." Noth-

ing is left for him, then, save

vituperation.
" In the neighing

of a horse, or in the growling
of a mastiff, there is a meaning.
There is as lively expression,

and, may I say, more human-

ity, than many times in the

tragical flights of Shake-

speare." And again: "There
is not a monkey but under-

stands Nature better, not a

pug in Barbary that has not

a truer taste of things." Poor

Shakespeare ! Wise B-ymer !

And the worst is that Rymer,
like the victim of his crude

blasphemies, belongs not to an

age but to all time. In our

day he does not compose
' Short

Views of Tragedy.' Either he

writes plays, or expatiates in

the press as a dramatic critic,

and still judges the drama by
the standard of his respect-
able hearth. But of Thomas

Rymer, the first and greatest

of his kind, it may be said

that his exploits have never
been surpassed, and that he
still holds the first place in the

parliament of fools. And if he
be the worst of his century,
the best is John Dryden, of

whose excellence Mr Spingarn
gives no specimen, and yet
who towers above all his con-

temporaries, a very Colossus of

wisdom and eloquence. For
the rest, it is impossible to read

these specimens of criticism

without a kind of discourage-
ment. Surely the history of

taste is the history of error.

To turn from the 'Critical

Essays of the Seventeenth

Century
'

to ' Naval Songs and

Ballads,' edited by Professor

Firth for the Navy Records

Society, is to leave the study
for the street - corner. The
smell of the lamp does not

hang about these ballads. They
are for the most part as rough
and ready as ignorance of

good feeling can make them.

No poet polished their rugged
lines. Their authors were as

little critical as the audience

to which they appealed. They
were meant to be read or sung
where they were sold in the

street or in the tavern, and

they are admirably adapted to

their purpose. Nor were they

composed for or by sailors.

Admirable as their sentiments

are, they display little profess-
ional knowledge. As Professor

Firth says, "their rough-hewn
lines were merely intended to

convey to the people the news
of the day, or to represent
what the people felt at the

moment." They served the

double purpose of the news-
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paper and the music-hall, and
doubtless at a time when the

country -side was not yet a

desert, they were carried down
to the fairs for the delight of

untraveiled rusticity. Printed
on rough sheets in rough type,
and surmounted by a rough
woodcut, they were part of our
national life, and though they
still linger, or lingered not long
since, in the remoter counties,

they have been "improved"
away by board schools, cheap
reprints of popular books, and
the other ill-omened apparatus
of civilisation. Their primitive
character does not decrease, it

adds to, their value. Books can
reveal to us no more than the
skill and mind of their authors.
The ancient broadsides bring
us face to face with a public
opinion which otherwise it

would be impossible to capture.
And with all their faults of

style and diction, they have a

sincerity which you will not
find in the literature of medio-

crity. In this quality lowest
and highest join hands, and
the popular ballad satisfies

something else within us than
a simple curiosity. That they
were prized at the time is evi-

dent. "Often a bookseller,"

says Professor Firth,
" enter-

ing a prose narrative, provided
at the same time for securing
the copyright of a ballad ver-

sion which had not yet" been

written, just as a modern
author reserves the right of

dramatising a new novel."

Their writing, it may be ac-

knowledged, is as bad as their

subjects are noble, and they
never rise with their occasion.
But their authors, knowing no
better, adhered to a bad tradi-

tion, and if they understood
not how to manage the Eng-
lish tongue, they were at least

convinced of English courage,
and they were sure that Eng-
lish ships were always, and
would always be, far more than
a match for Dutchmen, French-

men, or Spaniard.
The ballads, indeed, breathe

something of the reckless spirit
which gave us the sovereignty
of the seas. It is not the mere

hope of adventure or the zest

of discovery which animates
the bards of the tavern. It

is the chance of a good fight,
and shrewd blows shrewdly
exchanged. If the Spaniards
are being walloped, so much
the better. If there are no

Spaniards to thrash, then a

pirate will serve the .ballad-

monger's turn. Ward, Avery,
Teach, better known as Black-

beard, and the famous or in-

famous Captain Kidd himself,
are all celebrated in appro-
priate terms. The gallant
Ward took refuge in the Bar-

bary ports, and defied the

bravest of English sailors to

dislodge him. Here are four

lines from the ballad which
describes "The famous sea-fight
between Captain Ward and
the Rainbow "

:

"
Go, tell the king of England, go tell

him thus from me,
If he reign king of all the land, I

will reign king at sea,

With that the gallant Rainbow shot,

and shot, and shot in vain,
And left the rover's company, and

home return'd again."

Far more spirited is "Captain
Kidd's Farewell to the Seas;

or, the Famous Pirate's La-
ment." It was sung to the

tune of "Coming Down," and
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it gains an additional interest

from the fact that it is written
in the same measure as " Sam
Hall," the farewell of the

notorious chimney-sweep, which,
as sung at the Cider Cellars,

outraged Colonel Newcome's
sense of propriety. "Captain
Kidd," the earlier of the two
ditties by a few years, is far

less ribald than " Sam Hall,"
as the specimens of his "Fare-
well

" which follow abundantly
prove :

"My name is Captain Kidd, who has

sail'd, who has sail'd,

My name is Captain Kidd, who has

sail'd ;

My name is Captain Kidd,
What the laws did still forbid

Unluckily I did, while I sail'd.

Many long leagues from shore, when I

sail'd, when I sail'd,

Many long leagues from shore, when I

sail'd ;

Many long leagues from shore

I murdered William More,
And laid him in his gore, when I sail'd.

Because a word he spoke, when I sail'd,

when I sail'd,

Because a word he spoke, when I sail'd ;

Because a word he spoke,
I with a bucket broke

His skull at one sad stroke, while I

sail'd."

And so on, until the last debt

is paid
" Some thousands they will flock, when

we die, when we die,

Some thousands they will flock, when
we die ;

Some thousands they will flock

To Execution Dock,
Where we must stand the shock, and

must die."

This moving song could not

terrify the most scrupulous

Anglo -Indian nor the most

delicately
- nurtured boy that

ever went to the Charter-

house, and it is only in its

descendant that it is touched
with shame.
As we have said, these ballads

represent the landsman's view
of the sea. The sailor does not

beguile his leisure with songs
that sing the perils of the deep
or the glory of his trade. It

would, indeed, be strange if he
did. The banker does not

chant his till, nor the butcher

his chopping-block ;
and why

should the sailor bound his

imagination with a marlin-

spike ? In the old days senti-

mental songs were most often

heard on board ship, and
Thomas Haynes Bayly, the

delight of the drawing-room,
was the delight also of the

fo'o'sle. A passage from ' Two
Years Before the Mast,' quoted

by Professor Firth, says all that

needs to be said on this inter-

esting subject: "I shall never

forget," writes Dana, "hearing
an old salt, who had broken

his voice by hard drinking on

shore and bellowing from the

mast-head in a hundred north-

westers, singing in all manner
of ungovernable trills and

quavers, in the high notes

breaking into a high falsetto,

and in the low ones growling

along like the dying away of

the boatswain's 'All hands

ahoy !

' down the hatchway,
'Oh, no, we never mention
him!'

Perhaps, like me, he struggles with

Each feeling of regret :

But if he's loved as I have loved,
He never can forget !

'

The last line he roared at the

top of his voice, breaking each

word into half a dozen syllables.
This was very popular, and
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Jack was called on every night
to give them his sentimental

song." Such was the taste of

Dana's time. To-day it is the

music hall which is the sole

despotic arbiter of the sailor's

taste.

The publication of Queen
Victoria's l Letters

'

revealed to

the world a statesman of strong
and clear views, a queen of

wise and unfailing devotion to

the welfare of her country. Sir

Theodore Martin's '

Queen Vic-

toria as I Knew Her '

(William
Blackwood & Sons) presents
her Majesty in a more intimate

and simple light. It is indeed

its intimacy which gives the

book its value, and which sup-

plements the graver interest

of the ' Letters.' It need
not be said that Sir Theodore
has performed a difficult

task with the utmost deli-

cacy and tact, and that he
has drawn out of the fulness

of his knowledge a sincere and

living sketch. In 1866 Sir

Theodore was asked to write

the ' Life of the Prince Consort,'
and from that date he was

given the full confidence of

the Queen. Much that he
tells us is as fresh as it is

authentic. For instance, at

his first interview he noted
the nervousness of the Queen.
" Serene and full of a quiet

dignity as it was," thus he

writes, "almost amounting to

shyness, which, as I came to

know afterwards, her Majesty
always seemed to feel in first

meeting a stranger a shyness
so little to be expected in a

sovereignwho had gone through

so many exciting scenes, and
had known nearly all the most

distinguished men in Europe.
To show no signs of embarrass-

ment, but to be simple and

self-possessed, I saw at once
was my true policy." To this

policy Sir Theodore adhered
until the end. The tone of the

book is always a tone of simple

self-possession. Nor was the

'Life of the Prince Consort'
the only basis of his discussions

with the Queen. Henceforth
he was to her a literary coun-

sellor. He had not long begun
his task of biography when the

Queen published her ' Leaves
from a Journal,' and watched
the reception of the book with
all the eagerness of an un-

accustomed author. " The

Queen would have liked to go
to Mr Martin," she writes on

January 19, 1868, "but ever

since she came in, at a quarter

past five, she has done nothing
but read the reviews in the

newspapers. She is very much
moved deeply so but not

uplifted or '

puffed up
'

by
so much kindness, so much

praise." The praise and kind-

ness came at an opportune
moment. The Queen had
been greatly distressed by
the gossips of unamiable news-

papers, and though she drew
from the favourable reviews of

her book a certain solace,

there were still two things
which she "wished Mr Martin
could find means to get rec-

tified and explained : 1, That
the Queen wrote 'The Early
Years.' x

Pray have that con-

tradicted. 2, That it is the

Queen's sorrow that keeps her

1 General Grey's book.
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secluded to a certain extent.

Now, it is her overwhelming
work and her health which is

greatly shaken by her sorrow,
and the totally overwhelming
amount of work and responsi-

bility work which she feels

really wears her out. . . .

From the hour she gets out

of bed till she gets into it

again there is work, work,
work, letter-boxes, questions,

&o., which are dreadfully ex-

hausting, and if she had not

comparative rest and quiet in

the evening, she would most

likely not be alive. Her brain

is constantly overtaxed. Could
not this truth be openly put
before the people?" The
difficulties in the way of ex-

planation were insuperable, and
the Queen was forced to wait
until time silently undid the

work of misrepresentation.

Though for the most part
Sir Theodore's is a personal
record, he now and again is

able to throw a vivid light

upon the political sympathies
of the Queen. For instance,
it has been stated that the

Queen had a prejudice against
Mr Gladstone, because she

suspected him of trying to

overwork her. This, says Sir

Theodore, is untrue. "The
Queen's distrust of Mr Glad-

stone^" he writes,
" not

her '

prejudice' against him
was of a much earlier date
than his first Premiership. It

was deeply seated, and for

reasons that grew more and
more serious as the years rolled

on. But this is a matter with
which the future chronicler

may be left to deal." For

Disraeli, when he had once

taken office, the Queen had

always a warm and openly

expressed regard. She deplored
his conduct to Sir Robert Peel,
but as the years passed she

recognised in him "the patri-
otic statesman, free from all

mean ambition, superior to the

prejudices of party, looking
with keen sagacity beyond
the 'ignorant present.'" And
again, there is a passage con-

cerning Woman's Rights which

proves that the Queen had a

profound contempt for what
to - day we call Suffragettes.
"The Queen" thus she wrote
to Sir Theodore Martin in

1870 "
is most anxious to

enlist every one who can speak
or write to join in check-

ing this mad, wicked folly of
' Woman's Rights,' with all its

attendant horrors, on which
her poor feeble sex is bent,

forgetting every sense of

womanly feeling and propriety.

Lady ought to get a good
whipping." On every page, in

truth, there is something which

tempts us to quotation, and

quotation alone will give the
reader a proper sense of the

interest of the book. But it

ia not only as a record of fact

that Sir Theodore Martin's
book is valuable. Without the
smallest parade, and with a

light and sympathetic hand,
he has sketched the character
of the Queen, and his unambi-
tious work contains much both
of comment and of document
which no biographer of Queen
Victoria will be able to neglect.
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